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INTRODUCTION.

THE country treated of in this Gazetteer comprises the whole of the dominions of His Highness the Muharrāja of Kashmir and Jamū, and includes the provinces of Jamū, Kashmir, Ladāk, Baltistān, and Gilgit.

The information contained is derived from notes and the following books:—

2. Cunningham, Alexander, Brevet-Major, Bengal Engineers. Ladāk with notices of the surrounding Countries.
13. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Volumes XXIX and XXX.
15. Montgomery, Major T. G., R.E. Routes in the Western Himalaya, Kashmir, &c.
17. Murray, William. Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Panjāb, Volume II.
19. Hand-book of the Manufactures and Arts of the Panjāb, Volume II.
29. Routes in
Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladák.

34. Girdlestone. Memorandum on Kashmir and some adjacent Countries.
36. Henderson. Lahore to Yarkand.
37. Journals, R. G. S., III, VI, XIX, XXXI, XXXIV, XXXVII, XL.
38. Thomson. Himalaya and Tibet.
40. Wakefield. The Happy Valley.
42. Bogle and Manning. Tibet.
43. Leitner. Result of a Tour in Dardistán, Kashmir, &c.
51. Massy. of Ladák.
52. Saward. Routes in Asia (Section V).
53. Brooke. Route to the Mustágh Range (1884).
54. Shaw. Trade Report and Routes.
58. Biddulph, Sir M. Memorandum on the Road from Kohála to Baramóla.
61. Henderson. Question of the practicability of the Chang chenmo Route.
62. Floods on the River Indus.
63. Report on the proposed Canal from Akdúr to Jándí.
64. Panjáb Administration Report (1882-83).
65. Report on the external trade of the Panjáb (1885).
68. Histoire des Rôs de Kaschmir.
69. From Wall Street to Kashmir.

Much information was also obtained from letters in the possession of the Foreign Department of the Government of India and of the Panjáb Government.
GAZETTEER

OF

KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Political Geography.—The territories of the Kashmir State comprise two provinces, Jamú and Kashmir, each of which is administered by a Chief Officer, or Governor, styled Hukím-i-ála. The districts of Baltistán or Skardú and Ladák are included in the province of Jamú; and the district of Gilgit, including Astor, in Kashmir. The territory of Púch is administered by Rája Moti Singh, who holds it under a grant from the Maharája.

Boundaries.—When the treaties of 1846 were made, Guláb Singh held, as Rája of Jamú, the hill chiefship around Jamú in a more or less complete state of subjection, and Ladák and Baltistán by right of conquest, and Gilgit had become an appendage of the Sikh governorship of Kashmir. The general and practical result therefore of the treaty of Amritsár was to confirm Guláb Singh in what he already possessed, and to transfer to him the province of Kashmir with its newly-acquired authority over Gilgit.

Treaty provisions.—The clauses in the treaties of 1846, which relate to the boundaries of the Kashmir State, are as follow:—

I. By the 4th article of the treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846, the Maharája of Lahore ceded to the East India Company "in perpetual sovereignty, as equivalent for one crore of rupees, all his forts, territories, rights, and interests in the hill countries which are situated between the rivers Beas and Indus, including the provinces of Kashmir and Hazará."

II. By the 1st article of the treaty of Amritsár, dated the 16th March 1846, the British Government transferred and made over "for ever, in independent possession to Maharája Guláb Singh, and the heirs male of his body, all the hilly or mountainous country, with its dependencies, situated to the eastward of the River Indus and westward of the River Ravi, including Chamba and excluding Lahouí, being part of the territories ceded to the British Government by the Lahore State, according to the provisions of article IV of the treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846."

III. The 2nd article of the treaty of Amritsár provided that the eastern boundary of the tract transferred by the article just quoted should be "laid
down by Commissioners appointed by the British Government and the Maha-
raja Gulab Singh respectively for that purpose," and should be "defined in
a separate engagement after survey."

IV. The 4th article of the treaty of Amritsar stipulates that "the limits of
the territories of Maharaja Gulab Singh shall not be at any time changed
without the concurrence of the British Government."

The Eastern Boundary.—From the valley of the Chandra Bhaga to the Gya
peak (lat. 32° 31', long. 78° 28') the boundary line has been defined by Com-
misssioners, as it here divides the territories of the British and the Kashmir
Maharaja. From the Gya peak northwards the Chinese territories adjoin the
Kashmir State. The following is an extract from the Commissioner's
Report:

"In 1839, when Captain A. Cunningham surveyed the Lahoul districts, the boundary
between the States of Kulu and Chamba was formed by the Nalda and Chugan salas, two
tributaries of the Chandra Bhaga, the one on its left and the other on its right bank. From
the head of the Chugan sala the Commissioners determined that all the country to the east-
ward, which is drained by the Bhaga, the Chandra Bhaga, and their tributaries, belonged to
the British district of Lahoul; and that the boundary between Lahoul and the Zanskar
district was the Snowy Range (called Paralassa by Dr. Gerard) dividing the drainage of
the Bhaga and Chandra bhaga from that of the Zanskär river, as marked in the map (Pl.
XXIX).

"Beyond the Bara Lacha pass to the eastward, the Commissioners found that there was
an old well-known boundary stone, called Phalang Danda, which marked the limit between
Lahoul and Laddâk. This stone is noticed by Moorcroft (I., p. 220). It stands in the midst
of an open plain on the right bank of the Yumnam river. As there was no known or recog-
nised boundary mark on the other side of the stream, the Commissioners selected a remark-
able cream-coloured peak, called Turam, as the northern limit of the British territory on the
left bank of the river. As this peak is situated at the end of one of the spurs of the great
snowy chain, already determined as the northern limit of the Lahoul district, it forms a
natural continuation of the boundary line from the westward. The bearing of the Turam
peak from the Phalang Danda is 9° to the northward of west.

"As it appeared that the country to the eastward of the Phalang Danda belong to Spiti,
the Commissioners determined that the boundary between Spiti and Ladak on the westward
should be the Yumnam river. A straight line was accordingly drawn from the Phalang Danda
to the junction of the first sala on the right bank of the Yumnam, from which point the
Yumnam river forms the boundary as far as the junction of the Ts-arp river.

"Almost due north-east from this junction there is a remarkable square rock on the top
of the hill, which, from its resemblance to a fort, has received the name of Lanka. This
curious and well-known peak was selected as another fixed point in the boundary, to which
a straight line should be drawn from the junction of the Ts-arp river."

* Consultation, 30th De-
cember 1848, No. 704.

The following passages from Captain Cun-
ningham's journal also describe a portion of the bound-
ary:

"Monday, 7th September.—To mouth of Ts-arp river, 6½ miles. Road good, over a
long level, alluvial plain, in the midst of which was a square block of mica late thickly
imbedded with large crystals of quartz. This stone, which is 8 feet square and 12 feet high
above the ground, is called Lingti by the people of Kulu according to Moorcroft, and Phalang
Danda by the Ladakhs. The only name that we could learn was Phalang Danda, which
means the boundary stone, the stone being a well-known boundary mark between the States
of Kulu and Ladak. Almost due east from the junction of the Ts-arp and Yumnam rivers
there is, on the top of the hill, a remarkable square rock, which has so much resemblance to a fort that it had received the name of Lanku from the shepherds and traders who frequent these parts. It is a well-known point, and it can be seen from the Bara Lacha pass as well as from the neighbourhood of the Gunam lake.

From the Lanku peak to the eastward, the Commissioners, adhering to the principle which they had first laid down, determined that the whole of the Ts-arap valley and its tributaries belonged to the British Government; and that the snowy range on its right bank, which feeds all the northern affluents of the Ts-arap river, should be the boundary between Ladakh and the British districts of Spiti. This same range extends towards the east, past the southern end of the Tso Moriri lake, where it forms the well-known boundary between Ladakh and the Chinese territory. The Commissioners, therefore, determined that the boundary between Ladakh and Spiti should continue from the head of the Ts-arap along this same range to the Chinese boundary, thus including within Spiti all the streams which water that district, and giving to Ladakh all the streams which water its south-eastern district of Rupshu.

In 1872 the boundary line was drawn from the village of Nachu Sumdo (lat. 32° 41', long. 76° 26') along a ridge to the Gya peak. At this point the boundary line of the Kashmir State adjoins Tibet.

*Jamud and Kashmir Writing in 1875, Mr. Drew, who was for some time Territories, page 496. the Maharaja's governor of Ladakh, stated that the Kuenlun mountains southwards to the head of the Changchenmo valley, the boundary between Ladakh and Tibet is quite doubtful. From the head of the Changchenmo valley to the south and south-west till Gya peak is reached, the boundary appeared to be fairly well understood as representing actual occupation, so far that it divides pasture lands occupied by the subjects of the Maharaja from those occupied by subjects of Lhasa.

"In the neighbourhood of the Pangong lake," Mr. Drew observes, "there have been boundary disputes, which may now be said to be latent."

Northern Boundary.—At present it extends from the small State of Nagat on the west to the frontier of Tibet on the east. It has not yet been definitely determined. It includes the northern boundaries of Baltistan and Ladakh.

Mr. Elias's account.—Writing in 1878 about the trade routes to Central Political A., July 1878, Asia, Mr. Elias, the British Joint Commissioner at Lôh, said:

"In the above description the various loops of the road are followed up to the Yarkand frontier at Shishidilla, but it would appear from the latest maps that the Maharaja's territory hardly extends so far as that post, but is limited by the Kuenlun water-parting, i.e., the Karakoram."

Mr. Drew's account.—Beginning from the north-western end of the line, Mr. Drew describes the boundary thus:

"(a) From Nagat for the most part, and from the upper part of the Hunza valley, the separation is effected by a great and almost impassable ridge of mountains.

"(b) As to the boundary with Yarkand territory, from the Mustagh pass to the Karakoram pass, there is no doubt whatever; a great watershed divides the two territories.
"(c) From the Karakoram pass eastwards to past the meridian of 80° there has been no authoritative demarcation, and as the country is quite uninhabited for more than 100 miles in every direction, the actual state of occupation is no guide."

**North-Western Boundary.**—Commissioners were sent to demarcate this boundary, but do not appear to have arrived at definite results.

**Colonel Tanner's account.**—Colonel Tanner of the Survey of India, who was for a time on duty at Gilgit, has described the boundary thus:

"From the Kaghân boundary the frontier line follows the watershed of the Indus, the Kishan Ganga, and the Astor streams, till it dips into the Indus valley at a point nearly opposite Thalichna. It then follows the Indus for a short distance (say 2 miles), after which it strikes up-hill to the watershed of the Gilgit river on one side, with Darel, Tangir, and Hudar on the other. This ridge is followed to a point where the Batras stream rises. It then leads down the Batras and Gakhch watersheds to Hupar on the Gilgit river, ascends the range opposite Hupar so as to take in the slopes above Hatun, circles round that place, descends, crosses the Ishkumân stream, and then strikes up the range, following the ridge to a point north of Bar. From this point ice-fields and glaciers occur, and the boundary is undefined; it eventually strikes a spur which leads south, down to the Hunza river midway between Budlas and Mouyn, crosses the river and ascends the slope on the opposite side, after which it is taken along the east of the Himalayas over Rakaposhi to the Mustagh pass."

* Letter No. 215, dated 2nd August 1850, to the Secretary to Board of Administration.

**Foreign Department Consultation, 27th September 1850, No. 31.**

"The Jhelum being here full of cultivated islands, boundary pillars are set up in the same, as the boundary ascends the river nearly to Manghink, where the islands cease, and the deep, rapid, clearly-defined current of the Jhelum requires no column to aid in exhibiting the boundary. At the confluence of the Nainsuak or Kunhar river with the Jhelum, the boundary quits the latter river and climbs the current of the Nainsuak to Berurkot British and Berarkot of Jammê, where, leaving the river, it strikes to the summit of the Dhab mountain, about 6 miles, and then follows the ridge of that very elevated mountain until lost in the snow, the water falling into the river Kishan Ganga belonging to Jammê, that received by the Nainsuak being British."

"Here also no boundary pillars are required, the mountain ridge being the best possible boundary. In the snow aforesaid terminates the boundary common to British India and Jammê—the British boundary afterwards meeting with lands inhabited by independent tribes."

The Hazâra settlement report says that Kaghân, part of the Hazâra district, is separated from these independent countries by the Kaghân range, and from Kashmir by the mountain range bordering the left bank of the Kunhar river. So, too, Mr. Drew (Jamû and Kashmir Territories, page 496) states that from the confluence of the Jhelum and Kaghân (or Kunhar) rivers "the boundary line, still fixed and undisputed, follows the ridge which divides the drainage of Kaghân from that of Kishan Ganga."

**Southern Boundary.**—(1) From the Jhelum to the Ravi. The only portion of the British-Kashmir boundary which has been demarcated with bound-

---

1 In an unofficial note to Mr. Crawford.
aries is that which lies between the Rivers Jhelum and Ravi, from a point above Dulial to Madhopur, i.e., from lat. 32° 58', long. 73° 45', to lat. 32° 23', long. 75° 39'.

(2) From the Ravi to the Lahoul border.—The southward curve of the River Ravi is the boundary for most of the border between Madhopur and a point about 14 miles west-north-west of the town of Chamba. In regard to this portion the Boundary Commissioner explained the principles which he had followed thus:—

"It was impossible in some cases to avoid the river boundaries.

"When the river was a single clear stream, without cultivated islands, the main current was laid down as the boundary, and one boundary pillar of masonry was planted where the boundary from the east first entered the river, and another where it left the river, though the interval should be of many miles.

"When the boundary ran through the inhabited islands of a river, as in the Jhelum above the town so named, pillars were built all along the line dividing lands, and on either side of the subordinate arms of the river where these formed the boundary.

"Where the boundary line entered a river and ran up the main stream for miles, the boundary pillars were generally of greater size and stability than the ordinary pillars.

"As rivers in India are constantly encroaching upon the land at their salient curves, and receding from it at their re-entering curves, and village lands become thus transferred from one State to the other, it was ruled that the proprietor of each village should remain, notwithstanding, still proprietor, paying his dues to each State according to the extent and value of his lands in either."

The Chamba border was apparently demarcated with pillars by Captain Abbott in 1848-49. It reaches the westward limit of the Lahoul boundary defined by Captain Cunningham's Commission at a point 29 miles due north of the confluence of the Chandra Bhágá tributaries of the Chenáb, and about the same distance west-north-west of the Bara Lacha pass. There is apparently no doubt about the boundary on the Chamba border.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Natural features.—The form of the ground of the Maharájá's territories is thus generally described by Drew:—

The lowest part is the strip of plain on the south-west, which is continuous with the great level plain of the Panjáb; it is 900 to 1,000 feet above the sea.

The mountains begin along a very definite line; the first ridge is a line of hills from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea. Next comes a tract of rugged country which includes various ridges (3,000 to 4,000 feet) running nearly parallel to the first one, with long narrow valleys (2,000 feet) between them.
The foregoing is on the whole a rugged space, partly covered by a low forest or scrub, partly of bare sandstone rock.

Next within is a tract occupied by hills, commonly of 5,000 to 10,000 feet, covered with pasture, or else with forest. These hills are not like the last, in parallel lines, but in ramifications, divided by equally ramifying valleys, some of the latter being as low as 2,500 feet.

More lofty mountains are then met with, which rise first to rocky heights, and then to the region of perpetual snow. A great chain of snowy mountains running south-east and north-west divides the drainage of the Chenáb and Jhelum rivers from that of the higher branches of the Indus. The summits vary from 27,000 to 15,000 feet. Branches from this enclose the valley of Kashmir (5,000 to 6,000 feet) with hills, many of which are 14,000 to 15,000 feet high.

All beyond is a wide tract of mountainous country, the whole of which is at a high level with peaks from 17,000 to 22,000 feet and more; it is the north-west part of Tibet; and Ladák, Baltistán, and Gilgit are divisions of it. The valleys of this region vary very much in character: in the south-east part are high, level, flat valleys from 1 to 5 miles in width, at elevations of 14,000 and 15,000 feet; from that in a north-west direction their height descends (the space at the same time narrowing, lofty mountains always bounding them) ultimately to as low as 5,000 feet; at the lower levels also are sometimes widenings of the valley bottom.

In a few places are table-lands (too wide to be called valleys) surrounded by mountains. The most remarkable are the Deosai plateau (12,000 to 13,000 feet) and the Lingzi-thang and Kuenlun plains (16,000 to 17,000 feet).

Vigne remarks that the general character of the southern slopes of the Himalaya is, that they are comparatively bare of trees, although covered with long grass, and that the northern side of Kashmir, although so far from the plains and divided from them by four or five intervening ranges, is, in accordance with this rule, nearly free from jungle, although covered with long grass and verdure, whilst the southern side on the contrary is nearly one mass of forest. He adds—“The reasons for this given to me by the Kashmiris were, in the first place, that no trees would grow where the bank was open to the hot winds from India, and further that no jungle will grow where the ground is not exposed to the rays of the morning sun.”

It is certainly true that the fruits of the southern side of the valley are always the best. The reasons thus given are more plausible than satisfactory, but the fact of there being in many places so little forest on the southern abutments of the lower Himalaya, and still less on those of Kashmir, is simply owing to their receiving the rays of the sun more vertically than the long slopes on the opposite side of the valley.

Shaw gives the following graphic description of the difference in the aspect of the country on the two sides of the main Himalayan ridge:

“The Bara Laacha pass is the boundary between two separate regions distinguished by their physical characters. On the southern side is what may be called the true Himalayan region.
Here the gigantic ranges are covered with perpetual snow, furrowed by glaciers, and they rise from midst dense forests which clothe their flanks up to a certain elevation.

They are separated by deep gorges, whose sides are precipices, and through which large rivers flow. In fact the scenery is alpine.

Once across the Bara Lacha pass, however (or any other pass on the same range), you enter a region where all gorges or valleys appear to have been filled up by an encroaching sea of gravel, which has risen to within a few hundred yards of the summits of the ranges. The space between the mountains no longer plunges down in a seemingly bottomless ravine whose sides narrow down till they barely leave room for the stream. Instead of that it is occupied by a broad, high level plain, out of which the summit ranges merely rise like undulations. We noticed the prevalence of the horizontal after the vertical lines to which the Himalayas has accustomed us. It is like leaving a Gothic cathedral and approaching the Parthenon. At the same time, a kind of drought seems to have fallen over the face of the country.

There are no vast fields of snow to supply streams of water, and no frequent showers to maintain verdure. It seems as if we had here a rough block from which nature intended hereafter to carve out the usual features of a mountain country by some change of climate which would bring snow and ice and water to sweep out the masses of earth or gravel by which the mountain ranges are now glued together. Crossing the Bara Lacha pass we are in barren or Tibetan region, where green spots are about as rare as islands in the ocean, and universal gravel is the rule.

But there is one deep broad trench, which divides the region into two, and northwise, that is (roughly) from south-east to north-west. This is the valley of the Upper Indus or Ladakh. This trench, however, does not descend below 10,000 or 11,000 feet of elevation.

The round barren hills resemble nothing so much as a gigantic gravel-pit, unless it be a series of heaps of cinders, and have not a blade of verdure on them. There is hardly any snow even on the highest mountains around, for the outer ranges intercept every particle of moisture almost which could fall in the shape of snow.

So that here at 15,000 feet they have no more snow in winter than on the Kangra range at 5,000 feet. But the dry cold and the bitter wind are in the inverse proportion."

**Extent.**—The dominions of the Kashmir Maharajah extend approximately—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Distance (miles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South-east to north-west</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-west to north-east</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South to north</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East to west</td>
<td>350 to 400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area is estimated at 63,000 square miles.

**Plains and Valleys.**—Vigne estimates the plains in the valley of Kashmir, including the wodars, to contain, at a rough calculation, about 650 square miles, and that on the neighbouring mountains there is an extent of at least 150 square miles of pastureage. Mr. Vigne's estimate, however, is too low. Mr. Drew considers the area of the valley to be more probably between 1,800 and 1,900 square miles, and a calculation for the purposes of the land settlement in progress, based upon partial measurement compared with the total revenue, shows that the area within which cultivable land lies cannot be less than 1,500 to 1,600 square miles, omitting the lakes. The pasture lands are very extensive and valuable; the Kashmir cattle grazing during the summer up to the confines of Ladakh, while the higher altitudes are covered with thousands of sheep. But 150 square miles does not even adequately represent the grazing area of the valley itself. About one third of the valley may be
said to afford grass, and the swamps and edges of the lakes produce very nourishing food for cows, besides which the slopes of the mountains, properly belonging to the villages below, can hardly be reckoned at less than a rim of two square miles along an edge of, say, 180 miles.—(Wingate).

The margs or mountain-downs, which are numerous on the tops of the range of hills immediately below the Pir Panjal, and also upon the northern slopes of those mountains which enclose the north-eastern side of the valley, are a peculiar feature of the country; covered with rich pasturage, they afford sustenance during the summer months to large herds of ponies, cattle, sheep, and goats. The principal of these margs frequented by Europeans are Gulmarg, above Baramula, to the eastward of Srinagar; Killian, about 1,000 feet above Gulmarg, Sonamarg in the Sind valley, and Tosha Maidán a few miles south of Gulmarg.

The most considerable of the minor valleys are the Loláb to the north, the Sind valley and Tilial to the north-east, the Nubíg and Maru Wardwan valleys to the south-east, and the Lidar valley also south-east.

Ladák is one of the most elevated regions of the earth, and very barren. The lowest valleys have an elevation of about 9,000 or 10,000 feet.

The principal plains are the Deosai on the north-eastern boundary of Kashmir, the Dipsang, south of the Karakoram pass; the Hanlé, the Kiang, the Liagti and the Lohnzithang or Aksai Chin. These plains are for the most part bare and unproductive, affording few means of subsistence to man or beast. The Hanlé plain is very green during the summer months, and gives good feeding to large flocks of sheep.

Mountains.—The great Himalaya, which bounds India on the north, in one continuous chain of gigantic peaks, from the southward bend of the Brahmaputra to the holy lake of Mansarowar, is extended to the westward from the sources of the Sutlej to the magnificent peaks of Nanga Parbat at the great bend of the Indus.

This western half forms the watershed parting between the Indus and its five affluents, and also divides the great Hindu family of India from the Bhote of Tibet; lastly, it divides the cold and dry climate of Tibet, with its dearth of trees, from the warm and humid climate of India, with its luxuriance of vegetable productions.

There is one marked difference between the eastern and western Himalayas: the inferior ranges of the eastern chain generally run at right angles to its axis, whereas those of the western chain are mostly disposed in subordinate parallel ranges. Thus we find no less than two distinct and independent ranges to the south of the western Himalaya, both stretching in the same general direction from south-east to north-west. These ranges may be called the middle Himalaya and the outer Himalaya.

Beyond the Himalaya the same system of parallel chains will be observed in at least three distinct ranges of mountains, which may be called the trans-Himalaya, the Kailas or Gangri range, and the Karakoram, beyond which
latter is the Kuenlun range, forming the northern slope of the Great Tibetán plateau as the Himalayas form the southern.

The Himalaya divides the headwaters of the Sullej from those of the Indus, and extends to the western limits of Astor and Rondú. The Kailas or Gangri range runs through the midst of Western Tibet along the right bank of the Indus to the junction of the Shyok.

The main range (the western Himalaya) has already been noticed.

The mid-Himalaya divides the valleys of Spíti, Lahoul, Kishtwár, and Kashmir on the north, from those of Kulu, Chamba, and Púneh on the south.

The outer Himalaya are those hills which occur between the mid-Himalaya and Siwaliks, or low hills which rise immediately out of the great plain of the Panjáb.

These different ranges form the principal features, and consequently the natural boundaries of the Hill States. The whole mass of mountains from the Kuenlun range to the plains of the Panjáb has an average breadth of nearly 300 miles. (Cunningham.)

Lakes.—The lakes of the Kashmir valley are numerous, and may be divided into those in the valley itself, and those upon the mountains surrounding it; of the former the following are the principal:—the Dal or "city lake," which is situated on the north-east of Srinagar, and connected with the Jhelum by a canal called the Tsont-i-kul, or "apple-tree canal," which enters it opposite the palace.

The Anchar is situated to the north of Srinagar; it is connected with the Dal by means of the Náli Már, and it flows into the Sind river near Shadípur. It stretches as far south as the Idgah, where it is called the Kashal Sar; the portion midway near the village of Atsan is known as the Atsan Nambal; the Mar canal passes through it.

The Anchar can scarcely be called a lake; it is caused by the waters of the Sind overflowing the low ground to the north of the city.

The Manas Bal is situated near the right bank of the Jhelum, with which it is connected by a canal which enters it about 400 yards below the village of Súmbal.

The Wular is the largest of all the lakes, and is situated to the east of Sopúr; the Jhelum flows through it.

Among the mountain lakes the following are the most important:—the Konsa Nág, situated on the top of the Pír Panjál range, above the village of Sedau; the Sůsha Nág, situated above the head of the Lidar valley, on the road to the cave of Amrnáth; and Gangarísal Nág and Sarbal Nág, situated on the top of Haramuk, which overlooks the north-eastern shore of the Wular.

The city of Srinagar may be said to be surrounded with lakes and morasses, but only those to the north approach the actual limits of the city.

On the south, close to the left bank of the Jhelum, with which it communicates by a canal, the Vetnar stretches for some miles parallel with the belt of dry land which is traversed by the high road to Shupian; near to it is
the Nágat Nambul, and, to the west of the road, on the left bank of the Dúdh Ganga, lies the head of the Binman, one of the series of morasses lying between the slopes on the south-west side of the valley and the Jhelum, which extend the entire distance to the Wular lake.

This lake extends from 5 to 6 miles from north to south, and is 2 to 3 miles from east to west at its broadest point. The mountains rise abruptly along its eastern edge.

The average depth of this lake is not more than 7 to 10 feet, though in one place it reaches 26 feet; the water being very clear, the bottom covered with weeds is almost constantly visible.

With a single exception, all the lakes in Ladák are land-locked, and, consequently, more or less salt. The principal are the Pangong lake, the Pangúr Tso, the Tsomoriri lake, and the Tso-kar. There are besides some extensive salt lakes scattered about the Kuenlun plains.

The lakes in Ladák are all at a great height; they are moreover gradually drying up, as becomes apparent by the unmistakeable marks of larger surfaces remaining from former times. There are two small mountain lakes in the range of hills east of Jamú, Surninsar, and Mausar, situated respectively 14 and 20 miles distant from Jamú.

One of the principal rivers of Kashmir is the Jhelum, which in its course nearly intersects the valley. Formed by the junction of three streams, the Arpat, the Bring, and the Sándran, which rise at the south-east end of the valley, it receives in its course numerous tributaries; among those which join it by the right bank are the Lídrar from the north-east near Islamabád, and the Sind from the east opposite Shádpur, and after emerging from the Wular lake, the Polur, which flows into it in the neighbourhood of Sopur. By its left bank it is joined by the combined waters of the Vesháú and Rembiára near Murhám, by the Rámchá at Karkarpur, by the Dúdh Ganga at Srinagar, and by the Sudhánál near Shádpur.

The Kishán Ganga, or river of Krishna, which has its sources on the edges of the Deosai plains and in the Tiháli valley, is a very considerable stream; it flows in a north-north-westerly direction, and skirts the north-western extremity of Kashmir, joining the Jhelum just below the town of Mozafarrábad, opposite the Domál dák bungalow.

The Marw Wardwán river drains the valley of that name; it takes its rise from the Saga glacier on the pass leading into Súrí at the north-eastern extremity of the valley, and flows southward, joining the Chenáb or Chandra Bhága above Kishtwár. This latter river traverses Kishtwár, Badawár, and Rissá, flowing into the plains at Aknúr some miles to the west of Jamú.

Of these rivers the Jhelum is navigable from the neighbourhood of Islamábád to Baramúla, a distance of about 60 miles. The boats used in Kashmir are of various kinds, e.g., the baháts, dánga, shikára, khúch, télímar, lárína, chákkári, parinda, and diubahára.

The baháts is the largest description of boat, and is employed exclusively
in the transport of grain and merchandise; some of these barges are of great size, and their draught is considerable, so much so that for about four months in winter there is not sufficient water in the river to float them. They have sloping mat-roofs running down the centre. For these boats a deep channel is maintained in the bed of the river, which enables them to traffic much longer than they otherwise could. The family live on board throughout the year. The smaller bahats is called wakhit.

The danga is the ordinary passenger boat of Kashmir; it is a long flat-bottomed craft, usually about 56 feet in length and 6 feet in width, drawing about 2 feet. It has a reed-mat roof, and similar mats are rolled up along the sides: when they are dropped a fairly comfortable room is made. The boat people live in a compartment at the back. In winter the dunga are engaged in carrying shōli (paddy) to Srinagar.

The sikāra is of the same shape as the danga, but much smaller, being usually only about 36 feet long, 3½ feet wide, and 1 foot deep. It is chiefly used in and about Srinagar, and answers the purpose of a carriage.

The ḥūdā is a very large boat without a roof or awning, and is used for the carriage of goods. It is also called ḥachu.

The tādāwar is the smallest, lightest, and swiftest of all the boats used on the Kashmir lakes.

The lārindó is a State barge, in which the boatmen are seated both before and behind the canopied portion occupied by the passenger. It is a sort of house-boat.

There are two other State boats, the parinda (a very light, long-craft, with a small canopied space towards the fore part, propelled by 30 to 40 men, and possessing great speed) and the chāmārī, a more substantial boat with a heavier canopy. All the boats on the Jhelum are propelled by heart-shaped paddles.

The baḥats, or large grain-boats, are generally worked by poles, men on either side descending an inclined plane from the roof of the boat and chanting as they push.

The crew of the danga are most useful, and on shore will act in almost any capacity. Lastly, there is the dūbakān (or dhemān), a little "dug-out," used for the cultivation of the melon-beds of the Dal lake, and for carrying vegetables, &c., to market. It is worked by a man or woman, squatted in the bow, with one paddle.¹

The Jhelum is spanned by thirteen bridges in its course through the valley of Kashmir; they are of peculiar construction and are called kadalās.

In Ladāk and Baltistān the principal river is the Indus, which flows in a general north-west direction through the whole length of these two provinces in a deep trough between the trans-Himalayan range on its left bank and the Kailas and Karakoram ranges on its right bank. Its chief tributaries on the left bank are the Hanlé, Zanskār river, the Drās and Astor rivers, while on

¹ For further remarks on boats, see under the heading "Jhelum."
the right bank it receives the Shyok, the Shigar, and the Gilgit rivers. The Shyok receives the Nubrá and the Changchenmo rivers; while the Shigar is formed by the junction of the Básáha and Braldú rivers.

Both the Jhelum and the Chenáb also join the Indus after it has entered the plains of the Panjáb. The most remarkable feature about the Indus and its tributaries is the general parallelism of their courses, which has been determined by the direction of the principal mountain chains, and the same similarity may be observed in the peculiar knee-bends which are common to all the rivers of the Panjáb. For the curious sweep southward, which occurs in the Sutlej below Bilaspúr, is also found in all the other rivers; in the Beas below Hajípúr; in the Ravi near Bassoli; in the Chenáb below Kishtwár; in the Jhelum below Mozafarabad; and in the Indus at the junction of the Gilgit river.

Cunningham gives the following account of the passage of rivers in Ladák:

*Passage of rivers.*—The rivers are generally crossed by fording. *Gal* is the Tibetan term for a ford. In summer, the morning is the best time for fording; for after 10 or 11 a.m. the waters are much increased by the melting snows.

*Ferry* (grukha).—The common people are usually ferried over on a single inflated skin, but influential men are usually taken over on a raft, formed by placing a charpái on two inflated skins. The Shyok, opposite Satti, is crossed by boat in summer.

*Bridges.*—There are two kinds of bridges met with in Ladák—

1. The sámpa, or wooden bridge, made usually of large beams of poplars. Good specimens are to be seen at Léh and Khalsi.
2. The chung-sam, or suspension bridge, is common on the Indus and Shyok, above their junction. It is formed of two stout ropes of twisted birch twigs, about the thickness of a man’s arm.

The *chung-sam* is a very cheap and easy mode of bridging a stream, and is, when new and well constructed, quite safe. The passage of old bridges is, however, often both difficult and dangerous. In them the suspension ropes form a great curve; the sides are frequently unrattled and completely open, and the roadway sometimes reduced to a single rope. (*Cunningham.*)

*Climate.*—Owing to the great variations of level, the climate must necessarily be different for every region.

The temperature ranges from more than the tropical heat of the Panjáb summer, to such an intensity of cold as keeps perpetual snow on the mountains. In inhabited places even, the variation is such, that in the lower parts the people go about nearly unclad; in the higher, sheepskins are worn, and in some places the people are confined to their houses for seven months in the year by snow. The element of moisture also causes much variety in climate, and consequently in aspect of country.
Regions of four different degrees may be roughly distinguished as follows:

(1) Where the periodical rains prevail, as in the southern portions of British territory, including the outer hills and middle mountains.

(2) Where the rains do not reach, but there is rainfall enough for all crops, but rice, without irrigation. This area embraces Kashmir.

(3) Where irrigation is necessary for crops, and the hillsides are bare, with the exception of a little forest. This is a semi-Tibetan climate, and includes Astor, part of Gilgit and of Baltistan.

(4) A nearly rainless tract, where irrigation is necessary for crops, and the whole country is entirely bare. This has a Tibetan climate and includes the rest of Gilgit, the greater part of Baltistan, and all Ladak.

Communications.—The cart-road now under construction up the Jhelum valley from Mari to Srinagar is the only road practicable for wheeled traffic. The remainder are only practicable for pack animals. Mr. Girdlestone says of the roads:

"On land the means of communication in the towns are narrow, tortuous streets, whose uneven pavement is excruciating to the feet, and in the country the tracks worn by passengers and cattle, and following the inequalities of the ground. In the side valleys, the footpath soon becomes difficult as the upper gorges are reached."

Mr. Wynne reported in 1873 that the Maharajah intended henceforth to devote to the improvement of roads an annual sum of half a lakh of chilki (ten-anna) rupees. Up to date little or nothing has been done towards the repairs of the roads.

To Srinagar the principal roads from India are:

(a) The Mari road, nearly finished, suitable for wheeled traffic, and with little alteration for a narrow-gauge line.

(b) The Pār Panjāl route, which is very bad and much less used than formerly. Ponies go along it with difficulty.

(c) The Sialkot-Jamū-Srinagar route, a good deal used by natives, suitable for baggage animals.

From Srinagar the principal roads are:

(a) To Gilgit via the Kamri or Dorikūn passes, Astor and Būnjī. This road is continued to Chitral and then by the Dorab pass into Zebak. It is passable for baggage animals, but very difficult in places.

(b) To Lēh via the Zoji La and thence on to Yārkand. A certain amount of money is being yearly spent by the Joint Commissioners on this road, and consequently it is generally very good going for baggage animals.

(c) To Skardu via the Zoji La and Indus valley. From where it leaves the Lēh road, this road is extremely bad and barely passable for baggage animals.
In the valley the best road is perhaps that leading from Srinagar to Shupion, and thence to the Pîr Panjâl pass. Other well-marked tracks are the roads from Baramûla to Srinagar on the one side, and to Islâmâbâd and Vêrneg and thence to the Banihâl pass on the other side; the road to Lâh up the Sind valley and thence over the Zoji La, and the road to Gilgit following the course of the Jhelum, and then skirting the east side of the Wular lake. All the roads appear to date from the time of the Delhi Emperors. Of the village paths, it may be said that from any large village there is usually a decent track leading to Srinagar. But communication between villages is very difficult owing to rivers, canals, unbridged irrigation cuttings, rice-lands, and swamps. On all main tracks the villagers maintain little crossings of logs covered with mud over irrigation canals and streams. Near Srinagar the roads generally begin with a mile or two of poplar avenue. The traffic is by ponies, mules, and coolies. (Winâgate.)

Bellev gives the following interesting account of the mode of tracking out a pass by the aid of yaks on the high passes of Ladâk:

"Before essaying the passage of the glacier, it is customary to drive a herd of ten or twelve yaks across to ascertain the route. These, in their way, sagacious animals, when urged up the side of the glacier, crowd together for a consultation on its edge, and after a good deal of grunting one of them takes the lead, the others following in single file. The leader, with his nose down on the snow, sniffs and grunts his way cautiously, and when tired, falls back for the next to take up the lead till land is reached on the other side. The Bhots follow the track of their brutes and erect little pillars of snow here and there along the route by way of guide in case of mist or snow obscuring the track."

Not unfrequently in the valley of the Indus, blocks of rocks are set in motion by the step of the wild sheep. These stone avalanches are of constant occurrence in these hills after rain and during the period the winter snows are melting away; and they are one of the most dreaded dangers the traveller has to face. And hence it is that the Bhot never thinks of camping in the open in these valleys, but always takes shelter in the cavern of some secure bank, or scoops out, or walls in, some ready hollow under the lee of any firm rock.

Saudals.—In the Kashmir valley the better class of people wear chaplis, which consist of a soft-leather sock, laced, and over it a strong, thick leather sole, bound to the foot by thongs, terminating in one buckle. Coolies, both in the valley and in the mountains, wear sandals made of rice-straw. Chaplis are useless in wet weather, but the straw-shoe is good and safe, and worn over the European boot is comfortable, and safe for mountain climbing. (Winâgate.) The Tibetan sandals, or mocassins, will wear for a surprisingly long time, provided they do not get wet. They are made of ibex-skin, and on account of their roughness and pliability they are admirably adapted to walking over steep or dangerous paths.

Communications.—In the valley of Kashmir the Jhelum and the canals connected with it are much used as a means of communication, and have hitherto served all the purposes of traffic. A description of the various kinds of boats used will be found under the heading "Jhelum."
To avoid the necessity of crossing the dangerous Wular lake, through which flows the main stream of the Jhelum, a navigable canal was constructed in very early times to connect Sopûr with Srinagar.

This canal, which is called the Nârû, leaves the left bank of the river immediately below Shadipûr and runs southward, dividing into two branches, the smaller of which continues straight on through the marshes to Patan and Palballan, while the other turns to the right and finally enters the southern portion of the Wular lake.

When the water is high enough, this, which is the shorter route, is always selected by the boatmen when passing between Srinagar and Baramûla.

Irrigation channels are numerous; of these the Shâhkûl canal in the Khourpara pargana, and the Naindi and Ninnar canals, near Islamabâd, are among the most important.

The construction of a canal connecting Aknûr with Jamû was commenced, but proving a failure was abandoned; it is called the Shâhnapûr canal (q.v.). Rafts and small boats are floated down the Chenáb, but it cannot be called navigable above Aknûr. There are falls and rapids, near where the river makes the knee-bend, which are dangerous. The Indus is too rapid to be navigated in any part of its course through the Kashmir State.

Postal.—The earliest rules regarding postal communication with Kashmir were contained in Panjab Notification No. 673, dated 16th March 1867, and provided for the conveyance of a sealed bag to and from the British Officer on duty at Srinagar, by the Maharâja’s agency. A fee equal to half the British postage was levied, on behalf of the Maharâja, on all letters to and from visitors in the valley, who used what was termed “the Resident’s dâk.”

Changes in 1870-71.—In 1870 the direct connection of the Srinagar post office with the office of the Officer on Special Duty was severed; but the Srinagar post office has always since been maintained by the Imperial post office during the Kashmir season of each year. At first sanction was experimentally given* in 1870; but it was continued † permanently.

in 1871. The establishment was as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Deputy Postmaster on</td>
<td>100 per mensam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Musahb</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Peons</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From 1st January 1886 Srinagar was constituted a permanent head office, which is now open throughout the year. The time of transit between Sialkot and Srinagar averages about 63 hours. The present establishment consists of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Postmaster at</td>
<td>150 per mensam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Clerks</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Clerk</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Postmen</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery allowance</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

During the season (1st May to 31st October) one extra postman is entertained, and during the winter an allowance of Rs per month is made for firewood.

During July and August, a branch office is established at Gulmarg.

Leh.—A sub-office was opened at Leh experimentally on the 1st June 1875; it was continued on the 1st January 1876, and was made permanent in August 1876. It is open throughout the year. The Kashmir postal charges and rules apply to Leh.

Levy of Kashmir postage.—In addition to the British post office, the State maintains its own postal service, the chief offices being at Srinagar and Jamú. Their only regular service is between these two places, and it is so uncertain, that the inhabitants of Srinagar are largely using the British post office for all communication with India. Within the State, letters may take from a few days to a month or six weeks to reach the addressee. On all correspondence addressed to or emanating from its own subjects, the State charges postage at British India rates; and consequently if the letter is addressed to India, its sender must pay double postage, once in British stamps and again in Kashmir stamps, and the recipient of a letter from India must pay in cash the full amount of the British stamps thereon. This is a serious hindrance to trade. The charge is made whether the letter travels by the State or by the British office. Europeans are charged at half rates for all Indian correspondence, and 1 anna per letter, post-card, or newspaper going to or coming from Europe. Official correspondence is free of any Kashmiri postage. Within the State the local officials use Kashmiri service stamps, which are not paid for, but supplied on application. The Kashmiri stamps in use are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 anna</td>
<td>1 anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 annas</td>
<td>1 anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 annas</td>
<td>2 annas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 annas</td>
<td>4 annas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 annas</td>
<td>8 annas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and post-cards.

The double postage is almost prohibitive of parcels, as the postage frequently exceeds the value, and even the half-postage rates charged to Europeans make it cheaper to use a special messenger. In maintaining such a system the State shows itself at once ignorant of its own advantages and neglectful of the interests of its subjects. (Wingate.)

Writing in 1874, Mr. Girdlestone says that the efficiency of the post between Srinagar and Jamú is noteworthy, for, notwithstanding that five ranges of hills have to be crossed, the usual time of transit does not exceed forty-eight hours, the distance being about 160 miles. To obtain this speed the daily packet is limited to a few pounds in weight, and the runners are relieved every 2 or 3 miles in the hills. At present (1889) a letter posted at
Lahore on Friday evening, would ordinarily be delivered in Srinagar on Tuesday, and from Bombay a letter is received after about 8 days. But the bags being limited in weight, in making them up newspapers are frequently left out, and occasionally letters. Heavy rain makes the route to Jamū very difficult, and heavy snow closes the Banihal pass (9,200 feet), although shelters for the runners exist every 200 or 300 yards. The post is thus occasionally interrupted for one or two days at a time. (Wingate).

The communication on the lines between Srinagar and Gilgit is maintained, not by regular runners, but through village agency, and therefore cannot be depended on for speed, though, so long as there is no snow on the road, the variation in time is slight. Between Srinagar and Leh, there are regular runners during the summer, but in winter, when the men cannot camp out, they go from village to village. In the summer a letter goes from Srinagar to Leh in seven or eight days; in winter much longer.

Mr. Ney Elias, in 1878, made the following report on the postal routes to Leh:

"The Kulu route is closed to traffic for eight months in the year, and during the remaining four months, cannot be used as a dák road, owing to its length and natural difficulties in the form of high passes. The Kashmir road, on the other hand, is in ordinary seasons open for dák service the whole year, with the exception of a week or two during the winter, when heavy snow is falling, or when exceptionally boisterous weather prevails at a certain point. It is, moreover, a somewhat shorter route to Lahore than the Kulu route.

"But two serious obstacles to the Kashmir route exist—(1) the necessity of crossing the Zoji La pass in its present unsecured condition; (2) the absence of an undivided and effectual control of the dák service between the limits of the jurisdiction of the wazir of Kashmir (viz., Sonamarg) and Ladakh."

From the account given of the Zoji La, it will be seen that the 7-mile section between Baltal and Graman is too long for the safety of the dák men, and is the chief cause of the delay in running the mails between Kashmir and Ladakh.

From Sonamarg to Leh there are thirty-two dák stages, to each of which in the summer two men are appointed, while between Sonamarg and Mātayan sixteen extra men are employed during the winter.

In the winter, instead of the dák arriving daily at Leh, there is often an interval of a fortnight, and even more sometimes.

From Srinagar to Leh the transit under ordinary circumstances takes seven days, the distance being about 254 miles. Except on the part of officials, Europeans, and a few merchants, there does not appear to be much written correspondence in Kashmir.

A railway scheme1 is under consideration for the extension of the Sialkot branch of the North-Western Railway to Jamū. The line would be about 27 miles long (9 British and 18 Kashmir territory), running through easy country, mostly fertile, especially the English portion, presenting no difficulty, except one bridge (about 1,050 feet). The work could be completed and carried out in twelve months from the date

---

1. This railway is now completed (1890).
of commencing operations. The total cost has been estimated at Rs1,000 per
mile.

Four routes are considered practicable:—

1st.—Sialkot to the Kashmir plain, via Jamú and Riasl, up the Chenáb
and Bichlari valleys, with a long tunnel under the Banibál pass.

2nd.—From Jhelum, on the North-Western Railway, up the Púnce valley,
via Koti and Púnch, with a tunnel under the Háji Pir, or adjoining
pass, to Baramúla and Srinagar.

3rd.—Leaving the North-Western Railway at Mandra or New Rewát, starting
via Kahúta, Panjar, and up the Jhelum valley to Baramúla and Srinagar.

4th.—From Kala-ki-Sarál station on the North-Western Railway, via
Abbotabad, Mozafarabad, and up the Jhelum valley to Baramúla
and Srinagar.

Telegraph.—A wire connects Jamú with Sialkot with an intermediate
station at Nawashar, the head-quarters of the silla.

From Jamú the wire is carried to Srinagar, with intermediate stations at
Udampur, Deogar, or Banibál on the south, and Vernág on the north side
of the Banibál pass; and at Islamábád.

From Udampur branch lines go to Riasl and Rámnagar.

From Srinagar the line goes to Domél.

On this line the intermediate stations are Soorú, Baramúla, and Uri.

Another line goes from Srinagar to Skardú, via Sind valley and Sonamarg
(where there is an office), and thence to Drús, an isolated line connects Gilgit
with Astor, with an intermediate office at Búnji on the Indus.

No State charge is made for telegrams to or from British India beyond
the charges current in British India, except for cable messages, on which a
tax of Rs2 is levied. The service is well worked. All cable messages from
Europe are stopped at Sialkot, whence they are forwarded by post to Srinagar.
A cable message to Europe reaches in a few hours, whereas a cable message
from Europe takes four or five days to reach Srinagar.

STATISTICS AND FINANCE.

Military Statistics.

Strength.—The total force at the disposal of the Kashmir Government is
as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Infantry.</th>
<th>1,192</th>
<th>1,532</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>1,688</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jungí Fauj</td>
<td>14,336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kholá Fauj</td>
<td>3,880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nizámát</td>
<td>2,186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahárdжа's Body-guard</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Músín's Body-guard</td>
<td>690</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Púnce force</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort and outpost guards</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>24,548</td>
<td>1,492</td>
<td>1,532</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>1,688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks. Enlisted camp-followers are not taken into calculation, nor any
officers above the rank of commandant.
There is also a police force of 2,000 men, half of whom are kept at Jamā and half in Kashmir.

The above figures are Major Biddulph's, and show a paper strength of about 30,000. Mr. Henvey's information at the end of 1882 was much the same. And these two officers agree also in putting down the actual strength at about 20,000 men.

Distribution.—Mr. Henvey, at the end of 1882, described the distribution of the troops thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>5,648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamā</td>
<td>12,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>1,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>3,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozafarabād</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various forts</td>
<td>4,595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He also gives the distribution by commands, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Regiment or Corps</th>
<th>Name of Officer</th>
<th>Number of Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Indar Singh's Command</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugo Partāb</td>
<td>Indar Singh</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijīf</td>
<td>Colonel Bijā Singh</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugonath</td>
<td>Nihalā, Commandant</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachman</td>
<td>Devī, ditto</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijāraj</td>
<td>Gungā, ditto</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govind</td>
<td>Lukhā</td>
<td>841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Lārā's Command</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudr</td>
<td>Chund</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubnāh</td>
<td>Manjī</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itām</td>
<td>Bhagāt</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fateh</td>
<td>Nothā</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-guard</td>
<td>Chundā</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>Man Singh</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Chhatar Singh's Command</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanūman</td>
<td>Khurj</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partāb</td>
<td>Devīya, Colonel</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāmgol</td>
<td>Laha, Commandant</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulbhuddīr</td>
<td>Durgā Peraḥad</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narain</td>
<td>Bulbhuddīr, Commandant</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devī</td>
<td>Darā, Colonel</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugbīr</td>
<td>Surāj</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Shānakar Singh's Command</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sher Busha</td>
<td>Pujaṛ Singh, Colonel</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beshāshur</td>
<td>Gunīsh, Commandant</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surāj</td>
<td>Narain Singh</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur Singh</td>
<td>Devī, Commandant</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gopāl</td>
<td>Mata Singh, Commandant</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td>Colonel Hari Singh</td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregulars</td>
<td>Bakshī Mulrāj</td>
<td>2,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Diwan Sunt Rām</td>
<td>3,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepoys of Ports</td>
<td>Colonel Wazīr Hari Singh</td>
<td>4,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nizamāt Regiment</td>
<td>Suba Khān, Commandant</td>
<td>1,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>Hasava Singh, etc.</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gagur</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | **30,480**
The following extracts from a report made by Mr. Henvey, Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir, give a short sketch of the system by which the army is recruited and maintained:—

"Term of service.—There is none, and consequently no pension list. Men are kept on until they drop or find substitutes.

"Recruits.—Formerly there was little difficulty in attracting as many Dogras as were wanted, but of late the service has become unpopular, and attempts have been made to force each zamindar's family to produce one man for the army. This has caused much discontent, and desertions are more frequent than ever. Agents are sent out to collect Gorkha recruits, probably in most cases men who have not succeeded in entering British corps, or relatives of Nepalese soldiers already enrolled in the Maharaja's army. For the Kshatri Fauji, or irregulars, see page 5 of Major Biddulph's report, which gives a true picture of the composition of the force.

"Militia and territorial forces.—The only corps which can be included under this denomination is the nizamat. It is, as Major Biddulph states, localised and kept apart from the army. I gather that the duties of the nizamat are rather those of a military police than of regular soldiers.

"Supply Departments.—The Bakshis, or "Officer-i-Columns," is the person who arranges for supplies. Since the Maharaja's revenue is to a great extent collected in kind, the difficulty is how to convert the stores into money, not how to feed the troops. Only in outlying garrisons, such as those of Gilgit, is it necessary to procure grain, &c., from the Kashmir valley.

"Transport.—Mules and bullock-wagons are maintained at Jammu, and some time ago there was talk of arranging with the Kashmir people for ponies. But, as a rule, the transport consists of dawari coolies, i.e., of villagers impressed for the purpose. The misery arising therefrom, especially in crossing the high mountain barrier between Kashmir and Astore towards Gilgit, is unspeakable. For movements within the valley of Kashmir boats are used at all points touched by the Jhelum and by the lakes.

"Forts.—Appendix II contains a list of all the forts in the Maharaja's territory. Whether it is complete or not I cannot say, for I have not been able to make a personal inspection of any of the forts except those of Hari Parvat, Bao (or Bahu) near Jammu, and Udampur. The forts of Hari Parvat and Bao are well described in Mr. Girdlestone's note on the Jammu and Kashmir army, dated 5th February 1872. Udampur is perhaps hardly to be called a fort at all. It is rather a palace enclosed in a large quadrangle with walls, say 15 feet high, and only one large entrance. I never saw any armament or military garrison there. The building is situated on open ground, on the same place as the village of Udampur, and flanked on the Jammu side by a deep ravine.

"Magazines and Arm Factories.—I made enquiries as to these in 1880 and 1881, with the following results briefly stated:—

**Magazines.**

"Jammu.—The principal magazine lies two miles north of the city, and is under the management of Misn Ladin. It is capable of producing 1,000 maunds of powder per annum. The arsenal is reported to contain as many as 300 brass guns of light calibre.

"Kisal.—There is a small magazine here producing 200 maunds of powder per annum.

"Kanachak.—Eight miles from Jammu; saltpetre is manufactured.

"Srinagar.—Near the fortress of Hari Parvat; produces 250 kharwees of powder yearly.

"Mukafarabad, Astore, and Gilgit are usually supplied from Kashmir, but it is said that powder can be locally made.

**Arms Factories.**

"Jammu.—This is the principal factory. Two foremen and 150 workmen employed.
muzzle-loading rifles turned out at the rate of a dozen in two months, but workmanship bad. Small mountain guns (probably the 'dasti top') are manufactured. Shells are made in large quantities, but in quality bad. Matchlocks, blunderbusses, bayonets, swords, &c., are freely made; and there are experiments constantly going on with Martini-Henry rifles, Gatlings, and so forth, but local artisans are not capable of efficient work of this sort.

"Srinagar.—There is a factory near the Chaomi; 60 workmen employed, and rifles and carbines made.

"Zainagar.—On the road to Gulmarg; 25 blacksmiths and 10 workmen engaged in the manufacture of muskets and swords.

"Besides the above, it must be borne in mind that there are many private gunsmiths in Kashmir who are exceedingly skilful in imitating European weapons. To my knowledge they can convert muzzle-loading into breech-loading rifles; and the Maharaja doubtless makes use of them as contractors for the manufacture of arms.

"Barracks and Military Buildings.—My attention has not been previously directed to this subject. Information could, if necessary, be collected next year; but speaking generally, it is probable that, with the exception of Jammu and Srinagar, the garrisons are located in the forts to which they are detailed.

"The Government of India is aware of the jealousy with which the Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir is prevented from obtaining knowledge of the Maharaja's internal affairs. The officer cannot make personal investigation into such matters as the army, forts, and arsenals, without exciting suspicion. He is therefore dependent upon the reports of native agents, who often draw upon their imagination for their facts. Of course, this is to be regretted, but it is the outcome of the peculiar relations subsisting between the Officer on Duty and the durbar, and it should be taken into account in estimating the value of his labors."

Ethnography.—The subjoined table has been extracted and translated from the Administration Report of Jammu and Kashmir for the year 1873, which was prepared in accordance with the command of His Highness the Maharaja by Diwan Kirpa Rám.
## Census of the Jamū and Kashmir Territories for 1873.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hindu</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Muslims</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Sikh Castes</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Buddhists</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamū districts</td>
<td>223,122</td>
<td>214,152</td>
<td>437,274</td>
<td>174,271</td>
<td>163,273</td>
<td>337,544</td>
<td>43,742</td>
<td>42,515</td>
<td>86,257</td>
<td>441,137</td>
<td>419,940</td>
<td>861,077</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>38,719</td>
<td>22,413</td>
<td>61,132</td>
<td>219,454</td>
<td>208,034</td>
<td>427,488</td>
<td>1,734</td>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>3,206</td>
<td>250,927</td>
<td>231,919</td>
<td>481,846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladakh, Skard, and Gilgit</td>
<td>2,666</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,669</td>
<td>41,947</td>
<td>39,715</td>
<td>81,662</td>
<td>10,784</td>
<td>3,470</td>
<td>20,254</td>
<td>55,297</td>
<td>49,188</td>
<td>104,485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pānekh</td>
<td>3,011</td>
<td>2,713</td>
<td>5,724</td>
<td>30,024</td>
<td>35,818</td>
<td>75,842</td>
<td>39,035</td>
<td>38,531</td>
<td>77,566</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>267,418</td>
<td>239,281</td>
<td>506,699</td>
<td>471,696</td>
<td>446,840</td>
<td>918,536</td>
<td>45,496</td>
<td>43,957</td>
<td>89,453</td>
<td>10,784</td>
<td>3,470</td>
<td>20,254</td>
<td>795,394</td>
<td>739,578</td>
<td>1,534,972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladak.

 Races.—Varied as is the form of this country, and its other physical characters, its population is not less so. The several tribes that dwell here dotted over the lower hills, or sheltering in the valleys that divide the loftier mountains, are some of widely different origin, and some, though of nearer relation, of widely different character.

The races may be thus classified:—

Arayan.

Dogra—(Hindús) (Muhammadans) occupying all the lower hills on the south.

Pahárís—Principally Hindús, inhabiting the east part of the next higher mountains, on which snow falls to a considerable extent.

Kashmiris—Principally Muhammadans, but some fraction are still Hindús, living for the most part in the mountain-bound country of Kashmir.

Dárds—Chiefly Muhammadans, dwelling in the mountainous country north of Kashmir; the Tibetán Baltís being their neighbours on the east and the Patháns or Afghanás on the west.

Turánian.

Tibetán—Subdivided into—

Baltís—(Muhammadans), living at elevations of 6,000 to 11,000 feet.

Ladákís—(Buddhists), dwelling in villages 9,500 to 13,500 feet. Engaged chiefly in agriculture.

Champús—(Buddhists), wandering among the high level valleys of Rupshu for pastoral purposes.

This classification is more national than tribal. For the southern parts especially, another division might be attempted, that is one by castes, but our information about the various subdivisions of the castes is not sufficient to do this. Each race will be separately described, but here, too, a few words may be said.

The Dográs and Chibhálís were originally one, but they have now become separated in many characteristics, the latter having become Muhammadans, while the Dográs remained Hindús. They are well featured and of rather slight build.

The Pahárís are a stouter race, as befits those who live for part of the year among snow.

The Kashmiris, though allied to the Pahárís, possess some very marked characters; they are large-made, robust, and of a cast of feature really fine.

The Dárds are a race who, though Aryan also, are very different and easily distinguishable from Kashmirís.

All these hitherto enumerated races have features distinctly of the Aryan type, still with marked differences among themselves.

The Tibetán races, whom we now reach, have the characteristics of the Turanian family (of which the Chinese and the Japanese are the instances most known to Englishmen) in varying degree. The two last of these sub-
divisions are Buddhist in religion, the first Muhammadan, principally of the Shīa sect.

Religion.—Mr. Drew has described the religions of the Kashmir State in these words:

"There are four religions. Only three, indeed, are of much importance as regards this country. These are three widespread religions of Buddhism, Hindúism, and Muhammadanism. The fourth is the Sikh sect of the Hindús, which is very sparingly represented.

"The Buddhists comprise two out of the three Tibetan races—the Champaś and the Ladakhs. They comprise also the inhabitants of several Dárđ villages who, while retaining certain rites of their own, have adopted Buddhism. It should be noted that not only those Dárđ villages follow this religion who, it was shown, have acquired the Tibetan tongue and lost their own, but several others also who retain their own Dárđ speech.

"The Muhammadans include the Baltis who, as before said, are but Ladakhs converted to Islam; nearly all the Dárds, the Kashmiris (taking them generally), and the Chibhálís.

"Of the Hindús faith are the Pahárís and Dogrs.

"Of Sikhs but very few are to be met with in these territories. There are some villages of comparatively old colonisation in the Jhelum valley, and there is a Sikh temple and gránth or book on the banks of the Chenab.

"It is the case that within the Hindús area are many Muhammadans, not only colonies from other races, but also natives of the same part who have at different times been converted; this is specially the case in the towns. On the other hand, in every town in the Muhammadan country Hindús are settled chiefly as traders; and again, in Kashmir a proportion of the inhabitants retain their old Hindú faith; these are the Kashmiri Brahmins."

Muhammadan fanaticism in Srinagar.—In September 1872, a serious riot occurred in Srinagar between the Muhammadan sects of Shīas and Sunnís. The cause was religious fanaticism. Great loss of property was inflicted.

Languages.—The following is Mr. Drew's account of the languages of the Kashmir State. Below are given an enumeration of thirteen languages, or dialects spoken within the Kashmir State. It would be possible, no doubt, to make a greater number of subdivisions, since the speech is apt to vary in these mountain countries within very short distances; the greater number of subdivisions one makes, the less, of course, will be the difference between any two adjoining ones; in the present list the differences are very marked indeed. To mark out the relationships of the thirteen dialects, the classification is indicated by the bracketing on the left-hand side of the accompanying list, where all the Pahári dialects and Kashmiri being put together, four great groups are constituted.

The following is the list:

ARYAN (Southern Division).

\{Dogri.  
\{Chibháli.  
\{Kámbari.  
\{Bradurwání.  
\{Padarí.  
\{Dialect of Doda.  
\{Kishhtwári.  
Kashmirí.\} Pahári.
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Dárd { Dialect of Dáh.
       " of Astor, Gúrais, and Drás.
       " of Gilgit.

TURANIAN (Southern Division).

Tibetán { Language of Baltistán and Ladák.
            " of the Champás.

An account of these languages will be found in the description of the provinces in which they occur.

With all these different languages, it can be understood that in carrying on the government some difficulties occur through their variety. The official written language is Persian. Orders given by the Maharája are written in Persian character and language. The government's accounts are also written in Persian, and in almost every case that language is the medium of official communication, though in some cases Dogrí is used.

Though Persian is so commonly written, that all who would aspire to an office of any estimation must become acquainted with it, yet it is very seldom spoken in Jamú, only, indeed, when some trader or other traveller from Kábul or Yárkand comes, unacquainted with the more familiar dialects, and makes himself understood with Persian, which is the French of Asia.

Besides the Persian character, which in this State is hardly ever applied to any but the Persian language, there are three written characters used for the languages spoken. These are Dogrí, Kashmirí, and Tibetán. In its old form the Dogrí character was imperfect, and not easy to read either accurately or quickly. For this reason, a few years ago, the Maharája caused to be invented a modification of it; by this it was brought nearer to the Devanagri—so near, that the system is quite one with that, though the forms are somewhat different. The new Dogrí is used for the petitions which are brought up before the Maharája; for this purpose it has replaced Persian; but it has not generally displaced either Persian or the old Dogrí. The old Dogrí character is made use of only for writing the Dogrí language; it is allowed in certain official documents, as in reports from officers of the army, who are of a class by whom Persian is hardly ever acquired; also many accounts are kept in duplicate in Persian and Dogrí; the accountants of one class are considered a check on the other—a continuous side-by-side system of audit being thus carried out.

Chibhálí and the Pabári dialects are unwritten. Kashmirí is written, but seldom only. The Dárd dialects are not written. Of the people who speak Tibetán, the Ladákí is the only one who can at all generally write it.

Four alphabets are used by natives of the country, viz., Persian, Dogrí, Kashmirí, and Tibetán. People who come to Jamú from other parts not uncommonly have some other character which they write, specially applicable probably to the vernacular of their native place. Thus, Sikhs from the Panjáb have their Gurmakhl writing, Hindús from the centre of Hindustán will write either in Devanagri or some allied form of character. Bengalis will have their own Bengali writing, and so on.
MINERAL PRODUCTIONS.

Iron.—The best iron is found in the vicinity of Riasi in Jamú, while the iron found at Sof and Kothar is not so good. Iron of good quality, but inferior to that of Riasi, is found in Púnc and in the hills south of Badrawár.

The outturn of the iron mines would appear to be very small, as Vigne mentions that the total yield of the forges at Sof in the Bring pargana, then, as now, the principal ironworks in the valley, was only 5,760 lbs. per month; these mines, together with those in the Kuthár pargana, now yield about 50 tons annually.

Iron is also mined near Choan, in the Sháhábád valley, at Shár, near Pampúr, and Arwan, in the Zainagir pargana, but the amount produced at these places is inconsiderable and of inferior quality.

Mr. Girdlestone says there are iron mines at Chrár, but neither Drew nor Bates mentions their existence; he also mentions Nihari as a place where iron ore is found and worked.

Vercéhére, in his description of the mines at Kothar in the Kuthár pargana, says he has no doubt the amount of ore obtained could be supplemented considerably by increasing the mines and adopting better furnaces with a blast worked by water-power, wind-mills, or horse-power; but the miners and other inhabitants of the villages take great care not to mention to the Maharájá’s official any valuable deposit of ore which may be worked with advantage; they pretend that the Maharájá takes away all the iron for his arsenal and pays nothing for it, and that when a supply of any ore is discovered near a village, the inhabitants have to work it by corvées, so that the discovery of a vein of valuable mineral is a calamity to the people of the neighbourhood. “But,” adds Mr. Vercéhére, “this is probably untrue in many ways; the iron they supply is taken in lieu of taxes; the care with which many of the holes are concealed with bushes and rubbish induces me to believe that a good deal of iron is smelted in a contraband way; and last, but not least, making a secret of mineral wealth is quite consistent with the love of hoarding riches so prevalent amongst natives.”

In Kashmir, moreover, the Maharájá’s government entertain the same childish fear, lest the mineral wealth of the country should become known. In Ladák, the only place where iron is found appears to be Yelchang. Dr. Aitchison says it is called chaks by the Bhotis, and is a trade article from the Panjáb, chiefly via Kulu, in the form of rods and flat bars; also as large iron dishes and horse-shoes. All of it that is imported into Leh is expended either in Ladák proper or in Baltistán. Horse-shoes are brought in greater or less quantity from Yárkand, as well as from Kulu and Kashmir. The Bhot term for horse-shoes is mishpa, and for nails surú.

Lead is known to exist in the vicinity of Sof, in Kashmir, but it does not appear to be worked at all. A large quantity of sulphuret of lead is brought down from Riasi to Amritsár.

Copper.—Vigne says vaguely—

“Veins of lead, copper, and, as I was informed, also of silver and even of gold, are known
to exist in the long grass-covered hills in the neighbourhood of Sof, but the iron alone is worked."

According to Moorcroft, some copper mines are said to have been discovered towards Kashmir. He probably refers to the mine near the village of Harpatnar, at the northern extremity of the Kuhár pargana, where a copper mine is said to have been worked until of late years. Jacquemont found copper ore in the Lidar valley, on the south-west side of the range which divides Kashmir from Sórú. Baron Hügel also found copper ore, but mentions that the mines are not worked; this traveller also states that plumbago abounds in the Pir Panjál mountains; and it has lately been found of inferior quality in the Goimal valley on the east side of the Maru Wardwán valley, between the villages of Inshin and Maru.

Bellev says that copper is found in several spots in the Nubrá and Shyok valleys. The ore is worked in the vicinity of Charása, in the Nubrá valley. Some specimens of the ore obtained in the Shyok valley were found to contain some nuggets of the kind called "peacock ore," mixed up with crude sulphate of copper. Copper is also found in the Indus, close to Lét, by the people when they are washing for gold. Copper glance is found at Rondú, in Baltistán.

Silver.—According to Vigne, silver exists near Sof, in Kashmir, but it is not worked.

Gold.—Hügel is probably correct in his statement that neither gold nor silver has been found; but he adds, "neither do the streams bear down gold-dust, as in the neighbouring countries." This latter statement is disproved, as far as concerns the Shingo river, by Captain Montgomerie, R.E., who, in his account of the progress of the Kashmir survey, gives the following particulars regarding gold-washing in that stream:

"The drainage, escaping from the plains of Decsai, through a not easily distinguished gorge near the Katasiri station, falls into the Dras river above Kirkitshu. This tributary of the Dras river is called the Shigar and sometimes the Shingo river; it brings down gold with its waters, and gold-washing is carried on just below the junction. The Indus itself and several of its tributaries are known to produce gold.

"The gold-washing is said not to be valuable, but it does sometimes give as much as one or two small rupees a day to a man, though a most barbarous method is employed in washing the earth. This earth is taken from the ditches which, I think, now generally lies above the highest flood line. After two or three washings, a black, heavyish sort of sand is left with the pieces of gold scattered here and there. As far as my own experience goes, I should say it was not a very profitable business, for after half an hour's washing I only got five very tiny nuggets hardly worth an anna, and I had, at the time, the benefit of the assistance of an Australian gentleman. This gentleman thought that something might be done by investing in a cradle and apparatus. He said that a substance like the black sand mentioned above had proved valuable in Australia."

Gold-washing is also carried on on the banks of the Jhelum, in the neighbourhood of Tangrot, north of Jhelum, but to a very trifling extent.

In the trans-Himalayan province gold is found in the beds of the Zanskar, Indus, and Básha rivers. The people of Skardú are in the habit of coming
every spring to the junction of the Zanskär river with the Indus, to search for gold brought down by the meltings of the winter snow. Vigne says that on the banks of the Bāsha stream more gold is produced than in any other part of Baltistán, and this was the only place which the former rāja reserved to himself. Any other person might wash the sand for gold elsewhere, but the value of the quantity collected and of the time expended is so nearly balanced that Vigne never saw any gold-diggers but on one occasion (at Kiris). Here four or five men were employed, and must have washed and sifted a great many bushels of earth, but the quantity of gold dust obtained was not more than would cover a shilling.

Salt (common) is found on the banks of the Tso-kar, where it is collected by the Rapshu shepherds (Chaspás). It is of a very inferior quality, but the Bhots consume it.

Borax is obtained in the Puga valley, in Ladák. There it is collected in an impure state on the borders of certain lakes, as they dry up, depositing the salt. The material is smeared with fat to prevent loss by evaporation, and is then transported across the Himalaya to the plains. It is used in medicine; in the arts as a glaze for pottery; as also by jewellers to clean gold, silver, &c.

Soda is found in the Thogji Chanmo plain, the banks of the Tso-kar being quite white with it. The salt found here is natron, or subcarbonate of soda. It also is found in extensive patches on portions of the Kuenlin plains, and in the Nubrá valley, where Dr. Bellew says 3,000 maunds of this salt had been collected in 1873 for the Kashmir market. It is used by the Tibetans to improve the color, and draw out the flavor, of their tea.

Sulphur.—Dr. Ince mentions sulphur among the minerals of Kashmir, but both Hügel and Moorcroft agree that though sulphureous springs are numerous, the mineral has nowhere been found in the valley in a solid state, and most of it is imported from the Panjáb; a small supply is said to be obtained from Kishtwár. In Ladák it is obtained only at Puga, in a mine worked by the Kashmir government.

Gypsum is found at the sulphur mines on the Puga stream, at the celebrated cave of Amrnáth, in Kashmir, near Baramúla, and in the Chenáb valley.

Chalk is found abundantly in most parts of the Kashmir valley.

Clay.—Extensive deposits of the finest clays of all colours are found throughout Ladák. They are all lacustrine formations.

Slate is found in a defile, about six miles north-east of Shigar, in Baltistan; it is turned into cups and plates by the Baltís.

Limestone.—The fossiliferous limestone of Kashmir takes a very high polish, and Major Cunningham remarks that the splendid marble pillars of the Shalimár are the only beautiful things now remaining in that once beautiful garden. Mr. Girdleston says that limestone comes from the neighbour-
hood of Baramula, Sopur, and Manasbal; and at the village of Kandabal, on the edge of the Manas Bal lake, are many lime-kilns.

In Ladakh it is the most prevalent rock, and forms the range that divides Rupshu from Zanskar; and is also found throughout the latter district, and on both banks of the Indus—on the Fotu La and Hanu passes. It also occurs at both sides of the Pangong lake, and extends from the Saser pass to the Karakoram range. Owing to scarcity of wood, only the wealthy can afford to use lime mortar in building their houses.

Serpentine is found in Skardu and Shigar, where it is cut into variously-shaped cups, which are supposed to protect the owner from being poisoned, as upon any poison being put in, they at once break to pieces.

White marble is met with at the head of the Muglib valley, and near the Kumdan glaciers, in the bed of the Shyok river.

Sulphide of lead (surma) is found in the Jamu hills, and samples of coal from the same locality were exhibited in the Lahore Exhibition. Mr. Baden-Powell states that the prospect of Kashmir coal in the Jamu territory at one time attracted considerable attention, more especially as the engineer who noticed the workings at Dandela confidently reported the strata to be of the carboniferous series. Since then, however, the coal of Dandela has proved to be, like the rest, of oeeene origin among nummulitic limestones; but undoubtedly the coal may be of local value: a large lump now in the Lahore Museum might pass for "Wallsend," so good is its appearance. The rocks in the immediate vicinity of Dandela are thin carbonaceous shales and grits with earthy ferruginous limestones; among them is "the bed or seam of coal or anthracite, varying in thickness from 1 inch to nearly 2 feet, undulating in chambers or bunches, more than in a continuous even seam." This is Mr. Calvert's description of the spot he selected from which to take his samples, and it may serve as a favorable type of all that is actually visible.

The strata, he describes, are thickly strewn with fossils of the nummulitic formation which is characteristic of the lower tertiary period. From a close comparison of these rocks with the descriptions given in Dr. Flemming's report on the Salt Range, there can be no doubt that these coal-measures are the same as what is there described as "lignite or salt-range coal."

The general character of the coal is that of a hard anthracite.

Lignite also occurs at Kotli, in the Jamu territory, in a bed from 15 to 18 inches thick.

The following is an analysis of two specimens of coal from Kotli:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 1</th>
<th>No. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>90.5 per cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile matter</td>
<td>4.0 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>5.5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several outcrops of coal occur in the vicinity of the Sangarmarg hill, and this field in 1888 was under examination by an officer of the Geological Survey of India.

Salajit, or lignite, is also, it is said, found in Kashmir.
Vigne found surface coal of inferior quality at Tata Pani, about one day's march to the east of Rajaor.

Crystal is brought from Kargil, and there is a tradition of its having been found in parts of the Kamraj, and of emeralds in the mountain of Haramosh, but there is no knowledge now of the site of the mines. Crystal is found in the north-east extremity of the Maru Wardwan valley, at the foot of the Saga glacier.

Garnets abound in Kashmir; some, too, of an inferior kind, and of a dark-brown color, were found at Puga by Dr. Thomson. Their existence is unknown to the natives.

Jade occurs in a now disused quarry near Bulakohi, on the banks of the Karakash. Mr. Girdlestone says that is exported from Skardoo.

Sang-i-dalam.—A good, hard, yellowish fire-clay is found at Banihala. It is used by metal-workers for making crucibles.

Sang-i-nalwat.—A kind of soapstone, grey, yellow, and green, which is found at Dachinpara. It is much used for making small drinking-cups and plates, which are sold to the numerous pilgrims as mementos of Kashmir.

Vegetable Productions.

In a country whose form and climate vary so much, it of necessity follows that the vegetable productions of the different parts must differ greatly both in kind and in quantity. Thus, in the Jamu district, the sugarcane and plantain are grown; in the Kashmir valley fruits grow wild in the greatest luxuriance, while in Ladak the ordinary grains are cultivated very scantily, and the fruits are few. The brothers de Schlagentweit give us the following statistics of the limit of vegetation:—

"In the Himalaya trees grow very generally up to 11,800 feet altitude, and in most parts there are extensive forests covering the side of the mountains at but a little distance below this limit. In the trans-Himalayan districts nothing is found at all corresponding to a forest. Apricot trees, willows, and poplars are frequently cultivated on a large scale.

"In the Kuenlun we found the trees on its northern side not to grow above 9,100 feet. On the southern side we found no trees at all; here the considerable height of the valleys we passed through excluded them.

"The cultivation of grain coincides in most cases with the highest permanently inhabited villages; but the extremities of cultivated grain remain below the limit of permanent habitation. In the Himalaya the cultivation of grain does not exceed 11,000 feet, in Tibet 14,700 feet, and in the Kuenlun 3,700 feet. The upper mean limit of grass vegetation is, in the Himalaya, 15,400 feet; in the trans-Himalayan districts 16,500; in the Kuenlun grass is not found above 14,800 feet. Shrubs grow in the Himalaya up to 15,200 feet; in the trans-Himalayan districts as high as 17,000 feet. On the plateaux north of the Karakoram, shrubs are found at 16,905 feet, and, what is more remarkable, they occasionally grow there in considerable quantities on spots destitute of grass.

"In the Kuenlun the upper limit of shrubs does not exceed 12,700 feet; above this height grass is still plentiful; and shrubs being here, as generally everywhere else, confined to a limit below vegetation of grass, the range presents in this respect an essential contrast to the characteristic aspect of the Karakoram."

Cultivation.—In the plain, at the foot of the hills, the land is often irrigated by canals from the Tawi and Ujh rivers, and in the Kashmir valley irri-
gation by canals is also resorted to; but for the most part in the hills the land is **bardai**, i.e., dependent on rain entirely, plots of ground being terraced out of the hills the better to retain the rain-water. In Ladák, all cultivated land is called **shing**, and this term is also generally used for a field of any kind. Cultivation is confined to the lands watered by the small streams and to the banks of the great rivers.

Before entering on the enumeration of the woods of the Kashmir State, it is proper to say a few words regarding the source of production of these woods. The main economic value of these timbers (apart from considerations of strength, durability, texture, and color) will depend on the quantity in which they can be produced for buildings, for railways, and the many purposes for which timber is indispensable; nor is the supply of timber for building and furniture-making purposes all that we have to consider. In a country destitute of coal, the supply of fuel, both for the manufactories as well as for domestic consumption, is an important item in the consideration of the timber resources. The wood resources may be classified as follows:

1st.—The intramontane forests, by which are meant those vast expanses of wooded hillside and valley to be found in the interior of the Himalaya. The most accessible of these are situated along the great rivers, the Chenáb and the Jhelum.

2nd.—Those submontane forests which clothe the sides of the lowest hills.

### Intramontane Forests

Our knowledge of these is, to some extent, limited: the vast network of the Himalaya presents surface so varied and so difficult of access, that it is impossible to describe all the tracts of primeval forests that may exist. Our knowledge is principally derived from those who, following the valleys of the great rivers as inlets into the mountain fastnesses, have described what they witnessed.

For practical purposes, it is to be remembered that forests are only specially noteworthy when they exist where there is a possibility of floating their timber on the great rivers, or their tributaries, or when very easy carriage to such places for launching is possible. Of the whole gigantic network of the Himalaya, the physical features are of course extraordinarily varied. In many parts, principally in the trans-Himalayan districts, for miles around not a tree is seen; dreary wastes of glaciers, rocky peaks, and tracts covered with boulders and rocky fragments, are the characteristics; in other parts we have beautifully wooded valleys, while elsewhere there are dense forests of the stately deodar, or some of the less valuable pines.

**Timber-catchers**.—This brings much employment and gain to the people. Far back in the mountains, the deodars are felled and cut up, and the logs rolled down to the edge to await the rising of the river. In May the logs are launched. No further care has to be taken of them; they are left to the chance of finding their way down a distance of from 150 to 300 miles. From Rúsi, 20 miles above Aknúr, to a place as far below it, this 40 miles is the space along which the logs are caught and brought to land. Nearly the whole population of the places along the river bank occupy themselves in the
work, for it comes at a time when farm work is slack. The plan is to provide what is called a saraḥ, a goat-skin carefully taken off and carefully closed wherever an opening occurs; the end of one foreleg only is left open for inflating; the skin is blown out tight, and the end fastened up with a bit of string; to the hind legs are attached loops through which the man puts his bare legs, and the stiff inflated skin comes up in front of his chest. Standing at a point whence he knows the current will force him out into mid-channel, the man waits till a log of timber comes opposite to him, and dashing in he soon reaches it; and, exerting force and skill, guides it to a sheltered nook. The places convenient for this are known, and men are ready at each to receive the logs, while a munišā is by to measure the timber. There are some thirty stations for this work within the space mentioned. Few logs escape. Some of the timber comes from as far away as the Chamba territory, above Pádar, where the Panjáb forest department fell it. Some is felled by the Maharájá's forest department.

The plan is to fell the tree with axes and cut it into logs of length varying, according to the use the timber is to be put to, from 10 to 20 feet or more, and to mark them in some distinctive way. The logs are then rolled down the sides of the hills, or down some small ravine of regular slope, to the river.

"The work is done in the spring and early summer, or if deferred till autumn, it would be but in preparation for the next year. So that on the rising of the river, from the snow-melting, in May, June, July, and August, the logs may float away. In spite of some of them becoming stuck on the rocks or stranded on the shore, a good many will find their way through the mountain country to where the river debouches into the plains." (Drew.)

Some others belong to contractors, to whom the right of falling has been sold. These different properties are recognised by the marks cut on the logs in the forest. Thousands of logs are caught in this way every season; 20,000 logs, belonging to the Maharájá's forest department, have been caught in one year; these would average 20 or 25 cubic feet of timber, and would have a value of more than £20,000. The next stage in the timber business is to concentrate the logs, especially to bring down to Aknúr those that have been caught higher up. This is done, when the force of the current has slightly moderated, by forming small rafts of three or four logs each and guiding them down. Collected at Aknúr, the timber is either sold there or made up into larger rafts of fifty or sixty logs, and floated down some 50 miles to Wazirabad, whence it is distributed over the Panjáb. The felled timber used to be nearly all deodar, that being the wood that stands best against the destructive whiteant; but latterly Pinus excelsum has been tried for railway sleepers; young trees of Pinus longifolia have always been sent down for roofing the small houses of the natives. (Drew.)

We will now very briefly describe the characteristics of the forest tracts as far as is known.

Beginning with the most eastern portion of cis-Himalayan districts, we
have firstly the valley of the Chenáb. The river offers remarkable facilities
for the transport of timber, and above Aknūr in the swimmers are hardly
needed to disengage the logs. Pādar is the highest tract in Kashmir terri-
tories on the Chenáb river; from it a large amount of deodar is obtained, the
forests being favorably situated for the felling of the trees. In Pādar the upper
part of the forests consists mostly of silver fir and Pinus excelsa; a little lower
down appears the spruce fir; the deodars continue nearly to the river, a few
hundred feet only at the lowest part being covered with high brushwood. The
Chenáb is here a rapid stream, running through a deep, rocky channel. On the
north side the forest is much more luxuriant than on the opposite, and then it
usually is on slopes facing south; this is caused by the great depth and
narrowness of the ravine through which the river flows. The south side of the
valley, where not absolutely precipitous, is covered with forest, most
frequently of pine. On the north side, though the upper parts are often bare
and grassy, yet the banks of the river are usually well wooded, and all the
ravines which are deep and shady are filled with a dense forest of deodar,
horse-chestnut, hazel, sycamore, birch, and many other trees. Poplars are
planted near the villages, and also apricots and walnuts. West of Ashdari is a
forest of oak (Quercus Illex). Following the Chenáb downwards towards
Kishtwār we find at the lower part of the slopes, wherever a little ledge has
enabled the seed to lodge, deodar trees crowning the rocks: the banks of the
river consist of great broken cliffs, or rocky slopes that rise direct from the
river for 6,000 or 7,000 feet. On the south side are dense forests, which,
between Baghi and Kishtwār, consist of deodar, Pinus excelsa, oak, chestnut,
with underwood of hazel. Lower down the river, at Rāmbān, the north side
of the valley is partially covered with a forest, but from the general southerly
aspect not at a great proportion; it is only where side-slopes give a more shady
outlook that thick forest can be found, but over a good part of the rest trees
and bushes are scattered. In a shady ravine, through which the road to the
Hānīšāl pass runs, there is a wood in which alder, oak, walnut, and celtis are
found. On the slope above Rāmbān, Pinus longifolia grows scattered on the
hillside; near the river there is no forest in any part of the valley, but a few
trees of the Pinus longifolia scattered about the banks. On the south side,
scattered woods of this same tree are at first met with, and at 4,000 feet the
Quercus lanata appears. Round the village of Balota are some fine table-topped
deodars, perhaps the relics of a former forest. At 6,000 feet a fine forest
commences. Between Rāmbān and Riasī the lower slopes on the south side,
which have been greatly denuded of trees, were formerly covered with fir
forest.

Between Riasī and Aknūr the timber is caught as described above.

In the lower part of the Bhutna valley woods of oak, alder, horse-chestnut,
and ash are met with. Higher up, forests of pines, and above Hamūrī, in the
ravines, are groves of poplar and walnut; a few trees of the same kind and
birch being scattered about the hillsides. At Machal the mountain sides are
barer; there are some stunted deodars, but at a height of 3,800 feet the
growth of that tree altogether ends; spruce and silver fir continue further; birch, which first appears at 8,000 feet, grows higher than all the others.

The sides of the Banihal stream are beautifully wooded; among the trees being deodar, oak, Pinus longifolia, rhododendron, silver fir, elm, alder, celtis, poplar, willow, Pinus excelsa, and walnut.

These tributaries are all rapid in their course, and have rocky beds; the angles they flow in are often considerable, and they are generally practicable only for logs of sleeper or other short lengths.

The Jhelum, with its great tributary the Kishan Ganga, is the next great river upon which timber-felling operations can be carried on. The Kashmir government monopolises the timber trade, and the only kind of wood (besides some chil (Pinus longifolia) from the Púnch, a small tributary) sent down is the deodar, which is despatched as soon as the snow melts, and is collected and sold at Jhelum, in British territory. It is calculated that the average supply, exclusive of British timber from Kághán, is about 2,000 logs, and some of the timber is 50 feet in length.

Besides the deodar, the Pinus excelsa, Pinus longifolia, ash, olive, plane, hazel, walnut, and maple, are procurable.

The valley of the Indus, in that part which is within Kashmir territories, is almost bare of trees. No forests are seen; in the district of Rondú one first sees anything approaching to a wood; here the Pinus excelsa grows in small groves in several places on the south side of the river. Thomson says that during the winter he spent at Skardú, the wood supplied for fuel was almost entirely eleagnus, no wild timber growing in the country. Poplar and willow, and in Rondú the plane tree, are cultivated round the villages in all parts of the Indus valley. The pencil cedar is rather common in Rondú. Colonel Tanner makes the following remarks regarding the vegetation round about Gilgit:

"The pencil cedar I have found continuously from 14,400 feet down to 6,000 feet. The Pinus excelsa has a more limited range, as it grows only between 3,500 and 12,000 feet. The deodar does not grow in Gilgit. The edible pine grows in Astor. It is also found around Chaprot, and thick forests of it occur just below Gar. The birch is very common throughout Gilgit. Besides these, the tamarisk appears to thrive well. There are no oaks, and the wild olive is rare."

In the Astor valley the birch and Pinus excelsa are found.

The second class of forest lands are the hillsides of the inferior Himalaya, where access to the plains is comparatively easy. Between the Chenáb and the Rávi the hills bordering the plains are clothed with forest; it is a close forest of trees, 20 to 30 feet high, mostly of two species of acacia and of Zizyphus Jujuba, with an underwood of the shrub called brenkar, which grows to a height of 3 or 4 feet. Between the Chenáb and the Jhelum, the hills in the eastern portion are covered with brushwood and aspen trees scattered; more to the westward, by the Púnch river, the low hills have the acacia and others, with the undergrowth of brenkar; on the higher ridge is forest of long-leafed pine.
These forests in the low hills sometimes spread down into the plain; the greatest space of flat ground now occupied by one, is close below Jamū, the forest having here been preserved by command.

Further within these outer hills there is not such a growth as to make a forest; it is rather a straggling, bushy scrub, partly of the same trees in a shrubby form, with * euphorbia*, which grows to a large size, and occasionally * mungo*, * pipal*, * banyan*, * bambù* and * palm*. The *Pinus longifolia* is usually found first as one goes inwards on the north slope of the outermost ridge. *(Drew.)*

Trees.—Of trees, the *deodar* or Himalayan cedar *(Cedrus Deodara*, supposed to be identical with the cedar of Lebanon) merits the first notice. Its botanical range extends from 7,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea-level, and in its most congenial locality it reaches a height of from 100 to 200 feet, and has a girth ranging from 20 to 40 feet. The deodar forests are very extensive and of great value. So durable is its timber, that some used in the construction of one of the wooden bridges over the Jhelum was found little decayed after exposure to the weather and water for above 400 years.

Vigne writes:—

"A deodar, so large as to require fifteen men to carry it on their shoulders, is worth about R16 on its arrival at the city; and a circular block of the same wood, a yard in height and thickness, is worth about a shilling. No wood but the deodar is used, I was told, in heating a bath, on account of its superior perfume."

*Drew* says:—

"The deodar here is much more like the cedar of Lebanon than the tree, still young; growing in England, would lead one to suppose, the bending form of the boughs, as well as the particular light tint of green of the young plant, are lost as the tree grows, and the branches come to jut straight out and to make flat dark-leaved layers."

"In Pādar, deodar forests occur in such positions as make it practicable to fell the trees for timber for use in the Panjāb. The necessary condition is, that the slope on which the trees grow should be near a large stream; without an extreme amount of labor the logs can be moved or slid, without fear of splitting, into the water, where they will float away down the stream."

"Since the beginning of British rule in the Panjāb, the demand for deodar timber has been great. In former times, to some extent, but still more since the British came there, the Panjāb has called on the Himalayas to supply it with timber; of all the Himalayan trees the deodar has been proved to be the best to resist destructive insects, especially the white-ants, which abound in the plains.

"In the course of years the most favorably situated forests in the Chenāb valley have been felled, and there now remain chiefly trees which are either of a less girth than can be used to be the best advantage, or at such a distance from the stream-bank that the transport of the logs to the water is difficult, or, may be, would involve a prohibitory expense."

"What was considered a good tree was one whose girth a few feet above the ground would not be under 9 feet, and whose height, for useful timber, was 60 to 70 feet; now in the forests we passed through, from Kishftwār to Pādar, the common girth was 5 or 6 feet only."

A dark, strong-smelling oil, of powerful antiseptic properties, is made from the deodar. It is of the nature of a wood-oil, and between an oleo-resin and a true oil.
An oil is also made from the seeds of the deodar cones. These oils are used in preparing inflated skins for river use, and to preserve timber from insects. Tar is made from the dry distillation of pine chips, both of deodar and Pinus longifolia. One seer of wood yields about 2·6 chitaks of tar and 4·3 chitaks of charcoal. To procure a seer of tar requires about six seers four chitaks of wood chips to charge the pot, and two mounds six seers and nine chitaks of chips for fuel. A resin is also made from the deodar. "Although nearly all the easily-reached deodar trees of large size have been cut down, there still remain in the valleys of the Chenab and its tributaries forests that may be made available by longer slides; and there are besides, in places very accessible, numbers of trees which, though not of full size, will yet produce much useful timber."

Pencil cedar.—This cedar is found in Kashmir and Ladak. At Hemis Shukpa is a grove of 100 or 200. The girth of several of these trees is 6 or 7 feet, and some that have irregular trunks measure 10 feet and more. They taper quickly upwards, reaching to a height of 40 feet.

Pinus longifolia.—The long-leaved pine (whose native names are chil and chhur), a tree whose needle foliage is of a light, bright-green color, is usually first found, as one goes inwards, on the north slope of the outermost ridge. Drew found it there at a level of 1,400 feet, but only of a stunted form. On the broken plateaux and dry hillides one sees fair-sized trees of it scattered about at 3,000 and 4,000 feet; at favorable spots, one sees whole woods of it, but even these are not so close and thick as those of the Pinus excelsa which cover the higher hills. The highest range of Pinus longifolia seems to be 5,500 feet, or it may be a little more (Baden-Powell says 7,000 feet). From the facility of obtaining this wood and its lower price, little else is used in many places in the Panjab. There are two varieties known to traders—one with straight and the other with twisted fibre; the former is much preferred, especially when required for planks. The bark is employed in preparation of charcoal, and the resin for dressing sores. Barnes says that in hot and exposed positions the growth is stunted, and the wood worth little or nothing. In sheltered localities, however, the forest consists almost entirely of erect, well-shaped trees, some of which will yield beams 30 feet long, and planks upwards of 2 feet in width. The luxuriance and compactness of the timber increase with the elevation up to 5,000 or 5,500 feet, and the climate of this region appears to be the best suited for its development; above and below this point the tree gradually deteriorates. Chhur is useless for railway sleepers, as it will not stand exposure to weather.

The bark is of great lightness, but immense thickness, being formed of a series of almost cork-like layers, till it is nearly 4 inches thick in some cases.

The turpentine made from this tree acts as a stimulant diuretic, and is principally used in diseases of the urinary organs, chronic bronchitis and hemorrhages, also in rheumatism and fevers.

Tar is made from the chips. It is a stimulant diuretic, principally used in

¹ Not gür, as stated in Majnu Bates' Gazetteer. Yūr is the native name for the Pinus excelsa.
chronic bronchitis and skin diseases; also in phthisis, and as an application to ulcers. It is also used to remedy itching of the skin in camels during the cold season.

*Pinus excelsa.*—Lofty pine (called yár in Kashmir). It grows at an elevation of from 7,000 to 11,000 feet, and its name (excelsa) refers to the height at which it flourishes, not to its stature, which in general is nothing remarkable, though specimens occur of 120 feet in height. It does not, however, grow as high as the deodar. Thomson mentions seeing a stunted tree at 12,500 feet on the north-east side of the Runung pass (Kanáwar). The wood is white and free from knots, and so resinous as to be used for flambeaux. It is the principal building material at Marí; as it retains its resin, it is stronger and superior to all other pines, and is much esteemed for charcoal for smelting iron ore. It grows in all parts of the cis-Himalayan districts, and also in Bondú in Baltistán.1 It does not grow in Ladák.

Thomson writes:

"The *Pinus excelsa* occurs in small groves in several places on the south side of the River Indus near Bondú at elevations of from 8,000 to 10,000 feet. It was first observed opposite the village of Síri (Tabír), but is more plentiful about the foot of Bondú. One or two trees occur close to the river on the north bank. The occurrence of this tree must be considered to indicate a greater degree of humidity than exists in the upper part of the Indus valley. Godwin-Austen says it is here of tall growth."

*Pinus Gerardiana,* or the edible pine.—The only places where Drew has met with it in the Kashmir State are in Párás and near Dúshán in the Astor valley; it is a large spreading tree with smooth bark. Scattered individual trees are found in the Párás forests. Thomson thus describes these trees:

"They are quite distinct from the *Pinus longifolia* and *Pinus excelsa,* being more compact, with much shorter leaves and a very peculiar bark, falling off in large patches so as to leave the trunk nearly smooth. They bear an abundance of large pendulous cones, about the size of a small pineapple, containing, like the stone pine of Europe, edible nuts of an elongate, oblong form, which, when roasted like chestnuts, are agreeable to the taste, though with a little flavor of turpentine. This tree has been repeatedly tried in the rainy districts of the Himalayas, but will not succeed, a dry climate being essential to it. The wood is not used."

*Firs.*—The only firs appear to be the silver fir and the spruce fir. Thomson mentions seeing what he thought was a silver fir on the south side of the Chenáb valley in Párás; it also grows in Bdráwar. Elevation 8,000 to 11,000 feet. The wood is not so much valued as that of the other pines, but is used for shingles in roofing, being cleft, not sawn into pieces. This tree much resembles the spruce fir. This latter occurs in Párás, Bdráwar, and in the Stok valley, north of the Indus in Baltistán. The wood when under cover lasts pretty well, but is generally not much valued as it splits easily. It makes beautiful laths. It grows plentifully at an elevation of 9,000 to 11,000 feet, and is often 100 feet high and 5 feet in diameter. It is the least valued of all the Indian conifers.

1 Godwin-Austen was told that this tree occurred in all the shady ravines in the watershed between the Indus and Shigar.
Yew (Taxus baccata).—The common yew, called "postal," abounds. The bark of this tree is exported to Ladák, where it is used by the Bhots as a substitute for tea. In Leh it is called samy.

The timber is good, heavy, and durable, and takes a good polish. It is used for bows and jampás poles. It grows at an elevation of from 9,000 to 10,500 feet. It alters its appearance, as well as its form of growth, very much when it grows in the higher latitudes and in deep forests. It is a large tree with a naked trunk. It is often of great thickness, but seldom attains any great height; the thick trunk generally dwindles away or divides into branches at a few feet above the ground. The leaves and berries are poisonous to cattle. The former are said to be sedative and are used in epilepsy and indigestion.

Oak.—It is a remarkable fact—one that has been noticed by Dr. Falconer, Dr. Thomson, and Mr. Drew—that on the south side of the Kashmir valley, one does not see the oak and rhododendron, although the elevation of the ground corresponds to that where, on the other side of the Panjáb hills, these trees are abundant.

There are several varieties. The Quercus demicarpifolia, called by the natives kédé, flourishes on hills that have a southern aspect; it grows certainly as high as 11,500 feet, and Drew thinks it reaches to close on 12,000 feet. The timber is much esteemed by the natives, but on account of the height at which it grows, it is seldom brought to market. The tree is very tall and straight. It seldom grows below 8,000 feet. Another variety is the Quercus flex; its wood is hard, heavy, and tough. It is always a small rigid tree.

The timber of all oaks is hard and good, and so heavy that it will not float, and consequently when the logs are launched into the rivers they are supported between pines or bambús.

All the Himalayan species are evergreen, and the leaves afford valuable nourishment in winter to sheep and goats.

Elm.—The elm is frequently met with in the cis-Himalayan district. Thomson writes:

"A small-leaved elm which is common near Tagar, in Nubér, is apparently wild. I have not met with this tree elsewhere in Tibet, but Mr. Vigne mentions that he met with an elm in the mountains between Shigar and Khapalu. It appears to be the same as a species common in the forests of the lower valleys of Kashmir."

The wood of the large-leaved elm is porous, but durable when constantly wet. It is therefore much used for damp foundations. The wood of the small-leaved elm is more open-grained than the English elm, and is less esteemed than the last named.

Cypress.—The cypress (native sara) is common in gardens, but does not appear to be indigenous. Thomson mentions a very small species which grew in the watercourses in the valley of the Shyok; it appeared to be a dwarf state of a species common in the plains of India. The wood of the sara is remarkably durable. A drug is made from the cypress, which is used as an aromatic stimulant in piles, and to purify the blood. The wood and fruit are said to be astringent and anthelmintic.
Chunár.—The baín or chunár, a species of palm tree (*Platanus orientalis*), is also considered an exotic, but is probably nowhere found more abundant or luxuriant than in Kashmir. By order of the Mogul emperors, a grove, composed of *chunárs* and poplars, was planted in every village in Kashmir, and these, now at their full growth, are among the greatest ornaments of the valley. Most of these are ascribed to the philanthropic governor of Kashmir, Ali Mardán Khán, who exercised his office under Sháh Jahán from 1642 to 1657. Baron Hügel proves the *chunár* to be exotic from the fact that it has ceased to be reproductive in this soil; and Vigne, who saw a *chunár* tree at Thána, and believes that it is nowhere found nearer the plains of India, states that the largest specimens he ever met with were in the valley opposite to Therapia, on the Bosphorus, and at a village in Avin, under the Elburz mountains near Tbrán; this latter measured 66 feet in girth. Dr. Elmslie says that he has not seen a *chunár* tree in Kashmir with a greater girth than 37 feet. The wood is said to be good for building purposes, but there is a prohibition against cutting it. It is used in the manufacture of *papier-maché* boxes. It is rather soft, but well suited for furniture, doors, and turnery. Its bark is sometimes subject to a morbid hypertrophy, which has many, if not all, the properties of cork.

The propagation of the *chunár* tree is said to be a matter of considerable difficulty; planting barley round the young cuttings is supposed to accelerate their growth.

Poplar.—Poplars (*phras*) and lime trees attain great size and luxuriance; of the former there are two species in the valley, one of which is called the Kashmir poplar, the other the Kábul poplar.

The poplars in the trans-Himalayan districts are of two sorts—one a spreading tree with large cordate leaves, which is common in all the villages up to the highest limit of tree cultivation; it is quite identical with the *Populus balsamifera*. The other is a tall, erect, and slender tree, with much darker foliage and smaller leaves; it seems to be the common black poplar of Europe.

The wood of all poplars is soft, white, easily worked, and suitable for carving.

The *Populus alba* seems to be indigenous in some of the Himalayan valleys south of Kashmir; and also occurs in Chorbat in Baltistán. It is used for roofing in Ladák.

A drug is made from the *Populus alba* which acts as a tonic. It is used for purifying the blood and in skin diseases. Its bark is said to be useful in strangury.

The *Populus euphratica* occurs at intervals along the valley of the Indus, but appears to be far from common, and to confine itself to hot sandy places. In several parts of Nubrá it is common enough, but only, as far as Thomson observed, on the south side of the Shyok. This poplar is also remarkable for the changeable shape of its leaves, which vary from broadly deltoid, and coarsely toothed, to narrow, linear, and quite entire. The tree is much used
for fuel. The timber is good, not very hard, white or yellow, and suitable for turning. The twigs are used for tooth-brushes.

The wood of the *Populus ciliata* is not valued. The coma of the seed is good for paper-material.

*Chestnut.*—The mountain glades produce a species of wild chestnut tree (*hánakdun*), which attains a size in general far exceeding that of the European variety.

*Maple.*—Common in Kashmir; wood not much esteemed.

*Birch.*—The *bhojpār* or birch (*Betula tatarica*), and alder, approach the limit of perpetual congelation.

The birch is more hardy than the alder, and extends to a greater elevation. The bark is easily detached without injury to the tree, and is largely used by the natives of the valley for spreading over the roofs of houses, and, separated into thin sheets or leaves, as paper for packing goods in; it keeps out the damp most thoroughly. It is also used for umbrellas, for writing upon, for the flexible tubes of *hákus*, and even for lining clothes. The wood is good, used for cups, common turnery, and for fuel by travellers. From the birch tree a drug is made which is used in sprains and bruises. It is said to be useful in disorders of the bile and blood, also ear-ache.

*Alder.*—This tree occurs in the shady ravines in Kashmir. The timber is hard, firm, and difficult to cut, of a pale brownish-red color. It is used for gunpowder charcoal, but not for iron furnaces. The bark is useful in tanning.

*Ash.*—This tree does not occur frequently, but is found in Rondú in Baltistán, as well as in the cis-Himalayan districts. There are two kinds, the large ash and the crab ash. The wood of the former is excellent, strong, tough, and elastic, like English ash. The latter furnishes a good elastic wood of small size, suited for staves, *jampān* poles, and ploughs. Grows at a height of 5,000 to 7,000 feet.

*Hazel.*—This tree is met with in Kashmir. The timber is elastic, but small, used in making rings for cookies, hoops, &c. Elevation 8,000 feet. From the nut a drug is made, which is used for coughs and special diseases.

*Holly.*—In the valleys of Badrawär a species of holly (*kurs*) is very abundant, and is used as fodder for goats; it is doubtful if it ever produces berries. The wood is heavy, hard, and fine-grained, and is used for various purposes of carpentry.

*Acacia.*—Close forests of these trees, 20 and 30 feet in height, are met with in the outermost range of hills nearest the plains. There are two kinds, the *acacia arabica* (native *kikar*) and the *Acacia modesta* (native *phulāi*). The wood of the former is dark brown, hard, tough, and often crooked. It is most extensively used for agricultural implements, makes excellent tent pegs, and, except box and olive, is the best wood for cog-wheels, teeth of machinery, and blocking tackle. The tree is of rapid growth, requires no water, and is worthy of cultivation. It produces a useful gum, and its pods are a favorite food for sheep and goats. The bark is used for tanning, and gives a reddish tinge to the leather; it is also used by the natives in snake-bites, and as an application to cancer and ulcers, and in fermenting sugar for distilling. The
gum exudes principally in March and April: there are two kinds, the red and the white; the former is the most efficacious. It is used in coughs, rheumatism, mucous discharges, &c. It has been employed as a local application in bleeding and burns.

The timber of the *Acacia modesta* is hard and tough, but inferior to that of the *Acacia arabica*. It is used for charcoal, ploughs, and wheelbarrows. It grows readily in poor sandy soils. A gum is made from it which is sometimes used instead of gum-arabic. The roots are made into slow matches; they are first beaten, to separate the bark, and then twisted into a match and dried.

*Willow.*—Two varieties of willow (*Salix alba*) grow in the Kashmir valley: the musk willow, *muska vir* and the *veta vir*. The twigs are used in basket-making, and the Hindoos of the valley clean their teeth with them; they also chew them to sweeten their breath and improve the digestion.

The native *bakims* regard a pediluvium of the leaves as very efficacious in cholera. Branches of the willow are cut and the leaves stored up as fodder for oxen, sheep, and goats in the winter time. The weeping willow does not grow in Kashmir, but is said to be found on the Rattan Pfr, to the south of the Panjâl range.

The willow occurs in Baltistán and Ladák, where it is often grown in regular plantations, being planted in rows, and frequently pollarded, the twigs being in great demand for baskets and other useful purposes in so treeless a country. When allowed to grow to their full size, they spread much, and attain a length of upwards of 30 feet. The cultivated willows of Tibet are mostly European forms. *Salix fragilis* and *s. alba* are the most common. The wood of the latter is used for boating, and the leaves are highly valued in winter as food for sheep. From the latter tree a drug is made which acts as a tonic, and is used for purifying the blood and in skin diseases.

*Zizyphus Jujuba.*—This tree is found on the outermost hills bordering on the plains; the natives call it *bfr*. The wood is hard and durable, and, when of sufficient size, may be turned to many useful purposes. It is made into combs, charpais, clogs, and saddletrees; all these purposes indicate toughness.

The fruit called jujube is said to be nourishing. The berries are considered by the natives to purify the blood and to assist digestion.

The bark is said to be a remedy for diarrhoea. The root is said to be used as a decoction in fever, and also, powdered, to be applied to ulcers and old wounds. The leaves are used to polish gems. The seeds are used as an astringent in diarrhoea.

*Euphorbia.*—This grows in the outermost hills, and is confined to the hottest and driest slopes; it is remarkable for its peculiar shape, its thick, fleshy, five-angled branches, and its milky juice. It frequently attains a considerable height, 20 to 30 feet. When old, the stem contains a regular, though loose and fibrous, wood, and it is often used for firewood. A gutta-percha-like substance is obtained from the juice, which may be used as a waterproof coating.

*Eleagnus conferta.*—Moorcroft states that the *sanjit*, a species of *elaeagnus,*
is plentiful in Kashmir; its fruit by distillation yields a beverage which the Chinese hold to be not inferior to that of the grape. The wood is small.

Thomson mentions this tree both in Baltistan and Nubra.

Juniper.—Junipers (gettu) and rhododendrons (tāvak-tēnu) grow on the mountains at a height of 11,000 feet, and furnish the only fuel procurable at that elevation.

Rhododendron.—The wood of this tree is coarse, brittle, and brown in color, and little used except for fuel. It may be had, however, for posts, &c., as large as 6 inches in diameter. The flowers are made into a jelly.

Daphne.—This grows in the hills from 5,000 to 8,000 feet; it is known in Kashmir as sanarkat. From the bark paper is made. The fibre of the bark also possesses great tenacity and makes strong ropes.

Berberry.—The fruit of this is dried for currants, and its yellow-juiced root and wood yield an extract called ras. Wood too small to be of much use except for firewood.

Celtis.—The brimij (Celtis caucasica), a species of nettle tree, abounds in the cemeteries and near zīfrats and shrines, but is not found in the forests. It is the most tropical of all the plants that grow in the Kashmir valley. The timber is rather soft, and used for firewood. It is a large, rapid-growing tree. Its bark is used as cordage. The inner fibres of the bark are by the native reticulated into a kind of fabric. The leaves are said to be used in polishing horns.

Banyāna (Ficus indicus) is found among the low hills bordering the plains. The wood of all the ficus family (which includes the pipal) is soft, and seldom used except for firewood. Neither the banyāna nor the pipal are allowed to be cut by villagers. The leaves afford valuable food for camels. The aerial roots were much used by the Sikhs for making slow matches for their matchlocks. The roots are beaten to separate the bark, and the fibres are twisted into a match and dried. The leaves are applied to bruises. The juice contains caoutchou ; it is occasionally used in toothache, and also applied to cracked soles of the feet. The bark is supposed to be a tonic.

Pipal (Ficus religiosa) is also found among the low hills near the plains, and is considered sacred. From it a drag is made, used in cough and asthma; it is considered by the natives cool and dry; the young leaves are said to be useful in affections of the skin and boils. The bark is noted to an astrigent. The fruit is said to be laxative and to promote digestion.

Bambū.—This tree is found among the lower hills. The varied uses of this valuable plant are admirably described by Major Drury, some extracts of whose account follow:

"Of it are made implements for weaving; the posts and frames of the roofs of huts; scaffolding for buildings; portable stages for native processions; raised floors for granaries; stakes for nets in rivers; rafts, masts, oars, yards, spars, and boat decks. It is used for building bridges across creeks; for fences; as a lever for raising water for irrigation; and for flag poles. Several agricultural implements are made of it, as are also carts, doolies or litters, and biers; the shafts of spears, bows, and arrows, clubs, and fishing rods. A joint of bambū serves as a holder for pens, small instruments, and tools. It is used as a case in which
things of little bulk are sent to a distance. A joint of bambū answers the purposes of a bottle; and a section of it as a measure for solids and liquids in the bazar. A piece of it is used as a blow-pipe, and as a tube in a distilling apparatus. A small bit of it, split at one end, serves as a tobacco to take up burning charcoal; and a thin slip of it is sharp enough to be used as a knife in shelling betel-nuts, &c. Its surface is so hard, that it answers the purpose of a whetstone upon which the ryots sharpen their bill-hooks, sickles, &c. Cut into lengths, and with the partitions knocked out, the stems form durable water-pipes, or by a little contrivance are made into cases for holding papers; slit into strips, they afford a most durable material for weaving into mats, baskets, window-blinds, and even the sails of boats. The fibre is used for rope and for paper-making.

Date-palm.—The wild date (Phoenix sylvestris) is another of the tropical trees found among the lower hills near the plains. Rafters may be made from it; also pillars and water-troughs. It yields a rope fibre. Its leaves are fibrous, and fans and mats are abundantly made from them. The fruit, in some parts of the Panjāb, forms a staple of food. Dates are carefully preserved when beginning to get ripe, by a piece of matting being put over them to prevent the ravages of birds.

Fothergilla involucrata.—This tree is common in Kashmir and the Chenāb valley, but is of small size. The wood is hard and tough, and is used for pegs and indoor work; also for the suspension bridges called jhāla.

Choh-i-Paut.—Vigne mentions a tree, called choh-i-paut, in the Persian language, which he thus describes:

"In general form it resembles a gigantic hazel or the ground asl, having straight branches, averaging about 2½ inches in diameter, and 10 or 15 feet in height. The leaf is a small one, but somewhat resembles that of the hazel in shape. Its fruit is in clusters of small nuts. Its wood is remarkable for its hardness, and is much used by the natives when wood of that quality is required. In hardness and general appearance it much resembles box, though somewhat darker in color. I should think that it would make an excellent lance-wood. The best kind of tent-peg is made from it; as they do not split under the mallet; and they can be made so thin as scarcely to occupy more than half the space of those made from other wood. The choh-i-paut, which is, I am told, a Fothergilla, is very common in the straths and mountain sides at the western end of Kashmir, but I do not remember to have seen it in the eastern. I found it in Badarwār, but nowhere to the south of Doda. The elevation at which it grows is between 5,500 and 4,400 feet, and, as far as I can judge, I should say that a circle whose opposite poles were placed upon the two last-mentioned places, would embrace the entire region in which I should expect to find it."

Sandalwood.—Elmale states that there is said to be a forest of sandalwood (tsandum) in Wama Divī, in the Kuthār pargana, beyond Islamabād.

Sycamore.—Thomson mentions this as occurring in Pādar on the north side of the Chenāb, in the Banihāl valley.

Plane tree (Platanus orientalis) called chunār (q.v.) by the natives.

Fruits.—Hügel, a sound and well-informed botanist, who, however, made but a short stay in the valley in the depth of winter, considers Kashmir superior to all other countries in the abundance and excellence of its fruits; Vigne, on the contrary, esteemed them inferior to those of Little Tibet and Kandahār. Girdlestone says it is rare to get any fruits of first-rate quality in Kashmir, simply because they are allowed to run wild, no heed being given to manuring, pruning, and grafting.

Mulberry.—The mulberry grows very abundantly in Kashmir, and the
people eat largely of the fruit, of which they are very fond. The Kashmiris have a saying that God has been very good to provide the bears with such excellent food. The fruit lies scattered, and rots around the villages so abundant is it, and the bears are surfeited with its lusciousness. The mulberry is also cultivated in parts of the Indus valley.

The wood of all old mulberry trees is hard, and highly esteemed; it is used for furniture, parts of boats, &c. The leaves form a valuable fodder for cattle.

Girdlestone enumerates the following eight kinds of mulberry—sidā (black), safid, bedāna, charitit, šāhtit, tīt kabull, chokahdāl, tūdoshakhdā.

Walnut.—The walnut tree flourishes in a remarkable manner in Kashmir. The nuts ripen about the middle of September, the trees are then beaten, and the fall of the nut to the ground detaches the outer rind. The trees yield from four to six thousand nuts annually; some few as many as ten thousand, or even more.

The government share is nominally half the crop, but the villagers assert that after the numerous officials interested in the collection of the government dues have been satisfied, only about a quarter of the crop remains to the cultivator.

The government share, which is estimated while the fruit is on the trees, is either paid in cash or in the oil which is extracted from the nuts.

Walnut oil is extensively used for all culinary purposes and is highly esteemed by the natives, but strangers to the valley cannot indulge in it with impunity. For illuminating purposes it is mixed with linseed (əlṣ) and other oils, as when used by itself it does not burn freely.

Almost the whole of the walnuts produced in Kashmir are converted into oil, only a very small proportion being preserved for food.

The shells, which are used for fuel, are removed before the kernels are sent to the oil-press. Walnut trees are always raised from seeds, which are sown in March and germinate in about two months; the earth is previously prepared and manured.

The rind, in its fresh state, gives a greenish dye much used for the cloth of which the undress uniform of the soldiers is made; and, in its dry state, a darker shade almost amounting to black.

The walnut tree grows in nearly every part of the Kashmir State, but is generally cultivated, and so much valued for its fruit that little of its timber is available.

The following are the three principal species:

Kagzi.—This is the finest and most shady tree, and bears the best fruit, but the yield is not large; burzal, inferior to the kagzi; waut, the commonest species, but yields the largest amount of fruit.

Vigne states that five kinds of walnuts are found in Kashmir; among them the bullut dus, the shell of which is so soft that the nightingales are said to peck holes in it.

The wood of the walnut, when old, is hard and dark. It is used for cabinet work, papier-maché boxes, and gun-stocks.
Flies are greatly attracted by the fragrance of the leaves; and the bark is frequently used for cleaning the teeth. Moorcroft gives the following particulars regarding the culture of the walnut and the use of the oil in Kashmir:

"The kugazi is so called from its shell being nearly as thin as paper (kagaz), so that it may be readily broken by the hand; it is the largest of the whole, and its kernel is large and easily extracted. Its superiority is said to be attributable to its having been originally engrafted; however this may be, it is now raised from seed alone, and does not degenerate. The nuts steamed in water for eight days are planted in the beginning of March, and the shoot generally makes its appearance in about forty days. If reared by grafts, the process is performed when the plant is five years old; the head, being cut off horizontally, at a convenient height, is partially slit or opened in its circumference, and the scions are inserted into the slits without any binding; but clay-mortar, worked up with rice-husk, is put round it, and kept from being washed away by being enveloped in broad slips of birch-bark.

"In Kashmir the walnut tree begins to bear fruit ordinarily when seven years old, but two or three years more elapse before it is in full bearing. This is conceived to be the case, when on a single tree the average annual number of nuts brought to maturity amounts to about twenty-five thousand. It has been observed that after a few seasons of full bearing, walnut trees fall off in producing fruit, and run with great luxuriance to leaf and branch. To this latter condition the Kashmiris apply the appellation of “most,” and to remedy it cut down all the small branches, bringing the tree to the state of a pollard. During the year following shoots and leaves alone are produced, which are succeeded by a crop of fruit, in that season, so abundant as to compensate for the absence of nuts in the preceding season. The walnuts which fall whilst green furnish the material for a color of this tint, which, however, is not permanent; but the husks of the ripe fruit are sold to the dyers as a basis for a fixed black.

"The country-people break the walnuts at home, and carry the kernel alone to market, where it is sold to oil-pressers. Each ass-load of kernel yields eight pds. of oil, each weighing six seers, or forty-eight seers in the whole. About 12,000 ass-loads of walnut-kernels are annually appropriated to the oil-press in Kashmir. Walnut-oil is preferred to linseed oil for all the uses to which the latter is applied; and in Kashmir, as on the continent of Europe, it is employed in cookery, and also for burning in lamps, neither much clogging the wick, nor yielding much smoke. It is, however, inferior both for cooking and burning to the oil of til (sesamum). This oil is sufficiently free from smell to admit of being made the medium for extracting the perfume of the jasmin (jasmin), the tuberose (zambak), marigold (acrythia), chamomile (habesa), and of the yellow rose (seba). The process is managed by adding one weight of flowers to three weights of oil in a bottle, which being corked is exposed to the rays of the sun for forty days, when the oil is supposed to be sufficiently impregnated for use. Walnut oil is exported to Tibet and brings a considerable profit.

"By ancient custom the crop of nuts was equally divided between the government and the owner of the tree, but at present the former takes three fourths, leaving but one fourth to remunerate the farmer; yet, under this oppression, the cultivation of the walnut is extended, and Kashmir, in proportion to its surface, produces a much larger quantity of nuts than any portion of Europe. Vegetable oils are extensively used in Kashmir, and various substances are used in their production; nine people out of ten eat oil with their food instead of ghee or clarified butter."

Cherry.—The cherry tree is cultivated in Kashmir. There are two kinds, habaki and svakh. The bird-cherry also grows in some parts of the cis-Himalayan districts; the fruit of it is edible, and the kernel yields a poisonous volatile oil, similar to oil of almonds.

Apricot.—Large quantities of dried apricots are imported into Kashmir
from Baltistán, and the following different varieties are produced in the valley:—bota tsara, tsoki tsara, modari tsara, tetka tsara, khun tsara gourdol.

In Tibetán the fruit is called cåuli. It is one of the great cultivated vegetable products of Baltistán, and upon which the people are largely dependent for food. Apricots also grow freely on the lower-lying parts of Ladák.

The flesh of the apricot is separated from the stone and spread out on the house-tops to dry; when nearly so, it is collected and pressed into the form of cakes or round balls, not uncommonly having the kernels put among the flesh. This is called "pating" by the Bhots. The best is produced at Shigar and in Skardú. Dr. Aitchison writes—

"I can only liken it to very dry fruit lozenges, with the full flavor of the apricot, the substance melting away upon eating it, without any fibre or leathery consistency. I fancy it owes its superioritity to the dryness of the climate in which it is prepared, as well as to the quality of the fruit."

The Bhots call the stones of the apricot Raksti, and the kernels, which are bitter, stlyâ. From the kernels an oil is extracted, and for this purpose they are largely imported into Léh, as well as the oil itself, called stlyâmar.

The wood is hard, but rarely met with sound. It is used for making boards of books in Ladák, which are often carved.

An amber-colored and soluble gum is made from the apricot tree.

Apple and Pear.—Apples and pears ripen in the valley early in September, and are garnered about the middle of that month. Nature is so bountiful that a large proportion of the crop falls to the ground, and is either eaten by the cattle or rots uncared for. What remains is collected early in September, the men climb the trees and shake the branches; the fruit which falls to the ground is then gathered into heaps, and, if not quite ripe, is spread for a day or two in the sun until it reaches maturity. The fruit is then cut up into halves or quarters, and the pieces threaded on long strings, which are hung to the rafters of the dwellings; if, however, the crop is large, it is consigned to spacious Kittas or baskets; in this case great care must be taken that the fruit is thoroughly dried before it is put away, otherwise fermentation ensues and it decays. If carefully dried, it is said that apples can be preserved for a year; but pears do not usually keep good for more than about two months. The variety of apple known as the ambir tát is the most esteemed, and the wák pear has the preference, both for eating and preserving.

Dried fruit forms an important article of food in Kashmir during the winter; as it is considered a heating diet, it is always eaten at the morning meal; and, for the same reason, whatever remains on the disappearance of the winter snows and the advent of spring is given to the cattle.

It is commonly prepared by being pounded and mixed with walnuts and the seeds of the amaranth (gansâd); it is also frequently boiled with milk or butter-milk (guruz).

Dried apples are called tânthut and dried pears tâughtut.
The following list comprises the different varieties of apples most commonly produced, arranged according to their quality:

*Ambir taut.*—Best description; ripens late in the autumn; yields the largest crop.

*Kudu seri-taut,*
*Safirkund taut.*—Earliest variety.
*Siltral-taut.*
*Nabid tral taut.*
*Tak taut.*
*Tetshukur and halapur.*—Worst descriptions.

The following varieties of pears grow in the valley:

*Goshpr bāg.*—The earliest variety and best for eating.
*Nak.*—Latest and best for keeping.
*Kote nul.*—An early sort; a good eating pear.
*Har nak.*—Inferior description.

Dr. Elmale mentions a species of pear with a thick skin called *tanj,* of which there are the following varieties: *tsok tanj, modur tanj, khar tanj, sikra tanj.* The country-people cook the *tanj* in warm water.

Apple trees and pear trees are raised from cuttings.

The manufacture of cider and perry was attempted under government direction in 1864, but it failed, owing chiefly to the bad quality of the casks.

The wood of the apple tree is pretty hard and close, good for cog-wheels and gun-stocks, but inferior to that of the pear tree. Quantities of apples and pears are grown at Basoli and exported to the plains. They are also grown in Ladak and Baltistan. Wild apples, called *she,* grow on the banks of the Chenab.

The wood of the pear tree is good for carving; it is procurable 6 to 10 inches in diameter, but rare. The wood of the wild pear is brown and compact, used in Ladak for boards of books and printing-blocks. The fruit is eaten when overripe and decaying, like the European medlar.

*Plum.*—The plum tree is cultivated in Kashmir, but does not appear to grow wild. The wood is not generally sound, but handsome, resembling pear or cherry. It is used in turning; not available in any quantity.

*Peach.*—There are two varieties of peach—*modur tawus,* the sweet peach, and *tup tawus,* the sour peach.

*Quince.*—There are two varieties of quince produced in Kashmir—*tsok bamsu and modur bamsu,* the sour quince and the sweet quince. This fruit ripens in the month of October and is of superior quality; the tree is propagated from cuttings.

The seeds act as demulcents, and are used by the natives in diarrhoea, dysentery, sore-throat, and fevers. The dried fruit is used as a refrigerant.

*Orange.*—Neither orange, lemon, nor any other species of *citrus* arrives at maturity in Kashmir, though many attempts have been made to introduce them, as the cold of winter proves invariably fatal to them, though Vigne imagines both might be grown with the assistance of a little artificial heat.
In the low hills and plains of Jamú they are cultivated, and as far inland as Rámíán. The timber of the orange tree is hard, but not available in quantity, as the tree is scarce, and so much valued for its fruit.

**Guava.**—Cultivated in Kashmir. The wood is small, but very hard, and is used for handles of tools, mallets, &c.

**Almond.**—Cultivated in Kashmir. The sweet almonds are considered dry and warm remedies, and are used in headaches and debilities. Oil is made of them. A branch of the tree is said to keep flies out of the room in which it is placed.

**Mango.**—The mango tree is frequently planted in groves in the low hills and plains of the Jamú province. The wood is open, yet durable if not exposed to wet; it is liable to be worm-eaten. It is much used for packing chests. The fruit is much eaten and is used as an aperient and a tonic. Though this fruit is grown extensively, there are very few good mangos to be obtained; the majority are small in size, very fibrous, sweet, but abounding in turpentines. Natives usually prefer mangos when they are quite flabby and soft.

**Olive.**—This tree grows in the Chenáb valley and the low hills. The wood is strong, heavy, and compact, good for all mechanical purposes, but generally not obtainable of large size. It is used for the teeth of wheels in the Madhopür workshops, or combs, tool handles, &c.

**Plantain.**—Grows in the lower portion of the Chenáb valley and in the low hills and plains. The leaves are used to apply to inflamed or ulcerated skin as in blisters. The root and stem are considered by natives tonics, and useful in disorders of the blood. The fruit is sweet and nutritive, and is considered by some to be the original food of man in Paradise; hence its name (*Musa paradisiaca*).

The art of making flour from the plantain or preserving it, is apparently unknown.

It is said that the plantain will grow in the poorest soil. A sucker being planted, soon attains maturity—some varieties in eight months, others within a year—each producing a bunch of fruit which may weigh from 25 to 40lbs. Each throws out from its roots, and around its stem, from six and seven to eight and ten fresh suckers. These form each a distinctive plant. The suckers are cut down annually. The fibres may be easily separated; they are then washed to free them from pulpy matter and dried in the shade. Hopes may then be made.

Paper of excellent quality has been made of the plantain tree in the Gujrát jail in the Panjáb.

**Vine.**—There are said to be at least six varieties of grape growing in Kashmir, of which Dr. Elmslie gives the following enumeration:—kiskmiski dach, kriuhan dach or káwir dach, apáman dach, dán dach or pán dach, hásum dach, kába dach. The last variety is so named from its being as black as a crow. The first, third, and fifth varieties are said to be the finest. Grapes are in
season in Kashmir in the month of September. Unripe grapes, of which the Kashmiris make excellent vinegar, are called kwr. Moorcroft writes:—

"There are said to be eighteen or twenty varieties of grapes in Kashmir, of which four only are of foreign introduction. These are the sahibi, of an oblong shape and red colour: the maska, round and yellowish-white; the kassini, of the same colour but long; and the khiswi, yellowish-white or green, round and seedless; this last is small, but the other three are large, the sahibi sometimes measuring 6 inches in its largest circumference. They are all thin-skinned, and grow in considerable bunches; those of the maska are not unfrequently of the weight of five or six pounds. The sahibi and maska are both fine table-grapes; wine and raisins might be made from the other two. These sorts are usually cultivated on high horizontal trellises of wood. The indigenous vines are generally planted at the foot of a pole, and run up to the height of 50 or 60 feet, bearing abundance of fruit. The grapes are commonly thick-skinned, and rather rough and astrigent, but juicy. They are gathered about October and are kept through the winter in shallow earthen vessels till the spring, when they are applied to the fabrication of wine, vinegar, and brandy. The making of wine, which was discountenanced under the Afghan government, has been revived. The manufacture is ill-conducted, and the liquor is kept in bottles, which are stopped only with plugs of wood, or twisted bark, or paper. No wonder, therefore, that the beverage is indifferent; but such as it is, sufficiently good to show that, with proper treatment and care, the wines of Kashmir might be made to rival many of those of Europe."

Since the above was written, the manufacture of red and white light wine has been successfully undertaken, the manufactory being on the east side of the Takht-i-Sulimán, and the vineyards covering the slopes on the opposite side of the Dal lake, near Chasma Sahai spring. French specialists are in charge of the vine-growing and wine-making.

The wines are light and wholesome. Brandy and champagne have been tried. The experiment is conducted by the State, and is not remunerative as yet, but great pains are being taken with the grapes, and to raise first-class fruit trees; and as Kashmir is likely in future to owe much of its prosperity to its fruit, this is one of the most paying directions in which the public revenue could be expended. The best indigenous grapes grow at the mouth of the Sind valley, and chiefly on the north side, where the vines get a southern aspect.

The officer in charge makes the following report:—

"The average of wine made yearly is 35,000 bottles, half red and half white, and between 6,000 and 7,000 bottles are disposed of to visitors at Rs4 per dozen. There are about 100 acres of vines now in full bearing, and 50 acres more have been recently planted. One hundred and thirty acres planted in 1833-34 are now useless owing to neglect. The whole valley is suitable for vine cultivation, and where the soil is rich, cognac could be advantageously made. The wines now made are similar to Medoc and Barone, and are of first quality, containing naturally all the principles necessary to their preservation and travelling. It should be mentioned that there are two difficulties to contend with—(1) that irrigation is necessary, for which, however, there is plenty of canals water; (2) that the disease known as "oöium" causes much damage, though by using precautions it can be got rid of. The indigenous vines are every year covered with this fungus."

*Pomegranate.*—Three species of pomegranate grow in Kashmir—tsekk dan, modur dan, and jigari dan.
This fruit ripens in September; it is of inferior quality.

The rind of the fruit may be used in tanning; it is also powdered, and boiled with milk as an astringent in diarrhoea. The fruit is used in fevers and debility of the stomach. The husk is used in dyeing.

Strawberry.—Strawberries are particularly plentiful in the western portion of the Gúrais valley, and it is said that a beverage is prepared from the roots of the plant, which are collected for the purpose in October.

Currant.—A currant, corresponding to the English zante currant, is grown in Baltistánú, where it is called ḍasho. The currant is also met with wild in Kashmir.

Raspberry.—The raspberry is found in Kashmir.

Cotton.—Cotton (phans) is grown, but not extensively; it is sown in May, and chiefly upon the wudars, as it does not require much irrigation; the cotton is gathered in September and October. Vigne states that it was formerly produced in considerable abundance and of good quality.

Tobacco.—Vigne remarks that the tobacco of Kashmir, of which little is grown, has not the pungency of that grown elsewhere. Small quantities of tobacco are exported from Kashmir to Ladák. It is grown too in the Súrá valley.

Hemp.—This plant grows spontaneously along the banks of the Jhelum, in the Kashmir valley, forming dense thickets, often 12 to 15 feet in height, and almost impenetrable. It is only used in the manufacture of an intoxicating drink called charas, and for smoking. The plant is preserved entire in store-houses in the town of Srinagar, till required for consumption.

In some parts of the Himalaya the fibre has been used, and a coarse cloth for grain-bags and even for personal wear, called ḍhangela, has been made; also a strong rope called sel. Shoes, or knotted sandals are also made of hemp twine.

Prangos.—Prangos (śérānāyuk), a plant somewhat resembling fennel, and possessing an aromatic smell, is found in situations about 6,000 or 7,000 feet high, and is especially abundant in the Tilail and Drás valleys to the north of Kashmir; it is collected and used as winter fodder for cattle; the leaves are said to be used by the shepherds of Kashmir as a cure for rot in sheep; it is also said that they successfully cure the foot-rot by an application of a decoction of peach leaves. There seem to be two varieties of prangos; the smaller species has yellow seeds, which shoot out above the plant; the larger kind, which throws out a seed-stalk, 4 or 5 feet high, is called ḍápat danapúr; this variety is not eaten by cattle, but the bears are said to be very fond of the root.

The seed when eaten by horses is said to produce inflammation of the eyes and temporary blindness. The properties of prangos as a food appear to be heating, producing fatness in a space of time singularly short. Its highly nutritious qualities, its vast yield, its easy culture, its great duration, its capa-
bility of flourishing on land of the most inferior quality and wholly unadapted to tillage, impart to it a general character of probable utility unrivalled in the history of agricultural productions.

When once in possession of the ground, for which the preparation is easy, it requires no subsequent weeding, ploughing, manuring, nor other operation, save that of cutting and of converting the foliage to hay. Burnes saw this plant eaten by his fellow-travellers.

*Kut* or wild indigo (*Indigofera heterantha*) abounds, but the climate is said to be too rigorous to permit of the secretion of the coloring matter.

*Kut* (*Aucklandia costus*) grows abundantly on the mountains of Kashmir, at a minimum elevation of 7,000 feet above the sea. The plant has a leaf something like a small cabbage, and a large parsnip-like root which is powerfully aromatic. It belongs to the *cynaraceae*, a sub-order of the *asteracea*, of the family *composita*. It is a perennial plant which matures in September, the stem and leaves dying yearly down to the root-stock. It is supposed to be the same as the ancient *costus*. The government monopolises it, and compels each village near to the habitants of this root to collect a certain weight annually; each plant is said to yield about ten seers. It is all brought to Srinagar, whence it is exported to the Panjab. It thereafter finds its way to Bombay, and after that to China, where it is said the Chinese burn it in their temples for its fragrant odour. There are said to be four varieties—

(1) *kut*; (2) *drankhar*; (3) *pushkar*; (4) *kor*.

For a maund of the dried article, which only represents half the weight of the root as it leaves the ground, Company's Rs 4 are given at Srinagar, and a man in one day will not dry more than six seers.

The plant is used in Kashmir as an application to ulcers, a hair-wash, a remedy in cholera, a preservative of cloth against the ravages of moths and other vermin, a fumigator; and by the native *hakims* as an expectorant; it is also said to be used to purify water in wells.

**Saffron.**—The *crocus* is extensively cultivated upon the plains around Pampur; from the stigmas of the flowers (*Crocus sativus*) saffron (*hong*) is obtained. Dr. Elmslie writes:

"Last year 1,380 *trakes* of saffron were produced, and of this quantity 693 *trakes* were taken by the Government. When the season is dry and warm, as many as 2,000 *trakes* are produced. From six to eight annas, or from nine pence to a shilling, is given for a tola weight or 180 grains of saffron."

Saffron is used as a frequent condiment and medicine. The Muhammadans of the valley are generally unable to buy it. The mark on the forehead of a Hindú pandit is partially formed of saffron. The soil on which the saffron is grown is said to be composed of a light ferruginous clay, and to have been dug up near the Jhelum and conveyed at great labor to the fields. Some 1,600 lbs. of saffron are exported yearly from Kashmir to Ladák.

There are five *kawewats* on which saffron is cultivated, all in the neighbourhood of Pampur, and all on the right bank of the Jhelum, between the river
and the mountains. The soil is of extraordinary fertility. The names of the kurendas are—

(1) Sonakrand, (2) Litpúra and Sambára, (3) Avín, (4) Ladú and Chandhár, (5) Bara Odar.

The area is very limited owing to the bulbs having been eaten during the famine of 1834.

Saffron lands are neither irrigated nor manured. The land must be left fallow 8 to 12 years. Once planted, saffron will go on bearing well for 10 years, some say 20 years. The land is first ploughed up and divided into small squares of 7 to 8 feet sides, the soil of the furrows dividing the squares being used to raise the interior area. The squares are called kingvâri or chammanking. Each square is divided into three ridges, and each ridge is set with bulbs 5 to 6 inches apart, at a depth of 10 to 12 inches. Twenty-five squares make one phatá.

Seventy-two tolas of bulbs are required for planting each square. The planting is done chiefly in July and August. Once planted, no further care is required beyond digging up the surface soil three or four times a year. In the year of planting, the bulbs yield only about 5 local seers of flower per 100 squares; in the second year about 9 local seers, and in the third year about 18. This last outturn is maintained for 10 years, after which the field gradually diminishes.

There are two kinds of saffron, 1st quality called mángra; 2nd quality called pach; out of 6 local seers of fresh flowers only 8 tolas of saffron are got.

The first sprout appears about September, and the second a few days later. Both sprouts ought to bear flowers, and the bloom continues for about a month, chiefly during October. The flowering depends upon the moisture in the soil. Good rain is looked for in April and May, which generally suffices.

The flowers are picked and consigned to sacks which the cultivator carries to the tax collector, who (without opening the bags) selects half as the government share. The cultivator is required to remove what remains to him to the left bank of the river, and customs officials are stationed along the bank to enforce this regulation. The flowers are then dried in the sun, and the leaves separated from the stigmata. The merchants buy the saffron from the cultivator, but if he fails to find a purchaser, or wishes to keep it for his own consumption, he has to get permission to remove it again to the right bank of the river.

Another estimate of the produce states that each sack of flowers is calculated to weigh 24 seers, and yields, on an average, 12 chitàkas of saffron and 10 of leaves; the rest is called bakkas, and is of little or no value. A seer weight of saffron is usually worth Rs 20, and a trák (6 seers) of leaves about a rupee.

The outturn of saffron in 1871 is said to have been 200 kurendas (23,000lbs), of which the government share was one half.

It is said that Colonel Meah Sing attempted the cultivation of saffron on
the Damdur wudar, in the Yech pargana, and near Martund; though the soil and climate in those places much resemble the neighbourhood of Pampūr, the experiment for some reason or other failed. It is, however, successfully cultivated in the neighbourhood of Kishtwār, though of inferior quality.

Dr. Wakefield says:——

"The red and white stamens alone are of value; the yellow being generally given to the cattle. The former, however, after careful preparation, yield that principal ingredient of oriental cooking, the well known dye-stuff, and the article called saffron employed in medicine. The demand for it has fallen off; and as its medicinal value has long been declining, very little is needed in Europe for the uses to which it is now applied—the flavoring and coloring of confectionery and other articles of food."

Saffron is extensively used by the Kashmiris as a condiment, for which purpose it is mixed with water and pounded, and eaten with fish and meat, to which it imparts a pungent flavor.

The very strong scent which the saffron flower possesses is thus referred to by the Emperor Jahāngīr in his "Journal":——

"I accompanied my father to this spot during the season of flowers. In some places the beds of saffron flowers extend to a kān. Their appearance is best at a distance, and when they are plucked they emit a strong smell. My attendants were all seized with a headache, and though I was myself at the time intoxicated with liquor, I felt also my head affected. I enquired of the brutal Kashmiris who were employed in plucking them what was their condition, and they replied that they never had a headache in their lifetime."

Sugar-cane.—This plant will not thrive in Kashmir, the climate being too rigorous. In the lower hills, though not largely cultivated, it grows fairly well, and it has even been introduced at Pūch, which is 3,300 feet above the sea. In the plains below Jamū it thrives well without irrigation.

Poppy.—The poppy (gūl lāl) is very little cultivated in Kashmir, chiefly about the city and more extensively in Badrāwār; the people eat the young leaves. The common red poppy is abundant.

The head, or seed vessel, has two distinct uses—(1) while growing it yields, on being scarified, the milky juice, which, when concreted, is called opium; (2) the fresh or dry heads when infused in water yield a liquor, which is narcotic and intoxicating.

Hops.—The cultivation of hops has lately been attempted on a small scale. In 1884 an area of 120 acres under cultivation yielded 600 maunds. This yield is not bad, considering that the average yield throughout England is rather less than more, being only six per acre. The quality of the Kashmir hops is good, though probably not of the highest. It is a State experiment, and still continued.

Rhubarb.—Rhubarb is variously called pambat-salam, pambash, rewaad, and rewaand chini; the stalk is called pambahkan; both Hindūs and Muhammadans eat stalk and blade with fondness. Rhubarb grows abundantly on the mountains. Montgomerie says that below Haramuk, to the north-west, some of the finest specimens are met with, the stalks being two feet long and of a goodly thickness, the leaves of which might serve for an umbrella: he adds, there are two kinds—one a deep crimson and very acid; the other a pale green, the leaves looking as if they had been steeped in gum-water.
The dried root is found in the bazar; it is used as a purgative, and, when pounded and mixed with oil, as an application to ulcers. "Mr. Moorcroft sent some rhubarb from near Leh, which for compactness of texture, color, and properties were as fine as any I have ever seen." (Royle.)

Iris.—There are at least four species of the *sosam* or iris (*Iris nipalensis*) to be found in Kashmir—the yellow, the white, the purple and the mauve.

The graveyards of Kashmir are covered with the mauve and the white iris. The flowers are in their glory in the months of April and May, beautifying and rendering fragrant the abodes of the departed.

The root of the red species is bruised, mixed with honey, and given in cases of amenorrhea. An infusion of this same root, mixed with olive oil, is dropped into the ear for noises in the ear. A purple dye known as *sosam* is said to be extracted from the root.

Fungi.—Fungi and mushrooms (*hedu*) are abundant, and the edible sorts are gathered in great quantity, and largely eaten both by Hindus and Muhammadans, who cook them with *ghi* and condiments.

The people in the districts preserve them by drying, and large quantities are said to be annually exported to the Panjáb. Lieutenant Lowther, in his notes on the products of Kashmir, writes:—

"I saw fungi of all sizes and hues daily collected and devoured by old women, which in Europe would have entailed death to the eater. Either the soil of this favored valley, or the stomachs of these hungry belles, must be of an uncommon order. On the green slopes, which are constantly grazed on by sheep and horned cattle, I gathered quantities of superior mushrooms, and observed numerous champignons (a French dainty) in the thickets on the hills. Morels or truffles are produced, which are dried and sold in the chief markets."

The writer goes on to mention a morel which sells at two annas per seer, and is called *kanaguch* or *kanagich*; it imparts a rich mushroom-like flavor to soups and gravies.

Lucerne.—This plant is grown in Ladák, and used as fodder for cattle.

Dhup.—There is a plant called *dhup* by the Kashmiris, which yields a resin somewhat like gutta-percha, the utility of which has yet to be determined.

Medicinal plants.—Many medicinal plants are found growing wild in various parts of the country, as wormwood (*telwén*), chireta, of which there is said to be more than one variety, aloes, colocynth, nettle, Indian hemp, and many others.

Various roses, both wild and cultivated, grow in vast profusion; the two great varieties in Kashmir are the *lai guláb* or the red rose, and the *urawal* or yellow rose; besides these *pakhi* or honeysuckle (*Lonicera quinquagularis*), heartsease, sweet pea, syringa, jasmine, ivy, pinks, violets, and a species of anilax are met with, also two varieties of marigold, the *shashbarg japhir* and the *makhmal japhir*, which is small and fragrant. Of wild plants, rhubarb, thyme, various kinds of chrysanthema, and primula, saxifrage, lilies, narcissus, crocus, iris, are found, and a host of annuals.

It is said that wild thyme made into balls with salt is given to milch cows and goats to increase and enrich their milk.

Abundance of fruit grows wild in Kashmir; the strawberry (*in-chakh*), rasp-
berry (chouch), and currant are met with, and many thousands of acres skirting the foot of the hills are covered with apple and pear trees and vines in full bearing; they are also cultivated, as are apricots, peaches, cherries (gilas), and plums.

Amongst other useful plants occur the alisma plantago, formerly regarded as a specific against hydrophobia; the eartamus indica; and a tall, strong reed called peta which grows in the lakes, and is made into excellent matting.

Mistletoe (Viscum album), called wakul, or ahalu, is commonly found in Kashmir on walnut trees, and sometimes it is said on the apricot, but never, it is believed, on apple trees.

Grains—Rice.—The staple of cultivation in Kashmir is rice, of which Dr. Elmelie enumerates the following varieties:—safid danyi, sag danyi, lārobol danyi, rebān danyi, kāthkamān danyi, pūkhibar danyi, muskhabbadi danyi, sukhdas danyi, wūlag danyi, braz danyi, yimbirazul danyi, kanji danyi, basmati danyi, choqul danyi. The last three varieties named are the best. The kanji danyi grows near a village called Godasut, in the Yech pargana; the basmati danyi grows near to Natipūra, in the same pargana; and choqul danyi, the finest of all, grows in Telbal, in the pargana of Phak.

His Highness the Maharāja contributed specimens of five varieties of rice, the produce of Jamū and Kashmir, to the Lahore Exhibition in 1864, viz.:—

Basmati, which sells at thirty-six seers per rupee (the paddy).

Basmati, second quality, one maund per rupee (the paddy).

Sukhdas, one maund of the paddy for ten annas.

Rice is either sown broadcast in the place where it is intended to stand till ripe, or thickly in beds, from which it is transplanted when the blade is about a foot high. As soon as the season will admit after the 21st March, the land is opened by one or more ploughings, according to its strength, and the clods are broken down by blows with wooden mattocks, managed in general by women, with great regularity and address, after which water is let upon the soil, which, for the most part, of a reddish clay or foxy earth, is converted into a smooth soft mud.

The seed-grain, put into a sack of woven grass, is submerged in a running stream until it begins to sprout, which happens sooner or later according to the temperature of the water and of the atmosphere, but ordinarily takes place in three or four days.

This precaution is adopted for the purpose of getting the young shoot as quickly as possible out of the way of a small snail which abounds in some of the watered lands of Kashmir, but sometimes proves insufficient to defend it against the activity of this diminutive enemy. When the farmer suspects, by the scanty appearance of the plants above the water in which the grain has been sown, and by the presence of the snail drawn up in the mud, that his hopes of a crop are likely to be disappointed, he repeats the sowing, throwing into the water some fresh leaves of the prangos, called krasing, which either poison the snails or cause them to descend out of the reach of its influence. The seed is, for the most part, thrown broadcast into about 4 or 5 inches of
water, which depth is endeavoured to be maintained. Difference of practice exists as to watering, but it seems generally agreed that rice can scarcely have too much water, provided it be not submerged, except for a few days before it ripens, when a drier state is supposed to hasten and to perfect the maturity, whilst it improves the quality of the grain. In general, the culture of rice is not very expensive, though more so in Kashmir than in Hindustán, from its being customary in the former country to manure the rice-lands, which is never done in the latter. This manure for the most part consists of rice-straw rejected by the cattle, and mixed with cow-dung. It is conveyed from the homestead to the fields by women in small wicker-baskets, and is spread on the land with more liberality than might have been expected from the distance it is carried. With reference to the use of manure in Kashmir, Dr. Elmelie states:

"The farmers have several ways of manuring their ground. At times the manure is all put in one place, and water is then poured on it, and this water is made to cover the whole field by means of small channels; at other times the manure is spread over the fields, as is the way with British farmers; and at other times the manure is first dried and then burned, and the ashes scattered over the fields. The ordure of oxen (gūk) is used for manuring the cereals, while human ordure (pañ) is employed for manuring vegetables."

Rice—method of cultivation in Kashmir.—The ground is prepared for ṣhāli (paddy) by ploughing, and, if necessary, applying manure, ordinary farmyard or fresh turf, sods cut from neighbouring waste land, from the middle of March to the end of April or middle of May. The best lands do not require the application of manure or turf. Sowings continue during May, and may last on through the first fortnight of June. The usual custom is to prepare seed-beds and transplant; a fortnight after transplanting, khushāba, or weeding and breaking the surface soil, is done, and the operation is repeated at intervals of a fortnight to three weeks. The excellence of the crop largely depends upon the care and frequency with which this is done. Reaping goes on throughout October and into November, and chūmba, or threshing, throught the winter. Except in marshy land, called nambal, where the water moves slowly, water is constantly flowing through the rice-fields. Channels are taken off from every river and stream and divided and subdivided till the whole surface is a network of rills. Khushāba may be done by cattle, tied together, and driven round and round the plot, but this is a wasteful method. The reapers tie up the ṣhāli into bundles, and these are then bound 12 together and form one kūrā. These kūrās are immediately stacked to await chūmba. The weight of rice-straw per acre runs about 26 manzads, and there would be 150 to 170 kūrās, but the weight of course varies. The process of threshing is laborious. Two or three massive planks are set up on edge, the plank sloping towards a row of men who stand behind. Each man seizes a bundle of ṣhāli, raises it in both hands, and strikes it again and again against the broad, smooth face of the planks till the grain is all beaten out. He then tosses the bundle far back and takes up another. One or two men untie the kūrās and supply the new bundles, another constantly sweeps up and cleans the grain, collecting it into a heap, and another ties up the threshed bundles.
into kůrás again. By this process some grain is scattered and lost, and some is left in the straw. Threshing may follow almost immediately on reaping. The straw is the main fodder for cattle in winter, besides being used for many purposes.

Variations in the season affect the harvest. For example, a wet spring would injure the young crop, or insufficient snows would diminish the water-supply, but famine appears only to be caused by heavy rain and cold at the time of ripening or reaping; and fortunately this is a rare occurrence. It is, however, always important that the šháli crop should be cut and garnered with the utmost expedition, and any revenue system which tends to delay that operation must in a critical season seriously aggravate the disaster. Severe famine has occurred twice since the beginning of the century, caused each time by heavy and continuous autumn rains in 1831 and 1877, and on each occasion producing a scarcity that lasted till the reaping of the second šháli harvest after the failure.

With regard to outturn, the produce per acre depends upon situation and supply of water. The most productive lands are said to lie at the upper or Islamabad end of the valley. The outturn is popularly said to vary between 10 and 60 maunds per acre, but 20 to 40 maunds per acre would probably cover most of the rice lands of the valley. In the hills the rice is inferior and the outturn less. The quantity of seed sown is ordinarily 22 to 24 seers pucca per acre.

Rice is of many varieties, but the main division is into white and red. The latter is the food of the poor. Of the former, two or three kinds are specially esteemed, but the best and dearest is the basmati. Šháli is husked either by women pounding it in a large wooden mortar, with a pole which they grasp in both hands by the middle, or on a larger scale by a lever mill or heavy beam slung near the middle, from one end of which a wooden pestle projects into a hollow in the ground; the other end two men press down with their weight and suddenly get off when the pestle falls heavily on the šháli.

The price of šháli is now regulated by the State. Before 1846 it used to be about eight annas per kharwār and varied with the harvest. For some time after the famine of 1831, the price remained as high as R1½ per kharwār. Since 1846, the present system of collecting šháli in large granaries in the city and selling it by retail, through government officials, was introduced, and the price of šháli with a brief interval, about 1879, when it was raised to R1½, has remained fixed at R1½ imperial per kharwār of 15 trātis = 2 maunds and 1 seer of standard weight at 80 tolas per seer. The fixed price for red rice is 32 local seers per rupee imperial, and for white rice 25 to 30 seers, and for basmati 18 seers. But the system is open to so many abuses, that large profits are made by the officials and their friends on the sale of rice, and the poor cannot buy it at the government rates. While šháli is directed to be publicly and freely sold at R1½ per 81 seers, rice is frequently as dear in the bazar as 10 to 20 seers per rupee. For husking a kharwār of šháli, 7½ seers
are paid, and of the rest three parts are cleaned rice and two parts husk, so that 32 seers per rupee is a fair price. There is no export of rice except to Gilgit, Leh, and Skardū, the former place being supplied by Government and the two latter by merchants.

Besides the usual dressing of manure, fresh earth is frequently spread over the fields.

Many of the rice-lands are situated much higher than might be thought convenient in Hindustán, and are rather pressed into this species of culture than naturally inviting it, but still yield good crops, through the facility with which water is brought upon them from the streams which fall down the face of the neighbouring hills. In common seasons the return of grain is from thirty to forty for one, on an average, besides the straw; in very favorable seasons it is sometimes as high as fifty or sixty fold.

In the time of Zein-ul-abdin the annual produce of the rice crops is said to have been seventy-seven lakhs of ass-loads, of which the sovereign received one half. When Moorcroft visited the valley, the quantity did not exceed twenty lakhs of loads.

At the close of the rice harvest, His Highness the Maharāja gives a feast called anādāt jāg, corresponding to our harvest home, to the inhabitants of Kashmir.

It is estimated that 12,35,358 kharāndas, or about 25,00,000 maunds, are yearly garnered in the valley.

In Jamū rice is grown between the Ravī and Ujh rivers to a considerable extent in the tract of country known as the Chak Andar, the irrigation being by channels led out of these rivers and from streams issuing from the lower hills. In the hills themselves wherever there is water it is led over terraced fields, and elsewhere the fields are banked to retain the rain-water. The system of cultivation is the same as obtains along the outer edge of the Himalayas. Rice-lands in the Jamū districts are known as pel. The price of rice, husked or unhusked, here follows the Panjāb market prices, and the cultivation or sale are not interfered with, the revenue being collected chiefly in cash.

Wheat.—Of the four varieties of wheat, the produce of Kashmir, exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition in 1864, it was recorded that the first kind sells for thirty-six seers per rupee, and is the produce of the spring harvest. The second, grown in the autumn harvest, sells at twenty seers. The other two are valued at twenty-nine seers.

The cultivation of wheat in Kashmir is almost entirely confined to the dry soils, and, with barley, sarson, and til gogal, forms the greater part of the rabi crop. But the rabi harvest is not of importance in Kashmir, and is looked upon very much as an extra, which is most useful if the spring rains have been sufficient, but which is more often seriously damaged by their insufficiency. Wheat-lands are mostly found upon the karewa. They are never manured, and the fields are generally full of weeds, and usually lie fallow for one or two years according to quality of the land. Good karewa land produces about 8 maunds per acre. As already stated, the karewa near Pampūr are of excep-
tional fertility, and yield up to 20 maunds per acre without irrigation or manure. The seed is sown, usually broadcast, in the late autumn, germinates during the winter, and the crop is cut in July. It is chiefly hard red wheat, with some white, and the quality is not very good. The State takes its share from the cultivators at a fixed price, viz., chilki R5-2-6 per kharwar of 15 trák (=81 pucca seers). The chilki rupee is worth ten annas. This price has been fixed since 1866.

In the Jamú districts wheat is a very important crop, and in the best lands is sown year after year, but mostly alternates with a kharif crop. If water is available, it is irrigated, but generally the crop is a dry one. (Wingate.)

In the valley of the Indus it first appears at Upshi and Chimray, between 11,000 and 12,000 feet.

Buckwheat (tromba) is grown in all parts of the Kashmir territories. It is a very hardy grain, and will grow at great heights. The cultivation is mostly confined to the hills, and forms an autumn crop; the seeds yield a hard, bitter, and unpalatable bread, which is said to be heating. The leaves resemble clover, and the seed is like small black wheat. The flower is white and aromatic, and covers the field closely.

Barley is grown in all parts of the Kashmir territories. Beardless barley (grim) grows at an elevation of 15,000 feet. Barley is cultivated much in the same way as wheat, but is ready for cutting somewhat sooner. It grows much on bárání land (i.e., land dependent on rain for moisture). It is much less esteemed than wheat, and sells much cheaper, though it produces much more on worse lands. In the hills barley succeeds better than wheat, and is much cultivated.

Of the produce of Kashmir exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition in 1864, the prices recorded were:

- First quality barley, twenty-three seers per rupee.
- Second quality barley, one maund eight seers per rupee.
- Third quality, two maunds per rupee.

KRM or GRIM.—A coarse hill-grain, like barley, which grows at great elevations, and with buckwheat (tromba) forms one of the staples of the mountainers' diet. Mr. Drew met with it at 11,000 feet, and describes it as a kind of barley, the grain of which becomes loosened from its husk like the grain of wheat. Like all hill crops, it is a rain crop. (Wingate.)

MAIZE or INDIAN-CORN (Makai).—This grain is largely grown in both Kashmir and Jamú, as well as throughout the hills. It requires neither irrigation nor manure. The karewás are also largely cultivated with maize, and though the grain is small and hard compared with that grown on moist lands, yet karewá makai is reckoned to be sweeter and more nourishing. The grain is either stored in the cob, or, after drying, it is beaten out from the cobs on the threshing-floor with sticks. Next to shili it is the staple crop of Kashmir, and is bought and sold at the same fixed price, viz., R2 chilki per 15 trák kharwar if in cob, or per 12 trák kharwar if the grain has been separ-
ated. Of the crop $\frac{1}{2}$ of the weight is reckoned as cob and $\frac{1}{4}$ of the grain. The cost of transport to Srinagar is borne by the villagers. A fair crop is from 10 to 14 maunds per acre of separated grain (Wiugate.)

In Upper Drawâr, where there is only one harvest annually, makh (Indian-corn) grows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop. The young stalks are used as fodder, the parched grain is eaten. It is cut and stacked out about ten days in the open field, and then the cobs are taken off and beaten to separate the grain. Maize grows everywhere throughout the hills, and appears to flourish just as well in a temperate as in a tropical climate. The upland maize is an admirably-suited crop. It is very hardy, requires little rain, and is rapidly matured. In sixty days from the date of sowing the cobs are fit to eat; but the grain will not keep. Weevils attack it in preference to any other grain, and it is a popular saying that the life of maize is only a year long. It sells at 30 seers per rupee. The method of separating the grain is peculiar. The stiffer part of the maize bruise the feet of the cattle, so the maize is threshed by men with bambú sticks. For this purpose the cobs are gathered together on the floor in a heap; a screen of blankets is set up against the door to prevent loss of flying grain, and two or three persons are seated near to replace in the heap cobs that are thrown out of the range of the blows.

Bajra, like other millets, is said to be heating and to produce diarrhoea. The stalk is used as fodder when dry, but cattle are sometimes fed on the young crop as it stands. This is only met with on the low hills bordering on the plains. It is largely grown in the Jamó districts.

Oats and barley are not eaten by the Hindú inhabitants of the valley, except in times of scarcity, but are largely consumed by the Muhammadans.

In Ladák the crops consist of bearded and beardless barley, lucerne, peas, wheat, buckwheat, turnips, murne, prangos, &c., &c.

According to General Strachey, the whole of Tibet is classified into two portions—the kong, or country of deep valleys, and the chânyâ, or elevated plains. Cultivation is chiefly carried on in the former, on the alluvial plateaux along the river-banks.

In Baltistán and Gilgit the productions are much the same as in Ladák, but in very small quantities, which hardly suffice for the inhabitants.

In Upper Drawâr, where there is only one harvest annually, makâi (Indian-corn) grows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop raised, except on the occasion of an unusually rainy season, when a little tromba and pinga is sown. Peas are not cultivated, as the sandy soil which suits the makâi so admirably does not favor them. In Lower Drawâr rice is extensively cultivated, but it does not extend in a northerly direction beyond the village of Kasur, opposite Karen. The harvest is gathered towards the end of September, the Indian-corn and rice ripening at the same time.

In Pûnch rice is grown in considerable quantities, also makâi, kanâk, jao, and dâl, and the grazing lands being extensive, ghi is produced in large quantities.

The valleys of Badrawâr are exceedingly fruitful, producing rice in large
quantities beyond the requirements of the inhabitants; the surplus is exported to less favored districts.

**Pulses.**—Most of the pulses are used when the seed is split and forms what is called *dāl.* They are used by the natives, boiled either alone or with rice, and cooked with oil or *ghee*, red pepper, &c. Some kinds are eaten boiled when green as vegetables.

**Mung.**—A *kharif* crop, entirely dependent on rain; is not suited to low-lying or inundated lands, but grows in *bangar* and bar edge lands. This is the green grain, and there is a black variety called *Phaseolus max.*

**Mung** from the Jamū territory was exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition, 1864.

**Māšh**—Botanical name *Phaseolus Roxburghii.*—This is grown extensively on *sailabi* land as a *kharif* crop. The stalk is excellent fodder, and the grain is said not to be attacked by insects. There are two varieties, black and green. Black māšh is called *karotāki.*

**Moth**—Botanical name *Phaseolus aconitifolius.*—This is a *kharif* pulse, unsuited for growth on *sailabi* lands, but well grown on any other; it is dependent on rain for its growth, and is reckoned inferior as a pulse to the foregoing species.

**Gram**—Botanical name *Cicer arietinum.*—This is a *rabi* crop; after cutting it is left several days in the field to dry, and is eventually trodden out by cattle. It does not seem to be grown in the hills, but in the plains at the foot of the hills. It is later parched, or is ground into a flour, called *beana,* it forms the principal food of horses and goats. Two varieties were sent from the Jamū province to the Lahore Exhibition, 1864. None is grown in Kashmir as the frost kills it.

**Lentils or Mazúr.**—This pulse is used as a *dāl,* but it is said to be heating and to produce eruptions if too freely indulged in. A sample was sent from Kashmir to the Lahore Exhibition, 1864.

**Beans.**—The garden bean (*bākka*) and the red and white haricot beans were exhibited from Kashmir.

**Peas.**—Peas are grown in nearly all parts of the Kashmir State. Formerly there was a great deal of fallow land in Kashmir, but now it is probable that upwards of one half is cultivated. There are supposed to be three harvests in the Kashmir valley—*rabi,* *kímíti,* and *kharif.* But the *kímíti* is a mere name for those crops of either harvest which have always possessed a money value, as, for example, *til* *gogat,* *sarson,* *linseed,* tobacco, cotton, &c. The distinction between such crops and food crops is said to date back to the time of Todor Mal. In Kashmir, the *rabi* crops are sown mostly before winter and ripen during June and July; the *kharif* crops are sown in spring and ripen in autumn. In Jamū the harvests follow the Panjāb routine. In the higher hills there is only one harvest. In the Kashmir valley there is practically no double-cropped land, except vegetable and garden plots, such as are seen in quantity about Srinagar. The irrigation is all rice, and such land can only produce rice, and only yields one crop annually. The rest of the land is mostly dry, dependent on rainfall, and only lands retentive of moisture in favorable situations are capable of even producing one crop annually.
The following statement gives a list of the chief crops of Kashmir, with the ordinary dates of sowing and reaping, amount of seed per acre, and a popular view of the outturn in a favorable year:

**Statement of Crops in Kashmir.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of crop in Kashmir</th>
<th>Name of crop in Urdu</th>
<th>Name of crop in Panjabi</th>
<th>Date of sowing</th>
<th>Date of reaping</th>
<th>Seed sown per acre</th>
<th>Local weight</th>
<th>Kharudr.</th>
<th>Kharudr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Üshkā</td>
<td>Jaw</td>
<td>Jawn</td>
<td>Aşj</td>
<td>1st to 12th Hār</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kanah</td>
<td>Gehān</td>
<td>Kanak</td>
<td>Aşj and Katik</td>
<td>20th to end Hār</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Til gogal</td>
<td>Loriya</td>
<td>Loriya</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>15th to end Jeet</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sandaj, Mansani</td>
<td>Sarson</td>
<td>Saryon</td>
<td>10th to end Bhd-Don</td>
<td>20th to end Jeet</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sandaj, Pahāri</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>25th Phagan to 15th Chester</td>
<td>25th Jeet to end of Hār</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Karāh</td>
<td>Mattar</td>
<td>Mattear</td>
<td>Katik</td>
<td>15th to end Jeet</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Manedr</td>
<td>Masoor</td>
<td>Masur</td>
<td>1st to 15th Aşj</td>
<td>8th to end Jeet</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Khaskkash</td>
<td>Khaskhaskash</td>
<td>15th Katik to end Poh</td>
<td>8th to end Hār</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dānawal</td>
<td>Kashnīs</td>
<td>Dhaninya</td>
<td>15th to end Chester</td>
<td>1st to 20th Hār</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Álā</td>
<td>Álā</td>
<td>Álā</td>
<td>Chester</td>
<td>Hār and Sāwan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Āsur</td>
<td>Khardal</td>
<td>Rāl</td>
<td>15th to end Chester</td>
<td>1st to 20th Sāwan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ajwand</td>
<td>Ajwein</td>
<td>Jawain</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>20th to end Sāwan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Zur</td>
<td>Zirāk Siyāh</td>
<td>Kalāsirāh</td>
<td>Birākh, self-sown</td>
<td>15th to end Jeet</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rabi Harvest.**

N.B.—A Kharudr. = 16 trāks of 6 local seers per trāk, the local seer usually being reckoned at 76 local tolas, equivalent to 72 imperial tolas. One kharudr is therefore = 2 maunds, 6 seers, 32 tolas, at 80 tolas per seer, imperial weight, or = 8 tolas less than 173 lbs. This is very little sown, and therefore the amount of produce is not given.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Harvest Dates</th>
<th>District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Alak</td>
<td>1st to 15th Bisakh</td>
<td>Sawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Kapas</td>
<td>25th Bhadoon to end Asoj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mung</td>
<td>20th Jost to 10th Haur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mah</td>
<td>10th to end Asoj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Shot</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Raziak Mah</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bakla</td>
<td>1st Asoj to end Maghar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waramot</td>
<td>1st to end Jost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Tel</td>
<td>20th Sawan to end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mirch Wang</td>
<td>15th to end Chest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Tamak</td>
<td>1st Asoj to 15th Katik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kalsar</td>
<td>15th Bhadoon to 15th Bisakh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Maiti</td>
<td>1st Bisakh to 10th Jost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Kung</td>
<td>1st to end Katik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Shali</td>
<td>10th Bisakh to 20th Jost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Haaka Makki</td>
<td>1st to 10th Bisakh</td>
<td>Sawan and Bhadoon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Little grown.*

*Ditto.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of crop in Kashmiri</th>
<th>Name of crop in Urdú</th>
<th>Name of crop in Panjábi</th>
<th>Date of sowing</th>
<th>Date of reaping</th>
<th>Seeds sown per acre</th>
<th>Local weight</th>
<th>Kharwáir</th>
<th>Kharwáir</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Makáí</td>
<td>Makki</td>
<td>Bari Jawár</td>
<td>16th to end of Joét</td>
<td>1st to 10th Asój</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Shol</td>
<td>Kangni</td>
<td>Kangni</td>
<td>As for Shálí</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pangál</td>
<td>Chenná</td>
<td>Chenná</td>
<td>Hár</td>
<td>1st to 15th Asój</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Tromba</td>
<td>Daráw</td>
<td>Daráw</td>
<td>20th Joét to 10th Hár</td>
<td>10th to end Asój</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Mút</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>1st Bisák to 20 Joét</td>
<td>Asój</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Kudar</td>
<td>Kódrá</td>
<td>Kódrá</td>
<td>20th Bisák to 8th Hár</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Ganhár</td>
<td>Siwal</td>
<td>Scól</td>
<td>Joét</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Karáth</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>Knith</td>
<td>20th Bisák to 9th Hár</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Wingate.)
Vegetables.—There is a great variety and abundance of esculent vegetables. Hügel enumerates fifteen different sorts not known in Europe. The potato, cauliflower, carrot, rhubarb, and, in short, garden vegetables generally, may be grown of the finest description and in any quantity; but the only kinds which the natives cultivate to any extent are cabbages, cauliflowers, tomatoes, and potatoes. For the rest they revel in the indigenous pumpkins, egg plants, cucumbers, coarse spinach and radishes, which grow with a minimum of trouble in the lake gardens.

Potato.—This is grown in Kashmir very successfully.

Yam.—Specimens were sent from Kashmir to the Lahore Exhibition.

Kachálu.—The root, when fried, is not bad, though very inferior to a potato.

Turdur.—The natives of the Jamú hills assert that this root is wild.

Onions.—Wild onions (prápa) are found all over the hills of Kashmir; they are also cultivated. The Hindu inhabitants of the valley do not eat the onion. They say that the ancient Hindus would not eat it on account of its aphrodisiac effects, which they did not wish to experience, as they had given themselves to the worship of God. The onion is a favorite article of diet with the Muhammadans, who also eat the leek (gandaprás) and carrot (gásar), both of which vegetables are eschewed by Hindus.

Pumpkins.—Three varieties of pumpkins grow in Kashmir, viz., kashir ál, párúsía ál, and mashád ál. The Hindus do not eat the last variety; Muhammadans, on the contrary, are very fond of it.

Turnips.—In the winter time both Hindus and Muhammadans consume large numbers of turnips (gosdí); those produced at Haripür are said to be the best in the valley. Turnips are also cultivated in Ladák. Mixed with chilies the Kashmiris make them into round cakes with a hole in the middle. These are as hard as bricks, and are strung up for the winter consumption, a little being used with every dish as a condiment.

Beetroot.—Many years ago the eccentric Dr. Honigberger represented to Maharajá Guláb Singh the suitability of the soil of the valley of Kashmir for the cultivation of beetroot, and was granted a monopoly for the establishment of a sugar manufactory, but the enterprise was never pursued. Late experiments, both in a private garden in Srinagar and in the Sankari Bhág, have led to the most promising results; in the former, beetroots were grown, weighing ten seers each, which were very rich in saccharine matter, yielding both sugar and alcohol of excellent quality. The experiment, however, was made on a very small scale.

Endive.—Three varieties of endive are said to be produced in the valley, viz., rubú hánd, arim hánd, and wán hánd. This last variety is given along with rice and other articles of diet to the parturient patient for ten days after the birth of the child.

Cucumbers.—Melons.—The floating gardens of Kashmir are so peculiar as to deserve some notice. They are common on the city lake, where they produce abundant crops of fine cucumbers and melons. For forming these islands,
choice is made of a shallow part of the lake overgrown with reeds and other aquatic plants, which are cut off about 2 feet below the surface, and then pressed close to each other without otherwise disturbing the position in which they grow. They are subsequently mowed down nearly to the surface, and the parts thus taken off are spread evenly over the floats, and covered with a thin layer of mud drawn up from the bottom; on the level thus formed are arranged, close to each other, conical heaps of weeds, about 2 feet across and 2 feet high, having each at top a small hollow filled with fresh mud.

In each hollow are set three plants of cucumber or melon, and no further care or trouble is required but to gather the produce, which is invariably fine and abundant. The floating gardens are generally cut off from the body of the lake by a belt of floating reeds, which also serve, in some degree, to protect the cones against the winds. Each bed is about 2 yards wide; the length is variable. The bed is kept in its place by a stake of willow, sent through it at each end and driven into the bottom of the lake.

The melons produced in this way are obviously wholesome, as those who live entirely on them soon become fat.

The season lasts for three months and a half, beginning in June. The fruit is seldom or ever pulled in the small or girkin state, and differs in weight when of a proper age for the market, from eight to sixteen ounces to a pound and a quarter, or a pound and a half. From the first setting of the fruit to the time of pulling, seven or eight days are the ordinary period. The gardeners stated that thirty full-sized fruits for every plant, or from ninety to one hundred, were the average crop of one cone in the season.

Lotus.—The leaf-stalks of the *pamposh*, nymphæa lotus, or Egyptian water-lily (*Nelumbium speciosum*), are used as an article of food. In the autumn, after the plate of the leaf has begun to decay, these have acquired maturity, and when boiled till tender they are both a palatable and nutritious food; the beans which it bears are regarded as a delicacy when eaten unripe. This splendid lily adorns the city lake and most other standing waters with its foliage and large poppy-like rose-colored flowers, which bloom in August and September. As is well known, this flower is regarded by the Hindús with the utmost reverence, and, when performing their devotions on the banks of the Jhelum, they throw handfuls of the lotus petals into the river.

Waternut.—But the most valuable product of the uncultivated vegetation is the singhÁra (Trapa bispinosa) or horned waternut, called by the Kashmiris gáré, góré or góir. It grows on the bottom of the Wular lake in such profusion that 60,000 tons are, it is said, raised every year, constituting almost the only food of at least 30,000 persons for five months in the year. It ripens in the month of October. The nut is dried and then formed into a flour or meal, of which cakes are made; these the Kashmiris eat with salt, gári, and flesh. The *pandit* or Hindú portion of the native population of the valley are in the habit of fasting two days in every month, and during these two days they eat nothing but a little flour made out of the gáré or water chestnut, which flour, when cooked, is called gáryi-warga or phalkár, which latter word is the term applied to this simple dish by the *pandits* themselves.
But the most common preparation is boiling one seer of the flour with two quarts of water, so as to form a sort of gruel. Though insipid, these nuts are so nutritious that those who live exclusively on them are in no respect inferior in strength or condition to the rest of the population, and find this diet so agreeable to their constitution that they sicken if obliged to have recourse to any other.

The inhabitants consider this nut so great a blessing that they attribute its introduction to Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity. As the superficial extent of the Wular lake is about 100 square miles, it supports three hundred persons to the square mile, or a number showing a relative density of population greater than that of France.

Manufactures.—Our attention is now claimed by the arts and manufactures of the country. In weaving embroidery, and working in metals, the Kashmiris have a great reputation; but they are also very expert in the manufacture of wooden articles, such as toys and turnery, ornamental carving, inlaid work in wood, ivory, mother-of-pearl, papier-maché, jewellery, paper, leather, and atta of roses. The jewellery is, however, very inferior.

The artificial productions of Ladak and Baltistan are confined to the manufacture of blankets and coarse woollens, chiefly for home consumption, and of black tents, ropes, &c., made from the hair of the yak and goat.

Shawls.—In an enumeration of the manufactures of Kashmir, that of the shawls, for which the country is celebrated throughout the world, naturally claims precedence. An exhaustive account of their manufacture is to be found in Moorcroft's Travels in the Himalayan Provinces, Vol. 2, Chap. III.

As the primary object of his visit to the valley was the study of the shawl trade, in view to its introduction into British possessions, he may be considered a safe authority on the subject. Though he failed in the object of his visit (his premature death preventing his reaping the advantages of the knowledge he had gained), there is no doubt that the shawl trade of Europe profited largely by the information he transmitted to his friends.

The shawls which are manufactured in Kashmir are of two sorts—the loom-made and those which are worked by hand; and different classes of people are employed in each branch of the trade. Dr. Elmale states that the number of shawl-makers (khândawán) has greatly diminished of late years, many having made their escape to the Panjáb with their wives and families. There are now about 23,000 shawl-weavers in the valley of Kashmir, who form the most miserable portion of the population, both physically and morally.1

In the loom system the kár-khândúr is the shawl manufacturer, who employs under him a number from 20 to 300 kháil-bûfs or shagírs (scholar). He buys the spun thread from the pai-woin or dealer, to whom it is disposed of by the spinners, and gets it dyed of different colors before it is distributed among his workmen.

1 The shawl trade is practically extinct. The great buyers were the Paris and New York markets. Shawls which formerly fetched £1,000 are available at £400. (Ward.)
There were about 100 kūr-khāuddūrs in Kashmir, all of whom lived either in Srinagar or Islamabād, but the houses in which the shāl-bāfs work are in different parts of the valley, the largest number being in the towns of Pampūr and Sopūr. A number of overseers are therefore necessary to superintend the work, to be responsible for the pashmina, and to draw the pay of the workmen, &c.

These people are called ustād (master or teacher); there is usually one over every twenty-five or thirty shāl-bāfs. The sum realised by the shāl-bāf is usually from three to five chilki rupees (each worth ten annas) a month; but as this is inclusive of the amount deducted by the government for rice, which is supplied to the workmen at unfavorable rates through government agency (to the limit of eleven kharūdars each annually), the balance is not sufficient to support a family with any approach to comfort, even in so fertile a country as Kashmir. Dr. Elmslie estimates the average earnings of a shāl-bāf at three pence of our money a day; a first-rate workman will earn from four pence to five pence a day.

An annual tax of Rs3 was levied by the government on each kūr-khāuddūr for every shāl-bāf in his employ; previous to 1867 this tax stood at Rs50. It is now wholly remitted.

In the hand-work shawl system the sādd-bāf is the workman who makes the plain pashmina from the spun pashm, which he buys for himself directly in the bazaar. Upon this plain pashmina the colored threads are afterwards worked with needles by a workman who is called a rasūga.

The position of the sādd-bāf, though slightly better than his brother of the loom, the shāl-bāf, is stated to be very miserable, owing to the oppressive taxes levied by the government.

The circumstances of the rasūga, on the other hand, are stated to be tolerably comfortable, he being permitted the privilege of changing or giving up his trade, should he wish to do so.

The shawl manufacture in Kashmir is superintended by a large government office at Srinagar, called the dagshālī, which is presided over by an official called the darōgha of the dagshālī. This office is farmed out by the government, and, as it admits of immense profits, specially to the unscrupulous, it is an object of keen competition among the wealthy ruling class.

The late Rāja Kāk, who was over the shawl trade until about 1866, when he died, was greatly respected by the people. Dr. Elmslie says that after his death the revenue from shawls dwindled away to half its former amount, which was twelve lakhs of rupees. On account of this great falling off in the revenue, Bādū Raj, son of Partāb Shāh, a name well known in Kashmir, was removed from the office of divās of the shawl department, and Bādū Nāth, commissioner of finance and revenue, was put in his place. There are about two hundred pandits attached to the dagshālī, who are continually employed inspecting the different kūr-khāūnas (manufactory), with a view to prevent the kūr-khāuddūr putting in hand a shawl until the necessary permission has been obtained and the preliminary taxes paid; these pandits are charged
with demanding and receiving from the kär-khándärs illegal remuneration for their boat-hire, road expenses, &c. The revenue from shawls is now a very insignificant item, and the trade is practically free from all taxes and restrictions.

The wool of which the shawls are manufactured (kil phamb) is found upon the goats which are pastured upon the elevated regions of Changthang, Turfán, &c. It is undoubtedly a provision of nature against the cold and killing blasts to which they are exposed, and is found not only on the goat, but upon the yak and the shepherd’s dog used in the same inhospitable regions.

Attempts to introduce the shawl-goat into other parts of the world have, as far as the production of this particular description of wool is concerned, failed; notably that made by M. Lavanchi in the Pyrenees, where, the elevation and climate approaching those of their native pastures, success might reasonably have been anticipated. In 1847 the tribute of shawl-goats, paid by the Maharája as an acknowledgment of the supremacy of the British Government under article 10 of the treaty, was excused in consequence of the animals dying at Dharmála, where they were kept.

The wool employed in the manufacture of shawls is of two kinds—the fleece of the domesticated animals, and that from the animal in its wild state; of this latter sort, which is called aítí tus, but a small proportion is imported.

The interests of the Maharája of Kashmir and his manufacturers are identified in the endeavour to retain the monopoly of the shawl-wool.

Major Cunningham, R.E., states that the average price of shawl-wool in Ladák is Rs 2 per seer: 128,000lbs. of shawl-wool are annually imported into Kashmir from Ladák.

On arrival in Kashmir the wool is bought by a pashm farosh, or wool-retailer, who disposes of it to the women, who spin it into yarn.

Moorcroft states the girls begin to spin at the age of ten, and that a hundred thousand females were employed in this occupation in Kashmir.

The first task of the spinner is to separate the different materials of which the fleece consists, usually in about the following proportions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse hair</td>
<td>1¼ seers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seconds or phiri</td>
<td>0½ &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust and foreign substances</td>
<td>2½ &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine wool</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 seers or 1 trák.

The cleaned wool is then spread on a board, and a paste, composed of pounded rice and water, is rubbed into it (soap is never used, as it makes it harsh), after which it is dried, teased out, and spun into thread by the women, who work with little intermission the whole day. Moorcroft calculates the general earnings of an industrious and expert spinner to be only Rs 1-8 per month, and they are probably less.
The shawl thread (*phamb-pan*) is double. The finest brings one *chilki* rupee for one tola weight; of a coarser kind two and three tolas are given for one rupee; and a still coarser quality, called *phur*, is sold at the same price for four or five tolas.

The merchants, who buy the thread from the spinners, sell it to the shawl manufacturers, making a profit of two or three annas on the rupee.

The yarn, being divided into skeins according to the pattern decided upon, is then delivered to the *rangrez*, or dyer; he professes to be able to give it sixty-four tints, most of which are permanent; that called *kiram dan*, rich crimson, being the most expensive. The art of dyeing is said to have been introduced into Kashmir in the reign of the Emperor Akbar.

When the body of the cloth is to be left plain, the *phiri*, or second yarn, is alone given to be dyed; being of a coarser quality, it is preferred for employment in flowers and other ornaments, from its standing higher, and being, as it were, embossed upon the ground.

The distribution of the colors is regulated by the thickness of the thread, the thinner threads being appropriated to the lighter tints.

The *tarfarosh* adjusts the yarn for the warp and for the weft; he receives the yarn in hanks, but returns it in balls; he can prepare in one day the warp and weft for two shawls.

The yarn, which has been cut and reeled, is then taken by the *pennakum ga*, or warp-dresser, who dips it into thick boiled rice water, by which process each length becomes stiffened and set apart from the rest.

Silk is generally used for the warp on the border of the shawl, and has the advantage of showing the darker colors of the dyed wool more prominently than a warp of yarn, as well as hardening and strengthening and giving more body to the edge of the cloth.

When the border is very narrow, it is woven with the body of the shawl, but when broader, it is worked on a different loom and afterwards sewn on the edge of the shawl by the *rafisga*, or fine drawer, with such nicety that the union can scarcely be detected. The operation of drawing or passing the yarns of the warp through the heddles is performed precisely in the same way as in Europe, and the warp is then taken by the *shid-baf*, or weaver, to the loom, which differs not in principle from that of Europe, but is of inferior workmanship.

When the warp is fixed in the loom, the *naksh*, or pattern-drawer, and *tarfarosh* and *gandaawol*, or persons who determine the proportion of yarn of different colors to be employed, are again consulted. The first brings the drawing of the pattern (*sigtara*) in black and white, done with charcoal pencils; this branch of the trade is said to be confined to six or seven families. The *gandaawol*, having well considered it, points out the disposition of the colors, beginning at the foot of the pattern and calling out the color, the number of threads to which it is to extend, that by which it is to be followed, and so on in succession until the whole pattern has been described.
From his dictation the khitāwāla writes down the particulars in a species of stenography, and delivers a copy of the document (talim) to the weavers.

The workmen prepare the *tilis*, or needles, by arming each with colored yarn of the weight of about four grains. These needles, without eyes, are made of light, smooth wood, and have both their sharp ends slightly charred to prevent their becoming rough or jagged through working.

Under the superintendence of the *ganda wool* the weavers knot the yarn of the *tilis* to the warp.

The face or right side of the cloth is placed next to the ground, the work being carried on at the back or reverse, on which the needles are disposed in a row, and differing in number from four hundred to fifteen hundred according to the lightness or otherwise of the embroidery.

As soon as the *nadbār* is satisfied that the work of one line or warp is completed, the comb is brought down upon it with a vigour and repetition apparently very disproportionate to the delicacy of the materials.

On a shawl being taken in hand, a small piece at the edge is first completed by which a rough estimate of its value is formed, and on which an *ad valorem* duty of 25 per cent. is levied by the government; of this amount, a portion is paid down, the shawl is stamped, and the manufacturer is then at liberty to proceed with the work, the value being adjusted and the balance paid on completion.

In addition to the import duties on the material, poll-tax on the workmen, and the *ad valorem* duty on the value of the shawl, which are paid directly to the government, the *kitr-khāndār* is obliged to pay liberaly all government officials in any way connected with the trade, and it is affirmed, apparently on good grounds, that this *dasturi*, or illegal gratification, is shared in by the highest officers of the State down to the lowest *pandit* connected with the *dagshāli*; these fees are stated to amount to little less than another 25 per cent.

When finished, the shawls are submitted to the *purczār*, or cleaner, whose business it is to free the shawl from discolored hairs or yarn, and from ends or knots; he either pulls them out severally with a pair of tweezers, or shaves the reverse face of the cloth with a sharp knife; any defects arising from either operation are immediately repaired by the *rathāga*.

Previous to being washed the shawl has to be taken to the office of the *darūga* of the *dagshāli* for a permit. After registering it and collecting the tax (lāgut) of 25 per cent. *ad valorem*, one of the *pandils* removes the government stamp which was impressed upon it at its commencement, by dipping the corner of the shawl into water; a receipt (wadagādār) is then given to the owner to testify that all dues have been paid upon it.

The goods are now handed over to the *wafrūzh*, or person who has advanced money on them to the manufacturer, and to the *mokhānā*, or broker, and these two settle the price and effect the sale to the merchant; the former charges interest on his advance, the latter a commission varying from 2 to 5 per cent.
The purchaser takes the goods unwashed and sometimes in pieces, and the fine-drawer and washerman have still to do their part. When partly washed, the dhobi brings the shawls to the merchant, that they may be examined for any holes or imperfections; should such occur, they are remedied at the expense of the seller. It is necessary to wash the shawls, in order to deprive them of the stiffness of the rice-starch remaining in the thread, and for the purpose of softening them generally. The best water for this is found in the canal between the lake and the floodgates at the Drogjun, and in the cold waters of the Tel-Bal stream near the Shalimār. In the former locality some ruins in large limestone blocks are lying on the washing-place, and in one of these is a round hole, about a foot and a half in diameter and a foot in depth; in this the shawl is placed, and water being poured over it, it is stamped on by naked feet for about five minutes, and then taken into the canal by a man standing in the water. One end is gathered up in his hand, and the shawl swung round and beaten with great force upon a flat stone, being dipped into the canal between every three or four strokes. They are then dried in the shade, as the hot sun spoils the colors; and in ten days afterwards the colored shawls undergo a similar process, but occupying less time.

The white ones, after being submitted to the process, on the first day are spread in the sun and bleached by water sprinkled over them; they then are again treated to the same process as the colored shawls, being stamped upon and beaten a second time and then bleached again till they are dry, and then for a third time beaten, stamped upon, and finally dried in the sun.

In the second time of stamping, soap is sometimes used, but is not good generally, and is never used for the colored shawls, as the alkali might affect the colors. Sulphur fumes are employed to produce the pure, pale, white colors in new shawls.

After being washed, the shawls are stretched upon a wooden cylinder for two days, when they are removed to be packed. After being wrapped in sheets of smooth-glazed paper, they are pressed; the bale is afterwards sewn up in strong cloth; over this a cover of birch-bark is laid and an envelope of wax-cloth added, and the whole is sewed up as smoothly and tightly as possible in a raw hide, which contracting, gives to the contents of the package a remarkable degree of compactness and protection.

Old shawls that require cleaning—and, it is said, in some instances new ones—are washed by means of the freshly gathered root of a parasitical plant called krit, a species of consinna (kute, dicoccora deltoides). A pound of it is bruised and mixed with about three pints of water; and to this, should it be necessary to raise the temperature, is added a mixture of pigeon's-dung (a piece equal in size to a turkey's egg), mixed and beaten up with about the same quantity of water, and the shawl is saturated with the liquor, and then stamped upon, washed with the hand, and then well steeped in the canal. The colors of an old shawl, after it has been washed, are often renewed so well as to deceive any but the initiated by pricking them in again with a wooden pin, dipped in the requisite tints.
Vigne states that the fool’s-cap or cypress-shaped ornament so commonly worked on the shawls is a representation of the *jigeh* or *kashkoh* or *nigrette* of jewels which is worn on the forehead in the East. Others again think that the pattern was suggested by the windings of the River Jhelum in its course through the valley, as viewed from the top of the Takht-i-Sulimán; but this latter supposition seems to be highly improbable.

A first-rate woven shawl, weighing 7lbs. will fetch in Kashmir as much as £300, which price is made up of—

- £ 30 the cost of material.
- " 150 the wages of labor.
- " 70 duty.
- " 50 miscellaneous expenses.

Total: £300

Ordinary shawls sell for prices ranging between Rs 50 and Rs 2,000, depending upon the quality of material and richness of embroidery. Hand-worked shawls cost about one fifth as much as loom-made shawls. Shawls to the value of about £130,000 used to be exported annually from Kashmir; of this amount, about nine lakhs or £90,000 worth used to find their way to Europe, the remainder supplying the various eastern markets.

Of the Kashmir shawls exported to Europe, France monopolised about
- United States of America: 10 per cent.
- Italy: 5 per cent.
- Russia: 2 per cent.
- Germany: 1 per cent.
- Great Britain: 1 per cent.

Of the above, about two thirds were purchased in Kashmir by French agents and exported to France direct; now the trade is very small: the remainder are exported through native bankers and sold at the London auction sales, the buyers being nearly all French.

On the breaking out of the war between France and Germany in 1870, the shawl trade suffered a sudden and temporary collapse; the ruin of the manufacturers and merchants was only averted by the Maharája making large purchases to the value of several lakhs of rupees. The depression then caused has disappeared, and, although existing obstructions and abuses have been largely removed, this valuable branch of industry is only slowly recovering itself. The shawl-weavers at Badravár, Doda, and Basolí enjoy great advantages, as they are free from many of the burdens and restrictions imposed upon their brethren in the valley of Kashmir. The shawls manufactured in these localities hold a middle place in the market; while greatly inferior to the veritable Kashmir shawl, they are of superior quality to shawls manufactured at Amritsár and other places in the Panjab, which are largely adulterated with *mhabahuki*, an inferior wool produced at Kirmán. Amritsár, however, does
a flourishing business, and if Srinagar were as favorably situated, it would be in a better position to compete.

Writing in December 1873, Mr. Wynne, the Officer on Special Duty, gives the following description of the depression of the trade:

"At the beginning of the year there were very heavy balances due by the shawl-makers to the shawl department of the Kashmir administration. This was due to the extreme depression of the trade owing to the state of affairs in France. [A depression which still continues, and is indeed, at the present moment, greater than ever before.] At the London sale, the results of which have just been communicated by telegram, while £2,500 worth of Amritsar shawls were sold, nothing whatever, I am told, out of the £4,000 worth of Kashmir shawls that were presented was sold. What to substitute for this article of industry, which has hitherto provided sustenance for between 80,000 and 90,000 of the population, is a question now seriously occupying the Maharaja's attention. As an alleviation in the beginning of the summer, the Maharaja assigned to a number of shawl-weavers work in the silk factories at Srinagar, but as it was represented that the alleviation would be very slight (the work in the silk factories lasting at present for so small a portion of the year), and that the process would ruin that delicacy of hand which constitutes the special distinction of the shawl-weaver, the order was rescinded. I have suggested that the work of carpet-making be stimulated, as that would provide for the shawl-weavers an occupation which, though coarse, is still not radically different from that in which they have been hitherto employed, while the demand for Indian carpets is on the increase. And the suggestion is under consideration."

The trade has also received serious blows from change of fashion, which expelled these fabrics from the French and American markets. And the admirable imitations, produced in France and at Paisley in Scotland, exercise a great influence over the trade, yet a goodly number are still woven annually in the country of their birth, the demand for them in the East being maintained as necessary appendages to rank and state. But it was always a marvel how the industry could outlive the impositions that were put upon it; nor indeed could it have survived but for the cruel regulation which forbade a weaver to relinquish his calling or, even until 1880, to leave the country.

The wool was taxed as it entered Kashmir, the manufacturer was taxed for every workman he employed, again he was taxed at various stages of the process according to the value of the fabric, and lastly, the merchant was taxed before he could export the goods. During the last year of the famine (1880) the export duty on shawls was raised to 85 per cent. ad valorem. This enormous rate, besides being an inducement to smuggling, discourages intending purchasers. No direct tax is taken from European visitors for shawls. The tax on the importation of shawl-work is for white about Company's R13 per maund, and for the colored about R11.

Such, then, is a brief sketch of a manufacture for which this country is renowned, and which, in recent times, has passed through many vicissitudes. In the beginning even of this century there were thousands of looms at work replaced now by hundreds, and a great number of these beautiful fabrics were imported into Great Britain and the continent of Europe, a branch of trade now of little value. But fashion may change, and for the future and prosperity of
Kashmir, it is to be hoped it will. The art is not lost; it is not dead, but in
abeyance only; and there are a number of skilful hands now unemployed,
ready and willing to turn out as perfect specimens as ever of those Kashmir
shaws, without which, a few years ago, no fashionable lady deemed her ward-
robe complete.

Woollen Cloths.—The manufacture of woollen cloths is almost universal
throughout the valley, and gives employment to the villagers through the
long winter months. The mountain sides and downs afford a rich pasturage
to extensive flocks of sheep, whose increase is only limited by the difficulty of
providing fodder during the winter, when all vegetation is hid beneath a thick
carpet of snow.

It is probable that the flocks, and consequently the outturn of wool, will
not greatly exceed the present limit, as there is said to be a considerable
mortality among the sheep each year from the effects of insufficient food dur-
ing the winter. The want is, however, due completely to the carelessness
of the owners. Unlimited food can be stored, and as the wool is now rising
in price, the villagers are more careful of their sheep.

The number of sheep owned by each family varies according to its wealth
and prosperity; five, ten, or twenty sheep may represent the usual number,
which in the case of well-to-do families is increased to forty, and even more.

In the flocks, the sexes are about equally divided; the rams (warah kat)
number about 6 per cent. of the wethers (bala kat). The ewes (gob) bring
forth but once a year, and then for the most part but one lamb (chir) at a
birth, three being apparently quite unknown; this may in some degree
account for the very slow increase among the flocks of Kashmir, which is said
not to exceed from 5 to 20 per cent., compared with grazing countries in
Europe and Australia, where the annual increase in some favored spots reaches
85 per cent.

The sheep are washed in the rivers and streams before shearing, and the
fleece is cleansed by being scraped or beaten with a bent bit of iron hoop.
Sheep are sheared twice a year, at the commencement of the spring and in the
autumn. The autumn shearing is the most plentiful, the produce being about
one third more than in spring; the quality of the wool is also superior. Wool
of the autumn shearing is called pia, that of the spring woon. The rams
are wethers yield about a seer or a seer and a quarter of wool; the ewes about
half as much.

There are three qualities of wool (ger)—the black, which is of inferior
value, sells at one and a half seers for the rupee (Kashmir weight and cur-
currency); the grey, which is of middling quality, sells for one rupee a seer; and
the white, or tusker, which is the best description, fetches from eight to twelve
annas a seer. The three qualities are frequently mixed in manufacture.

The better quality of wool is used in the manufacture of blankets and the
fine woollen cloth called pashmian; of the inferior wool, coarse woollens, called
pulche, are made.
There are two descriptions of blankets; the superior are made without seams and are called *ak pat*; the inferior have either one or two seams, and are known respectively as *dō* or *tin pat*.

The price of the first description varies between ten and twelve *chilki* rupees, and that of the second sort between seven and eight, according to color, texture, and weight.

The blankets are usually made about 4½ feet long by 4½ feet broad, about two and a half or three seers of wool being employed in the manufacture of each; they are commonly of the natural color of the wool, but are sometimes dyed after manufacture.

The yarn (*kālūmāzer*) is spun by the women; it takes about twenty days to prepare sufficient yarn to make a blanket.

The yarn is taken to the weaver to be made up; these men are usually occupied as agriculturists during the summer months, reverting to their legitimate calling in winter. The weaver charges ten to twelve annas (British currency) for making up a blanket without seams, and five or six annas for one with seams. The operation of weaving a blanket occupies from three to four days.

It is said that each family produces two or three blankets or pieces of *puttū* during the winter; of the latter description of cloth two kinds are manufactured, *jariputtū* and *puttū*, which is all made of wool, and *swānaputtū*, partly of wool and partly of cotton.

Common *puttū* is sold at the rate of about 2½ or 3 yards per *chilki* rupee. Goat's hair in Kashmir seems only to be applied to the manufacture of thin rope or cord, which possesses extreme strength and elasticity. There is now a considerable trade in articles made of *pashmina* and *puttū*, curtains, table-cloths, &c., being very prettily embroidered with colored wool, the patterns being harmonious and tasteful. *Pashmina* is dear, ordinary qualities being Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 per yard, but *puttū* is moderately priced, the piece of nine yards varying from Rs. 3½ to Rs. 4½, width about 18 to 22 inches. A pair of plain curtains, with worked borders, cost about Rs. 15 to Rs. 18, and if worked all over, the cost is Rs. 8 or Rs. 10 more. The fault of the work at present is that many of the dyes quickly fade, and the work is not well finished.

Very beautiful and cheap rugs are made of *numda* or thick felt. This felt is made in pieces 6 to 7 feet by 4 to 5 feet. The ground colors are varying shades of brown, fawn, green, blue, yellow, &c. The rugs are generally worked all over. Plain, they cost about Rs. 3 each, and worked, Rs. 4 to Rs. 5. Carpets vary according to size, but to give an idea, a carpet 16 feet by 12 feet, with a deep-worked border and large centre, would cost from Rs. 40 to Rs. 50. The merchants, however, are generally open to an offer. The best time to make purchases is in spring, when the greatest variety is in stock. The best shops are those of Muhammad Jān, Shāhmād Shāh, and Bāhar Shāh, and orders sent to any of them, addressed Srinagar, are executed, though often after considerable delay.

---

1 One piece of *puttū*, 11 feet wide, 8½ yards long, costs about Rs. 4 (British rupees).
For sportsmen, woollen gloves, socks, gaiters, caps, veils, &c., are made, and they are also used by the natives in winter, and can be purchased for a few annas. (Wingate.)

The following list of all the woollen and pashmina goods produced in Kashmir is extracted from the "Hand-Book of the Manufactures and Arts of the Panjab," by B. H. Baden-Powell, B.C.S.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shāl pashmina</th>
<th>Leí dō arak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sādā</td>
<td>tūn arak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanīf kār</td>
<td>lāhori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amlī kār</td>
<td>kinarā dār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dori dār</td>
<td>sādā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ketānī kār (twisted thread)</td>
<td>Puttī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fard shāl</td>
<td>Puttā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doshāl</td>
<td>Puttā tūsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūmī</td>
<td>khudrang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jāmaswār</td>
<td>abhār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamlā</td>
<td>khat dār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lōngī</td>
<td>charkhāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulbadan</td>
<td>Chint puttā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alwān</td>
<td>Gabba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yāk tārā</td>
<td>Urmāk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dō tārā</td>
<td>Puttā malidā—a soft or felted (lit. &quot;rubbed&quot;) woollen fabric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri-purz</td>
<td>Puttā Rāmnagar—made at Rāmnagar, Jāmī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Par-i-taās</td>
<td>'Purm-Narm' — a name given by Akbar to the soft, fine, and rare fabric of ibex wool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Ladāk a thick kind of puttā of sheep's wool is made up in pieces 1 foot wide and from 8 to 10 yards long. The price per piece varies from R4 to R5. It is only purchasable in small quantities in Leīb. Any quantity of sacking can, however, be purchased, there being a constant demand for it for bags for the conveyance of goods. About 120,000 yards of blauketing and sacking are annually expended on the carrying trade. The total value of the manufacture is only R7,500. (Cunningham.)

Spinning, weaving, and dyeing are carried on in almost every household. Professional weavers are found in a few of the most populous villages. The shortness of its staple renders the goat's down (lena) so difficult to spin, that the Ladākis do not usually manufacture it themselves, but sell the raw material to the Kashmiris. Goat's hair is called rāf, and from this the Ladākis make all their blankets.

Wool-cleansing is either effected by rubbing it with cones of the dried clay, called puṣa, or by sprinkling it with a powder of the same clay. This cleansed wool is only used for the better sort of woollen stuffs. The art of bleaching is unknown.

Felling is practised to a limited extent, and also basket-work. There are
a few cobblers, carpenters, and braziers in the country, chiefly found at Leh. Printing and painting are roughly carried on in the monasteries. (H. Strachey.)

Paper.—The manufacture of paper in Kashmir is said to have begun in the time of Akbar the Great. Before that time the *liber* or inner bark of a species of birch was used instead.

Forster mentions the paper of Kashmir as an article of extensive commerce, and it still maintains its ancient reputation, being superior to anything yet produced in Hindustan. Of the specimens exhibited in the Lahore Exhibition of 1864, it was recorded that this beautiful paper, the best of all native manufactures, can be purchased everywhere.

It is in great demand for making manuscript copies of all the more valued authors; it is also used for complimentary letters and polite correspondence amongst natives generally. It is distinguished by its fine gloss and polish, its evenness and freedom from flaws, also by its white wax-like color and appearance.

There are about thirty-two paper factories in the suburb of Naoshera, which is the centre of the trade, giving employment to about twelve men in each. There used also to be a factory in the Hari Parbat fort, worked by convict labor; but this has lately been abolished, consequent on the government monopoly having been farmed out to a contractor.

During the winter months the paper factories are closed. The mills in which the pulp (*khämir*) is prepared are situated on the Dal lake, near the Shalimar gardens, and at Arats in the Lar *pargana*.

The pulp is said to be composed of a mixture of cotton rags and hemp. The rags, which are bought or collected in the city, are first well washed and cleansed from all impurities, the finest materials being selected for the superior qualities of paper. They are then pounded for twenty-four hours without intermission in an ordinary lever-mill worked by the feet. The mass is then dried, after which it is enclosed in a long, strong sheet, and again carefully washed and dried. The hemp is treated in much the same way, but is washed in large baskets instead of in a sheet. The pulps, or rags and hemp, are then mixed in equal proportions and again pounded, and to the mass slaked lime and *suzzi* (a very impure sub-carbonate of soda) are added to whiten it. This is repeated from five to twenty times according to the quality of paper desired. When ready, the pulp is conveyed to the paper factories at Naoshera, and is kept in a stone receptacle close to the *houz*, or bath, in which it is mixed as required.

The *houz* is a large wooden tub, with low sides and high ends; it is filled with water, in which a small portion of the pulp is mixed. The *houzawhol* sits by the side of this tub; he is furnished with a frame, or tray made of strips of light wood, on which rests a blind or screen of fine reeds. This frame he dips deftly into the mixture before him, allowing it to float on the surface; a thin film or layer of pulp settles, and the water strains through the screen. Should he notice any speck or impurity in the film, he removes
it with a pair of wooden tweezers; the dipping process is then repeated, and
the frame raised and rested on a pole, which is supported in a notch cut in the
ends of the bath. The reed screen is then carefully detached from the frame,
and the *housachol* with much dexterity separates the sheet of pulp from it and
deposits it on a heap at his side; the screen is then re-attached to the frame,
and the process repeated. At the end of the day's work, the heap of sheets of
pulp is submitted to a slight pressure and left to dry for the night; in the
morning it is removed, and the sheets are separated into layers of about half
a dozen, which are hung on the walls of the surrounding buildings or laid
upon the grass to bleach in the sun.

When dry, each sheet is separated, and those that are defective removed;
the remainder are then collected in *dusters*, or quires of twenty-four sheets,
and the edges are smoothly cut to the required size with a knife.

Each sheet is then rubbed by hand with a sort of pumice-stone (*kurkuttu*);
it is then damped and again rubbed with a stone of rough conglomerate called
the *songmohra*. The sheet is then passed to the *karashvoi*, who rubs it with
his hand, eneased in a rough glove of flannel or goats' hair which he dips in
a bowl of rice paste (*maia*) by his side. The sheets are then hung separately
on strings suspended from the roof to dry, this process being repeated on four
successive days; the sheets are then passed to another rubber, or *mohraksh*,
who polishes each with a small smooth agate stone embedded in a little cylin-
der or handle of wood. To effect this the sheet of paper is laid on a narrow
smooth and sloping board, before which the *mohraksh* kneels, and, holding the
*mohra* with both hands, he rubs the paper with much force and persistency
until the required polish is produced. Should any little flaw occur, he tears a
morsel of paper from a sheet by his side, and inserts it in the hole, rubbing it
in until the scar is obliterated. As each *duster*, or quire, is completed, it
is removed, folded in the middle, and rolled into a cylinder, which is eneased
in a cover of colored papers which are twisted up at the ends.

The whole of the process which has been described is carried out by hand,
and is consequently exceedingly slow and laborious. The best description
of paper manufactured is called *fermaiiski*, and most of it is consumed in govern-
ment offices. Of this description there are three qualities, *viz.*, *anil*, the
best, costing six chilki rupees a *duster*, or quire of twenty-four sheets, each
sheet measuring about 2½ feet square; *ansat*, the second quality, sold at four
rupees per quire; and *adnar*, the third quality, sold at three rupees a quire.

After these comes the *damuskhi*, a common description of paper most gener-
ally used; it is sold for one and a half chilki rupees per quire. A thin straw
colored note or letter paper called *dakhi* is also manufactured; it is made in
small sheets, and costs three chilki rupees a quire. The *rang* or coloured
papers are sold at twelve annas (chilki) a quire; *kalamdani*, an inferior descrip-
tion of paper, at ten annas; and the *sher jangi*, which is made in small square
sheets, at four annas a quire.

It is said that the greater part of the paper made in the Srinagar factories
is appropriated by the government, payment being made partly in cash and
partly in grain; what remains is disposed of to the merchants at the prices above mentioned, and is either retailed for home consumption or exported.

The hösawhol, it is said, receives two annas {chilli} a duster; his earnings depend upon his skill; a good workman can, it is said, turn out about four quires of fermaith, and six quires of the inferior sorts of paper per day.

The mo akash, or rubbers, receive from four to eight annas a duster according to the quality of the paper; their work is very laborious, and they are consequently unable to exceed a quire a day. The karashwol, who spreads the rice-paste, receives half the above rates.

Those engaged in drying the sheets of paper receive two annas a day. The durability of the paper produced in Kashmir is remarkable, contrasting favorably in this respect with much that is made in Europe, where the practice of mixing certain chemical substances with the pulp is said to have caused a great deterioration in the quality.

In the present day all the paper required in Ladák is imported from the surrounding countries, viz., Turkistán, Changthang, Kashmir, and India. None is exported.

When trade was not so easy, and paper more expensive in the surrounding countries, Ladák used to make its own paper from the roots of astragales strictus. Dr. Aitchison sent some of these plants to Kew and had the following opinion passed on them as a material for making paper: "... the inner portion of the bark affords an excellent material for the manufacture of paper. The great objection to it is the outer rind, which is not only a source of dust, but extremely difficult to bleach. It is hard to fix a value for such an article, but in the state in which the bark is, it would be probably worth about £7 a ton. If the outer rind were removed, it would probably be worth twice as much. ... It is feared there will be great difficulty in rendering it fit for the manufacture of white paper."

This plant also grows in Lahoual, where the inhabitants say that the paper made from it is of a poisonous character, and injures the eyes of those who read writing on it. Dr. Aitchison adds that it might be worth the while of the Kashmir merchants to import it as far as Gandarbal, their great paper factory.

Papier maché.—A description of papier maché or lacquered work is peculiar to Kashmir, where it goes by the name of kar-i-kalamān, "pen-case work," or kar-i-massaksh, painted ware.

The work is by no means always of papier maché, as it is frequently done on articles of smooth wood. The papier maché is prepared by pulping coarse native paper, and moulding the softened material to the required shape. The article is then covered with a coating of white paint, on the surface of which a delicate pattern in colors, chiefly crimson, green, and blue, is drawn with a fine brush; flowers, and the curved designs seen upon shawls, are most commonly produced. A very pretty pattern is also done by painting with a gold paint a spreading series of minute branches and leaves on a white ground; a
border of brighter coloring is added; sometimes figures of men and animals are introduced.

When the painting is done, the surface is varnished over with a varnish made by boiling the clearest copal (swadra) in pure turpentine. The varnish has to be perfectly transparent, or it would spoil the appearance of the painting; mastic varnish may, perhaps be used; mastic (mustagi rumi) is brought abundantly from Kábul.

Pen-cases, trays, cabinets, and boxes are the articles usually manufactured, but a similar style of painting is sometimes applied to palankins, howdahs, boats, and even to the walls and ceilings of rooms. Moorcroft justly remarks that the painters of Kashmir are an ingenious race, and have talents which under a fostering government and competent instruction, might be applied with success to loftier objects than articles of furniture or decorated pen-cases.

Gold and silver work.—The silver and gold work, of which a great deal is made in Srinagar, is exceedingly effective, and the smiths, with the rudest tools, consisting of a hammer with a few tiny chisels and punches, contrive to copy with admirable fidelity numerous designs, both Oriental and European. The work is uniform in design, consisting of various patterns of small sprigs of leaves all over the vessel in relief; sometimes it is made with the ground of silver and the sprigs gilt; this latter is called ganga-faami work. These goods are sold in Srinagar by actual weight in silver, with a fixed rate, usually 4 annas per tola, including gilding, for workmanship added. Jewellery also, in both silver and gold, is tolerably well executed.

All the articles manufactured in silver are likewise produced of similar patterns in pure copper, which, after being sent to England, can be electroplated; and so perfectly do such take the gilding, that, with the exception of their weight, it is impossible to distinguish them from articles of richer material.

In pure copper the favorite articles are large trays, candlesticks, brackets in the shape of chinar leaves, &c. But a very pretty work is the copper-enamel, a ground of light or dark blue or red, with the pattern in gilt in relief. In this work tea-sets, napkin-rings, finger-bowls, jugs of all shapes, &c., are made, and as the price does not exceed four annas per tola, the ware is popular. The best known coppersmiths are Lassu and Subháno. (Wingate.)

Rope.—Rope is manufactured from the leaves of a plant called krishun, a species of iris lily which grows in abundance in Kashmir, and also from a plant called teckur, and from twigs of trees. The commonest rope is made from twisted straw.

Cider.—See apple and pear.

Wine.—See vines.

Opium is manufactured at Kishtwár and Doda, and a little in Kashmir. The time for extracting opium is in Chet (March-April), when the poppy has attained its full size: a small flat iron tool, with two or three points, called a nashtar, is used to scarify the poppy, being drawn longitudinally down the poppy-head so as to scratch it, whereon the milky juice exudes, which
after a certain time coagulates, and is scraped off with a small bent iron tool, like a miniature sickle, and collected in cups made of the leaves of the plant itself. When the shells are full of opium juice, they are collected and all emptied together into a vessel and left to dry. When dry, the opium is formed into balls and placed in the shade. These are turned every third or fourth day, and when dry form the opium in use.

Atta of roses.—The atta of roses made in Kashmir used to be considered superior to any other; it never appears, however, to have been an article of commerce.

Leather work.—The leather work of Kashmir is very superior, owing to the mode of tanning. The skins, after being cleaned, are placed in a vat of clean water, with a layer of pounded galls between every two skins; a man is employed to tread them down daily, from morning to night, for twenty-five days, fresh galls being added every fifth day.

They are then hung to dry; but, before they are dry, the grain side is well rubbed with a paste of Armenian bole. When dry, the flesh side is lightly scraped and mutton suet is rubbed in until the leather is saturated; the rubbing is performed in the sunshine, and the skin is left for several days exposed to the sun. It is then put into water again and trodden, and rubbed until all greasiness disappears, when it is polished by being well rubbed with a blunt iron instrument. Moorcroft describes this leather as being strong, solid, heavy, and pliable, without any disposition to crack, and states that some pieces of saddlery had been in use eighteen or twenty years, and were none the worse for constant wear. The abundance of the hides and the excellence of the leather are sure to make an important industry, when a larger market produces better manufacture.

Soap.—Two kinds of soap are manufactured in Kashmir, one kind from oil which yields a coarse soap, another kind from fat. The former is called \textit{tila adum}, the latter \textit{safa adum}. There are two manufactories of soap in Srinagar, the proprietors of which have a monopoly of the trade.

Labor.—Of the laboring classes in Kashmir it may be said, with the exception of the shawl-weavers, whose wages are low (even as compared with the price of provisions), whose labor is very severe, and whose children are impressed at too early an age, that they are, as a general rule, well fed, well clothed, and fairly housed. A coolie, if engaged by contract, will carry up to two hundred pounds weight, for days in succession, at the rate of 8 to 10 miles a day along hilly roads. The women, of whom many ply the car on the Jhelum, will work against stream, either towing or paddling, for several hours without cessation. Neither sex could stand this strain, as they do for months off and on, if they did not get a sufficiency of nourishing food.

As regards agricultural labor, it is not easily ascertained in a country where payment, if not in kind, is often by exchange, one man promising
another a day’s labor in return for his. Again, many persons draw the means of subsistence for themselves and their families direct from the soil, but 2 annas a day is the usual payment.

Journeymen in the various trades do not, Mr. Girdlestone thinks, get much more than their food from their masters. The boat-people with an average charge of Rs. 15 a month for a crew of four persons, which includes usually one or two women, do not make a bad income from the Europeans during the summer months, and are not often without a customer, and in winter they can earn a trifle by the transport of grain and timber. The ordinary dunga used by visitors carries from 80 to 100 kharwats of makki. Such a boat making a trip from, say, Baramula to Srinagar, would get one trak per kharwāt for the freight, of which ½ would go in tolls, so that the boatman would earn for a full load 4 kharwāts 11 ṭrāks or about Rs. 9 chilki. Besides loading the trip takes 5 days, and there is great delay in unloading; consequently a boat would be lucky if it made two trips a month. Coolies, when employed by Europeans, are paid 4 annas to 6 annas of British money a stage each, but this sum does not usually stay with them, the majority being hired by contractors at about Company’s Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 a month, and giving over to the contractors half an anna a stage. The dāk runners from Srinagar to Banihāl get Company’s Rs. 3-2 a month each. For coolie labor in the Residency garden, Mr. Girdlestone was charged 2 annas a day per head.

Cattle.—Cows and oxen are small but very numerous, and in the summer months find luxuriant pasture on the higher hills. Milk and butter are very good and cheap. Ghee is only made for exportation to the Panjāb. With quick transit Kashmir could supply the Panjāb with high-class beef and mutton. Buffaloes are scarce in Kashmir, on the whole. The buffalo (mūnaka kant, buffalo bull; māunka, buffalo cow) is numerous on the hills, but is not indigenous. The cow being held sacred by the Hindūs is never allowed to be killed. In Ladāk the common horned cattle are of a small breed, and are kept chiefly in the lower agricultural districts; in the higher and pastoral, yaks are better adapted to the country and climate. The common Indian oxen (the small Himalayan breed) are common in Nubrā and the warmer districts of the country.

The dzo (female dzó-mo), the offspring of the yak and common cow, is a most valuable byproduct. It is used throughout the country for the plough as well as for carrying loads, being more tractable than the yak, and quite as strong. It also bears heat better. The dzó-mo gives much more and better milk than the yak cow. The milk is chiefly used for butter, which is taken by the Ladākī with his tea. The price of a good dzó varies from Rs. 12 to Rs. 20. (Cunningham.)

Sheep.—Sheep are plentiful; those from the neighborhood of the village of Hājan, in the Saremozapān pargana, are said to be the finest in the valley, or perhaps anywhere on the Himalayas. In fat and flavor they vie with the Southdown sheep.
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With regard to the goodness of the mutton, Moorcroft remarks:—

"Whether this is owing to any peculiarity in their feed I shall not undertake to determine, but although it would be very possible to prepare an ample sufficiency of hay for winter fodder, the preference is given to the leaves of certain trees, as the walnut, willow, mulberry, elm, and several others, which are considered much more warming and nutritious than hay, especially for sheep.

"Small branches, after having been cut when in full leaf, are immediately so disposed within the first forks of the tree to which they belong as to be thereby retained; and although loosely piled, yet, in consequence of being entangled amongst themselves, are not detached by the wind; neither do they lose their leaves, nor are the latter in any respect injured.

"This forage is reserved for the severe part of the winter, when the cattle are driven under the trees in which the store is suspended, and the dry branches being pulled down, the leaves are eaten by them with great avidity.

"When grass is stored for winter fodder, it is twisted into thick ropes immediately after having been cut down, and in this state hung across the upper branches of trees, without other preparation, for hay; it thus keeps free from rotteness, and generally even from mouldiness, notwithstanding the great quantity of rain and snow that falls. Grass thus dried is generally given to the cattle in the morning, and leaves in the afternoon and evening; oil-cakes, made of linseed, walnut kernels, mustard seed, along with the seed of cotton, are given to fatten cattle, as are flags or the leaves of sedge."

The Tartar sheep is distinguishable by its small head and long slender legs, and is of the short-tailed breed. The wool is very long and soft.

Two distinct kinds are found in Ladak—

(1) The large, black-faced āanniya, used chiefly for carrying loads.

(2) The pretty, diminutive sheep of the Purik district, which is used for food only.

Nearly all the traffic of Changthang and Rupshu is transported on the āanniya sheep. They are food, clothing, and carriage, and form the principal wealth of the people. The average price ranges from Rs. 2 to Rs. 4. A Purik sheep can in Purik be bought for a rupee, but in Leh the price is Rs. 3 to Rs. 5. (Cunningham.)

Captain Biddulph, one of the members of the Yārkand Mission, supplies the following note on the use of sheep carrying supplies:—

"I left Tankas on the 18th September, taking with me thirty sheep, carrying loads of grain and flour. Wishing merely to test their marching capabilities, I looked upon the supplies they carried as extra, and their loads remained intact till within four marches of Shāhīdī, when I was forced to commence using them.

"The Tartars usually make their sheep carry a load of 32 lbs., and march 7 or 8 miles a day only, making frequent halts; as, however, I expected to be marching hard at times, I put only a load of 26 lbs., on each sheep. Beyond this I took no care of them, and simply let them take their chance.

"A great part of the route was over rough and stony ground, but only one of them broke down, though many of them showed signs of footsoreness at times.

"The load secured by breast and breech ropes, rides well, sinking into the fleece, and not being liable to shift."
"On fair ground, where they marched with a broad front, they marched at the rate of 1½ miles an hour: a large number would no doubt travel slower, and much must depend upon the breadth of the road.

The greatest difficulty they had to contend with was crossing the streams, and while marching in the Kārkāsh valley, they were sometimes obliged to cross the river three or four times in a day. Not only were the loads liable to become damaged, but the weight of water hanging in their fleeces, and on several occasions freezing, greatly impeded progress.

On the days on which they had no grass, they had literally nothing to eat, as they refused grain, not being accustomed to it. One man was sufficient to manage the lot, and two men, I should say, could easily drive and manage a hundred.

On arrival in camp they were unloaded and turned out to shift for themselves till dark, when they were herded for the night.

The fact that a flock of sheep carrying twenty loads should be able to march 330 miles in a month with only one casualty, through a country in which forage is always scanty and at a very inclement season of the year, is remarkable. After the first march the elevation was never less than 11,000 feet, and the thermometer at night sank to 15° and 16° below zero. The sheep, however, did not apparently feel either cold or elevation.

Future exploring parties on the Karakoram will, I feel certain, find a flock of sheep a most useful addition to their camp. Not only are they very easily looked after, but they can feed themselves as they go along among the rocks where horses would starve. Besides this, when their loads are disposed of they can themselves be eaten. The accompanying table will show the particulars of the marches they made. I was accompanied the whole time by a survey pandit, who paced the distance each day:

"Table showing marches taken by a flock of sheep carrying loads of 20 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>March</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tankoo to Tehru-ka-talab</td>
<td>18th Sept. 1873</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cross Lankar pass, 18,400 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukung</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagra</td>
<td>21st</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rindoi</td>
<td>22nd</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamnal</td>
<td>23rd</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gogra</td>
<td>24th</td>
<td>12½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamomal Lonpa</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp near Nischu</td>
<td>27th</td>
<td>14½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** on Lingzithang</td>
<td>28th</td>
<td>16½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>20½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samnal</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>21½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kizil Jilga</td>
<td>1st Oct.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Cross Kizil Diwan, 17,800 feet; not arrived in camp till dark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changtaash</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Grass very scarce; did not arrive till after dark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samnal</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Grass very scarce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>10th</td>
<td>10½</td>
<td>No grass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>11th</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>No grass; one sheep broke down on the march.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>16½</td>
<td>Supplies not began to be used till this evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorah</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Total 230½. The last 11 marches being down the valley of the Kārkāsh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>10½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guhbasem</td>
<td>15th</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahfiddi</td>
<td>17th</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 In this summarizing Captain Biddulph does not repeat what he mentioned above, viz., that sheep will not eat grain where there is no grass.—F. E. F.
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**Goats.**—Goats are very numerous in nearly all parts of the Kashmir State.

In Ladák the larger kinds are used for carrying loads, but the most numerous are the well-known shawl-goats, which thrive only in the most elevated districts. They are bred in Nubrá, Zanskár, and Rupshu. The finest wool, however, comes from Chinese territory, and from Khotán. The shawl-goat is only shorn once a year, and the wool is at once separated from the coarser hair. The latter is manufactured intoblanketing for tents, sacking, and ropes for home consumption.

The wool is exported to Kashmir and the Panjáb, Lēh being the entrepôt between the shawl martis and the wool-producing countries. The fine shawl-wool is called leena, the common wool bāl, and the hair spu. The average price of the shawl-wool in Ladák is about Rs 2 a seer, and that of a shawl-goat Rs 4. (Cunningham.)

**Pigs.**—Guláb Singh is said to have introduced pigs into Kashmir. Until lately the Hindús of Srinagar were allowed by government to keep swine, to the great disgust of the Muhammadan inhabitants: recently, however, the city has been entirely cleared of these animals by order of the Maharājā, but many are now to be found in a wild state.

**Fowls.**—In Kashmir the common domestic fowl and ducks and geese are abundant, and the rearing of capons (kheis kokar) is common throughout the Leláb valley. The domestic fowl is found at Lēh and in the Nubrá valley. It is only reared by Musalmáns. It was also introduced by Guláb Singh into Baltistán with great success.

**Bees.**—Moorecroft remarks that the management of bees is an interesting subject in the rural economy of Kashmir. Every farmer in the district of Lār—and I have since found the practice general, throughout the whole country in the eastern part of Kashmir—has several hives in his house; in some houses I have counted as many as ten.

A provision for hives is made in building the house by leaving appropriate cavities in the walls. These somewhat differ in size, but agree in their general form, each being cylindrical and extending quite through the wall. This tube is lined by a plastering of clay-mortar, about an inch in thickness, and the mortar is worked up with the chaff or husk of rice, or with the down of thistles, which latter is employed also for clay-mortar in general, being the first application of this substance to the use of man I have yet witnessed.

The dimensions of a hive are, on an average, about 14 inches in diameter, and, when closed at both ends, about 20 or 22 inches in length.

The walls of farm-houses and cottages differ in respect to their materials, but are commonly constructed of rough stones or bricks, and of clay or lime mortar, along with a large admixture of wood in the district just mentioned. That end of the cylinder nearest to the apartment is closed by a round platter of red pottery-ware, a little convex in the middle, but the edges are made flush with the wall by a luting of clay-mortar, and the other extremity is shut by a similar dish, having a circular hole, about a third of an inch in diameter, in its centre.
It does not appear that there is any particular rule for the height of the hives from the ground. They sometimes are confined to the walls of the lower or basement storey, generally appropriated to cattle in the farm-houses of Kashmir; at others they are inserted into those of the first floor, but are frequently seen in both situations in the same house, as well as in the walls of its outbuildings. So little difference exists between the practices ordinarily pursued in Kashmir and in Europe in respect to hiving new swarms, as not to call for notice, but that adopted in the former country for preserving the old swarm when the honey is taken, well deserves imitation by the bee-master in the latter country.

The process by which this is, as I witnessed it, effected, is the following:—Having in readiness a wisp of dry rice-straw and a small quantity of burning charcoal in an earthen dish, the master of the house, with a few strokes of the point of a short sickle, disengages the inner platter of the tube, bringing into view the combs suspended from the roof of the hive and almost wholly covered with bees, none of which, however, offer to resent the aggression or to enter the room. Having placed the straw upon the charcoal, and holding the dish close to the mouth of the hive, he blew the smoke strongly against the combs, but removed the straw the instant it took fire, to prevent it burning the bees, and quenched the flame before he employed it again.

Almost stifled by the smoke, the bees hurried through the outer door with such rapidity that the hive was cleared of its inhabitants within a few minutes, when the farmer, introducing the sickle, cut down the combs nearest to him, which were received into a dish previously inserted underneath them, and left undisturbed about one third of the combs, which were those close to the outer door.

He then replaced the inner platter, and brushing off hastily a few bees which clung to the combs, though apparently in a state of stupefaction, threw them out of the house. Observing many other bees lying motionless on the floor of the hive, I inquired whether they were dead or only stupified, and was answered that they would recover; however, I was not wholly satisfied that this recovery would take place; but preparations for continuing my journey at a very early hour on the following morning unluckily prevented me from ascertaining the fact. But neither the fate of these nor of those left senseless in the hive excited any interest in the owner, as enough remained to carry on the business of the hive, into which the expelled bees returned, as soon as its cavity was freed from smoke, without stinging a single individual. The whole business was completed within ten minutes, and it was asserted that not above one hundredth part of the community is destroyed by this method. The farmers here are well acquainted with the existence of the queen-bee, but give themselves little trouble about the internal economy of the hive. Accounts differed as to the weight of the annual yield of a hive, and to the relative proportion of honey and of wax; and that now taken afforded no evidence on these points, as its combs had been removed in part only two
months before. Altogether, however, it seemed to me that the produce was less than the ordinary yield of a good swarm in England, making allowance also for the portion left for the winter support of the bees. The honey was light-colored, and of a taste as pure and sweet as that of Narbonne.

It possessed less of the cloying quality generally attending this substance than any other I recollect to have met with, and I could not learn that the farmers had any suspicion of their honey ever being intoxicating or poisonous as has been noticed to be the case, occasionally, with that made by the Bhaura of Garhwal. The peasantry of Kashmir are unacquainted with the employment of honey as the basis of a fermented liquor, but eat it raw or mixed with various articles of common food, whilst the most wealthy substitute it for sugar in preserving fruits.

It is customary to take the hive every year, and the end of September or beginning of October is found the best season for this operation, a little time still remaining for the bees to add to the portion left for their support during five months. This amounts to about a third of the whole produce, and would appear to suffice, as swarms seldom die, and the Kashmiris substitute no other materials as food. It is stated that an old swarm yields more honey than a young one, and that families seldom die except of old age. I was informed that it was no uncommon circumstance to preserve the same community for ten or even for fifteen years; and some instances were quoted of a family having been retained for twenty years; but this was held to be of very rare occurrence.

In consequence of the bees being thus literally domiciliated, they acquire a mildness of conduct far more decided than those of Europe, by which the lives of many of these insects are saved annually; and the confidence gained, subduing their natural irascibility, may generate an increase of industry, or at least an increase of produce, in relation to the number and to the size of the individuals of each community; and it is clear that the situation of the hive keeps many of the natural enemies of the bee at a distance. The bee of Kashmir is a little smaller than that of Europe, though a little larger than the domesticated bee of Kumaon and of Garhwal. Honey sells at about three pence, British, a pound, but wax is considerably dearer.

Dr. Aitchison writes:

"At Leh I saw no honey-bee, but got some specimens of a bombus or humble-bee, called beng burno (black-spotted bee), and a wasp called bony-ser (or golden bee). But honey for trading with is manufactured in Leh without the aid of bees."

Dogs.—In Kashmir the mountaineers keep a very fine breed of dogs for protection against wild beasts. This variety is about the size of a small Newfoundland dog, which it resembles in the head and curling tail, but is more strongly built. It has short-pricked ears, is covered with long black hair, intermixed with tawny, and has, close to the skin, a short fine fur or wool, resembling that of the shawl-goat. The wild dog is found in Kashmir; it is gregarious, and large packs often infest Lar, Dachinpara, the Wardwân, and
almost all the other parganas. They sometimes commit great havoc amongst
the cattle grazing on the mountain-downs, and when pressed by hunger it is
said that they will destroy children and even grown persons. Vigne states
that a native and aboriginal pointer is to be found in the mountains around
Bájaori. They have not the high breeding of the English dog, but are decid-
edly pointers in every sense of the word. He also noticed another breed of
very small dogs, somewhat resembling the fox-dog, but smaller. He saw one
which stood only 8 inches high over the shoulder, but was long in proportion,
with a sharp nose and a bushy tail, and covered generally with long white
hair. They are said to have been imported from Chamba.

In Ladák there is a shepherd’s dog, sometimes called the Tibetán mastiff.
He has a shaggy coat, and is usually of a black or black-and-tan color, with
tail curled up on the back. He is an ill-tempered, fierce, and cowardly brute.

Cats, rats, and mice are also common.

Horses and Ponies.—Kashmir is specially suited for breeding both ponies
and mules. Maharája Guláb Singh saw this, and also the necessity of maintain-
ing sufficient transport for the troops required to control distant dependencies.
He accordingly reserved from cultivation a number of rukhs, or grass-reserves,
imported stallions and mares; and had his wise measures been continued, by
this time the State would have been in possession of sufficient transport to avoid
the necessity of impressing coolies. But no sooner was Maharája Guláb Singh
dead than, under the easy régime of his successor, the pandits got control
of the rukhs, and finding they could make more out of crops than grass, they
have ploughed up nearly all the arable land. The consequence is that for the
Gilgit expedition thousands of coolies had to be impressed, and during
the impressment whole villages fled to the hills, and the officials made large
sums by seizure double the numbers required, and allowing all who could afford
it to buy themselves off. The State stables in the districts now contain a few
half-starved ponies. Having ruined the enterprise of Maharája Guláb Singh, the
pandits next, in 1880-81, put a pony-tax on the cultivators, amounting to
Rs.13 per cent. on the village revenue. This tax was supposed to have been
remitted in 1885. At present nearly every village breeds ponies, and if they
were protected from seizure, village breeding would probably increase. The
nambal or swamps afford good fodder for the winter, and in summer the ponies
are driven up the side valleys. The load carried depends upon the road, but
along the ordinary routes a pony carries about 2½ maunds for a stage of 10 to
12 miles. For riding ponies, the Yárkandís are preferred. The ponies to be
found in Kashmir at the present day, though diminutive, are undoubtedly
extremely hardy, sure-footed animals, and will carry with expedition and safety
where animals of greater promise are quite unable to contend with the diffi-
culties of the way.

The pargana of Dachinpara, on the right bank of the Lidar, is famous for
its breed of ponies; but they are plentiful throughout the valley of Kashmir.

The low ground on the left bank of the Jhelum, from Srinagar to the
Wular lake, is used as a run for horses and ponies, except in summer, when many are transferred to Gulmarg and other grassy uplands; but considerable as the number is, there are few of them of any size or bone. They are bred, Mr. Girdlestone thinks, chiefly by government, and the sale of them forms an item of the public revenue which might probably be increased with a little more discrimination in the choice of mares and stallions. Here also, as elsewhere amongst natives, the common fault occurs of putting animals to work at too early an age, the result of which is that many become cow-hocked and knock-kneed, whilst it is the rule, not the exception, to see a man astride a pony which is clearly not up to his weight. Arab and Turkî stallions have been introduced into Kashmir. In Ladák the ponies are small, active, and hardy; they are numerous and much used. The Yârkand pony is quite a different animal to the Ladák pony; Yârkand ponies are employed in the Central Asian trade, but villagers always prefer their own hardy Ladák ponies. The Kashmir pony is different again. (H. Strachey.)

Captain Barrow says:

"If ever we have to send a small force through Kashmir, we should arrange for local carriage and not use Indian transport beyond Domel, on the road from Mali to Srinagar. The local ponies are harder, and better suited for the bad roads, where our system of linking three mules together often proves fatal at a nasty corner. We have had to abandon the Indian system, and employ coolies to lead the mules. Since doing so, we have not had a single accident; before under the triple system we had several."

"From Bangla we marched with our Indian mules unladen, all our baggage being carried by coolies and ponies (of the latter there are 2,000 available between Kashmir and Gilgit, of which 1,400 belong to Government).

Two maunds thirty-two seers is the load accepted by carriers leaving the Panjáb and Yârkand.

Mr. Shaw, in speaking of the difficulty in obtaining carriage for the journey to Yârkand, says:

"It was impossible, therefore, to get carriage last season northward from Ladák. The few animals available were engaged by the first-comers, and later in the year, R70 was asked and given as the hire of a baggage horse to Yârkand; whereas the rate usual in former years was R40 or R50 each."

Ladákís do not like going to Yârkand. The carrying is almost entirely in the hands of Turks and Afgáns who come from thence, hence the quantity of carriage available depends chiefly on the amount of goods brought down from Central Asia to Léh.

Up to the year 1870 the chief difficulty in point of carriage lay between the Panjáb and Ladák, while between the latter place and Yârkand it was easily procurable. Now the tables are completely turned. While the northern section of the road is reduced to such great straits as are described in the last paragraph, the southern section, namely, from the Panjáb to Ladák, is fully supplied. . . . Last season the number of mules which came into Ladák amounted to 375, against 250 the year before, and this more materially aided the local supply of traffic.
Captain Chapman, in his article on Commerce in the Yarkand Mission Report, says:—

"The number of Yarkand ponies which reach Ladak and are available for the return journey, is measured by the amount of goods imported from Turkestan. Practically there is no limit to the amount of pony carriage on the Yarkand side, and when required the supply now kept up by the keraik-kush (professional hirers of carriage) might be increased to any extent."

The following is a note written in 1874 by Mr. Johnson, the Wazir of Ladak, regarding horses and yaks:—

"In Kulu there are only about 40 horses to be had, and in Lahoul about 200, but these are being sold off by the villagers since mules have begun to come up from the Punjab."

There are great numbers of ponies to be procured in Kashmir, but they are mostly too weak to carry loads over the high plateau of Tibet.

There are about 600 horses in Dras and Kargil fit for carrying loads.

The ponies of Leh are particularly small and weak; there are about 250 in all Ladak.

Beliew says the ponies taken from Dras to Leh with the Forsyth Mission were sure-footed, active little animals, and proved excellent baggage-carriers.

Asses.—In Ladak asses are common; and remarkably fine ones are sometimes brought from Yarkand. Their load is generally computed as half that of a pony.

Camels.—Maharaja Gulab Singh also tried to introduce camels, and he brought in a good number. But they can only live in the valley during spring and autumn, and now there is not a camel unless it is a chance lot which has brought up merchandise by the Mari-Baramula route. Out of the valley they are useless, as they cannot cross the pine bridges, which always sway a good deal under a load; and in wet weather the peculiar slipperyness of the Kashmir soil prevents them from moving. When the Mari-Baramula road is finished, camels will probably be used along it.

The question of employing Bactrian camels from the Yarkand side, by way of the Changchenmo, has been much discussed.

The number of camels available has been computed by Mr. Johnson as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camels</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kargalik</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kugiar</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guma</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the wandering tribe of Papu, two marches from Kugiar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owing to the melting of the snow during the summer months, camels cannot leave Yarkand to cross the Karakoram till the end of August. The severe cold of winter is fatal to camels at an extreme elevation, and a return from Ladak to Yarkand during the same season would therefore be barely possible.

Cattle.—The cattle of Kashmir are used much as beasts of burden wherever water-communication is wanting, and the road is not too difficult; they are
to be met in droves on the main trade route between Banihal and Jamū. They are small and not remarkable for their breeding.

Yak.—This animal does not stand as high as the wild yak, but is broadly and strongly built, with a small head, short horns, and a wild-looking eye. The long black hair reaches close to the ground before it is cut. They are generally used for carrying loads, being too intractable for the plough. The cow-yak (brimo or dime) is kept only for milk. These animals thrive best on the elevated plateaux, and soon get knocked up if taken into the hot valleys. They are usually of a black or black and white color. White and red ones are also seen. The white ones furnish the chaori tails for export to India. (Cunningham; H. Strachey.)

Godwin-Austen gives the following account of this animal in Baltistan:—

"During the summer months the yaks are driven up to be grazed here, and in the ravines about; they do not thrive in the villages lower down, where at times the heat is considerable, and where they are much tressed by the flies. The half-bred, between the yak and the common cow, is a fine animal and principally used for ploughing; these remain below. The cows of the yak are not kept for their milk, the whole of which goes to the silt. The number of the pure breed is small, and nearly all are brought over from Yārkand. They are to be met with in all the high villages of Baltistan, but I never saw more than five or six together."

Drew calculates there are about 600 in Rupshu; he says they are half wild and not easily tractable. Vigne says the largest yaks he saw in Ladakh were of the size of large English bulls. In crossing the Karakoram from Yārkand every animal belonging to the British Mission was equipped with a double sack containing mixed forage for four days (consisting of bama, chopped lucerne, grass and grain, weighing some 30 lbs.); this double sack, when thrown over the saddle and under the load, protected the animal's ribs if properly adjusted, and the small store of provision guaranteed him against absolute starvation when crossing the Karakoram. The additional weight of 30 lbs. thus imposed had no evil effect.

The entire number of yaks fit for carriage in Ladakh is about 1,000.

Number of yaks in Nubra, Leh, &c., available for crossing the Saser, Digar, and Khardong passes—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Ladakh for carriage to Khardong and Digar</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Chimray for carriage over Sakti pass</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Khardong and Digar for carriage of goods to Leh</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Nubra for carriage over Saser pass</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The yaks in Nubra are very poor, and can hardly be used save in the months of August, September, and October.

Yaks are not suited for long marches; they get footsore.

Mules.—One point was clearly established by the safe passage of the Yārkand Mission, viz., that mule carriage is, of all others, the best for the work they had to do.

Four hundred mules have been employed on the Kulu road; they come from Kangra, Narpūr, and Hushiarpūr. This season about 800 mules have come in.
Kyang, or wild ass, when full grown, stands about 13-2 hands high. Its ears are longer than those of the horse, and a line of black hair extends along the whole of the back. The tail has a long tuft of hair at the end, like that of the zebra. The general color is a reddish-brown, with white on the stomach. It is generally found at elevations over 14,000, and its endurance of cold is wonderful. Large herds of nearly one hundred are occasionally seen on the elevated plains of Rupshu. The small fresh-water lake south-east of the Tsokar is a favorite habitat. They are not very shy of man, and, if unmolested, generally come to inspect the passing traveller at about 150 yards distance. The flesh is eaten by the Champás. It tastes like coarse beef-steak. (Cunningham; Strachey.)

The wild ass or kyang is found near the Pangong lake, Changchenmo, Rupshu, and Hanič valley. In the last place Torrens saw a herd of 36. They stand about 13 hands 1 inch, and look very handsome when in motion. (Manifold.)

Wild yak—the dong or brong.—The wild yak is very rare. Its only known habitat are the Polrang and Kepang valleys, which lead into that of the Changchenmo, at an elevation of between 15,000 and 18,000 feet, and also the adjoining ravine, left of the Shyok river, which the Yārkandis have named dongaylak, i.e., the “wild yaks’ summer pasture ground.”

The dong is much larger than the domestic yak, and uniformly black, with a slight rusty tinge about parts of the head and back. It looks very like a large bison, with a thick coat of long, shaggy hair, and bushy tail like a horse. They are occasionally killed and eaten by the Champás. (H. Strachey.)

Both the kyang and the wild yak are found in large herds on the highest plateaux between the Karakoram and the Kuenlun. (Schlagentheit.)

Bears.—Bears are found all parts of Kashmir, particularly in the Lolab and Nowbog valleys, and, although far less numerous than formerly, are still very common. Though very formidable animals, they do not usually molest man unless previously attacked. Of the brown or red species, which is between 6 or 7 feet long, the Ursus Isabelina (Kashmiriensis) inhabits the lower ranges. The black bear (Ursus Tibetana), though smaller than the brown, is far more dangerous, and is usually found lower down; they are both chiefly herbivorous, but also partly carnivorous. During the fruit-season the black bear is very obnoxious to the villagers residing near the hills, and its ravages in the gardens and corn-fields, which it usually visits shortly after sunset, are often very considerable.

Leopards.—Leopards are found all round the Kashmir valley, but they chiefly infest the grazing grounds, where they sometimes commit great havoc amongst the cattle.

The ounce, snow or white leopard, is most frequently found in the Nubra valley, Súrá, and the Wardwán valley; also plentiful near Gilgit and in Sai and Damot; they feed principally on the bharal and ibex, and on märkhor when on the same ground with the latter. (Manifold.)
Barasing, the stag, called in Kashmir hungul or hunglu, is found on many of the hills overlooking the Kashmir valley, and also in Kishtwar and Badrawar.

It is principally found beyond Bandipura, towards Nowbog, the Sind valley, and Dandwar. It varies its feeding grounds very much according to the season; at the end of March, after shedding its horns, it works upwards to the top of the forest line, and does not return till the autumn, when the horns have been renewed. The rutting season then comes on, and the stags calling freely are easily brought to bag. In the winter these animals often become completely legged in the snow, and fall an easy victim to native shikaris.

The stag is not, however, usually met with until the middle of September, though occasionally found in the middle of August with fully developed horns. Both Hindos and Muhammadans eat the flesh of the stag. Vigne, in his description of this animal, states that its horns are used in making ornamental rims to saddles; slips of it are softened by soaking in running water for a few days and are then nailed on.

Musk-deer.—The musk deer is found in most parts of Kashmir, at an elevation of about 7,500 feet. They are very plentiful in the Wardwan valley and Tilail, but being greatly valued for the sake of the musk-pods which fetch up to Rs 5, are very much hunted, and rapidly growing scarcer year by year.

Barking deer.—The khakor, or barking deer, is usually found only upon the southern and western slopes of the Pir Panjal, and southern side of Kashmir. It has a most peculiar habit of barking, especially in the evening time; it frequently makes this noise when alarmed.

Marchor.—The marcchor, or serpent-eater, is a species of gigantic goat; it is migratory, and is found all over the Pir Panjal beyond the Barangala pass, and upon the mountains between the Jhelum and Kishan Ganga rivers, Baltistan, Astor, and Gilgit.

There are two varieties; what is known as the Astor marcchor having flat and massive horns, with only one sweep, while the Pir Panjal marcchor has horns much slighter, and with a perfect corkscrew twist of from 2½ to 3 spirals.

Marchor do not, as a rule, go as high as the ibex, but live on much more dangerous ground.

In the Kathai sala, in the Kajnuog, a well-known sportsman shot three marcchor with horns of 52, 55, and 59 inches long, on the same ground, and in the course of a few days.

The marcchor keep in herds; the old males go in with the females and young males in December, and separate again in the spring.

Ibex (kaal) is found on nearly all the mountains of Kashmir and many parts of Ladak, but the Wardwan valley, Suru, Astor, Baltistan, Basgo, and other parts of Ladak are the most frequented grounds. In the winter and spring the ibex can be easily found, but in the summer months, when the grass is plentiful, they cover a great deal of ground and are often difficult to find.
In Baltistán the ibex is much hunted by dogs, who drive the ibex up amongst rocks from which they cannot get down, and keep them there until the hunter comes up and gets a shot.

In habits the ibex is very gregarious; their breeding season commences in November, and they carry for six months; the young are generally born towards the end of June.

_Surrow._—The surrow or _buz-i-kohi_ (mountain goat) is found upon the Pansál in Dachinpara and the Sind valley; it is not particularly common, and is probably more seldom shot than any other game in Kashmir; the male stands a little over 3 feet high and has horns of about 14 inches.

_Thár._—The thár (mountain goat) is found upon the Pansál range, in Bani-hál and the southern portion of Wardwán and Kishtwár (where it is called the _kraš_), and the Pir Panjál. It is found on most difficult ground. The horns run up to 14 inches, and in size this animal is somewhat smaller than an ibex; the old males carry a very fine coat.

_Gúral._—The gúral or Himalaya chamois is found on the Pansál range and in Kishtwár. The horns run up to about 8 inches. It is generally found alone, or at most in couples.

_Wild sheep._—The _nyan_ or _ovis ammon_ is the largest of the wild sheep of Ladák; it is found in the summer months from an altitude of about 14,500 feet to 19,000 feet; the difficulties of obtaining this animal are very much magnified, though its strong sense of smell, and the very open nature of the ground on which it is found, renders it difficult of approach. The shifty nature of the wind has also to be contended against.

The grounds most frequented by this animal are Rupshu, Hanlé, and Shúshál; horns of over 50 inches long and 20 inches in girth have been obtained.

The _napoo_ or _barshál_ is a smaller kind of wild sheep found in Changchenmo, Tiri, and most parts of Ladák, also in Zanskár. The horns run to 30 inches and sometimes more. It is found up to heights of about 15,000 feet. The meat is particularly good to eat.

The _shápoo_ or the _corial_ of the Panjáb is found in most parts of Ladák, chiefly along the Indus, Gya, and about Ranbír Bágh; it is also found in Baltistán, Búnjí, and Astor, where it is known as the _coris_.

In Astor it is very migratory in its habits, even swimming the Astor river to change its feeding grounds from one side to the other.

Mr. Ney Elias obtained a pair of horns more than 36 inches long and with a very large girth (11½ inches), but some authorities declared that these horns were the result of a cross of the _shápoo_ and _ovis ammon_, and not from a pure shápoo. The shápoo is gregarious, but does not go in very large herds.

The _Tibétán antelope_ is found in immense numbers in all the valleys of Changchenmo. It stands something over 3 feet high, and the horns run to 28 inches or over.

It is found at altitudes from about 14,500 feet, as at Kiam, up to 19,000 feet. A most striking point about these animals is the large number of _bet_
worms which work their way under the skin, but they do not damage the flesh as food in any way; the proportion of male to female antelopes seems very much larger than amongst other animals.

The **Tibetan ravine deer or gos** is found principally about Hanlé. It is the same size as the ravine deer of India, but has horns rather different in shape, running in length up to about 14 inches.

The **yak or domg** is found principally in the Kubrung and Kepsang nalon in the Changchenmo valley; the bulls are very scarce in proportion to the number of cows found. They are found at great height, seldom below 16,000 feet. The horns run in length up to 30 inches, and are fairly massive. The yak is much valued for his tail.

**Wolves.**—Wolves (*ramaula*) are numerous on the mountains of Kashmir, and often do great injury to flocks of sheep. They are not often seen in the valley. The Schlagentheils saw traces of them in sand close to the Karakoram pass.

**Hyaenas.**—Rarely met with in Kashmir.

**Monkeys** may occasionally be met with in the Uttar pargana, and probably in the Lolab valley; they have likewise been seen in the forests below Gulmarg, and are by no means rare in the lower portion of the Kishan Ganga valley.

**Porcupine.**—The porcupine is found in Kishtwár, and also in parts of Kashmir.

**Marmot.**—A species of marmot called the *dring or pus* is found amid the rocks at high elevation; it is as large as a fox, of a dull-yellowish color, with tawny belly, the head, back, and tail being marked with a darker stripe, distinguishable at a considerable distance. It is stated that this animal is frequently a prey to the eagle; it emits a shrill cry on the approach of danger.

**Otter.**—The otter is very common in the rivers of Kashmir, occasionally inhabiting even the old wooden piles which support the bridges close to a town. Its name throughout the mountains is *uder*. It is killed for its skin, which is highly prized, and commands a high price in the markets of Yarkand.

**Varius.**—The grave-digger of India, or an animal which much resembles it, is known in the valley. The common stoat or ermine is found in Kashmir, also the mongoose. (Knowles.)

**Hares.**—The hare is common throughout Ladák. It has longer ears than the English hare, and is of a bluish grey or slate colour. A smaller kind, *lagossa*, is still more common. They are not eaten by the Ladákis. (Cunningham.)

Vigne remarks, as one of the most singular facts connected with the natural history of the Kashmir valley, that no hares are found there.

**Fox.**—The fox (*lukt or luhr*) and jackal are common in Kashmir; the former is not the little grey species of Hindústán, but the large full-brushed Meltonian. The flying fox (*rugger*) abounds in Gúrais in the early part of the season.
Fish.—Fish are abundant in the waters of Kashmir, and comprise the following varieties:

Charri gad.—The average weight of this fish seems to be from two to three pounds; it is sold at three pice a seer. It has one dorsal and five ventral fins, a large mouth, dark-spotted back, silver belly, and a line along the side from near the eye to the tail; it has a soft scaleless skin. The charri gad is caught during the months of October and November.

Sattar gad.—The average weight of this fish is said to be half a seer, and it is sold at the same price as the charri gad, of which it seems to be a small variety. It has one dorsal and five ventral fins, silvery sides, and mottled back, with a soft scaleless skin. This fish is very plentiful and is caught at all seasons of the year.

Krant gad.—Average weight, from half to three quarters of a seer; same price. It has one dorsal and five ventral fins, which are of a pink color, a dark back, yellowish-white belly, and soft skin. This fish is said to live under stones and rocks, and is caught throughout the year; it seems to be of the same species as the charri and sattar gads.

Pikut or pêki gad.—Averages from eight to sixteen seers, and is sold at the same price. It has a large mouth and is covered with scales; color white; a scarce fish; in season from November to July.

Chash gad.—Average weight, half to one seer; same price. This fish has a pointed head and small mouth, soft scaleless skin, white color. It is caught from December until March, but is very scarce.

Harj.—Average weight, half a seer or less; same price. One dorsal and five ventral fins, small mouth, dark back, silver belly, firm scales. In season from October until May.

Ramah gad.—Average weight, a chitak; sold at two pice a seer color, dark green. This fish is taken in the Jhelum in June; when the water becomes cold, it retires to the lakes and morasses.

Anwar.—Average weight, a chitak, sold at two pice a seer; color black and habits the same as the ramah gad.

Tet gad.—Average weight, one chitak or less; sold at two pice a seer; dark color; in season from August until October; when very small, is known as the tet jordu. When the river falls, this fish is caught in shallow basins and channels which are made in the sands on the banks of the streams.

Das.—Sold at a pice a seer. This fish is taken in August and September; it is doubtful if it is a separate species, being more probably a name given to any fry that comes to the net.

Ail gad.—A small white fish, sold at two pice a seer; it inhabits the smaller streams flowing into the Jhelum, and is carried into the river when the waters are high.

All the fish enumerated in the above list are said to be caught in their seasons throughout the entire course of the Jhelum between Islamabêd and
Baramula. In the month of June, the mahi (Nairim gud or the Panjáb fish) is taken at various places in the Jhelum below Srinagar. A small fish called the girum inhabits the streams and morasses. In the Dal lake the sattar gud is taken with net and hook, and the charri gud and ail gud with hook only; all the fish inhabiting this lake are said to become of a dark-green color, which is attributed to the mass of vegetation, grass, and weeds amid which they live.

In the Wular lake the sattar gud and charri gud are taken in nets and also with hook, and the pikut gud with net only, and the chash gud and harj with hook. Fish are also frequently speared in the waters of this and other lakes.

In the Sind river, which also abounds with fish below Gandarbal, are found the sattar gud, chash gud, and chari gud, the latter species attaining a very great size. Consequent on the low temperature of the water of this river, the fish do not take readily, except during the height of summer; the takes are then so plentiful that during the mulberry season the fishermen are not uncommonly attracted from the Jhelum to its waters. The tame fish which fill the sacred pools at Mattangul, Vernág, and elsewhere seem to have no generic name; they are called nág.

The month of March and the early spring is the most favorable fishing season in the Jhelum; in the winter months, from December until February, when the river is at its lowest, the fish betake themselves to the Wular. Fishermen using the net (zail kana) form a distinct class from those getting a living by hook and line (wail kana). These latter use a long line said to measure more than one thousand yards, to which the hooks are attached, at short intervals of less than a yard, and between each hook the line is weighted with a small stone or pebble.

During the months of December, January, and February, worms are used as bait, and at other seasons of the year a paste which is usually made of barley flour. The lines are immersed throughout their entire length, being fished up with a hooked pole; in the summer months the fisherman in a small boat under-runs his line about every four hours, but in winter, when the fish are sluggish and do not bite readily, they are usually placed at night and taken up in the morning. The hooks, which are very neatly manufactured by the fishermen themselves, differ in substance and shape from those used in Europe. Iron being found to be too brittle, they are made of brass; the end of the hook is carried straight down from the barb and bent back abruptly to the shank instead of being curved. It is claimed for this shape that it renders the escape of a fish that has once taken the bait impossible.

From two to three trākēs a day seems to be an average take for a successful fisherman; fish, however, are sold at eight seers to the trākē.

Vigne in his notice of the fish of Kashmir remarks:—

"I am aware of only six different kinds, of which by far the most common is the Himalaya trout, and it varies so much in color and appearance, according to its age, season, and
feeding ground, that the natives would seem justified in trying to make me believe that there were several species instead of one. Unlike the true trout, it rises rarely and very sluggishly at the fly. I tried dry-fishing in Kashmir until I found it an unprofitable employment. I remember that at Islamabad some fish were brought to me that in color more resembled the real trout than any I had seen; but I believe that they were only fish of the above-mentioned species. They vary also in size from one, two, and three pounds in weight; and I was informed that there were a few in the lake far larger than any I saw. I have seen fish of a yellowish copper color, bled with dark spots, caught in the lake of Kashmir when out of season. The fish from the river are much better than those from the lake, but they are insipid when compared with the real European trout. This fish is also called the sattar gah. Gad signifies fish.

"I have seen what I believe to be the white mullet of India in the stream at Safar Nagri, on the kurese of Zyn-i-gyr; but it is most probably found also in the Jhelum. There is also a little white fish, bluish on the back, and somewhat resembling a bleak, called char; its length about 6 inches. There is another I believe, called the sattar gah, in the lake and river, about 5 inches long. There is also a fish much resembling the American cat-fish in shape, and called the eurip; its general color is dusky olive, inclined to reddish at the tail; it has three ventral and two dorsal fins, the eyes are nearly on the top of the head; a horned plate, shaped like a horse-shoe, is continued between the gill to the mouth, and from it two feelers are projected at right angles, and there are also two worm-like appendages under the chin. Those I saw were very small, but it grows, I was informed, to three or four pounds weight. Lastly comes the rama gah, or fish of rama, which has already been mentioned as being caught at the village of Safar Nagri. The ground color of this, I believe, new and singular fish, is a reddish gold: its sides are covered with broad stripes of a very dark, dull, bottle-green color; two worm-like appendages are pendant from the horn of the upper lip; a small sharp spur, which it can erect and use as a weapon of offence, is situated close in front of the eye, and between it and the mouth, its curve being backwards and downwards, so that a straight line, if continued from its point, would cut the centre of the tail. It grows to about three quarters of a pound. Fish forms a great proportion of the food of the poorer classes in the valley, or at least of those living near the lakes."

Vigne further mentions that the Kishan Ganga contains a great many fish, but that he was cautioned against eating the roe, it being considered poisonous. One of his servants who disregarded the warning became alarmingly ill.

In Ladak fish are common in the fresh-water lakes and larger rivers. The peculiarity are scaleless, and not good eating. The only kind fit for food has scales, and weighs about one and a half pounds. The inferior quality of the fish is doubtless the reason why they are in such little request with the natives of the country. (H. Strachey.)

Moorcroft thinks it is "the chariness of life which is taught by the religion of Buddha that prevents their being caught." Johnson found numbers of fish in the Durgu stream, "principally trout, which are very good." There are no fish in the Tsomorori or Pangong lakes, but Major Godwin-Austen states that the Tso Nyak, which lies east of the Pangong lake, and is connected with it, is full of a species of tench, from one to four pounds in weight.

Birds.—Many kinds of game birds are found in Kashmir. The black chikor, grey and snow species of partridge are met with in many parts. The rekpa (rekka) or chikor is found in all parts of Ladak. Of pheasants
the varieties found are the Argus, mounāl, kullick, kaklas, and the snow. Dr. Elmslie also mentions a pheasant called sar kaku, which is found on the mountains of Kashmir, and he says that the gait of the pheasant (sīdar) is so much thought of that the natives of the valley, when praising the gait of a woman, say she walks like a pheasant.

The common kind of quail and also the jack snipe are met with. Woodcock are also found in Kashmir. Waterfowl of every species are very numerous in the winter months. They come from Yarkand and Mogulistān in order to avoid the cold of the more northern regions, and depart as soon as the spring recommences. Baldcoots and moorhens or dabehecks breed on the sedgy margins of the lakes, and some few ducks remain for the same purpose; these with grebes are constantly to be found during the autumn and winter. Thousands of terns (sea swallows) congregate on the broad expanse of the Wular, and may be found here and there for a considerable distance up the Jhelum. In Ladāk water birds are most numerous on the Rupshu lakes, at elevations above 14,000 feet. The principal are the grey goose, wild duck, mallard, and teal. The duck and teal frequent the larger rivers more than the lakes.

The heron, which is said to be the same species as is common in England, is considered important as yielding the feather-tufts worn in the turbans of the chieftains of rank. Each heron has two feathers, which grow downwards from the back of the head; and these in the moulting season are carefully collected by men who watch in the heronries for this purpose. The birds are also often netted, and, after their feathers have been plucked, set free. A fine is inflicted for killing one. The finest feathers used to cost a rupee each, and the feather-tuft, the badge of dignity, consists of from ten to twenty, fixed in a funnel-shaped stem, covered with gold wire and often richly jewelled. There are two species of herons, but they do not bear the valued feathers.

Numerous herons may be distinguished at their favorite fishing stations, and the common king-fisher is seen at every corner of the lake, basking in the sun for an instant, and then dropping into the water like a falling emerald. Many of the ducks are destroyed by eagles, who take up their residence in the neighbouring mountains for the purpose of preying upon them.

The saras or gigantic crane is often seen in the marshes, and a small kind of pelican.

The cuckoo is called in Kashmir the byal kuku; byal signifies "seed," and the farmers say that its note tells them to cast seed into the ground. The bulbul or nightingale of Kashmir is a distinct species, and greatly inferior in note to the genuine one of Europe. The mina, as also hoopoe, is very common.

The parrot is not indigenous to the valley, but the golden oriel (poskani) is frequently met with. There are two species of the genus crow to be met with in Kashmir; the one is wholly black, similar to the European variety,
the other has a dirty-white neck. It is said that the white-necked crow is eaten in parts of Kashmir, the flesh being considered especially nutritious in cases of bronchitis.\footnote{It is said that crows are also eaten in Lahore under the euphemism of pigeons; they are a lawful article of food for Muhammadans, and are supposed to be conducive to long-life, as it is related that when Sikandar drank of the waters of immortality, a crow which had perched on a tree near followed his example. The Kashmiris affirm that crows never die until their heads fall off from age.}
Dr. Elmslie mentions a bird called milâja, of whose skin postis, a kind of coat, are made for the wealthy. In its tail are two feathers which are worn by the Panjâbi and Hindustâni women. Kosâl is the name given to them.

The purégan.—A small field-pigeon, very common in Ladâk.

The raven.—One of the commonest birds in the porok, or large raven, which, together with the chough (chunûka), is frequently seen near villages. Vultures, eagles, and hawks are also met with.

Reptiles.—There are a few reptiles in Kashmir; venomous serpents are found in the Sind valley, and the cobra has been met with. Vigne states that the boa-constrictor is known in Kashmir, where it is called the ajdâ; it is, however, probable that the reptile so called is merely a species of rock-snake, which are known to attain to a considerable size. He remarks:

"Har is the generic name for a snake, but applies particularly to a species about 5 feet long, much resembling in general appearance the common snake of England, and like it, I believe, harmless; I have seen it in the meadows, and also swimming in the river. The gânas or ghâlas is said to be very poisonous; it is about a yard in length and very thick, and its appearance altogether, I was informed, was very repulsive. It is found in rocky places in the eastern side of the valley. I was told of a small poisonous snake found in Dachinpara only. This, or another kind, is sometimes termed the gulanat or collarer, because it is said to throw itself at a man's throat."

Dr. Elmslie gives the following description of the gânas:

"It is a poisonous, round-headed, short, thick serpent found on the mountains of Kashmir. It is said to be black on the back and yellowish on the belly. It is a foot and a half long, and ash-colored, according to some natives. Its bite is often fatal. When a person is stung on the arm or leg, a ligature is applied between the heart and the wound, which is beseam with foam. The patient has arrack and conserve of rose given him to eat, while music is played to cheer him up. This is the native treatment of serpent-bites. The gânas is said to be numerous in the Lar purâgana. Serpents are seldom seen on the southern side of the valley."

The Kashmiris have also a saying that no snakes are to be found in any place from which the snowy peak of Nanga Parbat is visible. Scorpions (puñâr) are said to be very numerous in the Dachinpara and Lar purâganas. The bite is said to be fatal sometimes. The puñâr is a short, earth-colored venomous insect, with a fine tail.

Lizards and frogs are numerous in Kashmir.

In Ladâk the only reptile is a small lizard.

Insects.—Flies and sand-flies are numerous and troublesome, especially in
July, August and September, and it is probable that during this season of the year, in no country in the world are mosquitoes found in such swarms as on the lakes of Kashmir and in their vicinity; any part of the body which may be exposed to their attacks becomes literally black with them, and it is impossible to eat without swallowing a number. The only way to obtain even partial relief is to sit between pans of burning horse-dung, the fumes of which drive them away. Throughout the year considerable vigilance is necessary to avoid the attacks of fleas and other more disagreeable insects; the preparation known as "Keating's Insect Destroyer" appears to be a most valuable prophylactic.

In Ladak the absence of insects is very remarkable. The common house-flies and bluebottles are common in July and August. Locusts are seen in the Zanskar district only, where they commit fearful devastation.

Sand-flies swarm in some parts, especially in Nubra and near the lakes, some of the camping grounds in the neighborhood of the Tsomorori lake being uninhabitable at times owing to the millions of sand-flies which infest them. "After marching 19 miles into Kyang-Dum, I was obliged to leave that place almost directly after pitching camp, and move on to the next halting ground, on account of the swarms of sand-flies." (Strachey; Manifold.)

Revenue.—The estimated revenue of the Kashmir State for the year 1884 was, according to a return supplied by the Panjab Government, Rs.57,83,905-11-0 (British coin).

The large* portion of the revenue of Kashmir realised from rice is paid in kind. The contribution on account of other crops is in cash, and there is also direct taxation on shawl-wool and shawls, and on almost all the trades exercised in Srinagar and other large towns. The inhabitants of Kashmir grumble, but pay. Gilgit,† the military occupation of which is costly, does not nearly pay its expenses. Its produce is small, and its peasantry, if pressure is put on them, are apt to be refractory. It is therefore deemed politic to rule them with a light hand. The revenue of Ladak (1887) amounts to about Rs.54,000 a year, of which about Rs.42,000 is obtained by the cash assessment on the land, and the balance by land revenue paid in kind and by the sale of the saltpetre and borax produced in Ladak. The old system of taxing houses was given up many years ago. The income more than pays the expenses of the province. In Jammu the revenue is paid in cash.

Land Revenue.—In Kashmir the land belongs to the ruler, and the cultivators are his servants. In the days of the old Hindú rajas, the State is said to have taken no more than one sixth of the gross produce, the theory being
that on a division of the population into inhabitants of the country and inhabitants of the towns, one sixth of the food produced by the former was enough for the wants of the latter, as well as of the court and officials. The native dynasty of Chák sovereigns took one half of the rice, and one tenth of the dry crops. The Afghanis left all vegetables and minor cereals and took five eighths of the rice. The Sikhs introduced the system of trāks, i.e., of exacting one or more trāks of six seers over and above the fixed share. This was accompanied by cesses, such as tambol, māndiri, rasm-i-daftār, and the like; and gradually the share of the State was augmented under one name or another, until at length, in 1833, the Sikh governor, Mián Singh, was considered humane because he abolished a few cesses and only extorted five sixths of the crops. It may well be a subject of wonder how the cultivators have survived such treatment as this; and, indeed, they would not have survived had they not grown vegetables in garden plots, which, by bribing the authorities, they managed to keep free of taxation, or had they not made a little money by the sale of sheep and ponies, and by the manufacture of coarse cloth during the winter. From agriculture they gained no profit, and in it they felt no interest; so that officers had to be appointed lest the fields were left fallow, or carelessly tilled, or the crops uncult when ready for the sickle. Year by year land has been thrown out of cultivation, and new land is rarely taken up by the farmer. From time to time there have been pretences of diminishing the share of the State, and even of setting the revenue on a basis of payments in cash; but the interests of the army of officials are so bound up with the maintenance of ancient abuses, that improvements are unmade almost as soon as made, and promises of future concessions are received by the peasants with a smile of incredulity. Though the nominal share of the State is now one half the produce, the cultivator rarely gets one quarter; and for the two seasons of 1877-78 and 1878-79 he received scarcely any portion of the rice, which is the staple crop. So surely is prosperity turned into pretext for further extortion, that farmers have been known to decline offers of foreign seed, lest the unusually fine crops that might be expected thencefrom should catch the eye of the tax-gatherer.

Land Revenue System, Kashmir.—In Kashmir the staple crop is the shāli (or rice), and next to it makkā (or Indian-corn). The rabi or spring crops are not essential, and are so much more dependent on exceptionally favorable seasons that they are regarded rather as an extra. Under the Sikhs, the State took a half share of the khārif crop and in addition 4 trāks per khārwār of 16 trāks, and on account of the rice-straw and vegetable produce of the sāgārd plots, the whole of which were kept by the aśāri and were supposed to be free of assessment, R1-9-0 per cent. was added to the total. The pataari and kāndāgo got half a trāk per khārwār between them, and inferior village servants got something. Nazardānī was levied one time a year, tambol (about 2 per cent.) on marriages, &c., in the ruler’s family, other similar cesses were from
time to time imposed or remitted. The villagers had also to feed the State watcher of the crops, called shakká. Pandit and píršádáss only paid two extra tráks instead of four. For the rabí and kimití crops all classes of cultivators were taxed alike, and in addition to the half share three tráks per khár-
seer were taken under the names of various classes. The kimití crops are those which have always had a money value, as til, gogal, sarson, tobacco, cotton, linseed, saffron, &c. Walnut-oil, fruit-trees, and honey were taxed separately, as were sheep and goats. Under the above the State share was not less than \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the gross produce, and what the cultivator actually retained was certainly less than \( \frac{3}{4} \) and probably only about \( \frac{2}{4} \). The abundance of fruit, berries, and nuts, the extensive grazing area and forest produce, enabled the cultivators to live, but an assessment so heavy soon reduced the cultivators, forcibly confined within the valley, to the condition of daily laborers or slaves. Accordingly, pressure has from time to time been exercised to keep the land in cultivation, and to such an abrupt condition have the cultivators, naturally a fine race, been reduced, that the highest officials assert that the Kashmirí cannot be trusted with the sháli, because he would eat the whole of it; that he will not plough unless the tahálládár gives him the seed and makes him, and that without this fostering care of government he would become extinct. The truth being that he is a mere machine to produce cheap food for the city population, who are mostly idle; that he is seized to tow the boats of the wealthy or carry their impedimenta on a journey, or to work in their gardens, or perform any other office that in any other country would be paid for. The Kashmirí are called cowardly because they have lost the rights belonging to peasantry elsewhere, and tamely submit to be driven like sheep before a State sepoý. But it is useless to expect that a small population forming an isolated State that only looked to its hills for protection, could withstand powerful neighbours like Afgháns or Sikhs, or that so distant and inaccessible a province would not be ruthlessly ground down under the endless succession of governors that have enriched themselves in the valley. The Kashmirí is strong and hard-working, but he is allowed to call nothing his own, neither land nor crops, nor his own labor, and he is grudged the quantity of food the climate makes necessary, but which a hungry city considers gluttonous; and consequently as the city increases he is every harvest closer pressed, till now, like the Israelite in Egypt, he cannot hear the promise of reform for anguish of spirit.

Since the days of the Sikhs the pressure has been a little relaxed, and wanton acts of oppression are rare, but life must still be hardly worth the living when cultivators are selling whole villages with such rights as they have for no other equivalent than the protection of a powerful pandit. During Maharája Guláb Singh’s rule (1846 to 1857), the Sikh procedure was followed in the main. Under Maharája Ranbir Singh (1857-1885), administration became very lax. Circles of villages were annually farmed out to persons usually pandits, called kár-dára. From about 1869, the practice of con-
tracting direct with the mukaddams and villagers gradually established itself, and about 1873 the village contracts began to be divided up into adâmiwâr khewats or accounts with each cultivator, and efforts were made to introduce more payment in cash. But the assessment got heavier. For a time only two extra trâks were levied per kharwâr, but soon the original four were demanded, besides an aggregate tax amounting to R.9-12-0 per cent. Then came the famine of 1877 which desolated the valley. Rice was everywhere seized to keep the city quiet, and when Mr. Henley at last got the barred passes opened and the peasantry streamed out, they were too weak and too short of supplies to reach the plains. The villagers of the outer hills tell ghastly stories of that exodus, and the great gaps in the Kashmir hamlets are still unfilled. Alarmed by the effects of the famine, the Maharâjâ, whose leniency and well-meaning acts were the curse of the peasantry, in 1880 made a very lenient settlement called the adâmiwâr khowat of S. 1937. It was based upon the actual collections of S. 1936 and S. 1935, the average of the two years being taken and the usual taxes added. To take half the gross produce, to add 4 trâks per kharwâr for food-grains, and so take 3 of the bulk of the gross produce, to add 57 per cent. under the name of taxes of all kinds, and to exact besides payment for fruit, honey, oil, &c., ought, when the claims of village servants and rapacious officials have been satisfied from the attenuated balance, to leave the cultivator with literally nothing. Yet the actual collections of S. 1934 and S. 1935, the years of famine, were so far below the average, that with all these additions to the half-produce the resulting assessment was not oppressive. The good harvests of S. 1937 and S. 1938 made this evident, and from S. 1938 this khowat, supposed to be a fixed, easy cash settlement, was everywhere screwed up, generally sold by auction to the highest bidder, and consequently one village is now wholly or partially ruined, while its neighbour is tolerably well off, those which got themselves transferred to pañâlak, or which were rich enough to bribe, escaping.

This khowat is still supposed to be in existence, and is still represented as a cash settlement. In reality it is worked something in this manner. An order is annually issued from Srinagar for the collection of a certain quantity of shâli, the demand being pitched 20 to 30 per cent. in excess of what there is a likelihood of getting. Each takshildar is then informed of the amount he is expected to contribute to this total, and he in turn divides that amount over his villages. As soon as a village learns it has to pay its khowat in a large proportion of shâli, bargaining and bribery begin; the village, if fairly well-to-do, eventually retaining enough shâli to live upon; if a poor one, having to look forward to a hungry winter. To make up the khowat, the produce taken is calculated at prices fixed by the State, and these prices have remained much the same for the last twenty years. For instance, shâli and mukkhi are valued at R2 chitki per kharwâr of 15 trâks; jhum at R2-1-3; wheat at R5-2-6; cotton (kapûs) at R14 per kharwâr of 16 trâks, and so on. These fixed
prices enable a taksildar to manipulate the incidence of the assessment at pleasure, and to convert an easy khewat into a ruinous one. If he insists on a large quantity of the food-grains, the demand is excessive; if he accepts freely, cotton and other over-priced articles, the village can make a profit. The khewat thus affords no benefit to the cultivator, but it is convenient to the officials as getting rid of any restrictions imposed by a division of the crop. The cost of transporting the State share of the crops at Srinagar is borne by the villagers, and consequently villages at a distance are more heavily assessed than those near the capital.

The tenure of land appears to have originally been ryotwari, but of recent years the policy has been to transform the Maharâja into a zamindar or landlord, and to deny the cultivators any rights whatever. Concurrently, the officials have induced the Maharâja to let them take up land under pattas or grants, and now a great deal of fine land is held by persons styled chakdars, mukarram-riddars, &c., who claim to be proprietors, and who pay very little revenue in proportion to their holdings. While the State has thus been prodigally transferring land from cultivators who paid revenue to officials who pocket it, the cultivators have been equally busy in transferring the ownership of their lands to the officials, so that instead of the Maharâja, as he imagines, being sole owner, he is fast being ousted from any interest in the soil and from a considerable portion of the revenue of his State.

In addition to the insecurity of the cultivator’s tenure of his fields and the uncertainty of what produce may be left to him to live upon, he is constantly being pressed for payment. The revenue is not collected after each harvest, nor at any certain dates, nor in fixed instalments. Monthly, weekly, daily, as any crop is ripe, or fruit, honey, vegetables, &c., are in season, the tax-collector appears. A new taksildar, a new wasir wasarat, a new governor, likes to recommend his accession to office by a payment into the treasury, and so a whip goes out at any season for so many thousands. Then there are unceasing requisitions for coolies, ponies, grass, straw, &c., &c., and every official sends independently, so that on one day sepoys may arrive in a village from the taksildar, from the governor, from the officer commanding the troops, and so on.

To escape this constant dunning and avoid being seized as coolies for Gilgit, Leh, or other distant journey, the villagers naturally seek the shelter of some influential name and sign away such rights as they have without equivalent. The system of forced labor makes every one corrupt, for all who can afford it buy themselves off, and thus for every five coolies required it may be said double that number have been seized, and let go for a consideration.

The system of accounts is elaborate, but so complicated that scrutiny is difficult. The assessment is first shown as the half-share in 16-trd khawâdars. Extra trdks are added, with deductions for privileged persons, and the whole converted into 15-trd khawâdars, and to these the fixed prices are applied, extra taxes added, and finally adjustments made for seed advanced, or cloth
requisitioned, and so on. No check or supervision is attempted, and everybody simply tries to squeeze his subordinate. With proper interest, any amount of peculation is covered by the plan of keeping what is known as the bakidar books. In this account every item not recovered is entered and never struck out. If a flood carries away some land, the lost revenue goes down annually in this account against the village. If an official wishes to get a lease for a village, he bids more than its present revenue, and at the end of the year only pays that revenue, and the excess unpaid goes down against his name. Consequently to distinguish between what is paid in kind and what in cash, and what is not paid at all, is most difficult. (Wingate.)

Mr. Henvey, in his final report of 1882, writes as follows regarding the revenue settlement:

"Some steps have been taken to survey the land preliminary to assessment, but the work is progressing slowly. Meanwhile the position of the cultivator is precarious. Fortunately for him, the seasons have of late been so propitious and the crops so abundant that, in a country such as Kashmir is, where a bare subsistence costs little, he is tolerably at ease. But he knows not what to expect. At one time he is offered a theka or lease of his fields, the revenue to be paid in cash; but the assessment is based on the book accounts of previous years, merely converting rise into money; perhaps the amount is too high or he cannot find the cash, and he refuses the theka; then he is offered a modified arrangement, revenue to be paid partly in cash and partly in kind. Perhaps he accepts this modification, but the next day the mind of the Maharaja is changed. His Highness will have no theka, the system of aman or actual division of crops is re-introduced, the fields are examined by assardia or eye-survey, after which the government share is made over to the highest bidder among pundit contractors; and then the best thing for the cultivator to do is to steal and hide as much of the grain as he can. The contractor and revenue officials carry off most of the remainder; but as the contractor has made a speculative bid, he generally fails to produce the quantity of grain agreed upon. He accuses the cultivator of theft, whereupon both he and the cultivator are enrolled in the bakidar or defaulter list, which comprises nearly every one in the State from the Prime Minister downwards. The balances run on from year to year, and no one can see the end of them. Occasionally they come to light, when an informer whispers to one of His Highness's personal attendants that so-and-so owes the State a lakh of rupees. There follows an outburst in open darbar; the defaulter is summoned to the presence, his beard is pulled out by bandukheis or musketeers, and he is publicly whipped to his home, and a bond is taken from him. But the money is rarely paid, for after a few days the Maharaja is intent upon manufacturing liquor, or importing saligram stones from Nipal, or commanding Musalmans to learn the Hindi character, or cultivating indigo, or inventing breech-loaders, or experimenting with Yanddi drugs on patients afflicted with diabetes, or on a thousand other whims and follies. So the defaulter list is never cleared, and in like manner the revenue settlement is never introduced. With so many interests engaged in the practice of dividing the crops and therefore arrayed against change, reform in this department would be difficult."

Collection of Revenue.—As regards the collection of revenue, in most parts of India the demand of the State is satisfied by a sum of money which is fixed for a term of years. The cultivator or his employer does what he likes with his lands and his crops; and so long as he pays his quota by the appointed
day, he is unmolested. In Kashmir the crops are actually divided upon the ground and in a manner which combines the greatest risk of loss to the ruled, with the greatest certainty of extortion from the ruler. The common practice is to let out a circle of villages to a contractor who engages to deliver a stated quantity of grain, representing an estimate of the government share, together with numerous petty cesses in cash and kind, for the support of Hindu priests, for the supplies of officials, for the expenses of village servants, and so forth. The contractor is remunerated by a percentage as commission, and he is aided by a chain of officials, who, excepting in the lowest grades, are pandits, and therefore out of sympathy with the peasantry, while all are most irregularly paid, and are consequently forced to live on the villagers. The following is a list of these officials:

(1) The tarāsūdār, or scalesman, who weights out the shares of the State and of the zamindars.
(2) The shakādār, who watches the crops.
(3) The calīwal, who controls the shakādārs.
(4) The patwāri, or accountant.
(5) The mukaaddam, who aids the pandit.
(6) The kurdār over several villages, who arranges distribution of produce, &c.
(7) The tahsildar in charge of several parganas.

When the harvest approaches, there is usually a dispute as to whether the crop is such that the contractor can be fairly called upon to fulfil his engagement. This leads to the appointment of an official appraiser, whose valuation depends in the main on the adequacy or inadequacy of the bribe received by him. When the valuation is completed, and the quantity of grain to be delivered by the contractor summarily settled, the harvest proceeds, and the crops, after being cut and threshed, are stacked within an enclosure surrounded by a low hedge of thorny bushes, where they remain for months piled in heaps, corresponding with the number of shares, until the contents are pilfered by officials, robbed by the peasantry, or conveyed away to the public granaries. The cultivators are allowed at harvest-time to take a small advance from their supposed shares, and these advances are barely enough, eked out with vegetables and weeds, to keep them alive until the authorities shall be pleased to decide whether the food-stocks are sufficient to admit of a final separation of the portion of the State from the portion of the cultivators. On one pretext or another, either that the cultivators are in arrears, or that they get the lion's share of the spring crops, and so forth, the question is generally in the end settled by the greater part of the principal crop, viz., rice, being swept into the granaries.

The grain reserved for the State is conveyed, as occasion requires, on ponies or in boats to the public granaries, whence it is sold by officers appointed for
the purpose at prices that seem extraordinarily cheap\(^1\) when compared with those ruling in India. But the common people reap little advantage from these low prices. While the officers of government and the paudits had no difficulty in obtaining as much as they needed at the fixed rate, the stores were often closed to the public for weeks together, and at other times the grain was sold to each family in a quantity supposed to be proportionate to the number of persons in the family. The judges of the said quantity were not the persons most concerned, \textit{viz.}, the purchasers, but the local authorities. Since the end of 1878 the proportion allowed has varied, but it has rarely exceeded ten pounds\(^8\) weight of cleaned rice per head per menseem—a supply which is clearly not enough to support life, and which has consequently to be supplemented by any edible herbs the people can pick up. The official explanation of this extraordinarily small allowance is that the inhabitants exaggerated their numbers and evaded attempts to make an accurate census; and for this reason a proportion which is apparently deficient for the nominal number is ample for the real number. But they seem to forget that a reduction which may be justifiable in the case of a rich man, whose family lives in privacy, is death to the poor who are neither likely nor able to demand more than their families want. Srinagar and the large towns were in fact treated like besieged cities, in which the poorer inhabitants were put on half or quarter rations, while the ruling classes feasted to their heart’s content. Apart from the mortality arising from scanty nourishment, the evils of such an arrangement as this, if arrangement it can be called, are plain. In the first place, a private grain-trade cannot be openly conducted in Kashmir, and the stocks of the country cannot be replenished by individual enterprise. However dreadful the famine may be, no merchant will dream of importing grain from India; for, supposing that he surmounted the difficulties and dangers of the roads and escaped the exactions of petty servants of government, on arrival at Srinagar he would not be suffered to sell his goods at his own price; and in endeavouring to dispose of them, he would be harassed and thwarted by numerous officials, to whose direct advantage it is that a real or artificial scarcity should be created. The peculiar phenomena of the Kashmir grain-trade are well illustrated by the Panjab Trade Report for the year ending March 1879. This was a period during which food-stocks in the valley were at the lowest ebb. The exports of grain and pulse from Kashmir to the Panjab \textit{increased} from 44,643 maunds in 1877-78 to 53,884 maunds in 1878-79, while the \textit{imports} of grain and pulse into Kashmir territory from the Panjab \textit{decreased} from 3,14,352 maunds in

---

\(^1\) The government rate, in 1879, was at first Rs3, local currency, equal to Co.'s Rs1-14\(\text{\textdollar}\) per \textit{kharoo}d of rice in husk. The \textit{kharoo}d is reckoned at ninety local seers, equal to nearly eighty British seers. The rice is loaded with dirt and moistened with water, so that it yields only half the quantity of cleaned grain. Therefore the rate was Co.'s Rs1-14\(\text{\textdollar}\) per maund of forty British seers of cleaned rice, which gives over twenty-one seers per Company's rupee. During the summer of 1879, the Famine Committee prevailed on the Maharaja to restore the old rate of Rs2 local currency per \textit{kharoo}d of unhusked rice.

\(^8\) 2 \textit{trdda} = 12 Kashmir seers of rice in husk, which yields half the weight in cleaned rice.
877-78 to 1,28,104 maunds in 1878-79. As the Deputy Commissioner of Jhelum remarked, "the fact is that, owing to the bad roads in Kashmir, a great deal of the wheat growing in the plains at the foot of the hills, where there was little or no famine, was brought into Jhelum as being a large market, where the cultivators were certain of getting a good price."

Whether, as the same officer supposes, the grain was re-exported to Jamū or not, certain it is that little or none was brought by private traders into the valley of Kashmir. Regarding obstructions placed in the way of a trade in grain by interested parties, it is plain that since the officers of the government and the classes whom they favor can procure as much grain in Kashmir as they please at a cheap rate, while the public are kept on the shortest possible rations, the former have a strong temptation to accumulate stocks for secret sale at greatly enhanced prices to those of the latter who are able to pay what is demanded. It is also obvious that the former have good reasons for not exerting themselves to put an end to a condition of affairs which brings them in an abundant harvest of money and for excluding foreign competitors. The devices to which the officials resort for the purpose of accumulating grain are most ingenious. For example, an officer, whose position gives him the opportunity, steals a large quantity of rice from the public stores. If he were to sell this rice openly, suspicion might fall upon him. Accordingly, he makes terms with a friendly jagirdar or privileged landowner who may fairly be held to have private stocks, and so the traffic is safely carried on. The defalcation is not apparent until after some time when the store is found to yield less than was anticipated. And then what can be more easy than to say that the estimate of the crop collected in this store was exaggerated, or that the zamindars, who have probably died of starvation meanwhile, are the thieves? To take another instance. An influential pandit has charge of rice brought to the city of Srinagar. His son is villadar of Sopûr, a place some 20 miles distant. An order comes from the Maharaja that so many kharedra of rice are to be sent from Srinagar to be sold in rations to the people of Sopûr. The pandit forwards the supply to his son, who, after a decent interval and after depositing the value at B3 local currency per khareda in the Sopûr treasury, returns it to his father. The pandit then sells the rice secretly in Srinagar for what it will fetch, sometimes as much as six seers per Co.'s rupee, or more than thrice the rate which his son paid for it. The treasury is satisfied, and gives no sign of the embezzlement, which is only disclosed by the depopulation of Sopûr. Perhaps it may be urged that, after all, the authorities and their favorites must foresee in the ultimate ruin of the country the cessation of their own gains and of the gains for their successors; but no man cares less for posterity than the Asiatic; and, besides the preference of an immediate fortune to the chance of assured and permanent prosperity in the future, there is the apprehension, from which the minds of the rulers of Kashmir are seldom or never free, that some day or other strangers will enter into their inheritance.
Taxation.—It has been truly said that no product is too insignificant, no person too poor, to contribute to the State. Silk culture, once a humble but remunerative occupation for the villagers, has been taken up as a government monopoly, which employed a large number of workmen it is true, but of which the profits went not to the ruled but to the ruler. Lately, even the government manufacture of silk has failed, for the employés and hands, being most irregularly paid, neglected their work, and the whole stock of eggs perished from cold. Saffron forms another monopoly. So likewise tea and salt, and the aromatic plant called kot. Paper and tobacco have lately been added to the list. Though the sides of the hills are strewed with stones, not one can be taken to build a house, except through the man who has farmed the monopoly from the State. The same is the case with brick-making; and even the dead cannot be buried save by licensed and privileged grave-diggers. Besides the excessive proportion of produce claimed from the peasant, there is a cess of from four to twenty annas levied on each house in the villages. Of fruit three quarters are appropriated by government. One anna is charged annually per head on sheep and goats, and the larger villages are called upon to give every year two or three of these animals, besides ponies and home-spun blankets, half the value of the contributions being returned in money. Milk, honey, water-nuts, and reeds used for thatching, all are brought under taxation. If a villager plant a tree, it is immediately claimed by the government, in consequence of which scarcely a young fruit-tree is to be found in the valley, except in the government gardens. If this should continue, it is obvious that the fruit-supply of the valley must very seriously diminish as the old trees die off or are cut down. This will be very markedly the case with the walnuts, which are being felled for the French market without any provision being made for planting young trees in place of those removed. The shawl trade received a deadly blow from the impoverishment caused by the French and German war, and afterwards by the change of fashion which expelled these fabrics from the French and American markets. But it was always a marvel how the industry could have outlived the impositions to which it was subjected; nor, indeed, could it have survived but for the cruel regulations which forbade a weaver to relinquish his calling, or even, until lately, to leave the valley. The wool was taxed as it entered Kashmir; the manufacturer was taxed for every workman he employed; again he was taxed at various stages of the process according to the value of the fabric; and, lastly, the merchant was taxed before he could export the goods. Since the famine began, the poll-tax on weavers employed has not been exacted, for the simple reason that in a time of so deep and widespread misery the weavers could not pay. As a substitute for the poll-tax and other imposts on shawl-weaving, the export duty on shawls has been raised within the last year to 85 per cent. ad valorem. This enormous rate, besides being an inducement to smuggling, discourages intending purchasers. Other callings are exposed to exactions of the same sort. Coolies who are engaged to
carry the baggage of travellers surrender half their earnings. Butchers, bakers, carpenters, boatmen, and even prostitutes, are taxed.

Mr. Forsyth, writing in 1863, gives the following list of taxes:—

"Where kind rates prevail, the following is the apportionment of the rice, maize, and pulse produce—"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government share</th>
<th>¼ gross produce.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>also Tráki</td>
<td>³ tráks per kharwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canungo</td>
<td>1 munwattí per kharwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patwari</td>
<td>1 ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zilladar or Choki dar</td>
<td>1 ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russoom Khidmutgari</td>
<td>6 tráks per 100 kharwárs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khidmutgari</td>
<td>7 tráks per 100 kharwárs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious grant to temples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

leaving a balance of about one third to the zamindar.

"Cash rates are levied on wheat, barley, mussoor, flax, cumin, tel, moong, cotton, and on one half estimated value of gross produce, and two tráks and one munwattí per kharwári."

"The Maharája has the monopoly of the sale of rice throughout the valley. He takes the best rice as his share from the zamindari."

"This rice is sold to shawl-weavers at a fixed rate of R2 per kharwar = R1 per one maund, three seers. To others it is sold at the current rates. Rice is also given in rations to the army."

"Besides the land tax, there are numerous other cesses and taxes, a detail of which, for Kashmir proper, is here given."

"The custom-dues for the whole country are farmed out to a contractor for R4,00,000 per annum. A detail of the rates has been already given, and need not be here repeated. But the rates, high as they are, are not unfrequently exceeded, and traders are subjected to perpetual annoyance by the contractors' agents."

"Nimara is the tax levied on boatmen. This tax is farmed to Pandit Lachmanjú for R1,05,000."

"Chob Furoshik, a tax on timber and wood for fuel transported by water throughout the valley."

"The Zari-ád is a license tax levied on trades, and is farmed out for R91,000."

"Záfrán is a special tax on saffron, for which the valley is famous. It yields R21,000 per annum to the Maharája."

"A duty levied on the 'kıace,' or woven shawl fabrics. As soon as a shawl has been commenced on the loom, the contractor puts his stamp on it, and the duty

**Table of Kashmir Weights.**

| 1 Serr, 5 ch. English standard | = 1 Mussoor. |
| 4 Mussoors | = 1 Tráks = 2 maunds, 2 seers, English standard. |
has to be paid at once. This duty is about 25 per cent. of the value of the shawl. Pandit Raj Kâk has the farm of this duty, and pays the Maharâja Rs.7,75,000 per annum.

"Besides this, there is another tax on plain shawl-cloth, and on border weaving, which is quite a separate trade from shawl-making. This tax is farmed for Rs.30,000.

Zurk Kâdas, Mint.

"About Rs.75,000 per annum are made at the State Mint in coining the chilki rupees.

"Very fine silk is raised from worms in Kashmir, where the variety of mulberry trees is favorable to rearing silk-worms. This tax yields Rs.42,000 to the Maharâja's treasury.

"Levied on vegetables grown on floating islands on the Srinagar lake; and also a tax on goods taken in boats over the lake. This yields Rs.31,000.

River tax.

"A tax on goats and sheep, at two and a half annas per head per annum. Collected by the local authorities, and not farmed out. It yields Rs.80,000 per annum.

Zur-i-Choupan.

"There is a grazing tax in Jamú known as ghâna or kap cherâš; the exact amount of which is not given. In 1882 it was farmed out for about Rs.1,06,000, but the State now collects the grazing fees through its district officers. Zur-i-murkâb is a tax on ponies and mules.

"There is a good breed of ponies in Kashmir, very useful for carriage purposes. This tax is collected by the local officers, and yields Rs.15,000.

Fines levied by judicial courts and the police, institution fees in civil cases, talâbâna, &c., bring in about Rs.13,500 in Kashmir. The amount received under this head in Jamâ is not known.

"Fees are taken by kâsiâ for registration or celebration of marriages, and this has been turned to account by the Maharâja, who farms the tax for Rs.5,000.

Zur-i-Nikâ.

"Lime-kilns are taxed, and give Rs.25,000 per annum.

Chera puzî.

"Gardens Rs.4,500.

Baghât.

Tobacco.

"Tobacco, Rs.35,000. This is derived from a monopoly of the sale by the government.

"Tax on post-i-bhâng, or dried poppy heads. The government share is three-fourths and the zamindar's share one fourth of the produce. The churâus, or extract, all belongs to government. This tax yields Rs.35,000.
"Rice is the staple produce of the valley of Kashmir, and this tax is taken in kind by the Maharaja, who stores the rice in granaries."

_Land Revenue System and Tenures, Jamuí._—In the Jamuí districts, the revenue is almost universally collected in cash in regular instalments at fixed rates per _shumao_, and though much heavier than in the British districts, it is only in places oppressive. The villages usually belong to proprietors, whether jointly or in distinct shares, and to these proprietors the cultivators pay a small share of the produce. The cultivators are hereditary. Of late years, under tax administration, some district officers have endeavoured, especially in the Jasrota _zilla_, to tamper with and destroy the rights of both owners and cultivators, with the result that the _zilla_ has been half depopulated. But, on the whole, the Jamuí cultivators are independent and comfortable. (Wingate).

_Expenditure._—Mr. Henney writing in 1879 estimates the expenditure at about half the revenue.

He says the expenditure on the army, exclusive of the expenses connected with guns and small-arm factories, is estimated to be about twenty-six lakhs (Kashmir coinage) yearly, which is equal to 1,625,000 English. Till recently a number of charges were mixed up with the military expenditure, but of late a more correct system of accounts has been introduced. Since the death of Maharaja Ranbir Singh, a good many taxes have been remitted. The State budget for 1887-88 showed that for the whole of the Maharaja's territories the estimated income was 55 lakhs only. Of this 22 lakhs was required for the army, some 10 lakhs for the Maharaja and for palace expenses, 13 lakhs for a surplus, and only 10 lakhs was allotted for civil administration and public works.

_Genealogy._—A genealogical table of the ruling family of Jamuí and Kashmir may conveniently be inserted here. It is taken from Cunningham's "History of the Sikhs," supplemented by Appendix VI to Drew's "Jamuí and Kashmir Territories."
In September 1885, Maharája Ranbír Singh died, and was succeeded by Mian Partáb Singh. Soon after the latter’s accession, viz., in March 1886, the following officers were appointed by him:—

Diwan Gobind Sahai was made prime minister, and Babu Nilambar Mukerji, minister of revenue and finance. The administration of government, however, was not considered satisfactory, and after a personal interview with the Viceroy, the following council was formed, with Diwan Lachman Dass as president, and the Maharája’s two brothers, Ram Singh and Amar Singh, as members.

General de Bourbel was appointed chief engineer of the public works department, and the medical department was entrusted to the Residency Surgeon.

The darbâr has formally admitted that Europeans do and may reside in the country all the year round.

In the early spring of 1889 it was found necessary to make a thorough reorganization of the Kashmir government.

The administration of the State was accordingly handed over to a council consisting of the Maharája’s brothers and certain selected native officials in the British service. The council had full powers, subject to the condition that no important step was to be taken without consulting the Resident. Ram Singh was at first appointed president, but in August 1889 it was thought necessary to make the younger brother, Amar Singh, president, Ram Singh being retained as one of the members of the council.

Gilgit, Baltistan, and Laddé.—About the “outlying governorships” little need be said. Each is under a governor (Gilgit is at present under two joint-governors), who corresponds directly with the Maharája, and who apparently has considerable independence in internal matters. The countries thus administered are not productive. Gilgit does not pay the cost of military occupation; and the State demand is light, because the people would probably resist a heavy one. In Baltistan the land is taxed pretty heavily; the revenue must exceed ½ a lakh. The governor resides at Skärdû†. In Laddé there is a governor who must be chiefly at Leh, because he is a joint commissioner under the commercial treaty of 1870. He is assisted by a madd warír. The revenue, which in 1887 amounted to about Rs 54,000, is derived almost entirely from the cash assessment on the land, and it covers the expenses of the province and yields a small surplus to the State treasury.

Jamû is the head-quarters of the Maharája. Around it there are seven administrative districts, viz., Jamû proper, Jasrota, Râmnagar, Udâmpûr, Risâf, Minâwar,
and Naoshera. These are divided into *tahsils*, and may be said to correspond roughly to Deputy Commissionerships. There are courts of justice in each. The districts have been surveyed and assessed, and the land revenue is paid in cash. The last settlement* was made in 1873, for a period of ten years. The cultivated area was then found to have extended considerably since 1860, and the rates were raised by ten per centum. The general condition of these districts appears† to be fair.

* Central Asia, Part VII, Section I.

† Pūñch,‡—As already observed, Pūñch is the *jagir* of the Maharājā’s cousin, Motī Singh. It is held by him in close dependence on the Maharājā, who, however, interferes but little in its internal management. In 1863 Pandit Manphul drew up “Notes” on Pūñch” for the Panjab Government. They describe the *jagir* as divided into seven administrative districts, yielding an unalienated revenue of nearly three lakhs. The land revenue was regularly assessed and collected in cash, but various taxes were taken in kind. The courts of justice are said to be primitive. The *khālsidars* did the original work, and the rāja heard appeals. The system of monopolising trade in the hands of government officials was noticed, and finally it was remarked that “the administration of Rāja Motī Singh is complained of, as being very oppressive and the taxation as exceedingly heavy.”

On the other hand, Sir O. St. John has recently referred in a demi-official letter of the 6th August 1883 to the “success of (the Maharājā’s) cousin Motī Singh of Pūñch in governing that little dependent State.”

Kashmīr.—“The separation of the government of Kashmīr,” according to Mr. Drew,‡‡ “from that of the other divisions, is almost complete: the country is treated as a separate *sūba* or province in the same way as it was when the Emperors of Delhi ruled over it.” It is administered by a governor who is called the *Hakim-i-dīla*. It is divided into the districts of Srinagar, Pataw, Islāmābād, Kamrāj, Shupion, and Mozafarabād, which again are subdivided into a number of *purgasas*. The chief executive authority is the *hakim-i-dīla*, under whom are the *wazir,* or district officers, and the *tusquets.* The courts of justice are classified thus by Mr. Girdlestour**:

---

*(1) Court of the *tusquets*, who may hear civil suits not exceeding R100 in value, and has power of imprisonment up to one month in criminal cases.

*(2) Court of the *wazir*, having power to hear civil cases up to R1,000 in value, and
to punish in criminal cases with imprisonment up to six months. Appeals lie to him both in civil and criminal cases from the tahsildar.

"(3) The city (Srinagar) magistrate's court with power to hear civil cases up to Rs 5,000 in value, and to punish in criminal cases with imprisonment up to two years. This court has no appellate jurisdiction.

"(4) The chief court, hearing civil suits without any limitation in regard to value, and empowered in criminal cases to punish with imprisonment for five years. Appeals lie to this court both in criminal and civil cases from the city and district's (wazir's) courts, those from the latter being usually heard by the chief judges when on circuit, which he undertakes not only on this account, but also in order to inspect the local registers, and to enforce the duties of the village headmen, who are held answerable for detecting and reporting crimes and for exerting themselves for the arrest of offenders."

**Police.**—A result of the disturbance in Srinagar between the Suni and Shíás in 1872 was the establishment of a body of city police on the model of the Panjáb constabulary, numbering 337 men, and costing 2,555 Company's rupees per month.

**Relations with neighbouring States.**—The Kashmir State is in contact with Tibet on the east, Eastern Turkistán on the north, Húnza and Nagar on the north-west, and Yaghistán on the west. It has thus happened that the Maharája of Kashmir has been concerned at various times with China, with the politics of Central Asia, and with the group of independent chieftains which separate the western border of his State from the eastern limits of the Afghán dominion.

**Kashmir and China: the Maharája's jagír in Tibet.**—Under the treaty of 1842, which ended the expedition led by Guláb Singh's general, Zorawár Singh, against Ladák and Tibet, the district of Min Sar was made over by the Tibetán authorities to Guláb Singh and his heirs as a jagír. Min Sar, or Misar Tarjum, is a tract of grazing grounds lying about two marches north-west of the Manasarowar lake on the road to Gartok, and about seventeen marches distant from Léh. Its pecuniary value is insignificant. The small revenue is collected annually by a Kashmir official deputed by the Maharája's wazir at Léh. Mr. Elias states that Mr. Johnson, when wazir, tried to visit the jagír, but was prevented by the Chinese officials in Gartok.

Some political significance attaches to the jagír, because there is reason to doubt whether the Maharája does not pay tribute on account of it to the Chinese.

**The Lap Chuk.**—Under the treaty of 1842, a commercial caravan goes every third year from Ladák to Lhásá, under the charge of an agent, who is a Kashmir official, and is known by the name of "Lap Chuk." He takes and brings back presents and letters to and from the Ladák and Tibetán authorities.¹

¹ An account will be found in the alphabetical portion of this work.
The Maharajá's opinion of the Chinese.—It is said that the Maharajá does not disregard his intercourse with the Chinese. In 1880, Mr. Henvey wrote: "The Mahârâja always speaks of China with much reverence as a power quite on a par with us in civilisation."

History.—The early history of Kashmir is involved in considerable obscurity. From the year B.C. 266, when the desiccation of the valley is said to have taken place, to 1014, the country seems to have been governed by princes of Hindú and Tartar dynasties, the names of many of whom have been preserved.

Mahmúd of Ghaznî attempted the conquest of the valley in A.D. 997, but failed; he succeeded, however, in taking it and the surrounding hills in 1014–1015.

About 1305 we find a feeble king, Rája Sewdeo, on the throne of Kashmir, who in a short time alienated the affections of his subjects by sundry acts of incapacity and oppression. At this time three worthies, destined either in their proper person or in that of their descendants to play important parts in the history of Kashmir, appear on the scene, and may be grouped as the authors of its Muhammadan or more modern history. The first of these, Sháhmir, son of King Wufûr Sháh, of Sawúlgere; the second, Sankar Chák, a chief of Dárdao; and third, Prince Rawjpoñ, son of King Yuftum, of Tibet. The last-named having introduced himself, with a few followers in the guise of merchants, into Kuknígéra, the stronghold of Râm Chand, the hereditary Commander-in-Chief of Kashmir, contrived to overcome him, and forcibly married his daughter Koterín (or Kotadlevi), in whose right, real or pretended, he seized the throne of Kashmir, at this time vacant by the flight of the fugitive King Sewdeo. He made Sháhmir, the first of the ancient worthies mentioned above, minister, and commenced a vigorous reign, 1323. It is related of him that he became a convert to Islam; but it is proper to add that Hindú writers ignore the conversion of this sovereign, who died after a reign of two and a half years, leaving his widow, Queen Koterín, regent. About this time, 1326, an invasion of Kashmir by an army of Türkás under Uralil, who penetrated into the valley, was repulsed and brought to terms by the brave queen. It was arranged that if they withdrew immediately, they should be allowed to do so unmolested. This being effected, she withdrew to the fort of Indrkot, where she established her court, leaving the reins of power in the hands of the minister, Prince Sháhmir, who had commenced a course of intrigue, the result of which was that he soon aspired to the sovereignty of the country. As a preliminary step, he demanded the hand of the queen in marriage, which being refused with scorn, he prepared to extort her consent by force of arms, and invested Indrkot with a large army. The heroic Râjputâñî made every effort to defend herself and sustain a siege, but finding herself at
length reduced to sue for terms, she in the last extremity consented to espouse the successful usurper. Upon this hostilities ceased, and preparations for the marriage were commenced; but the devoted princess, indignant and despairing, rode slowly forth, surrounded by her train of maidens, from the beleaguered fortress, advanced into the presence of the usurper, and, upbraiding him for his ingratitude and treachery, stabbed herself before him. Thus perished by her own hand Queen Koterín (or Kotadevi, as she is often called), the last Hindu sovereign of Kashmir, and Prince Sháhmír ascended the throne under the name of Sultán-Sháhmír-dín.

Sháhmír-dín, who came to the throne 1341, is usually considered the first Muhammadan king of Kashmir. He enjoyed his dignity only three and a half years. His sons, Jamshid and Ala-ú-dín, succeeded and reigned fourteen years.

His grandson Sháháb-ú-dín, having repaired the devastation caused by former invasions of the Türkhs, turned his attention to foreign conquest, and added Tibet, Kashgár, and Kábul to the kingdom of Kashmir, 1356. His brother Kutub-ú-dín, who succeeded him, left a son, Sikandar, who of all the princes of Kashmir is celebrated as an iconoclast (thence surnamed "Butshikau"), by whose fanatic zeal in destroying the ancient temples the architecture of Kashmir has suffered irreremediable loss.

During the reign of Sháháb-ú-dín the celebrated Saiad Ali Hamadani and his son Mir Muhammad with their trains of fugitive disciples from Persia, upwards of 1,000 in number, arrived in Kashmir, and their advent seems to have fixed the religion of the country, heretofore in an unsettled state, and probably led to the religious persecution which immediately ensued. About this time the rival Muhammadan sects of Shíás and Sunís seem to have commenced their quarrels, and of the first-named sects arose the Rishís or Hermits of Kashmir, a very remarkable order of devotees, described by Abul Fázíl as a very respectable and inoffensive order in his time, some 2,000 in number, living upon fruits and berries, and abstaining from sensual delights. Kashmir having been, previous to this influx of zealots, in a transition state as to religion, these learned doctors seem to have fixed the religion of the country, and to have built the zibárate or shrines (including the Jama Masjíd, or great mosque of Srinagar), many of which remain to this day. In the year 1423, we find Zain-ul-abídín (or Badsháh, The Great King, as he is emphatically called) on the throne of Kashmir, during whose reign, which lasted as long as fifty-three years, the country appears to have made a great stride towards an improved civilization. This prince, besides reducing the tributary States to order, was a builder of many bridges, towns, and forts, and enlarged the capital city Srinagar. He encouraged literature and the arts; he introduced weavers from Turkistán and wool from Tibet; and many manufactures, such as paper-making, glass-making, book-binding, and the papier-
macké work for which Kashmir is so celebrated, owe their introduction to his fostering care. He was also a poet and lover of field sports. The rising power of the Chuk (or Chák) tribe did not escape the penetrating eye of this king, who prophesied they would ere long be rulers of Kashmir, a prediction which it will be seen soon proved correct, inasmuch as we find Kashmir, on the accession to the throne of Muhammad Sháh, 1487, great-grandson of Zein-ul-ábdín, a child of seven years of age, torn by the struggles of the tribes of Chák, Reyná, and Múrey, in which the two former were chiefly at variance, and alternately supporting the legitimate king, Muhammad Sháh, or his uncle, Fateh Sháh, the usurper. The vicissitudes of these struggles for the throne between these contending factions occupy the history from the year 1487 to about 1536, when we find that Muhammad Sháh, who had four times regained his crown and defeated the pretender Fateh Sháh, died in exile. By intrigue, inter-marriage, and hard fighting, the Cháks, amid the anarchy of the times, seem gradually to have fought their way to power; and from a position of preponderating influence as ministers and supporters of the king, at length, about the year 1537, openly seized the throne. About that date Kaji Chák, putting himself at the head of the national party in Kashmir, signally defeated the army of Mirza Kamrán near the city of Srinagar; and soon afterwards brought to terms an army of Kashgáris, which, under Saiad Khán and Mirza Haidár, had invaded Kashmir and had penetrated as far as the Lar pargana and the Siúd valley. He succeeded in putting down all opposition to his power; but during this period the Mogul Emperors of Delhi began to turn their attention to Kashmir: the Emperor Humayun especially sent several armies against the country. The Kashmiris, however, rallied round the brave and wise Kaji Chák, who, in fact, brought all his enemies to terms. He entered into an alliance with Sher Khán, Afgán (afterwards Sher Sháh), then in rebellion against the Emperor, and gave him his niece, a daughter of Muhammad Sháh, in marriage.

Kaji Chák, although the actual ruler of the country, seems still to have permitted the sons of Muhammad Sháh (who died in exile) to retain the nominal dignity and to coin in their own names. He married his daughter to the second son, Ismáíl Sháh, and put him on the throne. At length Mirza Haidár, foster-brother of the Emperor Humayun, about the year 1540, entered into an alliance with the discontented native nobles of Kashmir, who consented to set up Tárkh Sháh, a boy, son of the usurper Fateh Sháh, as King, and after a great battle defeated Kaji Chák, who fled across the Pir Panjíl, as far as Thána, where he died.

After a short interval of power, Mirza Haidár, the intrusive governor, was defeated and slain by the native nobles, and Abdi Reyná came into power for a short time, but was soon expelled by the Cháks, who rallied, and, under the son of the famous Shams-ú-dín Chák and others, utterly defeated the Reynas.
and their allies from Delhi, at the great battle of Kuspa, 1556, in which 4,000 men perished on both sides. The same chief (Ghāzi Khān) in the year 1557 defeated with great loss an army of 12,000 Kashgāris under a nephew of Mirza Haidār, which invaded Kashmir; 7,000 of the enemy are said to have fallen in this battle. Moguls, Tartars, Kashgāris, Türks, and other enemies, who about this period invaded Kashmir, fared no better, but were successively defeated by this vigorous and powerful tribe of Chāk, which had now obtained a firm grasp on the country of Kashmir, and, in the person of Yūsaf Khān, were openly acknowledged as the sovereign family. Yūsaf Shāh, however, soon alienated his nobles and had to seek assistance from the Emperor Akbar, 1580, by whose aid he was enabled to regain his kingdom. Under pretext of suzerainty acquired thereby, Akbar demanded his son Yākūb as hostage, 1582; this prince, however, soon escaped, and the nobles of Kashmir refusing to surrender him again, the Emperor sent an army under Bhagwān Dass to enforce compliance with his demands. The King, Yūsaf Shāh, hereupon delivered himself up to the Emperor's general, 1584, but he had better have fought for his independence, as he was sent under escort to Lahore, where Akbar delivered him over to the custody of his police minister, Todar Mūlī, who after a short time sent him to Bengal under Rāja Maun Singh, where he died of grief and despair, 1587. On the flight of Yūsaf Shāh, the Kashmir army had called on his son Yākūb Khān to lead them, and this brave Prince soon justified the confidence reposed in him by defeating the Emperor's army, and reducing them to such stress amongst the mountains of Hazārn from cold and want of food, that they are said only to have preserved life by slaughtering their elephants and sleeping within their still warm carcasses.

The Imperial army being thus repulsed, Yākūb Shāh ascended the throne of Kashmir, 1585; but, although of reckless bravery, this Prince was possessed of but little judgment and unfit to rule, and being of the Shāh sect of Muhammadans, was persuaded by the priests of that sect to persecute the rival sect of Sunīs; he thereby evoked the anger of Akbar, who determined, once for all, to conquer Kashmir, and despatched Kasim Khān, the admiral of the kingdom, with 30,000 horse and the fugitive Haidār Chāk, against the King. Nothing daunted, Yākūb Shāh marched to engage the enemy, but being at this crisis deserted by his nobles, he was forced to fly across the mountains to Kistvār with 60 horsemen, 1586. Within a short time, however, he returned, made a rapid march, and pitched his camp on the Takht-i-Sulīmān, overlooking the city of Srinagar, where he rallied the brave Chāk tribe around him and defied the enemy. Kasim Khān now attacked him with his whole force, but was defeated and driven back into the city, where his soldiers took refuge in the fort and other strongholds, where they remained in a state of siege. The Emperor, finding his army insufficient to reduce the country, sent reinforcements of 20,000, which forced Yākūb Shāh finally to vacate the throne; and
soon afterwards, on his safety being guaranteed to him, he did homage to the Emperor, who at that time visited the country. As we find Kashmir from this period subjected to the Mogul throne, we may consider it from about this date, 1587, to have passed from the hands of its native rulers, and to have become an integral portion of the Empire of Delhi.

The actual government of Kashmir was delegated by the Mogul Emperors to a subadar or governor; these governors seem only to have resided in the valley for six months in the year; indeed, from time immemorial it seems to have been customary for the rulers of Kashmir to leave the valley during the winter, and return to its delights on the approach of summer.

In 1651, Ali Mardán Khán, who was governor of Lahore as well as Kashmir, used to divide his presence between the two, and for his convenience in travelling, those spacious and noble sahris were built along the roads leading to Kashmir, the ruins of which to this day attest his magnificence. The Emperor Jahangír built many palaces and gardens, especially the celebrated Shalímár gardens immortalized by poets and travellers. The Nasím and Nisháts gardens owe their origin to Núr Jahán Begum, his wife, and the ruins of palaces and baths at Mamás Bál, Achíbál, Vérnáq, &c., attest her taste in selecting picturesque sites. During the return of Jahangír from his last visit to the valley, 1627, he died on the road near Rájaori, whence his body was conveyed to Lahore and there buried.

Sháh Jahán succeeded to the Empire of Delhi, and soon afterwards visited the valley accompanied by many poets and servants.

About 1657 he was deposed by his son Aurangzeb, who imprisoned him for life in the fort of Agra. He had during his reign invaded Tibet, which he had annexed to the subadarí of Kashmir.

Aurangzeb being confirmed on the throne, appointed, as usual, a subadar for the province of Kashmir, but soon after commenced a journey to visit the valley in person; the celebrated French physician Bernier followed in his train.

The Emperor remained three months in the country, but does not seem ever afterwards to have revisited it. After a civil war between his sons, Aurangzeb was succeeded by his son Bahádúr Sháh, who, however, died in the year 1712 at the age of seventy-one, leaving the throne to his son Firók Sher, whose mother was a Kashmiri.

By him Anantúla Khán was reappointed governor. This governor held the subadarí for upwards of ten years. He did not govern in person, but sent various naibs or deputies, who were unequal to their position, and various rebellions broke out in the valley.

The practice of appointing naibs seems now to have fairly come into fashion among the great nobles of the Mogul court, who mostly looked upon their appointments solely as a vehicle for extorting money from their respective
governments. As may be supposed, the condition of a province thus governed was not generally happy.

Kashmir in fact, perhaps partly through the influence of Nâdir Shâh, who was at this time engaged in subduing Kâbul and Peshâwar, seems to have been in a very disturbed condition, in which it continued during the reigns of the succeeding Emperors Muhammad Shâh and his son Ahmad Shâh, of Delhi.

At this time we find most of the governors of Kashmir, in common with those of the other provinces of the tottering Mogul throne, little short of independent rulers.

This state of things continued until 1752, when the Mogul governor betrayed the country to Ahmad Shâh Abdali, who in turn annexed it to the Kingdom of Afghânistán.

The Durâní Viceroys appear early to have attempted to render themselves independent of the Empire, and in 1763 Ahmad Shâh Abdali was again under the necessity of sending a force into the valley to coerce the governor Suk Jawan, who had paid no tribute for nine years. In the year 1809 the suzadar of the province was one Muhammad Azim Khan, who, seeing the power of Afghânistán on the wane, threw off the yoke altogether. In the year 1812, Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the ruler of the Panjâb, turned his attention to the Râjpût States to the south of the Pir Panjâl range, probably regarding the subjugation of these States merely as a preliminary to the conquest of Kashmîr.

The Sikh army defeated the confederated Muhammadan chiefs of Râjaorî and Bhimbar with great loss, and in the month of November Ranjit Singh received their submission and occupied their strongholds; about the same time his son Karak Singh captured Jamû. Fateh Khan, the wazir of Shâh Mahmûd of Afghânistán, was at this time upon the Indus, whither he had come to punish the two brothers who held Atak and Kashmir, for the assistance they had rendered to Shâh Shújá, and to recover the two provinces for Kâbul. It became essential that, engaged as the Lahore and Kâbul forces were, so closely on the same field, the two leaders should come to a mutual explanation of their views and intentions.

A meeting was therefore agreed upon, and took place on the 1st December, when it was settled that Ranjit Singh should, in return for a money payment, and the promised aid of a detachment of Afghâns to be employed afterwards against Multân, place a force of 12,000 Sikhs, under the Diwan Mokam Chand, at the wazir’s disposal in the expedition he meditated, and should give every facility for the passage into Kashmir by the passes of Râjaorî, which he had lately subdued. The joint armies commenced operations, but the Sikhs being impeded by a fall of snow were outstripped by the wazir, who, penetrating into the valley in February, drove Ata Muhammad from his stockades, and in a
short time reduced him to submission without receiving much assistance from Mokam Chand.

Ranjit Singh having taken this opportunity to make himself master of the fort of Atak, Fatch Khán deemed himself absolved from his engagements, and dismissed the Sikh contingent from Kashmir without any share of the booty, nominating his brother Azim Khán to the governorship. In the year 1814 Ranjit Singh again attempted the invasion of Kashmir, massing his army at Rajáïr early in June, preparatory to the passage of the Pfr Panjál range. A detachment under Rám Dial, the grandson of Mokam Chand, diwan (who was himself detained by sickness at Lahore), was sent forward towards Baramgala on the 15th June; it ascended the Pfr Panjál mountains by the Nandán Sar pass on the 19th July, and debouched upon the valley at Hirpúra on the 22nd of the same month, where it was attacked by a party sent against it by Azim Khán.

The Kashmiris were defeated and followed to Shupion. On the 24th the Sikhs assaulted the town, but being repulsed, retired to the Pfr Panjál mountains to await reinforcements.

In the meantime the main body of the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh had advanced by the way of Púnch, which place being reached on the 28th June, was found to be evacuated, the enemy having been careful to destroy all supplies. The Sikhs were detained here until the 18th July. Thence advancing by Mandi, Ranjit Singh reached the Tohra Maidán on the 18th, where he found Muhammad Azim Khán with the forces of Kashmir drawn up to oppose his progress.

The Sikh army took up its position in face of the enemy and remained for some days inactive.

On the 29th July Muhammad Azim Khán, assuming the offensive, commenced a desultory fire on the Sikh position; on the following morning the attack was renewed with greater vigour, and Ranjit Singh compelled to fall back on Mandi. Being pursued thither, he fired the town and continued his retrograde march to Púnch, which he reached on the 31st July with the loss of many men and of nearly all his baggage. Setting fire to Púnch, Ranjit Singh quitted his disorganised camp, and with a few attendants took the nearest road to Lahore, which he reached on the 12th August.

Rám Dial and his detachment were surrounded and their supplies cut off, but Azim Khán, in consideration of his friendship for Diwan Mokam Chand, its commandant's grandfather, permitted the detachment to retire, and furnished it with a safe-conduct to the Sikh frontier.

The Muhammadan chiefs of Rájaír and Bhimbar were not slow to avail themselves of the disastrous termination of the expedition, and broke out into rebellion towards the close of the year 1814, and it was not until the following year that Ranjit Singh found himself in a position to punish the refractory rajas on this side of the Pfr Panjál range.
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In 1819 Ranjit Singh's thoughts were again turned towards the annexation of Kashmir, and in the month of April of that year the Sikh forces were put in motion towards the frontier. Misur Diwan Chand, the conqueror of Multán, had been selected by Ranjit Singh to command the expedition, and with a strong division of picked soldiers led the advance. A second army was formed in support and placed under the command of the Káwáwar Karák Singh, while Ranjit Singh kept with himself a reserve to be employed, as occasion might require, in expediting stores and supplies. By the beginning of June Rájaorí and Púneh and all the hills and passes south of the Pír Panjál range had been occupied, and the supporting division advanced to Rájaorí to keep open communications. On the 23rd June the Misur Diwan Chand attacked the Rájaorí and Púneh rajas in their position at the Dinkí Deo and Maja passes and carried them, thus securing to himself a road over the Pír Panjál.

Karák Singh now advanced with his division to Surdí Thána, and Ranjit Singh, with the reserves, came up as far as Bhimbar, while Misur Diwan Chand, crossing the mountain barrier, descended into the valley and took up a position at Suráí Ulí, on the road to Shupión.

Jábar Khán, who had been left by Muhammad Azím governor in Kashmir, had taken up a position at Shupión, for the defence of the valley, with a force of 5,000 men, raw troops hastily raised and quite unequal to cope with the disciplined battalions under Misur Diwan Chand, which besides greatly outnumbered them. On the 5th July the Misur advanced to Shupión, and immediately on coming in view of the Kashmir army, ordered an attack, which, after a few hours' smart fighting, involving considerable loss to both sides, was completely successful. Jábar Khán with his troops fled at once across the mountains towards the Indus, leaving the valley to be occupied without further resistance by the victorious army of Ranjit Singh.

Phúla Singh, the celebrated Akálí leader, greatly distinguished himself in this campaign.

During the year 1830 the Sikh troops in Kashmir were employed in petty operations against isolated chiefs. The raja of Rájaorí, Agár Khán, was in the course of May seized and made prisoner by Guláb Singh. For this service he obtained in jagir the principality of Jamú, with which his family had been for a long time connected. Jamú had come into the possession of the Maha-rajá Ranjit Singh by the right of conquest, when Jey Singh, the last of the rightful Rájpúts of the house, died in the year 1809.

In the middle of the year 1821 the two petty territories of Kishťwárár and Man-kót were annexed to the Lahore government.

In December 1820 the harshness of Hari Singh having made him unpopular to the inhabitants of Kashmir, the mild and peaceable Motí Rám was re-appointed governor, but was the following year replaced by Gúrmukh Singh. Diwan Kirpá Rám was the next governor, 1824, in whose time occurred
the great earthquake which laid every house in the city low. During the three
months of its continuance, the shocks at first were not less than one hundred
per diem, after which they gradually diminished; the inhabitants lived entirely
in tents. This governor was very fond of display, but was nevertheless a good
ruler. At length he excited the jealousy of Rája Dhian Singh, minister of
Ranjit, who brought about his recall, 1830. He was succeeded by Bamma
Singh, in whose single year of power disturbances occurred between the Shías
and Sunnís. Prince Sher Singh (afterwards Maharája) assumed the government
of Kashmir, 1831, and appointed Bisaka Singh his diwan, who attended
to the affairs of the country, whilst the prince took his pleasure in field sports,
to which he was much addicted.

The prince himself was an easy ruler, but neglected his charge and allowed
his diwan to extort money on his own account. A great famine at this time
also added to the miseries of the people; thousands died and many fled
the country to Hindústán and the Panjáb, where their wretched condition attracted
the notice of Ranjit Singh, who forthwith despatched Jemadar Kushial
Singh, with Bhai Gúrmukh Singh and Shaikh Gulam Mohy-u-dín, as a sort of committee to collect the revenue and watch Sher Singh and his diwan.

Kushial Singh on arrival assumed the control of the finances from the
diwan, 1832. He proved himself a cruel ruler; happily for the country he departed after six months, and Colonel Mián Singh was selected by the
Maharája, on account of his humane character, as a fit governor for the unhappy valley.

That officer accordingly proceeded towards Kashmir, but finding that Prince
Sher Singh had not yet seen fit to surrender his government, halted at Bara-
múla a month. At length that royal personage leisurely set out on his return
to Lahore, after having misruled the country upwards of three years. Mián
Singh assumed the government, 1833, and set himself to work to repair
the country, desolated by famine and oppression. Mián Singh seems to have been a kind, just man, who prevented his soldiers from oppressing the people,
a condition of things almost inseparable, as it would seem, from a military
occupation of a tributary country by Asiatic soldiery. His measures were successfull, and he was raised to the rank of general in 1836, as a mark of
acknowledgment for his services.

In 1838, great floods, to which the Kashmir valley has in all ages
been most subject, occurred, which forced the inhabitants to take to their
boats.

Shortly after the accession of Sher Singh, his incapacity led to various acts
of mutiny and violence among the troops; nor was this disaffection confined
to the capital, for it spread to Kashmir, and Mián Singh, the governor, was cruelly murdered by his soldiery, 1841. Thereupon a body of about
5,000 men was sent into the valley under the nominal command of Partáb
Singh, the son of Sher Singh, who was placed under the charge of Rája
Gulāb Singh. The troops advanced to the city of Kashmir without meeting with any resistance, but on being summonsed to surrender, the mutineers prepared to defend the entrenchments which they had formed on the south bank of the Dūlāh Ganga stream. After a bloody contest the rebel lines were carried, and the passes of the Pīr Panjāl being guarded by a large force under Mūn Jawahir Singh, the nephew of Gulāb Singh, only a very small remnant escaped. Gulāb Singh, having thus effected the object of his expedition, left Shaikh Mohy-u-din, a creature of his own, as governor of Kashmir, and departed with his troops for the Hazāra districts, where he is stated to have thrown every obstacle in the way of the small British force sent to the relief of their countrymen in Afgānīstān. From this time Gulāb Singh became virtually the master of the valley.

The exploits of the celebrated minister and military leader, Zorāwar, who is always called Zorāwar Singh, are intimately connected with the history of the state of Jamū. Originally a private soldier, this remarkable man first brought himself to the notice of Rāja Gulāb Singh by pointing out the manner in which great reductions might be made in the commissariat of the army; empowered by the rāja to give effect to the scheme he had proposed, he acquitted himself so admirably as to gain the fullest confidence of his master, who made proof of his gratitude by raising him to the position of governor of Kussal and Kishtwār, and eventually he received the title and office of wazīr. Cruel and unscrupulous to the people, his devotion to his master knew no bounds, and by his self-denying integrity he ministered to Gulāb Singh’s master passion, avarice.

Having subdued the greater part of the hill country north and north-east of Jamū, including Skardū, Little Tibet, and Ladāk, he projected a more extended expedition towards the Champā country and the lakes of Manassarowar, dazzling Gulāb Singh with tales of the gold mines to be found in those regions. Assisted by a small contingent from Kashmir, the whole force was collected at Leh in May 1841, and advanced to the plains to the north of Rudok; here Zorāwar waited, while he employed numbers of men searching for the gold which he had promised his credulous master. His enemies in the meantime were not idle, and having united their forces hastened to give him battle; he was soon surrounded by an overwhelming force and completely defeated on the 12th of December; Zorāwar himself, as well as the greater part of his force, was slain; some few having been taken prisoners, a very small remnant escaped to British territory by way of Almora.

The following brief sketch of the genealogical history of the Jamū family will not be here out of place. This family traces its history to the remotest antiquity. About the time of Cyrus, two Rājput brothers emigrated with their families and followers from a small village called Oopa or Oop, the original hereditary jāzīr of the family, in the vicinity of Oudh, and settled themselves on the banks of the Sutlej. For twenty-eight generations their
posterity followed warlike occupations and served under different masters, but always in or about the Panjáb. The twenty-eighth, Bija Singh or Bija, who is said to have lived about the year 369 of Vikramadita, is put down as the first who settled in the hills about the present Mirpur, and from henceforward the Rājpūts collected their families and formed a small colony in the hills north of Lahore, until the fifty-ninth generation, about the year 589 of the Hejra, when there seems to have been a general break-up of the colony, and the Rājpūts were scattered in different directions, one branch of the family settling at Chamba, another at Teera Kangra, while the two principal members of the family, Kirpal Dehu and his brother Singram Dehu, settled in the hills of Dhanman, where the present fort of Bhow stands. Ultimately the younger brother crossed the Tōi and erected a small habitation on the opposite bank, the site of the present Jamú.

The sixty-third chief of the family was the great Mal Dehu, who, aspiring to the title of rāja, was formally installed by his kinsmen and relatives about the year 749 of the Hejra. The rājaship descended through many generations until we find it vested in Drape Dehu, who died about 1742. This chief had four sons, Ranjit Dehu, Kousar Dehu, Sooruth Singh, and Bulwant Dehu. The first of these succeeded his father in 1742, and showed himself an able and active hill chief.

His reputation for justice and moderation extended as far as Lahore, and numerous families of high rank and large fortune fled to his territory and stronghold. He commenced the building of the present palace of Jamú, and in the year 1775, or five years before his death, the town had increased to about 3½ miles in circumference, about twice as large as the present day, and boasted 150,000 inhabitants.

Ranjit Dehu reigned in peace and prosperity until the year 1780, when he died. From his younger brother, Sooruth Singh, was descended Kusār or Kusār Singh, who had three sons; the eldest, Gulāb, was born about the year 1788; the second, Dehanū, was born in 1797; the youngest, Suchetū, was born in 1801. In the year 1807, when the Sikhs, under the Diwan Misr Chand, attacked Jamū, the eldest of these lads, Gulāb, greatly distinguished himself in a hand-to-hand fight with the enemy’s horsemen in the stony bed of the Tōi; this conduct so pleased Diwan Misr Chand that on his return to Lahore he described it in terms of glowing eulogy to his master Ranjit Singh. Hearing of this, Gulāb, who was then about nineteen years of age, taking with him his younger brother, Dehanū, hastened from Jamū to Lahore in the hope of pushing his fortunes in the court of the Sikh Maharāja; but for a long time his ambition was doomed to disappointment. At last the tide turned, and the Maharāja, pleased with the character and appearance of the brothers, directed them to remain in attendance upon him; but it was not until 1813, when, having at Ranjit’s request sent for their younger brother Suchetū, now a lad of about twelve years old, his
handsome face and graceful person immediately won for him the entire regard of the Maharājā, and the Rājpūt brothers became all in all at court. In 1818 the three brothers were created rājas, and the oldest became Rāja Gulāb Singh of Jamū. Taking leave of Ranjit and of Lahore, Rāja Gulāb Singh repaired at once to Jamū, to take possession of the seat of his ancestors as an almost independent prince.

Ambitious, avaricious, and cruel, the young rāja ruled his subjects with a rod of iron, and extended his power over all the petty independent chiefs of the neighbouring states.

Ghulām Moby-ū-dīn had been installed as governor of Kashmīr, 1842, and in the following year the secluded principality of Gilgit was over-run and annexed to Kashmīr. In the time of Moby-ū-dīn cholera created great havoc amongst the inhabitants, no less than 23,000 of whom are stated to have died in the city of Srinagar alone.

At length Ghulām Moby-ū-dīn, being in an infirm state of health, left his son Shaikh Usam-ū-dīn as governor, and proceeded towards Lahore to pay his respects at court. He was, however, taken ill on the road, returned to Kashmīr, and there died, after ruling the country five years.

In 1844 Gulāb Singh was out of favor with the Lahore darbār. His powerful brother Dhian Singh had been murdered in September 1843, and his younger brother Suchet Singh in March 1844. Dhian Singh's son, Hira Singh, and Pandit Julla were jealous of Gulāb Singh's growing power, and there was a dispute about Suchet Singh's estates which Gulāb Singh had seized. Meanwhile, troubles had arisen in Kashmīr, where the hill rājas, headed by Zabardast Khān of Mozafarabād, seriously threatened the governor Moby-ū-dīn. Gulāb Singh fostered this outbreak. At the end of 1844, Hira Singh and Pandit Julla were killed. Their successors in power were Jawahir Singh and Lal Singh, who put down the disturbances in the hill country of Kashmīr, and led the Sikh army towards Jamū. In April 1845, Gulāb Singh averted a contest by submission. He went to Lahore, and was called upon to pay a heavy fine and cede territory; he accepted these conditions and returned to Jamū in August 1845. Shortly afterwards the Lahore darbār was engaged in disturbances in Multān and the rising of Peshāwara Singh. The latter was encouraged by Gulāb Singh, but failed; then came the death of Jawahir Singh. Gulāb Singh still held back, and left the power at Lahore to Lal Singh and Tāj Singh.

In November 1846 the long-expected collision between the English and the Sikhs began. Our successes at Moodki and Ferozeshāh were costly, while at Badawal the Sikhs practically gained the day. The Sikh army then set aside its half-hearted leaders, Lal Singh and Tāj Singh, in favour of Gulāb Singh, who arrived at Lahore on the 27th January 1846, the day before the battle of Aliwāl. That was an important victory, and Gulāb Singh lost no time in making overtures to the Government of India. They were accepted, for the struggle with the Sikhs had been severe. But the Sikh army remained,
and it was not till after the battle of Sobraon that the way for negotiations was cleared.

First Treaty of Lahore.—The victory of the 10th February 1846 was followed by the occupation of Lahore and the submission of the Sikh government. Gulab Singh, the minister chosen by the army, was deputed to treat for peace; and the result was the first treaty of Lahore, signed on the 9th March 1846. Its main features were the recognition of a Sikh government at Lahore; the cession to the British government of Sikh possessions between the Beas and Sutlej, and between the Beas and the Indus; and the aggrandizement of Gulab Singh.

Then followed the separate treaty, concluded with Gulab Singh at Amritsar on 16th March 1846, by which he was handed over territory between the Ravi and the Indus, in consideration for which he was to pay to the British Government the sum of seventy-five lakhs of rupees. These two treaties will be found in full on page 3.

The policy of the arrangement thus made with Gulab Singh has been criticized in the light of later events. It will therefore be well to set forth the reasons assigned by Lord Hardinge for its adoption; and these will be found in the following extracts from two of his despatches to the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors:

(a) "It will be seen by the draft of treaty now forwarded that in consequence of the inability of the Lahore Government to pay the sum stipulated as indemnification for the expense of the war, or to give sufficient security for its eventual disbursement, the hill territories from the Beas river to the Indus, including the provinces of Kashmir and Hazara, have been ceded to the British Government.

"It is not my intention to take possession of the whole of this territory. Its occupation by us would be on many accounts disadvantageous. It would bring us into collision with many powerful chiefs for whose, coercion a large military establishment, at a great distance from our provinces and military resources, would be necessary. It would more than double the extent of our present frontier in countries assailable at every point, and most difficult to defend, without any corresponding advantages for such large additions of territory. New distant and conflicting interests would be created, and races of people with whom we have hitherto had no intercourse would be brought under our rule, while the territories, excepting Kashmir, are comparatively unproductive, and would scarcely pay the expenses of occupation and management.

"On the other hand, the tract now ceded includes the whole of the hill possessions of Raja Gulab Singh and the Jamby family; and, while the severance of this frontier line from the Lahore possessions materially weakens that State, and deprives it in the eyes of other Asiatic powers of much of its pride and position, its possession by us enables us at once to mark our sense of Raja Gulab Singh's conduct during the late operations, by rewarding him in the mode most in accordance with his ambitious desires, to show forth as an example to the other chiefs of Asia the benefits which accrue from an adherence to British interests, to create a strong and friendly power in a position to threaten and attack, should it be necessary to do so, the Lahore territories in their most vulnerable point, and at the same time to secure to ourselves that indemnification for the expenses of the campaign, which we declared our determination to exact and which, excepting by the cession of territory, the Lahore government is not in a condition to afford.

"Raja Gulab Singh has engaged to pay the crore of rupees demanded from the Lahore
State on being put by us in possession of the territory ceded by the fourth article of the draft treaty, on such terms and conditions as we may approve.

"It is highly expedient that the trans-Beas portion of Kulu and Mandi, with the more fertile district and strong position of Nûrûpûr, and the celebrated Fort Kangra, the key of the Himalayas in native estimation, with its district and dependencies, should be in our possession. These provinces lie together between the Beas and Chukkee rivers, and their occupation by us will be attended with little cost and great advantage. The Chukkee river in the hills will hereafter be our boundary to its source, and thence a line drawn to the Ravi river, and along its course and across the Chenab to the snowly ridges on the confines of Lahool. This line will be laid down by officers sent for the purpose, according to mutual agreement, and will be accurately surveyed.

"In consideration of the retention by us of the tract above described, a remission of twenty-five lakhs from the crore of rupees which Râja Gulâb Singh would otherwise have paid will be allowed, and the râja will pay the remaining seventy-five lakhs, of which fifty lakhs are to be made good at once, upon the ratification of the treaty, and the remaining twenty-five lakhs within six months from that date. Of the remaining portion of the territory ceded by article four of the draft treaty, the greater part, with the exception of the provinces of Kashmir and Hazâra, is already in the possession of Râja Gulâb Singh and his family, for which he has been bound hitherto to render military service to a small extent to the Lahore government, and to present annually a horse with gold trappings as a heriot to the State.

"The conditions which may be stipulated with Râja Gulâb Singh, and the treaty to which he may be admitted, will be reported in my next letter. Those conditions will be so drawn as to bind us to the least possible interference in his affairs consistently with the maintenance of our paramount position over the râja and his country.

"I may venture to state my opinion that the Sikh nation, as a great military power, has been effectually crushed; and although it has been left sufficiently strong to defend itself against any native power which may attack it, it never can, with its diminished population and revenues, repeat the efforts made during the last campaign."

(6) "I request your Honorable Committee's attention to the treaty made with the Maharâja Gulâb Singh, by which a Râjput principalcy of the hill districts has been constructed extending from the Ravi to the Indus, and including the province of Kashmir. The Maharâja is declared by the treaty independent of the Lahore State and under the protection of the British Government. As it was of the utmost importance to weaken the Sikh nation before its government should be re-established, I considered the appropriation of this part of the ceded territory to be the most expedient measure I could devise for that purpose, by which a Râjput dynasty will act as a counterpoise against the power of a Sikh prince, the son of the late Ranjit Singh, and both will have a common interest in resisting attempts on the part of any Muhammadan power to establish an independent state on this side of the Indus, or even to occupy Peshâwar."

With the treaty of Amritsar, the history of the Kashmir State as a political whole commences.

The rebellion of Shaikh Imam-û-din.—Gulâb Singh did not obtain possession of Kashmir without difficulty. When the treaty of Amritsar was concluded, this province was being held by Shaikh Imam-û-din as governor on behalf of the Lahore darbâr. Gulâb Singh regarded this man at first as a friend. He sent his own agent, Wazîr Lâkpat Rai, to Srinagar with a small body of troops. Imam-û-din made over to them the fort of Hari Parbat, which commands the city, and it was expected that he himself would soon quit the country. In four months' time, however, during which Gulâb Singh
remained inactive at Lahore, it became apparent that the Shaikh was not acting in good faith. He professed to be busy in winding up the affairs of his administration. But he collected a large number of troops, and gained the support of all the chiefs of the neighbouring hill country, notably the raja of Rajaor. Still Gulab Singh made no sign beyond sending a few more troops to Srinagar under Wazir Ratan; while the Sikh government was at least not zealous in fulfilling one of the main provisions of the treaty of Lahore. Urgent remonstrances were addressed to each of these parties by Colonel H. M. Lawrence, the Governor General's Agent for the North-West Frontier, but without material result. At last matters were brought to a crisis by Imam-ud-din. He attacked Gulab Singh's forces at Srinagar, defeated them, and besieged the survivors in the fort of Hari Parbat. Then Gulab Singh prayed for help from the Government of India. He declared that he had had no reason to mistrust Shaikh Imam-ud-din, whose conduct he attributed to the instigation of the Lahore wazir, Raja Lal Singh. The Governor General determined to afford all reasonable aid to Gulab Singh. But it was not easy to find out what he really wanted. After much fencing, he begged that British troops might occupy the country about Jamú, advancing no nearer to Kashmir than Bhimbar and Jasrota. To this proposal Lord Hardinge readily agreed, for he had no desire to undertake a winter campaign in Kashmir. Gulab Singh was accordingly urged to send all his own troops to Srinagar, and to provide supplies for the British troops about Jamú. Political officers were deputed to aid him with advice, while strong pressure was brought to bear on the Lahore darbar to send an auxiliary force.

The situation at one time looked critical; and its difficulty was enhanced by the extraordinary vacillation and incompetence displayed by Gulab Singh. The Governor General's Agent was so impressed by his behaviour that the wrote* to Lieutenant Edwards in these words:—

* Secret Consultation, 26th Decem-

ber 1846, No. 1123.

"You can tell the Maharaja in friendly but plain terms that his conduct in the Kashmir transaction had so surprised me, that I had asked his dinesh, Jowala Sahai, if the Maharaja considered he had paid too dearly for Kashmir and was desirous of cancelling the arrangement, as in that case there might be little difficulty in doing so."

Eventually effective measures were adopted. The forces of Gulab Singh and the Lahore darbar advanced on Srinagar, while British troops occupied the country round Jamú. There was no fighting, as Imam-ud-din at once surrendered. He excused his conduct by ascerting that he held written instructions from the Lahore darbar to retain Kashmir. A searching enquiry showed that this assertion was true. Raja Lal Singh had sent such instructions. But there was no evidence of complicity on the part of the whole darbar, and the Lahore troops who accompanied Gulab Singh had rendered good service. The Government of India, therefore, determined to treat Lal Singh's behaviour not as a breach of the treaty of Lahore, but as a personal offence. He was deposed from office, and removed in custody from Lahore to British India.
Suppression of the revolt.—By the end of 1846, therefore, Guláb Singh had been installed in Kashmir; and British troops were at once withdrawn from his territories. The main fact which is illustrated by Imam-u-d-dín’s revolt is, that Guláb Singh owed not only his title to, but his actual possession of, Kashmir, wholly to the support of the British power.

Conduct of Maharája Guláb Singh in 1849.—The last struggle of the Sikhs under Sardar Chattar Singh ended with the battle of Gójrát and the annexation of the Panjáb. The conduct of Guláb Singh during this crisis was at least suspicious.

Attack on Chilas: loss of Gilgit.—The years 1850 and 1852 were marked by a successful attack made by Kashmir troops on the small Yaghishtán State of Chilas. Two years later, Gauhar Amau of Yasin regained possession of Gilgit.

Death of Maharája Guláb Singh, and accession of Ranbir Singh. Distinguished services rendered by the Kashmir State in the Mutiny.—The Maharája Guláb Singh died on the 4th August 1857, and was succeeded by his eldest son Ranbir Singh.* The change of rulers in the Kashmir State happened at a critical time; but both the dying Maharája and his successor proved themselves to be staunch friends to the British Government in the troubles of 1857. Their services were well described in the following quotation from a minute recorded by Lord Lawrence just eleven years afterwards:—

* Secret Consultation, 25th September 1857, No. 1.
† The minute reproduces the official reports in Secret Consultation, 18th December 1857, Nos. 413-15.
‡ Political A, August 1868, No. 104.

"Maharája Guláb Singh was always an unpopular chief, both among the people of the Panjáb and among the English community. I need not here explain the grounds of this feeling, but so it was. And as the crisis in the Mutiny culminated in consequence of the protracted resistance of the mutineer troops in Delhi, the cry waxed loud and vehement that Maharája Guláb Singh was only watching events; that he was in strict alliance with our enemies, and only bided his time to strike with effect.

"At this time I may mention that it is no exaggeration to say that our position in the Panjáb was, to a great extent, at the Maharája’s mercy. From the banks of the Indus to those of the Hari, the mountain countries in his hands march with our northern boundary. The few British troops in the province were for the most part gathered together at Pasháwar, Lahore and Multán, and were sorely tried in holding the country, maintaining our supremacy, and overawing our enemies. Had Maharája Guláb Singh turned against us, his ability, his prestige, his experience, would have produced a great reaction against us, to say nothing of the material means at his disposal.

"At this time, writing from memory, I think it was towards the end of July or beginning of August, when I had been pressed by the officer commanding at Delhi to send to Delhi every native soldier on whom I could rely, in addition to the British troops on their way down, that I sent for díván Jowála Sahib, the minister of Maharája Guláb Singh. The díván was a subject of the British Government, and his family for the most part lived in British territory. I had known him since 1840, and had reason to believe that he was well affected to the British Government, and had considerable confidence in him myself.

"After sounding him very fully as to the general state of affairs, the feeling of the people in the Panjáb, I spoke to him regarding his master, the Maharája, and gathered from him that he was well disposed towards the British Government, and prepared to remain faith-
ful. On this I went a step further, and after alluding to the rumours which were flying about, I suggested that the díwan should move the Maharája to offer to send a selected body of his hill-men to help in the siege of Delhi. The díwan at first hesitated, but on my explaining what an advantage it would prove to the Maharája to come forward in such a crisis, provided His Highness really meant to act up to his engagements, the díwan entered into my views, and agreed to proceed to Jamú and ascertain the state of affairs; to communicate with the Maharája, should things appear to be propitious; and in short, to arrange, in that case, for the march of the troops. Within a week I not only heard that all had been properly managed, but that six picked regiments of infantry, two troops of cavalry, and a battery of artillery, amounting in all to rather more than 3,000 men, were on their way to Jullunder.

"No sooner was this known than all kinds of stories impugning the faith of the Maharája were circulatated through the country. It was said that these troops had in their ranks many Oudh men, relatives and friends of the mutineers, and that it was a settled plan that the whole force would go over to the enemy on their arrival at Delhi, just as the Sikh regiments under Rája Sher Singh had joined díwan Múrik at Multán in 1848.

"These stories made me very anxious, though I did not believe them. On the one hand, it was quite possible what was predicted might happen; on the other hand, the political importance of the move on the part of the Maharája in our favor was very great, to say nothing of its value in a military point of view. To hesitate then, to stop the Jamú troops, was to show the Maharája that I distrusted him, and perhaps to induce him to change his views and join against us.

"I again sent for the díwan, and again, to the best of my judgment, endeavoured to ascertain his views and the intentions of the Maharája. The díwan assured me most solemnly of their fidelity, and challenged any one to point out an Oudh soldier in the Jamú force. I determined to trust in these assurances, and arranged with the díwan that one of his brothers, a soldier of some experience, should be placed in charge of these troops on the part of the Maharája, while I sent my own brother, Captain R. C. Lawrence, and six selected British officers, on my side with these regiments.

"By the time the Jamú troops had reached Jullunder, I rode over and inspected them. I talked to all the leading native officers; saw that, as far as I could perceive, they were all hill-men; that they were in good spirits, willing to go on, as fairly equipped as I could expect. I sent them off the next day by rapid marches. From the time they crossed the Sutlej, cholera broke out in their ranks, notwithstanding which, and the great heat of the season of the year, particularly trying to men fresh from the mountain ranges, they pressed on without hesitation or murmure.

"During the storm of Delhi, a portion of these troops of the Maharája formed part of the column which attacked the advanced position of the mutineers in the suburbs of Delhi, with the view of making a diversion from the main object—the assault of the city. In this affair the Kashmir troops suffered considerably.

"The very day after Delhi fell, díwan Jowals Sahai's brother, the commander of these troops, and the Maharája's sukhí, both died of cholera, which circumstance greatly depressed the minds of the native officers and men. On this being reported to me by telegram, I urged the díwan to send off his younger brother to supply the place of the brother who had fallen at his post. To this request the díwan at once acceded; the young man mounted the mail cart that night, and within twenty-four hours was doing his duty with the troops of his master. I think that these were services which demand my grateful acknowledgments and the consideration of all Englishmen."

It was not until 1856 that Gilgit was recovered by the Maharája's troops; but in the following year Gauhar Amán for the fourth time recaptured the country from his step-brother, who had been appointed thánadar by the Maharája.
In 1860 Gauhar Amán died, and in the same year Colonel Lochan Singh, with the Maharájá's troops, attacked and took Gilgit from Waháb, the wazir of Gauhar Amán. Following up his success, Lochan Singh crossed over the Gilgit frontier and took the fort of Yasín on the 14th September 1860; but it was shortly afterwards recovered, with Panyal, by Malik Amán.

In April 1863, Malik Amán advanced on Gilgit, but was defeated by the Maharájá's troops at Kila Shimbar, or Shamir, in Yasín. In 1864 an attack on Hunza was contemplated, and was made in 1866 by the Maharájá's troops, assisted by certain Chitráli chiefs, but being deserted by their allies, the attack failed and the troops were overpowered.

Amán-ul-Mulk then laid siege to Gilgit, but the Maharájá's garrison successfully resisted until the arrival of reinforcements in August or September 1866, when the besiegers precipitately dispersed and returned to their homes.

In May 1867, Malik Amán and his brother Mir Vali made a fruitless attempt to wrest Panyal from Isa Bahádúr, a feudatory of the Maharájá's.

In recent years the chief events have been the famine in Kashmir during the years 1877-79, the earthquake of 1885, and the death of the Maharájá Ranbir Singh in August 1885.

Services.—The eminent services rendered by the Kashmir army in the Mutiny have been described. In 1868 a contingent from Kashmir co-operated with Brigadier-General Wihle's force against the Black Mountain tribes; and again in 1883 with Brigadier-General MacQueen’s force; and the Maharájá has, on several occasions, offered his troops to the British Government. In the last Afghan war His Highness was informed with grateful acknowledgments that it would be reckoned as valuable aid if his own frontiers were efficiently guarded.

The best known independent exploits of the Kashmir army are the capture of Chilas in 1854-55, the expedition against Yasín in 1863, and the defence of Gilgit in 1866-67.

Political aspect of the Kashmir Army.—The sixth article of the treaty of Amritsár binds the Maharájá of Kashmir “to join with the whole of his military force the British troops when employed within the hills or in the territories adjoining his possessions.” One object of the treaty was to establish a strong Rájpút power in Jamú and Kashmir, which would relieve the British Government of the defence of a difficult country. And clearly the army of the Kashmir State does cover an important part of the frontier of India. On the east and north it touches the fringes of the Chinese Empire; on the north-west its influence is felt among the small States south of the Hindú Kush reaching almost to the extreme eastern limit of the Afghan dominions; while on the west it holds in check for about 150 miles the turbulent tribes of the Indus valley, and affords some support to the British power in the mountainous country of Házárá.
Description of the Kashmir Army.*—Major Biddulph wrote a note about the Kashmir army in January 1880, which was supplemented by Mr Henvey in December 1882. The results arrived at are reproduced below. It must be understood that the accuracy of the figures is not vouched for.

Organisation.—The Kashmir army, as at present constituted, is the outcome of several different systems which have been unskilfully grafted one upon the other, and which still exist side by side instead of forming one harmonious whole. In addition to the usual divisions of artillery, cavalry, infantry, &c., there are three distinct forces in existence, besides special corps, viz., the Khola Fanj, the Jungi Fanj, and the Nizamat.

In the Jungi Fanj, again, certain administrative changes have taken place, which have not been thoroughly carried out, thereby leaving the force in an inchoate condition.

The Nizamat and special corps are localised, and are entirely separate from the army for general service, which, since 1877, has been divided into four small corps d’armées under the name of columns. Each column is composed of—

Jungi Fanj

- 4 regiments of infantry,
- 1 regiment of cavalry,
- 3 batteries of artillery,
- 4 companies of sappers and miners.

Khola Fanj

- 9 dostahs.

These represent a total (on paper) of 5,612 men.

In each column there is a sandadis or general, and a bakshi who is also styled “Officer Column.” The latter is a civilian, whose appointment is due to private influence, and who has the whole administration of the column in his hands. Everything connected with the pay, equipment, clothing, and warlike supplies for his column, are under his charge; but the weakness of the central authority allows him to interfere in matters of drill and discipline, and consequently there is a constant conflict of authority between him and the higher combatant officers. To assist him he has a said. The office of “Officer Column” is considered one of the most important under the Kashmir government.

Infantry.—The Jungi Fanj was originally formed by General Ventura, under Ranjit Singh, and consisted formerly of 26 battalions of infantry, each of four companies, and containing 430 men of all ranks under a colonel. In 1877, when the column formation was introduced, a small reduction of superior officers was effected by brigading two battalions together to form one regiment, and placing a colonel in charge of two regiments, so that the column officers consist of—

Pay.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakshi</td>
<td>from Rs200 to 300 per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakshi’s Naib</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandadis</td>
<td>312-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonels, each at</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 All computations are in English money.
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In practice, however, the sanadis and colonels identify themselves entirely with the regiment with which they happen to find themselves quartered, and exercise little authority over regiments at a distance which are nominally under them. The connection of the battalions also has not been thoroughly carried out, and the battalions, though linked together nominally, are still to all intents and purposes separate regiments. The regiments are not numbered, but have special names, and each, with slight exceptions, contains men of a single class only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of regiment</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rugho Partab</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hijli</td>
<td></td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupoonath</td>
<td></td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachman</td>
<td></td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruiraj</td>
<td></td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govind</td>
<td>Dogras and Sikhs</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruder</td>
<td>Purbahs</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubniah</td>
<td></td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fateh</td>
<td></td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-Guard</td>
<td></td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanuman</td>
<td>Garhokas</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partab</td>
<td></td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangdol</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulbudder</td>
<td></td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narain</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deri</td>
<td>Chibulisha</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugbir</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sher-bacha</td>
<td>Dogras</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosheshur</td>
<td></td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suri</td>
<td></td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur Singh</td>
<td>Garhokas</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gopal</td>
<td></td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td></td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregulars</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepoys of forte</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nizammat</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td></td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gagar</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>30,480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following are the numbers according to a statement of the resources of the Kashmir State in 1884, furnished by the Panjab Government:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infantry, with gunners and kadars</td>
<td>17,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry</td>
<td>1,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nizamat</td>
<td>7,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>27,143</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field guns 66. Fort guns 222.

This return was compiled for the Panjab Government by the Jamū and Kashmir Motamid.

A battalion consists of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay per month, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Commadan</td>
<td>63 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Wurdi-Major</td>
<td>each at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major</td>
<td>31 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Subadar, each at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Jemadar,</td>
<td>15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildar,</td>
<td>11 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sargen,</td>
<td>8 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Naiba,</td>
<td>8 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Kuria,</td>
<td>7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Sepoy,</td>
<td>7 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adjutant is *ex officio* second-in-command, and takes command in the absence of the commandant.

The wurdī-major fulfills the duties of an adjutant in a British regiment. The major acts as a regimental paymaster and quartermaster combined.

The battalion contains four companies, each of which is under the charge of a subadar.

The sargen acts as pay-havildar, keeps the rosters, and does the whole of the writing of his company, in which he is assisted by the kuria.

Gurkha and Mián Rajpūt sepoyos get ten annas a month extra pay, the former on account of the bravery displayed by a Gurkha regiment in 1852, during the war on the Gilgit frontier, and the latter on account of their being caste-fellows of the Maharāja.

The Jāgīrdar battalion gets no pay. It is composed of the sons, or substitutes, of men who held *jagir* from the government along the foot of the hills near Jamū, in return for which they are bound to furnish a man for military service. In some cases they themselves serve instead of providing a substitute. They are almost all Musalmāns, and form one of the finest-looking regiments in the army, in which they bear a high reputation. If the family fails to furnish a soldier or substitute, the *jagir* is resumed by the State. Each man receives ten annas monthly in cash, and his uniform free; he is subject to no deductions. The *jagirdar* system is falling into disuse.

---

1 A number of soldiers have been granted culturable land in lieu of their pay, and have been enlisted in the Nizamat; hence the strength of the Nizamat has increased and that of the army decreased since the previous year.
A certain number of enlisted camp-followers are borne on the strength of each battalion as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay per month,</th>
<th>₹ a. p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Armourer</td>
<td>9 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Armourers, each at</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Langris,</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Bhistis,</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They wear no uniform, and are not subject to deductions like other sepoys.

The duty of the langri is to receive and serve out the grain rations of his company, and on active service to cook for the company if required.

Uniform.—There are several kinds of uniform:—

Full-dress, consisting of scarlet tunic and white trousers, given by the State every four or five years.

A suit of white drill given by the State every second year.

A snuff-coloured suit (nushwur) of thin puttā, which was formerly supplied every second year and charged to the sepoys. It is now given yearly, the price being included in the monthly deduction from the sepoys’ pay.

A thick puttā coat every third year, for which the sepoys is charged ₹4-8 at the time of issue.

Two years ago a uniform of French grey felting, with red facings, was introduced into some regiments, and it is intended to clothe the whole army with it for ordinary wear, reserving the scarlet for use on special occasions only. It is thick, warm, and very serviceable.

Though definite periods are prescribed for the issue of uniforms, they are always greatly exceeded. The men strive to delay as long as possible the issue of those articles for which they pay, and are often in a state of rags long before the issue is actually made.

Officers are supplied with uniform as required at their own expense. That of a sanadī costs about ₹300.

The Khota Pauj, or Kushada Pauj, which now consists of infantry only, is the representative of the Kashmir army as it existed under Afghan rule before the conquest of Kashmir by the Sikhs. It is composed of Sikhs, Dogras, Pūrbehās and Pathāns, but the latter predominate, and till a few years ago the force was almost entirely Pathān. Of late years it has fallen into disfavor, and has been allowed to fall below its normal strength, while a greater number of Hindūs has been admitted to counterbalance the Pathān element. It now consists of less than 4,000 men, who are organised into bradris or brotherhoods. A bradri consists of—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay per month,</th>
<th>₹ a. p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Jemadar</td>
<td>6 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Havildar</td>
<td>4 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Nishanahf</td>
<td>4 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Sepoys, each at</td>
<td>4 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Mashri</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four bradris constitute a dusteh, which is commanded by a dustehddr, who receives Rs5-10 a month.

Three dustehs form the command of a sarddr, who receives Rs37-8 a month. A large proportion of the sardārs are now Rājpūts or Sikhs.

Each column has three sardārs with their men attached to it, and a major who acts as regimental paymaster to the nine dustehs. At first there was a sanadis of the Khola Fanj, as well as a sanadis of the Junji Fanj to each column; now this is the case in two columns only, which looks as if it is intended to allow the appointment to lapse and gradually change the relative status of the Khola Fanj altogether. The pay of a Khola Fanj sanadis is Rs25 a month.

The men of the Khola Fanj are supposed to supply their own arms, but in practice the arms are generally supplied by the State and charged to the men. Two men in each bradri carry a jazālī between them, the rest are armed with matchlocks, and each man carries a sword. All are undrilled. They hold many small outposts on the frontier, for which work they are well suited, especially when brought into contact with Musalmān tribes on the western frontier. They are much used for escort work and odd jobs of any description. They are, however, wanting in discipline, and have several times given trouble by mutinous conduct. On one occasion a bradri with its flag deserted to the enemy when in action on the Gilgit frontier. Uniform is supplied by the State every five or six years. It is of dark-blue cloth, with scarlet turban, breast purdah, and kamārband.

The force forms a refuge for most of the military waifs and strays in Northern India. Pathāns from Swāt and Būner, who have had to leave their homes on account of blood-feuds, men who have been discharged for misconduct from British regiments, all find a home in the Khola Fanj. Besides these are many Kashmirī Pathāns, who are a fine soldierly race. A considerable number of men travelling down-country to enlist in the British army are waylaid at Jhelum and inveigled into the Maharājā’s service by promises which are not carried out. The ordinary attraction held out is higher pay than that given by the British Government. Too late the recruit learns to his sorrow that a rupee in Kashmirī coinage is worth only half a British rupee, and is still more hardly earned by being withheld for months after it has become due.

Captain Barrow gives the following account of the troops paraded before Colonel Lockhart at Srinagar:

"Those paraded consisted of a weak battalion of infantry and two guns. The infantry were very fairly dressed and equipped, and drilled very creditably—certainly as well as the Nepalese. Their physique was fairly good, and I am convinced that with a month’s training under British officers they would be fit to take the field with our troops. Good arms and accoutrements are the chief requirements of their infantry. These may have been picked troops, and certainly some others I have seen, such as the sappers, are a ragged lot."

Cavalry.—Until 1877 the cavalry was organised as part of the Khola Fanj in squadrons of 120 of all ranks. On the formation of the army into columns,
the whole were formed into four regiments, one of which was attached to each column, by whose number it is distinguished. Each regiment is composed of four troops, and contains—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Commadans on</td>
<td>62 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Wuruf-Majors, each at</td>
<td>37 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Kasaldars,</td>
<td>31 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildars,</td>
<td>25 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sergeens,</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Dafadars,</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Kot-Dafadars,</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Sowars,</td>
<td>15 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The horses are the property of the men, who are supposed to feed them, but the practice is for the State to feed them and deduct the price from the men's pay. After all deductions a sowar is estimated to receive Rs.1½ a month in cash.

There used formerly to be a squadron of cuirassiers armed with lances, but on the institution of the column organisation the squadron was incorporated in one of the regiments, and the cuirasses taken into store. It is intended to make sufficient to equip a whole regiment.

**Artillery.**—Three batteries of different calibres are attached to each column:—

1 10-pr. of 6 guns. 1 4-pr. of 6 guns.
1 mountain battery of 4 guns.

The field batteries consist of brass smooth-bore pieces of the old pattern, drawn by six horses. The mountain guns are made in imitation of those presented to the Maharaja by the British Government in 1877. With the exception of that particular battery which is mounted on mules, the mountain guns are carried on men's backs, and are sometimes called dasti top. Thirty-six men are allowed to each gun. Part carry the gun itself, another set the limber, a third set the wheels, and a fourth the ammunition. Mr. Henvey saw the guns of a battery put together and got ready for action in a minute and a half.

A field battery consists of—

1 Commadans. 1 Sargens.
1 Major. 12 Naibs.
4 Jamadars. 1 Kuria.
6 Havildars. 71 Golundazis.

The mule battery has four havildars, eight naibs, and forty-eight golundazis, and the dasti top batteries have 14½ golundazis. There are also arti-
icer, workers, cloth-workers, smiths, &c., attached to each battery.

The pay is the same as that of corresponding ranks in the Jungi Fanj. The men are all Rájpúts or Panjábí Mosalmáns.

The full-dress uniform is a dark-blue tunic, braided in front with yellow lace like the British horse artillery.

According to the above, the number of field and mountain guns is sixty-four, but in an estimate given to Mr. Henvey by the díwán Anant Rám, the total was stated to be sixty-six.

The guns mounted in different forts are calculated by Mr. Henvey at 222. There is no means of estimating what number is in store.

Captain E. G. Barrow gives the following account of the kaḥár batteries:

"We were very much struck by the kaḥár battery. It is an excellent idea for hill warfare. . . . These people have eight men to carry their 3" brass smooth-bore guns, eight men carry the gun-carriage, four the wheels, and two men each ammunition box. Besides this each kaḥár carries one round in a pouch, so, without the ammunition boxes, you have twenty rounds with the gun."

He also gives the following account of the artillery paraded before Colonel Lockhart at Srinagar:

"The guns were a division of a kaḥár battery. The gunners were soldiers, but the gun, limbers, and ammunition were carried by kaḥárs. Their drill was fairly good, they limbered and unlimbered quickly enough, and, for an alpine country, I think the idea of a kaḥár battery is good. The Nipalese also use these coolie batteries. The equipment, however, is bad, and the material generally cumbersome. The guns were 3-pr. brass smooth-bore."

**Sappers and Miners.**—The sappers and miners consist of four regiments, one of which is attached to each column. Each regiment contains four companies, and consists of—

*Pay per month, R. a.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Adjutant</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Major</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jamadars, each at</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Havildars,</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sergees,</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Sappers,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are all low-caste men, and their physique is inferior to that of the ordinary rank and file. They are employed in menial offices, and receive no instruction. They are skilful in building bridges, but are unable to perform the simplest work without extra supervision. Tools are served out to them when any work has to be executed, but they keep none as part of their equipment. Their adjutant is generally a Mosalmán.

**The Nizamát.**—This is a local force of infantry, which was formed about
1871, and is distributed among the seven zillas of Jamú. Each zilla contains one regiment under a kommandan, of the same strength, officered and equipped in the same way as a battalion of the Jungi Fauj. The men are the sons of zamindars, and are employed within the limits of their own zilla on revenue and tahsil work. They are a drilled force, and are armed like the Jungi Fauj. The whole force is commanded by a colonel, and is administered directly by the warsir of Kashmir and the chief diwan. The men spend four or five months in every year at their own homes. The Nizamut is largely drawn on from time to time to fill up gaps in the Jungi Fauj, to which it acts as the principal source of supply for recruits.

**Body-guards.**—The Maharája’s body-guard consists of a regiment of infantry, about 600 strong, composed of Dográs, Sikhs, Gúrkhas, and Patháns. They are under the immediate supervision of the Maharája, and many of them are sons of zamindars and other minor officials. They receive higher pay than the rest of the army; they are fed from the Maharája’s kitchen, and are always about his person. Favor is shown to them in many ways. The men are appointed by the Maharája, and are personally known to him, and have the privilege of addressing him whenever they may desire it. Some of the sepoys receive as much as ₹50 a month, each man’s pay being fixed arbitrarily.

There is also a mounted body of Mián Rájputás, the caste to which the Maharája belongs, about 300 strong, called Ghorehors. They are not drilled, nor do they wear uniform. They receive no pay, but hold jagirs in compensation for service. Many of them are related to the Maharája’s family.

**The Páunch force.**—Rája Motí Singh of Páunch has an infantry force of about 1,000 men, mostly Dográs and Chibháís.

**Fort guards and outposts.**—Certain posts are held by special bodies of men who are engaged for this duty only. A number of small outposts on the frontier between Astor and Gilgit are held by Kashmiri Patháns, mostly from Maschípúra, where they enjoy jagirs on condition of furnishing a guard to the posts, for which they receive no other pay. They are bound to maintain 160 men for this service, who are changed yearly. They are undrilled and are armed like the Khola Fauj. There are altogether three reliefs of them, making a total of 480 men; but as they are not under adequate supervision, and their numbers are not fully maintained, they may be estimated for practical purposes at 400 men.

In Ladák there is a dasteh of the Khola Fauj (one hundred men) which has become localised, and is not included in the column establishment. It is, however, proposed to relieve them regularly, and absorb the dasteh into one of the columns.

A special body called kllawalas also exists. It is composed of men who are too old for field service, but are still considered capable of doing service on the ramparts. They are all over sixty years old, and are put on reduced pay on being relegated to this duty. The number of kllawalas scattered through the different forts in Jamú and Kashmir territory is variously estimated at from 500 to 3,000 men. It probably does not exceed half the latter number.
Total strength.—To sum up the total force at the disposal of the Kashmir government is as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Infantry</th>
<th>1,192</th>
<th>1,532</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>1,688</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jungi Fauj</td>
<td>14,336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khola Fauj</td>
<td>3,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nizamat</td>
<td>3,156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharaja’s body-guard</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mian’s body-guard</td>
<td>680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pindar force</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort and outpost guards</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td></td>
<td>222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>24,568</td>
<td>1,492</td>
<td>1,532</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>1,688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is also a police force of 2,000 men, half of whom are kept at Jamn and half in Kashmir.

Distribution.—Mr. Henvey at the end of 1882 put down the distribution of the troops thus:

Kashmir                      | 5,648 men. |
Jamn                         | 12,730     |
Astor                        | 1,604      |
Gilgit                       | 3,116      |
Mozaffarabadi                | 200        |
Various forts                | 4,593      |

In 1889 Captain Durand gave the following information regarding the present strength of the active army, exclusive of killadors:—

| Artillery                   | 2,667 |
| Cavalry                     | 630   |
| Infantry                    | 12,229 guns 66. |
| Irregulars                  | 15,536 |
|                             | 2,304 |
|                             | 17,730 |

At present (1889) the Kashmir army is being reorganized; it is proposed to form:

12 Infantry regiments, at 600 men each | 7,200 |
1 Body-guard regiment                | 600   |
1 Kushaba Fauj                      | 1,000 |
2 Cavalry regiments, at 350 men each | 70C |
1 Body-guard squadron                | 100   |
1 Artillery men                      | 400   |

10,000
The Maharája has placed the following troops at the disposal of the Imperial Government, to be quartered in Jamú:—

2 mountain batteries of about 100 men each  
1 regiment lancers about  
3 infantry regiments of about 634 men each  

2,445

Composition of Corps.

Mountain Battery,
1 Commandant.  
1 Subadar.  
1 Havildar-Major.  
6 Havildars.  
6 Naiks.  
2 Trumpeters.  
80 Gunners.  
100 Mules.  
(100 Drivers.)

Cavalry.
1 Commandant.  
2 Squadron Commanders.  
1 Adjutant.  
4 Rashidars.  
4 Jamadars.  
4 Kót Dafadars.  
4 Salétris.  
24 Dafadars.  
300 Sowars.

Infantry.
1 Commandant.  
1 Assistant Commandant.  
1 Adjutant.  
6 Subailars.  
6 Jamadars.  
30 Havildars.  
24 Naiks.  
12 Buglers.  
1 Bugla-Major.  
1 Havildar-Major.  
1 Armoor-Havildar.  
550 Sepoys.

The 1st Infantry (or Guard) Regiment will be composed entirely of Dogrsás, the 2nd (or Rifle) Regiment of Gúrkhas, and the 3rd (or Pioneer) Regiment, will be a mixed corps, consisting chiefly of Muhammadans. It will also contain a few Muzlí Sikh, and artizans of sorts.

It is thought that in addition to the above, in time all the standing army
that it would be necessary for the darbār to keep up would be 2,000 fully trained men for the defence of Gilgit. This would give a total of about 4,500 men, and would cause a great reduction in the present large military expenditure.

_Armament._—The armament is of the most heterogeneous description, and there are not less than six or seven kinds of firearms employed. Those now being made are of fair quality, of Enfield pattern. The ammunition is of bad quality, and no care is taken in the storing of it.

_Magazines._—Jamū.—The principal magazine lies 2 miles north of the city. It is capable of producing 1,000 maunds of powder per annum. The Jamū arsenal is reported to contain as many as 300 brass guns of light calibre.

_Rudān._—There is a small magazine here producing 200 maunds of powder per annum.

_Kānāchāk._—Eight miles from Jamū; saltpetre is manufactured here.

_Srinagar._—Near the fortress of Harf Parbat; it produces 250 _kharwāra_ of powder yearly.

_Mozafarabād, Astor, and Gilgit_ are usually supplied from Kashmir, but powder can be locally made in Astor, and, it is said, in Mozafarabād and Gilgit.

_Arms factories: Jamū._—This is the principal factory. Two foremen and one hundred and fifty workmen are employed; muzzle-loading rifles are turned out at the rate of a dozen in two months, but the workmanship is bad. Small mountain guns (probably the _dasti top_) are manufactured. Shells are made in large quantities, but the quality is bad. Matchlocks, blunderbusses, bayonets, swords, are freely made; and there are experiments constantly going on with Martini-Henry rifles, gatlings, and so forth, but local artisans are not capable of efficient work of this sort.

_Srinagar._—There is a factory near the Chaoni; sixty workmen are employed, rifles and carbines are made.

_Zainagam._—On the road to Gulmarg; twenty-five blacksmiths and ten workmen are engaged in the manufacture of muskets and swords.

The iron found in the country is not considered of sufficiently good quality for the purpose, and Bajaur iron, which is imported by way of Mozafarabād, is used in the manufacture of all gun barrels, except in the case of inferior sporting weapons.

This metal is sold in Srinagar at the rate of two seers for a chilāli rupee, the best Kashmirī iron costing about half as much.

All the blacksmiths and gun-makers, to the number of about thirty shops or more, inhabit the Nawatta quarter of the city, at the foot of the Harī Parbat hill; since the government gun-factory was abolished, about fourteen years ago, they have been principally employed in the manufacture of rifles and wall-pieces for His Highness's troops.
There is no systematic division of labor, and the number of weapons produced is apparently not great. It is said that each shop, in which four or five workmen are employed, turns out one wall-piece or one or two rifles a month. The government supplies all materials, and pays for the labor of manufacture at the rate of thirty chikli rupees for each rifle. Considering the rudeness of the tools employed, a very light, handy, and well-finished weapon is produced, though probably not an accurate piece, as the method of boring and rifling is extremely primitive. Kashmiri iron is used for all parts of the rifle except the barrel, and in the wall-pieces only the inner portion of the barrel is made of imported metal.

The bayonets are made of Kashmiri iron tipped with imported steel.

Rifles and small field pieces are also manufactured for the government at the village of Zainagam, in the Buru pargana; there are said to be about twenty-five men employed in the factory; the weapons there manufactured are of exactly similar pattern to those made in Srinagar; the system of boring and rifling is the same; the method is fully explained and illustrated in the Hand-Book of the Manufactures and Arts of the Panjab, Vol. II, page 288.

The stock of the piece is made of walnut wood, and the lock is adapted to both match and flint. It is said that the number of rifles produced in the Zainagam factory does not at present exceed five a month, but that this number could be increased should necessity arise.

At Srinagar the better quality of sporting weapons, guns, and rifles are made of Damascus twist, of which there are two kinds: in the better quality it is said that only sanukiya (arsenic) is used to produce the jawhar or damask; in the inferior description a similar result is obtained by the use of a mixture of kalai and sanukiya. Only imported iron is fit for the purpose; it is beaten into thin narrow bars about 3 feet long, and between each bar a layer of sanukiya is spread; the mass is then welded, and a bar of twisted metal, about the thickness of the little finger, is coiled round and welded on; the barrel is then shaped and bored, after which it is immersed in a mixture of khaiki; this process is said to take from one to four days to draw out the jawhar or damask according to the strength of the mixture and the nature of the metal.

Swords, knives, &c., are, it is said, made of foulad, which comes from Iran (Persia or from Syria even), or of steel, which is imported from the Panjab, or of kashi lohar from Bajaur, and sometimes of a mixture of all three metals. Of these, the foulad is the most expensive, costing, it is said, as much as sixteen chikli rupees a seer at Srinagar; ordinary steel is worth about half as much. Kashmiri iron is never used for the manufacture of swords, &c. Sword blades are not submitted to any chemical process to produce the waterering, which is so much admired; it is attained by tempering and polishing with a stone called haran. The export trade in fire-arms and sword blades, for which Kashmir was once famous, seems to have died out.

Besides the above it must be borne in mind that there are many private
gunsmiths in Kashmir, who are exceedingly skilful in imitating European weapons. It is believed they can convert muzzle-loading into breech-loading rifles, and the Maharaja perhaps makes use of them as contractors for the manufacture of arms.

**Preserve of arms to the Maharaja.**—In 1877 the Government of India Secret, July 1877, Nos. 61-64 and 1877 presented the Maharaja with a complete mountain battery of four rifled 7-pounder guns, four thousand Enfields and one thousand Snider rifles, with 200 rounds of ammunition for each rifle. The Maharaja and December 1877, No. 91, then requested that some troops might be taught to use the rifles, and twenty-one men were accordingly instructed at Sialkot, being attached for the purpose to the 15th Native Infantry.

**Powder Factory.**—In 1877 the Maharaja asked permission to obtain the services of “a native versed in the manufacture of gunpowder to superintend the powder factory in this country.” No objection was made, but it was said that the man’s employment must be “strictly limited to superintending the manufacture of powder only.”

**Cost of the army.**—The expenditure on the army was in 1887 estimated at 22 lakhs of British rupees. Till recently a number of charges were mixed up with the military charges which had no proper place among them. Of late a more correct system of accounts has been introduced, the items being separated under different heads.

**Composition of the army.**—The bulk of the army consists of Dogrs, a term that is generally used for hill Rajputs in the Panjab, but which properly denotes neither caste nor religion, and is applied to all the inhabitants of the province of Dugar, the tract of lower hill country lying between the Chenab and the Ravi. In point of fact, there is a considerable proportion of Musalmans among the Dogrs, though the greater number are Hindu. Those that take military service are mostly Rajputs, who are divided into two classes, viz., Mián Rajputs and ordinary Rajputs.

The sappers and miners are composed exclusively of low-caste men, such as Megha and Dúma, whose touch is defilement to a Rajput. Dogras Musalmans are the descendants of Hindu that have been forcibly converted to Islam, and still retain their caste names and many of their caste customs. Chibhál contains great numbers of Muhammadanised Rajputs.

In person the Dogrs are small men, averaging about 5 feet 4 inches, of slight make, and somewhat weak physique. Though wanting in muscular power and deficient in stamina, they are of a wiry and active nature, excellent marchers, and able to undergo great and prolonged fatigue where great muscular exertion is not required. In the Panjab they have acquired the character of being excessively stupid, which has given rise to a proverb—“The Dogra only wants horns and tail to be a bullock.” They have the reputation of being faithful to those they serve, and are not without a certain dogged tenacity, which renders them excellent material as soldiers.
Good as is the material to be found among the rank and file, as much can hardly be said for their officers, and several instances are known of a Dogrā force fleeing panic-stricken from a contemptible enemy. As a class, the Rājpūt officers are very inferior to the Sikh, Pathān, and Panjābī Musalman officers, of whom there are a considerable number. They are proud, lazy, and ignorant, few of them being even able to write, and their reputation for courage does not stand high. Like all Dogrās, they are great misers, and lose no opportunity of making money out of their subordinates. As a body, the officers are a great deal too old, at least half of them being of an age which would incapacitate them for prolonged hard work. The jealousy of authority being exercised by subordinates, which is visible in every phase of Kashmir administration, causes the superior officers to interfere in every petty detail, thereby depriving officers in the lower grades of all influence and authority.

Foreign recruits.—(1) Kūkās.—In the course of 1870 the Maharāja raised two companies of Kūkās, of one hundred men each, with the intention of making them the nucleus of a regular Kūkā regiment. His orders to the recruiters whom he sent into the Panjāb were to obtain men of good family and fine physique. The two hundred Kūkās were kept at Jamū for some little time. Thence they were transferred to Srinagar, where they were made much of. Presents were often bestowed on them irrespective of their pay, and a prominent place was assigned to those who wished to go to the wazir’s darbār. It was no uncommon occurrence for a party of them to attend darbār after morning parade. Suddenly in the end of the year they were all removed to Mozafarabād. This hasty departure is attributed to the desire of the Kashmir government to conceal the fact that it was employing men whom the British Government would not have in its ranks. After this the Kūkās were treated with less consideration, and within a short time they were dismissed.

The Panjāb Government has been directed to watch Kūkā recruiting by the Kashmir darbār.

(2) Africans.—At the end of 1878 the Maharāja expressed a wish to have an African body-guard. Nothing came of the idea, but the Officer on Special Duty was told to discourage it should any seemed likely to be unnecessarily expensive and open to other obvious objections.

(3) Gūrkhas and Pathāns.—Recent reports have stated that both Gūrkha and Pathān recruits are being enlisted for the Kashmir army. The attention of the Officer on Special Duty has been particularly directed to the matter.
Military Administration.—The whole army is nominally administered by the Maharaja's brother, Raja Ram Singh. He is aided by a musahib and a superintendent of the military department. The pay of the musahib is Rs 187.8 monthly, and he has several assistants.

Appointments and promotions are made by parwanae from Miran Ram Singh under orders from the Maharaja, but all candidates have to secure recommendation by money payments to their superior officers.

The lot of the ordinary sepoy is no enviable one. Badly clothed, badly fed, and subjected to a life often of great privation, in a service from which death is the only release, it is wonderful that men should be found to serve in any numbers. The feeling that military service is a duty owed to the State, and the Hindu's ready submission to constituted authority, form the best recruiting agents. The Dogra recruits are often mere boys, who have been induced by want and persuasion to enter the ranks in which they are retained by a feeling of comradeship and the difficulty of escape from the situation. The scanty pay is subject to numerous deductions for rations, clothing, carriage when marching, and the income tax or tambol, which is paid by every government official from the highest to the lowest. Under this latter head a sanadis is subject to a deduction of Rs 6.4 a month, besides which he is charged about Rs 4 for rations. Officers on lower pay are charged in proportion. The total deductions in the case of a sepoy of the Jungi Fauji is Rs 21.3, or 50 per cent. of his nominal pay. In addition to this a month's pay is deducted from each government servant on every occasion of a birth, marriage, or death in the Maharaja's family. The scanty pittance left after these deductions is still further reduced by the dishonesty of the bakshi. The sepoy's pay used to be withheld so as to be always from four months to a year in arrears, and it was occasionally as much as eighteen or twenty months overdue. At intervals, according to the bakshi's inclination, it is announced that four or five months' pay will be issued on a certain day. The bakshi, accompanied by the sanadis, colonels, and commandants, sits on a carpet, while each sepoy advances in turn. His accounts are rapidly read out to him by the bakshi's clerk, and the small sum shown to be due is handed to him minus the odd annas, which are retained as the bakshi's perquisite. Should he attempt to complain, he is hustled out or made a prisoner, and in any case finds his remonstrance results in his having to wait till next pay-day, several months, before he gets anything. The impossibility of redress, and the recollection that he has still several months' pay due to him in the bakshi's hands, compel him to content himself with whatever is offered him.

In Jamu, under the eye of the Maharaja, the rations issued are of good quality. In distant garrisons they are often very inferior, and much sickness and occasional deaths, arising chiefly from dyspepsia, are the result. It may happen that all the mills in a place are owned by the governor, no grain being allowed to be ground by the zamindars at any mill not belonging to him. Payment for grinding being always made in kind, a quantity of different grains is accumulated. This is all mixed together, charged to government as
fine wheat, and issued to the sepoy. A single handful of such stuff often contains wheat, barley, millet, peas, dal and maize mixed up together. After sifting this mixture the sepoy has to take it to be ground, for which he has to pay, and then he has to collect fuel for himself, which in some places is a matter of considerable difficulty.

It sometimes happens that a sepoy, when at a distant station, is desirous of going on leave to his home. This, though not authorised, is arranged by payments to the commissary and the bakshi. Or it may happen that he is desirous of quitting the service altogether to take up land on the death of some of his family. As there is no recognised arrangement by which a sepoy can get his discharge, he is obliged to purchase the consent of his colonel, who allows him to provide a substitute, whom also he is obliged to pay. The five or six months' pay due to him is forfeited to gain the assent of the bakshi.

Under such circumstances, the discipline of the army is not of a high order, but the Dogra is naturally patient and uncomplaining, and cases of insubordination are rare. With scanty food and scantier clothing he travels across the high snow passes north of Kashmir at all seasons without complaining, though often despatched on the most frivolous errands by his thoughtless superiors. Not a year passes in which a number are not lost altogether, and others rendered cripples for life from cold and exposure. Some years ago an entire regiment was thus lost in the snow, upwards of twelve hundred men, including their baggage coolies, perishing together.

Forts.—In December 1882, Mr. Henvey furnished a list of seventy-one forts in the Kashmir State, containing an aggregate garrison of 4,530 men, and a total of eighty-eight large and one hundred small guns. One half of these forts are in Jamú territory; twelve are in Pùsch; sixteen in Kashmir; five in Gilgit, and three in Ladák. A description of each of these forts is given on the next page.
### List of forts in the territory of the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the Wazirats.</th>
<th>Names of the forts.</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort.</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In the Wazirat of Kashmir.</td>
<td>Hari Parbat Fort</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Walls of this fort were built in the time of the Emperor Akbar, and the buildings were constructed by Jahar Khan, Bārakzāi. This fort is old. Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kāμrāj in Kashmir</td>
<td>Hauj Pir Fort</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>In Kakka territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Munafarābād in Kashmir territory</td>
<td>Baramula Fort</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort of Sankargarh</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Munafarabah Wazirat</td>
<td>Fort Gurgurah</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>This place is in the jagir of Sultan Muhammad Sultan, Bambā. In Bambā territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Katal, Bambā</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>This place belongs to the Kakkas and Bambā. There is no magazine in this fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Dupsā</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Munafarabād</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Nazosha</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Urī Fort</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Dūna</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Chikary</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>On the frontier of Yassān.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Karna</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>On the frontier of Yassān and Nagur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Khoranwāla</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Tārdā Devī</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Darwar</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total forts 16</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Forts in Gilgit Wazirat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the forts.</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort.</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Fort Gilgit²</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Sher</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Chaprot</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Haora²</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Būnjī²</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total forts 5</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ladāk Forts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the forts.</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort.</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ladāk</td>
<td>Fort Ladāk</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto Wazirat</td>
<td>Fort Laskar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Drās</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total forts 3</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

³ Captain Barrow gives an account of Sal fort garrison, about 60 irregulars.—F. E. Y.
³² Captain Barrow gives garrison as 600 infantry, 60 gunners. Armament, three brass mountain guns, one 6-pounder, 8 sher baches.
² Captain Barrow gives garrison as one battalion and 25 gunners, besides 600 irregulars and 300 jagudars.
⁴ Captain Barrow gives armament as a 13-inch brass gun and 6 sher baches.
### List of forts, &c.—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the Wazirat</th>
<th>Names of the forts</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forts in the Wazirat of Jamú.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In Jamú</td>
<td>Fort Bau</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>This fort is on the further bank of the river Tani, 3 miles from Jamú. This was built in the time of Rája Ránjit Deo. Built by Rája Suchat Singh. Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ranbirpura Wazirat</td>
<td>Fort Suchetgarh</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Suchetgarh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>120</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forts in Jasrota Wazirat.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jasrota Wazirat</td>
<td>Fort Jasamgarh</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>It was built in the time of Rája Lal Deo and Rája Híra Singh. On the hill Phaddó, near the frontier. At the foot of a hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Mastgarh</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Kaolya</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>62</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forts in the Wazirat of Kiosí.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bódí Wazirat</td>
<td>Fort Boodí</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>This was built by Rája Ratan Deo. This fort is very strong, and all the treasure of Rája Guláb Singh is buried here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Salar</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>155</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forts in the Wazirat of Kishíwár.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazírat Kishíwár</td>
<td>Fort Kishíwár</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This fort was built by the forefathers of Tágh Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forts in the Wazirat of Jhappal.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazírat Jhappal</td>
<td>Fort Jhappal</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ancient. This was built in the time of Rája Ranbir Singh. This is a strong fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Khuman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Rámpur, known as Rámpur.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Tharoch</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Mangla Devi</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Rámpurgarh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Mangla Mai</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 7</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>160</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Names of the Waizrats</td>
<td>Names of the forts</td>
<td>Number of men in each fort</td>
<td>Number of guns in each fort</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazirat Minawar</td>
<td>Fort Minawar</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Mirpur</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Rambot</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Burjan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Akur</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Deva Watala</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Mangano</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Barnala</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 8</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>110</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Forts in the Wazirat of Pando.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the Waizrats</th>
<th>Names of the forts</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazirat Pando</td>
<td>Fort Pando</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This was built in the old rajas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Bascoli</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Ranmager</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>845</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For the Waizrat of Udampur.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the Waizrats</th>
<th>Names of the forts</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazirat Udampur</td>
<td>Fort Udampur</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>This is built like a palace, but can be used as a fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Rangarh, known as Kotli.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This fort is on the Tani at a distance of 3 miles from Udampur, towards north.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Kanchat Singwala.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>On the Chenab; a strong fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Doda</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>This is in the tahsil of Ramban.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>125</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Forts in Badrawar in the jagir of Mirs Amar Singh, the third son of the Maharaja.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names of the Waizrats</th>
<th>Names of the forts</th>
<th>Number of men in each fort</th>
<th>Number of guns in each fort</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wazirat Badrawar</td>
<td>Fort Badrawar</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>This place and the fort are the jagir of Mirs Amar Singh, the third son of the Maharaja. Income is about Rs.5,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Wazirat Bhadur</td>
<td>Fort Sannatgarh</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Belongs to Bhadur Wazirat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wazirat Padu</td>
<td>Sudder Kot</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Belongs to Padu Wazirat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Karon</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total forts 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>870</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td>These forts were first in Badrawar, now in Padu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### List of forts, &c.—concluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In Pûnch</td>
<td>Fort Pûnch</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>This is the zanâna of Râja Moti Singh. The guards are under Devi Dâ. There is a magazine here. It is near Pûnch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Talafl Mahunder</td>
<td>Fort Mankôt</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This was built by Râja Jawâhir Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Talafl Bâgh</td>
<td>Fort Jawshirgarh</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Bâgh</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Talafl Sadl Masai</td>
<td>Fort Pârl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Nalpâri</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Talafl Bâgh</td>
<td>Fort Taemo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Palang</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Goora</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Palam dri</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Kudal</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Fort Kandri</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Forts 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>238</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total of all the forts, guns, and men in Kashmir and Jumâ territory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Forts</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladânâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaurata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâflâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kishkwâr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhâppal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minâwar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padu with Râm-pûr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udâmpûr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrwâr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of the forts in</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râja Moti Singh's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>territory.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Large 88, small 100.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Sialkot, 23rd December 1882._

F. Henvey,
Officer on Special Duty in Kashmir.
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Currency.—On the 13th July 1880, Mr. Henvey submitted the following memorandum regarding the coinage of the Kashmir State:

"There is at present much confusion in Kashmir, and considerable excitement among the trading people, with reference to the various silver coins in circulation.

"First.—The old Hari Singh rupee worth eight annas. These were introduced during the Sikh raj by Sar∂∂r Hari Singh. They are few in number, and are for the most part of full weight and good metal.

"Second.—The old chirki rupees, issued by the Maharaja Gulab Singh and valued originally at ten annas. In consequence of the dishonest practice of the Kashmir officials in charge of the mint, these old chirki rupees were greatly debased, and some years ago the dar∂∂r found itself forced to lower the value generally to eight annas; but the quantity of alloy differs to the extent of many annas, and, moreover, the device being rude and easily imitated, the Kashmir silversmiths have freely used their own coins along with the government money, and mixed in them as much copper as suited their purpose. The old chirki are spread all over the country, and they form the general circulating medium for petty trade.

"Third.—The new chirki rupees issued by the present Maharaja about ten or twelve years ago. They are of full weight and good metal, and are taken at the value of ten annas.

"Fourth.—The English or double rupees, rarely imitated and freely taken. Now when the new chirki were brought in, no attempt seems to have been made to recall the obsolete coins, and, further, the negligence of the government and of the police has suffered the operations of the coiners to go unchecked, though coining is of course forbidden by the laws of the country. From these causes it happens that, as before stated, the old and debased or counterfeit chirki are current in vast quantities. A recent theft of pas∂∂∂∂∂ was traced to certain goldsmiths of Srinagar, whose premises were searched, and there the police discovered coining implements. The matter being reported to the Maharaja, His Highness awoke to the loss which both the State and its subjects sustained by the continuance of the existing state of affairs, and he passed an order directing all who possessed old chirki to present them for examination. If the coins be recognised as from the government mint, the holders will receive full value in new chirki; if otherwise, the bad money is to be broken up. This measure has given rise to loud and widespread complaints. The people say that the coins are only distinguishable from one another by the varying quantity of alloy. The old chirki were notoriously debased by the officers of the mint; and as the practice of private coining has been winked at, or at least overlooked, the government ought not to make its subjects suffer for the bad coinage which has resulted therefrom. The case is difficult; on the one hand, it is clear that a debased coinage which owes its origin to the facts herein described ought to be recalled; on the other hand, the dar∂∂r is between the horns of a dilemma. Either the bulk of the population must suffer loss from the rejection and destruction of the bad coin, though issued from the mint itself or passed wholesale by coiners under the nose of the government, or the State must take the loss on its own shoulders. I am afraid the latter horn is not one upon which the dar∂∂r is likely to impale itself."

It may be added that in 1871-72 complaints were received from the Joint Commissioner at Leh about the depreciation of the chirki rupee in Ladh. A little before this the Maharaja had asked the government to enable him to get coining machinery. It was suggested that he should make use of the Calcutta mint, but he objected that to give up coining would be detrimental both to his revenue and his dignity. The government then ordered the Rurki workshops to
comply with the *darbár's* indent; and at the same time offered to supply blanks from the Calcutta mint.

Of a number of coins sent by Mr. Girdlestone to the Calcutta mint, the least valuable was equal to eight annas of British currency, and the most valuable to a trifle more than ten annas.

*Chilki*, or rája *Shahí*, rupees are coined at Srinagar. The coin contains six *mashas* of pure silver, and is equal to ten annas English standard. On one side is inscribed "Sheonath Sahæ," and on the reverse, "Zarb-i-Sreenuggur, Sumbat (year) IHS," with a cross.

The meaning of the letters IHS is said to be *Jesus Hominum Salvator*, and was inscribed by a native Christian, son of a native pastor, Anand Masih, who took service with Maharája Guláb Singh, and had these letters inscribed, as he told the rája they would be pleasing to the British.

Copper pice are coined at Srinagar and Jamú.

For all information regarding temples of Kashmir, see Dr. Neve's Tourist's Guide to Kashmir, Ladák, Skardú, &c., pages 77 to 91.
ABADAN—Lat. 35° 7'.  Long. 76° 32'.  Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Shyok river, in Khapálu (Baltistán). The Shyok here runs in two channels, each about 100 yards wide, average depth about 2 feet. A skin raft is kept here. The Shyok is navigable to some way below Shapálu village. (Thomson.)

ABDULOND—Lat. 34° 32'.  Long. 75° 19'.  Elev.
This place, which is called in the Dárd language Ābdulodi, contains but one house, the most easterly habitation in the Tilai valley; it lies near the source of the Kishan Ganga river on the road to Drás.

ABID—Lat. 33° 34'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
An encamping ground at the foot of the Bálil pass, from which it is distant 4 miles north.
A sheltered spot, but no houses or supplies. Snow in October. (All-good.)

ACHAMAL—Lat. 34° 33'.  Long. 76° 13'.  Elev.
A village, said to contain twenty-five houses, in Kargil (Baltistán). It lies near the right bank of the Wakha river, about 3 miles from its junction with the Sárú river. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans.

ACHAR—Lat. 34° 27'.  Long. 73° 38'.  Elev.
A hamlet containing two houses, surrounded by a few rice-fields; on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river.
It lies below the path between Núraseri and Panchgram, in the district of Mozafarabád.

ACHIBÁL, ACHIWUL, or SÁHIABÁD—Lat. 33° 41'.  Long. 75° 17'.  Elev.
A village situated at the extremity of the range of hills which separates the parganas of Bring and Kuthár; it lies about 6 miles south-east of Islamabád, from whence it is visible.
It is celebrated for a magnificent spring, the largest in Kashmír, which rises at the foot of the rocky spur of the Achibál Thang mountain, the main stream being carried through a fine pleasure-garden, which was made by the emperor Sháh Jahángír. This garden contains the remains of hasáms and other buildings; the stream, which falls over a cascade into a square tank, is shaded in its course through the garden by some magnificent chunár trees. In the middle of the tank is a small summer-house, and at its lower end crossing the stream is a baradári, but this work has of late been abandoned in favour of the neighbouring filature. The natives suppose the spring to be the reappearance of the river Bring, whose waters
suddenly disappear through a large fissure in its limestone bed, some miles to the eastward. Vigne considers that the probabilities are in favour of this supposition. He states that the water, though icy cold, is not very good for drinking.

The village, which contains about twenty-eight houses, and a mixed population of Hindús and Muhammadans, lies to the north and west of the garden and spring, and is shaded by fine trees.

There are seven families of Muhammadan zamindars, and a múlla, seven pandits, including two gosains, two patwaris, two zamindars, and a brahmin; and the following traders: a bania, two washermen, a barber, a milkman, two gardeners, a blacksmith, a carpenter, a baker, and a basket-maker; also two fakirs and a sepoy.

There is a masjid in the village, and the zárat of Saiád Sháháb-úd-dín of Baghdád, who is believed to have died here three hundred years ago.

Achibál is the tahsil of the Kuthár pargana, and was anciently called Sáhibabád.

There is a large government store-house in the village for the supply of necessaries to European travellers and sportsmen in the Muru Wardwán valley and the neighbouring mountains.

Table of distances from Achibál to places in its vicinity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achibál</td>
<td>Shángas</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Nowbág</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Kukár Nág</td>
<td>8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Sháhábád (Dár)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Varaúg</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACHINATHANG—Lat. 38° 31'. Long. 76° 43'. Elev.

A neat village on the right bank of the Indus in the governorship of Ladák. Inhabitants Ladákis. It is situated on a plateau of river-alluvium, 200 feet above the water. Near this place are to be seen shallow pits, from which Baltí gold-washers have dug earth which they carried down to the waterside to wash for gold.

At Achinathang the Indus valley begins to be rather less confined; the road along it is such that one can ride. (Drew.)

Below this village the valley narrows considerably, and is subject to chances of being dammed up by falling rocks and debris.

ACHUR—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.

A village in Gúrais, lying about four miles west of the fort; it is very picturesquely situated on the right bank of the Bürzil stream, at the point of its junction with the Kishán Ganga, which emerges opposite the village from a rocky, pine-clad gorge.
The village is surrounded with cultivation and trees; the inhabitants are Muhammadan zamindars, and number ten families. There is a masjid in the village. The water-supply is plentiful, both from the Bûrzil and the Dûdar Kad torrent, which flows by its northern side.

ACHURBAL—Lat. 34° 38'.
Long. 74° 57'.
Elev. 13,000'.
The mountain, which is so named in the Dârd dialect, is known as the Kishan Ganga by Hindús, and is called the Hubbur Kotan-ka-bâl by the Kashmiris.

The Achurbal mountain is a conical peak, having an elevation of over 13,000 feet, and stands out a conspicuous object at the south-east corner of the Gúrais valley.

ADAMABÁD—Lat. 33° 48'.
Long. 74° 17'.
Elev.
A village situated on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank of the Gagrin stream, at its confluence with the Dali Nar.

It is distant about 14 miles north-east of Pûnch, and contains about fifty houses, inhabited by Gûjars and Kashmiri Muhammadans.

ADDAI—
This stream, known as the Addai-ka-kutta, flows into the Dali Nar by its left bank, between the villages of Râjpûr and Pulara in Pûnch; it is fordable, being about 20 feet broad and of inconsiderable depth, and is crossed by the path from Pûnch towards the Tosha Maidân, Nûrpûr, and Sang Safíd passes.

ADDIDAK—Lat. 83° 3'.
Long. 74° 11'.
Elev. 1,200'.
A small custom-house and guard-room at the summit of the first ridge, about six miles north of Bhimbar, and the same distance south of Sâid-âbâd Sarâi, on the road into Kashmir.

ADUR—Lat. 33° 46'.
Long. 75° 10'.
Elev.
A small scattered village, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, on an island formed by two branches of the Lidan. It lies nearly midway between Islamabad and Bij-Belârâ.

AFFRAYDA—Lat. 34° 27'.
Long. 74° 7'.
Elev.
A village in the Uttar pargana, near the left bank of the Êdj nala, south-west of Shalûra. In the village is a large water-mill. (Montgomery.)

AFITH—Lat. 33° 51'.
Long. 75° 35'.
Elev.
A village in the Maru Wardwân valley, on the left bank of the river, about a mile north-west of Mangil, half-way between Inshin and Basman.

It contains seven houses, a masjid, and the zâfrat of the Char-yar, or four companions of Muhammad. There is a little grass and a few trees about the village, which is built on the bank of the Kûrû stream; a path lies up the valley of this stream to Phirdala, a grazing ground in the
AGA—AJI

Zagnai valley, which is much frequented late in summer, when the snows have melted. The track to the Zagnai valley by the Mangil Nai, a little to the south, is said to be preferred. There is a kadal bridge over the Maru Wardwán river between Afith and Snedramman.

AGAR—

A stream which drains the western slopes of the mountains in the Chikar district, south of Mozafarabad; it flows in a north-westerly direction, and empties itself into the Jhelum, in latitude 34° 12', longitude 73° 32'. Captain Allgood mentions this stream in his Kashmir Routes under the name of 'Arood Kuss.'

The river is now crossed by a fine new bridge, about a mile from its mouth. (Barrow.)

AGAR—Lat 33° 23'.  Long. 73° 56'.  Elev.

A village in Naoshera, lying in the Kotli valley, about 2 miles south of that town, at the foot of the low hills just to the east of the path to Mirpur. There are about thirty houses in the village.

AGHAM on UGHAM—Lat. 34°18'.  Long. 77° 54'.  Elev. 10,500'.

A village in the Nubra district, on the left bank of the Shyok, at the junction of the Dagar stream. It is the third march from Leh (314 miles) on the winter route by the Karakoram pass to Yarkand. (Drew.)

AHA TUNG—Lat. 34° 15'.  Long. 74° 43'.  Elev. 6,290'.

The hill which bounds the southern face of the Manas Bal lake, and is remarkable owing to its isolated position and abrupt rise, from the level of the surrounding country, of 1,000 feet. The hill is said to have been so named after a fakir. The sides of the hill are rugged and covered with low jungle, amongst which the prongos plant and dwarf juniper grow.

AIK RIVER—

A small stream with broad, shifting, sandy bed, flowing south-west towards Sialkot. It generally has water which is used for irrigation along the banks by means of lifts. There are one or two ruined mud forts near its course. That at Treva is now only a mud heap; the one at Narea is in better preservation. (Wingate.)

AJANABAD—Lat. 33° 34'.  Long. 74° 25'.  Elev.

A small village near Tana and between it and Baramgala, at the foot of the Rattan Pir range. It is situated to the east of the road and considerably above it. (Ince.)

AJIMGARH—Lat. 33° 24'.  Long. 74° 15'.  Elev.

A fort situated on the range of hills west of the road from Rajaoiri to Punch by the Bhimbar Gali. It is said to be a work of some strength, and is distant five kes from the town of Rajaoiri. (Hügel.)
AJJUS—Lat. 33° 20’. Long. 74° 43’. Elev.
A small village to the east of the Wular lake, on the bridle road which circles it.

AKHAL—Lat. 33° 37’. Long. 75° 6’. Elev.
A small village in the Khünd valley, in the Diosur pargana. There are some fine trees about the village, which is supplied with water from a stream.

AKNÚR—Lat. 32° 54’. Long. 74° 48’. Elev. 6,142’.
A small town on the right bank of the Chenáb, which is here a strong, clear, and rapid stream, with a stony bottom; the water is of icy coldness. On the east of the town, with one face resting on the river and commanding the ferry, is a considerable brick fort. It is almost a square, and its sides are about 200 yards in length. The walls are 3 feet thick, and too high for scaling-ladders. No cannon can be mounted on them, as there is no terreplein.

There is one entrance gate by the river and another on the land side. The walls are crowned with battlements of the same kind as one sees in the Mogul forts throughout Hindústán. The fort was built ninety or one hundred years ago by Mián Táj Singh. It is now occupied by troops of the central government; but some of the descendants of Táj Singh live in the town.

There is no well inside the fort. Two or three ferry-boats ply across the stream opposite to it. When the river is swollen two journeys each way is as much as can be done in one day.

Aknúr is distant about 18 miles from Jamú, 36 from Bhimbar, and 86 miles, or eight marches, from Shupian by the Búdíl pass, and the same number of marches, or 90 miles, from Rájaorí.

The town is built on a terrace above the river, which is overlooked by a few houses of the better sort, while the part behind is mean and dirty. A little above the fort are found traces of a former city. Near Aknúr is a place where the Chenáb was bridged by one of the invaders of India, who passed his army across at the spot.

The inhabitants of Aknúr are much mixed; a portion of them are of the same various castes as about Jamú; but there are a large number besides of Muhammadans who bear the name of Kashmiri, and, doubtless, were originally of that nation. Unlike, however, Kashmiri settlers in other parts, who usually retain distinct their language, ways, and looks, these have lost their native tongue, and speak only Panjábí, and, in appearance and character, though very different from the Dográs, yet are not recognisably Kashmiris.

Aknúr has two or three circumstances that should make it flourish as a town. It is where three or four roads, some bearing much traffic, converge;
it is just within reach of boats that navigate the Chenāb, this position being made use of chiefly for building boats, and sending them down for sale; thirdly, Akmūr is where the timber from the mountains that floats down the river is caught and stored. This last business brings much employment and gain to the people.

The surrounding country is fruitful and well cultivated. Supplies plentiful. (Hügel—Allgood—Drew.)

AKSAI CHIN—Fide "Lingizithang."

AKTĀGH—Fide "Malik Shah."

ALCHI—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 77° 14'. Elev.
A village of seventy or eighty houses on the left bank of the Indus in the kurdari of Saspul (Ladāk). There is a path through this village to the Zanskar, via the Strakspir pass, which Ward says is open from about 15th June. (Agtmar.)

ALCHURI—Lat. 35° 32'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistan). As far as this the road up the left bank of the Shigar river is good. Above Alchuri it becomes very difficult. It contains fifty-five houses. (Agtmar.)

ALIABĀD—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 8'. Elev.
A small village at the southern foot of the Hajī Pir range, on the road between Funch and Srinagar, from which places it is distant 18 and 71 miles respectively. The village is built on the east side of the road, and contains about fifteen huts. There is a bungalow for the accommodation of travellers, consisting of a single room, 26 x 14 feet, prettily situated about 200 yards below the village, in the midst of small green meadows; adjoining it are the ruins of an old sarāi. Water and supplies obtainable. (Ince.)

ALIABĀD SARĀI—Lat. 33°39'. Long. 74°30'. Elev. 9700'.
A halting-place to the north of the Pir Panjāl pass, on the road between Bhimbar and Srinagar, 84 miles distant from Bhimbar and 46 from Srinagar.

The sarāi (which offers bad accommodation to travellers) stands alone in wild and dreary solitude, and during the wintry portion of the year is buried in snow and unvisited. It is situated about half-way up the side of a lofty range of mountains, which forms one side of a long, deep, and narrow valley, traversed by a torrent which flows from the Nandan Sar.

Some supplies are procurable during such time as the pass is open; fodder is extremely plentiful, also wood and water; there is a fair encamping ground. The roads from Rājaorī via the Nandan Sar and the Darhal pass debouch here. (Figne—Hügel—Allgood—Ince.)
ALIBRANSA PASS—Lat. 35° 15'.  Long. 76° 54'.  Elev.
This is a pass across the Karakoram Mountains, which, Vigne says, leads from Skardú to Yárkand.  It is at the head of the Saltoro, a considerable tributary which joins the Shyok opposite Khapálu.  "The appearance of this pass," says Vigne, "was different from any that I had yet visited; as its sides were formed of perpendicular pinacles of gneiss, some of them being cleanly scarped from a height of 2,000 feet directly down to the bed of the valley; and to complete the pre-eminently wild and Ultima-Thule-like appearance of the place, there was scarcely an interval between the precipices that was not occupied by a magnificent glacier."

This traveller was unable to accomplish the ascent of the pass, though he attained to an elevation of about 13,000 feet, the glaciers proving insurmountable.  (Vigne, II, pp. 383-7.) This pass has not been used for a great many years, and its existence is only vaguely known to the inhabitants of Khapálu (Aylmer).

ALIKOR—Lat. 34° 22'.  Long. 73° 47'.  Elev.
A small village which lies high up on the mountain side, above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga; it contains four houses inhabited by pahári fakirs.

The foot-path from Titwal towards Mozafarabád lies down the valley a considerable distance below the village; the track for cattle passes through the village, and is said to be rough and dangerous, involving a long ascent and descent.

ALSER—Lat. 34° 29'.  Long. 74° 8'.  Elev.
A village situated a little distance from the left bank of the Kamil river, about 2 miles west of Shalúrah, on the path towards the Karan valley.

It contains twelve houses and a masjid; the inhabitants are all Muhammdans.  There are some fine walnut and other fruit-trees in the village, and much rice cultivation about it.

ALSÚ or ALSOA—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 74° 35'.  Elev. 5,200'.
A considerable village about a mile from the north-western shore of the Wular lake.  The houses are scattered on the slope of the hill.

There is a road leading from it to Lalpúr, which is the chief town in the Loláb valley, and about 10 miles distant towards the north-west.

The village is supplied with water from a stream; there are no shops, and supplies are not usually procurable.  Boats are always procurable.

ALUMPI LA—Lat. 35° 14'.  Long. 75° 15'.  Elev. 15,200'.
A pass on the road from Skardú to Astor.  Godwin-Austen found several skeletons on the pass.  Fifty men had perished here—coolies proceeding from Khapálu to Gilgit.  He says the same fate would have overtaken himself and party if a snow-storm had come on, as it is then impossible to advance or return over such ground as the road leads.  Vigne
ascended this pass twice; upon the first occasion with but little fatigue, but on the second, in consequence of the softer state of the snow, he says he had seldom had a more trying walk.

"The crest of the pass is a rocky and mural ridge, a low precipice, in which, by constant use, the Tibetans have worn a succession of stepping-places. Horses cannot enter the valley of the Indus by this road; they must either wait for the melting of the snow on Deotsah, or on Ranok La, the pass to which joins the descent from Alumpi La near Shikar Thang." (Godwin-Austen—Vigne, II, p. 217)

This pass is said to be open for foot-passengers only, at the end of May. (Aylmer.)

AMRAWATI—
A small stream which flows into the Manas Bal lake at the northern extremity. The ground over which it flows is so white that it looks at a distance like a foaming cataract, and this is the very spot where Karakotsa is said to have turned the waters into milk. (Hügel.)

AMRGRARH—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
A fort on the Addidak ridge, about 9 miles north-east of Bhimbar, and about 4 miles distant from the road leading into Kashmir. The fort was built by Dhan Singh. Vigne, who examined it through his telescope, gives the following description of it: "It is apparently built on a ridge over the precipitous bank of a ravine to the westward of it, but is commanded from other eminences at no great distance. It seemed to be of stone and of very solid masonry, with curtains and towers formed on a rectangular outline." (Vigne—Allgood.)

AMRṆĀTH—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev. of survey station 16,442 feet; of snowy peak, 17,321 feet.
This lofty mountain is situated on the confines of Kashmir, to the north-east, near the source of the Sind river.

The celebrated cave, which is annually visited not only by the Hindus of Kashmir, but by the pilgrims of that faith from Hindustan, of every rank and caste, is an enormous fissure on the south side of the mountain, situated in a deep and narrow valley, which is bounded by steep and lofty mountains, and traversed by a torrent which flows from a very large glacier at its upper end. The opening of the cave is about 200 or 300 feet above the torrent, and the path leading up to it is steep and rocky; it passes straight inwards for about 75 feet, and then turns to the right for about 125 feet; the height of the cave varies from 10 to 50 feet, and large drops of water are constantly trickling down from its roof.

A great festival takes place in the Hindu month Sawan, the day depending upon the moon’s age (in 1870 it occurred on the 11th August).

After performing their ablutions and prostrations at Ganeshal, in the Lidar valley, the pilgrims proceed to Palgām, and thence follow up the
defile to the right to a place in the forest called Chandanwari. The only dwelling to be found on the way beyond Palgam is about 3 miles thence up the defile. Afterwards the path, though worn by the pilgrimages of ages, is rocky and fatiguing, though usually in no way dangerous. A second and steep ascent begins from Chandanwari, after which the pilgrims find themselves in a long open valley formed between the mountain peaks rising to 1,000 feet above it on each side, the valley itself being elevated above the limit of forest. Having performed their ablutions in the Shisha Nág, they encamp on the grassy plain to the north of the lake; on the next stage they cross another ridge by an easy pass to the north-east of the Sachkach mountain, and descend into the grassy valley of the five streams, encamping for the night at the foot of the spur forming the southern boundary of the Amrnáth valley. Next morning, long before daybreak, the camp is astir, and old and young of both sexes, hale and decrepit, begin their last, and by far the most toilsome, ascent. The long train of pilgrims winds slowly over the lofty spur, descending its steep side into the narrow valley at the foot of the Amrnáth mountain, and performing their ablutions in the Amr Veyut, the stream which flows at the bottom; the men divest themselves of all clothing, and enter the cave either entirely naked, or with pieces of birch-bark, which do duty for fig-leaves. The women content themselves for the most part with laying aside all superfluous articles of clothing, and shrouding themselves in a long sheet or blanket.

The pilgrims find their way back to Palgam by a different route from that by which they arrived, crossing the pass to the north-west of the Sachkach mountain, and passing down through the Astan Marg and Zanin, which is said to be the most difficult and dangerous part of the route.

Vigne explains that Amr signifies the immortal, and náth is a Sanskrit word applied to the principal Hindú divinities, as lords and masters, chiefly to Vishnu or Krishna, and occasionally to Siva, and also to the place where they are worshipped and supposed more particularly to reside.

The name prefixed is sometimes that of the place, sometimes that of the builder of the shrine.

ANAIKÓT—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A village towards the eastern end of the Tilail valley; it is called in the Dárd dialect Agaiektót, and consists of three houses, scattered high on the hillside, around the ruins of an old fort.

The Ráman river is usually bridged below this village.

ANAR—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 73° 47'. Elev.
A large village, situated about 3 miles north of Chaomuk, on the right bank of the Púinch Toi, which is here high and steep.

With the exception of three Hindú shopkeepers, the inhabitants are
all Muhammadans of the Jat and Sao castes, and number about fifty families, including a blacksmith, a carpenter, and three dyers.

There is a kotwali and a masjid in the village; also a baoli and two wells.

ANAT NÁG—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev. Is the Kashmiri name given to the celebrated spring at Islamabád, which issues from the foot of the table-land, to the westward of which the town stands. Its waters are received into tanks, whose sides are built up with stone, embellished with a wooden pavilion, and overshadowed with large chunár trees.

The name of the spring is derived from Anat Nág, or Ananta Nág, the spring of Anant, the serpent of Vishnu, and the emblem of eternity; it is esteemed sacred by the Hindús. About 100 yards east of the Anat Nág is another spring called the Souur Pookur, the water of which is held in great estimation for drinking purposes.

Two other springs rise close by, the Sulik Nág and the Mulik Nág; both flow into the same tank: the Sulik Nág is sulphurous, while the Mulik Nág bubbles up in the form of a fountain, and is pure and fresh.

A pargana and one of the three zillas in the Miraj division; also the chief town of the pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, towards the south-east end of the valley of Kashmir. Its ancient name was Anyeche; it is now called Islamabád by Muhammadans, and Anat Nág by Hindús and Sikhs. (See "Islamabád."

ANCHAR—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A lake, or more correctly a morass, lying to the north-west of the city of Srinagar; it is caused by the overflow of the waters of the Sind river. In shape it is triangular, the apex pointing towards the city; its greatest length is about 7 miles, and the greatest breadth about 5.

The Nali Mar canal, which flows through the northern portion of the city, empties itself into the Anchar lake. (Irace—Journal, Asiatic Society.)

ANDRA—Lat. 33° 4'. Long. 74° 43'. Elev.
A village situated in a pretty little valley, a few miles south-west of Poni; it lies on the road from Ankúr to Réjaorí, but affords little accommodation. (Figne.)

ANS—

This river takes its rise on the southern slopes of the Pansál range, at the foot of the Rupri pass, and, as the Panchgábar stream, flows for some distance in a south-westerly direction, it then turns due east and receives by its left bank the waters of the Chúni Perai stream, which flows from the foot of the Búdli pass, and a few miles further on is joined on the same bank by the Gulábgarh stream; from this point the river bends to the south,
and flowing continuously towards that point, empties itself into the Chenab near the fort of Arnas, on the right bank; in lat. 33° 11', long. 74° 51', a few miles north of the town of Biási.

**AOR—ARA**

**Lat. 34° 33'.** Long. 74° 15'. Elev. 6,000' approx.

A village in the Uttar pargana. It is a halting-place on the road from the Kashmir valley to the Kishan Ganga via the Sitalwan pass. The camping ground is small and bad, but there is a good spring and lots of shade. Coolies have to be procured from other villages; a lot of Indian-corn is grown here. There are said to be one hundred houses in the village, divided as follows: forty families of sepoys, forty Gujarais, fifteen Chaks, three zamindars, etc. The resources are put down as twenty horses, five hundred head of cattle, and seven hundred sheep. *(Algimer.)*

**ARA—Lat. 33° 18'.** Long. 73° 49'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Púch Tói, about a mile north of Chaumuk, on the road to Sensar. It is shaded by fine trees; there are about twenty houses in the village; the inhabitants are all Muhammadans, including three Saiadis.

**ARABUL—Lat. 33° 40'.** Long. 74° 49'. Elev.

A celebrated waterfall, formed by the Veshaú river in a rocky gorge, about 2 miles south of the village of Sedan, in the Ardwin pargana, and 6 miles south-west of Shupion. A good view of the fall may be obtained from the right bank of the river, which flows in a deep channel about 40 feet wide. It first drops over a ledge of rock about 15 feet high, in a series of cascades, which are caught in a large pool, the lower end of which is closed by rocky walls, which jut out from either side of the gorge; the water rises to within a few feet of the top of these walls; between them is an opening about 12 feet wide, through which the collected waters rush, falling some 25 feet in a sheet of white foam. The rocks on the left bank of the river are bare and precipitous; those on the right bank are almost as steep, but are clothed with forest. Numbers of pigeons fly about the falls.

Vigne remarks that in spring, during the melting of the snows, the rush of water is tremendous; but the beauty of the place is not owing to its volume, or the height of its fall, which does not exceed 25 feet, but to its dark, deep, and precipitous sides, the thick pine forest that surrounds it, and the relief that is afforded by the snows of the Pir Panjál, rising majestically behind it.

Arabul is a place of peculiar sanctity with the Hindús, and as such is frequently visited by them; and the precipice overhanging its flood has been upon several occasions the last resting-place for the feet of the Hindú suicide.
ARA—ARI

GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

ARAMÚRA—Lat. 34° 6'.  Long. 74° 49'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about a mile west of Srinagar, on the path to Sylhóg. It consists of a few huts on the edge of a morass. A little tobacco is grown near this village.

ARAMPÚRA—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 74° 20'.  Elev.
See "Külangam."

ARANDÚ—Lat. 35° 52'.  Long. 75° 24'.  Elev.
The highest village in the Básha valley, close to the end of a huge glacier (the Chogo Loomba), which fills up the end of the valley with its great mass of ice, black with stone-heaps and dirt. The elevation is between 10,000 and 11,000 feet. At Arandú the ground is cultivated close up to the glacier. (Drew—Godwin-Austen.)

It contains twenty houses; there is also a fort or blockhouse garrisoned by five or six sepoys from the Shigar fort. (Aylmer.)

ARAT—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
A small village which lies on the western edge of the Hokarsar morass, north of the road from Srinagar, towards Makaháma. It contains about half a dozen houses and a government stable.

ARATS—Lat. 34° 14'.  Long. 74° 49'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Sind river, north of Srinagar; it is the tahsil of the Lar pargana. Much of the pulp used in the paper factories in Srinagar is prepared in this village.

ARDWIN—

A pargana in Miraj, included in the Shupion zilla. It comprises the district on the left bank of the Veshaú river. The tahsil is at Mohunpúra. The Ardwin pargana is said to have been the first formed.

ARGHAN—

A hybrid class, resulting from the intermarriage of foreign Asiatics with Ladáki women; they are largely employed as mule and pony drivers, on the various roads leading to and from Leh. (Manifold.)

ARIGAM—Lat. 33° 51'.  Long. 74° 23'.  Elev.
Called also Yarigam.

A small village in Púnc, situated on the steep slopes of the hill, in a narrow valley to the west of the Tosha Maidán pass, above the right bank of the Dali Nar stream, about 21 miles north-east of Púnc by a fair path. But few trees grow in the vicinity of the village, and dry crops are alone cultivated.

On the slopes of the mountains above the village are numerous doks and pasture lands. It contains about twenty-five houses, six being those of Gujarás; the remainder are inhabited by Kashmiri Muhammadans. Coolies and some supplies procurable.
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ARIHEL—Lat. 33° 49'.  Long. 74° 56'.  Elev.
A large village in the Shukrú pargana, of which it is the tahsíl.
It is situated in the valley north-east of Shupion, on a branch from the Rembiára river.

ARIPANTHAN—Lat. 34° 4'.  Long. 74° 37'.  Elev.
This village is situated at the foot of the wudar or table-land just west of the Bàbà Hánáf-ú-dín hill.
It is divided into two separate mahallas or districts, of which that to the west is the largest, containing about one hundred and thirty houses; in the eastern division there are about twenty houses; the inhabitants are all zamíndars, and include a carpenter and a potter.
The road from Makaháma to Drang passes up between the two divisions of the village.
Rice is extensively cultivated on the plain below the village, and dry crops, including a little cotton, on the table-land above.

ARNAS—Lat. 33° 11'.  Long. 74° 52'.  Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Chenáb, close to the confluence of the Ans, and about 9 miles due north of Ríási. The river, which is here about 200 yards wide, is crossed in a boat.
Arnás lies on the way to Kúri, which is four marches distant. Vigne remarks that this is the only way by which cannon on wheels could have a chance of passing into Kashmir without making a road on purpose for them!

ARU—Lat 34° 5'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A deserted village. The meadows around make it a good camping ground.

ARPAT—
This river, which is one of the headwaters of the Jhelum, takes its rise in the Hairibáil-ki-gali, in lat. 33° 50', long. 75° 28', and flows in a south-westerly direction through the Kuthár pargana, receiving by its left bank a considerable stream near the village of Rishpúra; it joins the Jhelum near Islamábád. Throughout the greater part of its course the Arpat is fordable; it is also crossed by numerous bridges, the largest of which is just south of Islamábád, on the road to Vernág.

ARPHAL—Lat. 34° 1'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.
A village which lies on the western side of the Trál valley, towards its northern extremity; distant about 7 miles from Trál, by a good road, and 13 from Tsúrus or Súrúsú, the nearest point on the Jhelum.
It is very prettily situated on the left bank of a mountain stream, which seems here to be called the Chulabul nala, and which flows past the village in numerous channels. On the bank of the stream is an expanse
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of smooth green turf, shaded by some noble trees, which are frequented by
an unusual number of birds of variegated plumage; on the right bank of
the stream, to the west of the village, is a remarkable spring of pure cold
water, which is an object of great veneration to Hindús. It gushes out of
a cleft in the precipitous rocky cliff at the foot of the Mainzawan moun-
tain.

The water first flows into a natural rocky basin about 3 feet square and
then again disappears, under the side of the cave, before joining the
stream, to which it contributes a considerable volume of water.

The spring is shaded by thick trees; in the face of the rock over the pool
into which the water rises, some rough recesses have been cut, in which to
place votive offerings to the god of the fountain.

The spring may be reached from the village by fording the stream, or
by crossing a kánal bridge a short distance to the north of it.

Arphal contains about twelve families, including a krimkásh or silk-
worm rearer, a carpenter, a blacksmith, and a gardener.

A government filature is being built in the village, but at present silk-
worms are not reared in any great numbers in this neighbourhood.

In the vicinity of the village and to the north of the Trál valley gene-
really, the alder flourishes abundantly.

ARR—Lat. 74° 50'. Lons. 35° 15'. Elev.
A village situated a mile or two beyond Gaudárbal on the bank of a
small stream of the same name, which empties itself into the Dal at
Télbat.

It has some paper-mills worked by water power. (Bellow.)

ARRAH—
A river which takes its rise in the Mar-Sar, a tarn situated among the
mountains forming the southern boundary of the Sind valley, lat. 34° 9',
long. 75° 10'; after a course of about 20 miles from east to west it empties
itself into the Dal or City lake.

ARWAY—
A pargana in Miráj, included in the Sháhir-i-kas zilla; it is a very small
district, and has no separate tahsil.

ASHAR—Lat. 33° 28'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A considerable village situated on the slope on the western side of the
Banihál valley, about a mile west of Séril. The village is well wooded,
and there is much cultivation about it. Some few of the houses have pant-
roofs.

Like all the other villages in the Banihál valley, the inhabitants are
almost, without exception, Muḥammadans.
ASHDARI—Lat. 33° 10'.  Long. 76° 20'.  Elev. 8,800'.
A small village on the right bank of the Chenab, about 3 miles from
the boundary between Kishtwar and Chamba. It is nearly 2,000 feet
above the river. It lies on the road from Kishtwar to Laboul.
Coolies and some supplies are procurable. (Allgood—Mackay.)

ASHKOT—Lat. 34° 29'.  Long. 78° 53'.  Elev.
A village in Lower Drawar, which stretches for a considerable distance
along the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river.
The inhabitants are all Gújars and pahárís, and include a blacksmith,
a carpenter, and a leather-worker. There are about thirty houses in all in
the village, also some mills. Both rice and dry crops are cultivated.

ASKORLÉ—Lat. 35° 40'.  Long. 76° 52'.  Elev.
A village in Baltistán on the right bank of the river Braldú. It contains
about twenty dwellings and a small fort. There is a sulphur spring here,
also some old disused sulphur mines. A few willows are the only trees to
be seen. Some older and larger than the rest, surroundéd by a wall, are
called the ñágas. About Askorlé are fine crops of wheat, beardless tromba,
and turnips. Peas are sown at the same time with the wheat. Hay
is made towards the end of August, and is put up in large cocks on all the
large blocks about, whilst all the house-tops are covered in like manner.
The fodder is excellent, containing a good deal of lucerne. The grazing
grounds are immediately above the village.
Opposite the village the Braldú is crossed by a rope bridge, 270 feet in
length. (Godwin-Austen—Brooke.) In summer it can be reached from
Shigar by the Skoro La. (Aylmer.)

ASO—Lat. 33° 44'.  Long. 75° 52'.  Elev.
A village in the Bassoli district, situated on the left bank of the Siowa
river, on the path leading to Padrawar over the Chatarilhar pass; it con-
sists of a row of dirty huts, with a few walnut trees amongst them.

ASTAN MARG—Lat. 34° 6'.  Long. 75° 30'.  Elev.
An elevated plain to the north of the Lidar valley, enclosed by lofty
mountains, and above the region of forest.
The path by which the pilgrims return annually from Amarnath passes
through this desolate valley. (Iace.)

ASTOR—Lat. 35° 22'.  Long. 74° 54'.  Elev. 7,340'.
The chief place in the Astor valley (q.v.), one of the outlying provinces of
Kashmir. It is situated on the left bank of the river and about 500 feet
above it, on an alluvial shelving plateau about half a mile broad, between
two deep narrow ravines, the fort being situated on the left brow of the
southern one. The walls of the fort are high, and the parapet is loop-
holed all round; but as it is commanded at short ranges, it would be quite
untenable against modern rifle-fire, especially as the parapet walls are only about two feet thick at top and are built of boulders and mud. The southern face is protected from assault by the perpendicular cliffs of the deep ravine before mentioned: this face is almost without flank defence. The eastern face is flanked by three square towers of wood and rubble, while the western face is flanked by a round bastion with four embrasures, but, as this is commanded by a ridge, on which the huts of the garrison are built, within a hundred yards, this bastion is not of any real value. On the north side there is little flank protection, but the wall is high. The area of the fort is about 80 yards by 40 yards, and it, with all its buildings, is built of mud, timber, and rubble. A year’s provisions are kept in the fort. The garrison consists of one battalion of infantry, and about twenty-five artillerymen. There are also four hundred irregulars and about three hundred jagirdars, the whole commanded by a general. The troops, except the gunners, live in the town. The armament of the fort consists of three 3-inch brass S. B. guns and sixteen sher-baches. The town lies outside the north and west faces of the fort, and consists of a number of dirty mud hovels. The only trees in the place are poplars. The water-supply is good. At Astor there is a telegraph office which communicates with Bünji and Gilgit. There is no bazaar to speak of, and though once the capital of a Dárd raja, it is now nothing more than a Dográ cantonment. The object of keeping so large a force here, instead of nearer the frontier, is to save carriage of supplies. The force is on the right side of the snowy pass and is always ready to advance on Gilgit. The Dográs always call the place Hasora. (Barrow.) Camping ground near the fort is scarce and dirty. It is far better to camp at Idghá, 1 mile south of the fort, where there is a good polo ground and orchard; 3 or 4 miles west lies Sangosar, where a permanent force might be encamped with great advantage. Above the fort the Astor river is crossed by a very fair bridge, 87 feet long. (Adjmer.)

ASTOR or HASORA—

A valley and province lying to the north-west of Kashmir, between it and Gilgit, and east of the mighty Nanga Parbat. Its southern boundary is the watershed of the Kishan Ganga and Astor rivers, over which run the Dorikún and Kamri passes, the two principal routes to Astor. This watershed, except at the passes, is about 14,000 or 15,000 feet high, while even at the passes it is 13,000 feet. The whole valley of the Astor river, from its sources to the Indus, is about 60 or 70 miles long. The descent to it from the passes is steep for 1,000 feet or so, and then the slope becomes gradual. The vegetation is somewhat different from that of Kashmir and the Gúraik valley; the grass less completely clothes the hillsides, the brake fern is less abundant, and the pine forest less extensive, while spruce fir becomes rare. Birch is found up to nearly 12,000 feet, and Pinus excelsa to 11,300 feet. Some of the hillsides have great stretches of
birch-wood. Cultivation begins at 10,000 feet. First are detached hamlets, bare and devoid of trees, while below 8,500 feet the villages are mostly well shaded by fruit-trees. In the upper part of the valley there are traces of much former cultivation, but the fields are waste and the hamlets deserted. This state of things was brought about by the raids of the Chilas, who, previous to 1850, used to come over the Mazeno pass (q.v.) or by Hatu Pír (q.v.) for the purpose of carrying off the cattle and making slaves of the women and children. It was on account of this that Guláb Singh sent a punitive expedition into Chilas (q.v.) about 1851-52, since when there has been no raiding. The present state of security is a great benefit to the inhabitants, but the country has not yet recovered from the ruin and depopulation of former times, though a few new settlements have arisen on old village sites. The principal place in the valley is Astor. At Astor, and for many miles beyond, the character of the valley is the same; at the bottom very narrow, with the river confined between the ends of great spurs from the lofty mountain ranges on both sides; the cultivation is on small spaces usually several hundred feet above the river. The hillsides are partly broken into cliffs and partly of a smooth surface, grown over with tufts of grass and bushes of pencil cedar, while in parts there are thin forests of these trees. Above these rise lofty rocks and snowy peaks. Below Astor deserted fields again tell of the raids of the Chilas; the old watercourses are still recognisable, but it would take much labour to bring the water once more to the fields.

A mile or two below Dashkin the valley opens out into a sort of amphitheatre, but with its base also sloping. Over both the sides and base are extensive pine forests, through which runs the road. Stretching back, at a gentle slope, the ground rises above the forest to a ridge easy of access, about 14,000 feet high, over which is a path by which the Chilasis used sometimes to raid. From this ridge a spur juts out to the Astor river, and on rounding this, one reaches Hatu Pír, the spur projecting between the Indus and Astor rivers. Here the Astor valley ends.

The Astor river, at the foot of the Hatu Pír, is spanned by two rope bridges, and by a single span wooden bridge, which ponies can cross. Two towers command the passage, one on either bank, and about twenty-five sepoys garrison the place. The inhabitants of the Astor valley are Dárd of the Yaskin stock, and formerly the valley was a Dárd principality, with a rája of its own. When the Sikhs held Kashmir, this rája was tributary to them. During that period Wazír Lakpat, without orders from Guláb Singh, invaded the valley from Skaríd, and took Astor and its rája after a four months’ siege, but this act was discountenanced by the Sikh darbdr, and the rája reinstated. When, however, later on the Sikhs required a passage through Astor to Gilgit, they found it necessary to establish a military post at Astor in order to secure their communications. From that time the
independence of Astor ceased, and a titular raja is now all that remains of the old Dard principality. The present raja (Bahadur Khan) enjoys as a jagir the villages of Harcho and Rattu. He is an old man, and has no power. On the other hand, the titular wazir of Astor, Rozi Khan, possesses much local influence and is a useful man, though sometimes out of favour.

The people of Astor are all riders. Supplies in the valley, except wood and forage, are scarce. The principal villages appear to be Dashkin, Chongra, Gurikot, and Astor, but there are many others which are clearly shown in the map of Astor and Gilgit, published in 1882.

This province, according to a careful estimate, contains somewhat under six hundred families, exclusive of troops, giving a population of about four hundred. The average property of each family or house is one pony, four cows, and forty sheep.

The population consists of both Shias and Sunis, who, however, seem to live on the best of terms, occasionally intermarrying. The province is governed by a talsildar under the Governor of Gilgit. (Aylmer.)

The road down the valley is a made one, practicable for laden ponies, but is very bad in places. River not fordable, bridged in several places. The stream is rapid, with a rocky bed, for the most part between steep, rocky, arid mountain slopes.

The communications are as follows:—

With Kashmir—

(1) Hid the Dorikun pass (good).
(2) Hid the Kamri pass (good).
(3) Hid the Gagai pass (bad).

With Skardu—

(1) Hid the Alumpi La (bad).
(2) Hid the Banok La (fair).
(3) Hid the Harpu La (bad).
(4) Hid the Trongo or Talu Brok La (fair).
(5) Hid a pass at head of Ditchal valley (bad).
(6) Hid Bunji and Haramosh (bad).

With Chilas.—

(1) Hid the Toshoo pass (bad).
(2) Hid the Mazeno pass (bad).
(3) Hid the Hatu Pir (fair).

Unless the defenders were totally demoralised, an advance up the Astor valley by an invading force would be an extremely hazardous undertaking. The destruction of the many long bridges would cause endless delay, while the enemy would always be subject to a flank attack from Skardu.

The Rattu plain, the gorge above Gurikot, the Hatu Pir, Ramghat and Bunji, are all excellent defensive points. (Aylmer.)
Besides the garrison at Astor, there are small detachments at Dúián (q.v.), Dashkin, and Ramgbat. There are a few towers in the valley, but no real forts, except Astor and Búñj. (Drew—Barrow.)

ATHOLI or ATOOLI—Lat. 33° 16'. Long. 76° 13'. Elev. 6,360'.

This village is situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bhág or Chenáb, and 200 feet above it, opposite the Gulábgarh fort and the junction of the Bhutna or Pádar stream; it lies on the path from Kishťwár towards Lahoul.

Atholi, which may be counted the chief place in Pádar, is on an alluvial plateau; on the opposite bank of the river is a wider plain, some 60 feet lower in level. A flood which occurred in 1865 swelled the river to a height of 100 feet above its winter level. Coolies and some supplies procurable here.

At the very point of the meeting of the Bhutna with the Chenáb is a small and insignificant-looking fort. It is square, with round corner towers, built of alternate courses of stone and timber, and plastered over. It is garrisoned by ten or twelve men. (Allgood—Mackay—Drew.)

ATHUR—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the stream, towards the northern end of Nowbág valley, about 3 miles north-east of the village of Nowbág. It contains about nine families, four being zamíndars and five Gujars.

ATSUN—

The name of a pargana in Miráj included in the Sháhir-i-kas zilla; it lies on the right bank of the Jhelum to the south-west of the Anchar lake; the tahsil is at Bagwánpúra.

ATTA BÁGH—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev. 12,200'.

A camping ground, rest-house, and supply dépôt near the village of Marsalang, on the left bank of the Indus. (Montgomerie.)

ATWÁT—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 73° 46'. Elev.

A village in the Khwáma pargana, situated on the right bank of the Bandipúra nala; it lies on the foot-path between Bandipúra and Gúrais.

AWÁNTIPÚR—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev. 535'.

This village occupies the site of one of the most famous capitals of Kashmir, and lies on the right bank of the Jhelum, midway between Islamábád and Srinagar.

The village is situated at a bend of the river on the right bank of a little stream. The houses are scattered over the bare and parched plain at the foot of the Wastarwan mountain, a rocky hill which rises to a considerable height above the village.
Awântipûr is distant 18 miles by land from Srinagar; the journey by boat occupies about fifteen hours. Bij-Behâra is 9 miles by land above Awântipûr, or ten hours’ journey by boat. Islamabâd lies 17 miles to the south-east by road.

Trâl is about 6 miles to the east by a fair path, and Pa Yech about the same distance to the south-west by a good road from the left bank of the Jhelum, which is crossed by a ferry. Including the neighbouring village of Bo, Awântipûr contains about forty houses, the inhabitants being all Muhammadans, and of the following occupations: three potters, ten horse-keepers, a carpenter, an oilman, a bania, baker, milkman, cow-keeper, a leather-worker, and five boatmen in charge of the ferry. The rest of the residents are zamindars, and there are also a number of fishermen.

Near the bank of the river is a very ancient mosque, now unused, which is built of alternate layers of hewn timber and stone. Outside, the work is much decayed, but inside it is in fair preservation, especially the roof, which is designed with great taste; it is said to have been built by the same architect that planned the Jama Masjid at Srinagar. West of the village is the famous zârât of Saîd Husân Muntaki, who is asserted to have married a daughter of King Badshâh, and to have lived and died here.

The ancient capital of Awântipûr was called after its founder, the famous King Avanti-varma, who reigned from A.D. 854 to 883. The whole neighbourhood is strewn with ruins, but the only traces that remain of its former greatness are the two temples which he founded, one before his accession to the throne, the other and larger one subsequently. Both were dedicated to Mahadeva, the former under the title of Avanti-Swami, the latter under that of Avantiswara. These two temples are situated on the bank of the river, one at Awântipûr, and the other about three quarters of a mile to the north, near the village of Jaubyor. They are now shapeless masses of ruins, but the gateways of both are standing, and the colonnade of the smaller temple, which had been completely buried under ground, has recently been partially excavated. The style corresponds with that of the Martund quadrangle; but the semi-attached pillars of the arched recesses are enriched with elaborate carving of very varied character, while the large detached columns are somewhat less elegantly proportioned.

The writer in the Calcutta Review, from whose description the above account has been extracted, is of opinion that the siting up of the Awântipûr quadrangle can only be explained by the supposition that all the Kashmiri temples were originally surrounded by artificial lakes. Forster, who visited Awântipûr in May 1783, calls the place Bhyteepur.

AWATKULA—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A large village in the Uttar pargana, on the left bank of the Pohru river,
about twenty hours' journey by boat from the village of Dubgao, on the Jhelum; the river, however, is only navigable as high up as this point at certain seasons of the year. At such times there is a considerable traffic in grain, of which there are large store-houses in the village. There are two roads from Awatküla to Lalpür, in the Loláb valley, a foot-path and a bridle-path; by the former the distance is about 12 and by the latter 18 miles.
Bābā Hanāf-ū-dīn—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev. 6,043'.
A hog-backed hill, which forms a conspicuous object in the level of the valley of Kashmir. It is situated at the edge of a low table-land on the south-west side of the valley, about 10 miles west of Srinagar. The hill lies east and west, the sides are bare, and on the north very steep and deeply scored with rain-channels. The shrine of Bābā Hanāf-ū-dīn is on the summit, surrounded by a clump of trees; there is little to repay an ascent, beyond the advantages which the elevation offers with reference to a survey of the surrounding country.

Bābā Kaim-ū-dīn—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.
The zārāt or shrine of Bābā Kaim-ū-dīn is very picturesquely situated on the summit of a hillock, in the midst of the fine forest to the west of Kūri, some distance from the right bank of the Vesh ú.

Bābā Khipūra—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 74° 31'. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, south of the Chandarsir hill, adjoining Mohunpūr, with which it is included.

Bābā Marishī—Lat. Long. Elev. 7,000'.
A little village in a pine forest about 1,500' lower than Gulmarg, and where there are two huts used by visitors who find the elevation of Gulmarg too high. The foot-path to Gulmarg is very steep, but by it the māry can be reached in three quarters of an hour. The bridle-path to the right is easier, but much longer, as it enters the māry at the north-west end, or furthest from the bazār.

Bābā Marishī is usually reached from Sopūr, via Kontra, 12 miles, and thence, winding upwards, 5 miles to Bābā Marishī. The name is due to a zārāt, called after Bābā Pam Din, a noted rishi who lived in the time of the Delhi emperors. Good views of Nanga Parbat (26,629') are obtained from here. Supplies and coolies are obtainable. (Wingate.)

A village situated in the Dansal dūn, near the left bank of the Taví, within a couple of marches from Jamū to the eastward. Here are the ruins of three old Hindū temples; age unknown. They are of great solidity and considerable beauty. Material—a slightly calcareous sandstone which is found among the strata near; it has stood well against the weather, and its toughness may be known from one of the beams of it used in the construction being as much as 14 feet in length. No mortar was used in the building. (Drew.)
BÁBOR—Lat. 33° 9'.  Long. 75° 38'.  Elev.
A village situated 3 kos east of Doda, on the path towards Kishtwâr; it lies some distance above the right bank of the Chenâb, just to the east of a very violent torrent; a single frail spar is the only bridge thrown across the gulf.  (Hersey.)

BADAR—Lat. 33° 23'.  Long. 74° 53'.  Elev.
A village situated some distance from the right bank of the Gulâbgarh stream, on the pony-road from Gulâbgarh fort towards Búdil.  (Montgomery.)

BADERAKAL—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 74° 18'.  Elev.
A place of Hindú worship in the pargana of Machipūrā.  It is simply a collection of four or five large stones, a Stonehenge in miniature, near a spring in the middle of the forest.  (Vigne.)

BADJARAN—Lat. 33° 10'.  Long. 75° 32'.  Elev.
A village situated about 6 miles north-west of Doda, lying on the spur some distance above the path to Bagu.

There is a Hindú temple in the village, and twelve houses, most of which are built of brick; the inhabitants are principally Hindús.

BADKHOL—
This torrent drains the Bûranambal valley, to the west of the Uttar pargana, and joining the Rangwari and Bangas streams, in lat. 34° 27', long. 74° 2', forms the Kamil river.  (Montgomery.)

BADRAN—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 37'.  Elev.
A village lying some little distance from the left bank of the Suknâg river, which is crossed by a kosal bridge just to the east of the village.  All the inhabitants are Muhammadans, and number twenty families of zamûdars, a múllâ, a leather-worker, a potter, and a watchman.

BADRAWĀR—
A province lying to the south-east of the territories of His Highness the Maharâjâ of Kashmir, where they abut on the State of Chamba.

It is a very mountainous district, and, consequent on the difficulties of the passes, and of the passage of the Chandra Bhâga river, which flows to the north, it is not traversed by any important or much frequented routes.  The drainage of the district flows into the Chandra Bhâga, the principal channels by which it is absorbed being the Karney Gad and Kar Gad streams, whose united waters flow into that river near the Zunglwâr valley and the Nerâ river, which joins it almost opposite Doda.

The valleys of Badrawâr are exceedingly fruitful, producing rice in large quantities beyond the requirements of the inhabitants; the surplus is exported to less favoured districts.
The chief valley is that in which the town of Badrawár is situated. This is a nearly flat-bottomed valley, a mile in width. The hills which bound it are the ends of spurs from the forest-ridges; some of these spurs have bits of cultivated ground at different levels. The valley bottom has a slope of about 3°. The land is terraced to this fall in steps of a few feet each.

The tobacco grown in this district is highly esteemed, and finds its way, in small quantities, to the neighbouring local markets. The fruit of Badrawár is said to rival in excellence that grown in the valley of Kashmir. Honey is plentiful and of a superior flavour.

Iron is found in places on the mountains forming the southern boundary of the province; the ore is smelted in the villages on the north side of the Padri pass. Vigne describes this district as a famous place for the capture of hawks; they are taken in nets set open like a schoolboy’s sparrow-trap, and baited with a live pigeon.

In the valleys a species of holly (kursu) is very abundant, and is used as fodder for goats; it is doubtful if it ever produces red berries.

The manner of preserving hay seems peculiar to this district, and differs from that practised in Kashmir: a double row of poles are fixed in the ground, usually under the protection of trees; between these poles the hay is built up into a wall about 20 feet high; a cross pole running along the top supports a narrow roof over the stack, which is generally about 20 feet long and 2 feet broad.

Another plan is to twist the grass into a loose rope and throw this over the forks or boughs of trees, where, hanging down, it is uninjured by the snow that falls, and is easily pulled down when wanted for use.

The valleys are thickly studded with villages, and the hedgerows and more open country about them have been likened to a cultivated and hilly district in England.

The houses are generally low single-storied buildings of mud and timber, a large stone with a hole in it, or a gharu fixed on the flat roof, supplying the place of a chimney; a few of the better sort of houses are double-storied, and have pent roofs, but such dwellings are not common.

This district seems to experience a rainfall similar to that of the Panjáb, but in the month of May, thunderstorms, accompanied by heavy showers of rain, are of frequent occurrence, and the atmospheric disturbance often continues for many days.

The inhabitants of this alpine Panjáb are generally Hindús; they are a well-made and active race, shorter and stouter than the inhabitants of the plains, handsomer in their features, lighter in complexion, and milder and more obliging in their manners.

Their language, which is a patois, or dialect of Hindús, varies very considerably in different localities.
In the time of the Badrawár rajas, the province was divided into the following parganas:

1. Athkai.  
2. Badrawár.  
3. Gata.  
4. Udrana.  
5. Hazrah.  
7. Tarmara.  
8. Bedota.  
10. Turraco.  
11. Suwar.  
15. Busnota.  
17. Pingal.  
18. Chille.  

The upper ilaka.

1 Form the jiglia tarra or lower ilaka.

Included in the Pehusa ilaka.

(Bates—Drew.)

BADRAWÁR—Lat. 32° 50'.  Long. 75° 45'.  Elev. 5,427'.

The chief town in the province of the same name is situated in a beautiful and highly-cultivated valley, lying about a quarter of a mile to the west of the left bank of the Nerú river, which flows beneath the town in a deep channel between high banks strewn with large boulders; it is crossed by two kadal bridges, one to the north-east of the town, below the village of Haripúr, and the other to the south-east, on the path leading to the village of Dredja; the river may also be forded in places.

Badrawár is distant 103 miles north-east of Jamú, 46 miles south of Kishtwár, 60 miles north-west of Chamba, and 65 miles north of Bassoli.

Population.—Drew estimates that there are six hundred or seven hundred houses and about three thousand inhabitants. About half of these are Hindú; there are also sixty Hindú shopkeepers in the bazár, and fifty shál-báfa, besides one hundred and sixty other Muhammadan families. There are said to be about four hundred looms, but of this number only about half are in work.

Houses.—The houses are built almost entirely of deodar; the framework of the houses is altogether of wood; only between the double plank-walls the spaces are filled in with stones, sometimes laid loose and sometimes cemented with mud. Most of the houses have a sloped shingle-roof and are single-storied, only a few of the better sort having two stories.
Streets.—Badrawâr has an open market-place, a long straight street leading to the fort, two or three other bazârs, two mosques, and a large temple. The water of one of the streams comes through the very middle of the town, and branches from it are brought through all the streets. The streets are roughly paved with stones, and are uneven and dirty.

Trees.—Both in among the buildings and all round the place, apples, pears, mulberries, apricots, and cherries abound; there are also poplars and a few chunâr trees.

Supplies.—Supplies are cheap and plentiful, rice being exported in considerable quantities.

There are said to be seven springs in the town, which is also abundantly supplied with water by a channel flowing from the Nerû river, from the neighbourhood of the village of Monda.

Manufactures.—The shawls manufactured in Badrawâr are of a coarse description; the shâl-bâfs, however, enjoy considerable freedom, and their earnings average ṭâ[.]4 per mensem (British currency).

Vigne states that the town is celebrated for the manufacture of very prettily carved combs, cut from the wood of the byr-apple, or jujube.

Owing to the difficulties of the passes by which it must be approached, the commerce of Badrawâr is confined to local produce, and to a limited trade in pashmina with Basoli, in return for which a few British commodities are imported; a duty, amounting to about one per cent., is levied on goods passing through the town.

Inhabitants.—More than half the inhabitants of Badrawâr are Kashmiris, and have quite thrown into the shade the original Hindû inhabitants; they have adopted all kinds of employment; numbers of them are shopkeepers, and numbers more are occupied in the shawl manufacture. Some Kashmiris have land, and cultivate it themselves; but here, outside the town, they are much outnumbered by the Badrawâris, the older inhabitants. Some Gurkhas from the British regiment at Bakloh, bringing their families, spend their leave at Badrawâr, where they can get the advantages of fine air and cheap living.

The Fort.—The town is commanded from the west by a fort standing on a hill about 300 feet high; it is a large square building, with bastions at each corner, built chiefly of large blocks of slate clay that hardens by long exposure to the sun and air: it is found in the vicinity; the walls are loopholed for musketry, and the fort is said to mount four guns, and to have a garrison of fifty men. The position is commanded by superior heights within easy range from the south and west.

Camping Ground.—The usual encamping ground is on the plain on the north side of the fort; travellers can sometimes find accommodation in the old palace of the râjas, a much-dilapidated building, which now contains
but one large chamber that is at all habitable. Just below the fort is a masjid and the ziaraat of Saiad Sahib; there is another masjid in the town and the ziaraat of Gunda Sahib, and also three Hindú temples.

History.—Vigne states that the ancient rajas of Badrawar were Rájpúts, and paid revenue to the rajas of Chamba. In the time of the last raja of Badrawár, the raja of Chamba thought fit to send an army under the command of his wazir, who took the castle of Badrawar and deposed the raja. A few years afterwards, Dyes Singh came by order of Ranjit to Badrawár, and took the castle from the wazir. The raja of Chamba afterwards recovered possession of it from the Sikhs by treaty.

Name.—Badrawár means the stronghold of Badha; it is also called Budrar by the natives of the hills, and Budrikar by the Kashmiris. (Bates—Drew.)

BÁGH—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 73° 56'.  Elev.
A village in the Karnaoo valley, situated in a clump of walnut trees on the left bank of the Shamshabari stream, about 2 miles east of the fort. It contains eight houses, inhabited by Gujars. On the path opposite the village, on the right bank of the stream, is a bania's shop.

BÁGH—Lat. 33° 59'.  Long. 73° 50'.  Elev.
A village in Púncch, situated near the junction of the Rámkot and Malwan streams; it lies on one of the paths from Púncch to Marl, north of Pari. There is a fort here which, next to that at Púncch, is the strongest in the Púncch territory; it is built of pakka stone and contains one gun: garrison twelve men. (Pandít Mauphál—Hewsey.)

BÁGHOBAL—Lat. 33° 37'.  Long. 74° 56'.  Elev.
A village in the Diosur pargana, situated about half a mile east of Kúri, just south of the path to Hanjipúr.

BAGNI—Lat. 32° 21'.  Long. 74° 56'.  Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated on the slope of the mountain above the left bank of the Chandra Bhága, about 12 miles north-east of Kishtwár, on the path towards Lahoul. Bagní is a small village, and but scanty supplies are obtainable, also few coolies. Water and fuel abundant. (Allgood—Mackay.)

BAGRAT—Lat. 36° 0'.  Long. 74° 35'.  Elev.
A valley, south of the Rákapúshi mountain, which drains to the Indus about 10 miles below Gilgit. It contains several flourishing villages, such as Darúch, Bólichar, Sinákúr (where there is a fort), Hópar, Parpú, &c. It is capable of supporting a population of two thousand or three thousand souls. The valley contains many signs of mineral wealth, and is famous for its gold-warblings. In former times it was a favourite summer resort of the Gilgit
rulers, or when hard pressed by their enemies. The people belong almost exclusively to the Shin caste. Strictly speaking, the valley lies between a spur of the Râkapûshí mountain on the west and the Deobani mountain on the east. It forms one of the iâkas of the district of Gilgit. (Biddulph—Aylmer.)

BAGU—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A village lying in the valley above the left bank of the Lidan Khol stream, about 7 miles north-west of Doda, on the path to Kashmir by the Brari Bal pass. It contains about forty-five houses, most of which are clustered in the village itself, the remainder being scattered in the fields around it; with one exception they are all single-storied, built of mud in timber frames, with flat roofs; the double-storied house, which is the largest, is inhabited by the lambaradar, Sûba, a son-in-law of the wazir Labji. A Kashmiri pandit resides in the village; the rest of the population are about equally divided between Hindús and Muhammadans.

There is a considerable amount of cultivation about the village, which is well supplied with water from a rill which flows down through it from the hillside to the east; there is also a spring to the north. In the middle of the village, by the path just above it, is a fine chûnár tree, beneath which is a takâpâs and a small Hindú temple; the usual encamping ground is close to this tree; it is very confined, but well shaded. Coolies and supplies are procurable.

BAHÁDÚRKÔT—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.
A village in the Karnao district, situated on a sloping shelf of the mountains, which drops abruptly into the Kaji Nág stream by its left bank. It is divided from Ekkot on the north by a deep ravine, a similar ravine running to the south of it.
Below the village is a kadâl over the stream, called the Sberole bridge. There are sixteen houses in the village, inhabited by Muhammadan zamîndars of the Kokur and Gingeri castes.

BAIΛAH—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 74° 17'. Elev.
This village, which is situated on the left bank of the stream, about 11 miles north-east of Pûnch, contains about forty houses, and is inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans.

BAIΛHERAN—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Suknâg river, at the confluence of a stream just south of the road from Srinagar to Patan. It contains thirteen houses, six being inhabited by zamîndars and seven by shâl-bâfs. There is much rice cultivation about the place.

BAIΛCH—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A village in the Havelli pargana, situated above the left bank of the Sûran
ri. r., above 3 miles south-east of Pūnch. It contains about twenty houses (M. hammadan).

**BAIPARAN**—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A village in the Sind valley, containing about six houses, situated above the path and the right bank of the river, about 2 miles south-west of Gagangir.

**BAKAL**—Lat. 33° 7'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A village in Jamú, situated on the slope of the hill, about a quarter of a mile above the left bank of the Pinkta stream, on the road between Mir and Landra. There is a āstāl of clear cold water in the village, shaded by some fine trees. Bakal contains a mixed population of Muhammadans and Hindús of the Thakur caste.

**BAKTHAOR (Dárd Bábátor)**—Lat. 34° 41'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A village in the Gúrais valley, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 3 miles north of Kanzalwan. It contains thirteen houses, inhabited by zamindars, a múlla, shepherd, blacksmith, and a butcher. The village stands on a low sloping bank a little distance from the river and the rocky and precipitous mountains which rise on the right bank; to the south and west the mountains are clothed with forest, and south and south-east the grassy downs of Búrrindart and Yizmarg afford splendid pasturage.

There is a little cultivation around the village, and the fields stretch for a considerable distance along the bank of the river, on the side of the hill to the north. The village is well supplied with water from the Shalapút stream, which flows just to the south of it, and by the Geshbárt, which drains the mountains to the west; two other small streams, the Zebbin Nar and Mukkur Kurt, irrigate the fields to the north. The Kishan Ganga is bridged about 3 miles north of Bakthaor, on the path to Thaobut, and frequently also at the village itself; during the winter months the river can be forded at this point. A track leading to the Matsil valley lies over the mountain ranges to the west. The most convenient place for encamping is to the south-east of the village, by the bridge over the Shalapút stream, near the ziárát of Bábá Daud Khaki, which is shaded by a clump of willows.

**BAL**—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.
A village in the Naosheera district, situated above the right bank of the Rut stream on the main road between Poni and Rájaori, about 14 miles west of the former place. (Hügel.)

**BALADORI** (Survey station)—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.
A spur from the range of mountains separating the Khai and Dachin districts, on the right bank of the Jhelum, west of Baramula; it trends in
a south-easterly direction to the village of Gingl. Iron is found on the ridge in several places, and the ore is smelted, but not in great quantities (Montgomery.)

BALAGRAN—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 43'. Elev.
A village lying in a narrow, grassy valley, some distance above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, on the path towards Mozaffarabad. Above the village the valley is terraced into numerous fields, and below it rice is extensively cultivated; the fields stretching for a considerable distance westward along the hillside, amid which are a few scattered huts called Mira. Balagran pays an assessment of Rs. (Kashmir currency) annually. The inhabitants number ten families of Gújars, eight zamíndars, among whom are some carpenters, six oil-sellers, who are also zamíndars, a barber, a blacksmith, two weavers, and a múlla; there are also three Saiads and four Korashís. During the heat of summer, nearly all the inhabitants betake themselves to the Buttungi Dok, a pasture-land on the mountains to the east. There are some shady trees in the village, but the only eligible spot for encamping, which is near the masjid, is very confined. There is a good supply of water from the stream, and also from a spring. Coolies and supplies are generally procurable.

BALAHÁMA—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.
A large village situated on the edge of a wudar, about 2 miles north-east of Pampur. It contains two masjids and twenty-five houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars, thirty shál-báfs, three pandíts (Brahmins), a Muhammadan fakir, a múlla, dóm, cow-keeper, milk-seller, a carpenter, and a blacksmith. A stream flows on the east side of the village; under the trees on its banks are some ancient stones carved with representations of the Hindú mythology, and there are said to be others in the temple. On the table-land above the village dry crops are cultivated, and in the valley below it are extensive rice-fields.

BALAR—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 73° 45'. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, lying about 3 miles south of Mirpür, at the foot of the low ridge which is crossed by the road to the Gatiala ferry. It is divided into ten mórás or districts, and contains fifty houses in all. There are two reservoirs in the village, there being a scarcity of water in the neighbourhood.

BALÁWAR—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 75° 39'. Elev.
An old town in the Jamú province. It is at the foot of a brushwood-covered spur of hill, and has beneath it a river-bed, lined with boulders, a mile or more wide. There are remains of towers and walls that protected the place, some towards the jungle and some at the edge of the cliff that overhangs the stream-bed. There is also an old gateway at the top of the slope that gave access from below. These, besides the mahal,—that is to say, palace or mansion, the remains of which show it to have been substantially.
built,—were the work of the Baláwar rajas. One other building there is that still has repute: this is an old Shivdwara or Hindú temple, much ornamented with carvings in the sandstone, which is the material for all the buildings. Of this temple, one side has fallen, and the rest seems ready to follow. Baláwar, as at present inhabited, is no more than a village. (Drew.)

BALDÉ—Vide "PADM."

BALTAL—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev. 9,300'.

An encamping ground at the foot of the Zoji La, at the eastern extremity of the Sind valley. It lies at the confluence of the stream which flows down from the pass and that which debouches from a gorge to the south, the combined waters forming the Sind river. In the early part of the season, even as late as June, the cave of Amrnáth and the Lidar valley may be reached through this gorge, distance about 8 miles, the path lying over the snow-drifts which arch the Panjarnäi stream; but when this covering melts, it is impossible to make the passage, the mountains on either side of the narrow gorge through which the torrent flows being rugged and in places almost perpendicular. Wood, water, and forage are obtainable, but no supplies.

The road leading up from Sonamarg is comparatively easy even after a fall of snow. There are three huts here. (See "Routta."

BALTISTÁN or SKARDÚ.

A governorship north of Kashmir, and bearing also the name of Little Tibet, by which prefix it is distinguished from Middle Tibet or Ladák, and Great Tibet or Southern Tartary. The country itself is, by the Ladákis, called Baltí, and a native of it is called Baltí-pá; but the Kashmiris and other neighbours use the word Baltí as an adjective, and call the country, according to the Persian form, Baltistán, or the place of the Baltís. The Dáris call it Palolo, or Balor, and the Tibetans call it Nang-kod. The country is also frequently called Skardú, from the name of its well-known fort and capital.

Boundaries.—Baltistán proper is a small district bounded by Shigar on the north, by Kiris and Parkúta on the east, by Tilail on the south, and by Astor and Rondú on the west. Including the table-land of Deosai, it is about 60 miles long and 36 miles broad. Its area is about 2,160 square miles, and the mean height of its villages above the sea is about 7,000 feet.

But the governorship of Baltistán is larger, as it includes the Purik and Súrd districts. It is bounded on the north by the Mustágh Range and Nagar; on the east by Ladák; on the south by Kashmir, Wardwán, and Zanskár; on the west by Gilgit and Astor. It lies between lat. 34° to 36° and long. 77° to 75°.

Baltistán is composed of enormous mountain-chains, or masses of mountain. Of these, a study of the map will make clear the direction. As to height—while 18,000 and 20,000 feet are common—there are, in the
north-easterly parts, peaks of 25,000 and 26,000, and one above 28,000 feet. These give rise to the largest known glaciers out of the Arctic regions. These mountains are rugged, bare, and nearly inaccessible. Geologically, the formation of the mountains is generally of gneiss.

Hydrography.—Of the valleys, the most important are the Indus valley and the valley of the Shyok which joins it, and that of Shigar, which joins with the united valley at Skardú. Besides these, there are the valleys of the Drás and Súrú rivers which unite near Kargil and join the Indus near Oltíngthang from the south; the Braldu and Básha valleys which join the Shigar near Chütún; and the Hushé and Saltoro which unite and join the Shyok, just above Khapálu. The river Indus enters Baltístán in the south-east, and makes its way to the north-west. From the valley numerous gorges and ravines frown the enclosing mountains, serving as channels of streams feeding the main river, and forming passes by which access is gained to the surrounding countries. At the confluence of the Shyok and Indus the former is above 150 yards wide; the latter is only 80 yards in width, but it is deeper, and has a greater body of water than the Shyok. The average breadth of the Indus, in its course through Baltístán, is from 100 to 200 yards: near Skardú it is wide and comparatively tranquil, but elsewhere it is a rapid torrent.

There are six lakes known in this country: that of Satpúr-Tso, in the Satpúr pass, a few miles south of Skardú; that of Juba Tso, in the valley of Shigar; the shallow lake of Ranga, near Skardú; the two small lakes at Kátsára; and the Gansé Tso, near Khurmang. Satpúr-Tso, the largest of all these, is only one mile long and three quarters of a mile broad.

Deosai and Skardú are the only plains in Baltístán. (See article "Deosai and Skardú Plains.")

Climate.—Rain seldom falls, and in consequence the atmosphere is very clear and dry. But though rain is little known, snow falls and lies to the depth of from 1 to 2 feet. The cold in the elevated parts is intense in winter. The heat in the lower parts in summer is considerable, the thermometer ranging from 70° to 90° in the shade at noon.

Communications.—From Kashmir there are four roads:

1. By the Zoji La through Drás and down the Indus to Skardú.
2. By Súrú and Kargil and thence to Kirkitehú and Skardú.
3. By the head of the Tilail valley joining the Zoji La route at Drás.
4. By the Stakpi La, over the Deosai plains to Skardú.

Of these No. (1) is the best.

From Ladák there are four routes:

1. By the Shyok.
2. By the Chorbat La and Khapálu.
3. By the Indus.
4. By the Fotu La, Kargil, and Lotti.
Travellers from Léh to Skardú cannot follow the Indus route in the summer, as the waters are much swollen by the melting of the snows; they consequently proceed by No. (2). No. (1) is little used. No. (4) is good as far as Kargil, but beyond that very bad.

From the north there are two roads:

1. From Yárkand over the Mustágh pass and down the Bráldú and Shigar salz. (Younghusband found this road so bad as to be practically impassable.)

2. From Nagar over the Hispar pass and down the Básba and Shigar valley.

From the west there are several roads:

1. From Gilgit up the Indus not (practicable for horses)
2. From Astor by the Harpu pass to Rondú.
3. From Astor by the Bánok La.
4. From Astor by the Alumpí La.
5. From Astor by the pass at the head of the Ditchal valley.
6. From Astor by Talu Brok or Trongo pass to Rondú.

No. (1) is very bad and dangerous for even foot-passengers. No. (6) is the first pass open. (Aylmer.)

Cultivation.—The country is not fertile, but the inhabitants are industrious; they make terraces on the sides of the mountains and pay great attention to irrigation: by these means they raise crops of barley, millet and buckwheat, turnips, and a little rice. The cockscomb, or crested amaranth, is cultivated for its seeds, which are ground into flour for making bread. There is a variety of excellent fruits; apricots so abound that the Kashmírs call the country Suri-Butan or apricot Tibet. The other fruits are peaches, apples, pears, grapes, mulberries, walnuts, and melons.

Wherever a stream descends the Baltis have taken advantage of it; the soil is raised and economised with the greatest care, in plateaus averaging 40 yards in length and 20 in width, supported by walls of loose stone, each of which is irrigated in turn, and the stream is sometimes absorbed in them.

The melons of Skardú are plentiful; they are usually green and small, but of delicious flavour. The grapes are pretty good; apples excellent; pears indifferent; peaches and apricots are generally small. Good currants are grown in the valley and exported to Simla, where they are sold as Zante currants.

Mineral Productions.—A careful search would probably be rewarded by the discovery of mines of gold in Baltistán, as almost every stream brings that metal down, but the quantities being small, the process of washing the sand is attended with little profit. Arsenic is met with and sulphur abounds. (Drew—Thornton.)
Administration.—The wazirat of Skardu is administered by a wazir appointed by the Kashmir darbār, who are constantly changing their representative. The wazir resides at Skardu.

Under him are the thanadārs of the different ilakas, who are mostly Hindūs. A species of dual government exists, as some of the local rājās still maintain a certain amount of authority.

The province is divided into the following ilakas or districts, each of which is described separately:

1. Haramosh.
2. Rondū.
4. Bruldu.
5. Bāshā.
9. Chorbat.
11. Khurmang.
12. Toltī.
15. Sūrū.

Races.—In Sūrū and Kargil we have both Muhammadan and Buddhist Puranians. In Haramosh, Rondū, Skardū, Khurmang, and Drās many Dārds are found (see article “Bukṛpas”). The remainder of the population are Baltīs (Puranians), with the exception of a few Kashmir villages near Skardū.

BALTĪS—

The inhabitants of Baltistān.—Descent. Vigne says the Gyalpos of Baltistān trace their descent from a fakir. At one period the royal race was nearly extinct, the last Gyalpo having left an only daughter, whose hand was sought in marriage by twelve wazīrs. Before any choice was made, a fakir was found sitting on a large stone in the village of Shigari. He remained seated day and night, and in a short time acquired a reputation for sanctity; after which the young lady was given to him by the consent of all parties. In proof of this story, the people still show the holy stone, called bardonas, on which the holy man was wont to sit, and on which the heir-apparent was always inaugurated on his reaching manhood.

The following is the genealogy of the Gyalpos of Baltistān with the probable dates of their accession:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Probable date</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ali Sher</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>Conquered Ladak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ahmad</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shah Murād</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rafī Khān</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sultan Murād Khān</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zafar Khān</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ali Sher Khān</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ahmad Shāh</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Deposited by Zorawār Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Muhammad Shāh</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ali Shāh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ali Sher, a descendant of the fakir, is the first chief of whom anything is mentioned. He built the fort on the rock at Skardú, and raised an elevated platform, planted with chinar, close under the fort, and containing the tombs of the Gyalpos. He conquered Ladák in the reign of Jahangir, or about A.D. 1610; but his son and successor, Ahmad Khán, lost it again. When this latter was dead, Abdul and Adam Khán, Ali Sher's other sons, quarrelled, and Abdul Khán so oppressed the neighbouring rajas, that they sought assistance from the Mogul emperor of Delhi, Aurangzeb, who sent an army from Kashmir, upon which Abdul Khán made his submission, and the brothers then went in person before the Mogul, who told them to divide the succession, but they died on their return to Kashmir. Sháh Murád, son of Ahmad Khán, was presented with a jagir in Kashmir by the Mogul. Ahmad Sháh told Vigne that the fort at Skardú was in vain besieged by the troops of Aurangzeb; that they brought elephants with them, and that he had in the castle some old guns, drums, armour, &c., and implements of war, which they had left behind them. Sháh Murád was succeeded by Ráfi Khán, who was followed by Sultán Murád, who retook Ladák, and made himself master of Gilgit, Nagar, Hunza, and Chitrál. He is said to have built the bridge near the fort of Chitrál. His reign extended from about A.D. 1720 to 1750, and his conquest of Ladák was probably only a plundering expedition into the western districts, which the plunderers dignified with the name of a conquest. In the time of Zafar Khán, the castle of Skardú was destroyed by fire, and much that was valuable burnt in it. Zafar Khán took the castle of Skardú from the Keluncheh, a sect or family who came from Purik (the valley of the Súrú river). He was young when they usurped the throne of Skardú, and afterwards, by turning them out, he acquired the name of gádží. Ali Sher Khán, father of Ahmad Sháh, signalled himself by taking the castle of Shigar, and making prisoners of an invading army from Ladák. He left two sons, Ahmad Sháh of Skardú, and Ghulám Sháh, raja of Parkúta, who both reigned at the last-mentioned places in consequence of the will of their father. The territories of Ahmad Sháh extended from Chorbat to Astor, inclusive; Chitrál was quite independent of him, and the rajas of Gilgit, Nagar, and Hunza by no means owned him as their superior. He had five or six sons; the eldest died about 1835. His brother, Muhammad Sháh, having been entrusted by his father with the government of Astor by way of trial, abused his authority so much that his father determined to disinherit him in favour of Muhammad Ali Khán, a son by another wife, daughter of the Shigar raja, whereas the mother of the deceased prince and Muhammad Sháh was a daughter of the raja of Katakhand, from which family it was usual for the Gyalpos of Skardú to select a wife as the mother of the heir-apparent. In consequence of this determination, Muhammad Sháh
quarrelled with his father, and ran off, accompanied by two or three adherents, and put himself under the protection of Gulab Singh’s Sikh lieutenant, at the castle of Purik, near the frontier. This happened about 1836, and from that time he became a puppet in the hands of Gulab Singh, who amused him, and worried Ahmad Shah, by promising to make him governor of Skardú if he ever took the country. Muhammad Ali Khan was very fond of field sports, and was usually surrounded by dogs. Vigne gives the following account of Ahmad Shah: “Though not standing more than 5 feet 11 inches, he was one of the tallest men in the country. His personal strength was great. At the time I saw him (1835) he was between sixty-five and seventy years of age.” Ahmad Shah was the last independent chief. In 1840 his country was invaded by Zorawar Singh, and, after a short siege, the fort of Skardú surrendered for want of water. In the winter of 1841, Ahmad Shah accompanied the unfortunate expedition against Lhassa, and on Zorawar Singh’s death was taken prisoner, and confined in Balwalte, near Lhassa, where he soon afterwards died. Baltistan was then held in jagir by Muhammad Shah, the disinherited son of Ahmad Shah, who paid an annual tribute of Rs 7,000 to Maharaja Gulab Singh of Kashmir. The present rajá’s name is Ali Shah. He has little or no power. He has numerous sons and relations who hold jagirs. (Agismer.)

Appearance.—The inhabitants of Baltistan are quite of the same stock as the Ladáks, differing from most of these latter in physical character little more than some Ladáks differ from others. By becoming Muhammadan, however, they have gained for themselves some other differences in looks. The Baltiș have parts of the Turanian physiognomy marked—e.g., high cheek-bones, and eyes drawn out at the corner, but the nose is not so depressed as with the Bhotas. The Baltiș have discarded the pigtail. In stature they are less thick-set than most Ladáks, and taller. The Baltiș, though wiry, are not equal to their neighbours of Ladák in carrying loads; they move much slower with their weights, but are particularly good in carrying a load over difficult ground where one would think a laden man could not pass. They always carry about a hair rope or else a leather thong, fixed to a wooden ring, for slinging their loads, and very commonly carry a conical basket (churung) at their backs for the same purpose. They are usually sallow, thin, and care-worn, from their laborious habits and scanty fare, and are seldom long-lived. Female beauty is comparatively rare, and the pink and white complexion of the Kashmiri is very uncommon in Baltistan. (Thornton.)

Dress.—The Baltiș wear a coat reaching but a little below the knee, and short pyjamas, generally made of the wool of their sheep and goats, but sometimes, though more rarely, of cotton.* They carry one or two wrap-

* Brahmó-Básha men wear red broad pyjamas, nearly touching the ground.
pers for their waists and shoulders; these sometimes of a check pattern io Braldú-o-Básha. For the head they have a small round cap, which they wear at the back of the head; and the headmen of villages bind a woollen cloth pagri or turban over it; people of higher rank will have one of white calico or muslin. The people go barefoot a good deal; but they carry with them, for wear in the colder parts, boots of soft leather, often of goat-skin, with the hair left on and worn inside.

Disposition.—In disposition the Baltís are good-natured and patient. They are not without some humour. They are less slow in comprehension than the Bhots are, and are somewhat more up to the ways of the world, less generous, more eager in getting. They are considered to be phlegmatic, but peaceable and well-intentioned. (Drew—Thornton.)

Custom.—In adopting Muhammadanism the Baltís dropped the custom of polyandry, and have since to some extent followed polygamy. And this though the same economic reasons for polyandry hold in Baltístán as in Ladák. The area of cultivation is closely limited; there are no means of support within the country for an expanding population. Still, with the new religion, the customs prevalent among Muhammadans in other parts of the world were adopted, and the old prudential arrangement set aside. It does not appear that with the poor people, the mass of the population, polygamy is common, but there is no customary restriction about marriages, and they are, in fact, betrothed as boys and girls. The result is that Baltistán is overcrowded. Happily they are a people more likely to do well as emigrants than the Ladákís; for the heat in some of the valleys has fitted them to endure the warmer climates that the search for food has led them to. Accordingly, colonies of Baltís have been made in several countries where food is more abundant, and frugality and industry (which are characteristics of the Baltí emigrant) can get their reward. Thus, in Yárkand, there is a large settlement of these people. In Kashmir some are settled, and to Jamú even they find their way. Some hundreds, again, get their livelihood as soldiers in the Kashmir maharája's army, in which has been formed a regiment of Baltís.

But at present the great outlet for Baltís is British territory, where, at many places in the hills, works are going on, such as road-making and barrack-building, at which they can earn good wages. They stay away for three or four years, till they have saved what will carry them back to their country and keep them for a little while in ease, until diminishing resources warn them to look around again.

Population.—In spite of all this emigration, however, there remain in the country more people than its produce can well provide for. The land, or the interest in the land, becomes minutely divided; the workers on it cannot get a full meal; the result is a poor, ill-clad, unhealthy population.
If the number of houses in the different ilakas be added together, we find that there are 13,850 houses in the wazirat of Skardú.

Taking between 6 and 7 as the number of each household, we arrive at 90,000 as the population, exclusive of troops. (Aylmer.)

Religion.—The Baltís are Muhammadanised Tibetáns belonging mostly to the Shá sect. A number of them call themselves Núr Baksh (q.v.), which name, evidently taken from some spiritual leader, implies a slight difference from the ordinary Shá. About forty years ago, Muhammadanism was advancing eastward into Ladák. Now, however, the advance is stayed. The countenance and encouragement which the maharájá has shown and given to the Buddhist religion as a branch of his own, has been enough to counteract the tendency that there was to Muhammadan conversion. (Drew.)

Language.—The language is Tibetán, with a slight admixture of Persian and Arabic. It is but slightly different from Ladákí; the two nations understand each other’s talk. (Thornton—Drew.)

Food.—The food of the majority of the population is grain, prepared in various ways, and dried fruits; the higher classes alone being enabled to eat flesh. Tea, though very expensive, is much used, being the great luxury of all who can command the means to purchase it. It is prepared by boiling the leaf with soda, and adding butter or ghi, a pinch of salt, and a little cream or milk to the decoction, in which mode it is said to be palatable and nutritious.

Amusements.—Chaugán or polo is the great game of the Baltís. Most villages have their polo grounds enclosed and kept for the purpose. The people are passionately fond of the game; all who can get a pony to mount join in it. (Drew.)

The ruling classes.—In general the class of rajas and the class of wazírs in Baltistán are not only better looking than the ordinary Balti, but have certain differences of cast of features. The rajas are of several different stems, more or less connected by marriage; it is not uncommon to see them with a light complexion and light eyes, and a hooked nose, in all these respects differing from their Balti subjects. The wazír class intermarry among themselves, and also take girls from among the ordinary Baltís for their wives; hence they have a larger proportion of Balti blood than their masters. It is probable that Dárd blood is shared by the Balti rulers.

Military features.—With the exception of the Skardú new fort there is no work of any importance in the province. The forts at Drás, Kargil, Shigar, etc., are much of the same description, namely, square, mud-bastedon works with walls about 25 feet high. They could offer no resistance even against mountain guns.
Owing to the nature of the roads, an enemy advancing either up or down the Indus or Shyok could be resisted by a small force every mile of the road, which could be rendered temporarily impassable by the defenders. Skardú could best be attacked by the passes connecting it with Astor, (Figne—Cunningham—Thornton—Drew.)

BALTI-BRANGSA on BRANGZA, KARAKARAM or KARAKORAM BRANGSA—Lat. 35° 37' 42". Elev. 17,180'.
A halting-place, 170 miles north of Lèh, on the Karakoram route, and at the north end of the Karakoram pass. It merely consists of a rock, which is used as a shelter by travellers, situated on the right of the sandy ravine which comes down from the Karakoram pass to the north. No grass or fuel procurable.

It is 28 miles from Aktágh and 23 from Daolat-Beguldi. (Trotter—Johnson.)

BALTI-PULU—Lat. 35° 25'. Long. 77° 55'. Elev. 16,167'.
Encampment 128 miles north of Lèh. There are three small stone huts here, situated about 10 miles south-east of the Karakoram pass.

No water, wood, or grass procurable. (Johnson.)

BALTORO—

An enormous glacier at the head of the Braldú valley in Baltistán. It runs east and west. Colonel Montgomery estimated its length at 36 miles, and its breadth from one to two miles and a half.

BAMAY—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.
A large village, situated about 7 miles north of Sopúr, in the Zainagír pargana, at the foot of the range which separates that pargana from the Loláb valley.

BAMBÁS—

In the extreme north-west of Chibhál and beyond it as well, on the borders of Kashmir, are two races somewhat different from the rest, but still near enough to them to be classed under the same general name of Chibhál. These are the Kakkas and the Bambás; they people the banks of the Jhelum between Gingl and Mosafarabád and up the lower part of the Kishan Ganga valley. The Bambás prevail on the right bank of the Jhelum, and the Kakkas on the left. “I know of little difference between the two; their ground is generally spoken of as ‘Kakka-Bamba’ country; they are stout, strong-built fellows, that may be described as intermediate between that of the other Chibhális and that of the Kashmiris; they have a less pleasant expression than either, for in disposition they are somewhat surly.” (Drew, p. 59.)

BAMUNÚ—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A small village of mud-built houses with thatched roofs, about 2 miles south of Pakapura, on the path between Shupion and Chirár.
BANAGUND—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 74° 78'. Elev.
This village consists of two or three huts; it is situated near the left bank of a branch of the Dūdh Ganga, about 4 miles north of Chhrār.

BANDAKOT—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A village near the foot of the pass leading into the Gūrais valley. It is 4½ miles from Bandipūra, on the north shore of the Wular lake, and lies on the banks of a charming rivulet, completely shut in by a high range of mountains.

Bandakot was the residence of a malik, some of whose family were in existence when Vigne visited the place. (Hügel—Fique.)

BANDAPUR—Lat. 35° 57'. Long. 75° 1'. Elev.
A village situated at the confluence of a small stream on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Awāntipūr and Pampūr.

BANDARKUT—Lat. 33° 22'. Long. 75° 47'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Chanda Bhāga, just above the confluence of the Maru Wardwān river. Below the village is a rope bridge across the Chenaū on the path to Kishtwār, which lies about 6 miles to the south. (Hessey.)

BANDERGUND—Lat 34° 30'. Long. 74° 12'. Elev.
A village situated just south-west of Trigumma, on the right bank of the Kamil. The small branch which leaves the main stream at this village is called the Gretwari. (Montgomerie.)

BANDI OR BANDINAR—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 73° 52'. Elev.
A small village of four houses in Lower Drawār, situated above the right bank of the Kisban Ganga river. It is watered by a small stream which flows down from the hills. There are some wild fruit and other trees about the village.

BANDI—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 78° 56'. Elev.
A village in the Pulīsa district north of the Jhelum. It is situated near a path into the Karnāo valley, which lies over the mountains to the north.

BANDI—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A large village on the slope of the hill above the left bank of the Ningil stream, almost opposite to Kountra, on the road between Sopūr and Gumlārg.

It contains about forty houses, the inhabitants being mostly zamīndārs; there are also three carpenters, a bania, and two weavers.

BANDI—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.
This village lies in a narrow valley above the path from Pūnch to Mandi, about 9 miles from the former and 3 from the latter place.

It contains twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamīndārs, and produces rice and dry crops.
BANDI—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 73° 31'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 3 miles north of Mozafarbad. The valley of the Kishan Ganga here opens out into a wide and level plain. There are very few trees near the village, but the land is said to be very fruitful, producing rice, as well as some cotton and other dry crops. There are about thirty houses in the village, five belonging to Saiads, and five to Gójars; there is also a blacksmith and a bania. Saiad Mr Ghulám Samardání, originally an inhabitant of Pesháwar, has been lambdar of Bandi for twenty years.

BANDIΠURA—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 74° 41'.  Elev. 5,200'.
Was once a large and flourishing town on the north-east side of the Wular lake, but is now much dilapidated, and is merely a village of log huts. It is situated about 2 miles from the margin of the lake, between two of its feeders, the Bandipúra and Erin ςαλας; when the water is high, boats can ascend to within a short distance of the place by means of the former of these streams. The town contains nothing of interest, but occupies an important position as the starting-point for the Gúrais valley, and for Gilgit and Skardú. Srinagar is distant 35 miles south-east by water from BandiΠura, and Gúrais 36 miles north-east by a good road. A road also lies from this place over the mountains to the Gangerbál lake on the top of Haramuk. The distance by land to Sopúr is about 16 miles; the road leads round the northern shores of the lake, and is mostly smooth and level. There is a shady encamping ground in front of the village. Supplies abundant. With reference to the waters of the lake having receded from the village, Vigne attributes the diminution to the wearing away of the rocky bottom of the bed of the Jhelum in the Baramúla pass, and anticipates that in after-ages, in the common course of events, the lake will be drained altogether. Mulberries and cherries are very plentiful. (Bates—Barrow.)

BANDOR—Lat. 33° 36'.  Long. 73° 58'.  Elev.
A village in Púneh, on the slope of the hill above the right bank of the Púneh Tói. It contains twenty houses.

BANDRÁL—
A caste of Míaus who used to govern the country called Bandrála (q. v.), of which the present town of Rámnagar was the capital. Their rule was displaced by that of the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh, who took Rámnagar and held it for a time. There are some remains of the houses of the rulers of the time of the Bandrál Míaus at Rámnagar, but their descendants do not live there; they found a home and pension in British territory. (Drew, p. 86.)

BANDRÁLTA—
The country formerly occupied by the Bandrál caste of Míaus, of which Rámnagar is the capital, now known as the Rámnagar district. (Drew.)
BANDU—Lat. 35° 29'.  Long. 75° 42'.  Elev.
A very small pargana in the isaka of Shigar (Baltistan). It lies on the right bank of the river and contains about twenty houses.

BANDUSAR—Lat. 33° 38'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.
A small village in the Diosur pargana, about 3 miles south-east of Kulgám, and 10 miles north-west of Sháhabád. The village lies to the north of a range of low hills, on the bank of a cool and clear stream which flows in front of it. Supplies are not very abundant. There are some very eligible spots for encamping. *Ince.*

BANGAS—Lat 34° 22'.  Long. 74° 5'.  Elev.
A valley in the mountains south-west of Shalúrah, in which the Bangas stream, one of the headwaters of the Kaml river, rises. On the Bangas maoó there is an abundance of excellent grass in summer, and it is much frequented by Gújars.

BANGIL—
A pargana in the Patan zilla of the Kamrán division; it lies on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir, between Firozpur and Patan, sloping down from the mountains to the morass on the left bank of the Jhelum. It is naturally an arid district, intersected by narrow and shallow ravines, but by means of irrigation a considerable amount of rice is cultivated round the villages; dry crops and a little cotton are also grown. The tahsil is at Lopur.

BANGLA—Lat. 34° 43'.  Long. 75° 1'.  Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Búrzil stream, which runs into the Kisham Ganga at Gúrais. From this village a road goes to Astor and Gilgit over the ridge to the north, which it crosses by a pass called the Kamri; the road over the pass is made along the face of the nala; it is completely closed for five or six months in the year; as soon as the snow melts, about the middle of June, laden ponies can cross, as the pass then becomes very easy and the road is always in good order.

This has of late years come to be considered on the whole the easiest route to the above-named places, and it shortens the journey to Astor by one march. *Drew—Manifold.*

BANI—Lat. 32° 42'.  Long. 75° 31'.  Elev.
A village in the Basanóli district, most pleasantly situated in a flat plain on the left bank of the Siowa, at a bend of the stream, which is usually fordable, but is crossed by a kadál bridge at the north end of the village. Just above the bridge is a Hindú temple, of the usual pagoda form common to these hills; it is surrounded by fine shady trees and adorned with some quaint carvings. There is much cultivation round the village, which contains about twenty houses, a third of the inhabitants being Muhammadans. On the bank of the stream is a long strip of fine turf shaded by trees, which forms a convenient spot for encamping. Supplies and coolies are obtainable.
BANÍA—
A caste of Dográs. They are the lower class of traders of different kinds, shopkeepers for the most part, small and pettyfogging. (Drew.)

A populous and well-cultivated district, which lies to the south of the Panjál range, between Naoshera and Kishtwár; it comprises the valleys of the Mohu and Banihál streams, which are enclosed by lofty mountains. In the time of the Emperor Akbar, Banihál was constituted a pargana and esteemed an integral part of Kashmir. Traces of the connection exist to this day, a large proportion of the inhabitants being Muhammadans, and in dress, appearance, and language, assimilating to Kashmiris.

BANIHÁL—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the Panjál range, south-west of Vernág, and flowing in a southerly direction unites with the Mohu, near the village of Nachilana, in lat. 33° 22', long. 75° 18', forming the Bichlári river, an affluent of the Chenáb.

Along the bottom of the valley are evergreens and deciduous trees, making a beautiful and varied foliage. The steep hill-sides above have long-leaved pines scattered over them. Among these the high road from Jamú to Kashmir runs, cut into the bank in winding contours high above the stream. Farther up the valley the road comes to the very edge of the stream, which flows among fallen rocks, often rushing over them in rapids. The valley is covered with rice-fields and scattered villages, marked by groves of trees, chiefly walnut, horse chestnut and elm, with the ordinary fruit-trees; but the plane and black poplar do not occur, nor are any vines cultivated in this valley. The winter is said to be quite as severe as in Kashmir; and the elevation is a little greater, the lower villages being about 5,500 feet, while the highest fields are about 6,000 feet. In the woods, fothergilla cherry and nycamore are common, and the greater part of the vegetation is identical with that of Kashmir.

The high-road from Jamú to Kashmir follows the banks of this stream throughout its entire course, crossing it by a bridge between the villages of Tati and Banihál. (Thomson—Bates—Drew.)

BANIHÁL—Lat. 33° 27'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.
This village, which used to be called Deogal, may be considered a continuation of Adlkut, from which it is distant a few hundred yards north. It is situated on the left bank of the stream, on the road from Jamú to Kashmir by the Banihál pass, and is about 12 miles south of Vernág. The baradári, a large red brick building, occupies an airy situation towards the northern end of the village; it contains a long room, about 50 feet by 20, with three small chambers communicating with it. The inhabitants are nearly all Muhammadans. Supplies and coolies obtainable. There is a telegraph office.
BANIHÁL—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev. 9,300'.

The name of the pass by which the main road from Jamú to Kashmir crosses the Panjál range about 6 miles south-west of Vernág, in the Sháhábéd valley. The ascent begins almost immediately after leaving Vernág, and is very steep. On the south side, the ascent, about 2½ miles, is neither very steep nor very rough. The geological formation of the mountain is the amygdaloidal trap; the south side is quite bare of trees, and is covered with grass and grey rocks. The top is level, and there are two ponds of water on it, and a stone hut used as a dák station at the north end, from whence a glorious view of the plains of Kashmir bursts suddenly upon those who are entering the valley by this route; looking in the opposite direction appears a vast and dreary sea of mountains, rising one beyond the other in immense waves, with nothing to break the melancholy sameness. On the north the forest extends for a long way up the mountain sides. Camels can enter Kashmir by this route, and the traffic on the road is always considerable, as it is passable nearly all the year round for laden ponies, except when there is much snow accompanied with a high wind; at such times incautious travellers not unfrequently lose their lives in attempting the passage. The line of road on the north side of the pass seems capable of considerable improvement. (Figue.)

Thomson, ascending from the Kashmir side, says: "Ascending rapidly on a ridge, the brushwood gave place to a fine wood of maple, horse-chestnut, cherry, hazel, and elm, all just bursting into leaf. The dip of the limestone rocks was exceedingly variable. The ascent continued rapid. Birch at last appeared among the other trees, and, as the elevation increased, it began to predominate. About the same time limestone gave place to a slaty rock, which was immediately followed by an amygdaloid, which continued to the summit. Both the slate and the limestone appeared to have been upheaved by the igneous rock. On the upper part of the ascent the birch became more and more stunted; it was here almost the only tree. Here the hills were bare and rocky; on the opposite side a shady wood, chiefly consisting of pines, rose to a level considerably higher than the pass, which was a depression in the ridge, considerably overtopped by the hills on both sides. The crest of the pass was undulating and covered with greenward. The southern slope of the range was bare, scarcely even a bush being visible; and the Banihál valley, nearly 4,000 feet below, appeared as a perfectly level plain." (Thomson, p. 298.)

The route—Jamú to Srinagar—is closed for horses for two months or so from Christmas onwards, on account of the depth of snow on the Banihál pass. For two or three days together it may be closed for men, who cannot cross when the wind is violent and the snow deep. (Drew.) (See also "Routes.")
BANJIL—Lat. 33° 39'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A village in the Bassoli district, consisting of a few scattered houses, situated high up on the southern slopes of the Rámārtchan mountain. The path between Bassoli and Badrawār crosses the range by the Banjil Gali just to the east of this village.

BANKROAR—Lat. 34° 26'.  Long. 73° 42'.  Elev.
A village containing fifteen houses, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 2 miles west of Balagran, on the path leading to Mozafarābād. There are a few trees and much arable land about the place, part of which is cultivated by the farmers of neighbouring villages, the extent of cultivation depending upon the quantity of water obtainable; there is usually but a scanty supply from a rill which flows down to the west. From this village, Bāran, in Lower Drawār, may be reached by the path along the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, or by that lying over the Chowgali spur.

BANMATTU—Lat. 33° 41'.  Long. 75° 27'.  Elev.
A small village in the Nowbūg Nai, containing three houses, situated above the right bank of the stream just west of the path lying up the valley towards the Margan pass.

BANMŪLA—Lat. 33° 36'.  Long. 75° 3'.  Elev.
A large village in the Dicoor pargana, situated in an uninteresting valley by the path between the Brīghin-Lannor valley and Hanjipīr.

BANNIALPUERA—Lat. 34° 26'.  Long 74° 34'.  Elev.
A Gūjar village, situated on the slopes of the mountains north-west of the Wular lake; it lies about a mile north-west of Alsū, on the path towards the Lolāb valley.

BANOK LA—Lat. 35° 20'.  Long. 75° 15'.  Elev.
A pass in Baltistān, on a road between Skardu and Astor. Elevation about 15,500 feet. There is a fatigueing ascent from the Skardu side, and near the summit there is a shallow glacier. Five glaciers are visible from the flat space on the summit. Descent on Astor side very long. (See "Routes.")
The principal road connecting Astor with Skardu passes this way via Los.

BANSKOR—Lat. 32° 43'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A village in the Bassoli district, situated on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank of the Siowā stream. The path for cattle from Bassoli to Badrawār passes through this village.

BANYIR—Lat. 34° 20'.  Long. 74° 41'.  Elev.
The name given to the marshy plain which lies between the two branches of the Jhelum, which they form just before entering the Wular lake.
BAO FORT—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
See "Jami".

BAPUMRISHI—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
The name vulgarly applied to the shrine of Bábá Paiyám-úd-dín, which is
prettily situated on a grassy slope, surrounded by forest, on the top of
the lower range of hills, below the northern end of the Gulmarg strath.

The situation is cool and healthy, and the rainfall is considerably less
than on the Gulmarg, which is 1,000 feet higher.

Bapumrishi is distant about 24 miles east from Srinagar, 14 miles south-
west from Patan, and 16 miles south from Sopúr. Around the shrine
is a cluster of buildings, built of timber, the lintels and door-posts of which
are embellished with some elegant carvings.

There is a masjid, and four houses for the accommodation of travellers,
with the necessary offices.

Slips of paper, containing prayers, vows, and notifications of pilgrim-
ages made to the shrine by important personages, are pasted on the entrance,
and an inscription affixed to the carved doorway states that it was added (in
the year 1549 A.D.) by Subbúr Rishi, the present khalifa or superior of
the brotherhood.

From the month of April to the end of October, a mela or fair, which is
largely attended for purposes of trade, is held every Monday and Thursday
of each week; a religious festival takes place in the month of December, on
the anniversary of the saint’s death, which is held to have occurred in A.D.
1475. Bábá Paiyám-úd-dín was a disciple of Zaina Sháh, whose zárat is
at the village of Eishmakan, in the Lidar valley. There are forty rishis or
priests attached to the shrine, who are bound to a life of celibacy; any
member infringing this rule is summarily expelled the community. They
hold different ranks, and are recruited by children devoted by the vows of
their grateful parents to a religious life. The novices are at first employed
as shepherds, or labourers, or in menial offices about the shrine; all vacan-
cies occurring among the rishis are filled by selection from among them, the
lot being supposed to be guided by visions and dreams vouchsafed to the
members of the brotherhood.

Persons coming to make their vows at the shrine present the right leg,
head, and skin of a sheep to the priests; the remainder they keep for them-
selves. Presents of money and other valuables are also made; nothing is
permitted to be taken away, and should any pilgrim possess any surplus at
the expiration of his visit, he is expected to bestow it for the benefit of the
shrine; indigent travellers, on the other hand, are entertained at the
expense of the community.

The fame of the shrine is not confined to Muhammadans, as among the
pilgrims are many Hindús, the women even vowing to dedicate the object
of their prayers to the service of the saint.

The revenues of the neighbouring villages of Teontputhar, Alrputhar,
and Nambalnur, on the road towards Kountra and Hajibal, and Wangil, on the way to Khipur, are devoted to the support of the shrine.

Bapunrish is well supplied with water from a rill which flows down from the mountains.

There is a small wooden pavilion for the accommodation of European visitors.

**BARA on TANSKIR**—Lat. 35° 11’. Long. 76° 20’. Elev. 8,300’ approx.
A collection of hamlets on the left bank of the Shyok in Khapalu (Baltistan). It stretches 3 or 4 miles along the river. The mountains above it end in a lofty, nearly perpendicular cliff, down which there are several waterfalls which irrigate the fields. It contains about a hundred and fifty houses. A path from here crosses the Kailas range to the Indus valley.

**BARACHAR**—Lat. 33° 49’. Long. 74° 30’. Elev.
This village lies above the right bank of the Dali-Nar stream, about 16 miles north-east of Punch, above the path towards the Tosha Maidan.

It contains fifteen houses, ten being inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars, and five by Gujarars. There are a few small walnut trees about the village; dry crops alone are raised.

**BARAI PASS**—Lat. Long. Elev. 15,000’ (?)
A pass over the Indus-Kishan Ganga watershed, connecting the Bunar valley of Shinika with the Kel Dara, in Kashmir territory. It is quite impassable from December to the end of March, and is not quite clear of snow even in July. From April to November it is practicable for men with loads or unladen cattle. (Ahmad Ali Khuda.)

**BARA LACHA PASS**—Lat. 32° 50’. Long. 77° 25’. Elev. 16,060’.
Leads over the Himalayas, and is crossed in entering Ladakh by the southern or Kulu road, between Zingzing Bar and Kanunor Kilang stages.

A steep path rises from the lake of Chuqam and leads round to the back of the pass, and to the summit, which is tolerably level. The peaks rise about 1,000 feet higher than the pass, and in all the slopes and crests of the chain the snow lies in vast undisturbed masses. To the right of the road is a plain at least 2 miles in extent, skirted by a rivulet. Beyond the plain the path is rugged and follows the left bank of the stream to the Yunam lake. There is a pile of stones (masi) at the summit of the pass. It is closed by the snow from October to the end of June. During the summer months the road is good between Kulu and Leh. (Moorcroft—Cayley.)

**BARAMGALA**—Lat. 33° 36’. Long. 74° 27’. Elev.
A small village on the road between Bhimbar and Kashmir, situated in a deep gorge at the foot of the Rattan Pir pass, near the confluence of the Chitta Pani (Suran or Punc river), with the Purni stream, a dashing mountain torrent which flows from the south-east.
Baramgala is distant 70 miles north-east of Bhimbar, and 80 miles south-west of Srinagar.

The village lies in the territory of the raja of Pūneh; it is situated upon a small plateau, which is surrounded by high and rugged mountains about 150 feet above the left bank of the Chitta river. Just below the village, on the opposite bank of the river, there is an old stone fort, which is built on a lofty and commanding peak.

The village contains about forty flat-roofed cottages, and is inhabited by both Hindús and Muhammadans, amongst whom are some blacksmiths and mālibands. In the rains the climate is said to be very unhealthy, fevers and dysentery prevailing. The hills above, to the north, are crowded with Gūjars; the pasturage is rank, and not to be compared with that on the opposite side of the valley. In these hills is a vast quantity of iron ore, not merely in the rocks, but the soil resembles gravel, and this is impregnated with it; there are villages higher up, consisting entirely of miners and blacksmiths. Around these villages are innumerable excavations; they are mostly some 12 feet in diameter and from 3 to 8 feet in depth. In this locality the compass is of course useless.

A beautiful waterfall to the north-east of the village is worthy the attention of the traveller. There is a good bungalow for visitors with six rooms; the encamping ground is very limited. Supplies and coolies are obtainable.

The road from Baramgala to Poshiána leads up the bed of the stream, which it crosses and recrosses twenty-five times; the bridges are very lightly put together, being made out of long pine trees; they are decidedly rickety, and timid animals are liable to become nervous when crossing them, and to give a great deal of trouble. (Montgomery—Manifold.)

BARAMÚLA—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.

A town situated at the mouth of the gorge by which the river Jhelum leaves the valley of Kashmir.

It is said to have been founded by Hushki, an Indo-Scythian king, and to have been formerly called Hushkipur. It has a picturesque aspect, a damp, cold climate, a celebrity for rain and storms, and a great name for earthquakes. In the summer of 1885 this town was completely ruined by earthquake.

The insincere character of the inhabitants is supposed to have earned for the place the name it bears; the Muhammadans, however, usually call it Waramúl. Baramúla is the tahsil station of the Kruhin pargana; it extends for about a mile along the right bank of the Jhelum, but has little depth. The hills by which it is almost surrounded are bare and without beauty.

The Jhelum flows in a broad stream, about 150 yards wide. The stillness of its current is a striking contrast to the angry torrent it becomes a
few miles lower down, where it ceases to be navigable, and does not again become so until it reaches Oin, in lat. 33° 40', long. 73° 50'. At the east end of the town it is crossed by a bridge in good repair; having a span of 146 yards and a breadth of 16 feet, of similar construction to those at Srinagar.

Baramula is distant 10½ miles (ten marches) from Mari by the old road viâ Dana, and eleven marches by the new; it is the easiest of all the routes from Kashmir to the Panjab.

By land Baramula is distant about 31 miles from Srinagar, but the journey may be accomplished by water in about twenty hours; the return passage by the Nori canal route takes about six hours less.

Sopûr is six hours' journey by boat above Baramula.
A bad road connects Baramula with Abbotabad, distant 125 miles; (nine regular marches).
There are two roads between Baramula and Gulmarg, which is distant about 15 miles; from Gulmarg, Sûtan on the Bhimbar and Pûuch road may be reached in four marches.

The town of Baramula contains about 850 houses, and the inhabitants are said to number 8,000, a considerable proportion being Hindus, of whom a number are Brahmins. The houses are mostly three or four stories high, and are built chiefly of wood with pent-roofs; the roofs are covered with birch bark, which is overlaid with earth, and which, owing to the moisture of the climate, is usually covered with grass and flowers.

To the west of the town, on the right bank of the river, is the cantonment, a small enclosure with a windmill-like tower. On the same bank of the river, at the north end of the bridge, are traces of some ruins forming a quadrangle.
The fort was totally destroyed by the earthquake of 1885.
In addition to the water of the Jhelum, there are numerous wells in the town, which, judging from the length of the leverpole, must be of unusual depth; there is, however, a great want of trees and shade. On the left bank of the river, just east of the fort, is a large garden, enclosed by a line of poplars, which forms a convenient spot for encamping.

Baramula is a customs post and a place of considerable trade; coolies, boats, and supplies are always obtainable. A telegraph wire connects it with Srinagar and Domel. (Bates—Barrow—Aylmer.)

BÁRÁN—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 51'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawár, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga; it stretches for a considerable distance up the hillside and along it.
It contains about forty houses, most of the inhabitants being pahan zamindars of the Kulgan caste; there are also two Kashmiri weavers, a

* 4,414 according to the census of 1872.
blacksmith, and a carpenter. There is a mosque in the village, and a ruined house which belonged to Sher Ahmad Khán, the late raja of Karnao. There are a few mulberry and other fruit trees about the village; a good deal of maâsí is also grown and some little rice. A small clump of trees on the path at the north end of the village affords a shady spot for encamping. A good supply of water is obtainable from small rills which flow down through deep channels to the north and south of the village.

This village was formerly connected by a bridge with Mirpur, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, of which now only traces of the piers remain.

BÁRÁNÍ—
Crops which depend on the rainfall for their production.

BARD-ÁR or BARDHAR PASS—
The name given by the Padár people and the Dográs to the Umási La (q.v.).

BAREREL—Lat. 33° 0'. Long. 75° 34'. Elev.
A small village containing six houses, inhabited by Hindus of the Thakur caste; it is situated above the right bank of the Chenáb, about 8 miles west of Doda.

BARGAM—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 74° 46'. Elev.
A village situated about 8 miles south-west of Srinagar; it is the tashí station of the Danesu pargana.

BARGÚ Tahsíl—
The most westerly tahsíl or ilaka of the Gilgit province, which is under immediate Kashmir rule. It comprises the villages of Bargú Bála and Páín, Sharot and Shikaiót. The population is about 500.

BARI—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 74° 1'. Elev.
This place contains but one house; it is situated on the mountain-side, about 2 miles east of Karen, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. It may be reached by a path from that village, and also from Monaiyan.

BARIBEN PASS—Lat. 35° 39'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev. 14,000' (?)
A pass over the watershed between the Gilgit and Indus rivers, connecting the Khinar or Talpin valley with the Sai valley in the Gilgit district. It is practicable for unladen cattle, but is closed by snow from December to the middle of May. There is no vegetation on the pass. The Bariben and Kinejut glens drain together into the Narnaishini, which is itself a tributary of the Khinar valley. (Ahmad Ali Khán.)

BÁRIGÁH PASS—Lat. 35° 48'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.
The Bárigáh pass is that over the watershed between the valley of Dárél
and Kandbari. It lies about 9 miles south-west of the Chonchar pass, which it resembles in many respects, but is at least 500 feet higher and more difficult. It is very narrow and easily blocked. From the crest the village of Yaktūt in Dārdī is about 7 miles distant. Hayward speaks of this pass as the Kůī pass. (Aḥmad Aḥī  Kháń.)

**BARISIL or BRITZ**—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 70° 10'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Dras river in Khurmang (Baltistán). It contains 26 houses.

**BARMAS**—Lat. 35° 54'. Long. 74° 21'. Elev. 5,215'.
A small village on the crest of a plateau overlooking the Gilgit valley. It only contains about a dozen houses, but the position is an important one, as it completely commands Gilgit fort at a range of 1,300 yards. (Barrow.)

**BARRAL**—Lat. 33° 28'. Long. 73° 55'. Elev.
A large village in Naoshera, containing about two hundred houses, situated on the left bank of the Pānch Tōi river, about 5 miles south of Kotli, on the direct road to Mirpūr. The village lies on the top of a spur, and extends down to the valley beneath.

There is a bāoli, fed by a good spring, on the roadside.

**BARSALA**—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 78° 31'. Elev.
A stage on the Mari-Kashmīr road; an excellent dāk bungalow has been built here lately by the mahārāja. There is no camping ground, and, as a stage, it is only suitable for persons using the dāk bungalow. (Barrow.)

**BARSHALA**—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
A village lying on the right bank of the Chenāb, on the path between Doda and Kīshtrwār, and about 4 hours to the south of Sāigat, near which place the river is crossed by a suspension bridge. Barshala is a small village, but it appears to have many dependencies, and is widely encompassed by rich fields of cultivation.

The poppy is extensively cultivated in this part of the country; wild olives and pomegranates are common in the jungles, and sweet limes and bitter oranges are procurable in the villages.

The Hindū shrine of Barshala Devī is of some reputation in the country. (Pigne—Hervey.)

**BARTSO**—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 76° 11'. Elev.
A collection of hamlets said to contain twenty-five houses in the Kartze division of the išaka of Dras (Baltistán). It lies along the Falumba Chu.

**BARWHE**—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A village in the Tilail valley, called also Bar-āb; it contains six houses, and is situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, almost opposite the junction of the Rāman stream.
From this village there is a path leading to Skardú, by way of the Shingo river.

BAS—Lat. 38° 19’. Long. 75° 22’. Elev.
A village in the Peristán valley, situated on the steep side of the hill above the right bank of the stream. It is shaded by fine trees, and contains about six houses.

BASANT PACHMI—
A festival day, early in our year, on the 5th of the Hindú month of Magh. It is held in honour of the coming of spring. Every one on that day wears yellow, some dressing completely in that colour, others only putting on a yellow pagri. It is the custom on this day for the maharaja’s servants to bring him a sasar—a present usually of money, in proportion to the pay of the giver. (Drew.)

BASANTHA RIVER—
A stream which rises near Rámkót and, emerging from the hills to the westward of Sámba, enters British territory near Nangá. It has a wide, changing, shallow sandy bed, full of quicksands. There is generally water in it. (Wingate.)

BASAOLI—Lat. 32° 30’. Long. 75° 51’. Elev. 2,170’.
A town of some importance, which gives its name to a district in the province of Jamú. It is situated at the north-east corner of a long open valley, between low ridges, lying on the high land about three quarters of a mile from the right bank of the Raví, to which the ground drops abruptly in a series of steps or terraces.

It used to be the seat of one of the rajahships between which the low hills were divided, before Jamú swallowed up so many petty States. The town had already decayed but for the settlement in it of some busy Kashmiris, who, by their trade of weaving, brought some prosperity.

During the melting of the snows, from about the middle of May to the middle of August, the river is at its height, and is then about 200 yards wide; the current runs with such force that the only communication with British territory on the opposite bank is carried on by masaks (inflated skins); at other seasons of the year a ferry-boat plies, and during the winter months the river is fordable. The surmans who work the masaks and the ferry arrangements generally are under the British authorities, the boatmen living on the left bank of the river.

Bassoli is distant 99 miles from Amritsár by way of Madhopúr, crossing the Raví by a ferry below the Thain fort.

Badrawár is 65 miles due north, the road lying over the Chatarhad pass. Jamú is said to be distant 30 kos to the west, by a good road which is divided into three stages.
The station of Dalhousie, on the mountains to the north-east, may be reached in two easy marches.

Bassoli is estimated to contain about 1,500 houses, with a population of about 7,000, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>Hindús</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Kashnúri Muhammadás.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Hill Muhammadás.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Shops in bazaar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Sháh-báfs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Miscellaneous trades.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The houses are well built of mud and dressed stone, with flat mud roofs supported on beams of timber; a long street of shops runs through the town from north-west to south-east, from which point it bends to the north and extends to within a short distance of the palace; in the by-streets are numerous gardens.

There are three strong places in Bassoli, which are all situated towards the north-east end of the town, viz., an old fort now used as a treasury, the palace, and the fort of Deví Kala, built on the site of an old Hindú temple.

The old fort, which is situated close to the town, is perched on the top of a limestone cone, which rises to a height of about 75 feet from the surrounding plain; it is a small masonry building, about 60 feet square, with a bastion at each corner and a dry well in the middle of the enclosure. The walls are cracked and rotten, and it has no armament, being used only as a treasury.

The palace, which stands a little to the north, on the other side of a large tank, is an old square building contained by very high walls, which seem fast decaying. It is at present occupied as a residence by the widowed rájñá of Kalian Pal, rájá of Bélaor.

The Deví Kala is a masonry building, seemingly in good repair. It occupies the crest of the ridge which runs almost parallel to the town on the north-east, at the distance of about half a mile, rising to a height of about 300 feet above the level of the town. The sides of the ridge are steep and abrupt, and covered with scrub jungle; the fort occupies the highest point of the crest just before it drops down into the Ráví.

There is a path which leads up to the fort from the direction of the palace, which must be very steep; it could, however, be easily approached from the north-west along the ridge.

The form of the work appears to be an irregular square, with demi-bastions at intervals, and a large bastion at the south-east corner, facing the town and river; the walls, which are loopholed, seem to be about 40 feet high. The fort is said to be armed with three guns, with a garrison of about fifty men, and to have a spring just outside the walls in addition to the usual tank inside. This fort is also sometimes used as a prison.
Basoli is well supplied with water, as, in addition to the near vicinity of the Ravi, there are in the town two large and other small tanks, five springs, and numerous wells; of the tanks, the largest is that in front of the palace; it is fed by a stone-drain from the hills to the north, and holds a supply of water in the driest season of the year.

There are a considerable number of shawls manufactured in Basoli, but they are inferior in workmanship and material to those made in Kashmir. The shal-bufs, however, enjoy liberties and immunities which are denied to the same class in the valley. The pashm is imported from Kashmir, and is sold at Basoli at the rate of Rs 10 (British currency) a mutli (equal to one and three-quarter seers), an advance of about 25 per cent.; this is adulterated with wakhaskhai pashm, which costs here about Rs 6 for the same weight.

The valley in which Basoli stands is flat and highly cultivated; it stretches for about 6 miles to the south-west, and is dotted with numerous trees and divided into fields by hedges of prickly pear.

Supplies are cheap and abundant.

**BASGO—Lat. 34° 14'.** Long. 77° 20'. Elev. A village on the right bank of the Indus, 15 miles below Leh, situated in a hollow at the foot of the Basgo thang or plateau. Bellow says: “This undulating plateau is the first bit of open ground we have seen since crossing the Photo La. It is an arid waste, with hardly a blade of vegetation to vary the bare nakedness of the soil. From the plateau we descended to the Basgo hollow; it is a fertile and populous tract, and picturesque in the clusters of its Buddhist monuments and neatly-built dwelling houses amidst a general spread of fields and fruit-trees.”

Owing to its sheltered situation Basgo is reckoned the warmest winter residence in Ladak. It has a large shatran, or polo ground, now rarely used. The monastery is built on a towering rock.

Two routes from Khalsi to Leh meet here. Cultivation on banks of stream in the hollow. (Bellow—Drew.) Said to contain a hundred and fifty houses.

**BÁSHA—Lat.** Long. Elev. An ilaka of the wazirat of Skardu. It consists of the valley formed by the Basha branch of the Shigar.

In the bottom of the valley there is no flat—only the space occupied by the fans which project from the side ravines; each of these fans is the seat of a village, a small cultivated tract, with walnut trees scattered about it. Often rocky precipices rise from the river side, or else from close behind the villages. Three thousand feet or so above the villages are the pasture grounds, whither the flocks and herds are driven for the summer months; on these there is often a collection of small stone huts for the shepherd to live in. It is only at such heights that any pasture can be got,
and that still is scanty, as it must be nourished by the moisture of the snow. Higher up the valley the villages are rarer: a tract of many miles is passed without one being met with, till Arandú is reached, the highest village in the valley. Above this is a glacier, 1½ miles broad, which fills up the valley.

Besides the walnut, the orbele poplar also grows here, but the apricot does not thrive; and though pears and apples ripen, they are of an inferior kind.

A road leads up this valley and across to Nagar and Hunza; it is the road always taken by the Baltis and Nagar people, but it is in a very bad state. (Drew—Godwin-Austen—Manifold.)

There is a rope bridge at Sesko. Arandú is connected with Nagar by means of the Hispar pass, which, however, is seldom used.

The bottom of the valley communicates with the Turmik valley via the Ganto La, which is open for laden coolies in July.

Endeavours, so far unsuccessful, are being made to discover a pass at the head of the Chogo Longma leading to Nagar. Shigar is the tahsil station.

### Particulars of the taluka of Bāsha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village or group of villages</th>
<th>Bank of river</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Pottas</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teosr</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>3 carpenters, 1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrubu</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2 carpenters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemisfai</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1 carpenter (a small fort, 5 or 6 men.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niaslu</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doko Chhibi</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 smith, 1 mochi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erondo</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisall</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesko</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zil</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rien</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogero</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1 smith, 1 mochi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demul</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurgu</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>330</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,220</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>8 carpenters, 2 smiths, 1 mochi.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Rāja of Shigar—Aylmer.)

**Bāsha**

A river in Baltistán, rising in the Kero Lāngma, and forming the western branch of the Shigar river. Length about 28 miles to its junction with
the latter river. Liable to inundations, which often do considerable damage to the villages on its banks. These occur from two causes—

(1) from the bursting glacier lakes;
(2) from an unusual amount of rain which causes “abwás,” or landslips, in the ravines. (Godwin-Austen.)

BÁSHO—Lat. 35° 28'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev. about 9,500'.
A pargana in the ilaka of Skardú, Baltistán, on the left bank of the river Indus. It is at the re-entering angle made by a bend in the river-valley, where, too, a ravine comes down to meet it. There is a small space enclosed between rocky spurs; the part that is cultivated is crowded with fruit-trees; the speciality of the place is grapes, particularly a small blackcurrant variety. (Drew.)

There are thirteen hamlets, of which the largest are Barsingo and Matilo.

The pargana possesses about a hundred and fifty houses. The usual crops are grown. There is a polo-ground at the Guncho hamlet. A road goes up this valley to the Banok Lā. (Aylmer.)

BASÍN—Lat. 35° 55'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev. 5,050'.
Two small hamlets on each side of the Kergah river at its mouth. They really form part of Gilgit, as the cultivation of Basín Pān is almost continuous with that of Gilgit; together they contain about twenty houses. Basín Bāla is inhabited by refugees from Yasin. (Harrow.)

BASMAN—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 15° 33'. Elev.
A small village in the Maru Wardwán valley, lying on the path some little distance from the right bank of the river. It contains a rude masjid, and some twenty houses built entirely of wood, with wooden pent-roofs, two or three stories high.

A small mud fort, having six bastions, but in a very dilapidated state, commands the little hamlet, and is situated on the slope of a hill which towers far above, the summit of which is covered with snow. The elevation of the fort above the village is not 100 feet; it is commanded by many of the surrounding heights. This fort is said to have been built by order of the wazír Zorawár.

A foot-path lies over the mountains to Goguldar, a village at the north-east extremity of the Khourpara pargana; it is only practicable during the height of summer.

A considerable stream flows into the Maru Wardwán river just south of Basman. Supplies cannot be depended on. (Henvey.)

BASTI—Lat. 32° 56'. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.
A small village, surrounded by some cultivation, situated above the right bank of the Haldní stream, about 5 miles south of Badrawár, on the road
to Basooli. It contains six houses, four being inhabited by Hindús and two by Muhammadans.

The Hālūnī stream is crossed by a bridge about a mile above the village.

**BATA—** Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 73° 54'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawār, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river. It contains four houses, a masjid, and the zārat of Saiād Lal Sháh. There are a few fruit and other trees about the village, which is supplied with water by a little stream flowing from a spring on the hill above.

The bridge which usually crosses the Kishan Ganga on the path between this village and Sharkót, about 3 miles to the north-east, is now in ruins.

**BATAL—** Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 74° 1'. Elev.
A village in Púnch, on the path to Költíj, about 10 miles south-west of Púnch; it stretches for a great distance along the left bank of the Púnch Tōi river.

The houses, which are much scattered, number in all about one hundred, all the inhabitants being Muhammadans, and for the most part zamīndārs; there are two or three families of boatmen, who are employed in working the neighbouring ferry below the village of Ser.

The rice-fields below this village are very extensive, and dry crops are also cultivated on the upper slopes.

**BÁTAL—**
A caste of Muhammadans. It is one of those tribes whose members are outcasts from the community; they have to do the dirtiest work, part of their trade being to remove and skin carcasses and to cure leather. They are divided into two classes: the higher class follow the Muhammadan rules as to eating, but the lower class eat carrion. From among this class are provided the musicians and dancing girls.

Probably the remnants of inhabitants earlier than the Aryans. *(Drew.)*

**BATALKŌT—** Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.
This village lies about 21 miles north-east of Púnch, near the mouth of a narrow valley leading to the Núrpúr and Sang Safíd passes.

Iron is mined in the vicinity, and the inhabitants, comprising about ten Muhammadan families, are engaged in its manufacture, and also in agriculture. The iron here produced sells for 6 seers the rupee (British currency).

**BATAPŪRA—** Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A village lying a few miles north of Srinagar, the tahsīl station of the Phak pargana.
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BATGUND—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A large village in the Trál valley, lying at the northern foot of the Multrag hill, the east spur of the Wastarwan mountain.

BATGUND—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A village situated on the slope of the mountains on the northern side of the Shāhhabād valley. It lies on the direct path from Vernág to the Bring pargāna.

BATIYAN—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 34'. Elev.
A village lying on the left bank of the Kishtan Ganga river, about 6 miles north-east of Mozafarabād, on the path towards Tiswal. It contains five houses; both rice and dry crops are grown in the fields, which are much scattered; a small stream flows down from the hills through the village.

BATMÁLU—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
This village, or suburb of Srinagar, is called Batamál Sáhib by the Kashmírs. It lies on the banks of the Dūdh Ganga river, about half a mile west of the Sher Garbi, the intervening ground being a level plain; to the north-west stretches the wide expanse which is used as a parade ground, and to the west and south-west the Binman Nambal or morass. A substantial kadał bridge spans the Dūdh Ganga in the middle of the village, and there is another similar bridge at the end of the avenue of poplars, about 600 yards to the north; this latter is about 144 feet in length and 25 feet in breadth.

There are some gardens and fruit-trees in the village, and much rice cultivation near it.

An estimate of the population gives eighty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars; twenty pandits, including two shopkeepers; one hundred shál-báfs; seven shopkeepers, Muhammadans; three washermen; two watchmen; three messengers; ten sweepers; two blacksmiths; a carpenter; two cotton-cleansers; four müllas; twelve pírrzadas; and fifteen houses inhabited by sepoys and their families.

The suburb also contains three mosques, and the shrine of Batmálu Sáhib.

BATOLI—Lat. 33° 3'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev.
A small village in Badrawár, containing about six houses; it is situated on the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, about half a mile south of the village of Kallain, the usual stage between Badrawár and Doda.

BATPÚRA—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Suknág river, at the foot of the mountains north-east of the Teshá Maidán. This village seems to be identical with Kanyelháma, which contains one hundred and sixty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars, ten shál-báfs, seven pandits, two bakers, and two baniás.
When the rivers are in flood, the Suknág is said to be navigable for large boats as high up as Batpúra.

**BATPÚRA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.**
A small village situated at the foot of a spur from the range of hills on the north-east side of the Machipúra pargana; it lies on the road from Sopúr to Shalúrah, and is watered by a small stream, a branch of the Dangerwari.
The village is surrounded with rice-fields, and contains the ziárat of Baháwadin Gang Baksh.

**BATPÚRA—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 74° 52'. Elev.**
A suburb of Shupion, called also Bagdúnd; it lies to the north-west of the town, on the right bank of the Rembiára, and contains about fifteen houses inhabited exclusively by Hindús. Many of the houses are substantial brick buildings.
North-west of the village is a suitable spot for encamping, well shaded by trees, and supplied with good water.

**BATTERGAN—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 74° 16'. Elev.**
A village in the Uttar pargana, where there is a numerous colony of monkeys. It contains a thána, and plenty of supplies are procurable. *(Etmslie—Montgomerie.)*

**BATÚ—**
A pargana of the Miráj division, lying on the right bank of the Rembiára river, on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir. Shupion is the tahsíl and zilla station.

**BATÚ—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 37'. Elev.**
A village containing five houses, situated on the right bank of the Maru Wardwán river, almost opposite the village of Wardwán.
It lies on a small plateau above the left bank of the stream which flows down from the Margan pass; there is a kadál bridge across this torrent just below the village.

**BAWAN—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.**
A village on the left bank of the Lidár river, containing a magnificent spring; it is about 1½ miles from the ruins of Martund, situated under the northern side of the karewá of Islambád, from whence by the direct road it is about 5 miles distant.
The spring, which is esteemed very sacred, gushes with impetuosity from a horizontal fissure in the limestone rock at the foot of the hills behind the village; the water is received into tanks, which swarm with fish.
There is a fine grove of chunárs in the village. Supplies procurable.

**BAWÁNJÍ—*Ride "Bóxli."***
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BAYLI—Lat. 33° 10'.  Long. 75° 34'.  Elev.
A large village situated on the top of the hill north-west of Doda; it contains about thirty houses, two thirds of the population being Hindús.

BEAKAN—Lat. 32° 41'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A small village in the Bassoli district, containing six or seven houses, situated above the right bank of the Siowá river, near the junction of the Kad stream, which is crossed by a wooden bridge. Below the village there is a temporary bridge across the Siowá on the path to Sertal.
Beakan lies to the west of the direct path between Bassoli and Badrawár, but cattle are required to take the road which passes through the village.

BEHAT—
A name of the chief river of Kashmir. (See "Jhelum.")

BEI NALA—
A hill torrent which flows southward about 2 miles to the east of Rájpúr. Water generally lies in the bed. (Wingate.)

BEJA—Lat. 32° 57'.  Long. 75° 48'.  Elev.
A village lying south-east of Badrawár, on the road to Chamba, by the Pádri pass. The Nerú river is bridged beneath it.

BELA—Lat. 33° 49'.  Long. 74° 21'.  Elev.
A small village about 16 miles north-east of Púnoch, on the steep side of the mountain on the left bank of the Dali Nar stream, which here flows through a very narrow valley. Bela contains twelve houses inhabited by Gújars; there is a little dry cultivation and a few stunted walnut trees about the village.

BELOH—Lat. 33° 31'.  Long. 74° 33'.  Elev.
A small hamlet consisting of three or four shepherds' huts, on the road between Rájaorí and Aliábád Saráí by the Nandan Sar pass, 19 miles from Rájaorí and 12 miles from Aliábád Saráí. The mountains here are long, smooth, and sloping, and in summer covered with magnificent pasturage. No supplies procurable; fuel must be brought from a point a mile distant; water abundant. The Rupri valley may be reached from Beloh in a short march by an easy road passing over the Darhal pass and by the Bhág Sar. (Allgood.)

BEM—
The only caste division of the Ladákis. It consists of blacksmiths and musicians, who are considered low; with none of them will the ordinary Ladákis intermarry. (Drew.)
BERARU—Lat. 33° 5'.
Long. 75° 30'.
Elev.
A village in Badrawár, inhabited by Hindús and Muhammadans, situated above the right bank of the Nerú river, which is crossed by a bridge below the village, about a mile to the north of it. There is a baraddrí in the village, and seven houses which are much scattered, and surrounded by cultivation.

BHACHCHA—Lat. 34° 55'.
Long. 76° 15'.
Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus in Khurang (Baltistán). It contains thirty-six houses. (Agilmer.)

BHADARKASHI—
Another name for Bhadarwáh (which the Hindús sometimes give it), derived, Drew thinks, from the sacredness of a shrine on the river-bank opposite.

BHADARWÁH—See “Badrawár.”

BHALA—Lat. 33° 4'.
Long. 75° 40'.
Elev.
A small Muhammadan village, containing eight houses, on the road from Badrawár to Doda. It stands on the left bank of a small stream, which runs into the Bin Kad close to its junction with the Nerú river. The Bin Kad stream is bridged between this village and Kallain.

BHANIYÁR—Lat. 34° 8'.
Long. 74° 18'.
Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Harpeñtái stream, where it empties itself into the Juelum on the road between Uri and Naoshera. Supplies are scarce. From Bhaniyár, Srinagar may be reached by a path over the Sallar pass in five stages.
East of the village, on the road about 2 miles from Naoshera, stands a magnificent ruin, one of the best preserved specimens of ancient architecture in Kashmir; it is a famous place of pilgrimage for Hindús, and is much frequented. (Allgood—Growse.)

BHAO—Fide “Shummal’Lungfa.”

BHARA—Lat. 33° 3'.
Long. 75° 40'.
Elev.
A village in Badrawár, lying on the slope of the hill above the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, about half a mile south-west of Kallain. It contains sixteen houses inhabited by Hindús. There is much cultivation around this village and in the valley generally.
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BHATKÓT—Lat. 33° 57'.
Long. 75° 20'.
Elev.
A small village about midway between Eishmakan and Palgám, prettily situated on the left bank of the Lidar. Some supplies procurable.

Bhedri Ka Gali—Lat. 34° 36'.
Long. 78° 35'.
Elev.
A pass over the mountain range between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Kághán; it lies at the head of the Pakote valley, and is traversed by a fair path.

Bhimbar—Lat. 32° 58'.
Long. 74° 8'.
Elev.
A small town situated in the plains, on the right bank of a stream of the same name, which flows into the Chenáb near Wazirabad.
Bhimbar is about 29 miles north of Gújrát, 22 miles east of Jhelum, and 50 miles north-west of Sialkót.
The place is of some importance, as being the point of departure from the plains for Kashmir; it is distant about 150 miles from Srinagar, by the Pir Panjál route.
The town, which is mostly built of stone, is surrounded on all except the south side, by low hills, about 500 or 600 feet in height.
There is an old Mogul saráf in the middle of the town, and a brick garhi or fort of no strength on the north; the former building is used as the tháda of district officer’s residence.
To the south of the town are two buildings for the reception of travellers; there is also a good encamping ground supplied with water from the nadi. This stream is usually shallow and fordable, but is liable to floods.
Supplies procurable.
Bhimbar was anciently governed by an independent rája; the last of the line, Sultán Khán, opposed Ranjit Singh’s designs upon Kashmir, and is stated to have been blinded by rája Guláb Singh.
The ruins of the palace of the old rájas of Bhimbar may be traced near the village on the left of the road towards Kashmir. A tonga runs when required to Gújrát. Ekkas are procurable.

Bhimbar Galli—Lat. 33° 33'.
Long. 74° 16'.
Elev.
A pass over the range of hills between Rájaorí and the Mendola district of Púnch.

Bhot Kol—
A stream which rises at the foot of the Bhot Kol or Lanwi La leading into Súrá, and forms one of the headwaters of the Maru Wardwán river. It flows in a north-westerly direction through a narrow valley; the average breadth of its channel is from 100 to 120 yards, and in some parts it is not less than a quarter of a mile in width, and occupies the entire valley.
Huge blocks of snow strew the banks, and the surrounding mountains are sharp and rugged. The road into Súrú by the Bhot Kol follows the course of this stream. The glacier in which the stream rises is about 6 miles in length, with an average breadth of from three quarters to half a mile, stretching out, however, in some places to a mile and a half. It is much fissured in some parts of its course, and the scenery on either side is of the grandest description. This glacier is at an elevation of 13,500 feet, while the mountains rise on either side from 18,000 to 20,000 feet. (Hervoy—Bates.)

**Bhot Kol Pass**—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 75° 53'. Elev. 14,370'.
Leads from the head of the Wardwán valley into the Súrú district. It is a glacier pass. The road is closed for about six months on account of the snow. (Drew.)

**Bhúgmur**—
The name of the mountain range on the east side of the Trúl valley; the direct path to the Dachinpara pargana and the Lidar valley lies over this range.

**Bhúmjú or Búmzu or Bhaumajo**—
Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.
These caves are situated on the left bank of the Lidar river, about a mile north of the village of Bawan; the largest is dedicated to Kála-deva. The cave-temple stands at the far end of a natural but artificially enlarged fissure in the limestone cliff. The entrance to the cavern, which is more than 60 feet above the level of the river, is carved into an architectural doorway, and a gloomy passage, 50 feet in length, leads from it to the door of the temple.

**Bhúp Singh Pari**—Lat. 35° 47'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev. 4,380'.
A camping ground on the south bank of the Gilgit river, 14 miles east of Minawar. It is devoid of shade and is a dreary jumble of rocks and sand. Water from the river very muddy. It was near here that a Kashmir force under Bhúp Singh was nearly annihilated in 1852. Hence the name. (Barrow.)

**Bhurtçu rá**—Lat. 33° 37'. Long 74° 56'. Elev.
A village in the Diosur pargana, lying about half a mile north-east of Kúri.

**Bhutna**—
A stream which rises in the glacier of the Umási La or Bardhar pass and flows into the Chenáb at Gulábgarh. At its junction with the Chenáb it is a large impetuous stream, and is here crossed by a good bridge. Zorawár
Singh crossed this bridge in 1837, with a force of 3,000 men, and took the fort of Chatargarh, which used to stand on the right bank of the Bhutna in the angle between it and the Chenab. The river varies much in character; but for the most part it flows with great rapidity over a rocky channel, and in one place forms a cataract of some size. More than once, and always above the most rapid parts, it is tranquil, though still swift, and flows between gravelly islands. Above Kundhel there are traces of a fall of rock having dammed the river; the stream here passes over the talus (the cause of the damming) in a cataract, while immediately above the valley opens, and the waters spread out almost into a lake. Farther up is another instance of the same kind. Above Hamuri the stream is covered with snow for the most part. (Thomson—Drew.)

BHUTNA—

A valley formed by the Bhutna stream in the district of Padder. Commencing from the lower portion, patches of cultivation occur on both sides, and several hamlets of a few houses each; some of the villages have walnut trees flourishing, but their fruit does not ripen well here. At one part there is an oak wood, which grows on both hillsides. Deodar has grown chiefly on the left bank above the oak, but it has all been cut down for timber. Alder, horse-chestnut, and ash grow too. The hillsides are the extremities of spurs from greater ridges; they themselves show a fall of some thousand feet, but they are connected with much more lofty mountains, 18,000 to 20,000 feet high. Above Chishot, 8,200 feet, is a pine forest. Near Hamuri, 8,800 feet, the pine forest ceases, and the valley opens and has a more stony look; the masses of rock that have fallen down from the cliffs above, or have been carried down in snowfalls, are very conspicuous. Around Hamuri there is much cultivation, with irrigation. Beyond this village the valley is open and bare, but very rocky and covered with large boulders. There is no wood except in the ravines, where groves of poplar and walnut grow. The herbaceous vegetation on the bank is very luxuriant. The highest village of any size in the Bhutna valley is Machal (9,700 feet), 22 miles from the Chenab. Around it is some cultivation; and on the mountain-sides are some stunted deodars, but at 9,800 feet these altogether end. Sunjam, 11,000 feet, is the highest inhabited place; here they grow wheat, peas, buckwheat, and the kind of barley called gins. Beyond this the valley is open, and bounded on both sides by steep, rocky mountains, those on the right being partially wooded with birch, on the other side quite bare. About 2 miles from Sunjam is a level plain, nearly 2 miles in length, and at least half a mile in width. Small groves of willow are scattered over this plain. The surface where free from snow is usually grassy; and near the
lower end very swampy. At its upper end are two low ridges of boulders, evidently moraines; and on the other side of these lies another plain much more barren and desolate-looking than the previous one. This plain is surrounded on all sides by mountains, rocky and steep, the southern slopes of which, to a height of about 1,000 feet, are covered with birch. The upper part of the valley is closed by a glacier, over which lies the road to Padam in Zanskár. *(See also "Routes").* *(Thomson—Drew, in the month of June.)*

**BIAFO—**

A glacier in the Mustágh range running down into the Braldú valley to the east of Askolé. It terminates at an elevation of 10,145 feet. Its broad belt of ice and moraine, stretching right across the plain for more than a mile and a half, completely hides the river (Braldú) which flows beneath it, the terminal portion of the glacier abutting against the cliffs on the opposite side of the valley. The Braldú is a tributary of the Shigar river, and the whole of the valley drained by this latter may be described as one great area of ice-bound mountains, with long trains of ice debouching out into the drainage lines: the glacier of Biafo forming the striking feature of this region. The average slope of this glacier is about 3°-5° to 4°. Montgomery says it is 54 miles long in an almost perfectly straight line. *(Godwin-Austen.)*

**BIAHO—**

A river in Baltistán, which rises in the Baltero glacier at about lat. 35° 40', long. 76° 10', and runs into the Braldú river. At Burdomal, about 4 miles from its junction with the Braldú, commence some ugly slopes of clay and stones, having deep gullies cut through them from the ravines above. At times these are the lines of watercourses. The sides of these gullies are very steep. After these slopes the river bed widens out to about 1¼ mile, the Biaho flowing along in numerous channels, large and thick deposits of clay and angular rocks lying upon the mountain sides, with a high face of cliff cut clean through wherever a ravine above occurs. At the foot of these cliffs are narrow belts of thorny scrub, with coarse grass.

The Biaho comes roaring out of an immense cavern in the ice-cliff at the foot of the Baltero glacier. *(See also "Routes").* *(Godwin-Austen.)*

**BIANO—**

Lat. 35° 42'.

Long. 75° 40'.

Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Braldú (Baltistán). It contains 12 houses. There is a rope bridge here. *(Aylmer.)*

**BIARUN—**

Lat. 33° 50'.

Long. 74° 23'.

Elev.

A small village in Púneh, lying at the mouth of a narrow valley on the
left bank of the Dali Nar stream, north-west of the Nārpūr and Sang Safid passes, about 20 miles north-east of Pūnch by a fair path.

The village contains about twelve flat-roofed houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars. The cultivation is confined to dry crops.

**BICHLÁRI—**

This river, which drains the Banīhāl district, is formed by the junction of the Mohu and Banīhāl streams, which take their rise on the slopes of the Pansāl range, and unite below the village of Nachilāns; the Bichlāri at first flows in a south-east direction, until it receives the combined waters of the Pogal and Peristān streams by its left bank, when it takes a more westerly course through a narrow valley, and empties itself into the Chenāb, in lat. 33° 15', long. 75° 12', about 6 miles west of Rāmbān.

The road from Jamū to Kashmir by the Banīhāl pass lies along the banks of the Bichlāri, which it crosses by bridges above Dīgībhol, below Rāmsū, and again just above the village of Gangna.

**BIEN—** Lat. 35° 46'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Bāsha river (Baltistān). It contains 15 houses.

**BIFLIAJ—** Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.

A small village between Thāna Mandi and Sūran, about 3 miles north of the Rattān Pir pass; it is picturesquely situated on the side of the hill, about 400 feet above the right bank of the Sūran river.

Bifliaj is about 20 miles south-east of Pūnch. (Ince.)

**BIHU—**

A pargana in the Mirāj division, lying on the right bank of the Jhelum, south-east of Srinagar; the tahsil station is at Pampūr.

**BIJ-BEHĀRA or WIJ-BEĀRA—** Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.

An ancient town of considerable importance, built on both banks of the Jhelum between Islāmābād and Srinagar, from which places it is distant by road about 6 and 30 miles, respectively; by river the distances are much greater. It lies about 9 miles by land above Awantipūr, the journey by boat occupying ten hours; from Shupion it is said to be 9 kas distant by the direct path. Bij-Behāra is the tahsil station of the Sarat mozebāla pargana.

The houses, which number altogether about four hundred, have a very dilapidated appearance, are mostly built of sun-dried brick, in timber frames, and have thatch roofs; they are disposed in picturesque confusion, and extend for a considerable distance along the left bank of the river; but the town has very little depth, the high river banks quickly sub-
siding to the level of the surrounding rice-fields. The streets are narrow, tortuous, and hilly, and very dirty. There are numerous gardens in the town, which are irrigated by wells, in which the water rises to a level of about 20 feet from the surface.

To the west of the town lies the Wahid Bába Wudar, or table-land, on the edge of which grows a single tree, sacred to Mahadeo, and a place of Hindú worship.

Near the middle of the town is a bridge across the Jhelum, which has here an average depth of about 6 feet; it is supported by three piers, and is 100 yards long and 17 feet broad.

In construction the bridge is exactly similar to those at Srinagar.

An inconsiderable portion of the town is built on the right bank of the river, north of the bridge.

Bij-Behára is famous for the delicacy of its trellis-work, and for the manufacture of blankets.

The following is an approximate list of the houses, according to the trades and occupations of the inhabitants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Craft</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zamindars, Muhammadans</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop-keepers</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahmins</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandits</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldsmiths</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washermen</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth-weavers</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacksmiths</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy-maker</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeons</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather-workers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk-sellers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow-keepers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishermen</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish-sellers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicians</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet-makers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanket-makers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saiids</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Múllas</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pir Zádas</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakísrs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are ten mosques in the town; in that close to the east end of the bridge is preserved a slab, which was removed from the ruins in the Bádsháhi Bág; the inscription, which is in Persian, relates that “by the grace of God, Dárá Shukku, on the 22nd day of the Rámsán, in the year of the Hijra 1060 (corresponding to A.D. 1650), in the reign of Sháh Juhán Bádsháh, Ghází, completed this building, which was erected under the superintendence of Daroga Muhammad Zahid Abul Hasan, of Samarkand.” The site of the Bádsháhi Bág lies on the right bank of the river, to the south of the bridge; it is now a barley-field, the only traces of the royal garden being the magnificent avenues of chunár trees, now past their
prime, and falling rapidly to decay; the remains of the water-channels and
two masonry reservoirs exist, and the ruins of a baraddri or pavilion near
the bank of the river.

The garden was supplied with water brought from the village of Nan-
gil, situated on the right bank of the Lidar, some miles to the south-east.

At the south end of the garden, a long brick baraddri has lately been
built.

There are eight ziarats in Bij-Behāra; of these, the shrine of Bābā
Nassib-ud-dīn, Ghāzi, is the largest and most famous; it is situated on the
left bank of the river, towards the north end of the town, near the Jama
Masjid.

On the left bank of the river, south of the town, shaded by some fine
chunār trees, stands a new Hindū temple, built of white stone with gilt
ornaments on the top; it is said to occupy the site of a very old temple,
which was founded by Hari Chandar Rāzan, one of the ancient kings of
Kashmir.

The Maharāja Gulāb Singh made, it is said, a vow to erect a temple
here, and placed a stone with his own hands to mark the spot; but, dying
before he had time to accomplish his purpose, the late maharāja determined
to give effect to his father's pious intentions; the works were completed in
1871.

Near the temple, on the left bank of the river, is a dāhausāla, and also
a long row of brick buildings, intended for the accommodation of travellers
of distinction.

Supplies are abundant; the Jhelum furnishes the best water, as, from
the number of cemeteries in and about the town, that from the wells must
be of very doubtful purity.

Baron Hügel states that Bij-Behāra was one of the ancient capitals of
Kashmir; the name may perhaps be derived from Vijaya Para, the City of
Victory, or from Vijaya Bijirī, a king who is believed to have reigned in
this neighbourhood about 67 B.C.

BILBUR—Lat. 33° 10'.

A hamlet scattered on the northern slopes of the Singipal mountain, about
3 miles from the left bank of the Chenāb. It lies almost opposite to
Rāmbān, on the direct road from Jamū to Kashmir, and contains a small
closure for the accommodation of the maharāja when travelling. Sup-
plies are procurable, but water is scarce.

The inhabitants are chiefly Hindūs of the Chatri caste. There are also
a few Muhammadan families living in the village.

BILERGU—Lat. 34° 41'.

A village in the Drās valley, on the right bank of the Drās river, 5 miles
above Olttingthang. Round it there are a good many poplar, willow, and apricot trees. (Thomson.)

BILLATA—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 17'. Elev. 5,150'.
Variously spelt—Balota (Thomson), Bilaut (Drew), and Bilhata.
A small village on the Jamú-Srinagar route, 6 miles south of Rambán
on the Chenáb. Round the village are some very fine deodars. The hills
on all sides are richly cultivated, as far up as 6,000 feet, above which eleva-
tion fine forest commences.
Water scarce; space for camping ground cramped. (Thomson.)

BIN KAD—
A stream which takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy mountains west
of Badrawár, and, flowing in a northerly direction through a fertile valley,
empties itself into the Nerúr river by its left bank, in lat. 33° 4', long. 75°
40', below the village of Bhala.
This stream is usually fordable, but is bridged between the villages of
Kallain and Bhala, where the road from Badrawár to Doda crosses it, and
also above Danda.
The villages lying on the right bank of the stream are almost entirely
inhabited by Hindús.

BIREGATI—
A small stream, which, rising in the snowy mountains near the cave of
Amrnáth, flows into the Panjtarni streams, the headwater of the Sind
river. (Moorcroft.)

BIKOK LA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A pass connecting Drás with the village of Gújrind in Tilail. It is
said that ponies can go by this road in September, but are stopped early
in the summer by the flooded state of the rivers. (Moorcroft.)

BIRU—
The name of a stream which flows into the Tawi; it is crossed by the road
from Jamú to Kashmir, about 2 miles north of Krimchi, and at that point,
during the rains, the ford is about 60 yards wide, and waist-deep.

BIRWA—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.
The tahsil station of a pargana of the same name, which is included in the
Patan zilla of the Kamráj division.
The pargana lies on the south-west side of the valley, west of Srinagar,
the village being situated at the foot of a table-land above the left bank of
the Súknág river. Both the pargana and the village are called Birwa.

BISH LA—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 73° 45'. Elev.
A pass over the watershed between the Kishau Ganga and Kághán valleys,
by which, during the summer months, there is a practicable path from the village of Darral, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, to Mandri in Kágbán.

BISIL—Lat. 35° 52'. Long 75° 27'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán on the left bank of the Básáha river. There is a hot spring here depositing a great quantity of sulphur, forming a crust through which it bubbles to the surface. Vigne considers the temperature to be about 160°. The quantity of water is very considerable, and the natives, aware of its purifying qualities, have erected a bath-house near. It contains 25 houses. (Vigne—Aylmer.)

BITARH—
A river in Púneh, which rises on the western slopes of the Panjál range, near the Nilkantha pass, and, flowing in a south-westerly direction, empties itself into the Púneh Tóí by its right bank, in lat. 33° 40', long. 74° 7', just south-west of the town of Púneh.

The path from Púneh to Paríl crosses this river by a ford, the passage being occasionally temporarily interrupted by floods; the main road from Púneh to Kashmir, over the Hají Pir pass, follows up the bed of the river for about 10 miles, crossing and re-crossing the stream in numerous places.

During the latter part of its course the stream divides into separate channels, flowing over small boulders, and drains a valley which is about half a mile in width, bounded by well-wooded hills of moderate elevation.

BO—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 4'. Elev.
A small village situated at the foot of the southern slopes of the Wastarwan mountain, about a mile south-east of Awántipúr, on the path to Tráíl.

The traces of ruins extend from this village to Awántipúr, of which it is considered to form a part. There are five houses in the village, also two springs, and some chunár and other shady trees about it.

BOBAL (Dárd, Bond)—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 75° 12'. Elev.
A camping ground in a valley of the same name, on the path between Badagám, in Tilail, and the Shingó valley. It lies at the source of the Grati Nar stream. There are no habitations in the valley, but fuel and water are obtainable.

BOBERNAG—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 74° 17'. Elev.
A village in the Uttar pargana, lying high up in the Magabsanger gorge, on the direct road from Hatmalú to Magham. There is a fine spring in the village, which is always running. (Montgomeria.)

BOGHĐAN or BIAGĐANG—Lat. 34° 48'. Long. 77° 5'. Elev. 9,800'. [approx.
The most westerly village in Nubrá. It lies on the right bank of the
Shyok, 200 feet above that river. It is a halting-place on the road from Leh to Skardú.

The inhabitants are Muhammadans, being a colony from Khurmaug. The village contains 20 houses. Supplies procurable in small quantities. Camping ground small.

Towards Leh there is the choice of two routes:—

I. Up the Boghdan valley, over a pass 14,200 feet high and then down the Waris and Butbar valleys to the camp of Khoron on the right bank of the Shyok. Two marches.

II. Up the right bank of the Shyok to Khoron camp. One march. The road is certainly very bad in places, but not worse than many other parts of the Leh-Skardú route. In winter it is quite easy.

Dr. Thomson describes a summer camping place up the Boghdan ravine, not Boghdan itself. (Aylmor.)

**Bolor—Fide "Karakoram Mountains."**

**Boogan—Lat. 34° 36′. Long. 73° 58′. Elev.**

A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, almost opposite Lalla, with which it is connected by a sampa bridge.

There are nine houses in the village, inhabited by zamindars, a carpenter and a blacksmith. (Gazetteer.)

**Boorphrará—Lat. 34° 15′. Long. 75° 6′. Elev.**

A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, almost opposite Sombal. It is watered by a stream which flows from the Kotwál mountain to the north-west; it produces rice.

The village contains a masjid, and ten houses, inhabited by zamindars, including a carpenter and a potter. (Bales.)

**Bor—Lat. 34° 43′. Long. 74° 1′. Elev.**

A small hamlet in Upper Drawar, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, opposite Tali Lohát.

During floods this village is cut off from all communication with the right bank of the river; but there is a path over the hills to the south leading to Karen.

**Borkan—Lat. 33° 18′. Long. 75° 31′. Elev.**

A village lying to the south of the Brari Bal pass, about 18 miles north of Doda, on the path towards Kashmir. It is situated about 2 miles north of Gay, on the top of the long spur which separates the two principal headwaters of the Luddur Kad stream.

The village itself contains twelve families, ten being Hindús and two Kashmiri Muhammadans; the hamlet of Bata, which lies just to the
north, on the west face of the spur, contains four houses inhabited by Kashmiri Muhammadans.

Borkan is the last village met with on the path leading into Kashmir by the Brari Bal pass.

BORROGAM—Lat. 34° 33'.  Long. 75° 6'.  Elev.

The largest village in the Tilail valley, is situated on the plateau above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, near the confluence of the Grati Nar stream.

It is the Tahāna station of the valley, and the thanādar who resides in the village is vested with magisterial powers.

Borrogam contains a maajid, and sixteen houses which are clustered together for the sake of warmth and protection, in the manner peculiar to the Tilail valley. The inhabitants are all Muhammadan zamīndars. There is much cultivation around the village, but no shade; the pleasantest situation for encamping is under the trees on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, which is crossed by a kadač bridge with balustrades, having a span of about 75 feet; the descent to the bank of the river is exceedingly steep.

Gulturri, a village in the Shingo valley, may be reached in four marches when the weather is favourable; Muskhi, in Drās, is the same number of marches to the east, by a good road said to be practicable for laden ponies.

BORU—Lat. 33° 55'.  Long. 74° 47'.  Elev.

A small village lying at the foot of the spur about 5 miles north of Chhrār; a stream, a branch of the Sang Safid river, flows through the village; there is also a spring under a chunār tree.

BOSE—Lat. 33° 53'.  Long. 75° 8'.  Elev.

A village in the Wular pargana, lying about half a mile east of the path between Sursu and Trul.

It contains twenty-five houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamīndars, and two by pandits.

The Kumla Nāg spring rises near the village, which is also well supplied with water from the stream which flows between it and the village of Laria to the west.

BRAGAR—Lat. 35° 14'.  Long. 76° 14'.  Elev. 8,300', approx.

A village in Khapalu, (Baltistán), on the right bank of the Shyok, situated at the junction of the Thallé Lūmla with that river. There is a great deal of cultivation round Bragar, and immediately below it is a very remarkable saline plain, grassy, and very swampy, and traversed by numerous streamlets. It contains over a hundred houses. (Thomson—Aylmer.)
BRAKCHANG—Lat. 35° 24'.  Long. 75° 49'.  Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It contains 39 houses.

BRALDÚ—

A river in Baltistán rising in the Punmah glacier on the Mustágh range, about lat. 35° 49', long. 76° 2'.

It flows into the Shigar river. At Dassú the river is very rapid. Godwin-Austen crossed it here on a skin raft and was washed for some distance down the stream. Brooke crossed it by building a temporary bridge of trees. Beyond Binsépi Günd the river was again crossed on a temporary bridge by Brooke, who describes the hills round Foljo as barren rocks with no trees. At Biaho there is a very shaky rope bridge. At Pakorah is another good rope bridge. About here the scenery is bold and grand, and the river being somewhat confined, goes tossing along among the huge blocks which strew its course. On the right bank at one place, and within a mile of each other, are three hot springs; their temperature, 137°, 122°, 117° Fahr., all sulphurous; the water issues in small quantities, yet enough to make a bath. At Chongo there is another rope bridge, 276 feet in length; it is very strongly made, but very slack, and the descent at starting and ascent on the other side are by no means easy; nine ropes form the footway, with nine on either hand to hold by; the ropes are made of birch twigs. Here there is a fine spring of hot water. Near Askorlé the valley opens out. Here there is another rope bridge, 270 feet in length. The Braldú is here a roaring boiling torrent of an ochre colour. The country is bare and rugged, the high points are covered with snow and glaciers fill the ravines. Six miles from Askorlé the river passes under the Biafo glacier, which covers it for 1½ miles. Two miles from this the river turns north at its junction with the Biaho stream; 4 miles from this it is crossed by a rope bridge at Dumordo. Onwards from this the river narrows to its source in the Punmah glacier. Many years ago the Biafo glacier produced one of those cataclysms to which the Upper Indus is subject. The valley of the Braldú became wholly obstructed with ice, and the whole of the broad expanse above of sandbanks and lines of stream became converted into a deep lake, which extended several miles upwards. Thus it continued for some time, and when the waters at last broke through their icy barrier, the damage done was considerable. The greatest flood chronicled occurred about two hundred years ago, when the village of Spanbú was quite destroyed. The grazing grounds of the villages on the right bank of the Braldú lie up the Thla Brok and neighbouring ravines; those of Askorlé are immediately above the village, whilst the villages further down have to take their herds and yaks up the spur above the camping spots of Tsook and Punmah.
The villagers of these regions have but few personal wants, and all are obtainable in the valley. They dress entirely in puttu, which they make themselves. Their knowledge of the world is almost limited to their own wild ravines; and though many of them have crossed the Mustägh pass, few have been in the other direction beyond Skardú.

During the winter months the men go in search of ibex, which they hunt with dogs. In several places there are small, strongly-built huts, in which the people place the venison, which freezes and keeps till they return to the village below. (Gedwin-Austen.)

BRALDU—
An ilaka of the wazirat of Skardú. It is drained by the Braldú river (q.v.), the eastern branch of the Shigar. The upper portions of the valley and its branches are occupied by enormous glaciers. The principal crop is kasan; a little jas and matts are produced; walnuts grow well. Up the Braldú valley lies the road to the Mustägh pass. The upper portion communicates with Shigar via the Skoro La, which becomes passable in July.

The inhabitants are all Baltis.
The talàsil station is Shigar.

**Particulars of the ilaka of Braldú.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village or group of villages</th>
<th>Bank of river</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Cattle</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biano</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambâra</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1 ditto.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tseedar</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1 ditto.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongo</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongwał</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorongo</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Askoldî</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staite</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongran</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karpô</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heta</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pokora</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poljo</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyanga</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | **188** | **1,388** | **577** | 3 carpenters, 1 smith.

(Rdja of Shigar—Aylmer.)

**BRAMA**—Lat. **33° 30'**. Long. **76° 10'**. Elev.
A cluster of snowy peaks, having an elevation of over 20,000 feet, situated north-east of Kishtwâr, on the borders of Zanskâr.
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They form a conspicuous object in the landscape of those entering Kashmir by way of Doda or Kishtwár.

**BRANGSA SASER or SASER POLU—**

Lat. 35° 2' 43".  
Long. 77° 50'.  
Elev. 15,240'.

A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route, at the north foot of the Saser pass. It is a small collection of stone-wall enclosures to protect the traveller and his cattle from the icy blasts that blow down from the Saser pass, and looks down upon the broad bed of the Shyok. No supplies, fuel, or grass here. The Shyok is forded opposite the camp.

(Below—Trotter.)

**Note.**—There are two routes from Brangsa Saser to Daolat-Begûlî—

1. Summer route, east via Balak-i-Murghai and Dipeang plain.
2. Winter route, west via Kumdan and Gapshan, up the Shyok river.

**BRANYEN—**

Lat 33° 50'.  
Long. 75° 36'.  
Elev.

A village lying on the right bank of the Maru Wardwán river, about 2 miles south of Suedramman.

There are some trees and a little cultivation about the village, which contains seven houses and a masjid.

**BRAR—**

Lat. 33° 48'.  
Long. 75° 20'.  
Elev.

A village in the Khourpara pargana, north-east of Islamabâd, situated on the right bank of the Shâhkdul canal.

An excellent path, crossing the Metsij hill, connects this village with Gowran, in the Kuthâr pargana.

**BRARIANGAN—**

The name of a stream, one of the headwaters of the river which flows in many channels through the Trâl valley; it rises on the slopes of the lofty range between the Lídar valley and the Wular pargana, and is crossed by a kudal bridge just south of the village of Namastán.

**BRARIANGAN—**

Lat. 33° 42'.  
Long. 75° 21'.  
Elev.

A large village in the Kuthâr pargana, lying east of Achibâd, at the mouth of the Halkan Gali, on the path to Newbûg.

There are several springs in the village, the largest of which is esteemed sacred by Hindús. The village contains twenty-five houses inhabited by panditas, and also five Muhammâdan families.

**BRARI BAL—**

Lat. 33° 23'.  
Long. 75° 29'.  
Elev.

A mountain pass which lies at the extreme south-east point of the valley of Kashmir, and is crossed by the path from Doda. This route only becomes practicable when the summer is well advanced, and it is closed early in winter.

The distance from Borkan, the last village met with in Kishtwár, to Choan, at the south-east end of the Shâhhabâd valley, is about 18 miles,
the ascent and descent both being steep; there are no villages on the way, but wood and water are obtainable in places.

BRARINAMBAL—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev. 5,236'.
An expanse of water in Srinagar, adjoining the Dal lake, traversed by a branch of the Rainawari canal.

From the northern edge of this morass the canal, called the Nali Máír, flows through the northern portion of the town; on the western edge lies the garden of Dilawar Khán.

BRIMBAR—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village in the Kuthár pargana, situated towards the east side of the valley; it is watered by a branch of the Arpat.

The houses, which are eight in number, are built of stone and wood, and have pent roofs covered with either shingle or thatch. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamindars.

BRING—
A pargana in the Islamábád zilla of the Miráj division; the tahsil station is at the village of Hokra.

Bring is the name of the ornament or spire on the top of a masjid or záirá; it is, therefore, probable that this pargana owes its name to its geographical position at the extreme end of Kashmir.

The Bring pargana is a long and narrow valley, bounded by lofty hills; it lies north-west and south-east, parallel to the Shaúbád valley, which it greatly resembles, but is neither so thickly populated, nor is the rice cultivation so extensive, as the river by which it is traversed spreads itself over a considerable surface, and much of the land on the banks of its various channels is stony and unfruitful; willow pollards, however, abound on this land, and afford large supplies of fodder for the cattle during the winter.

Great numbers of ponies graze in this valley, and silk-worms are reared in the villages towards the north-west end. The iron mines near Sof are the most extensive and profitable in Kashmir.

BRING—
This river, one of the headwaters of the Jhelum, takes its rise at the foot of the Brari Bal, at the south-east extremity of the valley of Kashmir, and, as the Tansan stream, flows in a north-westerly direction to the village of Wyl, up to which point it is usually fordable; it is there joined by a more considerable stream, which drains the Nowbúg valley, and bending further to the west is augmented by the waters of the Kukár Nág springs, near the village of Hillar, uniting with the Arpat river just west of Islamábád.

During the winter months this river may be forded without difficulty, but when the snows are melting, it is a vast and impetuous stream, flowing through wide channels bedded with stones and small boulders.
There is a good kadal bridge over the river, just above the village of Urigám, south-east of Sof.

**BRINGHIN—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.**
A village which, with Lannor, lying about a mile to the north-west, gives its name to a small valley in the mountains between the Diosur and Sháhabád parganas.

It contains about twenty houses, which present rather a dilapidated appearance, but are delightfully situated on sloping turf shaded by beautiful trees. The village is well supplied with water by a stream from the hills.

**BRINGHIN-LANNOR—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.**
A small valley containing the villages of Bringhin and Lannor, beautifully situated in the mountains between the Diosur and Sháhabád parganas. The valley is well watered, and rice is extensively cultivated; the locality seems particularly favourable to the growth of the vine. Vigne mentions that wine was formerly made here in great quantities.

The Bringhin-Lannor valley may be reached by a good road from the village of Krew, in the Sháhabád pargana; the distance is about 4 miles, the path lying by the Khúnd valley and the village of Rozlu.

**BRINNAR—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.**
A small village situated on the ledge of the hill above the left bank of the Nowbád stream, almost opposite the village of that name.

The houses, of which there are four, and a masjid, are constructed of timber, with pent shingle roofs.

**BRINT—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.**
A dirty village, surrounded by rice-fields, situated about 2 miles west of Achibál, with which place it is connected by a raised pathway.

There are numerous mulberry and other fruit-trees about the village; silk-worms are reared in the place, but not to any great extent. The inhabitants number thirty families of zamindars, two barbers, two watchmen, two dyers, two mullas, three shopkeepers, a carpenter, a potter, a leather-worker, two cow-keepers, two milk-sellers, a tailor (a Pesháwari), and a fakír, a native of Arabia. In the adjoining hamlet of Batúrā, which is considered a part of the same village, there are fifteen houses inhabited by pandits, and two by Muhammadans.

**BRIOUND—Lat. 32° 46'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.**
A small Hindú village in the Bassolí district, containing about four houses; it is situated on the left bank of the Siowa, to the south of a spur of the mountain which overhangs the stream.

**BROKPAS—**
A name given by the Baltás to the Dárd communities dwelling among them in the country south-east of Haramsh. Biddulph gives the best
account extant of these isolated fractions of the Dârd race, and the following description is taken entirely from his "Tribes of the Hindú Kush."

"Dwelling among the Baltís, in small numbers in the Rondú and Skardú districts, and in a large proportion in Khurmang and Himbaps, are, as is shown in the accompanying table, Shins, Yashkins, and Dúms, who speak Shina:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shins (Nom.)</th>
<th>Yashkins</th>
<th>Dúms</th>
<th>Baltis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rondú</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1 per cent.</td>
<td>12 per cent.</td>
<td>1.5 per cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>A few houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khurmang</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5 per cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himbaps</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But it must be noted that the dialect of Shina, spoken in Rondú† and Skardú, is the Astori, while in the Khurmang and Himbaps districts that of Chilás-Dârd is in use. These people hold a position in the community inferior to that of the Baltís, who call them Brokpas, 'highlanders,' from the circumstance of their cultivating the higher and less fertile ground in the lateral valleys and on the mountain-sides, while the lower—that is, the best—ground is in the hands of Baltís. Mr. Drew, overlooking this fact, accounts for the name and their presence in Baltistán by suggesting that they came over the passes from Nagar and settled among the Baltís, but there are no Shins in Nagar, nor is the Shina language spoken there. The account given of themselves by the Brokpas is, no doubt, the true one. About the beginning or middle of the seventeenth century the Makpon,† ruler of Skardú was Ahmad Shâb, who had four sons. The eldest of these succeeded him as prince of Skardú, and, by the aid of his brothers, subdued the country to the westward as far as Chitrâl. The three younger brothers were eventually established in Khurmang, Rondú, and Astor, and founded the families which ruled in these places with more or less independence till the conquest of the country by the Dográs. The Brokpas say that in the course of the different warlike expeditions of the four brothers, they were carried off from their own countries, Astor and Chilás, and forcibly settled in the places in which we now find them. This is borne out, not only by the different dialects of Shina spoken among them, but by the fact that no Brokpas are to be found in Shigar and Khapâlu, the princes of which places do not belong to the Makpon family. Had they found their way into Baltistán by the

* The district drained by the Shinge river is included in the Khurmang district, and is chiefly inhabited by Brokpas. Himbaps is the name given by the Baltís to the Drâs district, which by the Brokpas is called Huussa.
† The village of Dero is the only one in the Rondú district in which the Gilgit dialect of Shina is spoken.
‡ Makpon is the family name of the princes of Rondú, Astor, and Khurmang.
route suggested by Mr. Drew, Shigar is the district in which they would now be most numerous.

"Towards the Brokpas the Baltis occupy the same position of a superior and privileged class, as the Shins occupy towards the Yashkins elsewhere. Notwithstanding their inferior position, the Brokpas maintain their caste system among themselves. The distinctive term of 'Shin' is rarely used. The name by which the Shins of Baltistan prefer to call themselves is 'Rom,' which must not cause them to be confused with the Rono caste previously mentioned. They acknowledge themselves to belong to the Shin caste of Gilgit, Astor, &c., but divide themselves into four sub-castes—

1. Sharshing, | 3. Doro,
2. Gabur, | 4. Yudal,

who intermarry freely, and are in all respects equal amongst themselves. This probably represents a state of things which once existed in the Shin countries further west. It is perhaps worth noting that the term 'Rom' is the one applied to themselves by our English gipsies; it would be curious if any connection could be traced between them and the Shins.

"The Roms refuse to intermarry with the Yashkins, who, in Khurman and Himbas, are also called Bruska. This is almost the same name as that by which the Yashkin caste still call themselves, as already mentioned in Hunza and Nagar.

"Intermarriage between the Brokpas and Baltis, though practised, is not common. The children are called according to the father's race, but the two races live alongside each other with little intermixing. Nevertheless, it is evident that the Baltis have at some time been strongly influenced by Dard customs. It is not the intention to enter into any detailed account of the Baltis, but a brief acquaintance with them is sufficient to show that they are far more deeply imbued with Dard customs than casual intermarriage with the present Brokpas would account for.

"In the Indus valley, above Khurman, Mr. Drew gives the names of ten villages of Buddhist Dards. I have not had an opportunity of visiting these villages, and most of the information I have concerning them is gathered from Mr. Drew's work and from Mr. Shaw's papers. From the specimens of their language given by Messrs. Drew and Shaw, it is evident that they speak a dialect of Shina, which, however, differs so much from that spoken by the Baltistan Brokpas, that the latter are obliged to use the Balti language in conversing with them."

The following extracts from Mr. Shaw's paper will show the chief points of interest concerning them as compared with other Dard communities:

"While isolated among strangers they have preserved themselves with a caste-like feeling from amalgamating with them, and seem to have only recently and very superficially accepted the religious beliefs of their neighbours. The greater part of the tribe
is thus nominally Buddhist, while two or three of their north-western villages bordering
on Baltistán have become Musalmán.

"Foremost among their tenets is the abhorrence of the cow. This is an essentially
Dárdi peculiarity, though not universal among them. Unlike Hindus, they consider
animal's touch contamination, and though they are obliged to use bullocks in ploughing,
they scarcely handle them at all. Calves they seem to hold aloof from still more. They
use a forked stick to put them to, or remove them from, the mother. They will not
drink cow's milk (or touch any of its products in any form); and it is only recently
that they have overcome their repugnance to using shoes made of the skin of the animal
they so condemn. When asked whether their abstaining from drinking the milk and
eating the flesh of cows is due to reverence such as that of the Hindus, they say that
their feeling is quite the reverse. The cow is looked upon as bad, not good, and if one
of them drank its milk they would not admit him into their houses.

"Thus although the Brokpás of Dáh-Hánú are nominally Buddhists, yet their real
worship is that of local spirits or demons, like the Lha-mo (goddess) of Dáh. Her
name is Sbrìng-mo. A certain family in the village supplies the hereditary officiating
priest."

"In each house the fireplace consists of three upright stones, of which the one at the
back of the hearth is the largest, 18 inches or 2 feet in height. On this stone they
place an offering for the Lha-mo from every dish cooked there, before they eat of it.
They also place there the first-fruits of the harvest. Such is their household worship.

"Besides this spirit-worship, which is their tribal religion, they have a superficial
coating of Buddhism. They say that three or four cycles,—that is, forty or fifty years
ago,—after a war between Shigar and Ladák, when their country was occupied by the
Ladák army, the lamas converted them. The head lama at the monastery of
Skirbichin, farther up the river, told me, however, that it was only some twelve or
fifteen years ago that the Brokpás were converted by lamas from his monastery, who
went on begging-tours amongst them. But this may have been a mere revival. At
any rate, there is a remarkable absence in the Dáh-Hánú country of those Buddhist
monuments which form such a conspicuous feature along the roads and in the villages of
Tibet."

"Mr. Drew, who has given a most interesting short account of these Brokpás in
his 'Jamú and Kashmir,' is, I think, mistaken in supposing that they have no caste as
the other Dárs have. I have heard of at least three caste-like divisions, which we may
call those of priests, cultivators, and artisans.

"Reversing the custom of the Hindus in the matter of marriage, the lower caste
may take wives from the higher, but not vice versa (except in the case of the priests).
Probably, as a consequence of this, a married daughter is never allowed to re-enter
the house of her parents, and may not touch anything belonging to them. After three
generations of marriages with the higher caste, the progeny are admitted into it.

"Polyandry is the rule in Dáh-Hánú."

"It is not only in marriage that they keep themselves apart from their neighbours.
They will not eat with the Tibetán Buddhists or Musalmán, or other outsiders, nor will
they allow these to come near their cooking-places. The caste prejudice seems to
originate on the side of the Brokpá, for their neighbours often eat in their houses; only
separate dishes are given them, which are afterwards purified by burning juniper."
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Brokpa will eat in the house or from the dishes of a Tíbetán; nor will he eat fish or birds, or (of course) cow’s flesh. Formerly, if they had been among the Tíbetanos they would purify themselves with the smoke of the ‘shukpa’ before entering their houses again.”

“So much for the (so-called) Buddhist Brokpas. But the villages of the same tribe which lie exposed to Musalmán influence down the Indus on the two roads leading north-west and south-west respectively, have all been converted to Islam. Of the settlements on the former road—that down the Indus—and in side valleys near it, the village of Ganok is entirely inhabited by Musalmán Brokpas, while those of Dangel, Marul, Chulichan, and Singkarmon are inhabited partly by Musalmán (Shia) Brokpas and partly by Baltí (Tíbetán Musalmán) of the same sect. Below this the population is entirely Baltí. On the other road—that across a low pass south-westward to Kargil—the villages of Taírmó and Lalung are also inhabited partly by Musalmán Brokpas and partly by Musalmán Tíbetanos from the adjoining district of Purik. These Musalmán Brokpas on both roads speak the Dah dialect and dress like the Dah people, and keep apart from the Musalmán Tíbetanos, both in matters of marriage and eating. But they have no caste inequalities amongst them like their non-Musalmán kinsmen, and generally they do not object to drinking milk, though at Taírmó there seems to be a relic of the Brokpa prejudice against the cow in the fact that their women do not touch that animal.

“The intensity of their feeling with regard to the cow and domestic fowl shows their kinship with the Shins of Gilgit, and the fact that that feeling is one of aversion, and not of reverence, is sufficient to show that in the case of the latter it has not sprung into existence since their conversion to the faith of Islam, but is an ancient tradition of the race. The form of spirit-worship, the traces of which are preserved among them, appears to be identical with that of which the traditions still linger in Gilgit, and the reverence shown for the cedar and its purifying properties links the Dah-Hamn Dárdas still closer to the Shins of Gilgit. Buddhism, having been recently introduced among them, has penetrated only skin-deep, and their practices in these matters are probably little changed from their pre-Buddhistic state, proving what can otherwise only be a matter of inference and conjecture, that the religion of the Gilgit Shins previous to the introduction of Islam was not Buddhism. The existence of a strict caste system among them, mentioned by Mr. Shaw, is particularly noteworthy, though the reversal of the system by which higher castes take wives from the lower without exchange is especially curious. The maintenance of the custom of not eating with outsiders, even of their own religion, is most remarkable, and shows the former prevalence among the Shins of some type of Brahminism. Mr. Shaw speaks of them as Brokpas, but I did not hear that name applied to them, either by Baltí or by the Brokpas of Dárd. I was told that they call themselves Arákeri, and by the Baltí they are named Kyango. The latter recognise them to be of the same stock as the other Brokpas, though they do not acknowledge them as kinsmen.

“Mr. Drew mentions a tradition existing among them that they came from the westward, and suggests that they belong to an earlier immigration. I believe that we may see in them the relics of the race which once occupied the whole Indus valley between Luf and Gilgit, and to which the Baltí of the present day are indebted for their infusion of Aryan blood.” (Biddulph.)

“Whenever the Dárdas are in contact with Baltí or with Bhutás, these other call them (whether Musalmán or Buddhist Dárdas) Brokpa or Blokpa. The word Brok or Blok means in Tíbetán a high pasture ground, and Brokpa or Blokpa must mean
highlander." Presumably the Dârds first came in contact with the Baltifs by coming over the passes and settling in the higher parts of the valleys." (Drew, p. 433.)

BROKPA—MAGJO—TANDAL—Lat. 35° 18'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Skardu (Baltistán). It is said to contain a hundred and twenty-nine houses.

BROR—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 78° 31'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 3 miles north of Mozafarabad, on the path towards Titwâl.
A stream flows down through the north end of the village, which lies on a ledge at the foot of the hills. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamindars, and number four families; there are also four mills in the village.

BUBAR—Lat. 36° 9'. Long. 73° 53'. Elev. 6,000'.
A village fort in Punial, on the left bank of the Gilgit river, opposite Gulmati, with which it is connected by a rope bridge. It is a large and prosperous village, with many fruit-trees about it, and a considerable amount of vine cultivation. The fort is reckoned a strong one. (Drew).

BÜDIL—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev. 14,120'.
The Bûdil or Sedau pass crosses the Parsâl range towards the south-west corner to the valley of Kashmir, north of the province of Naoshera.
The distance between the village of Bûdil and Sedau, a village situated about 6 miles south-west of Shupion, is 35 miles, the pass lying about midway. The road is good, except the part near the summit, which is very steep, the path crossing over snow, which never entirely melts.
The pass is open from May to the beginning of November, and is much used. (Allgood—Montgomery.)

BÜDIL—Lat. 33° 23'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A large village consisting of about fifty houses compactly built, lying in a district of the same name on the southern slopes of the Parsâl range, north of Naoshera; it is connected with Gulâbgarh to the east by a very fair path, quite practicable for horses, and is distant 35 miles south of Sedau, in the valley of Kashmir, the road lying over the Bûdil or Sedau pass. A few hundred yards south of the village, which stands on the right bank of the nala, is a small square-bastioned fort, in rather a bad condition. There are a few Muhammadan families residing in the village, but the great majority of the inhabitants of the neighbouring districts are Hindús; they are described as a small, wretched-looking set, who appear to suffer much from fever.
There is a good deal of rice cultivation about the village, and supplies are plentiful. (Allgood—Montgomery.)
BUDKUL—
This river, called also the Bandipura nala, takes its rise on the lofty mountains between Haramuk and the Gúrais valley, and flowing in a westerly and south-westerly direction, through the Khuihama pargana, empties itself into the Wular lake.
It is crossed by a bridge between Watóra and Bandipur, and may also be forded.

BUDURMUNU—Lat. 38° 34'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.
A small village containing six houses, situated on the south-west side of the Shāhabad valley, about 3 miles north-west of Vernág. About half a mile beyond the village there is a defile which leads up to the cave of Múnda; the ascent is said to be rough and steep, and about 2 kòs long. (Ince.)

BUGRA—Lat. 38° 57'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev.
A large village containing twenty-five houses, situated about a mile north-west of Drigam, on a stream from the Yéchára river.

BUILLUNDER (Dárd, BULLUR DURG)—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 0'. Elev.
A village in the Tilail valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, on the path towards Drás. It contains a masjid and about twelve houses.

BULACHI—Lat. 35° 43'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A village on a torrent of the same name, which joins the left bank of the Indus. It consists of eight houses. Communication with it is very difficult, but in winter a bridge is thrown across the Indus near this point. (Ayimer.)

BULAKCHI—Lat. 36° 15'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 11,500'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash, 13 miles east of Sháhdúla. Grass and fuel procurable.
There are some jade quarries near here, at the base of the Kuenlun range. The excavations extend over several small knolls or spurs, and are all superficial. These spurs are covered with a loose, gravelly detritus, beneath which is concealed the rock in which the jade forms veins of very varying thickness, colour, and quality. The quarries have been abandoned since the overthrow of the Chinese rule in Kashgár in 1863. (Bellow—Trotter.)

BULAK-I-MURGHAI or MURGHI—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 77° 51'. Elev. 15,300'.
A halting-place between Brangsa Polu and Kizil Angus, on a stream which flows from the Dipsang plains into the Shyok river. Between Murghai and Kizil Angus the road is very difficult, and crosses the stream repeatedly.
Dr. Stoliczka died here on the 19th June 1874, on the return journey of Sir D. Forsyth's mission from Yārkand, after having crossed the Kara-koram pass and the bleak Dipsang plains.

The winter and summer routes from Leh to Yārkand unite here. (Trotter—Bellew.)

BULDA—
A pargana in the Shāhir-i-kas zilla of the Mirāj division; owing to its limited extent and nearness to the city, it possesses no tahsil station.

BULLET—Lat. 33° 56'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A village lying in the middle of the valley, rather more than a mile west of Trāl. Rice is extensively cultivated in the surrounding district, which is low and swampy, the village standing on high ground shaded by fine trees. There are about ten houses, surrounded by vegetable gardens, which are enclosed with mud walls.

BULLAN—Lat. 35° 19'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A village containing eleven houses, on the left bank of the Astor river, a few miles above the fort. It is surrounded by a considerable amount of cultivation, and is divided into several hamlets.

BUNDAR PASS—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev. 15,000'.
A pass over the Kishan Ganga-Indus watershed connecting Bunar with Sharidi. The path leading to it from the Sharidi side is quite unfit for laden animals. It is said to be open for six months. (Adlmer.)

BUNGLA BUL—Lat. 34° 43'. Long. 75°. Elev.
A store-house and encamping ground, situated on the right bank of the Būrzīl stream, 10 miles north-east of the Gūrāis fort, on the road to Skardū. Vigne remarked that opposite this place the stream had apparently worn away the limestone rock to a depth of 150 feet.

BUNJI OR BAWĀNJĪ—Lat. 35° 38'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 4,631'.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, about 6 or 7 miles above the junction with it of the Astor river. This was at one time a flourishing settlement, and is said to have contained eight forts, but during the wars at the beginning of the present century it was laid waste and became entirely depopulated. In 1841 it contained only two hundred houses, and it was then finally ruined by the disastrous flood of that year. The irrigation channels were destroyed, and their repair was beyond the means of the poor inhabitants. The Kashmir government has, however, taken the place in hand with a view to encouraging its resettlement, but, as at
present it only contains the remains of a colony of convict horse-stealers and a small garrison, the area under cultivation is naturally small. The place is, however, of some importance, as it commands the ferry across the Indus. There is a fort which was built by the Dogras, and is manned by about seventy men, with about as many more in barracks outside.

It is an irregular square on the right bank of a deep ravine, and is very strong on that side. A curtain divides the fort into two unequal parts. The garrison live in huts, chiefly in the southern part, the other being occupied by a large tank. There is a bastion at the north-east corner with embrasures. The armament consists of a 3-inch brass gun and six sher-baahas. The western face, with several round bastions, overlooks the Indus. The fort is built of rubble and mud, and on the east and north-east is so encroached on by a thick plantation of fruit-trees, chiefly mulberry and apricot, as to be easily assaulted.

The valley here is warm and dry. With irrigation two crops can be raised. In winter snow seldom falls. The mountains round are lofty, rocky, and bare, which increases the summer heat. There is a fall of about 600 feet to the Indus, which has here, when in flood, a width of 300 yards. The water flows with a swift current, and is very deep. The ferry is about a mile above the fort, and just above where the Sai nala joins the Indus. Three boats and one skin raft were in use, June 1st, 1888. The boats were strongly built, propelled by paddles and capable of carrying twenty men, or twenty maunds, or four horses, besides the crew. There are fifteen boatmen, nearly all Kashmiris, who declare they are forcibly sent from the valley of Kashmir, have to remain for three years, and are not allowed to gastghat bridge. The passage in summer is often very difficult and pass the sometimes dangerous.

In case of military operations in the Gilgit direction, a flying bridge would be the best method of crossing the Indus here. The current is too strong for any other form of bridge; 300 yards of wire rope would have to be taken up.

Opposite Bûnjî and on the left bank of the Indus is a ravine bearing the same name. At no great distance this ravine opens out, and there are a considerable number of flat spots suitable for summer camps. (Major Ward.) There is an intermediate telegraph station here between Gilgit and Astor. (Biddulph—Drew—Turner—Barrow—Aylmer.)

BûRAN—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.

A village lying at the foot of the table-land just east of Patan, near the edge of the Pambar sar morass. It is surrounded with rice cultivation, and includes three mahallas, or districts: Um-Bûran, containing twelve houses; Ban-Bûran, ten houses; and Mullapûr-Bûran, eight houses. In fiscal matters Um-Bûran is considered as part of Palhallan.
BURANAMBAL—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 74° 2'. Elev.
A village lying in a mountain valley west of the Uttar pargana; it is situated on the right bank of the Badkhbel stream, one of the headwaters of the Kamil river.
This village has been inhabited by Kashmiris for the last sixty years; before that the inhabitants were from Bhutan. (Montgomery.)

BURCHATHANG—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 79° 13'. Elev. 17,425'.
A halting-place on the Changchenmo route, between Nischu and Tao Thang. No wood or grass procurable. Camp on small stream, which flows from the south. Road from Nischu good, following the left bank of the stream. (Johnson.)

BURJILA—Lat. 35° 35'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev. 15,878'.
A pass in Baltistan between Skardu and the Deosai plains. The ascent from Skardu is very fatiguing, up a rough, stony slope. (See also "Routes").

BURNAI—Lat. 34° 37'. Long. 75°. Elev.
A small village at the west end of the Tilail valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, opposite the junction of the Lahanithal stream. It contains a masjid, and six houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars.
The road from Tilail to Gurais passes up the bed of the Kushpat stream, about half a mile to the north-east of the village; but when the water is low, an active, unladen man can, it is said, reach the Gurais valley along the bank of the river, which here flows in a narrow channel, hemmed in by precipitous pine-clad mountains.

BURNI—
A stream which runs from the Veshan, on the southern edge of the Shupion wudar. (Montgomery.)

BURPHBAR—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, almost opposite Sombal. It is watered by a stream which flows down from the Kotwal mountain to the north-west, and it produces rice. The village contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars, including a carpenter and a potter.

BURTSI—Lat. 35° 10'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 16,000'.
A halting-place on the Karakoram route to Yarkand, between Bulak-i-Murghai and Kizil Angus, on the Dipsang plain. (Drew.)

BURTSI—Lat. 36° 5'. Long. 79° 12'. Elev.
A halting-place on Hayward's route by the Changchenmo valley, about 50 miles from Nischu and 24 miles from Kizil Julga, and north-west of Tao Thang. (Drew.)
BURU.—Lat. 34° 32'.
Long. 76° 12'.
Elev.
A village said to contain 20 houses in the Kartze division of the Drás ilaka (Baltistán).

It lies on the left bank of the Súrá river, couple of miles above the Kargn fort. (*Ayliner.*)

BÚRZIL—Lat. 34° 50'.
Long. 75° 8'.
Elev. 10,740'.
A store-house and camping place, situated at the limit of the forest, on the right bank of the stream at the northern extremity of the Gúraís valley on the road to Skardú; it lies 26 miles north-east of Gúraís fort, and 53 miles south-west of Skardú. Two deñiles are continued from this spot; that on the east leads to the table-land of Deosai; the other, which is more in a line with the ascent, leads over lofty mountains to Astor.

Vigne states that on approaching the Stakpi La, otherwise called Búrzil or the Birches, the limestone suddenly ceases, and is succeeded by a formation of granite.

These regions present as wild and grey a scene as any painter could wish for, made up of a confusion of snowy summits and hoary precipices, broadly relieved in one place by the deep rust colour of the ironstone rock, the chaotic masses with which the whole valley is thickly covered, the streams of the incipient Kishan Ganga dashing over and amongst them, with the milk-white and delicate stems of the birch tree in full leaf trembling amidst their descending violence.

BÚRZIL—

A stream which drains the east end of the Gúraís valley; it rises on the southern slopes of the Dorikún pass, and flows almost due south until joined by the Nagai stream from the east, when it bends to the south-west, and, receiving the waters of the Gishal by its right bank, empties itself into the Kishan Ganga river, in lat. 34° 38', long. 74° 55', below the village of Achur, about 2 miles east of the Gúraís fort.

In the neighbourhood this stream is commonly known as the Sind; the main road to Gilgit lies along its right bank; it is usually fordable, except for about three months in the year during the height of summer; it is bridged near the Búrzil store-house, by the Niát bridge below the village of Dúdgay, and by the Kutubut bridge about 2 miles above the village of Teñál; there is frequently also a bridge at this latter village, on the path to the Tilail valley. In winter the stream freezes, and the inhabitants of the valley are then accustomed to use it as a road.

BÚRZIL—

A stream which takes its rise on the north slopes of the Rájdáangan ridge between Kashmír and Gúraís, and, flowing in a north-easterly direction, empties itself into the Kishan Ganga river, in lat. 34° 39', long. 74° 45', below the village of Kanzalwan.
The high-road to Gurai, Astor, and Skardu lies along the bed of this stream, which is crossed by a bridge just south of Kanzalwan.

The stream appears to be locally better known as Zatkusu. The valley is a narrow defile, enclosed by mountains thousands of feet high; and is very subject to avalanches, which form snow-bridges all along the course of the river. (Barrow.)

**BUTWOR**—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 2 miles south-east of Srinagar. It is said that in ancient times a canal communicating with the city was cut from below this village to avoid the sinuosities of the river.

**BYICHA**—Lat. 35° 33'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A small pargana in the ilaka of Rond (Baltistan).

It lies along the right bank of the Indus, where that river flows north and south. It includes the villages of Hamora, Tungus, and Girbedas, and has about 20 houses. (Aylmer.)
CAYLEY'S PASS on CHANGLUNG YOKMA—

Lat. 34° 30'.
Long. 79° 5'.
Elev. 19,280'.

Is crossed on the eastern route from the Changchenmo valley to the Karakash river, between Gogra and Nischu.

Dr. Henderson crossed this pass when proceeding with the first mission to Yarkand in 1870. After leaving the hot springs, which are 8 miles north of Gogra, he says: "We now found it difficult at times to keep to the proper route, for the valleys all looked very similar to one another. We were greatly assisted by small piles of stones erected at every quarter of a mile or so by Dr. Cayley's men, who had preceded us." On July 30th we started to cross a pass to Gnischu, 16 miles distant. The thermometer was at 13° F. The ascent was very gradual and easy, except for 2 miles near the top.

"This pass, a new and easy one, having been discovered by Dr. Cayley, we afterwards distinguished by the name of 'Cayley's pass.' It is to the east of that taken by Messrs. Shaw and Hayward. There was no snow on the pass itself, and very little on the hills near it.

"Two roads branch off from this road towards Khoban; the best of these strikes to the north from Sumgal." (Henderson.)

CHACHATA—Lat. 33° 10'.
Long. 75° 26'.
Elev.

A village lying on the upper road and nearly midway, between Doda and Rambil. It contains about fifteen houses, most of the inhabitants being Hindús.

CHACK—Lat. 34° 35'.
Long. 78° 57'.
Elev.

A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river. It contains a masjid and eleven houses, seven of which are inhabited by Kashmiri Muhammadans and four by Gujarars. This village seems to be considered a part of Sharkot, from which, however, it is separated by a spur lying about a mile to the north-east.

CHADARTASH or "TENT STONE"—

Lat. 35° 45'.
Long. 78° 2'.
Elev.

A camping ground on the Karakoram route north of the Karakoram pass, situated between Kizil Tâgh and Wahâb Jîlga, on a tributary of the Yârkand river close to its source. No water or grass between this and Mâlik-shâh. The river-bed is almost dry. (Shaw, June 26th.)

CHAGRA—Lat. 34° 5'.
Long. 78° 30'.
Elev. 15,090'.

A halting-place, near the north end of the Pangong lake, on the Changchenmo route, 106 miles from Leh. There are one or two stone huts here. Grass plentiful, and fish in the stream.
There is a well-known grazing ground near Chagra, and thousands of sheep and shawl-wool goats are kept here all the year round.

Wild lavender bushes are very plentiful. All cultivation ceases here. (Trotter—Johnson.)

CHAHAL—Lat. 32° 53'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
This village consists of a few scattered huts, about 1½ miles north of Dansal, in the province of Jamú. It is surrounded by extensive cultivation.

CHAJOSH JILGA—Lat. 35° 26'. Long. 78° 0'. Elev. 15,963'.
An encamping ground, 160 miles north of Leh, on the Karakoram route to Khotán, 23 miles from Málikeštah and 10 miles from Baltí Brangsa. No grass or fuel procurable. (Johnson.)

CHAK—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.
A village in the Mandi district, lying near the eastern extremity of the Pánech valley, about 7 miles from the town, on the path to Mandi, from which it is distant about 8 miles. There are some shady trees in the village, which contains twenty-five houses inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans. Both rice and dry crops are grown.

CHAKARKÓT—Lat. 35° 44'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev. 5,050'.
A village of twenty houses in the Gilgit district on the right bank of the Sai nala (q.v.), which is here crossed by a wooden bridge, 30 feet long. The road to Gilgit leaves the valley just opposite Chakarkót and crosses the watershed. The houses here are all built of boulders. The place is surrounded by a good deal of cultivation, and fruit-trees are numerous. A small, but good, encamping ground. (Barrow.)

CHAKOTI—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 78° 56'. Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Uri and Hátian, on the Mari route into Kashmir. There is a single-storied bungalow for the accommodation of travellers. A few supplies procurable; water abundant.

CHAKR—Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A village situated on the slopes of the mountain a little distance north-west of Badravár. It consists of about twelve houses, and has a mixed population of Muhammadans and Hindúś.

CHAKR TALAO CAMP—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. Elev. 13,890'.
On the Changchenmo route, between Tankase and Lukung, a small shallow pond, sometimes dry in summer. Coarse grass on further side of it. There is a considerable amount of grass near, and large herds of buréš are found here in the spring. (Trotter—Ward.)
CHALNA—Lat. 33° 6'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A very scattered village, inhabited by Hindús of the Chatri caste; it lies between Mir and Landra by the road from Jamú towards Kashmir.

CHALT—Lat. 36° 15'.  Long. 74° 22'.  Elev. 6,120'.
A fort in Dárdistán on the right bank of the Hunza river, divided into two parts by the deep ravine of the Chaprot stream. It stands in an open sloping plain, bare of trees, and though water is ample, the ground is poor and rocky. On the other side of the Chaprot stream is a low hill about 800 feet high, which completely commands the fort. This fort is garrisoned by 30 Kashmir sepoys. The place contains about 50 houses. Chalt, as well as Chaprot, are held in jagir for Nagar by Búbar Khán, one of the Nagar family. The Hunza rāja is most anxious to get the place into his possession, as by so doing he would cut off Nagar from all communication with Gilgit. This should never be permitted, and the place should always be held by a Kashmir garrison. (Barrow.)

CHAMKÓT—Lat. 34° 23'.  Long. 73° 51'.  Elev.
A village situated just above the junction of the Shamshabari and Kází Nág streams, at the western extremity of the Karnao valley, which here opens out into a luxuriantly-cultivated plain. The village lies on the path about midway between Titwal and the Karnao fort; it is shaded by numerous trees, including some chunárs, and produces both rice and dry crops.

The upper portion of the village is occupied by eight families of zamindars of the Bambá caste; in the lower part there are nine families of zamindars, a barber, a múlla, and two Saiáds.

CHAMMERIAN—Lat. 34° 26'.  Long. 73° 32'.  Elev.
A village containing three houses, situated on the left bank of the Kishán Ganga river, about 5 miles north-east of Mozafarabád, on the path towards Titwal. A small stream rushes down the gorge in which the village lies.

CHAMOGAH—Lat. 35° 51'.  Long. 74° 35'.  Elev. 5,000' approx.
A village of ten houses in the Gilgit district at the mouth of the Batakár nala, and on the north bank of the Gilgit river. This place has been recently brought under cultivation. (Barrow.)

CHAMPÁS—
A division of the Tibetán race, Chang-pa or Northerner, a term applied to the Tartar shepherds of Changthang (northern plain). They lead a nomadic life on the upland valleys, places which, being too elevated for cultivation, are fit only for pastoral use, e.g., the valley of the Indus above the
villages, the other plains or flat-bottomed valleys of Rupshu, and a few outlying places. They differ little from the Ladáks. Their different occupation would be sure to produce some changes; or rather the settled life led by the inhabitants of villages has changed them from what their ancestors were, who lived a nomad life and are now represented by the Champás. For it is likely that the course of events was this—that, of the Tibetáns spreading north-westward, some reached a country where they were able to settle in and to cultivate, while some remained in the higher parts and kept to their pastoral ways. The difference in face is that the Champás have rather a projecting chin, while the Ladáks have a receding one. They are a most hardy and a most cheerful set of people. Living all their lives in a severely cold climate, and getting a scanty subsistence, they still have the best of spirits. Their lives are spent in tents; they stay for a month or two at a time at one spot to graze their flocks and herds, and then they move with them whither the advancing season promises them better pasturage.

_Dress._—The dress of the Champás is almost the same as that of the Ladáks, only that some of them wear the long wide coat of sheep-skin instead of woollen cloth.

_Marriage—Religion._—As a rule, the Champás and Ladáks do not intermarry. The religion of the two is the same, but it lies lightly on the Champás. Their young men do not become lamas. (Drew.)

**CHAMPÚRA—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.**

A village in the Uttar pargana, situated on the high bank of the Kamil river, just south-west of Shalúrah; it contains five houses inhabited by zamindars. Between this village and Samatwari, on the left bank of the river, there is a ford.

**CHAMSHAN—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 77° 38'. Elev.**

A village of five houses in Nubrá, on the left bank of the Nubrá river. The village suffered from a flood in 1886. (Drew.)

**CHANAGUND on PILISKIMBO—Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 76° 8'. Elev. 8,675'.**

A village of eight houses on the right bank of the Dráš river, on the route from Srinagar to Léh. It is situated between Tashgam and Kargil, and is 127 miles from Léh. Travellers going to Baltistán either halt here or at Krikitchu, on the opposite bank. The village stands on a high bank of granite boulders. There is a little cultivation (wheat and barley). It is called Piliskimbo by the Tartars. The journey from Tashgam to Kargil is generally done in one march. (Bellew—Drew—Aylmer.)

**CHANDA—Lat. 33° 1'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.**

A village in Badrawár, containing about seven houses inhabited by Ráj-
pûts. It is situated above the left bank of the Nerû river, about 7 miles north-west of Badrawâr, on the road towards Doda.

CHANDA—Lat. 35° 19'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A pargana of the ilaka of Skardû (Baltistân). It is situated at a considerable height above the Skardû plain, and is said to contain a hundred and fifty houses.

CHANDAK—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev.
A large village in the Haveli pargana, at the eastern extremity of the Pûuch valley, above the confluence of the Mandi and Sûran rivers. It is distant about 6 miles east of Pûuch, lying on the path nearly midway between that town and Mandi, and is surrounded by extensive rice-terraces which shelve down towards the river. The village contains about sixty houses, of which fifty are inhabited by Muhammadans and the remainder by Hindûs.

CHANDAIL—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.
A village in the Bassoedi district, situated on the right bank of the Siowa river, about 2 miles south of Loang.

CHANDANWAS—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev. 10,500'.
An encamping ground (called Tanin), at the foot of the Astan Marg, at the confluence of the Zoljpat and Lidar streams. It lies about 3 miles north-east of Palgân, on the road leading towards the cave of Amrnâth, and is a triangular-shaped grassy plain of considerable extent, shaded by magnificent forest trees, with but little undergrowth; there are no habitations, but wood and water are abundant.

Amrnâth may be reached by two paths from this spot; one leads by the Shfasha Nâg, the other lies over the Astan Marg. The latter is very rough.

CHANDARGUND—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 74° 47'. Elev.
A village in the Nagâm pargana, situated near the left bank of the Dûdh Ganga river, rather more than 3 miles north-west of Chrâr. It contains five thatched houses.

CHANDAR SAR—Lat. 34° 9'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A small lake lying on the lofty mountains between the valley of Kashmir and the Sind river. This lake, which is circular in form, having a diameter of about a quarter of a mile, is situated above the south-west end of the Jajimarg; the stream which flows from it forms one of the sources of the Lidar river.

CHANDARSIR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 31'. Elev.
A large village lying about 3 miles south of Palhallan and 6 miles south-west of Patan, on the path towards Gulmarg; it is situated in a little
valley on the east side of a wudar or table-land, and on the left bank of a stream which almost dries in the summer time; there is a small spring in the village, and another on the hillside to the north-west.

There are some beautiful trees in the village, which contains seventeen houses inhabited by zamindars, including some pirzadas, a messenger, a miller, and a tailor; and also fifteen families of sepoys occupying chack or rent-free lands in the neighbourhood.

There is much rice cultivation about the village, which also produces dry crops.

CHANDARSIR—Lat. 34° 8'.  Long: 74° 30'.  Elev. 6,116'.
A wudar or table-land, lying between Palhallan and Khipur, by the path leading towards Gulmarg; it is also called the Mogalpûr wudar, from a village of that name situated at the foot of its south-west slope; but its most common appellation seems to be the Haistlak wudar.

A great portion of the land is cultivated, and trees grow along its southern side.

CHANDIMAR—Lat. 33° 38'.  Long. 74° 28'.  Elev.
A log-house village in the glen between Baramgala and Poshiâna, on the road between Bhimbar and Srinagar; it lies on the right bank of the Chitta Pani, about a mile north of Baramgala. It contains about twenty-five families, including four blacksmiths; the encamping ground is very limited; some supplies and forage procurable. (Figue—Allgood.)

CHANDNIAN—Lat. 34° 18'.  Long. 73° 57'.  Elev.
A village in the Karnao valley, situated on the right bank of the Kazi Nág stream; it lies on the path from Titwal to Sopûr by way of the Tâtmari Gali. Gingl, in the valley of the Jhelum, can, it is said, be reached by two paths from this village.

CHANDRA BHÁGA—
The Chenáb river bears this name in the upper part of its course. (See "CHENÁB.")

CHANG—
A Ladâkí drink. A light beer, made without hops; it varies very much in strength, one kind of it being almost as strong as whiskey, while the weaker kinds can be drunk freely like malt. (Manifold.)

CHANGAN—Lat. 34° 43'.  Long. 74° 7'.  Elev.
A village in Upper Drawâr, situated on a low strip of flat cultivated land on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 2 miles west of Dúdnâl.

A considerable stream, which is crossed by a bridge, flows down through
the eastern end of the village; huge boulders lie scattered about its banks, which are precipitous and rocky.

The population consists of ten families of Muhammadan zamindars, a carpenter, a blacksmith, and a mulla; there is a masjid in the village, and the ziarat of Saiad Sháhad; also a masáfir-khána for the accommodation of travellers.

There are a few trees scattered about the place, and some water-mills, which are turned by the stream.

CHANGAS or CHINGAS—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 74°18'. Elev.
A village between Naoshera and Rájaori on the Bhimbar route to Srinagar.

The village is situated on a plateau on the right bank of the Tawi river. A quarter of a mile distant is a bungalow, the best on the road. It consists of four rooms 20 feet square, surrounded by an enclosed verandah, 9 feet wide, overlooking the river.

The old saráí is close to the bungalow. There is very little encamping ground, and supplies are very scanty. Water is procurable from a badí or from the river beneath. The hillsides in the vicinity are covered with underwood and firs, but on the opposite side of the river there is good grazing ground.

In proof of the ophiolatry that prevailed in these hills, the ancient slabs sculptured with figures of snakes have been adduced.

A most curious example of these stones exists at this village, where, among a number of small lingams under a pipal tree, is a rudely-carved slab, representing a serpent with its long coils spreading over the whole length of the stone, and a devotee with clasped hands standing below. (Wakefield—Bates.)

CHANG BURMA—Lat. 34° 43'. Long. 78° 35'. Elev.
A large valley in the Pangong lake district, which finds its exit at the Ota plain. (Godwin-Austen.)

CHANGCHENMO VALLEY—
A long valley, tributary to the Shyok, which extends nearly east and west for more than 70 miles as the crow flies. The height of its junction with the Shyok must be about 12,000 feet; at the middle of its length it is 15,000 feet high, and from here it rises gradually to a pass which marks the boundary of the Rudok district. The bottom of the valley is a stony tract, with the river flowing through it in many channels. On the north side is a bold line of mountains, rocky in surface, and rising to a rugged ridge, about 6,000 feet above the river.

Drew says: "I have not followed the river below Pamzal, but believe it in that part to be a rapid stream flowing between narrowing rocky mountains (Major Ward, R.E., confirms this). Above Pamzal the valley is
partly occupied by the wide gravelly river bed, and partly by alluvial terraces, all stony and bare. The hills that bound this vary much in height and steepness; some are smooth-sided and comparatively low, others both lofty and steep. A branch valley leads up to the north, to the Lingritthang plateau. Above Gogra the valley divides into Kubrang, the west branch, and Changlung, the north-east branch." For hot springs of Changchenmo valley, vide "Kiam" and "Changlung."

From Gogra there is a choice of three roads, all leading on to the Lingzithang plain, viz.:—

1. By the Changlung Pangtung pass.
2. "" Burma ""
3. By either the Changlung Burma or by the Changlung Yokma pass (also called "Cayley's pass").

The first is the western and best route; the second joins it at Kizil Jilgā; the third, or eastern route, besides being the longest, crosses both the Lingzithang and Kuenlin plains.

It was taken by Mr. Johnson and Dr. Henderson. They left the Changchenmo valley by the Lumkang and Cayley's (or Changlung Yokma) passes respectively. On the 18th July the river was forded without difficulty between Pamzal and Gogra. Grass is plentiful 20 miles above the latter. (Trotter—Henderson—Johnson.)

The Changchenmo valley is the great autumn grazing grounds for the flocks from the Lukung, Pabroang, and Tankāé districts; occasionally great loss is sustained by an unusually early fall of snow, for the grass, which though nourishing, is at all times scanty, becomes quickly covered up and the animals die of starvation before they can be brought over the Marsenik into milder regions. (Manifold).
October very little snow was found on it. There is often very little snow in June on this Chang La. (Trotter—Johnson—Henderson—Ward.)

CHANGLUNG or CHARLUNG or CHONGLUNG—

Lat. 35° 55' 43". Long. 77° 33'. Elev. 10,760'.

A small village of one or two huts, with a few fields around, situated on the left bank of the Nubrá, about 80 miles north of Leh. It is the last inhabited place passed on the summer Karakoram route from Leh to Yár-kand. There are some hot springs here. The temperature of the three upper springs was 140° F., 172° F., and 174° F., respectively; that of the three lower ones, 163° F., 169° F., and 170° F. One of the upper springs issued into a small pool, the pebbles in which were yellow with a coating of sulphur. There was a bathing hut here, similar to those at the Panamikh springs. (Trotter—Belloc.)

CHANGLUNG or CHENGLENG—Lat. Long. Elev.

A ravine in the Changchenmo valley, running up to the north-east from Gogra. "Eight miles north of Gogra are some hot springs; one of them was very curious. From the summit of what appeared to be a huge rounded boulder, about 8 feet high (composed of lime, and lying in the bed of the stream), a jet of water, having a temperature of about 150° F., rose to the height of a foot or more. This rock was in reality a large stalagmite, formed of carbonate of lime. The spring, in addition to consuming lime, is surcharged with carbonic acid gas, and effervesces like soda-water as it escapes into the air. There are numerous other warm springs in the vicinity with a temperature of about 90° F. All the ground about is covered with saline efflorescence." (Henderson.)

CHANGLUNG BURMA PASS—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 79° 8'. Elev. 19,280'.

The route to this pass leaves the usual route east the Pangtung pass, a few miles north of Gogra. It lies between the Changtung, Pangtung, and Changlung Yokma passes.

Ascent of pass from Shummul Lungpa—"Up valley about 8½ miles to fork, then up ravine to eastward. At half a mile take up ravine north by west, up steepish ascent across the pass. Descend low hill into broad, shallow valley, due east, down valley which bends to north, and camp near black, jagged hill. No grass or fuel. March throughout good for laden animals." (Trotter.)

CHANGLUNG PANGTUNG PASS, or CHUNGLANG PASS, or PANG-TUNG PASS—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 78° 50'. Elev. 18,910'.

It crossed in the most westerly of the routes leading from the Changchenmo valley to the Lingzithang plains. Ascent from Pangtung (15½ miles from Gogra) steady, and not very steep to the top of the pass. "The
road then passes over a high table-land for about a mile, after which it enters a ravine, along which it passes for 9½ miles of execrable road, crossing the stream in numerous places, before reaching the camping ground of Sumzungling; this is the stiffest bit on the whole journey to Kashmir." (Trotter.)

CHANGLUNG YOKMA PASS—Vide "Cayley's Pass."

CHANGTASH or CHONGTASH—Vide "Kumdan"—the Turkî name, signifying "Willow Boulders." (H. Strachey.)

CHANGTASH or GREAT STONE—
Lat. 35° 36' 56".  Long.  Elev. 15,590'.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, 23½ miles from Kizil Jilga, and 14 miles from Shorjilga camp, under a big rock near where the bed of the Karakash is much narrowed by precipitous hills coming down near the river-bank. No wood or grass. Khushk Maidan would be a better camping ground, distant 16½ miles from Kizil Jilga, where there is a little grass, and where fuel is abundant.

This place is called Chungtas in the government map. There are hot springs 6 miles below camp on right bank of the Karakash. (Trotter.)

CHANGTHANG—Vide "Reng" (chang = north, thang = plain).
The whole of Tibet is classified by the Tibetans into two portions,—the "Reng" and "Changthang."
The first signifies a deep valley, low and warm enough for agricultural occupation, and generally a country containing such valleys.

Changthang literally means the "north plain," but in common an elevated plain, or wide open valley, too high and cold for any but pastoral uses.

Changthang is the prevailing character in the eastern parts of Ladak, and Reng in the west.

The Changhas or Champas are the shepherds of the Changthang, while the inhabitants of the Reng country are called Rengpa, or lowlanders. (H. Strachey.)

CHANGTHAN PLAINS—
In Rudok territory, they lie east of the Lingzithang plains, and are divided from them by a range of hills. A good route from Rudok leads over these plains into Khotan. (Johnson.)

CHANOTE—Lat. 33° 59'.  Long. 75° 45'.  Elev.
A village situated on the slopes of the mountains a little distance northwest of Badrawan.

It contains about twelve houses, inhabited by a mixed population of Muhammadans and Hindús. It is frequently called Chakr-chanote, from the village which adjoins it.
CHANPURÂ—Lat. 34° 23'.  Long. 73° 52'.  Elev.
A village lying on a gentle slope above the left bank of the Shamshabari stream, at the western extremity of the Karnao valley; it produces rice and also some dry crops, and is surrounded by a mass of cultivation, which extends for a considerable distance along the bank of the river.

The village is divided into two divisions, Upper- and Lower Chanpurâ, and contains altogether nineteen houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars of the Budwal caste.

CHANTHAN—Lat. 33° 19'.  Long. 75° 24'.  Elev.
A village situated above the right bank of the stream, at the eastern extremity of the Paristan valley.

The houses, which number about five, are built of timber, and have flat roofs. All the inhabitants are Hindús.

CHAOMUK—Lat. 33° 18'.  Long. 73° 47'.  Elev. 1,202'.
A town situated on a plain on the right bank of the Pûnh Tôi river, which may be forded in the dry season, and is crossed by a ferry during the rains; it is distant 10 miles north-west of Mirpûr, and 36 miles south-west of Kotli, by way of Sensar. The prosperity of this place is said to be on the wane; it is still, however, the centre of a considerable trade in country produce between the neighbouring districts of the Panjáb and the surrounding hills. The following is an approximate enumeration of the inhabitants: two hundred and fifty houses inhabited by Hindú zamindars, fifty Hindú shopkeepers, one hundred Muhammadan zamindars, twenty-five Muhammadan shopkeepers, sixty of various trades and occupations; there are also six sepoys attached to the thûsa.

The town contains two masjids and the zîsûrat of the Panch Pîr, and two Hindú temples; the red-brick dome of the larger forms a conspicuous landmark; there are likewise three gardens in the town.

CHAPROT—Lat.  Long.  Elev. 7,100', approx.
A district holding a semi-independent position between Gilgit and Hunza. It is situated north of the Naltar mountain and west of the Hunza river, at the point where it makes its great bend to the south. The fort of Chaprot is situated on the right bank of the Chaprot nadi, about 3 miles from its junction with the Hunza river. It is locally considered impregnable, being situated at the fork between two precipitous ravines, but it is commanded on both sides at a distance of 500 or 600 yards. It is usually garrisoned by a company of Kashmir troops. Besides Chaprot itself, there are the hamlets of Barishk, Dàs, and Chalt in the Chaprot glen. From the head of the glen there is a difficult path into the Naltar valley.

It is very necessary that Chaprot should belong to Gilgit, as its possession secures Gilgit from the predatory attacks of the Kanjûtis. (Hîddulph.)
CHAK — Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev.
A small village on the route from Srinagar to Leh, situated at the west end of the Namik La, between Mulbekh and Kharbu, 84 miles from Leh. (Cunningham.)

CHARASA — Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 77° 37'. Elev.
A village in Nubra on the right bank of the Nubra river. It is about the most conspicuous place in the district. At one time it was also the most important, for here lived the hereditary rulers of Nubra who ruled under the raja of Ladak. The houses of Charasa are built on an isolated steep-faced rock, composed of hard porphyry, which stands up away from the mountain-side; it is some 200 yards long and 150 feet high. All the upper part of it is covered with white buildings: the loftiest of them is the monastery; they were formerly defended by a wall—of which parts still remain—running along the rock at varying intervals, and flanked by towers. With the exception of the lamas, the people of the village live on the rock in winter only; for summer they have other dwellings scattered about by their fields, but for warmth in winter they crowd to their old fortress. Here the buildings are crowded so close together, the space occupied is so completely roofed over—pathways and all—that when filled with human beings and with cattle, it must indeed be warm! It is said to contain twenty-two families.

To reach Charasa one fords the Nubra river, which here flows in numerous channels. At the end of September 24 feet was the greatest depth found in them. (Drew.)

CHARAT — Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 75° 11'. Elev.
A small village lying in the plains to the north of the Khund valley, on the path to Bun Dusur, about 8 miles west of Shahabad. (Juce.)

CHARCHAR PASS — Lat. 34° 43'. Long. 77° 9'. Elev. 16,300'.
Is crossed between Chipchuck, at its north end, and Zangla, on one of the routes from Leh to Padam. A very difficult pass. On account of snow, only open in May and October, and even then sometimes impassable for laden animals. From Chipchuck the best route is by the western ravine. Descent on south side steep at the top, but otherwise easy. At the end of May the northern face down to Chipchuck is covered with snow, often deep. (H. Stackey.)

CHARGALI —
A name given to two different passes or paths which enter the Raikheot valley from the south-east, one being 24 miles north-west of Chokh, and the other the same distance south-west; both about 15,000'.
The path that enters by the northern pass comes from Liskomb, and the other from Harcha. Both are difficult, and only passable by man.
The passes are guarded by the Astor people when there are disturbances in Chilás and the neighbouring valleys.  (Ahmad Ali Kxda.)

CHARKANG—Lat. 34° 0'.  Long. 78° 38'.  Elev. 16,700'.
A halting-place on the Changchenmo route, between Lukung and Gunle. The Marsemik pass is crossed between it and Gunle. It is 112 miles from Leh.  (Drew.)

CHASHMA SHÄHI—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 56'.  Elev.
A beautiful spring situated in a little valley about a mile from the southeastern shore of the Dal lake. The water is much sought after.

CHATAR—Lat. 34° 12'.  Long. 73° 32'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum river, just south of the junction of the Agar stream. It lies 6 kow north of Kohala, on the new road to Baramula and the Kashmir valley.

CHATARDHAR—Lat. 32° 58'.  Long. 75° 46'.  Elev. 10,100'.
A pass over the mountain range which separates the district of Bassoli from the valley of Badrawär.

The summit of the pass is distant about 14 miles south of Badrawär and 51 miles north of Bassoli; the path lying over a narrow ridge between lofty mountains, the Sonbái to the east, and the Kaplas to the west.

During the winter months the pass becomes impracticable for cattle and laden coolies, but foot-passengers are accustomed to make the passage at all seasons of the year.

Both the ascent and the descent are easy, that on the north side being somewhat the steeper; but consequent on the many difficulties to be met with on the road between Badrawär and Bassoli, cattle are rarely used on the road, and it has very little traffic.

CHATARGARH—Lat. 33° 17'.  Long. 76° 14'.  Elev.
The remains of an old fort at the junction of the Bhutna stream with the Chenáb: founded by Chatar Singh of Chamba about 1650.

Forty years ago, a hundred and forty houses existed here, nearly all enclosed within the walls of the square fort.

In 1834, Zarswär Singh, with a force of 3,000 men (after a delay of two months, the bridge across the Chenáb having been destroyed), succeeded in capturing the place, which he set fire to and completely destroyed.

The present fort (Gulabgarh) was then built; it is now under the tahsildar of Badrawär.  (Drew.)

CHATERO—Lat. 33° 26'.  Long. 75° 40'.  Elev.
A village situated about 4 miles north-west of Mogal Maidán, on the road leading towards the Marbal pass. It contains six or eight houses, which are scattered on the right bank of the Kasher Khol stream, opposite the junction of the Sinchun Khol.  (Allgood.)
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CHATTI.—*Fide "Satti"* and "Tsati."

CHATISABAL.—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 49'. Elev.

A suburb of Srinagar, lying to the west of the city, on the left bank of the Jhelum. There is a custom-house situated on the river-bank, just beyond the limits of the town, where duties are levied on all merchandise.

CHAUDIK CHORA.—Lat. 33° 1'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 2,150'.

A scattered village on the road from Aknur to Rajaori. It is situated on a broken plateau at a distance of 13½ miles north-west from the former place. Small portions of land are cultivated amid the surrounding rocky area. (*Drew.*)

CHECHIAN.—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 73° 47'. Elev.

A small village in Naoshera, 9 miles south of Mirpûr, on the road to the Gatiala ferry. It is situated on a wide open plain, on the left bank of the Jhelum. The inhabitants are Muhammadans, and number fourteen families.

CHEIYER.—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.

A small village in the Maru Wardwán valley, situated on the right bank of the river, a few miles south of Maru, on the path to Kishtwâr.

This village contains two Hindú families, almost the only Hindús inhabiting the Maru Wardwán valley.

CHEJWA.—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 73° 54'. Elev.

A small Gújar village in Lower Drawâr, containing four houses; it is situated in a narrow valley, about 3 miles east of Ashkôt by a fair path, and lies on a small stream which empties itself into the Kishân Ganga river by its left bank.

CHELANG LABHO PASS.—Lat. Long. Elev. 14,850'.

Between Zangla and Pangatsæ, on the route from Kishtwâr to Lèh, via Zanskár. (*Drew.*)

CHENÁB—

*Name.*—This river is formed of two principal feeders, the Chandra and the Bhâga, whence it derives its Sanskrit name of Chandra-Bhâga, by which it is usually known in the upper part of its course.

Ptolemy calls it Sandabal, but the Greek historians of Alexander named it the Akisasines, because its proper name was one of ill omen. Forster mentions the river under the name of the Chnmaun.

Vigne prefers to derive its present appellation of Chenâb from Chand-âb or "the water of the moon," rather than from Chin-âb, or "the water of China," inasmuch as it does not flow from any part of the Chinese territories.
Source.—The Chandra and the Bhága rise on opposite sides of the Bara Lacha pass, in north lat. 32° 45', and long. 77° 22', at an elevation of 16,500 feet above the sea; they effect a junction at Tandi.

General direction.—From Tandi the Chenáb pursues a north-westerly direction to a point 5 miles north of Kishtwár; it then makes a bend 20 miles due south; then sweeps suddenly round to the west, flowing in that direction by a very tortuous course until a few miles north of Ríasí, when it adopts a south-westerly course to AKNÚR, at the foot of the hills, a total distance from Kishtwár of about 150 miles.

From AKNÚR to Mithankót the length is 570 miles in a south-south-westerly direction, and the whole length from its source to its junction with the Indus is 950 miles.

Breadth.—Just above the junction of the Wardwán stream it is only 60 feet wide; at Kishtwár it is 25 yards wide. At AKNÚR the stream divides into many channels. At Rámábán the river is as wide as the Sutlej at Rámpúr. At Ríasí the Chenáb is about 200 yards wide. At Khiderpúr, above AKNÚR, between 300 and 400 feet. Just below AKNÚR it spreads out into a wide river, 1,500 to 2,000 feet broad.

Depth.—At Khiderpúr, above AKNÚR, it is from 8 to 10 feet deep in the cold weather, and the river rises about 25 feet.

At AKNÚR a gauge is kept by the British Forest Department. The gauge register of the year 1884 showed the following to be the average height of the river, which may be relied on in each month in the year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October, 1st to 15th</th>
<th>15th to 31st</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-7</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>8-0</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>10-10</td>
<td>7-5</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>9-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At AKNÚR the greatest height registered for the last two years is 17½ feet. At the Kowna lime-kils, about 3 miles above AKNÚR, the rise of the floods appears to be about 42 feet.

Height of banks.—In the upper part of its course the banks appear to be high, steep, and in places precipitous.

Between Ríasí and AKNÚR (20 miles) the banks are in places low, or cliffs of no more than 100 to 200 feet in height; this is where the river crosses one of the flat longitudinal valleys. After AKNÚR the river flows through a level country.

Nature of banks.—At Pargwál, where it enters Kásímr territory, it is a rapid stream running through a deep rocky channel; both above and below the place it flows between lofty ranges of mountains, generally very
rocky and precipitous, and often finely wooded. During its course through Pádar the river is edged with cliffs, and as far as the junction of the Wardwin stream flows through a narrow channel in the rock, only 60 feet wide, flowing smoothly and slowly, with doubtless a great depth of water.

At Kishkwár, the left bank is a plain, and on the right bank are lofty rocky mountains; the river flows in a deep hollow many hundred feet below the plain.

At Jangalwár the rock is of such a kind as to affect the form of the river channel; some 4 miles above this place the river flows through a narrow gorge formed by massive rocks of a silicious mica schist.

Above Rámbán the mountains rise boldly on both sides out of the valley; the stream flows in a narrow channel between them, often with a great depth of water.

Above the falling in of the Aas river the banks are more accessible; the foot-paths that connect the villages, which at intervals occur along the valley, sometimes go along near the waterside, and sometimes have to leave it for a bit where rock-cliffs some hundreds of feet high bound it.

Just above Ríáś the river flows in a very sinuous course between steep, inaccessible rocks.

At Aknúr the river flows through a plain with slight depressions, which occur where one crosses the sandy or stony stream-beds.

Fall of river.—From the Bara Lacha pass to Aknúr the length of the Chenáb is 380 miles, and the whole fall is 15,500 feet, or 40·6 feet per mile.

Between Kishkwár and Aknúr there is a fall of 4,000 feet, or 26·6 feet per mile.

Between Kowra and Khiderpúr there is a fall of nearly 12 feet in 8,000 feet in the surface of the water in January.

During its passage through the mountains the stream is very rapid.

At Atholi, in June, when the sun was fast melting the snows, the velocity was 6½ miles an hour.

Discharge.—Near Aknúr the winter discharge of the Chenáb has been calculated at 4,750 cubic feet per second, the maximum discharge during July and August being probably between 50,000 and 60,000 cubic feet.

Navigation.—From Aknúr, where the level is 1,100 feet, down to the sea, boats can traverse it, but above this the stream is so broken by rapids as to be unnavigable.

Above Ríáś the gorge through which the river flows is impassable in any other way than on a raft of two or three large logs lashed together, and this is by no means a secure way of traversing it.

Tributaries.—During its course through the Kashmir territories of Kishkwár, Badrawár, and Jamú, the Chenáb receives many affluents, the principal of which, commencing from the east and following the right bank of
the river between the Chamba boundary and Kishtwâr, are the Ooniar and Shendi streams, and the Bhutna and Marâ Wardwân rivers. Between
Kishtwâr and Aknûr, the Golan Nar and Lidar Khol streams, and the
Biehlârâ and Ans rivers, no tributaries of importance join the Chenâb on
its left bank east to Kishtwâr; between Kishtwâr and Râsi it receives
the united waters of the Karney Gad and Kar Gad, and the Nerû, Baggti,
and Pinkta rivers; and between Râsi and the western boundary of Jamû,
the Tawi.

River valley.—To the north of Râmbân is a very distinct ridge con-
tinuing for 15 miles at an average height of 9,000 to 10,000 feet. From
this ridge a succession of spurs comes down to the river, separated by
valleys which are little more than a mile distant from one another; at
their mouths small tracts of land are terraced and often irrigated. The
spur sides are steep but seldom rocky; the greater part of their surface is
covered with herbage; some also is forest, but, from the general south
aspect, not a great proportion; it is only where side slopes give a more shady
outlook that thick forest can be found, but over a good part of the rest
trees and bushes are scattered. Besides the cultivation low down near the
river, patches of land have been brought under tillage all the way up to
7,000 feet, after partial levelling and terracing. This is more common
than anywhere else on the flatter tops of the spurs just above their last fall
to the river, say at an elevation of 5,000 feet. Further back are higher
rocky mountains that reach some 2,000 feet above the forest limit; over
a long depression in this range the Banihâl road leads to Kashmir.

At Jangalwâr the level of the water is about 3,000 feet. Above this
place the mountains that rise up from the river make a narrow steep-sided
valley; for a height of 4,000 or 5,000 feet above the stream the general
slope is 37°, and so, with the indentations of side valleys, it continues to
near Kishtwâr. Kishtwâr is situated in a plain not perfectly level, but
undulating, everywhere cultivated, dotted with villages. This plain extends
along the bank of the Chenâb for 4 miles and is 2 miles broad. On the
opposite side are rocky mountains. As a rule, the mountains round
Kishtwâr are rocky below, and have wooded slopes above; the wood is oak
on the eastern hills and deodar and fir on the opposite ridge. Following
up the river towards Pâdar we get at once among high rocky mountains.
The road takes a shorter way than the river. From Siri, 8,700 feet, a
magnificent set of peaks, called the Branna peaks, 20,000 to 21,000 feet
high, are seen; the rocky ridges and precipitous spurs that run down from
the peaks are on a very great scale; at the lower edges, wherever a little
ledge has enabled the seed to lodge, deodars crown the rocks. The river
washes the foot of the spurs at a level of 5,000 or 6,000 feet. In Pâdar
there are a number of villages occupying ground sloping to the river,
backed by lofty, wooded, and snow-capped hills: the cultivated part is of very small extent.

Below Pargwál the country is exceedingly mountainous. The mountains to the north are capped with snow, and dip very abruptly to the river. The north-west face of each is invariably precipitous. Many villages are met with in the valley, and much cultivation, usually high up on the mountain-sides. Poplars and apricots are commonly planted, but walnut is the favourite fruit-tree. The south side, where not absolutely precipitous, is covered with forest, most frequently of pine; and on the north side, though the upper parts are often bare and grassy, or only covered with brushwood, yet the banks of the river are usually well wooded, and all ravines, which are deep and shady, are filled with a dense forest of deodar, horse-chestnut, hazel, sycamore, and birch.

Near Atholi the valley widens out into an open sandy plain, watered by a large tributary stream (the Bhutna) descending from the north.

Bridges (permanent).—Below Doda the river is spanned by a suspension (chika) bridge, and about 3 miles east of Rámábán, the high-road from Jamú to Kashmir crosses the Chenáb by an old wooden bridge, which measures about 190 feet in length between the piers, which project about 45 feet; the bridge is about 12 feet broad, and the roadway is planked and protected by side rails. At Rámábán an iron suspension bridge (230 feet span) is under construction.

A road from Kishtwár to Kashmir crosses the river just above the junction of the Wardwán stream, which flows in from the north, by a suspension rope bridge (jhula, q.v.). Ponies cannot cross by this bridge, but are swum across, aided by a rope held by a man, who leads it across the bridge. This is a dangerous business and often attended with loss. At Atholi is a rope bridge.

At Pargwál the river is crossed at a considerable height above the stream by a good and substantial wooden bridge (1884).

Between the villages of Kandhi and Saigat, a few miles south of Kishtwár, there is a jhula bridge; both these suspension bridges have replaced wooden bridges which formerly existed.

In addition to those enumerated, rope suspension bridges may also probably be found near the village of Ashar, between Doda and Rámábán, and below Rámábán at Dharm Kund, Kabbi, and Banae.

Ferries.—At the town of Aknúr there is a ferry, and also at Fubbar and Talwara below Rási. (Forster—Cunningham—Vigne—Hervey—Allgood—Mackay—Drew—Hughes’ Report on proposed Sháhuwar Canal.)

cher Kala on Sher Kala—Lat. 36° 6’. Long. 74° 5’. Elev. 5,670’. A village fort on the left bank of the Gilgit river, in Púnial, of which it is the chief place. It is the residence of Rája Akbar Khán, whose juris-
diction extends from Gulpur to Dalmai and Bubar. The word cher means "rock," and that is the correct name, but the Dogras usually call it Sher Kala. It is a picturesque place, and the strongest fort in Puniwal; all four sides are lofty walls, with towers at the angles and on each face. One face is on the river-bank. The water-supply for the fort is obtained from the river itself. The fort is approached from the opposite side by a rope bridge. The village consists of about 140 houses, which greatly overcrowd the interior of the fort. The houses are mostly three-storied, the basement being occupied by the cattle. The garrison consists of 105 Dogra sepoys. The people are, with few exceptions, of the Yashkin or Buriish stock, but the language is Shina, and the religion that of the Maulvi sect. Fruit-trees abound round Cher Kala, and there is a considerable amount of cultivation. The river at the bridge is about 120 yards wide, between steep cliffs, the bridge being about 50 feet above the river. The water-supply from the river is generally muddy, but there is excellent water obtainable from the Cher and its side channels, two of which flow close to the fort. (Drew—Bidulph—Muhammad Sahib—Barrow.)

CHHORTEN or CHURTEN—
Monumental erections in Tibet; usually built near villages and monasteries. They are receptacles of the ashes of defunct lamas and lay Buddhists of distinction, and are set around the village limits in the belief that the souls of the departed still take an interest in the scenes of their earthly life, and protect the, precincts of their former habitations. (Bellw.)

CHIBHÁL—
That part of the Outer Hill region lying between the Chenab and Jhelum rivers. (Drew.)

CHIBHÁLÍS—
A Muhammadan race. So called from the name of their country, Chibhal (q.v.). The word Chibhal probably comes from Chibi, which is the name of one of the Rajpút tribes. The Chibhalís, Muhammadans now, are in fact of the same race as the Dogras, who have remained Hindús. Several tribes of these Muhammadans have the same name as certain of the castes in Dúgar. These Muhammadanised Hindús keep to some of the old caste rules; not, indeed, as to eating, for all Muhammadans will eat together, but in the matter of intermarriage. They will either marry in their own separate caste, or will take a wife from the one below them, and give their daughters to the caste above them.

Besides Rajpúts there are many Muhammadanised JÁts in Chibhál; the Játs is the prevalent cultivating caste in the Panjáb, but it occurs but rarely in Dúgar. In the eastern part of Chibhál are Muhammadan Thakurs.

An important and high caste is one called Sudan (q.v.). A general name for this and other high castes of Chibhál is Sahí.
The Chibhális, on the whole, resemble the Dográs, although the Muhammadan way of cutting the moustache makes a difference that strikes one at first.

The Chibhális are stronger and more muscular than the others, and are equally active.

In the extreme north-west of Chibhál, and beyond it as well, on the borders of Kashmir, are two races somewhat different from the rest, but still near enough to be classed under the same general name of Chibhál. These are the Kakkas and the Bambás (q.v.).

Lower down the Jhelum river, west of Kotli and of Mirpur, there is a caste or tribe called Gakkars (q.v.); these, with other high castes, would be classed as Sáhú.

Going back to the eastern part of Chibhál, we are on the boundary line of Muhammadans and Hindús. A hundred years ago, probably, the former were encroaching, and the boundary was gradually coming eastward; but now, certainly, no such advance is being made. The Muhammadans on the border were not, and are not, very strong in their faith; they retain many Hindu fashions, and some even have an idol in their house. Till quite lately it was their custom to marry Hindú women of the same caste, and these remained Hindú, and did not adopt Muhammadanism. This is no longer done. (Drew.)

**CHIBRA—Lat. 33° 5’. Long. 79° 10’. Elev.**

A village on the right bank of the Indus, not far from the borders of Lhása territory. The valley here is about 3 miles broad. The plain at Chibra is studded over with small ponds or lakes. One was 1,600 paces in circumference. Round the margin of each was a broad bed of soda. (Cunningham—Moorcroft.)

**CHIBRA CAMP—Lat. 30° 7’ 12”. Long. Elev. 16,480’.**

A camping ground, 12 miles east of the Sugetdawan pass and 10 miles from Aktágh. No grass or wood, and water very scanty. Elevation of Chibra hill, 17,910 feet. It is on the Karakoram route north of the pass. (Trotter—Johnson.)

**CHIKÁ (on “HAUL-BRIDGE”)—**

A kind of bridge in use in some parts of the Chenáb valley.

A smooth rope of several strands is stretched across the river, and on this runs a wooden ring, from which hangs a loop in which one is seated. The whole is pulled across by a rope from the far side. (Drew.)

**CHIKAR—Lat. 34° 9’. Long. 78° 43’. Elev.**

A considerable village in a district of the same name, which lies on the left bank of the Jhelum, and forms part of the Mozaffarabad zilla.

It is situated between Maira and Hatti, on the old road from Mari towards Kashmir.
The village stands on a low ridge between two small and richly cultivated valleys; on the north side of the path is a small fort, and at the foot of the hill beyond the village there is a bungalow for the accommodation of travellers. Supplies procurable.

CHIKTAN—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 76° 34'. Elev. The name by which the collection of villages at the bottom of the Kanji valley is known. It forms a part of the Ilaka of Kargil (Baltistan) and is said to contain 300 houses, the inhabitants of which are Muhammandans, Rájas Rasanpúr and Hasan Khán live here. (Agímer.)

CHIL—A considerable stream which takes its rise on the southern slopes of the Rámratchan mountain, north of Basoobi, and empties itself into the Ravi, in lat. 32° 32', long. 75° 54', a few miles above that town.

Its waters are clear and cold. The road between Badar and Badrawár crosses this stream between the villages of Saman and Lar. There are stepping-stones on the path, but no bridge, and as the stream is subject to freshets, the passage is sometimes interrupted.

CHILA—Lat. 33° 0'. Long. 75° 39'. Elev. A small village in Badrawár, containing about six houses, situated high up in the mountains at the head of the Bin Kad valley, above the right bank of the stream.

CHILAS—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev. A large village containing about one hundred houses, with a mixed population of Hindús and Muhammandans; it is situated on the slopes of the hill, on the south side of the Pünch valley, above the left bank of the Pünch Tóí river.

CHILING—Lat. Long. Elev. A village on left bank of the Zanskár river. General Strachey states that gold is found between it and the village of Pidmo higher up on the same river. The gold is collected by Lahoulis, who come over in the summer for two or three months. Each gold-washer pays a tax of Rí to the Dográ government for his year’s license. In former days the river was also frequented by Balti gold-washers. (H. Strachey.)

CHILING CHU—Vide "ZANSKÁR RIVER."

CHILING PASS—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 76° 12'. Elev. A difficult glacier pass between the districts of Sárú and Maru Wardwan at the head of the Krish valley. (Agímer.)
CHIMCHAK—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 11,600'.
A camping-ground on the winter route by the Karakoram pass to Yar-kand, five marches from Leh, on the right bank of the Shyok river, between Pakra and Lama Kyent. (Drew.)

CHIMRE—
A kardari or collectorate of the province of Ladak. The villages are—Kharu, Egu, Nagle, Shara, Chimre, and Sakti. The last two both contain about a hundred and fifty houses. Cash revenue about Rs 4,000, besides taxes in kind. (Aylmer.)

CHIMRAY on CHIMRE—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 77° 51'. Elev. 11,890'.
A village of about five hundred inhabitants, with a monastery. The second march from Leh on the Changchenmo route, between Tiksay and Zingral. At 6 miles from Tiksay the Indus is fordable in September. There is cultivation about the village, which is situated a little distance from the right bank of the Indus. Camping ground bad. A rest-house and supply depot. The monastery contains two hundred monks and nuns, and is subordinated to the Hemis monastery. The monks belong to the red-capped sect of lamas. (Kadüa Kishan—Trotter—Cayley.)

CHINENI—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
A large and neat village in a district of the same name, lying about 57 miles north-east of Jamü and 30 miles south-west of Ashar, a village on the left bank of the Chandra Bhaga river, where it is crossed by a rope bridge. Chineni is built on an eminence on the right bank of the Tawi, and is overlooked by the old palace of its legitimate rajas. The mountains to the north are covered with pine forest. Water and supplies abundant. (Forster—Vigne—Montgomerie.)

CHINGRAM—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 75° 39'. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Sinthon Khol stream; it lies about 6 kos north of Mogal Maidan by a very fair path, on the road between Kishwár and Nowbug by the Chingram pass. The village is prettily situated and surrounded with mountains, which are thickly wooded with fir. (Hersey.)

CHINJIART—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 75° 54'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawár; it lies on the flat top of a mountain with very precipitous sides, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, just north of the confluence of the Jagran stream. It contains a masjid and twelve houses. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans.

CHIPCHUCK—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 79° 12'. Elev.
A camping ground at north end of the Charchar pass, on one of the routes from Leh to Padam. Snow here at end of May. (H. Strachey.)
CHIRI or SOWÁR—*Fide "Sowár."

CHISHOT—Lat. 33° 21'. Long. 76° 20'. Elev. 8,200'.
A village in the Bhutna valley. *(Thomson.)*

CHITTA PANI—
A stream which rises on the western slopes of the Pansál range, at the foot of the pass of that name, north-west of AlSabad Sarál; after its junction with the Núricham stream near the village of Bissiáj, in lat. 33° 37', long. 74° 24', the united waters form the Súran river, which flows in a north-westerly direction towards Páuch.

The bed of this stream is very stony; after heavy rain it becomes an impetuous torrent. Between Baramgala and Poshána the road into Kashmír by the Pir Panjál route runs along the bed of the stream, which here lies between lofty and precipitous mountains, and is crossed and recrossed by twenty-five small and very rudely constructed bridges.

The Chota Gali pass can be crossed by a path leading up this valley; it is not, however, good, and whenever this route is used, the more direct road from Baramgala via Hilloch is taken.

CHITTAR—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A large village shaded by fine trees, lying in the middle of the Kuthár pargana, about 10 miles north-east of Achibál. It contains a manjíd and twenty houses, of which two are inhabited by pandits, and the others by Muhammadans of both the Shíá and Suní sects.

CHITTI NADI—
This stream, which is also known as the Bromsu river, takes its rise in the Gogál Marg, on the northern slopes of the Panjál range, at the foot of the Gulábgarh pass; it flows in a north-westerly direction through the Zojí-marg, draining a grassy and wooded valley, which is enclosed by lofty mountains; it receives by its left bank the waters of the Donsu stream, which flows from a small nág or tarn on the slopes of the Brahma Sakal mountain, also the Chitta Pani or Chrusu stream, and numerous other torrents, and empties itself into the Vesháú river, in lat. 33° 37', long. 74° 49', just north of the village of Kangwattan.

CHITTINGÚL—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.
A considerable village in the Lár pargana; it lies in the valley to the north of the Sind river, on the west of the path from Srinagar to the Wangat ruins. Chittingúl is about 18 miles north of Srinagar by road. Supplies are procurable, and water from a stream.

CHIULI—Lat. 33° 19'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A hamlet situated towards the eastern extremity of the Peristán valley, above the left bank of the stream; it lies on the path leading towards the Hinjan Dhar pass and the Lidar Khol valley. The huts, which are
scattered on the hillside, are built of timber and have flat roofs; they are five in number, and are inhabited by three Gújar families, a potter, and a thakur. Just to the west of the village, and below it, there is a kadai bridge across the stream; it may also be forded a little higher up, where the banks are low.

CHOAN—Lat. 33° 28’. Long. 75° 24’. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Sándran river, at the extremity of the Sháhabád pargana, about 10 miles south-east of Vernág; it is the point of arrival and departure from the Kashmir valley by the Nandmarg and Brari Bal.

The village, though not large, extends for a considerable distance; the better description of houses, which are built of timber, with pent shingle roofs, are situated on a shelf of the hill towards the north-west, and are surrounded by fields and gardens enclosed with stone walls; the houses at the other end of the village are single-storied log-huts. All the inhabitants are Muhammadans, and number about ten families, including two of Gújars. There is a customs post in this village, and a small revenue establishment is maintained, except during the four winter months, when the passes are entirely closed, the duties collected seem to be very small, amounting, it is stated, to under R100 annually. Snow lies at Choan for five months in the year.

Iron ore is obtained in small quantities from mines in the immediate vicinity, but all engaged in the trade live in the villages on the left bank of the river. Moddum Sahib’s miádán occupies a most picturesque position in the village, looking down the valley; below it, shaded by some fine walnut trees, is the small ziárat of Músam Sháh, close to which, on the grassy bank of the river, is the usual encamping ground. Supplies are scarce.

CHODRA—See “Sádura.”

CHOGAL—Lat. 34° 25’. Long. 74° 22’. Elev.
A considerable village in the Machipúr pargana, situated on the Pehrú river, about 13 miles north-west of Sopúr, and the same distance south-east of Shalúrah; it forms the usual stage between these places. The village is divided into three sections, that lying on the high, right bank of the river is the oldest; the other two divisions are situated on the left bank; the stream is usually fordable, and when the waters are high, there is communication by boat with the Jhelum.

Chogal is inhabited by sixty families, and has a small garrison of eight or ten sepoys. It also contains the ziárat of Shaikh Ahmad, near which stands the masjid, a substantial double-storied brick building. There are some fine chúná dinosaur trees in the village, and a convenient space for encamping on the left bank of the river. From the village of Riekmakam, which lies just to the north-east, there is a good path over the mountains into the
Uttar pargana. Supplies are obtainable. The highest peak in the range of hills to the north is called Dewa Nál.

**CHOI**—Lat. 35° 13'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.

A village in the Rupal valley. It is situated on an alluvial plateau, and about the year 1850 suffered from flood. *(Draw, p. 402.)*

**CHOKIAL**—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 75° 54'. Elev.

A village said to contain 40 houses, situated on the left bank of the Drás river, in Drás (Baltistán). *(Ayímer.)*

**CHONCHAR PASS**—Lat. 35° 50'. Long. 74° 2'. Elev. 14,000'.

A pass over the watershed, Gilgit and Darël, important as being the only practicable route for horses between those districts. The route lies up the wild Kergah valley, which for nearly one day’s march is totally destitute of vegetation. It then passes through a beautiful Kashmir-like tract with greensward and forests of pine, dense willow-groves lining the stream. Above this comes a grass country. At the head of the valley, where vegetation ceases, the rugged hillsides and the path itself are strewn with piles of splintered rock. From the summit of the pass (14,000 feet) a rough pathway leads down to the Khanbári valley, which has to be crossed near its head. The Bárigáh pass has then to be crossed, after which there is a long descent to Yahtút, the first village of Darël. It was at the head of the Kergah valley that in September 1866 a column of the Kashmir army, returning from an expedition against Darël, was overwhelmed by a sudden and unseasonable snowstorm, in which a number of sepoyos and coolies perished. The Chonchar route is impassable from December to April. Snow is met with till August, when it disappears altogether for a couple of months. *Hayward gives the following route:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Jhút</td>
<td>13 Pass villages of Naúdór and Basín. Enter the Kergah valley. At Jhút a few huts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mazar Majún</td>
<td>13 Road up Kergah valley. Mazar Majún is merely the tomb of a Sáid. No habitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sakurbós or Takorbas</td>
<td>12 Camp at head of valley. 3½ miles from the kotal. Here there is some open ground and a few projecting rocks, large enough to afford shelter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Kalífjínjí</td>
<td>9 At 3 miles cross the Chonchar pass, and descend to Kalífjínjí in the Khanbári valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Yahtút</td>
<td>20 At 6 miles cross the Kuli pass, then down the Bárigáh valley to Darël, a village on the left bank of the Darël stream. Grass, firewood, and water are obtainable at each stage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Tanner—Hayward—Ahmad All Khán.)*

**CHONGO**—Lat. 35° 42'. Long. 75° 46'. Elev.

A village in Baltistán, in the Braldu valley, on the right bank of the river. There is a fine spring of hot water near this place (temperature 104° 5').
with a somewhat unpleasant, sulphurous smell, but perfectly clear. The water stands in a basin some 15 feet in diameter, and about 3½ feet deep, on the top of a conical mound of limestone about 30 feet high. The mound is a deposit formed by the water which flows over on every side. It contains 9 houses. (Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)

CHONGRA—Lat. 35° 21’. Long. 74° 53’. Elev. A village lying just above and to the west of the fort of Astor. It contains about 20 houses. Two smiths and two carpenters live here. (Aylmer.)

CHONGTASH—Fide “Changtash.”

CHORBAT—Lat. Long. Elev. The most easterly ilaka of the wasirat of Skardú. “It extends along the Shyok river from Chulanka, on the frontier of Ladák, to Dáh (or Daû), on the boundary of Khapálu, a distance of 44 miles.”

The barrier by which Chorbät is separated from Nubrá is the most contracted part of the Shyok valley, and the general ruggedness by degrees becomes less marked as that river is descended. The mountains, everywhere steep, rocky, and inaccessible, close in general to within a quarter of a mile of one another, and their projecting spurs, at short interval, advance quite to the centre of the valley, forming deep bays, either filled with sand, or occasionally occupied by platforms of conglomerate, on the top of which, where water is procurable, there is generally a village. The river washes the foot of each rocky spur. In the upper part of the district, the villages are few and very insignificant, but lower down several are of greater extent. Sixa and Prahnu are the chief. All the villages are surrounded by fine orchards of apricot trees. Walnut and mulberry trees are also common, and at Turtúk are a few vines; these latter are, however, by no means generally cultivated in the district. Willows are less frequent than in Nubrá, but there are plenty of poplars. The fields are everywhere terraced, and water appears to be abundant.

Communications.—The Léh road follows the left bank of the Shyok from Lunkha to Fiun, where it goes up the Chorbät stream over the Chorbät La. It is very fair throughout and passable for baggage animals.

There is a path up the left bank as far as the Tibí valley, where there is a way to the Indus valley vid the Dumkhar valley; this road is open in July.

From Prahnu a path follows the right bank all the way to Nubrá. (See Routes.) It is as bad as a road can be.”

Khurmang can be reached from Kuwas by the Puriki La (q.v.).

In winter three bridges are made across the Shyok,—viz., at Kusting, Sikea, and Turtúk.
There is a permanent bridge just above Prahnu.

Climate.—This is very severe. The Shyok is said to be frozen for three months. Over 18 inches of snow falls.

Resources.—The crops are jao, tromba, kanak, cheni, and matta. They do not appear very good. The inhabitants carry apricots and ghi into Ladāk, and bring back money, numdahs, and wool.

The mountains are nearly quite barren and mostly inaccessible. The pasturage is poor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dou-n</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusting</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Márcha</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pártuj</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kowas</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plun</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 smiths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sīza (ilaka station)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 carpenters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summer villages:
- Betuk
- Gon
- Kalan
- Sogmos
- Chuar
- Tiari
- Prahnu

Summer villages:
- Do
- Thang
- Chulanka
- Turtu

Summer villages:
- Tyakshī
- Pakatang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>208</th>
<th>1,500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Generally speaking, the people are wretchedly poor and nearly all diseased. They are civil and obliging to travellers. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

**CHORBAT PASS or HANŪ PASS—**

Lat. 34° 46'.
Long. 76° 39'.
Elev. 16,700'.

On the range between the Indus and Shyok rivers. It is crossed on the summer route from Leh to Skardū, between Goma Hanū and Plīn.

Vigne crossed this pass from the Chorbat side in the middle of July.
CHO—CHR

GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADĀK.

"The ascent to the summit was as desolate and dreary as possible, but not so difficult as many others. The drūs, or marmot, and the wild, ring-tailed pigeon of the Himalayas were everywhere common. We crossed the snowy ridge at a very early hour, by which arrangement we obtained a secure footing for our horses. The descent was more troublesome, as the snow was a little more softened, and we were constantly sinking up to the middle." (Figue.)

"The pass is the boundary of Balti State in this direction. The Balti raiders used to come by it into Ladāk in former days." There is a camping ground at the south foot above Hauū. (Drew.)

CHOTA ALĪ—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.
A small village in the upper part of the valley of the Harpetkai stream; it lies about 10 miles south of Bhanīyār, on a foot-path leading directly towards Srinagar. The village consists of six or eight shepherds' houses, surrounded by a little Indian-corn cultivation; cattle and sheep graze here in summer, but in winter the place is deserted. A path lies over the mountains from this village to Pūnch. (Allgood.)

CHOURA—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev.
A village lying high up on the slopes of the mountain, a few miles north of Poni, to the west of the road leading towards the Būdil pass. It consists of a few houses. (Allgood.)

CHRĀR—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 6,400'
A small town on the north-west side of the valley of Kashmir, lying about 3½ miles west of Rāmū, on the road between Shupion and Srinagar, and 13 miles north-east of Shupion by the direct path. Chrār is built on one of the many bare sandy ridges by which the Panjāl range subsides into the level of the valley; these ridges are usually more or less flattened at the top, but have steep and almost perpendicular sides, which are here and there furrowed with rain-channels; owing to the scarcity of water obtainable, these ridges are seldom cultivated. The town is built somewhat in the form of the letter X, and now contains about five hundred houses; the inhabitants state that about forty years ago there were more than double this number, before the occurrence of a conflagration, by which the place was totally destroyed. But for its reputed sanctity, it would be difficult to account for its prosperity, as the town owes nothing to its geographical situation. The houses are well built of burnt bricks, which are made in the neighbourhood, and have shingle roofs, but mostly without the usual additional covering of birch-bark and earth. The town is offensively dirty, and ill-supplied with water from three tanks; better water may be procured in the ravines at some little distance to the east. With the exception of the clump of trees about the zārāt, and a few vegetable gardens in the town and around it, there is little or no shade or cultivation about the
place. The town is commanded by superior heights on the south, and in a less degree by the ridges to the east and west, which run parallel to that on which it stands. A very fine view, embracing almost the whole of the valley of Kashmir, is obtainable from the survey station on the hill to the north-east of the town.

Chrar is a kusaba or market-place, and has an annual fair, which commences in September and lasts for two months; the fair is held on one day in the week. The inhabitants are exclusively Muhammadans. The most convenient spot for encamping is on the east side of the town; but there is almost an entire absence of shade, and water must be procured from the ravine at some little distance. Supplies are abundant.

Chrar contains the ziarat or shrine of Shâh-nûr-ûd-dîn (the light of the faith); the great celebrity of this saint seems chiefly owing to his having been a Kashmiri by birth. The tomb is of the usual form, but is perhaps better proportioned and contains more elaborate carving than any other in the valley; it is said to have been built during the reign of the emperor Lâ'îr, and the adjoining masjid in the time of Ata Muhammad Khan, the Pathán governor. The masjid consists of a large oblong building, with a wing at either end; it is built of hewn timber placed transversely, and raised on a plinth of brick-work. It is a double-storied building, the centre chambers measuring about 80 feet by 60, with an elevation of about 30 feet; the roof, which rises in tiers, is supported by four pillars of hewn timber, each formed of the single trunk of a deodar tree. The interior is quite plain; the massive wood-work is neither stained nor varnished, but the windows are filled with trellis-work.

CHRAT—
The name of a pargana in the Shupian zilla of the Miraj division; it lies on the left bank of the Jhelum, to the south-east of Srinagar. The tahsil station is at Muran.

CHUAR—Lat. 34° 55'. Long. 76° 45'. Elev. 9,000', approx.
The principal summer village of Sixa in Chorbat (Baltistan). It stands on the left bank of the Shyok amidst considerable cultivation, and is divided into several hamlets, containing substantial houses. It has a well-to-do appearance. To the east lies the Mian stream, which flows through a narrow rocky gorge, crossed by a fair bridge, passable by baggage animals. (Agimer.)

CHUCHLI—Lat. 32° 47'. Long. 75° 50'. Elev.
A village in the Basolli district, containing about six houses, surrounded with cultivation; it is situated on the hillside above the right bank of the stream about a mile north of Loang, on the path leading from Basolli towards Badrawár, by the Chatardhar pass.
CHUGAM—Lat. 35° 11'.  Long. 74° 49'.  Elev. 8,850'.
A village of 12 or 15 houses on the left bank of the western branch of the Astor river. This is one of the usual stages between Kamri and Astor, but there is very little room for encamping, and Rattu is a much more convenient stage. The valley is here very narrow and confined, and in summer the place is very hot, considering its elevation. There is a bridge here. (Barrow—Aylmer.)

CHUJKÓT—Lat. 38° 52'.  Long. 75° 5'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Bij-Behára and Awántipúr; it contains a filature.

CHULANNA or CHULUNG—Lat. 34° 49'.  Long. 76° 58'.  Elev. 9,600', approx.
The most easterly village of Chorbat (Baltístán). It lies on the right bank of the Shyok, and is a halting-place on the route from Leh to Skardú. It contains twenty-five houses, and is divided into two hamlets. Here the Shyok valley is about ¾ mile broad, and there is some prickly jungle in the river-bed near the village. The surrounding hills are very barren. The village is irrigated by the Chalun stream, which lies a short way to the east. The camping ground is very small. (Aylmer.)

CHUMATHANG—Lat. 33° 22'.  Long. 78° 25'.  Elev. 13,600'.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, below the junction of the Puga rivulet. Hot spring here. Temperature of water at exit 170° F. Supplies procurable. It is in the kardari of Hemis. (H. Strachey—Reynolds—Aylmer.)

CHUMPÁS, &c.—Vide "Population."

CHUMUR—Lat. 32° 40'.  Long. 78° 38'.  Elev. 14,600'.
A village in the Rupshu district, on the left bank of the Para river, which here turns south and eventually joins the Sutlej. (H. Strachey.)

CHUMURTÍ—
A subdivision of the Guge district of Nari-Khorsum. It lies south of Haulé, and is under the jurisdiction of the governor of Garo. (H. Strachey.)

CHUN—Lat. 34° 27'.  Long. 73° 37'.  Elev.
A Gújar village, containing eight huts; it is situated above the left bank of the Kishau Ganga river, and lies just above the path from Mozafarabad towards Titval.

CHUNGA—Lat. 33° 57'.  Long. 77° 46'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, between Marsalang and Leh. (Moorcroft.)

CHUNG JUNGLE—Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 78° 17'.  Elev. 12,800'.
A camping ground, the seventh march from Leh on the winter route, on the
right bank of the Shyok river, between Lama Kyent and Dong-aylak. A
good pasture ground here. It is close to the great bend in the Shyok.
(Drew.)

CHUNGTAS—Fide "Changtash."

CHURIT—Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 74° 49'. Elev.
A village in the Rupal nala, Astor. It contains about eighteen houses.
(Aylmer.)

CHURKA—Lat. 35° 30'. Long. 75° 46'. Elev.
A large pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It lies on the left
bank of the Shigar river and contains three hundred and twenty houses.
(Aylmer)

CHUR NÁGS—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
These tarns lie in a gali on the top of the range of lofty mountains which
separates the valley of Kashmir from Marn Wardwán; they are situated
above the Nowbág Nai to the north of the Margan pass. The path from
the village of Saogán, in the Kuthár pargana, leading to Inshin, in the
Marn Wardwán valley, passes by these lakes.

CHUSHOT—Fide "Shushot."

CHUSHUL—Fide "Shúshul."

CHÚTRUN—Lat. 35° 42'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán on the right bank of the Básha branch of the Shigar
river. Famous for a hot spring (temp. 110° F.) which gives the name to
the village, vis., "chú," water, and "trun," hot. The water is as clear as
crystal, and without any taste or smell. A neat little bungalow has been
built for the use of visitors. The village contains seventeen houses.
(Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)

COMPAS LA—Fide "Derá Komfás."
DABIGARH—Lat. 33° 24'.  Long. 74° 7'.  Elev.
A fort in the Naoshera district, situated on the top of the ridge to the north-east of the path between Naoshera and Kotli. It has a garrison of twenty-five men. (Allgood.)

DACHIN—
A district which extends for a considerable distance along the right bank of the Jhelum to the west of Baramula. In the time of the emperor Akbar it was constituted one of the parganas of Kashmir. The wheat grown in this locality is of a very superior description. (Montgomerie.)

DACHIN—
The name applied to the mountains on both sides of the defile to the south of the Mara Wardwan valley, through which the river flows in its course towards Kishhtwar. The path which lies up this valley is extremely difficult, and not practicable for ponies. (Figne.)

DACHINPARA—
A pargana in the Anantnag zilla of the Miraj division; it lies on the right bank of the Jhelum, and is comprised in the district drained by the Lidar river. The tafsil station is at Kanelwan; a good road, communicating with the Tal valley, lies over the Bhagmurl mountains, the intervening range. The pargana of Dachinpara is famous for its breed of ponies. A native purchaser pays from R25 to R40 (British currency) for a good Kashmiri horse. They have a curious custom in this pargana—in certain places they pile up a heap of brushwood, every person passing adding a piece; when it reaches a certain size, they say that it takes fire of itself, and is destroyed. The heap is called sutter. (Montgomerie—Elmali.)

DACHKAT—Lat. 35° 35'.  Long. 74° 45'.  Elev.
A valley which joins the Astor river close to its junction with the Indus. In the map of Astor and Gilgit it is called by its local name the Misikin. In the lower part of its course it is pent up by cliffs of rock and clay without a particle of vegetation, and the heat in summer is extreme. About 1 mile up the salla opens out, and is clothed with vegetation to a considerable extent. The elevation at the mouth of the stream is about 4,200 feet. The name is derived from a word used locally. In this valley there are many ibex and markhor. (Barrow—Manifold—Ward.)

DACHUNG or DONGLUNG—Lat. 33° 25'.  Long. 78° 53'.  Elev.
A camping ground on the Spitil route to Changchenmo, between Nowi camp and Shushal, 21 miles south-east of the latter.
At 18 miles from Shushal cross the Suku La, 15,265 feet. Road
good the whole way. No supplies procurable. Water from stream. Fuel and pasture plentiful. (Montgomerie—Reynolds.)

**DAGAR—Lat. 33° 25′.** Long. 73° 50′. Elev. A village in Naoshera, containing about fifty houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars; it lies on the right bank of the Púneh Tói, between Chaomuk and Kotli.

**DAGLI—Lat. 33° 1′.** Long. 76° 39′. Elev. A large village in Badrawár, said to contain about thirty houses almost exclusively inhabited by Hindus; it lies on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, towards the southern end of the valley.

**DÁH—Lat. 34° 37′.** Long. 76° 33′. Elev. 9,690′. A village in Ladák on the frontiers of Baltistán, on the right bank of the Indus, below Hanú Yogma. There is a sort of fort here which was built to protect the inhabitants from the Balti raiders. There is also a colony of Buddhist Dáhrs. (Drew.)

**DAHN-I-MURGHAI—Lat.** Long. 14,400′. A camping ground on the left bank of the Shyok river, between Sultán-Chúskún and Bulak-i-Murghai, on the winter route by the Karakoram pass. (Montgomerie.)

**DAIGWAR—Lat. 33° 49′.** Long. 74° 8′. Elev. A cluster of villages situated in the valley of the Bitarh, north of Púneh; the most considerable lies on the left bank of the river, about 4 miles from Púneh; it contains about thirty huts, situated upon an open and cultivated plain; there are some fine trees near it. (Tace.)

**DAINAM SAR—Lat. 33° 52′.** Long. 74° 28′. Elev. A mountain lake, lying to the south of the path, just east of the Tosha Maidán pass; it is situated at a great elevation, at the upper end of the Tsemimarg. The rocky chain of the Panjál range rises abruptly from its western edge.

**DAINKMARG or DANIK MARAG—**

The name of the mountain range in the Banihál district which divides the valley of the Mohu stream from that of the Banihál stream; a path lies over the range between the villages of Mohu and Deogol. (Montgomerie.)

**DAINYÚR—Lat. 35° 55′.** Long. 74° 20′. Elev. A village belonging to Gilgit on the left bank of the Gilgit river and at the junction of the Hunza river. At this place there is a wretched mud fort with half a dozen towers, also a village containing about fifty houses. A rope bridge crosses the Hunza river opposite the fort. (Barrow.)
DAIRAMUN—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A village in the Machihama pargana, situated just to the west of Sybág, with which it is connected by a path lined with magnificent chunár trees; it lies to the north of the road leading to Makaháma. The village contains a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by zamándars, five prirádas, a múlla, a watchman, and a washerman. It produces both rice and dry crops.

DAKAR—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village lying on the level bank of the Púnc Tóí, just north of and opposite the town of Kotli. It is inhabited by Muhammadans, and contains twenty-six houses.

DAKINKOT—Lat. 34° 43'. Long. 74° 2'. Elev.
A village in Upper Drawár, containing three houses, situated on the slopes of the mountain above the path and the right bank of the Kishán Ganga river, about 3 miles south-west of Dworian.

DAL—
A lake lying to the east of the city of Srinagar. (See "Srinagar.")

DAL—Lat. 32° 54'. Long. 75° 2'. Elev.
A small village in Jamú on the southern slope of the ridge, about 2 miles north of Dansal, and some little distance west of the road towards Krimchi. It is inhabited principally by Brahmans.

DALI NAR—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy Panjál, between the Toshá Maidán and Sang Safií passes; it flows for the most part in a south-westerly direction through a narrow valley, and joins the Gagrín stream just north of Mandi, in lat. 33° 48', long. 74° 18'. The direct path from Púnc to Kashmír lies along the banks of this stream, which are generally rocky and precipitous. It is not fordable, but is crossed by a narrow kadal bridge between the villages of Rájpúr and Pilarú.

DALWICH—Lat 33° 35'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A small village surrounded with trees, situated in the centre of the Shahabád valley, about 5 miles north-west of Vernág; it is watered by the stream which flows from the Vétarítar springs.

DAMOT—Lat. 35° 41'. Long. 74° 39'. Elev. 5,250'.
A village of fourteen houses, in the Gilgit district, on the left bank of a torrent which joins the Sai aala, about 3 miles from its mouth. It is surrounded by a good deal of cultivation and thick groves of fruit trees. The houses are hovels of rubble and mud. Below Damot there is a good deal of abandoned cultivation on the left bank of the Sai aala. From Damot a ravine leads in a north-westerly direction for about 5 miles, where it is joined by the Boin stream on the left bank. The Boin is shortly joined by the Heshiari. The Heshiari rises about 8 miles from the junction of
the Boin and Dumool nálas. A pathway from the source of the Boin leads to Gor and thence to the Indus. (Barrow—Ward.)

**DAMSAHIB**—Lat. 33° 49'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles north-west of Bij Behára.

**DANA**—Lat. 33° 26'. Long. 74° 1'. Elev.
A small village on the road between Bhimbar and Kotli; it lies on the left bank of the Ban stream, about 8 miles south of Kotli. Fine fish may be had from the stream; but supplies can only be procured in small quantities with great difficulty. Shade very scanty. (Allgood.)

**DANDA**—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, lying a few miles south-west of Kullain, on the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, which is bridged beneath it.

**DANDI**—Lat. 32° 59'. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A village in the Badrawár valley, lying about 2 miles north-west of that town; it contains about twenty houses, which are for the most part inhabited by Hindú zamíndars.

**DANDI**—Lat. 32° 59'. Long. 75° 47'. Elev.
A small village situated on the lower slopes of the mountains east of Badrawár. It is said to be inhabited exclusively by Hindús, who number twenty families.

**DANGA**—Lat. 32° 51'. Long. 74° 57'. Elev.
A small village lying about 8 miles north of Jamú, on the east side of the path towards Riasí.

Between this village and Jamú the road consists of stony watercourses and great defiles. (Hersey.)

**DANGERPÚR**—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 33'. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated on a small rill about 3 miles south-west of Patan, on the road towards Khipúr.

The village lies on a high sloping bank just above the path; it contains the ziárat of Sáid Muhammad Guznávi, and three houses inhabited by zamíndars, a watchman, and an oil-seller.

There are many fruit-trees in the village, and much rice cultivation about it.

**DANGERWARI**—
This stream or small river takes its rise on the slopes of the mountains at the south-west end of the Uttar pargana, and flows, in a parallel direction to the Kamíl river, to the neighbourhood of Shalúrah, where it bends to the south and east, joining the Pobru river, in lat. 34° 28', long. 74° 19', near the village of Wadpúra, just to the south of the range of hills dividing the Machipúra and Uttar parganas.
During its course it receives numerous streams, the most important being the Idj nadi and the Surna nata, both of which join it by its right bank, the latter just above the junction of the Pohru.

The Dangerwari has nowhere any great depth, and may usually be forded; it is also bridged in various places.

**DANNA—Lat. 34° 8'.** Long. 73° 36'. Elev.
A small town in the district of Chikar, situated on the east side of the Danna Dhak ridge, on the old road from Mari towards Kashmir. It is distant about 26 miles from Mari and 81 miles from Baramula. It overlooks a deep and cultivated valley, at the bottom of which flows the Agar, a considerable stream. There is a double-storied bungalow on the west side of the town for the reception of travellers. Danna also boasts of a small fort. *(Allgood—Knight—Jone.)*

**DANNI—Lat. 34° 25'.** Long. 78° 43'. Elev.
A village containing about six houses shaded by trees; it is situated above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, on the path between Panchgram and Nosudda-Noseri.

**DANSAL—Lat. 32° 52'.** Long. 75° 2'. Elev.
A small town situated above the left bank of the Jhujjur or Chapar Kad stream, about 16 miles north-east of Jamú, on the main road towards Kashmir. The town, which contains about two hundred mud-built houses, with flat roofs, is inhabited almost exclusively by Hindús, many of whom are Brahmins. It is supplied with water from wells and a tank, and also from the stream which flows about half a mile to the north-west.

The inhabitants speak a patois, which is common to the neighbouring districts of Risafi and Poni. A commodious spot for encamping lies to the north-west of the village. There is a rest-house here.

**DANSU—**
The name of a pargana included in the Patan zilla of the Kamraj division, situated to the south-west of Srinagar; its tahsil station is at Bargam.

**DAOLAT-BEGULDI—Lat. 35° 22' 16'.** Long. Elev. 16,880'.
"This camp, situated in the north-west corner of the Dipsang plain, marks the junction of the winter and summer routes, which unite here, and cross the Karakoram pass, 11 miles above the camp." The camp is on "a singularly desolate and bleak plateau, at this season (October) bare of snow, but set about by low ridges and mounds of loose shales, about 20,000 feet high, on which last year's snow still lingers in thin patches. A very destructive wind is said to blow over this region at times."

According to some this place is on the boundary line between Kashmir and Kashgaria, but on the best authority Shāhdūla is the frontier post.

In 1527 Sultán Saiad Khán, Gházi, of Kashgár, died here, on his return
from an unsuccessful attempt to invade Tibet by the Saser pass. (Bellow-Trotter.)

DAR—Lat. 32° 44'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.
A village in the Basaoli district, situated on the slopes of the mountains above the right bank of the Siowa river.
The path for cattle from Basaoli, leading towards the Chatardhar pass, lies through the village.

DARA—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 7'. Elev.
A village situated on the slopes of the hills south of Punch, above the left bank of the Puneh T ıı river.
It contains about forty houses, all the inhabitants being Muhammadans.

DÁRDPURA—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Arpat stream, at the north-eastern extremity of the Kuthár pargana. It contains three houses, two of which are inhabited by Gújar , and the other by a family of Kashmiris. Suedramman, in the Maru Wardwán valley, can be reached from this village by a foot-path lying over the Hairibal-ki-gali.

DÁRDPURA—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 25'. Elev.
A village containing about eight houses, situated in a valley at the foot of the mountains at the north-west extremity of the Zainagir pargana; it lies about 4 miles east of Chogal.

DARH—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A village lying on the east side of the Trál valley, towards its northern extremity, at the mouth of the Lam Nai, about half a mile north-east of Arphal. It contains a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, and a carpenter.

DARHAL—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.
A large village lying in a district of the same name, at the foot of the west slope of the Darhal passes leading over the Panjal range into Kashmir; it is situated about 12 miles north-east of Rájauri, on the old Patan road to Alfabád Sarái. Round Darhal village the mountain slopes are all clothed with thick wood, in the lower part of deciduous trees, while above, the forest suddenly changes to fir, which extends far up the slope till replaced at the last by the birch. These mountains belong to the Rattan ridge. In the higher part of the valley are some people called Maliks (q.v.).

DARHAL—
A group of passes over the Panjal range.

DARPURA—Lat. 34° 31'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.
A large village in the Lolab valley, shaded by fine walnut trees, and surrounded by a mass of rice cultivation; it adjoins Lalpur on the north-west.

DARRAL—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 73° 53'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the flat strip of land at the foot of
the mountains on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, just south of the junction of the Jagran stream, which is crossed by a bridge a little distance to the west of the village. The inhabitants number five families, of whom three are Gújars and two Saiads, descendants of Rasúl Sháh, whose ziarat adorns the village. A little rice is grown in the neighbourhood and dry crops, but neither supplies nor coolies are obtainable. The most shady and convenient spot for encamping is on the river bank, about half a mile south of the village.

Darral lies about 9 miles south-west of Lalla, and 10 miles north of Bárán. Palla, in the Mozafarabad district, may be reached by a track crossing the intervening mountain ranges, and paths to the Khághán valley lie up the course of the Jagran stream.

DÁS—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev. 10,500'. A village in the Astor valley on the Srinagar-Astor route via the Dórikán pass. Vigne describes it as a miserable collection of flat-roofed mud and stone-built houses. It contains about 10 houses, situated on an open plain, a quarter of a mile wide. There is plenty of grass, fuel, and water.

DASHKIN—Lat. 35° 28'. Long 74° 49'. Elev. 7,900'. A village in the Astor valley, on the road to Gilgit, about 12 miles below Astor and about a mile from the left bank of the river Astor.

The country round is excessively bare, rocky, and arid, but at Dashkin the hill-slopes are irrigated by one or two fine streams, and a considerable extent of terraced fields has been brought under cultivation. At Dashkin there are sixteen families, a bêrj, and four water-mills; the houses are all built of mud and rubble. Considerable flocks of sheep are kept.

The river flows about 800 feet below the fort, and is crossed by a rope bridge; roads lead from the bridge into the Ditchal and Shaltar nálas, and along the right bank of the Astor river as far as Rámghát (very dangerous even for foot-passengers). The Ditchal valley communicates with the ilaka of Rondú by a road passable for coolies.

The camping ground at Dashkin is very limited indeed.

There is a garrison of twelve men. (Manifold—Barrow—Aylmer.)

DASONID—Lat. 35° 43'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.

A gargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It is situated on the right bank of the Braldú river, and contains ninety-two houses. (Aylmer.)

DASÚT—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev.

A village situated on a small stream which flows down from the hills on the right bank of the Kishán Ganga river, about 5 miles south-west of Sharidi; it contains a masjid, and seven houses inhabited by zamíndars. There are also three houses surrounded by some cultivation on the left bank.
of the river, which is crossed by a fragile sampa bridge. The fields of that part of the village lying on the right bank extend for a considerable distance to the south, joining those of Mandrkar.

DAWAREN—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 74° 7'. Elev.
A place situated some miles to the west of Gingl, on the right bank of the Jhelum. Baron Hügel, who mentions it under the name of Díanun, says that the ruins of a once important town and temple are visible for some distance along the bank of the river; but at present it cannot boast of so much as one solitary inhabitant. Opposite to Díanun is a Buddhist temple, still in good repair, and built in the same style as those of Kashmir. Its situation is its best defence; its name is Branguta. (Hügel.)

DEBRING—Lat. 33° 28'. Long. 77° 53'. Elev.
A camping ground on the route from Kulu to Léh, between Rukohen and Gya, south-east of the Tagalang, five marches (72 miles) from Léh. No supplies: fuel plentiful, grass and water scarce. Road from the Tsekar good, though sandy in places.
This place is also a halting-place on the Spítí route to Léh via Tsomo- rori lake, and on the route from Léh to Garo. (Reynolds—Montgomerie.)

DELOGA—Lat. 32° 42'. Long. 75° 50'. Elev.
A village in the Basauli district, situated on the side of the mountain on the right bank of the Siowa, high above the bed of the river to the west of Bani.

A small valley at the foot of the Chang La, on the south-east side. (Moorcroft.)

DEMUL—Lat. 35° 44'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistân). It contains six houses. (Aylmer.)

DEOBANI—Lat. 35° 57'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev. 20,154.
A mountain in Dárdistán, separating Haramosh on the east from the Bagrat valley of Gilgit on the west.

DEOGOL on BANIHAL—Lat. 33° 27'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.
A village in the Banihal valley, situated on the left bank of the stream.
A path from this village lies over the Danikmarg range to the village of Mohu, to the south of the Moru pass. There is a rest-house and telegraph office here.

DEORU—Lat. 34° 0'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev. 5,370'.
A village lying at the foot of a wudar to the north of the road from Srinagar to Patán. It is divided into three mahallas or districts—Dewaspúra Lahorepúr, and Yekompúr—and contains altogether fifteen houses, inhabited
by zamindars, ten shál-báfs, a watchman, and a blacksmith; the inhabitants all belong to the Shíá sect of Muhammads. The village contains the ziárat of Shosshi Bábá, and there are said to be the ruins of a Hindú temple on the table-land above it.

DEOSAI—
The Deosai or Devil’s Plains are situated on the north-east boundary of Kashmir; they consist of about 580 square miles of gently undulating ground, averaging between 12,000 and 13,000 feet above the sea-level, and surrounded on all sides by rugged mountains, running up to from 16,000 to 17,000 feet. These are serrated, but there are a few low depressions in them; one, toward Skardá, over which (by the Burji La) comes the road from Kashmir, is 15,700 feet; and on the western side are one or two dips at an elevation of 14,000 feet. The face of the mountains is divided into steep-faced hollows and projecting spurs. As these spurs stretch out and diminish in altitude, we find, in continuation of the line of them, the widths of plateau separated by valleys, which latter have originated in the hollows of the mountain ridge. The drainage of the area, first, to some extent, converges to the centre; then, the streams being united, the water flows away through an opening in the hills at the south-east corner by a stream called the Shigar river, which flows into the Drás river, and so to the Indus.

The origin of these plains is probably this: Formerly—in some part of the glacial period—the whole was one stony watery expanse, over which flowed streams from the glaciers that then filled all the hollows of the mountains, these streams bifurcating, rejoining, converging; during this time the stony, gravelly material that we see in the higher plateaux was accumulated by the streams in their beds, the level of the whole area becoming thus raised, while the continuation of the course of the combined waters down to the Drás and the Indus river was itself being raised at the same time; later, when the time came, probably on the change of climate, when less frost made less waste of the mountains for the streams to be denuders, instead of accumulators, of alluvium, then the valleys were cut out, as continuations of the hollows of the mountains, and the intermediate spreads of stony table-land were left, which towards the hills connect with the spurs, and away from them end off, where two of the valleys join. (Drew—Bates.)

The formation is usually of granite gneiss, of which lofty barren hills and peaks are seen rising in different parts of the plains. Amidst the general destitution of verdure, there is still a great deal of morass on the banks of the streams, which take their rise on these plains. In his enumeration of the difficulties successfully surmounted by the survey party under his superintendence, Major Montgomerie, R.E., states that on these plains there are no habitations for a distance of seven or eight marches, and no
village of any size for eleven or twelve marches; the only firewood to be had is got by digging up the juniper roots and from very thin, stunted willows, while on the mountains above there was absolutely no fuel to be had of any kind.

Major Montgomerie also mentions that the people of the country were not very willing to enter the plains from the Kashmir side.

The road from Gúrais to Skardú passes over the Deosái plains. It is not, as a rule, passable until June, on account of the high winds which blow up fine snow. (Ward.)

DEOSAR—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 21'. Elev.
A small lake situated at the foot of the hills at the south-eastern end of the Uttar pargana. It lies by the direct path from the village of Nattanás to Chogal.

DERA KOMPÁS CAMP—Lat. 34° 56'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev. 17,860.
So called from having been used by a former survey officer, or "kompás-wala." It is passed on the most westerly of the routes leading from the Changchenmo to the Karakash. No grass or wood; a very little water obtainable by digging. It lies 19 miles from Sumzunling. (Trotter.)

DERA KOMPÁS PASS or COMPASS LA, or COMPASS-WALA'S PASS—Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 78° 45' Elev. 18,160'.
Is crossed on the most westerly of the three routes from the Changchenmo to the Karakash, close to the source of one of the headwaters of the Karakash river. (Trotter.)

DERPET—Lat. 33° 24'. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the stream, about 4 miles east of Mogal Maidán. From Mogal Maidán to Derpet, the road is unfit for riding. After crossing a stream close to the village, a long and very steep acclivity leads to the top of a hill, nearly 2,000 feet above Mogal Maidán.
A corresponding descent of a couple of miles follows, and Derpet is reached. This can scarcely be called a village, as there is but one family living here. It is nearly half a mile out of the way of the path leading towards Kishtwár and on the opposite side of the river Koráí. This torrent is broad, deep, and rapid, and is crossed by a frail sangra or wooden bridge. The path to Derpet is up a steep ascent after crossing the river. (Hershey.)

DESKIT—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 77° 36'. Elev. 9,950'.
A village on the left bank of the Shyok, opposite its junction with the Nubrá river. It is one of the largest villages in Nubrá, and contains fifty-eight houses, forty-three of which pay taxes. Two smiths and two carpenters live here. The resources of the village are said to be—twenty horses, fifty-three horned cattle, and over a thousand sheep and goats.
It occupies an important strategic position. (See "Ladakh.")
DEW—DHA

The cultivated lands of the village lie on a sloping bank, rising rather steeply out of the plain. Many apricot trees grow among the houses, large enough to afford a shade under which a tent could be pitched. Here much of the plain is encrusted with soda. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

DEWA—Lat. 33° 57’. Long. 75° 10’. Elev.
A village in the Wular pargana, situated about a mile north of Trál, on the path towards Arphal; it is divided into two parts by the Mándar stream, which flows from Nágbal. At the south end of the village a spring rises in a basin which is filled with fish; there is another smaller spring close to it. The village contains sixteen families of Muhammadan zamíndars, three Sikh zamíndars, five pandits, three banías, a watchman, a cow-keeper, and a fakír; there are also two masjids, and the zíárats of Saiid Kurumduin and Khája Latif, which are shaded by fine trees. Both rice and dry crops are produced.

DEWAR—Lat. 34° 28’. Long. 74° 30’. Elev.
A large village lying to the south of Lalpúr, on the eastern side of the Lóláb valley.

It contains about sixty houses, including a bania’s shop and a blacksmith. The village is surrounded with rice cultivation; it is well shaded by trees, and is supplied with water by a stream from the hills. Supplies procurable.

DEWASPÚRA—Lat. 34° 27’. Long. 74° 17’. Elev.
A village situated about a mile south-east of Magham, just south of the road from Sopúr towards Shalídah; it contains six houses inhabited by zamíndars, four by pirzadas, a múlla, and a watchman; it is surrounded by rice cultivation.

DHANNI—Lat. 34° 24’. Long. 73° 31’. Elev.
A scattered hamlet containing about ten houses, situated on the flat top of a spur some hundred feet above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river. It lies about 3 miles north-east of Mozafarabad, on the path towards Titwál.

At the east end of the village, the Bodi Nar, a small rill, dashes down from the mountain-side, and irrigates the fields, which produce rice and also some dry crops. To the north of the village the path becomes very bad.

DHARMSÁL—Lat. 33° 8’. Long. 74° 27’. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, situated on the road between Poni and Rájaorí; it is distant about 22 miles west of Poni, and the same distance south-east of Rájaorí. Supplies are procurable. (Hügel—Vigne.)

DHARMSÁLA—Lat. 33° 8’. Long. 74° 28’. Elev.
A village on the road between Aknúr and Rájaorí. Its inhabitants are
mostly Hindūs and in great part of the Thakur caste. The Thakurs' houses are situated usually high up on the tops of the hills, are solidly built of stone, and have something of the character of forts; they even bear the name of "kot," an old word for fort. (Drew.)

DHRMSĀLA—Lat. 33° 14'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.
A small village situated on the northern slope of a sandstone ridge on the road between Bhimbar and Kotli. The dharmśāla is a building 45 feet long by 15 feet broad, with a room at each end measuring 15 feet by 9 feet; the intermediate space is supported by pillars. Moderate supplies may be procured, but are precarious. Dharmśāla lies about 12 kos north-west of Samānī sardī. (Figne—Allgood.)

DHRROT—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A village standing on the spur above the right bank of the Līdar Khol stream, close to its confluence with the Chandra Bhāga; it contains about ten houses.

A fort on the left bank of the river Chenāb above Rīsā. It is situated on a projecting rock, nearly surrounded by the deep waters of the river, and is named after Rāja Dhian Singh. (Drew.)

DHIYĀR—
A caste of Dogrās. Commonly considered as of low caste, but in reality not recognised as Hindūs at all by the higher castes. Their occupation is iron-smelting. (Drew.)

DIALAGAM (PET or Upper DIALAGAM)—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A village lying about a mile north-west of Brint, by the road between Islamabād and Vernāg.
A rivulet flows through the village, which is surrounded by rice-fields; it contains fifteen families of zamindars, a mūlla, a watchman, a cowkeeper, and a pandit, who keeps a bānya's shop.

DIALAGAM (BUS or Lower DIALAGAM)—Lat. 33° 42'. Long. 75° 12'. Elev.
This village lies about 3 miles south of Islamabād, on the road towards Vernāg, and about 1½ mile north of Pet Dialagam. It contains a mājīd, a mūlla, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars; there is also a government silk factory in the village. South-west of the village three mounds rise out of the plain; on the top of the largest of these hills there is a solitary tree, near which a fakīr lives.

DIBLA SHERGOL or DUBSA SERTKOL—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 78°. Elev.
A camping ground on the Karakoram route, between Balti Brangśa and Malikshāh (or Aktāgh). It is sixteen miles from Malikshāh and 17 miles from Balti Brangśa. A little grass here. It is at the junction of two tributaries of the Yārkand river. (Johnson—Shaw.)
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DIDUF NĀG—Lat. 33° 52'.  Long. 75° 28'.

This lake lies on the east side of the chain of mountains between the Khourpara pargana and the Maru Wardwān valley; it lies south-west of Basman, from which place it is said to be distant 7 kos, on the path leading over the mountains to Kashmir.

DIGAR—Lat. 34° 17'.  Long. 77° 52'.  Elev. 13,030'.

A village on the winter route from Leh to Yārkand, two marches from Leh between the Digar La and the Shyok river. There is a colossal figure of Chamba carved here in a rock, and a considerable extent of cultivation. The Digar stream flows by through a ravine, down to the Shyok from the Waris La pass. (Trotter—Bellew.)

DIGAR LA or LAZGUNG PASS—Lat. 34° 12'.  Long. 77° 46'.

Elev. 17,930'.

"Is crossed between Digar and Leh. Proceeding from Digar you go up a rising moorland amongst granite boulders and across peat-beds and bogs for 5 miles to Polu camp, on a spur where the ascent increases. Then up a long stony slope, covered with snow-patches at end of June, and rise suddenly to the crest of the pass. Pass through a narrow gap, and drop by a very steep and rough path to the other side."

Pass somewhat difficult. Yaks are generally used. Dr. Thomson crossed this pass on the 12th October from the Leh side. The snow lay on the north face thickly for 2 miles or more. (Trotter—Thomson.)

DIGDHOL—Lat. 33° 18'.  Long. 75° 13'.  Elev.

A village situated on the slopes of the mountains above the left bank of the Bichlāri river, about 7 miles north-west of Bāmbān. The road leading towards the Banīhāl pass lies below the village, and crosses the river by a bridge about a mile to the north of it.

Nearly opposite the village, on the right bank of the stream, there is a waterfall.

DILDAR—Lat. 34° 23'.  Long. 73° 52'.  Elev.

A village lying on the north side of the Kārnāo valley, about 3 miles west of the fort, on the road from Titwāl towards Shaldūrah. Some chunār, walnut, and other trees shade the village, which produces rice and also dry crops. It contains a masjid and the ziyarat of Bāba Abdulla, and eighteen houses which are inhabited by a mixed population of Kashmiris and pahāris, including two mullās. There are also six houses lying at the foot of the hill to the north-east; this hamlet is called Bāgh, and may be considered to form part of Dildar.

DILLON-KA-GHAT—Lat. 34° 15'.  Long. 74° 27'.  Elev.

A cluster of houses situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Sopūr and Baramūla. The banks of the river are low, and the channel unusually broad at this point.
DINGLA—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 74° 12'. Elev.
A village towards the eastern end of the Pühch valley, about 3 miles east of the town, on the path to Mandi.
It is surrounded with rice-fields, and contains sixteen houses, twelve being inhabited by Muhammadans and four by Hindús.

DINYER—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 78° 58'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawár, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Gauga river, about 3 miles north of Lalla. It lies on the right bank of a stream which flows into the river below the village.
The inhabitants are zamíndars, and number five families; there is a mill in the village, which is turned by the stream.

A pargana included in the Anatnág zilla of the Miráj division; it comprises the district lying on the right bank of the Veshaú river, at the southwest end of the valley of Kashmir. The tahsil station is at Kulgám.
Vigne remarks that this pargana, one of the largest in Kashmir, produced 100,000 kharwárás (equal to 14,400,000 lb) of rice annually in the time of Kupar Rám, the best of the Sikh governors, but that when he visited it the revenue had fallen to 25,000 kharwárás.

DIPSANG PLAIN—Elevation of col. 18,450. General elevation 17,500'.
Is crossed on the summer route by the Karakoram pass between Kizil Angur and Daolat-Beguldi. Dr. Bellew calls it the "veritable top of the world."

"All around appeared mountain ranges, none of which are less than 20,000 feet high, whilst to the west rose two lofty peaks of much greater height; yet in the distance they seemed below us, for the land around sloped away down on all sides. The Karakoram left behind us appeared like a mere crest on the undulating surface of the country. The plateau is about 8 miles across from north to south, and presents an undulating surface, the soil of which is a spongy saline-charged mixture of clay and gravel. When we crossed (June) there was very little snow left, and the path was strewed with the bones and skeletal of dead cattle. The descent from the plateau is down a steep gully into a deep and tortuous chasm, which is overhung by high cliffs of red clay and conglomerate." (Bellew.)

Kizil Angur is about 6 miles from the plateau.
No grass or fuel obtainable. The disagreeable effects of a rarified atmosphere are felt in crossing this plain. Chlorate of potash was found by Dr. Henderson to be a good remedy. (Trotter.)

DIRLA—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Kamri stream, Astor. It is divided into two parts by the Diríla stream, which is crossed here by a fair bridge. It altogether contains about eleven houses, and is situated on a considerable plateau. (Aylmer.)
DIT—DOD

GAZETTER OF KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

DIT CHAL—Lat. 35° 30'. Long. 74° 52'. Elev.
A valley leading from the right bank of the Astor river. Between July and December laden coolies can cross by this road into the Indus valley which it joins near Sapers; the watershed is crossed at a height of about 14,000 feet; much more snow appears to lie on the Indus side than on the Astor side of the pass; there is a plentiful supply of fuel and water, and a good many patches of tilled ground along the sides of the valley. (Manifold.)

DIYAMIR—
The name 'given by the Dards to the Nanga Parbat mountain (q.v.).
(Drew.)
Also called Deo Mir. (Barrow.)

DO—Lat. 34° 55'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev. 9,100', approx.
A hamlet of a couple of houses in Chorbat (Baltistán), on the right bank of the Shyok, just above the junction of the Laonechon stream. It is the best place for camping between Pinn and Chalunka on the Léh—Skardú route. Supplies must be procured from Prahnu. (Aymer.)

DOBWAN—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A spring and three houses, shaded by a clump of trees, situated in a hollow, about 2 miles north of Trál, on the west side of the path leading towards Arphal.

DODA—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 36'. Elev.
A town in the province of Kishtwár, situated on a small plain above the right bank of the Chandra Bhágá river; it lies at the foot, and partly on the slope, of a grass-covered hill, bare of trees.

The town itself is surrounded by trees; a few willows and poplars, mingled among hundreds of fruit-trees, give it shade and beauty. Doda is distant 21 miles north-west of Badrawár, and 40 miles south-east of Vernág by the Bari pass. About half a mile below the south end of the town, the Chenáb roars along in a swollen and turbulent flood. The sides of the river are very rocky, and for some feet perpendicular; that on the right bank is the most precipitous, there being only room for a hut and two stunted trees on the bare ledge of rock above the bridge; on the left bank the ground shelves, and there are a few huts and a baoli shaded by trees.

The suspension bridge, which is of the chika description, swings at a high elevation above the torrent, here about 50 yards wide; the transit of passengers and baggage is a tedious, though not really a dangerous, operation.

There is a regular establishment maintained to work the bridge, and a small toll is levied on each passenger and package passed across.

During the months of June, July, and August, consequent on the melt-
ing of the snows, the river rises considerably; the bridge has then to be moved to a higher position.

The ascent from the bed of the river to the plain and town is somewhat steep, and occupies about twenty-five minutes, the path leading by the fort, which is situated on the edge of the plain, about 500 yards to the south of the town. It is a mud building about 200 feet square, having a bastion at each corner; there is no ditch; the entrance is on the east side amid some trees. The fort is now used as a state prison, and in it is confined Mir Hathú Singh, the half-brother of the late maharája. This unfortunate prince entered into a conspiracy with certain superior officers of the army to murder the maharája by sword or poison, shortly after his accession. On the plot being discovered, his confederates expiated their contemplated crime by being blown from guns. At the advice of his pandits and múlvis the clemency of the maharája spared the life of his relative, but condemned him to close captivity for life; his wife and family live in the town, but are permitted no communication with the royal prisoner. His brother, Mír Touma, was also supposed to have been implicated in the conspiracy; but as the fact was not clearly established, the maharája contented himself with banishing him to Púneh,—his cousin, Moúí Singh, the rája of that province, having offered to become security for his good behaviour.

Most of the houses in the town are built of mud, in timber frames, and double-storied; the better sort have pent roofs, which, as in Kashmír, are covered with a layer of birch-bark and earth. The baradári, a long brick building, occupies a most prominent position in the highest part of the town; it has been assigned as a residence to the family of Mir Hathú Singh. The bazár lies at the foot of the hill.

In the upper part of the town the streets are narrow and very steep, and are frequently blocked up with huge boulders; a ravine runs along the north-east side of the town, of which the banks are very precipitous. There are said to be 239 houses in the place inhabited by Hindús, and 322 by Muhammadans (including 205 families of shál-báis), making a total of over five hundred houses. In the bazár are to be found representatives of all the usual trades and occupations, but the most important industry, and that for which the place is noted, is the manufacture of shawls, which are, however, inferior in quality and texture to those made in Kashmír. Chogas and patch-work carpets are also largely manufactured. All the trade of Doda with Kashmír and Jamú is carried on by the Rámbán and Banihál route, as the passage of the Chandra Bhága and the difficulties to be met with on the direct paths between Kashmír and Basaúli render them impracticable for traders.

There are two masjids in the town, and sundry Hindú temples; also the zíráat of Sharfarád Baghádádí, which is of some reputation in the neighbourhood. This saint, who died and was buried in Kishtwár, is said to have
come from Baghadád three hundred years ago, and to have lived for a long time in Doda.

Neither wells nor springs are found in the town, which is entirely dependent for its water-supply on a stream which is said to flow down from a village called Koti, lying on the mountain-side about 6 miles to the north. Chowdri Rasul Khán has the credit of having constructed the channel by which the water is conveyed to the town.

The small plain of Doda is richly cultivated, and is entirely encompassed by high hills, bare of forest. The amount of rice grown in the district is, however, insufficient for the wants of the inhabitants, and a considerable quantity is yearly imported from Badravár.

The Sarkári Bágh, which lies to the south-west of the town close to the fort, forms a convenient and pleasant encamping ground, affording a shady retreat from the heat of the sun, which attains great power in this valley. Doda and the surrounding district, to which it gives its name, had always been under the dominion of the rája of Khishwár, and fell with it under that of Gúláb Singh. Supplies are plentiful, and cattle and sheep abound, but mules and ponies are very rarely met with in the neighbourhood.

DODAR GALI—Lat. 35° 40’. Long. 74° 10’. Elev. 14,000’

A pass between Gilgit and Darél, from which the headwaters of the Darél valley descend. It is reached by the Singal valley. The road is narrow and difficult, but in 1866 it was used by one column of the Kashmir army from Gilgit. It, however, only reached Darél too late to co-operate with the other column.

The Dodar Gali is about 14,000 feet high, and is practicable for unladen cattle. (Tunner—Ahmad Ali Khan.)

DODLA—Lat. 32° 35’. Long. 75° 52’. Elev.

A village in the Bassooli district, lying to the east of the direct path leading towards Pád. Cattle are obliged to make a detour through this village between the Chil stream and Jinnáli.

DODWAGAN—Lat. 33° 30’. Long. 75° 22’. Elev.

A small village containing five houses, inhabited by zamíndars, situated on the right bank of the Sándran river, on the north side of the Sháhabád valley. The Bring pargana may be reached from this village by a path over the mountains.

DOGORO—Lat. 35° 45’. Long. 75° 28’. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistán). It contains twenty-four houses. (Aghner.)

DOGRÁS—

A race occupying the country round Jâmú. They are of the great Aryan race that settled in, and has become the main population of, India; those
of that race who settled in the lower hills, and did not go into the region where snow falls, acquired, in the long course of centuries, characters that distinguish them from the inhabitants of the plains on the one hand, and of the higher mountains on the other. The settlers in the hills that edge the Panjab, at all events those of them who have retained their Hindú faith, bear the name of Dográ, while the country they inhabit is called Dúgar. The origin of the name is this. Near Jamú are two holy lakes, Sar-in Sar and Mán Sar; from these the country round was called in Sanskrit Duigartdesh, or the country of the two hollows; from this came Dúgar, and from that Dográ.

The Dográs are divided into castes in the same way, though with some local variation, as are the Hindús of India generally; these are partly the remnants of race distinctions, and partly the outcome of occupations become hereditary. The following list gives the names of some of the castes in the order of their estimation among themselves:—

- Brahman.
- Rájpút, divided into {Máns, {Working Rájpút.
- Khatrí.
- Thakur.
- Ját.
- {Banía and Krár (small shopkeepers).
- {Náí (barbers).
- Jífr (carriers).
- Dúlyár, Megh, and Dám. (Drew.)

**DOGRÍ**

A division of the Aryan language. It differs considerably from Hindústání. If a native of Hindústán, who had never come farther north than Ambála, were to go where pure Dogrí is spoken, he would not be able to understand any but the shortest sentences, and by no means all of these. The relationship of Panjabí to Hindústání is very similar, while there is a difference between Dogrí and Panjabí, which is not so great as that between either of them and Hindústání.

This Dogrí is spoken by the village people of the outer hills, and of the strip of plain at their foot, from the Ravi to a little west of the Chenáb. It is spoken purest by those who have not come much into contact with other races; especially is it to be heard pure and unmixed from the mouths of the women. In the towns, but especially in Jamú, one hears a mixture of Dogrí, Panjabí, and Hindústání. Of the officers of the maharája’s court, very few, if any, speak pure Dogrí.

The written character is derived from the Devanágrí or Shástrí. (Drew.)

**DOGRIPÚR**—Lat. 33° 51’. Long. 75° 5’. Elev. A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles north-west of the confluence of the Vesháu and Rembiára rivers.
DOK—LAT. 33° 27'.  Long. 76° 20'.  Elev.
A village on the route from Srinagar to Leh, on the left bank of the Waka river, between Kargil and Mulbekh.  (Cunningham.)

DOKO CHIBIRE—Lat. 35° 47'.  Long. 75° 27'.  Elev.
A small pargana in the iłaka of Basha (Baltistán) on the right bank of the Basha river.  It contains 30 houses.

DOMÉL—Lat. 34° 21'.  Long. 73° 31'.  Elev.
A village at the junction of the Jhelum with the Kishan Ganga, with a first-rate new dák bungalow.  There is also the bungalow of the road engineer and a steam workshop connected with the new cart-road.  The situation of Domél is important, as it commands the road from Abbottabad as well as that from Mari.  The Jhelum is bridged just above the workshops, and a new iron cantilever bridge, with masonry piers, connects Mozafarabad with the Mari-Srinagar road.  There is also a telegraph station at Domél for Srinagar and intermediate stations.  Domél is a favourite resort for anglers.  (Barrow—Wingate.)

DONGAN—Lat. 32° 45'.  Long. 78° 35'.  Elev. about 16,500'.
A camping ground on the Spiti route to Changchenmo, between Narbu Sumdo and the Lanak pass.  It is to the south-east of the Tsomorori lake.  (Montgomery.)

DONG-AYLAK—Lat. 34° 55'.  Long. 78° 15'.  Elev. 13,000'.
A camping ground on the winter route from Leh to Yarkund, eight marches from Leh, on the left bank of the Shyok.  Strachey says that Dong-aylak in Turki means "the wild yaks' summer pasture ground."  (Montgomery—H. Strachey.)

DONG-LUNG—Vide "DACHUNG" and "SHINGLUNG."

DON ZHO—Lat. 34°.  Long. 78° 25'.  Elev. about 14,040'.
A camping ground (?) 1 mile from the north-west end of the Pangong lake, and about 100 feet above its level.  It is the watershed between the affluents of the Pangong lake and those of the Shyok.  (H. Strachey.)

DOPATTA—Lat. 34° 13'.  Long. 73° 41'.  Elev.
A village and fort lying in a district of the same name, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 2 miles south-east of Hattian and 18 miles from Mozafarabád.  The râjship of Dopatta, which, together with Kathai, formed the district of Dowarbîd, was left by Anatulla Khán to his eldest son, Fateh Khán, whose grandson, Ahmad Khán, held the râj at the time of the Sikh invasion and fled at their approach; after living for nearly seventeen years in voluntary exile, he returned to his râj accompanied by a strong party of followers, and took possession of the fort which Diwan
Kirpa Ram had constructed, and distributing the government stores of ammunition and grain which it contained among his people, again decamped. The Sikh ruler gave the raj to his brother, Nasur Ali Khan, who was succeeded by a son, Ata Muhammad. It is said that Ahmad Khan eventually made his peace with the Maharaja Gulab Singh. Ata Muhammad paid a "nazaraana" of Rs. 7,000, reserving Rs. 2,000 for his own use.

The district extended for about 25 miles in length from the Kathai frontier on the east, to the spur which divided it from Mozafarabad on the west. Its extreme breadth from the summit of the range of hills bordering on the left bank of the Jhelum to the confines of the Karnao raja's dominions on the north, was about 18 kos. It comprised all the rich cultivable land on both banks of the river, besides which the raja exacted a feudal tribute from the Koth ilaka, in the Kuka country. (Lumaden—Allgood.)

DORA—Lat. Long. Elev. 13,800'.
A camping ground on the route from Leh to Garo, on right bank of the Indus, 55 miles from Tashigong.

This is where the Champa of Rupahu spend the winter. Hardly any snow falls here. Close by is a small shallow lake. It is about three quarters of a mile long and a furlong wide, of clear fresh water. The boundary of Chinese Tibet is one or two days' march beyond Dora. (Drew.)

DORGU—Fide "DURGU."

DORIKUN—Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev. 13,500'.
A pass leading from Burzil in the Kishan Ganga valley to Astor. It rises from Burzil 3,000 feet in 5 or 6 miles. The actual pass, or kotal, is not a defile, but a neck or depression in the rocky granite ridge, which here forms the watershed. After crossing this, the road lies down the valley of the eastern branch of the Astor river.

The pass is closed for about five months by snow, but even then it is, under favourable circumstances, possible for men without loads to force it. It is nearly always passable for coolies except in a high wind. At other times it is practicable for laden mules and ponies. This route is now not so much used as the shorter Kamri pass (q.v.).

This pass is the one always taken during the winter months from Gurais to Astor; it is extremely easy. On the Astor side, after the heaviest falls of snow, there are no difficulties, as the stream runs down a broad and gradually sloping valley. On the Kashmir side the ascent is steeper, but the pass is seldom closed, for more than a fortnight at one time, for men without loads. (Drew—Saway—Manifold—Barrow—Ward.)

DOU-U—Lat. 35° 2'. Long. 76° 34'. Elev. 8,700', approx.
The most westerly village of Chorbat (Baltistan). It is situated on the
left bank of the Shyok and is passed on the Leh-Skardú road. Between Dou-u and Lunhka the road is carried along the face of the cliff by a wooden scaffolding. This marks the division between Chorbat and Khapalu. Dou-u contains twelve houses.

DOWAL—Lat. 33° 25'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A small village, containing sixteen houses, situated in a district of the same name, lying to the south of the Golábgarh, or Kúri, pass, on the path between Risf and Shupion.

DOWANI—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 76° 16'. Elev. 8,300', approx.
A village at the junction of the Thallé stream and the Shyok in Khapalu (Baltistán). It contains over a hundred houses. It is passed on the Leh-Skardú road.

DRibble—Lat. 32° 45'. Long. 75° 41'. Elev.
A village in the Bashaoli district, situated on the left bank of the Siowa, just above the junction of the Bairo stream, about 4 miles north of Bani, on the path towards Badrawár.

The village consists of a few scattered houses surrounded by cultivation.

DRABGAMA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A once populous village, and the capital of the pargana of Shúkrú; it now contains little more than one large house, built by some rich man in more prosperous days; on account of its size and elevated situation, on the right bank of the Rámchú stream, it is visible from a great distance. Close to it is a place where two or three large stones, a few feet high, are standing, like those of Stonehenge. Drabgama is about 9 miles north of Shupion, on the west of the road to Srinagar. (Fig.)

Dragarí Thár—Lat. Long. Elev. 7,000'.
A ridge, nearly 7,000 feet high, just west of the Chenáb, north of the village of Páuní. It rises suddenly and towers over the Outer Hills which lie to the south of it.

It is sacred to a derta, whose name is Dragar. The south face of it is a great escarpment; it has a line of precipitous limestone cliffs, of which the part vertical is about 1,000 feet, and far down beneath that a talus-slope continues. The ridge is narrow, and the ground inclines quickly, but not precipitously, down to the north. The neighbourhood around Dragarí Thár produces iron. (Draw.)

DRANG—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 35'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the edge of the forest at the foot of the mountains to the east of the Toáha Maidán; the path lying over that pass debouches into the valley of Kashmir at this village, which lies about 21 miles south-west of Srinagar by way of Makabáma. Drang contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars, a múlla,
and a weaver; there is also a small custom-house, to which a munshi and a pandit are attached. There are many walnut trees in the village, which is watered by a stream flowing from the hills. Both rice and dry crops are produced.

**DRANGA**—Lat. 33° 1'.  Long. 75° 42'.  Elev.
A village lying a little above the path and the left bank of the Nerū river, about 5 miles north-west of Badrawār. It contains about thirty houses, all the inhabitants being Hindūs, with the exception of one family of Muhammadans. A very small stream, which flows down through the village, turns some water-mills, which are situated by some fine shady trees on the bank of the river.

The Nerū, which is here about 2 feet deep, with a moderate current, is crossed by a substantial kalād bridge, about 70 feet in span and 4 feet broad. By the side of the road there is a dharmāsala for travellers.

**DRANGIARI**—Lat. 34° 28'.  Long. 74° 2'.  Elev.
A Gūjar settlement which is usually occupied during the summer months; it lies in the forest near the right bank of the Bangas stream, one of the headwaters of the Kamil river, and is situated at the foot of the eastern slope of the Nattishanwar Gali, about 10 miles south-west of Shālārah, on the path leading into the Karnao valley. Supplies are not procurable, but wood and water are to be had in abundance.

**DRAR**—Lat. 34° 29'.  Long. 73° 36'.  Elev.
This village, which lies about 12 miles north-east of Mozafarabad, on the north side of the Kishān Ganga river, is situated on the right bank of the Pakote stream vis-à-vis with the village of Mandal, whence it is frequently called Mandal-Drar. There is a bridge across the stream below the village. In the village are a few trees and four houses inhabited by zamindars of the Kulgaon caste, an oil-seller, and a blacksmith; also five houses occupied by the servants of Rāja Muhammad Zamān Khān, who lives in a house built of undressed stones, which lies just above the path. The rāja is related to the titular nawābs of Kūrī and to the ex-rāja of Karnao. There are extensive rice-fields above the village, which are irrigated by a channel from the Pakote stream; some dry crops are also grown.

**DRĀS or HEMBAPS (Tibetān), i.e., “sun-w-fed”**—
Lat. 34° 26'.  Long. 75° 49'.  Elev.
Is the most westerly portion of the Purik district of the Baltistān wizarāt, and lies along the valley of the Drās river. More snow falls here than in any other part of Purik. This is owing "to the great depression in the Himalaya, at the head of the Drās river, which allows the constantly humid vapours of Kashmir to pass to the north of the mountains, where they become condensed by the cold, and are precipitated
in rain or snow, according to the season of the year.” The district extends from the Zoji La to Chánágund, near Kargil. A telegraph clerk is kept here to give information about the Zoji La.

The inhabitants are Shín Musalmáns professedly, but in physiognomy resemble the Tartars, with whom they consort freely. Moocroft says they are great thieves. The crops cultivated are barley, wheat, and buckwheat; the first ripening in about three months, the second in five or six, and the last in about two months. The cattle are ponies, cows, the hybrid between the yak and cow, and sheep and goats. The former, though small, are hardy, active, and tolerably well shaped. A good five-year old gelding costs Rs 60 to 100. The neat cattle are small and generally black. The cattle of Drás were in much better condition than those in any other part of Ladák, owing to the abundant supply of prangos in summer, and its hay in winter. The houses are built of pebbles, cemented with earth, with terraced roofs. Eye diseases are very common in the valley. The communications are as follows:—

1. The Srinagar-Leh-Skardú roads after crossing the Zoji La run down the Drás valley.
2. From Suru to Drás by the Umba La. Horses can go for six months.
3. From Tilail (Gujirind) to Drás by the Birok La. Horses can go in September, but in summer the streams form a serious obstacle.
4. A road leads to Skardú via the Marpo La, the Shingo river, and the Deosai plains. Horses, it is said, can go for several months in summer, but the road is bad. (Cunningham—Drew—Bell—Moo croft—Aylmer.)

**Particulars of Drás.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drás Valley.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pundras</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goshen</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1 carpenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gundial (Drás fort)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1 smith, 10 sepoys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chokial</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásgán</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kárhu</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chánágund</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Includes Shimaú.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carried forward</strong></td>
<td>170</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td>1 carpenter, 1 smith, 10 sepoys.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Particulars of Drás—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brought forward</strong></td>
<td>170</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karese and Suru Valleys:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gontato</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartato</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karese Kur</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangra</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tāgasān</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twina</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanko</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umba</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang Kartsāt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1 smith; includes Trispona and Gond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliskot</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tambo Kumor</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainji Gan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buru</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand total</strong></td>
<td>570</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>3,135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These totals are probably too low. *(Local lambardars.)*

**DRÁS PASS—Fide "Zoji La." Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev. 11,300.'**

**DRÁS RIVER—**

A tributary of the Indus, formed by the united streams of the Drás, Waka, Suru, and Kukser rivers. It rises in the Zoji La, and has a course of 85 miles, running north-east.

"All these streams unite near Kargil, below which they cut the trans-Himalayan range at the narrow gorge called the 'Wolf's Leap,' and join the Indus opposite Marol."

At the end of June, Dr. Henderson says that the river near its source was in many places bridged by enormous masses of snow. Near the village of Drás the river is not fordable, and is spanned at several points by wooden bridges.

The route from Srinagar to Leh follows the course of this river as far as the junction of the Suru river. *(Cunningham—Henderson.)*

**DRÁS VILLAGE—**Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev. 10,144'.

On the left bank of the Drás river, the second march after crossing the Zoji La pass, on the route from Srinagar to Leh, 15 miles from Matayan, and the same distance from Tashgam the next march.
“It is a collection of half a dozen hamlets dispersed over the inequalities of a spacious basin in these close-set hills, and is the capital of the Dráś district. In the centre of the basin is a small square fort with bastions at each corner and over the entrance; walls 20' high; garrison at present, one jemadar and ten sepoys; the fort is commanded within ¾ mile; it is in a fair state of repair. It has a garrison of fifty men, and adjoining it is a tahsil or collectorate of the thánadár of the district. It overlooks a garden surrounded by poplar and willow plantations. Snow lies on the ground for four to five months in the winter to the depth of a foot or more, and sometimes completely closes the route through this valley. A telegraph line from here to Skardú, a single wire carried on poles without insulators. The Skardú wire follows the Dráś, Suru, and Indus rivers. There used to be telegraphic communication between Dráś and Srinagar, but the snow on upper part of the Sind valley, and from there to Dráś, destroyed the line so frequently, that the darbár gave it up. Telegrams are now sent by hand between Dráś and Sonamarg in the Sind valley.”

DRAWÁR—Lat. 34° 25’—34° 45’. Long. 73° 50’—74° 20’. Elev.
The district of Drawář, or Drao, comprises that part of the valley of the Kishan Ganga river lying between Titwāl and Sharidi. The village of Karen divides it into Pet or Upper Drawář, and Bun or Lower Drawář. Here and there a few Kashmiris are met with, but the bulk of the inhabitants differ entirely from the natives of that valley, resembling in appearance and dress the inhabitants of Hazárah, from which district they would seem to have originally migrated.

Some few of the inhabitants of Upper Drawář are conversant with the Dárd dialect, but the Kashmiri and Pahári languages are those usually spoken throughout the district. The population appears to be as great as the country is capable of supporting, as every available spot of ground is brought into cultivation, which is noticeably not the case in Tilwāl and Gúrais, where, however, the area of arable lands is more extensive.

In Upper Drawář, where there is only one harvest annually, makai (Indian-corn) grows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop raised, except on the occasion of an unusually rainy season, when a little tromba and pinga is sown. Peas are not cultivated, as the sandy soil which suits the makai so admirably does not favour them. In Lower Drawář rice is extensively cultivated, but it does not extend in a northerly direction beyond the village of Kasur, opposite Karen. The harvest is gathered towards the end of September, the Indian-corn and rice ripening at the same time. The alternation of crops is not practised in Drawář, but the value of manure is appreciated, the cattle being herded on the fields directly the harvest is completed, and all the manure collected during the winter carefully utilised. The inhabitants are accustomed to reserve the
rice for the evening meal, eating corn-cakes during the day; they prefer rice, but consider that the variation is conducive to health. Most rain falls in this district during the months of July and August, from which period until the end of September fevers are said to be very prevalent in the lower part of the valley.

During the heat of summer the inhabitants are accustomed to retire with their flocks to the mountain pastures, returning to their villages for the harvest; during this season travellers often experience great difficulty in getting coolies, as only one or two men are left in each village for its protection. In Upper Drawárf the villages are nothing but scattered hamlets, in which the flat-roofed huts are often built at a great distance from each other, each family living on its own land for the convenience of village. Here and there the lambaridar, or some individual possessing both means and taste, has indulged in a timber-house with tent roof, but with these few exceptions, all the houses in Drawárf are merely log-huts, with flat mud roofs, such as the Gújars inhabit.

The reasons alleged for building such dark and uncomfortable dwellings are, firstly, a scarcity of wood, a want which is not, however, apparent; secondly, for the convenience of storing grain; and thirdly, for fear of exciting the cupidity of the government by an unusual display of wealth. Most probably the real cause is to be found in local prejudice.

But little trade is carried on in Drawárf; cotton cloths, prints, salt, and trinkets are imported, and puttús, luis, ghi, goats, and sheep are exported, but both imports and exports are of trifling value. Customs duties are levied on traders importing goods by the passes from Kágbáu; each load of salt, averaging two maunds, pays one rupee (British currency).

The district of Drawárf formed part of the possessions of the rajas of Karnao, and, until the time of Sher Ahmad, the last of the line, the inhabitants seem to have held their lands rent-free, on the conditions of feudal service.

Rája Sher Ahmad, being required by his suzerain to furnish troops for the expedition against Gilgit, was unable to raise the necessary contingent; the inhabitants of Drawárf declining to serve, he punished their contumacy by levying a land tax, which was at first limited to R11 (Hari Singh) for each dok (that is, as much land as a maund weight of makai seed will sow); this he subsequently increased to R14. After the fall of Rája Sher Ahmad, successive governors of Mozafarabád, in which zilla Drawárf now lies, have increased the assessment, and it is now stated to be reckoned on the crop at R30 (Kashmir currency) on each 400 kurkú, each kurkú consisting of twelve púlads or sheaves. The zamindars aver that this assessment only leaves one quarter of the crop to the farmer, the rest falling to the government, which latter portion has to be accounted for in coin.

The flocks and herds, however, seem to represent the principal wealth of the population; and judging from the comfortable and well-to-do
appearance of the people, it might be supposed that their taxes did not press with undue severity.

The road, which follows the course of the Kishan Ganga, lies for the most part on the right bank of the river; it is stated to have been considerably improved some years ago by order of Colonel Gundú, the then zilladar of Mozafarabád; but it is rough and difficult, and may be said not to be practicable for laden baggage animals, and it is a noticeable fact that only a few ponies and mules are to be found in Upper Drawár.

**DRAWEY**—Lat. 33° 37’. Long. 75° 24’. Elev.
A village at the mouth of the valley which opens into the Nowbúg Nai at its south-west end; it is situated some little distance from the right bank of the river, about a mile west of the village of Larún. It contains a masjid, and nine houses inhabited by zamindars and a mochi.

**DRAYNA**—Lat. 33° 44’. Long. 75° 42’. Elev.
A small village in Badrawár, situated on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank of the Nerú river, almost opposite to Kallain.
It contains eight houses, of which six are inhabited by Muhammadans and two by Hindús.

**DREDJA**—Lat. 32° 59’. Long. 75° 45’. Elev.
A small village, containing five houses, situated on the right bank of the Nerú, almost opposite Badrawár. There is a bridge across the river below the village.

**DRIGAM**—Lat. 33° 57’. Long. 74° 46’. Elev.
A village containing about fifty houses, situated on the left bank of the Yechara stream, which is crossed by a bridge, or it may be forded.
There are some splendid chunár trees and green turf by the path on the west side of the village.

**DRINGLA**—Lat. 34° 23’. Long. 73° 50’. Elev.
A village in Karnao, lying on the left bank of the Kazi Nág stream, about a mile east of Titwal; it is shaded by numerous walnut trees, and produces much rice and some little corn.

The inhabitants, who are all zamindars, number nine families, five being Gújars, three dhobís, and one Saiad. Druggur, a village lying on the opposite bank of the stream, contains seven houses inhabited by Gújars, who are also zamindars.

**DRINJA**—Lat. 32° 43’. Long. 75° 51’. Elev.
A village in the Basooli district, consisting of a few houses situated on the side of the hill, above the right bank of the Siowa river, north-west of Bani.

**DROBMARG**—Lat. 33° 37’. Long. 75° 29’. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Brinnar stream; it lies on the path from Nowbúg to the Maru Wardwán valley by the Hoksar pass.
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DROGJUN—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 52'.  Elev.
A village situated at the south-western extremity of the Dal lake; it forms one of the zillas of the city of Srinagar, and contains twenty-three mahallas or districts. The continuation of the village in the direction of Gagribal is called Buchwor; a large number of the inhabitants of this locality are potters. The bridge over the water-gate, at the head of the Tsont-kol canal, on the west side of the village, is called the Githa Kadal.

DROGMAL—Lat. 34° 29'.  Long. 74° 20'.  Elev.
A village lying towards the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. The houses, which are much scattered, are built of dove-tailed timbers, and have thatched roofs. There is plenty of grass about the place, and many shady trees.

DROK or BROK—Lat. 34° 30'.  Long. 77° 50'.  Elev.
A small village of 6 houses, situated high up the Hundar valley in Nubra (Ladák). Above this the road to Léh from the Shyok via the Thanglaco pass is good, the valley being open and having a gentle gradient. Yaks up to about 15 or 20 can be obtained here for crossing the pass. It is a desolate-looking place with very little cultivation. It is the first stage out from Hundar to Léh.

DRUDU—Lat. 33° 1'.  Long. 75° 42'.  Elev.
A small village, containing five houses, inhabited by Hindú zamindars; it lies on the left bank of the Nerá river, about 6 miles north-west of Badrawá, on the road towards Doda.

DRÜNGLI—
The name of a stream which flows into the Surán river by its right bank, in lat. 33° 46', long. 74° 10', near the village of Kankót, about 3 miles east of Púch. It is fordable where it is crossed by the path from Púch to Mandi.

DÜBGAO—Lat. 34° 16'.  Long. 74° 28'.  Elev.
A small village lying on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles south-west of Sopúr. It contains a large timber depôt, from whence most of the wood used in boat-building throughout Kashmir is supplied; it is the property of the government, and there are three or four bungalows in the fine grove of chúnárs near the village, which are occupied by the agents attached to the depôt. Hops were successfully grown here from 1879 to 1882.

The Pohru river runs into the Jhelum just above the village; when the waters are high, boats can ascend as far as the village of Awatkúla; the passage occupies about twenty hours. (Iace.)

DÜBJI—Lat. 33° 41'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
An encamping ground on the Pir Panjál route, between Aliábád Saráí and
Hirpūra; it lies on the left bank of the Remḥiṝra, about 3 miles west of Hirpūra. There is no village or any shelter near it, and neither coolies or supplies are procurable. (Ins.)

Dūdar Kadar—
A stream in the province of Jamū, which flows into the Tawi, in lat. 32° 49', long. 75° 12', a few miles south of Udampūr. It crosses the road from Jamū towards Kashmir, about 5 miles north-east of Dansal; during the rainy season the ford is about 70 yards broad and waist-deep.

Dūdgay—Lat. 34° 41'.
Long. 74° 57'.
Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Būrzil stream towards the north-east end of the Gūráis valley; it is said to contain only two houses.
The Niat bridge, so called from a neighbouring stream, crosses the Būrzil about half a mile below the village.

Dūdh Ganga—
This river, which takes its rise on the eastern slopes of the Panjál range, near the Choti Gali pass, is known at the commencement of its course as the Sang Saffid stream, and flows down in a north-easterly direction, debouching on to the plain a few miles north of Chrar; it shortly afterwards turns due north, and passing through the suburbs of Batmálū and Chattasbal, empties itself into the Jhelum at the west end of Srinagar, just below the Sufa Kadal, the last of the seven bridges.

During the latter part of its course, the high-road from Shupīon lies along its right bank. In its passage through the suburb of Batmálū it is crossed by two kadal bridges, and by a third, the Chatsa Kadal, about 50 yards above its junction with the Jhelum; it is also bridged between the villages of Boru and Kralwari north of Chrar, and probably in other places. It has usually but little depth, and may, it is believed, generally be forded without difficulty throughout its course; the banks, however, are frequently very steep. Dr. Elmslie calls this river the Chattakol, or "the white stream," and states that it gets its name from the circumstance that it takes its rise near a white stone called Chatt Kanyi.

Dūdniál—Lat. 34° 43'.
Long. 74° 8'.
Elev.
A hamlet in Upper Drawār, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river; it is distant about 12 miles south-west of Sharidi, by the main path lying along the right bank of the river; there is also a pathway along the left bank, but it is described as being very rough and difficult.
The Kishan Ganga is crossed by a sampa suspension bridge to the south-east of the village, and a path by which the valley of Kashmir may be reached lies up the bed of the stream, which is called the Kashmir-ka-katta. The village contains a masjid, and ten to twenty houses inhabited by zamindars; there is also a masjd -khdna for the accommodation of native
travellers; the houses are much scattered, and surrounded by extensive patches of cultivation; some fields lie also on the left bank of the river.

A little grain may be obtained in this village, and some coolies collected if due notice is given. Space for encamping is very confined; water may be brought from the river below, or from a stream which flows across the path at some little distance to the west of the village.

DÜDSCHURNÁG—Lat 35° 56'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev.
The name given to two tarns lying on the lofty chains of mountains which divides the Dachinpara pargana from the Marn Wardwán valley. (Montgomery.)

DUGRA—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.
A small village of flat-roofed cottages, prettily situated on the right bank of the Chitta Pani, between Baramgala and Poshiána, on the Pir Panjál route into Kashmir.

DÚIÁN or DÚIYÁN—Lat. 35° 31'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev. 8,500'.
A small fortified hamlet in the Astor valley on the old Hatu Pir road, which it was built to protect from Chilasi raids. The fortifications consist only of four towers of mud rubble and timber, which are connected by low stone walls and are held by a garrison of fifty sepoys. There is good water from a stream which irrigates the terraced fields around. Forage and firewood abundant on the hillsides above. The fort lies about 4,000 feet above the Astor river, the descent to which is very steep; on account of the great slope of the hillside, there would be considerable difficulty in finding camping grounds for troops. A supply of flour, atta, etc., is always kept in the fort. On the high ground behind Dúían towards the Hatu Pir, watch posts are established whenever there is any fear of raids from Chilas or Gor, as the Gor men cross the river on masák rafts opposite the Bulda nala. There are two other hamlets belonging to Dúían, each 1,000 feet below the one above. The new, or lower, Hatu Pir road goes through the middle hamlet of Dúían. Horses can be taken along it, but they must be frequently unladen. In fact, in its present state the lower road is not fit for laden animals. Dúían only contains eight or ten houses. (Barrow-Manifold-Aylmer.)

DULAI—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 73° 33'. Elev.
A stage on the Mari-Kashmir road. An excellent dák bungalow. Camping ground restricted. (Barrow.)

DÚLIPÚRA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev.
A village lying at the edge of the forest, about 2 miles south-east of Shakrah on the road towards Sopúr; it is the southernmost village in the Uttar pargana, and is situated on the left bank of the Dangerwari stream, which flows in a deep channel, but is shallow, and may be forded without
difficulty. The village contains a masjid and twelve houses, inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, and a watchman. Rice cultivation abounds in the vicinity.

DUMAL—Lat. 33° 13’. Long. 73° 49’. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, lying a little distance north of Mirpur, on the road towards Chaomuk. There is a well in this village by the side of the path. The inhabitants are zamindars, and number about thirty families.

DUMBA—Lat. 34° 24’. Long. 75° 56’. Elev.
A village situated towards the eastern extremity of the Karnao valley; it lies on the left bank of the Shamshabari stream, by which it is divided from the village of Haji Nar on the opposite bank. The stream can be forded. The village is shaded by a clump of trees, and contains four houses inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars; there are a few rice-fields about the place, and much cultivation of dry crops.

DUMKHAR—Lat. 34° 28’. Long. 76° 50’. Elev.
A village in the Kardari of Skiribhan (Ladak), on the right bank of the Indus. It is said to contain about sixty houses. (Aylmer.)

DUMS—
A low caste of Dográs, and the descendants of the earlier, the pre-Aryan, inhabitants of the hills. They are the scavengers of the towns and villages. There are a large number of them at Jamú, and they are scattered also over all the country, both of the Outer Hills and the next higher mountains. They get a scanty living by such employments as brick-making and charcoal-burning, and by sweeping, and they are liable to be called on at any time by the authorities for work that no others will put their hands to. A result of this class of labour being done only by them is, that they are reckoned utterly unclean; anything they touch is polluted; no Hindú would dream of drinking water from a vessel which they had carried. They are never allowed to come on the carpet on which others are sitting, etc., etc. The Meghs and Dums have physical characteristics which distinguish them from the other castes. They are commonly darker in colour; while the others of these parts have a moderately light-brown complexion, these natives are apt to be as dark as the natives of India below Delhi. They are usually small in limb and short in stature; in face they are less bearded than the other castes; and their countenances are of a much lower type than those of the Dográs generally. The maharaja has done something for these low castes by engaging some hundreds of them as sepoys, for the work of sapping and mining. These have acquired some consideration; indeed, they have behaved themselves in time of war so as to gain respect, having shown themselves in courage to be equal to the higher castes, and in endurance to surpass them. (Drew.)
There is also a Dárd caste (Dúms) corresponding to the low castes of India and Kashmir; they are musicians, blacksmiths, and leather-workers, and are found throughout the Dárd countries; most numerous in Yasin, Nagar, and Chilas; in the latter place they form one-sixth of the population.

A number of Dúms are always in attendance on Mehtars, Ras, and other Dárd chiefs, in order to play at dances, at the national game of ghāl or polo, and to welcome visitors of note. (The Mulla—Biddulph.)

DUNDAL—Lat. 34° 21’. Long. 75° 42’. Elev.
A village on the Drás river. (Thornton’s Gazetteer.)

DUNGA—
The ordinary passenger-boat of Kashmir; also used for carrying miscellaneous merchandise, etc. (Vide Jhelum.)

DUNGLUNG—Vide “Shinglung.”

DUNGOTHUL—Lat. 34° 36’. Long. 75° 1’. Elev.
A village in Tilail, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, at a bend of the river looking up the valley; it lies, towards the western extremity of the valley, almost opposite to Purāna Tilail, and contains four houses and a masjid.

DUR—Lat. 33° 56’. Long. 74° 43’. Elev.
A small village situated in the valley a few miles north-west of Chrār, on the path towards Kāg.

DURGUKH VILLAGE AND STREAM—Vide “Durgu.”

DURGUKH VILLAGE AND STREAM—Vide “Durgu.”

DURU or DUR—Lat. 33° 34’. Long. 75° 18’. Elev.
The tahsil station and chief place in the Sháhabád pargana, sometimes called Sháhabád. (See “Sháhabád.”)

DUS—Lat. 34°. Long. 75°. Elev.
A small village lying in a ravine of the Sonakrund wudar, about 4 miles south-east of Pamír, just to the south of the path towards Ladd; the zárat of Sāiād Jafir, surrounded by a belt of trees, enclosed by a mud wall,
lies by the side of the road. The village contains a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, a watchman, and a cow-keeper; it is shaded by trees, and produces only dry crops, being dependent on wells for its water-supply.

DUSU—Lat. 33° 37'.
Long. 75° 28'.
Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Brinhar stream, at the foot of the western slope of the Chingram pass, between 3 and 4 miles south-east of Nowbug. It is a small village lying at the foot of the higher range and encompassed by other hills, so that a glimpse of the valley can be obtained. There is plenty of wood in the neighbourhood, and the hills are covered with dense forests. A good deal of cultivation surrounds the village and the country between these hills, and the next and lower ridge is quite a valley. Hervey, who gives this description of the place, calls it Désir.

DWORIAN—Lat. 34° 44'.
Long. 74° 3'.
Elev.
A village in Upper Drawar, situated on the bank of the Kishan Ganga, between Tali Lobát and Dúrunál; it stretches for a considerable distance along the bank of the river, the south-west end being divided from the eastern portion by a grassy spur; the Kanderan stream flows down through the east end of the village, and may be crossed by the trunk of a tree; a more considerable stream, which is not usually fordable, flows through the west end, and is crossed by a good kadal bridge. A zampa bridge spans the Kishan Ganga just to the east of the village, and communicates with some fields lying on the left bank. There is also a patch of cultivation on the mountain-side at some little distance to the north-east called Akor, but there are no habitations there.

Burrawai, in Kághán, may be reached from this village by a path lying up the bed of the stream to the north; the journey is divided into three stages.

Dworian contains a masjid-khán for the accommodation of travellers, a masjid, and a few houses inhabited by zamindars, a carpenter, and a blacksmith. Cedars and holly grow in the vicinity of this village, and are here first met with in descending the valley of the Kishan Ganga.

DWORIAN—Lat. 34° 52'.
Long. 71° 3'.
Elev.
A pass over the watershed between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Kághán; it lies to the north of a village of the same name.
EGU—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 77° 55'. Elev.

A valley on the right bank of the Indus in the Chimré Kardari. It contains a good many scattered hamlets, said to amount to 70 houses. Also to contain 10 horses, 120 cattle, and about 500 sheep. A smith and carpenter live here. Opposite the mouth of the valley, the Indus is crossed by a very good bridge for Ladák. This bridge is in two parts, advantage having been taken of a large rock in the river. The spans are 20' and 63'. The piers are good, but the superstructure somewhat out of repair. (Aylmer.)

EIDGAH—Lat. 35° 21'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.

A village of 16 houses, one mile to the south of the fort of Astor. There is a good polo ground and a pleasant orchard suitable for a camp. The ex-rája of Astor, Bahádúr Kháán, lives here. (Aylmer.)

EISHMAKAN—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Lidar valley, prettily situated on the sloping side of the range of mountains some little distance above the left bank of the river, about 12 miles north-east of Islamábád. The Sháhkül canal, which traverses the upper portion of the Khourpara pargana, flows beneath the village. Above it, and visible from a distance of some miles, is the ziárat of Zyn-ud-dín, one of the four principal disciples of Sháh Núr-ud-dín. For about twelve years before his death he lived in a cave at a village near Littar, in Dachipara. He then, in imitation of the prophet Alí, told his disciples not to follow him, said that his end was approaching, and enjoined them to place a tomb to his memory where his staff should be found. It was discovered in a low and narrow cave at Eishmakan, and the tomb lies in a nook at the extremity, distant only a few paces from the mouth. His body, they would have the world believe, was never found at all. This shrine is the object of deep veneration by the Muhmmadans, who visit it in great numbers from all parts of the valley.

EKEKKA—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 78° 12'. Elev.

A small village on right bank of the Indus, nearly opposite Khere. (Reynolds.)

ELCHI DÍWAN—Vide "Yangi Díwan."

ERIN—

A stream which rises on the western slopes of the Haramuk mountain and flows through the end of the Khuihama pargana, emptying itself into the Wular lake at its north-east end near the village of Lanka Gúnd.

At the lower end of the valley there is a considerable amount of rice cultivation. Mulberry trees abound, and formerly there was a silk manufactory near the village of Erin. The river is a torrent, unfordable in summer, except in places. Frail bridges cross it here and there. (Iace—Barrow.)
FARKA—
A subdivision of the Nubrâ district, it being the Nubrâ valley below Panamikh (left bank). (Drew.)

FARRIABÂDI—
A stream which is fed by the glaciers on the southern slopes of the Kûn Nûn or Ser and Mer mountains on the confines of Sûrû; it flows in a southwesterly direction, and empties itself into the Maru Wardwán river, just below Petgâm, in lat. 33° 40’, long. 75° 46’.
A path leading towards Sûrû and Zanakár by the Chiling pass follows the course of this stream.

FATEHPûR—Lat. 23° 10’. Long. 73° 47’. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, lying about 2 miles north of Mirpûr, to the west of the road towards Chaomuk. There is a well in the village, and about sixteen houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars.

A village in Naoshera, containing an old sarâi; it is situated on the right bank of the Tawi, about 2 miles north of Râjaorf. (Ince.)

FATOKSIR—Fide “Futtooksha” and “Phutaksha.”

FIROZPûR—Lat. 33° 57’. Long. 74° 28’. Elev. 2,500’ (?).
A pass over the Panjâl range between Pûnch and Kashmir; it is situated at the northern extremity of the Mandi valley, and derives its name from the village which lies at its foot on the Kashmir side. Though not adapted for cattle, this is a very direct and much-frequented route; laden coolies accomplish the journey between Srinagar and Pûnch in six days.
During the winter months, from December until April, this pass is closed.

FIROZPûR—Lat. 34° 3’. Long. 74° 29’. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, lying at the foot of the mountains to the east of the Gulmarg; it is situated on the left bank of a shallow stream which flows through a wide and stony bed.
This village is well shaded by trees, and contains about twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, including a watchman and two weavers; there is a small customs establishment presided over by a pandit, and a few sepoys are likewise located in the village to prevent unauthorised emigration.
Firozpûr is distant about 20 miles west of Srinagar; and the remainder of the journey to Pûnch, by the footpath lying over the pass to the south-west of the village, is divided into four stages.

FISHALTANG—Lat. 34° 36’. Long. 74° 12’. Elev.
A mountain in the range forming the watershed between the north end of Kashmir and the valley of the Kishan Ganga. (Montgomerie.)
FOLJO—Lat. 35° 41'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Braldú river, (Baltistán). It contains fourteen houses.

FOTASH—Lat. 36° 12'. Long. 78° 23'. Elev. 12,520'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, between Gulbasheem and Sumgul, and 33 miles above Sháhdála.

Captain Trotter, in October 1873, from Fotash tried a new route across the mountains south of the Karakash river, by taking which the Suget Pass is avoided. He does not, however, think that this route is likely ever to come into general use, for although it is perhaps a better route than that between Sháhdála and the Karakoram pass (via the Suget pass), yet it is much longer. Should, however, the road via Kizil Julga and Karatagh come into frequent use, he believes the Fotash route might be employed with advantage, as there is very little difference in length of road, and grass and firewood are to be found in abundance all the way from Sháhdála up the Karakash river, and for 2 miles up the Fotash ravine, after which there is plenty of grass all the way to the pass, as well as any amount of burtel.

The road has evidently been occasionally in use, as it is marked in places, where it might easily be lost in the snow, by small stones placed in an upright position here and there on large rocks. His guide said he had only once travelled by it when accompanying a caravan, on which occasion there being a great deal of snow on the Suget pass, they had resort to this alternative route to the Karakoram. The Kirghiz constantly use it.

Dr. Cayley in August 1870 crossed this pass, leaving the Karakash at Gulbasheem, and then turning south over the mountain range to the Maliksháh plain (Aktágh).

"The pass proved to be both high and difficult, and the preferable route to take from Sháhdála is for three marches along the regular Karakoram road over the easy Suget pass to Maliksháh." (Trotter—Cayley.)

FOTU LA or PHOTO LA—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 76° 46'. Elev. 13,446'.
Crossed on the route from Srinagar to Leh, between Kharbu and Lamayar. An easy and gradual ascent to the crest, where there is a conspicuous chhorten. View extensive from the summit. Lamayar monastery visible.

The descent is by a gentle slope for 2,000 feet down a valley, comparatively open, to Lamayar. (Bellem—Drew.)

FULTOKI—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 75° 57'. Elev.
A collection of hamlets on a branch of the Kuksar river in Khurmang (Baltistán). Contains twenty-one houses. (Aglmer.)

FUTTOKSİR or FATOKSİR, or PHUTAKA—
Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 76° 54'. Elev. 13,900'.
A halting-place and village, passed on the route from Kishtwár to Leh (via Zanskár), between Yelchung and Hofata.

815
It lies north-west of the Singa La and south-east of the Susir La. The valley here is partially cultivated, the fields forming a narrow belt, parallel to the stream. It belongs to the Lamayuru Kardari of Ladák. (Drew—Thomson.)
GABRA—Lat. 34° 22'.  Long. 78° 52'.  Elev.
A village in the Karnao valley, the ancient residence of the rajas of that district. It is said now to contain about thirty houses, and to be distant 2 kos above Kanpara by a good path.

GADDI—
A hill race—Hindu. At the south-east end of the region of the middle mountains (vide "Jami Province"), where it borders on the Chamba country, is a race called Gaddis (or Guddees), who seem to have come, at some time or other, from the Chamba hills. They are Hindus, and have the same subdivisions of caste as the others, but they do not keep their caste rules so strictly. They possess large flocks of sheep and herds of goats, and they migrate with them to different altitudes according to the season. When snow threatens on the higher pastures they descend, coming in winter to the lower hills, and even to the edge of the plains. In spring they turn their faces homeward, and, step by step, follow the returning verdure, by June reaching the highest pastures and the hamlets, where some of the family have taken care of their home.

In the upper valley of the Tawf live some Gaddis in communities of their own, with their own headmen, in small villages separate from those of the other hillmen. The relationship of these Gaddis to the other paharis cannot be a very distant one. In physique they closely resemble the paharis. It is likely that whatever peculiarities they possess have been acquired by specialisation of occupation through some centuries.

In dress they have one striking peculiarity in their hat, made of a stiff cloth, which is of an indescribable form. As to the language of the paharis, many separate dialects are spoken, every 20 miles or so will bring you within hearing of a new one. Places no farther apart than Ramban, Doda, Kishtwár, Pádar, and Badrawár have their own speech, which, though not incomprehensible to the people of the neighbouring place, still is very distinct from theirs. (Draw.)

GADENWAR—Lat. 34° 97'.  Long. 78° 57'.  Elev.
A pass over the range of mountains forming the watershed between the north-west extremity of the valley of Kashmir and Lower Drawar.

From the pass there is a road along the ridge to Drawitch 3 kos, and from there a path to Kághán in summer. (Montgomerie.)

GADITAR—Lat. 38° 53'.  Long. 74° 28'.  Elev.
A mountain lake lying in a valley on the east side of the Panjál range, above the Tosha Maídán; the path between Púñch and Kashmir by the Tosha Maidán pass lies to the south of the lake, and crosses the stream which flows from it into the Suknág river.
GADRAMMAN—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev.
A hamlet lying above the right bank of the Nowbúg stream, about 2 miles north-east of the village of Nowbúg. The inhabitants number six families of zamíndars, seven Gújars, a shikári, and a lohár. There are two masjids in the village.

GADSAR—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A small lake called also the Yem Sar; it lies near the head of a grassy valley which bears its name, situated amid the lofty mountains between the Sind valley and Tilail; the Gadsar stream flows through the lake joining the Lahan-i-thal, an affluent of the Kishan Ganga, in lat. 34° 33', long. 75° 2'.

The tarn, which is about a quarter of a mile long and something less in breadth, is of oval shape, lying north-west and south-east; on the south and south-west precipitous rocky mountains and huge glaciers overhang its waters, which are of a deep-blue colour, flecked with floes of ice and snow. To the north the banks are low and grassy, and strewed with grey boulders. This lake lies above the limit of forest, but a few stunted juniper bushes grow amid the surrounding rocks. One of the paths between the Sind valley and Tilail passes down the valley above the north end of the lake.

GADWAIN—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 32'. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated about 4 miles south-west of Patan, on the path towards Khipur. The village, which includes Sirrir, lies mostly a little distance to the north of the road. It is shaded by fruit and other trees, and watered by a little stream; there is also a spring of clear cold water by the side of the path.

The village contains a masjid, now in ruins, and six houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars and ten pandits. There is a sacred tree in the village called brinamolé, an object of veneration to Hindús.

GAGAI—
A stream which rises in the range of mountains forming the northern boundary of the Kishan Ganga valley; the principal streams of which it is formed unite shortly before their junction with the Kishan Ganga, latitude 34° 44', longitude 74° 45', just above the village of Thaobut. The path lying down the valley of the Kishan Ganga crosses the stream, which is about 50 feet broad and 2 feet deep, by a kadál bridge about half a mile above the confluence; as the current is rapid, flowing over boulders of considerable size, it is not fordable when in flood.

A path leading to Astor, frequently used, lies up the valley of this stream. The direct path from Thaobut to Gúrais, by way of the Dúdgay stream, also follows its course for some little distance.
GAGAI PASS—Lat. 34° 53’. Long. 74° 46’. Elev.
A pass between the Kishan Ganga and the Astor rivers. The road from Thabut leads up to the Chota Gagai, crossing that stream repeatedly. It is a mere track and very difficult owing to some deep fords. The last few hundred feet rise is steep. The ridge is narrow. The surrounding mountains are about 1,000 feet higher than the pass. On the Astor side the descent is very steep for 300 or 400 feet, and then becomes very gentle as far as Raat, where the Kalapani or Kamri has to be forded, and the Kamri route is joined. From the top of the pass hardly a track exists. In April the pass and approaches are easy for foot passengers, as the streams are all frozen over. At present the pass is quite unfit for baggage animals (1888).

In the end of May there were 5 miles of snow to be crossed on the south side of the pass, and 7 miles on the north.

The distance to Astor via Gagai is, I think, about 7 or 8 miles shorter than via the Kamri pass. (Aylmer.)

GAGANGIR—Lat. 34° 18’. Long. 75° 15’. Elev. 7,400’. A small village in the Sind valley, prettily situated on the right bank of the river, about 10 miles west of the village of Sonamarg, and 9 miles east of Günd-i-Sur-Singh, on the road to Drás. It contains a custom-house and establishment, and three houses inhabited by zamindars, two pandits, and two sepoys. There is a convenient and shady place for encamping on the level bank of the river to the east of the village.

Between Gagangir and Sonamarg used to be the roughest part of the whole route between India and Turkistán; it is more fit for the passage of wild goats than laden horses. During the winter this part of the road is particularly bad. During 1887 this road has been much improved, and is now quite passable. (Ramsay—Manifold.)

GAGRIBAL—Lat. 34° 5’. Long. 74° 53’. Elev.
A pretty hamlet lying on the southern margin of the Dal, at the rocky foot of the Takht-i-Sulimán hill; the water of that portion of the lake adjacent to this village is very highly esteemed. A pleasant lane, shaded by young poplar trees, festooned with vines, leads by the margin of the lake to the suburb of Drogjun, which lies about a mile to the south-west.

GAGRIN—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy Panjél, south-west of the Firózpúr and Zamír passes, the path to which lies along its course; it flows almost due south, and being joined by the Dali Nar stream just above the village of Mandi, where there is a bridge, empties itself into the Súran river, in lat. 38° 45’, long. 74° 14’, near the village of Chandak, at the eastern extremity of the Pńch valley.
GAG—GAK

GAGRIN—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A village lying at the northern extremity of the Mandi valley, at the foot of the Firózpúr pass; it is said to contain ten or twelve houses, and lies about midway between Púneh and the village of Firózpúr (in the Kashmir valley).

GAGRIN—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A dirty village, surrounded by rice cultivation, situated about half a mile to the south of Shupion.

GAINGE—Lat. 35° 37'. Long. 75° 4'. Elev.
A small pargana in the ilaka of Bontú (Baltistán). It includes the villages of Gambakar and Gomakar, amounting to thirty houses. It is on the left bank of the Indus, opposite the Tak valley. The inhabitants are Brokpas. (Ayímer.)

GAJPÁT—Lat. 33° 11'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev.
A small fort on the right bank of the Chenáb above Námán, crowning a sugar-loaf hill, whose sides have a slope of 40° or 45°. (Drew.)

GAKKAR—
A tribe occupying the country down the Jhelum, west of Kotlí and Mirpúr, of high caste. They were people who long maintained their independence in the hills, even against powerful enemies. Most numerous perhaps on the right bank of the river, in the British territory, where are remains of buildings—palaces and forts—of the time when they had their own rajas. The fort called Rámkót, on the left bank, is said to have been built by one Toglú, a Gakkar. (Drew.)

GAKUCH—Lat. 36° 10'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev. 7,200'.
A village fort in Puniál on the right bank of the Gilgit river. It stands on a knob of rock, about a mile from the river, and 700 feet above it. This knob crops out of the stony plateau lying between the mountains and the cliffs which hem in the river. There is a considerable amount of cultivation about Gakúch, and fruit-trees, especially the apricot, are abundant. The poplar is also a common tree. It is a cold, windy place, where snow lies for about three months: only one crop is raised here. The 700 or 800 inhabitants all live in the fort, for security against raids.

Gakúch is four stages, about 40 miles, from Gilgit, with which place it is connected by an execrable road.

The position is an important one, and might easily be made very strong; it overlooks the Ashkumán valley, and thus commands both routes from Yasín. The fort is a strong one, and contains a spring within its wall.

It is the residence of Rája Afsát Khán, whose jurisdiction extends from Rupar to Gurjúr. He receives a subsidy of R40 per mensem from the
Kashmir darbár. He is married to the foster-sister of Rája Akbar Khán, of Cher Kala. (Drew—Biddulph—Barrow.)

GALOTI GALI—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 73° 28'. Elev. A pass over the watershed between the Kishan Ganga and Kúnara or Naínúsíkh rivers. The path between Kúri and Balakót lies over this pass.

GAMBAH—Lat. 34° 58'. Long. 76° 13'. Elev. A small village of fourteen houses on the left bank of the Indus in Khur-mang (Baltistán). (Asfímer.)

GAMOT—Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 74° 16'. Elev. The name given to part of the valley traversed by the Saíngan or Kanka-tori stream; it lies about 14 miles north of Sharidi, on the path towards Chilás.

GANDÁRBAL—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 74° 49'. Elev. A village situated on the left bank of the Sind river, at the western extremity of the valley. The village itself lies about a mile from the bank, but there is a gháṭ on the river, and near it a small but smooth and well-shaded encamping ground. The village lies beneath a lateral spur from the mountains, which is composed of excellent "kunkur," and upon which the prángos plant grows abundantly. The Sind here becomes navigable, and boats pass between Gandárbal and Shádípór, on the Jhelum, in about four hours. Just below the gháṭ a small stream flows in by the left bank of the river; across the mouth of this stream is one of the arches of a ruined stone bridge, which was probably the largest in Kashmir; it appears to have consisted of not less than twelve arches; its length was about 120 yards, and it formerly spanned the Sind river, which now, however, flows several yards to the west of it. (Moorcroft—Ince.)

GANESHBAL—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev. A village lying on the right bank of the Lidar river, towards the northern extremity of the valley; it consists of about a dozen houses built of wood, and situated so completely on the edge of the river as to overhang the rapid waters which foam along only a few feet below. Just before reaching Ganeshbal the strath narrows to a defile, but it there again opens upon a triangular plain, about a mile in length and bounded on all sides by beautiful slopes, covered with forests or carpeted with verdure, and rendered grander in appearance by the aspect of the snowy peaks seen at the upper end of it.

Ganeshbal, or the place of Gunysh or Ganesha, the only son of Siva and Parbuti, owes its celebrity to a large fragment of rock that lies in the torrent of the Lidar, and has been worn by it into what none but a Hindu would discover to bear the faintest resemblance to the head of an elephant, with which Gunysh is always represented; a trunk and a pair of ears and eyes have been added by the painter's hand.
GAN

GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

GANZANI or KANKANI—Lat. 34° 38’.
Long. 76° 11’.
Elev.
A small village of 4 houses on the left bank of the Dras river, in the
ilaka of Khurma. It is passed on the route from Srinagar to Skardo
(via Dras), between Kirkitcheu and Oltingthang. (Drew.)

GANZARBAL NAG—Lat. 34° 26’.
Long. 74° 58’.
Elev.
A lake situated on the north-east slopes of the Haramuk mountain, at an
elevation of about 12,000 feet; it lies under the wildest and most lofty
peaks of the mountain, which tower to a height of about 1,000 feet above
its level. The lake is about 1½ miles long, and only 200 or 300 yards
wide; its waters are not particularly clear, nor has it the appearance of
great depth.

On the 8th of the Hindo month of Bhadra (20th August), there is a
great pilgrimage of Hindos to the Gangarbal.

It is about 35 miles north of Srinagar, and may be reached by a path
from the Wangat ruins. (Vigne.)

GANZNA—Lat. 33° 21’.
Long. 75° 13’.
Elev.
A hamlet situated on the left bank of the Bichlari, about 1½ miles north-
west of Rama, on the road leading towards the Banihal pass. A few
hundred yards above the village there is a bridge across the river, which
measures about 38 feet between the piers.

GANZRI—Vide “Kailas.”

GANZHOT—Lat. 33° 15’.
Long. 75° 21’.
Elev.
A village in the Ramban district, said to contain six or seven houses,
inhabited by Hindos; it lies on the path from Ramban towards the Hin-
jan Dhar pass, between Kishtwar and the Peristan valley.

GANIKI—Lat. 33° 10’.
Long. 75° 31’.
Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream; it lies a few
miles west of Doda, on the path towards Ramban, which crosses the stream
by a bridge below the village.

GANLES or GINGLIS—Lat. 34° 12’.
Long. 77° 40’.
Elev. 18,500’.
A hamlet at the south base of the Khardung pass, 5 miles from Leh. It
is the first stage towards Yarkand.

GANMARA—Lat. 34° 37’.
Long. 74° 31’.
Elev.
A mountain in the range forming the watershed between the north-east
end of the Lolah valley and the Kishan Gang. On the range between Gan-
mara and the Kimsaran mountain to the south-east, there is apparently
a large quantity of iron ore, and it is probably owing to this that the rocks
are so much cut up by lightning. The compass is very variable. Water
is procurable all along at about 200 feet below the top of the ridge, but
towards night it is scarce, owing to the snow not melting after sunset.
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An excellent road runs along the ridge from the Ganmara survey pole, leading from the Lolâb and beginning at Kûligan. A little past that pole the road is very bad for about a mile, and it is with great difficulty, and often danger, that a person can get along. The tops of all the high hills are rocky and quite barren; there does not even exist a blade of grass on them, but below are beautiful little valleys, full of cattle, mostly horses.

There are in some of these valleys small settlements of Gûjars, who pass the summer months here, and keep a large supply of milk and butter. (Montgomery.)

GÁNSÉ TSO—Lat. 34° 56'. Long. 76° 17'. Elev. 10,000', approx. A lake in Khurman (Baltistán). It is about 1,800 yards long, 600 wide, and appears deep. The mountains on either side come down precipitously to its edge. It is said never to be frozen over, and to maintain an equal level in winter. The retaining "bund" has been formed by some ancient landslip, and is composed of some very large rocks. (Aylmer.)

GÁNSÉ LA—Lat. 35° 3'. Long. 76° 19'. Elev. 16,500', approx. A pass over the Kailas range connecting Khapalu and Khurman, in Baltistán. The approaches up both valleys are fairly easy, though rough, but the last part near the top is extremely steep and difficult, and only fitted for foot-passengers. On the 3rd July 1888, there was snow on either side of the pass for about two miles. It is never used till July (see "Routes"). (Aylmer.)

GANSKIEL PASS—Fide "La Gánskiel.”

GANOK—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 76° 22'. Elev. A collection of hamlets containing sixteen houses in a small valley of the same name in Khurman (Baltistán). It lies on the right bank of the Indus, and is inhabited by Brokpas (q.v.). (Aylmer.)

GANTO LA—Lat. 35° 41'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev. 15,110'. A pass connecting the Turkik and Bâsha valleys in Baltistán. It is said to be open for laden coolies in July, but unladen men can pass earlier. (Aylmer.)

GAPSHAN or GYAPTHANG—Lat. 35° 17'. Long. 77° 48'. Elev. 15,150'. A camping ground on the winter Karakoram route. It is situated on the right bank of the Shyok, close to the great Remo glacier, and is passed between Kumdan and Daolat-Beguldî, distant 8 and 15 miles respectively.

Balti Pula is 17 miles. The road from it follows the stream of that name to its junction with the Shyok. The latter in October was only
8 feet wide, and frozen over. There is a small stone hut here. Wood and grass procurable in small quantities. Dr. Bellew remarks—

"We camped amidst a crowd of horse, ass, and yak carcasses, and skeletons in every stage of decay. A blighting south wind swept up the wide river-channel with great force, and a large number of our party were affected by the rarefied atmosphere."

(Bellew.—Johnson.)

**Garepúra**—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.
A village in the Machipúra pargana, lying on the north side of a narrow cultivated valley, which is traversed by the path from Shaldúrah towards Sopúr. It is situated about a mile to the west of Magham.

All the inhabitants are zamújars, and number eight families, five being Muhammadans and three pandits. Rice is extensively cultivated about the village, which is well shaded by trees, and contains a masjid.

**Garkon**—Lat. 34° 37'. Long. 76° 30'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán on the border with Ladák, and on the right bank of the Indus. It is most curious in its situation. It consists of very narrow strips or ledges of flat, watered ground, between separate stages of a great river-cliff, so that on one side there is a precipitous fall of ground, while on the other vertical cliffs overhang the narrow fields, which, receiving their radiated heat, quickly ripen their crops; even at night the place does not lose its heat. Water is led over the fields from a ravine which comes from the high mountains. Apple-trees, apricots, mulberry, and vine are cultivated, in company with the cereals, on the narrow space, and flourish well with the combination of warmth and moisture. (Drew.)

It is said to contain twenty-five houses. It forms part of the ilaka of Kargil. (Aylmer.)

**Garol**—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev.
A small hamlet situated at the south-east extremity of the Bring pargana, the last habitations visible on the Kashmir side of the path lying over the Marbal pass. The vicinity of the village is beautifully wooded and a perfect garden of flowers. (Hervey.)

**Garrewel**—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
A small village situated at the south end of the Nowbúg Nai, above the right bank of the river, almost opposite to the junction of the Brinnar stream; it contains six houses, four being inhabited by Gújars, and two by Kashmiris. The path entering the Nowbúg valley lies through the village, and crosses the river by a bridge below it.

**Garsir**—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south-east of Bij-Behsár.

**Garta**—Lat. 32° 49'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev. 5,800'.
A village in the Rámnagar district, on the road between Rámnagar and
Badrawár in the Tawi valley. It is situated on the spur of a hill. Thomson describes it as a cluster of farm-houses.

GAT—Lat. 33° 0'. Long. 75° 37'. Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Chenáb, about 1/4 miles east of Doda, on the road towards Kishtwár; to the east of this village a very violent mountain torrent emptyts itself into the Chenáb. (Hervey.)

GATA—Lat. 33°. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A large village situated about 2 miles north of Badrawár, on the road towards Doda. It lies some little distance from the left bank of the Nerú river, which at this spot flows in two channels. They are bridged below the village. North of the village is a dharmála and the temple of Bas Dev, and near it are two smaller temples; they are surrounded by fine turf, and shaded by large trees. Gata contains about thirty houses, ten of which are occupied by shál-básos; the remainder of the inhabitants are Hindús, and are mostly of high caste.

GATIALA FERRY—Lat. 33° 3'. Long. 73° 47'. Elev.
This ferry is situated on a broad reach of the Jhelum river, between the villages of Piswal and Pindi, in the Jhelum district. It is distant about 11 miles north of Jhelum, and the same distance south of Mirpúr by a good road. The ferry-boat plies at all seasons of the year; there is usually water communication with the town of Jhelum, but during the winter months only small boats can be used, that part of the river nearest the ferry being divided into numerous channels and rapids. The passage to Jhelum by river occupies rather more than three hours. The boats and establishment are maintained on the Jhelum side of the river; on the other bank there is only a small store-house.

GAVIS or GABIS—Lat. 34° 54'. Long. 76° 15'. Elev.
A collection of small hamlets in Khurmang (Baltistán). It lies in a small valley on the right bank of the Indus and contains fourteen houses. (Ayimer.)

GAY—Lat. 33° 17'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A village prettily situated in an oval basin of the mountains through which the easternmost branch of the Lidar Khol flows. It is situated on the right bank of the stream, about 17 miles north-west of Doda, on the path toward Kashmir by Brari Bal. It is also the point of departure for the detour by the Peristán route, should the former not be practicable. The hills by which the village is surrounded are not lofty, and are wooded on the east side, the slopes towards the west being bare; most of the houses, of which there are sixteen in all, are built on the bank of the stream, close to the kadal bridge by which it is crossed; but some of them are pushed high up the hillside. Above the village is a small Hindú temple dedicated to Piparran, the tutelary deity of the neighbouring mountain.
GEH—GIL.  

CAZETTEUR OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

The encamping ground, which is shaded by fine walnut trees, is on the grassy bank of the river, opposite the village. Both coolies and supplies are procurable.

GEHUL TOBUKPA—Lat. 35° 17'. Long. 75° 39'. Elev.  

A pargana on the Skardu plain (Baltistan). It is said to contain a hundred and forty-four houses. (Aylmer.)

GHANDOS—Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 76° 15'. Elev.  

A small village on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang (Baltistan). It lies about a mile north of the Khurmang fort. It is said to contain thirty-seven houses. (Aylmer.)

GHARI OR GARHI—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 73° 39'. Elev.  

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum; it lies 13 miles southeast of Domel, and 10 miles northwest of Hatti, on the new cart-road from Mari towards Baramula.

The camping ground is very extensive and suitable for a large force. Forage and firewood plentiful. Water from river. There is a new dakh bungalow just opened (1888), half a mile from the old one. A path leads over the mountains to Chatar, 14 or 15 miles. It is a very bad one, and only suitable for coolies. (Montgomery—Barrow—Aylmer.)

GHUND—

A term applied in Baltistan to land granted without any reservation of revenue, in contradistinction to Ful (q.v.). (Vigne.)

GILGIT (FORT AND VILLAGE)—

Lat. 35° 55'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev. 4,890'.

The fort is a four-sided building with faces of about 100 yards, a circular bastion at each corner, two square projections on the north face, which are, in fact, the corner bastions of the citadel, and a central bastion on each of the other faces. In addition to the main work, there is a sort of low horn-work on the west face for the accommodation of about half the garrison. This work is about 90 yards long on each face. The entrance to the fort is on the south face by the central bastion. Within the fort there is a sort of keep, about 40 yards square, which contains the magazine and supplies for six months—a square tower, overlooking the whole, forms one corner of this keep. The north face of the fort is on the river-bank, which is here a cliff about 40 feet high; the other three faces are surrounded by a ditch, 3 or 4 feet deep, which can be flooded on emergency. The outer walls of the fort are 28 feet high, and, where pierced by embrasures, viz., at the bastions, are 5 feet thick; elsewhere the parapet walls are 2½ feet thick. They are loopholed all round. In 1885 the garrison consisted of 850 infantry and 8 gunners; more than half of the former are quartered
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in the horn-work, the remainder have their barracks under the ramparts.

The armament consists of—

3 brass mountain guns.
1 ,, gun of position.
8 sher-bachus.

Besides the barracks for the garrison, there are quarters within the fort for the governor and general. The fort is in very fair order, but as it is commanded at a distance of 1,250 yards from the Barmas plateau, which is 320 feet above the fort level, it could not resist an enemy armed with rifled artillery. The precipitous mountain wall, on the left bank of the river, also completely overlooks it, and riflemen placed here would soon clear the parapets of defenders. In 1871, the fort was partly destroyed by an earthquake, but has since been rebuilt. There is a telegraph station in the fort, connecting it with Astor.

The village of Gilgit is on the right bank of the river, with the fort in its midst. Here the cultivated ground is a flat plain of river alluvium, 30 or 40 feet above the water. The cultivation covers 2 square miles or so, the irrigating water coming from the nearest side-stream. The houses, which are flat-topped, are scattered over the plain in twos and threes among groups of fruit-trees, and there is no regular bazaar, or any large collection of houses. There are, however, a few shops close to the fort which supply the wants of the garrison. The only other buildings of note are the bungalow built for Major Biddulph, and a small hospital for the use of the garrison.

The population of Gilgit (garrison not included) is probably about 1,000, excluding the neighbouring hamlets of Khomar, Vátiál, Barmas, Naupur, and Basín, which together contain about four hundred more.

The cultivated ground belonging to Gilgit proper extends for about 2½ miles along the river, and is from half a mile to a mile in width. The irrigation channels are fed chiefly from the Kergah river. Principal crops—wheat, rice, and barley; cotton, too, is largely grown. Grapes, apricots, and mulberries are the most common fruits.

The soil is very good; climate undoubtedly healthy. The air is very dry, and there is little or no rain.

In winter the cold is never very great—snow seldom lies for more than a few hours. In summer the heat is great, owing to the bare rocky mountains on either side of the valley; still it is very bearable compared with the heat of Northern India; perhaps it may best be compared with Abbotabad. (Barrow.)
GILGIT TAHSIL—
Or ilaka, as the local authorities call it, is a sub-district of the Gilgit province. Besides Gilgit proper it embraces the villages of Minawar, Sakwar, Dainyur, Vutial, Khomar, Barmas, Naupur, Basin Bala, Basin Pain, and Hinzal. The total population is about 2,000. (Bakhshi Murtâf)."

GILGIT (DISTRICT)—Lat. Long. Elev.
A district of Dardistan, of which the chief fort and village are situated on the right bank of the Gilgit river, 24 miles above the Indus. It combines the advantages of a central position, a good climate, and a considerable extent of fertile land. It appears from ancient times to have been the seat of a succession of rulers, who, to a greater or less degree, exercised authority over the surrounding valleys and States.

"The ancient name of the place was Sargin. Later, the name of Gilgit was given to it, and this has been changed to Gilgit by the Sikh and Dogra conquerors; but among the inhabitants it is still known as Gilît or Sargin-Gilît. Its identity with the Ghahala of ancient Sanskrit literature has been suggested. A few remains still exist of ancient stone buildings, apparently of the same description as the Martund and Pôdrathan temples in Kashmir. Their presence indicates that a considerable amount of wealth and scientific skill must once have existed in this remote valley, of which not even the tradition has survived.

"The settled population of the Gilgit district, which is very mixed, amounts to about 4,500 persons. The language spoken is Shina, though the Shins are numerically inferior to the rest of the population. The Gilgit pronunciation of Shina is supposed to be more refined than the dialects spoken in neighbouring valleys, but of late it has received a large infusion of Kashmiri, Dogri, Hindustani, and Panjabi expressions. The former rulers had the title of Râ, and there is reason to suppose that they were at one time Hindûs, but for the last five centuries and a half they have been Muhammadans. The names of the Hindû Râs have been lost, with the exception of the last of their number, Shiri Badutt. Tradition relates that he was killed by a Muhammadan adventurer, who married his daughter and founded a new dynasty, since called Trakhana, from a celebrated Râ named Trakhâr, who reigned about the commencement of the fourteenth century. The previous rulers, of whom Shiri Badutt was the last, were called Shahreis. The present Râ of Gilgit, Alikâ Khan, belongs properly to the ruling family of Nagar, but was installed as representative of the Trakhana on account of his descent from that family through his mother, on the failure for the second time of direct male heirs.

"The population must have been at one time at least six or seven times as numerous as it is at present. High on the mountain sides, up to an elevation of 10,000 feet, wherever the presence of water and the contour of the hillside permit, the ground is terraced and levelled, showing that it was once cultivated; but many generations have passed since its cultivation was abandoned. The period of greatest prosperity was probably under the Shîn Râs, whose rule seems to have been peaceable and settled. The whole population, from the Râ to his poorest subject, lived entirely by agriculture. According to tradition, Shiri Badutt's rule extended over Chitrâl, Yasin, Tangir, Darël, Chilâr, Gor, Astor, Hunzâ, Nagar, and Haramosh, all of which were probably held by tributary princes of the same family. The first decline of prosperity was due apparently to the introduction of Muhammadanism, by which the Shîn kingdom was broken up into a number of small independent States, which, from that date, commenced to make periodi-
cal wars with one another; but the final blow to the prosperity of the country was administered by the establishment of a warlike ruling race in Yasin three centuries later.

"A glance at the map will show that Gilgit is situated in the centre of the most mountainous region of the Himalayas. Nowhere else in the world, probably, is there to be found so great a number of deep valleys and lofty mountains in so small a compass. Within a radius of 65 miles from Gilgit the survey maps show, amidst innumerable smaller peaks, eleven varying from 18,000 to 20,000 feet, seven from 20,000 to 22,000 feet, six from 22,000 to 24,000 feet, and eight from 24,000 to 26,000 feet; while half of the tract thus included still remains to be surveyed.

"From Gilgit, mountain roads radiate into all the surrounding valleys, and it is easy to see how favourable is its position for the establishment of the head-quarters of a confederacy of small States. The lofty mountains around it, though barren and rocky at their bases, are covered with verdure higher up; and everywhere above 7,000 feet are thick fine forests, grassy glades, deep glens, and running streams, of which a view of the mountains from below gives little promise. Here the wild goat (C. falcneri) roams in great numbers almost undisturbed, his chief foes being the snow ounce (F. nuncia), and the wild dog (C. rutilans), of which packs are sometimes seen. In winter, when forced down to lower ground by the snow, a few fall victims to village matchlocks; but the number thus slain is few, as the Dards are not keen hunters. Above the forest, where innumerable peaks tower up in their panoply of eternal snow and glacier, ibex (C. sibirica) are found in great numbers. The solitudes which they share with the red bear (U. isabellinus) and the snow cock (T. himalayanus) are rarely disturbed by the hunter's voice. On the lower and more barren hills, below the forest, are to be found numerous flocks of the wild sheep. At an elevation of 11,000 feet wild onions grow in great profusion."

The principal difficulty in communication in the country round Gilgit is caused by the rivers, which in winter are shrunken to small dimensions, but with the melting of the snows become impassable torrents, bringing down tons of soil in their turbid waters. Many of the streams are rich in gold, especially those flowing from the great Rakpūsh mountain. Gold-washing is only practised in winter, and then only by the poorest of the population, though, even with the rude apparatus employed, it is sometimes very remunerative. The gold is of fair quality, the best being twenty carats. The vegetable products are wheat, barley, maize, millet, buckwheat, pulse, rice (in Gilgit village only), rape, and cotton; of fruits, mulberry, peach, apricot, grape, apple, quince, pear, pomegranate, anab or sarshing, and melons. Silk is fabricated, but in very small quantities.

The district of Gilgit may be said to be about 40 miles long, and that part of it in which lies the fort is from 1 to 3 miles wide. It is bounded on each side by steep rocky mountains.

The valley itself contains stony alluvial plateaux of various forms, its level varies above the river. The greater part of this tract is arid and barren, but, as usual, at the mouth of each ravine is a cultivated space. The line of mountains on the south-west side of the valley is divided most regularly by these ravines. On the north-east the mountains are of enormous size. In front of each ravine on that side too is the widespread alluvial fan with a portion of it watered and cultivated.
The Gilgit province is, for administrative purposes, divided into *ilakas* corresponding to the Indian *tahsils*. These *ilakas* are Bargú, Gilgit, Nomal, Bagrot, and Sai. Practically, the little administration there is rests with the governor of Gilgit.

The history of Gilgit—that is, its reliable history—does not go back further than the commencement of the present century, when it was conquered by the Yasínís under Sulmán Sháh, Kháshwaktia. Azad Khán, of Payál, or Puniál, displaced the Yasínís, and Tahir Sháh of the Nagar family overthrew the Payál ráj. Tahir left Gilgit to his son Sikandar Khán, who was ousted by Gauhar Amán of Yásín about 1841. Thereupon Karím Khán, brother of Sikandar Khán, sought aid from the governor of Kashmír, who, with the sanction of the Lahore darbár, sent a force of 1,000 men under Nathú Sháh to assist him. In the meanwhile Sikandar Khán had been murdered; so Nathú Sháh, feeling doubtful of success, sent for reinforcements. When these arrived, he assaulted the fort and took it by storm. Gauhar Amán, on hearing of this, fled precipitately to Mastúj.

Karím Khán, brother of Sikandar, was allowed by the Sikh government to succeed to the ráj, but Nathú Sháh was appointed military governor of Gilgit, with a force of about 1,000 men to protect the rája, who on his side was bound to pay a tribute of 1,500 *kharwás* of grain. For the next few years the country enjoyed rest. In 1848 Isa Bahádúr, of Puniál, a step-brother of Gauhar Amán, took refuge in Kashmir territory from the hostility of his step-brother. The Kashmir darbár refused to give him up, and Gauhar Amán, encouraged by the disaffected state of the Gilgit garrison, which had not been paid for a couple of years, invaded Gilgit territory. The people of Hunzác and Nagar apparently joined in this invasion, pillaging five villages. To repel this attack the Kashmir darbár sent a reinforcement of 2,000 men with four guns under Nathú Sháh. This force advanced up the Hunzác valley, but, falling into an ambuscade, was totally defeated, both Nathú Sháh and Karím Khán being slain. Gilgit again fell into the hands of Gauhar Amán, but was shortly afterwards retaken by another force from Kashmir. In 1852, however, the Gilgitís, tired of Sikh oppression, called the Yásínís and other tribes to their aid, and, rising in revolt, drove the Kashmir troops out of the valley with a loss of 1,500 men. Thus, for the third time, Gauhar Amán became master of Gilgit. In 1856 Gilgit was recaptured by the Sikh troops, and Isa Bahádúr of Puniál appointed tháindsay. But in the following year Gauhar Amán once more took the place. The Indian Mutiny and other matters now fully occupied the attention of Guláb Singh, and it was not till 1860 that his son Ranbir Singh sent a force to recover the country. Gauhar Amán suddenly dying, the fort was taken without much difficulty. The Dogras followed up their victory by going as far as Yásín, which they held for a few days and then abandoned. In 1863 some messengers of the
maharājā having been robbed and imprisoned by Múlk Amán, the son and successor of Gauhar Amán, another expedition was sent against Yasín. The Yasínis were defeated and tribute exacted.

In 1866 Hunzā was attacked by the Dográs in alliance with Nagar, but, owing to the treachery of the latter State, the attack completely failed. A general alliance against the Dográs seems now to have been formed by Chitrál, Yasín, Tángir, Darél, and Hunzā, and all Puniál was wrested from them. Gilgit was then besieged, but the garrison, 2,500 strong, held out successfully till reinforced. As a punishment for this conduct, an expedition was sent into Darél by the Chonchar and Dodargali passes, which dictated terms to the Darélis. Since then Darél has paid a small tribute to the maharājā. In 1867 the allies were driven out of Puniál and Isa Bahádúr reinstated. Two years later the Hunzā people made a raid on Nomal, and carried off all its inhabitants; but diplomacy arranged a compromise, and the Thum of Hunzā consented to yield allegiance and pay yearly tribute. From 1867 to 1880 the history of Gilgit may be characterised as uneventful. In 1876 Captain Biddulph was sent on a mission to Gilgit and Hunzā, and in the following year he was appointed Resident at Gilgit. This arrangement lasted till 1880. In September of that year Pahlwán, the then ruler of Yasín, attacked and occupied the Cher Kala. Major Biddulph thereupon sent word to government, and himself made arrangements to repel Pahlwán Bahádúr. The latter, however, suddenly withdrew in order to meet an attack on Yasín, which the Mehtār of Chitrál took this opportunity of making. The Government of India shortly afterwards thought it advisable to withdraw their representative. Since Pahlwán’s invasion the condition of Gilgit has been perfectly tranquil. In one of his reports Biddulph says:

"Whatever the faults and shortcomings of Kashmiri rule may be, when judged by a European standard, it has undoubtedly conferred on this part of the country an amount of prosperity and security which could not have been attained under the Khwāshwāktia family, in whose grasp it would otherwise have remained. Freedom from the liability to be sold as slaves alone outweighs the disadvantage of being ruled by men of a different faith. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that, of the inhabitants of Gilgit over forty years of age, nearly half have passed some portion of their lives in slavery. There is not a family of which one or more of their members have not been lost in this way.

"By a wise policy the maharājā’s rule has become exceedingly popular, and the inhabitants contrast their present flourishing condition and immunity from slavery with the state of their neighbours, and the recollections of the oppression they suffered under Gauhar Amán."

This is true, except as regards the exceeding popularity of the maharājā’s rule, which is simply accepted fata de mieux.

Revenue is raised in the shape of grain for the garrison, also the people are bound to furnish personal service according to the number of houses, which, it is believed, is nearly 1,000, every one of which can boast of a
matchlock. In this way about 600 or 700 men are actually employed in various duties, such as patrolling roads, guarding posts, and conveying supplies.

The condition of the regular troops in the valley was, during the first year of occupation, very bad, and service in Gilgit was most unpopular amongst the Dogrā troops. The arduous nature of the service, the separation from their families, and the nature of the climate all tended to this result. In those days the troops were entirely dependent on Kashmir for supplies, and it took some time to make the Gilgitis understand that they would get a fair price for the surplus food raised by them. Now the system is well established, and the garrison is fed from the produce of the valley. The garrisons of Bārīj, Astor, and other posts west of the Indus are still almost entirely sustained on rice grown in Kashmir. The carriage of this is a heavy tax on the Kashmir treasury, and altogether the occupation of Gilgit costs about £7,000 per annum.

Colonel Tanner makes the following remarks regarding the vegetation round about Gilgit:—

"The pencil-cedar I have found continuously from 14,400 feet down to 6,000 feet. At Molcha, 8,000 feet above the sea, near Mināvar, I found one specimen with a girth of 30 feet. The Pinus excelsa has a more limited range, as it grows only between 9,600 and 12,000 feet. The deodar does not grow in Gilgit. The edible pine or chīlgosa grows in Astor. It is also found round Chaprot, and thick forests of it grow just below Gor, and add greatly to the picturesque appearance of that settlement. Otherwise, the slopes, which are too dry to support other vegetation, would be brown and burnt up like all the low ranges round Gilgit below 9,000 feet. The chīlgosa may be said to extend from 7,000 feet to nearly 10,000. The birch is very common throughout Gilgit and grows as high up as 12,500 feet. The upper limit of vegetation round Gilgit is pretty constant at 16,200 feet, where, in favourable situations, a few hardy flowers and coarse grass may be met with. Above this the rocks are stained with lichens."

"Besides the trees above mentioned, the tamarisk appears to thrive well in the barren valleys of Gilgit up to 6,000 feet. There are no oaks in this region, and the wild olive is rare, the slopes which elsewhere are covered with these trees being here sprinkled with that detestable plant, the wormwood, which ranges from 8,500 feet up to 11,000 feet."

"In the "narrow vegetation belt round Gilgit are many wild fruits. Wild strawberries abound, while wild raspberries and black currants are also found." (Biddulph—Drew—Girdlestone—Pandit Manphal—Tanner—Barrow.)

**GINGER**—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 74° 1'. Elev.
A ravine under the south-west side of the Tūtmari Gali, at the south-eastern extremity of the Karna valley. (Montgomerie.)

**GINGL**—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 9'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 18 miles west of Baramūla, on the road towards Mozafarabād. It lies on a small, open and well-cultivated plain above the river, the valley of the Jhelum being here very narrow. The ridge to the north-west contains iron in several places.
'Chandnian, in the Karnaoo valley, may, it is said, be reached by two paths from this village.
There is a bungalow for the reception of travellers situated near the bank of the river; it is a double-storied building, containing six rooms, with an open verandah along the front of it. Supplies are procurable.
The Jhelum from Uri to this place is a perfect torrent, especially here, where the fall is very great.

**Giongi**—Lat. 35° 24'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev. A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It contains twenty-five houses. (Ayinmar.)

**Gishát**—A torrent which flows into the Búrzil stream, in latitude 34° 45', longitude 75° 1'. The road from Gúrais towards Skardú crosses this torrent by a bridge between Bangla Bal and Mapanúnábád.

**Ginschu**—Vide "Nischu."

**Goas**—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev. A village situated in a cleft in the mountains on the north side of the Sháhabád valley; it is known as Hir, or Upper Goas, to distinguish it from Bun Goas, situated on the bank of the Sándran, near Rishpúra. The Bring valley may be reached by a path lying through this village. The upper village is inhabited by Gújars, and contains four houses, the lower by Dúms, who number three families.

**Godhai**—Lat. 35° 11'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev. 9,100'. A village on the right bank of the Astor river, which is here joined at right angles by a rapid mountain torrent, and forms with it and the surrounding mountain a barrier impassable by any native invader; and, as an additional defence, a small fort has been erected upon a huge fragment of rock that has rolled to the water's edge and effectually commands the wooden bridge which is thrown across the narrowest part of the channel. When Sher Singh, a maharája of the Panjáb, was governor of Kashmir, he and his invading Sikhs advanced thus far in the month of August, expecting to reach Skardú without much opposition, but they found a furious river in their front, and a matchlock behind every rock on the opposite bank. They attempted to gain their end by diplomacy, but Ahmad Sháh was too cunning for them, and managed to keep them in play for a long time, well knowing what would be the consequence of their delay. The cold weather suddenly commenced, the Sikhs, chilled to their very hearts, commenced a precipitate retreat, but a snow-storm overtook them and hundreds of them were lost upon the plateau above Búrzil. It contains about six houses. On the other side of the river is the village of Shikang (five houses). The Godhai valley, up which runs the road to Skardú,
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vid the Alumpi La, contains the two small villages of Bubind (five houses) and Kharbó (two houses). (Vigne—Aylmer.)

GOGACHIPATAR—Lat. 33° 11'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A fort, also called Gujput; it is situated on a conical hill on the right bank of the Chandra Bhágá river, between Bámbán and Doda.

GOGALMARG—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A few huts inhabited by shepherds, situated on the slopes of the Panjál range, to the north of the Gulábgarh or Kúri pass, on the path between Rásí and Shupiáon, about 19 miles south of the latter place.

The marg is covered with rich and luxuriant grass, upon which, during the summer months, large flocks of sheep are grazed. (Allgood.)

GOGISAR—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A mountain lake lying on the east side of the watershed between Kashmir and the Maru Wardwán valley. (Montgomerie.)

GOGRA—Lat. 34° 21 4'. Long. 78° 57'. Elev. 15,570'.
A camping ground in the Changhenmo valley, 12½ miles above Pamzál. The river is forced half-way between the latter and Kiam, after which the road proceeds north-north-west up the Kugrang valley to Goagra. Fuel plentiful, Grass scarce. A sarásí has been built here. (Trotter—Henderson—Cayley.)

GOGULDAR—Lat. 33° 51'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A Gújar settlement which is inhabited during the summer; it lies towards the north-east extremity of the Khourpara pargana, on a path leading over the mountains to Basman, in the Maru Wardwán valley.

GOHAN—Lat. 34° 11'. Long. 74° 25'. Elev.
A village in the Kruhin pargana, containing two or three houses; it is situated on the slopes of the hills, about 3 miles south-east of Baramút, on the path towards Kountra and the Gulmarg.

GOHILPUR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.
A village situated at the edge of the table-land to the south-east of Patan; it lies about a mile south of the road from Patan towards Srinagar. There are extensive rice-fields below the village, which contains eight houses, inhabited by zamindars, a watchman, a messenger, a blacksmith and two sbál-báfs.

GOHÚN—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A village in the Brinj pargana, situated on the spur in the angle formed by the confluence of the Nowbúg and Tansan rivers, which are crossed by a bridge a little distance to the north-west of the village. It lies on the path from Islamabád towards Kishtwár by the Marbal pass. (Hervey.)

334
GOJIPATRI—Lat. 33° 52'.  Long. 74° 44'.  Elev.
An encamping ground on the path between Srinagar and Baramgala, by the way of the Choti Gali pass. Gojipatri is situated close to the Nil Nág, about 5 miles west of Chhrár and 20 miles south of Srinagar; it has a famous zārāt, and there are besides a few houses scattered here and there; no supplies are procurable, but grass is plentiful, and green indian-corn may be had in summer; wood and water are abundant. (Allgood.)

GOL—Lat. 35° 15'.  Long. 75° 56'.  Elev.
A group of hamlets in Baltistán on the left bank of the Indus, on the Srinagar-Skardú route. The cultivation round Gol is on a high platform of alluvium. The Indus is here very narrow and deep, and runs with an extremely rapid current. It is said to contain a hundred and ninety houses. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

GOLPÚR—Lat. 33 26'.  Long. 73 54'.  Elev.
A village in Naoshera, situated in a narrow valley on the west side of the Tseach fort; it lies about 10 miles south of Kotli, on the direct path towards Mirpúr. There are about eighteen houses in the village, which is supplied with water by the Kowa torrent, which flows down through the centre of the valley; in the summer the stream dries, but pools of water collect in various places in its rocky bed.

GOMA HANÚ—Fide "Hanú."

GOMA SKARDÚ—Lat. 35° 18'.  Long. 75° 36'.  Elev.
A pargana of the ilaka of Skardú (Baltistán), at the foot of the hills, enclosing the Skardú plain to the south. It is said to contain a hundred and twenty-six houses. (Aylmer.)

GÓN—Lat. 35° 13'.  Long. 76° 3'.  Elev. 7,992'.
A village of about seventy-five houses in Kiris (Baltistán). It lies on the right bank of the Shyok and is passed between Kiris and Kuru. Between Gón and Kuru, during floods, the road is very difficult. (Aylmer.)

GONDALI—Lat. 33° 12'.  Long. 74° 44'.  Elev.
A small hamlet containing two or three houses, lying about 10 miles north of Poni, on the path towards Kashmir by the Búdil pass. (Allgood.)

GONG LA—Fide "Klung Gangla."

GONTAI LA—Fide "Kongta La."

GONH—Lat. 34° 30'.  Long. 76° 4'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Suru river, about half-way between Sanku and Kargil. It is situated in a close valley about 3 miles long
and half a mile wide, and is intensely hot in summer. Goitre very prevalent. (Moorcroft.)

GONPÁ—
Is the word for a monastery in the Ladáki language. (Drew.)

GONTSO—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 76° 8'. Elev.
A collection of hamlets, said to contain 50 houses, in the Kartze division of Drás (Baltistán). It lies along the Palumba chu. Among the inhabitants is a blacksmith. (Aylmer.)

GORITAL—Lat. 34° 11'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.
A Gújar settlement, lying to the north of the Baladori range, on the footpath between Gingl and the village of Chaudnian, in the Karmao valley.

GOSHAN—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 75° 48'. Elev.
A village said to contain forty houses, in Drás (Baltistán). It lies about one mile west of the Drás fort, on the Muski stream. Among the inhabitants is a carpenter. (Aylmer.)

GOTALA—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.
This place is situated on the right bank of Lidar Khol stream, which is crossed by a rough bridge between it and Kai, below the path from Doda towards Kashmir; it contains but one house.

GOWRAN—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 75° 29'. Elev.
A village situated on an elevated table-land at the foot of the spur between the two headwaters of the Nowbúg river, at the extreme north end of the valley. It contains a masjid and six houses inhabited by zamindars, and is shaded by fine trees.
The villages in this neighbourhood are constructed principally of wood, with wood and mud-cement as the frail foundation. The peasantry are miserably indigent, and, except fowls, no supplies are procurable. (Hervey.)

GOWRAN—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A hamlet lying at the foot of the hills on the west side of the Kuthár pargana, by the right bank of the Arpat; it contains three houses inhabited by Gújars.

From this village an excellent road, leading towards the Khurpara pargana, crosses the Metsij hill; neither the ascent nor descent are described as being at all steep; it is used by horsemen and for laden animals. The distance to the village of Brar is about 5 kos, passing en route the Gújar village of Vaal (ten houses) and Papaharan (five houses), just before reaching the Shákhkúl canal, which is crossed by a kadal bridge near Brar (sixteen houses).
GOYONGO—Lat. $35^\circ 41'$, Long. $75^\circ 39'$. Elev.  
A small village on the left bank of the Braldú river (Baltistán). It contains five houses. *(Aylmer.)*

GRATI NAR—  
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the north side of the Tilail valley, and empties itself into the Kishan Ganga river, in latitude $34^\circ 33'$, longitude $75^\circ 6'$, just above the village of Borrogam. A path leading from Tilail to the Shingo valley and the Deosai plains follows the course of this stream.

GRATINÚRA—  
A stream which rises on the southern slopes of the Panjtarni mountain, and flowing in a southerly direction through an elevated grassy valley empties itself into the Shisha Nág, a mountain lake lying at the north-east extremity of the Dachinpara pargana. *(Montgomerie.)*

GRIM—  
A kind of barley, grown at high altitudes, the grain of which becomes loosened from its husk like the grain of wheat. *(Drew.)*

GUGGEAN—Lat. $33^\circ 50'$. Long. $74^\circ 22'$.  
Elev. This village lies above the right bank of the Dali Nar stream, on the path from Púnc to the Tosha Maidán pass, about 18 miles north-east of Púnc. It contains twenty-six families, seven being Gújars and the remainder Kashmirí Muhammadans. The cultivation is confined to dry crops.  

GÚJARS—  
Descendants of the Aryan race. They spend half their life on the mountains and half at lower altitudes. Unlike the Gaddís, the Gújars have their homes below; they are only summer visitors to the mountains.

They are a set of people who are found scattered at intervals over the countries between Delhi and the Indus. In those parts which we deal with, they have their homes in the plains outside the hills, here and there among the lower hills, and in some valleys among the higher mountains. Sometimes they occupy a village by themselves; sometimes they share it with others; but even in that case they remain a very distinct body. Though holding some land, they do not depend on it chiefly for sustenance, for they are a migrating, pastoral tribe, who seek for their herds pastures in various parts, at different levels, and live mostly by the produce of their cattle.

Their countenances cannot be called highly Aryan. The forehead is narrow; they want the well-formed brow of the finer races. The lower part of the face is narrow also; but the nose has always something of the curve that is often seen in Aryan nations. In figure they are tall and gaunt; in motion slow and ungainly. They are rather surly in disposition, having
that kind of independence which consists in liking to be left alone and to have as little as possible to do with other races. When, however, one does come in contact with them they are not bad to deal with. Those who live down below and come up to the middle mountains for the summer, dress rather scantily; they have loose short pajámas; the upper part of the body is often bare; but there is a lúf, or blanket, in reserve, which is commonly put over the head and hangs down behind. Those who are settled farther among the mountains (and these Gújars are found in Kashmir, if not beyond) adopt a dress more like their neighbours, better suited for severe weather. 'Wherever I met the Gújars, I have found them to be possessors of herds of buffaloes, and to drive these as the spring and summer advances into the higher mountain pastures. In the beginning of May, I met many about Radrawár who had just arrived from below; they had with them their wives and families, spinning-wheels, churns, and other helps for getting a living. Their gains are derived from the sale of ghí, the preparation of which occupies them continuously during their stay among those summer pastures. They are generally in communication with traders of the town below for its sale, having often, I think, received advances in anticipation of the season's yield.

"The language is not the same everywhere, but depends on the country they are settled in—not that which they come to in their summer wanderings, but where their house, their winter home, is. Thus, there are Gújars in Kashmir who speak Kashmirí, while those who come to the middle mountains speak a mixed dialect of Panjábí, or Dogrí (q.v.) and Pahári. These have, however, some words peculiar to themselves. I heard the following half dozen words in the mouths of some Gújars from near Búdil:

| Mother      | All.          | Son's wife | Ban.                       |
| Sister      | Bebe and idhâ. | Husband's sister | Nand. |
| Son         | Gadârî.       | To milk     | Mela.                       |
| Daughter    | Gadârî.       | To be milked | Mila.                       |

"As to religion, all I have met—all who live within these territories—are Musalmáns." (Drew.)

GÚJIARA—Lat. 33° 19', Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A hamlet in the Peristán valley, situated above the left bank of the stream; it is inhabited by a few Gújar families, occupying flat-roofed huts scattered among the fields, which stretch for a considerable distance along the side of the mountain.

GÚJRIND (Dará Gújírondo)—Lat. 34° 32', Long. 75° 17'. Elev.
A village situated near the source of the Kishan Ganga river, at the east end of the Tilail valley; it contains a masjid, and eight houses inhabited by zamíndars. The path leading towards Drás crosses the Kishan Ganga by a bridge or ford below the village.
GULÁB BÁGH—A camping ground. (Fide "Shushot.")

GULÁBGARH—Lat. 33° 29'. Long. 74° 57'. Elev. 12,530'.

The Gulábgarh, Kúri, or Dowal pass lies over the Panjál range at the south end of the valley of Kashmir, and is crossed by the direct path between Shupion and Ríasí; it is a well-frequented road, and is practicable for ponies. On the Kashmir side the ascent is very gradual, with the exception of a short steep pull up to the top of the ridge; on the south side the ascent is steeper, but not difficult; the natives say it is dangerous when snow falls, and mention that in one year eighty persons were lost on it.

At the top there is a plain called Níkan. There are many shepherds' paths leading about the neighbouring hills, but the natives say that the ridge is not practicable, except at the pass. (Montgomerie.)

GULÁBGARH—Lat. 33° 26'. Long. 74° 57'. Elev.

A small mud fort on the left bank of the Gulábgarh nala, one of the sources of the Ans river. It is situated in the district of Dowal, lying to the south of the Panjál range. (Allgood—Montgomerie.)

GULÁBGARH—Lat. 33° 16'. Long. 76° 13'. Elev. 6,300'.

A small square fort in the Pádár district, situated in the fork between the confluence of the Bhutna and Chandra Bhágá rivers. It is a little toy-looking affair, with round corner towers, built in the manner of the country, of alternate courses of stone and timber and plastered over; it is garrisoned by ten or twelve men. Behind the fort lie the ruins of Chatárgarh (q.v.). (Drew.)

A rope suspension bridge, which has replaced the wooden bridge, crosses the latter river a few hundred yards above the fort. From this place Ladák may be reached by the Umasí La (q.v.).

The fort of Gulábgarh lies about 50 miles (five marches) east of Keishtwár, but the path is impassable for many months in the winter. There is a second path along the river-side which people sometimes travel by at that season, but it is a difficult and dangerous one. (Allgood—Mackay.)

GULÁBPÚR—Lat. 35° 35'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.

A large pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltištán), on the right bank of the Indus. It contains two hundred and fifty houses. (Agímer.)

GULBASHEM or GULBASHER—

Lat. 36° 17' 25'. Long. Elev. 12,385'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash, 10 miles above Bulakchi, between which and Gulbáshem are some abandoned jade quarries. Grass and fuel abundant, except for 2 miles above Gulbáshem. Road down valley good. Twelve miles above camp the river is much increased by springs. This is a favourite Kirghiz camp.
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There is a zārat or mazār (i.e., tomb) of some saint here, on the top of a low hill. The Karakash is forded with difficulty between this and Bulak-chi, not only on account of the depth of the water and force of the current, but from the existence of quicksands, which latter are common along the whole course of the river (August 4th). (Trotter—Henderson.)

GULLA SHEIKH-KI-GUND—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A hamlet in the Tilail valley, containing three houses, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river.

GULMARG—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 25'. Elev.
A mountain upland, situated on the slopes of the Pír Panjáí range, on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir. It lies about 13 miles due south of Baramúla and 24 miles west of Srinagar, and may be reached by various roads from Srinagar, Patan, Sopúr, and Baramúla. There is also a foot-path from the village of Naoshera, half-way between Rámpúr and Baramúla in the Jhelum valley, and from Púñch paths lie over the Nílkanta and Firozpur passes, but they are not usually practicable for laden cattle.

The commonest route to Gulmarg is from Srinagar by boat to Purána Chowní, below the city, and thence by road to Mágam, 12 miles, where there is a rest-hut and good camping ground. For the first 5 miles the road to Baramúla is followed, and the path to Gulmarg is thus sometimes missed. From Mágam to Gulmarg, 12 miles, is a good path as far as Mangalára, a little over 3 miles, and then over a very stony country, cut up by torrents, for 5 miles, after which a good path leads to the commencement of the ascent, which, towards the top, becomes steep. From Mágam to the Marg can be done in two hours on a good pony.

The road from Sopúr is noticed under "BÁBÁ MARISHI." The path from Baramúla joins into this road at Kontra, the distance from Baramúla to Kontra being about 11 miles.

To Palhallan, near Patan, the journey is made by boat, via Shádipur, and occupies about 8 hours from Srinagar. From Palhallan, Bábá Marishi is some 15 miles.

For the path from Naoshera, see under "RÁMPÚR" and "NAOSHERA." (Wingate.)

The marg, which is shaped somewhat like the figure 8, is about 2 miles long, and varies in width from a few hundred yards to more than a mile. It lies chiefly north-west and south-east, and is enclosed on all sides by hills densely wooded by deodar and pine, from which numerous spurs in the form of grassy knolls project far into the plain. The whole surface of the down and the projecting knolls is clothed with flowers of every hue, whence the place is supposed to take its name, gulmarg, "the field
of flowers;" others, from certain mythological legends connected with the locality, prefer to derive it from "ghul, a tumult, "ghulmarg, "the place of the tumult."

The elevation of the marg is about 3,000 feet above the level of the valley of Kashmir; the climate is cool, bracing, and salubrious, but the rainfall is very considerable. The valley is intersected by a small stream which receives numerous tributaries in its course towards the north-west, where it escapes through a deep gorge.

The most eligible spots for the wooden huts in which visitors live are along the ridge at the east end of the marg, from which, in addition to the advantages of fresh, pure air, and sun, a magnificent view is obtainable of the valley of Kashmir, including the city of Srinagar; next to these sites those on the slopes at the south-east end of the marg are the most desirable, being conveniently situated as regards the water-supply. Neda's Hotel is built here. Timber abounds, but its indiscriminate destruction by visitors threatens to detract from the beauty of the place, and, unless speedily checked, the damage will be irreparable. Milk and butter may be procured from the cowherds in the valley, other supplies can be obtained from the bazaar, where there are two shops for sale of stores and liquor.

Gulmarg is now the most popular summer resort for English visitors. There is a church, dispensary, library, and post office, with a small race-course and a polo-ground. Several excursions can be made. The nearest is to the Killan Marg, above Gulmarg. Another is in the direction of Naoshara. Longer ones are up the Firozpur path, and some go to visit snow bridges or the Toshu Maidan.

Vigne describes Gulmarg as "a lovely spot on the downs of the Panjâl, flat, green, open, and perfumed with wild flowers; the snowy peaks sloping gently upwards from its extremities, and the valley itself extended beneath it; whilst the scenic disposition of its woods and glades, watered by a stream that winds through its whole length from north-west to south-east, is so highly picturesque, that little is wanting but a mansion and a herd of deer to complete its resemblance to an English park."

At the end is a bank over the stream, on which it is said the Emperor Jahângîr and his celebrated begam, Nûr Jahân, pitched their tents when indulging in a picnic, and at the furthest extremity is a steep descent through the jungle, by a path which joins the pass, named after the village of Firozpur, which lies at its foot. The vast mountain of Nanga Parbat is seen to great effect from the ascent to the Gulmarg.

GÜLMATI—Lat. 36° 8'.

Long. 73° 55'.

Elev.

A pretty little village on the right bank of the Gilgit river. The place seems richly cultivated. Vines and other fruit trees are plentiful. From Gûlmâti there is a road up the Gûlmâti ravine to Darél. (Barrow.)
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GÜLPÜR—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 6'. Elev.
A village in Púnc; it lies in a valley above the right bank of the Púnc Tóí, between the Tat stream and the Bitárh river, about 2 miles west of the town. It is inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars, and contains twenty houses. Both rice and dry crops are grown.

GÜLUWANS—
Horse-keepers—descendants of the old and warlike tribe of the Chaka. Now engaged in pastoral pursuits—driže-tending, etc., on the "marga" of Kashmir. (Wakefield.)

GÜMBAL—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 73° 53'. Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the mountains on the southern side of the Karnao valley, about a mile to the south-east of the fort. It is held in jagír by Díwan Jowala Sahai. It contains a zírá and a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by Kashmiri zamíndars. There are many shady trees about the village, which produces both corn and rice.

GUMBAR—
A tributary of the Drás river; rises near the Zoji La and joins the Drás river a little above Drás. It is fed by a glacier.

GUNAPÚRA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village in the Uttar pargana, situated on the right bank of the Kamlí river; with the adjoining villages of Malpúra and Krishpúra it makes up the land called Naggar. There was at one time a large town here, but for some reason it has been divided into three villages. (Montgomery.)

GUNBER—Lat. 33° 56'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A small village in the Maru Wardwán valley, situated above the left bank of the river, between Basman and Suknis, just north of the junction of the Gumbar stream. It is said to contain a masjid and about twelve houses.

GÜND—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev. 7,000'.
A village in Kashmir on the right bank of the Sindí river. There is much cultivated land about the village. The fruit-trees are principally walnut apples, and apricots. Groves of poplar occur occasionally along the river (Thomson.)

GÜNDARPÚR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.
A village containing two houses, situated just to the east of Khipur, by the path leading towards Patan.
GUNDAL—Lat. 34°. Long. 75° 2'. Elev.
A village in the Bihu pargana, containing three houses, situated on the Sonakrund woddar, about a mile south-west of Ladú.

GUNDI—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A small village lying on the slopes of the mountain, about 2 miles from the right bank of the Suran river. The chausi or encamping ground, which lies on the left bank of the river, is situated about 2 miles west of Bīlliaj, on the road towards Púncch. Between the village and the camping ground the river is crossed by a rough wooden bridge. (Hersey.)

GUNDIAL—Fide "DRÁS."

GUNDHASHIBAT—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A village situated at the edge of the Hokar Sar morass, about half a mile south of the road from Srinagar towards Pata. It is surrounded with rice cultivation, and contains a masjid and twenty houses inhabited by zamindars; among the inhabitants is a pandit, who is the patwari of the village.

GUND-I-SAR-SINGH—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A village in the Sind valley, which stands very prettily upon a rocky eminence in the midst of the valley, above the right bank of the river, which is crossed by a bridge below it. Its three-storied houses, ornamented with fancy wood-work, after the fashion of Kashmir, remind the traveller of a Swiss village, the want of chimneys only excepted. It is surrounded by mountain-sides, pine forests, and orchards; amongst these were patches of cockscobb, buckwheat, and two kinds of millet. The village contains a masjid and hamám, now in ruins, and the ziárates of Saiad Komaladín and Shaikh Nasir Sáhib, Bengali, and the Wyser Sáhib Makau.

A descendant of the old maliks of the place resides in the village; there are also twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, a blacksmith, a potter, a múlla, dúm, and harkara. There is also a bania and a government store-house. A stream which flows down to the east of the village supplies it with water.

Gund-i-Sar-Singh is distant about 39 miles north-east of Srinagar, and is a postal station on the high-road to Drás and Leh.

Vigne remarks that GUND is a Tibetan word (the equivalent of chok) used to distinguish new land held rent-free, in distinction from yut, or cultivated land returning a rent.

GUNDPURÁ—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A village situated about a mile south-west of Bij Behára; its revenues, amounting to Rupee 300 annually, are devoted to the maintenance of the Hindó temple in that town lately built by the maharaja.

GUNLE—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route between Rimdi and Panzal, north-east of the Marsemik La. (Montgomerie.)
GUN-GUR

GUNSAAR NÁG—Lat. 34° 27'.  Long. 74° 29'.  Elev.
A small lake situated at the south end of the Loláb valley. It is covered with weeds, and has a mean depth of about 2½ feet. (Montgomerie.)

GÚPAKAR—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 54'.  Elev.
A village situated at south-east corner of the Dal lake, close to the gap between the Baswan peak of the main range and the isolated spur of the Takht-i-Sulímán. It lies on both sides of the path, and is divided into two mahallas, the upper being inhabited by Muhammedans of the Shi’a sect and the lower by Sunís. At the east end of the village there is an old ruined hamán, and the zfarat of Rishmail Sahib; north-west of the village on high dry ground is an open orchard containing some fine chunár trees; it is called the Mirza Raza-ka-Bágh. Between Gúpakar and Drogjun the path lies along the edge of the lake, and is mostly raised, but in places it is liable to be encroached upon by the waters of the lake when flooded.

GÚR—Lat. 33° 46'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Islamabád and Bij-Behára, just below the junction of a branch of the Lidar.

GÚRAIS—
A valley in the north of Kashmir. It stretches from a short way above Gúrais Fort to below Sirdari. The main road, leading from Kashmir into the valley, crosses the Rajdiángan pass; the distance from Bandipúra, at the head of the Wular lake, to Kanzalwan, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, being about 25 miles, which is usually divided into three stages. The entrance to the valley is exceedingly picturesque, as the river comes dashing along through a rich meadow, partly covered with lindens, walnut, and willow trees, while the mountains on either side present nothing but a succession of most abrupt precipices, and alpine ledges, covered with fir trees. It is nowhere above a mile in width, and is surrounded on every side by lofty peaks, chiefly of mountain limestone, rising far above the limit of forest which covers their lower slopes.

The south-east end of the valley is occupied by a superb peak of mountain limestone, rising nearly 5,000 feet above it, and dividing the Tilail valley from that of Gúrais; to the north of this mountain is an immense mass of alluvium, which must once have choked up the entrance to the north-east end of the valley, and through which the Búrzil stream appears to have worn its way. This part of the valley, which lies north-east and south-west, is very narrow at its lower end. It is bounded by precipitous mountains, which are somewhat scantily fringed with forest, the greater part lying on the left bank of the stream.

The south portion of the valley about the fort is wide and level, and offers a beautiful prospect, the mountains on the south side being clothed with forest, while to the north they rise in precipitous masses of grey rock,
with here and there a few pine trees. The scenery in the west portion of the valley between Kanzalwan and Sirdari is likewise very pleasing, the river winding amid dense forests of pine and cedar.

The elevation is between 7,000 and 8,200 feet.

The road from Srinagar crosses the Kishan Ganga at Kanzalwan by a single span bridge about 6 feet wide. The river-bed is here about 70 yards broad. The road lies uniformly along the right bank of the river. It is repaired annually by the maharaja's troops, preparatory to the despatch of commissariat stores for the frontier garrisons, and is consequently a good and, for the most part, level road, quite practicable for laden animals and mountain artillery.

A regular postal establishment is maintained on this road, but the intervals at which the mails are despatched are uncertain; during the summer months the dák-runners are stationed in pairs, at 2 kos apart, but in winter, parties of eight or ten men are located in stages of 5 kos; the line is worked as high up as the village of Dógay by Gúrais men, and beyond that point by Tilais. These men are said to be paid at the rate of Rs (Kashmir currency) per mengem. The path from Gúrais to Tilai crosses the Búrzil stream by a bridge at, or above, the village of Tseniá and ascends the mountain, the distance from the fort to the Tilail valley being about 18 miles. From Kanzalwan, in a westerly direction, the path lies at first on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, crossing the river by the bridge between Bakthaur and Thaobut; it then lies along the right bank as far as Sirdari, after passing which village it becomes impracticable.

The inhabitants dress differently to the Kashmiris; they invariably wear very loose putú, pajamas coming down as low as the calf, and a kamarband outside the choga or coat. They also wear the Dárd cap in place of a pagri. In the village of Gúrais itself there is a mixture of Dárd and Kashmiris.

Their houses are built of unhewn timber, dovetailed at the corners, the interstices being plastered with mud; they are built as close as possible to each other for the sake of warmth and communication, and are usually disposed in squares facing inwards, a small aperture serving the triple purpose of door, window, and chimney. In some of the villages in the western portion of the valley, they are beginning to build houses of a more commodious pattern, copied from those in Kashmir. There is a great want of trees and shade about the villages, which is explained by the statement that the heavy load of snow by which they are weighed down in winter destroys them. The villages in the Gúrais valley are Walpúr (twenty-five houses), Khandial (thirty houses), Murkot (forty houses), and Dígar (twenty-eight houses).

The climate of the Gúrais valley is very rigorous, and the harvest scanty and uncertain; seasons of dearth, caused either by want of sun or rain, are
not unfrequent, but flocks and herds abound, and from their profits the inhabitants are enabled to import grain in seasons of scarcity.

The only crops are millet, buckwheat, and peas; and of these there is but one harvest in the year. Besides willows, a few crab-apples and pears are met with, and in the south and west portions of the valley walnut trees of scant dimensions are found, but the fruit is said to be hard and small; in the west also strawberries are usually plentiful, and raspberries and wild currants are not uncommon. The aromatic plant called _barrish_ is found in great quantities on the slopes of the mountains on the north side of the valley. It is of a whitish-green colour, very similar in appearance to the _telosan_ or wormwood, but rather larger; its roots, which are large and fibrous, are extensively used as fuel at elevations where wood is not procurable. Rice will not ripen. Very good ponies can be obtained at Gúraíis. The valley affords splendid pasturage.

Gúraíis was originally governed by a nawáib, tributary to the Gaor Aman rájas of Gilgit; the present nawáib, by name Malik Wafadár, is the eighth or ninth of his family, who has borne the title in regular succession. His father, Malik Dil awár, having been invited to Srinagar by Shaikh Ghulam Maibidín, the governor under the Sikh rule, was treacherously thrown into prison, from which he managed to effect his escape after a captivity of three years; he retired to the mountains north of the Kishan Ganga river, where he collected his followers, but the Sikh force opposed to him being vastly superior in numbers, he thought it prudent when the flood subsided, rendering the passage of the river feasible, to withdraw to Gilgit, where he was eventually treacherously murdered. His son, the present nawáib, was, at the time these events occurred, a hostage in the hands of Colonel Mia Singh, who had succeeded to the governorship of Kashmir. On attaining man's estate he took service under the maharája, and is now thánadar of the valley his forefathers ruled. Malik Wafadár is an intelligent man of pleasing address; he has a son, Baktawár, a child of about five years of age.

Gúraíis is, most probably, the Urasa of the Rája Taringini.

During the winter months the road from Kanzalwan to Gúraíis is extremely difficult and dangerous for the first 4 miles, as the sides of the mountain along the face of which the road is made are extremely steep, and the snow lying at the slope of the ground makes the difficulty of cutting a track through it very great. (Vigne—Drew—Barrow—Manifold.)

GÚRAIS FORT—Lat. 34° 58'.
Long. 74° 53'.
Elev. 7,800'.
The Gúraíis fort lies towards the east end of the southern portion of the valley, occupying the crest of a small mound, which rises about 80 feet from the level of the plain on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga.
The mound which commands the passage of the bridge lies east and
west, and is divided by a depression; the eastern portion, which is unoccupied, is less elevated than the western, on which the fort stands.

The fort, which is a square enciente with a bastion at each corner, is built of stone and cement, bonded together with layers of timber at intervals; it is loopholed, and the bastions and parapet are roofed with shingles; the elevation of the connecting walls is about 15 feet. There is no ditch round the fort; the entrance, which is surrounded by a wooden pavilion, being on the east side. The bastion at the north-east corner, overlooking the bridge, is the largest and strongest.

It is now (1885) in a ruined condition and quite untenable. No armament. The garrison consists of a few sepoys, who live in log-huts below the fort on its eastern face; there is excellent camping ground all around the fort, the ground being very level.

The bridge is about 125 feet in span between the piers; the river is also fordable for horsemen, except during the melting of the snows.

The fort contains a government store-house in charge of a pandit, from which travellers may procure supplies.

A small stream, which flows down from the mountains on the south side of the valley, supplies the garrison with water, or it may be obtained from the Kishan Ganga, which flows beneath.

The village of Murkot lies about 300 yards to the east of the fort.

(Bates—Barrow—Manifold.)

GURIKÔT—Lat. 35° 17'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev. 7,800'.
One of the principal villages in the Astor valley. It lies about 7 miles south of Astor on the left bank of the river. It consists of two or three hamlets, which, with their fields, extend over more than a mile of ground. The fort is a miserable "bury" of rubble and timber. The polo ground affords facilities for camping. (Barrow.)

GURJÛ or GURJŪR—Lat. 36° 10'. Long. 73° 54'. Elev. 6,400'.
A village fort in Puniål on the left bank of the Gilgit river, just below Gákūch. It contains about a hundred houses. About a mile above it there is a rope bridge by which Gákūch may be reached. Above it to the north is the high hill or mountain known by the same name.

There is a considerable strip of cultivation above Gürjú, stretching as far as the hamlet of Chilpi, 3 miles above Gürjú. (Muhammad Shāh—Barrow.)

GÜRNAR—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 19'. Elev.
A small village in the Shāhabād valley, containing four houses, situated on the right bank of the Sândran river, about 2 miles south-east of Vernág, and almost opposite to Naogam.
GUR—GYA

GURPUR—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 75° 2'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Awantipur and Pampur.

GURUKOT—Lat. 34° 43'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Bærzil stream, towards the north-east end of the Gürains valley; it contains four houses; the neighbouring hamlets of Kamri and Thulli, which contain one and two houses respectively, are considered to form part of the same village.

GUSANAJI TENG—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev.
A village in the Hamal pargana, where there are three sacred wells, or springs, Rama Kond, Sita Kond, and Lachman Kond; it is situated on the slopes of the mountain just north of Baramula. (Elwslie.)

GUTALGUND—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 75° 17'. Elev.
A large village in the Shálhabád valley, situated about a mile west of Vernág. About 200 yards beyond the village the famous Vetaríttar springs rise in some pools by the side of the path.

GUTLIBAGH—Lat. 34° 16'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A village situated near the left bank of the Sind river, at the western extremity of the valley, about 15 miles north of Srinagar.

GUTRU—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A hamlet prettily situated towards the south side of the Narastán Nai, about midway between the villages of Narastán and Sútúra; it is supplied with water by a rill flowing from the mountains to the east. This village has lately been deserted by its inhabitants, only two families remaining.

GWALI—Lat. 35° 10'. Long. 76° 8'. Elev.
A village in the Itaks of Kiris (Baltistán), lying on the left bank of the Shyok, opposite Kurn. It contains about sixty houses. (Aylmer.)

GYA—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev. 13,500'.
A village on the left bank of the stream of that name. With the neighbouring hamlets, it consists of some twenty-five houses, with a proportionately wide area of cultivation. Only naked barley (grím) ripens here. Peas are grown, but only for green food. It is one of the most elevated villages in Ladák. There are some poplar trees here, a few of considerable size. The Runse monastery crowns a rocky hill on the opposite bank of the stream. The village is a halting-place on the route from Kulu to Lóh, and lies north of the Tagalang pass. There is a rest-house here. Supplies obtainable in small quantities. (Thomson—Drew.)

GYA STATION—Lat. Long. Elev. 22,309'.
A trigonometrical station in the Himalayas, west of the Parang La and on the borders of Ladák and Spítif.
GYA STREAM—
Rises near the Tagalang pass, and flowing north enters the Indus at the village of Upshi. The route from Kulu to Leh follows its course throughout, and crosses it repeatedly. Of late years this portion of the road has been much improved, especially between Gya and Mirú. Below Mirú the road down to Upshi is seldom passable, as the four bridges are generally washed away by the first flood, and the fords are dangerous. (Aylmer.)

GYANG—
An affluent of the Tsomorori lake. It enters it from the north-west after a course of about 30 miles. (Vide also “Tsakshang”.) (H. Strachey.)

GYEN—
A subdivision of the Nubrá district, being the part of the Shyok valley above the junction of the Nubrá, as far as habitation extends. (Drew.)

GYIK—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 78° 12'. Elev.
A small village on right bank of Indus, half-way between Upshi and junction of Puga rivulet.
HAIRIBAL KI GALI—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A pass lying over the mountain range between the northern extremity of the Kuthār pargana and the Maru Wardwán valley. It is crossed by a foot-path, which is but little used, being, as its name implies, very steep, hair signifying in the Kashmiri language a ladder.

HAIRMUTTU—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the mountains on the west side of the Nowbūg valley, above the right bank of the stream, about a mile north of Basmat. It contains a masjid and six houses inhabited by zamindars, and is shaded by some very fine trees.

HÁJAN—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev.
A large village in the Saremozapān pargana, situated on the left bank of the Jhelum. The ruins above the village indicate that it was once a place of importance. Just above it there are some shady trees with suitable ground for encamping. From Hájan a boat occupies about twelve hours in reaching Srinagar, and eight on the return journey.

Dr. Elmalié says that the sheep of this village and district are the finest in the valley, or perhaps anywhere on the Himalayas. In fat and flavour they vie with the Southdown sheep. (Ince—Elmalié.)

HÁJÍNÁR—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village situated on a branch of the Shamshabari stream, at the north-east end of the Karnao valley, opposite Dumba. It lies about 10 miles east of Titwal, on the road towards Shalūrah, near the foot of the Nattishannar and Kukwa Gali passes, leading into Kashmir. There are a few willow and other trees about the village, which produces
both rice and corn. It contains six houses inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars. Coolies and some supplies are obtainable.

HĀJĪ PĪR—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 74° 7'. Elev. 8,500'.
A pass lying over the range of mountains between Pūnch and the valley of the Jhelum. The southern face of the mountain is bare of trees, but on the north the path lies through dense forests; the summit of the ridge is covered with grass, and is tolerably level for about a quarter of a mile.
The ascent of the pass from the south is about 3 miles, and is tolerably smooth, but rather steep in places; the descent on the other side is about half a mile longer, becoming rougher and steeper as it proceeds, and in some parts is a mere passage between the hard rocks. There is a stone hut on the top, which is occupied in summer by a fakir. About a mile on the north side of the summit, and 20 yards from the right of the road, there is a spring, and near it there are some ruins of an old temple. The Hájī Pīr pass is open all the year round. (Ince.)

HAKLITRI—Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev.
A village in the Dansu pargana, situated on the direct path between Srinagar and Drang, leading towards the Tosa Maidán pass.

HAL or HALŪ—Lat. 33° 29'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A village situated in the Shāhabād valley, some little distance from the left bank of the Sândran river. It contains eight houses inhabited by zamindars, and is separated from the village of Ingrawara, lying just to the south-east, by a mountain torrent.

HALĂKWĀR—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village containing five houses shaded by fine trees, situated on a tableland at the mouth of a valley opening into the east side of the Kuthā pargana. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans of the Shīa sect. There is said to be a path from this village over the mountains by the Chur Nāg lakes, leading into the Maru Wardwān valley.

HALAMOL—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A village in the Saremozebala pargana, situated amid trees on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Bij Behāra and Awāntipūr.

HĀLAN—Lat. 33° 28'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
A pass over the Paujāl range, between the Shāhabād valley and Banihāl. The path leaves the Shāhabād valley by the village of Saogund, and following the course of the Hālan stream crosses the pass, joining the Banihāl route near the village of that name. This pass is described as being steep and rough, and is not much used, except by shepherds.
HÁLAN—Lat. 33° 19'.  Long. 75° 22'.  Elev.
A village in the Peristán valley, containing three houses; it lies due west of the village of Sihibal, along the right bank of a torrent, which flowing from the mountains on the north, empties itself into the Peristán stream.

HALKAN GÁLI—Lat. 75° 30'.  Elev.
A pathway lying over the range of mountains between the Kutháir pargana and the Nowbúg Nai. The distance between the villages of Shángas and Nowbúg by this road is said to be 6 kos, passing en route Watrus, Brariangan, and Hálán.

HALMATHAN—Lat. 34° 45'.  Long. 74° 43'.  Elev.
A village in the Gúraí valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 3 miles north-west of Thaobut. The greater part of it is built on the left bank of a considerable stream which flows into the Kishan Ganga; there are one or two houses on the right bank of the stream, which is crossed by a bridge; there is another smaller bridge a little higher up. The inhabitants comprise eight families of zamindars, a múlla, a shepherd, and a butcher; there is a masjid in the village, and a mill.

When the crops are in the ground, the choice of a site for encamping is very limited; there is a narrow space available in the bed of the stream at the north end of the village.

HALÚNI—
A stream which takes its rise in the Kúnd Kaplas tarns, and from the drainage on the north side of the Chatardhar mountain, flows in a northerly direction, and after a course of about 12 miles, empties itself into the Nerú river, at the village of Monda, lat. 32° 57', long. 75° 46', a few miles above Badrawár.

The path over the Chatardhar pass lies by the banks of this stream for a considerable distance; it is an impetuous torrent of cold, clear water, and is bridged above the village of Basti, at Naltí, and at Monda, just above its confluence with the Nerú. There are also the ruins of a bridge at the village of Sartangal, where the stream, which is not fordable, may still be crossed by foot-passengers by a series of planks and trunks of trees.

The name of this stream signifies "rejoicing" and is supposed to be descriptive of the feelings of those who reach its banks after braving the dangers of the pass down which it flows.

HALWAGAN—Lat. 33° 20'.  Long. 75° 15'.  Elev.
A village in the Banibál district, situated on the left bank of the Bichlári river, just above the junction of the waters of the Pogál and Peristán streams. It is composed of detached hamlets. (Föster.)
HAMAL—
A pargana in the Kamraj division; it was severed from Uttar and constituted a separate pargana during the Sikh occupation of Kashmir. The tahsil station is at Hadipura. It is a well-watered district, very rich in its produce of rice, and, when surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860, was estimated to contain forty-two villages and three hundred and sixty-eight houses. It is the one of the few places where the natives endeavour to use carts. These are, however, pushed by men and not drawn. (Montgomery—Wurd.)

HAMURI—Lat. 33° 24'. Long. 76° 21'. Elev. 8,800.
A small village in Padar, on the right bank of the Bhutna stream. About 1857 a rush of snow down the two ravines, a little below the village, one on each side of the main valley, advanced the taluses so much that these completely dammed up the river; the waters of it rose to the level of the village as it was then situated, and came over some of the fields; the people left their houses from fear of inundation, but soon the waters cut for themselves a small channel, and the level of them was lowered some 30 feet, but still remained 60 feet higher than at first. From the dam downwards was formed a great and violent cascade, but above, there was formed a lake, where the water was quite calm and flowed very slowly. For a year or two the village remained undisturbed; then misfortune came in another form. It was a very snowy year. From the side of the valley opposite to that on which the village stood, came down an avalanche, and this was able, from the bottom of the valley being so filled up, to reach across to the village. It was night time, and all the people were at rest, the headman managed to dig his way out and call aid from other villages. In about twenty hours all were dug out alive. Not long after this event an earthquake brought down a great mass of rock from the cliff which overlooks the place. This destroyed some fields and knocked in one or two houses. In consequence of these misfortunes the villagers built another village a little higher up. (Drew.)

HANADKU—Vide "Kanja River" and "Heskhu."

A mountain valley in Gurai, situated on the right bank of the Bazaril stream, north-east of the Rajdiangan pass.

HANDWARA—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village in the Machipura pargana, of which it is the tahsil station.

HANGRAY—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
Situated on the right bank of the Bazaril stream, in the north-east portion of the Gurai valley; there is said to be no village here—merely a government store-house.
HANGULGUND—Lat. 33° 36'.  Long. 75° 20'.  Elev.
A village in the Bring pargana, situated on the path from Sof towards Vernág.

HANJIK—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 74° 47'.  Elev.
A village lying at the foot of a wudar about 2 miles east of Sybúg, on the road towards Srinagar. It contains eight houses, and is situated to the south of the path, at the edge of a morass.

HANJIPUR—Lat. 33° 37'.  Long. 74° 58'.  Elev.
A considerable village in the Diosur pargana, containing about forty houses; it is prettily situated on high ground at the mouth of the Kolnarawa valley, overlooking the Veshnau river and the vale of Kashmir. There is a path from the village leading to the Gulábgarh pass.

HANLÉ—
A sub-division of the Hemis Kardari. "It occupies the south-eastern extremity of Ladák." (H. Strachey.)

HANLÉ—Lat. 32° 47'.  Long. 79° 4'.  Elev. 14,276'.
A village in the Hanlé district, on the left bank of the Hanlé river. There is a fine monastery here, "built on the summit of a steep hill which rises abruptly out of the plain." Most of the wealth of the place, consisting of flocks and herds, belongs to the lamas. The Hanlé plain is about 6 or 8 miles in diameter. Several streams, very tortuous and sluggish, wind over its surface. These were frequently 3 feet or more in depth, and contained multitudes of small fish, a species of carp. The surface of the plain was very saline, and, where not swampy, covered with coarse grasses. It was very uneven, being covered with knolls. In some parts there were extensive patches of duma (Tibetan furze).

The streams all converge to a point at the north-east end of the plain, and, uniting into one, continue their course down an open valley in a northerly direction towards the Indus. It can scarcely be doubted that it (the plain) has at one time been a lake, which has gradually silted up. (Thomson—Manifold.)

HANLÉ RIVER—
"The waters of the lake (Hanlé Tso) find an outlet into the long and level plain of Mangkang, through which the Hanlé rivulet winds from side to side for a distance of 30 miles.

"The road from Hanlé to the Indus follows the left bank of the stream, in the vicinity of which saline efflorescence occurred everywhere in great quantities. The banks of the stream were bordered by a belt of green herbage, more or less broad. The road leaves the Hanlé river a few miles before it joins the Indus. In this latter part of its course it is said to flow through a rocky, narrow ravine."
"Cunningham calls the above described swampy plain the Hanlé Tso (or lake), and thinks it must be the largest sheet of fresh water in Ladák.

"The extent of open water is not great, but the whole extent of swamp is between 3 and 4 miles in length. It is principally supplied by a rivulet called the Kongra Chu, which drains the lofty range of mountains to the east of Tsomorori lake as far south as the Lanak pass."

There are two routes from Hanlé to the Indus. The western follows the left bank of the Hanlé river, the eastern proceeds north via Mankang and Tara.

Elevation at junction with Indus, 13,900. (Cunningham—Thomson.)

HANSDAHUTUR—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Bring river, just above its junction with the Arpat, near Islamábád. (Montgomerie.)

HANSWEIR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.
A large village situated on both banks of a considerable stream, which is crossed by a good bridge; it lies about 2 miles south-east of Patan, on the road towards Srinagar.

That part of the village situated on the right bank of the stream is called Petpúra; it contains the znárat of Saiád Mobarak, and twenty houses inhabited by shál-báfí, thirty zamíndars, including a bánya, a carpenter, leather-worker, a múlla, dún, and six pandíts, with which latter exception, all the inhabitants are Muhammadans. The division on the left bank of the stream, which is shaded by some fine chunár trees, is called Bupúra; it contains a masjid, forty families of zamíndars and twenty shál-báfí; all the inhabitants of this part of the village are Muhammadans of the Shíá sect. Rice is extensively cultivated around the village.

HANTI—
A stream in Gúrais, which flows through a narrow valley between the Geshart and Náshah ranges, which lie respectively east and west of its bed; they are very steep, but mostly covered with grass and forest. The stream, which flows in a northerly direction, may, it is stated, be traced down its course to its confluence with the Kishán Ganga river on the left bank, in lat 34° 46', long. 74° 41', nearly opposite the village of Sirdarí, at the western extremity of the Gúrais valley.

HANU' GOMA AND YOGMA—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev.
Two villages on the Hanú stream. Hanú Goma is a halting-place on the route from Leb to Skardú via Chorbat, 17 miles from Skirbichian, and 10 miles from the foot of the Hanú or Chorbat pass. Both villages are in the kardári of Skirbichian. (Drew—Aylmer.

HANU' PASS—Vide " Chorbat Pass."
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HAN—HAR GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

HANU' STREAM—
Rises near the Hanú pass. "It is an impetuous torrent, that in some places rolls along the large stones in its bed with a noise resembling the report of distant cannon, and afterwards leaps into the deep and more tranquil stream of the Indus in a cascade of some magnitude and beauty."

(Figue.)

HARAMOSH—Lat. \(35^\circ 40'\).  Long. \(74^\circ 40'\).  Elev. \(7^\circ 0'\).
The most westerly of the ilakas of the wazirat of Skardú. It lies along the right bank of the Indus, near the great bend of that river. The mountains which rise steeply from the Indus are very lofty and rugged, consisting of spurs from the great peaks of Deobani and Haramosh. The lower slopes are barren, but the heads of the valleys contain birch and pine trees, besides good pasturage.

The heat in summer is very great owing to the narrowness of the Indus valley, which is throughout a mere gorge.

Sasil is the ilaka station, where there is a guard of nine sepoys to protect the suspension bridge.

Communications.—An extremely difficult foot-path leads along the right bank of the Indus and connects Haramosh with Gilgit and the Rouda ilaka. Towards the latter, it is absolutely impassable for baggage animals, and very tedious and dangerous for foot-passengers. A difficult foot-path leads up the left bank from Búnjí to opposite Sasil, crossing by a twig-rope suspension bridge, which is very long and bad. Above Sasil there is no road on the left bank.

The inhabitants are principally Yashkins and speak the Gilgití dialect of Shíns.

Besides Yashkins there are about 8 per cent. of Shíns and the same number of Dúma.

**RESOURCES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shút</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>On Imit stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasil</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&quot; Sasil &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanstal or Hantil</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>&quot; Hantsil &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaltar</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>&quot; Kaltas &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dassu</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>&quot; Dassh &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bochu</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>1,780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Biddulph—Hayward—Aylmer.) 356
HARAMUK—Lat. 34° 24’.  Long. 74° 57’.  Elev. 16,903’.
A celebrated mountain on the north-east side of the valley of Kashmir, lying almost due north of Srinagar; it may be approached by a path from the Sind valley. There is also a good road from the Khuihama district, running along the side of the opposite range, and crossing the Erin valley due west of Haramuk; the stream where the road crosses is not fordable, but in the summer time there is usually a badly-constructed bridge, barely safe for foot-passengers; but lower down, after passing the village of Samba, it is practicable, and is frequently bridged. It is about three marches for laden coolies, but a man walking may reach easily in two days. Haramuk and the surrounding high hills are seldom visible in the day-time, and it is only an hour before sunset and very early in the morning that they can usually be seen. On the east and west sides, the mountain is one continued white glacier.

The name of this mountain signifies all mouths or faces, and is so called either from the square-sided, rick-shaped figure of its summit, or from its being visible from all sides by reason of its isolated situation and superior height.

Vigne remarks, with reference to its geological formation, that besides the basaltic amygdaloid so common in Kashmir, he found granite, but not in situ. The immense accidental blocks of granite in the Baramula pass would seem, from their relative position and the course of the river, to have passed over Haramuk, and been transported to their present place by the agency of the deluge. In the hollows above this massive mountain are several tarns, which probably occupy the sites of former glaciers.

(Figne—Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society—Brew.)

HARCHO—Lat. 35° 27’.  Long. 74° 50’.  Elev. 7,700’.
A village on the left bank of the Astor river, about 8 miles below Astor. It contains with Liskomb about twenty houses, and is the jagir of the raja of Astor. The Harcho torrent, though only 2 or 3 feet deep, is almost impassable for animals in summer; it is crossed by a bridge about 20 feet long. (Barrow.)

HARDAS—Lat. 34° 40’.  Long. 76° 10’.  Elev.
A village of fourteen houses on the left bank of the Dras river, in the ilaka of Khurman, about 10 miles above Oltinaghang. It is passed on the route from Srinagar to Skardú, via the Dras valley. There is an artificial aqueduct, of 3 miles in length, near this village.

HARGAMU—Lat. 33° 35’.  Long. 75° 21’.  Elev.
A small village in the Bring pargana situated near the celebrated springs of the Kuvar Nag. (Incr.)
HARGOSAL—Lat. 34° 45'.  Long. 76° 11'.  Elev.
A village situated on a branch of the Oltungthang stream, on the left bank of the Dráś river, in Khurang (Baltistán). It contains twenty-three houses. (Aylmer.)

HARIBAL—
A cataract formed by the river Vesbáú. It is called Arabul by Vigne, who says Ara is the torrent, and Hari Bul would signify the place of Huri, or Vishnu.

HARI PARBAT—Fide "SRINAGAR."

HARITRAT—Lat. 34° 9'.  Long. 74° 40'.  Elev.
A hamlet in the Porospúr pargana, containing two houses inhabited by zamindars, and a bania's shop, shaded by a chunáár tree. It is situated on the left bank of the Suknág, where the road from Srinagar to Patan crosses it by a good kádát bridge. The stream, which is not usually fordable, is about 100 feet broad with high banks. The buttresses at either end of the bridge are of stone, for which a neighbouring ruin has supplied the materials. The ruin, of which only the plinth now remains, is situated on the right bank of the river, close to the west of the path; it would appear to have been a Hindú temple of similar design to other existing remains. The Haritrat bridge lies about 4 miles east of Patan, and 12 miles north-west of Srinagar; from the right bank of the stream a path lies over the table-lands in a north-easterly direction, towards Shádipúr on the Jhelum.

HARKARTAND—Lat. 33° 21'.  Long. 75° 17'.  Elev.
A fort in the Banihál district, situated on a ridge above the left bank of the Bichlári river, east of Rámsú; it is said to have a garrison of ten sepoys.

The path from the Sháhabád valley by the Rahmúr pass is said to join the Banihál route below this fort.

HARNAG—Lat. 33° 45'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just above the Kanabal bridge to the west of Islamábád.

HAROG—Lat. 33° 14'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A castle in the Bátal district, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhága, a few miles below the junction of the Bichlári. It is placed in a ravine on the banks of the Chang stream, just before it joins the Chenáb, by which means it commands the path. Its appearance, being built chiefly of wood, and its situation, are different from any other in the country; and in the latter respect it reminds the traveller rather of a turreted residence by the side of a trout stream in England. On ascending the hill opposite to
it, the channel of the Chenáb is seen approaching from Doda, in a straight line of 15 or 20 miles in length, forming a fine view. (Vigne.)

HARONG RIVER—Vide "Lungchu."

HARONG LA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 78° 25'. Elev.
A pass south-east of Tankse, on left bank of Harong river. (Tibetan for snow-fed or "snow-descended.")

HARPATNAR—Lat. 33° 50'.
Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village situated at the north-east end of the Khourpara pargana. Its proper name would seem to be Haput Nág, or the bear's spring. It lies at the extremity of a strath covered with the wildest jungle. The place is remarkable for its copper mines, which formerly gave employment to numbers of workmen. When Vigne visited the mines, the principal one extended into the quartzose rock, for not more than 25 yards; the interior was much coloured by nitrate of copper.

During the summer, Basman, in the Maru Wardwán valley, may be reached by a foot-path from this village.

HARPETKAI—
A mountain torrent, which takes its rise on the slopes of the watershed between Púneh and the valley of the Jhelum; it flows in a northerly direction, and empties itself into the Jhelum, in lat. 34° 8', long. 74° 13', between Naóshera and Uri. The road along the valley of the Jhelum is carried across the Harpetkai by a bridge, at a spot where the torrent has carved for itself a deep passage through the solid rock.

HARPO—
A valley in Rondú (Baltistán), which is drained by a stream called Oanehu, which joins the left bank of the Indus just below the fort of Rondú. It contains the following villages and hamlets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harpo Gubor</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpo Gear</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilamik Ulbu</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inhabitants are very poor indeed. The road to the Harpu La runs up this valley. (Aylmer.)
HARPO PASS—Lat. 35° 24’. Long. 75° 9’. Elev. 16,785’. A pass leading from the Parashing valley (Astor) to the Harpo valley (Rondu). It is said to open in July. It does not seem much used. (Aylmer.)

HARRAN—Lat. 34° 4’. Long. 74° 45’. Elev. A village containing two houses, situated on the edge of the Hokar Sár morass, to the east of Sylbág.

HARRIDANA—Lat. 34° 28’. Long. 74° 10’. Elev. A hamlet in the Uttar pargana. The traveller Forster, who spent the night here on the 13th June 1788, on his way to Mozafarabad, says it was then situated 3 miles within the boundary of the province of Kashmir.

HARRIKAN GALI—Lat. 33° 41’. Long. 75° 25’. Elev. One of the three pathways from the village of Shángas, which lie over the range between the Kuthár pargana and the Nowbág Nai. It is the best of all the roads leading into the Nowbág valley; the slopes, both in ascending and descending, are very gradual, generally not more than 4 or 5 in 100 feet. (Montgomerie.)

HARWIN—Lat. 34° 24’. Long. 74° 28’. Elev. A village in the Zainagír pargana, situated at the foot of the range which divides that pargana from the Loláb valley; it is distant about 9 miles north of Soñur, and 8 miles south of Lalpúr, on a good path which crosses the range of hills to the north of the village, which are of no great elevation. There are about twenty houses in the village, the inhabitants being both zamindars and miners. Ore is found in the mountain-side at Yimbarzelwon, about 2 kos distant from Harwin; but all the hills about are said to have more or less iron. The mines are only worked during the summer months, and the outturn is very small and of inferior quality, amounting, it is stated, to only three kharwás (43½b) annually, of which the government takes two thirds, at the rate of R16 for each kharwár, the remainder being disposed of locally, at the rate of five seers for the rupee (Kashmir currency).

HASHUPI—Lat. 35° 31’. Long. 75° 43’. Elev. A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán), on the left bank of the Shigar. It contains 66 houses. (Aylmer.)

HASORA— The Dográ name for Astor (q.v.).

HATTAN OR HATTI—Lat. 34° 10’. Long. 73° 47’. Elev. A very small village situated on the mountain-side far above and overlooking the left bank of the Jhelum. It lies about 54 miles west of Barnámúla, on the road leading towards Marí, where the old and new roads
separate. Below the village on the bank of the river there is a bungalow for the accommodation of travellers, and a well-shaded spot for encamping, situated on the banks of a mountain torrent, which here flows into the Jhelum. Coolies and supplies are procurable. (Allgood—Ince.)

HATMALÚ—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.
A village situated on the south side of Uttar pargana. Many of the inhabitants of Warpúra, a village lying to the south-east, migrated to this place some years ago. (Montgomery.)

HATTI—Lat. 32° 55'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
This village, with which is included Ghari, lies about 7 miles north-east of Dansal, near the point where the roads from Jamú to Kashmir and Udampúr separate. These villages, which contain about twenty mud-built houses, are surrounded with cultivation, rice being first here met with on the road towards Kashmir. By the path on the south-west side of the village, there are two old towers, one of brick and the other masonry; both are loopholed.

HATTIAN—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 73° 40'. Elev.
A village in the district of Dopatta, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 17 miles south-east of Mozafarabád, on the road between that place and Baramúla.

At Hattian the banks of the Jhelum are low, and near the village a rope bridge crosses the river; the fort of Shekara Kala stands on a mountain on the other side. Baron Hügel states that Hattian is the most northerly point in this direction to which the Hindús are known to have migrated after their subjection to Muhammadan power; when he visited it, there were fifteen families settled in the place. There is an old bungalow for the accommodation of travellers, and supplies are procurable in moderate quantities. (Hügel—Ince.)

HATU PÍR—Lat. 35° 33'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev. 10,254'.
A great spur from Nanga Parbat which juts out northwards, and forms a sort of promontory between the Indus and Astor rivers. The horse-road from Astor to Rámghát has to cross this spur, and this probably is the worst part of the whole road to Gilgit. From the Astor river to the highest point which the road reaches is an ascent of quite 6,000 feet, and the zig-zag road is very steep and rough, the whole hill-side being a mass of rock and shale. The descent to Rámghát takes laden mules about three hours, although the distance from the top is only about 5 miles. In summer nothing could be more trying than the ascent of this hill, as there is neither shade nor water en route. As may be supposed, from the summit a very fine view of the Indus valley is obtained. A new road has been made which runs along the lower slopes of the hill, but this is seldom in a fit state for use, as landslips frequently destroy it. The road shown
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in the map of "Gilgit and Astor," 1882, is the now rarely-used "new road." It is certainly much less trying than the old road. The following account of it is descriptive of the road as it was in 1886 after having been placed in temporary repair:—

"On leaving Râmgâhât there is a steep ascent for about 2,000' in two miles by the old road. It then turns off to the left. It is very rocky, with considerable ups and downs; at one place there is a dip of at least 9,000'. At about 6 miles from Râmgâhât the top of the ascent is reached, and the road is now fairly level for about a mile along the rocky hillsides. At 7 miles reach the middle hamlet of ïdâsân. Horses can be taken by this road, but must be led for at least a couple of miles." (McNair—Barrow.)

HAYL—
A small stream which takes its rise on the mountain range to the northwest of the Künd Kaplas tarns, and flowing in a northerly and north-eastery direction, passes through the town of Badrawâr, and empties itself into the Nerû river, in lat. 32° 59', long. 75° 45', below the village of Kotî.

HEMASILI—Lat. 35° 43'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev. A village on the right bank of the Bâsha river (Baltistán). It contains twenty-five houses. (Aylmer.)

HEM-BAPS—Vide "Drâs."

HEMIS—
A kârdârî or collectorate of the province of Ladâk. It now includes the small districts of Gya and Ronâ. Among the villages are—Hemis, Skio-Markha (beyond the Indus watershed), Masho, Stakna, Gya, Shang, Tírî, Upshi, Chamathang and Nima-Mud—the largest being Masho, containing about a hundred houses. The cash revenue is about Rs.5,000. Most of the lands are held by the monastery, which is only nominally taxed, and a considerable portion even of that is remitted by the State. Hamí belongs to this kârdârî, and its monastery is subordinate to that of Hemis. (Radha Kishen—Aylmer.)

HEMIS or HEMIS GONPÁ—Lat. 35° 53'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev. "The largest and wealthiest monastery in Ladâk. It is on the left bank of the Indus, 18 miles above Lâh, situated at the top of a singularly wild and solitary glen. The view from below the monastery is wonderfully picturesque. The white walls, with their dark squares of window and door, and thick red lines of coping, from which project here and there poles topped with the bushy yak's tail, spread over the cliffs tier above tier, and with great masses of bare rock protruding amongst them, appear isolated in the very crowd of their assemblage. The buildings cover a considerable surface, and form a small town. It is said to contain eight hundred monks and nuns (Bellem). Wazir Radha Kishen gives the number
of monks and nuns as four hundred (1888) (Aylmer). Snow lies here for nearly three months every year.” (Bellow.)

HEMIS SHUKPA—Lat. 34° 19'. Long. 76° 8'. Elev.
“Named after a grove of a hundred or two large shukpa, or pencil-cedar trees, which here grow about on a stony mound. The girth of several of these trees is 6 or 7 feet, and some that have irregular trunks measure 10 feet or more; they taper quickly upwards, reaching to a height of about 40 feet. It is a holy grove protected by the gods, and disease and misfortune are said to overtake those who commit sacrilege against it. There are the remains of a fort or tower here, which were built by the Sopko invaders of Ladak towards the end of the seventeenth century.” Hemis Shukpa lies between Timisgam and Khalsi, some miles from the right bank of the Indus. (Drew—Henderson.)

HEMIYA—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, between Upshi and Puga rivulet. Supplies procurable. There is sometimes a wooden bridge here, rickety and not safe for laden animals, which is generally washed away in July.

HENGO—Lat. 35° 35'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A village lying in the hills to the south of the village of Rondu. It consists of twenty-two houses. Its inhabitants are Brokpas. (Aylmer.)

HESKU HENISKOT or HANADKU—
Lat. 34° 16'. Long. 76° 45'. Elev.
A small village of sixteen houses on the right bank of the Kanji river. It is passed on the route from Kashmir to Leh, between the Namyik La and Fotu La. The river is crossed 1 mile below by a spar bridge. The stream is generally fordable just below the village. (Bellow—Cunningham—Aylmer.)

HIDRABÁD—Lat 34°. Long. 74° 7'. Elev.
A very small village situated to the north of the Haji Pir on the road between Uri and Punch; it lies about half-way up the steep side of a very lofty range of mountains, which forms one side of a deep and narrow valley traversed by the Shah-ka-kata torrent. There are two bungalows for the use of travellers close to the village. Supplies of food and cooked are very precarious. (Vigne—Hervey—Ince.)

HILBU—Lat. 35° 39'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.
A small pargana in the ilaka of Rondu (Baltistan). It includes the villages of Hilbu, Silbu and Sasper. It lies on the left bank of the Indus and possesses thirty houses. The inhabitants are Brokpas. Below Sasper
the road down the left bank of the It bus stops. A path leads high up the mountains to the lovely village of Bulachi.

HILLAR—Lat. 33° 34'.
Long. 75° 14'.
Elev.
A large village situated on the south-west side of the Sháhabád valley, on the stream flowing from the Vetarittar springs; it is said to contain about one hundred inhabitants.

HINDÚ RÁJ—
A name which may conveniently be applied to the great watershed separating Gilgit, Yasin, and Chitral on the north, from Köhistán and Shináka to the south. This range runs from the very bank of the Indus, opposite Búnji, right away to the Kunar valley. To the east its peaks are about 15,000 feet high, but in the west they rise to 20,000 feet. The perpetual snow line is at about 16,000 feet. The range is a very important geographical feature, for it separates the rainless tracts of Gilgit and Yasin from the well-watered regions on the south. To the north vegetation is limited to a narrow belt, the general altitude of which may be stated to be from 9,500 feet to 12,500 feet; while to the south the forests are magnificent. As a rule, the slopes on both sides are easy and down-like. Broadly speaking, also, their range may be regarded as the dividing line between Sumás and Shías, the people to the north being almost entirely Shías. The name Hindú Rág is not one generally known, and may not be altogether correct, but it supplies a want. The passes over this range are Dodargali, Chonchat, Kinejat, Bariben, etc. (Tanner—Aylmer.)

HINDÚTAK DÍWAN PASS or HINDÚ TÁGH—
Lat. 36° 25'.
Long. 78° 50'.
Elev. 17,000'.
A pass leading over the Klüenlun mountain into Khotán. The road to it leaves the Karakorâm route at Suget, and lies for two marches up the Karakash river. Robert Schlagendweit crossed this pass from a camping ground called Sumgal, on the Karakash river. He estimated its height to be 17,379 feet. At the top there is a much-crevassed and extremely steep glacier. The road by this pass can only be used by foot-passengers. (Johnson—Trotter.)

HINGPÚRA—Lat. 33° 27'.
Long. 75° 24'.
Elev.
A village situated at the extreme south-east end of the Sháhabád valley; it extends for some distance on both sides of the Sándran river, which is crossed by a kadal bridge, or it may be forded. It is inhabited exclusively by Gújars, who occupy flat-roofed log-huts. The path by the Nand Márj pass lies through the village.

HINJO LA—Lat. 34° 9'.
Long. 77° 5'.
Elev. 18,513'.
A pass between the Wanla and Sündah valleys in the kardóri of Lamayuru (Ladák). Ward says it is open by 15th May. (Aylmer.)
HINZAL—Lat. 35° 58'. Long. 74° 14' 30'. Elev. 5,150'.
A small hamlet on the left bank of the Gilgit river, about 8 miles above that place. It only contains about eight or ten houses, but it is usually made the first stage out of Gilgit. (Barrow.)

HIRANAGAR—
A village of about three hundred houses with a small bazaar, settled by Raja Hira Singh about A.D. 1841. He removed the inhabitants from the old site (about one mile distant next the fort of Jas-mirgarh when he repaired that fort) and endeavoured to attract traders and make a town at the new site of Hirangar. The village is, however, now in a very depressed condition. There are some good wells. It is chiefly occupied by Brahmins and Mins, and used to be the head-quarters of the Jas-mirgarh tahsil. The tahsildar now lives in Jarsata. The neighbourhood swarms with nilgai and deer.—(Wingate.)

HIRPURA—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 74° 46'. Elev.
A small and scattered village lying about 7 miles south-west of Shupion on the road towards the Pir Panjali pass.

It is prettily situated on the right bank of the Rembiara, in the middle of the valley, which is here about half a mile wide. There is a village on the other side of the river almost opposite to it, which bears the same name. An old Mogul sardar offers scanty accommodation for travellers, but there is level ground available for encamping. The neighbourhood of the village is well cultivated. Some supplies are procurable, and water from the stream. Coolies for crossing the Pir Panjali should be engaged at Shupion, to go through to Baramula. (Haugel—Allgood—Ince—Aylmer.)

HISPAR PASS—See "NUSHIK LA."

HIWAR—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A village situated in a gorge of the mountains on the north side of the Shabahabad valley, above the right bank of the Sardan river, which is crossed by a rough bridge below it. It is inhabited by six families of zamindars and two Saiads. The Brang valley may be reached by a path from this village.

HOFATA or HONUPATTA—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 76° 55'. Elev. 12,400'.
A village in the Wanla valley, north of the Sirsa La, on the route from Kishtwar to Leth via Zanskar. Cultivation consists of only a narrow strip along the bank of the stream. Lucerne plentiful. Some poplars and willows and large juniper trees. (Thomson.)

HOKARSAR—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev.
A weedy and extensive morass in the centre of the valley of Kashmir to
the west of Srinagar; it is separated longitudinally from the Jhelum by a dam, but communicates with it by means of canals and flood-gates.

Vigne remarks that were it not for the dams which confine the river in many places, the lower surface of the valley would be entirely covered in flood-time. A banded pathway is carried across the morass between the Hanjik wudar and the village of Sybúg.

HOKRA—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.
A village situated at the north-west end of the Bring pargana, of which it is the tahsil station.

HOKSAR—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev. 13,315.
A pass lying over the range of mountains between the Nowbúg Nai and Maru Wardwán valley.

HOLNA or HULIN—Lat. 33° 27'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A village consisting of three or four houses, situated on the right bank of the Banihál stream, just opposite the village of Banihál, and a few hundred yards distant from it.

HÓLNAR or HULAR—Lat. Long. Elev. 14,637'.
A pass between the Kel Dara and the Samgan valley. It is easy and practicable for laden cattle. It is said to remain open for six months. (Abmad Ali Khán—Aylmer.)

HONZAL—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
A village situated at the northern end of the Dachin valley, on the right bank of the Maru Wardwán river; it is said to contain five or six houses inhabited by Hindu.

HOPRÚ—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 74° 47'. Elev.
A considerable village of thatched houses, situated rather more than a mile north-west of Chrár. It is surrounded with some cultivation.

HOTO—Lat. 35° 24'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Skardú (Baltistán) on the left bank of the Indus, at the extreme western end of the Skardú plain. It suffers considerably from the encroachment of the Indus. It contains about sixty houses. (Aylmer.)

HOTO—Lat. 35° 42'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Braldú river (Baltistán). It contains eighteen houses. (Aylmer.)

HUNDAR—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev. 10,300', approx.
A village on the left bank of the Shyok, about 7 miles below its junction with the Nubrá river. It is a halting-place on the route from the Nubrá
valley to Skardú via the valley of the Shyok. The river is here divided into several channels. One branch of it, crossed by Dr. Thomson in October (22nd), was not less than 300 feet wide at the ford above Hundar.

It is one of the most populous villages in Nubrá. Very fine orchards of apricot trees here. Opposite Hundar the valley is about 2 miles wide. The Hundar stream is crossed by a substantial bridge. The village contains sixty houses, forty of which pay taxes. The inhabitants are said to possess seven horses, sixty-four horned cattle, and five hundred and fifty goats and sheep. A road from here leads up the Hundar stream. It then divides; one branch goes to Leh via the Thanglasgo pass, the other communicates with the Snimo and Llikir valleys. The camping ground is in an orchard. Supplies procurable. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

HUNZA—

Hunza district lies chiefly to the north of the river of the same name, which also divides the districts of Hunza and Nagar. It is bounded on the north by the Barbar range, very lofty and snow-clad peaks as high as 25,000 feet; on the west by the Budalas spur, about 15,000 feet high; and on the east by the Shimsbál hills, about 22,000 feet, with perpetual snow.

In the same latitude, but east and west of Hunza fort, are the villages of Attabád and Máyún, which form the limit of the Hunza district on the north of the river. From Attabád northwards to the Kilik pass the country is called Gujál, and on the left bank of the river from the Kilik pass southwards it is known as Shimsbál. Gujál and Shimsbál are under Hunza.

Gujál consists of sixteen villages, Hunza sixteen, and Shimsbál two. There was no way of getting an idea about population, save in a few cases, which will be found in the list attached.

Hunza is about 8,000 feet above sea-level, the villages on the northwest rise gradually to about 1,000 feet higher, while those on the west descend gradually as much lower.

The Hunza district can muster about 5,000 fighting-men, fairly reliable in any emergency, armed with matchlocks, swords, and shields. In the fort are kept three guns and eleven sker-bachas—most deadly if you come close enough! A good supply of ammunition is always kept, and sulphur is very largely manufactured from some blackish, hard mud, which is put into large cauldrons of iron, together with a certain quantity of butter, and heated till the latter seems to draw out all the sulphur, which is carefully collected and made to settle in wooden pots. To 5 seers of mud a seer of butter is used, and between 2 and 3 seers of sulphur are extracted. Saltpetre is also obtained from a similar source. Gunpowder is manufactured, but lead is procured from Kashmir.

The present chief, Mir Sáfír Alí Khán, ascended the gaddi after destroying his own father, into whom he put twelve bullets! He is well liked by his ryots when compared with his father, who was a bad man. The
chief considers himself a subject of China, and keeps up communication with Russia. When I was there, a man named Saiad Hasan, disguised as a trader, came to the chief with four horses and a great variety of saddles and trappings, which were really a *nazar* from the Badakhshan country. He came via Wakhán, and was the bearer of an important letter for Mir Safdar Ali Khán. The latter made himself unnecessarily disagreeable, and on his conduct Captain A. Durand has most likely reported.

The men of Hunza are Muhammadans, *Mughli Shias* by caste, and are perpetually fighting, on the score of religion, with the Nagar people, who are *Shias*. They permit the use of wine, are untruthful, and generally untrustworthy.

**Taxes.**—It is ordered that any one digging for gold in winter and summer has to give 4 *masha* for the season; and any man getting married has to pay 8 *mashas*; and when the chief's daughter is married, he gets 3 rupees from every family. In summer every possessor of a cow or a bullock has to supply a seer and a half of butter to His Highness. Every family delivers yearly 2 *hechaks* (equivalent to 23 seers) of corn, and those who cultivate grass (as there is none in the country) have to give a goat or sheep per family. Fines are imposed on all offenders in the form of cattle or gold.

In addition to the foregoing revenue, some good land is reserved, cultivated by ryots, and the produce in full made over to the chief.

On each of the streams that flow down the southern slope of the Barbar range into the Hunza river, there is a village owing to convenience of water-supply, and these are built of wood and stone in the style of forts, but not sufficiently substantial to resist cannon. The habitations within the walls are closely grouped, and each is usually occupied by one family, or in some cases by two.

Approximately, the population of Hunza is ten thousand.

Canals are brought down from all the streams, at the head of which are glaciers, the country is consequently well watered and famines are never experienced.

No rain-crops are cultivated. Usually there is only one crop in the year, sown about April and reaped in October or November. Wheat, barley, *china*, *kaqusi*, *tormba*, and peas are the chief grains. The inhabitants do not send out any of the produce to other places, hence have always plenty.

The fields are enclosed by walls constructed of stones, and being usually in terraces on the hill-slopes, it is difficult to get from one to the other.

The country is very rich in fruit: grapes, apricots, peaches, mulberries, apples, pears, and walnuts are produced largely, and of very excellent quality. Oil is extracted from apricot kernels and from walnuts.
Panjábf salt is imported from Kashmir, but salt and sugar are luxuries indulged in only by the rich.

The people prize English goods immensely, and are visited by Yárkand and Badakhshán traders, who supply them with piece-goods, sugar, and tea.

A coarse tobacco is grown to a slight extent. The market rates are not very variable:

- Wheat: 23 seers (2 hechuka or 16 hari) for 1 rupee.
- Butter: 1½ " (1 maitash) for 1 rupee.
- Gold: 1 tull or 8 moshás from R10 to R12.

Cattle.—Sheep are abundant, of a small breed with short tails, whose wool is used for puttu. The goats are large, with very soft silky wool, or hair immediately next to the skin under the ordinary lank stiff hair. The former is used for making pashmina.

The cows and bullocks are of a very sturdy breed, with thick legs and very short tails. They are usually black in colour, and not very unlike a buffalo in general appearance. These, as also animals of the canine species, have the silky material above mentioned, but it is not used.

The horses are of the Yárkand breed, with long hair, mane and tail; and with hard hoofs, which never require shoeing.

Bùm (Mdrkhor) and Maisrs (in Kashmir called kel) (ibex) are to be found, but in such precipitous and almost inaccessible places as to be beyond the reach of any ordinary sportsman. Pashmina is made from their hair. Orial are also obtainable in comparatively easy ground.

Rivers.—Towards the end of March the snow begins to melt, and the Hunza river swells, and is quite impassable for about six months (till October) for men and animals. No boats or bridges exist, but in very emergent cases, and when bound on a long journey, men contrive to swim across assisted by their horses, to whose sides and their own they attach inflated goat-skin bags. Ordinarily men, women, and children cross over on narás (ropes slung across from bank to bank attached to pillars of stone). It requires a great deal of nerve to cross by this means, as one has very little footing on the three ropes knotted together, and has to hold on to side ropes. This, together with the oscillation, when the centre is reached, produces a feeling of sickness, which is only relieved when the bank is safely reached.

The Hunza river rises at the Kilik pass and flows for 125 miles to its junction with the Gilgit river. There are two narás over the Hunza river, from the Hunza to the Nagar bank; one near the village of Pisan (Nagar), and the other 2½ miles south of Hunza fort. There is also a third, 6 miles north of Nagar, over the Nagar river, at a point where the banks are 600 feet high. All the small streams are bridged during the warm months, owing to the strength of the current, but during the winter proper both
the smaller and the larger ones can be crossed at any point with a little care. The general width of the Hunza river in the summer months is 300 feet and the depth 6 feet. The current is always very rapid, over a rocky bed. In the winter months it subsides to a width of 100 feet and a depth of from 2 to 3 feet.

A small quantity of gold is found in this river, a single man earning as much as two rupees daily. The gold is obtained by sifting and washing the sand and then adding mercury, to which the particles of gold adhere.

PASSES.—North-west of Hunza fort, at the head of the Muchichul, is the pass of the same name, at an approximate height of 18,000 feet; which, after the road is crossed, goes on to Ishkáman. Nothing more is known of this pass, as none of the party visited it. The Muchichul stream joins the Hunza river at Hasanábad. North-east of Hunza fort is the village of Pasu, at the junction of the Shimshál with the Hunza; and at the head of the former is the Shimshál pass, approximate elevation 17,000 feet. Nothing has been seen of this kotal, but, from enquiries made, there is every reason to believe that it is fairly easy and leads to Yarkand. At the head of the Hunza river is the Kilik pass, elevation about 18,000 feet, on the road from Hunza to Wakhán. This is one of the two chief routes between Kashmir and Badakhshán, and in consequence much used.

ROADS.—From Hunza to Chalt via Mâyún and Budalas, a distance of 54 miles, the road keeps to the right bank of the Hunza river, and is very rough for equestrians, who in some places have to dismount and lead their cattle. In four days light luggage can be carried from Hunza to Chalt by coolies. From Hunza to Pasu, a distance of about 30 miles (locally 15 kós), the road passes over very rough ground, and at that point it bifurcates. One branch, crossing the Hunza, ascends the Shimshál pass, a distance of about 80 miles (locally 40 kós). This is, from enquiry, only used by foot-passengers, no cattle being able to traverse it owing to its being in the bed of a stream, which is frozen in winter and full of water in summer. The other branch from Pasu goes along the right bank of the Hunza river and up the Kilik kotal to a distance of 60 miles (locally 30 kós) from Pasu.

The latter is used almost throughout the year, chiefly by traders from Yarkand and Badakhshán, who are in no way taxed by the Hunza people.

DISEASES.—Cholera is unknown. Fever, with or without ague, is prevalent during the warm months, but it is of a mild form and very seldom fatal. About 40 per cent. of the inhabitants suffer from goitre. Weak eyes are also frequent, and are said to be caused by the smoke of an oily plant used for illumination. The universal and only remedies are branding and bleeding.

Snow to a depth of 9 feet covers the whole country in the vicinity of
Hunza, and lower down, from December to February, and on the higher
ground it lies to a depth of 18 feet from November to March. During
this season the people remain in their houses night and day, having pre-
viously laid in a supply of flour (the mills being blockaded), dried meat
(sheep grow thin and die from the effects of the cold), wood and water.
The cattle, too, are housed, a sufficiency of fodder being stored beforehand.
June, July and August are the only mild months; at other times there is
perpetual wind and cold.

In every village there is a wazir, a Trangfa (mukaddam) and a Charba
(kotudal), all paid servants of the raja. The wazirs of Hunza, by name
Dádu, and of Gujál, Sarhang Mahammad, are immediately under the raja.
(Ahmad Ali Khán, 1889.)

HÚPAR—Lat. 36° 16'.
Long. 73° 44'.
Elev. 6,448'.
A spot which marks the extreme north-western limit of the maharája of
Kashmir's dominions, and the boundary between Puniál and Yasin. It lies
on the right bank of the Gilgit river. It is a convenient intermediate stage
between Gakúch and Roshan, but the camping ground is narrow and con-
fined.

Here the Puniál raja keeps a small guard, whose business it is to light a
signal-fire on the approach of an enemy. To hold the position would
require a couple of hundred men.

Húpar, being enclosed by high, steep rocky hills, is intensely hot
in summer. Good water from a stream which comes from the south.
Up this stream, 2,000 or 3,000 feet above Húpar, there are traces of a large
settlement in times gone by. Just short of Húpar, on the Gakúch side, there is a very difficult parf which might easily be defended by a
couple of hundred men against any number.

There are two roads past it, one of which only can be traversed by horses.
The Yasinís have a guard at a place called Shedods, on the opposite bank.
Fide article 'Húpar Parf.' (Barrow—Drew.)

HÚPAR PARF—Lat. 36° 16'.
Long. 73° 45'.
Elev.
A rocky spur on the right bank of the Gilgit river, between Gakúch and
Roshan, and about a mile short of Húpar (q.v.). This is one of the most
difficult places on the whole road between Gilgit and Chitrál. At 7½ miles
from Gakúch the road bifurcates; the lower path is fit only for men on
foot, and is, in places, very dangerous; clefts in the face of the rock have
to be crossed by clambering up notched beams placed obliquely from
wall to wall. This path winds along the cliffs at varying heights from
the river-level to 500 feet above it. The other path is just practicable for
laden ponies, but is very steep and rocky. It rises a good thousand feet
above the river and goes over a shoulder of the cliff. (Barrow.)

HUSHE—
A river in Baltistán running into the Shyok river from the north above
Khapalu. The valley presents a very varied character of scenery, from villages surrounded with stately trees and luxuriant vegetation up to regions of desolation, of lofty snow-clad peaks and vast glaciers. The river above the village of Hushé consists of three branches ending in glaciers. The main stream issues from a cavern at foot of a very large glacier. (Goddin-Austen.)

HUSHÉ—Lat. 35° 27'. Long. 76° 25'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán on the left bank of the river of the same name.

HÜSINGAM or HUSIKO1—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village in the Tilail valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, which is bridged beneath it. It is said to contain five houses inhabited by Muhammadian zamindars.

HUTHWOR—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Awántipúr and Pampúr.

HUZAKHAR—Lat. 35° 15'. Long. 79° 20'. Elev. 16,684'.
A halting-place on the Changchenmo route (eastern variation), situated 15 miles north of Tsothang and 16 miles south of Mapothang (or Thaldat). Camp about 20 yards to the east of a small lake, which is difficult to find, from its being in a deep hollow in a plain. Water of lake brackish, but a small spring of fresh water flows out of the high bank into it. "The whole country, with the exception of that to the west, where the hills rise to a greater height, has the appearance of having been the bed of very large lakes of various levels, and seems to be subject at the present time to inundation in the months of April and May, during which period the snow melts on the hills." (Johnson.)
ÍBKOT—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.
A village in the Karnao district, situated on the left bank of the Kazí Nág stream, on a sloping spur which drops perpendicularly to the water's edge. It is separated by a deep ravine from the village of Badarkot, lying to the south. There are a few trees in the village, which contains twenty houses inhabited by zamindars. The cultivation about is mostly confined to dry crops.

IDJ—
A stream which takes its rise in the forests on the slope of the hills at the south-west end of the Uttar pargana, and, flowing parallel to the Kamil, joins that river in lat. 34° 31', long. 74° 16', just above the confluence of the Loláb stream. (Montgomerie.)

ILLIGAM—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev.
A village in the Rámál pargana, situated rather more than a mile south-east of Shulurah, on the road towards Sopur. It is divided into three mahallas, that to the north being known as Shaikhpura, in the middle Batpura, and to the south Magripura.

In Shaikhpura there is a masjid, the zíárat of Saiad Karam, and four houses inhabited by zamindars. In Batpura there is also a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by zamíndars. In this mahalla is situated the thána, tahasil, and the zíárat of Jumal Muthú, with its clump of chunár trees; close to which the Muthú Nág, a clear cold spring, rises in a small basin shaded by some fine poplar trees; a sloping grassy bank by the side of the spring offers a pleasant site for encamping. In the Magripura mahalla there are two masjids, and four families of zamindars, two múllas, and a dúa.

A small stream which flows through the village is crossed by a bridge. There are a variety of fruit and other trees about the place, and extensive rice-fields surround it.

Illigam, with fifteen other villages in the same district, is held in jagir by Sardar Amar Singh, the brother of the maharaja. Coolies and supplies are procurable.

IMBERSILWAR—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev.
A village situated on the slopes of the mountains, on the north side of the Zainagir pargana. There is a direct road from this village to Tikpura, in the Loláb valley, which after the least rain becomes impassable for laden ponies, though the villagers state that they can and do go by it. (Montgomerie.)
IMB—IND

GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

IMBRA—Lat. 32° 59'.

Long. 75° 10'.

Elev.

A village in Jamú, situated about 2 miles north of Krímchi, by the path leading towards Rámbán. It lies above the left bank of the Biru Kán stream.

INDUS RIVER—

According to the latest information the source of the Indus lies to the north-west of the Holy Lakes of Manasa Rowara and Rowan Rúd, in the south-western slopes of the Káilás mountain (22,000 feet), in north lat. 31° 20', and east long. 80° 30', at an estimated height of 17,000 feet. Near its source it bears the name of Sin Khathab, or "lion’s mouth." It first takes a north-westerly direction to Tashigong, about 120 miles from the place of its reputed source. From its source to Garo, the Indus was followed by Moorcroft in 1812. Within 8 or 10 miles of its source it was 240 feet broad and 24 feet deep in July, and at Garo, about 50 miles from its source, it was a clear, broad, rapid, but not deep, river. There is, however, another branch, Singé Chút, of the Indus which rises in Singi Tót in Nári Khórsom, on the northern slopes of the Káilás, and running north for 100 miles then turns west under the mountain of Aling Kangú, 23,000 feet above the sea, and, after a course of about 60 miles, joins the Gartok river at Tashigong, having itself received a considerable feeder called the Lung Chút, about 20 miles above that junction. The elevation of the country through which these streams flow varies from 15,000 to 18,000 feet.

The united stream now bears the name of the northern confluent Singé Chút or Indus.

Below Tashigong the first point at which the river has been visited is at Demchok, 14,000 feet above the sea, by H. Strachey, which is the boundary between Chinese territory and the district of Hanlé in Ladák. It here leaves the table-land through which it has previously flowed and enters the deep gorges between the Himalayas and the Káilás. (Strachey followed it from here.) At the junction of the Hanlé river, about 60 miles below Tashigong, which was the first point at which Thomson visited it, it had an elevation of 13,800 feet; it was a muddy, torpid stream, without any apparent current, about 4 feet deep and 20 or 25 feet wide. Thomson says of its probable course above this point:

"It would appear to have a rocky and rugged channel. Such at least was the description given to us by our guides, and as the mountains on the south-west appeared to close in very abruptly within a very short distance of the junction of the Hanlé, we could not doubt that the open and level plain which we found on this portion of the river’s course was of limited extent, and quite an exceptional feature in the character of the country through which the Indus flows.

"From the great elevation and abrupt slope of the range which runs parallel to the Hanlé river on the east, there can be no doubt that the spurs which it sends down on its north-east slope towards the Indus must be bold and rocky; and though the hills on the left bank of the Hanlé river are much less elevated, yet they rise as they advance to the eastward."
From this point Thomson followed it to the junction of the Puga rivulet from the south. The river varies much in width, being seldom less than 25 yards, and sometimes as much as 80 yards, the stream very gentle, not exceeding 2 miles an hour, except in a few rapids, and it was in most places fordable. It then gradually assumes a more northerly course, the mountains on either side approach much more closely than formerly, and those on the right continue extremely lofty; the river now flows more rapidly, but is often wider and more shallow, one rapid being not less than 150 yards in width.

Banks of alluvial clay are here interposed between the mountains and the river, forming cliffs which attain not unfrequently an elevation of 50 feet as at Ranak, about 260 miles from its source, and a few miles above the junction of the Puga rivulet. Cunningham measured it in September 1847. It was here 240 feet broad, mean depth of 1.7916 feet, and an extreme depth of only 3 feet. The greatest surface velocity was 3.658 feet per second, or 24 miles per hour, and its mean surface velocity was 2.727 feet per second or nearly 1 mile and 7 furlongs per hour. From this data the discharge of the Indus would only be 774 cubic feet per second. The stream at this point was quite clear between grassy banks, half sand and half mud. Below this the character of the stream becomes quite changed, the waters rushing impetuously down a narrow channel full of huge boulders and enormous rocks.

Drew gives a description of this portion of the river from near the junction of the Hanlé stream where the river takes a sudden bend to the south-west. He says:

"We find ourselves in a level plain, of an average width of 2 miles, which stretches far to the south-east; near where flows the river is a thin growth of grass which makes the plain by far the most important pasture-ground in Rupah."  

The mountains which bound the valley on both sides rise to 19,000 and 20,000 feet,—that is to say, they are about 6,000 feet above the flat. On the north-east the crest of the ridge is about 8 miles distant. Below the junction of the Hanlé stream the river takes the north-westerly direction, and widens "into a plain some 4 miles across, sandy at the outer portions, but covered about with pasture where the river flows through it. There are some small isolated rocks here projecting up the plain."

... Here "there are two or three small villages which are the highest in the Indus valley. ... On the left bank is Nidar in a ravine that comes down from the south; it has three houses only. On the right bank are Nimo of twelve houses, and Mad of ten. Nimo is about 14,000 feet above the sea; it shows a tract of bright green at the edge of a great stony expanse. ... The village of Mad is in the next ravine to the east." From here "the Indus was flowing by in a gentle stream with a speed that seemed between 1½ and 2½ miles an hour."
The alluvial flat it flowed through, widened to a breadth of perhaps three quarters of a mile, thus being confined either by the spurs of the hills or by higher alluvial deposits, such as the sides of branch streams." ... To the narrow defile or gorge called Rong, which confines the river south of Upshi, the valley is again open. The Indus flows in a wide, smooth stream, between banks of alluvial gravel with a depth that makes it just fordable; the hills rise in some parts smooth, and with a gentle slope, in others bold and steep, on both sides reaching, within a few miles, to a height of 5,000 feet above the river. The river flows in a north-westerly direction as far as the village of Upshi at the mouth of the Gya ravine, in a narrow valley called Rong, where the river flows between rocks, along which it is difficult to find a practicable path; still there are also villages in the side valleys and a small population finds just enough of cultivable land to get a subsistence from. At Upshi, where Thomson again joined the Indus, the width varied from 30 and 40 to 100 feet, and it was flowing swiftly over large boulders, and quite unfordable. Platforms of alluvium almost level-topped, and often attaining a thickness of 100 feet, are here interposed between the river and the mountains, which, still composed of highly-inclined strata of conglomerate and its associated rocks, advanced in a succession of spurs to the centre of the valley. Just above Marsalang the Indus is crossed by a wooden bridge, and from this place the direction of the valley becomes more westerly, and the mountains on both sides recede considerably from the river, leaving an open space of 5 or 6 miles in width. Drew says:

"Before reaching Léh, the principal village in the river bank is Chushot, where the alluvial flat is half a mile wide and several miles long; this is, therefore, the largest cultivated tract in Ladák. The village has over 200 houses, not concentrated into a village, but scattered over the plain, single or in twos and threes, at intervals of a hundred yards or so."

The valley remains fairly open till the village of Pitak, near Léh, is reached, when it becomes narrow, and the river flows in places, where the road cannot follow it, in narrow inaccessible gorges.

From Ranak to Pitak, the distance is 130 miles, and the direction generally north-west. The fall of the river is 3,200 feet, or 24.6 feet per mile. Above Ranak the Indus is generally fordable, but from thence to Léh it can, as a rule, in summer only, be crossed by bridges. The bed of the Indus at Pitak has an elevation of about 10,500 feet. The river is here a tranquil but somewhat rapid stream, divided into several branches by gravelly islands generally swampy and covered with scrub.

Holding its course still north-west, it is joined about 15 miles below Léh, near the village of Nimo, by the Zanskar river flowing in a direction from south to north. The valley, where the two rivers unite, is very rocky and precipitous, and bends a long way to the south.

The Zanskar is here a very rapid, turbid stream, and Thomson thinks it
contributes considerably more than half the amount of water to the main stream below.

About 30 miles below this point, at Khalsi, the Indus is about 10,000 feet high, and is joined by the Wanla torrent. The valley is generally very barren, with rugged mountains on both sides, but there is a large strip of cultivated land watered from a side stream on the plateau on which the village is situated, and which is 250 feet above the river bed. The river is here crossed by a wooden bridge, and is only about 50 feet wide. The small size of the river, after a course of nearly 400 miles, can only be accounted for by the excessive aridity of the elevated tract through which it flows.

"Besides the villages which are seen along the Indus valley there are several in the side valleys which join from both right and left. At the mouth of these valleys one sees but a narrow* opening; from this they often stretch up for miles, and contain cultivated land and small hamlets." (Drew.)

Every here and there are seen along the river-bank small patches of cultivated land with a proportionate number of habitations. "These white houses contrasting with the bare surrounding country make each little village a charming sight."

Achínathang is a neat and pretty village on a plateau of river alluvium, 200 feet above the water; below this village the valley narrows considerably, and is subject to chances of being dammed up by falling rocks and débris.

Below Achínathang the Hanú stream flows in from the north by a narrow defile. Below its junction "the bottom of the Indus valley is a narrow rock-bound gorge. The river flows in it with an eddied but not uneven surface; its depth must be great to allow the body of water to pass along such a narrow channel, for the width is in one place 65 feet and in another but 46 feet. The walls of this gorge are nearly vertical; above them rise other steep but more broken cliffs; above these the granite retires, but there are greater heights behind. All this is granitic rock. Over this rocky ground the path is a difficult one; a laden horse cannot go along it; and with difficulty can an unladen pony be led. It is the same on both sides of the river. This difficulty of the road isolates the villages of this part of the valley, cuts them off greatly from intercourse, and it prevents the traffic between Ladák and Baltistán from taking this route, which at first one would think to be its natural one. The level of the river is about 9,000 feet, but even at this height the valley in summer time is hot."

Having flowed between 70 and 80 miles below Khalsi in a northwesterly direction, it receives from the south the river of Drás, which has a discharge of not less than 500 cubic feet. The valley here is more open, the mountains, without any diminution of elevation, receding considerably from the river. It now takes a turn to the north as far as

* Similar remark made by the Mölla regarding lateral village in the Indus Kohistán.
the village of Kartaksbo, where it becomes confined within steep and precipitous cliffs, and continues so as far as Tolti, or indeed to Kiris.

"The path is along the river, sometimes in a piece of sandy alluvium, sometimes over the great rugged blocks of a talus, and sometimes on the face of a cliff, washed at the base by the river, the road being carried on precarious-looking timbered galleries fixed into small projections of the rocks. The scenery is always of stony expanse and rugged rocks; only at every few miles a pretty village at the opening of a ravine pleases one by its thick crops and the foliage of its fruit-trees, which here, as we descend the valley, more and more flourish."

The village of Kiris is 40 miles below that of Marol, and is the point where the Shyok joins the Indus. The Shyok valley seems nearly parallel to, and at levels corresponding with, the Indus valley, and has much the same general character. At their junction the Shyok is considerably wider and more rapid than the Indus, being 150 yards wide, while the Indus is but 80 yards. The Indus, however, is much deeper, so that neither river so decidedly preponderates over the other as to enable their relative sizes to be determined at a glance. Probably the discharge of the two is nearly equal.

The direction of the united streams, which are now known by the name of Abā Sin, becomes nearly due north, and it flows for many miles through a narrow ravine to the plain of Skardū, about 30 miles below Kiris. Skardū is the chief place of Baltištān, and here the Shigar valley joins the united streams of the Indus and the Shyok. At the meeting of the waters the valley widens considerably. There is seen between the mountains and the river a curving crescent-shaped plain 20 miles in length, and varying from 1 to 5 miles in width. In the widest part are two isolated hills about 1,000 feet in height. Between these flows the Indus, and immediately below the Indus receives the waters of the Shigar and becomes a river of great volume and speed.

The Indus here was measured by Thomson, who found it 520 feet broad, with a mean depth of 7·11 feet and an extreme depth of 9½ feet. The mean surface velocity was 2·128 feet per second, or about 1½ miles per hour. The greatest surface velocity was 2·586 feet per second, or rather more than 1¾ miles per hour.

From these data, the discharge may be calculated at 4,525 cubic feet per second in the winter. Of this amount, about 2,000 cubic feet are probably supplied by the Shyok river, and the remaining 2,500 cubic feet by the Indus proper.

The Drās probably supplies 500 cubic feet of this, and the Zanskār river 1,000 cubic feet, leaving 1,000 cubic feet for the Indus proper above the junction of the last-named river.

The river Indus here traverses the open valley of Skardū in an extremely winding course. At one time it washes the base of the cliffs
which terminate the projecting mountain spurs, at another it flows between
high banks of alluvial conglomerate or of fine clay. Not unfrequently
these clay cliffs recede to a considerable distance from the river, in which
case the intervening space is generally sandy. A small branch of the
stream, at times little more than a chain of pools, often runs close to the
cliffs, indicating a former channel of the river; and when this is the case
the low ground between the two channels is often swampy and grassy.
The bed of the Indus at this point of its course is very little inclined, the
stream flowing in general very gently over a sandy bed, its surface quite
smooth and tranquil, occasionally only a little rippled in turning round a
projecting rocky spur where its bottom is gravelly, and the inclination
perhaps a little greater. Opposite Skardú the Indus, even in the depth
of winter, is a noble stream, often more than 500 feet wide and 9 or 10
feet deep in the centre.

About 1 mile beyond Kamar, which is the last village on the north
side, and to the west of the Skardú plain, the valley of the Indus contracts
very suddenly, the mountains closing upon the river, and at the point
where it passes from the open plain into the narrow ravine the inclination
of its bed seems to increase and the rapidity of its flow to become much
greater. This result is quite in accordance with what has been observed
in the Nubrá plain. Indeed, narrow valleys are so generally steeply slop-
ing, and wide valleys so generally nearly level, that it can scarcely be
doubted that the inclination of the surface is in some way connected with
the width or amount of excavation of the valley.

For a mile or two beyond the end of the Skardú plain, the mountains
are sufficiently far apart to allow of the interposition of a narrow platform
of conglomerate. Soon, however, even this disappears, and thenceforward
for nearly 50 miles from Skardú the Indus runs through a narrow ravine
of a very uniform character. The mountains on both sides of the river
are extremely steep, and almost uniformly rocky and precipitous. At
distant intervals a small platform of alluvium is interposed between the
cliffs and the river, but much more frequently precipices directly overhang
the stream or steep bare rocks, only not absolutely precipitous.

About 40 miles down the river from Skardú is the village of Rondu
or Mandi which has an elevation of 6,700 feet. The river flows past
some 500 feet below the level of the village between perpendicular
rocks of massive gneiss. In a narrow part it is spanned by a rope
bridge made of birch twigs, which is 370 feet long in the curve with
a fall in it of some 80 feet, the lowest part being about 50 feet above
the stream. The approach to the bridge is over slippery rocks; the path to
it is so narrow and difficult that one’s steps have to be aided in places by
ladders. For a long distance the river flows in a narrow gorge, the
vertical rocks that form it being over 600 feet high.

The elevation of the river here would indicate a fall of about 1,000
feet since leaving Skardú, or, as the river flows very tranquilly till it leaves the Skardú plain, from the village of Kamara, a distance by the road of 29 miles, but not more than 20 miles along the course of the river. This is equivalent to a fall of about 50 feet per mile which, for a stream discharging so large a volume of water, is very considerable indeed, but not more than is indicated by the general turbulent course of the river. Just below Rondu, the Indus is crossed by a good twig suspension bridge, at the village of Shuot. The valley continues to narrow and the mountains to become more precipitous. From the village of Sapser, a short way below the junction of the Tak valley, to Sasil in Haramosh, the Indus valley is without any village. The river rushes wildly through a gloomy gorge whose sides consist of precipitous mountains coming down to the very edge of the torrent. In a few places the water, although rapid, is unbroken and can be crossed on skin rafts, but these breaks are few and always end in a roaring cataract.

The road, which follows the right bank, is constantly forced high up the mountain-side (at the Shingos Pir for over 5,000 feet) only to re-descend at the next side valley. It is with great difficulty that even a lightly-laden coolie can pass along this road. The left bank is absolutely impassable. The heat in this gorge is very great in summer at Sasil, where the river makes its great bend to the south; it is crossed by an extremely shaky twig suspension bridge, which none but the local men will cross.

Below Sasil there are a few small hamlets on and above the right bank, but there are none on the left, which is a waterless tract of country. The road on the left bank is very bad, but that on the right is said to be better.

Just above the junction of the great Gilgit river, the stony, barren plain of Bûnji is reached, which lies along the left bank for a dozen miles.

At the Sai ferry the width of the Indus in flood is quite 300 yards, and it flows at the rate of 6 or 7 miles an hour. The passage is difficult and sometimes dangerous. For particulars vide "Bûnji." (Aylmer.)

Vigne, who viewed the Indus from about 10 miles below this confluence, describes it there as a vast torrent, rushing through a valley 6 or 7 miles wide, and holding a south-westerly course which might be traced downwards for at least 40 miles.

We now come to a portion of the Indus which, until quite lately, has been unexplored. In 1876, however, the Mulla, an explorer of the Survey Department, opened up this country, and since then in "Biddulph's Tribes of the Hindú Kúsh," published in 1880, this portion of the Indus valley is described. Here the great river traverses a distance of some 220 miles, descending from a height of about 5,000 feet to that of 1,200 above the level of the sea at Atak.

Its way winds tortuously through great mountain ranges, where peaks are rarely less than 15,000 feet in height and culminate in the Nanga
Parbat, the well-known mountain, whose height, 28,620 feet, is only exceeded by very few of the great peaks of the Himalayas.

The river in many places is hemmed in so closely by these great ranges that its valley is but a deep-cut narrow gorge, and, as a rule, there is more open space in the lateral valleys nestling between the spurs of the surrounding ranges, than in the principal valley itself. This region up to the borders of British territory, has never been brought into subjection by any of the surrounding powers. Each community elects its own ruler and has little intercourse with its neighbours and with the outer world; it only communicates through the medium of a few individuals who have the privilege of travelling over the country as traders.

Biddulph describes this portion of the Indus valley, called usually the "Indus-Kohistán," as follows:—

"In no other part of the world, probably, is there to be found such a large number of lofty mountains within so confined a space. This immense mass of mountain is intersected by numerous deep valleys, and these, owing to some peculiar geographical formation which I have not remarked in other parts of the Himalayas, are generally narrower at their mouths than higher up. It is not unusual to see among them valleys of from 10 to 30 miles in length, supporting a population varying from 500 to 5,000 souls, with an embouchure so narrow that it is difficult to find a pathway beside the torrent, which issues between overhanging rocks. In addition to this, the enormous rush of water during the summer months from numerous and extensive glaciers and snow-fields impedes communication. . . .

Several valleys exist into and out of which cattle and horses can only pass during two months of the year, and in which the continual falling of huge masses of rock from the steep mountain-sides under the action of frost, snow, and sun frequently sweeps away the narrow and frail pathways. The roads are of the rudest kind, and necessity has made the inhabitants intrepid cragmen.

"Communication is maintained over the rivers at certain points by hanging bridges of plaited birch twigs—a means of crossing which tries the steadiest nerves."

From Bûnji to the village of Gor the road runs along the right bank of the Indus.

Gor is 3½ miles from the river, from which the road is steep and difficult. The road meets the river at the village of Darang. About 15 miles below Darang the Paro stream flows in from the north, and 2½ miles further is another small rivulet called the Gies.

The river here flows in a westerly direction, and at the village of Talpín, where a small stream of the same name flows into the Indus from the north, is a ferry which is used by people proceeding to Bûnji from Chilas. (Fide Gazetteer of the Eastern Hindú Kush.)

Respecting the further course of the river, information will be found in the report (Simla, 1886) compiled in the I. B., Q. M. G.'s Dept.

**INGIMA**—Lat. 34° 25', Long. 74° 3', Elev. A range of hills forming the northern boundary of the Bangas maidán, at the south-west end of the Uttar pargana.
INGRAWARA—Lat. 33° 28'.  Long. 75° 23'.  Elev.
A small village containing three houses, situated at the foot of the hills on the south-west side of the Shāhabād valley, above the left bank of the Sāndran river. It lies just south of Rishpūra.

INKOT OR INGOT—Lat. 34° 58’.  Long. 76° 12’.  Elev.
A village of nine houses in a small valley on the left bank of the Indus in Khurmann (Baltistán). (Aylmer).

INSHIN—Lat. 33° 49’.  Long. 75° 37’.  Elev. 8,143’.
One of the principal villages in the Maru Wardwān valley, situated above the left bank of the river, at the foot of the Char Sar mountain, opposite the junction of the Ghilan torrent. It is distant four marches, east of Islamabād, by way of the Nowbūg valley, and about 84 miles, or seven marches, north of Kūshwār. A kadal bridge, which is now in rather a shaky condition, crosses the Maru Wardwān river below the village; it measures about 60 feet in span between the piers.

There is a masjid in the village, the ziārat of Bābā Dāūd Gūnī, and about ten houses. A torrent which flows past the north side turns two or three mills. There are a few stunted trees about the place, and the cultivation extends down the valley, joining the fields about Wardwān.

The three villages Inshin, Wardwān, and Bata, on the right bank of the river, are included in the same revenue assessment. Supplies cannot be depended upon.

ISHEM—Lat. 34° 6’.  Long. 74°.  Elev.
A small village situated on the road on the left bank of the Jhelum, about midway between Uri and Chāotī. (Allgood.)

ISHKAMPŪRA—Lat. 34° 27’.  Long. 74° 16’.  Elev.
A village in the Machipūra pargana, situated on one of the paths leading from the direction of Sopūr towards Shālarah.

ISKANDARPŪR—Lat. 34° 2’.  Long. 74° 37’.  Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the slope of the spur to the west of the path between Makahāma and Drang.

It is said to contain a masjid, the ziārat of Bābā Tāj Dīn, and thirty houses inhabited by zamindars, a blacksmith, bānia, potter, leather-worker, and a múlla.

ISLAMABĀD—Lat. 33° 44’.  Long. 75° 12’.  Elev.
The largest town in the valley of Kashmir, the city of Srinagar excepted, called Anat Nāg by the Hindus. It is now but a shadow of its former self, containing less than 1,500 houses: many of them are ornamented with most elegant trellis and lattice work. Vigne remarks that their present ruined and neglected appearance is placed in wretched contrast with their once gay and happy condition, and speaks volumes upon the light and joyous prosperity that has long fled the country.

Islamabād is situated about a mile from the right bank of the Jhelum,
near the confluence of the Arpat, Bring, and Sándran streams, and just above the junction of the Lidar; it lies under the western side of an elevated wudar or table-land, upon the edge of which there is a conical hill overlooking the town. This hill, which rises to the height of 5,896 feet (about 350 feet above the level of the town), is composed of a thin strata of fine grey mountain limestone, having a quantity of shingly conglomerate, the remains of a beach, adhering to the slope that fronts the town; it commands an exquisite view of the plain and the mountains at the south end of the valley. From its foot flows the holy fountain of Anat Nág. There are other springs in the immediate neighbourhood; one of them, the Sulik Nág, is strongly impregnated with sulphur. Among the fifteen masjids in the town, is one built to the memory of Rishi Malu, a saint to whose prayers in particular the defeat of Akbar's first attempt to take Kashmir was attributed. There is also a Hindú temple, and a small pleasure-garden called the Sarkári Bágh, which contains the thána, tahsíl, and other government offices, and which is usually occupied by the maharája and his family when visiting the town.

Islamábád is a kusábá or market town, and possesses a well-supplied bazar as well as post and telegraph offices. The Hindús are said to number 250 families, out of a total of 1,450; among the inhabitants are numerous traders and artisans. Shawl-weaving is the principal branch of industry, employing, it is said, about half the population. Handsome saddle-cloths and rugs of various patterns are also largely manufactured, and a government filature was tried but failed.

The navigation of the Jhelum commences at Kanabal, about a mile from Islamábád, where the river flows with a gentle current; the passage by boat to the capital occupies about eighteen hours, the distance by road being 35 miles. The Arpat is crossed by a good kúdal bridge on the south side of the town; it is also usually fordable.

On the west side of the enclosure surrounding the Anat Nág spring, which contains some magnificent chunár trees, there is a large double-storied brick building for the reception of travellers; there are also other smaller pavilions by the side of the tank into which the spring flows.

The following table of distances from Islamábád to places in its vicinity is extracted from Ince's Guide to Kashmir:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Islamábád</td>
<td>Kanabal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins of Martund</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bawán</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caves of Bhalíjá</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achibál</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vernág</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nowbág</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saogám</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kukar Nág</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ISMAIL DE DORI—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev. 12,643'.
A mountain in the range forming the watershed between the western end of the Uttar pargana and Lower Drawār.

That part of the range lying between this mountain and Būranambal to the north-east is called Lumlalút. The rocks along the ridge consist chiefly of slates and schists; the latter apparently contains much silice, with occasionally layers of sandstone. They are generally much contorted, and dip at a high angle in a southerly direction, the general strike varying a point north or south of east and west. In one or two places the rocks seemed to be inverted, as they dipped northerly at a high angle, and with the same strike. The schists are intersected with large veins of quartz. (Montgomerie.)

ISMAILPUR—Lat. 32° 38'. Long. 75°. Elev.
A miserable village situated in the plains, on the path between Samba and Jamū, about 9 miles south-east of the latter place. It possesses a tank overshadowed by a large fig-tree. There is little or no cultivation in the neighbourhood. (Hügel.)

ISPI—Lat. 35° 1'. Long. 74° 58'. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Kamri stream. It contains eight houses. It is situated on a plateau and is watered by a small fordable stream. (Aylmer.)
JAGERPÛR—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Pohru river, towards the southeast end of the Uttar pargana. In the maharâja's records it is noted as consisting of three small villages, Jagerpûr, Pir-ka-Makan, and Massabowan. (Montgomery.)

JAGRAHAN—
A river which takes its rise on the south side of the watershed between Kâghân and the valley of the Kishan Ganga; it flows in a southerly and south-easterly direction, joining the Kishan Ganga in lat. 34° 33', long. 73° 54' near Darral, at which spot it is not fordable, but is crossed by a kadat bridge a short distance above the village. The Kâghân valley may be reached by paths lying up the course of this stream.

JAHAMA—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
A village situated in a grove of willow trees on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Sopûr and Baramûla.

JAJIMARG—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
An elevated grassy valley situated amid the lofty mountains between the Jhelum and Sind rivers. It lies mostly above the limit of forest, and is covered with snow until the summer is far advanced. It is traversed by the stream which escapes from the Chandar Sar, and forms one of the headwaters of the Lidar.

There are no regular paths leading to this marg, but it may be reached by shepherds' tracks from the Tral and Lidar valleys, and with considerable difficulty from the village of Sûrphrâr, on the left bank of the Sind river.

JALAR—Lat. 32° 42'. Long. 75° 52'. Elev.
A village in the Basaoli district, containing four houses inhabited by Hindûs; it lies about a mile south of Bani, on the slopes of the mountains above the left bank of the Siowa.

JAMAGAN—Lat. 34° 37'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
An encamping ground in the valley on the north side of the Sitalwán pass, on the path leading from the Uttar pargana to the village of Dûdniâl, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. There are no habitations, but wood and water are procurable.

JAMALPûR—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 73° 55'. Elev.
A village containing about twenty houses surrounded by corn-fields, situated above the left bank of the Pûnch Tói river, at the south end of the Koti valley, about 2 miles from that town.

JAMÛ—Lat. {32° 20'}, {33° 10'}. Long. {74° 45'}, {74° 55'}. Elev.
One of the provinces composing the Kashmir State. Besides Jamû proper,
it includes the provinces or wizárats of Baltístán (or Skardú) and Ladák,
and is administered by a chief officer styled "Hákím-i-ála."

Jamú proper is bounded on the north by the Panjád range, on the south
by the Panjáb, on the east by the hill State of Chamba, and on the west
by the Panjáb and the Púnçh.

The Sikhs took quiet possession of the state of Jamú, its capital and
government, A.D. 1809, on the death of Rája Jey Singh, the last of the
rightful Rájpút princes.

Civil Divisions.—The province is divided into seven districts, viz.,
Jamú, Jasrota, Minávar, Nahehara, Ríási, Udampúr, Rámnapár.

Towns.—Besides Jamú there are no towns of any great size, and there are
only one or two others which can be said to be flourishing. In the lower
hills the principal towns commencing from the east are Basáoli, Jas-
rota, Ránapar, Bhadarpúr, Chineni, Udampúr, Ríási—these are east of
the Chenáb; on the opposite side are Aknúr, Minávar, Nahehara, Bhim-
bar, Mirpúr, Rájaorí, Kotli, and Chaomuk. In the higher mountains, the
northward, the chief towns are Kishtwár, Doda and Padam in Zanskár.¹

Natural features.—On leaving the British territory of the Panjáb, and
entering the Jamú province, no immediate physical change is seen; for
the last portion of the great plain, a strip which varies in width from
3 or 4 miles up to 20, makes part of the Jamú province. We are still
then on the wonderful wide plain of India, where the eye tires in
contemplating the unvaried level. As in the Panjáb, the trees here also
are small and scant of foliage, either scattered singly or grouped round
wells. Dull enough is the aspect of this plain when the crops are off and
the ground is a bare caked surface of dried mud, when the hot-weather
haze, hiding the distant view, makes the dusty ground shade off into a
dusty air. But at other times of the year, as in March, when spring is
well advanced, when the trees are in bloom, and the wheat over large
undivided spaces is coming into ear, the prospect is bright and agreeable.
At such a season the air is clear, and one sees the snowy mountains from
afar. As we approach, the unwhitened ranges of the outer hills come
more and more distinctly into view; getting nearer still, we see that a suc-
cession of comparatively low ridges, some rugged and broken by ravines,
some regular and forest covered, intervene between the plain and the high
mountains. It is these which constitute the region of the outer hills.
The natives have a special name for this tract; they call it kándí, which
may be translated "edging;" and they contrast it with the next higher
one, to which they give the name pákár, a word that simply means
mountain, but by dwellers in the outer hills it is used for the next
neighbouring mountains, those below the highest. The separation of these
two tracts, the outer hills and what we shall call the middle mountains, is

¹ Zanskár now belongs to the Udampúr district.
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a national one, founded on physical differences both geological and superficial.

The southern boundary of the outer hill region—that is to say, the foot of the hills—is called by those who use the Persian idiom damán-i-koh, or "skirt of the mountains;" it is a sharply-defined boundary; it can be clearly traced on the map, changing its direction not suddenly, but with a few large and sweeping curves. The northern or inner boundary of the same region is less defined; in some parts a line of mountains from 8,000 to 10,000 feet high ends it off; in others, tracts having the characteristics of the outer hills penetrate in between the mountains; in others, these characteristics gradually shade off, so that one cannot point out exactly where they may be said to end. The length occupied by these outer hills, within the territory we are speaking off, is on an average 150 miles, from the Ravi on the east to the Jhelum on the west; it is somewhat less than that along the foot, and somewhat more along their mountain boundary. Eastward and westward, beyond these two rivers, respectively, in the British territory, they continue on with the same feature and character. Indeed, we are here concerned with a part of a chain of hills of enormous length, that, with wonderful uniformity, edges the Himalaya along their course of more than 1,800 miles. This is in some parts called the Siwalik chain. The width of this outer hill region in our part varies from 14 to 36 miles; the greater extension is on the north and north-west, where there is both this increased width of hills that may, without doubt, be classed within it, and also a graduation of these into the higher mountain region.

Their elevation above the sea-level ranges from 1,000 feet up to 5,000; their outer base, where they rise from the plain, is about at the former level, and some points of the more inward ridges reach the latter, but the more usual altitudes are from 2,500 to 3,500 feet for the ridges, and from 1,800 to 2,400 feet for the intermediate longitudinal valley.

In trying to give a detailed account of this area, I shall first say a few words on the characteristics of the plain country that lies in front of the hills, and then, dividing the outer hill region into two parts, eastern and western, describe them in succession, taking first that which lies between the Ravi and the Chenáb valleys.

THE PLAIN IN FRONT OF THE HILLS.

Although in the Panjáb generally the humidity is greater the nearer one is to the mountains, yet the last of the plain, that part which adjoins the outermost hills, is a drier tract than what is further away from them. I find two causes for this: one is, that the soil is porous, being of a lighter loam, and liable to have beds of pebbles in it; the other is, that ravines, which (originating in the hills) often cut across to depths of 100 feet and more, cause a complete natural deep drainage, and leave the surface
somewhat arid. The level of this extreme part of the plains may be counted at from 1,100 to 1,200 feet above the sea. As one traverses it in a direction parallel to the hills, one crosses the numerous gullies or ravines (nullah or sala is the much used Indian word), which are of varying importance, according as they drain a smaller or a larger area. Many of these are dry in ordinary times, but show by their pebbly bed that water sometimes flows along them with force; these rise on the outer slope of the first ridge. Then, there are some which are never wholly dry; they usually have a small stream of water meandering over a wide, low, level flat, below the general level of the plain; these rise further back in the mountains, in the second or third ridge; they drain a larger area, and are subject to sudden falls of rain. Such water-courses will in certain seasons be filled for a time by a wide and swift river, discoloured with red mud in suspension, carrying down in this way, as well as by dragging sand along the bottom, large quantities of material from the hills to the lower grounds and to the sea.

These ravines are from a few hundred yards to a mile wide; they are bounded by a sudden bank, often cut into a river-cliff of a hundred feet in height that shows to view the sandy and loamy strata. Their flat bottom is mostly sandy; it is sometimes covered in part with the long turfy jungle grass, called in these parts khar.

The plateaux between these ravines, though, as before said, somewhat dry, have in great part been brought under cultivation; here, as the crops depend entirely on the rain, their yield varies much with the years.

The 70-mile strip from the Raví to the Chenáb is crossed by two large streams that deserve separate mention. These are the Ujh, that debouches by Jasrota, and the Tawi, that comes out of the hills by Jamú. They are both rivers of perpetual flow and considerable, though much varying, volume. The Chenáb, which is a great river of large volume, debouches into the plain country by the town of Akmúr, where it divides into many channels which fertilise the tract called Bijwát.

Leaving the river and examining the country on the west of it, we find that it generally corresponds with what we saw in the eastern part between the river Raví and the Chenáb.

All along to Bhimbar, past the villages of Mináwar and Barnálí, lies the strip of drier plain. It is a plain with slight depressions, which occur where one crosses the sandy or stony stream-beds. Most of these stream-beds are quite dry for the greater part of the year, but there is one that holds a continuously flowing river. This stream is the Mináwar Tawi, so called to distinguish it from its sister of Jamú.

As one approaches Bhimbar, there appear on the south, in the British territory, the Khárián hills. Between these hills and our outermost range there still runs a narrow strip of plain, which for 12 miles west of Bhim-
bar is of that character just described, of ravines and low flat plateaux alternating. Beyond this, extending to the Jhelum, is a space of completely flat alluvial ground, little above the level of the river.

EASTERN DIVISION OF THE OUTER HILLS.

Recalling that this division is to include those which lie between the Ravi and the Chenab, we will examine first the very outermost range.

The outermost hills of all belong to a ridge that, along the 70 miles between these two great rivers, has the same characters. It rises from the plain with a regular and gentle slope of about 3°, that so continues till a height of some 2,000 feet above the sea is reached; this slope is indented with many drainage valleys, not cut steep, but making undulations of the ground transverse to the run of the ridge. The surface of the hills is stony; rounded pebbles cover nearly the whole of it, for the strata beneath are composed partly of pebble-beds. Still it bears vegetation; the hills are indeed clothed with forest. The slope continues up to a crest. Beyond, there is a sudden fall along the whole line of it, an escarpment formed of sandstone cliffs of some hundreds of feet of vertical height, below which again the ground acquires a lesser slope.

This is the first range of hills; the gentle slope faces the plains, the cliff slope abruptly ends it off on the inner side; the whole surface from the plains to the cliff edge is an expanse of forest; but beyond the crest the ground is too steep to bear it. The run of the range is interrupted by the valleys that lead out through it from the inner country; these are not wide, but in some parts they are near enough together to cut the range into portions of short lengths that make almost isolated hills.

Next, within the outermost range, comes a tract of very irregular broken country. It is a country of ridges and sloping plateaux, cut through by very small but steep ravines. The foundation of its character is the changing degree and frequently high angle of the dip of the soft sandstone rock. So varying is the form that it is difficult to conceive any general idea of it in the mind, but when the eye gets used to the hills, it perceives that many of them are of one type; on one side is a long slope, on the other a steep escarpment, the former slope coinciding with the dip of the beds. Since this dip is often 10° or 15°, there arise jutting plateaux of rock of a corresponding inclination, which end in vertical cliffs of the massive sandstone. From, probably, lateral changes in the characters of the beds, each ridge or sloping plateau continues but a short distance; as one dies away or disappears, others rise into prominence, parallel may be, but not in the same line.

At another part the plateau and scarpment form is obliterated from the dip of the beds, reaching to such a high angle as 45° may be; instead there are equal-sided valleys bounded by jagged ridges; these ridges run at right
angles to the strike of the beds; but not parallel with it, as did those of the other form; the serrations of these jagged ridges are formed by the projection of the harder rocks, which also continue all down the hillside making projecting ribs.

A great part of the surface of these hills is of the bare grey sandstone rock, uncovered with soil, but in some places grass and bushes have got a footing upon it, and here and there is cultivated space enough to support a family or two or a little hamlet, but of necessity it is a tract very thinly peopled and difficult of access. To go over this ground is not easy; the paths from hamlet to hamlet are but tracks marked by the passage of feet over the sandstone, or sometimes down steps cut into it: from the inaccessibility of the cliffs, and the steepness of the ravines, the ways are tediously roundabout and they are tiresome from the frequent rise and fall.

This irregular combination of ridges, which sometimes trend north-west and south-east (with the strike), and sometimes run across that direction (at right angles to the strike), continues, as one goes on, to a distance of 10 or 12 miles from the outer skirt of the hills: then we come to a wide longitudinal valley, such as is called in the more eastern Himalaya a dūn.

The height of the more important of these ridges is commonly as much as 2,500 feet above the sea, and in the eastern parts they rise even to 4,000 feet. There is always a fall of several hundred feet to the valley or dūn; this is not in one step, but more by the ridges becoming lower in succession. Dansal, a large village in the middle of this dūn, is some 1,800 feet above the sea.

The flat valley varies in width from 1 to 4 miles; it is itself cut through by ravines; close by Dansal, a branch of the Tawi flows along in a steep-clifted ravine at a level of some 200 feet below the flat of the main valley; the Tawi itself flows in a similar ravine, and at that low level winds across the dūn. This longitudinal valley continues from some miles north-west of Dansal to Bassaoli on the south-east, with the exception that, about midway, near Rāmkōt, it becomes narrowed up and indefinite. East of that place it again widens, and thence on to Bassaoli the space may be described as a plain or a vale, being low ground, bounded by the ridges north and south of it, itself cut across by the valleys of many torrents that come from the northern mountains. The width of these cross valleys is sometimes a mile, and sometimes only 100 or 200 yards; the sides are rocks, 100 or 200 feet high, at the summit of which is the flat of the dūn. The inner or northern boundary of this Dansal and Bassaoli dūn consists, in the eastern part, of the spur of a considerable range of mountains which belong to our next tract, and which here end off the region of the outer hills; but from about opposite Rāmkōt, for 25 or 30 miles to the north-west, intervenes another range of hills and another valley, which make a space that may be classed with what we have been describing. The range
goes by the name, along a part of its length at all events, of Karáfí Thár. It has a steep face, an escarpment, to the south-west, for here the beds are dipping to the north-east. Near Rámkót its height is 5,000 feet, and where it curves round and joins on to the higher mountains, in the direction of Dansal, its general height is 3,500 or 3,000 feet. This range, too, is traversed by the Tawí in a gorge; one of the main roads to Kashmir crosses it near Dansal by a very steep ascent; a few miles north-west of that it dies away. Nowhere is it a simple ridge; when one has crossed the main line and descended, other smaller rocky ridges have to be passed.

When quite clear of this Karáfí Thár, we come into the succeeding valley, which is another dún, on which the town of Udampúr stands. It is a space some 16 miles long and 5 miles wide; being a flat cut through broad valleys, which lie at a level of about 150 feet below it; so much has been cut away by these and by their smaller branch ravines that the extent of the higher flat is not greater than that of the bottom, so that the whole space may be described, perhaps with equal truth, either as a flat much cut down into wide hollows, or as a low vale with wide flat-topped hills jutting into it from the mountains.

This dún narrows up on the north-west towards the lofty hill called Deví Thár; it is bounded along its north-eastern side by spurs from the mountainous country, on the south-east it is enclosed by the curving round of Karáfí Thár, and the junction of that with the same range of mountains, which here definitely brings to an end this outer tract of hills.

WESTERN DIVISION OF THE OUTER HILLS.

The Chenáb, which debouches into the plain country near Aknúr, before doing so passes for a distance of 20 miles, from Rásái to Aknúr, through the outer hill region. Along this twenty miles, its banks are in places low, or, may be, cliffs of no more than 100 to 200 feet in height. This is where the river cuts across one of the flat, longitudinal valleys. In other parts, opposite the ridges, the river is bounded by high, irregular rocks.

Away from the Chenáb we see that the plain country, which we followed in its extent to the Jhelum river, is bounded on the north by hills of the same character as those on the Jamú side of the Chenáb. Especially for the first 20 miles west from that river do the ranges correspond fairly closely with those enumerated on the eastern side. But it should here be noticed that the run of the hills has changed; an examination of the map will show that east of Jamú the hills trend in a direction varying from west-north-west to north-west, while past that place the run becomes more northerly, and of the outermost range is due north; at the Chenáb river the other change occurs; just beyond it the ridges have a direction of some 20° south of west, which they hold for many miles, till, gradually
curving round, the inner ones at all events regain their north-westerly direction. From the first summit of the high mountains, a ridge nearly 7,000 feet high, called Dragarí Thár, behind Pauní, a view can be obtained, which shows all the outer hill region—the parallel ridges, the intervening flats, the curving of the ranges as their direction follows the changing strike of the rocks which constitute them, plainly as in a map; for a length of a hundred miles each separate ridge can be traced from this commanding spot.

To return to the part behind Aknúr. The outermost range is of pebbly, jungle-covered hills sloping easily to the plains, but showing a steep fall inwards; this escarpment is one of perhaps 300 feet; it is succeeded at its foot by a plateau much cut through by ravines,—so much so, that the eye does not at once distinguish that the summits are indeed so far flat and so much at one level, as to justify the name of table-land; its level must be quite 2,000 feet above the sea; a good portion of it is bare rock, the rest is covered with brushwood and has scattered pine trees; only here and there are bits of tilled land, by which a small population is supported; the ravines cut through it to a depth of some hundreds of feet, making steep cliffs of sandstone rock.

Farther to the north, the rock rises up from this plateau for a great many miles, with a slope of from 10° to 20°, coinciding with the dip of the beds, regularly for 1,000 or 1,230 feet, till a level of more than 3,000 feet above the sea is reached; thus a bold, narrow ridge is formed which continues regularly for many miles with but small indentations: the surface is in great part rocky, but still bears many trees of the long-leaved pine. The ridge is sharp and narrow: the farther slope is yet steeper than that rocky one: it is an escarpment properly and geologically so called and a really fine instance of one; for 20 miles without a break it continues with a face of 1,000 feet of vertical height, at a slope of, in some parts, 45°, in some rather less, everywhere marked by variations according to the alternate outcrop of beds of sandstone and of clay. The name of this ridge is Kálf Thár or Black Range (q.v.). As we look from the summit of this towards the interior, we can learn about the character of the ground in the remainder of the breadth of the outer hills.

We see first that at the foot of this escarpment stretches a flat valley 1 or 2 miles wide; this is one of the düns, and probably it corresponds with that of Dansal, on the other side of the Chenáb. This valley, though it may be called in a general way, and as compared with the ridges that bound it, a flat, is broken by lines of sandstone rock that project up; still a good part of it is cultivated in terraced fields; again, it is cut into, for the greater part of its length, by a great gully, narrow, 200 feet deep, that carries off the drainage to the Chenáb river; farther west, however, the direction of the drainage alters and the streams flow into the Mináwar Tawi.
Still looking from our escarpment-summit, we see that beyond the valley lie numerous low lines of hills, an alternation of narrow ridges and hollows, whose surface is mostly covered with brushwood; these occupy some miles of width; behind them rise the bolder slopes of the higher mountains in rich dark colours, intermingled brown and green, backed by the distant snowy peaks.

West of the Mináwar Tawi, the ridges, plateaus, and hollows do not continue to correspond with those we have traced out; new ridges appear in the line of the valleys; others disappear, others coalesce. In fact, a new series of ranges has arisen, generally resembling those we have been looking at, but not individually representing them. By Bhimbar what may be the continuation of Kálí Thár approaches nearer to the plains. Beyond, from the neighbourhood of that place and of Naoshera northwestward, extend several bold lines of hill, parallel ridges, with narrow hollows between them, themselves broken by lines of rock. These ranges are commonly 3,000 feet high; parts of them rise several hundred feet above that, and so continue for a good distance; the highest point marked by the Great Trigonometrical Survey is as much as 4,391 feet.

While from the neighbourhood of Bhimbar such hills as these run with a regular direction to the north-west as far as our boundary, the Jhelum, there exists more directly to the west of it a wide spread of lower hills which, no doubt, are geologically the equivalents of our first outermost range, which had lately, as we came west, become almost combined with the others, but now again has separated from them, and composes this broad tract, of which some detail must be given. From the plain, by the left bank of the Jhelum, bare hills rise on the north somewhat quickly, to a not lofty ridge, of which the highest point is about 800 feet above the flat; the top of the rise is the steepest part; it is an escarpment facing south, composed of beds of clay, sand, and pebbles. From the main ridge, which runs east and west, there jut out to the south very narrow spurs, quite sharp ridges, separated by gullies; on the north of it the ground slopes with an incline at first of 4° or 5°, and afterwards with a much lower one, down to the town of Mirpúr, the dip of the beds about coinciding with this slope. Near the top, all the soil is of pebbles; lower down, the sloping plateau is sandy loam; this too is cut through by steep-sided ravines. Then, in one direction, this broken ground abuts against the more marked ridges of sandstone hills before mentioned, and in the other falls gradually to the valley of the Púncch river.

The variation of this tract from the general run and character of the hills near is due to some bendings of the strata in a direction different from that of the main disturbances.

North of Chaumuk, there is first a partial repetition of the characters of the ground at Mirpúr; there is comparatively low ground, and a line of
pebble hills. Here the dip is south, Chaomuk being in a synclinal, or perhaps a basin. Then a few miles further north we come into irregular ground, made by low parallel ridges of sandstone: line succeeds line, gradually rising in height, and so we find ourselves again among the marked ridges, the continuation of those before pointed out as extending to the north-west.

The lower hills lately passed had such trees as those of the Jamú jungle, the acacias and others, with the undergrowth "brenkar" shrub; on the higher ridges is forest of long-leaved pine.

So varied in form is all this ground, that it is difficult to do more towards its description than this, without going into such detail as could hardly be followed. Suffice it to say that, up to a line running north-west through Kotli, we find those characters which have more than once been described; there are ridges composed of sandstone rock sometimes gently sloping on one side and steep on the other, sometimes steep on both and sharp; some of these ridges continue for a distance, others quickly change or combine; between them are hollows, sometimes narrow, sometimes wider flats, lines of rock spring up, so to say, in the line of the valleys, and, increasing as one follows them, become in turn important hills; gullies or ravines that at this present time effect the drainage of the ground, the latest made set of hollows, now cross the lines of rock, now run parallel to them, at times but little below the general surface, at others cutting below it to a depth of a hundred or two feet.

As we approach the Jhelum, we find more sudden falls of the streams and steeper slopes of the hills, the comparatively low level of that line of drainage having induced a greater denuding power in the streams near.

All this makes a country curiously varying in its detail and almost bewildering, until the eye gets somewhat accustomed to its characters, and enables the mind to refer them to the causes that originated them—causes which cannot here be dilated on, but, in a few words, may be spoken of as sub-aerial denudation, acting on strata that have a generally persistent strike, but an even varying dip: strata of different hardnesses, and in respect of that quality subject to local changes.

Region of the Middle Mountains.—The phrase Middle Mountains is one that has been adopted for convenience, to denote both a certain tract and a certain character of mountain.

The Middle Mountains are those which occur between the outer hills and the high ranges. They begin (reckoning from the plains) along a line that starts from a point 8 or 10 miles north of Basañoli, and runs just north of the towns of Ràmnagar, Ríasí, and Rájaorí; thence its course is less definable, but it takes a general north-westerly direction towards Mozafarábád. The northern boundary of the tract is made by the two lofty mountain ranges (or the two divisions of one mountain range, whichever they may be considered), one of which, coming from the south-east,
ends off at Kishtwár, while the second is the Panjáí range that overlooks Kashmir.

The width of the tract between these two boundaries is as much as 40 miles on the east; from that it gradually lessens to 10 miles near Rájaorí; towards the north-west it again spreads, and then, as before said, has less definite bounds.

This space is occupied by a mass of mountains, cut into by ravines, or divided by more important, but still narrow, valleys, with hardly one wide flat space, whether plateau or valley bottom. Its elevation is in general between 4,000 and 12,000 feet; some few valleys reach below, and some peaks rise above those limits.

The form of the mountains bears a great contrast to that of the outer hills. These were shown to be ridges more or less parallel, separated by flat valleys, sometimes narrow, sometimes wide, with the main lines of drainage cutting across,—that is, through the ridges. On the other hand, the Middle Mountains are ridges of varying irregular direction, that branch again and again, like the twigs of a tree; the chief ridges are at the same time the more important watersheds.

Looking from a geological point of view, we may say that there is not the same correspondence between the direction of the ridges and the strike of the beds as there is among the outer hills.

The elevation of these mountains is sufficient to give a completely temperate character to the vegetation.

**Middle Mountains of the west.**—West of the meridian of Jamú, these mountains have not such a wide area, nor one whose boundary with the outer hills is so well defined as is the case on the east.

Just west of the Chenáb, behind Pauní, a ridge, which corresponds to the one we traced as far as that river from the east, rises suddenly and towers above the outer hills which lie to the south of it. This is called the Dragari Thár (q.v.).

Looking to the north from the summit we get a general view of this mountain tract, which shows it to have the same characters as that around Rámbán and Badrawár. We see a number of ridges, some parallel for a short distance, some branching, spreading out in innumerable spurs in every direction. The lower parts are dotted with chil-trees and with patches of cultivation. The higher ranges bear thick forests of the other pine. These mountains are in the tract called Búdil, which is drained by the Ana river. Beyond appears the snowy Panjáí, the southern boundary of Kashmir, which at this part is a complete ridge nowhere broken by a gap, only jagged by rocky peaks standing up out of the snow mass. By August and September all the snow melts away, except a few beds that have collected to a thickness by snowslips.
Vegetation.—The vegetation of the outer hills is for the most part of the dry, tropical character. The very outermost ridge is covered with more or less dense forest of small-leaved anacis (A. arabica and A. modesta, called by the people kikar and philal, respectively), with some of the ber tree (Zizyphus jujuba) intermingled, and an undergrowth of the shrub brenkar. This forest, which on the hills occupies a dry pebbly soil, sometimes spreads down to the loamy ground of the plains; probably in former times it grew over a larger area of the plain, and has since been gradually cleared. The greatest space of flat ground now occupied by it is close below Jamú, the forest having there been preserved by command.

Further within the hills there is not such a growth as to make a forest; it is rather a straggling, bushy scrub, partly of the same trees in a shrubby form, with euphorbia (E. royleana or pentagona) which grows to a large size, and occasionally mango, pipal, banyán, bambú, and palm (Phanix sylvestris). The streams that flow in the narrow ravines among the sandstone hills have their edges adorned with oleander bushes.

The long-leaved pine (Pius longifolia, whose native names are chil and chur), a tree whose needle foliage is of a light, bright-green colour, is usually first found as one goes inwards, on the north slope of the outermost ridge. It has been found there at a height of 1,400 feet, but only in a stunted form. On the broken plateaus and dry hill-sides of 2,000 feet elevation, one finds fair-sized trees of it scattered about at 3,000 and 4,000 feet; in favourable spots one finds whole woods of it, but even these are not so thick and close as the Pinus excelsa which cover the higher hills. The highest range of Pinus longifolia seems to be 5,500 feet, or it may be a little more.

The elevation of the Middle Mountains is sufficient to give a completely temperate character to the vegetation. Forests of Himalayan oak, of pine, spruce, silver fir, and deodar occupy a great part of the mountain slopes; the rest, the more sunny parts where forest trees do not flourish, is, except where rocks jut out, well covered with herbage, with plants and flowers that resemble those of Central or Southern Europe.

Cultivation.—The plateaus between the ravines in the plain at the foot of the hills, though, as before said, somewhat dry, have in great part been brought under cultivation; as the crops here depend entirely upon rain their yield varies much with the years.

From both the Ujh and the Tawi small irrigation canals are led, so that in certain restricted spaces the cultivation is of a more productive character. Below Aknúr the Chenáb fertilises a tract called Bijwád, another of those places to which irrigation gives exceptional fertility.

Of cultivated plants, we have in the lower hills nearly the same kind as in the Panjáb, and over the whole area the same succession of two crops in the year. The winter crop, chiefly wheat and barley, is sown in December (sometimes earlier, and sometimes even later) and ripens in April;
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the summer crop of maize, millet, and rice is sown in June and ripens in September or October.

At one or two places (as at Syátsú, near Rájaorí) rice is raised by rain-moisture alone, but most generally it depends on irrigation. Plantain and sugarcane, though not largely cultivated, grow fairly well. In the Middle Mountains cultivation has been carried to almost every place where it is practicable. Wherever, within the altitude that limits the growth of crops, the slope of the ground has allowed of it, the land has been terraced, and narrow little fields have been made, these settlements sometimes being of extent enough to support a village, sometimes sustaining but one or two families.

Here, as in the outer hills, the tillage does not depend on irrigation, but on rain; these mountains indeed get the best of the monsoon or rainy season; it is seldom that they suffer from drought, more often they suffer from an excess of downfall. Still the rainfall is not enough for the growth of rice; for this irrigation is wanted, but only in a few places can it be obtained; hence that crop is comparatively rare.

It is only on the very lowest parts of this region of the Middle Mountains that two crops can be got from the same land. The times of growth of the two kinds of crop—of wheat or barley on the one hand, and of maize, rice, or millet on the other—in most parts overlap each other to an extent which varies with the height above the sea. Hence the wheat does not ripen till it is too late to sow maize or millet. But some land being reserved for the first kind of crop and some for the other, they have, in a sense, two harvests.

Climate.—For climate in the outer hill region the year may be divided, as in the plains of India, into three seasons; here they thus extend:—

The hot weather, from April to June.
The rain, from July to September.
The cold weather, from October to March.

Taking the more inhabited portion of the tract, of which the altitude may be from 1,200 to 2,000 feet, we find that in May and June they experience a severe heat; the rocky surface of the ground becomes intensely heated, and gives rise to hot winds, which blow sometimes with regularity, sometimes in gusts. At night the temperature falls to a greater extent than it does at the same season in the plains of the Panjáb; for the rocky surface loses its heat again, and the irregularities of form produce currents which tend to mix the heated air with the cooler upper strata. The rains beginning first among the higher mountains, spread down to the outer ranges in the latter half of June, and, though often breaking off, seldom cease for the season without affording moisture enough for the bringing on of the summer crops.

The rains ending in September, the country is left dry for a time; its uneven form prevents the soil from retaining much moisture; by the drying
of the country, and the decline of the sun's power, cold weather is introduced. This is a delightful season—a pleasant bright sun and a cool bracing air make it refreshing and invigorating after the dry heat of the first part of the summer and the warm moisture of the latter months. This bright cold weather is, however, varied by rainy days, which bring rather a raw cold; showers may be expected about the 20th December, or between that date and Christmas time; and on the higher ridges, at 3,000 and 4,000 feet, snow falls, melting almost as soon as it falls. It is this winter rain which enables the peasant to proceed with the sowings for the spring crop, and on the occasional recurrence of such showers during the next three months he depends for that harvest which the increasing warmth of the months of March and April is sure to bring on well if the rain has been fairly plentiful.

The only part of the year that is at all unhealthy is the latter half of the rain: the natives date the beginning of it from the flowering of the rice; it may be said to extend through part of August, September, and part of October; and during that time intermittent fever much prevails. The type of fever is somewhat worse than what abounds at the same season in the Panjáb: it is more of a jungle fever, less regular in its times, and less easily got rid of. In some years fever is exceedingly prevalent over the whole of the tract.

In the Middle Mountains snow falls over all the tract. In the lower parts it just falls and melts; but in most it stays for months, and in some as long as five months.

Population.—The following are the statistics extracted and translated from the Administration Report of Jamú and Kashmir for the year 1873:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men.</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindús</td>
<td>223,133</td>
<td>214,162</td>
<td>437,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammadans</td>
<td>174,271</td>
<td>163,273</td>
<td>337,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundry Castes</td>
<td>43,742</td>
<td>42,515</td>
<td>86,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>441,155</td>
<td>419,940</td>
<td>861,095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plain at the foot of the hills, being for the most part capable of cultivation and in great part already cultivated, is thickly peopled; everywhere populous villages are to be found, but when we are once on the hills themselves, we meet with villages rarely, and these but small; scattered hamlets and scattered houses denote how scarce is land that can be made fit for tilling.

Races, tribes, &c.—The outer hill tract is divided between two races—the Dográs and the Chibhális. A coincident line of division crossing the same country separates the Hindús and Muhammadans. In truth, it is chiefly the fact of the people in the western half having become Muhammadan that causes a difference in the population, for the two divisions are of one origin not far removed. Before the introduction of the new faith, they were doubtless in part identical; but now the religious and social separation has
caused differences—national differences—to spring up, which justify the distinction here made. A description of these divisions will be found under the headings Dográ, Rájpút, Chibháli, &c., in the alphabetical part of this work. In the region of the Middle Mountains the pahárs (q.v.) extend only as far west as Búdil, in the valley of the Ans. At the south-east end of this region, where it borders on the Chamba country, there is a race called Gaddis (q.v.).

Habitations.—In the plain at the foot of the hills the villages are clumps of low, flat-roofed mud huts, not inviting in look, yet commodious for the people with their kind of life. Near the grassy jungle tracts the villages are composed of pretty thatch-roofed houses.

In the duns of the outer hills a village is a collection of low huts, with flat tops, mud-walled, mud-floored, and mud-roofed. The floor and walls are neatly smeared with a mixture of cowdung and straw. The roofs are timbered either with wood of one of the acacias or with pine. They are supported by one or more pillars, which are capped with a cross piece some feet in length, often ornamented with carving that makes a wide capital beneath the beam.

There is no light in the rooms but what may come in at the opened door, or through the chinks of it when closed, such a complete shutting out of air being equally useful in the very hot and in the cold weather. The substance of the hut is a very bad conductor of heat, and this character tends to keep the interior of an equable temperature.

In front of the cottage is a level, smooth space, nicely kept, where the people of the house spend nearly half their time, and where their cooking utensils are arranged. The whole cottage, as a rule, neatly kept and carefully swept; those of the higher castes, especially Brahmans and Rájpúts, considering their appliances, are admirable in this respect. The larger villages and the towns have what is called a bázár, a double row of shops, each of which consists of much such a hut, with its floor raised 2 or 3 feet above the street, and with a wider doorway, and in front of it a verandah, where the customer may come and sit with the shopkeeper to transact business. (Drew.)

JAMÚ—Lat. 32° 44'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev. 1,200'.
The capital of the province of that name, and the residence of the ruler of Kashmir; it is situated on the right bank of the Tawi river, about 27 miles north-east of the British cantonment and city of Sialkót. It is also the head-quarters of the government of the Jamú districts.

All the countries that compose the Jamú and Kashmir territories are governed from it. The position of Jamú, with relation to the whole extent of the dominions, is not one that would have been selected for a capital. Its distance from Kashmir, the most populous of them, and its still greater distance from the northern and eastern portions, renders it
inconvenient, and, for the inhabitants of those farther countries, almost inaccessible. The additions to the original principality of Jamú having been made to it in every direction but that of the Panjáb, the capital has at last been left almost at the edge of its large dependencies.

The town is built upon the summit of the first wooded sloping ridge that rises from the plains of the Panjáb, at the place where it is divided by a narrow ravine, which allows an exit to the Tawi river on its way to its junction with the Chenáb. The town lies upon the right bank of the ravine, at an elevation of about 150 feet above the bed of the river; and the white buildings of the place and of the numerous temples, with their gilded domes, are seen glistening in the sun from a great distance in the plains.

The road from Jamú to Srinagar crosses the Banilál pass, the distance being about 163 miles, divided into eleven marches; the last 33 miles between Islamábád and the capital may be accomplished by water.

There is a regular postal establishment of runners in operation along this route, the time occupied in the transmission of letters between Jamú and Srinagar being about forty-eight hours; emergent despatches are forwarded by pony express, which covers the distance in twenty-six hours; the line is extended from Jamú to Sialkót: a telegraph wire now connects Jamú with Sialkót and also with Srinagar; expresses therefore are seldom necessary. (Wingate.)

The Tawi is usually about 100 yards wide, and is fordable when the waters are not in flood, but during the rains it is subject to freshets, when the river rises very suddenly, and is transformed into a mighty torrent, about 300 yards in breadth, at the ferry which is situated just below the Bao Fort and the city. A bridge of boats connects the town with the Sialkót road. In heavy floods it is more or less carried away and at such times boats are unable to cross, the only communication being carried on by means of masuks or inflated skins, which the natives use with great dexterity, conveying travellers across in perfect safety on a bed lashed to two large buffalo or nilgai skins. To avoid the bridge toll, foot-passengers still prefer to wade when possible. (Wingate.)

To reach the town after crossing the Tawi river, we have to pass through a copse, beyond which we find ourselves at the principal gate, placed at the top of a short but steep ascent. The bullock-carts, that up to this point have been the great means of goods traffic, are left here, and their contents are brought into the city, mostly on men’s backs. A diversion has now been made to the right, up which it is possible to take carts, and a good carriage-road is now under construction, up to the palace. (Wingate.)

At the gate are stationed a guard, writers whose business it is to report arrivals, and custom-house messengers. After passing this entrance, in doing which we come on to a plateau, we advance on more level ground.
along a wide street or bazár, which gives the promise of a comfortably-built town; but a little farther, and one becomes lost in a maze of narrow streets and lanes of low single-storied houses and little narrow shops. The way is crowded and business brisk, and most of the people have a well-to-do look. A mile or so of this, on a gradual rise, brings us to the centre of interest of the place, an open, irregular square, called the mandí, or public place. The mandí is the spot where all the business of government is done; it is entirely surrounded by government buildings. On three sides are public offices, built with considerable taste; their lower stories have a line of arches that suit the native practice of doing business half out of doors. The farther side of the square has a nearly similar building, where the maharája holds his ordinary daily darbár or court. Behind this is seen the more lofty pile of the inner palace. The area of Jamú is about a square mile. The town is bounded on two sides by the cliff or steep slope that overhangs the river-bed.

The houses in the city are built principally of round stones and mud; they are single-storied, and have flat roofs; some, however, in the upper portion of the town are of brick, and have been built by the court people or by the richer merchants of the place. Then at one edge of the town, in a picturesque situation overlooking the river-valley, is the house used by the Resident, and near it are a dák bungalow and a few other houses. The convex-curved spires of the Hindú temples are conspicuous objects; the principal one, in the lower part of the town, is a plain but fine, well-proportioned building; and in the same quadrangle with it is a smaller gilt-domed temple, built in memory of Maharája Guláb Singh. New temples arise; of late years several have been built; one of these has been erected by the chief minister. As one approaches Jamú through the plain, its tall spire and gilt pinnacles catch the eye from afar, the most remarkable building being the "Ajaib Ghur" or "Hall of wonders," built for the use of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

To the west of the town is the parade ground, an open grassy plain, on the north of which, surrounded by a high wall, is situated the magazine and military stores.

The garrison of Jamú musters about two thousand strong; with the exception of about two hundred artillery and cavalry, it is composed entirely of infantry.

To the west of the parade ground and town, on the edge of the jungle and ravine, is another strip of wall with bastions at intervals; quarters for a regiment of infantry are built along its inner side; this wall apparently would offer little resistance to artillery.

Near the palace are workshops with iron foundry and other appliances. Jamú is not well supplied with water, except during the rainy season, when the numerous tanks and pools fill; at other times the inhabitants have
recourse to the river, and to two wells in a ravine close to its bank, one of which is appropriated to the Muhammadans and the other to the Hindús; the quality of the water in these wells is said to be bad.

An annual fair has lately been established at Jamú; it commences on the 20th November, and His Highness the Maharájá encourages trade by offering prizes for the best goods exhibited. During the continuance of the fair the customs duties are likewise reduced to half the ordinary rates.

Jamú now contains the State mint, which has been removed from Srinagar. The stamping is effected by machinery driven by steam-power; with this exception all the other processes are dependent on hand labour. From an inspection of the coins struck, it is evident that the dies used are not identical; the difference probably arises from each die being separately cut by hand, instead of being moulded from that first made.

On the east side of the town, overlooking the river and vis-à-vis to the Bao fort, there is a large house built by the late maharájá for the accommodation of his European guests. It has recently been set aside as a dwelling place for the Resident, who has to occasionally stay at Jamú; it contains two reception-rooms and four bed-rooms; in the same enclosure are two small houses, which visitors are permitted to occupy. There is also a fairly good dák bungalow for ordinary travellers. On the left bank of the Táwí, near the ferry, there is a brick saráí sheltering about one hundred and fifty persons. From this saráí a path leads through the jungles to the north, towards the Bao Fort; the stony bed of a torrent has to be crossed, and the path leads up the steep bank to the village of Bao, which lies to the east of the fort; it consists of about fifty mud-built houses with flat roofs, and contains one or two banias' shops. About the village there are patches of cultivation surrounded with walls made of piled stones. The village stands on somewhat higher ground than the fort, separated from it by an open space of about 150 yards. The fort is situated at the extremity of the ridge about 150 feet above the level of the river; it is an oblong, the north and south faces measuring about 150 yards, and the east and west about 100 yards; on the north and west it overhangs the steep banks of the river, which are covered with jungle; on the east and south sides it is protected by a ditch about 35 feet broad and 20 feet deep, by the edge of which there is a wall of boulders about 5 feet high; the entrance is on the south side, where the ditch is crossed by a temporary bridge. The fort is built of dressed stone, and the walls, which are about 35 feet high, are pierced for musketry, but would not appear to be substantial enough to bear artillery; there is a flanking tower at each corner and in the middle of each face, except on the east side. The garrison is said to be supplied with water from wells within the fort. About 100 yards from the south side, on the edge of the glacis, there is a stone building used as a store-
house for grain. As has been remarked, the village, which would afford secure cover to an attacking force, lies on rather higher ground than the fort; but it is not otherwise commanded by any heights at a nearer distance than about a mile. The fort is connected with the town by a telegraph wire.

The town of Jamú was at the zenith of its prosperity about the year 1775, in the reign of Ranjit Dehú, the eighty-first in a long line of Rájpút princes who trace their descent from Dalíp, the younger of the Búgı́jú heroes who migrated to Jamú from the hereditary estates of the family near Oudh, about the year 527 B.C. Shortly before Rája Ranjit Dehú’s death, the town of Jamú is stated to have increased to about 3½ miles in circumference, with a population of about 150,000 souls. It was then considered an opulent, flourishing, and promising place, having for its residents numerous wealthy men from the Panjáb. The building of the present palace of Jamú was commenced in this reign. The Bhow section of the reigning family established itself on the opposite bank of the river, and carried on a long and bloody war with its neighbours and kinsmen, the Jamwalls. The fort of Bao was commenced by Guláb Dehú in the beginning of Drupe Dehú’s reign, and ultimately finished by Rája Ranjit Dehú, who not only pacified his inimical brethren, but ultimately reduced them to a state of submission.

Jamú, though it is a good deal resorted to for trade and other business, is not usually liked by natives as a place to live in. Water is either obtainable from the tanks, and this is not really fit for drinking, or has to be fetched from the river below. Fuel is dear from the strict preservation of the forest. (Hügel—Vigne—Smyth—Herney—Girdlestone—Drew.)

**JANGALWAR—Lat. 33° 9’. Long. 75° 34’. Elev. 4,100’.**
A village on the left bank of the Chenáb, on the Jamú-Kishtwár route.

**JANOTA—Lat. 33° 7’. Long. 75° 33’. Elev.**
A village in Badrawár, containing sixteen houses, which are scattered on the slopes of the mountain above the left bank of the Chandra Bhágá river, opposite Doda. The inhabitants are Hindús of the Thakur class.

**JARAL—**
A caste of Hindú Rájpúts. The designation is also used by the Muhammadans (Chibhálís). (Dr. e.)

**JARVA TSO—Lat. 35° 27’. Long. 75° 30’. Elev.**
A small lake near the village of Katsúra in Baltistán, in the Indus valley. It is some three quarters of a mile long and 300 or 400 yards broad. To this lake there is no inlet of water, except a little waste from the irrigation and on one side a spring: there is also no visible outlet; its waters fall in winter and rise in summer, but to no great extent. That part of a moraine
which bounds the lake towards the mountain-side is a great, steep bank made up of masses of rock, of gneiss, or of schist, piled up to a height of 350 or 400 feet; the pieces of rock composing it are large. The water of the lake is beautifully clear. (Drew.)

**JASMINARGARH—Lat. Long. Elev.**

A fort of the Jasrota zilla, situate between the Turanda and Bey nalaas. It is an old site, but was chiefly built by Rajah Lal Deo (between A.D. 1814 and 1830), and put into thorough repair and strengthened by Rajah Hira Singh. At the same time the village was removed to a new site about a mile distant, called Hirangar. The fort is a large square building, with broken ground in the vicinity, and only slightly higher than the neighbouring hillocks. It has one large gateway facing south, and within, the space is empty, except for a row of dwelling-huts and store-rooms under the rampart all round, except on the east side. The place is falling out of repair. Two small brass cannon are kept. At the north-east corner is a very deep and fine well, built throughout of brick and said to have a good supply of water. The fort is built of brick. It is occupied by a guard of about fifteen men. (Wingate.)

**JASROTA—Lat. Long. Elev.**

A district in the Jamú province, lying immediately west of the Ravi, and between the plains of the Panjáb and the Rámnagar district. In the census of 1873 it was computed to have a population of 73,354, composed of 58,279 Hindús, 10,243 Muhammadans, and 4,832 of various castes. The district comprises the tahsils of Jasmingarh, Kathua, and Basaoli. (Drew.)

**JASROTA—Lat. 32° 29’. Long. 75° 28’. Elev.**

The head-quarters of the district of the same name, lying to the south of the province of Jamú. It is built on a hill, on the right bank of the Wuj stream, an affluent of the Ravi. The situation of Jasrota is much more romantic than the place itself. The hill on which the rája’s house is situated is ornamented with four small towers; a huge irregular arch leads to the paltry bazaar and to the rája’s residence. Not far from the place is a chalybeate spring, having a disagreeable taste of iron. Hügel states that at 7 a.m. its temperature was 80°, while that of the air was only 56°. (Hügel.)

**JÁT—**

A caste. There are many Muhammadanised Játs in Chibhá; the Ját is the prevailing cultivating caste in the Panjáb, but it occurs but rarely in Dúgar. (Drew.)

**JÁT GÁLI—Lat. 33° 19’. Long. 75° 22’. Elev.**

A village said to contain four houses inhabited by Hindús; it is situated 6 kos to the south-east of Rámbáu, on the road towards Doda.
JATTI—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, lying above the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream, close to its junction with the Chandra Bhága. It contains three houses inhabited by Hindús, and is surrounded by cultivation.

JAUBYOR—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
A hamlet lying on the right bank of the Jhelum, about three-quarters of a mile west of Awántipúr, of which place it may be considered to form a part. One of the celebrated temple ruins is situated close to it.

JENKER—Lat. 32° 33'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
A considerable village in the Basaoli district, situated on the crest of the hill a few miles north of that town, to the west of the path leading towards Badrawár. It is inhabited exclusively by Hindús. This village is held in jagir by Jawala Sahai.

JETTI—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 74° 4'. Elev.
The name of the ravine on the east side of the Túmtari Gáli, between the Hamal pargana and Karnaoo valley; the stream which flows through it forms the source of the Marwar river. (Montgomerie.)

JEZAN—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A village consisting of four houses surrounded by a patch of cultivation; it lies a few miles west of Doda, below the path leading towards Bagu.

JHELUM—

The Jhelum river takes its name from the town of Jhelum, in the Panjáb, beneath which it flows. In Kashmir it is called Behát, a contraction of the Sanscrit Vitasta, which the Greeks slightly altered to Hydaspes.

The Jhelum drains the whole valley of Kashmir, and the reputed sources of its principal feeders are all esteemed holy. The river may be considered to be formed near the village of Kanabal, just north-west of Islamábád, where its headwaters, the Árpat from the north-east, and the Bríng and Sándran from the south-east, unite. Two or three miles north of Islamábád the Jhelum receives the Lidar, which rises in the snows north of the Shísha Nág, and which contributes a volume of water scarcely inferior to that of the Jhelum.

A few miles north of Bij Behára it receives the united waters of the Vesháú and Rembíára rivers, both of which flow down from the Panjál mountains, the former stream rising in the holy fount of Konsa Nág and the latter in the Nandan Sar and Bhág Sar.

At Srínagar it receives the Dúdh Gángá stream, which also rises in the Panjál range. Below the city of Srínagar, at the village of Shádipur, it is joined on the right bank by the Sind, which is the largest of all its tributaries in the valley. Besides these it is fed by numerous smaller streams and mountain torrents, and its waters communicate with those of the Dal
Anchar, and Manas Bal lakes. From its junction with the Sind river the Jhelum continues its north-westerly course to the Wular lake, which it leaves above the town of Sopir, and then flows on in a south-westerly direction to Baramula, receiving midway the waters of the Pohru river, the drainage of the north end of the Kashmir valley.

The whole length of the Jhelum from its source to Baramula is 150 miles. Here it leaves the Kashmir valley by a narrow gorge, and after a course of 190 miles more through the hills it reaches the plains near Jhelum.

The whole mountain course of the Jhelum from beyond Vernag to Mangla is 380 miles, and its fall is about 8,000 feet, or 21 per mile.

From the hills to its junction with the Chenab, between Junag and Ueh, its general direction is south-westerly, and its length about 240 miles. Its whole length from its source to its confluence with the Chenab is therefore about 620 miles.

From Baramula to Mozafarabad the Jhelum, which is here called simply the Darya, pursues a westerly course for 80 miles.

The total fall between these places is 2,800 feet, or 35 feet per mile, and the character of the river entirely changes from a placid and sluggish stream to a roaring torrent.

At Mozafarabad the Kishan Ganga (a large river from the snowy mountains to the north) falls into the Jhelum. Its water is always cool and good for drinking. (Plowden.)

Below Mozafarabad, the Jhelum sweeps suddenly round to the south, and, after receiving at Rora the Kûnara or Nainsuk river, continues the same course to the town of Jhelum, a distance of 140 miles. The road between Srinagar and Mari crosses it by an iron bridge suspended between masonry piers, near the village of Kohâl, where there is likewise a ferry. The fall in this part of the river is 1,400 feet, or 10 feet per mile.

Breadth.—At Islamabad the breadth of the stream is 120 feet, with a maximum depth of 12 feet 3 inches.

In its course through the city of Srinagar, the channel of the river is narrowed to 250 and even to 200 feet, with a varying depth of from 6 to 12 feet.

Banks.—In the Minâwar district the Jhelum flows often between steep, rocky banks, several hundred feet high; anon it reaches a spot where a ravine coming down makes its margin accessible; again for a time more gradual slopes, or smaller cliffs that edge some plateau, form its banks; still again it comes between high cliffs, and in deep curves finds its way round loftier promontories, such nearly-isolated spots being often crowned with a fort, as where Ramkot and Mangla stand; then, at last, it debouches into the plain, where it is bounded by low banks, and finds room to spread out and divide, to form islands with its ever-varying channels, and otherwise disport itself as a river delighted to have escaped from the mountains that restrained it.
In the Kashmir valley the immediate banks of the stream are level and unvaried; their height above the water may be 15 feet when the river is low, as in winter; but on the snow melting the river rises, and if at that time there is two or three days' rain, the additional volume of water is enough to make the river overflow. Against this the bank is all along artificially raised a few feet, but a heavy and continuous fall of rain will make the river overtop that bank as well, and produce a flood over all the flat, which may cause considerable damage to the crops over an area of many square miles. At Rorn the banks overhang the river in high vertical precipices and are at least 150 yards apart.

At Thandali the ground forms a low, flat, semicircular reach, but little raised above the channel of the river, whilst the opposite (right) bank shelves precipitously to the water's edge.

Navigation.—From Islamabád to Baramula the river is navigable throughout its entire course, about 60 miles, except in seasons of unusual drought; and its waters teem with fish. The fall is only 400 feet in 120 miles, or 3.33 feet per mile, and the average rate of the current is about 1 1/3 miles per hour, or even less.

The river is much used for navigation; it is the great highway of Kashmir. The goods that come from India by the Jamú road, over the Banibál pass, are brought by land carriage—by coolies, ponies, or bullocks, as it may be, as far as Kanabal; thence boats take them to Srinagar. The boats float down the stream at the rate of 1 1/3 to 2 miles an hour.

Below Baramula the river is not navigable till it reaches the plain.

Volume.—The stream is in places very sluggish, and the surface of the water covered with the green slime common to stagnant pools. In December, Moorerforth found the river 210 feet broad, with a mean depth of 9 feet and a velocity of 2,400 feet per hour, or of 0.6666 feet per second, which gives a discharge of 1,150 cubic feet per second. At Sumbal, below the junction of the Sind river, the average depth of the water is about 14 feet. On the 16th December, Trebeck found the depth of water from one to three fathoms. Assuming 12 feet as the average depth in December, and the rate of the current at 2,400 feet per hour (the same as at Srinagar), the winter discharge of the united streams of the Jhelum and Sind rivers will be 2,480 cubic feet.

At Baramula the discharge is probably not more, as the waters of the Pohru river may be supposed to supply the great loss by evaporation on the Wular lake.

The total discharge of the Jhelum below Mozafarabád has been calculated to be 3,500 cubic feet per second.

The discharge of the Jhelum, as it enters the plains, has been estimated at 4,000 cubic feet.

Valley.—By the banks of the river a flat plain lies, extending along the north-eastern side of the Kashmir valley from Islamabád north-westward
for more than 50 miles, with a width varying from 2 or 3 to 15 miles. The levels are 5,400 feet at Kanabal and Islamabád, 5,235 feet at Srinagar, and 5,180 feet at the furthest point by the shore of the Wular lake; these show a fall of 165 feet in the first 30 miles, and 55 feet only in the next 24 miles; to the eye it is a complete level, but it does, in truth, slope in the general direction of the river, which flows to an extent corresponding to the fall of the river. The flat is just like the alluvial flats that make the meadow-lands by the side of our English streams; its surface has been formed, as theirs has been, by deposition of sediment on the water over-flowing at flood-time; here, however, it has not been kept in meadow, but has to a great extent been brought under the plough. The plain is narrowest 10 or 12 miles below Islamabád; about Srinagar and beyond it is wide. In this last part great portions of the flat are a marsh covered with water in spring and summer, and left dry in winter. Other portions are more permanently covered and make weedy lakes; at the north-west extremity of the 50 miles of length there is a large expanse of water called the Wular lake, some 10 miles by 6 in extent.

A few miles above Srinagar, on the left bank, is a low marsh called Shalún, fed by mountain streams. Another tract of water is the Dal lake. Farther down on the left bank, the streams fall into marshy expanses that are not permanently covered with water. These marshes are separated by an artificial bank from the river, but certain channels themselves banked for some distances allow of communication between. Small villages are seen on little pieces of ground, slightly above the level of the marsh, whose inhabitants get their living as much from the water as from the land round. In winter a great deal of the land becomes dry and affords some pasture. The river continues on, embanked. Various portions of grounds of the low marsh level have been recovered by embanking. Deposition of silt is also occurring, and tending to raise what is still subject to inundation, and to carry the channel of the river farther and farther out into the Wular lake, with which these marshes communicate. A mile or two below the Wular lake is the town of Sopár. The river goes on, winding through a flat country like that above Srinagar, and at about 18 miles from the lake the stream reaches Baramúla, where the gorge begins and the character of the river immediately changes.

From Baramúla to Mozafarábád, a distance of 80 miles, the valley is narrow and confined by the spurs of two mountain ranges. On the north is the Káj Nág. On the south is a ridge which starts from the Panjáb range at Gúlmarg and continues for some 60 miles, along a great part of which its height is from 9,000 to 12,000 feet; it extends, narrowing, to the sharp bend of the river at Mozafarábád. There is a road along each side of the valley. The first 25 miles of the gorge is through extremely fine scenery, of wooded mountain-slopes, broken by cliff-surfaces, that rise to great heights above the path. Some of the forest is of deodar, of which
much has been felled to be sent down the stream to Jhelum, for use in the Panjáb. Villages are met with at intervals; after Baramála the houses are no longer of the fashion of Kashmir, but are flat-roofed. People of the Kashmiri race extend about one day’s march down the valley, and after them one comes to the tribes called Kukká and Bambá. The villages are upon alluvial plateaus, at a considerable height above the river: on these plateaus, too, is a great deal of rice cultivation.

The temperature of the valley below Baramála is much higher than in the Kashmir valley, from the hills running up at so steep an angle on both sides. Up the lateral streams are some rich and fertile valleys, with small scattered villages in them. The chief wealth of the inhabitants are their buffaloes. The pasturage in the adjoining hills being very rich, they make large quantities of butter and ghi.

At Kohála the stream flows in a deep and narrow passage. Between Mozaifarábád and Kohála the heat is insupportable,—full as the little hollows are with rice cultivation, and shut in on all sides by mountains. Dr. Bellew, marching from Kohála to Mozaifarábád, thus describes the valley:

"From Kohála to Chikar our route lay through the narrow winding pass of the river Jhelum, over an uninterrupted talus strip, cut at intervals by deep ravines, through which pour the torrent feeders of the main stream below. On its shelving slopes are terraced flats of rice and maize cultivation, and the homesteads of its peasantry surrounded by their orchards and hedges. Between these occupied plots, the general surface of the uneven tract is set with a more or less abundant brushwood jungle. Above this river-bank tract the hills slope away to lofty peaks, presenting, in infinite variety of surface, a vast extent of uniformly verdant pasture, which (broken by neither rock nor forest) spreads up their sides to the highest summits. At Chikar we left this tame scene, and passed on to a wooded region, the pine and cedar forests of which vie in magnificence with the majestic heights they clothe."

**Bridges.**—There are two iron bridges, viz., at Dômel a new cantilever bridge, at Kohála a suspension bridge.

The following kódál bridges exist:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Length in yards</th>
<th>Breadth in feet</th>
<th>Number of plats</th>
<th>Average depth of water in feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kanabal</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bij Behára</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pampár</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Amrit Kadal (Hubbas Kadal)</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fatch</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zaína</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Haíli</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Náya</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Suffá</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sumbal</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sopdár</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Baramála</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ince.)
Above Uri the Jhelum has once been spanned by a stone bridge thrown across a very narrow part from cliff to cliff; but to judge from the lowness of the remaining portions of the abutments, the bridge must have been swept away by the very first extraordinary rise of the river. Opposite Uri the river is now crossed by a suspension bridge of leather ropes. Above Hattian there is a second suspension bridge, of twisted leather ropes, 258 ¼ feet in length; and a third near Mozafarabād, just above the junction of the Kishan Ganga. There is a nara bridge at Kora.

Floods.—The Jhelum is liable to flood on the melting of the snows, and if heavy and continuous rain comes at the same time, the river overflows its banks and destroys many square miles of crops. The flooding extends down to Srinagar; the water, however, does not enter its streets, for the whole space occupied by the city is made ground, being raised some feet above the natural level by the artificial accumulations of centuries. The environs, however, suffer from the flood; the part where the English visitors dwell is sometimes covered, the bank constructed to defend it may give way or be overtopped. Drew has known 6 feet of water above the plain behind the visitors’ houses.

Various descriptions of bridges.—Nara—a kind of rope-bridge. A single cord stretched across from bank to bank, and secured on either side to some projecting rock or firmly-set tree. The cord is furnished with a loop cradle, which is slung on to it by a forked piece of wood. This last forms the upper part of the cradle, which, when once adjusted, is irremovable from the cord, though it slides freely backwards and forwards on it by shaking the cord. Dr. Bellew describes the passage of a man by one of these bridges:

"He cautiously stepped down to the edge of the rock, pulled the cradle to him, seated himself in the loop, the sides of its single cord passing between his flank and arm on each side, and pushing off from the bank, at once shot half-way across; and now commenced the exciting part of the passage. In the outset the cradle with its freight slid down the slope of the cord with rapidity and ease; but midway was brought to a stand-still in the sag produced by its weight. The man rested a moment to allow the vibration of the cord to cease, and then commenced to finish his transit. This he did by seizing the cord with both hands, and propelling himself forward by a sudden jerk of the legs, grabbing it a foot or two in advance; and so on by a repetition of this process he worked his way up the slope to the other bank. The cord is nothing but a close, thick, and strong twist of a long climbing plant mixed with the straight twigs of a species of indigofera; but the cradle and shore fastenings are of raw hide in addition."

These bridges are only used where the banks are very steep and the stretch across not very wide. They require repair every year, but are very strong and capable of crossing horses and sheep, which are, for the purpose, slung in the cradle as usual, and let gently down one slope by paying out a rope attached to it, and hauled up the other by a similar arrangement.

The jhāla bridge consists of three ropes stretched across the stream, at a central height of 8 or 10 feet, between two buttress piers, built up of loose
boulders and brushwood faggots, at the ends of the current. Each pier
slopes as a causeway on the land side, and drops as a wall towards the water,
whilst in its substance are imbedded several strong upright posts as sup-
ports for the bridge ropes. These ropes are disposed across from side to
side in the form of a triangle, so that a cross section would mark the points
of a capital V, thus,—two parallel ropes forming the upper plane and a
central one the lower plane. This disposition is maintained throughout the
stretch by large V-shaped prongs of wood, which, at intervals of 4 or
5 yards, are secured in position above and below by thongs of raw hide,
and further strengthened above by a cording which is passed across be-
tween the two upper points where they are fixed to those ropes.

When, with a bridge of large span, there is a high wind, traffic is some-
times stopped. Drew says the greatest span of a bridge of this sort that
he knew is about 300 feet. Four-footed beasts cannot cross these bridges.
Such a bridge as this is renewed every three years.

The kudat bridge.—These bridges are all made of deodar wood, upon
the same plan, and are constructed in the following manner: A triangular
space, with its apex streamwards, is formed in the bed of the river by strong
stakes, which are well driven down, and covered with planks on the outside,
to a height of about 8 feet; this space is then filled with heavy stones,
and forms the foundation of the pier. Each pier consists of alternate layers
of deodar trunks. The trunks are placed about a foot apart, and each suc-
ceeding layer is broader than the previous one, and laid at right angles to
it. The trunks are fastened together at their ends by strong wooden pegs.
The piers are united by long and very stout deodar trunks, which stretch
across from one to another, and which are laid about 2 feet apart. The
platform consists of rough planks or slender poles, which are closely laid
across the trunks which connect the piers, and fastened at each end by
wooden pegs. In some cases over the platform there is a coating of grass
and earth, and a railing on each side, but often there is neither.

This kind of bridge is very strong and durable, despite its rickety con-
struction.

The timber, being cedar, is very durable, and accidents rarely occur,
owing to the elasticity of the construction, and the outlet afforded to
sudden floods through the many passages in the substance of the piers.
Dr. Bellew witnessed the behaviour of these bridges in the inundation of
1869, and though they were nearly swamped by the flood, none of them
gave way.

The skinás, which is commonly used on the Indus and other rivers
of the Panjáb, is merely an inflated hide either of the ox or goat. Each
skin is inflated by blowing through a wooden vent fixed in one of the fore-
legs of the hide, and closed by a wooden plug of the same material. The
little float thus formed is then held on the side of the stream till the rider,
striding across it, passes each leg through a loop of strapping hanging
like a stirrup-leather on each side, and holding each vent plug in either hand, lays his chest upon the hide and plunges out into the current, paddling with arms and legs as in the act of swimming. Much dexterity and skill are required in the proper management of these wonderful little floats to prevent a sudden capsize.

JHULA—
A description of bridge. (See "Jhrlum").

JHUNG—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.
A large village in Naoshern, situated about a mile north of Mirpūr, by the path leading towards Chaomuk. There are about eighty houses in this village, which is a very green spot in the arid plain; it contains, it is said, as many as thirty-two wells, which never dry.

JING—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 73° 41'. Elev.
A village situated on the top of the spur many hundred feet above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, near the junction of the Ūrshi stream. It lies above the path between Balagran and Mandal.

JINGHANO—Lat. 32° 53'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A neat village in the province of Jamū, situated near the left bank of the Tawi, at the south-east end of the plain which extends from the Chenāb at Riaś. There is a castle built on the steep bank of a ravine above the village. (Figue.)

JINRALI—Lat. 32° 36'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.
A village in the Basaoli district, situated about 12 miles north of that town, on the road towards Badrawār. The houses, which are much scattered, are surrounded by cultivation. There is a baoli of clear cool water, shaded by trees, on the side of the path.

JIÜR—
A Dogrā caste. They are the carriers, called kahārs in the plains, whose occupations are the carriage of loads on the shoulder, including the palankin, and the management of flour-mills worked by water. (Drew.)

JULĀHS—
Weavers, who form a large proportion of the Muhommads of Jamū, so much so, that one ward of the town is called the "weavers’ quarter." In all probability they are descendants of the older Hindū inhabitants of the country who have, at different times, been converted to Muhammadanism. (Drew.)

JURA—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 73° 52'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawār, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, between Darral and Bāran. The fields extend for a considerable distance along the river-bank. There are a few fruit and other trees about the village, which contains twenty houses; among the inhabitants
are a carpenter and a blacksmith. A stream flows down through the north end of the village, irrigating the rice-fields.

JURNIAL—Lat. 34° 35’. Long. 75° 3’. Elev.
A village in the Tilail valley, situated at the edge of the forest on the slopes of the mountain above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, which is crossed by a rope suspension bridge, about midway between this village and Mazakoi, which lies above it on the same side of the river.

Jurnial contains a masjid, and eight houses inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, and a shepherd. The hill-sides above the village are extensively cultivated, and below it, to the north-west, a grassy plain extends along the river-bank.

JUTIÁL—Lat. 35° 54’. Long. 74° 23’. Elev. 5,300’.
A small hamlet in the Gilgit valley, 2 miles east of the Gilgit fort. It only contains about sixteen houses, but it overlooks the whole of Gilgit and would be a good site for cantoning troops. It gets its water from the Khomar sala. There are several water-mills at Jutiál. (Barrow.)

JUTIPÚR—Lat. 33° 41’. Long. 74° 50’. Elev.
The place where the successful action was fought on the 5th July 1819, which gave Kashmir to the Sikhs; it is distant about 1 ½ miles from Shupion, and is probably identical with the Chotipura of the map, lat. 33° 41’, long. 74° 50’.
KABHI—Lat. 33° 10'.  Long. 74° 59'.  Elev.  
A village situated on the right bank of the Chenáb, some miles north-east of Riasi. At this place, where the river is deep, tranquil, rather rapid, and about 200 yards wide, there is a rope bridge. Horses may be driven into the stream and crossed in safety. (Figne.)

KABUTAR KHÁNA—Lat. 34° 20'.  Long. 78° 18'.  Elev.  
A camping ground on the winter route to Yárkand by the Karakoram pass on the left bank of the Shyok, between Chang Jungle and Dong-a-yalak, and just above the junction of the Changchenmo river.

KACHGUL—
A stream which forms the principal source of the Rámechú river. It rises on the slopes of the Panjál range, on the east side of the Chóti Gali and Chitta Pani passes; the road leading towards those passes lies along the bank of the stream. (Aligood.)

KACHI PÍR—Lat. 35° 38'.  Long. 75° 22'.  Elev.  
A pass on the Skardú-Rondú road via the left bank of the Indus. The ascent is steep on both sides, especially on the Rondú side, the road being very bad. The road lies over a spur from the Sulsmán peak, the path by the Indus being nearly impassable. The pass opens in the beginning of April, when there is much snow, and it is said to be dangerous owing to the steepness of the side slopes. On the 19th June 1888, there was still a little snow on the pass. (Aylmer.)

KACHIL—Lat. 34° 46'.  Long. 74° 18'.  Elev. 10,800', approx.  
A pass on the road from Sharidi in the Kishan Ganga valley to Krumu and the Loláb. It lies at the head of the small stream which joins the Kishan Ganga at Sharidi. It is constantly used by laden animals, but is very difficult, for both ascent and descent are very steep. The Kachil valley is only inhabited during the summer months by a few Gújars. There is a pleasant camping place in it on this route. (Aylmer.)

KACHNAMBAL—Lat. 34° 17'.  Long. 74° 55'.  Elev.  
A village in the Lar pargana, situated on the right bank of the Kanknai stream, at the western end of the Sind valley.

KAD—
The name of a stream which rises on the mountains at the north-west end of the Basaoli district, and flows in a south-easterly direction, joining the Siowa in lat. 32° 41', long. 75° 51', below the village of Beakan. Just
above the junction, it is crossed by a bridge on the path between Basaoli and Badrawár.

KADAL—
A description of bridge. (See "Jhelum.")

KAFI DARA—Lat. Long. Elev. 18,500'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, three marches east of Gulbasheem. (Montgomerie.)

KÁG—Lat. 34º. Long. 74º 34'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, very prettily situated on the sloping ground at the foot of lofty pine-clad hills, due east of the Lal Khán-ki-Garhi. It commands a fine view of the Kashmir valley and the Wular lake in the distance.

Vigne states that this village is probably the ancient Khágí mentioned in the annals of Kashmir as containing a spring from which the old Hindu kings used sometimes to send for the water they drank. The spring, which is now called the Gunj Nág, lies about a quarter of a mile to the south of the village; it is enclosed by a tank of rough stones, and the water, which is pure and cold, has a curious effect, bubbling up in numerous places through the sandy bottom. The natives assert that in winter the water becomes warm, and Vigne refers to a warm spring in the neighbourhood. From the traces of carving on many of the stones lying about, it would appear probable that this was anciently the site of a Hindu temple. The materials for building a temple were, it is said, collected some years ago by tahsídar diwan Núrsing Dial, and now lie in a heap near the spring, but on being transferred to another district he relinquished his intention.

KÁGÁNÍ—
A kind of edifice common in Ladak, generally placed at the entrance to villages and houses, the way leading beneath. Constructed of brick, plastered over, and painted. (Drew.)

KAHÁR—
A Dográ caste; carriers. (See "Jiúr.")

KAHNPUR—Lat. 33º 48'. Long. 75º 3'. Elev.
A village in Kashmir, 12 miles south of Srinagar, on the Jamú-Srinagar route.

KAHÚTA—Lat. 34º 25'. Long. 74º 29'. Elev.
A mountain in the range which divides the Zainagir pargana from the Loláb valley. Between it and the Sharibal peak to the north-west there is a grazing ground for 500 or 600 sheep for six months; but more than that number go there annually for a shorter period. (Montgomerie.)
KAHUTA—Lat. 33° 53'.  Long. 74° 9'.  Elev.
A small village about 10 miles north of Punch, on the path towards the Hajj Pir. It contains about forty huts, and is situated at the foot of the range of hills which bound a rich plateau about 200 feet above the right bank of the Bitarh.
There is a bungalow for travellers in the open fields below the village. Coolies and supplies are procurable. (Vigne—lace.)

KAILA—Lat. 33° 7'.  Long. 75° 38'.  Elev.
A small village in Badrawar, containing four houses inhabited by Hindus; it is surrounded with cultivation, and lies high above the right bank of the Neru, about 3 miles from its junction with the Chandra Bhaga.

KAILAS—(Ice Mountain) or Gangri range of mountains, runs through the midst of Western Tibet, along the right bank of the Indus, to the junction of the Shyok.

The general direction is from south-east to north-west. The average height of the passes over it is 17,000 feet, so the general elevation of the range may be estimated at not less than 20,000 feet. The snow line is at about 19,000 feet on the southern and 18,500 on the northern face. Cunningham calls this the Kailas range, after the Kailas peak (Kailas Parbat, 22,000 feet), which is situated north of the Manasa Rowa and Rakas Tal lakes, and says that the range extends "in one unbroken line from the source of the Indus to the junction of the Shyok." Drew denies that this is one unbroken chain of mountains, and what he calls the "Leth Range," extends from the junction of the Hanle stream north-west to the junction of the Shyok, a distance of 220 miles. "The geological structure of this range is chiefly clay, slate, gneiss, and granite. Near Leth it is wholly of granite, of a very coarse texture." The principal passes are Tsaka La, Thato La, Chang La, Waris La, Digri La, Khudung La, Thaglasgo La, and Chorbah La. (Cunningham.)

KAILGAN ROCKS—Lat. 33° 51'.  Long. 75° 59'.  Elev.
These rocks lie in the valley of the Farrihbad stream, about 36 miles north-east of Maru, on the path leading from that village towards Suru and Zanskar by the Chiling pass. Wood and water are found in the vicinity. (Robinson.)

KAINIDIZAL—Lat. 33° 59'.  Long. 74° 58'.  Elev.
A village containing a ruined masjid, situated on the left bank of the Jehelum, a few miles south of Pampur.

KAINSPUR—Lat. 34° 14'.  Long. 74° 27'.  Elev.
A considerable village situated a little distance from the left bank of the Jehelum, a few miles north-east of Baramula; in ordinary parlance the name is shortened to Kanikpur, and on the spot itself to Kanpur.
There appear to be satisfactory grounds for concluding that this village
marks the site of one of the most ancient of the numerous capitals of Kashmir, founded by Kanishka, one of the two great Indo-Scythian princes and brothers. (Grove.)

KAINU—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.
A small village in Pùch, on the left bank of the Mandi stream, about 7 miles north-east of Pùch.

KÁJIPÜRA—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 39'. Elev.
A village in the Khuihama pargana, situated on the northern shore of the Wular lake on the path between Bandipúra and Sopúr. (Jace.)

KÁJNÁG (Survey station)—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev. 12,125'.
The name of the range of mountains between the south-west end of the Hamal pargana and the valley of the Jhelum. The whole of the range between the Kájnág survey station and Bangas, lat. 34° 17', long. 74° 5', elev. 13,496', goes by the name of Kájnág. The ridges running from the range to the river Jhelum are covered with fine grass, and the number of Gújars that take their cattle up during the summer months is very considerable, there being hardly a ravine without a family or two inhabiting it.

The ridge is often of sufficient width to allow Indian-corn and wheat to be sown on it. The western slopes are invariably bare, while the eastern are always clothed with forest.

On the Kájnág range in July (1856?) were about 12,000 sheep from the parganas of Machipúra and Hamal, and about 200 ponies, chiefly mares with their foals or in foal. The sheep are kept solely for their wool, from which the Kashmiris make their strong and warm blankets and other woollen cloths.

The axis of the Kájnág is of granite, with schistose and slaty rocks on the spurs running from it; toward its western end it becomes exceedingly precipitous and rocky, so that it is nearly impossible to proceed for any distance upon the ridge itself, and frequent detours of 2 or 3 miles have to be made when passing from peak to peak.

The cold on these ridges at the early time of year is very great, and a high wind constantly blows from the northward. The southern slopes of the range are of quite a different character to the northern; for, with the exception of the eastern sides of the spurs, which are alone covered with forests, the whole is quite bare, or covered only with coarse grass. Some-what lower this is mainly of the kind called spear-grass. On all level spots where the plough can be used excellent wheat is grown, and is considered to be the best in the Jhelum valley. The villages are mostly situated in the bottom of ravines which run down into the river Jhelum (q.v.). The Kájnág range has a mean altitude of from 12,000 to 13,000 feet above the sea. It gets gradually higher from Baramúla towards the centre, but afterwards comes to a level of about 10,000 feet. (Godwin-Austen—Drow.)
KAK—KAL 

KAKANI—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 73° 57'. Elev.
A village containing about fifteen houses, situated on the right bank of the Púnch Tóí, a few miles north of Kotli.

A pastoral valley lying along the banks of the Indus between Nima Mud and Chibra, frequented by Kupshu shepherds from December to February. (H. Strachey—Moorcroft.)

KAKKAS—
A hill race peopling the banks of the Jhelum between Gingl and Mozafarabád, and the lower part of the Kishan Ganga valley, chiefly on the left bank of the Jhelum. Allied to the Bambás (g.v.).

KALAI—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 12'. Elev.
A village in the Haveli pargana of Púnch, lying on the slopes of the hill above the left bank of the Súran river. It contains about twenty houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, and produces only dry crops.

KALA PANI—
A torrent which joins the Kamri Dara, about 6 miles north of the kotal. At the junction there is a very good encamping ground; forage and firewood plentiful. The stream, which is about 20 feet broad, is roughly bridged. The inhabitants appear to apply the name Kala Pani to the whole valley of the Kamri Dara. (Barrow.)

KALEGRAN—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 73° 45'. Elev.
A village which extends for a long distance up a gorge on the west side of the spur of the Tung mountain, which juts down to the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. The principal houses are built in a cluster on the north side of the narrow valley, which is traversed by a torrent flowing down from the Chow Gali pass. The village contains a masjid and a zírát, and about twenty houses inhabited by zamindars of the Rati caste, including a carpenter, a blacksmith, a leather-worker, and a múlla; there are also three families of Saiads and three Gújars. The lambardar, Ún Ali Sháh, is also lambardar of two or three neighbouring villages. Kalegran forms part of the jagir of Rája Wálí Muhammad Khán, son-in-law of Rája Sher Ahmad Khán, of Karnao.

The village lies high above the Kishan Ganga and at some distance from it, but its rice-lands extend down to the banks of the river, and may be considered a separate village containing three houses, known as Kundi. Báran, in Lower Drawár, may be reached by a path lying over the Chow Gali pass; that following the course of the Kishan Ganga is described as being very difficult.

KALHAR—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev.
A Muhammadan village in Púnch, containing about sixteen houses; it is situated on the right bank of the Púnch Tóí river.
KALIPURA—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 12'. Elev.
A small village, containing four houses inhabited by zamindars, situated at the edge of the forest, about 4 miles south-east of Shalúrah, to the west of the path between that place and Sopúr.

KALIPURA—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A small village in the Birwa pargana, containing four houses inhabited by zamindars. It is situated on the sloping side of a ravine, to the west of the path between Makaháma and Drang.

KALI THÁR on BLACK RANGE—
A name given to this ridge on account of the dark hue which it presents in some states of the atmosphere when seen from a distance.
The road from Jamú to Rájaorí passes this village to the north-west of Aknúr. Ascending from the Chenáb valley, an elevated plateau, much intersected with ravines, is reached; elevation quite 2,000 feet above the sea. From this plateau the rock rises up steeply for many miles, attaining a level of more than 3,000 feet above the sea, and forming a bold, narrow ridge. The farther slope is steeper, presenting an escarpment properly and geologically so-called—a really fine instance; for 20 miles it continues without a break, having a face of 1,000 feet of vertical height, at a slope in some parts of 45°, in some rather less, everywhere marked by variations, according to the alternate outcrop of beds of sandstone and of clay. (Drew.)

KALLAIN—Lat. 33° 3'. Long. 75° 41'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, situated on the slopes of the spur between the Nerú river and Bin Kad stream. It lies about 11 miles north-west of Badrawár, and is the usual stage between that town and Doda. There are a great many fruit-trees about the village, and extensive cultivation, the fields being unusually large. There is a small government garden in the village and a baradári for the accommodation of travellers.

Supplies are procurable, but water is scarce, as the Bin Kad, the nearest stream, flows at a considerable distance below the village, and the only source in the village is a po'l in which rain-water is collected. The usual encamping ground is near this pool.
The village contains about twenty houses, inhabited by zamindars, who are almost exclusively Hindús.

KALLAN—Lat. 33° 8'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, situated above the left bank of the Chandra Bhága, a little to the west of Doda. There is a deep ravine on the east side of the village, through the bottom of which a stream flows into the river. There are both Hindús and Muhammadans among the inhabitants, who number sixteen families. It is stated that recruits for the maharája’s army are frequently collected and drilled in this village.
KALLI KUND—
A small mountain-lake in the hills to the west of Badrawár.

KALTURA—Lat. 34° 24’. Long. 74° 22’. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Pohru river. Colonel Beja Singh attempted to build an aqueduct over the river at this place, to convey water into the Zainagir pargana. (Montgomery.)

KAMAKDORI (Dárd Kasskatúri).

A pass over the Kishan Ganga-Indus watershed and connecting Chilas with Sharidi. The road from Sharidi to the pass leads up the Samgan stream (q.v.), and is 28 miles long. It is at present unfitted for baggage animals, but could easily be improved. The pass is over a narrow stony ridge with remains of old stone breastworks on it. For 600 or 700 feet on either side the descent is very steep. There is, even in August, a little snow on the Chilas side. The head of the valley on the Chilas side much resembles that of the Samgan. Within a mile of the top on either side good pasturage is to be obtained. Wood in moderate quantities is found within 2 miles of the pass.

By following the ridge to the south-west for 1½ mile another pass (14,000’?) is reached leading into the top of the Gamot valley. The top is flat and easy, but there is a steep ascent from the head of the Samgan stream, where there is a lake rather under ½ mile long by ¼ mile broad.

Between the head of the Gamot valley and Chilas territory, the hills appear rounded and easy, and there must be some good passes.

This pass is said to be open for six months. (Aylmer.)

KAMARÁ on KOMARA—Lat. 35° 25’. Long. 75° 34’. Elev.
A large pargana in the ilaka of Skardu (Baltistán), the last village on the north side of the Skardu plain; to the north conglomerate and clay-beds rise in steep banks. The fields rise in terraces one behind another, on a steeply-sloping platform. It is said to contain 300 houses, and is the first march on the Skardu-Gilgit road. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

KAMBAI—Lat. 33° 13’. Long. 74° 4’. Elev.
A village and fort in a district of the same name in the province of Nao-
shera; they lie to the west of the road between Bhimbar and Kotli, a few miles south-west of Dharmáala. Vigne states that though finely situated on a rock, the country round the fort seems too much confined. (Vigne—Allgood.)

KAMBO or SKAMBU—Lat. 34° 27’. Long. 76° 14’. Elev.
A small village of ten houses on the left bank of the Purik river (Wakkha-
chu). There is an artificial aqueduct here, about 1 mile in length. (Cunningham—Aylmer.)

KAMIL—
This river is formed of three streams—the Bangas, the Rangwari, and the
Bad Khol, or Búranambal—which rise on the mountain slopes at the north-west end of the valley of Kashmir, and unite near Drangiar; the river then flows in a north-easterly direction through the Utrar pargana, joining the Loláb or Lahwal stream near the village of Mogalpúr, and forming the Pohru river. Above the village of Riri the lacustrine deposit reaches the height of about 300 feet above the river, resting on the primeval rock through which the Kamil flows, and which in some places is cut down to the depth of 30 or 40 feet.

The Bangas stream is bridged beneath Drangiar, and the Kamil between the villages of Zunabeshi and Riri, also opposite the fort and village of Shalúrah, where the river flows in two channels, just west of which, under the village of Champúra, there is a ford.

The Kamil as it crosses the Shalúrah plain is very rapid, and during the melting of the snows is quite impassable. (Montgomery—Godwin-Austen.)

KAMMAR—Lat. 33° 29’. Long. 75° 21’. Elev.
A village in the Sháhabád valley, lying near the left bank of the Sándran river, about 3 miles north-west of Choan. It contains about eight houses inhabited by zamindars and three families of pírzásás, who occupy a brick building on the mound, in the middle of the village. Below it is the zíárat of the Kadam Rasúl, now a mass of ruins, beneath which the precious relic is said to be buried.

KAMRÁJ—
The name of one of the two great divisions of the Kashmir valley, comprising the north-western portion. It is divided into two zillas and eighteen parganas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of pargana</th>
<th>Tahsil station or chief place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Kruhin</td>
<td>Baramála.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Teljan</td>
<td>Sopdr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Khuhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Zainagir</td>
<td>Shewa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hamal</td>
<td>Hadihpúr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Loláb</td>
<td>Lalpúr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Uttar</td>
<td>Shalúrah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Rámhal</td>
<td>Shalúrah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Naiharaf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Putan Zilla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Dánzu</td>
<td>Bargam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Birwa or Birú</td>
<td>Birwa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Bangil</td>
<td>Lelpúr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Sáremzapañá</td>
<td>Sumbal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Lár</td>
<td>Arats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dr. Elmslie states that it has been conjectured that Kamrāj, or Kamrāz, as it is sometimes called, is derived from Kama Rāj, the territory of Kama, the god of love.

It is chiefly karēwā land, cut into by various streams which unite with the drainage of the Lolāb and Uttar streams to form the Pohru river.

**KAMRI—Lat. 34º 48'. Long. 74º58'. Elev. 13,160'.**

A pass between the Būrzil valley of Gūrais and the Astor valley on the Kashmir-Gilgit road.

After crossing the watershed, the route follows the western branch of the Astor river through Rattu and Chungām. This route is practicable for laden animals, and is shorter, and on the whole easier, than that by the Dorikūn pass (q.v.), but it is closed by snow for nearly six months, i.e., a few weeks longer than the other route. Unladen men can, however, generally cross the Dorikūn pass during the winter, while the Kamri is closed to all. The Kamri was crossed on May 15th, 1886, by unladen men for the first time that year.

In 1885 the pass was closed by snow till July, but the snowfall was abnormal. From Bangla in the Būrzil valley, there is a steep ascent of over 3,000 feet to the first ridge, the hill-side being bare of trees, but clothed with luxuriant herbage. The road then winds in and out, up and down, across the spurs from the Gatumi or Gotamara mountain to the crest of the Kamri ridge, which is a well-marked depression in the ranges. One third of a mile from the crest the road descends by a zig-zag down a steep ravine to the Kamri Dara. The pass is not a difficult one when clear of snow, but when the snow is lying it certainly is very difficult indeed. It is 61 miles from Gūrais to Gurikōt of Astor.

In the Gilgit-Astor map this pass is given a second name, viz., Rāj-deangan, which is incorrect. At all events, Kamri is the only name one hears. (Barrow—Manifold.)

**KAMRI DARA—**

A branch valley of the Astor valley of Kashmir, which may be considered the main western branch of the Astor valley. Including its side valleys it contains about eighteen villages, with a total estimated population of about nine hundred souls, all Dārds, speaking the Shīna dialect. Both Sunūs and Shīās are represented. The Sunūs shave their heads, while the Shīās wear their hair long. The men delight in polo and sport. Their arms comprise swords and matchlocks, and bows and arrows. There is no fruit in the valley, except the mulberry. Wheat and vegetables only are grown. The cold is extreme in winter, and from December to March the people are confined to their houses. Wood and water are plentiful.

Above Rattu the valley, generally speaking, is fairly open (half to one mile), with plenty of good forage, but below it becomes confined between steep, rocky, ranges of hills. The principal village in the valley is Chu-
gám, and the chief tributaries are the Kala Pani, the Lyonhudar, the Mir Malik, and Rupal nalas.

The name Kamri Dara seems to be locally unknown, and the inhabitants generally speak of the main river as the Kala Pani. The latter, however, at its junction is certainly the lesser stream of the two. The Kamri river is fordable in summer with great difficulty below the junction of the Raat stream, down which comes the Gagai route. It is crossed by bridges at the following places: once near Tin between Shankarghar and Chugam, once at Chugam, and twice between Chugam and Gurikót.

The principal crops are jao, kánák, cheni, tromba, and máttá. Taxes are paid in kind and appear to be heavy. Generally speaking, the road down the valley is good.

The gorge between Chugam and Gurikót would be a splendid place to resist any force advancing from the Búnjí direction.

### Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mir Malik valley</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupal valley</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>(7) 40</td>
<td>(7) 120</td>
<td>(7) 1,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakmal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shankarghar</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jespi and Gomai</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirla</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phartasi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phakarkot</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilatto</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintai</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chugam</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total             | 129    | 157    | 493           | 4,900           |         |

(Ahmad Ali Khán—Barrow—Aylmer.)

**KANABAL—Lat. 38° 44'. Long. 75° 11'. Elev.**

A village situated on both banks of the Jhelum, about a mile west of Islamabád. It is distant by land about 4 miles above Bij-Behára, but the journey by boat occupies about three hours and a half; large boats do not usually ascend beyond it on account of the shallowness of the water. There is a rest-house.

Dr. Ince gives the following particulars regarding the wooden bridge which crosses the Jhelum at this village: length 66 yards, breadth 12 feet, average depth of water beneath 4 1/2 feet. It is supported by a single wooden pier and masonry abutments. (Hügel—Pigne—Ince.)
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KANAGUND—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A considerable village lying about a mile north-east of Arphal, on the east side of the upper extremity of the Träl valley, where it becomes very narrow. The ziarat of Bakir Shaikh Sáhib and the masjid are most picturesquely situated on a wooded spur just to the east of the village. The population numbers about twenty families of zamindars.

KANAL—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated about 6 miles north-west of Doda, above the path leading towards Bagu and the Brari Bal. It contains about six houses inhabited by Hindús.

KANARI RANGE of mountains—Separates Zanskár from Ladák. (Bel-lew.)

KANDABAL—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A large village which lies on the east shore of the Manas Bal lake, at the foot of the Aha Tung mountain. It contains a great many lime-kilns, from whence the city of Srinagar is mostly supplied. The limestone is procured from the adjoining hills, and the wood for burning it is conveyed from the forests in the Sind valley. Hügel, who calls these the only lime-pits in Kashmir, thus describes them: the kilns are 8 feet in diameter, and it takes sixteen days' labour, and requires 2,000 logs of stout wood, to heat them thoroughly. The wood, which is from a species of the fir called kair, is brought from a distance of 12 kos.

There were, at the time of his visit, twenty men employed in the kilns under the superintendence of three sepoys. A Kharwár (144 lbs) of burnt lime then sold on an average for one rupee. Kandabal has no lands, and is simply a settlement within the limits of the Angura valley. (Hügel—Ince—Wingate.)

KANDA LA—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 77° 27'. Elev. 16,240'.
A pass over the Kanari range, leading from Phi, opposite Leh, to Skio. At the end of June, a deep bed of snow lay on the left of the pass. On the top was the usual votive pile of stones, decorated with rags and bits of cloth. (Moorcroft.)

KANDBÁRI or KHANBÁRI PASS—
Lat. 35° 52'. Long. 73° 55'. Elev. 14,700' (?).
A pass across the Indus-Gilgit watershed, about 6 miles to the west of the Chonchar pass. It connects the valley of Kandbári (q.v.) with that of Shatochan, which drains into the Singal valley, Gilgit district. It is about 700 feet higher than the Chonchar and more difficult. It is only used in summer by the herdsmen and their cattle. (Ahmad Ali Khán.)
KAND HAMZA—Lat. 34° 42'.  Long. 76° 16'.  Elev.
A village and small valley on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang (Baltistán). It contains thirteen houses.

KANDI—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 73° 52'.  Elev.
A village in the Karnaú valley, situated about 2 miles west of the fort. It lies on the path from Titwal towards the Kashmir valley. The village, which is well shaded, contains in its upper and lower divisions ten families of pirzadás, ten zamindars of the Bambá caste, a múlla, a kází, a blacksmith, and a carpenter.

Just east of the village there are three masjids, and close to the path is the ziórat of Nizám-ú-dín Anlia; all these buildings, which are of the Kashmirí style of architecture, show traces of fine wood-carving.

KANDI—
A stream which rises at the south-east end of the Kolmarawa valley, to the south of the Diosur pargana. It takes a north-westerly course through the strath and, after effecting a junction with the Buzu stream from the south, empties itself into the Veshuá, at the mouth of the valley, near the village of Hanjipur, lat. 33° 37', long. 74° 58'. (Figue.)

KANDNI—Lat. 33° 13'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated about 9 miles south of the town of that name, above the road leading towards Doda. On the path beneath the village an immense projecting rock gives shelter from sun or rain, which has been increased by surrounding the spot with great branches of trees. Consequent on its position, about a mile north of the suspension bridge over the Chandra Bhága, and the convenience of the water-supply from a hill torrent which rushes down close by, travellers frequently seek the protection of this rock. (Hervey.)

KANDPÚR—Lat. 33° 48'.  Long. 75° 10'.  Elev.
A village situated on the edge of the Karalu Puthra table-land, about two miles north-east of Bij-Behára. It contains about twelve houses and produces corn.

KANDRIK LA—See "Purik La."

KANELWAN—Lat. 33° 48'.  Long. 75° 12'.  Elev.
A village in the Dachinpara pargana, of which it is the tahaf station.

KANETTA—Lat. 33° 45'.  Long. 74° 12'.  Elev.
A village in Púnch, in the Haveli pargana, situated above the left bank of the Súran river. The village, which is inhabited by Muhammadans, is divided into two separate parts, and contains in all about fifty houses.

KANGAM NÁG—Lat. 33° 37'.  Long. 75° 21'.  Elev.
A spring, situated about three quarters of a mile north-east of Sof, on the direct path leading into the Nowbug valley. It rises in a natural pool in
a pretty grassy dell, shaded by trees. The pool, which is about 25 feet in
diameter, contains some small fish. The water of this spring, though
very clear and bright, and pleasing both to sight and taste, is not esteemed
by the natives. It does not appear to be impregnated by iron or any other
mineral substance.

KANGAN—Lat. 34° 16'.
Long. 74° 56'.
Elev.
One of the largest villages in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank
of the river. It is said to contain 15 houses. It contains a large building,
which is used as a mosque.
The land in the neighbourhood is fruitful and well cultivated. There
is a well-shaded spot suitable for encamping, and supplies and water are
procurable. (Moorcroft—Aylmer.)

KANGRI—
A small earthen pot about 6 inches across, enclosed in basket-work; it
contains live charcoal. The Kashmiris hold this beneath their great gowns
against their bodies, and the heat from it, especially when they are seated
on the floor, diffuses itself beneath their clothing, and makes up for the
scantiness and looseness of it. (Drew.)

KANGWATTAN—Lat. 33° 36'.
Long. 74° 49'.
Elev.
A few Gújars' huts, situated in a beautiful glade amid the mountains, on
the right bank of the Veshaú river, about a mile south of the junction of
the Chitti Nadi. At this spot the river is bridged by a single pine tree
about 95 feet in length, thrown across the stream; it may also be forded.

KANI PASS—Lat. 35° 38'.
Long. 74° 40'.
Elev.
A pass in Dárdistán connecting Gor with the Sai valley at Damot. It is
not much used, except for taking cattle to the Gandai valley, and is alto-
gether closed for four months by snow. (Ahmad Ali Khán.)

KANJII—
A river in Baltistán, rising in about latitude 34° 10' and longitude 76°
36', and flowing into the Indus some 5 miles above Dáh. It is also
called the Sangelúma river. The portion of the valley in which Kharbu is
situated is wide, skirted by gently sloping hills, which at some distance on
the left bank rise into high mountains, but on the right only attain a
moderate elevation. Alluvium occurs, indurated into a hard conglomerate.
Kanji valley forms a part of the ilaka of Kargil.

Communications.—The Leh-Srinagar road passes for some distance down
this valley, entering by the Fotu La and leaving by the Namika La. From
it a branch road leads to Kanji and then into Súrú by the Vigne La or
Kanji La. It is said to be very bad.
Another branch road leads down the valley to the Indus. This is said
to be very fair.
### Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladak.

#### Particulars of resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village or pargana</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Donkeys</th>
<th>Yaks</th>
<th>Zhoua</th>
<th>Cowa</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kanjir</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7) 350</td>
<td>Buddhista (1 smith).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharbū</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Buddhista.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haizakot</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taksi</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Muhammadan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiktan</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7) 50</td>
<td>(7) 700</td>
<td>Muhammadan, Rāja Bauánpūr Hassan Khān.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 408 84 175 13 26 80 1,700

---

**Authority.**—(Local lambardars.) (Thomson—Aymer.)

**KANJI**—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 76° 40'. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Kanji river, situated about half-way between the Kanji and Fotu passes. Contains about fifteen houses.

**KANJI PASS or KUNGI LA or VIGNE LA**—
Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 76° 34'. Elev.
A pass situated close to the sources of the Kanji and Wakha streams.

**KANKATORI—**
This river, which is more frequently called the Sargan or the Sarsūti, takes its rise on the range of mountains forming the watershed between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Chilas. It flows in a southerly direction, and empties itself into the Kishan Ganga, lat. 34° 48', long. 74° 14', almost opposite the village of Sharidi. It is crossed by a kadal bridge just above the junction, and a path towards Chilas lies up its course.

**KANKNAI—**
A stream which rises on the eastern slopes of the Haramuk mountain, and flowing through the Lar pargana, empties itself into the Sind river, lat. 34° 16', long. 74° 56', near the village of Kājipūra. (Ince.)

**KANKOT—** Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
A large village lying on the right bank of the Drūngli stream, close to its junction with the Sūran river; it is situated above the path, about 3 miles east of Pūnch.

**KANNA TSETTEPŪRA—** Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.
A small village, containing four houses inhabited by zamīndars, situated on the slope of the spur about 2 miles north of Drang, in the Birwa pargana.

**KANORA—** Lat. 33° 21'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, between Mirpūr and Kotli, about 2 miles from the left bank of the Pūnch Tōi. It contains thirty houses, the inhabitants being Muhammadans, and one Hindū shopkeeper.
KANPÚR—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, opposite Baramúla. (Allgood.)

KANSAR BAL—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 74° 58'. Elev.
A village containing seven or eight houses, situated near the mouth of the Kolnara valley, about a mile south-east of Hanjipúr.

KANSIRA—Lat. 32° 58'. Long. 75° 47'. Elev.
A small village situated on the slopes of the mountains a few miles south-east of Badrawár. It contains six houses inhabited by Hiudús of the lowest caste.

KANTAR NÁG—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 74° 24'. Elev.
A small lake lying on the Panjáí range, to the north of the Firozpur pass. It is said to be distant 6 kos from the Gulmarg by a good path.

KANUNOR KILANG or KILUNG—
Lat. 32° 50'. Long. 77° 31'. Elev.
A camping ground at the foot of the Bara Lacha pass (north-east of it). It is the first camping ground in Ladák territory, on the route from Kulu to Léh, and lies 164 miles south of Léh. There is a bridge here over the Yunam river. A rest-house and supply depôt are much wanted. (Drew—Cayley.)

KANYÁGUND—Lat. 34°. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the right bank of the Suknág river, which here flows in numerous channels through a wide stony bed. The streams are fordable, and may also be crossed by a series of kásal bridges.

The village contains about twelve houses, of which seven are inhabited by zamindars and five by fakirs.

KANZALWAN (Dárd KANZALWAR)—
Lat. 34° 39'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev. 7,400'.
A village in the Gúrais valley, situated at the end of a steep wooded spur on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. It is distant about 25 miles north of Bandipúra, and is the third stage on the high-road from Kashmir towards Skardu. Astor may likewise be reached from this village by a path lying up the valley of the Gagai stream; it is described as being a good road, but is not now used.

Kanzalwan contains about seven houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars; it is supplied with water by three small springs. Most of the cultivation lies on the banks of the Búrzil or Búzi Dák stream, which flows into the Kishan Ganga some 300 or 400 feet below the west side of the village.
The usual encamping ground is situated below the village, near a long row of stables, at the south end of the bridge which crosses the Kishan Ganga. This bridge can be crossed by pack animals if led over singly.

The camping ground is large enough for a regiment; snow, however, lies on the ground till the middle of April. (Bates—Barrow—Manifold.)

KAORMANG—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 73° 42'.  Elev.
A village in the Lachrat district, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga; it lies on the slopes of the mountains 2 or 3 miles south of the path between Panzgram and Nosudda-Noseri.
Including the divisions called Shadera, Bandi, and Mojni, there are said to be eighteen houses in all in the village.

KAPASHNA—Lat. 35° 18'.  Long. 75° 39'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus close to Skardú; there is a ferry here. (Godwin-Austen.)

KAPLAS—Lat. 33° 52'.  Long. 75° 43'.  Elev. 14,241'.
A lofty mountain in the range between Badrawár and the Basaoli district; it lies on the west flank of the Chatardhar pass.

As its sides are very precipitous, less snow remains upon it than on neighbouring peaks of inferior elevation. On the north side of the mountain lie the Künd Kaplas, a cluster of tarns. Sera Jatika, Kalka, Kalikúnd Nág, are some of the names given to the smaller pools.

Hindús make pilgrimages to these lakes in the month of August, for the purpose of bathing in the waters, which are esteemed sacred. The path by which they are approached lies up the course of the Halání stream, from the direction of Badrawár, and is described as being very rough and difficult.

KAPRAN—Lat. 33° 28'.  Long. 75° 24'.  Elev.
A village situated towards the south-east extremity of the Sháhabád valley, above the left bank of the Sándran. It consists of a few scattered huts inhabited principally by blacksmiths. Iron is mined in the neighbourhood.

KARáI THáR—
A range of hills stretching from about opposite Rámkót for 25 or 30 miles north-west. The ridge has a steep face, an escarpment, to the south-west, for here the beds are dipping to the north-east. Near Rámkót its height is 5,000 feet; there it curves round and joins on to the higher mountains; in the direction of Dansal 3,500 or 3,000 feet is the common height. This range is traversed by the Tawi in a gorge; one of the main roads to Kashmir crosses it near Dansal by a very steep ascent; a few miles north-west of that it dies away. Nowhere is it a simple ridge; when one has crossed the main line and descended, other smaller rocky ridges have to be passed. (Drew.)
KARAKASH—

A river which rises in the northern slope of the Karakoram chain in about lat. 34° 45', long. 78° 45', and at an elevation of about 17,000 feet.

From its source the river, after rounding the Kompas La spur, flows north for 32 miles to Kizil Jilga (16,350'), between which and the pass an immense ice-bed extends for 2 or 3 miles right across the ravine (which is about a quarter of a mile broad). From Kizil Jilga to Changtash (15,500') the river flows north-west for 23½ miles, and is at this point joined by a tributary from the north-west. At Changtash it takes a bend to the north-east and continues in this direction as far as Sora, near Sora it is joined by the eastern or shorter branch, which rises in the southern face of the Kuenlun mountains. From Sora the river flows nearly due west for 70 miles to Shāhīdūla (11,780'), at which point it takes a bend to the north-east and keeps this direction till it reaches Khotān (or Ilobi).

The bed of the river has a fall of about 27 feet per mile from its source to Shāhīdūla, where it pierces the Kuenlun range, and flows at the rate of 200 yards a minute, or nearly 4½ miles an hour, as observed at a point 220 miles below its source. The vegetation found above the banks in its upper course is scanty, and is principally confined to low brushwood, with patches of coarse grass. Where it skirts the base of the steeper mountain of the Karatagh and the Kilfan mountains, the course of the river is more confined. At as high an elevation as 15,800 to 16,000 feet, grass and the burtsai plant grow, and below an elevation of 12,000 feet, vegetation, with bushes and trees, occur along the downward course. The bed of the river consists chiefly of gravel and conglomerate, while an alluvium and fine sand is developed in many parts of its course. Nearly the whole volume of its waters is utilised for irrigation throughout the province of Khotān. The stream is frozen during the winter months.

An eastern branch of this river joins the main stream at Sora; it has its source in the Kuenlun mountains. The eastern Karakash, at its nearest point to the Lingzithang plains, flows in a valley between the north-west corner of these plains and the foot of the great range of the Kuenlun; here it is 15,000 feet above the sea, 1,000 feet below the level of the plain; and the valley has a width of a few hundred yards; it slopes down to the west-north-west corner at a slope of about 3°. On the north it is bounded immediately by the main Kuenlun range; on the south by spurs from a more southerly, nearly parallel line of mountains. These southern mountains are of slate and shale, and the same rock extends some way up the slope of the Kuenlun opposite; but at this part the ridge itself of the Kuenlun, and further east the whole height of the slope, are of granite. Down the valley rocky spur after spur, from both sides, comes forward, until the curving of the northern range shuts in the view.
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Grass and fuel (the durti or wild lavender plant) are procurable at almost every camp in the Karakash valley. "Its natural vegetation resembles that of the Nubra valley, but it is uncultivated and uninhabited, except by the Kirghiz camps in the pasture season. Between Shâhidûla and Bulakchi the stream is a considerable one, but fordable at most parts, on a pebbly bottom, at this season (October 18th)." Henderson describes the country in the Karakash valley from the junction of the main and eastern branches down to Shâhidûla. "On either side rugged peaks of granite rose to more than 20,000 feet. The main valley was about a mile wide, and there was quite a forest of myricaria bushes and plenty of good grass. At the next camp the valley varies from 1 to 2 miles in width, and the river flows over shingle, in a great number of streams. Here and there the ground is covered with saline efflorescence, and there are numerous springs, some of which are warm, along the foot of the ranges which rise abruptly and sometimes precipitously on either side. The lower peaks appeared to be composed of gneiss and slate."

There are small fish in the shallow side-springs and pools, but none were seen in the main stream.

On July 31st, at 1 p.m., the thermometer was at 66°F., under an awning. At night it fell to 25°F., but there was hardly any ice on the water. Even in September the river was never completely frozen, although the thermometer was every night nearly at zero, and during the day was never above freezing point in the shade.

The main stream in August was about 30 or 40 yards wide, and fordable pretty easily in the day. Velocity of current from 3 to 3½ miles per hour. Lower down fording was more difficult, even at 10 a.m. at the widest parts. But in the middle of September it had fallen so much as to be easily fordable everywhere. Patches of tamarisk jungle are met with at intervals. One of the commonest plants was a wild onion, which, when cooked, is good eating.

Near Bulakchi there are quicksands, and fording is difficult work. Quicksands are common along the whole course of the river. At Shâhidûla the Karakash is joined by the Kirghiz Jungle and Suget streams, which rise at the Kirghiz and Suget passes respectively. (Bellem—Henderson—Hayward—J. R. G. S., Vol. XL.)

Hayward gives the following account of the course of the southern branch:

"At Kizil-Jilga there is plenty of grass and fuel. The valley of the Karakash river above this place is flanked by snow ranges, that to the west being the main chain of the Karakoram, which here forms the watershed between the Shyok and Karakash rivers. From Kizil-Jilga the valley runs north-west, and is wide and open, and the road excellent. At Khudsh Maidio, 17 miles below Kizil-Jilga, the valley is wide, and there is plenty of good wood for fuel, and grass. Immediately below Khudsh Maidio, the Karakash increases in volume, being apparently fed by some internal springs in the valley. Some
distance above this place, towards Kizil-Jilga, the water had entirely disappeared, leaving the bed of the river quite dry. The stream below Khushk Maidán was still frozen over on its surface (November), and we found the crossing of it somewhat difficult. A thick sheet of ice having formed on either side, necessitated a straight drop from the edge of this into the centre of the stream. At 8 miles below here a large valley affects a junction from the westward, and immediately beyond the river winds round to the north, and steep spurs running down from the ranges on either side, forms a narrow gorge for 3 miles. Arriving at some hot springs in this defile we encamped behind them. Six miles beyond the hot springs, the river suddenly turns to the north-east, and from the bend resembled a frozen lake for 3 miles, of about half a mile in width. The journey was here over the ice, since the steeper sides of the mountains, and the rocky ground, rendered a road along the bank more difficult than one over the frozen river. Having marched until dusk, we encamped in a ravine on the right bank of the river, at the foot of a moraine, which has carried immense quantities of rock and débris into the valley from below a glacier. The whole of the country passed through in the day’s march was wild and rugged in the extreme. Deep ravines between precipitous heights were seen from where the Karakash, forcing its way between abrupt spurs on either side, rushed on over its rock-bed to the bend, where it emerges into the more open valley, and was now held arrested in its frozen expanse. From a lime and slate formation near the hot springs, the mountains lower down the valley change to strata of grey and yellow sandstone, while rocks of grey and dark granite, with fragments of felspar, lie interspersed upon the beds of conglomerate, which fill the valley and extend from the foot of the mountain to the water’s edge. A mile below our camp at Zinchin, immense moraines have fallen from the high ranges and blocked up the valley, causing the river to form the lake alluded to. The river has worn its way through these, and for some distance flows on through narrow gorges much confined. The scenery was still very rugged and beautiful. High mountains, surmounted by snow and glacier, towered above the valley on either end, their sides terminating abruptly in steep heights and precipices, while every ravine running into the main valley was filled with moraines of débris and granite boulders.

"The river from here winds round more to the eastward. Granite was still the prevailing formation of the mountains. The next day, November 11th, we made a march of 17 miles further down the valley, which widens as the elevation decreases and the mountains are less steep and precipices. The breadth of the valley had here increased to upwards of a mile, and the river flowed in several streams over its more open bed. A snow peak (19,615 feet) overlooks the valley, where we encamped that night at Mulgoon. The valley here is 14,458 feet above the sea. The cold, too, was not nearly so great. Near here some fresh springs issuing from the ground add to the volume of water in the river; and the temperature of these was sensibly above that of the stream. Some 12 miles below Mulgoon the river turns suddenly to the north-west and runs through the valley of Sariki to Sháhidda.

"We were now under the Kuenlun range, some high peaks in which rose immediately to the north-east, and coming in at this bend in a valley from the south-east, in which runs the eastern branch of the Karakash river. From this point the Karakash runs with a general curve bearing west-north-west to Sháhidda, some 75 miles distant, and skirting the southern base of the Kuenlun, which rises in a high, rugged range to the north. Grass and fuel are met with everywhere in abundance, and game is plentiful all down the valley. Near Ak-kdm, a wide valley known to the Kirghiz as Kara Jilga, joins from the eastward. The Karakash valley is here upwards of a mile and a half in breadth, and is bounded on the north by the steep rocky heights of the spurs.
from the Kuenlun. The spurs of the Aktesh range to the southward are more even and less abrupt, while their slopes are covered with accumulations of drifted sand. The lower stratum of this range is sand and argillaceous rocks, large beds of conglomerate occur all down the valley. From Gulbashem, a very easy pass was said to lead across the Aktesh range to Malikash, on the Karakorum route; and another pass, difficult for laden animals, but still practicable, crossed the Kuenlun range near the junction of the Kara Jilga valley above Ak-kum, from where a road leads down the valley of the Khotan river to Ieki (Khotan), the capital of that province. In the ravines above Gulbashem are situated the jade quarries formerly worked by the Chinese. There are other jade quarries situated lower down the Karakash valley towards Khotan.

"The valley of the Karakash at Gulbashem is 12,645 feet above sea-level. Ten miles further down is an encampment called Bulakchi, below which the Sugt valley effects a junction from the south. Some 2 miles below this junction the Karakash river turns to the north, and piercing the main chain of the Kuenlun, again assumes an easterly course, until nearly the meridian of Khotan, when it diverges to the northward, and enters the plains of Turkistan.

"On October 31st, when Shaw first visited the eastern branch near Brangsa, it was soft frozen, flowing through a little round valley; enclosed to the north by a large old moraine. To the north-east are high snow mountains and glaciers; the course of the stream comes down very steeply from them. The Karakash has here a broad valley, quite flat and half a mile wide. The dry and shingled bed of what is sometimes a stream occupies the centre, with low terraces on either side, the barren mountains rising north and south of the valley, which itself runs westward. The sterile soil did not even supply the lavender plant for fuel. The stream was dry; the three great requisites for a traveller's encamping ground—fuel, grass, and water—were all absent. Further down the main branch joined in from the left or south side of the valley and filled the bitherto dry bed of the main valley. Next day we found a little grass on the banks of a warm spring on the right and some brushwood. The stream here runs free between banks of ice. It is a few inches deep and 5 or 6 yards wide. Plenty of wood, as the same brushwood jungle extends down here. November 1st.—Thermometer up to 40° F. at ten o'clock in the day. At daybreak it was 9° F. November 2nd.—Marched down the Karakash stream, which now flows freely between ice-borders. It is fed by numerous warm springs, hence its freedom from ice. Two miles from last night's camp we crossed a small plain dotted over with little craters, each 4 or 5 yards across, and 2 or 3 feet deep in the centre; deposits of saltpetre in these. The valley is wide and flat, and the vista is only broken at intervals by great sloping tongues of debries issuing from the mouths of ravines (generally from the north side), and running nearly across the valley. More or less grass all along to-day's march and plenty of brushwood. On the north side granite rocks now rise directly out of the valley. The granite is crumbling and disintegrated like that of Ladakh. November 3rd.—At a corner on the south side there is a piece of path with a bit of wall built up to support it, and yesterday we passed a group of stone huts; all signs that the road was once in use. (This valley was formerly frequented by the Chinese who obtained jade from hence.) November 4th.—At daybreak thermometer 1° F. Pitched camp in the evening in a fine grassy meadow which occupies the whole width of the valley for several miles down. November 5th.—A succession of five meadow plains full of salt craters, larger than the former ones, some 6 or 7 yards across. In this valley, wherever there is grass, there is also a saline efflorescence on the soil. November 6th.—Great part of to-day's march has been barren, but our camp is near a lot of grass. Near this camp are some jade quarries, now abandoned. At Shahidda there is a small trout-stream fringed with low bushes, while all around rise the barren, rocky mountains." (Shaw.)
## KARAKORAM BRANGSÁ—Vide "Balti-Brangsa."

### KARAKORAM MOUNTAINS or "black gravel" mountains, also called MUSTÁGH (i.e., "ice mountains"), and called the Bolor mountains by the people of Balti or Bolor. They form the natural boundary to the north of the districts of Gilgit, Hunza-Nagar, Baltistán, and Ladák, and extend from the source of the Gilgit river to that of the main branch of the Karakash, their general direction being from north-west to south-east, i.e., about parallel with the Kaillas range and the Himalayas. The highest peaks are found north of Baltistán, near the Mustágh pass, in the midst of immense glaciers. These peaks are K2, 28,278, and Gasherbrum, 26,378 feet. The average height of the range is over 20,000 feet. The lofty peaks above mentioned and those at the headwaters of the Nubrá and Shyok are covered with perpetual snow, but in the neighbourhood of the Karakoram pass, and to the east of it, little or no snow lies on the range during summer, and not in any quantity in winter. The range in this portion forms the true watershed between the affluents of the Tarim on the north and the Indus on the south. It is quite barren, the black gravel and shale of which it is composed being unfavourable to vegetation of any kind, no lichens being even found. There is also very little animal life; a few ravens are occasionally seen. (Cunningham—Thomson.)

This range extends from the meridian of 74° east with a general direction from west-north-west to east-south-east to near the source of the river Indus. It intersects the Hindú-Kush range at the head of the Gilgit valley at a point known as the "Pusht-i-Khar." Of its prolongation east-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>November</th>
<th>S.A.M.</th>
<th>12 D.N.</th>
<th>3 P.M.</th>
<th>Wind.</th>
<th>Weather</th>
<th>B.P. of water</th>
<th>Height in feet above sea-level</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>W. N. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>182-8</td>
<td>16,192</td>
<td>Kisl Jilga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>W. N. W.</td>
<td>Cloudy</td>
<td>184-0</td>
<td>15,570</td>
<td>Khudish Maidán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>184-2</td>
<td>15,482</td>
<td>Hot springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>-101</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>W. S. W.</td>
<td>Cloudy</td>
<td>184-4</td>
<td>15,364</td>
<td>Zinsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>W. S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>185-2</td>
<td>14,957</td>
<td>Sang Kalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>S. W. W.</td>
<td>Cloudy</td>
<td>186-2</td>
<td>14,458</td>
<td>Malgán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>S. W. by W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>186-6</td>
<td>14,220</td>
<td>Kyang Yangal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>W. S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>186-9</td>
<td>14,045</td>
<td>Mandarlik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>187-4</td>
<td>13,949</td>
<td>Langrak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>187-9</td>
<td>13,480</td>
<td>Ak-kám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>189-1</td>
<td>13,070</td>
<td>Langer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>N. W. by W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>189-1</td>
<td>12,932</td>
<td>Mubshah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>W. N. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>189-6</td>
<td>12,649</td>
<td>Gulbesham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>W. N. W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>191-0</td>
<td>11,745</td>
<td>Balakachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>N. W. by W.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>191-0</td>
<td>11,745</td>
<td>Shāhidālə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Hayward—J. R. G. S., Vol. 40, partly Shaw.)
ward, nothing is very definitely known. The most elevated summits occur in that portion of the chain lying between the Karakoram pass and the head of Gilgit, where some peaks attain the height of 25,000 or 26,000 feet above the level of the sea. The crest of the range has a mean elevation of 20,000 to 21,000 feet above sea-level, and the most lofty summit is found near the Mustagh pass, where a peak near the 77° meridian of east longitude rises to the stupendous height of 28,278 feet. The chain to the north is here penetrated by long transverse valleys, while the southern face in the watershed of the Indus presents steeper declivities, and is more rugged than the northern slope. (Hayward—J.R.G.S., XL., 126.)

Hayward says:

"The valleys that traverse the mountains between the crest of the chain and the longitudinal valley of the Yarkand river appear to narrow into ravines towards the head of the range, and are filled with glaciers; and the whole surface of the ground to the north of the chain is probably more elevated in its average altitude than the mountain system, embracing the southern slopes of the range in the watershed of the Indus. The Karakoram here (the source of the Yarkand river) loses the great altitude to which it attains in that portion of the range lying between the Mustagh pass and the source of the Yarkand river; and from here eastward to beyond the Karakoram pass is much broken, presenting features assimilating to the crest of an irregular and detached range bordering a high table-land; while higher summits occur in the more elevated spur which, branching from the chain near the head of the Yarkand river, forms the watershed between the Shyok and its tributary, the Nubra river. The main range continues eastward beyond the Karakoram pass to where a remarkable double peak occurs in the chain; and at this point throws out a somewhat irregular spur, named the Karakoram, towards the Kuenlin, which forms the eastern crest of the high central plateau of Aksai Chin. At this double peak the Karakoram range, after running with a general direction of east-south-east from the Pushi-Khar, a distance of 320 miles, suddenly turns to the south, and again rising into a lofty chain of snowy peaks considerably above 21,000 feet in height, forms the watershed between the Shyok and Karakash rivers, until, in the parallel of 34° 43' north, it trends again to the eastward, and runs along the heads of Changchenmo; and here constitutes the southern crest of the elevated table-land known as the Tungriathang plains and the Aksai Chin; and continues eastward to the north of the Pangong lake and Rudok."

Whether regarding the Karakoram as a separate chain, or as a prolongation of the Himalaya to the northward, it forms a distinct watershed between the Indus and the river systems of Tartary or Eastern Turkestan.

The height the passes reach is very considerable. The two principal ones over the more central portion of the chain are the Mustagh and the Karakoram, the latter reaching an elevation of 18,317 feet above the sea. The third pass, that of Changlung, crosses the range more to the southeast, at an elevation of 18,839 feet above the sea, and is remarkably easy. The chief difficulty connected with the passage across this range is caused by the distress of laden animals owing to the rarefaction of the atmosphere at such high elevations, and the general sterility of the surrounding country. (Hayward—J.R.G.S., XL.)
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GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

KARAKORAM PASS—Lat. 35° 30'. Long. 77° 57'. Elev. 18,550'.
Is crossed on both the winter and summer routes from Leh to Yarkand,
being about 190 miles north of Leh by the summer, and 212 miles by the
winter route. It lies half-way between the camping grounds of Daolat-
Beguldii and Balti-Brangsa. Fa-Hian, the Chinese pilgrim, crossed it in
A.D. 399.

Dr. Bellew describes the rise to the pass from Daolat-Beguldii (16,880')
as being "gentle, except at the pass itself, where it is sudden and steep,
but short both in the ascent and descent. At the foot of the pass (on the
Daolat-Beguldii side) is a saddle-shaped watershed across the valley, which
divides two tributaries of the Shyok. The elevation of the pass affected
our men and cattle severely. Several of the former tumbled off their
ponies from the giddiness produced, and some fainted. Two of our bag-
gage ponies died on the pass, and two others soon after reaching camp. On
the other side of the pass we went down a loose, shingly drainage gully,
similar to that on the south." (Bellew.)

Dr. Thomson calls the top of the pass "a rounded ridge connecting
two hills which rose somewhat abruptly to the height of perhaps 1,000 feet
above me. They were quite without snow, nor was there any on the pass
itself, though large patches lay on a shoulder of the hill to the right
(going north—August 19th)." Vegetation was entirely wanting, the
ridge was scattered over with shingle, chiefly a brittle black-clay slate.
"The road is marked with skeletons of horses; the rarity of the atmos-
phere and the absence of grass for many days' journey causing a great
mortality among beasts of burden." (Bellew—Henderson—Shaw.)

KARAKORAM ROUTE—Vide "Routes."

KARAKORAM STREAM—
A tributary of the Yarkand river, rises north of the Karakoram pass.

KÁRASU—Lat. 35° 15'. Long. 79° 2'. Elev.
A camping ground on Hayward's route by Changchenmo to Yarkand,
situated at the south foot of the Kizil pass, 10 miles north of Burtzi, and
14½ miles south-east of Kizil Julga. (Drew.)

KARÁTÁGH—Lat. 35° 12'. Long. 79° 15'. Elev. 16,890'.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, 9 miles west of Shorjilga,
and 22½ miles south-east of Malikshah (or Arkagh). The lake is situated
in a large flat and open plain at the bottom (west) of the Karatágh pass.
It was frozen over in September and October. Water obtained by making
a hole in the ice. Plenty of burtzi, but no grass visible. Plain covered
with several inches of snow.
Lake about half a mile across; water sweet. (Trotter—Henderson.)
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KARATÁGH PASS AND MOUNTAIN RANGE—

Lat. 35° 42' 54".    Long. 78° 25' 8.    Elev. 17,710'.

Leads over a range of mountains that extends from the Karakoram pass north-east to the great bend in the Karakah river near camp Sora, where it joins the range that runs parallel with left bank of the Karakash from Sora down to Sháhíduála. The Karatágh pass is crossed between Shorjilga and the Karatágh lake. From Shorjilga the road is bad, leading up a ravine; snow and ice nearly the whole way (October). Descent short, but sharp. (Trotter.)


Extend from the pass of that name north-west to the source of the Yár-kand river towards Kuliksha. (Trotter.)

KARATÁGH RANGE—Vide "Karatágh Pass."

KARÁWÁL DÍWAN OR OUTPOST HILL—

Lat. 34° 35'.    Long. 77° 35'.    Elev. about 14,550'.

A ridge to the south-west of the Saser pass, just above Changlung. Dr. Bellow describes the ascent from Changlung—

"Our path led by a steep zig-zag up the face of a high range of granite hills. At the top of the steep there is a small ledge of flat land, and then another rise to the crest of the pass. Beyond the ledge the rise is more gradual up to the Káráwál Díwan, or 'outpost hill.' It is the first Turki name we have met, and but an empty memorial of the Yár-kand invasion by Sultán Saiúd. The Bhots call this place Hlasgya. Around the stage huts at the top of the pass, I found skeletons and bones of horses and yaks in every stage of decay, and amongst them some human bones. From the crest of the ridge the path led across a steep slope of loose shifting gravel down to a deep and Rocky boulder-bed, through which rolled noisily a tributary of the Nubrá river. We crossed it by a rickety spur bridge, the last met with on this route." (Bellow.)

KAREN—Lat. 34° 40'.    Long. 75° 59'.    Elev.

One of the largest villages in the Dáwár district; it is situated on the left bank of the Kishán Ganga river, and forms the division between Upper and Lower Dáwár.

There are two islands in the bed of the river opposite the south end of the village; and just below these islands there are the remains of a kadal bridge, which was erected seven years ago, and lately carried away; it will, it is said, be rebuilt; in the mean time a rope bridge is suspended between the abutments. At either end of the bridge there is a hexagonal masonry tower, with loopholed walls and a sloping shingle roof covered with earth. That on the left bank of the river has been nearly destroyed by fire, but is to be rebuilt. The garrison of these forts is said to number about twenty men. A considerable stream flows down into the Kishán Ganga through the

1 "The stiffest bit of ascent on the whole journey to Yár-kand, being a rise of more than 4,000 feet in a length of about 8 miles."
south end of the village; this torrent seems to possess no distinctive name beyond that of the Kashmir-ka-kutta; the road leading towards the Kashmir valley by the Puthra Gali lying along its banks.

Boogau, a village lying to the south-west of Karen, may, it is said, be reached by a path lying along the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, but it is described as being very rough; there is also a path over the mountains to the north, to the village of Bar, opposite Tali Lohat. Karen contains a masjid and a masāfīr-khana, and about twenty-five houses inhabited by zamīndars, including a barber and a carpenter. There is a customs establishment maintained in the village during the summer months, but duties are, it is said, only levied on the goods of traders.

A strict watch is maintained at the bridge to prevent unauthorised emigration. Rice is grown around the village, but this cultivation does not extend further up the valley of the Kishan Ganga. There are a few fields on the right bank of the river opposite the village, at the edge of a narrow, grassy plain, which is strewn with vast rocks.

KAREWA—

Is the Kashmiri word for plateaus of alluvial or lacustrine deposit. Their soil is for the most part a loam or loamy clay. They are divided from each other, sometimes cut into strips, so to say, by ravines of from 100 to 300 feet in depth; occasionally they are surrounded altogether by lower ground, but more generally they connect on to some of the mountains that bound the valley.

Karewa are of two kinds, viz., those which, on their summits, make a table-land, flat, or nearly so, and those which slope up continuously, but with an increasing slope, to the mountains.

Over the surface of the karewa water has sometimes been brought for irrigation, and then a fertile tract is the result; but more commonly their cultivation depends on rain alone, and in that case the yield is precarious.

Looking at the composition of these karewa, we find them to be made up of beds, horizontal or nearly horizontal, of clay and sand. The following is a characteristic section; it was measured at Pirú, a mile east of Islamabād, in one of its flat-topped karewa:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rather coarse drab or brown sand,</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with some small pebbles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine soft brown sand</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard, very fine-grained, sand</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue, sandy clay</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine, soft sand</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sand, like the uppermost</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further remarks see under head "Kashmir."

KARGAH—

One of the principal feeders of the Gilgit river on its south side, entering that river between the two hamlets of Basín. The valley is so far import-
ant that up it lies the only practicable route for horses between Gilgit and Darél. The pass at its head is known as the Chonchar. It is also the principal source of Gilgit's wood supply. There are no villages in the valley, but at Jút there is a small Gújar settlement. Below Jút the valley is totally destitute of trees, a rock-strewn ravine, often bound by perpendicular cliffs, several hundred feet high, above which again tower the steep mountain slopes characteristic of these regions. Above Jút, according to Hayward, it is a beautiful Kashmir-like tract, with green sward and forests of pine, dense willow-groves lining the stream. Above this comes a grass country. At the head of the valley, where vegetation ceases, the rugged hill-sides and the path itself are strewn with piles of splintered rock. From the summit of the pass (14,000') a rough pathway leads down to the Khanbári valley, which has to be crossed near its head. The Barigáh pass then to be crossed, after which there is a long descent to Yaktút, the first village of Darél. It was at the head of the Kargáh valley that in September 1866 a column of the Kashmir army, returning from an expedition against Darél, was overwhelmed by a sudden and unseasonable snowstorm, in which a number of sepoyos and coolies perished. The Chonchar route is impassable from December to April. Snow is met with till August, when it disappears altogether for a couple of months. The river is fordable in winter. (Tanner—Hayward—Ahmad Alé Khán—Barrow.)

KARGIA—
A tributary of the Zanskár river. It rises in a glacier close to and north-west of the Bara Lacha pass, and falls into the Zanskár river some distance above Padam, opposite the village of Chrár.

KARGIA, or KHARGYA, or KURGEEA—
Lat. **33° 4'.** Long. **77° 17'.** Elev. **13,670'**.
A village on the left bank of the Kargia stream, in the Zanskár district. Supplies and fuel procurable. Large flocks of sheep and yaks graze about here. The Bara Lacha pass lies to the south-east.

An ilaka of the wazirat of Skardú. It consists of the valleys of the Kanji (q.v.) and Wakha (q.v.) streams, of the Sürü valley below Kargil and of the Indus valley (left bank) between the Kanji (q.v.) and Drás (q.v.) rivers.
Its inhabitants are partially Muhammadans and partially Buddhists.

Communications.—The Leh-Srinagar road passes through this ilaka and is very good. The roads to Sürü and along the Indus are indifferent.
The head-quarters of the district are at Kargil, where the thanádar lives.
The bridge opposite Kargil itself is of considerable importance, as the Sürü river is quite unfordable in summer. (Ayclmer.)
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### Table: Particulars of Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village or district</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Yaks</th>
<th>Cows</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Donkeys</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kanji Valley</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1 Smith, 4 Smiths, 1 Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purik</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1 Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sürú River—Kargil</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1 Smith, Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shal'ma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indus—Lala</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Brokpas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulmuk</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanach</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darchik</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garkhero</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7 Smiths, 1 Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,655</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>3,499</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Authority.—Local Kānsāliārs. (Aylmer.)

**KARGIL**—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 76° 11'. Elev. 8,787'.

A considerable village, and the capital of the Kargil district. It is picturesquely situated at the junction of the Sürú and Pashkyum (or Wakha) rivers. There is a fort here, commanding the road at the junction of the rivers. It stands about 250 yards above the bridge, on the left bank. It is of the usual style, namely, a square with corner bastions. The walls are 25 feet high and loopholed in two tiers. The garrison is one native officer and fifteen sepoys. It is commanded from the collectorate above. (Aylmer.)

The collectorate is at the top of the village, and comprises some neat and commodious buildings. There is a polo ground here. From Kargil the road crosses the river in front of the fort by three or four log bridges, which are connected by a line of embankment, and rising out of the hollow for 4 or 5 miles, leads across a high undulating tract of gravel, which occupies the angle between the two rivers, and then descends into the Pashkyum valley. The successive reaches on either shore are occupied by flourishing little hamlets; these are surrounded by their corn-fields and plantations of willow and poplar, and present a pleasing picture of prosperity amidst the bare rocks around. There is less snow here in winter than at Drás, and a greater force of sun and warmth in summer to help on vegetation. Wheat and barley flourish. Fruit-trees are scarce. There is a post office here. (Belloc—Drew—Aylmer.)

**KARÍM**—Lat. 35° 7'. Long. 75° 5'. Elev. 10,500'.

A village in the Upper Astor valley on the right bank of the eastern branch of the Astor river. Here the snow lies on the fields for seven months; this is the longest on any cultivated ground. "A miserable collection of flat-roofed mud and stone-built houses." (Drew.)
KARIMPūRA—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
There is said to be but one house in this village, which lies just to the southeast of Khipūr, by the path between Patan and the Gulmarg.

Karkarpūr—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 58'. Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Avántipūr and Pampūr. The Rāmchū river flows into the Jhelum just below it, and behind it there are some fine shady trees, and also two old temples and cemeteries. These ruins are so deeply buried in the ground, that without an excavation it is impossible to ascertain their character or antiquity. The name of this village may possibly be a corruption of Khagendrapūr. If so, this would be the oldest historical site in Kashmir, as King Khagendra flourished in the fifth century before Christ. Vigne, who remarks that these ruins are scarcely worth visiting after Martund, adds, "the geologist, however, would be better repaid than the antiquarian, by observing the long ridges of limestone strata on which the table-land above the village is supported, jutting out perpendicularly to a height of 30 or 40 feet in some places, close to the river, and on the north side, and which is consequently nearly the lowest limestone in the valley, and probably the only locality where it appears in the open plain."

From Karkarpūr there is a good road to Pampūr, and also to the ruins at Pā Yech. (Vigne—Grouse.)

Karkpet or Karkfe—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 78° 4'. Elev. about 14,000'. A small village of three houses on the western shore of the Pangong lake, between Mang and Takang.
A few crops grown here; naked (grim) barley and peas. Mang is 11 miles distant. (Drew.)

Karnaō—Lat. 34° 14' and 34° 28'. Long. 73° 50' and 74°. Elev.
A district lying north-west of Kashmir, on the south side of the Kishan Ganga; it comprises the valleys of the Kazi Nāg and Shamshabari streams, which unite about 3 miles east of Tītwal, where they flow into the Kishan Ganga river.

These valleys are very fruitful and extensively cultivated; the grassy mountains by which they are surrounded are, for the most part, bare of forest, and of inconsiderable elevation, except on the east and south sides.

The northern portion of the valley is traversed by the road between Shalürāh and the village of Tītwal, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga; the path lies through the Nattishannar Gali during the summer months, and by the Kukwa Gali in winter.

This portion of the valley may also be reached by shepherds' paths from the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. The direct road from Sopūr to the Kishan Ganga lies through the southern portion of the valley, crossing the Tūtmari Gali, and joining the northern route near the village of Shart,
shortly before reaching Titwal. There are also mountain paths communicating with the districts on the north side of the Jhelum.

The tributary rajas of Karnao, who resided in the village of Gabra, in the middle of the valley, seem to have been of some importance, and are stated to have ruled over a considerable district, comprising the whole of the Kishan Ganga valley as far north as Sharidi, and the tract lying on the banks of the Jhelum, as far as the confluence of the Kishan Ganga, and their authority seems to have extended into Kamrâj.

Râja Sher Ahmad, who is said to have been the seventh of his family who succeeded to the title of raja or nawâb of Karnao, was the son of Râja Munsûr Khán; he rebelled against the maharâja in 1867, and collecting his retainers on the north side of the Kishan Ganga, severed communication with the left bank; after awhile his followers, mistrusting the temerity of their leader, deserted him; in this extremity the raja claimed the protection of the Ahkûn of Swät, which was refused; he then applied to the British Government with a like result, and, as a last resource, threw himself on the mercy of the maharâja, who spared his life, assigning a small jagîr in the Kashmir valley for the maintenance of the raja and his family. The misunderstanding and eventual rebellion of Sher Ahmad is stated to have thus arisen. The maharâja sent to cut timber near the village of Bâran, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, and the wood was appropriated by Râja Sher Ahmad for a house he was erecting; the maharâja’s servants having expostulated in vain, reported the matter to their master, who sent certain officers to make an investigation; these were maltreated by Sher Ahmad, who especially wreaked his vengeance on the news-writer; the maharâja then moved troops in the direction of Karnao, when the raja raised the standard of revolt. The Karnao valley is now included in the jurisdiction of the zilladar of Mozafarabâd.

KARNAO—Lat. 34° 24’. Long. 73° 54’. Elev.

A fort situated in the middle of the northern portion of the Karnao valley, where it is something less than a mile in width. It lies on the bare plain just south of the village of Tangdar. The walls, which are loopholed, are about 30 feet high, built of stone connected with bands of timber, and are double at the west end. At each corner there is a bastion tower.

A rill from the Shamshabari stream flows through the fort. The garrison is said to number one hundred sepoys, besides fifty who are accommodated in a line of huts on the north side of the fort. It is said that this fort was first built during the Sikh occupancy of Kashmir, and Jodh Singh was appointed killadar. Sher Ahmad, raja of Karnao, forged an order directing him to return to Kashmir with his garrison, and the ruse succeeding, the raja attacked Jodh Singh and his troops as they were leaving the valley; he also burned the fort.

At a later date ill-feeling arose between the raja, who lived at Gabra, and his younger brother, Mozdín Khán, who held the valley of the Sham-
shabari in jagir, and resided in the village of Tangdar; the latter appealed to the maharaja, who caused the fort of Karan to be rebuilt and garrisoned. Previous to this, the Karnao rajas, though tributary to Kashmir, had been left in undisturbed possession of their estates.

KARNEY GAD—
A stream which drains the Bhunjia district between Badrawar and Kishtwar. It unites with the Kar Gad from the south, and empties itself into the Chandra Bhaga, lat. 33° 9’, long. 75° 51’. Its waters are of a deep-green colour, contrasting with the muddy hues of the Chenab. The road between Kishtvar and Badrawar crosses this stream by a good, broad, wooden bridge. (Hervey.)

KAROLI—Lat. 34° 18’.  Long. 73° 36’.  Elev.  
Somewhat important town, containing several well-built houses; it is favourably situated on an elevated plain on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 9 miles south-east of Mozafrarabad. Below it the river forms a sudden bend, and a pretty island starts from its waters. Hügel states that the whole aspect of the place greatly reminded him of an Italian village. (Hügel.)

KAROTI—Lat. 33° 12’.  Long. 75° 31’.  Elev.  
A village in Kishtwar, containing seven houses, situated on the left bank of the Lidar Khali, about a mile north of Bagu. There is a bridge across the river beneath the village, from which there is a path leading over the mountains to Ramban.

A village about 3 miles west of Nowbug, on the path to Shangas, by the Harrikan Gali. All the houses in this village are almost entirely constructed of wood, though two and three stories high. Clumps of poplar trees are found near, and pines grow in dense forests on the hills skirting the path from Nowbug.

The path from Karpur to Shangas is first an ascent, followed by a long wooded and rather steep descent into the Kuthar pargana. (Hervey.)

KARPURA—Lat. 33° 46’.  Long. 75° 23’.  Elev.  
This place, which contains but one house and the ziarat of Saiad Abdulla, is situated just to the south-east of the village of Brimbar, on the left bank of the Arpat, in the Kuthar pargana. It is surrounded by rice cultivation.

KARSAR or KARSHA—Lat. 33° 32’.  Long. 76° 58’.  Elev.  
A town in the Zanskar district, nearly opposite Thonde, and a few miles below the junction of the Zanskar river, with a tributary from the north. “It is the largest town in Zanskar, and lies in a ravine at a considerable distance from the river, and, from the steepness of the slope on which it is
built, presents rather an imposing appearance. The level tract between the town and river was covered with cultivation." (Thomson.)

KARTAKSHA—See "Khurmang."

KARTZE—Lat.  
Long.  
Elev.  

A small district lying between the districts of Kargil and Súrá, partly in a valley tributary to that of the Súrá river, and running into it from the east, and partly in the Súrá valley down as far as Buru. It nominally forms a part of the ilaka of Drás (q.v.), but seems to be administered almost independently. (Aylmer.)

KARTZE—Lat. 34° 23'.  
Long. 76° 19'.  
Elev.  

A village of twenty houses in Kargil (Baltistán). It lies in the Phukar valley, which joins the Wakha valley at Shergol. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Aylmer.)

KARTZE on LANG KURTZE—  
Lat. 34° 16'.  
Long. 76° 3'.  
Elev. 10,000', approx.  

Situated on the right bank of the Súró river, at its junction with the Pulumba Chu rivulet, and opposite Sanku. It is the chief village in the Kartze district. Goitre is very common here. Contains about forty houses. (Moorcroft—Cunningham—Aylmer.)

KARZOK or KORZO—Lat. 32° 58'.  
Long. 78° 15'.  
Elev. 14,900'.  

Is situated at the north-west end of the Tsomorori lake, and is a halting-place on the route from Spiti to Leh. There is a monastery here containing about thirty-five lamas, a house belonging to the chief man of the district, and eight or ten hovels, which are inhabited by the old and sick, who are left here when the camps and flocks move down to winter in the Indus valley. The summer camp is 2 or 3 miles distant, up the side valley, down which flows the Karzok stream. Naked barley is grown here to a small extent. It does not always ripen. During the summer months immense flocks of sheep and goats graze on the surrounding hills; these migrate in winter to the Haulé valley. (Drew—Manifold.)

KASHMAL—Lat. 35° 36'.  
Long. 75° 23'.  
Elev.  

A small pargana in the ilaka of Rondú (Baltistán), situated a mile to the west of Rondú village, on a plateau above the left bank of the Indus. It has thirty houses and includes the villages of Harboat, Hardas, and Kashmal. (Aylmer.)

KASHMAL—Lat. 35° 35'.  
Long. 75° 38'.  
Elev.  

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It contains eighty-two houses. (Aylmer.)
KASHMIR—

One of the two provinces into which the territories of His Highness the Maharajá of Kashmir and Jamú are divided. Besides the valley of Kashmir, it includes Drawár, Gúrais, Tilail, Astor, and Gilgit. It is administered by a chief officer styled Hakim-i-ala, who generally resides at Srinagar. (Flowden—Aylmer.)

KASHMIR VALLEY—

Kashmir is a plain embedded in the midst of mountains, lying in an oval-shape, north-west and south-east between 38° 5' and 34° 7' north latitude and 74° and 75° 10' east longitude, elevated 5,200 feet above the level of the sea, drained by the river Jhelum, the Hydaspes of the Greeks, which, after traversing the valley, breaks through an opening at the north-west extremity, and pursues a tortuous course to the plains of the Panjáb. The country of Kashmir has justly a reputation for something distinctive if not unique in its character. Its position and form are such that there is no parallel to it in the whole of the Himalaya. The position with regard to the great mass of mountains and to the plains of India is this: the long diameter of the oval, lying north-west and south-east is parallel with the general run of the chief ranges in this north-western portion of the Himalayas; the distance of the valley from the plains of the Panjáb varies from 50 to 75 miles,—that is to say, there is a mass of mountains of that width interposed between the two plains.

For administrative purposes, the valley is divided into the following zillas and tahsils, though these divisions are rather too frequently subject to alteration. Besides the zillas of the valley, the zilla of Mozafarabád, which includes the whole vale of the Jhelum from Baramúla downwards, is reckoned as belonging to the Kashmir governorship.

List of Zillas and Tahsils in the Kashmir Valley in 1887 (S. 1943).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Shahr Khán or Srinagar</td>
<td>1 Trsh</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1,01,190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nágé</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1,11,194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yilów Nakhama</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>87,718</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lái with Sárır Mojaím Pání</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>97,421</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Phák</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>96,929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Donůr Machháma</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>1,27,297</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mir Bahí</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33,375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>675</td>
<td>6,54,079</td>
<td>(or Rs. 100 per village.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Haripór or Shupían</td>
<td>1 Dénúr</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>1,23,314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shupian</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1,18,378</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Trál</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1,06,770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chárend</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1,14,063</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rám Patri</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1,19,524</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chirá</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1,06,622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>629</td>
<td>6,86,181</td>
<td>(or Rs. 104 per village.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Zillas and Tahsils in the Kashmir Valley in 1857 (8. 1943)—contd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Zilla</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tahsil</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Revenue, Chilli rupees.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>3,08,677</td>
<td>(and 42,075 kharwárs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>72,133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37,897</td>
<td>(or 666 per vill.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>3,08,677</td>
<td>(and 44,018 kharwárs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>23,090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>2,06,226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,06,226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,22,093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>786</td>
<td>6,40,464</td>
<td>or B4.19 per vill.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(or 61,499 per vill.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Anantnag or Islamabád</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anantnag or Islamabád</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1,07,561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>22,411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>37,599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>21,420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>31,323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,06,449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21,144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>6,30,333</td>
<td>or B1,600 per vill.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ABSTRACT.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Zilla</th>
<th>No. of Tahsil</th>
<th>No. of Villages</th>
<th>Revenue, Chilli rupees.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sahr Khaos or Srinagar</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>6,44,076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Haripur or Shupian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>6,06,141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Anantnag or Islamabád</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>6,40,464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Anantnag or Islamabád</td>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
<td>6,40,464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2,097</td>
<td>25,72,088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average per zilla</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>6,43,017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average per tahsil</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>91,366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average per village</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>2,064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(\textit{Wingate.})

The size of the country may be measured in two ways—one reckoning from summit to summit of the mountains that bound it, the other counting only the valley,—that is, the nearly flat part that lies between them. Taking, then, the range of mountains, we find that the length of the irregular oval which the line of their summits form is 116 miles long, and that the width varies from 40 to 75 miles, the area within this rocky fence being about 3,900 miles. The part which is comparatively low and flat—that which may be called the vale—is about 84 miles long, from north-west to south-east, and in width it varies from 20 to 25 miles: it has an area of 1,800 to 1,900 miles. In level, what has been counted in with the valley varies from 6,000 to 7,000 feet above the sea down to 5,200 feet. The lowest portion is along the north-eastern side; the average of the whole valley may be taken as about 5,000 feet above the level of the plain of the Panjab, or near 6,000 feet above the sea.
The mountain ridge, or rather the combination of ridges which surround Kashmir, varies much in height. The loftiest points are on the north-eastern side, where some peaks rise to close on 18,000 feet. Where the mountains curve round the north-west side of the valley, 12,000 and 13,000 feet are the average heights. On the south-west side, the great range called the Panjâl, whose summit ridge is commonly 14,000 to 15,000 feet high, for a length of some 80 miles, separates Kashmir from the Panjâb. On the south-east a continuation of that range at a somewhat less elevation curving round, unites with the range on the north-east. It is near the southernmost part of the oval that the lowest portion of the mountains occurs; for a few miles the ridge is somewhat under 10,000 feet.

By the ring thus almost completed the valley is enclosed. The one gap left is the gorge by which the drainage of the valley and of the inside slopes of the mountains escapes to the sea. Towards the north-west end of the Kashmir valley, the waters, having collected into one great stream, flow out by a ravine, or an extremely narrow valley, flowing in it a long way before reaching the open plains.

Looking more closely into the form of the ground, we find it naturally divided into two parts—the plain of the alluvium of the river and the plateaus or platforms of older alluvial or lacustrine deposits; these may be spoken of separately and in some detail.

The plain of the river alluvium.—The streams which drain the south-eastern end of the barrier of mountains, flowing from many directions, unite near the town of Islamâbâd, and form a river which from that spot onwards, through the length of valley till the gorge before mentioned is reached, is navigable. This river is called the Jhelum.

It is by the banks of this river that the flat plain exists, extending along the north-eastern side of the valley from Islamâbâd north-westwards for more than 50 miles, with a width varying from 2 or 3 to 15 miles. [A description will be found under the heading “Jhelum” in the alphabetical portion of this work.]

The plateaus or karewâs.—Karewâs¹ and their dividing ravines occupy a width of from 8 to 16 miles along the south-western side of the Kashmir valley for a length of about 50 miles, from near Shupion to the river-flat between Sopûr and Baramûla. Beyond Sopûr, again, the north-western side of the valley is mostly karewâ ground. Lastly, on the north-east side of the valley across the river, on its right bank, are spaces of karewâ; in some cases they are in recesses made by retiring hills, in others they project out from spurs.

For an example of the flat-topped karewâ we may go to the town of Pampûr. The space included between the river and the semi-circle of mountains to the north and east, which space constitutes the pargana or

¹ For a description of karewâs, see under that head in the alphabetical portion of this work.
"hundred" of Vihó, is almost entirely karewá; it is a flat table-land, about 150 feet above the level of the Jhelum, and its alluvial plain ends towards the river in a bluff, partly worn down by the weather to a slope. The table-land is cut through by narrow valleys; these contain, and have been made by, the streams that carry away the drainage of the half ring of mountains; at Pampúr but a small area, and that of not very high ground, is thus drained; the streams, therefore, are small, and the ravines they have cut not wide. The surface of the karewá is dry and quite bare of trees; its position is not such as to make it receive a great rainfall; also there must be a natural deep drainage of its soil to the side valleys and the end cliff, so the moisture quickly leaves; still it will bear some crops. Some miles south of this, on the other side of the river flat, is the karewá of Pé Yech; this is in the form of a triangle, whose base is 6 miles and perpendicular 4 miles; it is an isolated plateau entirely surrounded by low land, having the alluvial flat on one side, and on the other the broad valleys of streams that drain the Panjál. Behind Islamahád is another good specimen of the flat-topped karewá. There a hill of limestone, separated by some miles from the mountains, rises immediately behind the town, to a height of a few hundred feet. The space between that hill and the mountain spur that connects it with the great ridges, an area of some 6 square miles, is a nearly level table-land, about 5,800 feet above the sea, 250 feet higher than the stream valleys on each side. This space is extremely arid: with difficulty can anything grow on it. Works have been begun for bringing water from higher up the northern valley, along the hill-side, to afford irrigation to the ground, which with that aid would be sure to bear crops.

We now come to the sloping karewás. Probably all the karewás that occur along the south-west side of the valley belong to this class. By Shupión there is a large tract of ground, sloping to the north-east from a height of 7,000 feet down nearly to 5,500 feet. This may be called a karewá, though its surface is not so regular as most, and its slope seems to be radial like that of a very flat cone: more accurately perhaps it might be called an alluvial fan on a large scale. Water-courses are led over it from the hill streams, and they produce such fertility, that the tract is crowded with villages. From Shupión, if we were to go, first in a northerly direction, and then in a north-westerly, to Sopúr, edging the hills, we should alternately cross karewás and low valleys. The karewás start from spurs of the mountains, and extend out north-eastward, sloping slightly in that direction; the slope of them is greater near the hills, and less away from them until the outer parts get like the flat-topped karewás; the level of them may be taken at 6,500 feet, or rather more at their beginning, and they decline to about 5,200 feet. The dividing valleys are somewhat narrow, steep-sided ravines, with just a little width of green land at the bottom, watered by the streamlet; other valleys, where a great amount of
drainage has collected and formed a large stream, are wide or become almost like plains; these, by the stream-bed, are apt to be pebbly: they, too, gradually slope towards the east.

Over the surface of the karewās water has sometimes been brought for irrigation, and then a fertile tract is the result; but more commonly the cultivation on them is dependent on rain alone, and in that case the yield is precarious. The Panjāl ridge supplies by its various streams an enormous amount of water, some of which is utilised; but to bring water over the higher plateaus is difficult; as a rule, they are left to the chance of rain, and only the intervening valleys or lower parts of the karewā are fed by streams.

The north-west end of the valley is called Kamrāj (q.v.).

Lakes.—In his description of the lakes of Kashmir, Vigne explains that the word dal is applied to a lake in the plains. Sār is the term for a morass; and udāy (literally "a serpent") is used as a name for the mountain lakes or fountains, whose depth and clearness entitle them to be considered as fitting abodes of some one of the innumerable divinities of the Hindū pantheon. (For an account of the various lakes see page 11.)

Rivers.—Of the rivers, the Jhelum alone is navigable from the neighbourhood of Islamabād to Baramūla, a distance of about 60 miles.

Boats.—The boats used in Kashmir are of various kinds, viz., the bahats, dúngas, shikāras, khūch, tsātawars, and larināos; of these, only the three first are commonly met with. They are all constructed of deodar wood, and are mostly built at Srinagar; but some few at Sopūr, Baramūla, and at Naid Khai, a village in the morass which extends between Patan and the Wular lake.

The boats on the Kashmir lakes and rivers have no sails. The cost of these boats at Srinagar is said to be, for bahats Rs500 to Rs800, for dúngas Rs150 to Rs200, and shikāras Rs50 to Rs100, British currency; the two former descriptions are said to last only about seventeen years, and the latter about eight years; this seems hardly probable, having regard to the durable quality of the wood of which they are made.

The government levies a tax on all new boats, and also on all sales of second-hand boats. In the time of Akbar the number of registered boats exceeded, it is said, 8,900. (For description of boats see pages 12 and 13.)

Bridges.—The Jhelum is spanned by thirteen bridges in its course through the valley of Kashmir; they are of peculiar construction and are called kadals; a description of them will be found elsewhere. Smaller bridges of a single span, known elsewhere in the hills as sanges, are met with in Kashmir, where they are likewise called kadals; they are usually formed in the following manner: on either side of the stream abutments of rubble masonry, laced with cross-beams of timber, are built.
up, and into these are inserted stout poles, one over the other, in successively projecting tiers, the interstices between the latter being filled up with cross-beams. The projecting poles increase in size as they approach the upper platform, and have a slight incline upwards, their shore ends being firmly braced into the stonework. Between the uppermost row of timbers, two or three long and very strong connecting trees are placed, and scantlings are laid over them for the pathway; sometimes a railing is added for greater security. These bridges are frequently of considerable span, and, if well built, last from thirty to forty years.

Next in importance come the rope suspension bridges, which are often of great length; of these there are two descriptions, called respectively chikā and jhāla, and the latter, when the ropes are made of withes, seems frequently to be called sampa, from a Kashmiri word signifying "to move or yield."

The chikā bridge consists simply of six or eight stout ropes close together, stretched between rude piers on either bank of the torrent; on these a ring timber, formed of a section of a tree about 2 feet long and a foot in diameter, slides, and is hauled backwards and forwards by a rope attached to it and connected with the suspension ropes at intervals of about twenty feet by stout cane rings; to the slide a loop of ropes is secured through which the legs of the traveller are inserted, and he clasps his hands in front of him round the ropes to retain himself in a sitting position; it looks dangerous, but is, in practice, a perfectly safe, though tedious, operation; baggage is carried across in the same manner, each package being lashed to the loop and hauled across separately, and in like manner sheep and goats and sometimes cows are conveyed across rivers and torrents. A jhāla bridge is formed of a stout rope of five or six distinct strands stretched between piers and securely fastened on either side of the river; this forms the footway, and about 3 feet above it on either side is a guy-ropes, which is grasped by the passenger to enable him to retain his footing on the bridge; these guy-ropes are kept in their places by being attached at intervals to the ends of forked branches like the merry-thought of a chicken.

Some of these bridges swing a good deal with the weight of the traveller, and are trying to the nerves of those unaccustomed to them. The ropes of which they are constructed are made either of hemp, or willow or birch twigs, and are renewed annually, or as often as occasion may require.

Two other descriptions of bridges met with in Kashmir remain to be mentioned: the tangari, which is formed of two side timbers placed a little way apart and covered with brushwood kept in its place by large stones, and the kāwal bridge, which is simply the trunk of a tree or a plank thrown across a stream; they are necessarily of limited dimensions, and are only practicable for foot-passengers.
Canals.—Srinagar is intersected by a labyrinth of canals, which, when properly taken care of and filled with running water, no doubt contribute to the salubrity and cleanliness of the city.

To avoid the necessity of crossing the dangerous Wular lake, through which flows the main stream of the Jhelum, the Nàrú canal was constructed in very early times to connect Sopór with Srinagar.

Irrigation channels are numerous; of these the Sháhkúl canal in the Khourpara pargana, and the Naindi and Ninnar canals, near Islamabád, are among the most important.

Geology.—The pahála or mountain ranges which inclose Kashmír appear, with little exception, to be of igneous origin and basaltic, their usual formation being a beautiful amygdaloidal trap. Vigne found rocks of this character on the summit of almost all the passes, except that of Drás, which is three days' journey beyond the limits of the valley, and on the crest of which slate occurs. In the north-west, in the vicinity of Baramúla, the bare cliffs of schistoze rock rise perpendicularly to the height of from 500 to 1,000 feet.

There are several basaltic eminences of small elevation scattered over the bottom of the valley. Such a physical conformation cannot fail to suggest the notion that this singular region was once the crater of a vast volcano, and such was the first impression of Vigne on viewing, from a commanding eminence, the valley in its whole extent.

"There are," he observes, "many elevated points of view from which this extraordinary hollow gave me at first sight an idea of its having been originally formed by the falling in of an exhausted volcanic region. It seems, however, at one time, to have formed the bottom of the ocean, as there are in many places great beds of limestone, containing organic remains, principally marine."

Gypsum occurs in the north-west of this region. Primary formations appear of very rare occurrence; erratic blocks of granites are scattered over the slopes of the Haramuk mountain on the north-east, and in the Baramúla pass, but this formation has nowhere been observed in situ. Veins of quartz, however, so usually accompanying schistoze formation, have been observed of large dimensions.

The subterraneous disturbance, of the past activity of which the results have been just briefly traced, continues to the present time. In June 1824 the city of Srinagar was shaken by an earthquake which destroyed about twelve hundred houses and one thousand persons. The earth in several places opened and discharged fetid warm water from the clefts, and masses of rock rolled from the mountains amidst repeated explosions. For about two months every day from one hundred to two hundred shocks were felt, each accompanied by an explosion. Deleterious gases appear to have exuded on that occasion, as the cholera then broke out and caused dread-
ful mortality. Abul Fazl, describing the country about two centuries before, mentions the frequency of earthquakes. In his time the houses were framed of timber as a precaution against destruction by the shocks, and the same precaution is still observed.

The earthquakes of 1885 are quite the worst on record, a great part of Srinagar being destroyed, while many towns, such as Baramula, Sopur, &c., were left almost a heap of ruins. The disastrous effects of this earthquake was confined to Kashmir, but it was felt as far as Astor, although no damage was done there.

Some years ago, at So hoyum, near the north-western extremity of the valley, the ground became so hot that the sand was fused, and appearances seemed to indicate that a volcanic eruption was about to take place.

Moorcroft observes:

"Indications of volcanic action are not unfrequent; hot springs are numerous; at particular seasons the ground at various places is sensibly hotter than the atmosphere and earthquakes are of common occurrence."

Vigne supposes that the great calcareous deposits have been raised to their present position from the bed of the ocean by the upheaving of volcanic masses from beneath. Pebby conglomerate, sandstone, and clay in many places extensively overspread the mountain slopes.

Vigne considers the appearance which the karewas present strong proof of the truth of the tradition that the whole valley was once occupied by a lake. The flat surfaces of the wudars, whose cliffs are from 150 to 200 feet above the lowest part of the valley, are attributable to their having for ages remained at the bottom of a still lake, perhaps at least 300 feet above its present level, at the bottom of that valley. Some who have viewed the scenery of the valley consider that they have found corroboration of the tradition that it was once occupied by a lake in a succession of horizontal stages observable on the sides of the mountains, and which apparently have been beaches formed successively by the waters of the lake in the course of subsidence.

The soil of the lowest part of the valley appears to have been deposited from a salt lake, as the water obtained from wells dug there is brackish, and none perfectly fresh can be had, except from the river, which is of course supplied principally from the snows and rains falling on the mountains. The great opening at the north-western extremity called by the Kashmirs Basmagul, by which at present the aggregate waters of Kashmir escape to the lower country, has probably been coeval with the original upheaving of this region, as, though an earthquake might have caused a fissure sufficiently large to drain the supposed lake, it is more difficult to suppose such an event to have removed the enormous mass of matter requisite for filling up the space of the present valley of Baramula. Such is the view taken by Vigne, who considers the Baramula opening to have been from the first
filled with submarine shingle and a soft conglomerate, through which the Jhelum has worked its way, assisted in some degree by openings resulting from earthquakes.

"So far," observes Rennell, "am I from doubting the tradition respecting the existence of the lake that covered Kashmir, that appearances alone would serve to convince me, without either the tradition or the history." This lake, according to Kashmirian tradition, bore the name of Satisaras, or "the lake of the chaste woman," as it was considered peculiarly to belong to Uma, the wife of Mahadev, one of whose names is Sati, in the character of a chaste woman. Baron Von Hügel, however, is quite incredulous respecting the existence of the lake. He observes, "there is not in the valley the slightest appearance of its having been drained."

We will now consider the mountains which surround the valley of Kashmir, looking first at the great chain on the north-east, and afterwards we shall see how branches from this come round and close the valley, commencing from the great mass, of which a part is called Nanga Parbat or Dygamar; we then find ridges and spurs, many points of which are over 20,000 feet in height. The highest point of the whole mass (the one which bears the name) is 26,289 feet above the sea; this is not quite on the watershed between the Indus and the Jhelum, but is a part of a branch which divides the Astor and Chilas rivers, both of which flow into the Indus at no great distance from one another.

It rises from a lofty ridge that for 10 miles is over 22,000 feet in height; the faces of this ridge, on the east and south, make an enormous cliff of from 6,000 to 10,000 feet, on the greater part of which snow remains clinging, but it is in part of rocky precipices and from the highest point great buttresses radiate. Large glaciers take their origin from the mountain. General Cunningham says he has seen the peak from Bāmnagar in the Panjāb, which is distant 205 miles.

The southern part of the Nanga Parbat ridge becomes the watershed between the Indus and Jhelum basins. At this part it is 20,000 feet high. The ridge extends in a south-easterly direction for 50 or 60 miles, at an altitude of about 14,000 feet. There are several gaps on the ridge that are passable. Two much-traversed roads that join the Kishan Ganga and Astor rivers go over passes of 13,200 and 13,500 feet; while further east passes lead from the former river valley into the basin of the Drās river. After a length of nearly 60 miles the mountains become rather higher; there are peaks of from 17,000 up to 17,400 feet high. But the ridge is broken, and a not difficult pass occurs, which directly connects the Tilai valley with Drās. A few miles south of this gap occurs the branching of the mountain mass that goes to make the northern boundary of Kashmir; this we will return to, and now only note the spot from which that ridge separates. Again, a few miles further on, still on the south-east, we come to where
there is a gap in the mountains, which is the lowest passage between the Indus on one side and the Chenáb and Jhelum basin on the other, along the whole length of 300 miles from the eastern sources of the Chenáb to the head of the Kághán tributary of the Jhelum. This pass is called the Zoji Lá by the Tibetâns and the Ladâkí; by the other it is commonly called the Drás pass.

Continuing along the main chain, we find the summits get higher and higher: peaks of 18,000 feet, and some, as we go on, that approach 20,000 occur, and the general level of the summits is not much below them. Long spurs, too, or branch ridges, that jut out are very lofty. Ten miles east-south-east from the pass, a distinct ridge branches off in a direction somewhat west of south, which the one that curving round forms the eastern and southern boundary of Kashmir and connects on with the Panjál range; this too we shall revisit. Then, in some miles more (26 or 27 miles direct from the last pass), we come to an opening, which, though not so low as the other, yet, considering the loftiness of the mountains it passes between, is a considerable depression. This is the Bhot Kol pass; it leads from the head of the Wardwán valley into the Súrú district.

From the Drás pass hither the peaks have been of a height to form glaciers. There is a glacier in every hollow of the ridge. Many of the branch ridges also hold them in their recesses. These glaciers are usually not large—2 or 3 miles long is common; and they do not generally extend very low; one, however, named the Mechu Hoi glacier, has its foot at 10,850 feet above the sea; this is close on the valley of the Drás pass. Looking from near the Bhot Kol pass to the north-east at one view, a number of these small glaciers can be seen, embedded in the hollows of the mountains, whose narrow rock-ridges curve round and enclose them.

From the last-named pass eastward the range continues at a great height; points on it are nearly 20,000 feet in height. Lastly, distant from the pass 12 or 14 miles, there arise two enormous mountains, each of them a few hundred feet over 23,000. These are called the Nun and Kun, or, together, Nun Kun. They are peaks that are conspicuous from afar off, standing, as they do, a clear 3,000 feet above their neighbours. Their aspect varies much as one looks at them from different sides; from Súrú we get a side view, which seems to show that they are projecting portions of a rugged escarpment. (Drew.)

Mountains on the northern boundary.—One way of looking at the mountains that make the oval barrier of Kashmir, is to consider them as divided into a northern and southern part by the Sind river that flows from near the Drás pass into the vale, and the Jhelum river as it flows out from Baramúla to Mozafarabád. The line of these two is roughly east and west; it divides the vale and its mountain-ring into somewhat unequal parts, of which the southern is the greater.
We before marked the spot where the northern mountains branch from the watershed range, near the Zoji La or Drâs pass. This mass of mountains extends, without any break through it, for over 100 miles from east to west, with a breadth varying from 12 to 24 miles. On its south side lie successively the Sind valley, the northern part of the vale, and the Jhelum valley; on its northern side is the Kishan Ganga valley in its whole length. At its beginning the mass is rocky and precipitous in its central ridge, and lofty enough to form small glaciers. Farther west, the glaciers cease and the range branches and spreads. Again, one peak in it, called Haramuk, reaches to the snow-line. This is a massive mountain, which, from its rising above the general level of the ridges, is conspicuous from a great part of Kashmir; in the hollows about it are several tarns, which probably occupy the sites of former glaciers. Most of the branch ridges from this mountain, and some of those farther east, which form the northern boundary of the Sind valley, have a steep cliff for their upper portion, with a more gradual slope below, which is clothed with either forest or grass. West of the meridian of Haramuk, the ridge keeps to a fairly regular height of 12,000 or 13,000 feet for a long distance, until, indeed, it turns round southwards. Between Bandipûr and Gûrais it is often a narrow ridge, with a slope down on each side of 35° or 40°, running along pretty level, somewhat above the limit of forest; rocks project along the summits, but make no great cliffs; innumerable spurs jut out north and south, some of which lead down to the valleys, with a moderate, though seldom regular, slope; others end off with a steep fall of some thousands of feet. After the range has turned south, it gets somewhat higher, rising to over 14,000 feet, then there is a depression, and beyond that it is connected with the Kâj Nâg range, which runs in a general way east and west from Baramula to Mozafarabad, forming the northern bank of the valley of the Jhelum, after that river leaves the vale.

Mountains on the east.—We must return to where, on the main chain, the ridge branched off that makes the eastern or south-eastern part of our mountain boundary. This spot, as before stated, is 10 miles east-south-east from the Drâs pass. The mountain that here branches off to the south has at first the form of a high ridge with a very steep slope on the eastern side. In this neighbourhood there is a peak on it (called Kohenhar) of 17,000 feet; but the height soon diminishes, and then, for a long distance, the ridge continues in an almost southerly direction at a little over 14,000 feet, with some passes through it (which connect Kashmir with the Wardwán valley) between 11,000 and 12,000 feet. The Margan (11,600 feet) is the chief of these.

Between this ridge we have been tracing down from the north, and the line of the Sind valley is a great triangular space (having the edge of the valley for the base) which is occupied by a branching mass of mountains that has its source or junction with our ridge a little above Kohenhar.
The most conspicuous mountain of all on these branches is Guashbrari, a peak 17,800 feet, from which radiate many spurs, and between them hollows filled with small glaciers. Connected on the north-west is a bold peaked ridge, with glaciers in the hollows of it on the north side. From here, for 30 miles westward, a ridge continues that forms the southern side of the Sind valley, rocky heights of 13,000 and 14,000 feet whose lower slopes to the north are thickly covered with forest. The end of this forms the line of the hill behind the Shalimar garden, while dividing spurs from other branches form successively the half-circles that enclose the Dal and the parganas of Vilí and Tráhal, each ending in a bold hill, 3,000 or 4,000 feet high above the flat.

From the Margan pass the north and south ridge continues at near the same height, and with no greater break in it; it then curves round; as it nears Banihal there is a depression for some miles to the level of about 9,500 feet; beyond this to the west, we may count that the Panjál range has begun.

First it has an east and west direction for 30 miles, then it turns to the north-west, and continues for some 40 miles more; after which it dies off towards the valley of the Jhelum river. In the first part several conspicuous peaks occur: they are called Brahna Sakal; they are steep, rocky, thoroughly-pyramidal mountains that rise up from out of the range to a height of 15,000 feet. At the foot of them is a lake more than 2 miles long and threequarters of a mile broad; near are two passes, 13,250 and 14,120 feet in height.

Near where the bend takes place two passes from the Darhalv alley (near Rájaori) lead over the range; also it is near this that the Rattan ridge branches off from the Panjál range. Here an irregular serrated ridge, or a chain of massive, rocky peaks, encloses in its turns, and with the aid of branches, amphitheatres, most of which are occupied by tarns. One of these is the Sam Sar. A few miles along, between the central ridge and the valley that leads down to Barangala, is a plateau of which the substance is moraine matter of the former glaciers. In little hollows of this, also, are some lakes—Níl Sar and Nandar Sar, the latter close to a pass through the mountains. Beyond, and indeed all around, are amphitheatres enclosed by the arms of the mountains. The map shows that numbers of these hold tarns, and wherever the tarns occur, there are found signs distinct enough of the old glaciers. Further on the pass of the Pir Panjál, the mountains near it are not quite so lofty as those we have left. Beyond we get to ground as high as any in the ridge, especially there is an isolated peak called Tata-kúti, 15,524 feet. Again we see by the map that there are tarns in the hollows of the mountains.

Beyond this there are some high passes which lead very directly between Púrch and Srinagar; then behind Gulmarg we find a summit of
12,500 feet, which is nearly the last of the range. Towards Kashmir the hill-sides—the slopes of the spurs—are in great part covered with dark pine forest; these spurs ultimately become elongated into long, low-wooded slopes, and these graduate into the sloping karewās.

From the last-mentioned summit spurs radiate and descend, at last suddenly, in bold slopes and steep-cliffs, for some thousands of feet, to the narrow part of the Jhelum valley.

**Climate.**—The climate of Kashmir is temperate, being neither too hot nor too cold. In mid-summer the thermometer sometimes ranges up to 90° in the shade, and in winter it descends several degrees below freezing-point. The mean temperature of the year is nearly 57°, or rather lower than the temperature of Rome. Kashmir is less hot throughout the year, and during winter only two degrees colder than Southern France.

In latitude Kashmir about corresponds with the following places: In Asia—Peshāwār, Baghdād, and Damascus; in Africa—Fèz in Morocco; in America—South Carolina; but the elevation above the sea gives it a far more temperate climate than any of them enjoy.

Upon the tops of the surrounding mountains the climate is extremely rigorous, while in the valley it is temperate, and intermediate between that of England and the plains of India. The seasons, as in England, are all well marked, and occur about the same time as they do there. Of the higher portions of the valley, the climate from the beginning of May to the end of October is mild and very salubrious, and is almost as invigorating to the European constitution as that of England.

The following table shows the average temperature at Srinagar for two years during the principal months in which visitors occupy the valley:—

**Average temperature at Srinagar during the seasons of 1864 and 1865.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Noon</th>
<th>Evening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In shade</td>
<td>In sun.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 15th June</td>
<td>66-80</td>
<td>75-80</td>
<td>66-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>69-35</td>
<td>80-36</td>
<td>107-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>69-22</td>
<td>84-27</td>
<td>104-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>59-29</td>
<td>78-40</td>
<td>102-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To 24th October</td>
<td>42-12</td>
<td>68-72</td>
<td>94-34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following abstract of meteorological observations is extracted from Major Cunningham's "Ladák and surrounding countries":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Extremes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Kashmir</td>
<td>53.14</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are no periodical rains as in Hindústán; and although the annual rainfall upon the mountains must be very great, yet in the valley itself the quantity does not probably exceed 18 or 20 inches during the year.

About the end of March and beginning of April, there are frequent and sudden storms in the valley, accompanied with hail and rain, and spring showers are frequent during the latter month, and also that of May.

Moorcroft remarks that "the end of March and beginning of April are distinguished by the popular term of 'dirty spring' or 'mud season,' and these apellations in regard to the mire of the surface and the rapid succession of gusts of wind and hail with short gleams of sunshine are well deserved." During the April which Moorcroft passed in Kashmir, there were only three days of sunshine, and in the following May scarcely a day passed without a shower. This, however, is unusual, May and June being the best months.

In the months of June and September also heavy rain is not unfrequent, and there are occasional showers in July and August.

The hottest months in the valley are July and August, and the temperature in the shade at noon varies from 90° to 95°, or even 98° at Srinagar (29th July 1865); the air is occasionally close and oppressive, especially for a day or two before rain, which is often accompanied with thunder and lightning. These months are not healthy, and visitors usually spend these months at a cooler altitude. At this season the mosquitoes make camping in the valley almost unendurable. (Wingate.)

Thunder-storms are frequent during the summer months, but they are usually not severe; dust-storms are exceedingly rare. Earthquakes are tolerably frequent during the summer months, but the shocks are usually very slight; sometimes, however, they are very severe, and create great alarm; people forsake their houses and remain in the open air for hours or even days until the danger is over. Kashmir has this great advantage respecting climate, that any depression of temperature can be obtained by a journey of a few hours in ascent of the mountains. Night frosts set in as early as the middle of November, and by the end of that month the trees are stripped of their leaves and all animal vegetation is cut off, a thick haze
overspreads the whole valley, and the lakes and rivers send up clouds of vapour. Every movement of men or beasts raises great quantities of dust, and the haze becomes so great that even at midday and under a cloudless sky no object can be seen at a mile's distance. This murky state of the air extends for about 200 feet above the level of the valley, and those who ascend beyond that height, see the snowy mountains of a dazzling whiteness, and the sun shining clearly in a cloudless sky, while the low country lies hidden in dim obscurity. The first fall of snow restores the clearness of the air. This fall upon the mountains usually occurs about the beginning of November, but it is slight and soon melted by the sun; the heavy fall begins about the middle of December, and the snow lies to the average depth of 2 feet until the middle of April.

The coldest months are December and January, when the average morning temperature in the valley is a little below freezing-point; ice invariably covers the surface of the lakes to a considerable distance from the banks, and about once in seven or eight years the Jhelum itself is said to be frozen over at Srinagar.

The air of Kashmir is in general remarkable for stillness. Moorcroft, after a prolonged residence in the very arid climate of middle Tibet, on entering Kashmir found reason, from the contrast, to complain of the humidity of the atmosphere, and considered it more favourable to vegetable than to animal life. Hügel, on the contrary, considers the air dry, and supports his opinion by reference to the facts that mosses and lichens are rare, and that a decayed tree is not to be found throughout the valley. This dryness of the air he attributes to the lightness of the soil, which quickly absorbs the rain and melted snow, though the volume of water derived from these sources is sometimes so considerable as to cause the Jhelum to rise 30 feet.

Drew writes:

"As to moisture, the country is intermediate between that which is delayed by periodical rains, and that which is arid from want of them. The monsoon, which, coming from the south-west, breaks with force on that side of the Panjal hills, is almost completely intercepted by them, and prevented from reaching the interior of Kashmir. In July and August one sees the storm-clouds collected round the summits of those mountains, and knows that they indicate that the season of rain has commenced in the tract beyond. Now and then the water-bearing clouds force their way across, and precipitate their moisture on the slopes of the Kashmir side; for this reason the karewá country to the south-west, especially the higher part of it, receives a greater rainfall than the river alluvium flat on the south-east. The mountains beyond, again, those that divide Kashmir from Ladák, receive a good deal of rain."

May be some moisture passes over the Panjál range without precipitation and becomes condensed on reaching the yet higher range beyond; or it may be that moisture, evaporated from the valley itself, gets carried away and deposited on contact with the mountains on the north and east. Certain it is that while clouds collect, and storms rage and rain falls on the two ranges
of mountains, yet the centre of the valley and the edge of the north-eastern hills,—where, for instance, Srinagar, and Awântipûr and Islamabâd stand,—are comparatively free from rain. But occasionally the rain-clouds spread over the whole area and give a supply of moisture enough to bring on those crops which depend on rain, and to bring down the temperature of the air.

According to the Panjâb Administration Report for 1878-79—

"the rainfall of the country is said to be 18 inches, but is probably less. Of this 6 inches only benefit the crops; the rest falling during the winter months when no agricultural work is done. More important than the rain is the snow which falls from November to March, and on which the rice crop depends for its irrigation. Heavy rains fall in March and April, and without them the spring crop, which consists of barley and wheat, cannot be other than poor. Some heavy showers are usually hoped for in July to benefit the Indian-corn and rice, and showers fall again in September and October. The valley is completely removed beyond the effects of the Indian monsoon, and the rain always comes from the west."

The following meteorological observations and description of the climate of Kashmir are taken from the writings of the well-known traveller Schlaginweit:—

**Srinagar in Kashmir.**

North Lat. 34° 4' 6."

East Long. 74° 48' 5."

Elev. 5,136'.

1856.—Mean of the months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Mean of the month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean of the seasons and of the year.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. to Feb.</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. to May</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June to Aug.</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. to Nov.</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"For comparison in reference to sanitary purposes, some words and figures may be added about southern Europe and the African coast of the Mediterranean. As I cannot enter here into all the varieties of climate, I have selected three stations only, differing in latitude and longitude, to show the temperature.

**Southern Europe and Northern Coast of Africa.**

**Geographical Coordinates.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>N. Lat.</th>
<th>E. Long.</th>
<th>Elev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montpellier</td>
<td>43° 36'</td>
<td>3° 53'</td>
<td>106 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>41° 54'</td>
<td>12° 25'</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algiers</td>
<td>36° 47'</td>
<td>3° 3'</td>
<td>L. A. L. S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mean of the months, seasons, and year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Montpellier</th>
<th>Rome</th>
<th>Algiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>42°1</td>
<td>45°0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>44°8</td>
<td>47°3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>46°9</td>
<td>51°6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>57°4</td>
<td>57°9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>64°4</td>
<td>65°3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>72°5</td>
<td>71°2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Montpellier</th>
<th>Rome</th>
<th>Algiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>78°4</td>
<td>75°0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>77°0</td>
<td>75°7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>70°3</td>
<td>70°0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>61°9</td>
<td>64°9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>50°5</td>
<td>53°4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>45°9</td>
<td>47°8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons, Dec. to Feb.</th>
<th>44°3</th>
<th>46°7</th>
<th>54°0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March to May</td>
<td>56°9</td>
<td>58°3</td>
<td>60°4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons, June to Aug.</th>
<th>76°0</th>
<th>74°3</th>
<th>74°1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. to Nov.</td>
<td>60°9</td>
<td>62°8</td>
<td>67°9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year | 59°5 | 60°5 | 64°1

"Nice and Mentone (the latter recently favoured so much by medical advisers, as being the less rough of the two), Madeira, as mild and moist, Pau in France, Palermo in Sicily, might be added as the stations most frequented in winter.

"The charms of the spring of Kashmir have become widely spread already by Indian poetry; summer, even up to the middle of June, is still fresh all night, the mornings being as low as 60° to 63° F.; the mean of the day is 70° to 75° F.; only about six weeks of July and August, a period sufficient for the maturation of delicious fruit and most precious crops, have an average temperature equal to that of the southern parts of France. Thunder-storms in summer are not unfrequent, though their force is broken by the surrounding chains and peaks; they are of longer duration than those in Europe, but weak when compared with what are seen in the tropical regions; and the rains, with interruptions of five to six days, are equally refreshing and beneficial to the crops.

"The sun is powerful here, as was to be expected in latitudes from 33° to 35°; and in the days of interruption of the summer rains and thunder-storms it is felt the more. Houses, tents not the least, rocks, as well as the surface of the ground, then get thoroughly warmed through, and from the middle of the day even trees allow one to feel it, their shade being frequently little protection.

"Then the temperature of the free air, determined by a thermometer in peripheric motion, swung under a double-clad umbrella, was generally found to be 2° to 3° F. cooler than a thermometer put up in the shade of the tree, where it was heated by the very temperature of the tree exposed to the full power of the sun. In the morning, till about 10 o'clock, the same localities under trees are still cooler, the temperature being still under the influence of the night and early morning hours. In the tropics, under those Indian fig trees, covering quite a little territory with ramifications supported by their vertical branches, I had found analogous differences greater still. In Europe, the action of the sun is neither powerful nor generally uninterrupted enough to produce such variations so regularly; but in the hot July of this summer, 1865, I had occasion to observe it also under large pear
and nut trees round the Jagersburg, in Franconia, more frequently by their being ‘too cool’ in the morning than their being overheated in the afternoon.”

Dr. A. Neve, F.R.C.S.E., of the Kashmir Medical Mission, gives the following table in his “Tourist’s Guide”:

*Approximate Table of Temperature at Srinagar.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Mean. (°Fahr.)</th>
<th>Extremes in shade.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January to February 15th</td>
<td>35°</td>
<td>15°—40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 15th to March 15th</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>15°—50°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15th to April 15th</td>
<td>48°</td>
<td>30°—60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15th to May 15th</td>
<td>55°</td>
<td>35°—70°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 15th to June 15th</td>
<td>65°</td>
<td>40°—80°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15th to August 15th</td>
<td>75°</td>
<td>50°—90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 15th to September 15th</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>45°—80°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 15th to October 15th</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>40°—70°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 15th to November 15th</td>
<td>55°</td>
<td>35°—60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 15th to December 31st</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>25°—45°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The very hottest month excepted, nevertheless, a European may pass in Kashmir a whole day en route, the air itself being refreshing enough as long as not perfectly calm, and under a good hat (sola topi) the head is sufficiently secured.

In the beginning of July, a sudden rise of the rivers occasionally limits the excursions; it coincides with the final and rapid disappearing of snow from the neighbouring heights on the north.

In autumn, and throughout the winter too, heights like those of the environs of Srinagar—a beautiful level ground, surrounded by moderate ridges—have a climate quite suitable to Europeans. The accumulation of cold air is remarkably reduced in the greater part of Kashmir by the valleys being mostly wide and open. Also large lake-basins are frequent; but only a few of them have any water in them, and this is very shallow.

Such open valleys, being more exposed to the action of the sun than the bottoms of narrow valleys, have a peculiar power in cutting off the currents of air descending from the higher regions of snow and sédé, and breaking their local effect.

Natives, however, unprotected in draughty huts, and without any substitute for a fire-place, except a basin filled with charcoal in their rooms, occasionally suffer from cold, but not enough to induce them to erect better habitations, notwithstanding their technical abilities in many branches of architecture and manufacture.

Drew writes:

“In coming down from Ladák one year, I marched through Kashmir and over the Banihal pass in January. Snow covered the vale, and whitened everything on the plain, except the trees round the villages; at Srinagar its depth was 6 inches, at Islamabâd it
was something more, and at Shâhabd there was a foot and a half of snow on the ground. On the Banihâl ridge it was so thick, one could not measure it. The pass could not be crossed by horses, and for men it was very laborious. Towards the end of February in general the snow disappears from the vale, and spring comes on with a burst."

Diseases.—Moorecroft intimates that the climate is unwholesome, and Vigne states that though nothing can be more delicious than the air of the valley, yet in many places it is affected by a miasma from stagnant water. Yet Jacquemont expresses his surprise at the extremely rare occurrence of intermittents amidst so many causes which elsewhere invariably produce them; and Hügel styles the climate of Kashmîr one of the best and healthiest in the world.

The remarkable fecundity among the Kashmîrians may, perhaps, be regarded as evidence of the salubrity of the climate.

Malaria, as might be supposed from the profuseness of vegetation and the humidity of the climate, is very prevalent throughout the valley, and fevers and affections of the bowels are common, but the other diseases peculiar to India are seldom observed.

Small-pox has left fearful traces.

The late Dr. Elmslie, the medical missionary, who devoted six years of his life to the welfare of the poor of Srinagar, lamenting the want of proper schools where a scientific medical education may be obtained, remarks that every other year an epidemic, either of small-pox or cholera, carries off thousands who, if vaccination were encouraged by the government and sanitary measures enforced throughout the valley, but especially in the capital, might, humanly speaking, be saved from sudden death.

The most terrible visitation of the latter disease followed the memorable earthquake which commenced on the 26th June 1855, and continued for more than two months.

In the account of the survey operations in 1857 it is mentioned that cholera stuck to the valley, strange to say, throughout the winter, when the snow was up to a man's neck.

In Kashmîr the practice of medicine is usually a hereditary profession, but any one is at liberty to adopt it. The son succeeds the father in his practice. The medical knowledge possessed has been derived from a scanty acquaintance with the Greek system of medicine, or of a few nostrums that are handed down from sire to son. The natives of the valley have considerable confidence in these hakîms, considering how little knowledge and practical skill the latter possess, and it is surprising what influence they get over even wealthy and sensible men. There is a class of men and women who earn their living by applying leeches; another class does the same by bleeding, which is about the only knowledge of surgery they possess, and a very popular treatment for almost every disease,—so much so, that it was reported that in the epidemic of 1872 His Highness the maharâja sent orders to Kashmîr that the hakîms were not to bleed for cholera as they had been in the habit of doing.
The agricultural classes are acquainted with the medical properties of many plants which they turn to account in the cure of disease among themselves. The women generally profess to know a great many efficacious remedies which they very readily communicate to their neighbours.

On account of the poverty of the people they eat unripe vegetables and fruit, and so induce much disease. During the epidemics of cholera the Kashmiris suffer much from this habit and from drinking impure water.

The inhabitants of Kashmir are not ignorant of the curative effects of mineral waters, of which there are several springs in the valley. They are accustomed to apply a ligature between the heart and a wound inflicted by a snake, because they say that by so doing they prevent the poison from going to the heart. The ligature generally employed is a long strip of cotton cloth.

The inhabitants of a great many villages in Kashmir suffer from goitre. The idea prevalent in the valley as to its cause is that the water drunk by those afflicted has produced it. The waters of Kashmir are largely impregnated with lime. Where procurable, burnt seaweed (gilla pahar) is used as a cure for this disease, and for twenty-one days the patient is forbidden salt, and is dieted on bread, ghf, and black-pepper.

During the rice season the peasants suffer from an eruption caused by continual immersion in water; the ankles and wrists are attacked, the hands and feet, being mostly in the mud, escape: khelam tel, oil extracted from the pine mixed with ghf, is applied to the sores. The oil is thus extracted: chips of chill wood are placed in an earthen vessel, which is closed with clay and placed over a slow fire for twelve hours; the oil drips through a hole in the cover into a vessel placed to receive it.

In rheumatism the oil extracted from kunjad (Sesamum orientale) is used as a liniment with which to rub the body.

In addition to the diseases which have been mentioned, phthisis, elephantiasis, syphilis, and scrofula are common, but other affections of the skin and calculus of the bladder are comparatively rare.

Dr. A. Neve, Surgeon to the Kashmir Mission Hospital, writes:—

"Among the Kashmiris, malarial fever, liver complaints, &c., are rare. The diseases are essentially those of a temperate climate. Lung complaints are common during the winter owing to the deficient clothing; but consumption is rare, as also is dysentery."

With regard to cholera, so far as can be gathered, it appears to have visited the valley in the years enumerated below:—

A.D. 1828 (after earthquake),
1842 or 1843.
" 1857.
" 1872.
" 1879 (after lamin-).
" 1885.
Roads.—The barrier of hills which encompasses Kashmir is pierced at numerous points by roads or, more properly, paths: north and east towards the Upper Indus, Ladák, and Yárkand; south-east towards the native state of Chamba and the British district of Lahoul; south to Jamú where the Hiidú ruler of Kashmir holds his court on the densely-wooded hills that skirt the Himalaya, south-west across the Pir Panjál range and along the vestiges of the once imperial road to Bhimbar and Lahore; west by the banks of the Jhelum to the British district of Hazárá or the hill station of Marí.

Of these none are fit for wheeled traffic, though the last-named is now being constructed as a cart-road.

Except the road between Jamú and Sialkot, and the road now construct- ing from Kohálá to Baramúla, there is not a made road of any description in either Kashmir or Jamú. The roads are good fair-weather tracks within the valley and the various passes, and routes up side-valleys are mostly decent paths practicable for ponies. These paths and the numerous wooden bridges are kept open and in some sort of repair by the villagers. There is not a wheel of any description off the Jamú-Sialkot road. Even the road to Kuthúna has not been made, though carts do occasionally get along it. (Wingate.)

Population.—In 1835 the population of the valley of Kashmir was calculated not to exceed 200,000 persons, to which number it had, in twenty years, been reduced from 800,000 by oppression and the awful dispensations of earthquake, pestilence, and famine.

Major Montgomery, in his notes on the survey operations in Kashmir, records that

"in the country, generally, the number of inhabitants in each house, including every living soul, ranges from ten to thirty; in twenty-three different villages, in which special enquiries were made, the average was found to be eighteen. It is said that every woman has, at an average, ten to fourteen children, and the proportion of men to women is as three to one; but the former are expended very rapidly, and almost invariably become prematurely old, which may be chiefly attributed to their spending at least a quarter of their existence in an amphibious state, up to their knees in water in the rice khets."

The following estimate of the population is extracted from the notebook of the late Dr. Elwaslie, a gifted and accurate observer, who was medical missionary in Srínagar for six years:

"Population of the valley of Kashmir, excluding the surrounding countries and the inhabitants of the mountains, 402,700.

"This number is composed of—"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmán</td>
<td>312,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suní</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shías</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total population of Kashmir 402,700
### Population of Srinagar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sunnis</th>
<th>Shias</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>96,400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>127,400</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Population of Kashmir, excluding Srinagar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sunnis</th>
<th>Shias</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>217,300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>275,300</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distribution of Population—Shawl-weavers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sunnis</th>
<th>Shias</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>28,115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,463</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tax-payers (excluding shawl-weavers and cultivators of the soil)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sunnis</th>
<th>Shias</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>50,775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>54,775</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Clerks in the employ of His Highness’s government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>5,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,572</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Jagirdars (landholders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>45</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mulzim pesha (tenants)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musalmāns</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,782</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The population of Kashmir was reckoned before the famine of 1877-79 at about half a million, of whom all but 75,000 pandits were of the Muhammadan creed. No accurate census was ever taken, and at the present time it is impossible to say what the number of survivors may be, since the
method followed in distributing food leads necessarily to the falsification of returns. Some idea, however, of the depopulation of the country may be formed from the following authoritative description:

"No European who carefully examined the city this summer (1879) with a view to gauging its population ever put the people at over 60,000 souls, but nothing can be exactly known. A number of the chief valleys to the north were entirely deserted; whole villages lay in ruins; some suburbs of the city were tenantless; the city itself had been destroyed; the graveyards were filled to overflowing; the river had been full of corpses thrown into it. It is not likely that more than two fifths of the people of the valley now survive."

Monsieur Bigex, a French shawl-merchant, has informed the writer of this note that, whereas in former times there were from 30,000 to 40,000 weavers in Srinagar, now only 4,000 remain, and that orders from France for shawls cannot be executed for want of hands. It may be that the famine has fallen with most severity on the weaving class.

The population of the valley is now reckoned at from 300,000 to 400,000, and of this number the city probably accounts for 100,000. (Wingate.)

Races.—Vigne states that the Muhammadans predominate in the city of Srinagar in the proportion of three to one, and nine to one in the villages.

There are about twenty different tribes or clans among the Muhammadans in Kashmir. Of these, the Chak, who were the warriors of Kashmir, and so bravely resisted the invasion of Akbar, are the oldest and most distinguished. Next, the Maliks, who were called Singhs, or lions; the Bandeh, and others; and there are others again whose names are those of some animals, such as the monkey, bear, and jackal tribe, and there is one rejoicing in the name of Shaitan (Satan).

The Rishis, who seem to be peculiar to Kashmir, do not marry, and in that particular resemble European monks more, probably, than any other of the Muhammadan sects.

The Sunnis, or orthodox Muhammadans, far outnumber the Shi'as, or Râfizî (heretics) as they are opprobriously termed: of the latter, who are the followers of Ali, there are said to be only 1,000 houses, numbering about five or six thousand souls. They are found chiefly at Zadibal, about 2 kos to the north of Srinagar, at Nandapûr and Hasanabad, near to the city lake. Though so few in number, the men of this sect form the most active, industrious, and well-to-do portion of the Muhammadan community. The finest paper-maché workers and shawl-makers in Srinagar are Shi'as, and some of the wealthiest men in the city belong to that sect.

A deadly feud has ever existed between these two great divisions of the Muhammadans.

In the times of the Patháns the Shi'as were not allowed to enact the feast of the Muharram. In the time of Abdulla Khán, who made himself independent of his master at Kábul, they attempted to celebrate it but were
attacked and plundered, and their houses burnt; some one hundred and fifty of them (for there were very few in the city) were collected, their noses pierced, and one string passed through them all, and, thus linked together, they were made to perambulate the bazárs. Again, in the time of the governor Bama Singh, the Shíás attempted to celebrate the Muharram, but the enraged Suníš fell upon them, killed fifteen of them, and plundered their property; and the Persian merchants, of whom there were two or three hundred, retreated from Kashmir and have never since resided there.

On both these occasions, as in 1872, the dominant party averred that the attacks were made in retaliation for dreadful atrocities committed by the Shíás, but in the absence of direct proof it can scarcely be credited that the small and well-to-do section of the Shíás would wantonly arouse the slumbering animosities of their powerful and vindictive neighbours.

That time has by no means weakened the vengeful feelings of the stronger sect and the bigotry of the weaker, the occurrences of September 1872 amply testify. The disturbances then raged for more than a week, and for some time defied the efforts of the governor, who called in the aid of the troops; whole districts were reduced to smouldering heaps of ruins, and business was for some time entirely suspended, a great portion of the city being deserted. The Shíás fled in every direction, some seeking safety on the adjacent mountains, while others remained in the city in secret lurking places. Many of the women and children of the Shíás found an asylum from the hands of their infuriated co-religionists in the houses of the Hindú portion of the community. When order was at length restored, the ringleaders of the riot were seized and imprisoned, besides hundreds or thousands, it is said, of the poorer inhabitants. The apprehensions appear to have been made in the most indiscriminate fashion.

Vigne states that the Hindús of Kashmir are divided into very numerous different tribes or families, such as Pandits, Rasdun, Kol, Kabuta (a dove), &c., but these are all arranged under the two great divisions of the Hindús, the Malamasis and Baruhmasis. Dr. Elmslie divides them into (1) the Brabman Hindús, whose only work is to perform the Hindú worship—in short, they are exclusively priestly, and number about five hundred houses; (2) the Jótics Hindús, who study the stars for the purpose of predicting future events—they number from one hundred to one hundred and fifty houses; (3) the Karkun Hindús, who are writers, merchants, and farmers, but never soldiers. Relatively this is a very numerous class. The Kashmirí pandits all wear the Brahminical thread, consisting of several fine cords. It passes from the left shoulder down to the right side.

Commenting on the fact that "but" frequently forms a portion of Muhammadan names, Dr. Elmslie states that "it is probably derived from the word bata or batah, which signifies a 'pandit,' who is always a Hindú of course. Probably, when this word bat is used by a person, it points to the fact that originally his family was Hindú; for we know from history
that, when the Muhammadans conquered the valley of Kashmir in the fourteenth century, they compelled many of the inhabitants, who at that time were Hindús, to become Muhammadans."

A person whose father is a Kashmirí but whose mother is not, is called "argun." These hybrids between the Kashmirís and the surrounding native races are pretty numerous in Ladák, Kashgár, Yárkand, and other neighbouring cities and states.

Here and there colonies of Patháns and Sikhs have settled in the valley of Kashmir; as might be expected, the latter are the most numerous.

In the pargana of Machipúra, at the north-west end of the valley, there have settled colonies of people from the west of Pesháwar, and these have married with the Kashmirís. The class produced are called Machipúrias; they are divided into Machipúrias proper and Khaibarís; the former sprang from an earlier colonisation; the latter date from the acquirement of Kashmir by the Durrání dynasty.

Vigne appears to have been much struck with the beauty of the Watul tribe. He says: "They are, I believe, gipsies, and have all the manners and appearance of gipsies. They live in tents, or rather small huts of thatch, which are easily rebuilt when occasion requires it, and by reason of their indiscriminate use of any food, they have no caste, and are looked upon by Musalmaús and Hindús with the greatest contempt. Many of their beautiful children are sold and sent as slaves to the Panjáb, and I believe that many of the prettiest of the nách or dancing-girls are born of Watul parents." Dr. Elsmie says that the Watul is most degraded, and performs the most menial offices; the tribe is divided into four classes.

The farmers are nearly all Muhammadans, and in Kashmir the káválí or burner of dead bodies (Hindús) is always a Musalmaún.

The shawl-weavers (Khândawáo), of whom Dr. Elsmie says there are 23,013 in the valley of Kashmir, are Muhammadans, and are the most miserable portion of the population, both physically and morally. Crowed together in small and badly-ventilated workshops, earning a mere pittance, and insufficiently nourished, they suffer from chest affection, rheumatism, and scrofula. When a woman wishes her neighbour ill, she says "May you get a shawl-maker for a husband!"

The Gújar, Gopu-gár, or cow-herds, are not Kashmirís, and are not a very numerous tribe. They are said to have come originally from Gujrá in the Panjáb. In the spring time they collect large herds of cattle belonging to others, and drive them away to the mountain valleys to graze. They take their wives and families with them and live in log-huts in the woods and in recesses at the foot of the Panjál range.

The Pohús, Pohús, Chaunpás, or shepherd, watches the flocks and herds of other people upon the remote mountain pasture-lands. He receives his charge about the month of May and then repairs to the mountains, spending the summer there with his family and dogs until the advent of the
winter snows drives him down into the valley. He receives a small money payment or an allowance of rice for the care of each sheep or goat during the season, and its milk also; and he is required to account for each casualty in the flock, producing the skin for the owner's satisfaction; but the Kashmiri shepherd is not more honest than the rest of his countrymen, and many a lamb is sold or eaten by him, and the loss referred to the depredations of wild beasts. During the long winter the shepherd families reside in the villages, and are mostly employed in the manufacture of blankets.

The Gulubán or Guludia takes care of horses, and has frequently the credit of stealing them; he leads a life similar to the shepherd, and receives eight trak (about 96 lb) of rice for the care of a horse during the grazing season. These guluwáns are said to be the descendants of the old warlike tribe of the Chak, who were the warriors of Kashmir and so bravely resisted the invasion of Akbar. They were afterwards remarkable only for their predatory habits. They rarely intermarried with any other caste, and resided in the jungle, changing their place of abode whenever the chances of detection rendered it necessary to be on the move. In the time of the Patháns, it was dangerous to travel alone. The Chak would leave a few of their number in charge of their harem, while the rest sallied forth on a marauding expedition. A person going from the city of Islamábad was in danger of being robbed on the skirts of the Wastarwan mountains; Shahji Marg, or the King’s Hill, on the way from the city to Shupion; the vicinity of Sháh Núr-u-dín, Haritrat, on the way to Baramúla; and the jungle near the village of Nunur, at the debouchure of the Drá road and the Sind river, were places particularly infested by the gulubán. The long defile leading from Dachinpara to Gúnd-i-Sur-Sing on the Sind was much used by them, when they wished to avoid observation in passing from one end of the valley to the other. A long heavy club, with iron rings around it, was their principal weapon. The Sikh governor, Kupar Rám, put two or three of them to death; but their entire suppression was one of the few measures that Sher Singh, maharaja of the Panjáb, could claim any credit for during his tyrannical viceroyalty in Kashmir.

The open and daring outrages of the gulubán were much complained of, and having one day received intelligence that a party of them had assembled near the plain of Damudur, only a few miles from the city, he sent thither a large force, killed some seven or eight of them on the spot, and afterwards hanged seventeen of them at one time from the Amir’s bridge.

The governor, Mián Singh, also sent an officer and a party after them, who killed and hanged several, and so terrified the remainder that they have never made any head since. Disowning the name of gulubán they get a livelihood as labourers, or by tending horses.

The Dam may be called a kindred tribe; they claim a descent from
the pandits, whom tradition has represented as being of giant strength and stature. They seem to be identical with the Damaras of the Rája Taringini, wherein it is related that King Lalataditya lost his life in an expedition against this fierce and intractable race. They were also the murderers of King Chaera Verma. Vigne states that the Dúms, the informers, policemen, and night-watchmen of the villages, belong to this family.

Natural qualities and appearance.—The inhabitants of Kashmir are physically a fine race; the men are tall, strong, and well-built; their complexion is usually olive, but sometimes fair and ruddy, especially that of the Hindús; their features are regular and well developed, and those of the Muhammadans have a decided Jewish caste resembling the Patháns.

Moorcroft remarks that the inhabitants of the city are rather slight, but amongst the peasantry, both Hindú and Muhammadan, are to be found figures of robust and muscular make, such as might have served for models of the Farnesian Hercules. As porters they excel, carrying heavy loads without fatigue over the steepest mountain paths.

Drew says “the Kashmirí people are doubtless physically the finest of all the races that inhabit the Kashmir state, and I have not much hesitation in saying that in size and feature they are the finest races on the whole continent of India. Their physique, their character, and their language are so marked as to produce a nationality different from all around, as distinct from their neighbours as their country is geographically separated.”

Much controversy has been expended on the attractions of the women; while Vigne and Hügel bear testimony to their beauty, Jacquemont declares that the female race is remarkably ugly—“I have never seen anywhere such hideous witches as in Kashmir.” Judged in comparison with those of the surrounding countries, the women of Kashmir, especially the panditáns, the wives of the pandits, must, no doubt, be described as beautiful. They are remarkably prolific, a fact which has been ascribed to a diet in which fish and meal are common ingredients. The staple food of the inhabitants is vegetable; rice, turnips, cabbages and radishes, lettuces, spinach, and other common vegetables are in extensive use, boiled into a sort of soup with a little salt; the leaves of the dandelion, dock, plantain, and mallow are eaten, and the catkins of the walnut are also employed as food, seasoned with a little salt, mustard, and walnut oil. The root of the lotus plant, when boiled and flavoured, is also eaten; it is called madroo, is of a pale-straw colour, cylindrical, and about 10 inches long and an inch and a half in diameter, and is considered highly nutritious. The singhára or water-nut is ground to flour and made into bread, which forms the principal article of diet of those who live on the margins of the great lakes. Happily for the poverty-stricken inhabitants, nature is usually very bountiful in Kashmir, and food is cheap and abundant. Those who can afford it eat the flesh of sheep and goats.
Dress.—The dress of both men and women is very similar; it consists of a long garment called "pheran," in shape not very unlike a nightgown with very wide sleeves. It is made of either cotton or wool according to the season. Pheran is manifestly a contraction of the Persian word "pairáhan," garment, and tradition says it was introduced by the Emperor Akbar, who made the Kashmiris doff their more martial habiliments in order to subdue their then warlike spirit. It is sometimes of red or blue colour. The sleeves of the women's pheran are wider than those of the men's, and the skirts are longer, descending nearly to the ankles. When it is manufactured of wool, it is called "tóch;" when of cotton, "póts."

The men wear in addition a pair of very loose drawers, and their head dress is a pagri or turban, all of white colour, which the Hindús smooth over the right temple and the Muhammadans on the left.

The women wear a skull-cap with a band of red cloth on the front of it; the panditánís call the long narrow piece of red woollen cloth which they bind round their heads "sarpékch."

The ordinary veil worn by the Kashmirí female is called "póts;" it consists of a long piece of cotton cloth thrown over the head and allowed to hang down the back; its use is confined to the Musalmán women; the panditánís or Hindú females wear a spotted veil, called "tikipóts." With the exception of the higher classes, the women do not affect to conceal their features. A long piece of cotton stuff called "lungi" is worn round the waist over the pheran. A panditání never goes abroad without this girdle. In the winter, and when it rains heavily, the women wear the "khara," which are shoes or clogs made of wood with thongs of straw called "del." On marriage days, with other finery, they wear shoes of horse's or mule's skin, which, for such great occasions, are adorned with silk-work. The men on the mountains wear grass shoes, called "pulahor;" when procurable, rice-straw is from its elasticity preferred for the construction of these shoes, but bark is frequently used.

The Hindús wear marks or sectarian decorations on the forehead. Saffron is the colouring ingredient in the mixture with which the mark is painted.

The Muhammadans generally wear charms or amulets (tawíza); these consist of the names of God, the name of Muhammad, the names of Musalmán saints, or verses from the Korán. The paper on which these are written is usually sewed into a piece of cloth, generally of a red colour, and then tied round the arm or attached to the wearer’s dress.

The women are generally profusely ornamented with elegant earrings, nose-rings, anklets, and bracelets. Their mode of dressing the hair is peculiar; it is drawn to the back of the head and finely braided; the braids are then gathered together, and being mixed with coarse woollen thread, they are worked into a very long plait, which is terminated by a thick
tassel (gandopan) which reaches down to the loins. This peculiar arrangement of the hair is called "wándopan."

Any one who may be bound for a long march will put on leggings of a peculiar sort, a bandage about 6 inches wide and 4 yards long, wound round from the ankle up to just below the knee, and then fastened by an equally long string attached to the upper end, which is lightly wound many times round the leg. This, which is called patáwa, is a much-cherished article of dress, and without doubt is very good for mountain work. For their feet they have either the common shoes used in India or else grass shoes made of rice-straw; the straw is first twisted into a rope, and then interwoven to make a sole which is fastened on sandal-wise.

Character.—The Kashmiri has been called the "Neapolitan of the East," lively, ingenious, witty, and good-humoured; they have for ages been oppressed and insulted, and are much addicted to the never-failing vices of slaves, lying and trickery; the truth, even for their advantage, is avoided by them, and they are inordinately devoted to amusement and pleasure.

Moorcroft, engaged against them in a course of commercial rivalry, has shown them no mercy in delineating their moral qualities. Hügel likewise describes them as venal, dishonest, and dreadfully addicted to sexual immorality, only recording in their favour a remarkable aversion to shedding blood.

They are a bye-word among Asiatics, and in every bazar the verses are known and repeated, which assign to them a capacity for getting others into trouble, and which place them in unenviable juxtaposition with the Afghán and the Kambó, as among the three vilest races on earth. The well-known verses have been freely translated: "If ever there should become a scarcity of men, beware of having anything to do with any of the following three races: one the Afghán, the other the Kambó, the third the Kashmiri of vile descent. From the Afghán you have to expect malice, from the Kambó intrigue, whilst you will never experience aught but sorrow and anxiety from the Kashmiri." To which a witty Kashmiri replied: "the fourth, that race that falsely says that vile is the Kashmiri."

Another verse says that "when the Kashmiri will be weighed and his virtues will be found wanting, he will whistle a prayer to God to change the scales;" while these proverbs are in every mouth: "Many fowls in a house will defile it, and many Kashmiris in a country will spoil it;" "If you meet a snake do not put it to death, but do not spare a Kashmiri;" "Do not admit a Kashmiri to your friendship, or you will hang a hatchet over your doorway." To his other vices must be added that of ingratitude. Kaye, in his description of the rising at Ludhiana in 1857, records that the great colony of Kashmiri shawl-weavers, who, sheltered and protected as they never could have been elsewhere, followed their peaceful calling unmolested, and held their gains in the most perfect security, rose against us with a vehemence proportioned to the benefits they had received, and were among the
foremost in "plundering the government stores, in pillaging the premises of the American Mission, in burning the churches and buildings, in destroying the printing-presses, and in pointing out the residences of government officials, or known well-wishers of government, as objects of vengeance for the mutinous troops."

The abject condition of the Kashmiris has been well described by the French naturalist, Victor Jacqemont, who visited the valley in 1833, and was, therefore, spared the pain of assisting as a spectator at the latest phase of national degradation.

"The Afgháns," he wrote, "having during the last century despoiled the Moguls of their conquest, and the Sikhs having expelled the Afgháns in this century, a general pillage has ensued upon each conquest; and, in the intervals of peace, anarchy and oppression have done their utmost against labour and industry, so that the country is now completely ruined, and the poor Kashmiris appear to have thrown the handle after the hatchet and to have become the most indolent of mankind. If one must fast, better to do so with folded arms than bending beneath the weight of toil. In Kashmir, there is hardly any better chance of a meal for the man who works, weaves, or plies the oar, than for him who, in despair, slumbers all day beneath the shade of the plane tree. A few stupid and brutal Sikhs, with swords at their sides or pistols in their belts, drive along like a flock of sheep these people, whose numbers and ingenuity are marred by their cowardice."

Let Dográs be substituted for Sikhs, and the picture will be recognised at the present time.

Drew, who had seen a great deal of them, says:—

"In character the Kashmiris have many failings and faults, but they also have qualities which cause one to be interested in and to like them. They are false-tongued, ready with a lie, and given to various forms of deceit. This character is more pronounced with them than with most of the races of India. . . . They have indeed a wide reputation for being faint-hearted and cowardly; still I must admit that I have met with Kashmiris who as against physical dangers bore themselves well. In intellect they are superior to their neighbours; they are certainly keener than Pandjábis, and in perception and clearness of mind and ingenuity far outvie their masters, the Dográs."

The Kashmiris, though poor, are very charitable; in their villages any one who may have become incapacitated from old age or sickness, and who has no near relations to look after him, is supported by the community.

In the cities, especially in Srinagar, food and money are given to all of the poor who may come to ask for them, from the houses of those who are tolerably well off, on the 11th of every month, as well as on all their sacred days, and especially on the occasion of the Id and throughout the Ramzan.

Those who have best considered the character of the Kashmiri have been inclined to attribute his manifold failings rather to his political condition and surroundings than to any inherent viciousness of nature; and it cannot be doubted that a people possessed of such intellectual powers, descendants of a warlike race, though now the greatest cowards in Asia, whom centuries of the worst oppression have not succeeded in utterly brutalising, must be capable of a moral regeneration.
Habitations.—The houses throughout the Kashmir valley are nearly all built after the same pattern. First there is a ground-floor in which are two chambers, with the small hall of the house. The second floor contains three rooms, and the floor under the roof usually consists of one long chamber, which is used as a loft for storing firewood, kitchen stuff, and lumber; here the household spend the summer months. That part of the house occupied by the females is called "batā;" kine are often housed in the ground-floor.

The wood of which houses are built are deodar (Himalayan cedar), kāyur (pine or fir), and sungal (Himalayan spruce). The woods of the poplar and plane are used by the poor, but they are far from being durable, and the latter is scarce, as no one is allowed to fell a plane tree without the permission of the government. The materials of which the houses are built are stones for a foundation, wood for the framework, bricks and mortar to fill up the divisions of the framework, and earth and the liber of the birch tree, called boj pathar, for the roof, which is slanting. There are two kinds of bricks manufactured in Kashmir, the baked and the unbaked. The unbaked, which are most frequently used, are made of earth and dried in the sun. The baked are made of clay and burned in a furnace. The maharāja retains the monopoly of making bricks. The baked brick is called "pach sīr;" the unbaked brick is named "om sīr."

At times, instead of the fine inner bark of the boj pathar (Betula tartarea or birch), a tree which grows abundantly on the mountains of Kashmir, a reed called tsāri, is used for roofing. Roofs of this description may be noticed on the houses in Srinagar, Sopur, and the adjacent villages, because they are near to the Dal, Wular, and Anchar lakes, where the reed grows abundantly.

In some villages the houses are thatched with straw, and in Baramula, Shupion, and Tarār the roofs are made simply of thick boards of wood, nailed firmly, on account of the very strong winds to which those places are exposed. In some of the houses there are fire-places, but generally they are built without. Fires are used only for cooking purposes, and the smoke finds its way, out by the doors and windows. Wood is generally burned; sometimes cow-dung, baked into cakes with straw, is used as fuel.

In Srinagar and the other large towns the houses are frequently built two or three stories high, and are usually lighted by windows (panjara) formed of trellis-work which takes the place of glass. Some of this work is very beautiful. When the weather becomes cold and rainy, paper of different colours is pasted over the inside of the trellis-work. Here and there, in the houses of the rich, small windows may be seen filled with glass. The glass is imported from the Panjāb, and mica also is used for the same purpose.

In some parts of the valley, especially in the forests near the foot of the mountains, the houses are built simply of undressed logs or timbers, laid
longitudinally and dove-tailed at the corners, the interstices being plastered with mud cement. The Gújars invariably inhabit log-huts with flat mud roofs, and throughout the valley o the Kishan Ganga the dwellings, with few exceptions, which are all of modern construction, are built on a similar plan.

The cottages are not clumped and crowded as in the villages of the Panjáb and of Dúgar, but are commonly detached. Near the village grow, unenclosed, numerous fruit-trees, apple, cherry, mulberry and walnut, which form a wood or grove round the dwellings, and hide them from view. Looking from a commanding height we see the vale all studded with such village groves.

Customs.—Polygamy does not appear to be very common among the Hindús of the valley of Kashmir, and among the Muhammadans the practice is confined to the wealthier classes, who are generally found in the town; but few of the agricultural population have the means to indulge in a plurality of wives.

As a protection against the cold in winter, the Kashmiris almost invariably carry a “kangri” or portable brazier. The kangri, which somewhat resembles the Italian scaldino, consists generally of two parts, an earthenware vessel (kundal) about 8 inches in diameter, into which is put a small quantity of lighted charcoal, and an encasement and handle of wickerwork. Sometimes, however, it is destitute of the wicker-work, and then it is called manas. As the dress of the Kashmiri is of a loose fashion, the kangri can be placed in immediate contact with the skin of the abdomen and thighs, where in many cases cancer is in process of time generated. It has been surmised that the Kashmiris learned the use of the kangri from the Italians in the retinue of the Mogul emperors, who were in the habit of visiting Kashmir.

The Kashmiris, rich and poor, are passionately fond of tea, of which two kinds find their way into the markets of Kashmir. These are called suratí and sabz. The suratí is like English tea, and reaches Kashmir from Ládák and the Panjáb. The sabz tea, on the other hand, is the famous brick tea, which finds its way into the country through Ládák. There are various ways of preparing tea in Kashmir. Mogul cháí is made by adding to each tola of tea a masha of phul (soda); this is then put into a degachi or vessel, with between a quarter and half a seer of cold water; after boiling until the leaves are thoroughly moistened, a cup of water is added for each of the company, and it is again boiled for about half an hour with the addition of about a masha of salt for each partaker; the vessel is then taken off the fire, and the liquor strained through a cloth and beaten up with a stick to give it a dark colour; in the meantime half a seer of fresh milk has been boiled down until three chitaks remain; this is poured on the tea, which is again placed on the fire and boiled for about ten minutes, a chitak of butter being added when the preparation is at its hottest. If the tea is to be con-
sumed in the family circle, it is served out with a wooden ladle into each of the cups, but if intended for company, it is poured out of the degchi into the tea-pot (sammanatf). The Russian tea-urn or "samovar" is a common article of household furniture in Kashmir; the shape is said to have been imitated from a Russian model brought by some travelling merchant years ago from the north.

Tea prepared in the manner above described is drunk by the opulent classes after dinner; they also sometimes indulge in sweet tea in the early morning; it is simply prepared in the ordinary fashion in the tea-pot; with the early cup of tea a sweet biscuit called "kulchi" is eaten.

Another mode of preparing tea is called shiri chai. The tea is placed in the tea-pot with a little soda and water and boiled for half an hour. Milk, salt, and butter are then added, after which it is boiled for another half hour, when it is ready for drinking. The phul or salt used in the infusion of tea is found in the Nubra valley of Ladak; it contains the carbonate and the sulphate of soda, and a little of the chloride of sodium.

The Kashmirs are not great smokers, though both tobacco (tamoc) and snuff (nast) are in general use. Most of the snuff consumed in Kashmir is imported from Peshawar; that manufactured in the valley, though much cheaper, is greatly inferior.

Some of the customs of the country are of obscure origin and meaning, but Vigne remarks that they have one which closely resembles what we call making an April-fool. When the new snow falls, one person will try to deceive another into holding a little in his hand, and accordingly he will present it to him (making some remark by way of a blind at the same time) concealed in a piece of cloth, on a stick, or an apple, folded in the leaves of a book, or wrapped up in a letter, &c. If the person inadvertently takes what is thus presented to him, the other has a right to show him the snow he has thus received, and to rub it in his face, or to pelt him with it, accompanied with the remark in Kashmiri, "New snow is innocent," and to demand also a forfeit of an entertainment or a natch or dance, or some other boon, of the person he has deceived. The most extreme caution is, of course, used by every one upon that day.

In some parts of the valley it is customary to deck the graves of departed relatives and friends with flowers on some given day in June. The iris is planted in all graveyards.

"Jai Dêo," or glory to mercy, is the mode of salutation which a Kashmiri pays to the maharâja when he addresses him. This term is used in Jamu as well.

Hindús salute each other with "rama," "rama;" a Kashmiri Hindu of rank says "zâhib-salâmât;" a Muhammadan stranger salutes a visiting Hindu with "daolat ziyâda" (may your wealth increase), and the answer will be "umar-daraz" (may your age be long).
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Religion.—The religion of Kashmir has been frequently changed. In the remotest ages it was that of the nāgas or snake-gods.

Buddhism was introduced by Asoka, B.C. 250; castes were adopted by Jaloka, his successor; the ‘snake-worship’ was followed by the re-establishment of Buddhism under the Tartar princes; and the Brahminical or Hindū religion was introduced by Abhimanyu, B.C. 73, and snake-worship was subsequently revived under Gencerda III.

The Kashmiris say that the country was converted to the doctrines of Muhammad seven hundred years ago, which would bring us to a period long antecedent to that of Shams-ū-din, who is considered to have been the first Muhammadan king.

The native Brahmins in Kashmir informed Hügel that subsequently to the establishment of Muhammadanism, the number of their caste was by oppression reduced to eleven, and that it was recruited by the settlement of four hundred Brahminical families from the dark-complexioned natives of the Dekān.

There are now several sects of Hindūs, amongst whom are the pandits, who are nearly all connected with the government in some official capacity. The proportion of Hindūs to Muhammadans is very small, although they are the governing class; in Srinagar it does not amount to one in seven, while in the country, as has been remarked, it is less. The Muhammadans are almost entirely Sunīs, the number of Shīās, at the present time, being exceedingly small. There are also a few of the mystic Muhammadan sectarian called Sūfis. The Chaks are an old and distinguished sect of Muhammadans, who, judging from their tombs, were probably numerous and very wealthy in former times. The teachers of either faith, mullahs and pandits, are extremely ignorant, and possess little influence.

All classes are remarkably superstitious; they visit in pilgrimage numerous places of reputed sanctity, and they firmly believe in the existence of various supernatural beings, resembling in character the fairies, satyrs, and similar phantoms which haunt the imagination of the credulous in other countries.

Language.—The language of Kashmir is peculiar to the province, and differs considerably in different parts of the valley; it is a prakrit of the pure and original Sanskrit. Vigne states that he was told on good authority that out of one hundred Kashmiri words twenty-five will be found to be Sanskrit, or a prakrit, forty Persian, fifteen Hindūstāni, and ten will be Arabic, and some few Tibetan Turki.

He further remarks that there is an uncouth rusticity about the Kashmirian pronunciation which is almost sufficient to betray the language as a patois, even to a person who did not understand it. Forster thought it resembled in sound the Mahratta tongue, though with more harshness,
which probably induced the inhabitants to compose their songs in Persian, or adopt those of the Persian poets. "Yet," he adds, "despite the unpleasant tone of their speech, there is scarcely a person in the country, from youth to old age, who has not a taste for music."

It is a disputed point whether Kashur, as the Kashmiri dialect is called, was ever a written language. Dr. Elmslie says that in ancient times it was written in the Shárada character, a brother form of the Devanágrí, and in this view he is supported by Dr. Leitner. The former authority states that the following story is related in Kashmir as to the introduction of the Shárada Achhar alphabet into the valley. There lived about 2,000 years ago, in the city of Ujjain, in the province of the same name, a person whose name was Bikramájit or Vikramadat, whose brother was king in that city and province. This brother's wife was a woman of bad character. She wished Bikramájit to cohabit with her, and because he stoutly and persistently refused, she fabricated a story against him, and prevailed upon her husband to expel his own brother from his territories. Bikramájit, thus driven from house and home and accompanied by a few companions, began his travels. The exiles at last reached Kashur. One of the little company was called Shárada Nandan, who taught the inhabitants of Kashmir how to write the letters which have ever since been called after him.

To this Dr. Elmslie adds—"There is a remarkable similarity between the Sanskrit and the ancient Kashmiri letters. The books written in the ancient character and language are unintelligible to the Hindús of the valley, except to a very few of the sacerdotal class among them. It is said that Thunu Sambhota, in the first half of the seventh century of our era, introduced the Kashmiri characters into Tibet. These characters remain unchanged to this day.

On the other hand, Babú Nilambara Mukerji, M.A., B.L., who has devoted much attention to the subject, and is in every way well qualified to give an opinion, asserts that the vernacular dialect of Kashmir was never written in the Shárada character, which is, he maintains, incapable of representing the peculiar vocal sounds of the language; moreover, the works in the valley written in the Shárada characters are pure Sanskrit works, and Kashmírí ignorant of Sanskrit are unable to read the Shárada character.

Modern Kashmírí is generally rendered by Persian letters, to which varying, as well as arbitrary, sounds are attached, a circumstance which makes it impossible to pronounce the words correctly unless one has heard them.

The grammar of the Kashmírí language is as peculiar as its orthoepy. It is highly inflectional, and offers not only forms of reduplication, but also makes changes within the root. Kashmírí literature, though not extensive, is far from being uninteresting. Some time ago, Dr. Leitner published the
text and a translation of a poem called "The Patience of Saints;" and the poems of Muhammad Gami, of Gani, a contemporary of Jami, of Shiraz and Hasan, who wrote in Persian,—Wahâb, who wrote Kashmirí Ghazals,—and Aziz, a religious poet,—are well worth translation.

There are also several histories, innumerable songs, and many pretty legends. Muhammadanism, which stamps out everything that is even remotely connected with "any infidelity," especially "idolatry," has not quite succeeded in destroying the highly imaginative mind of the natives of Kashmir; and even where they draw on Muhammadan sources for inspiration, their treatment of the subject is generally original.

The shawl-weavers possess a language of their own, which, although essentially Kâshur, differs materially from modern Kashmiri, in which corrupt Persian words so greatly prevail. This trade dialect is furnished with an alphabet of the colours, signs, directions, &c., used in the shawl-craft.

The inhabitants of Tilail and Gúrais, and the upper portion of the valley of the Kishan Ganga generally, are acquainted with the Dâdr dialect, which is commonly spoken in those districts. From Panjâbî and from Dogri it is so different as to be quite incomprehensible to those nations, also it is difficult to learn. The officials of the maharâja's government, who have much to do with Kashmir, seldom master its language; if they do so at all, with rare exception, it is so far as to understand and not to speak it. The Kashmirîs, on the other hand, are good linguists: nearly all the men and a good proportion of the women know either Panjâbî or Hindûstânî, or more likely speak a mixture of both.

Kashmir canal.—This is an old canal that used to take out of the Ravi near Bazantpur, but now takes out above Lakhumpur, nearly opposite the village of Dhaanna. It is intended to irrigate the lands north of the village of Kathâa, but is in bad repair and of little use. (Wingate.)

KASHMIR JILA—Lat. 36° 14' 54". Long. 77° 47'. Elev. 14,250'.

A camping ground on the banks of the Yârkand river, situated 11 miles below Khafelung, on the winter (or Kargia) route to Yârkand. (Trotter.)

KASHMIR PROVINCE—

This province includes, besides the valley of Kashmir, the valleys of Tilail, the Kishan Ganga, and the Jhelum. It is bounded on the south by the râjaship of Pûnch and the Jamû province; on the east by the Jamû province and the governorship of Baltistân; on the north by Astor and Chilas, and on the west by Kâghân and Hazâra.

KASHT GHAR—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.

A village situated on the spur some little distance from the righl Lank of the Chandra Bhâga, between that river and the Lidar Khol stream.

There was in former times a fort at this place; it now contains about fifteen houses, with a mixed population of Hindûs and Muhammadans. The
Lidar Khol is bridged beneath the village on the path leading to Doda, which lies about 7 miles to the east.

**KASIRUS—**

The local name for the Kashmirs who settled in Gilgit about 1760 A.D. They now form the largest section of the population in Gilgit itself, but, being weavers and carpenters, are regarded with some contempt by Shins and Yashkins alike. They are a most thriving and energetic class, and besides being artisans, are also tillers of the soil. Their distinctive castes are—Mîr, Shaikh, Piair, Lai, Sunâr (goldsmiths), Dar Rawat, But, and Tatchon (carpenters). They intermarry amongst themselves, except the Tatchon, who are considered below the rest, and they occasionally give their daughters to the Yashkins and Shins. (Biddulph.)

**KATAI DAWAN PASS—** Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 76° 30'. Elev. 17,500'.

Is crossed on the most easterly of the routes leading from the Changchenmo valley to Yarkand. It lies 8 miles north of Yangpa, and leads down to the eastern branch of the Karakash river. Both ascent and descent easy. (Johnson.)

**KATHAI—** Lat. 34° 9'. Long. 78° 53'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Jhelum, in a district of the same name; it lies on the road between Mozafarabâd and Baramûla, and is situated high above the river in the middle of a wide and open plateau. There is a fort about a mile south-east of the village, and on the west a double-storied bungalow, containing five rooms for the use of travellers. The fort is a simple square enclosure with mud walls; the houses in the village are likewise constructed of mud and wood.

Hügel estimates Kathai to be 2,200 feet lower than the valley of Kashmîr, and remarks that the vegetation in the neighbourhood begins to assume a more tropical character.

The district of Kathai was in former times governed by a râja, whose family now reside in the village of Palpûra, in Kamrâj, as pensioners of the maharâja. The râja formed a portion of what was called the Lowarbid district, under Anatulla Khán, a descendant of the old reigning family of Mozafarabâd; he left his possessions equally divided between his two sons, giving Dopatta to his eldest son, Fateh Khán, and Kathai to his younger, Wali Khán. Zulfiâr Khán, grandson of Wali Khán, was in possession of this râja when Diwan Kirpâ Râm entered the district as governor on the part of the Lahore government; he fled at the approach of the Sikhs, but being overtaken by snow on the high range behind Kathai, when attempting to cross over into Karnao, was frozen to death with about one hundred followers. His brother, Zabardast Khán, who remained at Kathai to welcome the diyâw, succeeded him in the râja, paying an annual "nazarâna" of R7,000, which left him about R2,500.
This rāj extended from the gate of Baramulā on the east to a hill called the Kahndandi Tibba on the west, a distance of 65 or 70 miles, and was about 12 miles wide from the Jhelum on the south to the Karnao and Bangas boundary on the north; though it comprised a considerable extent of superficial area, it contained very little arable land, and the greater portion of the revenue was derived from the flocks and herds. (Hügel—Figne—Lumaden—Allgood.)

Head-quarters of a tahsīl of the Jasrota zillah. The town is divided into three sections, known as Bajwāl, Tejwāl, and Majlī, each with its lands distinct. There is a dilapidated fort to the east of the town. A nala, an affluent of the Bajū stream, passes through the west side of the town. There is an excellent camping ground in a mango grove with spring water to the south-west of the town. (Wingate.)

A tahsīl of Jasrota zillah, lying on the right bank of the Ravi river, and between it and the Ujh river. On the north lies the Basaoli tahsīl and on the south the Gurdaspur zillah of the Punjab. The southern side is very fertile. The chief crop is rice, and the water-supply is everywhere good, being conveyed by numerous channels from the river-courses. North of the town of Kathūa, the ground rises slightly, and water is scarce, and the country is largely munjā grass and dāhā bush jungle, till the lower hills are reached. Nilgai and pig are very numerous, and owing to its fertility the tahsīl used to be called "Little Kashmir," but cultivation has become less and the revenue has greatly declined in recent years owing to over-assessment and bad administration. (Wingate.)

KĀTPANA—Lat. 35° 19'. Long. 75° 39'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Skardū (Baltistān). Three miles north-west of Skardū fort. It contains only thirty houses. (Aylmer.)

KATSŪRA—Lat. 35° 26'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Skardū (Baltistān), on the left bank of the Indus, on the road between Skardū and Rondū, at the western end of the Skardū basin, and at the mouth of a ravine whose foaming stream drains a great space of mountain country on the south. For cultivation there is plenty of water, but ground fit for it is scarce, the loose blocks of stone so much fill up the space: wherever water-courses run, there fruit-trees flourish exceedingly well; the fields are all shaded with them. There are apricot and walnut trees in abundance, and mulberry trees that bear a very fine fruit. This cultivated part is on ground that has been made by the stream; but at the mouth of the ravine, on both sides, is an enormous amount of glacier débris; on the right or south-east side is a long moraine heap, reaching from close to the mountains down to the river; on the left bank of the Katadrā stream is another moraine heap, that also begins from the moun-
tain slopes; this is an enormous accumulation, the surface is all of large blocks; it stretches wide as well as long; a great hollow in it is occupied by a lake, which the people there call the “Jarva Tso” (q.v.). There is also a small lake 150 yards by 300 yards, called Lutsu, on the right bank of the torrent; near it there is room for camping. Supplies procurable.

The Shigarthang is quite unfordable in summer, but is crossed by a fair bridge.

Katesira contains about 120 houses. There is a polo ground. (Draw—Aylmer.)

From Katsura there are routes into Astor. (Fide “Routes.”)

**KATTA**—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawár, situated on the mountain-side to the east of Simari, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. It lies in a narrow valley at the junction of two small streams. The fields and houses, of which latter there are about twenty, stretch for a considerable distance up the hillsides. Most of the inhabitants are zamindars of the Chutwäl caste; there is also one Kashmir family and a few Gujaratis. The path from Bárán towards the Chowgali pass lies through the upper part of the village, near a single chunár tree, beneath which there is a small spring.

**KAURPARA**—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev.

A village lying on the left bank of the Shamshabari stream, on the south side of the Karnao valley, about half a mile south-west of the fort. It contains some mills, and about twenty houses inhabited by Kashmir zamindars, and produces both rice and corn.

**KAWAWINE**—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.

A village in the Saremozebala pargana, situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, at the confluence of a nala.

**KAY LA on SKI-LA**—Lat. 34°. Long. 77° 58’. Elev. 17,900’ or 18,256’. Is crossed between Zingral and Tankse, on the Changchenmo route from Leh to Yárkand. The road via the Chang La is usually taken, being easier, though 6 miles longer than by the Kay La.

This pass, though free from glaciers, is a very difficult one. Yaks should be employed to carry goods across as they cross with ease. (Trotter.)

**KAY LOMBA RIVER**—

Has its source on the east of the Kay La and joins the Durgu stream at Tankse. “It is fringed with grass and bushes for a considerable distance up, and at a height of 16,300 feet flows out of a lake about 400 to 500 yards long, of a very deep, clear water. It owes its origin to a large landslip from the left side of the ravine. From the lake to the pass the scenery was as wild as wild could be.” (Godwin-Austen.)
KAZI NĀG—
The nām of the stream which drains the southern portion of the Karnao valley; it is joined by the Shamshahari in a deep ravine between the villages of Chamkot and Chittarkot, and empties itself into the Kishan Ganga at Titwal, lat. 34° 23', long. 78° 49'. At Titwal, where the stream is about 50 feet broad and not fordable, it is crossed by two kadal bridges, and by another about 2 miles higher up, near the village of Shārt.

KECHAMA—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A village situated near the left bank of the Jehlum, about 5 miles southwest of Baramula, on the south of the road from Marī. To the east of this village the valley of the Jehlum opens out into a broad, oval, and cultivated plain, surrounded by low and well-wooded hills. (Icæc.)

KEHPURA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A village in the Saremozebala pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jehlum, just west of Murhāma.

KEIGHAM—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev.
A village situated at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. A path from this village towards the Lolāb valley meets those from Kundi to Sogam and Sandigam; they are good roads and quite passable for laden ponies. The march is about five hours' easy walking. (Montgomery.)

KEL DARA—
A valley in Kashmir territory which drains from the Barai pass on the watershed separating the Kel Dara from the Būnar valley, to the Kishan Ganga river 12 miles above Skardū. Till about 1870 this valley was uninhabited. It was then occupied by pahāris from Kāghān, and now contains a population of about six hundred souls in two scattered villages. Besides cultivating Indian-corn, the people keep large numbers of very fine goats and buffaloes. Grass, wood, and water are abundant, but there is no fruit whatever. The valley is not subject to very great cold. Crime is uncommon, and the people are peaceable, although the men do carry both sword and matchlock. (Ahmad Ali Khān.)

KELUNCHEH—
A sect or family of Muhammadans who came from Purik (Sūrū). The Kelunchehs are heretics, from either the Sufi or Shīa persuasion, following the doctrines of a Sai'ad, who came from Kashmir in the time of Rafir Khān, and wrote a book containing his own idea of the faith. In common with the Shīas, he does not respect the first three Caliphs, but venerates the memory of Ayeshah (or Eve), the daughter of Abū Bakr; and Hafsa, daughter of Osman, who were both wives of the Prophet, and who, as such, he affirms are worthy of honour also. In these and some other respects he differs from the Shīas. (Vigne.)

KEMIS—Fide "Hemis."
KENIPATER—
A valley on the northern slopes of the Amarnāth mountain, to the west of the Zoji La. It is drained by a stream, which takes its rise from a glacier at the south end of the valley, and forms one of the sources of the Sind river. (Moercoft.)

KEPCUNG—Lat. 35° 18'.  Long. 75° 49'.  Elev.
A pargana in the ilarka of Skardū (Baltistān). It lies to the east of Skardū on the main road from Skardū to Srinagar. It is said to contain 112 houses. (Aylmer.)

KEPSANG—Lat. 34° 21'.  Long. 79° 22'.  Elev. 17,200'.
Lies north of the Kepsang pass and east of Lunkang, at the head of the Changchenmo valley, and close to the boundary between Ladāk and Chinese Tibet. Captain Basevi, R.E., died here on the 17th July 1871.

KEPSANG PASS or NO PASS—Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 79° 36'.  Elev.
Is situated at the head of the Changchenmo valley, close to the source of a stream which flowing west from here joins the Changchenmo river at Kiam. The pass is on the boundary line between Ladāk and Chinese Tibet. (Johnson.)

KEPSANG PEAK on KIEPSANG—Lat.  Long.  Elev. 20,085'.
A trigonometrical station lying just east of the Gong La (or Kiang Gang La) and on the frontier line of Kashmir and Rudok territory. Major Godwin-Austen went up to the summit of it in August 1863, on his way from Pal, at the east end of the Pangong Lake to the Changchenmo valley.

"I took the line of a ravine which led up to the ridge east of the Kepsang staff; the ascent was most fatiguing over the loose angular débris that filled the steep bed of the ravine, whose waters were frozen into waterfalls of ice. On reaching the ridge, there was a long pull up to the pole, but the view recompensed all the labour to legs and lungs; the ascent was 3,200 feet, the peak being 20,085, while the camp below was about 16,500. Bleak wastes of hill and wide dry drainage-courses met the eye to the northeast, backed by some high mountains, whose loftier peaks were covered with snow and threw down some glaciers. To the south the great tributary of the Pangong, the Mipal valley, could be followed for many miles; high, rugged, angular mountains bounded it on every side. It was very cold, and I could scarcely do my work or hold my pencil." (Godwin-Aust. A.)

KEPTUNG KIPTUNG LA—Lat 34° 9' 30'.  Long. 78° 29'.  Elev. 17,642'.
A pass in Ladāk, between Chagra on the road from Leh to Changchenmo and the Koh Lumba. From Chagra there is rather a steep ascent to the grazing spot called Būnzi; from this a high, broad plateau extends to the pass: the line of watershed being so broad that it is difficult to assign its exact position.

* Godwin-Austen estimates the height to be 18,256 feet.
KES—KHA
Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladhāk.

KESAR.—Lat. 33° 25'. Long. 78° 20'. Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Indus, a little below Chumathang. (Reynolds.)

KHAFFELUNG OR KUFELONG—
Lat. 36° 8' 34'. Long. 77° 55'. Elev. 14,910'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Yarkand river, at the junction of a stream from the south-west. It is passed on the winter route (eis Kargil) to Yarkand, 20 miles from Aktāq (or Mālikshāh) and 11 miles from Kashmir Jilga. Camp in a patch of jungle which extends several miles up and down the valley. (Trotter.)

KHAIBARIS—
A class living in the pargana of Machipūra at the north-west end of the Kashmir valley. Colonies of people from the west of Peshāwar settled in this part of the country and intermarried with the Kashmiris. The class produced are divided into two classes—Machipūras proper, and Khaibaris; the latter date from the time of the acquirement of Kashmir by the Durānī dynasty. (Drew.)

KHALSİ, OR KULSI, OR KULLUCH KULATZE—
Lat. 34° 19'. Long. 76° 57'. Elev. 10,130'.
A village of about thirty houses on the right bank of the Indus, about 50 miles below Lēh. It is a halting-place on the routes from Srinagar and Skardu (eis Chorbat) to Lēh, the two routes meeting here. The Srinagar road crosses the Indus by a good wooden bridge a mile or more below the village. The river here flows impetuously between steep rocks, the channel being only 50 feet wide below and 60 feet above. The bridge was built by the Dogrā invaders, and is 77 feet long and 8 feet broad, with a stout railing on each side. Height above water (15th October) 45 feet.

The bridge is commanded by a small fort built on its northern and higher bank by Dīwan Hira Singh, the first governor of Ladhāk appointed by the maharājā. The garrison consists of nine men. The village is on a plateau about 260 feet above the river. There is a long strip of cultivated land watered from a side stream: crops and fruit-trees grow on it well, and even luxuriantly, and walnuts and apricots ripen.

The bridge is occasionally carried away during heavy rains as was the case in August 1882. All traffic had then to go eis Skirībānī, except where merchants passed over their goods by a suspended rope bridge, swimming the pack animals across the river. (Bellow—Drew—Cunningham—Manifold.)

KHAMBA—
A race of the country of Kham, far to the east of Lhāsa. By what road they first came from their own country is not known, but now they reach the districts of Zanskār and Rupsān, from the side of India. They are of Tibetān race, and their language, though different from that of the Champā, still can be understood by them. The Khambas
are professional beggars, of a very vagrant disposition; they wander about some parts of India in the cold months, and make their way up to Ladák in the summer, subsisting by begging. The Khambas, too, give themselves a religious air. But in their ways they are more like gypsies than devotees. They have their wives and children with them, and these all come round in succession to beg, as if independent of each other. They live in the smallest of tents; these are only just high enough for one to seat oneself on the floor beneath them. The tents and their other traps are carried on the backs of a few of the load-carrying goats which they always possess. The maharája’s authorities have tried to persuade some of these Khambas to take to agriculture, and a bit of land has been given for this object by the Pangong lake. In 1870 only one family had settled there. (Drew.)

KHÁNAPÚR—Lat. 33° 58’. Long. 74° 36’. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated about a mile north-east of Drang, on the road towards Srinagar; it contains a masjid, and nine houses inhabited by zamindars, including a carpenter and a mulla. There are also three government store-houses in the village, which are not now used.

KHÁNAPÚRA—Lat. 34° 26’. Long. 74° 18’. Elev.
A small village in the Machipura pargana, containing five houses surrounded by rice cultivation; it lies about 3 miles south-east of Magham, by the road between Sopúr and Shálurrah.

KHÁNDIAL—Lat. 34° 33’. Long. 74° 52’. Elev.
A village lying at the foot of the mountains on the south side of the Gurais valley, about 1½ miles west of the fort.

There is a shady spot for encamping on the east side of the village, near the žiýat of Bábá Darvesh, on the bank of the Gugai stream, which is said to flow from a pool on the Kisser mountain to the south; its waters are bright and clear, and very cold; the stream is crossed by a bridge, and may also be forded.

The village, which is somewhat scattered, lies a little distance from the left bank of this torrent; it contains a masjid, and about sixteen houses inhabited by zamindars, including the kotwál, a mulla, and a shepherd. There is also a small spring in the village and two mills.

KHÁNPÚR SARÁI—Lat. 33° 56’. Long. 74° 52’. Elev.
A very small village situated on a high and comparatively barren plateau, about 5 miles north of Bámú, on the road towards Srinagar. Some large chunár trees shade the sarái, which is old and out of repair, but contains two or three rooms available for travellers. The only supplies, however, obtainable are milk and wood. There is space for encamping round about the sarái. (Vigne—Hügel—Allgood—ince.)

KHÁPALU—
One of the iIarkas composing the wazirat of Skardú. It lies on both banks of the Shyok from long. 76° 8’ to 76° 33’, and includes all the country.
draining into that portion of the Shyok. The Thallé and Saltoro (with its branches) are the principal valleys, the former having a certain reputation for fertility.

Communications.—There is some attempt to keep these in repair. The principal road is that described in the "Routes" which follows the right bank of the Shyok from Kunis to opposite Khápálu. The passage of the river is made in zaks or skin-rafts, horses being swum across. The road goes nearly straight from Khápálu village to Lunkha and is very good. An alternative road goes to Lunkha via Surmu.

There are paths up the Hushe and Saltoro rivers. At the head of the Saltoro there is said to be a pass leading to Yarkand, now closed for many years. (Vide "Ali Bransa").

Khápálu is connected with Shigar by the Thallé pass (q.v.). The Kailas range is crossed at the heads of the Bara and Gansé valleys.

The Shyok is navigable for skin-rafts between Abadon and a point some miles below Khápálu. These rafts or zaks are about 7 feet square and carry six or seven men inclusive; about four are obtainable near the village of Khápálu.

Cultivation, &c.—The usual Baltistán crops are grown; apricots and mulberries in great quantities. The mountains are very barren and especially rugged to the north of the Saltoro valley. Some valleys contain pasturage, but it does not appear very good. Sheep and goats are not plentiful; very few cattle are seen. The average is about four or five sheep to each household and two yaks or cows to every three houses. Fuel is very scarce. There is a lot of abandoned cultivation.

Population.—Owing to opposition by the wazir of Skardo, a detailed list could not be obtained. The following is derived from native information corrected generally by personal observation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village nr pargannah</th>
<th>Number of houses.</th>
<th>Sheep and goats.</th>
<th>Yaks and cows.</th>
<th>Horses.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brahmar</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirko</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dowani</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallé valley</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barq</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khápálu</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surmu</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yachung</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malhlu</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talis</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urtâd</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baling</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuget Kharpak</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltoro and Hushe valleys</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,300</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,500</strong></td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These estimates are, I think, somewhat too small. Rodha Kishen Kol, Rai Bahadur, who was governor of Skardo, states that the number of houses is 9,000.
Authorities.—The raja’s name is Hatim Khan, a fine-looking man of about 40. He is the most influential of the rajas of Baltistán.

The Shyok.—Throughout Khápálu this river flows in many channels and is a fine river. It is very turbid. Its bed is over 1 mile broad. Owing to its sandy nature dust-storms are frequent. Gold-washing is carried on. (Aylmer.)

KHAPALU—Lat. 35°28'. Long. 75°25'. Elev. 8,400', approximate.

This village, or rather collection of villages, occupies a semi-circular piece of sloping ground at the mouth of the Gansé torrent. The circumference is formed by spurs from the main Kailas range, while the river Shyok forms the diameter.

It is the principal place in the ilkara of Khápálu (Baltistán) and is the residence of the raja and other officials.

The old fort, which was situated on a rocky knoll (almost inaccessible) jutting out from the mountains to the south, was destroyed, it is said, by order of the Kashmir Darbar. The merest ruin remains.

The ground is dotted over with about a dozen hamlets averaging forty houses each. It is well planted with fruit-trees, principally mulberries and apricots, and the cultivation occupies the ground between the various hamlets.

There is a good polo ground 200 x 50 yards at the highest part of the place, near which stands the raja’s house. Other camping ground is not easily found. Supplies plentiful. Opposite Khápálu the Shyok is crossed on zaks or skin-rafts.

The cultivated plain of Ratisgwar (about 1½ square miles) lies 1,000 feet higher to the south-east. The cultivation belongs to the inhabitants of Khápálu. It has been much neglected lately. Khápálu is a stage on the Leh-Skardú road.

KHAR—(in Tibetan) fort. (Drew.)

KHAR—

A long tufty jungle-grass growing in the beds of ravines, &c. (Drew.)

KHARBU, KARBBO, or KARBU—

Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 76° 37'. Elev. 11,890'.

A village on the left bank of the Kungi river, and lying between the Nam-yik La and Fotu La. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar to Leh. The Baltis, under Ahmad Khan, were defeated here with great loss by the Bhote in A.D. 1625.

“This is an apparently recently-built village, at the base of a precipitous cliff, on the summit of which are the ruins of a former village,” and of a large fort. The village with surrounding hamlets contains 32 houses. There is a large but dirty koti for travellers. Supplies are procurable. (Bellew—Henderson—Aylmer.)
KHA
GAZETTER OF KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

KHARBU.—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 76° 3'. Elev.
A small village of 15 houses on the right bank of the Dráś river. It is passed on the route from Srinagar to Leh between Tashgam and Kargil. There is a police station here. The route from Srinagar to Skardu (via Dráś) also passes this village, which is 11 miles from Hardas and 5 miles from Tashgam and is situated "high up a steep, lateral valley, with scattered groves of juniper on the sides of the hills above the cultivation." On the 11th December snow fell heavily to a depth of 15 inches. (Bellem—Thomson.)

KHARDONG.—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev. 13,500'.
A village lying to the north of the pass of that name, 27 miles from Leh, on the summer route to Yárkand. It is situated on an alluvial plateau, and is bounded on one side by cliffs several hundred feet high. The onward path leads down to the stream at the foot of these cliffs and so on to the Shyok valley. The stream flows between high banks of gravel and conglomerate. Its course is thickly set with a brushwood of myricaria, tamarisk, rose, and buckthorn, and is crossed three or four times on little rustic bridges. (Bellem—Drew.)

KHARDONG PASS, ALSO CALLED LÉH PASS AND LAOCHÉ LA.—
Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 77° 48'. Elev. 17,900'.
On the range of mountains lying between the Indus and Shyok valleys. Is crossed from a camping ground 7 miles north of Leh on the summer route to Yárkand, and is very difficult for ponies. Yaks are used in carrying goods across. Dr. Thomson crossed it from the Leh side on the 20th July. The pass is usually open from 15th July to 15th December.

"The morning was intensely frosty. The path lay close to the stream, ascending somewhat rapidly. The last part of the ascent was extremely steep, among immense, angular, granite boulders, with here and there a little snow in the crevices. From the summit the view to the south was very extensive, embracing a great extent of snowy mountains with numerous lofty peaks, as well as a part of the Indus valley, and the town of Leh. To the north it was much more limited, as hills close at hand completely excluded all distant view, except directly in front where one snowy peak could be seen a long way off, evidently beyond the Shyok. On the north side of the pass snow commenced at the very top, and continued for at least 1,200 feet of perpendicular height. The descent for this distance was extremely steep, over a snow-bed, which appeared to cover an incipient glacier. About 1,200 feet below the top, I came to a small oval-shaped lake, completely frozen over. Beyond this the descent became more gentle and was partially free of snow." (Thomson—Trotter.)

KHARIDRAMAN.—Lat 33° 52'. Long. 74°. Elev.
This village is said to be distant 9 kos north-west of Púnc; it is situated in the Tat district, and lies on one of the routes between Púnc and Marl.
KHAROJ TALAO—Fide "Tsokar."

KHARTSAR or KARSAR—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 77° 46'. Elev. 10,430'.
A village 39 miles north of Leh, and close to the left bank of the Shyok. It is passed on the summer route from Leh to Yarkand, between Khardung and Taghad. It "lies in a deep ravine, excavated out of the clay formation by a considerable stream, on both sides of which for nearly a mile there is a belt of cultivation. Owing to the sheltered situation from the great height of the clay cliffs on both sides, the crops were exceedingly luxuriant, and fruit-trees were plentiful." A road leads from here to Deskit, at the junction of the Nubra and Shyok. (Thomson.)

KHAURI or KHURRO—Lat. 33° 56'. Long. 77° 49'. Elev.
A small village at the entrance of the Chimru valley, passed on the Changchenmo route. (Reynolds.)

KHATRI—
A caste inferior to the Brahmins and Rajputa. They are the class of traders, and also commonly munshi. They are generally less good-looking than the Rajputa, and are less inured to physical hardships, but they are much keener, and are men of better judgment and greater power of mind. From their being thus better fitted for responsible posts, and from their wielding the power of the pen, they have come to supplant the Rajputa or Miáns in place and power. (Drew.)

KHAZÁNABAL—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A clearing and a few huts situated on the right bank of the Veshán, about 2 miles south-east of Sedán. The Veshán here flows in a wide channel, which is crossed partly by stepping-stones and fording, and by a bridge about 55 feet long over the main stream.
KHERE or KYARE—Lat. 33° 29'. Long. 78° 13'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, below the junction of the Puga rivulet.

KHIPUR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.
This village, which lies partly in the Bangil pargana and partly in Kruhin, is divided into the upper and lower village, Petpura and Bunpura. It lies on the east side of a low sloping spur, about 7 miles south-west of Patan and Palhallan, on the path towards the Gulmarg. There is a tan-yard in the village and two masjids, and about eighteen families of zamindars, a carpenter, blacksmith, oilman, leather-worker, and two sweepers, and also two pandits, who are the patwardhs. A grassy meadow below the village, shaded by a line of poplars and other trees, offers a convenient situation for encamping. Water is obtainable from a channel which is said to be brought from a spring in the neighbouring village of Mogaliopa. To the east of the village there is the stony bed of a torrent, which dries in summer, its water probably being abstracted early in its course for irrigation purposes.

Some tobacco and other dry crops are grown in this village, and rice is also cultivated on the slopes to the east.

KHOJASERI—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev.
A village in Upper Drawar, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Gange, a few miles south-west of Sharidi; it contains three houses inhabited by zamindars, who also cultivate the fields on the site marked Doga, where there are no habitations.

KHOMAR—Lat. 35° 54'. Long. 74° 23' 30''. Elev. 5,000'.
A village contiguous to Gilgit, from which it is only separated by a sandy strip a few hundred yards wide. It consists of two small hamlets, and probably does not contain more than twenty or thirty houses. It gets its water from the Khomar nala, and possesses several water-mills. (Barrow.)

KHORDA—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 75° 29'. Elev.
One of a cluster of villages situated high up above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream, on the south-east slopes of a spur from the Lohar Nâg mountain; it contains ten houses inhabited by Hindūs.

KHORKUN—Lat. 35° 19'. Long. 76° 49'. Elev.
A village in Baltistan, on the left bank of the Kondu stream, a tributary of the Saltoro. Close to it is a perpendicular precipice, part of which appears to be coloured by an oxide of iron. On the opposite bank is a hot spring, which, at an elevation of 9,000 feet above the sea, has a temperature of 185° F.

KHORO on KURU—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev. about 10,300'.
A camping ground at the mouth of the Butbar stream on the right bank
of the Shyok, which here enters a narrow gorge, and in its bed are two remarkable detached hills. (Aylmer.)

**KHORPURA**—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev. A small village in the Dansu pargana, containing three houses surrounded by rice cultivation; it lies about half a mile south-east of Pajipura.

**KHOTAN**—Lat. 37° 10'. Long. 79° 27'. Elev. A province in the Chinese Empire lying to the north of the Eastern Kunlun range, which here forms the boundary of Ladak.

**KHOURPARA**— A pargana in the Anatnag zilla of the Miraj division; it comprises the district north-east of Islamabād, on the left bank of the Lidar river. The tahsil station is at Sir. Copper is found in the mountains at the north-east end of the pargana, and the mines at Harpat Nāg were formerly worked. From Goguldar, a shepherds' settlement near Harpat Nāg, a footpath lies over the mountains, by which the Maru Wardwān valley may be reached during certain seasons; and an excellent road, lying over the Metsaj hill, communicates with the Kuthār pargana.

**KHUHI**— A small pargana in the Kamrāj division. The tahsil business is transacted at Sopūr.

**KHUIHAMA**— A pargana in the Kamrāj division; it is a large plain, bounded on the three sides towards the north by the Kashmir ridge of hills, and on the south by the Wular lake. It is a very fertile district, its chief produce being rice. Fruit-trees also abound. When surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860, this pargana contained fifty-nine villages and six hundred and two houses. The tahsil station is at Bandipura. It now (1888) contains about fifteen hundred houses. (Montgomerie—Aylmer.)

**KUJAGUND**—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev. A village situated on the top of the spur above the left bank of the Suknāg river, to the west of the road between Makahāma and Drang. It is inhabited by two families of zamīndars, a shāl-bāf, and a cowherd.

**KHUND**—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev. The name of a lovely strath situated at the south end of the Kashmir valley, between the Dionsur and Shāhahābād parganas. It is separated from the plains of Kashmir by a wooded ridge of hills, and the craggy peaks and precipices of Kolmarawa rise directly behind it. The Khund valley is oval in shape, about 3 miles long and 2 miles broad, and contains sundry villages; the lower and east sides are hilly, but the upper portion is all well cultivated, and fruit-trees everywhere abound.
The climate is said to be the coolest in Kashmir, and in the hot weather the valley is much resorted to on this account. The streams which irrigate the Khúnd valley are augmented by a spring which rises in the forest at its upper end. This spring is said to become dry about the 1st September, and to remain so for six months; it is probably therefore fed by the snows on the Panjál range. Vigne, in his description of the Khúnd valley, mentions that the pokh tree, which furnishes a very hard description of wood, grows here plentifully, and that he also saw specimens of a poisonous wood called arbola, which, when green, blisters the hand that holds it. This tree droops its branches like a weeping ash. (Vigne—_loc. cit._)

KHUMDAN—_Fide “Shyok River.”_

KHURMANG, KARTAKHSJA, OR ANTHOKAR—

An ilaka in the wazirat of Skardú. A large but thinly-populated district. It occupies the valley of the Indus from the borders of Ladák to the village of Pari on the right bank, and stretches from the sources of the Shingo to Tolti on the left bank of the Indus. According to Biddulph the inhabitants consist of the following races:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Shins (Rom.)</th>
<th>Tashkhu</th>
<th>Dém.</th>
<th>Balti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>33 per cent.</td>
<td>12 per cent.</td>
<td>5 per cent.</td>
<td>60 per cent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Baltistán was conquered by the Dogras, Khurmang was given as a jagir to râja Ali Shere Khan, father of the present râja, whose name is Jafar Ali Khan, a man of 60 years of age. He has one son named Emam Ali Khan (20 years old), and two brothers, Hasan Ali Khan and Aga Ali Khan.

The communications are as follow:

1. The main Srinagar-Skardú road, along the left bank of the Indus. It is hardly passable for baggage animals.
2. The Skardú-Lèh road along the right bank of the Indus. This is very bad indeed.
3. Several paths over the Kailas range to Khápálu and Chorbat. All bad.
4. Several indifferent paths to the Deosai plains. A rope bridge crosses the Indus just below the fort of Khurmang.

There appears to be far more wood in Khurmang than there is north of the Kailas range. (Aylmer.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pari</td>
<td>Right bank of Indus.</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Site of fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gandus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Residence of the raja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thang</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikalas</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaghan</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uronkot</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandrik</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramboka</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rysam</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krahastang</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gohra</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihbala</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinkaranau</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kund Hamza</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marol Bala</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganok</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumbali</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garh Garh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharpal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingot</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambah</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunduki</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhachcho</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidkidubala</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidki</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shartiag</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarofa</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarnaki</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manshbang</td>
<td>Left bank of Indus.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olding</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hargonal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manustang</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankani</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barial</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harwas</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkitchu</td>
<td>Left bank of Dras.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkit</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaksol</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dringtang</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulikhi</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulal</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigar</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharbosh</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusial</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bural</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faunderhat</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jankumalang</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shwaran</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kottri</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>6272</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KHURMANG or KARTAKSHA**

Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 76° 16'. Elev. 8,500', approx.

A collection of hamlets on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang of 495
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Baltistan. It is the residence of raja Jafar Ali Khan who holds this district as a jagir from the Kashmir Darbar. It consists of the two villages of Byama and Krabathang.

The old palace or fort, an intricate building made of stones and wooden frames, is perched on an isolated rock overlooking the river. It has been abandoned, and the raja now lives in a house at the foot of the rock.

There is a small polo ground. Just below the village the Indus is crossed by a shaky rope bridge which is said to be carried away occasionally. The bridge is guarded by a small square fort without bastions on the left bank.

The valley of the Indus is very narrow, the mountains rising nearly from the water’s edge.

Thomson says that the inhabitants are remarkable for their zeal as Shia Mahummadans.

Supplies procurable; good water in abundance; camping ground limited. (Aylmer.)

KHUSHK MAIDAN OR KHUSH MAIDAN—

Lat. 35° 27’. Long. 78° 50’. Elev. 15,590’.

A camping ground in the Karakash valley (Changchenmo route), 17 miles north-west of Kizil Jilga. At 5 miles from the latter, the water disappears in the ground. None to be found for 11 miles, where there are numerous springs. Camps on south side of valley. Fuel abundant, grass scarce. Road excellent all the way. Chungtas (7 miles north-west) is sometimes used as a halting-place instead of Khushk Maidan, but there is no fuel or grass there.

Snow fell here on the 24th September to a depth of several inches, and concealed all the grass. (Trotter—Henderson.)

KIAM—Lat. 34° 17’. Long. 78° 2’. Elev. 15,400’.

A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, situated on the left bank of a stream running down west from the Kepsang or No pass into the Changchenmo river, about 2 miles above their junction. It lies 11 miles east of Pamzal, the road from which lies over flat ground, covered with sand and boulders, up the left bank of the river. At 9 miles from Pamzal it crosses and then recrosses the river. The fording in summer is difficult, the water being cold, deep, and rapid. The morning is the best time for fording, when the water subsides partially. There are some celebrated hot springs here which are visited by the Tartars of the Pangong district and of No and Rudok. The water, which in August had a temperature of 170°, has an offensive smell and taste, being impregnated with soda and sulphur. It is said to be beneficial in cases of rheumatism, &c. The ground about the spring is covered with soda to a depth of about 2 inches. The valley between this and Pamzal is wide and open, and has a wild appearance. A general want of vegetation, except near Kiam, where grass
is plentiful, and burtei (lavender bushes) are to be seen on the hill-side south of the springs. Antelope and kiang are plentiful; also a few hares and marmots. (Johnson—Godwin-Austen.)

KIANG CHU or KYANG TSO—
Lat. 33° 15'.  Long. 77° 55'.  Elev. 15,000'.
A camping ground in the middle of the Rupshu plateau, 14 miles south of Rukchen. No supplies procurable. Water from small stream (in summer often scarce). Fuel plentiful, grass in patches. Road from Rukchen good, over plain. (Reynolds.)

KIANG MAIDAN—Lat.  Long.  Elev. 12,000'.
A camping ground in the Karakash valley, 18 miles above Gulkashem. Grass and fuel procurable. (Montgomery.)

KIANG PLAIN—Lat.  Long.  Elev.
Lies between Sumgal and the Tagalang pass. It is about 35 miles long and 2 miles wide, forming a valley bounded by low mountains, with sloping sides and flat summits. In summer there is often no water on this plain, and travellers from Kulu to Leh branch off to the west from Sumgal up the Zara valley. (Moorcroft—Cunningham.)

KIDMUNG, or KINMUNG, or KINMA—
Lat. 33° 18'.  Long. 78° 20'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, a little below Chumathiang, and nearly opposite Kesar. Indus was fordsable here in November. Water breast high. (Reynolds.)

KILAH SHAY—
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the north side of the Tilail valley, and flows into the Kishan Ganga, in lat. 34° 37', long. 75° 1'. The path lying up the Tilail valley crosses this stream just above the junction; it may also be forded. There are said to be two villages on its banks, Sadi Kilah Shay, containing two houses, described as lying 2 kos from the mouth of the valley, and Isheh Kilah Shay, containing a masjid and six houses, about 2 kos further on.

A small meadow 1,000 feet above Gulmarg, which, although somewhat wider and longer, is not nearly so pretty. It is about 2½ miles or so from Gulmarg and can be reached by several paths leading through the fine dense forest upon its south-western side; it is the retreat of the gulawans or horse-keepers, who tend their herds of cattle upon these mountain-downs. (Wakefield.)
KIMSARAN—Lat. 34° 33'.  Long. 74° 34'.  Elev.
A mountain in the range lying to the east of the Loláb valley; between it and Ganmara to the north-west, the range is apparently highly impregnated with iron ore. (Montgomery.)

KINARI—Lat. 34° 41'.  Long. 73° 59'.  Elev.
A village in Upper Drawár, containing two houses, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 1½ miles south-west of Tali Loháit.
The Babún-ka-Katta, a considerable stream which flows into the Kishan Ganga, just to the south of the village, is crossed by a bridge below.

KINDAR—Lat. 34° 11'.  Long. 73° 47'.  Elev.
A very small village situated on the side of a ravine on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 28 miles south-east of Mozafarabád; it lies about a mile north of the road to Baramúla.
There is a double-storied travellers' bungalow on the path, about 50 feet above the river. (Hügel—Allgood—Ince.)

KINDORA—Lat. 33° 26'.  Long. 74° 57'.  Elev.
This is said to be a large village containing about twenty-five houses; it is situated in the Dowal district, on the south side of the pass near the Golábgarh fort.

KINEJUT PASS—Lat. 35° 36'.  Long. 73° 45'.  Elev. 14,000'.
A pass over the watershed between the Gilgit and Indus rivers, connecting the Khinar or Talpin valley with Paitot in the Sai valley, Gilgit district. It is barely practicable for unladen cattle, but is not passable before the middle of May. Even then there is a difficulty in getting coolies. The Kinejut valley is comparatively open. Two or three miles below the pass it joins the Bariben glen, and these together drain into the Narnaiashni, which is itself a tributary of the Khinar valley. (Ahmad Ali Khán—Ward.)

KIRGHIZ CAMP—Lat. 36° 22' 9'.  Long. 77° 56'.  Elev.
Near Kirghiz Jungle. A long stretch of brushwood passed in the valley between Kukat Aghzi and Kashmir Jilgá. It is a favourite summer resort of the Kirghiz. (Trotter—Bellev.)

KIRGHIZ JUNGLE—Lat. 36° 25' 44'.  Long. 77° 36'.  Elev. 13,620'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Yárkand river, passed on the winter (or Kugiar) route to Yárkand. At 3 miles from Kukat Aghzi, a road leads west this camp and the Kirghiz pass to Sháhídula (two days' march). (Trotter.)

KIRGHIZ PASS—Lat. 36° 25'.  Long. 77° 36'.  Elev. 17,092'
Is crossed between Kirghiz Jungle and Sháhídula. It is at times infested
by the Kanjuti robbers. Johnson gives its elevation 16,700 feet. An easy pass. (Johnson.)

**KIRIS—**

An ilâka in the wazirat of Škârdû (Baltistán), situated along the course of the Shyok, just above its junction with the Indus. It is about 16 miles in length and 10 miles in mean breadth. Its area is not more than 160 square miles and the mean height of its villages above the sea is about 8,000 feet. Before the Sikh conquest the chief was Kuram Ali Khán, who claimed descent from Biwan-cho, one of the Gyalpos of Khapalu. The inhabitants who are all Baltis show great ingenuity in constructing terraces for their crops, the earth having often to be brought from a long way off. They are wretchedly poor, and state that for half the year they suffer greatly from want of food.

The plough is often pulled by manual labour, and it is a common sight, to see a bullock and a man pulling the same plough.

Apricots and mulberries grow in great quantities. The hills are quite barren. A good many poplars. The Leh-Škârdû road runs along the right bank of the Shyok and is generally good.

A pass leads into the Thallé valley.

**Resources.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ural</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherstong</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taris</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dona</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markor</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2 horned cattle.</td>
<td>4 or 5 to each house.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakor</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gón</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuru</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harikun</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|       | 560 | 20 | 375 | 2,500 |

*From personal observation. (Aylmer.*)*
KIRIS—Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 76° 1'. Elev. 8,000', approximate.
A collection of hamlets in Kiris Baltistan, on the right bank of the Shyok, just above its junction with the Indus. It is on a nearly level plateau of large size. Round Kiris there is a very extensive deposit of lacustrine clay, very fine, and horizontally stratified. It contains about three hundred houses. (Aylmer—Thomson.)

KIRKIT—Lat. 34° 37'. Long. 76° 6'. Elev.
A village on a torrent of the same name, which flows into the Dras river, left bank, in Khurmanag (Baltistan). It contains sixteen houses just above Kirkitchu. (Aylmer.)

KIRKITCHEU, OR KIRITCHU, OR KARKITCHEU—
Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 76° 6'. Elev.
A village of six houses on the left bank of the Dras river, 10 miles above Gangang in Khurmanag (Baltistan). It is a halting-place on the routes from Srinagar to Las, and Srinagar to Skardu (via Dras) the two routes branching off here. Travellers either halt here or at Chanagund, on the opposite bank. The red currant grows wild about here in great abundance. (Montgomerie—Henderson.)

KIRKO—Lat. 35° 15'. Long. 76° 17'. Elev. 8,300', approximate.
A collection of hamlets east of the junction of the Thallé stream with the Shyok in Khapalu (Baltistan). It contains above 100 houses. (Aylmer.)

KISHAN GANGA—
The Kishan Ganga, or the river of Krishna, takes its rise at the eastern extremity of the Tiall valley, and flowing in a western direction, is soon joined by the Raman Sind from the south, and after effecting a junction with the Bhrzil, a stream of equal dimensions, it bends in a north-westerly direction through the Gurai valley and the Drawar district, and rounding the northern boundary of Kashmir, turns to the south-west, emptying itself into the Jehula, lat. 34° 21', long. 73° 31', just below the town of Mozafarabad. Cunningham estimates the whole length of the Kishan Ganga at 180 miles, and its probable discharge at 1,000 cubic feet.

With the exception of the ferry at Mozafarabad, it is nowhere navigable. Major Montgomerie, in his account of the survey operations in Kashmir, describes the valley of the Kishan Ganga as being throughout very precipitous, and for the greater part little better than a chasm in the mountains; he adds "it is indeed almost impossible for even the best pedestrians without loads to follow the river from Titwal to Gurai, and any one wishing to do so would prefer going actually along the northern ridge of the Kashmir valley."

In some parts of its course the river scenery is very wild and beautiful.

There is a tract beginning a few miles below Kanzalwan, where the valley is so narrow and the hill-sides so steep, that although the climate is
favourable, no cultivation exists, and there are no inhabitants; indeed it
is almost inaccessible.

The principal tributaries of the Kishan Ganga are the Ráman Sind
which has been mentioned as joining it from the south side of the Tilai
valley; the Búrzil stream, which flows through the north-east portion of
the Gúrais valley; the Mátail, a considerable stream which drains the
mountainous tract to the north of the Kashmir valley; the Kel dara, which
drains a similar district on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, south of
Chilas and Astor, and flows in nearly opposite the Mátail. The natives
describe the Kel river as running into the Kishan Ganga at right angles,
with such force and volume as to arrest its course, causing a large whirl-
pool just above the junction. At the north end of the Drawár district,
the Kishan Ganga is joined on the right bank, nearly opposite to Sharidi,
by the Kankatori or Samgan, and in the middle of the same district, also
on the right bank, by the Jagran river, receiving the united waters of the
Shamshabari and Kazi Nág streams, the drainage of the Karnao valley,
by its left bank at the village of Titwal. Besides the tributaries above enu-
merated, the Kishan Ganga receives contributions from innumerable streams
and torrents.

The force of the current, always very great, varies considerably in
places; on reaching the valley in which Mozafarábád stands, a few miles
above its junction with the Jhelum, it moderates perceptibly. Its waters
are throughout of a murky hue, and carry with them much detritus, owing
to the friable nature of the mountains amid which they flow.

A thermometer immersed in the stream at the village of Tseniál, on
the Búrzil branch (22nd July), registered 48° to 52° in the air; at Titwal,
above the junction of the stream from the Karnao valley (21st August),
56° to 78°; and at Mozafarábád (16th August), 60° to 89° in the air; and
at the junction (17th August), 61° to 89° in the air; the same thermo-
meter immersed in the Jhelum rising to 78°. At the point of junction,
the Jhelum, which has the swifter current, flows in almost right angles to
the course of the Kishan Ganga; the right bank of the united rivers is
much the higher.

Throughout the upper part of its course, as far as the Gúrais fort, the
river is said to be completely frozen over during the winter; to the west
of the fort ice forms in still places, but of no great strength or thickness.

From about the beginning of September to the end of April the Kishan
Ganga is stated to be fordable at favourable places at and above Gúrais
fort, and as far down the valley as the village of Sirdári; below the village
and fort of Sharidi it is reported never to be fordable.

In its course through the Tilai valley the Kishan Ganga is crossed by
wooden bridges below the villages of Gújirind, Husingam, and Badagam,
and between the villages of Mazakoi and Jurnial, the bridge at Badagam is
about 75 feet in span; there is likewise a wooden bridge over the river
below the Gúrai fort, which measures about 125 feet between the abutments; a mile or two further down, near the village of Wanpúra, there is another bridge of similar description, but rather less span. Below the village of Kanzalwan it is crossed by the main road leading towards Skardu. The river when at its height flows in two channels, which are both bridged, that over the main stream, which lies on the right bank, measuring about 110 feet in length, and 4¼ feet in breadth at the narrowest part between the balustrades. The next bridge crosses the stream between Bakthaor and Thaobut, and is about 125 feet long; the river has also been bridged at the village of Bakthaor, but no traces of this bridge now exist, and that which crossed the river at the village of Satti to the west of Thaobut was so frequently carried away, that all attempts to reconstruct it have been abandoned. A long interval then ensues without any bridges, but their want is not felt, as the mountainous tracts lying between the Gúrai valley and Sharidi are almost entirely uninhabited. At Sharidi, where the path from Kashmir towards Chilas crosses the Kishan Ganga, the only means of communication is by a rope suspension bridge of the zampa description, except in winter, when the river is crossed at a narrow point above the village by a series of planks and trunks of trees; these, however, only afford transit to foot-passengers, cattle having to be swum across the stream, which is described as being a hazardous operation, owing to the force of the current and the number of rocks in the channel.

At Dasút there is a fragile zampa bridge, and another just east of the village of Dúdmiál.

The wooden bridge which crossed the river just below the two islands opposite the village of Karen has lately been carried away; it is said that this bridge will be rebuilt; in the meantime a suspension bridge supplies its place. Between Bugan and Lalla there is a rope suspension bridge, and the remains of similar bridges may be traced between Sharkot and Bata, and between Mirpúr and Bárán.

Besides these, temporary kánal bridges, made of planks and trunks of trees, are, it is said, pushed across the stream at various places during the winter months when the river falls.

At Titwal a substantial wooden bridge is thrown across the narrow rocky chasm through which the river flows. No other bridges are met with until reaching Mozafarabád, just above which town there is a rope suspension bridge; the traveller can also cross the river in the ferry boat, which is said to ply all the year round, except for a short period in the depth of winter, when the stream falls too low for the boat to make the passage in safety. Below the town and above the junction of the Jehlum the natives are accustomed to swim the stream with the aid of mazák, or inflated skins.

The high-road from the Kashmir valley to Skardu lies along the upper portion of the valley of the Kishan Ganga, from the village of Kanzalwan to near the source of the Bürzil stream. The avalanches that fall in winter
and the huge rocks carried down by them, would soon render this road impassable, but for the labours of the maharāja’s troops, by whom it is annually repaired before the despatch of stores for the support of the frontier garrisons. In a north-westerly direction a path lies by the banks of the river as far as the village of Sirdārī, a little beyond which place it entirely ceases. The course of the river between Sirdārī and Sharidi can only be followed at certain seasons of the year, when the waters are low; even then it has been but seldom accomplished, and is a matter of no little difficulty and danger. Between Sharidi and Mozafrarābād the river may be traced throughout its entire course: the path, which is only practicable for foot-passengers, is very rough, and but little used.

Vigne states that the Kishan Ganga contains a great many fish, but the inhabitants of the valley would seem to be unable to catch them, as they form no part of their diet; he further adds that he was cautioned not to eat the roe of the fish, it being considered poisonous, and that one of his servants, disregarding the warning, became alarmingly ill.

KISHTWĀR—Lat. 33° 10’ and 33° 25’; Long. 75° 25’ and 76° 10’.

The name of a division of the Udampur district lying on the east side of the maharāja’s dominions. It is bounded on the north by Kashmir and the Maru Wardwān valley, on the south by Badrawār, on the east by the Chandra Bhāga river, and on the west by the districts of Rāmbān and Banihāl.

It is a very mountainous district, and is bisected by the Chandhra Bhāga, which on being joined by the Maru Wardwān river flows almost due south through the middle of the province.

The present condition of Kishtwār is not that of the times of its right-ful rāja, who claimed, in common with the maliks of Shāhlabād in Kashmir, a descent from Naushāvan, king of Persia, and whose grandfather was the first Muhammadan rāja of the country.

The Mogul emperors were kindly disposed towards the rājas of Kishtwār, and gave them jagirs or grants of land in Kashmir, which they possessed till the time of the Sikhs.

Abdulla Khān, who, as governor of the valley, made himself independent of his master, Timūr Shāh, the Amīr of Kābul, took Badrawār and gave it to the rāja of Kishtwār. The frontier of the latter province was at one time extended to that of Ladāk, by the possession of Maru Wardwān and Sūrū. After being taken possession of by Gulāb Singh of Jamū, the oppression and rapacity of the Sikhs reduced the revenue to a paltry amount of a few thousand rupees per annum; in A.D. 1850 it was said not to exceed 3,000 Hari Singhī rupees.

The people of Kishtwār are a fine-made race in general, especially the Hindū portion, and are morally much superior to the Kashmiris, being more straightforward and cheerful. The language of Kishtwār is not that of Kashmir, but is said to resemble the dialect spoken on the hills in the neighbourhood of Simlā.
The Muhammedan population rather exceeds the number of the Hindús. The villages are so small as scarcely to be worthy the name, but the people generally live two or three families together, and the number in some houses is very considerable, amounting to fifteen or seventeen including children; seven, however, may be taken as a fair average. The coarse putú, or woollen cloth, worn by the people is made by themselves. The dress of the men consists of a loose jacket and long loose trousers tightened in at the ankle, with a skull-cap, and sometimes a blanket wound round the loins; a pair of grass shoes completes the costume.

The women wear a long broad piece of putú round the body and coming over the shoulders, and fastened by two curious long brass pins, with a chain connecting them. Most of them wear a sort of skull-cap, and some of them trousers.

Parts of Kishtwár have been compared to a perfect orchard, in which luscious wild fruits abound. Apples, pears, peaches, and pomegranates load the trees, and some of the poorer classes are said to subsist almost entirely upon fruit during the time it is in season.

A good deal of Ladák merchandise finds its way into Kishtwár, principally tea, felt, and pashm. Salt is also largely imported, but mostly from the Panjáb.

Flocks of goats and sheep are taken from Kishtwár in the month of November and early in December to the pastures near Jamú, where they remain about five months, a tax of one per cent. being levied on the way.

Leopards, bears, jackals, foxes, porcupines, eagles, vultures, falcons, kites, hawks, and it is said hares, are found in the mountains of Kishtwár. The wild goat, called the tehr at Simla and Mursoorie, is common upon the mountains, where it is known by the name of the krás. The musk-deer is called the roux; the gúral or chamois is called the pijúr. The hänglu, or stag of Kashmir, is also said to be common on the western bank of the Chenáb, and between that river and the Panjál. The scream of the pheasant is occasionally to be heard. The monál is called nil or "the blue bird;" the hen is called the haum. A pheasant, which from description may be supposed to be the argus of the Himalaya, is here called the hulal, and its hen is called munk. The kalej pheasant is called the buklar. The jungle fowl and the red leg are common. The Chenáb is said to contain but one kind of fish, probably the common Himalaya trout. Vigne was told that three kinds of snakes were met with in Kishtwár, one of which is the cobra; that it is smaller than that of the plains, but its bite equally to be dreaded. The cure is attempted, as is usual in these countries, by swânt or incantation, by drawing a circle of water round the wound, and the repetition of certain words.

The climate of Kishtwár is something like that of Badrawár, but is somewhat warmer and must have a less fall of rain and snow. Snow falls during four months, but it does not stay continually on the ground;
it may do so for twenty days at a time. On the slope towards the river, 1,000 to 1,500 feet below, it stays but a few days.

Drew gives the following account of its history:

"Kishtwar was governed by rajput rajas, who, in early times, probably ruled independently of all others.

"The first whose name I can hear of is raja Bhagwan Singh, who must have lived two hundred years or more ago, as he was seven generations back from the one who was ruler fifty years ago. The name of raja Bhagwan Singh was preserved from the oblivion that has overtaken his ancestors solely by his having had the hardihood to make war on the king of Delhi of the time. It was in the direction of Kashmir—then ruled from Delhi—that occurred the collision between these two powers so disproportioned in force. Tradition says that there was some fighting, but that the raja ultimately surrendered, and then the king of Delhi kindly bestowed two wazirs upon him, to advise him to see that he committed no such errors as the last. The names of these two were Jiun Pali and Kahn Pali; they were Khattris of Delhi. It is a curious thing that descendants of these men are up to this day in Kishtwar. The positions of these two wazirs must have been just like that of a British resident at a native court in India now; but in that their office became hereditary, and that their families for generations supplied advisers to the ruler, the parallel does not hold. After Bhagwan, came in regular succession, raja Mah Singh (or perhaps Man Singh) and raja Jay Singh, of whom nothing is recorded.

"Then came (I am told he was son to the last named) raja Girat Singh. This one left his old faith and became a Muhammadan, being converted by the miracles of one Saiad Shihb-Farid-ud-din. Girat Singh was also a disciple of the emperor Aurungzeb, who gave him the new name and title of raja Saiadat Yar Khan.

"This conversion seems to have been followed by that of a certain number, but by no means the majority, of the Kishtwari people. Of Muhammadanised Kishtwaras, as distinguished from Kashmiris, who being Muhammadans came in and settled, there are some both in the town and in the villages. No doubt, many of the servants of the raja turned Muhammadan with him. We must remember that at that time the faith had the prestige of being the one held by the rulers of India. After this first Muhammadan raja (where change of religion determined the faith of all succeeding rajases), came raja Amulak Singh, who received from the king of Delhi the style of raja Sa'adatmand Khan. Then came the raja Mibr Singh, who received from the same source the title of raja Sa'dmand Khan. Next came raja Sujan Singh; then raja Inaytulla Singh; lastly, raja Muhammad Tej Singh, also called Saiifulla Khan.

"Raja Tej Singh was the last independent Kishtwar ruler. Down to this time the descendants of the two wazirs sent from Delhi were serving the family. But raja Tej Singh made his chief adviser and gave the title of wazir to one Lakpat, a Thok, who till then had been a small landholder. This man quarreled with his master, fled from Kishtwar, and came to raja Gulab Singh at Jamil and showed him how easily Kishtwar could be annexed by him. Gulab Singh brought a force to Doda, and there he was met by the raja, who, without fighting, gave himself up. He went to Lahore to Ranjit Singh's court. Tej Singh had two sons, Jamil Singh and Zorawar Singh. Cunningham says that the representative of the family (whether one of these two, or a further descendant, I do not know) was converted to Christianity by an American missionary at Ludhiana.

"Kishtwar has ever since belonged to Jamil. Wazir Lakpat held high office under raja Gulab Singh, and did him good service; he was killed at Munshi Bakh, close to Srinagar, in the fight between Gulab Singh's troops and Shaikh Imam-ud-din's, in the year 1846. His son was Wazir Zuroord, who was a confidential minister of the mahas-
raja's. The descendants of the two wazirs from Delhi long remained in power in Kishtwâr. They were in fact hereditary ministers. They so far left the rules of their caste as to intermarry with the Thakurs." (Drew—Vigne—Hervey—Montgomery.)

KISHTWÂR—Lat. 33° 19'.  Long. 75° 48'.  Elev. 5,450'.

The principal town in the province of the same name; is called Kartawâr by the Kashmiris. It is situated near the left bank of the Chandra Bhâga, on a plain which is about 2 miles in width and 5 miles in length, and lies about 74 miles south-east of Islamâbâd by the Marbal pass, and 46 miles north of Badrawâr. It is distant eleven marches, 129½ miles, from the town of Jamû, and 84 miles or 7 marches from Jushin, in the Marû Wardwân valley, and 186 miles or 20 marches from Kûlang in Lahoul, by the road which follows the course of the Chandra Bhâga. The soil of the plain upon which Kishtwâr is situated rests upon a substratum of gneiss.

The mountains which tower on every side are coated with oaks and hollies, whilst their summits are covered with snow and fir trees, and justify, by their influence on the climate, the assertions contained in the following translation of a hill distich, by which their neighbours, the Kashmiris, have endeavoured to ridicule the poverty of the place: "Kishtwâr is the causeway of distress, where people are hungry by day and cold by night; whoever comes there, when he goes away is as meagre as the flag-staff of a fakir."

Several streams come tumbling down to the river from a very great elevation; one in particular opposite the town has a shooting fall of many hundred feet, which, when swelled by the melting of the snows, must be a cascade of no ordinary magnitude. Villages are scattered over the plain, and are usually surrounded by hedgeless fields, raised in plateaus, and irrigated by the little streams that flow over it from the eastward, and wheat, barley, and rice are cultivated upon them. A little saffron is also grown which is said to be of superior quality to that of Kashmir; and apples, pears, peaches, apricots, and quinces are fine and tolerably abundant.

In the immediate vicinity of the town, water for irrigation purposes is scarce, but wheat of a superior quality, Indian-corn, a little rice, barley, trumbo, and other of the coarser grains are grown.

That the town of Kishtwâr was formerly much larger than it is at present, the remains of stone fountains, one below the other down the ravine below the town, testify. It now consists of about 200 small houses, or rather cottages, not roofed like those of Kashmir, but flat-topped, and of one storey generally, and composed of wood, loose stones, and a plaster of mud. Fruit-trees are planted amongst them. The principal street is occupied by the bazâr, and contains fifteen or twenty looms for weaving shawls of inferior quality. Coarse woollen blankets are also manufactured, but there is a complete absence of life of the busy cheerfulness one sees in
some bazárs. The people seem to have been brought to a low stage of poverty from having, in former years, been given over to the Wazír family, which still holds much influence here. Two large houses built after the fashion of the houses of the richer people in Kashmir, which belong to that family, are exceptions to the general state of decay.

The Muhammadan population of Kishtwár rather exceeds the number of Hindús who are of the Thakur, Kuar, and other castes. The favourite ziárat or shrine of the former stands about a quarter of a mile from the town on the north.

But the glory of the Hindús is a small black image of stone, about a mile and a half from the town, and known as the goddess with eight arms; two only are visible, as she is closely muffled up in clothes.

The house of the old rájas is surrounded by a mud fort erected on a sort of eminence commanding the town. After the Sikhs took possession of Kishtwár, it was used as a prison, and the building in the Shalimár, a favourite garden of the old rájás, situated in a cool and well-shaded ravine on the eastward of the town, was razed to the ground, and all pains taken to remove any objects that were likely to cherish the recollection of the former dynasty. The fort is oblong, with corner towers and other projecting buildings, and has a garrison of some thirty men. It is said to contain two guns. On the greensward before the town is the shangham or polo ground, and the stone pillars which formed the goals are still standing. To the present day the villagers assemble in the months of December and January, and play a game with bent sticks and a leather ball, exactly resembling hockey.

Cholera has been known to be prevalent in Kishtwár as late in the season as the early part of November. (Figne—Hervey—Montgomery.)

KITHRI TENG—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A hamlet lying on the right bank of the Jhelum just north of Bij-Behára.

KIUNG GANG LA or GONG LA—
Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 79° 10'. Elev. 17,259'.
Is on the boundaries of Ladák and Rudok, in the mountains south of the Changchenmo valley. The route from Rudok to Kiam leads over this pass, which is situated south-east of Kiam and close to the Kepsang peak (which lies east). (Godwin-Austen.)

KIZIL ANGUS or KIZIL LANGUR—
Lat. 35° 15'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 16,700'.
A camping ground on the summer route by the Karakoram pass, south of the Dipsang plain, which is crossed between it and Daoat-Beguldi (20 miles). The road from Murghi follows up the course of a tributary of the
Shyok, and is very difficult, and crosses the stream repeatedly. There is also a risk from stone avalanches. Beyond camp (on the right bank) the road continues up the stream for 6 miles to the Dipsang plateau. No fuel or forage procurable. (Bellow—Trotter.)

KIZIL JILGA—Lat. 35° 20' 42" Long. 78° 55' Elev. 16,350'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river. Two routes from the Changchenmo valley meet here, viz., that by the Changlung Pangtung and that by the Changlung-Burma pass. The passage of the river is difficult a little above the camp. It here flows between two huge red rocks, the camping ground being under the southern one. Fuel (bartsi), grass, and water within reach of camp down the river. (Trotter.)

KIZIL PASS on KIZIL DIWAN—
Lat. 35° 15'. Long. 79° 12'. Elev. 17,290'.
Leads from the Lingzithang plain down to the valley of the Karakash, and is crossed between Sumna and Kizil Jilga on the route leading over the Changlung-Burma pass from the Changchenmo valley.
"The pass is hardly perceptible." No grass, but a little water and fuel can be found. (Trotter—Cayley.)

KIZIL TáGH—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 77° 57'. Elev.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Yarkand river. It is passed between Balti-Brangsa and Waháb Jilga on the Karakoram route. It is 5 miles from Chadartash. A little grass here in river-bed. (Shaw.)

KNARUNG—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 77° 22'. Elev.
A spring, about 2 miles north-east of Skiu, "said to have medicinal properties, and of considerable repute among the natives. The water was scarcely tepid, and of a mawkish taste. Along the sides of the spring were incrustations of soda." (Moorcroft.)

KOFWÁRA—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.
A village situated in a glen on the right bank of the Loláb stream, at the western end of the valley. It contains about twenty houses, which are much scattered. The most convenient spot for encamping is in a grassy dell in the centre of the village, shaded by trees, and surrounded with low hills on all sides but the east, which looks up the valley of the stream.

KOHÁLA—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 73° 32'. Elev.
A village situated on both banks of the Jhelum, 21 miles north-east of Mari, on the high road leading into Kashmir; it is distant about 29 miles from Hatian by the old road, and 45 miles by the new.
In the neighbourhood this village is commonly called Patan, or the Pass. The Jhelum, which here forms the boundary between British territory and Kashmir, is a deep and rapid stream, about 75 yards wide, and its banks are steep and rocky. It is crossed by an iron suspension bridge. His Highness the late maharāja of Kashmir contributed through the Panjāb government Rs 42,000 towards its cost. There is also a ferry, but the passage occupies about half an hour. There are various paths lying over the mountains between Kohāla and Pūnch; they are described as being practicable for cattle. On the British side of the river is a very good dāk bangalow. (dylmer.)

KOHALING—Lat. 34° 7′. Long. 74° 25′. Elev.
A village in the Kruhin pargana, containing about sixteen houses, situated on the slopes of the hill above the left bank of the Ningil stream.

KOHIL—Lat. 33° 53′. Long. 74° 59′. Elev.
A small village in the valley of Kashmir, about 5 miles south-west of Avāntipūr, and a mile north-east of Pa Yeeh. On its southern side, about 100 yards beyond a fine spring which issues from the foot of the plateau, there is a small, roofless, and half-buried ruined temple, resembling that in the Manas Bal lake. (Ince.)

KOHIYĀMA. See "Khuihama."

A valley in Ladāk lying between lat. 34° 4′ and 34° 14′, in long. 78° 27′. It is surrounded by lofty mountains, which rise very abruptly and send down a row of glaciers that end in moraines upon the plain of Koh Lumba. The sides of these mountains are rugged and steep, and topped with perpetual snow. Godwin-Austen says that at the time of his visit (the end of August) the increasing cold had driven the shepherds with their flocks and herds from the higher grounds, and he found some families at Moundol, from which there is a path to Muglib. Towards the Pangong lake (into which the stream flows) it ends in a gorge, opening out towards the lake, into a considerable broad expanse of open ground, on which are scattered some small hamlets containing three or four families each, viz., Pahrmong, Yūrgo, Tāblung, and last of all, where the stream debouches into the plain of Pangong itself, is Lukung. A path leads from Tsarap Tso (between Muglib and Taktil) to the Kohlumba, and also a track from Phobrang. (Godwin-Austen—Ward.)

KOINABAL—Lat. 34° 1′. Long. 74° 59′. Elev.
A village situated about 2 miles east of Pampūr; it lies amid the ricefields, on the direct path from that town towards Shār.
KOIRETA—Lat. 33° 22'. Long. 74° 4'. Elev.
A village in the province of Naoshera, situated on the left bank of the Ban stream; it lies in a well-cultivated and undulating plain, 4 or 5 miles broad, surrounded by hills. A short distance to the south-east, on the high bank of the river, there are two baradáris well shaded by mulberry trees. Supplies can be procured, but are precarious. Koireta is distant about 24 kos north-west of Bhimbar, and 9 kos south-east of Kotli, and lies on the road between those places. (Vigne—Allgood.)

KOKGUND—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
A village in the Shâhabâd valley, situated about half a mile south-east of Vernâg, of which place it is considered to form a part. It consists of a few double-storied wooden houses shaded by trees.

KOL—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 2'. Elev.
A large village in the Kol Narawa valley. The houses, which are built principally of wood, are double-storied, and have pent and thatched roofs. Wowul Kol, a smaller village, lies about a quarter of a mile to the north.

KOLAHOI—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev. 11,000', approximate. The name of the valley at the northernmost source of the Lidar. It derives this appellation from a stone, which has a natural hollow, where a fakir used to reside. This stone is still an object of veneration to a few people. A glacier, from which the river issues, closes the valley. (Montgomerie—Wingate.)

KOLANG MOLANG—
The name given to the northern slopes of the Kolang and Molang peaks, in Upper Drawâr, situated respectively in lat. 34° 41 and 34° 39', long. 74° 4', on the south side of the Kishan Ganga river.

KOLHAMA—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 31'. Elev.
A small village in the Bangil pargana, situated a few miles east of Pirozpâr, on the south side of the torrent.

KOLLUR—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated above the right bank of the Lidar, on the road from Baj Behârâ towards Ganesbal. (Hersey.)

KOL NARAWA—
A beautiful strath opening out of the Diosur pargana, at the south-western extremity of the Kashmir valley. It is between 9 and 10 miles in length, by about 1½ to 2 miles in breadth. In looking up to it from the plain, the large village of Hanjîpâr stands conspicuously in front;
before it are numerous rice-fields in plateaus, and behind it is an admirable disposition of peaks and wood-crowned heights, bounded on all sides by the snowy Panjáľ range.

It contains five or six villages inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans, and in the recesses under the mountains are the log-houses of the principal herdsmen in Kashmir. The waters of the Buzu and Karandi streams, which drain this valley, are highly esteemed. These streams flow into the Veshuá river, and the valley is passed on the march from Vernag to Shupion. *(Wingate—Figne.)*

**KOMERIE—**

A stream which rises in the mountains on the north side of the Siwauldar pass, south-west of Badrawár, and empties itself into the Nerú river in lat. 33°, long. 75° 45', below the village of Udhrána, where it is crossed by a bridge on the road between Badrawár and Doda.

**KOMPAS LA—*Vide “Dehra Kompas.”***

**KONGRA CHU—**

The principal affluent of the Hanlé Tao. It flows into the lake from the west, from the mountains east of the Tsomorari lake. *(Cunningham.)*

**KONGTA LA, or KONBA LA, or GONGTA LA, or MANBAR PASS—**

Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev. about 16,500'.

Lies 4½ miles west of Shúshál, south of the Pangong lake, and is crossed from here on the route to Leh via the Lung Chu (or Lung Burma) valley. Trebeck crossed this pass (the Manbar he calls it) on the 2nd December, west, and joined the Changlung valley above Gogra. Fuel plentiful; grass scarce; water from stream. *(Drew—Trotter.)*

**KON NÁG—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.**

An elevated encamping ground on the Bhot Khol stream, in the narrow valley which leads from Maru Wardwán into Súrú by the Bhot Khol or Lanwi La. The outline of the surrounding mountains is sharp and rugged; some are of granite formation and others exhibit clay strata. A few stunted birches are the only trees to be seen, except here and there an abortive pencil cedar. Grass is abundant on the small plains and the slopes of the less rugged heights. A few bushes of tamarisk grow on the banks of the river, and the wild flowers are very abundant.

From near this place the path to Súrú by the Kwaj Kúr pass branches off. *(Hervey.)*

**KONSA NÁG—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.**

A mountain lake lying between the basaltic peaks of the Panjáľ range at the south-west extremity of the valley of Kashmir.

The position of this far-famed lake is the same as that of the valley;
north-west and south-east, its length is apparently about 2 miles, and
its greatest breadth something under a mile and a half; at the east end
the banks slope gently downward to the water’s edge, leaving a gulf be-
tween them through which another part of the Panjáil is visible, and which
also in summer time affords a channel by which the melted snow can pass
into the lake. There is verdure on this and the western bank or dam,
which is steeper. On the north and south sides the bare rock rises very
abruptly from the water at an angle of about forty degrees with its level,
and with an inclination towards the east. The peaks on the east side,
which are not more than 1,400 feet above the level of the water, are re-
markably pointed; the sides are bare and scarped, and, to all appearance, the
valley of the lake has been formed by the forcible separation of the moun-
tain top. Judging from the angle at which the slopes enter the lake, the
bottom must originally have been about 300 feet in depth below the present
level of the water, though the depth may have been slightly decreased by
the soil and detritus brought into it by the melting of the snow, which,
when in full action, makes a difference of 4 feet in the level of this great
mountain reservoir. The surface of the water is dark and dull-looking,
and has in many places the appearance of great depth; its temperature
(17th August) was 57° to 64° in the air. The fresh and unsworn aspect of
the eastern side forbids the idea that this extraordinary place has ever been
the crater of a volcano, which the more irregular and heaped-up appear-
ce of the western bank, combined with the knowledge that it is not a very
compact mass (a knowledge derived from the fact of the waters of the
lake having found their way through it), might otherwise have tended to
encourage. But it is evident that the vaccuity has been formed by the
sinking of the lower end of the tabular rocks on the eastern bank, and that
the northern bank, or dam, remains more rounded in consequence of its not
having been sufficiently a sharer in the force which has upraised the other.

The formation is a beautiful amygdaloid, containing spots of quartz in
a dull, dark, purple-coloured matrix. This formation, which is very com-
mon in Kashmir, the natives call the chitir deyin, or the devil’s small-pox,
supposing it to be a disease in the rock caused by the evil eye. The stream
which descends from the lake is the incipient Veshāu; its full strong tor-
rent is seen gushing out from the foot of the last and lofty eminence that
forms the dam on the western end of the lake, whose waters thus find an
exit not over but through the rocky barrier with which it is surrounded.
The Konā Nāg is not held in the same estimation as the Gangā Bal on
the opposite side of the valley. The real old Hindū name, and that of the
mountains surrounding it, is Kysur; and it is also called by them Vishnu
pauh (the foot of Vishnu), who is reported to have created the lake by
stamping with his foot.

This noble mountain tarn is not of course without its legends.

At the western end the trap-rock descends to the water in a succession
of steps or benches. Tradition and superstition have made out that the highest seat was the throne of a raja, who used to preside in this part of the mountains; beneath him sat the wazir, then the sardars or nobles on the rock below them. Hindús occasionally pay the lake a visit for the purposes of ablution, when they invariably make offerings to the waters, believing that a deyu or demon has its abode in the flood.

The pass over the edge near the Konsa Nág has long been known by the name or the Fathi Pansál, or the Ridge of Victory. The name was not given on account of any recent event. (*Vigne.*)

**KORWINI—Lat. 33° 43'.**  
**Long. 75° 8'.**  
**Elev.**  
A small village on the right bank of the Veshnú, about 4 miles west of Islamábád, where there is said to be very good fishing. (*Ince.*)

**KORZO GOMPA—Vide “KARZOK.”**

**KOSPURA—Lat. 33° 43'.**  
**Long. 74° 52'.**  
**Elev.**  
A small dirty village situated about a mile south of Shupion; it is watered by a stream from the Rembíára.

**KOT—Lat. 32° 37'.**  
**Long. 75° 52'.**  
**Elev.**  
A village in the Bassoli district, consisting of a few houses scattered on the slopes of the mountain north of Púd. A rill of water flows down through the village, which is surrounded by some cultivation.

**KOTA JILGA—Lat. 34° 25'.**  
**Long. 78° 55'.**  
**Elev. 16,730'.**

A camping ground in the Kubrang valley, 8 miles above Gogra. Road up stream, impassable for laden ponies; grass, water, and wood at camp. (*Trotter—Ward.*)

**KOTANG—Lat. 35° 23'.**  
**Long. 75° 49'.**  
**Elev.**  
A pargana in the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistán). It consists of two parts, viz., Kotangpoian and Kotangbala. It contains forty-six houses.

**KOTHAIR—Lat. 33° 49'.**  
**Long. 75° 18'.**  
**Elev.**  
A village situated in the mountains a few miles south-east of Achibál. It contains a Hindú ruin, consisting of a square building and an old tank, in no respect differing from the usual appearance of other old ruins in Kashmír.

Two miles distant from Kothair are some iron mines. The ore from these mines is brought to the village to be smelted as there is no water near the mines. It is broken into small fragments by the children, and mixed with earth and coarsely powdered limestone. These materials are piled up into a furnace about 2 feet high, with intervening beds of charcoal, and two hand-bellows are used to create a blast; the smelting lasts about twelve hours, and the produce of a furnace is only a few seers. The heat is not sufficient to make the iron run; and it remains at the bottom of the furnace a viscous mass, full of scorinae, and very brittle when cold, with a tufaceous aspect. The slag is black glass, compact, and much less
scoriaceous than is customary. The iron is heated and beaten with hammers to refine it. It is short, probably from bad manufacture.

Two or three men and children, and some women, all of one family, working as miners, carriers, and smelters, turn out about two maunds of iron from one furnace in the month. There are only three furnaces at Kothair, giving a supply of six maunds of iron per mensem.

The turnout given of the smelting at Kothair is not to be regarded as an indication of the richness of the mines. Mr. Verchere believes that the miners only work the ore to pay their taxes to the maharājā's government, and that their most usual occupation is to grow a little rice or indiann-corn. "I have no doubt," he adds, "that a large quantity of iron could be obtained by increasing the mines, and adopting better furnaces with a blast worked by water-power, wind-mill, or horse-power." (Figu—Verchere.)

KOTLI.—Lat. 33° 18'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.

A village situated to the north-east of Chaomuk, on the high land about a mile from the left bank of the Pūnch Tōi river; it contains about twenty houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars of the Jat caste.

KOTLI—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 73° 57'. Elev.

An open town situated about 100 feet above the left bank of the Pūnch Tōi river; it gives its name to a district of Naoshera. The town lies at the northern extremity of an oval plain or basin, which is enclosed by low jungle-covered hills. It is distant about 30 miles south of Pūnch, to which place there are two roads, one following the bank of the Pūnch Tōi, the other crossing the Nandheri and Sona Gali; both are somewhat rough and stony, and trying for cattle. Mīrprū is distant about 40 miles south by the direct path, which is very rough, that by Sennar being preferable; the journey by both of these roads is usually divided into three stages. Naoshera is distant the same number of marches to the south-east, and the road is stated to be good and practicable for cattle, as is also that to Bhimbar, which lies four marches to the south-east.

There are about two hundred and eighty-four houses in Kotli, some few being of brick, but most are single-storied buildings made of mud and boulders, with flat roofs, and have a very dilapidated appearance. There is a tahsil and kotwāl in the town. The baradārī, which is situated at the edge of the bluff above the river just north of the town, is a capacious brick building, but is very dirty and in bad repair; it is used as a government office. There are two Hindú temples and a shiwala or dharmaśāla; also two masjids, one of which is in ruins. Below the town on the banks of the river is a fakir's makan and some gardens; also numerous water-mills, which are fed by channels constructed along the edge of the stream. The Pūnch Tōi is crossed by two ferries, one just above and the other below the town; though broad, the river is not very deep, and may be forded during the winter months. The following is a list of the trades and occupations of
the inhabitants, who are said to number about eight hundred men, of whom
six hundred are Hindūs:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shops, Hindū</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammadan</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahārī zamindars, Muhammadans of the Mukral caste</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldsmiths, Hindūs</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse-keepers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washermen</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardeners</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather-workers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweepers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chokidars</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potters</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacksmiths</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millers</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicians</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a well, and also four tanks in the town, which contain very dirty
water; good water may, however, be obtained from the river at no great
distance. Supplies are abundant. The climate of Kotli, which is very hot,
was tempered by a cool breeze, which blows down through the narrow valley
of the Pūch Tōi river. The surrounding plain is flat and highly cultivated;
itis almost bare of trees, and there is but little shade in the town.

KOTLI—Lat. 32° 59'. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.
A large village about 1 mile north of Badrawār; it is situated on the
Hāyī stream above the left bank of the Nērū, which is crossed by a bridge
below the village. Kotli is the point of separation of the roads from
Badrawār to Kīshṭwār and Doda. It is inhabited by both Hindūs and
Muhammadans; there is one shāl-bāf, the remainder being zamindars.
Abī Chand, a descendant of the ancient rājas of Badrawār, resides in the
village.

KOTLI—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 73° 44'. Elev.
A small village situated a little above the left bank of the Jhelum, about
60 miles west of Baramūla, between Chikar and Hațān. (Loc.)

KOUNDI—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 73° 51'. Elev.
A village in Kārnāo, situated at a considerable elevation above the right
bank of the Kāzi Nēg stream and the village of Shābāt. It is divided into
two parts, Koundi Gūjaronwālī and Koundi Syudonwālī; the former con-
taining eight families of Gūjars, a mūlla, and two weavers; the latter a
masjid and five families of Saiads, a mūlla, and two zamindars of the Man-
nām caste.

KOUN NĀG—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A small lake lying to the north-west of the Sachkach mountain, close to
the pass between the Astan Marg and Panjtnārī valleys. (Montgomery.)
KOUNTRA—Lat. 34° 8'.  Long. 74° 28'.  Elev.
There are two villages of this name, situated on the west side of a low spur about the right bank of the Ningil stream. The lower village is known as Bun or Chota Kountra, the upper as Pet, or Burra Kountra. The road from the Gulmarg to Sopur, and also that to Baramula, passes through these villages, to which places it is the usual stage, being distant about 5 miles from Gulmarg, and 13 miles and 8 miles from Sopur and Baramula respectively.

There are plenty of walnut and other shady trees about these villages, and many eligible spots for encamping, the most inviting being situated about midway between the two; a channel from the Ningil stream furnishes an abundant supply of water. There is also extensive cultivation, both of rice and dry crops. Supplies and coolies obtainable.

Pet Kountra contains fifteen houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, a mulla, a watchman, carpenter, blacksmith, a cow-keeper, and a bania's and general shop. In Bun Kountra there is a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, a pandit, who is the patwari of the village, a mulla, and a watchman. The houses are built of dovetailed timbers plastered with mud, and have thatched roofs.

KOWRA—Lat. 32° 37'.  Long. 75° 52'.  Elev.
A small village in the Basolli district, situated about a mile north-east of Pud; it contains about six houses built on the slopes of a conical hill, which is topped with fir trees. Below the hill to the north the ground is terraced and extensively cultivated.

KOWSA—Lat. 34° 6'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
This village, which is the chief place in the Poruspur pargana, is situated on the left of the Suknag river.

KRALNEW—Lat. 33° 53'.  Long. 74° 39'.  Elev.
A village in the Dansu pargana, containing about twelve houses.

KRALPURA—Lat. 34° 0'.  Long. 74° 51'.  Elev.
A considerable village situated on the right bank of the Duddh Ganga river, about 4 miles south of Srinagar, on the road towards Shupion. It is the tahsil station of the Yech pargana.

KRALWARI—Lat. 33° 55'.  Long. 74° 47'.  Elev.
A large village in the Nagam pargana, containing about forty houses, situated on the left bank of the Duddh Ganga river, about 5 miles north of Chrar.

The inhabitants say that in the time of the maharaja Gulab Singh, some European built a house in this village, in which he lived. The Duddh Ganga is crossed below the village by a well-made bridge about 25 feet long and 3 feet broad, and the stream, which is usually about a foot deep, may also be forded.
KRAR—

A caste of Dográs. They include the lower class of traders of different kinds—small shopkeepers, &c. (Drew.)

KREW—Lat. 34° 1’. Long. 75° 2’. Elev.

A large village in the Vihew pargana, situated about 5 miles east of Pampús. At the entrance of the village, on the north-west side, there is a stone covered with some curious carvings, and similar stones adorn the small tank at east end of the village, in which the Naga Nek spring rises. Besides this, there are two other springs, the Hir Nág and the Rishi Nág, the waters from which form a stream which flows through the village.

On the west side of the village, shaded by magnificent chunár trees, is the ziárat of Saiad Kasim.

The following is an approximate list of the inhabitants: Seventy families of Muhammadan zamíndars, forty shál-báfs and a ráfúga, two Muhammadan banías, sixteen pandítes, two Hindú banías, a dán, two bakers, two milk-sellers, two cowherds, two blacksmiths, two carpenters, two washermen, four potters, four leather-workers, two harkaras.

There are also among the inhabitants two krimkush. The usual encamping ground is on the open space on the north side of the Naga Nek spring, near a double-storied brick building intended for the reception of government officials.

The Harut Sarar fair is held at the Jawala-ji-makán, on the spur of the Zala Parbat hill above the north-west end of the village. On this hill is a stone which the Hindús go and worship on the 14th of June, presenting money, gold, silver, clothes, and eatables.

Krew, being abundantly supplied with water, is surrounded by rice cultivation, and the fruit and other fine trees by which it is shaded give the village a very pretty appearance. (Elmáie.)

KRIMCHI or KIRAMCHI—Lat. 32° 58’. Long. 75° 9’. Elev. 2,500’.

A small town in the province of Jamú, containing about four hundred inhabitants; it lies about 30 miles north-east of Jamú, on the road towards Kashmir, by the Baníhál pass. On the south side of the town there is a fort situated on the flat top of an isolated hill, which rises to a height of about 200 feet above the level of the surrounding plain. The fort is in a very ruinous condition, but contains an enclosure with the necessary accommodation for the mahárája and his family when travelling. The town lies between this hill and the ridge to the north. Supplies are procurable, and water rom a baoli, or from a branch of the Biru Kad stream, which flows on the east side of the town. Coolies are obtained with much difficulty, a large proportion of the inhabitants being Brahmans.

This and the tract of country round it used to be under a rája or a Mián of the Pathéál tribe of Rájpúts, who was tributary to Jamú, paying it yearly 82,000 and giving the services of some ten horsemen. About
the year 1834, Guláb Singh, having made up his mind to possess the place, refused the tribute, and sent a force to besiege the fort; after some time they took it, and the country was annexed. (Drew.)

KRIRI—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 31'. Elev.
A large village situated on a sloping table-land in the Kruhion pargana. It is said to contain a masjid, and the zíārat of Saiyad Hají Murad Sahib, Bukhári, and twenty-five families of zamindars, five pírzádas, a düm, a carpenter, a blacksmith, a báni, a cow-keeper, and a múlla. There are many trees about the village.

KRISHPURA—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village in the Uttar pargana, which, with Gunapúra and Malpúra, make up the land called Nagar. There has been at one time a large town here which from some reason has been separated into three villages. (Montgomerie.)

KRITI—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
A village situated in the middle of the Nowbug Nai, on the path lying up the valley, about three miles south of Nowbug. It contains ten houses inhabited by zamindars.

KROBAK—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev. 5,900', approx.
A village which lies to the north of the Loláb valley, but it is included in the Uttar pargana. It is situated in the Schárt valley, on the path leading towards Sharidi in Upper Drawár. That part of the village lying on the right bank of the stream is called Lishtedl.

The population numbers twenty-five families of zamindars, including a múlla, a blacksmith, a barber, and a shepherd. There is a thána in the village, and the zíārat of Saiyad Habibulla; that of Bábá Gafür Sahib is situated on a hill to the east. The village also contains a spring called the Kar Kat Nág. Rice is extensively cultivated and a little corn, and there is an abundance of fruit-trees about the place.

The inhabitants state that this village was founded by two brothers, Kulu and Ruwch, after whom it was called, and that the name has since been corrupted to that now in use. It forms part of the jagir which was bestowed at the desire of the British Government on Khwája Sháh Niazúlla, Nakshbandi, in recognition of the services rendered by him to Mr. William Moorcroft. This family has done good service to the British Government. Muhammad Sháh, the elder son of Khwája Sháh, died at Lahore. Ahmad Sháh, the younger, died in Yárkand, whether he had proceeded to discover the particulars of Adolphe Schlagentein's murder. Khwája Gafür Sháh, one of the same family, was also engaged on a mission to Yárkand.

KROWA—Lat. 33° 26'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A small village lying in a well-wooded little valley some distance above the
right bank of the Banibāl stream, about 1 mile west of that village. The houses are built of mud with flat roofs; the village is supplied with water by a stream from the hills.

**KRUD**—Lat. 33° 43'.  Long. 75° 21'.  Elev.

A village situated on the south side of the Kuthār pargana, about 6 miles north-east of Achibāl. The houses, which are somewhat scattered, number about thirty-five; there is also a masjid in the village and the zāfrat of Yūsuf Shāh. Five of the inhabitants are pandits, and the rest Muhammadans.

**KRUHIN**—

A pargana in Kamrāj; it comprises the district lying on the left bank of the Jahelm, south-west of the Wular lake, but the tahsīl station is at Baramūla. This pargana lies partly in and partly out of the valley, the one part (Narwao) being separated from the other by a very low spur, yet the whole is considered to belong to Kashmīr. (Montgomerie.)

**KUARDO**—Lat. 35° 22'.  Long. 75° 40'.  Elev.

A pargana in the īlaka of Skardū. Baltistān, about 5 miles from Skardū on the right bank of the River Indus. It lies along a ravine, bounded on the west by a high hill of alluvial deposit, and on the north and east by spurs from the peak of Mashkulla. In spite of a somewhat scanty supply of water for irrigation purposes, without which nothing will grow in these regions, the village of Kuardo is beautifully wooded and green; fields rise in terraces for a distance of about 2 miles along the valley. The houses are scattered about them, surrounded by fruit-trees, apricot, mulberry, walnut, and apple; willows are common. The vines are planted at the foot of the trees, and hang in festoons from the branches; they bear largely. The field cultivation consists of wheat, cocksoomb, *trumba*, barley. Excellent gourds, melons, cucumbers, turnips, &c., are grown in the gardens. The water flows in artificial channels through the fields, and the supply being small, is economised by being collected into some large tanks with sides built of boulders and earth, from which a certain quantity is allowed to each zamīndar. The houses, in sets of about eight or ten, are built in two stories; the ground-floor walls are of the rounded stones from the ravines, with mud, or of sun-burnt bricks of large size, cut out of the hard lacustrine clay. This lower story is usually about 6 feet high, and is either used in the winter as a residence, or serves for the cattle, sheep, and oats. The walls of the upper story are made of strong wicker-work, often double, and well plastered with mud. The upper story does not cover the whole of the lower; but a portion is left with a flat roof, where the owners usually sit and where they clean their grain. In the better kind of houses the upper story is of wood. The ascent to these houses is by a ladder from the outside, so that the inmates in a measure are secure. The crops are often stored up, as small ricks, on the
roofs, as well as the grass for the cattle, where it is close at hand during the winter, when the ground is wholly covered with snow. The women clean the grain, and, with the exception of ploughing, do as much work as the men, even carrying heavier loads. When cattle are scarce, it is not unusual to see a couple of men harnessed to a plough. The fields are kept exceedingly clean and are well manured.

During the apricot season the large rocks and roofs of the houses are covered with the fruit, and in two or three clear days become sufficiently dry to be packed in skins. The village is backed by very high masses of conglomerate and clay, forming very irregular, often precipitous, banks, resting on the ancient rocks behind. From Skardu these rocks are very conspicuous. It is said to contain 309 houses. (Gorwin-Austen—Thomson—Aylmer.)

KUCHMALLA—Lat. 38° 58'.
Long. 75° 8'.
Elev. A village situated about 3 miles north of Trål, on the path towards Arphal. It contains a masjid and about twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, including a múlla, chowdri, dúm, and two banías. There is much rice cultivation about the village.

KUENLUN MOUNTAINS—
The eastern range stretches from the bend in the Karakash river at Shádúla in an easterly direction for a distance of about 100 miles from the sources of the eastern branch of the Karakash, and is then said to terminate on an extensive plain communicating with the Changthang plain. Johnson was told that by skirting the eastern extremity of this range, wheeled conveyances might easily be taken from Elchi to the Changchenmo valley over the Changthang plain. (Vide "Routes.".)

He ascended three peaks of this range—E. 57 (lat. 35° 53' 36", long. 73° 25' 32", height 21,767'), E. 58 (21,973'), and E. 61.

The eastern range forms the southern boundary of Khotán, and is crossed by two passes, the Yangi or Elchi Diwan, crossed in 1865 by Johnson, and the Hindútak Diwan, crossed by Robert Schlagentweit in 1857. Both passes are very difficult, and the latter can only be used by foot-passengers.

Dr. Henderson says that (in July) the range was tipped with snow, and the valleys filled with glaciers; some of the higher peaks rise to over 24,000 feet, and about 6,000 feet above the valley of the Karakash river which flows along their southern base. The higher peaks are all granite, and the lower spurs are composed of gneiss and slate. There is a general absence of vegetation.

According to Hayward, the Karakash at Shádúla forms the division between the eastern and western Kuenlun. The latter range is crossed by several passes on the routes leading into Yárkand, viz., the Yangi Diwan pass (by the winter route) the Suget Diwan on the summer route over a spur of this range, and further north by either the Kilik, Kilian, or Sanju passes. (Johnson—Trotter—Henderson.)
KUENLUN PLAINS—
Lie between the Kuenlun (eastern) and the Lokhuzung ranges; the latter separate them from the Lingzithang plains. From Thaldat the ground slopes gently down for 200 feet to the level of the plains. To the southeast their boundary is not seen, but lofty snowy peaks are visible in the distance. The plains are 16,000 feet above the level of the sea, or 1,000 feet lower than the Lingzithang plateau. The surface is very uneven, and is sometimes of a hard clay, and sometimes of a softer mixture, half sand and half clay. At the lower levels, small, shallow saline lakes are met with here and there.

The drainage does not communicate with the Karakash river, there being an intervening barrier like the Lingzithang. These plains are desolate, barren, and uninhabited. (Drew.)

KUGRANG—
A valley running into the Changchenmo valley from the north-north-west, and joining the Changlung valley above Gogra. Fuel plentiful; grass scarce; water from stream. (Drew—Trotter.)

KUKAR NÃ­G—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
These splendid springs are situated at the foot of the hills on the south side of the Bring valley, about 3 miles south-east of Sagan. The water gushes out most copiously in six or seven places from the limestone rock at the foot of a long range of verdant hills, and forms a stream equal to that of Vernág in volume, and far superior in the quality of its water, which is considered among the finest in Kashmir. The stream, which flows from the spring, is about 12 feet wide, and forms a junction with the Bring river. (Figu.)

KUKAT AGHIZI—"The mouth of the blue horse"—
Lat. 36° 18'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev. about 12,870'.
A camping ground on the banks of the Yârkand river, 12 miles above Kulanuldi on the winter (or Kugiar) route to Yârkand. Two miles above camp are the ruins of an outpost fort at the mouth of a glen, which leads over a ridge to the east to Shádúla (two days' journey). On the road from Kulanuldi the river is crossed girth-deep several times on a shingly and sandy bottom. Channel wide, with high hills on either side. Camp in tamarisk jungle. (Bellew—Trotter.)

KUKSAR or KAKSAL—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 76° 4'. Elev.
A village in Kburmang (Baltistán) situated on the left bank of the Drás river, at the junction of its tributary the Kuksar. It contains nine houses. (Adlmar.)

KUKSAR RIVER OR SHINGO—
A tributary of the Drás river, rises near the plateau of Deosai, and flowing east joins the Drás river, just below the village of Kuksar. Its waters
are very clear, whilst those of the Dráś river are turbid. The valley belongs to the ilaka of Khurmang. The inhabitants are mostly Brokpas and number about 100 families. (Cunningham—Bellew—Agler.)

KUKURUS—Lat. 34° 27'. Elev. Long. 74° 12'.
A village in the Machipúra pargana, containing the zíárat of Balá Putta Sahib. A road branches off from this place to the village of Wysa. (Montgomery.)

KÚLAN—Lat. 34° 16'. Elev. Long. 75° 11'.
A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river; it is shaded by fine trees, and watered by a stream from the hills. Besides a masjid and a brick āsamā, it contains the zíárat of Baboda Sahib, and two houses inhabited by pírzádas, and eleven families of zamindars.

Rice is grown in the neighbourhood, but this cultivation does not extend higher up the valley. There are some government magazines in the village for storing salt and sulphur imported from Ladák.

The Nichinai valley, in the mountain range, to the north-east of the village, may, it is said, be reached by a path lying through the Chor Gali.

KÚLANGAM—Lat. 34° 24'. Elev. Long. 74° 21'.
A village situated on the left bank of the Pohru river, about a mile west of Chogal, just south of the path between Sopur and Shalúrah.

Including A rampúra, this village contains about twenty-two houses inhabited by zamindars.

KÚLANI—Lat. 33° 45'. Elev. Long. 74° 14'.
Is situated on the left bank of the Mandi river, just above its junction with the Súran, about 8 miles east of Púnhch. It is a small village containing about seven houses inhabited by Muhammádan zamíndars.

KULANULDI—"The wild horse died"—
Lat. 36° 15'. Elev. 13,210'.
Long. 77° 10'.
A camping ground on the banks of the Yárkand river, on the Kugiar route to Yárkand, 74 miles below Aktağh, between which the river is crossed eighteen times. This portion of the route was at one time very unsafe, being infested by robbers (Kanjuti). Camp in tamarisk jungle. River channel half mile wide.

Eight miles below camp is the Yangi Diwan pass, the road to which is very difficult, passing through a narrow, tortuous, and deep gorge, which is blocked till June by a glacier that melts away in the next month. (Trotter—Bellew.)

KULGÁM—Lat. 33° 39'. Elev. Long. 75° 4'.
A small town, the tahsil station of the Diosur pargana; it is very picturesquely situated on the southern side of a table-land overlooking the left bank of the Vesháu, whose bed is here spread out and divided into several channels. It contains two old zíárate; the large one is that of Húsán
Sinnari, and the smaller that of Shāh Hamadān. Between Kulgām and Shupion to the north-west, there is a small canal cut from the Veshnā for irrigation purposes.

The place was once famous for its manufacture of wooden toys, and would appear to have been a rendezvous for merchants and others proceeding to the Panjāb by the Golābgarh pass. Close to Kulgām there is a heronry upon two huge chunār trees. Supplies are procurable. (Vigne—Inst.)

**KULIGAN**—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.
A village situated to the north of the Lulāb valley. An excellent road, which runs along the ridge of mountains to the north, commences at this village. (Montgomerie.)

**KULLI**—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 0'. Elev.
A village in the Wūllar pargana, containing a beautiful spring shaded by four splendid chunār trees. This spring is known in the neighbourhood as Shāh Hamdān's spring, a fable relating that when this saint reached the village, his horse was thirsty, wherupon he ordered him to strike his foot to the earth, which doing, this spring gushed forth.

Kulli lies a little more than a mile south of Trāl, by the path towards Sūrū, on the Jhelum. There is one Hindu family in the village; the rest of the inhabitants, numbering about thirty families, are Muhammadans.

**KULSI**—*Fide* "Khālet."

**KUMBRIAL**—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 74° 21'. Elev.
A village in the Lulāb valley, situated on the right bank of the Schārt stream, just above its junction with the Lahwal. It contains about twelve houses.

**KUMDAN**—Lat. 35° 8' 1'. Long. Elev. 15,290'.
A camping ground on the Shyok river, situated 9 miles below Gapshan, and 10 miles above Brangesa Saser. It is on the winter route from the latter to Daolat-Beguldī. Between Brangesa Saser and Gapshan some immense glaciers are passed. Belloe gives an account of them:

"We descended to the bed of the Shyok, and following up its stream for two hours came to a glacier lying right athwart the valley, which runs in a north-west direction. We here entered a narrow lane between vertical walls of white marble rocks on one side and bottle-green glacier on the other, and for one hour went up its stream, crossing from side to side, till we finally emerged upon the valley beyond, and then, going on for a mile or so, we camped on a raised beach of shingle under a sheer wall of white marble and in full sight of another great glacier only a few hundred yards ahead. This second glacier is seen winding down a long valley of which it fills the hollow like a solid rive and at its top, many miles away to the west, rises a very remarkable peak. The advance of this glacier obliquely across the valley, by closing its passage, produced that inundation of the Indus in 1843 which proved so destructive along its course down to Atak. The other glacier, left behind us, crosses the valley at right angles, and must have struck the opposite side with great force, for I noticed that the rocks were crushed
and powdered in some parts, and had masses of the glacier still adhering to them, probably ever since their separation from the main body, by the passage forced through by the pent Hup waters. It was the projection across the valley of this glacier which produced that inundation of the Indus in 1859 which destroyed the Naoberah cantonment by a reflux of the waters of the Kabul river at Atak." (Hillem.)

KUNDI—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev. A village situated near the Rattansar at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. Two roads lead from this village to the villages of Sogam and Sandigam, in the Lolab valley; both are good paths, and quite passable for laden ponies. The march is about five hours' easy walking. (Montgomeries.)

KUNDI—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 35'. Elev. A village situated on the flat top of the spur above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles west of Mandal. It is held in jagir by the inhabitants, numbering seven families of pirzadas.

Rice is extensively cultivated about the village, and a little cotton. Below it, on either side of the pathway, there is a bigh or orchard.

KUNDI—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev. A large village situated about 1½ miles north-east of Pench, at the point between the confluence of the Gagrin and Dali Nar streams. It is inhabited by Muhammadans, and contains about eighty houses. Dry crops only are cultivated.

KUNGI LA—Fide "Kanjji Pass or Vingk La."

KUNIS—Lat. 35° 12'. Long. 76° 11'. Elev. A village in Kiris (Baltistan) on the right bank of the river Shyok which is here at its narrowest. With the village of Harikan above it, it contains seventy-five houses. Camping ground small; few supplies. (Aylmer.)

KUNUS—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev. A village surrounded by fruit-trees and grape vines, situated in a nook about a quarter of a mile from the western edge of the Wular lake, about 3 miles south of Alsú, and four hours' journey by boat from Bandipura.

From this village, Lalpúr, in the Lolab valley, may be reached by a path leading over the hills; it is about 5 kos distant. (Iuce.)

KÜRI—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 34'. Elev. A small town situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 9 miles north-east of Mozafarabád. It stands on a wide plateau, which slopes gradually from the foot of the mountains, dropping precipitously into the bed of the river.

A considerable stream flows into the Kishan Ganga, through a narrow gorge below the east side of this plateau; it is bridged, but would doubtless be fordable when the waters are low.

The town, which stretches for a considerable distance east and west, is said to have decreased in size of late years. The houses are substantially
built, and some are shaded by trees, among which are wild figs, peaches, and vines. The population now numbers about one hundred and fifty families, of whom fifty are Hindus and the rest Muhammadans. Among the residents are numerous shopkeepers and artisans.

The town contains a masjid, and the zārāts of Pir Muhammad Ali Shāh and Sultzān Toda Shāh, near which latter there are three springs of clear water, and an orchard which contains a small place suitable for encamping. Firoz Dhin Khān, the titular rāja of Kūrī, and his son Sultzān Muhammad Khān, an intelligent youth of about 22 years of age, reside in the town: the rāja is related to Ahmad Khān, the ex rāja of Karnao, but took no part in his cousin’s rebellion. This family, which claims to have ruled the surrounding district for twenty generations, still holds it in jagir, paying, it is said, chilki 7,000 annually as a nazarāna to the maharāja.

Rāja Firoz Dhin Khān’s three nephews have estates in the neighbourhood; Wali Muhammad Khān and Fathi Muhammad Khān reside at the village of Persucha, and Muhammad Zamán Khān at Drar. Rāja Firoz Dhin Khān’s power seems to be merely nominal, as a thanadar and fifteen sepoys in the maharāja’s service are stationed at Kūrī, to protect the interests of the Hindus, and in all important affairs the maharāja’s representative has to be consulted.

Various paths lie over the passes north of the town, leading into the Kāghān valley. Supplies are abundant and coolies procurable.

Kūrī—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A village in the Diosur pargana, situated at the foot of the slopes from the Panjāl range, about 10 miles south-east of Shupion. It is the point of departure from Kashmir of the road lying over the Golābgarh pass, which was constructed by Gulāb Singh, and is described as being a well-frequented route, and practicable for ponies.

Kūrī has once been a village of great beauty, surrounded by orchards and walnut trees; but it is now much dilapidated, containing about seventy houses; of these, one is a substantial brick building, the rest being built of boulder masonry and timber in the usual fashion.

Kūrīgan—Lat. 34° 47’. Long. 74° 12’. Elev.
A scattered hamlet, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles west of Sharidi. It contains altogether about twenty-five houses inhabited by zamindars, including a blacksmith, carpenter, potter, barber, and a dūm. A considerable stream flows down through the village and fields; it is crossed at two places by small kadal bridges, and works one or two mills. There is much cultivation about the place.

At the entrance of the village, on the east side, is the zārāt of Sard Hubbāb; it also contains a masjid and a mansfīr-khana for travellers.
KUR—KUT

Barawai, in the Kághán valley, may, it is said, be reached from this place in three marches by a path lying over the Ratti Gali.

KURPE—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 75° 52'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Bráldú river (Baltistán). It contains sixteen houses. There is a rope bridge here. (Aylmer.)

KURPITO—Lat. 35° 16'. Long. 75° 4'. Elev.
A small village at the entrance to the Burjí La from the Skardú side. (Godwin-Austen.)

KURROLE—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhága, about a quarter of a mile west of the Bámbán bridge.
A stream flows down through the village; it is crossed by a bridge.

KURU—Lat. 35° 11'. Long. 76° 8'. Elev.
A village in the ilaka of Kiris (Baltistán) on the right bank of the Shyok. It contains about sixty houses. It is watered by a stream from the mountains. Camping ground small; a very few supplies procurable.
It forms a stage on the Léh-Skardú road. (Aylmer.)

KURU—Fide "Khoró."

KÜRUS—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles southeast of Srinagar.

KUSHPÚRA—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 46'. Elev.
A village situated rather more than 4 miles west of Srinagar, near the foot of the Hanjik wudar or table-land.
There is a bána’s shop and about twenty houses in all in the village, which is divided into two mahallas or districts, Bánpurá and Petpúras. The former contains the zírat of Ubbun Sháh.

KUSTING—Lat. 34° 58'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev. 8,800', approx.
A village of about 30 houses on the left bank of the Shyok in Chorbát (Baltistán). It is passed on the Léh-Skardú route. In winter a bridge is thrown across the river at this point. (Aylmer.)

KUT—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev.
A village in the Sháshabád valley, situated on the right bank of the Sándran river, which is bridged between it and the opposite village of Tamman. It contains about eight houses inhabited by zamindars. During the winter months the Sándran disappears at this point. The Bríng valley may be reached from this village by a path through the defile which passes the Súndbrar spring.

KUTAKLIK—Lat. Long. Elev. 13,500'.
A camping ground on the winter route by the Karakoram pass, situated at the junction of the Shyok, and a tributary that flows into it from the north from the Dipsáng plateau. It is ten marches from Léh. (Drew.)
KUTHAR—
A pargana in the Anantnág silla of the Miráj division, comprising the valley of the Arpat river; the tahsil station is at Achibál or Sáhibábád. The best silk in Kashmir is produced in this pargana, and iron is found in the mountains on the south side. From the upper end of the valley, foot-paths lie over the mountains into the Maru Wardwán. A good road over the Metsij hill communicates with the Khourpara pargana on the north-west, and there are various paths over the range to the south-east, leading into the Nowbóg valley.

KUTUS—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev.
A considerable village in the Khuibama pargana, containing a thána, situated about 2 miles west of Bandipura, on the northern shore of the Wular lake.

KUWAS—Lat. 35° 1'. Long. 76° 35'. Elev. 8,750' approx.
A village of about thirty houses on the left bank of the Shyok in Chorbat (Baltisán). To the north-west is the Kuwas stream up which a road leads to Khurmang via the Kandrik pass (q.v.). (Aylmer.)

KUZUZ—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 75° 37'. Elev.
A small village containing three houses, situated in a narrow valley, which opens into the Maru Wardwán at the village of Alíth. It lies above the right bank of the Kúzus stream, which flows into the Maru Wardwán river.

KWAJ KÚR PANSÁL—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 75° 48'. Elev.
A pass over the range lying between the north-eastern extremity of the Maru Wardwán valley and Súrú.

KYAMGO TRAGGAR—
The name given to the main stream of the Changchenmo above Kism. It is broad, and a great thickness of alluvial deposits is exposed on its sides. Godwin-Austen says that "it was an alluvial plain in its transition state before the river had cut its way down to the solid rocks. Its former levels were beautifully shown in a series of steps and terraces, of which as many as five could be counted. At the point where we descended from the alluvial terrace into the bed of the Kyamgo Traggar, there was a small rim of water, but this disappeared about half a mile on, where the valley narrowed considerably, and the hills rose on either hand in high cliffs of sandstone, forming a regular gorge. We walked up the soft gravelly bed of the river for about 4 miles; it then narrowed considerably and took a bend to the east-south-east, and at 3 miles further on divided into two large branches: we followed that having nearly a due east course. From the mountain spurs having approached so close to the broad bed of the Kyamgo Traggar, the absence of water, and it having also taken a bend, we had been led to imagine that its course here ended, but this was not
the case; for ahead of us was an enormous broad gravel-covered valley stretching away to the foot of the mountain, at least 18 miles further to the eastward. This open valley had a most peculiar aspect, but partook in its gravelly bed a good deal of the nature of those valleys I had seen between Pal and the Kiang Gang La; its elevation was about 16,400 feet, and its breadth, in widest parts, about 2 miles; the ridge of hills bounding it to the north lay about 4 or 5 miles off, but were only 3,000 feet above it and the spurs came down with a very gradual fall towards the valley. On the south a very low ridge of about 500 feet, in places not more than 300, separated this valley plain from another broad one of a like character, the ravines of which ran up into the hills in wide beds, from 200 to 300 yards in breadth. Several broad lateral drainage plains also formed a junction with the one we were in, from the northern hills that run parallel with it. Directly ahead a low, broad pass was visible, the mountains rising to the south of it in snowy peaks 31,000 feet high. Plenty of the woody-rooted wild lavender grew around, but grass was very scanty, only in two or three spots was there found barely sufficient for the yaks. Water was also very scarce. The mirage on the flat gravelly plain had at times the appearance of beautiful blue still lakes. The summit of the pass (17,960 feet) was quite 1,500 feet above the level of the valley, but the ascent gradual."

(Godwin-Austen.—J. R. G. S. 1867.)

KYANG CHU—*Vide* "Kiang Chu."

KYANG-MAIDÁN—*Vide* "Kiang Maidán."

KYANG-TSO—*Vide* "Kiang-Chu."

KYARE—*Vide* "Khere."

KYOONGYUM or KYÜNGYAM—Lat. 33°40'. Long. 78°8'. Elev. A village on the right bank of the Indus, opposite Tiri, and below the junction of the Puga rivulet.

KYUN—

Two small lakes lying to the east of the Tsomorari lake, and separated from it by a range of mountains. The north lake is fresh water, the south brackish. (*Drew.*)

KYUNG—

A tributary of the Indus, that rises in the mountains east of the Tsomorari lake, near the Nidar pass, and flowing north enters the Indus at Nidar village. Half-way between the pass and Nidar the stream forms a small lake. (*Cunningham.*)

KYUNG-DUM or KYANG-DOM._

Lat. 32°45'. Long. 78°15'. Elev. 14,900'.

Camping ground at the south end of the Tsomorari lake. It is passed on the route from Spiti to Leh, 11 miles from Narbu Sumdo and 13 miles.
south of Karzok. In July this place is infested with such swarms of sandflies as to make it quite impossible to remain in camp even for a day. (Drew—Manisfold.)

KYUNGSE LA—Vide "Nidar Pass."
LACHALANG PASS or LANGA LUCHA—

Lat. 35° 5'.  
Long. 77° 42'.  
Elev. 16,630'.

Is crossed on the route from Kulu to Leh, between Sumber and Sumgal (or Sumkul), and lies about 40 miles north-east of the Bara Lacha pass. There is another route *via* the Pankpo La and along the Tsongorori lake to Puga, and so on to Leh; but this route is not recommended.

Dr. Cayley says that scarcely any snow lies on the Lachalang after 15th June, and that it never offers any difficulties. The northern slope is steep, but there is now (1870) a fairly good road, which only requires repairs to render it quite easy. (Cayley—Cunningham.)

Two roads lead across the Lachalang, the old and the new; with regard to the latter, Mr. Elias, in 1878, reported that the amount of snow on the road was so great that he had not been able to go over the whole of it on foot. The chief objections to it were that it was longer, that the zig-zags were steep and inconvenient, and that the snow lay unmelted much longer than on the old road.

Mr. Jenkyns also says that "the travellers avoid the new route on account of its length and adhere to the old road. The shortest road in so inhospitable a country is preferred."

The reason for this route to Leh being originally selected by traders, is due to the exorbitant transit duties formerly levied by the Kashmir Darbār; since these have been partially abolished, the trade returns show greatly in favour of the Mari-Srinagar-Leh route, which now possesses the advantages of—

1. railway to Rawal Pindi;
2. good road to Baramula;
3. easy road, well supplied to Leh;
4. thirty-five miles shorter than route *via* Lachalang;
5. no high passes, while the Kulu road passes over four high ones.*

(Mairiold—Ramsay.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Foot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotang</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bara Lacha</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachalang</td>
<td>16,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagalang</td>
<td>18,042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LACHRAT—

The name of the district lying on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, between Titwal and Mozafarabad. (Bates.)

LADAK—

A province of the Kashmir State lying between the Himalayas and the Kuenlun mountains, and between Baltistan and Chinese Tibet.
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Name.—Ladák, in Tibetán La-tag, is the most common name of the country. It is also called Mar-gul, or low or red land, and Khu-chus-po, or snow land. The name Tibet is entirely unknown to the people.

Boundaries.—On the north it is divided by the Karakoram and Kuenlun ranges from Yarkand and Khotán. To the east and south-east are the Chinese districts of Rudok and Chumurti. To the south lie the British districts of Lahoul and Spítít and the Zanskár country, now included in the Kashmir district of Udampur. To the west lie Súrú, Drás, Khurmanng, and Chorbat, ilakas of the Skardú Wazirat. (Cunningham—Aylmer.)

The Karakoram or Mustágh range forms the northern boundary as far east as the Karakoram pass. Eastward of the pass, however, to past the meridian of 80°, the boundary line is uncertain. The country lying between this portion of the Karakoram range and the western Kuenlun on the north is a blank, uninhabited region, and may be looked upon as neutral territory. The boundary line from the eastern Kuenlun, down south to the head of the Changchenmo valley, is also undefined. Elsewhere the boundaries of Ladák are well marked. (Drew.)

The most striking feature in the physical aspect of the country is the parallelism of its mountain ranges, which stretch throughout it from south-east to north-west. This general direction of the mountain chains determines the courses of the rivers, as well as the boundaries of the natural divisions of the country. The principal valley in Ladák is that which follows the course of the Indus from south-east to north-west through the greater part of the country. Into it a number of smaller valleys open, forming basins for the tributaries of the Indus, the chief of which are the Shyok on the north and Zanskár on the south. The principal tributaries of the Shyok are the Nubrá, Changchenmo, and Lung Chu rivers. Those of Zanskár are the Sumgal, Tsarap, and Sárchu. The only other important tributary of the Indus is the Drás river, which is formed by the united streams of the Wakha, Súrú, Drás, and Kuksar rivers.

The principal mountain ranges are the western Himalaya, the Kailas, the Karakoram or Mustágh range, and the eastern and western Kuenlun. These are described under their respective headings in the Gazetteer. All sheets of water in Ladák are known by the general name of Tsé.

With a single exception, all the lakes are land-locked, and, consequently, more or less salt. The principal are the Pangong lake, the Pangoor Tsé, the Tso morari lake, and the Tsokur. These are besides some extensive salt lakes scattered about the Lingzi-tung plains. Ladák is one of the most elevated regions of the earth, and very barren. The lowest valley has an elevation of about 9,000 feet. The climate is most singular; burning heat by day being succeeded by piercing cold at night, and every thing is parched by the extreme dryness of the air. The rainfall is small and
irregular, but the snow is sometimes very heavy (vide Ladák Meteorological Observatory returns). The climate is, however, favourable to animal life.

**Fauna.**—On the plains up to 17,000 feet, wild asses (kyang), antelope, wild yak, ibes, and several kinds of wild sheep are found, and the hill-slopes up to 19,000 feet abound with marmots and alpine hares. Immense flocks of domestic goats and sheep are pastured in the elevated plateau of Rupshu. The other domestic animals are the yak cow and zho (a cross between the male yak and common cow). The average property of an average household of five persons is, ten sheep and goats, 1 beast of burden (yak, donkey, or horse), and 1 cow or zho. The proportion of sheep, goats, and yaks is much higher in the upper portions of the valleys.

The number of beasts fit for transport purposes is as follows:—Ponies about 500, donkeys rather more, yaks about 1,000, and a large number of sheep and goats. For the description of these beasts of burden see the Introduction.

Cultivation is chiefly carried on on the alluvial plateaus, along the river-banks. The principal crops are barley, of two or three species, wheat, and a little buckwheat. Fruit-trees, poplars, and willows are only to be found in the deep river-beds, in sheltered nooks watered by side streams, and timber is very scarce. Lucerne (cásūpo) is extensively cultivated. The manufactures are rude and unimportant. The principal is woollen cloth, adapted for home consumption, and, from cheapness of labour and material, sold at a very low price. There is considerable transit trade, Ladák being naturally the great thoroughfare between Chinese Tibet and Yárkand on the one hand and the Panjáb and Kashmir on the other. (For details, vide Trade Reports.)

**Trade.**—Ever since the customs duty on trade goods between India and Yárkand was abolished by the Kashmir State in accordance with the treaty of 1870, a large trade has sprung up between these two countries. The highest yearly return of this trade was 18 lakhs worth of goods to and from Yárkand and India respectively. The principal articles of trade to Yárkand are English piece-goods, Indian tea, indigo, sugar, &c.; and those of import are principally charas, silk, silver, and gold. (Adlmer—Radha Kishen.)

**Winds.**—From observations made by General Cunningham, his brother, and other travellers, it would appear that the prevailing wind at night is from the north-east, and during the day from the south-west. The day breeze in summer always begins to blow before mid-day, and continues rising and veering towards the west, with frequent and strong gusts, until 3 or 4 p.m., when it reaches its greatest force. Towards sunset it changes to west-
north-west, and gradually lessens, till at 9 P.M. it is only a gentle breeze from the north-west. At midnight there is a slight north wind, which becomes fainter and fainter towards the morning, and then freshens into a north-east breeze.

Rain and snow.—The rainfall is very slight. In the more elevated districts of Rupshu, Nubra, and Ladhak proper, it rains, or rather drizzles, at intervals during the monsoon season, and occasionally there is a downpour lasting for twelve hours, when all the rivers rise into flood very rapidly. Snow falls oftener, and sometimes very heavily.

The snowfall in the Dras district is considerable, and the Zoji-La pass, leading from it into Kashmir, is closed by it usually for five months from the end of November. A greater depth of snow also falls in Zanskar than in Central Ladhak. In spring it causes great avalanches. The extreme height of the snow-line is 20,000 feet on exposed southern slopes. On northern slopes it does not rise above 18,000 to 17,000 feet.

Temperature.—The climate is characterised by great extremes of heat and cold, and by excessive dryness. In Rupshu the thermometer falls as low as 9° F. in September. The minimum temperature of the month is 23·5°, and the mean temperature 42·93°. The mean annual temperature of the Indus valley is 37·5°.

Table of annual mean temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Annual temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rupshu</td>
<td>15,634 feet</td>
<td>38·78°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubra</td>
<td>12,763 &quot;</td>
<td>39·00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladhak</td>
<td>11,500 &quot;</td>
<td>37·00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>13,399 &quot;</td>
<td>34·91°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daily range of temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Daily range</th>
<th>Extreme range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rupshu</td>
<td>15,634</td>
<td>40·28°</td>
<td>57·00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladhak</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>33·00°</td>
<td>39·75°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the above table it will be seen that the difference between the temperature of day and night increases with the elevation.
Moisture.—The excessive dryness of the climate is due chiefly to elevation, by which the air is so rarified as to be incapable of holding much moisture in suspension. It is also partly due to the great radiation of heat from the bare soil, by which any moisture is rapidly evaporated. The dryness of the climate increases with the height. The temperature of the dew point is so very low that the disposition of dew is quite unknown in the more elevated parts. (Cunningham.)

Table of moisture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Moisture</th>
<th>Dew point</th>
<th>Greatest depression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>Wet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Rusphu</td>
<td>15,634</td>
<td>67-5°</td>
<td>40-5°</td>
<td>27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ladak</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>65-7°</td>
<td>42°9°</td>
<td>22°8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thunder and lightning.—The comparative absence of thunder and lightning is most remarkable, and appears to be dependent on the excessive dryness of the climate. During twenty-three months General Strachey only twice heard a very faint roll of thunder, accompanied by clouds and a few drops of rain.

Earthquakes.—Earthquakes also are of rare occurrence, and never severe. (H. Strachey.)

Coinage.—In Ladak one meets with the coinage as well as the merchandise of all the surrounding countries. The only native coin is the silver jao or jo, which is worth really 2¼ annas but is made to pass for ¼ rupee.

The Chinese silver ingot, called yambu by the Yarkandis, dotmut or tamikma (horses' hoofs) by the Tibetans, and kurns (i.e., hoofs) by the natives of India. They consist of lumps of pure silver, often bent like a horse-shoe, and are imported from Yarkand, to which country they are brought from Kathay, or Northern China. A silver ingot weighs about 166½ tolas, and therefore is valued at the same number of rupees. Six of them are worth about R1,000. In Dr. Cayley's trade report a silver ingot is valued at R170. (Cunningham—H. Strachey.)

Government.—Former Government.—The government was formerly a mild despotism, under a ruler who bore the title of gyalpo or "king."

The Prime Minister.—The conduct of affairs was generally entrusted to the minister, or kahlon. His power was apparently absolute, but was really curbed by the wide-spread authority of the monastic establishments and by the partial independence of the petty gyalspos and district kahlons. His office was almost hereditary, i.e., it was restricted to a member of one of the families of the principal district kahlons. Many of the nobility were petty chiefs of valleys which had once been independent. There was a gyalpo in Nubra, Gya, Zanskār, Pashkyum, &c.
Government Officers.—The deputy kahlon was called the kahlon rigsen or nonobahlon: the other officers were the ionpos, or governors of towns, and kharpoms, or commanders of forts. In Léh, also, there were the makpons or commander-in-chief, the chagast or treasurer, the shogamchagast or head collector of taxes, shaketpon or chief justice, the khrimpons or magistrates, kaka-tadai or master of the horse, and the chagsii-gops or kotwals.

Inferior Officers.—The inferior officers were the mipons or gops, the headmen of the villages, and the shogumpa, or provincial collectors of taxes and customs.

Relations with surrounding States.—The relations with the surrounding States were chiefly confined to political relations with Baltistan and Rudok, commercial ties with Yarkand and Kashmir, and to religious connection with Lhásá. The difficulties of the passage of the Karakoram mountains prevented the Chinese governors of Yarkand and Khotán from attempting the conquest of Ladák, and the poverty of the country offered no temptation to the Muhammadan rulers of Kashmir. The relations with these States were therefore friendly. With Baltistan, however, there existed a continual state of border plundering.

Administration of Justice.—The administration of justice was formerly patriarchal. An assembly of five or seven elders was called by the district gyalpo or kahlon, or by the village gopa, to decide cases. More form was observed at the capital, Léh. The complainant laid his case before the Ionpo or mayor, who reported it to the kahlon. The shakpons, chief justice, was then directed to assemble a regular court of five or seven members, according to the importance of the case.

Punishments.—The punishments were stripes, fines, and imprisonment; in extreme cases, banishment or death. Death was seldom awarded, and still more rarely carried out. Criminals were either crucified or thrown into the Indus bound hand and foot, and weighted with stones. Banishment, or rather ignominious expulsion from society, preceded by stripes and branding was the usual punishment for murder. For child-murder a woman was sentenced to the loss of one hand in addition to the above expulsion.

Present Government.—The laws of Ladák still continue in force under the Kashmir rule, with the single exception of death for the slaughter of kine. Ladák is now governed by a wazir who is the chief officer of the state for the purposes of civil, criminal, and revenue administration. There are also two Commissioners appointed by the Supreme Government of India and the Kashmir State respectively, styled the British and Kashmir Joint Commissioners. The latter is usually the wazir of Ladák at the same time. The Joint Commissioners control trade routes within specified limits and matters connected therewith. Léh is the headquarters of government. (Aylmer.)
History.—The earlier history of the country is mixed up with the usual fables, which endeavour to trace their origin to divine interposition and to dates considerably earlier than the creation of man. It will therefore suffice if we give short notices of facts which are known to have occurred. The first is the invasion of Ladák by the Baltís in the beginning of the seventeenth century. Alí Mīr, the chief of Skardú, taking advantage of a state of anarchy in the country, marched upon Leh with a large force, and burnt all the temples and monasteries, together with their valuable libraries. About 1625 there was a second Baltí invasion. The Baltí troops were, however, signally defeated by the Ladákís, under Gyalpo Siunje Namgyal, at Kharbu. The gyalpo after this added the district of Rudok to his kingdom. About 1670 the Ladákís invaded Khapalu, a dependency of Baltistant. The Baltís, though assisted by the Muhammadan governor of Kashmir, were defeated at Sarirú (locality unknown). Shortly after the success, the Ladákís were called upon to meet an alarming invasion of Sokpo, a Mogul tribe. Being defeated in several actions, they called for the aid of the governor of Kashmir, who despatched a large force without delay. This force crossed the Indus at Khaisi by two wooden bridges, and at Thanaskya completely defeated the Sokpo, and drove them out of the country.

From this time the gyalpos of Ladák began to pay tribute to the governors of Kashmir.

In 1834 Gūlāb Singh of Jamū, having consolidated his power in the newly-acquired province of Kishhtwār, sent a large force from this valley to invade Ladák. It was commanded by Wažr Zorawr Singh. The following account of the invasion and conquest of Ladák is given by Bastí Rām, thānadar of Leh, who was one of the principal officers of the expedition. The force entered Ladák by the Bhotkot pass, at the head of the Súrú valley. It was here opposed by the Ladákís under Mangul, who were, however, driven from their position. The Dográs halted eight days at Súrú. The troops were prohibited from cutting the corn, which was then ripe. This politic conduct was rewarded by the immediate submission of the district zamindars. Zorawr Singh now built a fort at Súrú, which he occupied for a month. After this he advanced into the Pashkym district and was opposed by the Ladákís at the bridge of Pashkym. The Dográs were again victorious. The Ladákís by a skilful manœuvre effected their retreat across the bridge, which they then destroyed. The Dográ force, however, crossed the river on masas without opposition. Pashkym was now abandoned, and the chief of the place fled to the fort of Sod, where, with the district zamindars, he determined to hold out. The Dográs after a ten days' siege took the fort by assault, and the gyalpo and about six hundred Ladákís were taken prisoners.

A whole month was now wasted in fruitless negotiations with the district zamindars. Akabut Muhammad Khán, Gyalpo of Ladák, meanwhile advanced with a force of 22,000 to Mulbekh. He sent envoys to
Zorawār Singh proposing that the Dogrās should send confidential agents to treat with the Ladākī chiefs. These were accordingly sent, and were treacherously seized by the Ladākīs. In the meanwhile, the kahlon (prime minister), marching by a circuitous route, attacked the Dogrās in rear, and took many prisoners. Zorawār Singh now retreated to the fort of Lang Karchu (Kartza), where he remained unmolested four months. He was then opposed by a large Ladākī force under the kahlon, but sallying out of the fort, defeated it. One thousand two hundred Ladākīs were taken prisoners, and about four hundred were overwhelmed by the fall of a snow-bed. Among the prisoners were the kahlon and the master of the horse. After this victory the Dogrās again advanced upon Pashkyum, and thence via Shergol to Mulkhā. Halting here fifteen days, they proceeded by Kharbu to Lamayuru, and were there met by an envoy from the gyalpo, suing for peace. Zorawār Singh now advanced upon Leh, where he remained four months. It was finally arranged that the Gyalpo should pay Rs50,000 for the expenses of the war, and a yearly tribute of Rs20,000. After arranging these terms Zorawār Singh fell back upon Lamayuru, but hearing that the chief of Sod had retaken his fort, he advanced on that place by forced marches. The Ladākīs retreated, and were surprised and defeated by the Dogrās at Surū. The zamindārs again tendered their submission to Zorawār Singh, who then marched into Zanskar. The chief of this district agreed to pay a tax of Rs3-8 for every house. About this time there was an insurrection at Leh, instigated by Miān Singh, the Sikh governor of Kashmir. Zorawār Singh at once advanced to quell it, and was met by the gyalpo at Shushot. The balance of the tribute, Rs13,000, was now demanded from the Ladākīs, and besides this the additional expenses of the army. The government of the country was bestowed upon the kahlon of Banka, and the gyalpo was allowed as a jagir the large village of Tok, opposite Leh. Zorawār Singh having now despatched a force of 15,000 men to Padam, the capital of Zanskar, and taken that place, returned to Jamū. The mahārāja was much displeased with him for making over the government of Ladāk to the kahlon of Banka. A year after, news arrived that the new king had revolted, and that the Dogrā garrisons were beleagured in the different forts. Zorawār Singh at once started off with 3,000 infantry, and in two months arrived in the district of Padam, but, owing to the swollen state of the river, could do nothing for two months more. He then advanced through Zanskar to Leh.

The new gyalpo fled at his approach, but was seized in Spīī and brought back a prisoner to Leh.

The former gyalpo, Akabut, was now reinstated, and Zorawār Singh again returned to Jamū. After a year, about 1839, he re-entered Ladāk with 5,000 men for the purpose of seizing the kahlons of Banka and Basgo, who were plotting against the gyalpo. They had been treating with Ahmad Shāh of Baltistān, whom they wished to help in a general rising against
the Dográs. Zorawár Singh seized upon this as a pretext for invading Baltistán. This he did in 1840, and leaving a garrison at Skardú, brought Ahmad Sháh and his favourite son prisoners into Ladák. In May 1841, Zorawár Singh invaded Rudok territory, and plundered the monasteries of Hanlé and Tashigong. Both Rudok and Garo submitted without opposition. On the 7th November, news was heard of the approach of Chinese troops from Lhásá. Two detachments of Dográs were surrounded and taken prisoners. Zorawár Singh, with a small force, now gave battle to 10,000 Chinese. He was killed and his troops thrown into disorder. About 700 were taken prisoners, besides which many died from the extreme cold of this bleak, elevated region, and from frost-bite. Amongst the prisoners were Ahmad Sháh of Baltistán and his son, and the kahlon of Basgo. During the winter the Chinese reoccupied the whole of the Garo territory, and in the spring of 1842 invaded Ladák and besieged the new fort at Léh. They were, however, defeated by the Dográs, and fell back upon Rudok, where they took up a strong position. This was turned by the Dográs, and the Lhásan wazir was allowed to retire on the single condition that the old boundary line between Ladák and Chinese territory should be re-established.

In 1846 a slight disturbance in Zanskár was promptly repressed by Basti Rám. Since then the whole country has been quiet. The neighbouring district of Gilgit has been added to the maháraja's dominions, which now extend from the sources of the Shyok almost to the head of the Gilgit river. (Cunningham.)

Hot springs are numerous. The principal are those at Puga, Shúshal, Kiam, Gogra, Panamik, and Changlang. A description of each will be found in the Gazetteer.

Army.—There was formerly no regular army in Ladák. Every family was obliged to furnish one ready-armed soldier at the call of government. The kahlons, lonpos, and golas also furnished from ten to four men each. In 1834, 22,000 armed peasants collected to oppose Zorawár Singh. A larger number could not well have been assembled, as the number of houses was not more than 24,000. On a call to arms the soldiers were told off for the cavalry or infantry, by simply selecting all those who had horses, or rather ponies, for the former branch. Their arms were swords, matchlocks, and bows and arrows. The makpon, or commander-in-chief, was either a member of the royal family, or one of the provincial kahlons. The soldiers were obliged to find their own food. Each man was, therefore, generally attended by another male member of his family, who carried the joint provisions. The forts of eastern Ladák were nearly all castellated monasteries, the defence of which was entrusted to the monks, assisted by the neighbouring peasantry. They were generally perched on high rocks.
and quite destitute of water. In western Ladák there were several castles belonging to petty chiefs, such as Pashkyum and Sod, which were better calculated for defence. The best means of defence, however, consisted in the general inaccessibility of the country during one half of the year, when the passes were closed by snow, and to the power of breaking down the bridges over the Indus and other unfordable streams during the summer. Under the mahárája of Kashmir, the country is held by a few garrisons of tolerably well appointed infantry, who are quartered in the different forts erected by Zorawár Singh and his successors, such as those at Leh, and the bridge-head at Kalsi. They are all built on the same plan, and in similar situations, on the banks of streams. The total number of Dográ troops in the country is about 250. There is also a force of militia police recruited from Bhuts. About one hundred of these are kept in Leh, and a few in the chief villages. (Cunningham—Manifold.)

Passage of rivers.—The rivers are generally crossed by fording. Gat is the Tibetan term for a ford. In summer, the morning is the best time for fording, for later in the day the waters are much increased by the melting snows (according to the distance of the fort from the glacier sources of the stream).

Ferry (grukha).—The common people are usually ferried over on a single inflated skin, but great men are usually taken over on a raft, formed by placing a bed on two inflated skins. The Shyok, opposite Satti, is crossed by boat in summer.

Bridges.—There are two kinds of bridges met with in Ladák—

1. The skis-yam, or wooden bridge, made usually of large beams of poplars. Good specimens are to be seen at Leh and Kalsi.

2. The chung-yam, or suspension bridge, is common on the Indus and Shyok, above their junction. It is formed of two stout ropes of twisted birch twigs, about the thickness of a man’s arm. The ropes are suspended about 5 feet apart at the ends, but are drawn nearer together in the middle by the weight of the side ropes and roadway. The side ropes are also of birch twig, and in them is laid the roadway. The latter consist of three ropes (of the same size as the suspension ropes) laid side by side. In the best bridges the side ropes are connected by a close wattling of wicker-work from end to end, to prevent passengers, as well as sheep and goats, from slipping through. The chung-yam is a very cheap and easy mode of bridging a stream, and is, when new and well constructed, quite safe. The passage of old bridges is, however, often both difficult and dangerous. In them the suspension ropes form a great curve; the sides are frequently unwattled and completely open, and the roadway sometimes reduced to a single rope. (Cunningham.)
According to the Administration Report of the Jamó and Kashmir territories for the year 1873 the population was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men.</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Total.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindus</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammadans</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhists</td>
<td>10,784</td>
<td>9,470</td>
<td>20,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>11,106</td>
<td>9,515</td>
<td>20,621 (Drew.)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is very unequally distributed. In parts of Rupshu there is only about one person to every 8 square miles. Ladák proper is the most populous district, there being about seventeen persons to the square mile.

The Ladákis have a strongly-marked Tartarian or Mongolian countenance, and are stoutly built. They are short and squat, with broad, flat, ugly faces, high cheek-bones, large mouth, and narrow forehead. Nose broad and flat, with wide nostrils and little or no bridge. Eyes small, narrow, oblique, and nearly always black. Ears large and prominent, with particularly long lobes. Hair black, coarse, and thick. It is usually cut quite close in front and at the sides, being collected at the back into a plait or pigtail. Moustaches are nearly always worn, but they are small, and the beard is very scant.

The average height of a man is about 5 feet 2 inches, that of a woman 4 feet 9 inches. They are cheerful, willing, and good-tempered, very ready for a laugh, and not quarrelsome, unless excited by chaus (a sort of beer). They also are outwardly honest and truthful, and though slow, not middle-headed. (Cunningham—Drew.)

Caste.—The great mass of the people are of one race or caste. They intermarry and eat together, and are eligible as members of the national priesthood. But in the northern provinces there is a numerous class called bem, or low, which includes all the dancing women and their attendant musicians, also all smiths and carpenters, and, in fact, handicraftsmen of every kind. The old aristocracy and the monks are nearly all of the agricultural class. (Cunningham—H. Strachey.)

The Argons are half-castes, the offspring of the connexion which Muhammadan traders and others form with the women of the country. Before a Muhammadan can marry a Ladákí she must become a Muhammadan in name. The offsprings are frequently Muhammadans, but their language is Boti or Tibetan. (Ramsay.)

Four races inhabit Ladák, viz., the Champás, Ladákís, Baltís, and Drokpás. The three first belong to the Tibetan race.

The Champás, Chang-pa (Northerners), lead a nomadic life on the upland valleys of Rupshu in Changthong. They are a hardy, cheerful set of people and spend their lives in tents. As a rule, they do not intermarry with the

* The total population may now be taken at about 21,000 to 22,000 as resulting from the settlement survey of 1884-85. (Sep. Elias.)
Ladákís. Their religion is the same, but their young men do not become lamas. There are not more than one hundred families of Champás in the country.

The Khamsá are wandering, professional beggars from the country east of Lhásá. They come in summer to Ladák, living in small tents.

Baltís.—Small colonies are found in the lower Shyok valley, also at Shushot, opposite Léh. There is a Balti quarter in the town of Léh.

Drokpas.—A few are found in villages along the Indus.

Dress.—The men wear a thick, warm woollen cloak. It is usually of a dirty white, for they only wash once a year, and never wash their clothes. Coarse woollen or felt leggings are worn, secured by a garter wound spirally round from the ankle upwards. The head dress is either a quilted skull-cap, or a sheepskin cap with the wool inside, and a large flap behind to protect the neck and ears. The old-fashioned bonnet (tépt) is still a good deal worn. The end overhangs on one side of the head. The boots are of felt, with soles of sheep or goat skin, and are usually ornamented in front with small bits of coloured cloth. (Cunningham.)

The Bhot is fond of ornament, and decorates his bonnet with branches of flowers. He wears rings of gold or silver wire strung with beads of red coral or green turquoise in his ears, and carries a big boss of amber or agate suspended as a necklet charm on his breast. From his belt hang the several indispensable items of his travelling equipment. His single-bladed knife hangs on one side, with a flint case chakmuk; and a pouch-bag, for tea, tobacco, and odds and ends, with his bright iron pipe, hangs on the other. Suspended obliquely across his back, and like a quiver in shape, is his tea-churn.

Women's dress.—The women wear a black woollen jacket with a large striped woollen petticoat of many colours, generally blue and red, reaching below the mid-leg. Over all a sheepskin is worn, with the wool inside, secured in front by a large iron or brass needle. The poorer classes wear the outside of the skin plain, but those in better circumstances cover it with coarse woollen bains, either red, blue, green, or yellow, with a broad border, always of a different colour. Their heads are always bare, the hair being arranged in a border of narrow plaits, which hang round the head, like a long fringe. From the forehead, over the division of the hair, they all wear a long narrow band of cloth studded with coarse, many-flawed turquoises, which hangs down behind as low as the waist. It is usually finished off with a tassel of wool, or a bunch of cowries. The ears are covered by semi-circular woollen lappets, fastened to the hair, and edged with fur, generally of the otter skin, the inside being woollen and the outside brocade. All classes wear besides a profusion of necklaces of cornelian, turquoise, or amber, and they have also massive ornaments of silver and brass, studded with turquoises. The complexion is improved by a process called shogolo. This consists of smearing the cheeks and forehead.
with the juice and seeds of the ripe berry of the belladonna plant. Much pains are bestowed in arranging the bright yellow seeds effectively, and the result is that the face appears sprinkled with grains of gold, and sparkles with a rich brightness. (Cunningham—Bellew.)

Food.—That of the common people usually consists of "sattu," *i.e.*, thick barley-cake, or of barley-meal, with a broth of turnips, to which are added a few peas and a seasoning of salt and pepper. Meat is seldom tasted by the poorer classes. Tea is drunk two or three times a day by the upper classes. It is made in a strong decoction with soda, and seasoned with salt and churned butter. Three meals are taken during the course of the day, *viz.*, at sunrise, mid-day, and sunset.

Liquors.—All classes are exceedingly fond of spirituous liquors. The principal is *chang*, a sort of beer. This is made from fermented barley and wheat flour, and has a most disagreeable sour smell. It is sometimes distilled, and a clear spirit is obtained, something like whiskey, but of a villainous flavour. The people are allowed to drink *chang*, but all the spirits are prescribed by law. (Cunningham—Drew.)

Social customs.—The most remarkable is the system of polyandry which is strictly confined to brothers. The eldest brother marries a wife and she, *de facto*, becomes one wife of all of his brothers. Strange to say, this custom does not lead to domestic trouble. This system prevails, of course, only among the poorer classes. The rich, as in all eastern countries, generally have two or three wives each. This system of polyandry is chiefly due to the advantage which, in cases of extreme poverty, brothers gain by being enabled to live together, and jointly till the small property which they may have inherited. (Cunningham—Bellew—Manifold.)

The children always take the name, and obey as head of the family, the eldest brother, who is called the "big father," the younger brothers being spoken of as "little father." Polyandry is the principal check on the increase of the population, and is well adapted to this poor country, which could not produce sufficient food for a large population.

Another curious custom is, that the father and mother of a grown-up family retire from active life as soon as their son has married and had a child. They give up their house and land to their son, and go into a small house near at hand, taking only one or two cattle, and retaining just enough land to support themselves. After this is done they have no claim on the son, who becomes legal owner of the family property. (Drew.)

The people are very sociable, and every event is made the pretext for a feast, the principal occasions being births, marriages, and deaths. Huge bowls of *chang* form the chief attraction, and merry drinking songs are sung, often accompanied by a fiddle or drum. The funeral feast varies according to the rank of the deceased. For a rich man a large party of lamas assembles, and read prayers daily till the body is burned, *i.e.*, fifteen or twenty days after date of decease. While the body is in the house a piece of cloth is
fixed over the doorway, as a sign of mourning. The lamas are regaled with food and tea daily. When the body has been burned, they are presented with the clothes and cooking vessels of the deceased. The ashes of a gyalpo, or kahlon, or other great man, are carefully collected and made into an image of the deceased.

A "shortan" or pyramid is erected on the spot for the reception of an urn, which contains the figure, and also rolls of prayers, beads, wheat, barley, rice, and pieces of the holy saktu or pencil cedar, and of sandal-wood. In the lofty districts of Rupshu, where no wood is procurable, the bodies of the dead are always exposed on hills to be eaten by vultures and wild dogs. (Cunningham.)

**Amusements.**—Polo is the chief game of all classes.

**Buildings.**—The finest buildings in the country are the monasteries, or gompas. These are always perched on heights, more or less lofty, and have generally a very picturesque and imposing appearance.

The outer walls are formed by the dwellings of the monks. The interior, if large, is divided by other buildings into several open courts. One room, more spacious and lofty than the rest, is set apart as a temple. The outer walls are whitewashed, and the battlements ornamented with broad bands of red, and surmounted with numerous small flags, and with poles tipped with yaks' tails.

The principal monasteries are those of Lamayuru, Hemis Shukpa, Hemis, and Hanlé.

**Houses.**—The houses are all very much alike, and usually consist of two stories. The foundations and lower parts are stone, and the upper walls are built of large sun-dried bricks. In the better houses some of the rooms are of considerable size, 25 feet long by 18 feet broad; but they are always very low, never exceeding 8 feet. The roof is supported by wooden pillars. It is formed of poplar spars, laid about 1½ feet apart. The beams are covered with small pieces of poplar branches. The whole is then covered with a layer of leaves and a thick coat of well-beaten clay.

The floors are generally of earth, but the better sort are paved with small slit pebbles. The principal room has generally a balcony, facing either south or west. The doors are mere rough planks joined together by wooden tendons. Purdahs are also used. There are no windows, but one or two loopholes admit a little light, and form the only exit for the smoke, there being no chimneys. The houses of the poorer classes are generally of two stories, the lower story being for the cattle. The roofs are coarsely made, and the rooms are small, and very low, sometimes under 6 feet in height. A flight of earthen steps leads to the upper story (Cunningham.)

**Postal arrangements.**—There is a regular postal line between Léh and Srinagar, the former occupying seven days in summer. The post office at Léh
is a British one, and superintended by the British Joint Commissioner.

(Ramsay—Ayilmer.)

Time.—Two modes are used—

(1) The cycle of twelve years, for common computations, such as a man's age, or the date of any recent event.

(2) The cycle of sixty years, borrowed from India, which is used both in writing and in accounts.

In the cycle of twelve years, each year is named after a particular animal, such as—

(1) Byi-lo, the mouse-year.

(7) Ta-lo, the horse-year.

(12) Phog-lo, the hog-year.

The cycle of sixty years is much more elaborate. The first cycle is counted from A.D. 1026. The Hindús have a distinct name for each year of the cycle, but the Tibetans have adopted the Chinese nomenclature, which is formed by coupling the names of the twelve animals of the other cycle with the names of the five elements, considered as both male and female alternately. The first element, male and female, is coupled with the first two animals, next with the 11th and 12th animals, and so on; by which the change of names is preserved throughout the whole series. The 14th cycle began in 1806, the 15th in 1866; so 1876, the present year, is the 10th year of the 15th cycle. (Cunningham.)

Religion.—The religion is a modified form of Indian Buddhism, and was introduced into Ladák during the reign of Asoka, upwards of 2,000 years ago. In A.D. 899 it was formally abolished, but was finally restored in A.D. 971, and has since continued to be the dominant religion of Tibet.

It is contained in a voluminous work called the Kak-gyur, or "Translation of Precepts," because it is a version of the precepts of Sakya made from the Indian language. Sakya Muni, the founder of the Buddhist faith, is usually called Chom-das-das by the lamas, but Sakya Tshubba, or the "mighty sakya," by the people. There are several sects of lamas, or monks. The most ancient is the nyiampa. To it belong most of the lamas in Ladák and Nari. They all wear red dresses. It was founded in the middle of the eighth century. In the fourteenth century the great sect of gelukpa was founded. Its founder built the temple of gahldan, and was the first great abbot (khenpo) who occupied the gahldan chair, which has been filled by a succession of abbots to this day. The gelukpa sect wear yellow dresses. It is now the most numerous in Tibet, and both the Dalar lama of Lhásá and the Tashi lama of Tashi-Lhun-po belong to it. Besides these two great lamas of the yellow sect there is a third great lama in Bhután, called the Dharma râja. He is head of the dukpa sect, who wear red dresses.

All who have taken vows of celibacy are called by the collective name of gedun, the clergy. A monk is styled lama, a nun djoom, tsomu, or ani.
Most of the lamas in the country wear a red coat with sleeves and long skirt, secured by a red girdle. They generally have their heads shaved, or the hair cropped short, and go about bareheaded. The higher lamas, however, wear semi-circular red caps.

The ritualistic instruments are three in number. The bell, the sceptre or thunderbolt, and the prayer-cylinder. The bell is used during the performance of daily service. The sceptre is called the drwa-pun-dae. It is said to have flown away from India and to have alighted at Sera in Tibet. An annual festival has been established in its honour. The prayer-cylinder, the mani chhos-khor, or the precious religious wheel, is a very ingenious instrument. The body of it is a metal cylinder about 3 inches in height, and from 2 to 2½ inches in diameter. The axis is prolonged to form a handle. The cylinder is filled with rolls of printed prayers and charms, which revolve as the instrument is turned round. Every lama carries a chhos-khor, which he keeps perpetually turning by a gentle motion of the hand, assisted by a cubical piece of iron fastened by a chain to the outside. Some of them have the sacred sentence Aum! Mani padme hum! engraved on the outside.

Cylinders about 1 foot in height are placed in rows round the temples and are turned by the votaries before entering. Still larger ones are sometimes seen near villages turned by water.

Religious Buildings.—The principal are as follows:—The gosha, or monastery. This word signifies a "solitary place," because monasteries, according to the directions of Sakya Muni, are always built far from the bustle of towns and villages. A general description of a monastery is given under the heading "Buildings." Convents are only separate monasteries walled off from the rest of the buildings.

Lha khang, "God’s house," or temple. These consist of single rooms, square and unadorned outside, and filled with images and pictures. The images are generally about half life size, made of unburnt clay and painted.

Ldbrang, a lama’s house. Where no monasteries exist, the lamas live in separate houses, called labrang.

Chorten, an "offering receptacle." A dedicatory pyramid erected in honour of Sakya Thubba or of some of the holy Buddhas. It consists of a square basement, surmounted by four steps, on which stands the dome, or principal part of the edifice, which in shape is an inverted truncated cone. The dome is surmounted by a lofty pinnacle, crowned by a sacred crescent-shaped emblem. These buildings vary from 15 to 30 feet in height, and are carefully constructed of brick, plastered over and painted.

Kagani is a large chorten with a roadway leading under it. It is placed at the entrance to villages and houses. (Drew.)

Dungten, a "bone-holder," is a pyramid erected either over the corpse of a lama, or over the ashes of a king or person of consequence. The ashes
are placed in an urn together with numerous relics. Vide "Funeral ceremonies." (Cunningham.)

Mani, a dyke, or pile of stones. These are long and thickly built-up walls, covered with thousands of flat stones bearing the holy inscription "Aum! Mani padme hun!" This, according to Klaproth, signifies, "Oh! the jewel in the lotus. Amen!" General Cunningham translates it, "O lotus-bearer hun!" Occasionally it is seen on the side of hills, the letters being formed of stones fixed in the earth, and of so vast a size as to be visible at a considerable distance. The mani, or sacred walls, are from 4 to 5 feet high, and from 6 to 42 feet broad, varying in length from 10 and 20 feet to nearly half a mile. Very large ones are met with near Leh. They are also seen near villages and by the roadside. The path invariably divides and goes on both sides of the wall, so that the passenger may always keep it on his right. The inscribed slabs covering these walls are votive offerings from all classes of the people. They are bought from the lamas and deposited on the mani for the attainment of some particular object, such as the birth of a son, or a good harvest. (Cunningham—Drew.)

Cairns are met with at the summit of almost every mountain pass. They are crowned with the horns of wild sheep, ibex, &c., placed here as votive offerings by shepherds. (Drew.)

Tha-khang, an image-room, containing images and medallions. The images are sometimes of metal and sometimes of clay, gaudily painted. The room is also furnished with numerous instruments of worship, with lamps, bags of grain, and bowls of butter, the latter sustaining a wick which constantly burns. It is hung with banners, and the walls are often adorned with paintings. The lamas periodically assemble here to worship. The people occasionally pass in and bow, but no women (so Mr. Drew understood), not even the nuns, enter the image-room. The service is performed at sunrise, noon, and sunset. It consists of the recitation or chanting of portions of their scriptures, accompanied by music. The musical instruments used are large sliding trumpets about 6 feet long, large drums, and large brazen cymbals. During the service incense is kept burning, and offerings of fruit, grain, and even meat are made to the figures of Sakya Thubba, &c. (Cunningham—Drew.)

The lamas are jovial and good-natured. They will willingly conduct Europeans over their monasteries, and even into the sacred image-rooms. The superior of a monastery is always appointed from Lhissa, but the rest are recruited in the country. With nuns the monastic life is apparently optional, and is only adopted by the friendless and homeless. A woman merely shaves her head and goes to a monastery and becomes a nun; if she wants to go away she lets her hair grow, pays a small fine to the lamas and goes away. (Bellem.)

The monasteries hold large lands and they receive support from the
people. Many of them have libraries. The books are merely long narrow sheets, collected between two boards. The characters are beautifully formed.

**Printing.**—Printing has long been known and practised in Tibet, but only by engraved stereotype wooden blocks and not by moveable types. New works are rarely undertaken, but the printing of the standard religious works is still carried on with the same old blocks that were in use upwards of a hundred years ago. For the ordinary prayer rolls, a thin brownish paper is used, but a much finer paper is used for books. (Cunningham.)

**Mask dance by lamas.**—Dr. Bellew gives a description of a curious mask dance which he witnessed at the monastery of Hemin: “At length we were conducted to a court in which a company of lamas entertained us with a pantomime performance, the subject of which none of us understood. It was a very grotesque spectacle in imitation, we were told, of Chinese devil-dances. The designs on the rich silken robes of the monks were evidently from the celestial empire. Most of the masks represented the heads of wild animals, and there were some of ogres and demons. The performance consisted of a wild sort of dance round a flagstaff in the centre of the court of the principal temple. The musicians commenced some very lively and discordant music, and the dancers at once set in motion, began to caper and whirl, and fling their limbs about, the whole circle the while keeping its form and revolving round the centre pole.”

Moorecroft observes that these dramatic representations usually form part of the ceremonials at religious festivals.

**Revenue.**—Formerly the chief sources of the revenue were—

(1) A tax on dwellings.

(2) A duty on merchandise.

The poorer classes, being unable to pay either in money or kind, were obliged to pay by bodily service as labourers. The duties were partly taken in money and partly in kind. The tax on houses was regulated according to their size, from Rs 7 for a large to Rs 12 for a small house. Under the gyalpo’s rule there were 18,000 houses paying in all Rs 36,000. The monasteries and crown villages were exempt from this tax.

The following was the gross revenue under the gyalpo’s rule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House tax</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax on brokers</td>
<td>5,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presents from government officers</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount alienated for support of monasteries</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount derived from crown villages</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total revenue.** 70,700
The salary of the khalon, or prime minister, consisted of half the amount derived from the customs, and half of that derived from the tax on brokers, i.e., R11,850.

The gyalpo's income was about R40,000. But his actual income was nearly double this amount, for he was chief trader in his own dominions; and as all his traffic passed duty free throughout Ladak, he always realised between R40,000 and R50,000 a year. His average income from all sources thus amounted to one lakh of rupees (£10,000).

The various charges defrayed by the State were few in number and small in amount, as all the principal public officers had the privilege of trading duty free. The salaries of the paid officers amounted in all to about R20,000 per annum.

The military charges were nil, as each family was obliged to furnish one soldier, whenever called upon to do so, and to feed him during his term of service. (Vide "Military resources.")

Revenue under Kashmir rule.—Under the present maharaja, the revenue in 1887 amounted to about R54,000 a year, of which R42,000 was obtained from the cash assessment on land. The balance was made up by land revenue, payment in kind, by the sale of borax, saltpetre, stamps, &c. The chief officer is the wazir, who is also Kashmir Joint Commissioner under the treaty of 1870. (Ramsay.)

Weights and measures.—The weights of Ladak are the batti and man (or maund) —

1 batti = 2 Indian seers, or 32 chitaks.
8 batti = 1 man of 16 seers.

"The only other Ladakí measure with which I am acquainted is the khál. It is the universal measure for all kinds of heavy produce, but more especially for grain. It is of two kinds:—

(1) The dék-khál or weight khál.
(2) The shor-khál or measure khál.

"The common khál, whether by weight or measure, is the well-known quantity of a sheep's load (luk-khál), which is equal to 8 battis or a maund of sixteen seers. This is usually named khál, but when larger measures are mentioned, the prefix is always used, such as—

Ta-khál (a horse-load) = 4 maunds, or 64 seers.
Yak-khál (a yak-load) = ditto." (Cunningham.)

The following weights and measures are taken from General Strachey's reports:—

Linear measures.—The smallest in common use is the sor or sormo.

1 sor = a finger's breadth (the Indian angul).
5 sor = 1 lakpa, or hand's breadth.
2 lakpa = 1 bito, or short span with the fore and little finger.
12 sor = tokang, or full span with the thumb.
1½ to = skangang, or short cubit from elbow to wrist.
2 to = 1 tugang, or long cubit with the hand extended.
(The long cubit, or tu, averages about English 16 inches.)
4 tu = 1 domgang, or fathom.
500 dom = 1 gyangtak, or mile (1,000 yards?)
8 gyangtak = 1 paktsat, or league. (No actual computations are ever made by the mile and league, journeys being reckoned by the day.)
Nyiama = a day’s journey.
Phet = ½ day’s journey. It is also called tsal-lam, or “breakfast halfway.”

Smaller distances are reckoned thus:—
Miktong = eyesight, or as far as one can see a man distinctly.
Dagang = bowshot.

Corn measures.—For corn and salt the Tibetans have a measure of capacity. Those generally used are the bre (vulgo de), the bo, and the kal.
20 de always = 1 kal.
From 2 to 5 de = 1 bo.

There are several varieties of bre and khāl, differing in size, name, and use. The principal are—
Pogbre = ration measure (the smallest).
Punbre = interest measure.
Ongbre = harvest measure, the largest of all, and used for agricultural purposes.

The measures are roughly made of wood, with a separate bottom, and sometimes bound with iron hoops.

Approximate English equivalents.

1 khāl = about ⅜ of a bushel.
1 bre = about 1½ pints.
1 bo (na) = about 3 quarts.

Weights, Troy.—A skarma (i.e., star) = the grain or minim.
2 skarma = 1 kagang.
4 ka = 1 shogang.
10 sho = 1 shangang.
50 shang = 1 shilka or dotsat, or Chinese ingot (silver).

The last of these, the shilka, is the standard, and weighs about 166½ Indian tolas.

English equivalents.

1 skarma = 6 grains.
1 ka = 15 grains.
1 sho = 1 drachm.
1 shang = 1½ oz.
Avoidpoeis—
4 shang or pore = 1 nyagang or nega (i.e., mark on steelyard).
20 nega = 1 kal.
10 to 15 kal = a man's load.
The nega = 1/2 of a Chinese ingot, or about 4 lb.
The kal = 7 lb avoidpoeis.

The Tibetans do all their weighing with steelyards. (H. Strachey.)

Routex.—In Tibetan every road is called lam.

Lam-chom is a highroad.
Gya-lam, a passable road.

The principal road is from Kashmir via Léh to Yárkand. The only others of any importance, and used by traders, are the roads from Léh to Lhásu via Garo, and to the Panjáb, via Rupshu, Lahoul, and Kulu.

The following roads have been used by the different invaders of Ladák:

(1) The route from Skardú to Léh, leading up the Indus valley, by Ali Sher of Baltistán, about 1600.
(2) The Rudok road from the east, by the Sokpos in 1686.
(3) The route from Kishtwár to Léh, via the Súru valley, used by Zorawár Singh in 1834.

Besides the above, there are many less frequented and more difficult roads, used chiefly by the people of the country in passing from their own districts into the next, such as:

(1) The road up the Shyok.
(2) The roads leading into Zanskar. These by-paths are called Lam-thau, or Lam-doppe, i.e., "little roads." (Cunningham.)

The central and most populous district of Ladák, from which it is sometimes called Mangyul, or the district of many people. It stretches along the Indus in a north-west direction from Rupshu to the frontier of Baltistán, a length of 130 miles, with an average breadth of 33 miles. Its area is about 4,000 square miles, and the mean elevation of the inhabited portions, as deduced from observations along the Indus, 11,500 feet (10,500?).

It is bounded on the north by the Kailas range, on the east by the Indus, south by Zanskár, and west by Purik and Súrú. (Cunningham.)

LADO LALDI—Lat. 35° 9'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.
A range of mountains crossed by the road from Jamú towards Kashmir between Landra fort and the village of Bilaur.

This name signifies, in the hill language, the bride and bridegroom; the range is said to be so called from the sad fate that befell a newly-wedded pair of lovers, who perished on the summit. The ascent on the south side is somewhat steep and stony, that on the north being much more gradual.
There is a dāk but close to the summit, near which water is procurable. (Bates.)

LADRIAN—Lat. 33° 10'.  Long. 75° 32'.  Elev.
A small village in Kishtwār, containing two houses inhabited by Hindūs; it is situated a few miles north-west of Doda, below the path leading up the Lidar Khol valley.

LADRŪ—Lat. 34°.  Long. 75° 2'.  Elev.
A village in the Vihew pargana, situated on the table-land at the foot of the mountains, about 5 miles east of Pampūr. It may also be reached from the village of Lalitpūr, on the right bank of the Jhelum, by an excellent road over the table-land; following the base of the mountains, the distance is about 3 miles. There is likewise a good path which crosses the range to the east, communicating with the village of Pastūni in the Trāl valley.

The population of Ladrū consists of about thirty families of zamindars, a múlla, hurkāna, blacksmith, carpenter, and two cowherds. There are many fruit-trees about the village, and much cultivation of both corn and rice.

Rather more than a mile north-east of the village, in a gorge on the slope of the Wastarwan mountain, there is a patch of cultivation and a clump of fine trees, watered by a small rill which flows from the Dūdar Nāg. This spot was granted in jagīr three generations ago to Jiwan Gūsain, a Kashmīrī pandit; it is now held by Nund Gopi, his descendant.

LA GANSKIEL or GANSKIEL-LA—
Lat. 33° 8'.  Long. 79° 15'.  Elev.
A low pass, on the road from Lēh to Gartek, about 14 miles south of Chibra. The Indus near here is fordable in summer. In winter it is crossed on the ice. The pass is on the borders of Ladāk and Chinese Tibet. (Moorcroft.)

LAGMAR—Lat. 33° 17'.  Long. 75° 31'.  Elev.
A village in Kishtwār, situated on the top of the spur which runs down through the north end of the Lidar Khol valley, between the headwaters of that stream. It contains four houses, which are built of stone and timber, and have flat roofs. The inhabitants are Hindūs.

This village is the point of separation of the roads leading from Doda into Kashmīr, by the Brari Bal and the Peristān valley.

LAHAN-I-ThAL—
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the south side of the Tilāil valley; it flows in a north-western direction, and empties itself into the Kinhan Gangā, lat. 34° 37', long. 75° 0', opposite the village of Burnāf.
The sides of the valley in some places are quite perpendicular. There seems to be no sign of a glacier-bed like that in Tilail, but walls of green slate and limestone rocks. The valley is very narrow, only room for the stream at the bottom: the sides are very steep. The southern side of the nala is half as high again as the northern.

**LAHAN TOUR**—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev. 7,049'.
A hill which rises about 350 feet above the level of the plain, about a mile and a half south-east of Shupion. The hill is composed of amygdaloidal trap, and is surrounded by a sort of natural glacies; it is bare of trees, except a few on the top, and one or two here and there on the sides. A most extensive view of the valley of Kashmir, is obtained from its summit.

**LAHOUL**—
A district lying south of Zanskár and south-west of Rupshu, separated from them by the Bara Lacha range. It formerly belonged to Ladák, but is now attached to British India. The route from Kulu to Léh passes through Lahoul, and enters Ladák by the Bara Lacha pass.

**LAH SHAHPUR**—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A village in the Lar pargana, picturesquely situated at the foot of the Sofapûr mountain, on the right bank of the Sind river, at the western extremity of that valley. (Figne.)

**LAHWAL**—
The name applied to the drainage of the Lcaláb valley; this stream unites with the Kamil, lat. 34° 31', long. 74° 18', near the village of Mogalpûr, and forms the Pohru river.

**LAKHIMPUR**—
A local division in the eastern portion of the district of Jasarota. Before the treaty of Lahore this division belonged to Guláb Singh, but according to the terms of that treaty it clearly belonged to the British Government. It was, however, made over to Guláb Singh. (Crawford.)

**LAKHIMPUR**—Lat. 32° 23'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.
A village in the district of the same name on the right bank of the river Raví. There is a thána here situated in a small rectangular fort. (Win-gate.)

**LAKUNG OR LUKUNG**—*Fide* "Lukung,"

**LAKZUNG**—*Fide* "Lokzungen,"

**LALAD**—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.
A village situated near the mouth of a wide valley between two table-lands about 2 miles south of Sopûr, just to the west of the path leading toward Gâmarg.
The village, which is shaded by a fine clump of chunár and other trees, contains a masjid, and fifteen houses inhabited by zamindars, a múlla, a düm, and two pandits.

It produces rice and a little cotton, and other dry crops. Amrgad, which lies at the edge of the morass, just to the north-east of Lalad, on the path from Sopúr towards Gulmarg, was founded about three years ago. It contains about twenty houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

LAL GHULÁM—Lat. 33° 40’. Long. 74° 41’. Elev.
A tower situated on the eastern slope of the Pir Panjál pass, about 2 miles from Aliábád Sarái, where the defile is extremely narrow. The name is also given to the portion of the road between Aliábád Sarái and the tower, where there is a causeway built upon the steep and rugged face of the mountain. This causeway was built by order of Sháh Jahán.

It was owing to the treachery of the two chief men of Shupian, who had been sent forward to this tower to watch the movements of the enemy, that the Sikh army was enabled to penetrate the valley of Kashmir at Shupian, A.D. 1819. (Vigne—Hügel.)

LÁL KHÁN KI GARHI—Lat. 34°. Long. 74° 32’. Elev.
A spur which juts out into the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir to the west of Kág. It is said to derive its name from a fort, which was built upon its summit by Lál Khán, wherein he defended himself after his defeat by Azád Khán, the Pathán governor of Kashmir, about A.D. 1788.

LÁL KHAL—
The name of an old canal in the Zainagir pargana, concerning which the following history is related. It is said to derive its name from Lala Reyna, an opulent and benevolent resident in the pargana, by whom it was constructed. On its completion, rice cultivation was successfully introduced into this arid district; but after its designer’s death, the canal was permitted to fall into disrepair, and the cultivation failed. King Bádsháh caused the channel to be repaired, and connected it with the Pohru river, and once more rice was successfully cultivated. After this king’s death, succeeding rulers permitted the canal to remain uncared for until the year 1917, Samvat (A.D. 1860), when the Wazír Panú again repaired it, and one crop, which yielded 700 kharwás of rice, was produced. Scarcely, however, were the works completed, when the embankment unfortunately broke, and the waters escaped. Consequent on the expense which had attended the repairs, amounting to Chilli Rs30,000, no further attempts have been made to utilise the canal, and but very little water is found in its channel.

Rice cultivation in the Zainagir pargana is now confined to a few fields surrounding the villages of Tujjar and Showa.

LALLA—Lat. 34° 36’. Long. 75° 58’. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawár, situated on a flat-topped spur, above the right
bank of the Kishan Ganga. Though it contains but five houses and a
masjid, the village covers a considerable extent of ground. It is supplied
with water by a stream from the hills. There are a few shady trees about
the place, and one or two eligible spots for encamping. Wild figs and vines
are found in the neighbourhood.

Below the village there is a rope suspension bridge across the Kishan
Ganga, communicating with the village of Boogan, which lies almost op-
posite. Both rice and corn are cultivated.

LALOR—Lat. 33° 15'.
           Long. 75° 30'.
           Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated on the top of a spur, above the right bank
of the Lidar Khul stream.

It contains seven houses, three of which are inhabited by Hindús and
four by Gujars. There are some fine trees about the village, and consider-
able cultivation. A shepherd’s path from this village joins that between
Borkan and Rámbán.

LÁLPÚR—Lat. 34° 30'.
           Long. 74° 28'.
           Elev.
The chief place, tahsil, and thána station of the Loláb pargana, is situated
in a very fruitful district towards the south-east end of that valley. The
houses, which are much scattered, number about sixty, a large proportion of
the inhabitants being Hindús. There are also a few sepoys located in the
place. A stream flows through the village, furnishing an abundant supply
of water. From Lálpúr to Mogalpúr, near the junction of the Lahwal and
Kamil rivers, is considered two marches, though on an emergency it may
be made in one. There is likewise an excellent path to Alsú, near the
margin of the Wular lake; the distance is about 9 miles; other paths
cross the same range of hills to the south of Lálpúr. Good encamping
ground; supplies abundant. (Montgomerie—Aylmer.)

LALU—Lat. 34° 35'.
           Long. 76° 22'.
           Elev.
A village said to contain 25 houses in Kargil (Baltistán). It lies at the
head of a small valley which joins the left side of the Indus valley in
lat. 34° 39' and long. 76° 24'.

The inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Aylmer.)

LAM—

A mountain valley which opens into the north-east end of the Wúllar par-
gana. It is drained by a shallow stream, which flows into the Arphal
stream, near the village of Pastúni. The village of Lam is situated at the
western end of the valley.

LAMA GÚRÚ—Lat. 33°.
           Long. 77° 35'.
           Elev.
The first march from Lingti (at the junction of the Yunam and Tsarap
streams), up the latter river via the Pankpo La. Road tolerably good and
easy, but beyond this difficult. (Casley.)
LAMA KYENT, i.e., MONK’S VILLAGE—
Lat. 34° 15’. Long. 78° 12’. Elev. 12,200’.
A halting-place on the right bank of the Shyok, six marches from Leh by the winter Karakoram route. Travellers either halt here or at Shyok on the opposite bank. (Drew—H. Strackey.)

LAMAYURU—
A kardari or collectorate of the provinces of Ladák. It consists of the following villages—Lamalyuru, Wanla, Phutaksa, Yelchung, and Lingshit, the largest being Lamayuru which, including surrounding hamlets, contains 100 houses.
This is a high lying district. There is only a single, somewhat inferior crop.
Phutaksa and Yelchung are separated from Lamayuru and Wanla by the Shingela what is only opened for four or five months in the year. Cash revenue about 2,200 besides taxes in kind.
This district is very impassable. (Aylmer.)

LAMAYURU or LAMAYURU—
Lat. 34° 20’. Long. 76° 50’. Elev. 11,520’.
A halting-place, situated half-way between Kharbu and Nurka, on the route from Srinagar to Leh, and below the crest of the Fotu La which lies west of it. The rest-house lies under two steep cliffs, on whose summit is perched a large monastery. It contains twenty monks (lama) and eight nuns (choms). “Their superior is always appointed from Lhásá, but the rest are recruited in the country.” There is some cultivation here, a narrow strip lying for some length above the sloping valley bottom. When Moorcroft visited Ladák, there were said to be about 500 monks and nuns attached to this monastery. They do not all reside together, but are dispersed amongst the people. A road goes from here to Zanskár,—Padam, the capital, being eleven marches or 106 miles south. (Bellew—Moorcroft—Drew.)
Cowley Lambert says: “This place was certainly the most curious I had yet seen. It is built among sand and gravel rocks, the tops of which are everywhere surrounded by little gods’ houses. The inhabitants’ houses are built below these.”
In 1888 the place with a few outlying houses was said to contain 40 houses, 10 ponies, 55 horned cattle, and 1,000 sheep and goats. (Aylmer.)

LAMSA—Lat. 34° 56’. Long. 77° 35’. Elev.
A crest crossed between the Saser pass and the Karáwál Díwan at 8 miles from Tutiyaluk and 3 miles above Changlung. Ascent from the latter very steep. (Trotter.)

LANAK PASS—Lat. 32° 48’. Long. 78° 40’. Elev. 18,100’.
Lies 15 miles east of the southern end of the Tsomorari lake, and is
crossed on the route from Spit to Changchenmo and Hanlé. It is in the range forming the watershed between the tributaries of the Indus and the Sutlej. Dr. Thomson crossed it on the 13th September, from a camping ground (Dongan?) 5 miles from its western base and situated on the left bank of a stream flowing down from the pass. "From our encampment the mountains appeared easy of access and rounded in outline, and we commenced the ascent by a nearly level walk across the gravelly plain. At an elevation of over 16,000 feet the vegetation was quite alpine. After a mile we left the ravine (through which the stream flowed) and ascended to the open gently sloping ground on its left. The surface was, as usual, dry and gravelly. We continued nearly parallel with the ravine, and crossed it again a little further on. It was not dry, and its steep, stony banks were covered with bushes of dama. Still gradually ascending, we crossed the ravine a third time, where its bed was upwards of 17,000 feet. Leaving it, the ascent became steeper as we advanced. A rounded ridge lay on the right, and we rose nearer and nearer to its crest. The top of the pass was nearly level for several hundred yards, and covered with boulders, principally granite. The outline of the mountains was generally rounded, and they rose gradually in both directions above the pass. View on all sides extensive, but country barren. No villages or trees to be seen. Lake Tesmorari also not visible. No snow on the pass (September), but a steep mountain, half a mile to the right, was still covered with snow to at least 500 feet below the level of the pass. The descent was at first gentle, but very soon became steep to the bottom of a valley in which a small stream was running." Cunningham gives 15,746 as the elevation of the pass.

LANDRA—Lat. 33° 8'. Long 75° 14'. Elev.
A much-scattered village in the province of Jamú, situated about 47 miles north-east of Jamú, on the road towards Rámblán. It contains a fort of no great strength, built on the top of a spur, which juts out over a torrent which flows down through the village. The fort is an oblong structure, about 35 feet long by 80 feet broad, built of stones strengthened by bands of timber, and roofed with mud on a layer of brushwood. At each corner, except the south-east, it has a bastion. The walls, which are loopholed, are highest on the west side, where they have an elevation of about 20 feet; on the north they are about 15 feet high. The east side overhangs the stream, and is inaccessible. The fort is commanded from a distance of about 800 yards to the east, and partially so at about 60 yards to the north. The garrison is said to number eighteen sepoys; just outside the walls, near the banks of the torrent, there is a baoli of clear cold water.

LANGA-LACHA—Fide "Lachalang."

LANGBUT LA—Fide "Riberang la."
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LANGKARESHÚ—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
A small village in the Uttar pargana, containing four houses inhabited by zamindars. It lies about half a mile south of Shalúrah, to the west of the path leading from that place towards Sopúr. The village contains a few trees, and is surrounded by rice cultivation, which is irrigated by a small stream.

LANG-KARTZE or LANG KARCHU—Fide "Kartze."

LANGRPURÁ—Lat. 34° 19'. Long. 73° 34'. Elev.
A small village containing a customs post, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 8 miles south-east of Mozafarabad, on the road towards Baramula. (Allgood.)

LANKA—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 5,187'.
The Lanka island, or Zaina Lunk, lies on the south-eastern side of the Wular lake, near where the Jhelum enters it. This islet, which is the only one in the lake, is the subject of several traditions. According to one of these, the Wular once extended to the vicinity of Sumbal, and the extent, therefore, to be traversed, exposed the boats to sudden gales of wind, and occasioned frequent loss of lives. To prevent such accidents, King Zein-úl-abdín (who reigned in A.D. 1432, and was the eighth and most renowned of the bádsháhs or Muhammadan rulers of Kashmir) determined to form a half-way landing-place, and accordingly had ordered an immense pile of stone and rubbish, derived from the Hindu temples, which had been demolished, to be thrown into the water, and thus formed the substratum of the island, to which, in ridicule of Hindu tradition, he gave the name of Lanka. Another story is, that the capital of Kashmir formerly occupied the site now covered by the lake, but that it suddenly sank, and was submerged by some great convulsion of nature. Zein-úl-abdín, it is added, caused the lake to be explored for some relics of the catastrophe, and the buildings now on Lanka were constructed, by his orders, of fragments recovered from the water.

The island is quadrangular in shape, covering about two acres; its longer sides, north and south, are about 95 yards long, and its shorter, which are east and west, about 75 yards; it is covered with trees, chiefly mulberries, many of which are entwined by grape vines.

Some years ago the island was inhabited, but a fakir now lives there in dismal solitude. The surface of the water around is covered so thickly with the lotus and singhára plants, that the island can only be reached in a small light boat.

A beautiful and extensive view may be had from the Lanka island; but in the later months of summer, mosquitoes swarm in this portion of the lake. (Moorcroft—Vigne—Ince—Growse.)

LANKA LA—Fide "Marsenik La."
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LANKA PAMBAY—Lat. 33° 37'.  Long. 75° 5'.  Elev.
A village situated at the east end of the Diousur pargana; it contains a few huts surrounded by some cultivation, and lies on the path leading towards the Bringhin—Lannor valley.

LANKA ROCK or PEAK—Lat. 32° 57'.  Long. 77° 48'.  Elev. about 10,000'.
A boundary mark between Lahoul and Ladák, near Lingti, from which place to the summit is a steep, rough climb of over 4,000 feet. It is a most conspicuous object, and visible from almost every side. (Cagley.)

LANNOR—Lat. 33° 36'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.
This village is situated on the west side of the Bringhin-Lannor valley, a beautiful strath amid the mountains between the Diousur pargana and the Sháhabác valley. It contains ten or twelve wooden houses, which are in a rather ruinous condition, besides two new brick buildings. There is an abundant supply of water from a small stream which flows down from the hills.

LAOCHE LA—Fide "Khardong Pass."

LAPCHUK—

"The Lapchuk or commercial embassy from Ladák to Lhásá is believed to be of very old standing, and before the Dográ conquest it was probably the means of transmitting tribute as well as of keeping up trade, but nowadays it has no political significance. It was established on its present footing in A.D. 1842, when a treaty between Ladák and Lhásá was made which determined the existing north-east frontier of Ladák and began the peaceful relations between the two States which have subsisted ever since. The arrangement is that every three years a kadda should leave Ladák for Lhásá, consisting of 270 horse or yak loads of goods, and conducted by a representative of the maharájá chosen by the governor of Ladák. For just that number of loads is carriage provided by the Lhásá authorities from Garch to Lhásá on the outward journey, and from Lhásá to the first villages or encampments in Ladák on the return journey. The maharájá's representative is always taken from a Ladák (Tibetan) family of eminence, as no other person, not even a Dográ of high rank from the maharájá's own court, would be welcomed, probably indeed would not be received into the grand lama's capital. The post of leader of the lapchuk, though held only for one turn, is much valued, as it generally enriches the family, between whom and the maharájá's government the profits of the trade are divided. The goods sent from Ladák are dried apricots, which constitute the most bulky part of the consignment, currants, saffron, kottzochin, and textile fabrics from European and Indian looms; on the return the chief goods are shawls, wool, and tea. Complimentary letters signed by the governor of Ladák are sent to the grand lama and his ministers, and to the heads of certain of the monasteries, and with each of them goes a small present, the nature of which is laid down and does not vary. The embassy, which is absent nearly a year, brings back corresponding letters and gifts. The leader transacts his business with the ministers, but pays ceremonial visits to the grand lama. It appears that he is always well treated, and that the arrangements for his journey are carefully made. Besides this triennial embassy, of which the last set cut from Ladák in 1871, and the return compliments by Lhásá, there is a yearly kadda from Lhásá, consisting also of 270 loads, for which carriage is found by the maharájá's government within his border, the reason for this additional party being that as only about a quarter of the whole route lies in the maharájá's territories, and as the cost of
carriage falls heavier in proportion on the Tibetan government, the latter looks to reimburse itself by a more frequent venture. The same formalities are observed on either side in regard to this, as to the triennial embassy." (Girdlestane.)

"But in addition to the presents," writes Mr. Elias, "taken by the lapchuk from Ladák, he is also provided with the following, which he pays to the treasurer of Lhásā:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 bags gold dust, value Rs each</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 sears of saffron</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 pieces native cloth, each of a separate colour, value about Rs each</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>135</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"These three items are known as *sahtal*, or ground tax, and a receipt is given for them by the treasurer, which the lapchuk brings back to the waizir of Ladák.

"It is difficult to estimate precisely how far the *sahtal* paid or presented to the treasurer of Lhásā is regarded by the Tibetan authorities as *nazar* or tribute; but by the government of Kashmir it is certainly looked upon in the light of a present of ceremony only, and as a return for the provisions, &c., with which the agent and his party are supplied during a part of their stay in Lhásā. Further, the last of my informants on this subject (the man who acted as lapchuk to Lhásā in 1877-78) says that no mention is made of the Min Sar jagir, either in presenting the *sahtal* to the treasurer or the presents to any of the other authorities. The treasurer is a servant of the native government, and is appointed by the Deva Jung, or great lama, not by the Chinese officials, and his receipt sets forth that the *sahtal* has been paid into the Deva Jung’s treasury.

"The facts (1) of the treasurer giving a formal receipt, while the other recipients of presents give none, (2) that he sends no return present; and (3) that the word *sahtal* means literally ‘land tax,’ would be reasons in favour of regarding the present or payment made to the Lhásā treasurer as tribute paid by the maharāja’s government to Chinese Tibet. But against this must be placed the following considerations: (1) that so far as those best acquainted with the contents of the agreement of 1842 are aware, no mention is made of tribute in return for the Min Sar jagir; (2) that *sahtal* of similar value, &c., was given by the lapchucks for many years before the agreement was made; and (3) that in those (third) years when no lapchuk goes to Lhásā, no *sahtal* is paid by the maharāja’s government, though the revenue of the jagir is collected as usual.

"The distinction between presents of ceremony or friendship on the one hand, and tribute as a sign of dependence or vassalage on the other, is frequently very loosely drawn by Asiatics, and the names of their taxes, duties, &c., do not always designate accurately the purpose for which they are levied. Thus, as far as I am able to judge from such enquiries as I have made, I am inclined to think that neither the presents nor the *sahtal* sent by the maharāja’s government to the Lhásā authorities can rightly be regarded as tribute (or *nazar*) either for the Min Sar jagir or for any other consideration; and further, that the Min Sar jagir is viewed by the Lhásā authorities as a local matter concerning the Gartok province only, and entirely separate from the agreement regarding the lapchuk."

Mr. Henvey, the officer on special duty, however, remarked:—

"Whatever the Kashmiris may think of the *sahtal* and presents, I have no doubt that the Chinese regard them as tribute."

The Minsar village belonged to the rajá of Ladák, who was conquered by the Dográs, who thus became owners of Minsar. But the rajá of Ladák probably paid tribute to Lhásā for this village, and now the Dográs have
to send a triennial mission of Ladakhs, just as we have to send a Burmese envoy to Pekin. (Ramsay.)

LAR—
A pargana in the Patan zilla of the Kamraj division; it comprises the western portion of the Sind valley. The tahsil station is at Artes.

LAR—Lat. 32° 35'.
Long. 75° 51'.
Elev.
A small village in the Basauli district, situated on the top of the spur above the left bank of the Chil stream, about 9 miles north of Basauli. There is a good deal of cultivation about the place.

LARCH—Lat. 34° 21'.
Long. 74° 15'.
Elev.
A village situated near the left bank of the Mawar river, on the path leading from Sopur towards the Karnao valley by the Tutmari Gali.

LARDO—Lat. 34° 14'.
Long. 77° 11'.
Elev.
A small village of three or four houses on the left bank of the Indus in the Bardari of Saslpur (Ladak). Just above here the Indus is crossed by a shaky bridge. A road leads from lardo to the Zanskar valley via the Spangling pass, which Ward says is not open before June 15th. (dylmer.)

LARIA—Lat. 33° 54'.
Long. 75° 8'.
Elev.
A village in the Tral valley, situated at the north-eastern extremity of Awantipur wudar, or table-land, on the path from Sursu towards Tral. It contains a masjid, and twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, a düm, and a pandit. There is much rice cultivation about the village.

LARIKPUR—Lat. 33° 54'.
Long. 75° 3'.
Elev.
A village and ghat situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south-west of Awantipur.

LARUN—Lat. 33° 38'.
Long. 75° 25'.
Elev.
A large village in the Nowbug valley, situated on the left bank of the river, rather more than a mile south of Nowbug; it contains two masjids and fifteen houses disposed in three clusters. There is a considerable amount of rice cultivation about the village.

LASHIPUTHAR—Lat. 34° 19'.
Long. 75° 19'.
Elev.
A hamlet situated on the left bank of the Nichinai stream, near its confluence with the Sind, about a mile north-west of the Sonamarg; it contains three houses, surrounded by a little cultivation.

LASIR MOU PASS—Fide "THANGLASGO PASS."

LATAPUR—Lat. 33° 58'.
Long. 75°.
Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the Sonakrund table-land, on the right bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south-east of Pampur; it contains a masjid,
and about fifteen houses inhabited by zamindars. Saffron is extensively cultivated on the plateau between this village and Pampur.

This village is the representative of the ancient Lalitpura, founded by King Lalitaditya (A.D. 693 to 729).

There is nothing actually on the spot, beyond its name, to indicate its history; but at the neighbouring village of Lad, which lies about 3 miles north-east by a good, broad, level path, there are ruins of two temples. (Growse.)

LATCHIPURA—Lat. 34° 11'. Long. 74° 8'. Elev.
A village in the Dachin district, situated in the valley some miles north of Gingl. There is said to be a path from this village into the Karnao valley.

LATHU PASS—Lat. 35° 34'. Long. 74° 33'. Elev.
A much-used pass between Gor and the Sai valley. It is used by both men and cattle, but is closed by snow from December to March. It issues from the mountains at Damut in the Sai valley. It may be reckoned as two days' journey from Gor to Damut. Water and firewood are procurable en route, but there is no wood below Sulat or above the cave of Boto Baniyal. North of the Lathu pass and to the left of the stream are three big caves. One is called Dobai Harai, the other Boto Baniyal, the third Naro Baniyal. Dobai Harai is close to left bank of the Lathu stream, at about 50 or 60 feet above the foot of mountain. It can shelter 200 goats, and is so used in summer. Boto Baniyal is situated about 1 mile north of Dobai Harai, and about 300 feet west of Lathu stream, and nearly 100 above the foot of mountain. Shelter for 150 goats. Naro Baniyal lies less than half a mile north of Boto Baniyal, about 300' above the base of the mountain: it is the largest of the three caves, accommodating 1,000 goats. The path to each of these caves ascends from the stream, and that to Naro Baniyal is rather difficult: there is no access from any other side, the hills being steep and precipitous. (Ahmad Ali Khan.)

LAZGUN PASS—Fide "Digar La."

A kardari or collectorate: the province of Ladak. It contains ten villages, the principal ones being Leh, Phiang, Pitak, and Sobu. Stok, the large village opposite Leh, belongs to this kardari, but forms the jagir of the heir of the ex-gyalpo of Ladak.
The total revenue is over 6,000 rupees in cash, besides considerable taxes in kind.
The mean height is about 11,000'. There is only a single crop of wheat, barley, peas, and beans. The number of fruit trees (apricots and apples) is very limited. Vegetables grow well if properly looked after. (Aylmer.)
LEH—Lat. 34° 10'.
Long. 77° 37'.
Elev. 11,538'.
The capital town of Ladak; is situated about 3 miles from the right
bank of the Indus, at the apex of a triangular-shaped valley that rises
gradually as it recedes from the river. The town lies about 1,000 feet above
the river, and occupies the slope, and surrounds the base of a low spur
on the east side of the valley, while the centre and west side are occupied
by extensive tracts of cultivation. The fields rise in terraces and are
watered by little rills drawn from a stream which flows down the centre of
the valley. The streets are disposed without any order, and form a most
intricate labyrinth, and the houses are built contiguously. A good bazar
has, however, been built by the Dográs. "Entering from the direction
of Kashmir, we pass through a small gateway and find ourselves in a long
wide, and straight bazár, the houses being regularly built and uniformly
whitewashed. The most conspicuous building is the royal palace of
the former gyalpo, a fine-looking building, 250 feet in length and
several stories in height. The outer walls have a considerable slope, as their
thickness diminishes rapidly with their increase of height. The upper
stories are furnished with long, open balconies, and the walls are pierced
with a considerable number of windows. The beams of the roof are
supported on carved wooden pillars, and covered with planks painted in
various patterns on the outside. The building is substantial and plain."

Outside the town are several plantations of willow and poplar trees,
which make good camping grounds. Small hamlets are scattered over the
cultivated portion of the valley, and about a mile south-west of the town is
a fort built by the Dográs conquerors on the banks of the Leh rivulet.
The fort consists of a main wall about 25 feet high, square in trace, with
bastions at the corners and in the centre of the sides. From outside to
outside this is about 300 feet. The barrack-rooms and stores are built
against this main wall inside in two stories.
The walls are loopholed and small guns can be placed in the bastions.
In the centre of the inner court is a low building.
There is an outer loopholed wall 12 or 15 feet from the main wall, and
outside this again is a dry ditch with masonry escarp and counterscarp. It
could be flooded fairly easily.
These walls are built of sun-dried bricks and are musket-proof.
The armament consists of six short old guns, about 2½ inches bore.
There are no sher-bachas to be seen. The garrison consists of twenty
artillery-men, a company of regulars and some irregulars.
The place is often used as a prison.
It is somewhat out of repair.
It would be difficult to assault, but could offer no resistance against a
field-gun.
It is commanded within a mile by the hills to the west.
The accompanying sketch is only approximate. (Aginer.)
Johnson and Ney Elias reckon the population of Leh at about 2,500 in winter, and 3,000 to 3,500 in summer. It consists of Ladakhs, Kashmiri and Turki merchants (most of the latter are only settled here a short time, returning to Yarkand after having disposed of their goods). There is also a hybrid class called Argoezi, mostly of Kashmiri and Ladakhi parentage. Wazir Rodha Kishen said that in 1888 the number of houses was 400; the number of shops in the bazar was 130, of which fifty remained open all the year round; the remainder were open during the months of July, August, and September.

The foreign commerce of Ladakh is principally one of transit with the town of Leh for a sole mart or entrepot. The different lines of traffic from Yarkand, Chinese Tibet, Kashmir, and the Panjab, meet here. Prior to 1868 traders were much oppressed by the exactions and heavy duties levied by the Ladak officials. For the purpose of developing Central Asian trade, a commercial treaty was concluded in 1870 between the Government of India and the Maharaja of Kashmir. Since then a Joint Commissioner is appointed annually by each government, vested with certain powers. They remain in Ladak during the trading season, and look after the interests of the traders from different countries, and settle disputes, &c.

The population of Leh varies greatly, as during the trading season there is a great influx of merchants from the Panjab, Kashmir, and Kashgaria, the traders from the south generally exchanging their goods with the men from the north, so that, as a rule, the same trader does not go right through from the Panjab to Yarkand. The traders arrive about July and most have left by November. The late Mr. Dalgleish, however, left Leh with a caravan of goods for Yarkand in December 1882, and made a successful journey across, but the dangers of so late a start from Leh are considerable. As a rule, the traders do not keep their ponies or mules in Leh, but send them down to Shishot on the Indus, where there is very good grazing during the summer months.

Very good lucerne grass is grown at Leh and neighbouring villages, and is in great demand for ponies. There is a travellers' bangalow next to the British Joint Commissioner's house. (Aylmer-Manifold.)

Four roads lead from Leh to Yarkand across the Karakoram range, for the Changchenmo route—a can, in an extended sense, be regarded as branches of the main line of traffic; indeed, it sometimes happens that a portion of a caravan, consisting of mules, parts company with the main body consisting of ponies, at Aghtagh, near Shahirddula, and proceeds to Ladak via Changchenmo, while the latter comes down the main route; the Karakoram may be therefore considered to be crossed by—

(a) The road leading from Leh across the Khardong pass, up the valley of the Nubra river, and thence across the Saser and Karakoram passes to Shahirddula.*

* This is the ordinary summer route.
* This is the winter route for such time as the Digar pass is open. There is also a road from Diger to the Nubra valley, and this is the summer route for such time as the Khardong is closed.

† This is the winter route when the Diger pass is closed. It is along this route that Mr. Shaw advocated the construction of an all-the-year-round road.

(6) The road leading from Leh across the Diger pass into the valley of the Shyok river, and thence across the Karakoram pass to Shāhidūla.*

(6) The road leading from Leh across the Diger pass into the valley of the Shyok river, and thence across the Karakoram pass to Shāhidūla.*

† This is the old Changchenmo route.
§ This is the western Changchenmo route discovered by Dr. Cayley.

or from the Lingzithang plain down Shāhidūla.§

According to Mr. Shaw the direct route over the Karakoram vid Nubra was much more difficult than the branch route through Changchenmo vid the Karakash river and Karatagh pass to Wahāb Jilga. He wrote:

"Beyond the Indus there are two sets of roads to Yarkand, which may be classed under the heads of the Karakoram line and Changchenmo lines. When I had the honour, in 1809, of submitting to His Excellency the Viceroy a memorandum on the routes, the comparison lay between the old or Karakoram route and that vid Changchenmo across the high plateaux of Lingzithang and the Soda plain. Now, however, a new and more eligible route has been pointed out by Dr. Cayley and followed by Mr. Forsyth's returning party from Yarkand. If the first-explored Changchenmo route was preferable to the old Karakoram one, there can be no doubt that the line taken by Dr. Cayley and Mr. Forsyth is distinctly superior... The superiority of the latter route may be thus summed up. Instead of four high passes (two of them covered with glaciers and three minor, though difficult ones, we have four passes altogether, which are on a par with the easiest of those by the old route, and on none of which are snow or ice to be found in the summer. Instead of the difficult and dangerous fords of the Shyok (at only one of which a boat can be used), we have no water higher than the knee to cross. Instead of four and a half days from grass to grass, the new route has first one camp without grass, and after an interval of four days one or possibly two more... on which occasions alone there is a chance of the horses going an entire day without grazing... The difference in point of roughness and laboriousness between the two routes cannot be expressed by a contrast of numbers... It must, moreover, be remembered that the old route passes through gorges where it is difficult, and over glacier passes where it is impossible, to keep the road in order, while the course of the other is chiefly over plains or through wide
villages . . . . . . . While firmly believing in the superiority of the improved Changchenmo line over the old route, one must admit that traffic is the only final and decisive test in comparing two roads. With equal artificial advantages the best of the routes will certainly, in the end, be picked out by those who habitually use them . . . . . . But we are far from having reached that stage yet. Not a single native caravan has yet traversed the latest line via Changchenmo . . . . There has not yet been time for them to do so . . . . . . Thus the only Changchenmo route as yet practically known to merchants is that which the neglect of certain Kashmir officials strewed with the dead bodies of some 200 horses during Mr. Foreyth’s upward march . . . . . . But even setting aside this terrible and unnecessary mortality, the state of all the new routes up to the present season has been this. Each merchant and caravan has had to discover the route afresh, partly assisted, it is true, by hearsay descriptions, and partly by half-obiterated traces of predecessors. In those wind-swept regions of shifting sand or of gravel, there are no marks to direct the traveller, who must feel his way along, nearly at random. Even if he succeed in taking the right line, it is odd but he misses the right camping ground, near the grassy side-valley or hill-slope, which affords the only chance of grazing for his cattle for the next 20 miles . . . . . . Let us compare this with the ease of the well-known old route by the Karakoram, where custom has made the traders at home in every yard of the way. Each blade of grass within grazing distance contributes to the support of the animals. Camping grounds are so arranged as to make the most of the few advantages of the road. It is obvious that until the traders’ knowledge of the new route in some measure comes up to their knowledge of the old, the former will not have a fair chance. For this purpose both road and camping grounds must either be distinguished by unmistakable and permanent marks (a difficult thing in such a country), or else each party must be accompanied by men thoroughly acquainted with the route . . . . . . Again, another point on which the artificial advantages are not equal is the assistance afforded to the caravans by the country people. The men of Nubra reap an annual harvest by sending their yaks, with provisions, across the Saser pass to meet the traders . . . . . . On the new route this mutually advantageous traffic has not yet sprung up, and the losses incurred by the villagers whose cattle were employed . . . . . . 1870 will not encourage them to begin. Again, till such time as the Yankoo and Pangong people find out the advantage of doing it themselves, the Joint Commissioners must take their place in

Commissioners must take their place in

The provision of supplies along a regularly frequented road is a mere matter of time and money, but the point for consideration is, could supplies be furnished along the Changchenmo route at prices which traders could afford to pay, i.e., without requiring not to come again by that road? I am inclined to think they could not, at any rate at places more distant than Doper.

The provision of supplies along a regularly frequented road is a mere matter of time and money, but the point for consideration is, could supplies be furnished along the Changchenmo route at prices which traders could afford to pay, i.e., without requiring not to come again by that road? I am inclined to think they could not, at any rate at places more distant than Doper.

† Village on south side of Pangung lako, about 12 or 15 miles from Lukang camping ground.

‡ The provision of supplies along a regularly frequented road is a mere matter of time and money, but the point for consideration is, could supplies be furnished along the Changchenmo route at prices which traders could afford to pay, i.e., without requiring not to come again by that road? I am inclined to think they could not, at any rate at places more distant than Doper.

¶ The 15 miles of Leh is, I presume, referred to.

¶ The 15 miles of Leh is, I presume, referred to.

or a most important point of the old and usual road. At the same time, it would probably be wise to reserve liberty of changing on to the other road if at a future time it be found that the great test of traffic withholds its sanction from the new route."
The Karakoram route is, however, preferred by most traders. It has the great advantage of shortness from Léh to Sháhidúla via the Khardong-Saser passes, being 240 miles; while via Changchenmo the distance is 316 miles, and where grain has to be carried for the feed of animals this is of the utmost consideration. The only people who really use the Changchenmo route are the Panjáb mule-men, who do not feed their animals on grain, but let them subsist on such grass as they can pick up; the mass of trade is, however, carried on ponies, and they being fed on grain, distance becomes of primary consideration. On this route traders are obliged to hire yaks to carry their loads over the Khardong (glacier) pass.* These yaks are hired at Léh and discharged at Khardong village, and the hire paid is R2 per yak. From Khardong to Changlung (or Nubrá) the road is fairly easy; the next two marches, viz., to Tutyalák over the Changlung pass (also called Karáwal Díwan), and to the Shyok river, over the Saser pass, are long, hard marches. Laden horses can and do pass over this road,† but, as a rule, traders wish to spare their horses as far as possible, so that they may be better able to endure the fatigues of the onward journey from the Shyok to Sháhidúla. For this reason yaks are hired at Panamikh, one march on the Léh side of Changlung, which is a very small village, where yaks are not obtainable.

For the journey from Panamikh to the Shyok the hire is R4 per yak. It may, therefore, be considered that in going by the summer road, R6 per horse-load is expended on yak hire between Léh and the Murghi sala. When coming from Yárkand to Léh the case is different, for no yaks remain for hire at the Murghi sala, and traders are therefore obliged to make their horses carry their loads over the Saser pass; but on arrival at Khardong village, they hire yaks at R2 each to carry their goods to Léh. Thus the total expenditure on yak hire for the double journey to and from Yárkand via the Saser route is R8 per horse-load. (Ramsay.)

**LÉH PASS—Fide "Khardong Pass."

For details of trade, vide Trade Reports. (Cunningham—Drew—Cayley.)

**LEHINDAJAR—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.

A small village inhabited by Gójars, situated on the mountains on the west side of the Dachinpara pargana, on the Bhúgmur path leading into the Trál valley.

**LELAM—Lat. 34° 39'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev.

A village situated on the mountain-side, above the right bank of the Kiaban Ganga, almost opposite Karen. It contains five houses.
are also two houses surrounded by fields on the path below the village; this hamlet is called Kaser, and is the highest point where rice cultivation is met with in the valley of the Kishan Ganga.

**LEPTRÁ—**
A valley, the southern prolongation of the basin of the Tsomorari lake. *(Fide "First River." (H. Strachey.))

**LERI—** Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev.
A village in the Kotli district, lying about 9 miles north of that town on the road to Panch. It possesses a very fine spring, which rises in a baoli by the side of the path, from which a considerable rivulet is formed. There are about twenty-five houses in the village, the inhabitants being all Muhammadans. Dry crops, including a little cotton, are grown.

**LIDAR—**
The Lidar, or the "Yellow" river, is formed by two mountain torrents which, flowing from the north and north-east, unite near the village of Palgam, lat. 34°, long. 75° 22'. The eastern stream trickles from the snow on the southern slopes of the Panjtrani mountains, and, as the Gratinpara, flows into the Shisha Nág, which is connected with another small lake called the Zamti Nág, fed by a glacier; from this latter lake the peculiar white colouring matter of the Lidar seems to be derived. Leaving the Shisha Nág the stream flows in a westerly direction, joining the northern branch, which rises on the northern slopes of the Gwashburi, or Kolah, mountain, and is joined by a stream flowing from the Tar Sar and Chanda Sar. After the junction of these torrents, just south of the village of Palgam, the river flows on a rapid and un navigable stream in a southerly direction, separating the parganas of Dachinpara on the right bank from Kaupara on the left. In its passage through the lower part of the valley, the river separates into numerous channels, and on gaining the vicinity of Islamabád, its rapidity ceases with the rockiness of its bed, and at the places of junction with the Jhelum, just north of that town, its dull and muddy streams are scarcely less than that of the Jhelum itself. *(Vigne—Montgomery—Ince.)

**LIDAR—**
This valley opens into the south-east end of the Kashmír valley, giving passage to a river of the same name. It extends in a northerly direction from near Islamabád to Palgam, a distance of about 22 miles, and includes the parganas of Dachinpara and Kaupara. At Palgam the valley divides into two defiles, which stretch obliquely: one towards the north-west, pointing towards the Sind valley, which may, it is said, be reached by a footpath following the course of the Lidarwat stream; the other towards the north-east, leading up to the Shisha Nág, and the sacred cave of Amrath.

At its lower end the valley is 3 or 4 miles wide, but at its upper
end only a few hundred yards; it is bounded on both sides by mountains, which are increasingly lofty, especially in its upper half, and, when the altitude admits of it, they are covered with dense forest. Cultivation does not extend beyond 3 miles north of Palgâm. There is a road along the valley, which follows the left bank of the river as far as Palgâm, and then takes the eastern defile towards the Shisha Nág and the Amrnáth cave. This path is practicable for ponies, and is yearly traversed by pilgrims of both sexes, some of whom are very decrepit.

It is possible, though a matter of some difficulty, to reach the Sind valley from the Amrnáth cave, by following the course of the Paujtarni stream, but only in the early spring when the snow-bridges are firm.

Jacquemont states that he found copper ore in the Lidar valley. (Figne—Cunningham—Montgomery—Iace.)

LIDAR KHOI—
The torrents which form this stream take their rise on the slopes of the mountains bounding the south-eastern extremity of the Kashmir valley, uniting near the village of Lagmar. The stream then flows in a southerly direction through a narrow valley, emptying itself into the Chandra Bhágá, lat. 33° 9', long. 75° 32', a few miles west of Doda. The Lidar Khol is not fordable south of Lagmar; the road from Doda to Rámán crosses it by a kadal bridge at the village of Ganiki, and there are similar bridges at the villages of Karoti, Manzami, beneath Lagmar and Borkan, and at Gay, on the eastern branch; there is also a rough bridge of the tangri description between the villages of Kái and Gotala. The district drained by the stream is called the Siráz valley; it is principally inhabited by Hindús, and is said to form part of the Rámán pargana.

LIDARMONT—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 11'. Elev.
A village and ghat situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 2 miles north-west of Islamabád, just above the junction of the southernmost branch of the Lidar.

LIDARWAT—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 75° 17'. Elev. 9,500', approx.
The name given to that portion of the valley of the Lidar river which is situated near its source, at the junction of the stream which flows from the Tar Sar and Chanda Sar. The valley here opens out and is in places densely wooded. Above is the valley of Kolaboi, and to the west there are routes to the Sind valley, and also to Trabál and Pámpur. (Wingate.)

LIKAR—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 77° 15'. Elev.
A village of seventy or eighty houses in the kardari of Saspul (Ladák). It is situated on a torrent of the same name, which joins the Indus just above the village of Saspul. There is a monastery here built three hundred years ago, which contains one hundred monks and nuns, and belongs to the yellow-capped sect of lamas (Aylmer.)
LIKCHE—Lat. 33° 44'.  Long. 77° 58'.  Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Indus, a few miles above Upshi, and about 40 miles above Léh. The road from here to Léh for the first 4 miles is not practicable for laden animals. It crosses two lofty spurs by a succession of stone steps rudely put together. Four miles above the village, the Indus is crossed by a rickety wooden bridge, which is generally washed away in summer. (Reynolds—Aylmer.)

LILAHAR—Lat. 33° 57'.  Long. 74° 59'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Awántipúr and Pampúr.

LILAM—Lat. 34° 28'.  Long. 74° 10’. Elev.
A village situated at the north end of the Machipúra pargana. The founder of this most flourishing village was Sirfrá Khán, a native of Yúsafzáí, who was in the service of Shaikh Ghulám Din, and first settled in Lilam in A.D. 1846, when the whole of the neighbourhood was a jungle. (Montgomerie.)

LIMBAR—Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 74° 18'.  Elev.
A village in the Dachin district, situated on the slopes of the mountains above the right bank of the Jhelum. There is a footpath from this village leading over the hills into the Karnao valley.

LIMSORA—Lat. 33° 9’.  Long. 74° 59’.  Elev.
A village in the Riasi district, situated some miles north-east of that town; it lies in the jungle near the left bank of the Chenáb, which is crossed by a rope bridge to the north of the village, below Kubhi. (Vigne.)

LINGTI or SARCHU—Lat. 32° 55'.  Long. 77° 33’.  Elev.
A camping ground at the junction of the Yunam and Lingti streams. It is passed on the route from Kulu to Léh, and lies about 11 miles north-east of the Bara Lacha pass, on the boundary between Lahoul and Ladák. No rest-house or supplies of any sort.
The Phalang Danda, another boundary mark near here, is called Lingti by the people of Kulu. (Vide "Phalang Danda.")

LINGTI PLAINS—
Lie above Lingti, and though presenting a fine level expanse of grass, with abundance of fuel (dama or Tibetán furze), have no surface water, and cannot be irrigated, so that in this dry climate cultivation would be impossible. (Cayley.)

LINGTI STREAM—
Rises near the Bara Lacha pass, and following south-east joins the Yunam
river a little below the Phalang Danda, and close to the Lingti (or Sarchu) camping ground. The junction is on the borders of Ladák and Lahoul. (Gayley.)

LINGZITHANG PLAIN or AKSAI CHIN—General Elev. 17,300'.
A barren, elevated, and uninhabited region, lying between the range that runs parallel with the Changchenmo valley on the north and the Lokhzung range. Portions of it are crossed by the three routes leading from the Changchenmo to the Karakash valley. (Vide "Routes.")

Near the Nischn camp the plateau has an elevation of 18,630 feet. The plains are undulating, the hills being low, and with such easy slopes that a horse may be galloped over them anywhere. (Johnson.) It bears traces of having been the bed of a large lake, and at present contains two salt lakes, which in July covered areas of about 16 and 60 square miles respectively, and are probably much larger in April and May on the melting of the snows.

The burtai or wild lavender (Artemisia) is the only vegetation, and that is not found abundantly. It is used both for fuel and fodder. The only animal usually seen here is the Tibetan antelope, though the wild yak may also be found in places. Mirages are frequently visible.

A high wind begins to blow almost daily at 10 a.m. from the west or south-west. It increases to a hurricane towards the afternoon, then gradually subsides, and by midnight the air is again still. Travellers have not unfrequently been killed by this wind, which at times is so cold as to destroy vitality in a very short time. In addition to this, both men and cattle suffer very much from the rarity of the air. Drew says that "the plain extends north and south for 16 or more miles, and that the distance from west to east must be 50 or 60 miles. On the south are the low sloping hills lying north of the Changchenmo valley, on the west are bolder hills and even snowy peaks; in these there is a gap leading down to the Shyok river. The Lokhzung range is the northern boundary. This begins on the west with two peaks between 21,000 and 21,000, and continues at from 18,000 to 19,000 feet, a range of irregular hills, steep, rocky, and peaked. To the east-south-east the plain at first seems boundless, but again from some points summits of mountains become visible, which probably belong to an enclosing ridge." On the 12th September the plain was white with snow.

"The soil is all clay, covered with flinty stones and rough agates. " Not a vestige of grass.

LIRROW—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 75° 1'. Elev.
A small village situated near the right bank of the Veshau, about 3 miles west of Kulgám. (Ince.)

LISI—Lat 33° 11'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A hamlet in Kishtwár, containing but two huts inhabited by Hindús. It
is situated on the hill-side, above the left bank of the Lidar Khol, close to Bagu.

LISSŪ—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev.
A village situated in a small, well-wooded valley, which opens into the east side of the Nowbug Nai, a little north of the village of Nowbug. It contains two houses, and is watered by a torrent from the hills.

LITTAR—33° 49'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
A village situated in the Showra pargana, of which it is the tahsil station. It lies to the north of the Zainapūr wudar, on the left bank of the Rembiāra.

LOANG—Lat. 32° 46'. Long. 75° 50'. Elev.
A village in the Basaoli district, situated above the right bank of the Siowa river, about midway between Bani and Sertal Marg, the encamping ground at the foot of the southern slopes of the Chatardhar pass. The village, which lies under the mountains at some distance from the river, contains about thirteen houses inhabited by a mixed population of Hindūs and Muhammadans. There are some trees about the village, and plenty of space for encamping; supplies are procurable, and water is obtained from a stream. The village contains two small Hindū temples shaded by a stunted chunār tree; one is dedicated to the Diota Basku, and the other and larger to Sīr Bābā Adam, the father of mankind.

LOCHAN or LOTSAM—Lat. 34° 21'. Long. 77° 18'. Elev.
A village of six houses situated on the right bank of the Pashkyum river (or Wakha-chu), and passed between Kargil and Shergol on the route from Srinagar to Lēh. The river here scoops its way through a narrow passage in the serpentine rocks. Path near village narrow and difficult. (Bellev.)

LOHĀT—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 74°. Elev.
There are two villages of this name in Upper Drawār, Hairī or Upper Lohāt, and Bani Tali or Lower Lohāt. They are both situated on the left bank of a considerable torrent, which flows into the Kishan Ganga river. The lower village lies on the right bank of the river, just north of the confluence of this torrent, on the path leading up the valley. The upper village is said to be distant about 4 kos from the lower, and contains a masjid and twelve houses inhabited by zamīndars, a mūlla, a blacksmith, and a carpenter. In Tali Lohāt there are only two houses, surrounded by a long strip of cultivation on the river-bank. The encamping ground lies on the right bank of the torrent, near a mill; the space is confined, but pleasantly shaded by trees; some caves in the rocks forming the bank of the Kishan Ganga would afford a considerable amount of shelter. The torrent which flows by these villages is called the Busseok stream; it is not fordable, but is crossed by a kadāl bridge at Tali Lohāt. There is said to be another bridge
at the upper village, and a third at the Munnar Dok or pasturage, still higher up the valley.

A path leading into the Kaghán valley by the Jotari pass, lies up the course of this stream, by which it is said the village of Burrawai may be reached in four marches, at such times as the pass is practicable.

LOKHZUNG or LAK-ZANG, i.e., THE "EAGLE'S NEST"—

Lat. 35° 1'.
Long. 79° 31'.
Elev. 17,200'.
A camping ground on the most easterly of the routes leading from the Changchenmo valley to the Karakash. On a solitary rock about 200 feet high Dr. Henderson saw the remains of an enormous nest, "probably of some raptorial bird, for the ground underneath was covered with fragments of bone, &c., &c." A little water, fuel, and grass here. Thermometer fell at night to 7° F. on the 15th July. The camp is situated in a valley in the Lokhzung range. Montgomery gives 16,400 as the elevation of the camp, trigonometrical survey gives 16,340. (Henderson—Drew.)

Runs from west-north-west to east-south-east and divides the Lingzithang plains on the south from the Kuenlun on the north. Its length is 60 miles, its width from 15 to 20 miles. It is a region of rocky hills, with flat, dry, rocky, valleys between them—not one continuous range, but a series of parallel ranges, which are broken through by valleys leading from the southernmost edge of the hill tract to the north-east. The breaks in the different ranges are not opposite each other, but in echelon, so that each valley zig-zags, and ultimately leads out on to the Kuenlun plains. The highest peak is on the west, 21,000 feet, the average height of the range being from 18,000 to 19,000 feet. The path traverses the range from Tso Thang (salt lake) to Thaladat, where there is another salt lake, a two days' march. (Drew.)

A pargana comprising a beautiful and very fertile valley, situated on the north-east side of Kashmir; the tahsil station is at Lalpúr. The valley is oval in shape, and its surface is elevated and undulating; it stretches about 15 miles north-west and south-east, varying in breadth from a few hundred yards to about 3 miles. It is traversed by a considerable stream called the Lahwal, and is intersected in all directions by its numerous tributaries, which flow down from the surrounding hills, which are clothed by dense forests of deodar. North of the Sharibal mountain the valley is thickly covered with jungle, and has little cultivation. On the north side the wudar or table-land is very strongly marked, and in two places it extends across the valley, the road passing through a narrow defile. This table-land is covered with a thick pine forest, and a few Gujär families are its only inhabitants. There are extensive tracts of pasture ground in the
valley under the hills and along the sides of the spurs, and large numbers of ponies are grazed in the district. The Loláb valley contains about thirty villages, which are mostly situated in the midst of groves of chunár, walnut, apple, cherry, alácha, and peach trees.

There are eleven small lakes in the district, having an average depth of 3 or 3½ feet. They are covered with weeds, and afford great shelter to waterfowl.

Vigne, in his description of the Loláb valley, observes that there is in the middle a large flat and circular space, a valley within the valley, the snuggest and most retired-looking region imaginable. This part of Loláb is about 5½ miles in diameter, and a morass, that appears to have been formerly a lake, occupies the centre; the sides are verdant, and more or less covered with jungle.

He noticed a curious fact connected with the natural history of this part of the country, which would go far to prove that this singular punch-bowl is the most sheltered district in Kashmir. As evening drew nigh it was astonishing to observe the number of birds of the corvus genus who came to pass the night on its plain; ravens, crows, and jackdaws were seen in almost every direction, excepting the north, whither they do not repair, the country being comparatively barren. They appeared in the air above the mountain-tops, all moving towards Loláb as a centre, and then suddenly, as they came in sight of their resting-place, darted downwards with surprising velocity, crossing each other in their zig-zag, irregular flight, as if they had been influenced by terror, or the fury of a driving hurricane. As they neared the ground, they gradually slackened their speed, circled over its surface for a moment, and then alighted in such countless numbers, that the ground in some places was literally blackened with them.

(Vigne—Montgomerie.)

LOLPUR—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 74° 35'. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, of which it is the tahsil station. It lies 10 miles west of Srinagar, and 8 miles north-east of the village of Firozpúr, and forms the usual stage between these places, on the route by the Firozpúr pass.

LONDING or LUNGDUNG—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 79° 25'. Elev.
A camping ground on the most westerly route from Changchenmo valley to the Karakash, 17 miles north of Patsalung. Nearly 10 miles of the road between the two camps is covered to a depth of many feet with sulphate of magnesia. "It caused a glare which was most painful to the eyes, and irritated the face and hands. On the surface of the plain the salt had effloresced and become an impalpable powder, which rose in clouds as the horses waded through it, sometimes up to the knees. Underneath it was hard and crystalline, and crackled under the horses' feet. At intervals there were lakes of strong brine. Fortunately we got over this plain
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before the wind rose, for later in the day clouds of salt were raised by the breeze, and we saw the remains of a former caravan which had probably been destroyed in this way." Camp at end of salt plain in a valley, where there is a little grass, and water is obtained by digging. Karakash valley 10 miles north of camp. (Henderson.)

A camping ground in the Lung Chu valley, between the Kongta La and Lung Burma.

LONG KONGMA RIVER—Fide "Lung Chu."

LONG PARMA—Fide "Lung Burma."

LOS—Lat. 35° 23'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A village at the junction of the Parashind and Astor rivers.
With the neighbouring villages of Popul, Dachi and Hapak, it contains thirty houses. (Aylmer.)

LOTSUM—Fide "Lochan."

LOWER—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
A small village situated towards the upper extremity of the Bring valley, on the right bank of the Tansan stream.
The road leading towards Kishtwâr, by the Marbal pass, becomes hilly and difficult for riding immediately after leaving the village. In the neighbourhood of Lower the cultivation is luxuriant and the hills beautifully wooded. (Herrey.)

LÜDAR MARG—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.
A collection of shepherds' huts, situated on the slopes of the Panjâl range, to the east of the Sang Safid pass; it lies close to the pathways leading from the Kashmîr valley, by the Choti Gali pass. The marg forms a convenient place for encamping, for which it offers every advantage, being open, grassy, and watered by the Sang Safid stream. Forage and fuel abound, but no supplies are procurable. (Allgood.)

LÜDURA—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
A large village, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, at a bend of the river between Sopûr and Baramûla. This village stands on high ground, and is shaded by fine trees.

LUGHJUNG—Fide "Lyakjung."

LÜILPûRA or LALPûR—Lat 34° 1'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana; it lies on the path about midway between Makahâma and Drang, and is situated on the west side of the sloping spur.
In the centre of the village, surrounded by a brick wall, is the xiarat of Saiad Muhammad Sahib, and near it a well-built filature. There is a masjid in the village, and twenty-five houses inhabited by zamindars,
a mulla, carpenter, blacksmith, a potter, and a cowherd. There are many fruit-trees about the place, and much rice cultivation.

LUJYEN—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A small village lying on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles south-east of Srinagar. It is famous for its manufacture of the coarse matting, which is used for the awnings of boats and other purposes.

A halting-place at north base of the Shinkul pass. No supplies, coolies, or fuel obtainable.

LUKUNG or LAKUNG—Lat. 34° 0' 6"'. Long. 78° 29'. Elev. 14,130'.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, situated 2 miles north of the western end of the Pangong lake. A few huts here, and a small patch of cultivation. Also a stream which flows into the lake. (Trotter.)

LUKUNG STREAM—Fide "Wata."

LUMKANG—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 79° 12'. Elev. 17,501'.
A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, 18 miles north-east of Kiam, and 4 miles south of the Lumkang pass. Road from Kiam crosses the stream immediately north of the hot springs, and then over a low spur at 8 miles, from whence it runs up the Lumkang ravine, which joins the one from the Kepsang pass 3 miles above Kiam. A little grass and burtsi here. Tibetan antelope very numerous. (Johnson.)

LUMKANG PASS—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 79° 10'. Elev. 19,500'.
Top of pass 8 miles north of Lumkang camp. Road lies up gradual ascent, and then descends gently down the ravine to Nischu. No snow (end of July). (Johnson.)

LUNDPUR—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south of Awântipûr.

LUNG BURMA or LONG PARMA—Lat. Long. Elev.
A good camping ground in the Lung Chu valley, 31 miles from Shûsha and 24 miles from Tankse. At 44 miles from Shûshal cross the Konkta La. Road stony; fuel and grass plentiful. (Trotter.)

LUNG CHU RIVER, or LONG KONGMA, or LONG YUKMA—
Rises near the Kongta La, and flowing north-west through the Lung Chu valley enters the Shyok just above the village of Shyok. In December Trebeck found the valley thinly covered with snow, and the rivulet running along its south-western edge was frozen, but skirted by grass, in which two hundred yaks were pasturing. Large droves of yaks and sheep were seen here pasturing in the side valleys, or moving down to the Indus valley for the winter. Just above Tankse the Lung Chu is sometimes called
the Harung river. Below Tankse it is joined by the Durgu stream from the west. (Trotter—Moorcroft.)

LUNGNI—
The name of a stream which drains a narrow valley in the lofty mountains forming the boundary between the Dachinpara pargana and Maru Wardwán. It flows into the Lidar, lat. 33° 58', long. 75° 21', between the villages of Bhaktót and Mundra. A good pathway leads from Ledros in the Lidar valley to Jooknis in the Wardwán valley through the Lungní. (Ward.)

A halting-place on the left bank of the Zansakár river, 165 miles from Leh and above Padam. No supplies; fuel very scanty.

LUNKHA or LANKAR—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 76° 38'. Elev.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, one stage from Panglung, on the south side of the Marsemik or Lankar La. There is a saráí here. Steep but not difficult ascent to top of pass. A little water. Trotter says there is only an uninhabited stone hut here. (Trotter—Cayley.)

LUNKHA—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev. 8,650', approx.
The most easterly village of Khapalu (Baltistán), situated on the left bank of the Shyok. It contains five houses. Camping ground very confined. It is passed on the Leh-Skardu road. Two roads lead from it to Surmu,—namely, the Khapalu road, which goes over the foot-hills and which is good; and the river road, which goes down the left bank of the Shyok, and is very difficult and quite impassable for baggage animals. (Aylmer.)

LUR—Lat. 33° 56'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated on the right bank of the Lidar. It lies on the path from Bij Behára towards Ganeshbal, at the point where the valley narrows very rapidly at the entrance to the wooded hills which intervene between the valley of Kashmir and the snow-capped mountains in the immediate vicinity. (Hervey.)

LURAO—Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A considerable village in the Wullar pargana, situated on one of the main branches of the Arphal stream, about 4 miles north of Trai. The stream, which is about 25 feet wide, with a depth of 1½ or 2 feet, flows with a moderate current; it is crossed by a bridge made of slabs of stone.

The village contains a masjid, the ziárat of Saiad Muhammad Sahib, Bukhari, and about sixteen houses inhabited by zamindars, a múlla, a dúm, a cowherd, and a carpenter. Corn is cultivated about the village, and also a little rice.

LURGAM—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A considerable village in the Wullar pargana, situated rather more than
3 miles north of Trul, on the path towards Arphal. It contains a thana, and is the residence of the naib thanadar. The population numbers twenty-five families of zamindars, two banias, a dum, mulla, moehf, cowherd, a carpenter, and a potter.

**LUTAB**—Lat. 24° 34'. Long. 73° 53'. Elev. A village situated on the north side of the Karnao valley, just to the west of the fort.

**LYAKJUNG or LUGHJUNG**—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev. A village of eleven houses on the left bank of the Nubra river, situated close to its junction with the Shyok. It is passed on the summer route by the Karakoram between Sitti and Panamikh. The Shyok is visible for 10 miles below the junction, flowing through a wide gravelly plain as far as the large village of Hundar. *(Thomson.)*

**LYONHUDAR**—A tributary of the Kamri Dara, or Kala Pani, as it is generally called, joining it from the south-east, about 14 miles north of the Kamri pass. The valley watered by it is uninhabited, but capable of cultivation. There is a path up this valley to the Dorikun route. It is said to be two stages, and to open in June. *(Barrow—Aylmer.)*
MACHAI PEAK—Lat. 34° 25'.
Long. 73° 50'.
Elev. 19,630'.
South of the Oma La.

MACHALU—Lat. 35° 16'.
Long. 76° 28'.
Elev. 8,600', approx.
A collection of villages in Baltistán at the junction of the Saltoro river with the Hushé stream, on the right bank of the latter. Thomson calls the combined stream the Machalu river. With the neighbouring village of Tallis it contains over two hundred houses. (*Aylmer.*)

MACHEL—Lat. 33° 25'.
Long. 76° 23'.
Elev. 9,700'.
The highest village of any size in the Bhutna valley. At this village the Bhots predominate, though there are a few families of Hindús. The Bhots seem to have been long settled in the upper part of the valley. Machel is 22 miles north-east of Atholi. (*Drew.*)

MACHIHÁMA—
A pargana in the Patan zilla of the Kamráj division; it comprises a district lying to the south-west of Srinagar. The tahsíl station is at Sybúg.

MACHIPIÚRA—
A pargana in the Kamráj division of Kashmir; the tahsíl station is at Handwara.

This was not one of the original parganas formed by Díwan Todámul, but was separated from Loláb, and constituted a pargana during the Sikh occupancy of Kashmir. It is a very well watered and well wooded district, and contained, when surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860, seventy-five villages, with seven hundred and sixteen houses.

A great portion of this area is well cultivated, rice being the staple produce, and barley in places. The table-lands, where clear of forest, are principally used as grazing grounds. (*Montgomerie.*)

MACHIPIÚRIA—
A class of people living in Machipúra, produced by the intermarriage of colonists from the west of Pesháwar with the Kashmiris. They are divided into two classes, Machipúrias proper and Khaibarís; the former sprang from an earlier colonisation. (*Drew.*)

MAD—Lat. 33° 12'.
Long. 78° 46'.
Elev. 14,000'.
See "NIMA MAD."

MAGABSANGAR—Lat. 34° 29'.
Long. 74° 17'.
Elev. 7,074'.
The name of the most considerable hill lying towards the north end of the ridge between the Machipúra and Uttar parganas. (*Montgomerie.*)

MAGHAM—Lat. 34° 27'.
Long. 74° 17'.
Elev.
A large village situated on the left bank of the Dangerwari stream, at the
foot of the range of hills dividing the Machipura and Uttar parganas; it lies about 8 miles south-east of Shalúrah, on the road towards Sopúr.

In the middle of the village there is a large expanse of green turf, shaded by some fine old trees, which is suitable for an encampment. The village contains a spring, and there are about twenty-five houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars, including a potter, carpenter, blacksmith, mochí, and a bancia, and also one pandit.

The zíarat of Siddik Sani is picturesquely situated on the crest of the spur, just north of the village.

**MAHIYE, or MAIYA, or MYA—**

Lat. 35° 20'. Long. 78° 50'. Elev. 13,800'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Indus, opposite the junction of the Puga rivulet, and 12 miles below Nima Mad. It is passed on the route from Left to Garo. A route also branches off from here north to Shúshal, over the Thato La. The Indus valley opens out to a width of about three quarters of a mile, the river flowing by in a gentle stream, with a velocity of about 2½ miles per hour. Below here the river flows through a narrow defile or gorge called Rong. No shelter at the camping ground, and no wood or grass. A little pasture on the opposite bank. Cattle must swim across the stream.

Mahiye is a deserted hamlet. (Reynolds—Drew.)

**MAINAGAM—Lat. 34° 9'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.**

A large village containing about forty houses, situated above the right bank of the Ningil stream, about 3 miles north of Koontra, on the path towards Sopúr. There is much rice cultivation about the village, and a few corn-fields.

With the exception of the patwari, who is a pandit, all the inhabitants are Muhammadan zamíndars, including a múlla, dúm, mochí, a carpenter, a blacksmith, and a potter.

**MAINJIGON—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 76° 10'. Elev.**

A village said to contain thirty houses in the Kartzé division of the Drús ilaka (Baltístán). It lies on the left bank of the Sura river, a few miles above Kargil fort. Among the inhabitants there is a blacksmith. (Aylmer.)

**MAINSTI—Lat. 35° 10'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.**

A small village situated on the left bank of the Kamri stream (Astor). It stands high above the river and contains eight houses. (Aylmer.)

**MAIRA—Lat. 38° 4'. Long. 73° 47'. Elev.**

This village, which is known as Dedar Bakhsh-ka-Maira, is situated on a chur or island in the Jhelum, which is crossed by the road from Mirpúr to the Gatiána ferry. It lies about 10 miles south of Mirpúr. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamíndars.
MAITWAN—Lat. 33° 42'.
Long. 75° 54'.
Elev.
A small village containing six houses, situated on the right bank of the Farriabádi stream, about 14 miles north-east of Maru or Petgram. The traveller cannot depend upon obtaining either coolies or supplies at this village. This is the last village up the valley, and has an able-bodied population of about ten men only. (Robinson—Ward.)

MAKAHAMA—Lat. 33° 4'.
Long. 74° 38'.
Elev.
A village on the Machiháma pargana, situated about 11 miles west of Srinagar, on the road leading towards the Tosba Maidán pass. It is divided into two mahallas or districts, Bun Makaháma and Pet Makaháma, and is consequently sometimes called Hardú ("both") Makaháma.

In Bun Makaháma, which lies to the east, there is a masjid and the ziárat of Reshi Sahib, and fifteen houses inhabited by zamindárs, a múlla, and a dúm. In Pet Makaháma, situated on the right bank of the Suknág to the west, there are fifty families of zamindárs, five šál-báfs, four pandits, two banías, two múllas, a carpenter, potter, blacksmith, and a baker. There is also a government store-house for grain in this part of the village, and the residence of the zilla officer. Makaháma is the head-quarters of a body of about three hundred sepoys, of whom thirty or forty are located in the village, and the remainder in the surrounding district. There is much rice cultivation about, and both coolies and supplies are obtainable.

MAKAM—Lat. 34° 8'.
Long. 74° 27'.
Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Ningil stream, opposite Bun Kountra; it contains the ziárat of Fista Ríshi Bábá Sahib, and eight or ten houses. Rázmán, the zilladar of the Kruhin pargana, resides in this village.

MAKAM—Lat. 34° 13'.
Long. 74° 30'.
Elev.
A village in the Kruhin pargana, situated about 4 miles south of Sopúr; it lies at the foot of a table-land just west of the path leading towards Kountra. It contains a masjid, and eight families of zamindárs, a múlla, a dúm, a carpenter, and a potter.

The ziárat of Wáter Bábá Sahib is situated at the edge of the wádar, just above the village.

Fruit-trees abound in the village, and there is much rice cultivation about it.

MAKAM—Lat. 34° 35'.
Long. 73° 57'.
Elev.
The ziárat of Bábá Abdulla, a masjid, and a house, are all clustered together on the top of a small hill, some little distance from the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles south-west of Lalla, in Lower Drawár.

There are a few fruit-trees in the place, and a solitary chúnán, the first that is met with by the traveller descending the valley of the Kishan Ganga.
The revenues from the surrounding fields are devoted to the support of the masjid and shrine.

**MAKRI**—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 73° 31'. Elev. A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles north-east of Mozafarabad, on the path towards Tiffwál; it lies on the right bank of a torrent, and contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars and a Saiad.

There are some rice-fields about the village, and corn is also cultivated.

**MALAN**—Lat. 33 17'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev. A village in Siráž, a district of Kishtwár; it lies on the hill-side between the middle and westernmost branches of the Lidar Khol stream, on the path from Doda towards the Hinjan Dhar pass into the Peristán valley.

The village is surrounded by cultivation, and contains five houses inhabited by Hindús. By the side of the path, just north of the village, there is a baoli of cold, clear water, shaded by cedar trees.

**MALIGAM**—Lat. 33° 22'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev. A village in the Banihal district, situated on the steep hill-side some distance above the right bank of the Sanderi or Pogal stream; it contains eight families of Muhammadans, of whom three are Gújars.

This village lies near the foot of the Nandmarg pass leading into Kashmir. The most convenient encamping ground is about 2 miles to the east of the village, at the Gújar settlement of Basú or Borson, near the commencement of the ascent; at this spot fuel and water are procurable, but supplies and coolies must be obtained from the village, or from Peristán.

**MÁLIK—**

A people who live in the higher part of the Darhal valley and other parts of Kashmir. It is a Muhammadan title given by Akbar. The máliks were appointed by that king to the charge of the passes that led into Kashmir. Villages were granted to them to be held by the tenure of this service; they were to defend these passes and appear in the field, when required, with from a hundred to five hundred men; the charge became hereditary, and these máliks of Darhal, as well as those on the other frontiers of Kashmir, doubtless represent the original officers of Akbar. Those at Darhal, though in some respects resembling the rest of the Chibhálís, still have something distinctive in their appearance; for instance, their beards are long and waving. They give their daughters in marriage to the Jarals of their neighbourhood. (Drew.)

**MALIKSERI**—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev. A scattered hamlet in Upper Drawár, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. There are one or two timber-built houses in the village.
with pent roofs; the rest are flat-roofed huts. The inhabitants comprise six families of zamindars, a mülla, and a carpenter.

A small stream from the hills flows down through the village.

MALIKSHÁH 1st camp—Lat. 35° 59' 3". Long. E elev. 15,960'.

or AKTÁGH 2nd " Lat. 36° 0' 11". Long. 78° 3' 20". Elev. 15,330'.

A camping ground about 30 miles north of the Karakoram pass, and on the right bank of a tributary of the Yárkand river. The Karakoram route meets that from the Changchenmo valley (qвид Karatágh pass) at this camp. There are also two routes from here to Yárkand—

1.—The winter or Kargia route, which follows the course of the Yárkand river north-west.
2.—The summer route by the Suget pass north.

The former was, a few years ago, infested by Kanjúti robbers between this and Kulanuldí.

Between this and the Suget pass lies an elevated and stony plateau, perfectly desert.

No wood or grass here. Water also not obtainable from the end of October to the end of April, owing to the stream being thickly frozen over. (Trotter—Johnson—Bellew.)

MALINGAM—Lat. 34° 32'. Long. 75° 12'. Elev. This village, which is called also Malikoi (koi meaning "ground" in the Dárd language), is situated on the Malin Nar stream, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, towards the eastern end of the Tílail valley. It contains a masjid, and seven houses inhabited by zamindars.

MALOR—Lat. 33° 8'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev. A village situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bhágá, almost opposite the junction of the Lidar Khol. There are about twelve houses in the village, the inhabitants being principally Hindús.

MALOTI—Lat. 33° 3'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev. A considerable village in Badrawár, situated above the left bank of the Bin Kad stream, about 3 miles south-west of Kallain; it contains about twenty-four houses; most of the inhabitants are Muhammadans.

MALPURA—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev. A village situated on the south-east side of the Uttar pargana. This village, with its neighbours, Gúnapúra and Krishpúra, make up the land called Nagar. At one time there was a large town here, which, for some reason, has been divided into three villages. (Montgomerie.)

MALPURA—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. A village in the Porúspúr pargana, situated at the edge of the morass near the left bank of the Suknáág; it contains eight families of zamindars, two shál-báfs, and a dán.
Mālpūra—Lat. 34°. Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on a sloping spur about a mile east of Kāg; it is inhabited by seven families of zamīndars and a pírzāda.

Mālshabāgh—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A village situated at the south-west extremity of the range of mountains forming the southern boundary of the Sind valley, about 7 miles north of Srinagar, on the Drās road. Below the village the remains of a beach may be traced in masses of shingle on the side of the hill. (Ince.)

Mālwās—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A village situated on the mountain-side, above the right bank of the Chandra Bhāga, about 3 miles west of Doda; it contains eight houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamīndars.

Māmus—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 76° 10'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Drās river in Khurmang (Baltistān). With Mamusthang it contains twenty-one houses. (Aylmer.)

Maṇaśa Bal—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A lake in the valley of Kashmir situated about 12 miles north-west of Srinagar, in the same direction as the Wular lake; it lies on the north side of the Jhelum, with which it is connected by a canal which opens into the river, at a small village about a quarter of a mile below Sumbal. This canal is about a mile long from its mouth to its junction with the lake; it is about 20 yards wide, and varies in depth according to the height of the river. About 100 yards from the Jhelum it is crossed by an old stone bridge of a single arch, which is 13 feet wide and very convex.

The Manas Bal lake is oblong in shape, and its direction is almost east and west. Its length is 2 miles, and breadth sevenths of a mile. It is the deepest of all the lakes in Kashmir, being in some parts upwards of 40 feet. In Hindū legends it is represented as unfathomable, and it is related that one holy man spent several years in making a line long enough to reach the bottom, but at length, despairing of success, he threw himself into the lake and never rose again. The water, which is clear, soft, and of a deep-green colour, is chiefly derived from internal springs; when the water is low, many of these may be seen around the margin of the lake, and some of them are like miniature fountains ejecting small columns of sand. Water-plants abound in the shallower parts, particularly the white and red lotus, which begin to flower early in July, and some of them are exceedingly fine, the leaves being 24 inches in diameter, and some of the petioles 12 feet long. The view from the entrance of the lake is very beautiful. On the north there is an elevated table-land composed chiefly of kaskar, and below it, and near the edge of the water, is the small village of Manas bal. Above and beyond are the ruins of the Bādshāh Bāgh, consisting of an old palace which was never
finished, and a garden built by the Emperor Jahángír for his wife, the lovely Núrmaháí; beyond these again is the small village of Bagwanpur, whence supplies may be obtained. On the south there is a low range of hills extending from the lofty mountains on the north-east; the conical peak called the Aha Tung is 6,290 feet high, and is visible from many distant parts of the valley.

Beyond it, at the foot of the range and upon the margin of the lake, is the large village of Kandabal, which contains a great many lime-kilns. To the east there is a range of very high mountains, which are mostly bare and rugged; at the foot of them, and beyond Kandabal, there is a fine cataract formed by the stream called Amrawati, falling over the white and steep limestone cliff into the lake below. A few feet from this fall, and standing in the water, there is a small Hindú ruin, whose four sides are each about 6½ feet wide; it has a pyramidal roof, which is about 12 feet above the bed of the lake, and there is an opening at the south side, which has the usual trefoil archway. A bank of fossil limestone commences near it, and is continued along the foot of the mountains towards the Wular lake, and above it the limestone strata, which rest against the boundary mountain, are raised and twisted into every variety of curve. At the east end of the lake there is a fine grove of chunárs, and other eligible spots for encamping; behind the grove there is a stream of very cold water, which is conveyed from the Sind river, and near it is an orchard belonging to a faquir, which produces most excellent fruit. (Moorecroft—Hügel—Vigne—Montgomerie—Hervey—Luce.)

MANAWAS—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev. A small village in Siráz, a district of Kishtwár, lying above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream; it contains three houses inhabited by Hindús.

MANCHATTAR—Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev. A village in Lower Dráwár, situated on a flat strip of land on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, just above an island in the bed of the river; it contains two families of pirzásás and one of Gújars. Up the valley of the Raowta stream, which flows into the Kishan Ganga, on the north side of the village, there is said to be a masjid and a zárat, and a shepherds' path leading into Kashmír.

MAND—Lat. 32° 54'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev. A small village in Jamá; it lies just west of the road between Dansal and Krimchi. It contains about twenty mud-built houses, and is surrounded with cultivation.

MANDAL—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 73° 37'. Elev. A village situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 12 miles north-east of Mozafarabad; it is situated on the left bank of the Pakote stream opposite the village of Draw, on which account it is frequently called Mandal-Draw. A kadaf bridge crosses the narrow rocky bed of
the stream between the two villages. The population of Mandal comprise six families of Muhammadan zamindars of the Serari clan, four Kashmiris, a carpenter, a washerman, and a weaver. There is abundance of space for encamping on the terraced fields which descend from the village to the level of the stream.

The village of Bhúnja, in Kághán, may, it is said, be reached from Mandal in two stages, by a path lying up the valley of the Pakote stream.

**MANDAL—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.**
A small village in Kishtwár, containing three houses, situated on the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream, just north-west of Bagu.

**MANDAL—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 35'. Elev.**
There is only one house in this place, which lies above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, about a mile north-east of Núraserai, on the path between Mozafarabad and Titwal.

**MANDARLIK—Lat. 34° 50'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 13,300'.**
A camping ground on the winter route by the Karakoram, situated on the right bank of the Shyok, nine marches from Léh. (*Drew.*)

**MANDI—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 71° 18'. Elev.**
A very considerable village or small town in a narrow valley enclosed by steep and grassy hills of no great elevation, situated in the district of the same name, just south of the confluence of the Gagrin and Dali Nar streams, about 12 miles north-east of Púch by a good and level path. The village stands for the most part on a level strip of ground on the left bank of the river, which is crossed by a kadal bridge at its southern extremity; on the right bank is situated a summer residence of the raja of Púch, the thána, and other government buildings. There are some few trees about the place, but no cultivation, the inhabitants being entirely engaged in the trade between Púch and Kashmir, principally in ghi, puttús, and blankets, which are exchanged for prints, salt, and other commodities. There is here a custom-house and establishment, and a garrison of fifteen sepoys.

There are about eighty houses in all in the village, including fifteen shops in the bazár, one of which is kept by a Hindú. Among the inhabitants are two butchers, a dyer, a leather-worker, and a potter. With one or two exceptions, the inhabitants belong exclusively to the Shíá sect of Muhammadans. Coolies may be obtained here, and supplies are plentiful; in addition to the waters of the river there is a spring in the village called the Hyl baoli. Space being somewhat confined, and shade deficient, travellers frequently make their camp at the neighbouring village of Rájpúr, about a mile further up the river.

**MANDIPURA—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.**
A large village situated on high ground in the centre of the Sháhabád
valley, above the left bank of the Sândran river opposite Dur or Sháhabád from which it is separated by the broad bed of the stream.

MANDRKAR—Lat. 34° 45’. Long. 74° 11’. Elev.
A small village in Upper Drawár, containing three houses, situated amidst beautiful scenery on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga; it lies on the left bank of a small stream, which is crossed by a Kadal bridge.

The fields of this village join those of Dasút to the north-east.

MANECHUN SUMDO—Lat. 32° 40’. Long. 78° 20’. Elev.
In the Pankpo valley west of Tsomorari lake. General Strachey in June 1848 passed two large permanent snow-fields here, in places 4 or 5 feet thick. They were 3 or 4 miles apart at an elevation of about 16,000. The valley bottom was a mile wide, and exposed to the sun all day, and 2,000 feet below the snow-line on the neighbouring mountains. (Strachey.)

MANG or MÁN—Lat. 33° 50’. Long. 78° 30’. Elev. 13,910’.
A small village of six houses on the western shore of the Pangong lake. It is a halting-place on the route from Spiti to Changchenmo (see Pangong lake). A small stream enters the lake here. It has its source in a glacier in the mountains west of the lake. Pasture and fuel plentiful. A little barley is grown here. (Drew—Godwin-Austen.)

MANGAL DEV—Lat. 33° 6’. Long. 74° 20’. Elev.
A small fort near Naoshera, on the summit of a rocky precipitous hill most difficult of access—one of the small forts which are numerous in the low hills on both sides of the Chenáb, erections of the period when each little tract had its own ruler, and each ruler had to defend himself against his neighbour. (Drew.)

MANGANPURA—Lat. 34° 25’. Long. 74° 38’. Elev.
A small village in the Khuniana pargana, situated on the northern shore of the Wular lake; it lies on the road from Bandapúr to Sopúr. (Ince.)

MANGANWAR—Lat. 34° 26’. Long. 74° 25’. Elev. 8,728’.
A peak in the range between the north-west end of the Zainagir pargana and the Loláb valley. There is grazing ground on the surrounding hills for five or six hundred sheep for six months, but more than that number go there annually for a shorter period. (Montgomery.)

MANGAR—Lat. 32° 44’. Long. 75° 52’. Elev.
A small village in the Basoli district, situated on the slopes of the mountain to the north of Aso, above the left bank of the Siowa river.

MANGIL—Lat. 33° 51’. Long. 75° 35’. Elev.
A village lying at the mouth of a little valley opening into the Maru Wardwán, about 3 miles north of Insin; it is situated on the right bank of a torrent of the same name, which is crossed by a Kadal bridge.
The houses, five in number, are roughly built of timber, and have pent shingle roofs. The road to Inshin lies along the left bank of the Maru Wardwân river; it is quite level, but wet and sloppy when the snows are melting. A path follows the course of the Mangil stream leading into the Zajnai valley; it is described as being rough and steep, but preferable to that from Afthy by the Kúzuz stream.

Sangam, a pastureage in the Zajnai valley, is said to be distant 6 kos from Mangil by this path.

**MANGKANG**—*Vide “Monkang.”*

**MANGLA**—Lat. 33° 8’. Long. 73° 36’. Elev. A small fort on the left bank of the river Jhelum in the Mináwar district, of the same class as Mangal Dev (*q.v.*).

**MANGNAR**—Lat. 33° 45’. Long. 74° 7’. Elev. A village in the Haveli pargana, near Püch; it is situated on the slopes of the hill above the left bank of the Súran river, nearly opposite the junction of the Bitarb. There are about forty houses in the village, with a mixed population of Hindús and Muhammadans. Both rice and dry crops are produced.

**MANÍ**—Long and thickly built-up stone-heaps or walls, covered with thousands of flat stones bearing a holy inscription. Generally found at villages in Ladák; also often found constructed on road-sides. The passer-by always keeps the Maní on his right hand, the path dividing, and going on both sides of the structure. (*Drew.*) (See “Ladák—Religion.”)

**MANJOTAH**—Lat. 34° 25’. Long. 73° 44’. Elev. A village situated some distance above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, on the path between Kalegran and Balagran; it lies in a narrow valley which is drained by a small stream. The houses, some thirty in number, are scattered throughout this valley. The inhabitants are Gujars.

**MANKAM**—Lat. 33° 10’. Long. 75° 32’. Elev. A village in Kishtwár, containing seven houses inhabited by Hindús; it lies about 6 miles north-west of Doda, on the path leading up the valley of the Lidar Khol, towards the Brari Bal.

**MANKOT**—Lat. 33° 35’. Long. 74° 6’. Elev. A village and fort in the province of Püch, situated on the right bank of the Mandal stream, on the direct path between Püch and Kotli.

**MÁNKOT**—The original name of Rámkôt (*q.v.*).
MANSAR—Lat. 32° 42’. Long. 75° 11’. Elev.
A small but very pretty lake in the province of Jamú, situated about 17 miles east of the city; it lies amid low hills, and is about a mile in length, and not quite half a mile in width; it is said to be very deep. This lake is considered a very holy place, and Hindús come from afar to pay their vows and perform their ablutions in its waters. There is a village of the same name a little to the north-west. Mansar is probably an abbreviation of Manásá, the mind-born, and Sarovarn, or Sara, a lake, i.e., the lake produced by the mind or will of Brahma the creator. (Vigne.)

MANZAMI—Lat. 33° 16’. Long 75° 31’. Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated above the left bank of the Lidar Khol, about 7 miles north of Bangú, on the path towards the Brari Bal; it is supplied with water from one or two streams which flow down from the mountains. The inhabitants number five families of Gújars, three Kashmiris, and a Hindú. The houses are scattered among the fields, which extend for a considerable distance.

A small temple dedicated to Piparran, the tutelary deity of the neighbouring mountain, occupies a prominent position just above the path. Below the village the Lidar Khol is crossed by a kadá bridge.

MAPANÚNÁBAD—Lat. 34° 46’. Long. 75° 4’. Elev.
A government store-house and dák post situated on the right bank of the Búrzil stream, about 19 miles north-east of the Gúraír fort on the high road towards Skardú. It is said that foot-passengers and coolies lightly laden can reach the Shingo valley from this place by way of the Nagai stream, but no regular road exists. This place is said to derive its name from Rája Mapanú of Skardú, who planted a village here, which has entirely disappeared.

MAPOTHANG—Fide “Thaldat.”

MARAPI—Lat. 35° 24’. Long. 75° 40’. Elev.
A pargana of the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistan.) It contains sixty-three houses.—(Aylmer.)

MARBAL—Lat. 33° 30’. Long. 75° 32’. Elev. 11,550’.
A pass between the south-eastern extremity of the Kashmir valley, and the province of Kishtwár; it is open for about the same time as the Pir Panjáí pass, and is practicable for horses; but the last 2 miles on either side are rather steep and difficult. The summit of the pass is about 34 miles south-east of Islamabád, and 40 miles north-west of the town of Kishtwár.

When Sháh Shújáh, ex Amir of Kábul, was a fugitive at the court of Rája Tej Singh, of Kishtwár, he, with the assistance of the raja, collected 3,000 or 4,000 men and attempted the invasion of Kashmir; the raja forced the Marbal pass, and penetrated as far as the Tausan bridge, where he attacked
the advanced force of the Kashmir army, obtaining some success; but notwithstanding this, on hearing that Azim Khan, the Pathan governor, was pushing towards him at the head of his troops, Shah Shujah abandoned the enterprise, and beat a hasty retreat, alleging, as the reason for his retrograde movement, a fall of snow on the mountains. (Vigne—Hervey.)

MARCHA—Lat. 35° 0'. Long. 76° 35'. Elev. 8,800', approx.
A village of about twenty houses, on the right bank of the Shyok in Chorlat (Paltistán). (Aylmer.)

MARCHALONG—Vide "Marsalang."

MARG—A Kashmiri word signifying a high level plain or open valley.

MARGAN—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev. 11,600'.
The Margan or Ikpatran pass lies at the northern extremity of the Nowbug strath, and is crossed by a path leading into the Mara Wardwan valley. The summit is situated about 10 miles north-east of Nowbug, and a like distance south-west of Inshin, in Mara Wardwan. The pass, when free from snow, may be traversed on horseback for the whole distance, excepting in a few difficult places.

The first part of the ascent from Nowbug is through an alpine forest, above which it finally rises; on the summit the path lies on a flat of 2 or 3 miles in length, and three-quarters of a mile in width, covered with grass, but above the limit of forest, and bounded on each side by mountain peaks regularly disposed, and rising many hundred feet above it. A view of the noblest description is obtained from the commencement of the descent on either side. The lesser hills and spurs from the Panjal are seen as mole-hills on the plains of Kashmir; the villages are scarcely distinguishable, and the valley itself, from no point of view, appears more deeply sunk in the surrounding mountains; and the Panjal range, 50 miles distant, circling from one side of the horizon to the other, is nowhere seen to rise around with more grand and mural effect. On the east side, towards Tibet, the prospect is entirely of mountain-tops, rising like the waves of a vast ocean without a single object that presents the idea of a level spot of ground.

The two very remarkable peaks of Kun Nun, or Ser and Mer, rise very conspicuously above the others in the distance; they appear to have been originally one and afterwards divided. One is covered with snow; the other is dark, being so steep and scarped that the snow will not lie upon it. On the other side of the row of peaks that bound the north side of the ascent of the pass, there is a fine tank about 100 yards square, fed by a spring from which a stream descends towards the Bring river.

Vigne calls this pass Na-bug-nyb, from the valley lying on its south side. (Vigne—Hervey.)
MARGUND—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 58'. Elev.
A small village in the Lar pargana, lying to the north of the path above
the right bank of the Sind river. (Allgood.)

MARI NÁG—Lat. 34° 39'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev. of Survey Station 11,828'.
The name of a point in the ridge to the north-west of the Loláb valley.
There is a path along the ridge from the direction of the Schárt valley;
that part lying to the east of the Mari Nág is fair; to the west it becomes
very bad on account of the slate rocks. (Montgomerie.)

MARKHA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 77° 25'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the river of that name, 10 miles above Skew.
It is passed on the route from Padam to Léh (via the Riberang pass).
It belongs to the kardari of Hemis, Ladák. (Moorcroft—Aylmer.)

MARKHA RIVER or SKEW—
A tributary of the Zanskár; rises near the Riberang pass, and flowing north-
west joins the Zanskar river at Skew. (Moorcroft.)

MARKIM—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev. 12,100'.
A village in the Zanskár district, lying about 12 miles east of the
Bard-ar (or Umásí La) pass, and between it and Padam. It is passed on
the route from Kishtwár to Léh via Zanskár, and is situated on the right
bank of a tributary of the Zanskar river. A fine grassy plain here.
(Thomson.)

MARKUNJA—Lat. 35° 25'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán). It forms part of what is
generally known as the village of Shigar. It contains sixty-three houses,
and is the residence of the Shigar rāja and his family. Chota Markunja
beyond it contains forty-one houses more. (Aylmer.)

MAROL—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 76° 17'. Elev.
A small village of eight houses, situated on the right bank of the Indus in
Khurman (Baltistán). It is inhabited by Brokpas (q.v.) (Aylmer.)

MARPO LA—Lat. 34° 31'. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A pass between Drás and the Shingo valley. A road leads via the Mirpo La,
the Shingo valley, and the Deosai plains to Skardí. It is said ponies
can do the journey in summer, but with difficulty, owing to the flooded
condition of the rivers. (Aylmer.)

MARSALANG or MARCHALONG—
Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev. 12,200'.
A village on the left bank of the Indus, 22 miles above Léh. A rest-
house and supply depôt here. Camping ground, and travellers' house at
Atta Bákí, near Atta. The routes from Léh to Kulu and Garo pass through
this place, the Indus being crossed by bridges at Shushot and Marshalang.
There is also a temporary wooden bridge, 34 paces long, here, over which a road leads to Chimiré, where the Changchenmo route is joined. Some very substantial-looking houses in the village. Extensive cultivation on an alluvial platform on both sides of a deep ravine, through which a stream flows from the west into the Indus. The latter in September was a rapid stream, varying from 40 to 100 feet in width.

Considerable plantations of poplar and willow about the village. It contains about twenty houses. Roads lead up the left bank of the Indus to Upshi, and up the Shang valley and over a pass to Gyá. (Moorcroft—Cayley—Thomson—Aylmer.)

MAR SAR—Lat. 34° 9'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A lake situated on the south side of the range of lofty mountains forming the watershed between Kashmir and the Sind valley. This sheet of water is about a mile long, by half or three quarters of a mile broad, shaped like the segment of a circle, the chord resting at the base of the spur to the south. It is covered with a coating of congealed snow until very late in the season. On the south-west side the mountains tower in perpendicular shelves of rock from the water's edge; to the north they are rocky, but less precipitous, and to the north-west rounded and of inferior elevation.

This lake is the source of the Arrah river, which flows from its south-east corner, an inconceivable stream, but soon increases in volume.

There are two paths from the Tral valley leading to the Mar Sar lake, one by the village of Narastán, the other by Zostán; the former is to be preferred. There is also said to be a good path from the lake to the Dachinpara pargana by way of Lidarwat.

MARSEMIK LA or LANKAR LA—
Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 18,420'.
Is crossed between Chagra and Rimdi, on the Changchenmo route, and lies about 14 miles east of the western end of the Pangong lake. The ascent for 5½ miles to Lankar is very slight, then steeper, but not difficult to the top of the pass. Gradual descent down valley turning due north, which at 3½ miles joins a valley from west at Rimdi.

This pass, though very high, is by no means difficult in summer. It is free from glaciers, and generally clear of snow during the summer and early autumn. Some neighbouring peaks, 500 to 1,000 feet higher than the pass, were covered with snow on the 15th July. Kiang, napoo, ovis ammon, and perhaps wild yak, to be found on the hills about here. (Trotter—Thomson.)

MARTUND—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev. 5,817'.
The ruins of the Hindú temple of Martund, or, as it is commonly called, the Pandu-Koru, or the house of the Pandus and Kores, the Cyclops of the East, are situated on the highest part of a karewa, where it commences to rise to its junction with the mountains about 3 miles east of Islam.
ábád. Occupying undoubtedly the finest position in Kashmir, this noble ruin is the most striking in size and situation of all the existing remains of Kashmir’s grandeur. The temple itself is not now more than 40 feet in height, but its solid walls and bold outlines, towering over the fluted pillars of the surrounding colonnade, give it a most imposing appearance. There are no petty confused details, but all are distinct and massive, and most admirably suited to the general character of the building. Many vain speculations have been hazarded regarding the date of the erection of this temple, and the worship to which it was appropriated. It is usually called the “house of the Pandus” by the Brahmins, and by the people “Martund” or the sun, to which the temple was dedicated. The true date of the erection of this temple, the wonder of Kashmir, is a disputed point of chronology; but the period of its foundation can be determined within the limits of one century, or between A.D. 370 and 500.

MARU or PETGAM—Lat. 33° 40’ Long. 75° 46’. Elev.

This village is situated towards the south end of the Maru Wardwán valley, in a comparatively open country; it is composed of a few log-huts inhabited by peasants, who gain a living by farming and tending cattle.

Maru contains a custom-house. From this village there is a path to Súrú and Zanskár, through the defile to the eastward, which is traversed by the Farriónádi stream.

Vigne was informed that by following this road he would arrive at a hot sulphureous spring on the second day’s journey. (Vigne.)

MARU WARDWÁN—

The name of a long and narrow valley lying to the south-east of Kashmir, from which it is separated by a lofty range of mountains; its direction is nearly north and south, its length being about 40 miles, and its average breadth not more than a quarter of a mile; that part lying between Maru and Wardwán being merely a narrow defile, whose sides are very steep and covered with a jungle, chiefly of fir trees. It is bounded by high and rugged mountains, which almost entirely exclude the sun from its lower portions.

The river which intersects it is a considerable stream which swells to a mighty torrent during the melting of the snows. It rises at the northern extremity of the valley, on the borders of Súrú, and flows south until it joins the Chandra Bhágá just above Kishtwár, receiving in its course several tributaries from the numerous minor valleys which open on each side of it.

The upper portion of the valley is called Wardwán, and the lower Maru. The village of Inshin, in the middle of the valley, is distant about 84 miles north of Kishtwár; and thence to Súrú, by the Bhot Khol pass, is about 76 miles, or five marches. There are various paths communicating between the Maru Wardwán valley and Kashmir; the principal are those
lying over the Margan and Hoksear passes; by the former Islamabad is
distant 67 miles from Inshin, and by the latter 51 miles from Maru or
Petgam.

The Maru Wardwan valley contains several thinly-populated villages;
the houses, which are double-storied, are roughly built of timber, and
have pent roofs. It forms a portion of the Udampur district.

Very little difference is observable in the dress and appearance of the in-
habitants of this valley and of those of Kashmir, but they seem to share
some of the prejudices of the Tibetans, as Vigne relates that he was told
that after a death among the inhabitants of the Maru Wardwan valley,
none of the deceased's relatives will touch milk until the arrival of a partic-
ular day. All the natives of the valley are, with scarcely an exception,
Muhammadans. The climate is very rigorous, and rain or snow falls
throughout the greater part of the year; the stony fields produce but one
harvest in the twelve months, and that is limited to a scanty crop of
trumbo and grihak, and for five months of the year the inhabitants are
absolute prisoners to their houses, the snow lying 10 and 15 feet deep,
entirely blocking up the lower stories of the habitations. Pollard trees,
which elsewhere furnish abundant supplies of fodder for the cattle during
the winter months, are very scarce, and such trees as do grow are small and
stunted. Despite these disadvantages a considerable number of ponies are
bred in the valley, and taken to Saru, where they find ready sale or barter.
A good pony, between three and five years old, fetches, it is said, about Rs 8
(British currency). The vendor prefers to be paid in cash, but has fre-
cently to be contented with tea; in this case he receives a damu (a weight
equal to three seers) of tea, which is valued at Rs 7; on this he is required
to pay an import duty of Rs 2 at the customs post at Suknis, at the north
end of the valley. If fortunate, he disposes of his tea to an itinerant
merchant in the valley, otherwise he must continue his journey to Islam-
bad or Srinagar before he can sell it for the Rs 20 it is supposed to be
worth in Kashmir; in either case, when the labour and risk are considered,
it is apparent that the transaction brings little or no profit.

The geological formation of the Maru Wardwan valley is gneiss, mica
slate, and a silicious grit.

The Maru Wardwan valley is mentioned by Abul Faiz in the Ayin-
Akhberi as the Murwar Dhun.

MARWAR—
A river which rises on the east side of the Tutmari Gali, on the range of
hills lying between the Karnao valley and Kashmir; it flows in an easterly
direction through the pargans of Hamal and Machipura, joining the
Pohru, lat. 34° 22', long. 74° 25', about 8 miles north-west of Sophur.
Balagound is the ordinary point to which large boats can ascend the stream;
but when the river is full, or after much rain, they go as far as Pohru.
(Montgomerie.)
Masherbrum—Lat. 35° 39'. Long. 76° 23'. Elev. 25,627'. A mountain in Baltistán. It also gives name to a glacier which runs down from it to the Hushé river.

Masho or Matho—Lat. 34° 0'. Long. 77° 42'. Elev. A village said to contain one hundred houses, in the kardari of Hemis (Ladák). It lies near the top of a sloping alluvial fan 3 miles to the left of the left bank of the Indus, just above Shushot. Part of the village forms a jagir belonging to the family of the ex. gyalpo of Ladák. (Radha Kishen—Aymer.)

Maspurá—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 49'. Elev. A village situated in a valley amidst the hills, about 5 miles north-west of Shupian, on the path towards Chórár.

Massabowan—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev. A small village situated at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. In the maharája's records it is noted as forming part of Jagerpúr, which adjoins it. (Montgomery.)

Matayan or Maten—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev. 10,700'. The first village on the Ladák side of the Zoji La, 16 miles from Baltal and 15 miles from Drás. It is situated on the right bank of the Gumbár, a tributary of the Drás river, and at the base of a very steep mountain, which rises in precipices several thousand feet above the village. The camping ground is 2 miles above, and opposite the village. No trees here but a good deal of cultivation, chiefly barley. Wild rhubarb and onions found near here, both very good eating. There is a very miserable resthouse here, and water and supplies can generally be obtained in small quantity. (Bellew—Drew—Johnson—Ramsay.)

Matelli—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev. A village in the Kotli district, situated above the left bank of the Pùnch Tói, about 8 miles north of Kotli, just above the path to Pùnch. It contains about twenty-five houses, and is inhabited by Muhammadans.

Matsil—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev. A village lying in the mountainous district between the north end of the Kashmir valley and the Kishan Gángá; it is situated in a narrow valley at the confluence of the Dúdi stream, which flows from the east, with the Poshwarra from the south-east. The united waters form the Matsil, a considerable stream which empties itself into the Kishan Gángá, lat. 34° 45', long. 74° 27'. As it approaches the Kishan Gángá, the banks of this stream are said to become very precipitous and cannot be traversed. The village of Matsil was founded some years ago by the present lambardar, who migrated from the village of Satti in Gúraísa. The population now numbers eight families of Muhammadan zamindars, four fákirs, two pírzásás, a shepherd, and a barber. Most of the houses are built in a line on the right
bank of the Dúdi stream, which is shallow and fordable, and is also crossed by a kadal bridge. To the south of the village, the mountains are clothed with forest; those to the north are covered with grass, with here and there a few pine trees. In the valley to the south of the village there is a somewhat spacious marg or plain watered by the Poshwarru stream.

The village lies in the midst of an extensive grazing country, which during summer is visited by large numbers of Gdjaras and shepherds. The lofty ranges of mountains are intersected by numerous well-watered valleys affording pasture to herds of cattle, while upon the hill-tops the shepherds find ample grazing grounds for their flocks of sheep. The summer population of this district comes mostly from the Loláb valley, to which there is an excellent path by the village of Kroras, which lies on the Schárt stream, about 15 miles south-west of Matsil. There is said to be a more direct path to a village called Korhana, but it is described as being very rough.

Matsil, in the Dárd language, means "a fish," and the name is said to have been given to the district on account of the abundance of fish that used to be found in its streams before the valleys became so much frequented.

In bye-gone times the Matsil district suffered from frequent incursions of the Chilásí, for which reason its rich pasturages were but little visited; it now forms part of Gúrais. Neither coolies nor supplies can be depended upon. The most part of such little cultivation as does exist lies to the east of the village, above the right bank of Dúdi stream. When the crops are in the ground, it is difficult to find a vacant space for encamping; a narrow strip of ground by the bank of the Dúdi stream is the most eligible situation.

MATTAN—
A pargana in the Anatság zilla of the Miráj division; it comprises the district lying to the north and east of Islamabád. The tahsil station is at the village of Mattan or Bawan.

MAZADI—
A small clear stream, which, flowing from the south-west, joins the Nakpo-chu (blackwater) above Sankho. It was forded with difficulty on the 30th June by Moorcroft. (Moorcroft.)

MAZAKOI—Lat. 34° 3', Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
A village in the Tilail valley, containing four houses, situated on a bluff above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. There is a rope suspension bridge across the river between Mazakoi and the village of Jurnial, to the north-west.

MAZENO PASS—Lat. Long. Elev. 18,500', approx.
A pass between Astor and Bunar (Chilás), at the head of the Rápal valley. It is said that it opens in June, but on emergency can be crossed in May. It is quite impassable for ponies, and difficult for men on foot, steps having
to be cut in the ice in order to ascend. In former times it was used by Chilsá Raiders.

From the now uninhabited village of Rupál, at the foot of Nanga Parbat, the route first lies over an ice-field, about 2 miles long. Leaving this the track lies sometimes over and sometimes on one side of a glacier for about 12 miles, when the summit of the Mazeno pass is reached. Tohó, another pass, lies 2 miles to the west, and these two routes to Bunár join a few miles down the Diamir valley, which leads into the Búnar valley. Being very difficult, the Mazeno pass is but little used. (Tanner—Ahmad Ali Khán—Aymer.)

MECHI-HÓI—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev. 10,850'. A postal hut near the Zoji La under a glacier known as the Mechi-hoi glacier. (Drew.)

MEGH—
A low caste of Dográs, descendants of the earlier pre-Aryan inhabitants of the hills who became enslaved on the occupation of the country by the Hindús. They are the scavengers of the towns and villages. Of Dúms and Meghs there are a large number in Jamó, and they are scattered also over all the country inhabited by the Dográs. They are employed in the same way as the Dúms (q.v.).

The Meghs hold a position, as regards the Dúms, somewhat like that of the Brahmins among the Hindús; they are not only counted by them as higher, but are looked up to with some special respect. (Drew.)

MEIRA—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 73° 39'. Elev. A small village in the Chikar district, lying 13 miles north-east of the Kohála bridge, on the old road from Mara towards Baramula; it is prettily situated on rising ground surrounded by cultivated fields, which are arranged in terraces.

There is a travellers’ bungalow in the village, and supplies are procurable. (Allgood—Knight—INEC.)

MENDI—Another name for Rondú in Baltistán.

MENDOLA or MUNDOL—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 74°. Elev. A village in Púnch, which gives its name to a pargana; it is situated on the right bank of the Púnch Tóí river, about 13 miles south-west of Púnch. It has a mixed population of Hindús and Muhammadans, inhabiting about one hundred houses, which are scattered for a long distance by the bank of the river. Towards the southern end of the village the river is crossed by a ferry.

The interesting ruin of a Hindú temple, situated on the bank of the river, nearly opposite the ferry, is called in the neighbourhood Dehra; it is of similar construction to the ruined temples in the valley of Kashmir.

MENDOLA—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 74° 1'. Elev. A village in Púnch, in the Haveli pargana, situated on the slopes of the
hill above the left bank of the Púch Tói. It numbers about thirty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamúnàrs.

**MERA—**Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 73° 33'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south-east of Mozafarbád, on the road to Baramúla; it is remarkable only for its huge cypress trees and its acacias. (Hügel.)

**MERABÁGH—**Lat. 32° 57'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
An extensive garden with a Hindú temple and a bsòli, situated about 2 miles south-west of Krimchi, by the side of the path towards Dausal.

**MERAGÜND—**Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Suknág, to the south of the road between Srinagar and Patán. The stream may be forded when the waters are low. The Muragünd contains a masjid and twenty-five houses; all the inhabitants are Muhammadans of the Shüa sect. Rice is extensively cultivated about the village.

**MERÁRA—**Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.
Merára is considered to form part of Ronda, situated on the hilmıde above it; it lies on the right bank of the Nerú river, about 6 miles north-west of Badrawár. There are ten houses in the two villages, of which Merára contains but one; all the inhabitants are Hindús.

**METMU—**Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A small village in the Kuthár pargana, containing three houses inhabited by zamúnàrs; it is situated on the streams flowing from the Sagam valley.

**METSIJ—**Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A hill in the range between the Kuthár and Kaurpara parganas; it is crossed by an excellent road between the villages of Gowran and Brar which is practicable for horsemen and laden cattle; neither the ascent nor descent is described as being at all steep. From Gowran the path lies by the Gújjar village of Vál and Papaharan; it then crosses the Sháhkúl canal by a bsòli bridge to the village of Brar; the whole distance is said to be 5 kos.

**MIÁN—**
All Doğrás belonging to the family of the maharája are called "Miánas." They follow no trade, nor will they turn their hands to agriculture. For a Mián to turn his hand to the plough would be a disgrace. Most of them have a bit of land, either free, or nearly free, of land tax, which they get others to cultivate on terms of a division of the produce. Their dwellings are generally isolated, either at the edge of, or within, the forest or waste; they are so placed for the sake of hunting, which is their natural and favourite pursuit. But their profession, that to which they all look for a livelihood, is, as they say, "service," by this they...
mean the service of their chief or of some other ruler, either military service, or for attendance not involving menial labour, or anything that can be called labour. They make good soldiers: they are faithful to the master who employs them, and they have a tendency to be brave. The sword is their favourite weapon, and they are handy in the use of it, while those of them who have had the practice of sport are good shots with a matchlock. In the art of leading, the Miáns fail. They have seldom those qualities which are necessary for the making of a good superior officer. Warmth of temper, quickness of action, and absence of tact rather than steadfastness and power of combination and of conciliation, are their characteristics. At the present time some few families of Miáns begin to take to the plough, but not many, for the old system is recognised by the maharaja, and so far encouraged by him that, other things being equal, a Mián is most likely to get advancement in the government service. Till of late years it was an almost universal custom amongst the Miáns to destroy every female infant born to them. Not until the British occupation of the Punjáb did female infanticide begin to cease. A necessary sequence was that the men of that caste had to take a wife from some other caste. Thus arose the custom of Miáns intermarrying with the castes below them, generally with working Rájpúts and Thakurs. A result of this must be that Mián blood is kept less pure, and their race less isolated, than is the case with the castes below. It is probable that the Miáns, as a race, have derived advantage from this bringing in of fresh blood. When the girl is brought home to the house of the Mián as a bride —a bride may be from six to eight years old—she never again enters her former home; this regulation of the Miáns was evidently made in order that as little intercourse as possible should be kept up with the family with whom they had been obliged, so as to say, to become connected. (Drew.)

MINAWAR—
A district of the Jamá province, skirting the plains and lying between the Chenáb and Jhelum rivers. Its chief towns are Mináwar, Bhimbar, and Mirpúr. It has a population of 193,004, of whom 82,298 are Hindús, 102,890 Muhammads, and 7,816 belong to various other casts. (Drew.)

MINÁWAR.—Lat. 32° 47'.  Long. 74° 29'.  Elev.
A town in the district of the same name, lying about 1½ mile from the right bank of the Tawi river. (N.B.—This Tawi river is the one which flows through Rájaorí and Naoshera.)

MINÁWAR—Lat. 35° 48'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev. 5,050'.
A prosperous village of thirty houses at the eastern end of the Gilgit plain, and about 8 miles from that place. It stands on the left bank of a stream, which flows north to the Gilgit river a mile or so distant. Fruit-trees abundant. Abundant space for encamping and good water (Barrow.)
MINGRAM—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.
A large village situated in a valley some distance above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about a mile east of Palla.

The village extends for a considerable distance along the path, and is well supplied with water from a stream; the principal houses are clustered in a line on the east side of the valley. Both rice and corn are cultivated, and there are many shady trees about the place; at the Mingram-ka-takia, by the banks of the stream at the north end of the village, there is a grove of fruit-trees, and a single chunár.

Mingram contains a masjid, and about forty-two houses, which are mostly inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars of the Serari clan; there are also six families of weavers, a potter, and two oil-sellers.

MIR—Lat. 33° 4'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village in the Jamú district, which forms the stage between Krim-chi and Landra, on the high-road between Jamú and Kashmir; it consists of a few houses, which are widely scattered on the hill-side. Good water is procurable from a small torrent, but it is doubtful whether either coolies or supplies are to be obtained without previous arrangement. There is a small enclosure by the side of the path for the accommodation of the maha-rája and his family when travelling.

MIR—Lat. 33° 54'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A village situated about 2 miles south of Trál, on the path towards Súrú; it is divided into Bun Mir and Pet Mir, and contains in its upper and lower divisions about sixteen houses.

The ziárat of Khwája Abdul Rahím, on the high land to the east of the village, forms a conspicuous object in the landscape.

MIRÁJ or MIRÁZ—
The name of one of the two great divisions of Kashmir; it comprises three zillas, which are partitioned into twenty-five parganas, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pargana</th>
<th>Tahsil station or chief place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zilla Anatság</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Anatnág</td>
<td>Islamabád</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sháhábád</td>
<td>Duru or Dár.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Dieor</td>
<td>Kulágam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Kuthár</td>
<td>Achibál.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Khowrpara</td>
<td>Sir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Dachinpara</td>
<td>Kanelwau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pargana</td>
<td>Tahsil station or chief place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zilla Shupian</td>
<td>Shupian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Batá</td>
<td>Shupian (not in the pargana, but the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Supersumun</td>
<td>Tahsil station).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Ardwin</td>
<td>Mohempur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Shewra</td>
<td>Littar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Chrait</td>
<td>Mdran.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zilla Shahir-i-Khála</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17. Wóllar</td>
<td>Tráli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Atún</td>
<td>Bagwánpír.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Bulda</td>
<td>} These are very small parganas and have</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 25. Arway             | no tahsil stations, being close to Sri-
|                      | nagar.               |

It has been conjectured that Miráj is derived from Maya Ráj, the territory of Maya or Lakshmi, the mother of Káma, the god of love, and the wife of Víshnu. (Elmélíe.)

**MIRAK**—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev. about 14,000'.
A straggling village on the western shore of the Pangong lake, 7 miles from Mang and 3 miles from Karkpet. Wood abundant and good grazing. (Drew—Reynolds.)

**MIREG**—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 34'. Elev.
A village in the Marú Wardán valley, situated on the left bank of the river, about 2 miles north of Basman. It is said to contain about twenty houses; among the inhabitants are a múlla and a blacksmith. This village is now noted for the very excellent potatoes it produces, which are sold at the rate of six seers for a rupee. They are said to have been introduced two or three years ago, a traveller making the villagers a present of two or three, and instructing them in their cultivation.

**MIRKANIA**—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 73° 32'. Elev.
There is only one house in this place, situated in a narrow gorge drained by a small torrent, about 4 miles north-east of Mozafarabád, on the path towards Titwal.
A valley in Astor to the west of the Kamri Dara, into which it drains at Rattū. It contains two villages, namely, Mir Malik (about ten or twelve houses) and Batwaishi (three or four houses). The population is not over a hundred souls. The inhabitants are Dards of the Bota stock, and practically identical with those of the Kamri Dara (g.e.). Up this valley there is a good deal of pine wood and cultivation; at its head there are two passes leading into the Kel valley; that through the Sakmal ravine is much the easier.

In this valley there are said to be twenty-eight houses, fifty head of cattle and six hundred sheep and goats. (Ahmad Ali Khan—Barrow—Warn—Agเตr.)

MIRPA TSO—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 78° 35'. Elev.
A camping ground 11 miles south of Shūshal, on the western route from that place to Nima Mad (on the Indus), and at the foot of the Shūshal pass. There is a fresh-water lake here, a short distance from which fuel is to be found. No provisions; four days' supply should be taken in at Shūshal. Two miles south of the lake, between it and Yahle, the Thato-La (or Nurpa) is crossed. The water of the lake is undrinkable. There is a good spring on the western side. (Reynolds—Maurice.)

MIRPUR—Lat. 33° 11'. Long. 73° 40'. Elev. 1,236'.
A town of considerable importance in Naoshera; it lies on the left bank of a broad watercourse in an arid plain, which is everywhere intersected with deep ravines and water-channels. As there are numerous wells in the town itself and in the immediate vicinity, the green fields and trees by which they are surrounded form a pleasing contrast to the parched appearance of the neighbourhood.

Mīrpūr is distant about 22 miles north of the cantonment of Jhelum, 10 miles south of Chaomuk, and about 39 miles south of Kotli by the direct path, and 46 miles by way of Sensar; the latter part of the direct route is very rough and unfit for laden cattle.

The town stretches from east to west, occupying the high ground between the bed of the stream which flows by the north and a smaller watercourse which lies along its south face; both these channels are usually dry, except during the rainy season. The streets are comparatively wide; those, however, leading down to the bed of the stream to the north are very steep, some being paved with stone steps. The houses are well built, and, with few exceptions, are of brick, plastered.

There is a tahsīl and a kotwālī, also a baradārī. This latter building is situated just outside the town to the east, and has a tank and some few trees near it; it is usually occupied as a government office, but may be made use of by travellers on application to the proper authorities. To the south of the town is a fort; it does not appear to be of any strength, and is now appropriated as a debtors' prison.

There are numerous Hindū temples in the town, of which the most famous is called the Roganat Sami; it was built by order of the mahāraja,
and is situated on the bank of the river-bed to the north of the town; there are also ten masjids and five záirás. There are said to be 2,000 Hindús in Mirpúr, including a few Sikhs, who have a temple near the barndári, and 600 Muhammadans, including 200 Kashmiris. In the Hindú portion of the town there are three hundred shops, twenty-five goldsmiths, twelve washermen, twelve barbers, twelve potters, ten carpenters, two blacksmiths, a mahájan, and a Brahmin. In the Muhammadan portion, ten goldsmiths, ten carpenters, thirteen blacksmiths, thirty coolies and twenty-five horse and cattle-keepers, twelve washermen, ten dyers, ten butchers, fifteen sweepers, twenty-five potters, thirty-five chokádars, one tinman, and six musicians. Among the principal inhabitants is Sardár Uttar Singh, a pensioner of the British government. The town is supplied with water from five tanks and thirty wells; there is also a small spring called the Bugantwala baoli. Though not noted for its manufactures, Mirpúr carries on a considerable trade between the Panjáb and neighbouring hills. From its elevation and position the climate must assimilate to that of the Panjáb.

The surrounding country is bare and sparsely cultivated, the ground sloping up gradually to both north and south; on the north side of the town, on the other bank of the watercourse, are numerous wells surrounded by gardens and fields, whose cultivation gives employment to some two hundred gardeners, who are stated to live for the most part in Mirpúr.

MIRPÚR—Lat. 34° 27'.

A village in the valley of the Kishan Ganga; it is situated on the left bank of the river, almost opposite to, but a little north of, Bárán, and is separated from the village of Purni to the south by a small stream called the Narbájí; a path leading across the mountains to the Karnao fort lies up the bed of this stream. Below the village are the remains of a bridge across the Kishan Ganga, which has been carried away. A few pine trees are scattered about; both rice and dry crops are grown; the fields being disposed in two ledges above the river-bank. There are about twenty houses in the village, including a Gújár, a blacksmith, three of the Belloch caste, and fifteen of the Kuki caste of Hazára descent. There is a masjid in the village, and the takia of Kalandar Sháh.

M’RU—Lat. 33° 45'.

A village of seven or eight houses on the left bank of the Gya rivulet, passed between Gya and Upshi, on the route from Kulu to Léh. The valley here is well cultivated. Camp in a plantation of poplars. Below here the Gya ravine is very narrow, and the stream is crossed four times on small wooden bridges of rough planks. The road has been much improved of late years.

After heavy rain the stream gets rapidly in flood and the bridges are often carried away, and the road rendered impassable till the water subsides. The fords are deep and dangerous after rain, or when much snow is melting.
During the summer months the main road from Leh to Gya goes by the “Shang” valley, and then over the high ridge dividing the Shang from the Gya ravine. (Manifold—Thomson—Cayley—Aylmer.)

MISHWAR—Lat. 33° 46’. Long. 74° 50’. Elev.
A small village lying in a little valley amid low hills on the north side of the path between Shupion and Chhrár. There is much cultivation about the village.

MOGAL MAIDÁN—Lat. 33° 42’. Long. 75° 42’. Elev.
A small village situated about 16 miles north-west of Kashtwár on the road towards Kashmir by the Marbal pass. It consists of a few houses lying on a plain less than 100 yards long, above the left bank of the stream. The neighbourhood of this village is sparsely populated and cultivated, and few supplies are procurable. (Allgood—Hervey.)

MOGALPÜR—Lat. 34° 8’. Long. 74° 29’. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated in a little valley on the southeast side of the Haistlak wudar, or table-land, on the left bank of the bed of a torrent which dries in summer. There are two divisions in the village, which contains altogether eight houses inhabited by zamindars; there is also a masjid and the ziárat of Saiad Kamal Sahib. The village is supplied with water from a spring. Dry crops are cultivated on the table-land above the village, and rice in the plains below.

MOGALPÜR—Lat. 34° 31’. Long. 74° 17’. Elev.
This village, which is sometimes called Dragmula, is situated in the Uttarl pargana, just south of the junction of the Kamil and Lahwal rivers. The distance from Mogalpür to Lalpür, in the Loláb valley, is two marches, though on an emergency it may be made in one. (Montgomerie.)

MOHU or MOWA—Lat. 33° 29’. Long. 75° 7’. Elev. 10,790’.
The name of a pass over the Panjál range, between the south end of the valley of Kashmir and the Banihál district. It is used only by coolies, as the Banihál pass being so close and easier, all laden ponies go by that route; but ponies can, and in a few instances do, traverse this pass. There is a road which branches off from the village of Mohu, on the south side of the pass; it crosses the Danik Marg range, and, passing through the village of Krown, joins the Banihál road a little above the village of Deogol. (Montgomerie.)

MOHUNPUR—Lat. 34° 8’. Long. 74° 31’. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated on the right bank of the bed of a stream which almost dries in summer. It includes Bába Khipura, which lies close to it, and contains the ziárat of Saiad Hashim and Abdul Hasan, a masjid, and about eleven houses inhabited by zamindars. There is a small garden in the village, and much rice cultivation around it.
MOH—MON  GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

MOHUNPUR—Lat. 33° 41'.  Long. 75° 1'.  Elev.
A village in the Ardwin pargana, of which it is the tahsil station.

MOLAI—
A Muhammadan sect amongst the Dardas, corresponding very nearly with the Nur Baksh (q.v.) in Baltistan.
The name must have its origin from the Arabic Musla, God; they thus calling themselves the "Godly." In matters of prayer and fasting they follow the Suni ways, but in creed are Shias, and, like them too, will drink wine.  (Drew.)

MONAIYAN—Lat. 34° 38'.  Long. 74° 1'.  Elev.
This village is said to contain about seven houses. It is situated in the Drawar district, a few miles south-east of Karan, on the path towards the Kashmir valley.

MONDA—Lat. 32° 57'.  Long. 75° 46'.  Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Neru river, at the confluence of the Halun stream, a few miles south of Badrawar. It contains sixteen houses, of which twelve are inhabited by Hindus and four by Muhammadans. The village stands on high ground; below it the Halun stream is crossed by a kadil bridge. From the neighbourhood of this village a channel conveys water into the town of Badrawar.

MONDOL—Lat. 33° 9'.  Long. 75° 32'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhaga, just west of the junction of the Lidar Khol. It contains about ten houses inhabited by Hindus.

MONGRAN—Lat. 35° 40'.  Long. 75° 53'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Bruldu river (Baltistan). It contains nine houses.  (Aylmer.)

MONKANG or MANGKANG, or CHIBRA MANGKANG—
Lat. 33° 55'.  Long. 79° 3'.  Elev.
A camping ground, 19 miles north of Hanel, at some distance from the right bank of the Hanel river. It is also called Chibra Mangkang. The Indus is about 20 miles north from here.  (Montgomery.)

MONKANG or MANKANG—Lat. 35° 53'.  Long. 79° 5'.  Elev.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Hanel river, about half-way between Hanel and the Indus.  (Cunningham.)

MONKANG PLAIN—
Extends from Hanel north-west for about 30 miles along the course of the Hanel river. It is covered pretty thickly with dama or Tibetan furze, which grows here to the unusual height of 3 and even 5 feet. On the west is a low range of hills, on the east a very lofty range separating the Hanel valley from the Indus.  (Cunningham—Thomson.)
MONTIGUND—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A small village in the Sháhabád valley, lying in a hollow shaded by clumps of trees. It is situated about 2 miles west of Dur or Sháhabád.

MORADPUR—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev.
A village in the province of Naoshera, on the right bank of the Tawi, about 5 miles south of Rájaorí. It was one of the resting-places on the ancient road by which the emperors of Delhi went from Lahore to Kashmir, and under the Mogul rule was a place of some note, but the saráí is now a very unpicturesque ruin; its narrow rooms are converted into stables, and a fine clump of trees is all that remains of the garden. (Hügel.)

MORECHU or MORTSO—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 77° 50'. Elev.
A camping ground in the Kiang plain, passed between Sumkiel and Ruchsen, on the route from Kulu to Leh. A small pond of fresh but bad water here, but in summer it often dries up. Owing to this scarcity of water on the Kiang plain, the route by the Zará valley is often taken instead. (Cunningham.)

MORSE KHOL—
The name of a stream which flows into the Maru Wardwán river, lat. 34° 1', long. 75° 43', near the north-east extremity of the valley. The path from Maru Wardwán to Súrú by the Kwaj Kúr Pansál lies up the bed of this stream.

MOZAFARABÁD—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 73° 31'. Elev. 2,470'.
An important town, lying about 42 miles north-east of Abbottábád, and 114 miles north-west of Srinagar, by way of Baramúla; Kashmir may also be reached by paths traversing the Karnaío valley. The town is situated in an open valley at the end of the range of mountains forming the watershed between the Kishán Ganga and Jhelum, on the left bank of the former river, and about 1½ miles north of their junction.

The mountains, which are almost bare of trees, descend into the river in a succession of sloping plateaus; the town stands on the second of these slopes, about 200 feet above the level of the river, towards the southern end of a tongue of land formed by a lap of the stream.

At Mozafarabad the waters of the Kishán Ganga have lost something of the murky hue peculiar to them, but they are still far from clear.

The river is about 60 yards wide; the banks are steep and rocky, and strewn with large boulders. The current is very swift, but the natives are accustomed to cross on masinga at the bend of the river to the south of the town.

There was formerly, at the narrowest point, a wooden bridge, which was torn away in a moment by a heavy flood which occurred in A.D. 1823, while Harí Singh, Nalwa, was endeavouring to get possession of the town for Ranjit Singh. This bridge was a subject of much interest in the war of 1803, between Muktyar-úd-Daula and Abdullah Khán. It has not
been rebuilt, but its place is supplied by a rope suspension bridge of the jhula kind, which is situated to the north of the town, about half a mile above the fort. At this spot, where the water is smooth and the current comparatively moderate, a ferry-boat plies, except during the months of January and February, when the boatmen state that the river falls so low that the passage is interrupted.

Baron Hügel mentions a second ferry as crossing the river below the town, exactly opposite the kal'a, where the country is rather flat, but adds that it is seldom used.

At the ferry and bridge a small toll is levied; the charge varies from an anna downwards, according to the presumed means of the traveller.

A new bridge (suspension) has been erected about a mile below the town. It is practicable for laden animals.

Mozafarabd contains a thana and is the head-quarters of the zillah of the same name. The residence of the hakim or governor is situated on the south side of the town, which extends in a northerly direction, and consists for the most part of a long street of shops. It is now in telegraphic communication with Srinagar via Domel.

The houses are nearly all single-storied buildings, and have flat roofs, most of the streets are paved with smooth round stones. But little attention is paid to sanitation, though the supply of water is plentiful and good, as, not to mention the cold but somewhat discoloured waters of the Kishan Ganga, clear streams flow down from the hills on both the north and south sides of the town, and on the banks of the latter stream below the town there are a cluster of springs, besides one which rises by the edge of the river just under the baradari. This building, which is double-storied, containing five rooms, is pleasantly situated in a small enclosure, about a quarter of a mile below the west side of the town, a few feet above the Kishan Ganga.

To the north of the town the ground rises, hiding the fort, which is situated at the north-west end of the grassy plain embraced in the bend of the river. The fort is commanded from this rise at a distance of something less than half a mile. The ridge is covered with trees and scrub jungle, and is partly occupied by gardens and partly by old graveyards; from the ridge the plain sinks down towards the fort, a glacis reversed, having its superior slope away from the walls. The fort is situated at the edge of the river, the walls overhanging the banks; it is an oblong masonry structure lying north and east, of considerable dimensions, measuring between 300 and 400 yards in length by about 150 in breadth, and having bastions at intervals along the walls; the main entrance is at the south-east corner. The whole building is kept in excellent repair, and is said to be well supplied with artillery stores and provisions.

The garrison of the keep consists of about one hundred men; it furnishes
a guard of twenty-five men at the residence of the governor on the south side of the town.

Behind the fort, under the south wall, is the cantonment, a large square walled enclosure shaded by some trees; it is usually occupied by two regiments.

Besides the slope to the south, which has been mentioned as being of superior elevation, the fort is commanded by the plateau at a distance of about half a mile to the east, and the right bank of the Kishan Ganga being the higher, it is likewise commanded from the north and west at short ranges of about 500 yards. On the north-east side of the fort on the right bank of the river, there is a large clump of trees which shades the shrine of Pir Haibut.

As access to the fort is not permitted, the dimensions and ranges which have been mentioned are merely rough approximations.

The sarai, built by Ali Marādān Khān by command of Shāh Jahān, lies about a mile south-west of the town, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, some 500 yards from the water's edge, and rather more than that distance from the confluence of the Jhelum. The entrance faces the west.

The sarai is a large, square, walled enclosure, with a bastion tower at each corner, and is of similar pattern to those met with on the Pir Panjāl routes. It is not now inhabited, or apparently used, lying some distance from the present high-road, but it seems to occupy a better defensive position than the fort, being not so immediately commanded.

The road to Mari takes the direction of the confluence of the Jhelum and Kishan Ganga rivers, which is situated about 1½ mile to the south of the town; the first part of the way is rough and stony; it then passes the temple of Jalālābād, which commands the road, occupying the summit of a flat-topped mound between the pathway and the Kishan Ganga. The temple is a small modern building, enclosed by a square wall of undressed stones, about 15 feet high; the entrance faces the roadway.

The path then lies through a small stream to the banks of the Jhelum, which is crossed by an iron caunilever bridge and by a rope suspension bridge some little distance above the junction of Kishan Ganga. There is said also to be frequently a ferry-boat at this point, which plies at favourable seasons when the current moderates.

The Kishan Ganga flows into the Jhelum almost at right angles below the village of Domel. There is a small wooden temple and a fakir's house at the point of land between the two rivers, to which the shore slopes gently down. The current of the Jhelum is swifter than that of the Kishan Ganga, and its waters are much warmer. The right bank of the united rivers is the higher. There is good fishing at Domel, and an excellent dāk bungalow.
The population of Mozafarabad numbers about 1,200 families, the proportion of Muhammadans to Hindús being as seven to five. Among the Muhammadan section are about 250 Kashmiri families, shopkeepers and weavers, 200 Gújars, and 40 Saiads, who are Turks of Bukhára; the remainder are of various trades and occupations. Of the Hindús, about 300 are shopkeepers, and the rest mostly zamfudars and general traders. The principal merchants and bankers are Habib Khoja and Chét Singh. Pir Ihabad, the chief of the Saiads, holds a jagir from the government, of ten or twelve villages.

Mozafarabad contains the zírāts of Saiad Mírâ Sahib and Pir Sultán, and five masjids; there are also three Hindú temples, which are supported by the government. There is a considerable trade between this place and the Panjáb; the exports are chiefly putú, ghí and cattle, for which British goods and salt are imported, and also grain, whenever the local supplies fall short of requirements.

The following are the usual bázár rates per British rupee, which is the only currency in circulation at Mozafarabad:

- Atta, kanak
  - makai .......................... 16 seers.
  - Aráwa ......................... 20
- Rice, according to quality .... 8, 10, 12
- Meat .................................. 10
- Fowls ............................. 4, 6, 8, according to size.
- Fuel ................................. 2 maunds 20 seers.
- Ghi .................................. 3
- Salt .................................. 4
- Milk .................................. 16
- Oil .................................. 3
- Butter .................................. 3
- Sugar ................................. 14, 4
  - inferior quality

A little corn is grown in the neighbourhood of Mozafarabad, but most of the arable land is devoted to rice cultivation. A few vegetables may be obtained, and a little fruit, of which the peaches are of good quality.

The climate of Mozafarabad during the summer months is very hot, and in the months of August and September fevers are prevalent; the inhabitants, however, enjoy a remarkable immunity from flies and mosquitoes. In winter the snow does not lie.

The authority of the governor of Mozafarabad extends over the valley of the Kishan Ganga, and as far as the Púntch boundary and Baramula, including the districts of Karnao and Chikar.

Mozafarabad offers a rich field for the researches of the geologist; mountains of tertiary formation rise up to the limit of perpetual snow, and on them are piled in wondrous masses broken and dismembered heaps of stones. In many places whole mountains look as if they had been riven through and
through, and the spectator beholds the vast clefts, 1,000 or 2,000 feet in depth, as fresh as if the violent convulsion of Nature had taken place only yesterday. A little lime is manufactured in the neighbourhood from stones taken from the beds of the streams.

Mozaforabád is the modern name of the ancient Hindú Shikri, and was given to it, according to the Brahmins, two hundred years ago by the Muhammadans.

It was formerly a ráj, which comprised the whole extent of territory between Baramula on the east and the boundary of the Kuhúri ilaka on the west; but on the death of Sultán Abbat Kháán, it was divided between his two sons (the second son being blind). Mirza Kháán, the eldest, received the present Mozaforabád district as his portion, and transmitted it to his only son, Hasan Ulla Kháán, whose eldest son, Zabardast Kháán, dying without issue, left the ráj to his brother, Mozafor Kháán, who resigned in favour of his eldest son, Hasan Kháán, who had a son named Abdulla Kháán. The ilaka was about 40 miles long from the range on the east to the little village of Mir Jumá-l-ú-dín, which formerly was claimed by both the Mozaforabád and Kathuri rájas and led to many fights between the two parties; the village, however, was at last given by common consent in dharmántá to a fakír, and formed the boundary between the two states.

The breadth of the ráj was about 30 miles from the Dúáb Tibba on the south to the Karoao boundary on the north. It was considered the most productive of the Bambá states, as it contained a considerable area of fertile land, which produced chiefly rice, and yielded first-rate pasture for cattle.

The town of Mozaforabád was completely demolished during the war with the Sikhs, who burnt all the houses belonging to the Muhammadans; these in their rage vented their spleen on their Hindú neighbours as soon as the troops moved, and completed the destruction so wantonly begun. The town, however, was afterwards in a great measure restored, and the Sikh governor regularly colonised it, chiefly with Sikhs and Hindús. After this the Mozaforabád rája paid a nazaráns of R7,000 to the Lahore government, and the district is said to have yielded nearly the same amount to the rája. The Lahore soldiery were accused of having committed every sort of atrocity on the inhabitants and their property during the Sikh occupancy of the district, and their violent conduct left an indelible feeling of mingled hatred, distrust, and thirst for revenge. (Vigue—Hügel—Lumaden—Wingate.)

MÚDAPÚR—Lat. 33° 44'.  Long. 74° 1'.  Elev.
A village which lies on the road about 7 miles west of Púnch, near the point where the paths to Parral and Kotli separate. It contains about twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíñdars, a fakír's makán and garden, and the Kamal Posh fázír.

It is well supplied with good water from a spring, and from a stream which flows down from the hills just east of the village. This is a favourite
fishing station in the season, the Púnch Tōi river flowing just below the village through numerous pools and rapids.

**MUĞUND**—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village in the Kuthār pargana, situated on the right bank of the Arpat, about a mile south of Gewran; it contains three houses inhabited by Kashmirs.

**MUĞLIB**—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 78° 15'. Elev.
A small village about 12 miles north-west of the western end of the Pangong lake, and passed on the Changchenmo route between Tankse and Lukung. No cultivation here, but good pasturage. General Strachey says that white marble is found near here. Gypsum is found between Muglib and the Pangong lake. This is the last village met with between Leh and Yārkand. Provisions should be taken in at Tankse. (Trotter—Henderson.)

**MUŁBEKH or MOULBI**—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 76° 25'. Elev.
A monastery and village situated on the right bank of the Paskhyum river (or Wakha-chu), and passed between Shergol and Kharbu on the route from Srinagar to Leh. It is 4 miles from Shergol, and is perched on a cliff about 200 feet high. A little beyond Mulbekh a large figure called Chamba is passed, cut in the rock on the road-side. The village contains thirty houses. (Bellem—Henderson—Aylmer.)

**MULLING or MALING**—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 77° 15'. Elev.
A village in the Zanskār or Maling district, on the right bank of the Zanskār river, and 182 miles from Leh. Supplies and fuel procurable.

**MUŃDA**—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.
A cave situated on the side of the Panjāl range to the south of the Shāh-sabād valley. It may be reached through a defile from the neighbourhood of the village of Baddarmūn. Moorcroft thus describes his visit to this cave:

"Continuing to ascend the hills, we managed, although the ground was rough and broken, to ride to within 400 feet of the top. There we alighted, and crossing a thick bed of snow, came to the entrance of the cave of Munda. The opening was only high enough to admit a man on his hands and knees, and a stream flowed from it sufficient to turn a mill. Taking torches with us, we crawled into it, and at about 5 yards came to a part sufficiently lofty to allow us to stand. Our attempt to advance was, however, frustrated by the bottom being entirely filled with water more than mid-deep, the depth of which, as ascertained by a stick, increased as it receded. As far as we could discern, the passage continued for above 20 yards, with a height of from 6 to 8 feet. How much farther it penetrated the mountain, we could not ascertain, but it seemed likely that it was nothing more than a natural drain for the waters of the mountain. These had now accumulated in larger quantity than usual, as the mouth of the cave had been blocked up with snow. It had been partially cleared away for our visit by order of the mālik, but the quantity was too considerable to be wholly removed, unless after some days' labour."

510
MURAN—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.
A village in the Chrat pargana, of which it is the tahsil station.

MURGHI or MURGHAI—**Fide "BULAK-I-MURGHAI."**

MURGU NÁLA—A valley on the winter road from Léh to Yárkand, midway between Léh and Daolat Beguldi.

MURHÁMA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A large village shaded by fine trees, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, just above the confluence of the Veshaú and Rembiára rivers. It lies about 3 miles north-west of Bij Behára, and is about seven hours' journey by boat above Awántipúr. At this village there is a ferry. *(Hervey—*Ince*)

MURKOT—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.
A village in the Gúraí valley, lying a little distance from the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 300 yards east of the fort and bridge. It contains a masjid and about twenty timber-built houses, and is supplied with water by a rill which flows from the Burái spring, on the slopes of the mountains to the south.

The usual encamping ground is on the plain on the west side of the village, between it and the fort; but there is no shade. Coolies and supplies are obtainable under the orders of the nawáb, who resides in the fort.

MUSHNAI—Lat. 34° 31'. Long. 73° 53'. Elev.
This place consists merely of a cattle-shed, surrounded by a few fields, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, in Lower Dürár.

MUSTÁGH PASS—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 76° 15'. Elev. 19,000', approx.
There are two passes bearing this name on the route leading from Baltis-tán to Yárkand, both leading into the same valley on the northern side of the Great Mustágh or Karakoram range, which forms the main axis of the Himalayas. The two passes are about 12 miles apart.

Godwin-Austen, writing in 1860, says:—

"Many years ago, the main traffic lay up the Baltoro glacier, and turned off up a lateral ravine to the left, and so over the Mustágh pass, some 12 miles to the east of the pass now in use. This former pass became impracticable owing to the great increase of snow and ice, and Ahmad Shah ordered a search to be made for some other way over, when the present passage was fixed upon."

The new pass now, however, has become impracticable on account of the accumulation of ice on a glacier opposite the camping ground of Skin-mang. But it is quite possible that in a few years this may again become practicable, as in these parts the glaciers alter very rapidly.

The old Mustágh pass can be crossed with the aid of long ropes, and axes to hew steps down the ice-slopes. But it is extremely difficult, and no one would use it except in a case of absolute necessity.
An account of the passage of this pass will be found in the Royal Geological Survey Proceedings of 1888. (Godwin-Austen — Young-Husband.)

MUSTÁGH RANGE AND PASS or "ice mountain"—Vide "Karakoram." MOUNTAINS.
NACHIANI—Lat. 34° 23'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev.
The name of a mountain in the range at the north-west end of the Khu-
hana pargana. On the hills between Nachiāni and the Panchipūra moun-
tain, lat. 34° 38', long. 74° 27', there is some exceedingly fine pasturage,
and in the months of July, August, and September, some four to five
thousand or more head of cattle are brought up from the Lelāb and other
adjacent valleys to feed, but on account of the scarcity of water on this range
of hills they rapidly extend their feeding ground farther north, as far as
Hant, where there is plenty of water, and easterly as far as the Haramuk.
Usually these hills are covered with snow, and the pasturage is not in order
till at earliest the middle of June. (Montgomerie.)

NACHILAN—Lat. 33° 22'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev.
A small village situated about 3/4 miles north of Rāmsū, on the road leading
towards the Banīhāl pass. It lies on the left bank of the Mohnu stream just
above the junction of the Banīhāl.

NAERUNG or NIRA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 76° 55'. Elev. 11,850'.
A village in the Zanskār district, a little distance from the right bank of the
Zanskār river, and lying on the route from Padam to Leh between Pūnch and Yelchung,
and at the north base of the Naerung La. Extensive cultivated lands here,
and juniper trees common in the neighbourhood. A stream runs by the village.
A abrupt and stony descent to river, which here flows through a narrow rocky channel,
and is crossed by a wooden bridge, without hand-rails, about 40 feet long and nearly 50 feet
above the water (2nd July). (Thomson.)

NAERUNG LA or NIRA PASS, or TAKTI PASS, or PANCHE
PASS—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 76° 55'. Elev. 16,000'.
Is crossed between Pūnch and Naerung, on the route from Padam to Leh.
From the Pūnch side the ascent may be made up either the right or left
branch of a ravine. The former is the longer but easier road, the road up
the ravine on the left being steep. The top of the ridge is rounded. The
mountains on the right and left are about 1,500 feet higher than the pass.
A good deal of vegetation on the top, and snow in large patches on its
northern face (July 1st). Extensive view to north of a range of mountains
tipped with snow. Descent to Naerung village abrupt and stony.
(Thomson.)

NAGAI—
The name of a stream which takes its rise on the slopes of the lofty moun-
tains forming the north-east boundary of the Gūraiās valley, and joins the
Būrzi, lat. 34° 47', long. 75° 8'.
The valley of the Shingo river may, it is said, be reached by a path fol-
lowing the course of this stream.
NAGAM—Lat.  

Long.  

Elev.  

A pargana in the Shâhir-i-Khas zilla of the Mîrâj division; it comprises a district lying to the south of Srinagar. The tahsil station is at Kusba Nagâm.

NAGÁM—Lat. 33° 56',  

Long. 74° 50',  

Elev.  

A village lying a short distance from the right bank of the Dûdh Ganga, about 11 miles south of Srinagar, on the road towards Chrâr. It is the tahsil station of the Nagám pargana and a market-place, and is usually called Kusba Nagám. There is a good encamping ground above the village, and supplies and forage are procurable. A root called maizet, used in the almond-coloured dye, is said to be found in the neighbourhood of this village, and at Pampûr. Most of it, however, comes from Ladâk, where it is called toot. (Allgood—Elmâlic.)

NAGAR—

An independent Dârd state, lying north of the Râkâpûsh mountain and south of the Hunzâ river. Though considerably smaller than Hunzâ, it has a larger population owing to the greater amount of cultivable ground, it being situated so as to get the full benefit of the summer sun and being fertilised by the numerous streams from the great Râkâpûsh mountain. The population is about 10,000 souls. They are less warlike than the Kanjûtis, and less addicted to raiding, while slavery is unknown. The people are Shias and belong to the Yashkhûn or Bûrishki stock. The ruler, as in Hunzâ, is known as the Thum, and the family as Moghlotai from an ancestor named Moghlot. Two sons of this family live in Kashmir territory, where they hold jagir.

The country is famous for its apricots, which are exported in large quantities to the Panjâb. The Nagar streams are said to be rich in gold. Nearly opposite Hunzâ the Matsil or Hûpar river, a considerable stream, joins the main river from the south-east. The fort of Nagar and the Thum's house are on the left bank of this stream, about 3 miles from the junction, at an elevation of 8,000 feet above the sea. This valley forms the eastern boundary of Nagar. That part of Nagar which faces Hunzâ is divided into four districts, each with its fort, viz., Shaiar, Askûrîas, Chitorkûn, and Swainû. The river between Hunzâ and Nagar flows between perpendicular cliffs, 300 feet high and 600 feet apart at the top, which can only be scaled in a few places and are carefully guarded. There is a twig bridge opposite the fort of Hîdrabad; at the head of the Matsil valley is the difficult and dangerous road over the Hispar pass (g.v.) into the Shigar valley. When Kashmir authority was temporarily expelled from Gilgit between 1852 and 1860, communication with Nagar was maintained by this road. In the prosperous times of the Shiu rule, the ûhums of Nagar acknowledged the Râs of Gilgit as their feudal superiors, and tradition relates that the villages of Nilt, Gulmit, Toll, and Pasant, which now belong to Nagar, were given as dowries to different ûhums, who married daughters of the Traku-
hané. At the time of the Sikh occupation of Gilgit a very close connection existed between the rulers of the two states of Gilgit and Nagar. Between Hunzā and Nagar a great rivalry, which has frequently resulted in open hostility, has always existed, but they are generally ready to combine against an external foe. Though possessing a common origin, the people of Nagar are distinguished for timidity and incapacity for war, and no instance is recorded of their being victorious over their rivals of Hunzā, at whose hands they have suffered many disastrous defeats. Since 1868 Nagar has been tributary to Kashmir, to which it makes an annual payment of twenty-one tolas of gold and two baskets of apricots.

The revenue of Nagar, Mr. Girdlestone states, is derived from the Khan's share of grain, native cloth, oil, goats, and gold dust. It is estimated at Rs. 7,000 per annum. The language is Būrishtā, or Khañānā, as Mr. Drew calls it, and according to him the people are called Khañānī. The villages in Nagar lie very close to each other, and for 20 miles are almost continuous. (Biddulph—Girdlestone—Drew.)

NAGAR—

The Nagar district lies on the opposite side to Hunzā of the Hunzā river. It is bounded on the north by this river; on the south by the Rākapashi, or Shaltar snow range, the peaks of which reach as high as 25,500 feet; on the east by the Hispar glacier; and on the west by the Chaprot snow range, with an altitude of about 19,000 feet. There are twenty-eight permanent villages in the Nagar district, of the same construction as those of Hunzā, but on the outskirts of which people returning in and for the warm months build temporary huts. In Nagar itself there are 1,000 houses, with one or two families in each, and in the other portion of the district 2,500 more; in all 3,500, and, roughly estimated, 15,000 inhabitants.

Jafar Ali Khan is the rāja of the district, an aged man of some 70 years, with ten grown-up sons, one of whom, Uzar Khan, who is always with his father, is the heir-apparent. The others have been given jagirs. Jafar Ali Khan owns some territory in Gilgit, which is looked after by one of his sons, Alidad Khan. On the banks of the Hunzā river are four villages of the Nagar district, already included in the twenty-eight, Chaprot, Chalt, Budalas and Bar, ruled by another of the ten sons, Iskandar by name, under the orders of the Gilgit man. At Chaprot and Chalt 200 Gilgit sepoys are stationed, who are rationed by the Nagar people at one seer of grain per soldier, without payment. In time of necessity Nagar can produce 6,000 fighting men, but with no regular training; and one cannon and two sher-bāchas are kept in the fort, which may resist small arms, but not artillery. The usual matchlock, sword and shield are used.

Sulphur is produced, particularly towards the village of Pisan and the Barpu glacier.
In times of peace there is great amity among the people of Nagar, who are happy and obedient to existing orders, and in time of battle they fight in a body, being more at home with swords than guns. They are Muhammadans of the Shíí sect, and by profession cultivators. Their language is different to that of Gilgit, but resembles that of Hunzá. Unlike the people of Hunzá they do not believe in their women having fresh air and admiring the beauties of nature, but keep them in purdá. In each village there is a masjid, and one or two matam saras (penitentiaries) where they do penance for ten days, beginning with the new moon of the Muharram season; and during this time, which is one of mourning, no flippancy of any kind is permitted, particularly marrying and giving in marriage. Polo, of a kind, on horseback, is a great pastime on all gala days, so much so that a plot of ground, well looked after, is kept for this purpose only.

The taxes are not unlike those imposed in Hunzá, but much more leniency and justice is shown. The raja receives 4,000 maunds of grain, 1,000 goats, and about two seers of gold annually from the ryots. Fruit and grain crops are similar to those of Hunzá, save in Húpar (consisting of five villages) and Hispar; where, owing to their great elevation, very little is produced.

The total extent of cultivated land in Nagar does not exceed 100 square miles. Owing to difficulty in crossing the Hunzá river and the absence of co-operation on the part of the Nagar people, no traders from the north visit here. Kashmir and Nagar exchange mutually.

The cattle resemble those of Hunzá, and number some 20,000 cows and bullocks, 100,000 goats and sheep, and about 300 horses.

There is one blacksmith in the district.

Rivers.—The Nagar river takes its rise at the Hispar glacier, and joins the Hunzá at Sumair village; from here to the lower end of the glacier is a distance of 25 miles, and the glacier continues up the valley for another 30 miles. From April to October the river is impassable, being from 150 to 250 feet broad, 5 or 6 feet deep, and very rapid. In winter the breadth and depth are reduced to a third. The bed is very rocky, and gold is obtained from it. Only one sara (rope bridge) is carried over this river, and this has been described in the report on Hunzá. On the 12th August 1889, the rope of the sara at Budalas broke, and five persons, four of whom were officers of the Kashmir force (a commadán and three hazáldars), fell into the torrent. The fifth, a sepey, was picked up badly bruised, but living; but the four former were never seen again.

The streams that flow down from the Rákapashi or Shaltar range, and join the Hunzá river at nearly right angles, have very steep banks, which are bridged, and the road has to pass over and through mud and stone
gateways, which makes it impossible to cross elsewhere. These gateways are locked in time of any disturbance, and this plan is also adopted in the Hunzâ district over the streams that flow down the south side of the Barhar range into the Hunzâ river.

Passes.—No road exists over the Râkapashi or Shaltar snow range, but to the south-east of Nagar there is the Hispar pass, about 17,000 feet in altitude, across which no cattle of any kind, with or without loads, can be taken. The pass is simply a footpath leading into Skardú and used only in the months of June, July, and August.

Roads.—From Nagar via Gûlimati to Chalt, 38 miles, by a good road along the left bank of the Hunzâ river, which is crossed by a nala. It is a made road, with wooden bridges over the small streams which horsemen can cross without dismounting. In three days light luggage can be conveyed by coolies from Nagar to Chalt.

Another road leads from Nagar to the Hispar pass via Hûpar and Rash hill, 48 miles. This road is good to Hûpar, 6 miles; but from thence to the Rash Phari lake equestrians have literally to dismount and pick their way. I have seen this road as far as Hispar village, and have the balance from native information. From Hûpar, Hispar village can be reached either by the direct road, 27 miles, or along the Nagar river, 22 miles; both ways being equally difficult.

From Nagar to Hunzâ, 10 miles, the people cross the Nagar river by a nala, ascend a 2,000-feet pass called Daung between the Nagar and Hunzâ rivers, the latter of which is crossed by another nala, and on to Hunzâ.

I heard that there is some sort of a track from the village of Hispar over the glacier of the same name that leads to Yârkand, but I cannot vouch for this information being correct.

The height of Nagar is 7,500 feet, of Hûpar 8,000 feet, and of Hispar village 10,000 feet, approximately. The snow-fall is similar to that about Hunzâ.

Fruit ripens in the months of July and August.

(Ahmad Ali Khan, 1889.)

NAGAT—34° 3'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
The name of a nambal or morass lying to the south-east of Srinagar. Its water communicates with the Jhelum through the Kachgul nala, which flows in almost opposite the Shaikh Bâgh. The high-road from the capital towards Pûmpur passes this morass.

NAGBANI—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A stage 7½ miles north-west from Jamû, on the Aknâr road.

NAGBARAN—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
The name of a grassy valley situated amid the lofty mountains lying between the valley of the Sind river and Kashmir. The path from the village
of Zostán towards the Mar Sar lake traverses the east side of this valley, crossing the Arrah stream, which is sometimes bridged.

NAGDAR—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev. A considerable village in Upper Drawár, situated on the slopes of the hill high above the left bank of the Babún-ka-katta stream. It is said to contain a maajid, and about twenty-five houses inhabited by zamíndars, including a blacksmith, a carpenter, and a potter. The Kághán valley may be reached from this village by a path lying up the course of the stream.

NAGR—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 36'. Elev. A small village containing six houses inhabited by Hindú zamíndars; it is situated above the right bank of the Chandra Bhága, at the edge of the cultivated plateau below the town of Doda, about 300 yards east of the fort.

NAGROTA—Lat. 32° 48'. Long. 74° 57'. Elev. A village in the province of Jamú, lying a little more than 6 miles north-east of that town, on the high-road towards Kashmir.

The village, which contains a Hindú temple, about twenty mud huts and three or four banias' shops, is built on a little rise surrounded by moist, swampy ground. On the north side of the village there is a low ridge, offering a suitable place for encamping. Water is obtained from wells, a stream, and a tank; the two latter sources of supply fail during the dry season.

NÁI—A caste of Dográs; barbers.

NAIDGAM—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev. A hamlet in the Machiháma pargana, consisting of two houses situated on a small stream, about 2 miles west of Sybdg; on the south side of the road from Srinagar.

NAID KHAI—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev. A village situated in the morass on the north side of the Norú canal; it is one of the centres of the boat-building trade.

NAIHAIRAI—The name of a very small pargana in the Kamráj division of Kashmir. The 'ahsil business is transacted at Shalúrah, which, however, lies outside the limits of the pargana.

NAIL—A considerable stream which flows through a narrow valley and empties itself into the Pánch Tóí by its left bank, just north of Kotli, lat. 33° 33', long. 73° 57'. It is fordable, and is crossed by the path from Kotli to Pánch, which follows the bank of the Pánch Tóí; that by the Nandheri and Sona Galis lies up the valley of the Nail stream for some miles.

NAINDI—The name of the eastern portion of a canal which leaves the Veshánú river near Túrsan, and irrigates the southern portion of the Saremozehala pargana,
flowing into the Veshawá again, lat. 33° 40', long. 75° 7', just above its junction with the Rembiárn. The western branch of this canal is called Ninnar. (Montgomerie.)

NAKKA—Lat. 34° 28’. Long. 73°52’. Elev.
A small hamlet in Lower Drawár, situated in the valley of the Rugworian-kaka-kata stream, to the west of the path which follows the course of the Kishan Ganga.

NAKPO-CHU or "Black Water"—
A tributary of the Súrá river. It is formed by the Mazadi and Omba streams. Flowing east it joins the Súrá river at Sankho. Its waters are very muddy, and discolour those of the Súrá for some distance along its left bank. Moorcroft forded it with some difficulty on the 30th June a little below the village of Omba. It here rushed with great force through a broad stony bed. (Moorcroft.)

NAKPOGODING PASS or LANAK PASS—
Lat. 32° 45’. Long. 76° 45’. Elev. 18,000’.
Lies north of the Tsumorari lake, and is crossed between it and the head of the Puga rivulet. Trebeck crossed it from the north on the 14th June, and says that all his party suffered much inconvenience from difficulty in breathing. The descent to the south side was comparatively easy. (Trebeck.)

NALTAR—
A glen draining to the Hunzá river between Gilgit and Chaprot. In it are the two small hamlets of Naltar and Bichgari. North of it rises the Naltar mountain, 19,320 feet high. (Biddulph—Trigonometrical Survey.)

NALTI—Lat. 32° 57’. Long. 75° 45’. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, consisting of a cluster of houses situated on a knoll on the left bank of the Halúni stream, between 4 and 5 miles south of the town of Badrawár, by the path leading towards the Chatarúhar pass. There is a Hindú temple in the village, and the fields extend a long way down the hill-side. The inhabitants are all Hindús, numbering six families of Thakurs, and six Sipis, or Megas. Below the village a substantial bridge crosses the Halúni stream.

NAMBALNAR—Lat. 34° 6’. Long. 74° 28’. Elev.
A hamlet situated in a green and narrow glen, which is traversed by a small stream; it lies about 2 miles south of Kountra, on the path leading towards Bapurnáshi. It contains the zírat of Gafur Rishi, and about sixteen houses inhabited by zamindars. There is a little corn cultivation about the village, and some wild fruit-trees.

NAMIK LA—Lat. 34° 22’. Long. 76° 35’. Elev. 18,000’.
Is crossed between Shergol and Kharbu, on the route from Srinagar to Leh. The ascent from the west is very gradual, and is 5 miles long. A
spring of fresh water about half-way up. An easy descent down to the Kanji river and Kharbu.

Doctors Bellew and Henderson estimate the elevation to be 11,900 and 12,000 feet respectively. (Drew—Henderson.)

NAMTSE or NIMCHU—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 77° 0'. Elev. 13,650'.
In the Zanskar district. It is a halting-place on the route from Padam to Leh, and lies between Zangla and Pangatse, south of the Chelang Labho pass. (Drew.)

NANDAN SAR—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev.
The name of the most northerly of a cluster of mountain tarns lying on the north side of the Panjál range, between the Darhal and Búdil passes, about 8 miles south of Aliábád Saráí. The old Mogul highway into Kashmir skirted the western shore of the lake, which is 1 mile long and half a mile wide.

A small stream called the Ladi flows from it joining the Rembiára below Aliábád Saráí. In 1844 the Maharája Ranjit Singh sent forward 10,000 Sikhs by way of Nandan Sar. The Patháns or Afgháns in Kashmir were ready to receive them, and encamped on the Pinjára plain, near Shupion. A shower of rain rendered the Sikh muskets almost useless, and Ranjit's troops were consequently defeated; the Pathán general was, however, killed in the action. At the same time Ranjit, who had attempted to carry the Tesba Maidán pass, was defeated by Muhammad Azím Khán, the then governor of Kashmir, in person.

Five years previous to the first Sikh expedition, the celebrated Fateh Khán, the wazir of Sháh Zíman of Kábúl, passed the Panjál by the Nandan Sar road with 10,000 men supplied him by Maharája Ranjit Singh. (Figne.)

NANDHERI GALI—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.
A pass in the range of hills lying to the north-east of Kotlí; it is crossed by the direct path between Kotlí and Pünch, which is described as being very rough and but little used.

NANDMARG—Lat. 33° 23'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A pass which crosses the Panjál range at the south-east extremity of the Sháhabád valley.
The northern slope of the mountain is clothed with forest to the limit of vegetation, but the south side is for the most part rocky and precipitous.
The path which crosses this pass is known as the Peristán route, and though steep and difficult, is used when that by the Brári Bal is impracticable.
The Naudmarg pass is usually open from the beginning of May until the end of October, but much snow is met with on the road until very late in the season.
The top of the pass is distant about 4 miles from Basū or Borson, a Gújar settlement in the Pogal valley, which is the usual stage, and about 8 miles from Choan in the Sháhabád parchán.

The upright stone at the summit is said to mark the spot where a fakír, Naná, who has bequested his name to the pass, existed for many years.

A village on the right bank of the Basantha river with a small bazár, situated on the border in the Ramgarh subdivision of the Sámba tahál.

(Wingate.)

NANGA PARBAT or DEO MIR—
Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev. 26,620'.
The great mountain peak which separates Astor from Chilas. The Dard races call it Deo Mir, or the mountain of the gods. Nanga Parbat is, however, the name by which it is generally known in Kashmir and Yághistán.

It towers majestically above the surrounding mountains, and forms a landmark visible for miles. (Gazetteer of the Eastern Hindú Kúsh.)

NANMARG—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75'. Elev.
A beautiful mountain down or marg, situated on the eastern slopes of the Panjál range, about 12 miles south-east of Shupión. The verdant slopes of the Nanmarg rise and rest against the ridge of the Panjál, and on the north it is bounded by an edging of rising ground that prevents the great valley from being seen from it. The view from the eminence on the westward side is one of singular grandeur and beauty, the eye being carried along an elevated vista formed between the Panjál and the hills that immediately bound the valley itself; and a beautiful succession of ridges and valleys, down-lands, and forest scenery, resembling that of one vast natural park, is continued up to the precipitous sides of the snowy mountains resting on the Tósha Maidán for an extent of about 36 miles. (Figure.)

NAODAL—Lat. 38° 55'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A village in the Wúllar parchán, lying in the midst of low rice-lands about 2 miles south-west of Trál, on the path towards Awántipúr. It contains a masjíd, and about six houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars, and a pandit.

There is a small spring in the village, which is shaded by fine trees, and on the west side a considerable stream, which is crossed by a kádat bridge, or it may be forded without difficulty.

NAOGAM—Lat. 33° 42'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
A large village in the Kuthár parchán, situated about 3 miles east of Achi béj.
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It is surrounded by rice cultivation, and contains three small springs near which lie some old carved stones and lingams.

The population numbers twenty-two families of Muhammadan zamindars, ten pirzadas, two mullas, eight pandits, two dumbs, a blacksmith, and a cow-keeper, and five families engaged in silk production.

The filature, which has been erected by the government in this village, is a very large building, but is manifestly unsafe.

NAOGAM—Lat. 34° 12'.  Long. 74° 38'.  Elev.
This village stands in the middle of the morass, a few miles north-east of Patan, just south of the Norú canal. It consists of about eleven houses shaded by a few trees.

NAOPUR—Lat. 34° 13'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev.
A large village lying in a narrow valley between two wadars, just south of the road from Baramúla towards Srinagar, and distant about 5 miles south of Sopúr.

A small stream flows through the village, which is surrounded by extensive cultivation of both rice and corn.

It contains two masjids and two zafaras; that of Nasir Sahib is situated in a fine clump of trees. The population numbers about 150 families, including two pandits, three mullas, two dyers, two carpenters, two blacksmiths, two dums, two mochias, and a sweeper.

This village, with fifteen others in the neighbourhood, is held in jagir by Diwan Kirpá Rám.

NAOPURA—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 74° 41'.  Elev.
A small village in the Khuihama pargana, situated a few minutes' walk to the west of Bandipúra, on the road towards Sopúr, which is about 16 miles distant. (Isc.)

NAOSHER—Lat. 34° 40'.  Long. 74° 37'.  Elev.
The name of the part of that lofty range of mountains which lies north and south between the eastern end of the Matsil valley and the source of the Hantá stream. It is crossed by the track line between Bakthaor, on the Kishan Ganga, and the village of Matsil. The sides of the mountains, though very steep, are mostly covered with grass and forest, and afford pasturage to flocks of sheep; the top of the ridge is narrow and rocky.

NAOSHERA, one of the districts of the province of Jamú.

NAOSHERA—Lat. 35° 10'.  Long. 74° 15'.  Elev.
A town in the province of that name, situated on high ground on the north side of a fertile valley, about 300 feet above the right bank of the Tawi river. It lies on the Pir Panjál route into Kashmir, and is distant 27 miles north of Bhimbar, and 122 miles south-west of Srinagar. The houses are built of stone. There is a fine old Mogul sarái in the middle of the town, which is now the residence of the governor of the district. Below
the town there are several water-mills on the river, which early in the season is fordable in many places for foot-passengers.

There is a bungalow for travellers situated about a mile south of the town in a large orchard called the Baoli Bāgh or "Reservoir Garden," from a deep stone well in the centre of it, also a large old sarāi with inner court.

Supplies and forage are procurable, water and fuel are everywhere abundant, and there is a good encamping ground.

It is the administrative head-quarters of a district. (Allgood—Knight—Ince—Drew.)

NAOSHERA—Lat. 34° 9'.  Long. 74° 16'.  Elev.  
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 8 miles south-west of Baramula on the Srinagar road. There is a ferry across the river, which is guarded by two small mud forts on either bank.

In an enclosure on the river-bank are two small bungalows for the accommodation of travellers; there is likewise an open space for encamping. Supplies are procurable, and water from the Jhelum, or from a stream which flows down through the village.

Gulmarg may be reached from this village by a footpath passing up the gorge to the south-east; the distance is about 16 miles; the road, which is at first very steep, lies through beautiful scenery. The usual halting-place is about six miles from Naoshera, and this breaks the journey about half-way between Rampur and Gulmarg. (Allgood—Ince—Wingate.)

NAR—Lat. 35° 15'.  Long. 74° 44'.  Elev.  
A village in the province of Naoshera, situated about 13 miles north of Pooni, on the road leading into Kashmir by the Bādil pass. It consists of a few scattered houses. A stream flows down the valley below the village, and the hill-sides are covered with a dense brushwood.

The neighbourhood of this hamlet forms a convenient encamping ground; but there is only a little corn cultivation about the place, and no supplies can be depended upon. (Allgood.)

NAR—Lat. 35° 21'.  Long. 75° 54'.  Elev. 7,800', approx.  
A pargana in Baltistan on the right bank of the Indus. The ravine, in which the Indus flows, is here at its narrowest. The cultivated land of the main villages extends for more than 2 miles on the surface of an alluvial plateau, several hundred feet above the bottom of the valley. It consists of the three villages of Chardo, Ganstrot, and Cohro, and contains two hundred houses. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

NARĀRŪ—Lat. 32° 36'.  Long. 75° 52'.  Elev.  
A village in the Bassoli district, lying a little to the south-east of Jinrali, about 11 miles north of the town of Basoli. It consists of a few houses surrounded by some fields.
NARASTÁN—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A village situated on the north side of a small valley, which opens into the north-east end of the Wúllar pargana, at the village of Sutúra. It is distant about 4 miles north-east of Arphal, and lies at the mouth of the gorge which is traversed by the path leading towards the Mar Sar lake.

The village stands on high ground, which produces rice and other dry crops. The Brariangan stream flows just south of the village; it is crossed by a kánal bridge, and may also be forded. A torrent from the Sarailán range to the north rolls down the gorge through the village.

The population consists of four families of Muhammadan zamindars occupying houses with pent roofs, and nine families of Gújars inhabiting their usual flat-roofed huts.

The houses are much scattered, the zamindars living in the upper part of the village near the temple. This is one of the most interesting ruins in Kashmír. Its situation is very picturesque, looking down the narrow valley, while behind it the ground slopes up towards the lofty mountains of the Brariangan range.

NARBU SUMDO—Lat. 32° 40'. Long. 78° 25'. Elev. 15,300'.
A camping ground 11 miles south of the Taomorari lake, on the routes from Spítí to Léh, via the Parang La. It is on the banks of the Pára river and at the head of the Leptra valley, and lies on the borders of Ladák and Spítí. (Montgomerie.)

NAROAR—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 11'. Elev.
A village in Jamú, situated on the south side of the range, about 5 miles north of Krimchi, on the high-road towards Kashmír. There is much rice cultivation about the village.

NARPÚR—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A village situated towards the northern extremity of the Supersanumun pargana, at the mouth of a little valley which is traversed by the path between Shupión and Chrár.

It contains about six houses, and is watered by a small stream. The zírát of the three Sainás Pádsháh, Phatra, and Ashraf, is situated by the side of the path.

NARSAR—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Arpat, towards the north end of the Kuthár pargana; it contains a masjid, and five timber-built houses having pent roofs, which are inhabited by five brothers.

NARÚ—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
A village situated in a little valley on the south side of the Bring pargana. It is the point of departure of the path leading over the range into the Sháhabád valley. There are two routes, one by the village of Zamilgám, the other by Batgünd; both are excellent paths, and almost equally direct. The journey to Vernág occupies a little more than an hour.
NASHILA—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
A small village in the province of Kashmir, situated about 5 miles north-west of Doda, on the path towards Bagu. It contains two families of Muhammadans and one of Hindús.

NASÍM BÁGH—See "Srinagar."

NATIAN—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village situated at the north-east extremity of the Karnao valley, containing ten houses and a mixed population of Kashmiris and Gújars.

The corn-fields extend up to the edge of the forest, at the foot of the western slope of the Nattishannar Gali.

The paths from Titwal towards the Kashmir valley, both that crossing the Nattishannar Gali, and by the Kukwa Gali, which is the winter route, lie through this village.

There are numerous fine walnut trees scattered about the fields.

NATIPÚRA—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
A village in the Zainagir pargana, situated on the left bank of the Pohru, about 8 miles north-west of Sopúr, by the road leading towards Shalúrah and the Loláb valley. It contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars. Some fine trees shade the village.

NATSU—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, containing four houses inhabited by zamindars; it is situated by the side of a ravine in the sloping spur on the west side of path, between Makahama and Drang.

NATTANAS—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A village containing about twenty houses, situated near the left bank of the Kamil, at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. A path lies over the range of hills to the south, leading to the village of Chogal on the Pohru river.

NATTISHANNAR GALI—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 74°. Elev.
The name of the pass which is crossed by the best road lying between the Uttar pargana and the Karnao valley. It is called in the Kashmiri language Nastichan, or the cut-nose.

This pass is quite practicable for laden ponies, and is open for nine months in the year; during the winter season a detour must be made by the Kukwa Gali, lying more to the north.

The summit of the pass is distant about 4 miles east of the village of Háji Nar, and 16 miles south-west of Shalúrah fort, the Drangiari dót forming the resting-place midway.

The top of the pass is a narrow grassy saddle lying between the lofty rocky mountains of the Shamshabari range to the south and the Nattishannar mountains of much inferior elevation to the north.
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NAUGAM—Lat. 35° 16’. Long. 74° 57’. Elev. 9,300’.
A village on the right bank of the Astor river, just above its junction with the Kamri. It is on the road from Srinagar to Astor via the Dorikun pass. With the neighbouring villages of Pakora, Mainkial, and Gultari, it contains some 33 houses. (Aylmer.)

NAUNAGAR (Survey Station)—Lat. 33° 53’. Long. 75°. Elev. The name of one of the largest wudars or table-lands in Kashmir. It lies near the middle of the valley, on the west side of the Jhelum, between Awântipur and Bij Behâra, and is about 5 miles in length by 2½ miles in extreme breadth rising from 200 to 250 feet above the plain. Cunningham states that he searched in vain for shells in this mass of lacustrine deposit, as he crossed over the karewa to Pa Yech, but was more fortunate at Awântipur, where he obtained numerous specimens of Cyclas rivicola in the horizontal strata of clay and sand at different heights up to nearly 200 feet above the present level of the river, and about 80 feet below the level of the lake beneath which, it is presumed, the valley of Kashmir was submerged. (Cunningham.)

NAUPUR—Lat. 35° 55’. Long. 74° 19’. Elev. 5,400’.
A small village on a plateau about 2 miles west of Gilgit fort and 500 above it. Its fields are watered by channels from the Shuko or Naupur stream, on the left bank of which about a mile south of the village is a large rock-cut figure of Buddha. This figure is about 10’ high and over 30’ above the ground. There are all sorts of legends in connection with this figure. All round Naupur on the plateau and on the hill-sides are ruins of ancient villages and traces of much former cultivation. It is said Naupur or Amsar, as it was then called, was as big a place as Gilgit. It now contains less than twenty houses. (Biddulph—Barrow.)

NAWASHAHR or RANBHIRPURA—Lat. Long. Elev. A new town with a bazaar, built by Maharaja Ranbir Singh, about halfway between Jamu and Sialkot. It is the head-quarters of the zillah of Shahr Khas, or the Jamu zillah, and had a post office and a telegraph office. The maharaja sometimes gives pig-sticking parties in the neighbourhood. (Wingate.)

NAWOAT—Lat. 33° 45’. Long. 74° 8’. Elev. A village on the north side of the Punch valley, about 5 miles west of the town; it is situated on the slopes of the hill some little distance from the right bank of the Punch Toli river, the road to Punch passing through the fields below it.
There are about twenty-five houses in the village, a fifth of the inhabitants being Hindús.

NEKI—Lat. 33° 25’. Long. 73° 53’. ’ Elev. A village lying on the direct path between Mirpur and Kotli. It is situated on the south side and close to the top of a steep ridge, which is covered
with fir trees; on the north side of the ridge, close to the village, is a baoli, in which rises a small spring of cool clear water.

Neki contains six houses; the inhabitants are Muhammadan zamindars.

NERIL—

The name of a stream in the Tilail valley, which flows into the Kishan Ganga by the right bank, lat. 34° 33', long 75° 4'.

This stream is bridged at the village of Neur, just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga, where the road towards Dras crosses it; it is also usually fordable.

NERU—

This river rises on the range of mountains forming the boundary between the hill state of Chamba and Badrawar; it flows in a north-westerly direction towards the town of Badrawar, before reaching which place it is joined by the Haluni stream, which flows from the Kund Kaplas lakes and receives the drainage from the Chatardhar pass; it is joined during its course by numerous other affluents, the principal of which is the Bin Kad stream, which flows in below the village of Bhala, about 12 miles north-west of Badrawar.

The course of the Neru is uniformly in a north-westerly direction; it empties itself into the Chandra Bhaga, lat. 35° 8', long. 75° 36', almost opposite the town of Doda. The banks are for the most part rocky and precipitous, but the stream is of no great depth, and the current moderate.

The Neru is bridged below the village of Beja, near its source, and by the Dredja and Haripur bridges at the town of Badrawar, at Kotli and Sirole Bagh, below Gata, at Dranga, to the north of Beraru, and below Sowand, near where it empties itself into the Chandra Bhaga. The ruins of a bridge exist at Niota, and at Sare it is spanned by a beam thrown across the bed of the stream.

It is also fordable at numerous places throughout its course.

NEUR—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 75° 4'. Elev.

A village in the Tilail valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, at the junction of the Neril stream.

It contains a ruined masjid, and seven families of zamindars and two barbers; there are also some flour-mills. Most of the houses stand on the high bank on the east side of the stream; some few are built on the right bank, in the bed of the stream, which is crossed by a bridge, and may likewise usually be forded.

The Showay cascade falls into the Kishan Ganga opposite this village.

NI or NIS, or GNI—Lat 33° 25'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Indus, 14 miles below Chumathang, the road from which is very rough, at times ascending and descending by a succession of stone steps over precipitous rocks, which descend to
the water's edge. There are gold-fields here, worked by people from Skaradd. Fuel and pasture plentiful. (Reynolds.)

NIASELU—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Basha river (Baltistán). It contains twenty-six houses. (Aylmer.)

NICHINAI—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 75° 17'. Elev.
The name of a grassy valley lying on the north side of the Sind river, in the neighbourhood of the Sonamarg.
It is drained by a stream of the same name, and is traversed by a path leading to Tilil.

NIDAR—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev.
A small village of three houses on the left bank of the Indus, at the junction of the Kyung river, which flows through the Nidar ravine. (Drew.)

NIDAR PASS or KYUNGSE-LA—Lat. 33° 1'. Long. 78° 37'. Elev.
At the head of the Kyung valley, in the mountains that lie east of the Tsomorari lake. (Drew.)

NIGHENPURĀ—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A large village containing about twenty houses situated on the south-west side of the Khind valley, on the stream which irrigates the valley.

NIGIAL—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 73° 49'. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, lying just to the east of the road between Mirpur and Chaomuk; it contains about thirty houses inhabited by Muhammandans, and is supplied with water from a tank.

NIHALI—Lat. 35° 27'. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.
A very small pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistán), on the right bank of the river. It contains twenty-two houses. (Aylmer.)

NIKERAN or NEKERAU—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A village of three houses begirt with trees, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, towards the western extremity of Gūrais.
The inhabitants of the neighbouring village of Halmathan cultivate some of the fields with which it is surrounded.

NILDHAR—Lat. 35° 49'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev. 11,630'.
A spur from the southern watershed of the Gilgit river, which separates that river from the Sai valley. It is crossed by the Gilgit road.
The ascent from the Sai side is easy, and only about a couple of hundred feet. The top of the spur is a level dassāt, or plain, about 1½ miles in width; the descent on the Gilgit side is at least 800', and very steep and rocky. The old road crosses the spur higher up and involves an ascent and descent of at least 2,000'. It is now never used. (Grant—Barrow.)
NILKANTA—Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 74° 21'. Elev.
A pass over the Panjâl range, between the Sidrân district to the north of Pâinch and the valley of Kashmir.

This is said to be the shortest route between Pâinch and the northern parts of Kashmir, but is not practicable for laden animals, and is closed during the six winter months.

NILNÂG—Lat. 33° 51'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
An oval sheet of water, about 100 yards long and 20 yards wide, lying in a deep hollow on the slopes of the hills, on the south side of the Kashmir valley, about 4 miles west of Chârî. The water is derived from springs, and the place is considered very holy by the Hindûs.

(Vign.)

NILPURA—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 17'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Dangerwari stream, about a mile south-east of Magham, on the road between Sopûr and Shâlûrah.

Rice cultivation abounds in the neighbourhood of this village, which contains a masjid, and three houses inhabited by zamîndârs, a múlla, and a dhobi. The Nil Nâg, a spring of clear water, rises in the village.

NIL SAR—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.
A small lake in the Panjâl range, formed by glacial action. It is a mile long and half a mile wide. (Drew.)

NIMA MUD or NYAMA—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev. 14,000'.
Two villages of twelve and ten houses respectively, in the Kardari of Hemis on the right bank of the Indus, which is forded here. Water chest- deep. Current almost imperceptible (in autumn). Two routes lead from here to Shâshâl, and viâd Pangong lake join the Changchenmo route at Lukung. The route to Hanlê lies south, across the Indus viâd Nowi camp.


NIMO—Viâd "SNIMO."

NINGIL—
A stream whose sources lie on the mountains which encompass the Gulmarg; it flows in a north-easterly direction, through a narrow valley in the Kruhin pargana, and discharges its waters into the Wular lake, lat. 34° 17', long. 74° 33', north-east of Sopûr.

It is a shallow stream with a moderate current, and is probably fordable throughout its course; it is likewise bridged above the village of Shrâkowâr and at other places.

NINNAR—
The name of the western branch of a canal which leaves the Veshaû river near Târsan, and irrigates the southern portion of the Saremzehala par.
gana, flowing into the Vesháú again, lat. 33° 49', long. 75° 7', just above its junction with the Rembiára. The eastern branch of this canal is called Naindí. (Montgomery.)

NIOTA—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 41'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, situated on the left bank of the Nerú river, about 7 miles north-west of that town, on the road towards Doda. It contains about twenty houses inhabited by Hindús. Below the village are the ruins of a bridge which crossed the Nerú.

NIRA—Vide "Naérungo."

NIRKOT—Lat. 33° 11'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.
A small village in Sirás, a district of Kishtwár, situated near the top of a spur above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream, almost opposite Bagú. It is inhabited by four Hindú families.

NISCHU or GNISCHU, i.e., "Two Streams"—
Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 79° 10'. Elev. 15,630'.
A camping ground at the southern edge of the Lingzathang plain, and at the foot of the mountains north of the Changchenmo valley. Two passes lead down to Nischu from these mountains, the road by each being good for laden animals. From here there are two routes to the Karakash. The western route via the Kizil pass, the eastern via Thalát and the Soda plain. Burtátí is found in very small quantities, but no grass. Water from stream. The camp is at the junction of "Two Streams" (Tibetan, Gnischu). Hence its name. (Trotter—Henderson.)

NISHAT BÁGH—Vide "Srinagar—Gardens."

NOBANDI SOBANDI—
A glacier in the Mustágh range to the west of the road over the Mustágh pass. It is over 14 miles in length, and 1½ miles in breadth. (Goldwin-Austen.)

NOBOK LA—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev.
Between Durgú and Taghar, over the Kailas or Léh range.

NOHAN—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A small village in the Ardwin pargana, situated within a few yards of the left bank of the Vesháú, about nine miles south-east of Shupión by the direct path; there are some trees near the village suitable for encamping, but supplies are not very abundant. (Ince.)

NOMAL—Lat. 36° 5'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev. 5,200'.
A large village on the left bank of the Hunzá river in Gilgit territory. It contains about 80 houses, with fields extending for 2 or 3 miles. There is also a small mud fort, which is occupied by a detachment of Kashmir troops. Opposite this fort is a twig bridge across the Hunzá river. From Nomal there is a bad footpath across the hills to Bargú, on the
Gilgit river; Nomal was formerly a much larger place, but has been devastated by the river. Kamal Khan, one of the Nagar family, resides at Nomal as a hostage and jagirdar of the Kashmir Government. (Barrow.)

Nomal—
A tahsil or ilaka of the province of Gilgit; it lies chiefly up the Hunza river valley. (Aylmer.)

No Pass—Vide "Kebsang Pass."

Noru—
The Noru canal leaves the left bank of the Jhelum immediately below Shadipur, lat. 34° 11', long. 74° 43'; the channel is about 36 yards wide, and varies in depth according to the state of the river; there is a block of masonry in the middle of it, which is apparently the remains of an old bridge.

The canal at first runs in a north-westerly direction, and after a few miles divides into two branches, the smaller of which turns south towards Patan, while the other continues straight on, and finally enters the southern portion of the Wular lake near Sopur.

When the water is high enough, this is the route always selected by the boatmen when passing between Srinagar and Baramula, so that they may avoid going through the Wular, where, in the early part of the season, storms are very frequent, and often as sudden and violent as they are dangerous; it is also the shorter route.

Noseri—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 73° 45'. Elev.
A village in the Lachrat district, situated near the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. It is divided on its west side by a considerable stream of clear water from the village of Nosudda, which lies on the opposite bank.

These villages form the stage midway between Titwal and Panchgram on the road towards Mozafarabad, and their names are usually coupled.

Noseri contains the xiarat of Sultan Darya, and is inhabited by eight families of zamindars of the Mosubba clan, two Gujars, and a barber. There is much rice cultivation about the place, and a few walnut and other shady trees.

The most convenient place for encamping is above the path towards the south end of the village.

Nosudda—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 73° 45'. Elev.
A village in the Lachrat district, situated on the left bank of a stream, vis a vis to Noseri. These villages form the stage midway between Panchgram and Titwal, on the Mozafarabad road, and their names are usually coupled. Nosudda contains eight houses inhabited by zamindars.

Nowana—Lat. 33° 49'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A village situated immediately below the junction of the Rembiara and
the Veshad rivers. It lies on both banks of the stream, and there are the pillars for a bridge across the river on each side. (Montgomerie.)

NOWBUG—Lat. 33° 39'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
This village lies almost in the centre of the valley of the same name, on the slopes above the right bank of the stream. It is surrounded by a considerable amount of cultivation, and is supplied with water from two small springs on the west side, the Zuri Nag and the Nund Kishur Nag. There are two masjids in the village and the ziarat of Shāh Abdul Majid, which the villagers believe to have been erected two hundred years ago on the death of the saint who is said to have come from Baghdad.

The houses, about twenty-two in number, are somewhat scattered; they are built of timber, and have pent shingle roofs.

The usual encamping ground is on the slope above the west side of the village; there is ample space, but a want of shade.

There is a good path through the Halkan Gali, leading to Shāngas, in the Kuthār pargana; it passes the villages of Hallan and Brariangdan, and the distance is said to be 6 kos.

Here a small valley is bounded by slopes of low hills that are long spurs from the high range behind, hills that rise only 1,000 to 1,500 feet well covered with grass and wood, the slopes not very steep, the hills rounded; these spurs branching make an ever-changing scene of nook, knoll, and dell. In the lower parts the valley bottom is cultivated in rice-fields which alternate with orchard-shaded village tracts. (Drew.)

NOWBUGNAI—
A long and narrow valley lying to the south-east of Kashmir; its general direction is nearly north and south. At the entrance to the valley from the Bring pargana it is very narrow, being not more than a quarter of a mile broad, but near Garrewel it widens considerably, and from that village as far north almost as Gowran it has an average breadth of over a mile, with a total length of about 8 miles. Numerous minor valleys open into its east and west sides.

The pine-clad mountains with which it is encompassed are not of great elevation, except at the north end.

The surface of the valley is undulating; towards the south it is bare and stony, but other portions are well cultivated, and the profusion of grass and trees gives it a beautiful park-like appearance. It is said to be one of the best grazing grounds in the country, and to enjoy a delightful climate. It contains numerous villages, with an exclusively Muhammadan population. The stream with which it is traversed takes its rise on the lofty mountains at the north end of the valley, and is joined at the southern end by a torrent of almost equal magnitude, which drains the mountains on the east side; the united waters flow through a narrow defile into the Bring river, of which they form the principal source.
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The main road from Kashmir to the Mará Wardwán valley lies through the Nowbág Nai, crossing the Margan pass at its northern extremity; another road lies over the Hokar Sar pass to the east; and there are three paths communicating with the Kuthár pargana, viz., by the Kachwan Harrikan and Halkan Galis.

**NOWGÁM**—Lat. 33° 31'.
Long. 75° 18'.
Elev.
A flourishing village in the Shálabád valley, situated above the left bank of Sándran, about 2 miles south-east of Vernág.
It lies upon high, dry ground, and is surrounded by cultivation, but has comparatively few rice-fields about it. There are about fifteen double-storied houses in the village, which is shaded by some splendid trees, and supplied with water by a small stream from the hills.

**NOWI**—Lat. 34° 12'.
Long. 78° 50'.
Elev. 18,900'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Indus, which is fordable here. Water waist-deep. Hanlé is 42 miles south *vis* Tura and Monkang Shushal, 37 miles north, *vid* Tsuka La. (Montgomerie.)

**NUBRÁ, i.e., "Western"—**

"The north-western district of Ladák; it consists of the valley of the Nubrá river and of a portion of the valley of the Shayok river. It is the largest district in the country, being about 128 miles in length by 72 miles in breadth, with an area of 9,200 square miles—nearly all composed of barren mountains. It is bounded on the north by the Karakoram mountains, on the south by the Kailas range, which divides the Indus from the Shayok; it extends from the frontier of Baltistán to the source of the Shayok. The mean elevation of the inhabited parts of the district is 12,763 feet.

Throughout Nubrá, the villages, with scarcely an exception, occupy the surface of the low platforms of alluvium which fill up the funnel-shaped terminations of the ravines. These alluvial platforms, owing to the copious supply of water, are always well cultivated. Most villages have a few fruit trees as well as a good many poplars and willows (the only timber). The lower part of the Nubrá valley is particularly fertile, and on the east side the cultivation extends from Tirit as far as Panamik, in the belt varying from 100 feet to nearly a mile in width. Some of the villages are large. Many of the houses are very substantially built. The sacred mané walls are numerous, and of great length and size.

The principal crop grown in the Nubrá valley is naked barley, called *grím* or *nas*, which is much in demand by caravans journeying from Leh to Yárkaund; as is also the *chuppo*, or lucerne, which is grown in hedged-about plots, and let out, at so much a head, for cattle to graze in. *Kanák*, *trombu*, *jao*, and *chema* are also grown. The lower parts produce a double crop. Jungles of low bushes are also found in Nubrá.
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The copious water-supply of the district no doubt depends on the great
elevation of the surrounding mountains, which rise everywhere, if not
above, yet almost to the level of perpetual snow; so that at the head of
each little stream there is either a glacier or snow-bed, which does not melt
entirely till the end of autumn, affording therefore a nearly perennial sup-
ply of water.

The following are the subdivisions, according to Mr. Drew, of the
Nubrá district:

Gyen, |
| Tsurka,
| Paka, and
Shama, | Yarma.

The climate of Nubrá is much the same as that of Central Ladák,
except that the snowfall is slightly less. The principal villages are Hundar
and Deskit on the south side, and Taghar and Panamik on the north side of
the Shyok.

Khardong village, Tangyar, and Digar are included in the Kardari.
The cash revenue, besides taxes in kind, is about Rs. 6,000.

(Cunningham—Bello—Ney Elias—Thomson—Aylmer.)

NUBRA RIVER—
A considerable stream and a tributary of the Shyok. It rises in the
Saichar Ghaniri glacier, on the southern slopes of the Karakoram or Mus-
tagh range, and flowing south-east joins the Shyok opposite Deskit, at an
elevation of 9,950 feet above the sea-level. It is about 100 miles in
length. The Lower Nubrá valley is very similar, in general character, to
that of the Shyok about Hundar and Deskit. The same wide, gravelly
expanse occupies its centre, forming a plain of 1 or 2 miles in width,
through which the river runs in many branches. A great part of this gra-
velly plain, particularly on the left bank, is covered by a dense brushwood of
hippophae and myricaria, which extends for 4 or 5 miles, and is usually
impervious, except in certain beaten tracts. Numbers of hares are to be
found in it. The maximum depth of the river opposite Charása was 2½
feet in September. In November, Johnson found it frozen over and
crossed it near its junction with the Shyok. The stream was about
20 yards wide. The summer route by the Karakoram follows the left
bank of the river as far as Changlung (10,760 feet). On the banks are lofty
snow-capped mountains, containing numerous glaciers. (Cunningham—
Thomson.)

NUNAK—
The portion of the Zansakár valley between Padam and the junction of
the Kargia stream. In spring, avalanches are very common in this valley.
(Drew.)

NUN-KUN PEAKS—Lat. 34°. Long 76° 10’. Elev. 23,447’. In the Western Himalayas, about 14 miles east of the Bhot Kol pass. These two peaks are conspicuous from afar, and are 5,000 feet higher than the surrounding mountains. (Drew.)
NUNUR—Lat. 34° 15'.  Long. 74° 50'.  Elev.
A large village surrounded with fruit-trees, picturesquely situated at some little distance from the left bank of the Sind river, near its entrance into the valley of Kashmir.
It lies in the midst of a well-cultivated district, about 12 miles north of Srinagar, on the Drās road.
Supplies are plentiful.  (Figne—Allgood.)

NŪRASERĀI—Lat. 34° 26'.  Long. 75° 34'.  Elev.
A village situated high up above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, almost opposite the town of Kūri.  It lies on the slopes of a spur which descends into the river very precipitously on the west side of the village.  To the south there is a narrow gorge which is traversed by a torrent.  The path towards Mozafarabād, which lies about 8 miles to the south-west by a rough and stony road, crosses this stream.
The village contains the ḥārat of Ḥasani Shāh and about sixteen houses.  Among the inhabitants are two Sāiada, two mochās, two carpenters, a potter, and a blacksmith.  The thānādār's authority extends from the village of Makri, in the neighbourhood of Mozafarabād, to Noseri-Nosudda, the next stage on the path towards Titwal.
A little corn and rice are grown in the village, but the main portion of the latter cultivation lies far below the east side, on the bank of the Kishan Ganga.  There are a few shady trees about the place, and the most convenient spot for encamping is by the masjid near the centre of the village.  A rill which flows through the village furnishes an abundant supply of water, and there is also a spring.  Supplies and coolies are obtainable.

NŪR BAKSH—
A Muhammadan sect or division of the Bāltis, differing from the ordinary Shīa in their mode or order of prayer.  The Nūr Baksh follow one who stands in front, which, apparently, the other Shīas do not; but in the greater matters of difference between the Sunīs and Shīas, the Nūr Baksh are with the latter.  (Drew.)

NŪR GALI—Lat. 34° 31'.  Long. 73° 28'.  Elev.
A pass over the watershed between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Hazāra.  It lies north-west of the small town of Kūri, and is crossed by a path leading to the village of Bala Kôt in Kāghān.

NURLA—Fide "SNURLA."

NURPA PASS—Fide "THATO LA."

NŪRFŪR—Lat. 33° 48'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev. 13,610'.
A pass over the Panjāl range, between the district of Loran to the east of Pūnch and the valley of Kashmir.  The path crossing this pass is called Phawan.  (Montgomerie.)
Nûs—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev. A small village and ghat situated on the northern shore of the Wular lake, about 1½ mile to the south of Bandipûra. Boats may usually be obtained at this village.

Nûshik La or Hispar Pass—Lat. 36° 4'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev. A pass leading from the Shigar valley into Nagar. The path leads up a gradually sloping ice-bed, with scarcely a single crevasse, steep cliffs enclosing it on both sides. The view from this point is superb to the east, along the glacier, which is visible for 18 miles. On the north extends one great elevated ice-plain, with the peaks bounding the great Nobandi Sobandi glacier. The breadth of the main glacier is more than 2 miles. According to the natives the glacier terminates two days' journey distant at Hispar in Nagar. The descent from the pass to the level ice below is about 3,000 feet, and difficult as well as dangerous, being down steep slopes of ice and rock. (Godwin-Austen.)

Nyama—Fide "Nima Mud."
OGLOK—Lat. 35° 40'.  Long. 78° 10'. Elev.
A camping ground on Hayward's route, via Changchenmo. It is situated on the right bank of a tributary of the Yarkand river, which, rising near the Karátágh pass, flows north-west and joins the main stream a little above Wáháb Juigà. The regular route is from Karátágh lake, via Tamba, to Málíksháh. (Drew.)

OKTI or UKTI—Lat. 33° 30'.  Long. 76° 55'. Elev. 11,870'.
A small square fort with four round bastions, situated on the left bank of the Zanskáriver, 2 miles below Padam, on the level tongue of land lying between the Zanskáriver and a stream which, flowing from the west, joins it a little below the fort. (Thomson.)

OLTINGTHANG—Lat. 34° 20'.  Long. 76° 15'. Elev.
A village in Khurmatang (Báltistán) on the left bank of the Drás river, a little above its junction with the Indus, and at the junction of a considerable tributary from the west. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar to Skardú, via Drás. The village occupies a gentle slope, at the bottom of which is a small plain covered with huge boulders. Three or four inches of snow fell here on the 18th December. It contains thirty houses. (Thomson—Agîmer.)

OMBA or UMBA—Lat. 34° 25'.  Long. 75° 50'. Elev.
A small village in the Khartse district, situated on the right bank of the Omba rivulet, at its junction with the Nakpo-Chu, and lying at the east base of the Omba La. Prangos cultivated here. Said to contain fifteen houses. (Moorcroft—Agîmer.)

OMBA LA—Lat. 34° 21'.  Long. 75° 56'. Elev.
A steep and difficult pass in the mountain range separating the valleys of the Drás and Súrú rivers. A path leads over it from Sankho to Drás. The ascent from the village of Omba is very laborious; the descent abrupt, but not very difficult, passing occasionally over firm beds of snow. It is said that ponies can be taken over for six months in the year. Numbers of marmots seen on both sides of the pass. At western base the rhubarb plant is to be found (July 1st). (Agîmer—Moorcroft.)

OMBA RIVULET—
Rises near the Omba La and flowing south joins the Nakpo-Chu river at the village of Omba. Its waters are very muddy. (Moorcroft.)

OROROTZE—Lat. 34° 17'.  Long. 78° 30'. Elev. 13,600'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Changchenmo river, some distance below Pamzal. It is only used by shepherds. General Strachey, in the middle of September, had great difficulty in fording the river just below the camp. It was here 50 yards wide, 3 feet deep, and flowing
rapidly over a very stony bottom. There are hot springs in the river bed. (H. Strachey.)

OROROTZE LA—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 78° 27'. Elev. 18,050'.
"Is used only by shepherds when taking flocks to graze in the lower courses of the Changchenmo river." (Godwin-Austen.)

OTE—
A small plain in Ladák, separating the western and eastern portions of the Pangong lake. It is about 5 miles in length by 3 miles broad, and forms the end of a very large ravine which runs back into the snowy mountains of Changchenmo. The silt, which in former times has been carried down from the above area, has formed the plain of Ote, the broad barrier to what would otherwise be a continuous long reach of water. A rise of 12 feet in the lake would cover the greater part of the plain. Snow is said never to lie very long at Ote, though the lake freezes all over very thick. Cham-pás Noh and Rudok spend their winter on the plain of Ote. (Godwin-Austen.)
PADAM—Lat. 33° 28'.
Long. 76° 56'.
Elev. 11,873'.
A village on the left bank of the Zanskár river, 5 miles above its junction with a tributary from the west, and at the south-east angle of a plain lying between the two rivers. It was formerly the capital of Zanskár, but is now in ruins. It is still, however, owing to its central position, considered the chief place of the district. There is a small Kashmiri garrison in the fort of Okti, 2 miles to the north. Two routes lead from here to Leh, the one most used being via Zangla, Yelchung, and Lamayuru. Being surrounded by high mountains, which intercept all moisture, there is very little vegetation, and no trees are to be seen. The plain to the north-west is, however, partially cultivated. The river is crossed, opposite the village, by rather an insecure rope bridge, high above the stream, which at the end of June was deep, rapid, and muddy.

The Ladákis were defeated here in 1835 by one of Zorawar Singh's generals. (Thomson—Cunningham.)

PÁDAR—

Consists of the valley of Chenáb from a little below Siri up to the boundary of Pangí, which belongs to Chamba, a length of 30 miles with, in addition, the valley of the Bhutna up to its source, and subsidiary ravines of both the Chenáb and the Bhutna river. Pádar is surrounded—we might almost say enclosed—by mountains bearing perpetual snow; these give rise to glaciers, which end off at too high a level for them to project into the main valley. Most of the mountains in sight from below are either the rocky or the forest-covered lower slopes. The cultivated part is of very small extent; there is the collection of villages in the 4 miles below Atholi, where is the widest opening in the whole tract; and there are some small villages at intervals up the two valleys. All these together have four hundred houses. Atholi is the chief place of Pádar. The Chenáb comes from the direction of Pangí, through a rock-bound gorge in a narrow deep stream widening out as it sweeps along below Atholi. It is here spanned by a rope bridge.

The climate of Pádar is severe. From its elevation, and the considerable moisture of its air, there is a great fall of snow in winter. It is said that snow gets to be 3 feet deep and stays four or five months. This and a want of sun make it difficult for crops to ripen. The sunshine is intercepted, not only by the clouds that the mountains attract, but also by the mountains themselves, which shut in the valley so closely. At Atholi the average angular elevation of the visible horizon is 18°. This want of sunshine affects the fruits, which do not ripen well.

Deodar forests are situated in such positions as make it practicable to fell the trees for timber for use in the Panjáb.
While in Pádar, Drew heard accounts of avalanches that have occurred there. They come from the range on the south. The summits of this are at a level of 15,000 and 16,000 feet; from that height down to the Pádar valley is a fall of 9,600 or 10,000 feet in 6 miles. The valleys that drain great spaces of these snow-covered mountains narrow at last to a gorge just before debouching into the main valley of Pádar. It is in years when unusually heavy snow has fallen on the mountains that avalanches occur, generally between the middle of December and the middle of February.

The people are in great part Thakurs, with a few Muhammadans. Besides, there are two or three hamlets towards the head of the Bhutna valley, eleven houses in all, occupied by Bhots or Buddhists from Zanskár, on the farther side of the great range.

The people of Pádar seem to be a good deal given to serpent-worship; they do not, however, separate it from their observance of the rites of the Hindú religion.

The earliest known state of Pádar was a period that ended more than two hundred years ago; then the chief men, or the rulers, or the ruling caste, were Ránas. Rána is an old Hindú word for a ruler who (in these parts at all events) is less in power than a raja. The Ránas of Pádar were Rájputs; every village, or two or three villages, had its rána, an independent ruler, who used to make war against his neighbour, the next-door rána. There are descendants of these ránas to this day in Pádar; they have taken to cultivation and till the bit of land that has been preserved to them; but they still keep their caste distinct; they will marry the daughters of Thakurs, but will not give theirs to them in marriage. That state of things was broken in upon by Rája Chatar Singh, of Chamba, who was, eight generations back from Rája Sri Singh, ruler in 1869; the time of the change may, therefore, have been about A.D. 1650. Chatar Singh first conquered Pangí; from there he advanced with some two hundred men to Pádar, and annexing it, founded the fort and town named after him, Chatargah (q.v.), whose ruins are still to be traced opposite to Atholi.

From Chatar Singh's time onwards, Pádar remained under the rásas of Chamba for five or six generations.

A late episode of that time, told by the Pádar people to Mr. Drew, was that, about the year 1820 or 1825 A.D., they made up an expedition against Zanskár, and brought that country (which was held by a Bhot raja under Ladák) to be so far tributary that every year Rs1,000, besides musk-bags and other things, were sent by the ruler of Zanskár as a tax to the raja of Chamba. A strange feature of this business is, that it was carried out by one Ratanú, a Thakur, and not by orders from Chamba.

The event that led to the next change in Pádar was the invasion of Ladák by the Jamú troops under Zoráwar Singh, Kalúría, a leader in the service of Maharája Guláb Singh in 1834. At the end of the first year of
the war in Ladāk, Zorāwar Singh sent Wazīr Lakpat (side "Kishtwār") from Zanskār to Pādar, in order to open a new road from Jamū to Ladāk. Cunningham’s account says there was some little fighting. Lakpat passed on, leaving only a thānadar and a few men in Pādar, having done no harm to the place. After Lakpat had left, the enterprising Ratanū above mentioned stirred up the people, who seized the Dogrās and sent them prisoners to Chamba.

The raja of Chamba disavowed the act to Gulāb Singh and, releasing the prisoners, sent them to Jamū. But this did not avert the consequences. On the opening of the season Zorāwar himself came with a force of about 3,000 men, but he was unable to get at Chatargarh, for the bridge across the Chenāb had been destroyed. He was then kept at bay for two months; during this time he had established a battery on the edge of the plateau, on the left bank, where it overlooks Chatargarh.

At last, with the help of some peasants, the Dogrās got a rope across a few miles lower down, and crossing over by means of this, they came up the right bank of the Chenāb; then, getting across the Bhutna river by a bridge that had not been destroyed, they advanced on Chatargarh, took it by storm, and set fire to, and completely destroyed, the town, so that nothing but a heap of stones were left. Zorāwar Singh hanged several people, and mutilated several.

By these means, and by the building of the present fort, the Jamū rule became established in Pādar, which has remained quiet ever since; it is now under the tahsildar of Badrawār. (Drew.)

PĀDRI—Lat. 32° 55'.  Long. 75° 50'.  Elev.
A pass over the range lying between Badrawār and the hill states of Chamba, about 8 miles south-east of the town of Badrawār, which is crossed by the high-road to Chamba. The pass is ascended from Badrawār by a long and steep acclivity, which lies for the most part along the valley of the Nerā stream; the road is very tolerable, but almost too steep for riding, and after rain it becomes very slippery. The hills on every side are covered with grass or densely wooded. The descent of the pass on the Chamba side is steep and bad, and far more tedious than the other side, being alternately steep descents and bad ascents; several rapids have likewise to be crossed. This pass is said to be closed during winter. (Harvey.)

PADU—Lat. 33° 35'.  Long. 75° 36'.  Elev.
A place of note a few miles from Balāwar; of note, because it was also the seat of a separate rule, whose rājas were of one caste (a subdivision of the Rājpāts called Pāl) with those of Kulu, Badrawār, and Balāwar or Basol; the four, being so allied, were often at war with each other. The last five rājas of Padu were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pur Napāl</th>
<th>Avtār Singh (in the time of Ranjit Singh).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prithī Pāl</td>
<td>Umād Singh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jy Singh.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PAHÁRÍ—

A division of the Aryan race, inhabiting the mountainous districts of Jamú and Kashmir.

The great majority are Hindús, and are a strong hardy race, of good powerful frame; they have straight foreheads, good brow, and noses markedly hooked, specially amongst the older men. Their black hair is allowed to grow to their shoulders; they have thickish beards and moustaches, but the beard does not grow long.

The men all dress in a light-grey thick woollen cloth (puttá) which is made in almost every house. In some parts they wear a short coat, in others a long one, full, hitched up by a kamarband or a sort of woollen rope wound many times round. Their pajamas are loose down to the knee, but below that fit close. The cap is of different shapes—sometimes a skull-cap, more often one with side flaps. Lastly, a lal or blanket, of the same cloth, worn in many ways according to the occasion, enables them to withstand all the severe weather they are exposed to.

The women have a long gown of the same homespun stuff, and, like the men, wear a kamarband. In some parts the gown is of nearly black cloth instead of grey. Sometimes they wear a low, round, red cap. The caste that among the pahárís prevails in numbers far over the others is the Thakur. The Thakurs, indeed, have nearly all the land in proprietorship; they cultivate for the most part their own land; they are the peasants of the mountains, as the Játs are of the Panjáb plain. (Drew.)

PAILGÁM—Lat. 34° 2'.  
Long. 75° 23'.  
Elev. 8,500'.

A considerable village most romantically situated at the north end of the Lidar valley, between the junction of the streams which flow through the two defiles at the head of the valley. Above the village is an orchard, the usual camping ground.

The inhabitants say that it formerly had as many as one hundred and fifty or two hundred houses; at present there are about thirty.

Cultivation does not extend up the valley much beyond the village of Pailgám. Supplies are procurable, but not in large quantities.

The path leading to the cave of Amráníth and the Shísha Nág lies up the defile to the east, keeping to the right bank. Preslang, between 4 and 5 miles up, is the last village met with. The next stage is at Tanin, or Chandanwas, 10,500', a rough but practicable road for ponies. There is a good camping ground, with fine trees. Shísha Nág is reached after a climb of 1,500 feet. The next camping ground is at Panj-i-Tarni, about 1,2000 feet, reached across an easy pass 14,000 feet in height. From Panj-i-Tarni, the caves of Amarnáth, 13,500', are visited. The path from here to Baltal, in the Sind valley, can only be attempted in early spring, when the snow bridges are strong enough to bear.

From Pailgám another beautiful route is up the western branch to
Aru, 9,500', and thence to Lidarwat. Here the valley opens out and is well wooded. Thence the valley of Kolahoi, about 11,000', may be visited or the Sind valley may be reached. (Wingate.)

The village of Súknis, in the Maru Wardwán valley, may be reached from Pailgám in two marches. The path lies across the mountains, and the half-way place is Souaur. (Vigne—Ince—Montgomery.)

PAISAN—Lat. 33° 44'.

Long. 75° 22'.

Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of the Arpat river; it contains a masjid and the zárat of Bábá Subbúr Dhín, and six houses inhabited by zamindars.

PAJAHOI—Lat. 34° 6'.

Long. 75° 39'.

Elev.

The name given to a portion of the Maru Wardwán situated on the banks of the stream towards the north-east extremity of the valley; it forms the second stage on the road towards Súru, from the village of Súknis. There are no habitations in the place, but there is said to be a large rock capable of sheltering forty persons.

PAKAPÚRA—Lat. 33° 40'.

Long. 74° 48'.

Elev.

A compact village lying about 4 miles south of Chrár; it occupies a strong natural position on the top of a steep narrow ridge between two streams. There are about twenty-five houses in the village, most of the inhabitants being zamindars; among them are many rishis, and two shopkeepers. This village contains the zárat of Saiad Muhammad Ali Gházf, which is surrounded by a garden enclosed with a wall. There are three tanks in the village for the supply of water when the stream fails during winter. The most convenient and shady spot for encamping is on the north side. An annual fair is held here towards the end of August, which lasts for four or five days; as many as 8,000 people are said to attend it.

PAKORA—Lat.

Long.

Elev.

A village in Brádú on the left bank of the Brádú river, containing seventeen houses. The scenery about this spot is wild and grand. The river here is very confined.

PAKOTE—

A stream which takes its rise on the slopes of the range forming the watershed between Kághán and the valley of the Kishan Gangá; it flows in a southerly direction through a narrow valley, discharging its waters into the Kishan Gangá, lat. 34° 27', long. 73° 37', between the villages of Mandal and Dáwár.

The Kághán valley may be reached by a path lying up the course of this stream; it is said to be a fair path, and practicable for cattle, but is little used, and is closed for about four months in winter.

PAKRA—Lat. 34° 19'.

Long. 78° 0'.

Elev. 11,000'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Shyok. The fourth march from Leh by the winter route, vid the Karakoram pass.
Pál—
A subdivision of the Hindú Rájpúts which also exists among the Muhammadans. The rájas of Rájaorí were Muhammadanised Rájpúts. The early ones were of the tribe of Rájpúts called pálí, that caste to which belonged the Hindú rájas of Baláwar, Padu, and other places on the east of Jamú.
(Drew.)

Pál—Lat. 33° 45'.
Long. 79° 38'.
Elev.
A camping ground in Ladák on the northern shore of the Pangong lake. It is on a broad, dull-green plain. (Godwin-Austen.)

Pálapúra—Lat. 34° 27'.
Long. 74° 14'.
Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Dangerwari stream, about 6 miles south-east of Shalúrah on the road towards Sopúr. It lies on the north side of a narrow valley, which is filled with rice cultivation. There are about six houses in the village, and a masjid which is situated under the shade of the trees by the side of the path. Palápúra, and the neighbouring village of Pahilduj, are held in jagir by the family of Haibut Khán, the late rája of Kathai, a district lying on the right bank of the Jhelum about midway between Baramála and Mozafarábád. This family occupies three houses in the village.

Palasta—
The ancient name of the river which flows into the Jhelum, lat. 33° 12', long. 73° 42'. (See "Pónch Tól.")

Palhallan—Lat. 34° 11'.
Long. 74° 36'.
Elev.
A large village situated at the foot of the table-land on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir, at the edge of an extensive morase, which stretches towards the Jhelum and the Wular lake. It contains four mahallas or districts, viz., Raopúr to the north, Taintripúr to the south-east, Kuttapúr to the south-west, and Vidpúr to the west. These divisions are quite distinct from each other, and are, for the most part, surrounded by low mud walls, and shaded by masses of trees.

The total population comprises sixty-six families of zamindars, fifteen singers and dancers, two Hindú banías, three múllas, five dúma, two carpenters, a blacksmith, five cowherds, an oil-presser, a washerman, a potter, three tailors, two mochífs, two butchers, and two pírrádas.

The table-land, beneath which the village is situated, is dry and scored with ravines; two old cedars, which grow at its edge, form a conspicuous land-mark. Rice is extensively cultivated on the low lands around the village.

There are said to be two springs in Palhallan; that called Suddurubul is situated at the entrance to the village on the south side, and is shaded by some splendid chunár and other trees.

The usual encamping ground is on the north side of the Raopúr mahalla.
near the end of the canal, but the neighbourhood of the Sukhur labelled spring possesses many advantages.

From May until August, when the waters are in flood, both large and small boats ply through the canals between Pahballan and Srinagar and Sopur.

The branch leading towards Sopur is called Powasur, and that towards Srinagar, Shadinor; the journey to Shadipur, on the Jhelum, occupies about four and a half hours.

From Pahballan to the Gulmarg there is an excellent road; the distance is about 12 miles.

**PAL JUNG**—Lat. 33° 45'.
**Long.** 79° 34'.
**Elev.**

A camping ground in Ladak, on the north shore of the Pangong lake. Here a broad trail bed comes down to the lake, and a long, low promontory runs from the hills on the north out into it. (Godwin-Austen.)

**PALLA**—Lat. 34° 27'.
**Long.** 78° 33'.
**Elev.**

A large village in the Mozafarabad district, situated in a narrow valley above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga.

The main portion of the village is built on a hill-side above the road, and consists of about thirty houses inhabited by zamindars of the *purshat* and *kukur* castes, including two weavers, two mochis, a blacksmith, a carpenter, and a mulla.

A part of the village lies below the path; this hamlet is called Kursun, and contains ten houses.

There is a good deal of rice cultivation about this place, which is irrigated by a stream which flows down through the valley.

**PALPURA**—Lat. 34° 74'.
**Long.** 74° 45'.
**Elev.**

A small hamlet situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles north-west of Srinagar. This place is supposed to be the Phalapura of the Chronicles, founded by Lalitaditya in the eighth century. (Moorecroft.)

**PAMBARSAR**—Lat. 34° 10'.
**Long.** 74° 37'.
**Elev.**

The name of the morass lying to the east of Patan, between the table-land and the bed of the Suknag river.

**PAMPUR**—Lat. 34° 1'.
**Long.** 74° 58'.
**Elev.**

A large town, the tahsil station of the Bihun pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 8 miles south-east of Srinagar; the passage by boat, however, occupies between six and seven hours. It is built in two strips which lie parallel to each other, and are divided towards the north by a morass, and on the south by a low hill; the town is further subdivided into three wards, viz., Sumbal, which stretches from the Gail Bagh on the south side of the town as far as the bridge; Drangabal, which comprises the centre portion from the bridge to the Shoka Babu-ki-ziarat;
and Namibal, the northern portion, between the maharāja’s residence and the Nand Bāgh. The Jhelum flows along the western half and by the north end of the eastern division; there are also numerous wells in the town.

The houses are much dilapidated, and the general appearance of the town gives evidence of decay.

There are a few red brick buildings, but most of the houses are constructed of sun-dried brick and timber. The streets are level and unpaved.

Dr. Elmalee estimates the population of Pampūr at 10,000, which would seem to be considerably in excess of the actual number of inhabitants, judged by the following list of families, which, though an approximation, is believed to be tolerably accurate:

150 Zamīndars.
30 Pandits, including patwards, kardars, and shopkeepers.
15 Bāziyas, Muhammadans.
40 Shāl-bāfs.
5 Rastgans.
5 Cloth-sellers.
3 Butchers.
2 Dyers.
7 Dūmes.
2 Blacksmiths.
6 Bakers.
2 Mochies.
1 Saiad.
6 Pirzādās.
15 Mōllas.
3 Hurkaras attached to the zilladar.
5 Tailors.
10 Fishermen.
4 Washermen.
5 Weavers.
3 Cow-herds.
2 Milk-sellers.
2 Shepherds.
3 Putters.
10 descendants of the late Kādar Abdul Amīr.

Total 326

The town contains a jama masjid and four other masjids. Among the zārars or shrines, those of Shoka Bāhā, Shai Hamadān, Saiad Safid, Saiad Niamut Ulla, and Nand Sāhib are the most famed; the trellis-work in front of the first mentioned is well worthy of notice.

The maharāja’s residence ont he bank of the river at the north end of the town is an ugly, but capacious, red brick building.

Below the town, on the banks of the Jhelum, is the Nand Bāgh, the garden or grove of a famous fakir; it contains some splendid trees, and
forms a convenient encamping ground. Beneath a chunár tree, between it and the town, there is a lingam and some ancient carved stones, and at the south-west corner of the upper town, near the Shai Hamadán-ka-Makán, there are remains of a Hindú temple; the foundations of other such buildings may possibly be traced on the hill just south of it. The raised wall of the cemetery in front of the shrine of Shoka Bébá seems to be built of the ruins of one of the ancient temples.

Dr. Ince gives the following particulars regarding the log bridge which crosses the Jhelum at Pampúr: length 132 yards, breadth 14 feet, number of piers four; average depth of water beneath 6½ feet. General Cunningham, however, states that the bridge is 325 feet long.

The town is surrounded by an open down without trees, which commands a beautiful and extensive view of the valley of Kashmir. The table-land to the south is called the Sona Krund (golden basket) Wudar; it is almost entirely devoted to the cultivation of saffron, for which the town is famous. A root called masêt, used to produce the almond-coloured dye, is said to be found at Pampúr; but most of it is imported from Ladák, where it is called teot.

Pampúr is supposed to be a corruption of Padmapúra, the town built during the reign of Vrihaspati (A.D. 804 to 816), by the King’s uncle Padma. At the same time a shrine was dedicated to Mahádeva under the title of Padmaswámi, of which there now remain only two fluted pillars from the colonnade and the basement of the central edifice.

Dr. Elmslie, on the other hand, states that the town is said to have been built by the ancient king Pádamadat, after whom it was originally called Pádamapúr. The name has also been derived from Padma, a “lotus,” and púr a “city.”

Pampúr was the scene of a great battle in the reign of Charca Verma, A.D. 956.

Vigne observes that the long ridges of limestone strata in the neighbourhood of Pampúr are very remarkable, jutting out perpendicularly to a height of 30 or 40 feet in some places, close to the river, and on the north side, and which is consequently nearly the lowest limestone in the valley, and probably the only place where it appears in the open plain.

PAMZAL or PAMCHALAN—Lat. 34° 17’. Long. 78° 50’. Elev. 14,790.’ A camping ground on the left bank of the Changchenmo river, at the junction of a stream from the Marsemik La. It is a halting-place on the Changchenmo route. Grass and fuel plentiful. Hares to be found in tamarisk jungle. There is a saráí here. Kiam 18 miles up valley. At half-way ford river, and follow path north to Gogra, 12½ miles from Pamzal. (Trotter—Johnson.)

PANAMIKH—Lat 34° 47’ 10”. Long. 77° 33’. Elev. 10,840’. A village on the left bank of the Nubrá river, and a halting-place on the summer route from Léh by the Karakoram. It is said to contain six
houses. Barley and lucerne extensively cultivated here, and both are in much demand by merchants travelling between Leh and Yarkand. No supplies obtainable between this and Yarkand. One mile below the village are some hot springs. Temperature at exit of two springs 155° F. and 167° F. The water is conducted into two tanks enclosed by walls. These baths are much resorted to by travellers from Yarkand and by the natives, and are said to be efficacious in the cure of rheumatism and syphilis. (Trotter—Bellew.)

PANBUK or TSOKAR-CHUNSE—
Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 78° 12'. Elev. 14,900'.
A small fresh-water lake about 1 square mile in area, lying south-east of the Tsokar, and connected with it by a small stream. It is a favourite resort of the kyang or wild ass. (Drew.)

PANCH, PANGACHE, or PANGATSE—
Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 76° 53'. Elev.
A village in the Zanskár district, and a halting-place on the route from Padam to Leh. It lies at the south base of the Naerung La (or Nira pass). No supplies procurable. (Drew.)

PANCHGRAM—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 78° 39'. Elev.
A village in the Lachrat district, situated midway on the path between Mozafarabad and Titwal.
The houses, which number twelve in the lower portion of the village, and eighteen in the upper, are much scattered. The rivulet, which flows down through the village from two ravines, dries in summer; when this occurs, water is obtained from the branch of the stream which flows below the west side of the village. When the rice crops are in the ground, the space available for encamping is very limited; the most convenient spot is near some houses in the centre of the village. Coolies and supplies are obtainable.

PANCHIPURA—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev.
The name of a mountain in the range bounding the south-west side of the Matsil valley.
On the hills between this mountain and Nachiánj on the north-west side of the Khuihama pargana, there is some exceedingly fine pasturage. (Montgomery.)

PANCH PASS—Fide "Naerung La."

PANDITS—
"The pandits are all of the Brahmin caste and descendants of the ancient Hindus of the valley who refused to embrace Islam. They are a cunning and avaricious tribe. They fill almost every civil office of State, from the Governor of Srinagar down to the clerks in attendance on the collectors of revenue. Their pride and cowardice until them
for military employ. Pampered by the Hindū ruler, they play a tyrannical part in the administration of the valley; and they reap the fruits of their religious superiority in freedom from the pangs of famine, for it is a noteworthy fact that while thousands of Muhammadans have died and are still dying of hunger, no pandit is to be met with who shows signs of starvation or even of pressing want. If attempts be made to control the pandits, check their peculations, and introduce some equality between them and the Muhammadans, they repair to the governor, and, with threats of cutting their throats before him or abandoning the country with their gods, they bring him to their feet in submission; for they are holy Brahmans, and he is a devout Hindū."

The above are Mr. Henvey’s remarks. Mr. Girdlestone says:—

"The pandits, who are socially, though not numerically, in the ascendant, have, like the Muhammadans, a Jewish type of face and are of good height, but they are less sturdy and less given to bodily action than the others. They pay much regard to the outward observances of religion, but are not cumbered with so many formalities as the Indian Brahmans. They rise very early for the performance of their ceremonial ablutions, are careful about the caste mark on their forehead and the peculiar high fold of the turban, which is their chief distinctive mark in dress, consider it proper to fast once a fortnight, and are strict in adopting a son in default of bodily issue. In their leisure moments many devote themselves to astrology, the influence of which is seen in their daily life, for no Hindū in Kashmir will undertake anything of importance without having first consulted the stars. They consider bearing of arms a breach of religion; in spirit they are unwarlike; they have no political aspirations, are of a saving disposition, lovers of their country, attached to their homes and lands.—so much so, that to sell or exchange house or land is deemed a wrong act. In official life they are cringing to their superiors, imperious to those below them, and not above accepting the smallest bribe,—nay, in many cases, enforcing the payment of douceurs to which they have no right."

Girdlestone, remarking on the estrangement which exists between pandits who have been domiciled in British India and their brethren in Kashmir, states that it is not so long since a service akin to that performed over the dead was performed over such Kashmiri pandits as were about to emigrate; for indeed their relatives looked upon such persons as dead thenceforward to them. The way was so long and difficult, and the means of correspondence so uncertain, that they never expected to have tidings of the absentees, much less to welcome them back into the home circle. In time, the latter fell away from the customs of their house and embraced those of the people amongst whom they had settled. Thus it has come to pass that whilst the Kashmiri pandits domiciled in India have accepted the severe ritual of the Indian Brahmans in matters of food and drink, their brethren in Kashmir, whom they characterise as intolerant and ignorant, do not object to meat, will take water from a Muhammadan, eat with their clothes on, and have no repugnance to cooking and taking their meals on board a boat. (Henvey—Girdlestone.)

PANDRAS on PHAN—Lat. 75° 40’. Long. 34° 25’. Elev.
A village of eleven houses on the left bank of the Drās river, and passed on the route from Srinagar to Lēh at about 6 miles from Matayan. The river is crossed by a bridge half a mile below the village, and at this portion of its course flows rapidly through a narrow furrowed channel. On the 12th April Dr. Thomson crossed it above the village on a snow bridge, at least
40 feet thick, and covering the river for more than 100 yards. A good deal of prangos here, and a little cultivation. (Bellev—Thomson.)

PANDRATHAN—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 3 miles by road above Srinagar; by water the journey occupies nearly two and a half hours.

It is divided into two mahallas or districts, the upper being inhabited by Muhammadans of the Sunif sect, and the lower by Shias.

The place is remarkable for a very old and interesting Hindu temple, standing in the middle of a tank, about 50 yards from the river-bank, surrounded by a grove of willows and chunars. The tank is about 40 yards square, and in ordinary seasons 4 feet deep; it is filled with reeds growing in a bed of soft mud; the water is derived from small springs on its northern side.

PANDUCHAK—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A village situated at the extremity of the spur, on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 5 miles south-east of Srinagar.

The abutments and two piers of a stone bridge are here visible, which, according to an inscription on a loose slab lying on the right bank, was built by Jahangir. (Cunningham—Ince.)

PANG—Lat. 33° 31’. Long. 73° 57’. Elev.
A village in Naobera, consisting of a few houses, situated on the slope of the hill, about half a mile east of Kotli.

PANGACHE or PANGATSE—Fide "PANCH."

PANGLUNG—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev.
A camping ground and sarai on the banks of the stream flowing from the Marsemek La into the Changheimo river. It is a short stage from Panzal and one march from Lunkha, at the south base of the Marsemek La. (Cayley.)

PANGONG LAKE, or TSOMONANGLARI, i.e., "the lake of the great hollow"—Elev. 13,936'.

The largest lake in Ladak, extending from lat. 34° and long. 78° 30' south-east, to lat. 33° 40', and thence east to Noh in long. 79° 50'.

Only the lower lake (the Pangong Tso proper) lies in Ladak, the middle (Tso Nyak) and upper lakes being in Rudok territory. The lower lake is 40 miles long, with an average breadth of about 3 miles, the maximum
depth at its north-west end being 142 feet. The following are the soundings taken by Captains Trotter and Biddulph at the north-west end:

"Starting from the sandy shore at the west end of the lake, we made for the island, lying about 2 miles off, and situate nearly equidistant from two sides of the lake. (N.B.—The horizontal distances are only roughly estimated.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from Shore</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 yards</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This being the maximum depth between the shore and the island.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from Island</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400 yards</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this point a shelving, sandy bottom stretched up to the island which consisted of a mass of rocks, about 150 yards in length and considerably less in breadth. It was composed mostly of calcareous tufa, and in no place rose to more than 4 feet above the surface of the lake. It is submerged during heavy storms.

**Soundings between island and north shore of lake.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from Island</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300 yards</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ mile</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 yards</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the water was beautifully clear, we looked in vain for fish, and, with the exception of a species of bug, of which myriads were swimming about, we failed to see any animal or signs of life of any description. The water was decidedly brackish, with a temperature of 55° F. (September); its colour, a very pure blue where deep, and green where shallow. The banks of the lake showed evident signs of the water having formerly stood at a much higher level than it does at present, and there can be little doubt but that the valley along which the road passes from Tankse up the lake was, at no very distant period, its main outlet; for although there is now a low pass, about 2 miles from the head of the lake, yet it is not much more than 100 feet above the present level of the water, and is of recent formation.

"The character of the containing banks is for the most part very steep and rocky, scarcely leaving a footpath along the water's edge. All along the south-west side, however, there is a flat or shelving bank, sometimes a mile wide, and near where the Shnashal stream enters the lake, there is a level extent of ground quite 10 miles in area.
"In the eastern part, on both sides, high mountains bound the lake, whose bold spurs jut out in succession, and at last, meeting, close in the view. These hills are composed of bare rock and loose stones, and no vegetation is to be seen. There are similar barren mountains on the north-east side, but though from 18,000 to 19,500 feet high, there was very little snow on them in July.

"To the south-west a high range runs parallel to the lake, some of the peaks on which are 21,500 feet. This range terminates in a peak, 20,003 feet, east-south-east of Tankse, and is covered with perpetual snow. Its upper ravines contain glaciers from which little streams flow down and finally lose themselves in the silt and sand on the edge of the lake. Only the larger ones find an exit into the lake, such as the Mang and Shushah stream.

"The Lukung stream enters the lake at its north-west end, but there are no affluents whatever on the northern shore. The lake has no effluence, and shows signs of gradual subsidence. The waters of the western end are much more salt than those of the eastern end near Ot. In the stream connecting the Pangong Tso with the Tso Nyak the water becomes drinkable, and rich grass is found on the banks. Wild geese are plentiful here, and in the Tso Nyak there are fish, a species of tench. The Pangong lake is said to be frozen over for three months in the winter and can be crossed on the ice. Along the western shore are a few small villages, whose inhabitants cultivate naked barley and pea to a small extent. On the northern shore there are no houses, but the tent-dwellers (Champas), chiefly from Chinese territory, frequent certain spots in small numbers.

"The road from Shushah to Leh skirts the western edge of the lake, and strikes the Changchenmo route at Lukung at its north-west end." (Trotter—Drew—Strachey—Austen.)

PANGOOR TSO or TSORUL, i.e., "Bitter Lake"—Elev. 14,400'.
Is situated about 5 miles south of the Pangong lake, its eastern extremity being in Rudok territory. It is about 16 miles in length, and somewhat less than 2 miles in breadth. Its waters are extremely bitter. General Strachey found fresh-water shells on its shores; so at one time it must have been a fresh-water lake. It has only one affluent, about 12 miles long, entering its east end, and no effluence, though the basin is quite open towards the Shushah valley. (Cunningham—H. Strachey.)

PANGPOK—Fide "Pankpo."

PANGTUNG—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev. 17,250'.
A camping ground at the south base of the Changlung Pangtung pass, 7½ miles above Kota Julga camp. The camping ground was covered with snow (beginning of October). Grass and an inferior fuel said to be plentiful. (Trotter.)

PANGTUNG LA—Fide "CHANGLUNG PANGTUNG PASS."

PANJÄL—
A range of mountains in Kashmir which commences near the Banihil pass. The range has an east and west direction for 30 miles, then it turns north-north-east, and continues for some 40 miles more, after which it dies off towards the valley of the Jhelum.
PANJITAR—
The name of a stream which rises on the eastern slopes of the Ingima ridge, and forms one of the sources of the Tala river, a tributary of the Pohru. (Montgomerie.)

Elev. 12,000', approx.

PANJ-I-TARNI—
The name of the collection of streams which drain the mountain valley near the Amrnáth cave; they take their rise in the Koun Nág, lat. 34° 8', long. 75° 32', and in the glaciers lying between the Lidar and Sind valleys. These streams are at first fordable, and flow in separate channels through a grassy valley between the snowy mountains; but, near the foot of Amrnáth, they concentrate into an impetuous and impassable torrent, which forces its way through a narrow defile communicating with the Sind valley, and being joined by a tributary from the south-west, it effects a junction with the head-waters of the Sind river at Baltal, at the eastern extremity of the valley. Throughout its course through this gorge the torrent is generally roofed with snow, and when this covering is complete, a passage between the Lidar and Sind valleys is easily effected; but late in the season, when the snowy bridge has in places melted, it is a matter of great difficulty to reach Baltal from the Panj-i-tarni valley. People who visit the caves usually camp in this valley. (Wingate.)

PANKPO or PANGPOK—
A tributary of the Pirse river. Rises to the east of the Pankpo La. General Strachey met with some extensive snow-beds in the Pankpo valley. (H. Strachey.)

PANKPO LA, OR PONGHA PASS, OR PONGPO PASS—
Lat. 33° 42'. Long. 77° 51'. Elev. nearly 17,500'.

Lies about half-way between the Bara Lacha pass and the southern end of the Tsomorari lake, on the borders of Ladák and Spítí. There is a route from the Bara Lacha up the Taarap valley across this pass to the Tsomorari lake, and thence to Puga, but it is only used late in autumn by traders with wool, borax, &c., carried on sheep and goats, which easily clamber along the rough stony slope. In August this road is impassable from the size and force of the Taarap river, which has to be crossed several times. The best route is via the Lachalang pass and Rukchen.

"The ascent of the pass is not difficult. It is, however, not safely open till late in July, on account of some steep slopes of snow under overhanging precipices, from which water drops continually on to the snow below, and freezes into a steep incline of smooth hard ice, on which laden horses can never safely pass. The descent on the Ladák side is very gentle and easy, as is the whole road on to Tsomorari and Puga." (Cayley.)

The track lies mostly on the right bank of the torrent, and in places some hundreds of feet above it.

PANZGRAM—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.

A large village in the Uttar pargana, lying at the foot of the plateau,
about 2 miles west of Shalúrah. It is shaded by some magnificent trees, and contains a masjid and hammám and the zíarat of Ded Maji.

The population comprises forty families of zamindars, two múllas, two dúms, a mochí, a carpenter, and a blacksmith.

Corn is cultivated on the table-land above the village, and rice on the plain below it.

PANZUT—Lat. 33º 37'.
Long. 75º 13'.
Elev.
A village situated at the north-west end of the Sháhabád pargana. Near it is a spring which is very deep, and has rocks and weeds visible at the bottom; and there is a tradition of a boatman, an experienced swimmer, having dived into it, and never having risen again. Close to it is another spring; and near it, in the open plain, is an accidental mass of shingly conglomerate, 5 or 6 feet thick, which appears to have been rolled there by some extraordinary force, rather than to be the remnant of a larger bed deposited on the spot, as no formation of the kind is known to exist within a considerable distance of it. A canal formed for the purpose of irrigation conveys the waters of the Panzut spring over the Biháma wudar to a junction with the Sándran river. *(Figs.)*

PAPAHARAN—Lat. 33º 48'.
Long. 75º 19'.
Elev.
A village in the Kaúrpara pargana, said to contain three families of Káshmiris and a pandit. It lies on the Sháhkúl canal, at the north end of the path leading into the Kuthár pargana by the Metaj Gali.

PARA RIVER on RUPSHU—
A tributary of the Sutlej. Rises in the glaciers on the northern slopes of the Parang Lá (in Spíti), and flowing north-east for 25 miles enters Ladák territory at Narbu Sumdo camp. Thence its course is due east for another 25 miles to Chumur. From this point it turns to the south-east through the Tso Tso district, and then flowing south-west joins the Spíti river on the borders of Tso Tso and Hangrang. Its whole length is 130 miles, and its fall about 7,500 feet, or 67 1/2 feet per mile. The most important and most populous part of its course lies through the Chinese district of Tso Tso. Near Narbu Sumdo it flows in several channels through a broad expanse of gravel. The largest stream, on the 12th September, was about 25 feet wide and 2 1/2 feet deep, with a moderately rapid current. *(Cunningham—Thomson.)*

PARAN—Lat. 32º 56'.
Long. 75º 7'.
Elev.
There are two Brahmin villages of this name in the province of Jamú, situated close to one another, about 3 miles south-west of Krimchi, on the road towards Jamú.

ARANG LÁ—Lat. 32º 25'.
Long. 78º 10'.
Elev. 18,300'.
In Spíti, south-west of the Tsomarrai lake.

On the Simla-Leh route; this is a difficult pass, and cannot be
traversed by horses; it is only open for a few months in the summer. (Drew.)

PARANU.—Lat. 33° 6'. Long. 75° 38'. Elev.
A small village in the province of Badrawār, situated on the left bank of the Nerū, about 16 miles north-west of the town of Badrawār, on the road towards Doda. It contains about seven houses, and a mixed population of Hindūs and Muhammads ans.

The poppy is extensively cultivated in the neighbourhood of this village.

PARDRI.—Lat. 34° 35'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawār, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, opposite Chak. It stands on the sloping bank of the river, and is surrounded with rice cultivation, which is irrigated by a small stream.

The village contains a masjid and twelve houses, nine of which are inhabited by Pahārīs and three by Kashmirīs.

The large house by the river’s edge used to be the residence of Yar Ali Khān, a son-in-law of Rāja Sher Ahmad, of Karnao.

PARGWĀL.—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 76° 26'. Elev. 8,500'.
A village on the right bank of the Chenāb.

PARI.—Lat. 35° 2'. Long. 76° 12'. Elev.
A collection of hamlets on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang (Baltistān). It is the lowest village in that ilarka and nearly opposite Tolti.

It contains about one hundred and thirty houses. (Agler.)

PARI.—Lat. 35° 47'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev. 4,330'.
A camping ground on the south bank of the Gilgit river, and 1½ miles in a south-easterly direction from Mināwar. It is devoid of shade, and is a dreary jumble of rocks and sand. The water from the river is very muddy. (Barrow.)

PARIMPŪRA.—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just north-east of Srinagar, on the road towards Patan and Baramūla. It contains a masjid, and fifteen families of zamindars, a fakīr, and a dūm.

The city custom-house is situated to the east of the village, on the bank of the river.

PARINDA.—(Lit. a flier.)
The name given to a class of fast boat used in Kashmir, constructed with a small platform amidsthips under an awning, used by persons of consequence. (Drew.)
PARISHING or PARASHING—Lat. 35° 23'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A small valley of Astor joining the Astor river just below the fort. Up it go the paths to Rondu via the Trongu and Harpo passes.

It contains the following villages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thinghi</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dachi</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hapak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muski</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khangrul</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramkar</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepeopolak</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutamaar</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>64</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Aylmer.)

PARKÚTA—
An ilarka of the Wazirat of Skardú. It occupies the Indus valley just above the junction of the Shyok.

The main road from Srinagar to Skardú goes through this ilarka. There are also tracks leading to the Deosai plain and direct to Skardú.
The ilarka probably contains about six hundred houses. (Aylmer.)

PARKÚTA—Lat. 35° 8'. Long. 76° 1'. Elev.
A large village in Baltistán, on the left bank of the Indus, and 300 or 400 feet above it, occupying both slopes of a ravine cut in the thick mass of alluvium by a large stream from the south. The alluvium is scoured towards the Indus, and is covered with a mass of buildings, formerly the residence of the raja of Parkúta, a branch of the same family who ruled at Skardú, and dependent on them while that State remained independent; he was removed by the Sikhs. There is extensive cultivation round the village and many fine fruit-trees. Vines are plentiful, climbing over the poplars.

The raja of Parkúta used to govern a tract extending from Sarmik, 10 miles above the confluence of the Shyok and Indus, to Goltari near the junction of the Dras river, thus including both Tolti and part of Khurman. Its length was about 43 miles. The mean height of its villages above the sea is about 7,800 feet. Ghulám Sháh, a brother of Ahmad Sháh of Skardú, the last raja of Parkúta, claimed to be the eleventh in descent
from the Makpon Bokka. The following is the genealogy, with the probable dates of accession:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Probable date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Makpon Pokka</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sher</td>
<td>1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghâzi</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Sher Kháń</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Kháń</td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sher Kháń</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aziz Seho</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azim Kháń</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sháhadâ Kháń</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdul Rahim</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muhammad Ali</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Sher Kháń</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parkúta is celebrated for its saddles, which are very neatly tipped and finished off with the horn of the kângâlu or Kashmirian stag.

There is a way from near Parkúta which leads up to the plains of Deosai. (*Vigne—Cunningham—Thomson*).

**PARL**—
One of the seven districts into which the territories of the râja of Púnc are divided. It contains five parganas—Parl, Palangi, Palandrí, Mangora, and Barul. Its revenue is Rs 45,000.

Parl consists of an extensive plateau. (*Pandit Manphúl*).

**PARL**—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 73° 51'. Elev.
A town in the territories of the râja of Púnc. There is a fort here with a garrison of twelve men with one gun.

**PARMANDAL**—Lat. 32° 42'. Long. 75° 6'. Elev.
A place of pilgrimage, two marches from Jamú, which the Hindús visit for the purpose of obtaining a moral cleansing by bathing in its waters. It is situated in a nook, far up one of the ravines that drain down to the plain. Drew describes a visit:

"The whole place was alive with people who had come to bathe and to worship; booths and stalls, as for a fair, had been put up; the picturesque buildings backed close by sandstone rocks, and the crowds of cheerful pilgrims, made a gay and pretty scene. It is only for a short time after rain that a stream flows over the sands, now they had to dig 2 or 3 feet to reach the water. The atoning power of such a ceremony is considered in these parts to be second only to that of a visit to Hurdwar on the Ganges."

**PARÔL**—Lat. Long. Elev.
A large village on the Bajú river, and the name of a subdivision of the Kathua tahsil. (*Wingate*).
PARSACHA—Lat. 34° 26'.  Long. 74° 34'.  Elev.  
A village in the Muzaffarabad district, which extends for a considerable distance along the hill-side, above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles north-east of Kúri.

The inhabitants number eighteen families of zamindars, and also four Saiads, who live in the lower part of the village, which is called Harnah, and is quite separated from the upper part; it lies on the path by the bank of the Kishan Ganga, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

Rájas Fateh Muhammad Khán and Wali Muhammad Khán, who are related to the rajas, nawáls of Kúri, reside in this village, occupying with their retainers, it is said, twelve houses.

PARTAL—Lat. 33° 27'.  Long. 74° 56'.  Elev.  
The name given to the slopes on the south side of the Golfíbgargarh pass, about 2½ miles north of the fort.

It is a resort for shepherds, and forms a convenient encamping ground.  
(Montgomery.)

PARTÜK—Lat. 34° 57'.  Long. 76° 37'.  Elev. 8,850', approx.
A village of fifteen to twenty houses on the right bank of the Shyok in Chorbat (Baltistán).  
(Agímer.)

PARÚNGLI—Lat. 32° 32'.  Long. 75° 53'.  Elev.  
A village about 4 kos north-east of Bassoli, in the province of Jamú. It consists of about twenty houses, situated on the high lands a little distance from the right bank of the Ravi.

PASHKYUM—Lat. 34° 30'.  Long. 76° 15'.  Elev. 8,600'.  
A large village on the right bank of the Wakha river and passed at 5 miles from Kargil on the route from Srinagar to Léh. The cultivation is chiefly wheat, barley, and lucerne. The watercourses leading from the river are lined with willows and some tall poplar trees. Nearly 1,000 feet above the village, on the edge of a cliff, are the ruins of the fort of Sod, which was taken by the Dográs in 1835. The polo ground affords plenty of room for a camp. Supplies procurable; water abundant. The Wakha river is here fordable.

The village contains seventy houses.

The present raja’s name is Raghanpur Khán.  
(Bellev.—Moocroft—
Agímer.)

PASHKYUM RIVER—Fide “WAKHA-CHU.”

PASTUNI—Lat. 33° 59'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.  
A large village in the Wúllar pargana, situated on the west side of the valley. It contains two masjids and the ziárat of Rishi Sáhib; there is also a filature in the village.
The inhabitants number twenty-five families of zamindars, a mulla, a mochif, a düm, a blacksmith, and a carpenter.

The stream which flows down through the valley is bridged between this village and Wahgarh.

A road leading to the village of Luddu and Pampur lies over the northern spur of the Wastawran mountain; it is described as being good and practicable for cattle, but, as it is very little shorter than the level path by Awantipur, it is but little used.

PATA—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 34'. Elev. 7,500'.
A village in the Ramnagar district on the road from Ramnagar to Badrawar. It is of considerable size, with extensive wheat cultivation (Thomson.)

PATAN—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A large village lying at the foot of the table-land on the south side of the valley of Kashmir, by the edge of the Pambar or morass. It is distant about 17 miles north-west of Srinagar, and 14 miles south-east of Bara-mula, and lies on the high-road between those towns.

Early in summer, when the waters are in flood, there is likewise water communication with these places through the canals which traverse the extensive morass extending to the bank of the Jhelum and the Wular lake. There is ample space for encamping at the foot of the守ar, on the west side of the village, under the shade of some magnificent chunár trees, and in the neighbourhood of two small springs.

The population of Patan now numbers about forty families of zamindars, three Mullas, four horse-dealers, three cow-keepers, four banias, a pandit, who is the patwari, and a krimkush (rearer of silkworms). There is a large government stable in the village.

The hamlet of Gaspura, situated in a shady dell at the foot of the table-land on the north side of the village, is exclusively inhabited by a few families of pirzâdas.

When the valley of Kashmir was partitioned into parganas in the time of the emperor Akbar, the village of Patan was forgotten. On diwan Todamul discovering the mistake, he ordered it to be constituted the 54th pargana by itself, to be called the Patan pargana; it now forms a zilla in the Kamraj division of the valley. The ancient name of this place was Sankarpura; it is supposed to have acquired its present appellation of Patan, or the pass, either from being the centre of the thoroughfare which connects the two ends of the valley, or as standing at the head of a small canal which led straight into the upper stream of the Jhelum.

It is now only during a very few weeks in the year, when the rivers are flooded by the sudden melting of the snow, that this passage is navigable, and no doubt the uncertainty of communication was the cause that
contributed most to the rapid abandonment of Sankara Varmma’s foundation, for it is recorded in the Raja Tarangini that Sankara Varmma, who succeeded Avanti Varmma and reigned from A.D. 883 to 901, in conjunction with his queen, Sugandhá, dedicated to Mahádeva, under the titles of Sankara Gauresa and Sugandhesvara, two temples at his new capital of Sankara-púra. This town is identified with the modern Patan, where, beside the highway on the south-east side of the village, two stately temples are still standing. Each is a simple cella; but in the larger one, the projection of the closed porches at the sides is so considerable that they form deep niches, or rather shallow chambers, in each of which was once a lingam.

In both the architecture is of the same character as at Martund, and of equal excellence. Here and there the carving is as sharp and fresh as if executed yesterday, but there are many ominous cracks in the walls, and if the forest trees which have taken root in these crevices are allowed to remain and spread, the destruction of both buildings is imminent.

By the wayside to the north of the village near the hamlet of Gaspúra are two very curious stone pillars which the natives call Gúrmat, and believe to have been mortals who for their misdeeds suffered a fate similar to that which befell Lot’s wife. These pillars are, however, nothing more than the miniature models of temples which occur here and there throughout the country; but they possess this peculiarity, that they are not hollowed out in the interior, the place of the open doorway being occupied by a sculptured panel.

A few letters also remain of an old inscription which Vigne copied and sent to Calcutta, but they were found to be illegible, although bearing some resemblance to Sanskrit. (Vigne—Growse.)

PATGAMPÚR—Lat. 33° 55’. Long. 75° 2’. Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just above Awántipúr.

From this village Pá Yech may be reached by an excellent path crossing the Nonagar wudar; the distance is about 5 miles.

PATHÍAL—A tribe of Rájpúts. (Drew.)

PATÍKA—Lat. 34° 26’. Long. 78° 36’. Elev.
A scattered hamlet in the Muzafarabad district, containing five houses, situated some little distance from the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles east of Núraserai, on the road towards Panchgram.

There are a few trees about the place, with rice and corn cultivation, and also a little cotton.

PATPURÁ—Lat. 35° 22’. Long. 74° 54’. Elev.
A village just north of the Astor fort. It contains about eight house. (Aylmer.)
PATSALUNG—Lat. 35° 35'. Long. 79° 20'. Elev. 15,300'.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route (eastern variation). It is passed on the western route from Thaldat to the Karakash valley, and lies in a branch of the Kuenlun plains. To the north-east is a salt lake, and between it and Lending camp a soda plain is crossed. A little grass here. Water to be had by digging. (Draw—Henderson.)

PAYANG—
A stream which joins the right bank of the Indus some 9 miles below Len. Up it lies a very fair path to the Shyok via Thanglasgo pass. The lower portion of the valley near the Leh-Srinagar road is a stony barren plain. Then comes a fertile part of the valley, reaching from the conspicuous monastery of Gouo to above the village of Payang. This is dotted over with houses and well cultivated. Above this are good pastures, on which many horses are grazed during the summer months.
The whole valley contains under fifty families. Where the main Srinagar road crosses the valley, there is a good building (of the usual form) for travellers.
There are said to be about fifty horned cattle and six hundred sheep and goats in this valley. (Aglmer.)

PÁ YECH or PÁ YER—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 75°. Elev.
A small village in the Shanat pargana, situated on the banks of a stream at the foot of the west side and towards the southern extremity of the elevated table-land called the Nonagar wudar or karewâ; it lies about 11 miles south of Pampur by a good road, and about the same distance north-east of Shupion, but is most easily reached by a path from the village of Patgram, which lies on the left bank of the Jhelum, just above Awantipur. This road passes by the village of Molakpura, and crosses the Nonagar wudar, the distance being between 4 and 5 miles.
There is a masjid in the village and about ten houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars.
The ziarat of Shaikh Bairzid Shimnagi is situated on the side of the wudar above the village. On the south side of this village, situated in a small green space near the bank of the stream, surrounded by a few walnut and willow trees, is an ancient temple which in intrinsic beauty and elegance of outline is superior to all the existing remains in Kashmir of similar dimensions. Its excellent preservation may probably be explained by its retired situation at the foot of the high table-land which separates it by an interval of 6 or 7 miles from the bank of the Jhelum, and by the marvellous solidity of its construction. (Vigne—Growse.)

PAZILPURA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev.
A village situated at the north end of the Machipura pargana, which with Kralpura, Dur Mohumma, and Materghama, form a small district called Materghama. (Montgomery.)
PAZILPUÑA—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 9'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just above the town of Bij Behāra.
On the bank is a small zārāt shaded by a clump of fine trees, the village itself lying a little distance from the river.

PELIASA or BELLIASA—
A district of Kathai, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum river between Baramúla and Mozafarabád.

PENDKU—Lat. 33° 2'. Long. 75° 43'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, situated on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank of the Nerū river, which is bridged at a spot between it and Dranga; it contains twenty houses inhabited by Hindús.

PENSILA—Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 76° 26'. Elev. 14,440'.
A pass between the districts of Súrú and Zanksár. It seems but little used. (Aylmer.)

PERISTÁN—
The name of a narrow valley lying at the south-east end of the Banishál district. Its general direction is east and west; the range of mountains on the south side is of considerable elevation, and the slopes are covered with forest; on the north the hills are not so high, and are bare and stony.
This valley contains no large villages, but there are numerous hamlets, and a considerable amount of cultivation.
The Peristán stream, which drains it, takes its rise on the slopes of the lofty mountains at the north-east end of the valley, and flowing in a westerly direction, unites with the Sunderi or Pogal stream, above its junction with the Bichlári.
The banks are for the most part precipitous, especially on the north side.
It is bridged just west of the village of Chiuli, and is fordable a little distance above it, and also, it is believed, in other places. The path from Kishtwár to Kashmir, by the Nandmarg pass, crosses the Peristán valley. It is used early in the season before the Brari Bal route becomes practicable.

PERISTÁN—Lat. 33° 19'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A small village in a valley of the same name, forming part of the Banishál district; it is situated on the top of a spur above the west side of the village of Hálan.
The inhabitants number two families of Hindú zamindars and a Muhammadan blacksmith.
Peristán lies on the road from Kishtwár to Kashmir by the Nandmarg pass.
drains. The valley is, generally speaking, very narrow, the hills on each side sloping and well covered with deodar and oak. Ashrath or Amrath is the only village in the valley. (Barrow.)

PET DUSAR—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A village in the Dusar pargana, prettily situated in the midst of fine chunár trees at the foot of the low hills which slope down from the Panjád range, at the southern extremity of the valley of Kashmir. (Ince.)

PHAJIPURA—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A village in the Dansu pargana, situated on the path between Chrar and Zainagam; it contains five houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

PHAK—
The name of a pargana in the Shahir-i-Khas zilla of the Miraj division; it comprises the district lying at the foot of the mountains to the north of Srinagar. The tahsil station is at Batapura.

PHAKARKOT—Lat. 35° 4'. Long. 74° 52'. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Kamri stream. It contains seven houses. It possesses very little cultivation. (Aylmer.)

PHALAKA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 73° 52'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawár, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river; it contains a masjid and the ziarat of Saiyed Sahib, and twenty-six houses inhabited by Muhammadans of the Jagga caste, and also one or two Kashmiri families; among the inhabitants are a blacksmith and a carpenter.

PHALANG DANDA or LINGTI—Lat. 32° 50'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev.
A boundary mark on the borders of Lahoul and Ladák; situated northeast of the Bara Lacha pass and just above Lingti (or Sarchu) camp. It is called Lintgi by the Lahoulis, and is a high, square, insulated rock rising out of the Lingti plain. (Cayley—Moorcroft.)

PHALÓT—
A small village east of the Újh river and the name of a subdivision of the Kathun tahsil. (Wingate).

PHAROL—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 76° 2'. Elev.
A village in the Súrá district, on the banks of the Súrá river, between Kartze and Sankho.

"It is enclosed by lofty mountains. Those on the south were thickly covered with snow. In the day the sun was distressingly hot (26th June), whilst at night warm covering was indispensable. Goitre very common." (Moorcroft.)

PHI—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 77° 28'. Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Indus, situated below the junction of the Payang stream. (Moorcroft.)
PHI—PID

GAZETTEE OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

PHILIANA—Lat. 33° 21'.

Long. 74° 22'.

Elev.

A village in the province of Naoshera, situated on the hill-side above the right bank of the Tawi, about 2 miles south of Rajaori, on the road towards Naoshera.

PHINÉ—Lat. 33° 20'.

Long. 74° 53'.

Elev.

A village of twelve houses on the right bank of the Astor river, just above the fort.

PHOBANG or POBGUNG—Lat. 34° 4'.

Long. 78° 30'.

Elev. 14,500'.

A small village passed on the Changchenmo route, 5 miles above Lukung, between the latter and Chugrin. It consists of one or two houses, occupied in summer for the sake of the cultivation of some naked barley, and deserted in winter for Lukung itself. No inhabited places are met with between this and Yarkand territory. (Drew—Cayley.)

PHORWAN—Lat. 33° 10'.

Long. 75° 33'.

Elev.

There is only one house in this place, which is inhabited by a Muhammadan zamindar, who is also a blacksmith; it is situated on the hill-side, about 3 miles north-west of Doda.

PHOTO LA—Fide "Futa La."

PHU or PHUGUL—Lat. 34° 20'.

Long. 76° 18'.

Elev.

A small village of fifteen houses on the left bank of the stream of that name, situated a few miles south of Shergol.

PHUGUL—

A tributary of the Wakha river; rises in the mountains south of Shergol and joins the Wakha river at that place. (Cunningham.)

PHURTSAOOK—Lat. 33° 40'.

Long. 78° 48'.

Elev. 13,938'.

A bay on the western shores of the Pangong lake, and on the boundary between Ladak and Chinese territory. It forms a circular little lake in itself. A narrow strait only connects it with the water outside. It was evidently of great depth in places where the hills came down in cliffs upon it, and a line-of-battle ship might have floated and sailed in and out of it. (Godwin-Austen.)

PHUTAKSA—Fide "Futoksir."

PHYANG—Fide "Phayang."

PIAS—Lat. 33° 20'.

Long. 76° 1'.

Elev.

An insignificant village in the province of Kishtwár, consisting of six or eight poor houses; it lies just above the left bank of the Chandra Bhág, about 21 miles east of Kishtwár, on the road towards Lahoul.

Neither coolies nor supplies are procurable. (Allgood.)

PIDMO—Lat. 33° 50'.

Long. 76° 51'.

Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Zanskar river, a little below Zangla.
Gold is found in the river-bed between this and Chiling. (Fide "Chiling.") (H. Strachey.)

PILARÚ—Lat. 32° 32'. Long. 75° 54'. Elev.
A small village containing four houses on a cultivated strip of land on the right bank of the Ravi, opposite Sandar (in Chamba territory).
The river is here fordable throughout the year, except when the snows are melting.

PILISKIMBO—Fide "Chanagund."

PIND—Lat. 33° 17'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.
This place is situated above the east side of the path between Chaomuk and Mirpúr. It is said to be divided into twelve mahallas or districts, and to contain a large population.

PINJÚRA—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 54'. Elev.
A village situated about 2 miles north-east of Shupion. In A.D. 1814 an action was fought on the Pinjúra plain between the Sikhs and Patháns, in which the former were defeated; the Pathán general, however, was among the slain. (Vigne.)

PIPARRAN—Lat. 33° 17'. Long. 75° 38'. Elev. 13,374'.
The name of a conspicuous and lofty mountain in Kishtwár, lying to the north of Doda and to the west of the town of Kishtwár. Its summit is round and sloping, and for the greater part of the year covered with snow.

PIR—A word generally used in Kashmir, &c., for a pass. (Drew.)

PIRAN—Lat. 34° 11'. Long. 74° 17'. Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Jehlum, about 8 miles south-west of Baramúla by a good road. (Allgood.)

PIR KA MAKÁN—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Kamil river, at the south-east extremity of the Uttar pargana. In the maharája's records it is entered as forming part of the neighbouring village of Jagerpur. (Montgomerie.)

PIR PANJÁL—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev. 11,400'.
A pass lying over the Panjál range, which is crossed by the old Mogul road between Poshiána and Alfabád Saráí. Europeans, however, frequently use the name to denote the whole chain of mountains enclosing the valley of Kashmir on the south-west side.
The highest peaks in this part of the range exceed 15,000 feet, and their summits are generally covered with snow.
The geological formation of the range is chiefly of amygdaloid trap; in the south, south-east, and south-west, however, the surface in some places is composed of limestone containing marine fossils, and Vigne noticed
belemnites and small shells. Baron Hügel says clay and mica schist are found on the west side of the Pir Panjál up to its summit, and single pieces of hornblende are lying about.

Captain Montgomerie, R.E., when conducting the survey operations, remarked that on the Pir Panjál peaks the electricity was so troublesome, even when there was no storm, that it was found necessary to carry a portable lightning-conductor for the protection of the theodolite.

The summit of the Pir Panjál pass, which has an elevation of 11,400 feet, is distant about 6 miles east of Poshiána and 5 miles south-west of Alfabád Saráí.

The summit is reached from the western side by a steep, narrow, boulder-strewn path, cut in zig-zag form out of the mountain-side. The path is fairly good, but in places decidedly rough, over large rocks and loose stones. Progress upwards is necessarily slow, but with ordinary expedition the top of the pass can be reached in something under four hours from leaving Poshiána. In ascending, one passes successively through the different stages of mountain vegetation. On nearing the summit, the pines, firs and shrubs vanish, and nothing is found but stunted grass, rocks, and fallen stones. From the summit of the pass, which is comparatively level, with lofty walls of mountain masses on either side, is a gradual and easy descent over a grass-covered plateau, like a mountain meadow, hemmed in by walls of rock, a glen 5 miles long by half a mile in width, which brings one to Alfabád Saráí. On the top of the pass there are two stone huts, called Chedikana and Rásikund, built in the time of the Moguls as refuges for travellers during storms, and a ruined octagonal stone tower, loop holed on all sides, crowns the summit.

Near this tower are some huts, one of which is occupied by a fakir during the summer months; and hard by is the grave of a Muhammadan fakir, named Pir Panjál, from whom the pass takes its name.

The Pir Panjál pass is closed for about three and a half months, and opens for foot-passengers about the middle of April, and if the weather be fine, for horses about a month later. (Montgomerie—Wakefield—Bates.)

PIRSE RIVER OR PIRSA—
Rises in the mountains west of the Tsomorari lake.

"This intermittent affluent, which joins the south end of the lake (Tsomorari), after a course of 40 or 50 miles in two branches from the westward, is the same with the Pangok (Pankpo) branch of the Rupsha (or Para) river, which sends half its water into the lake, and half to join the Parang branch of the river at Narbu Sumdo, sometimes both at once, and sometimes alternately in different years; an instance of diatomosis which, if insignificant from the smallness of its scale, is remarkable as the only one that I have ever seen or heard of in all West Nari or the Indian Himalaya."

The mountains round are from 3,000 to 5,000 feet above the valley. More than 30 miles down, this valley (which had narrowed) opens into a wider one, running north and south, which is that of which part is occupied by Tsomorari. At the debouchment there is a wide, rather sloping plain;
the fan made by Pirsa stream; this is bounded at a distance of 3 or 4 miles from the mouth of the gorge, by the low ridge, of smooth rounded form and brown earthy surface, which there makes the eastern side of the larger valley. \( \text{Strachey—Drew} \)

PITAK—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev. about 10,700'.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, 5 miles south-west of Leh.

"There is an isolated rock here a few hundred feet high, on which all the older buildings are situated. The monastery is on the summit at one end and there is a fortification of two towers connected by a double wall that must have helped to make the rock a strong position." The cultivation here is irrigated from the Indus. The road from Srinagar to Leh passes to the north of the village. General Strachey remarks that the Indus is "fordable here at all seasons, being subdivided into two streams, which in the middle of May I found each 100 yards wide, and at the utmost knee-deep or 1½ feet." \( \text{Drew—H. Strachey} \)

PIUN—Lat. 34° 56'. Long. 76° 38'. Elev. 8,900', approx.
A village of twenty houses in Chorbat (Baltistan). It is situated on the left bank of the Shyok at the junction of the Chorbat stream. It is a stage on the Léh-Skardú routes. Supplies can be obtained here for the journey over the Chorbat La. Camping ground very limited. The Chorbat stream is quite unfordable in summer. It is crossed at this village by a good bridge.

This place is marked Paxfain on the map. \( \text{Aylmer} \)

POAT LA—Lat. 33° 17'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev. 18,752'.
Is crossed between Zanskár and Chamba, and lies south of Padam.

POBGUNG—\text{Fide "Phokhang".}

PODALLA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 6'. Elev.
The name of the spur which tends in an easterly direction from the Ingima ridge, at the south-west end of the Uttar pargana. \( \text{Montgomery} \)

POGAL—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
The name of a valley lying towards the south-east end of the Banihal district; it is drained by the Sunderi or Pogal stream, which takes its rise on the southern slopes of the Naundurg mountain, and flows in a south-westerly direction to a junction with the Peristán stream, a tributary of the Bichlári river.

POHRU—
This river, which is mentioned by Moorcroft as the Lala koal, is a collection of nearly all the streams which drain the north end of the valley of Kashmir.

It is formed by the junction of the Kamil with the Lahwal, or Loláb stream near the village of Mogalpúr, from whence it flows in a southerly direction, finding its way through a gap scarcely 800 yards wide in the
range of hills between the Uttar and Machipura parganas; it then takes a more easterly course, and empties itself into the Jhelum, lat. 34° 16', long. 74° 28', immediately above the village of Dubgao, about 3 miles south-west of Sopûr. Its principal tributaries flow in by the right bank, and comprise the Dangerwari and Tala streams and the Marwar river.

The Pohru is about 75 yards wide at its mouth, and varies in depth according to the season. In the early part of the year it is a fine river, and navigable for the larger description of passenger boats as far as Awathûla, a village situated on its left bank, about twenty hours' journey by boat from Dubgao. About half-way from Dubgao the river becomes narrow and rapid by passing for about 200 or 300 yards between rocks, where its bed is very rough with large boulders, and the stream is so strong that it is usually necessary to obtain assistance from the adjoining villages to pull the boats through the rapids. There are several villages and groves along the banks of the river, and the scenery, especially in the latter half of the journey, is very pretty. About 4 or 5 miles below Awathûla, the river turns to the east, and after passing through the gap in the low range of hills, it becomes narrower, but deep, slow and smooth, and its banks, which are high and sloping, are covered with various kinds of shrubs and trees. (Moorcroft—Vigne—Iace.)

POHRUPET—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.
A large village shaded by trees, situated on the right bank of the Pohru river, about 3 miles south-east of Chogal. It is said to contain about one hundred houses.

POLAKONKA PASS—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev. 16,300'.
Leads from the head of the Puga rivulet down to the salt lake of Tsokar on the Rupshu plateau. Both ascent and descent very gradual. Road becomes heavy 5 miles before reaching the camping ground on the banks of the fresh-water lake which lies south-east of the Tsokar. The crest of the pass is nearly level and grassy for about a mile. It is a very deep depression in the axis of the chain which runs parallel to the left bank of the Indus. The hills to the right and left are bold and rugged. Height of pass, according to Reynolds, 16,632'; Dr. Thomson, 16,500'. (Reynolds—Thomson.)

POLONG KARPO—Lat. Long. Elev. 14,600'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, 21 miles below Tak Marpo, and above Sûrû camp. It is passed on one of the variations of the Changchenmo route, leaving the western route at Chungtas. A huge rock here in the bed of the valley on the left bank. Camping ground good. Grass plentiful. Five miles below camp the river takes a sudden bend to the north-west. (Trotter.)

PONI—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A large village in Naoshera, situated in a wide and fertile valley at the foot of a sandstone ridge about 15 miles north of Aknûr. This valley
lies north and south, and is not many hundred feet above the level of the Panjáb. Supplies of all sorts are plentiful. (*Allgood.*)

**POPCHI—Lat. 34° 40’. Long. 77° 35’. Elev.**

A village in the Nubrá district, on the left bank of the Nubrá river. It is passed on the summer route by the Karakoram, about half-way between Taghar and Panamikh.

**PORÚSPUR—**

The name of a pargana in the Patau silla of the Kamráj division of Kashmir. It comprises a swampy district situated near the centre of the valley north-west of Srinagar. Kowsa is the chief place in the pargana.

**POSHIANA—Lat. 33° 38’. Long. 74° 32’. Elev. 8,350’, approx.**

A village situated about 30 miles north-east of Rájaori, on the west side of the Pir Panjál pass; it lies on the side of a narrow glen high above the right bank of the Chitta Páni stream. It contains about fifty flat-roofed cottages built of wood and plaster, arranged in terraces, the roofs resting against the bank, by which means they are in some measure protected from the effects of snow-storms. The village lies considerably beneath the limit of forest, but there are very few trees near it. The green slope on the side of which it is built, and whose summit is 700 or 800 feet above it, affords a pasturage for sheep and goats; but the extent of cultivation is nearly confined to turnips; and Poshiána owes its existence entirely to its situation on the highway to Kashmir, on which, or out he plains, it is dependent for supplies of grain.

There is an old and ruined saráí a little above the left of the road, and within a few hundred yards of the village. Poshiána is deserted by its inhabitants during the winter months, when it is enveloped in snow. This village does not afford much accommodation for the traveller, it being usual to pitch tents on the flat roofs of the houses. Some space might perhaps be found above the west side of the village. There are a couple of houses that could be used by travellers in cases of necessity. In summer supplies are procurable, and rich grass is plentiful, but water is somewhat scarce.

From Poshiána two paths lead over the Panjál range into Kashmir, viz., the high-road which crosses the Pir Panjál pass, and a footpath by the Chitta Pani pass; this latter route is impracticable for laden animals.

A tax (called zar-i-markah) of H5 a pony is levied at Poshiána. There are about 500 ponies used for carrying loads here.

**POSHKAR—Lat. 34° 2’. Long. 74° 33’. Elev. 8,337’.**

A wooded hill situated on the western edge of the valley of Kashmir, between Firozpúr and Kág. Vigne calls this the highest of all the isolated hills within the valley.

The path usually taken between Kág and Firozpúr passes round the
north side of this hill, but there is said to be a shorter but rougher way
through the glen to the south.

**POSHKAR**—Lat. 34° 2'.  Long. 74° 33'.  Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the hill of the same name on its east side;
it lies on the path between Kāg and Firuzpūr. There are about ten houses
in the village inhabited by zamindars, among whom are some pirzādas and
weavers.

**POTA**—Lat. 33° 20'.  Long. 73° 48'.  Elev.
There is only one house in this place, which is on the left bank of the
Pūch Tōi river, about 7 miles north of Chaomuk.

**POTI**—Lat. 33° 7'.  Long. 73° 48'.  Elev.
A village in Naoshera, lying on the slopes of the ridge, about 7 miles
south of Mirpūr, to the west of the road to the Gātiala ferry. It contains
about eighty houses, and is held in jagir by Rāja Sultān Khān.

**POTSHAI**—Lat. 33° 25'.  Long. 74° 38'.  Elev.
A small village in the Khuihama pargana, situated near the northern shore
of the Wular lake, about 3 miles west of Bandipūra, on the road towards
Sopūr.

**POWEN**—Lat. 34° 33'.  Long. 76° 10'.  Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Sūrū river, opposite Kargil; river-bank
from here down to junction with the Drās river lined with cultivation and
orchards. *(Bellum.)*

**PRAHNU**—Lat. 34° 55'.  Long. 76° 47'.  Elev. 9,100', approx.
A village in the district of Chorbat in Baltistān on the right bank of the
Shyok. It is irrigated by a torrent of the same name. Considerable cul-
tivation. Here there is a deposit of alluvium to depth of 600 or 700 feet
behind some isolated rocks. The inhabitants of the two small hamlets of
Do and Thang winter here. There are about fifty houses. A mile above
the village is the only permanent bridge over the Shy  It is 125 feet
long by 5 feet broad. It is very shabby and bends considerably. Here
the Shyok valley is very narrow. Supplies procurable. *(Thomson—*Aylmer.)*

**PUD**—Lat. 32° 36'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A village in the Basaoli district, situated about 13 miles north of that
town on the road towards Badrawār.
The village, which contains about twenty-five houses, is situated on ele-
ved ground at the foot of the higher range of hills. Supplies are pro-
curable with difficulty, and in the dry season water has to be brought from
some distance.

The road to Basaoli is somewhat rough and difficult for cattle.
There is said to be a path from Pādu, leading directly towards Dalhousie, which crosses the Ravi at Salu.

**PUGA CAMP AND STREAM**—Lat. 78° 25'. Long. 33° 15'. Elev. 15,200'. On the right bank of the Puga rivulet (or Kulung-Chu); is situated about half-way between the Polakonka pass and the Indus, opposite Mahiye. It is a halting-place on the route from the Tsonmorari lake to Leh. The route from Leh to Hanle and Gardok also passes through it. There are sulphur mines and borax-fields here. The former are worked by the Kashmir government, and the latter by the poorer traders from Kulu and Lahoul. Hot springs occur in the bed of the rivulet for a length of about two miles, and its banks are quite white with saline matter that is being continually precipitated. The springs vary in temperature from 80° to 148° F., the hottest containing chloride of soda and sulphuretted hydrogen in solution, and those of low temperature chloride and borate of soda, both in solution. The Puga stream rises at the foot of the Polakonka pass, and flowing east, joins the Indus opposite Mahiye. The ravine through which it flows is in parts thickly covered with myricaria bushes. Some of them are about 15 feet high, with stout, erect trunks about 6 inches in diameter. (*Cunningham—Thomson—Drew.*)

**PULÁK**—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 78° 48'. Elev.
A large village situated near the left bank of the Pūnch Tōi river, about 12 miles north-west of Mirpur, on the direct path towards Katil. The village, which is divided into four mahallas, is situated in a narrow valley at the foot of the hills, which is bisected by a low spur.

The inhabitants are all Muhammadans, and number about sixty families of zamīndars, including a blacksmith, a carpenter, and a potter.

Provisions are procurable; the main supply of water is drawn from a brackish well, but excellent water may be obtained from the river, which flows at some little distance to the west. There is said also to be a baoli of pure water in the village.

**PULARA**—Lat. 33° 49'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
This village is situated on both banks of the Dalī Nar stream, which is here crossed by a narrow kadal bridge; it lies about fifteen miles north-east of Pūnch, on the path leading towards the Tosha Maidan, Nūrpūr, and Sang Safīd passes. The village contains about eighteen houses in all, inhabited by Muhammadan Kashmiri zamīndars.

Some little rice is grown in the village, but this cultivation does not extend further up the valley.

**PULUMBA CHU**—
A tributary of the Sūrū river. Rises in the mountain range that lies between the valleys of the Sūrū and Wakha rivers, and flowing west, enters the Sūrū river at Kartze. (*Moecroft.*)
The territory of Pūch, which is held by Rāja Motī Singh* a cousin of Maharājā Ranbir Singh, was wrested by the Dogrā brothers under Maharājā Ranjit Singh, from Rāja Mir Baz Khān, Gūjar, its hereditary ruler, about forty years ago. It formed part of the possessions of Rāja Dhian Singh, which descended to his sons, Jowahir Singh and Moti Singh. The intrigues of Jowahir Singh against his uncle and cousin at length led to his banishment to the Panjāb, on a cash pension of one lakh per annum, and to the absorption of his patrimonial estate in the Jamū territory. Moti Singh gained the good graces of Gulāb Singh by submission, and received from him the grant of Pūch on conditions of fidelity and allegiance.

In its general aspect the district is throughout very mountainous, the ranges to the north and east being of considerable elevation.

The valley of the Pūch Tōi or Palasta river, in which is situated the capital, is of considerable extent, with an average width of about one mile; it is enclosed by low and beautifully wooded hills, and produces abundant crops of rice. The climate of the lower valleys is somewhat humid, and is said at times to be malarious; that of the upper slopes and mountains is cool and healthy.

The following is a report on Pūch made to the Panjāb Government by Pandit Manphul in the year 1863:

Pūch is bounded as follows: On the north by the high mountain chain, an offshoot of the Pir Panjāl range, which divides it from the Khukkha country, Uri, Chikar and Danna; on the east by the Pir Panjāl range; on the south by the parganas of Bājauri Jhupal, and Kotli, under Jamū; on the west by the river Jhelum.

The principal line of the Himbar and Bājaurī route from the Panjāb to Kashmir passes through the south-east corner of Pūch.
It is divided into seven districts:

1. **Haveli**, containing three parganas, Haveli, Mandi, and Tat.
The revenues of this district, consisting of land tax, grazing taxes ("zur-i-chopan" and "shakshoomares"), and license tax ("baj-i-peshuwara"), amount annually to Co.'s rupees 47,000

The town of Panch, the capital of the principality, is situated in a small fertile valley, on the bank of the river Pir Panjâl, in pargana Haveli. Its population is estimated at 8,000 souls. The houses are generally kucha. The râja lives in the fort, which is built of stone and surrounded by a triple row of walls.

2. **Maindur**, containing two parganas, Maindur and Sohrin, in a small valley watered by the Pir Panjâl river. *Amount of revenue* 47,000

3. **Purasa-Thuksila**, containing two parganas, Purawa and Thukila.

   *Revenue* 11,000

4. **Baghân**, containing two parganas, Baghân and Salian

   The Baghân valley, watered by a hill stream, is one of the most fertile tracts in the territory.

5. **Parl**, containing five parganas, Parâl, Pulungâ, Palandri, Mangora, and Barul. *Revenue* 45,000

   Parl consists of an extensive plateau.

6. **Punjûra**, containing five large villages, Punjûra, Buhramgula, Chundeeenur, Dogree, and Poshana. *Revenue* 1,350

7. **Sudrecon**, a hilly tract, held in jagir by Râja Surundz Khân, Gêjar, a hereditary chief. *Valued at* 10,000

---

**Total Company's Revenue** 217,350

Add other items of revenue:

1. "Zukat" (customs duties) farmed to Sardâr Hara Singh, a khatri of Mouza Wali, in pargana Pind Dadan Khân, Zilla Jhelam, Prime Minister of the râja, for 20,383

2. Stamped paper revenue, farmed to ditto for 8,000

3. "Phoolshra," or tax on marriage from Muhammadâna, farmed to ditto for 8,000

4. Monopoly of the sale of the "chikri" wood growing in the pargana of Sohrin and Sudrecon, farmed to ditto for 1,000

5. Monopoly of the sale of "chob-ir-koot" (Aucklandia versicolor) growing in the pargana of Mandi only, farmed to ditto for 1,000

6. Monopoly of the sale of iron procured from the mines in pargana Mandi, Sohrin and Thukîala, the only iron mines worked out in the territory, farmed to ditto for 1,000

7. "Furoos," or fines levied in the Judicial and Revenue departments, estimated at 50,000

---

**Total Revenue, Co.'s Revenue** 307,333

Khalsa paid into the râja's treasury 207,333

Jagir held by Râja Surundz Khân 10,000

---
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The land revenue is collected in cash, at revenue rates fixed on land
Mode of Collection, Land Revenue, with reference to the quality of soil; for instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Bharatee,</th>
<th>Co.'s Rupees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Tanka,</td>
<td>From 2 13 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Anna,</td>
<td>To 3 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Tack,</td>
<td>13 Co.'s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rupees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first gathering of the cotton crop belongs to government, which
sells it to zamindars and others, at five seers less than the current price per
rupee. Cotton grows chiefly in pargana Maindur.

The following additional taxes are collected in kind:

In grain—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>They grow in</th>
<th>2 seers* per each rupee of land revenue.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>2 seers per rupee of land revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian corn</td>
<td>2 seers and 1½ seer ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Lately grown in pargana Havell and Maindur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>The government supplies the seed, and takes 7/5 of the produce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarcane</td>
<td>per buffalo, two seers; per cow, one seer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Anárdána" (pomegranate seed), which grows in pargana Maindur only, from five to ten seers per house or family.

Woollen cloth, "puttú," one yard per rupee of land revenue.

Fruit—Apricot, "khúbañ, zardaloo;" pears, "butung," and "nak," as much as may be required by government.

The "zurchopan," or grazing tax, is levied from shepherds at Co.'s R15-10 per 100 head of sheep. The parganas of Punjesar, Sohrin, Mand Sudroon, and Baghan, contain the largest number of sheep.

The "shakh-shoomaree" is collected on buffaloes and cows from the owners, who are mostly Gújars, a well-known pastoral tribe, the ancient inhabitants of Púnc, at the rate of one rupee and eight annas or 1½ rupees per buffalo, and twelve annas per cow.

A tax (called the "zur-i-markáb") of five rupees per pony is levied at Poshiána, a large village of some commercial importance, in pargana Punjesar, on the Kashmiri road. There are about 500 ponies used for carrying loads in this village.

The "báj-i-peshwuran" is a tax on trades. The baniss (provision-sellers) of Maidt, a trading place in pargana Havell, pay at one rupee per shop. Those of Púnc are exempt from the payment of this duty. All other traders, artizans, carpenters, ironsmiths, weavers, barbers, leather-makers, tailors, silk-twiners, dyers, soap-makers, corn-grinders, &c., pay at the rate of two rupees per shop or house.

Customs and Trade.

The "zukát" consists of transit and town duties.

* A seer is equal to 1¼ seers of English standard.
Rates of transit duty levied on certain articles of export and import.

Imports into Pùnch from the Jamú and British territories, for Pùnch or Kashmír:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English cotton piece goods</td>
<td>12 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse country cloth, cotton and woollen</td>
<td>7 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>15 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sugar</td>
<td>12 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molasses</td>
<td>6 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If taken in lumps</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiriana (spices, medicinal drugs, &amp;c.)</td>
<td>12 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>7 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>6 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imported from Kashmír:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashmír blankets (lai) per piece</td>
<td>0 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puttú, per piece of ten yards</td>
<td>0 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples (per hundred)</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exports from Pùnch:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pùnch blankets, per piece</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghif</td>
<td>2 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, female, per head male</td>
<td>2 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, female, per head male</td>
<td>1 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note.—Export of cows and oxen strictly prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The duties are collected by the men of the contractor, Sardár Hará Singh, at the different customs posts or chokies, of which there are seventeen* on the frontier, and five in the interior of the country.

The following are the principal commercial lines through Pùnch:

1st. — The principal road from the Panjáb to Kashmír by Bhimbar, Rájaori, Pùnch, and the Pír Panjál pass; Baramgala (next stage from Thána in Rájaori) and Poshiána are the only two stages in Pùnch on this line.

---

* 7 on the river Jhelum.
6 on the Kashmír border.
4 on the Jamú border.
3rd.—From Thána on the above line to Kashmir by Púncb, the Háji Pír and Baramúla passes, viz.—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From Thána to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sohrin, 16) Cross the Rattan Pír spur at the Doonar pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Púncb, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kaháta, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alhabád, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Úri, 17) Cross the Háji Pír pass. Hídрабád Sarí, a halting-place, a short distance beyond the pass. Úri is in the Khukhka hills, thence to Barámúla and Srinagar as in Route XI, Appendix XXIV to Trade Report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This road is open all the year round, and passable for laden ponies throughout from the Panjáb to Kashmir, though the above portion within Púncb territory is more rugged and difficult than the Mozafarabád line, the only other road from the Panjáb to Kashmir which is not closed in winter.

The Kashmir traders use this road in winter.

3rd.—From the Pind Dadan Khán salt mines and Rawal Pindi, by Kaháta, through Púncb to Kashmir:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From Pind Dadan Khán in silla Jhelum to Kaháta, in silla Rawal Pindi, by Chukowal (about 50 kos).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Rawal Pindi to Kaháta, a tahsil station (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Kaháta to the ferry on the Jhelum river (15) &quot; Cross over into Púncb territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Palandri (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dana (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pulungí (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Púncb (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mandi (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sultánpúthri (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toaha Ma’lán (5) &quot; A halting-place and a choli in an extensive plateau, over the pass in the Pir Panjád range, in Kashmir territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patan (6) &quot; In the valley of Kashmir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinagar (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This is a more difficult but shorter than either of the two above roads within Póinch territory. It is passable for laden ponies, and by it the Póinch traders, and Rája Moti Singh, who is the largest trader in salt in Póinch, in particular, send their goods to Kashmir.

Open for six months—from May or June to October and November—only.

41. From Marí to Póinch:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Marí to Rubát</th>
<th>4 kos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferry on the Jhelum called Tasen.</td>
<td>6 &quot; &quot; Cross the river into Póinch territory. Tasen is a village on the left bank of the river in Póinch. This ferry is also called &quot;Duikut,&quot; from the name of the fort in Tasen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parl.</td>
<td>16 &quot;  &quot; Road billy and difficult, but passable for laden ponies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doca Randi</td>
<td>8 &quot;  &quot; Road in a valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Póinch</td>
<td>8 &quot;  &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This road is used by the Póinch traders, who bring large quantities of ghi, blankets, &c., to Marí. The portion from Rubát to Parl is the most difficult. It is, however, passable throughout for laden ponies and mules.

There are numerous passes leading directly from Póinch into the Kashmir valley, of these the Nilkanta, Firospúr, Zamir, Toshá Maidán, and Sang Sáfid are most used.

The monopolising system of trade on the part of government and its officials is carried on in Póinch to a much greater extent than in the Jamú and Kashmir territories. The trade in Pínd Dadan Khán rock-salt and the Póinch ghi, the only articles capable of an extensive speculation, is chiefly in the hands of Sardár Hara Singh, the prime minister of Rája Motí Singh, and the contractor of customs, stamps, &c., on his own account, as well as that of his master. The purchase and sale of the other valuable productions of the country, vis., the iron, the "chikrí" (a superior kind of wood used in making combs in the Panjáb, particularly at Amritsár) and the root of the wood "chob-i-koot" (Aucklandia voracosta) are also monopolised by Hara Singh. Both these woods grow indigenous.

About 20,000 maunds of salt, worth more than Co.’s Rs50,000 at the Pínd Dadan Khán mines, is believed to be thus annually imported by Hara Singh, for sale in Póinch and Kashmir; and the annual quantity of ghi exported to the Panjáb is estimated at 8,000 maunds. Most of the ghi consumed in Marí and Rawal Pindi comes from Póinch. The price paid by Hara Singh in Póinch is about Rs7 per maund (equal to 1½ maunds English standard), and that obtained in the Panjáb from Rs4 to 17 per English maund.
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Civil Establishments and Troops, and their estimated cost per annum.

Principal Officers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Co.'s R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Míró Guláb Singh, Chief Military Officer</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billa, Subadar</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardár Hara Singh, Minister</td>
<td>1,000 All these officers as well as the tahsildars also hold farms of villages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Head Munshi and Officials in the Sudder Office | 2,400 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co.'s R</th>
<th>Co.'s R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Five District Officers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Co.'s R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tahsildars</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahsil Establishments</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nine Thànadars | 800 The thanadars are police officers under the tahsildars.

200 Sepoys under the Thànadars, at Co.'s R5 each | 800 1,600 The sepoys in thanas are armed with matchlocks, swords and shields.

A regiment of infantry, consisting of 400 sepoys and officers | 16,000 The regiment is cantonned at Púshch.

Total estimated cost of Civil and Military Establishment | 25,000

The regiment is properly drilled and disciplined. Their clothing consists of a red cloth turban, red woollen coat, blue woollen pantaloons with red stripe. The sepoys are armed with dhúrmar (flint guns) and sword, and are recruited chiefly from the Jamú hills. There are about 50 Hindústánis in the regiment. The pay of the sepop is Co.'s R5, of which R2 are monthly deducted for rations, and 8 annas for clothing.

The rations cost little or nothing to the raja, being supplied from the grain and ghi collected from the zamíndars, as shown under the head of land revenue collections.

In 1882 the whole force in the raja's territories was 1,000 men, mostly Dográs and Chibhális.
Mr. Henvoy, in his report of 1882, gives the following details of the forts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Village</th>
<th>Name of Fort</th>
<th>Garrison</th>
<th>Govt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In Pâanch</td>
<td>Pâunch</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maindur</td>
<td>Monkot</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bâgh</td>
<td>Jowahirgarh</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Bâgh</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sadh Mansi</td>
<td>Palti</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Nalpangi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bâgh</td>
<td>Tain</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Palang</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Goara</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Palandri</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Badal</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>Kandri</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This is the zenana of Râja Moti Singh. The guards are under Devi Dîn. There is a magazine here.

This was built by Râja Jowahir Singh.

The district officers, called tahsildars, dispose of all revenue, civil, and criminal cases, referring only heinous crimes, such as murder, kine-killing, &c., for orders to the Sudder Adalut at Pâunch, presided over by the râja himself.

Mîán Gulâb Singh, of Seeha, a relation of the râja, is commander-in-chief of his troops, and also chief judicialFuncationary.

Billu, Subadar, a Thakur of Jamû, assists the Mîán in both the civil and military departments.

Hara Singh, a khatrî of Mouza Wali, pargana Pind Dadan Khán, zilla Jhelum, is the chief adviser and coadjutor of the râja in all matters of finance and trade. He possesses great influence over the râja.

The râja devotes most of his time to sporting, leaving much of his work to be done by Mîán Gulâb Singh or Hara Singh.

There is no code or written law. All decisions are regulated by precedents, will, or judgment of the presiding officer.
No record of cases, excepting those of murder, kine-killing, &c., is prepared, either in the Mofussil or Sudder Courts.

All crimes and offences, criminal and revenue, are punishable by fine, which is usually resorted to, imprisonment, without any limited term, being awarded on default. Capital punishment is never inflicted. Imprisonment is commutable to fine even in case of murder.

In cases of theft and cattle-stealing, in which stolen property is recovered, both parties are generally fined; the money paid by the plaintiff, at the rate of one fourth of the value of the recovered property, is called “shakurána” (thanks).

Most of the criminal offences are taken up by the local authorities themselves, on being reported by the police, even if there be no complaint made by either party, for the sake of fine, which is imposed on both parties in one form or another.

Any marriage effected amongst Musalmans without marriage deed being endorsed on the usual stamp paper, is punishable by fine, as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fine leviable from the kázi</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; from the witnesses</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; from the husband</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; from the parents or relatives of the bride</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; from the village zamindar</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of stamped paper prescribed for marriage deed is R7 for the marriage of a widow, and R3 for the marriage of a virgin.

All petitions presented to the Sudder Adalut are endorsed on stamped paper of two annas value. No written petitions are taken in a mofussil court, all proceedings being conducted sinus voce. Government takes one fourth share of all sums decreed in civil suits.

The administration of Rája Moti Singh is complained of as being very oppressive, and the taxation as exceedingly heavy.

On the other hand, Sir O. St. John has recently referred in a semi-official letter of the 6th August 1883 to the “success of (the maharája’s cousin) Motí Singh of Púnch in governing that little dependent State.”

Besides the usual bigár (pressed labour), the agricultural classes have to supply bigáris every harvest at the rate of one man to every two houses, to collect grass for the rása’s stables and fuel for his kitchen, as well as for sale to a contractor, to whom the monopoly of the sale of fuel in the town of Púnch is given.

Driven by poverty and the demands of the tax-gatherer, thousands of the zamindars* (agriculturists) of Púnch annually come to Marí, Abbotta-

* HIndú. — Brahmín.

Musalmán Classes.—Soodínou, Mulia, Dhoómd, Kural, Sutter, Junjou, Dooomal, Hutmal, &c.
bad, and Rawal Pindi, where they labour hard as coolies for the season, and save as much of their wages as they possibly can to pay into the raja's treasury.

PUNCH—Lat. 33° 45'.
Long. 74° 9'.
Elev. 3,300'.
The principal town in the dominions of the raja Moti Singh is situated on sloping ground towards the northern side of a long open valley; it lies above the right bank of the Punch Töi, in the angle formed by the junction of the Bitarh, about a mile distant from either river.

Both the Bitarh and Punch Töi are unbridged; the former is fordable throughout the year, except on the occasion of floods; the latter during the winter months only; for the remainder of the year a ferry-boat plies. Punch lies about half-way between Bhimbar and Srinagar, on the high-road by the Sûran valley and Háji Pfr pass, being distant about 86 miles from the former town and 88 from the latter; by the direct routes to Srinagar crossing the Firozpur or Tosa Maidan passes it is considerably less.

Kotli is distant about 29 miles, and may be reached by two roads, viz., that following the bank of the Punch Töi, or crossing the Sona and Nandheri Galis, by way of Mankot.

The general shape of the town is oblong, its greatest length being from east to west; it is not surrounded by either wall or ditch. The streets are narrow, that in the middle of the town, which is the principal thoroughfare, being lined with shops on either side.

There are about 750 houses in the town, which are generally single-storied, with flat mud roofs. On the open space east of the town, and between it and the sepoys' lines, there is a darbâr hall, a substantial brick building; it stands on the southern side of the road; to the north is another large edifice, the magistrate, containing ammunition and military stores; there is also a sarai. The prison, which is near the cantonment, is said to accommodate about 200 prisoners, 80 being criminals, and the rest debtors. There is a government garden in the lower portion of the town, and near it two madrasas or colleges for Hindûs; there is also one for Muhammadans. There are two masjids and two zîrâts, viz., that of Suiad Gafûr and the Ali Pfr-ki-Takia.

Though not noted for any manufacture, the trade of Punch, as might be expected from its position, is very considerable, and it is inhabited by a variety of races, Hindûs predominating. Hari Râm is the principal banker.

The following is an approximate list of the dwellings and occupations of the inhabitants:

| Shops, Muhammadan | 80 in hazâr. |
| " Hindû | 90 " |
| Goldsmiths, Hindûs | 12 |
| Foreign merchants and traders | 40 from the Panjâb, &c. |
| Carpenters | 10 |
The number of ponies, &c., available for transport must be very great, as it is stated that forty maunds (probably "kacha" maunds of 16½ seers each) of grain are daily expended in their keep; they are the property of government, and are employed in carrying grain, &c. Rice of sorts, makai (maize), kannak, jao (barley), dall of the mum, mash, and mussur varieties, and a little cotton, are produced in the neighbourhood, and sold in the bazaar at the following rates for British currency, the local seer weight being one fifth heavier than the Ludiana or British seer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Rates per seers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kannak</td>
<td>14 to 16, according to quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atta (flour)</td>
<td>12 to 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maida (fine flour)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, basmati, best sort</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, common</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardawa (crushed barley)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makai atta</td>
<td>28 to 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dall, mashki</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mum</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mussdr</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>4½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghil</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>3½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Punja is well supplied with water, which is brought by channels from the neighbouring streams; there is also a small spring near the Hindu temple to the north of the town.

The climate is hot during the summer months, and at certain seasons fevers are prevalent. The ground in the vicinity of the town is for the most part level, sloping down gradually towards the river, and it is almost
entirely bare of trees; below the town are a succession of rice-fields, and the wudar or table-lands on the north and north-west produce dry crops.

The fort stands on a mound, about 300 yards distant from the southwest corner of the town, and is on its west side divided by a shallow ravine at the distance of about 250 yards from a table-land of equal elevation with the mound on which it is built; at the bottom of this ravine a rill of water flows.

In shape the fort is almost a square, having a lower redoubt on its east side; at each corner there is a bastion tower and one in the middle of each face. The walls, which are of masonry, are about 35 feet high, and apparently of sound and solid construction. The entrance gateway is on the south.

The fort is surrounded by a dry ditch on its north side; on the west the mound rises very abruptly, and on this side the defences are highest and strongest.

The garrison consists of 300 men, part being in, and the remainder around, the fort; the rest of the sepoys are located in lines on the east side of the town, the total number in Púnch being, it is said, 600.

The rāja Moti Singh, with his son Buldeo Singh, lives in the fort, and the household is said to number 300, besides 150 in attendance on the wazir, Mā Gūlāb Singh, the rāja's uncle.

There is a bungalow for travellers some little distance from the left bank of the Bitār river, about a mile north-west of the town at the foot of the table-land; it is built on a level piece of greensward, and has a few trees near it. It is a substantial brick building, with a flat roof, and contains four rooms. (Bates.)

**PUNCH TOI or PALASTA—**

This river rises on the western slopes of the Panjāl range, and, as the Sūrat takes a westerly and north-westerly course to the western extremity of the Púnch valley, where it is joined on its right bank by a considerable stream from the direction of Mandi, its course through the Púnch valley is nearly due west, receiving in its passage the waters of the Bitār river by its right bank, just west of the town of Púnch. On leaving the Púnch valley, at which point it is joined by the Swan stream from the north-west, it turns to the south, and flowing continuously in that direction empties itself into the Jhelum near Tangrot, lat. 33° 12', long. 73° 42'.

It drains a large area of mountain country, collecting a number of streams rising in the lofty Panjāl range; indeed, it combines all those which spring from that part of the range north or north-west of the branching off of the Rattan ridge. It drains also a considerable area occupied by the mountains of intermediate height, and no small space of the lower hills.
The Pûch Tôi is not bridged at any place throughout its course. In its passage through the Pûch valley, and as far as the junction of the Mendola river, its stream is broad and comparatively shallow, with, in most places, a moderate current. From the confluence of the Mendola, up to within a few miles north of Chaomuk, the banks are generally steep and rocky, and the current impetuous; there is, however, a ferry beneath Kotli, at which place the river may be forded during the winter months, when the waters are low. There are also ferries at Pûch, between the villages of Ser and Bâtal, near Mendola, and at Chaomuk. (Bates—Drew.)

PUNIÁL or PAYÁL—

A district in Dârdistán at the upper end of the Gilgit valley, between it and Yasin. This stretches for some 22 miles up to the Yasin frontier. Of old an appanage of Gilgit, Puniáil became in later times a bone of contention between the rulers of Yasin and Gilgit, who each possessed it in turn for a time, till it finally came into the possession of Kashmir in 1860. Sâmálik, whose name will be found in the genealogy of the Gilgit râjas, is said to have given Puniáil as a dowry with his daughter to a prince of Chitrâl. At a later date it became an independent republic for a time, till a certain Shôt, a native of Dârd, made himself Thum of Puniáil, but was shortly afterwards slain by Shâh Pershân, of the Khushwakté family of Yasin, who established his son Bûrâsh as a ruler. The present râja of Puniáil, Akbar Khân, is a descendant of Bûrâsh, his father having been re-established and confirmed in his possession by the Kashmiri government in return for services rendered in the wars which finally established the Dográ rule on the right bank of the Indus. Kashmirí troops garrison Puniáil, and grave cases are under the jurisdiction of the Gilgit officials, but no revenue is paid either to Kashmir or to Akbar Khân, who receives in lieu a fixed subsidy from the maharâja, in consideration of which he is bound to maintain a certain number of men to guard the frontier posts in time of peace, and to render military service in war. But for this arrangement Kashmir would hardly have been able to make good its footing west of the Indus, and its success in this matter may be said to be entirely owing to the father of Akbar Khân. Great enmity exists between the people of Puniáil and those of Yasin and Chitrâl.

The principal place in Puniáil is Cher, which has been corrupted into Sher by the Dogrés. The people are, with few exceptions, Yashkin or Bûrâsh, but the language spoken is Shína. In religion they are mostly Mauláis, a few Sunís and Shíás only being found amongst them. Puniáil contains about 2,000 inhabitants; the men are remarkable for their athletic figures. The soil, where cultivable at all, is fertile and yields two harvests in the year, but between the different patches of cultivation long stretches of sandy plain intervene, while at certain places the rocks close in on the river, which, for more than half the year, is an impassable torrent, so that the
passage can be easily held by a few against superior numbers. In unsettled
times guards are posted at these places to give the alarm by beacon fires.

The actual boundaries of Puniāl are, on the Gilgit side, the stony and
sandy plain between Sharot and Gulpur; and on the Yassin side, a place
called Hīpar, about 8 miles above Gakch, which is in consequence the
extreme north-western point of the mahārāja's dominions. Within this
tract are nine villages and two or three outlying patches of cultivated
ground. The villages vary in altitude from 5,500 to nearly 7,000 feet, and
from Cher Kala, the principal village westwards, they are fortified, or rather
fort and village are synonymous terms. The following are the names of
the villages in Puniāl on the right bank, commencing from the east:
Gulpur, Singal, Gulmati, Gakch, Aish. On the left bank, commencing
from the west, are Guranjār, Babar, Japok, and Cher Kala.

A characteristic of this part of the valley is that often, after a few
miles, one comes to a place where the space is narrowed for a short distance
by projecting spurs, so that the passage between these spurs and the river
is extremely difficult, and at each of them an army might be stopped by a
very few resolute men. These places are locally called darband. There are,
however, usually two roads by which they can be passed, a very difficult
one, fit only for agile foot-passengers, along the cliff, and a bridle-path,
crossing the spurs, 1,000 feet or more above the river. Again, in winter
they may be sometimes turned by twice fording the river, which is then
very low. Up as far as Gakch, however, there is now a good made road,
which was laid out by Major Biddulph whilst on special duty at Gilgit.
(Biddulph—Drew—Barrow.)

PUNMAH—
A glacier in the Mustāgh range in Baltistán, at an elevation of over 10,000'.
It forms one of the sources of the Braldu river. It terminates in an enor-
mous chaotic expanse of débris, the lines of moraine not being distinguish-
able from one another for some miles up, where they run on till they
terminate in a few narrow bands of dirty ice. Except for a few black
slopes of ice, one could hardly believe a glacier to be there, so completely
is its lower portion concealed beneath the materials it has brought
down. This glacier is on the advance, together with all its detritus. The
road to the Mustaghā goes over this glacier. (Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)

PURANA CHOWNI—
A little village, marked by poplar trees, on left bank of the Jhelum,
about a mile below Srinagar, the usual starting-place for Gulmarg. There
is good shade, but it is a dirty camping ground. A road leads by the back
of the town across the racecourse to the Amīrfkadal. Another path
follows the Jhelum to Shādipur. (Wingate.)
Purana Tilai—Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 75° 1'. Elev.
The name of a village in the Tilai valley, situated at the foot of a spur on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, and above a considerable stream called the Satani, which flows just beneath its north side.
The village contains a masjid, and nine houses inhabited by zamindars.
The cultivation attached to this village lies to the south-east, on the other side of the spur. The Satani stream is crossed by a bridge, and may also be forded.

Purik or Purig—Lat. Long. Elev.
A district of the Baltistan Wazirat consisting of the valleys between the Zoji La and Potu La. Its principal villages are Mulbekh, Pashkyum, Karlil and Dras. This district is famous for its breed of sheep. They are small, but good eating and cost 81 each; in Léh 82 each. The Léh-Skardú road runs down this valley, entering by the Nariki La. It crosses the river frequently, but is very good.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wakhs (O)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 smith.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulbekh (O)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shergol (O)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 do.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kartol (M)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapi (O)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phu (O)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darik (M)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotsam (M)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pashkyum (M)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 do., 1 carpenter.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skambu (M)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tates-Kurik (M)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhaitak (M)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumel (M)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achanal (M)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puyun (M)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>428</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O means half Buddhi, half Muhammadan.
M = Muhammadan.

(Authority—local Lumbardars)—(Cunningham—Aylmer.)

Puriki La or Kandri La—
Lat. 34° 58'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev. 1,600', approx.
A pass over the Kailas range, connecting Khirmang with Kuvaz (Chorbah) in Baltistan. The approaches up both valleys are fairly easy, but the last 500 or 600 feet ascent is very steep, especially on the Chorbah side, where it is actually precipitous. On the 6th July 1888 there was
snow for two miles on either side of the top. It opens in the beginning of July, and is only passable for foot-passengers. (See "Routes." ) (Aylmer.)

**PURIK RIVER—Fide "WAKHA-CHU."**

**PURNI—Lat. 34° 26'. Elev.**

A village in Lower Drawár, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, opposite Drawár; it contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, including a carpenter.

There are a few fine trees scattered about the village, and a considerable amount of cultivation of both rice and corn.

The Narháji stream separates it from the village of Mirpúr, which lies at a lower level to the north; there is said to be a path following the course of this stream, and crossing the range of mountains to the south-east, by which the Karnao fort may be reached.
QUAIL—Lat. 34° 06'.  Long. 74° 37'.  Elev.

A small village in the Khuihama pargana, situated about two miles east of Alsú.
RADABUG—Lat. 34° 4’. Long. 74° 40’. Elev.
A village situated on the north-west side of the table-land at the foot of the Bálá Hásmáf-ú-Dín hill, to the south-east of the road between Makaháma and Srinagar. It contains seven houses inhabited by zamíndars, is surrounded with rice cultivation, and is said to possess a small spring.

RADANAG—Lat. 34° 29’. Long. 74° 28’. Elev.
A village in the Loláb valley, near Lalpúr. It almost meets Shralgúnd, the two villages occupying a long narrow strip of land, with fields on both sides. (Montgomerie.)

RADANI—Lat. 33° 22’. Long. 73° 50’. Elev.
A large village in Naoshera, situated about midway on the road between Mirpur and Kotli; it is divided into four mahallas or districts, and contains about ninety houses; among the inhabitants are a carpenter, blacksmith, cotton-cleaner, chokídár, two leather-workers, two sweepers, and two mullás. There are three masjids in the village, and the zírát of Núr Sháh. All the inhabitants are Muhammádans. Bajra, kañak, jao, makái, and some cotton are grown.

The name of a pass lying over the Panjál range, between the Sháhabád valley and the district of Banihál. On the Kashmir side the ascent commences near the village of Rishpúra, and the path is said to join that by the Banihál route below the fort of Harkartand, near the village of Rámú. It is only used by shepherds, but is described as being shorter and less steep than that which crosses the Nandmarg pass.

RAIN—Lat. 32° 31’. Long. 75° 51’. Elev.
A village in the Bassoli district, consisting of about twenty houses, which are scattered amid the fields. It lies about two miles north of Bassoli, on the road towards Badrawár.

RAINAWARI—
The name of the canal which traverses the northern portion of the city of Srinagar. (See "Srinagar.")

RÁJOIRÍ or RÁMPUR—Lat. 33° 23’. Long. 74° 21’. Elev. 3,094’. A large and partly walled town in the province of Naoshera, very pictur-oesquely situated on the side of a low range of jungle-covered hills about 150 feet above the right bank of the Tawi river, which is usually of no great depth, and contains but little water, excepting when its flood is swelled by rains and the melting of the snows on the Rattan Pir, whence it flows; it then becomes impassable, there being no bridge. At present (1888) there are nine solid masonry piers, just opposite the dák bangalow, and stretching across the river. The bridge was abandoned
after the piers had been made. They appear to be in very good order. The bed of the river consists of small rocks and rounded stones. The most favourable places for fording are just south of the town, or about a mile north of it. Opposite the town on the left bank of the river, the valley opens out into a wide and extensive plain, which is for the most part richly cultivated with rice. This town is the largest met with on the Pir Panjāl route into Kashmir, and is distant about 56 miles north of Bhimbar, and 94 miles south-west of Srinagar.

The houses are substantially built, chiefly of dressed stone, and many have two stories. Rājaorī contains several places worth visiting, as the bazar; the allumnote, or royal cemetery, which is situated at the back of the town, and contains about twenty tombs of the old chiefs of Rājaorī; the ḍakkhās and the masāfār-khāna, both sarāis, and standing near the middle of the town; the royal palace, which is a most imposing range of buildings at its lower end, and the temple adjoining it. There is also a fine old mandī, or market-place, near the palace, now in ruins, having been destroyed by fire when the town was taken by Ranjit Singh’s army. On an elevated hill north-east of the town there is a fort which commands the valley, which is said to have been over ten years building.

The halting-place of the Mogul emperor seems to have been the garden on the left bank of the stream. This is a large oblong space, enclosed by a thick wall, and traversed by two stone waterways at right angles to each other. In former times there was a bridge leading across from the garden; though the stream is usually fordable at certain places, it is at times rendered quite impassable by floods. At the corner are some hamāms, or hot-bath houses.

At certain seasons of the year Rājaorī has an evil reputation for fever. Snow-storms are frequent in January, and the snow often lies two whole days on the ground.

The bungalow or pavilion for travellers is situated on the left bank of the river, immediately opposite the town, in an enclosed garden about eighty yards square, down the middle of which there is a canal, encased with stone and containing a few fountains. The pavilion is open in the centre, and is divided into two small apartments overlooking the river. There is also another and smaller building at the opposite end of the garden near the entrance. The main bungalow is in good order.

In addition to the highway by the Pir Panjāl pass, the valley of Kashmir may be approached from Rājaorī by paths over the Darbal passes; there are also two roads leading to Pūnch, viz., by the Sūran river, and by the Bhimbar Galli; the former is described as being much the easier, and is usually preferred by traders.

Vigne states that he discovered a coal-bed of inferior quality near the hot spring of Tatapāni, about one day’s march to the eastward of Rājaorī.
The rajas of Rájaorí were Muhammadanised Rájpúts. The early ones were of the tribe of Rájpúts called Pál, that caste to which belonged the Hindú rajas of Baláwar and other places east of Jamú. The Muhammadan Pál of Rájaorí were succeeded by rajas (also Muhammadans) who belonged to the Jaraíl tribe of Rájpúts; this was seven or eight generations back; these rulers also have passed away, but there is in the neighbourhood both Hindús and Muhammadans of these two castes.

The Rájaorí rule extended north and south 20 or 25 miles, and about 30 miles from east to west; its northern boundary was the Rattan ridge; to the south the country of the Bhimbar raja. The revenue is said to have been only £16,000, but, although the money income of the country was so small, the rajas have left some marks of their rule: there is what was once a large fine house, their residence, in the town of Rájaorí; of part of this, the roof has fallen in, but the river front is preserved and is used for offices. When all of these territories that had not before been acquired by Guláb Singh were transferred to him by the treaty of 1846, there came an end to the Rájaorí rule; the raja ultimately submitted without resistance, and was pensioned. He is now dead, but his son still receives something from the British Government, which he enjoys at Wazirábad. Rájaorí has one conspicuous building raised by its last, the present, rulers. A large temple, elevated on a rock by the river, shows to all that Hindú power has again spread thus far west. As another sign of this, the Dográs have changed the name of the place to Rámpúr, thus designating it after one of their gods. This new name has displaced the old in official dealings, but not in the mouths of the people generally.

(Hüget—Vigne—Hervey—Knight—Allgood—Ince—Drew.—Aylmer.)

RÁJDIÁNGAN—See ("Tragbal ")

RÁJGHAR—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A small village lying on the northernmost of the two roads between Rám-bán and Doda, distant eight kos east of Rám-bán, and twelve kos northwest of Doda. A few supplies and coolies are procurable. (Hervey.)

RÁJILIA—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 74° 24'. Elev.
A wretched hovel in the jungle, situated by the side of the path between Dharmasál and Rájaorí, in the province of Naoshera. (Vigne.)

RAJPUR—
A village of about one hundred and fifty houses, about 6 miles to the west of Jasmirgarh. It is a stage on the road from Jamú to Kathús, and there is a camping ground, with a serai, a well, and a few trees. A temple recently built makes the halting-place conspicuous. The village belongs to the Jasmirgarh tehsil of the Jasrota zila, and is chiefly inhabited by Brahmans. (Wingate.)
RAJPUR—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.
This village is pleasantly situated about 14 miles north-east of Püneh, on the left bank of the Dali Nar, close to its junction with the Gagrin stream.

The ground on which the village stands is smooth and sloping, lying at the foot of steep hills in considerable elevation. This village is inhabited exclusively by Hindús, numbering about twenty families. The houses are of superior description to those of the surrounding villages, and there are some poplars and many shady trees about it, which are very rare in the neighbourhood. Both rice and dry crops are here cultivated. Supplies procurable.

RAJRAMDA—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 74° 2'. Elev.
The name of a peak in the main range of mountains lying between the north-west end of Kashmir and the valley of the Kishan Ganga.

The rocks along this ridge consists chiefly of slates and schists, the latter apparently containing much silica, with occasional layers of sandstone. They are generally much contorted, and dip at a high angle in a southerly direction, the general strike varying a point north or south of east and west. In one or two places the rocks seemed to be inverted as they dipped northerly at a high angle and with the same strike. The schists were intersected with large veins of quartz. (Montgomery.)

RAKAPUSHI or DOMANI—Lat. 36° 8'. Long. 74° 32'. Elev. 25,550'.
A great mountain which lies about 20 miles north-east of Gilgit. The view of this mountain from Hünza is one of the most magnificent it is possible to imagine. Dománi, or perhaps Deománi, is the local name for the mountain. (Barrow.)

RALMANG RUHNA or RULMA—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 87° 55'. Elev.
A monastery, passed 4 miles south-east of the Tsaka La on the eastern route from Shúshal to Nima Mud. A stream flows by here to the Indus distant 4 miles in a south-east direction. (Reynolds — Moorcroft.)

BÁMAN—
The name of a considerable stream, which forms one of the chief sources of the Kishan Ganga; it rises amidst the lofty mountains on the south side of the Tshail valley, and flows in a northerly direction, joining the Kishan Ganga in its course through the Tshail valley, lat. 34° 32', long. 75° 13'. It is usually bridged beneath the village of Anai, just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga. The Sind valley may, it is said, be reached by a path following the course of the stream, but it is described as being rough and steep, and only practicable late in the season, when the floods caused by the melting of the snows have subsided.

RÁMBAK—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 77° 30'. Elev.
A village situated at the east base of the Kanda La and west of Shúshot.
RÁMBÁN.—Lat. 33° 14'.
Long. 75° 17'.
Elev. 2,535'.

A village in a district of the same name, lying on the right bank of the Chenab river at the foot of the Batoti Pass hill.

It forms the stage between Batoti and Rámsú, on the high-road between Jamú and Kashmir, and is distant about 15 miles north of Batoti, and 17 miles south-east of Rámsú. The village with its fields and orchards is situated a little above the river bank, the inhabitants are mostly Hindús, with one or two Muhammadan families. Below the village on the bank of the river there is a small Hindú temple. The baradári, a substantial double-storied brick building, is situated on the west side of the village, and near it there is space and shade for encamping. Supplies are plentiful, and water is procurable from a baoli, or from the river, which is icy cold. The Chenab river is spanned by a very unsafe suspension bridge. A new iron suspension bridge is now being erected opposite the town. There are two roads between Rámbán and Doda, an upper and a lower; the upper, though longer, is said to be much the easier. There is a path leading to the village of Borkan, on the south side of the Brari Bal pass; the distance is stated to be 16 kos, divided into three stages.

Rámbán was formerly called Nasban, which the maharaja altered to its present designation; but the original name seems to have been most appropriate, as lying at a low level and being much confined, it is a hot and disagreeable locality. It is the last place where sugarcane is seen.

Above Rámbán the mountains rise boldly on both sides of the river with sometimes a rocky, sometimes a grassy, slope; the stream flows in a narrow channel between them, often with a great depth of water.

(Drew—Bates—Ramsay.)

RÁMBIRPÚR.—Lat. 34° 1'.
Long. 77° 45'.
Elev. 11,500', approx.

A village passed on the Changchenmo route at 22 miles south-east from Léh, between Tiksay and Chimray. A mile or so south of Rámbirpúr, an excellent position might be taken up against an enemy advancing from that direction. It consists of a series of low hills, somewhat in echelon, stretching across the valley from the bank of the Indus, with a level plain in front, affording very little cover.

(Henderson—Aylmer—Wingate.)

RÁMBOKA—

A stream which joins the right bank of the Indus, just below the Khur-mang fort. It contains a good many very small hamlets composing the villages of Kandrik (twelve houses), Ramboka (nine houses), and Uronkot (twenty-seven houses). Its lower portion is often unfordable in summer, but is crossed by several bridges. Up it there is a fairly good path, which divides at Kandrik, one branch going over the Kandrik pass to Kuvas, and the other going over a pass called Chorbat to the Chorbat valley.
There is a considerable amount of jungle in the bottom of some of the branch valleys. (Aylmer.)

RÁMBÚ—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
A scattered hamlet, containing eight or ten houses, situated at the edge of the forest, just below the shrine of Bábá Páiyám-ú-din. It lies at the head of the valley, about 5 miles south of the village of Kountra, by the path leading towards the Gulmarg.

RÁMCHÚ—
A river in Kashmir, which rises on the eastern slopes of the Panjál range, just north of the Pír Panjál pass; it is at first known as the Kachgul, but after debouching into the plain through a rich and narrow valley between two sendars, about 4 miles south-east of Chrár, it is called the Rámcud. It falls into the Jhelam just below the village of Karkarpur, lat. 33° 57', long. 74° 58'.

A small mud fort 2 to 3 miles west of the Basanta river. It used to be the head-quarters of a subdivision of the same name, but the subdivision is now included in the Samba Tehsil, and the fort is only occupied by a police thana. (Wingate.)

RÁMGHÁT—Lat. 35° 35'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev. 4,250.'
The place at which the Srinagar-Gilgit road crosses the Astor river. It lies about a mile east of the junction of the Astor and the Indus. There are two rope bridges here, also a single span wooden bridge practicable for ponies; on the cliffs above, on either side, and about 300 feet above the river, are two towers of rubble and timber, which are garrisoned by twenty-five Kashmiri sepoys under a subadar. There is also a dák-runner station at this point. Rámgáht is, perhaps, better known locally as Shaitán Nára (i.e., devil's bridge). The river dashes through the rock-bound gorge with frightful velocity, and the place from its confined situation between bare stony hills is very hot. (Barrow.)

RÁMHÁL—
The name of a pargana in the Kamráj division of Kashmir; it comprises a district of very limited extent, lying on the right bank of the Kamil, opposite Shalúrah. The tahsil business is transacted in Shalúrah.

RÁMKÓT—Lat. 32° 35'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
A town in the Jasrota district of Jamú, where used to live a family of feudal power, whose lords were the Jamú rajas. Its original name was Mánkot, and the family of Miáns who held it are called Mánkotia Miáns. There is a large fort which has been handed over to the son-in-law of the late maharaja for a dwelling-place. (Drew.)

RÁMNAGAR—One of the districts of the Province of Jamú.
RAMNAGAR—Lat. 32° 48'.

Long. 75° 21'.

Elev. 2,700.'

A town in the province of Jamú, situated on a maidán or open space on the left bank of the Rámnagar Kud, about 14 miles from its junction with the Tawi, and about 30 miles east of Jamú. It is built among numerous and regular sandstone ranges, whose formation appears to have been the necessary consequence of the upraising of the higher mountains, rather than the result of force acting directly upon themselves. A telegraph wire connects Rámnagar with Udampur.

Between the Tawí and Rámnagar in particular, they dip usually at an angle of about forty-five degrees, with a steep abutment on the north at regular intervals, and with so uniform a direction, as from a certain point of view to resemble the retiring crests of a heavy ocean-swell.

The square-built and turreted castle stands on one side of the flat, and opposite to it, a few hundred yards distant, is the palace. It is a picturesque and baronial-looking edifice, its appearance being by no means heavy, although it is chiefly composed of blank walls and square towers of unequal height and size.

Rámnagar fell into the hands of the Sikhs about the same time that Guláb Singh became master of Jamú. The old rāja fled to Subathú, near Simla, and died there, much regretted by his subjects. Suchet Singh, brother of Guláb Singh, was made rāja of Rámnagar by Ranjit Singh. When Vigne visited the town, a large bazár and several streets were being built. When Suchet Singh first became rāja, he found its prosperity to be somewhat on the wane; he wisely continued the work of its re-establishment by the formation of new and comfortable places of abode; and hoping, moreover, to render them attractive, and to increase the population as much as possible, he made Rámnagar a city of refuge for runaways who had been guilty of no greater crimes than murder or slight political offences.

There are a good many Kashmiris settled in Rámnagar; some of them are occupied with coarse woollen cloth. (Vigne—Drew.)

RÁMPUR—Lat. 34° 32'.

Long. 73° 54'.

Elev.

A village in Lower Drawár, lying above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga rather to the south of Darial, which is on the opposite bank.

It contains a masjid, and about twenty houses, which are much scattered. The inhabitants are all Muhammadan zamindars, and include a múllá and a carpenter.

A stream flows down from the hills on the south side of the village; most of the fields lie on its right bank, and produce rice and a little corn. Batapúra and Mushnai are the names of pasturages belonging to this village, which lie further to the south, on the bank of the Kishan Ganga; and at a place called Unahungi, opposite Bata, on the north side of the village, there are likewise some cattle-sheds, and also some rice-fields.
Râmpûr was originally called Chittan, but the indelicacy of this latter appellation is said to have induced Colonel Baja Singh, when zilladar of Mozafarbâd, to change its name to that which it now bears. (Bates.)

RÂMPUR—
The name given by the Dogrâs to Râjaori (q. v.).

RÂMPUR—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 74'. Elev.
A stage on the Mari-Kashmîr road between Úrû and Baramûla. There is a dàk bungalow here. Small, but good, encamping ground. Firewood and supplies plentiful. It is a favourite halting-place. Gulmarg can be reached from this via Naoshera, a distance of 22 miles, with a steep ascent on leaving Naoshera, and afterwards a good path through pine forests and meadows. (Hingate—Barrow.)

RÂMRATCHAN—Lat. 32° 40'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
The name of a mountain in the Bassooli district, situated on the west side of the Banjil Gali, which is crossed by the road between Bassooli and Badrawâr.

RÂMÛ—Lat. 33° 52'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A considerable village prettily situated a little distance from the left bank of the Râmchû river, about 10 miles north of Shupion, on the west side of the road to Srinagar. It lies under a low range of hills, from the top of which an extensive view of the valley may be obtained. The country on the east side of the road is highly cultivated with rice crops. The encamping ground is somewhat confined, but ample space is to be found on the wadar beyond. Water and supplies are procurable.

Cunningham, in his speculations regarding the desiccation of Kashmîr remarks that the kareed above Râmû forms a bank about 100 feet in height, in horizontal strata of different kinds. The uppermost 20 feet are composed of stiff alluvial soil, the next 20 feet of rolled stones and loose earth, and the lowermost 60 of indurated blue clay. The last must have been deposited by the lake in its state of quiescence, but the middle stratum could only have been formed by the first grand rush of waters on some sudden burst of the rocky barrier below Tattamûla, and the uppermost would have been deposited by the subsiding waters as they reached the newly-formed level. (Cunningham—Allgood—Iace.)

RÂMÛLA—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A small hamlet surrounded by a patch of cultivation, situated high up in the mountains, on the north side of the Peristán valley. It is inhabited by two Hindû families.

RÁNA—An old Hindû word for a ruler, less in power than a râja. (Drew.)

RÂNGA—Lat. 35° 20'. Long. 75° 57'. Elev.
A pargana in the iârka of Skardû (Baltistan), on the Skardû plain, 5
miles north-west of the fort. The inhabitants are of Kashmiri extraction. There are sixty houses. (Aylmer).

RANG KULU—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A spot situated on the right bank of the Chitti Nadi or Bronisuh stream, at the north-west end of the Zojimarg; it is usually occupied by a shepherds' encampment during the summer months.
A description of red clay which is found in the neighbourhood is used by potters to colour earthenware vessels.

RANG MARG—Lat. 34°. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.
A small grassy plain situated on the banks of the Bhot Khol stream, the chief source of the Maru Warliwan river; it is traversed by the path between Maru Wardwan and Súrá. The encamping ground on the Rang Marg is called Kaintal, and affords wood and water.

RANGWARI—
The name of the stream which forms the principal source of the Kamil river; it rises in a narrow valley to the north-west of the Uttar pargana, and unites with the Bad Khol, lat. 34° 27', long. 74° 2'.

RARA—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 73° 31'. Elev.
A village situated above the left bank of the Jhelam, opposite the junction of the Kúnara or Nainsúk river. It lies on the new road from Mari towards Kashmir, and is distant about 17 miles from the Kohála bridge.
The Jhelum is crossed by a bridge of the description called "nara."
(Montgomerie—Bellew.)

RATSON—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.
A large village situated near the right bank of the Suknág river, on rising ground in the valley formed between the slope of the spur and the north-west end of the Bábú Hanáf-ú-du hill. It is surrounded by rice cultivation, and contains a masjid, and about thirty houses inhabited by zamindars.

RATTAN PIR—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev. 8,200'.
A pass on the road from Rájaorí to Srinagar over the Rattan ridge. It is a good steep pull to reach the summit from the south, the path being very rough and uneven in places. There is hardly any depression in the ridge at the summit. On some of the slopes the mountain is thickly covered with forest of much variety and beauty. From the summit one looks northward and north-eastward on the Panjáil range. The descent is slightly rough and difficult. From the summit of the pass towards Baramgala there is a descent of 1,700' in a distance of 2 miles.
The great mass of the Rattan Pir, or outer Himalaya, is composed of rusty-coloured schistose strata, unfossiliferous. The dip of the rocks is 30°-50° in a north-east direction. There are a few houses at the top of the pass. (Drew—Wakefield—Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)
RATTAN SAR.—Lat. 34° 27'. Lng. 74° 22'. Elev.
A small lake lying in the plain at the foot of the hills, at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. The "jewel lake" may be reached from the direction of Sopür by a path which crosses the range north of the village of Rickmakan. *(Figur.)*

RATTI GALI.—Lat. 34° 55'. Lng. 74° 4'. Elev.
A pass over the watershed between the northern extremity of Kághán and the valley of the Kishan Ganga. It lies to the north of the village of Dworian, in Upper Drawár. The path crossing this pass is said to be preferable to that by the Dworian pass, situated a few miles to the west.

RATTRA.—Lat. 34° 27'. Lng. 73° 39'. Elev.
A hamlet in the Lachrat district, situated about 5 miles east of Núraseraí, just below the path towards Panchgram.

RATTU.—35° 0'. Lng. 74° 50'. Elev. 8,600'.
A village in Astor, consisting of eight houses, just below the junction of the Mír Malik and Kamri Daras. In the angle between these two rivers, there are several square miles of open undulating pasture land, where a large force might be encamped. Near Rattu the Mír Malik is unfordable in summer, but there is a fair bridge. *(Barrow—Aylmer.)*

RAVÍ—
This river forms the boundary between the province of Jamú and the hill State of Chamba and British territories, long. 75° 38', and 76° 3'.
In the hills it is generally called Rawá or Rawati, which is only a spoken form of the Sanskrit Trágati, from which the Greeks made Hydrætes. The Raví is formed of three principal branches, the Raví proper, the holy Búdil, and the Nái, which make a triple junction below Wulas, in the district of Chamba.
The whole length of the Raví, from its source to its confluence with the Chenáb, is 630 miles, and its minimum discharge is 2,700 cubic feet.
The Raví is fordable throughout the winter season, but the bed is full of quicksands.
At Bassoli there is a ferry, but when the river is at its height during the melting of the snows, the stream is nearly 200 yards wide, and the current runs with such force that the boat cannot be used; at such times the only communication with British territories is carried on by means of *manskr*. The ferry at Thain fort, 12 miles below Bassoli, is, it is believed, always practicable, and there is also a regular ferry-boat between Kathúa and Pathánkot, when the river is in flood. In the cold season the bed below Madhopúr is quite dry, the water being there diverted into the Bari-Doab canal. The head-works of this canal are at Madhopúr, and works extend up the bed of the river to between Danna (Jamú) and Shahpúr (British). *(Cunningham—Wingate.)*
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RAWATPÚR—Lat. 33° 59' Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated amid trees at the foot of the spur on the left bank of the Suknág river, about 8 miles south of Makaháma, on the road towards Drang and the Toshá Maidán pass.
It contains a masjid and the ziárat of Sáaid Sáhib, and seven houses inhabited by zamíndars, a sháh-báf, and a múlla. The Suknág is fordable between Rawatpúr and the village of Sel, which lies near the opposite bank.

RAZVIN—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A village in the Machiháma pargana, containing seven houses inhabited by zamíndars, situated at the foot of the table-land to the north of the Bába Hanáf-ú-dín hill. It is distant about 9 miles west of Srinagar, and lies just south of the road towards Makaháma. There are three remarkably fine chunár trees by the side of the path.

REHGÜJ—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev.
A small village of eight houses in the Kotli district, situated on the right bank of the Púnch Tói, just below the path, about 6 miles north of Kotli on the road to Púnch. The inhabitants are all Muhammádans; only dry crops are produced. (Bates.)

REMBARU—Lat. 35° 44'. Long. 75° 43'. Elev.
A very small village on the right bank of the Brañdu river (Baltístán). It contains six houses. (Aylmer.)

REMBIÁRA—
The name of the river which rises on the eastern slope of the Pír Panjál mountain and flows in an easterly direction towards the valley of Kashmír; it is joined from the south by the Ladi stream, which takes its rise in the Nandán Sar, and a few miles further on by the Rupri, which rises in the Bhag Sar; between Hirpúra and Shupión the Rembiára bends towards the north, and skirting the table-lands at the south-west end of the valley unites with the Vesthá at the village of Novana, lat. 33° 49', long. 75° 7', just before its junction with the Jhelam between Awántípúr and Bij Behára.

The Rembiára has a stony bed, and may generally be forded through out its course through the plain; it is crossed by three wooden bridges above Hirpúra. (Figne—Iace.)

REMU GLACIER—
Is situated north-west of Gapshán.
"From Gapshán we marched to Daulat Begúddí, 15 miles. The route goes up the Shyok a little way. As we turned away from the main stream, we left behind us a magnificent panorama of glacier scenery. Away to the left, about 6 miles off, the Shyok is lost in the vast field of glaciers from which it issues. These come down in three main lines from the north-west, west, and south-west, and unite in one great mass, which fills the wide plain into which the river-bed here expands. They appear like rivers set solid in a coating of purest white, and slope down for twelve or thirteen miles from the foot of the lofty snow-peaks whence they start; and where they meet they present a vast sea which appears as if suddenly frozen solid in the tumultuous foam of its clashing waves; for
here the glacier is thrown into a confusion of billowy projections formed by the crashing of the ice under the lateral pressure of the solid streams meeting from opposite directions." (Beller.)

**REHU**—Lat. 33° 21'. Long. 77° 1'. Elev. A village on the left bank of the Zauskár river, a short stage above Padam.

**REWIL**—Lat. 34° 16'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev. A considerable village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, about 3 miles to the east of Günd-i-sur-Singh.

The population numbers about sixteen families of Muhammadan zamindars, a múlla, dům, cowherd, and a miller.

There is a red brick masjid in the village, and the ziárat of the three Saiads, Bakir, Jafir, and Kasim. Rice cultivation abounds.

The most convenient spot for encamping is on the north-east side of the village, near the banks of the Kuthori Pathri, a fine stream which flows down from the hills.

**REZAN**—Lat. 34° 16'. Long. 75° 13'. Elev. A small village in the Sind valley, situated on the left bank of the river. It contains three or four houses, which are shaded by fine trees and surrounded by a little corn cultivation. There is usually a bridge over the river below the village, but it is frequently carried away. The hamlet and garden of Ginpúr is situated amid the trees about half a mile to the west of Rezan; it contains two houses.

**RIALI**—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 73° 52'. Elev. A village in Lower Drawár, situated on the hill-side, at some distance above the path which follows the right bank of the Kishan Ganges.

Some of the rice-fields belonging to the village extend down to the path on the north side of Bandi. No part of the village now lies on the left bank of the river.

**RIAN**—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev. A village in the Nowbúg Nai, situated above the left bank of the river about 2 miles north-east of the village of Nowbúg.

It is inhabited by three families of zamindars and three Gújars, and is watered by a stream from the hills.

**RIASI**—One of the districts of the Province of Jamú.

**RIASI**—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 74° 52'. Elev. A town in the Province of Jamú, situated a little distance from the left bank of the Chenáb, about 30 miles north of Jamú. The situation of Riasí has added prosperity to the town and importance to the castle. There is nothing remarkable in the place itself, which may contain some two or three hundred houses. It is built on a flat at the foot of the mountains, and separated by some uneven country from the plain. The castle
does not appear to stand upon more than two or three acres of ground. It is one of the strongest, perhaps the strongest and best constructed, in the country. Its general outline is a square, built upon a conical and rocky hill to the south of the town, which it commands. Its walls are of stone and very lofty. The rock in some places has been scarped up to their foot, and the four towers at the angles as well as most of the interior buildings, which are visible from without, are covered with what are intended to be bomb-proof roofs. Vigny was informed that water was kept in two large tanks within the walls. A deep and broad ravine separates the castle-hill from a range of sandstone heights, on which an enemy’s cannon could be placed, and which rise to a level with the castle at a distance of about a mile from it on the southward. The fortress is the state treasury, and it is connected with Jamú by a telegraph wire via Udampúr. There is a green plain about a quarter of a mile square below the fort, and opposite the mahal or palace, which is a large and rather fine building. Supplies are plentiful.

The direct road from Rias to Kashmir lies over the Golábgarh or Kûri pass, which is well frequented and practicable for ponies. (Vigny—Hervey.)

RIBERANG LA or LANGBUT LA—
Lat. 77° 25'.
Long. 33° 10'.
Elev. 16,100'.
An easy pass crossed between Markha and Kharnak Sumdo, on one of the routes from Leh to Padam. It is only open during May and October. At other times, on account of snow, and the swollen state of the several streams, the route is impassable. (H. Strachey.)

RIEN—Lat. 33° 31'.
Long. 75° 19'.
Elev.
A village in the Sháhabád valley, containing eight houses, situated on the right bank of the Sándran river.
It is said that a path from this village leads over the range into the Bring pargana.

RIKINWAS—Lat. 33° 57'.
Long. 75° 34'.
Elev.
A small village in the Maru Wardwán valley, containing about half a dozen houses, situated on the left bank of the river, about 4 miles north of Basman. (Hervey.)

RIMDI—Lat. 34° 12'.
Long. 78° 45'.
Elev. 17,500'.
A camping ground at the north-east base of the Marsemik La, which is crossed at 7 miles from Chagra, on the Changchenmo route from Leh to Yárkand. The camp is at the junction of two streams, one of which flows north from the Marsemik pass, and the other comes in from the west, from some high snowy peaks. Fuel scarce. Water and grass plentiful. The grazing ground is occasionally visited by shepherds from the Pangong district. Kyang, shápó, baral, and the wild yak are to be found on the surrounding hills. (Trotter—Johnson.)
RINGDUM—Lat. 34° 6'.  Long. 76° 25'.  Elev.
A monastery on the right bank of the Súrú river, south-east of the Kungi La.

RINGMANDU—Lat. 33° 29'.  Long. 75° 24'.  Elev.
A village situated in the mountains forming the northern boundary of the Sháhalád valley.

It is inhabited by five families of Gújars and four blacksmiths. A little iron is mined in the neighbourhood, but it is said to be of inferior quality.

RIRI—Lat. 34° 29'.  Long. 74° 9'.  Elev.
A village in the Uttar pargana, containing five houses, situated at the foot of the slope on the left bank of the Kamil, about 6 miles west of Shalúrah. The fields, which are mostly of corn and other dry crops, extend for nearly 2 miles along the bank of the river, and are interspersed with numerous patches of scrub jungle and wild fruit trees. A stream flows into the Kamil through the western end of the village. There is a bridge over the Kamil between this village and Zúnarishí, a little higher up; near this spot the lacustrine deposit reaches the height of about 300 feet above the river, resting on the primeval rock through which it flows, and which in some places is cut down to the depth of 50 or 40 feet (Montgomerie).

RISHIS—
A sect who seem to be peculiar to Kashmir; they do not marry, and in that particular resemble European monks more probably than any other of the Muhammadan ascetics. The Kashmiris affirm that the founder of the sect was a fakir named Khoja Awys, who lived at Kurun, a village of Yemen in Arabia, in the time of the Prophet; and they add that Muhammad would never march there, saying that the odour of God came up from Yemen, because the holy Khoja Awys lived there with his mother whom he took care of. The Rishis do not eat meat, and originally were wanderers in the jungle, living upon wild herbs, particularly one called wopulhalak. The lands and convent which belong to them were given to them originally by the Mogul emperors, since which time it is said that no real Rishi has existed in Kashmir. Akbar, when attempting to take Kashmir was three times defeated, it is said, by the Chak kings, in consequence of the prayers of the Rishis. Abul Fazl says that in the time of Akbar "the most respectable people of this country are the Rishis, who, though they do not suffer themselves to be fettered with traditions, are doubtless true worshippers of God. They revile not any other sect, and ask nothing of any one. They plant the roads with fruit trees, to furnish the traveller with refreshment. They abstain from flesh, and have no intercourse with the other sex." He adds, "there are nearly two thousand of this sect in Kashmir."

This once-important class of Muhammadans are shorn now of much of
their influence and importance, and the few that are to be met with appear to be simply guardians of the tombs of some former canonised saints of their order. (Bates—Wakefield.)

A small village surrounded by some fine chunár trees, situated on a table-land on the left bank of the Vehsaú, about 6 miles south of Shupion. (Iscar.)

RISHPÚR—Lat. 33° 52’. Long. 75° 4’. Elev.
A village in the Saremozebala pargana, situated on the left bank of the Jhelam, abreast of the Salakoun island.

RISHPÚRA—Lat. 33° 29’. Long. 75° 23’. Elev.
A small village in the Sháhabád valley, occupied by two families, it lies on the left bank of the Sándran river, just north of İngrawara.

The ascent of the Rahmúr pass commences near this village.

RISHPÚRA—Lat. 33° 48’. Long. 75° 24’. Elev.
A hamlet inhabited by a family of zamfodara lying on the path at the foot of the mountains on the west side of the Kuthár pargana. Above it, shaded by some fine trees, is a ziarat, in which are preserved the hair and nails of Núr Dín Sahib of Chrár. Passers-by are solicited to give alms at this shrine.

ROM—
A caste of the Dáhrs. See “Sufl” and “Brokpa.”

RONDU—Lat. \( \{35° 20’ \}
\{35° 50’ \}
Long. \( \{74° 46’ \}
\{75° 25’ \}

Elev.

One of the ilarkas of the wazirat of Skardú, comprising the narrow part of the Indus valley from near the western end of the Skardú plain to the ilarka of Haramosh. The name means the “district of defile,” and is descriptive of the bed of the Indus, which is throughout Rondu a deep rocky gorge. The mean height of villages is about 6,200 feet.

On the north it is separated from the great Chogo Longma glacier by impassable mountains, and on the south from Astor by a lofty range passable in many places.

According to Biddulph the inhabitants are divided as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shik</th>
<th>Yashku</th>
<th>Dám</th>
<th>Bált</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 per cent.</td>
<td>12 per cent.</td>
<td>15 per cent.</td>
<td>85-5 per cent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The usual Baltistán crops are grown. Fruit, especially apricot, vine, mulberry, and walnut, abounds. The pasturage at the heads of the valleys
is good. In the valleys, willows, two kinds of poplars, and a few plane trees are also found. On the higher ridges juniper and birch grow. The *Pinus excelsa* is met with in several places on the south side of the valley.

The mountains contain much granite, which is in great mass just opposite Mendi.

The ilarka station is Mendi (*q.v.*).

*Communications.*—To Astor (1) a road from Hilbu over the Ditchál pass. (2) " Tulubruk over the Tulubruk pass. (3) " Harpo over the Harpo pass.

To Basha, a road from the Turmik valley by the tiantola.

To Skardú, by the right bank, passable for baggage animals. by the left bank, not passable for baggage animals.

To Haramosh by the right bank.
To Hilbu by the left bank.
From Tak to Turmik *via* the Takla.

There are rope bridges at Mendi and Shuot.

Rondu is a râjaship dependent on Skardú. Formerly the râja of Rondu was tributary to the râja of Skardú, now he is only a pensioner, and Rondu is governed by a Thanadar under the orders of the Wazir of Skardú. The following is the genealogy of the chiefs with probable dates of succession:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Probable date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ali Sher</td>
<td>1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Khán</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Shâh</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daolat Sher</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaddila Khan</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Ali Khan</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murad Khan</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbas Bég</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Khan</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husain Khan</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdulla (present râja)</td>
<td>60 years old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(eldest son, 19 years old, 3 other sons)</td>
<td>60 years old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Military features.*—There is a fort at Mopa in the Tâk valley, garrisoned generally by one company.

There is a defensible government grain-store at Mendi with a garrison of ten men.

Between Shitrun and the Tâk valley there is an old fort called Kustaba, well placed at a very bad part of the road. Here an invading force could easily be resisted.
Rondu is of importance, as through it lies the only winter road from Skardú to Gilgit. (Cunningham—Thomson—Drew—Aylmer.)

**Resources.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village or Pargannah</th>
<th>Houses.</th>
<th>Horses.</th>
<th>Horseed cattle.</th>
<th>Sheep and goats.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shitrun Malpur</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taka</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaingós</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Híbú</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallo</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talubrook</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpo</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilamik</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorda</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuòt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koshmal</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hengo</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendí with Gán and Skulo</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tírko</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ísting</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twar</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byicha</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmík</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Dito.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                  | 1,224   | 151     | 2,745           | 9,050            |         |

RONDÚ or MENDI—Lat. 35° 36'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev. 6,700'.

A village which is the head-quarters of the district of Rondú in Baltiistán, on the left bank of the river Indus. It is a strangely-situated place, occupying little shelves, as it were, on the rocks. The Hengo ravine that comes down from the southern mountains is here narrowed up to a deep gully of 30 feet in width, with vertical rocky sides; along these cliffs the water, taken from higher up the ravine, is led in wooden troughs, supported in one way or another as the people have been able to manage; on coming clear of the gully it is distributed in little channels throughout the village, of which the whole area is but small.

On a separate, narrow, nearly isolated plateau is the raja's old house, which is called the fort. It is a curious building made of layers of stone and wood, with corner pillars and doorways of a peculiar construction. Square slabs of wood, a few inches thick, are placed upright in pairs, one pair being surmounted by another at right angles, and so on alternately.

The Raja now inhabits a house at the end of the polo-ground.

The best camping place is on or at one end of the polo-ground (250 yards by 50 yards).

Under the Thanadar there is a munshi, and attached to the raja are a wazír and another munshi.
There are four banias. Inferior supplies procurable. Water abundant.
There is a government defensible grain-store.
The garrison generally consists of ten men.
The river flows some hundreds of feet below the village, between per-
 pendicular rocks of gneiss; in a narrow part it is spanned by a rope bridge
made of birch twigs, which is 370 feet long in the curve, with a fall in
it of some 80 feet. The approach to the bridge is over slippery
rocks; the path to it is so narrow and difficult that one's steps have to be
aided in many places by ladders. (Thomson—Drew—(Aylmer.)

RONG—Lat. 34° 30.'
Long. 77° 45.'
Elev.
A narrow defile crossed between Khardong village and the Shyok river,
on the summer route from Leh by the Karakoram pass. The torrent
flowing down it is crossed several times. (Trotter.)

RONG—
The Indus valley between Upshi and Mahiye. It is much narrowed in
this portion, and the river flows between rocks, along which it is difficult
to find a practicable path. (Drew.)

RONU—
The most honoured caste among the Dárs. They rank next to the ruling
family in every country in which they are found. The wazirs are generally
chosen from among them. They exist in small numbers in Nagar, Gilgit,
Puniäl, and Yasin,—that is to say, from 2 to 6 per cent. of the population
in these districts belonging to the Ronú caste. In Chitral, however, there
are said to be about three hundred families. In Nagar and Yasin they call
themselves Hara and Harai, and in Chitral they call themselves Zandré.
Some exist in Wakhán, Shighnán, and Sar-i-Kul, where they are called
Khaibar-khatar. They claim descent from an Arab family who once ruled
in Mástúj, but this is a mere tradition. In appearance they are generally
taller than the other inhabitants of the country, with rather high cheek-bones
and oval faces. They are able to give their daughters in marriage to the
ruling families and to Sáids, and rulers of Dárd States give their illegiti-
mate daughters to Ronús. (Biddulph.)

ROZLU—Lat. 33° 35'.
Long. 75° 11'.
Elev.
The name of a village situated on the west side of the Khund valley, about
7 miles west of Dur or Sháhabád.
Vigne states that at the village of Rozlu there is a spring whose waters
rise when the snows are melting, and the communication from beneath is
so rapid as to disturb the mud and sediment at the bottom of the pond,
which is 12 or 14 yards across. Logs of wood that were lying quietly
fastened down by the mud below, are now forced upwards to the surface,
and being brought into contact by the eddies and whirlpools in which they
are floating, are sometimes driven against each other, and so furiously, that the spectacle has given rise to the idea in the minds of the natives that the logs are animated, and moving under the influence of the devis and spirits of the place. From the top of the ridge above the village a view may be obtained of another small valley called Bringhin-Lannor. (Figue.)

RUDOK—
A subdivision of the Chinese district of Nari Khorsam. It comprises the country immediately to the east of the Ladak districts of Tankse and Rupshu, and includes the eastern portion of the Pangong lake. (Cunningham.)

RUKCHEN—Lat. 77° 55'. Long. 33° 20'. Elev. 15,000'.
A camping ground on the route from Kulu to Leh, situated at the north end of the Kiang plain, and west of the Tsokar lake. There is generally an encampment of shepherds here. (Drew—Moorcraft.)

RULANGCHU—vide "Puga Stream."

RUMCHU—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 77° 42'. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Gya rivulet, situated a little above Gya. Barley cultivated here. (Moorcraft.)

RUPAL—
A considerable torrent coming down from the glaciers of Nanga Parbat and joining the Kamri Dara between Chugam and Gurikot. In summer the lower portion is unfordable. Just above its junction with the Kamri Dara it is spanned by a very fair bridge, 60 feet long by 4½ feet wide.
This valley contains the following villages:—
Tashina (fifteen houses) ; Churit (eighteen houses) ; Zaipura (seven houses) ; Cho (six houses).
Routes lead up the Rupal valley to the Tosh (q.v.) and Mazeno (q.v.) passes. (Aylmer.)

RUPRI—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev. 13,500'.
The name of a pass over the Panijal range, at the south-west corner of Kashmir. It is only used by shepherds, who drive their flocks over the pass to the grazing grounds on the northern side.
The summit may probably be reached in two marches from Budil, but the path is said to be very difficult for laden coolies. The pass on the northern side is sloping and easy, and may be traversed by laden ponies; the path follows the course of the Rupri stream for some distance, and then crosses the range to the west.
The Rupri pasturage is situated on the north side of the pass, lat. 33° 33'; long. 74° 39'; there are several scattered shepherds' huts on the spot, which offers every advantage for encamping but fuel, which is scarce. (Allgood.)
RUPSHU OR RUKCHU—

The south-eastern district of Ladák, and one of the loftiest inhabited regions in the world. It is bounded on the north by Ladák proper, on the east by the Tibetan districts of Chumurti and Rudok, on the south by Lahoul, Spíti, and the Tibetan district of Tso Tso, and on the west by Zanskar. Its length from the Tagalang pass to the head of the Hanlé river is 90 miles, and its mean breadth about 62 miles, which give an area of 5,500 square miles. The valleys have a mean elevation of 15,000 feet. The climate is necessarily severe, and at the same time very dry. In summer the sun at mid-day is very powerful, but in the afternoon a biting wind generally springs up.

The snow limit is about 20,000 feet. Mountains above this height originate glaciers. The surface of the hills is chiefly disintegrated rock, and that of the valleys earth or gravel. Vegetation is extremely scant, the only herbage for the flocks being found by the streams and a little on the hill-sides. There are a few houses and a monastery at Karok, where also there is a little cultivation, the crop of which is often doubtful.

The inhabitants pay a revenue of Rs. 500 in cash and no taxes in kind. The people depend on their flocks for a living. The population is not over five hundred, and, with the exception of the Karok villagers, consists wholly of champaas, nomadic Tibetan shepherds. Their tents are of a black hair-cloth, there being about one hundred in the whole district, one per family. These are divided into two camps, which separate in summer, but re-unite in winter. The sheep and goats are very numerous, and there are also about five hundred head of yak.

They are all, with the exception of the shawl-goat, used in carrying loads. Borax and salt are taken from Puga and the salt-lake district into Kulu and Lahoul, and also into Gar in Chinese Tibet, and exchanged for grain, &c. All the farinaceous food consumed in the country is imported chiefly from Kulu and Lahoul.

There are two kinds of goat, the larger kind used in carrying loads, and the shawl-goat. The latter are the most numerous. The pasas taken from them is sent on to be picked at Leh, and thence exported to Kashmir.

Fuel here is the dung of cattle and wild asses, also furze, of which there is a fair quantity; water is sometimes to be had in any quantity, sometimes it is scarce.

Two of the valleys of Rupshu are the Tsomorari and the Pangpolumba; they are separated from one another by the ridge of the Korsok Tso, composed of granitoid rocks of gneiss and schist. From a military point of view, the principal features of this tract of country are—

Scarcity of supplies.
Occasional scarcity of water.
Difficulty of going over the passes owing to their great elevation.
Communications otherwise good and passable by laden baggage animals.

Accessibility of the mountains, which makes the turning of any position generally a matter of great ease. (Godwin-Austen—Cunningham—Drew—Girdlestone—Manifold—Aylmer.)

RUPSHU RIVER—Fide "Para River."

RUSSU—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.

A small village in the Machháma pargana, lying to the north of the road between Srinagar and Makaháma.

It contains six houses, inhabited by zamíndars, and is surrounded by rice-fields.
SABARA PASS—Lat. 33° 23'. Long. 78° 6'. Elev. 17,247'.
Between Tsokar lake and the Indus. (Reynolds.)

SABOR—Lat. 33° 36'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev.
A village in the Kotli district, about 7 miles north of that town, on the road to Púnch. It contains only five houses, and is included in the same assessment with the neighbouring village of Matelli. The village lies above the road; by the path is a spring, yielding a small supply of water.

SABU—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 77° 41'. Elev. 14,000'.
The first march from Lēh (about 6 miles) on the Digar pass route to Yārkhand. The village lies east of Lēh, situated in a small valley south-west of the Digar Lā and consists of several small hamlets. The fields are laid out in terraces sloping down towards the Indus. Crops flourishing, and a few trees. (Moorcroft—Mongomerie.)

SACHKACH—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 75° 32'. Elev. 15,031'.
The name of a lofty mountain situated at the north-eastern extremity of the Lidar valley. The pilgrims on their way to the sacred cave of Amrāth go by a pass to the north-east of this mountain, returning by the pass to the north-west. (Mongomerie.)

SADPŪRA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawār, situated on the side of the mountain south-west of Bāran, above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga.
It is inhabited by six families of Gūjars and Pahāris, and produces a little corn.

SADŪRA on CHODRA—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A large ruined village situated on the right bank of the Dūdh Ganga river, some miles south of Srinagar.
The inhabitants of the valley of Kashmir believe this village to have been the birth-place of Nūr Jahān Begam, the renowned consort of the Emperor Jahāngīr. They assert that she was the daughter of the mālik of Chodra, and some ruins in the neighbourhood of the village are pointed out as those of a house that once belonged to her. (Figue.)

SAFANAGAR—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 4'. Elev.
A village in the Zaimpūr pargana, of which it is the tahsīl station; it is situated near the north-east end of the plateau, and is sometimes made the half-way halting-place between Shupion and Islamābād. Vigne describes it as a miserable hamlet standing in the middle of the plain, and embosomed in an almost treeless ravine. He saw fish caught by the hand in a stream that runs through it, so narrow that a good hunter would clear it in some places.
The village was then the property of Khoja Muhammad Shāhī Sahib, one of the principal Muhammadans in Kashmir.
SAFAPÜR—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 43'. Elev.
A small village situated on the north bank of the Manas Bal lake, where the Emperor Akbar had a garden. (Moorecroft.)

SAFAPÜR—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev. 10,309'.
The name of a mountain situated between the end of the Sind valley and the Wular lake, at the extremity of the range which trends in a south-westerly direction from Haramuk.

The variation of the compass of the survey station at the summit of this hill appeared to be about 7 1/2° west, altering towards evening to 5° 20' west. (Montgomery.)

SĀHIBABĀD—See "Achibál."

SAHÚ—
A general name for the Sudán and other high castes amongst the Chibhális. (Drew.)

SAI—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.
A valley in the Gilgit province which drains to the Indus at the fort of Sai. The Sai or Barbanai nadi rises in the mountains due south of Gilgit fort. It flows in an easterly direction as far as the Nildhar hill; where it turns south, and flows for about 13 miles in a narrow and fertile valley to the Indus.

It is hemmed in by rocky arid hills, but in places opens out and forms fertile, cultivated tracts of ground, each such tract being occupied by a village. The villages are collections of hovels, built of boulders and mud, with flat roofs, and surrounded by groves of apricot and mulberry. Figs and vine are also plentiful; not more than eighty or one hundred houses in the whole valley.

Between the Nildhar hill and Sai are the following small villages and hamlets: Jagôt, Shimirót, Sabil, Chakarkot, Shaot, Jaglot, Damot, Manot, Darot. The road to Gilgit lies up this valley as far as Chakarkot, and then crosses the watershed. It is fairly good. The old road by Jagôt and the Nildhar hill is no longer used. It forms one of the ilákás of Gilgit district. (Barrow—Aylmer.)

SAI—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 4,630'.
A fort on the right bank of the Indus opposite Bûnji, and about 5 or 6 miles below the junction of the Gilgit and Indus rivers. It stands at the mouth of a narrow but fertile valley, up which runs the road to Gilgit. There is a ferry across the Indus at Sai. (See "Bûnji") Sai fort is situated in a desolate, sandy plain, about 200 feet above the Indus, and commanding the ferry.

Its garrison consists of about fifty irregulars. On the opposite bank is an isolated tower, with a garrison of twelve men. The men are all armed with matchlocks, badly clothed, and nearly starved. The fort is almost in ruins. When the Sai river is low, a very sharp look-out has to be kept. (Barrow—Biddulph—Aylmer.)
SAICHAR GHAINRI—

A large glacier at the source of the Nubrá river.

General Strachey, in the beginning of October, found the river issuing from it full formed, being 50 yards wide with an extreme depth of 1½ feet and very rapid. The glacier entirely occupied the head of the valley, rendering it impassable. Its breadth at its lower end was about three quarters of a mile, and its length was such that after ascending perhaps 2 miles he was unable to see the head of either of the two branches into which it is divided, 4 or 5 miles above the lower end. The thickness of the ice seemed at least 200 feet. Wild juniper trees grow all about the hill-sides along its lower part. It is remarkable for the extreme flatness of its level, and for the absence of moraine. The upper part is much crevassed. (H. Strachey.)

SAIDABÁD SARÁI—Lat. 33° 5’. Long. 74° 12’. Elev.

A very small village situated on the bank of the Bhimbar Nadi, about 15 miles north-east of Bhimbar and 12 miles south-west of Naoshera, on the road leading towards Kashmir by the Pir Panjal pass. It lies in the centre of a richly-cultivated plain, which is only a few miles broad, and surrounded by low and thickly-wooded hills; the Samání Saráí, a very fine old building, in a fair state of preservation, is situated about a quarter of a mile to the north-east. Just beyond the village, and near the ruins of a very dilapidated saráí, there is a travellers’ bungalow, a good stone building, raised about 3 feet above the ground.

The saráí, near the village of Samání, is the finest example of all the royal saráís. It has three divisions. The great court is entered by the chief gateway. On all sides of the quadrangle are small arched or vaulted rooms, and in the middle of the south side is a set of three larger rooms on a higher level. These are now unroofed. From these a small passage leads into a corresponding set of rooms which, with a terrace in front of them, look on the second courtyard. This quadrangle has no cells round it: the wall is plastered smooth inside. A third courtyard, not communicating with the other, has along each side of it a row of double cells. The saráí is massively built, and the vaulting has stood well. The third court is still used by travellers, but the two larger ones are empty, and the ground has been brought under the plough.

There is ample space for encamping. Forage is plentiful, and water from both well and stream; but supplies are scarce.

The road to Kotli branches off from the Bhimbar and Pir Panjal route, just before reaching Saidabád Saráí. (Allgood—Ince—Drew.)

SAIGAT—Lat. 33° 12’. Long. 75° 51’. Elev.

Saigat, or “the Leopard’s Leap,” is situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhúga, where the road between Doda and Kishtwár crosses the river by a suspension bridge.
Kishtwár is 7 miles distant in a straight line, but the path is a very severe one, and preserves an average elevation of 1,000 or 1,500 feet above the river; the town consequently cannot be reached in one day from the bridge.

When Vigne travelled between Doda and Kishtwár, there was at this place a permanent bridge which he thus describes: “A lever bridge of the boldest conformation, and remarkably well built, has been thrown across the rocky chasm which forms the bed of the Chenáb at this place. The river, about 70 yards in width, appears to have worn its way through two perpendicular walls of gneiss for a depth of about 60 feet, and the bridge is supported on fourteen levers projecting on either side, the uppermost of the tier stretching out to a quarter of the whole distance. The whole is of deodar, and the centre is composed of two huge timbers, whose ends rest upon the levers, which are merely retained in their places by an immense weight of broken rock. It bent considerably under the weight of a few baggage carriers.

“It was constructed in 1836 by order of Guláb Singh of Jamá, three hundred men being employed upon it, and the produce of their efforts twice went to ‘immortal smash’ in the torrent; but I think the present bridge will long remain to attest the skill and perseverance of its architect.” (Vigne.)

SAIMPÚR—Lat. 34° 2’. Long. 74° 56’. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Pampúr and Srinagar. Saffron cultivation extends from the neighbourhood of this village as far as Tatapúr.

SÁÍR—
A Hindú festival, celebrated at Jamá, &c.; it is held in the autumn and lasts for several days. (Drew.)

SAIRA—Lat. 38° 38’. Long. 74° 1’. Elev.
A village in the rājaship of Púchch on the left bank of the Púchch river. The tank-water here is very bad, but better is obtainable at a short distance. (Saward.)

SAJUN—Lat 33° 19’. Long. 79° 5’. Elev. 20,021’.
A lofty peak and trigonometrical station in the Kailas range, situated east of the Tsaka La and south of the Pangoor Tso, on the boundary of Ladák and Rudok territory. (Drew.)

SAKA LA. *Vide “TSAKA LA.”*

SAKALU—Lat. 33° 45’. Long. 74° 17’. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the river, on the path between Púchch and Mandi, about 11 miles north-east of the former place and 1 mile south-west of the latter.
The houses, about twenty in number, are scattered through the ricefields; this village is inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans.

SAKMAL—Lat. 35° 0'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev.
A small valley and village (three or four houses) in the Kamri valley, Astor. Up this valley a path leads to the Kishan Ganga via the Fulwein valley. The pass is said to be difficult and steep. (Aylmer.)

SAKTI—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 77° 50'. Elev. 13,500'.
A large village at head of the Chimray valley passed on the Changchenmo route, about 4½ miles above Chimray. It contains one hundred and fifty houses. It is situated at the junction of two streams; up the western one a road leads over the Waris pass to the village of Tainyar (Tayár) and thence to Nubrā. The road to Zingral camp (3½ miles) leads up the stream which runs down south-west from the Changla pass. The Chimray valley from Sakti to the Indus is well cultivated in a succession of terraces. Ascent between Sakti and Zingral very steep, being the best part of the ascent to the Changla pass.

On the 31st October, on commencing the ascent of the Changla, snow was met with at a mile and a half above the village. (Moorecraft—Johnson—Aylmer.)

SALAMBÁD—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
A village in the Dachin district, situated above the right bank of the Jhelum, a few miles north-east of Gindl.
A great deal of tobacco is grown about this village. (Montgomerie.)

SALÁR—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A fort in Riasi district, in Jamú, on the left bank of the Chenáb. It contains one hundred and five men and twenty-five guns, and is very strong: all the treasure of Gulab Singh was buried here. (Drew—Hervey.)

SALISKOT or CHALISKOT—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 76° 5'. Elev.
A village said to contain sixty houses in the Kartæ division of the Drás ilarks (Baltistán). It lies on the left bank of the Suru river, some 20 miles above Kargil fort. The villages of Trispoon and Gond are included in it. Among the inhabitants there is a blacksmith. (Aylmer.)

SALKALLA—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawr, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga almost opposite Shorkot.
It is surrounded by a long stretch of rice cultivation by the bank of the river. The inhabitants number sixteen families of Muhammadan zamindars, a carpenter, and a mulla. Habi-bûla, the present lumbardar, is said to be a nephew of Sher Ahmad, ex râja of Karan. There is a masjid in the village and the shrine of the Char Yar, or four companions of Muhammad.

SALTORO—
A river in Baltistán, rising in about lat. 35° 10', long. 77°, and joining
the Hushé river (which joins the Shyok opposite to Khapalu) after a course of about 37 miles. It is joined by a considerable stream from the north—the Kundus river. After the junction with the Hushé, it is sometimes called the Machialu river, from a village on the left bank. There is hardly any record of an exploration along its upper portion, but Godwin Austen calls it a large river, and Vigne says the valley contains several villages. Thomson says it is probably as large as the Nubrá river. Near its junction with the Shyok it runs through a very open and wide gravelly plain, whose appearance is very similar to that of Nubrá. The river here divides into numerous branches, which separate to a considerable distance from one another, and ramify very irregularly. (Thomson—Vigne—Godwin-Austen.)

SAMAN—Lat. 32° 33'.

Long. 75° 52'.

Elev.

A village situated on the top of the ridge above the right bank of the Chif stream, about 5 miles north of Bashaoli, on the road towards Badrawar.

The houses are much scattered; the most northerly section of the village is called Jasrota. The inhabitants are mostly Hindús, and are all engaged in the cultivation of the soil.

SAMÁNÍ—Lat. 33° 6’.

Long. 74° 10’.

Elev.

A village in the Naoshera district, in Jamú. There is an old temple here much ruined, but still showing traces of fluted columns and trefoil arches: it is of the same architecture as the temples of Babur. At the time it was built the people of these parts were doubtless still Hindú; perhaps, indeed, it dates from a time earlier than the beginning even of Muhammadanism. (Draw.)

SAMATWARI—Lat. 34° 29’.

Long. 74° 9’.

Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, situated above the left bank of the Kamil, about a mile west of the Shaldráh fort. It contains a few trees, and is surrounded by extensive rice-fields.

The inhabitants number thirteen families of Muhammadan zamindars and five pandits. The river is fordable between this village and Champúra, lying on the opposite bank.

SAMBA—Lat. 32° 34’.

Long. 75° 11’.

Elev.

A small town in the Province of Jamú, situated on the left bank of the Basantha river, about 20 miles south-east of Jamú, and two marches (about 24 miles) north-west of Jasrota. Half a mile from the town is a palace which belonged to Suchet Singh, Guláb Singh's brother. The deobasa tree grows on the mountains not far from Samba; the bark, which is used by the Indian women to redden their gums, is collected and carried into Persia and Multán, where it obtains a ready sale. Samba is the head-quarters of the tehsil of the same name, of the zilla Sherkhán. The tehsil now includes the subdivision of Ramgarh. (Hügel—Wingate.)
SAMGAN—

A stream which joins the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, nearly opposite Sharidi. Its source is a lake about half a mile long by one-fourth mile broad, lying just beneath the Kamaklori pass. Lat. 35° 3', long. 74° 15', elev. 13,000 feet, approx. The first 5 miles the valley is open; grassy slopes; no trees. Below this it contracts; the side slopes are generally very steep and well covered with pine forest and jungle. Its tributaries are—the Bundar, up which goes the road to Buner via the Bundar pass; the Gamot; the Nur. In summer below its junction with the Bundar it is unfordable, but is bridged every 2 or 3 miles. The road up the valley is very bad in places, and quite unfitted for baggage animals. The bridges are good.

The following passes lead into the Samgan valley:—

Kamaklori (g.v.)—From Chilas.
Hular or Holnar (g.v.)—From Khel Dara, and in connection with the Barai pass.
Bundar (g.v.)—To Buner.

It contains the following villages, which are much scattered:—

Gamot (three houses); Bagru (three houses); Samgan (five houses); Surgond (twenty houses); Mitawaliseri (two houses).

There are said to be 200 head of cattle and 2,000 sheep and goats. Ghf is exported. The crops are makhai (a good quantity) and chena (a little).

The inhabitants come from Hazara. They seem on good terms with the Chilasis, whose flocks are allowed to feed in the valley. (Aylmer.)

SAMLÀ—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 46'. Elev.

A village in the Khuihama pargana, situated on the right bank of the Erin stream. Below this village the stream is practicable, and is frequently bridged. (Montgomerie.)

SANÁCHA—Lat. 34° 39'. Long. 76° 26'. Elev.

A village in Baltistan, on the left bank of the Indus, which here flows in a narrow, rock-bound gorge. With the village of Darchik it contains twenty-five houses. It belongs to the ilaka of Kargil, and is inhabited by Brokpas. (Drew—Aylmer.)

SANAPIND—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev. 10,600', approx.

A pass on the road from the village and fort of Sharidi in the Kishan Ganga valley to Kroras and the Lolab. It lies at the head of the Kachil valley. It is a very easy pass, neither ascent or descent are steep, and the path is very fair. Water and fuel abound.

It is quite passable for laden animals. (Aylmer.)

SANDAR—Lat. 32° 33'. Long. 75° 54'. Elev.

A village in the district of Jamú, on a table-land opposite Sandar (in Chamba territory), about 5 tos north-east of Bascoli. It consists of about
forty houses, scattered over a well-cultivated plain, with shade and water; the inhabitants are Ját Hindús, and are all zamindars. The sides of the table-land, which are very precipitous, rise 200 or 300 feet from the bed of the river, and are covered with jungle. The river is fordable, except when the snows are melting, and there is an excellent road from Sandar to Dolhousie and to Chamba.

SANDIGAM—Lat. 34° 28.’ Long. 74° 26.’ Elev.
A village situated on the south-west side of the Loláb valley. There is a path from this village over the mountains to Kondí, in the Uttar pargana, from which there is a branch to Keigham; they are both good roads and quite passable for laden ponies. The journey is about five hours’ easy walking. (Montgomerie.)

SANDOK—Lat. 34° 32.’ Long. 78° 53.’ Elev.
A hamlet in Lower Drawár, situated on the slopes of the mountains above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles south of Darhal.

It is inhabited by three families of Sáíads and one of Gújars. There are a few shady trees about the place, and among them a chunár.

SÁNDRAN—
This river, which is one of the sources of the Jhelum, rises on the mountains in the neighbourhood of the Nandmarg pass, at the south-eastern extremity of Kashmir, and flows in a north-westerly direction through the Sháhabád valley, forming a junction with the united waters of the Bríng and Arpat rivers at the village of Harnág, lat. 33° 44’, long. 75° 10’, just west of the town of Islamábád.

During the melting of the snows it is a vast torrent, but the natives say that in winter its channel completely dries from between the villages of Kút and Tamman as far as the confluence of the stream which flows from the Vernág spring; it is likewise further augmented by the waters of the Vettárittár Nág.

The bed of the river is generally very broad, it consequently has not much depth, and may usually be forded; it is also crossed by numerous temporary bridges.

SANGA—
A kind of bridge. Vide “SIND RIVER.”

SANGAM—Lat. 33° 50.’ Long. 75° 7.’ Elev.
The name of a ghát and ferry situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, opposite the village of Khodawain and the confluence of the Saddaráj nala, through which the combined waters of the Vesháuí and Rembiára river joins the Jhelum.

An extensive traffic is carried on at this ghát. (Montgomerie.)

SANGAM—Lat. 30° 51.’ Long. 75° 47.’ Elev.
The name of a small plain and pasturage situated at the north-west end of the Zagnai valley.
SAN

It is said to be distant six kos from the village of Mangil, on the east side of the Maru Wardwan valley; the path follows the course of the Mangil stream.

SANGO-SAR—Lat. 35° 20'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev. 10,500', approx. About 5 miles above Astor, on the right hand side of a glacier, is the Sangosar lake, half a mile long by a quarter broad. A mile and a half below this there is a splendid camping ground in the open glades of a deodar forest, where a large force might easily hut itself. Water and firewood are abundant. There is also a little forage. The road up to it is fairly good for laden animals. (Barrow.)

SANGOT—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev. A large village in Naoshera, about 2 miles south of Mirpür, on the road to the Gatiala ferry; it contains about seventy houses in all, distributed into thirteen mahallas or districts; there are three masjids in the village. Only dry crops are grown in the neighbourhood, there being a scarcity of water.

SANGRA—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 76° 2'. Elev. A village said to contain twenty-five houses in the Kartze division of the Dras ilarka (Baltistan). It lies on the right bank of the Suru river. (Aylmer.)

SANGRI GALLI—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 73° 30'. Elev. The name of a pass over the range of mountains forming the watershed between the Kanora and Kishan Ganga rivers.

It lies almost due north of the small town of Kūrī, and is crossed by a path from that place leading towards the village of Gānūl.

SANG SAFĪD—The name of the stream which forms the source of the Dūdh Ganga river.

It rises on the Panjāl range to the north of the Chitta Pani pass, and flows through thick forests and undulating grassy downs, debouching into the plains of Kashmir through a deep ravine to the south of Chhrār. (Figne—Allgood.)

SANGTHA—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev. A camping ground on the left bank of the Zara river, a little above its junction with the Samgal river.

SANI—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 77°. Elev. 11,560'. A village in the Zanskar district, passed on the route from Kishtwār via Umsai La to Leh. It lies to the east of Markim, on the right bank of a tributary of the Zanskar river. Cultivation and pasture on river bank. A rope bridge leads across to Tungring village on the opposite bank. (Drew.)

SANKU or SANKHO—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 76°. Elev. A village in the Khartze district, on the left bank of the Sūrū river, at its
junctiun with the Nakpo-Chu. It is a halting-place on the route from Khaughtar to Leh (old Kargil), and lies 18 miles below Suru. The mountains surrounding it were at the end of June tipped with snow. Cultivation here. Supplies and sheep procurable. It is said to contain forty houses. (Moorecroft—Aylmer.)

SANSAR—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 73° 47'. Elev.
A village in the Naoshera district on the Jhelum-Srinagar route. Water plentiful.

SAOGAM—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A large village containing some good houses, but in a most ruinous condition. It is situated on the left bank of the stream, which flows down from the Bringhin-Lammor valley, and is distant about 10 miles south of Islamabad, and 4 1/2 miles north of the Khund valley.

The elevated land on the east of it is the kurewa of Byhama, on the summit of which is a canal formed for the purpose of irrigation. (Figne.)

SAOGAM—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
The name of a village situated in a beautiful, well-watered, and well-wooded glen, which opens into the east side of the Kuthar pargana. It contains a masjid and fifteen houses, twelve of which are inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars and three by Gujars. Rice is cultivated about the village, and supplies and coolies may be procured.

Saogam lies on the path leading towards the Maru Wardwan valley by the Chur Nag.

SAOGUND—Lat. 33° 31'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village lying to the south of the Shababad valley, on the right bank of the Hulan stream, which is crossed by a rough bridge.

It is inhabited by nine families of zamindars and a Sauid.

SARAIBUN—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
The name of the lofty range of mountains situated at the north-eastern extremity of the Tral valley, above the village of Narastan.

SARAI SHAH JI MARG—Lat. 33° 49'. Long. 74° 52'. Elev.
An old sarai, situated on the high road between Shupion and Srinagar, being the first of the two that intervene between those places. It was probably built by Akbar. At no great distance is a place where two or three large stones, a few feet high, are standing like those of Stonehenge. (Figne.)

SARANA—Lat. 33°. Long. 75° 44'. Elev.
A village in Badrawar, situated about 3 miles north-west of that town, above the path leading towards Doda.

It is inhabited by a mixed population of Hindu and Muhammadan zamindars, including one blacksmith.

SARCHU CAMP—Fide "Lingti."
SARCHU or SERCHU RIVER, i.e., “Yellow River” —
A tributary of the Zanskar river. Rises north of the Barna-Lacha pass, and
flowing due north through the Lingti plains, joins the Lingti and Yunam
streams at Sarchu (or Lingti) camp. The upper part of its course is in
Lahoul territory. There is a wooden bridge near the camping ground.
(Cunningham—Cayley.)

SAREMOZEBALA—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Miraj division of
Kashmir. It comprises that portion of the valley which is traversed by
the Jhelam below Bij Behara, which is the tahsil station.
This pargana was formed by Diwan Todamul subsequent to his original
distribution of the valley into thirty-three parganas.

SAREMOZAPAIN—
The name of a pargana which is included in the Patan zilla of the Kamraj
division of Kashmir; it comprises that portion of the valley which is
traversed by the Jhelum before it enters the Wular lake.
The tahsil station is at Sombal. This pargana was formed by Diwan
Todamul subsequent to his original distribution of the valley into thirty-
three parganas.

SAR-I-HAUZ-I-KHOJA FATEH or SARTANG—
Lat. 35°. Long. 77° 35’. Elev. 15,500’. A camping ground on the summer route by the Karakoram, passed half-
way between Tutiyalak and Brangsa Saser, and at the foot of the Saser pass. (Bellow.)

SAROIN SAR—Lat. 32° 46’. Long. 75° 5’. Elev. 1,825’. A small lake in Jamu; it is passed on the way from Jamu to Ramnagar.
It may be said to cover a kind of platform, from which, on two sides, the
ground falls rather steeply, while on the other sides are low hills. The lake
is about half a mile long by a quarter of a mile broad. Its depth does not
appear to be great; its margins for a considerable distance being very
shallow, and producing an abundance of reeds and water plants. Mango
trees and palms adorn its banks, while the sandstone hills round are partly
clothed with brushwood and shaded, though lightly, with the bright loose
foliage of the long-leaved pine. (Drew—Thomson.)

SARSANGAR—Lat. 34° 55’. Long. 75° 15’. Elev. 13,860’. A pass between the valley of the Shingo river and the plains of Deosai,
on the Srinagar-Skardu route. There is a short, steep ascent from the
Shingo valley to the summit. On the far side of the pass, after a descent
of only a few feet, one comes on a lake occupying the base of the defile.
The lake is half or three quarters of a mile long and a quarter wide, evi-
dently of glacial formation. It is closed in by an old moraine. Immediately
beyond, at a lower level by some 150 feet, is a second lake of about the same
dimensions. This also is dammed by a moraine. (Drew.)
SARTANGAL—Lat. 32° 57'.  
A village situated at the southern extremity of the Badrawar valley, about two miles south of that town. It lies on a flat sloping spur above the right bank of the Haluni stream, and is surrounded by extensive cultivation. Below the village are the remains of a stone bridge, which is said to have fallen about twelve years ago and has not been replaced; foot-passengers can still cross the stream by a series of planks and trunks of trees, but cattle must be sent round by the Monda bridge, which lies about half a mile to the north-east. The population numbers ten families, of whom four are Muhammadan blacksmiths and six low-caste Hindus. At this village the roads from Badrawar towards Chamba by the Padri pass, and towards Basuoli by the Chatardhar pass, separate.

SASAWAR—Lat. 33° 18'.  
A village in Naoshera, situated on the high ground, some distance from the left bank of the Punch Toli river, a few miles east of Chaumuk. It contains thirteen houses inhabited by zamindars.

SASER PASS or SARSIL—Lat. 77° 40'.  
On the mountain ridge between the Nubra and Shyok rivers. It is crossed on the summer route by the Karakoram, between Sartang camp (above described) and Brangsa Saser, and is "a very difficult pass." Yaks should be used. The pass is not used during the winter months, as neither fuel nor grass is obtainable, and a fall of snow might prevent a traveller from going either forward or backward, and he would thus stand a good chance of being buried in the snow, or frozen to death. From Sartang onwards the path winds amidst sharp rocks and moraine banks under the shadow of an impending glacier, and then passing into a narrow groove between the wall of a vast glacier on one side and the sharp gneiss rocks strewn the base of the hill on the other, slopes down to a spot where the glacier presents a huge split, which is occupied by a small pool thickly frozen over (October 8th). This spot appears to be the watershed of the defile, for the end of the glacier, which here for 5 miles fills its hollow slopes away from either side of the split. Beyond this the path rises on the top of the glacier itself, and for three miles or so leads over its surface. The passage in this part is always hazardous, owing to the fissures and crevasses in the ice being more or less covered with snow. Beyond the glacier descend the bank of a moraine and pass beyond the snow on to the firm slope of the hill, which leads down the gully to Brangsa Saser. The path is easily discoverable, being strewn over its whole length with the skeletons of beasts of burden. (Bellem—Trotter.)

SASER POLU—Ride "BRANGSA SASER."

SASIL—Lat. 33° 51'.  
The ilarksa station of the Haramosh district. It is situated on the right
bank of the Indus. It contains five or six families, besides a munshi and
garrison of one havildar and eight sepoys, who live in a double-storied,
rectangular, loopholed blockhouse, overlooking the twig rope suspension
bridge which spans the river here. This bridge is not well looked after, and
is generally dangerous. Camping ground small. A few supplies. (Aylmer.)

SASPUL—
A kardari or collectorate of the Province of Ladak. It contains the following
villages: Saspol, Saspoche, Likar, Alchi, and Taruché.
Cash revenue exceeds Rs 2,000 a year, besides taxes in kind. In some
parts a double crop is produced; the second, however, consisting only of
inferior grain. Alchi, Saspol and Likar each contains about seventy or
eighty houses. (Aylmer.)

SASPUL.—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 77° 18'. Elev.
A large village on the right bank of the Indus, about 30 miles below Leh.
It is passed on the route from Kashmir to Leh between Snurla and Basgo,
on the upper road which leads from Snurla along the right bank of the Indus.
At the end of June the river here was about 100 yards wide and unford-
able. The village is celebrated for its apricots. There is a rest-house, also
about seventy villagers' houses; supplies are procurable, water plentiful, and
there is a fair camping ground. A mile and a half below Saspol, the Indus
is crossed by a shaky bridge. (Drew—Moorcroft—Ramsay—Aylmer.)

SATANI—
The name of a stream which rises in the mountains on the north side of the
Tilail valley, and flows into the Kishan Ganga, lat. 34° 36', long. 75° 1'.
The path leading towards Dras crosses it by a bridge at the village of
Parana Tilail, just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga; it is also
fordable.

SATHRA—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.
This village is situated on the slope of the hill just above the path from
Punch to Mandi, about 8 miles from the former place.
It contains fifteen houses, half of the inhabitants being Hindus and
half Muhammadans.
Rice and dry crops are both grown in this village, and a very fine variety
of pear; the lusciousness of the fruit is said to be produced by irrigating
the young trees with milk!

SATI or TOATI—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 77° 42'. Elev. 10,500'.
A village in the Nubra district, situated on the right bank of the Shyok,
about 11 miles above the junction of the Nubra river. It is passed on the
summer route by the Karakoram between Khardung and Tirit.
In summer the Shyok near here is crossed in boats, and is a large and
rapid river. Baggage animals are made to swim across. In winter it is
fordable, but at the beginning of October the water was up to the saddle-flaps.
There are two routes from here to Leh:

(1) Across Shyok and via Khardung pass.
(2) Up river bank some way, then across the Shyok to Digar village and over Digar La to Leh. This is the easier of the two routes, but it is longer and is not used when the Khardong pass is open. (Trotter—Bellew—Ramsay.)

SATKHAL—
The name of a stream which rises in seven ravines in the Dudihi slopes on the north side of Satkoji, a mountain in the Shamshabari range; it joins the Bangas stream, one of the sources of the Kamil, lat. 34° 26', long. 74° 2'. (Montgomerie.)

SÄTROARA—Lat. 35° 13'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilarka of Skardu (Baltistán). It includes the Sätür valley, and contains seventy-one houses. (Aylmer.)

SÄTPÜR—Lat. 35° 6'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev. 12,000', approx.
In Baltistán, a defile by which the route from Deosai passes into the valley of Skardu on its south side. At the southern entrance of the pass is a lake nearly 2 miles long and about a mile wide, and on the eastern side of this the path runs along the base of a steep mountain, so that an invading force would be exposed to certain loss by rocks rolled down the declivity. The elevation of the pass is probably about 12,000 feet. (Figne.)

SÄTPÜR TSO—Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.
A lake in Baltistán. It occupies the entire width of the Satpúr pass, being 1½ miles in length and nearly a mile in width. A little island, covered with willows, rises from the water near the embouchure of the stream that flows from it, by the damming up of which, in fact, the lake appears to have been formed. (Figne.)

SATTI—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A hamlet in Gürais, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga about half a mile north-west of Thaobut. It contains a masjid, ziearat, and seven houses.

The inhabitants of the neighbouring village of Thaobut assist in the cultivation of the arable lands around this hamlet, which are rather extensive. The Kishan Ganga used to be bridged at this spot, but the bridge having been repeatedly carried away by the floods, it has not been replaced.

SÄTURA—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A large village lying towards the northern extremity of the Wûllar pargana, at the junction of the Narastán Nai, about two miles north of Arphal. At the entrance to the village on the south side is the ziearat of Saiad Muhammad Bukhari, a building of unusual size, which exhibits some fine specimens of carved wood-work; it is surrounded by a wall and shaded by forest trees. The population numbers thirty families of zamudars, a dom, a blacksmith, a carpenter, two cowherds, and a krim-kush (rearer of silk-worms).
This village covers a considerable extent of ground, as the houses are much scattered. Being situated near the junction of the streams which flow through the Trál valley, it is well supplied with water.

**SEDAU—Lat. 33° 40'.** Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A village very pleasantly situated at the foot of the Panjál range, where the mountains swell in downs into the plain about 5 miles south-west of Shupion. It lies at the foot of the ascent of the Búdil or Sedaú pass, at a distance of about 55 miles from the village of Búdil.

The road is good, with the exception of the part near the summit, and is practicable for ponies.

A comparatively large amount of traffic passes through Sedaú, for the reason that the duties levied on this route are less than on either the Fīr Panjál or Banihál roads.

The customs establishment at Sedaú consists of four pandits. There are about twenty houses in the village, double-storied buildings of sun-dried bricks and timber, with pent shingle roofs, which are overlaid with birch-bark and a layer of earth. An orchard affords ample and convenient space for encamping, but the small stream which runs through the village furnishes a somewhat scanty supply of water; the Veshaú river flows about a mile to the south-east.

Sedaú possesses a cool climate, and offers a splendid view of the hills looking up the valley of the Veshaú river; the mountains in the background are covered with extensive pine forests.

In a line between Sedaú and Hirpúra is the hill of Neubadan, or Nu-nubdhun, upon which Kaayapa, or Kashuf, is said to have passed a thousand years in religious austerities, by which the favour of Mahadev was secured, so that he gave orders for the desiccation of the valley.

(Vigne—Montgomerie.)

**SEHPÚR—Lat. 34° 5'.** Long. 74° 40'. Elev.
A village in the Machiháma pargana, lying to the north-east of Makabáma, near the right bank of the Suknág. It is surrounded by rice cultivation, and contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars.

**SEL—Lat. 33° 50'.** Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated in a clump of trees on the right bank of the Suknág, about 8 miles north of Makabáma, on the road towards Drang and the Tosa Maidán pass.

It contains a masjid and the zírāt of Saiad Muhammad Gházi, and about twenty houses inhabited by zamindars. There is much rice cultivation about the village. The channel of the Suknág is broad, but the stream is fordable, having no depth.

**SEMITAN—Lat. 33° 49'.** Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelám, on the west side of the
Küt wudar, below the town of Bij Behāra. Just above the village the remains of a stone bridge are visible on both banks of the river.

**SENIBUTTI—Lat. 33° 19'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.**

A village in Peristán, situated in a gorge in the mountains on the north side of the valley, just east of the village of Hālan, from which it is divided by a small torrent. It contains a temple, and six houses inhabited by Hindūs.

This village lies on the path from Kishtwār towards Kashmir by the Nandmarg pass, and some supplies and coolies may be obtained.

There is no convenient encamping ground about the village, but a place may be found in the bed of the torrent between it and Hālan; the space, however, is confined, and wants shade.

**SENKLI—Lat. 33° 16'. Long. 75° 29'. Elev.**

A village in Kishtwār, situated on the top of a spur above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream. It contains eight houses inhabited by Hindūs, and is said to lie on the path between Borkan and Rāmbān.

**SEOJI LA—Fide "Zojī La."**

**SER—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev.**

A village in Pūnch, situated on the high right bank of the Pūnch Tōi, in the angle formed by the junction of the Swan stream.

There are about fifty houses in the village; the inhabitants are pahāri Muhammadans.

The river, which is here very deep, is crossed by a ferry just east of the village; this ferry is known as the Ser or Batal ferry.

**SERAP or TSARAP RIVER—Fide also "Lingti" and "Zanskār" Rivers.**

One of the tributaries of the Zanskār river. It has its source near the Pankpo La. A good bridge was built across it in 1869, below the Lingti plains. A route leads up this river from Lingti (or Sarchu) via the Pankpo La and Tsomorari lake to Puga. In summer the river is much swollen, and the route is closed. It joins the Yunam river at Lingti. (Cunningham—Caley.)

**SERAR—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 74° Elev.**

A large village, kotwāl and bāzār, on the southern boundary of the territories of the rāja of Pūnch. It is situated on a high spur, at some little distance from the left bank of the Pūnch Tōi river, on the road between Pūnch and Kotli, being about 16 miles south-west of the former, and 13 miles north of the latter, and is the usual and most convenient stage between the two towns.

The following is a list of the inhabitants and trades:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhabitants</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muhammadans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28 houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Kashmirs</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindūs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the bazár are forty shops kept by Hindús, but of these a very small number are inhabited, the owners of the others being either occupied in cultivating their fields, or engaged in trade elsewhere.

Besides shopkeepers, a carpenter, barber, leather-worker, potter, and a mulla live in the village. There is also a masjid and two dharma dalas.

Serí is badly supplied with water, there being only a tank in the village which is filled during the rains and dries in seasons of drought; water for drinking purposes must be brought from the river, which flows at some distance below the village.

There is a small baradár for travellers at the north end of the bazár well shaded by trees; but the building is now in a very ruinous condition.

Coolies and supplies procurable.

SERCHU RIVER—Fide "Sarchu."

SERI—Lat. 33° 18'. Long. 76° 5'. Elev.

A place lying some distance above the left bank of the Chandra Bhágá, about 35 miles east of Kishtwár, on the path towards Lahoul.

When Captain Allgood passed along this road in 1853, he found at Seri merely a few deserted houses and an open space for encamping.

(Allgood.)

SERI—Lat. 33° 3'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev.

A village situated about 9 miles north-west of Badrawár, on the road towards Doda. It lies on both banks of the Nerú, which is bridged by the trunk of a tree thrown across the stream.

The most direct path for foot-passengers towards Doda is said to be that by the right bank of the river.

There are about twenty houses in all in the village, surrounded by extensive cultivation. The inhabitants are Hindú zamindars.

SERI—Lat. 33° 14'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.

A small hamlet surrounded by a patch of cultivation, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhágá river, about 2 miles west of Rámbán, on the high road towards Kashmir.

SERIL—Lat. 33° 28'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Banihál district, prettily situated about 2 miles north of the village of Banihál, on the road leading towards Kashmír.

Some of the houses are double-storied, and have pent roofs.

There are many fruit trees about the place, and an abundant supply of water from a little stream which flows through the village.

SERKOT—Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 74° 22'. Elev.

A village situated towards the north-west end of the Loláb valley. There is a very fair road from this village, which crosses the ridge and descends the Kachil, a valley leading to the Kishan Ganga river. It is apparently only used by Gújars. (Montgomery.)
SERTAL—Lat. 33° 41'.  Long. 75° 51'.  Elev.
A village in the Bassolí district, situated on the left bank of the Siowa river above the junction of the Kad stream. It lies about 8 miles north of Púd, on the road between Bassolí and Badrawáír. The Siowa is crossed by a temporary bridge below the village.

SERU—Lat. 32° 43'.  Long. 75° 52'.  Elev.
A village in the Bassolí district, consisting of a cluster of houses situated on the hill-side, above the left bank of the Siowa river, north-east of Bani.

SESKO—Lat. 35° 49'.  Long. 75° 29'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistán). It contains twenty houses. There is a rope bridge here. (Aglmer.)

SEVAL DHÁR—Lat. 32° 56'.  Long. 75° 42'.  Elev.
A ridge crossed on the road between Rámnagar and Badrawáír. The pass is 10,000 feet in height, and is closed by snow for three months from the middle of December. Well on in the season it is practicable for laden ponies, which, however, have to come up a valley by a somewhat different road to the usual one. From the summit Badrawáír can be seen, the descent to which is at first steep, and then a more gradual slope along a spur leading through a forest. (Drew.)

SHADERA—Lat. 34° 7'.  Long. 74° 1'.  Elev.
A very small village, situated on a plateau above the right bank of the Jhelum, about 31 miles south-west of Baramúla. There is a double-storied bungalow for travellers, situated on the road near a ziarat, which is a pretty pecimen of Kashmir wood-work.

Some supplies are procurable from the village, which lies about half a mile above the path. (Allgood—Ince.)

SHADI—Lat. 35° 25'.  Long. 77° 15'.  Elev.
A village in the Zanskar district, east of Padam, on the left bank of a tributary of the Zanskar river, which flows down south from the Charchar La.

SHADIPÚR—Lat. 34° 11'.  Long. 74° 43'.  Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 12 miles north-west of Srinagar, situated just opposite the confluence of the Sind river, and immediately above the spot where the Norú canal leaves the Jhelum. The journey from Shádipúr to Srinagar by water occupies about six hours, and the return passage about four hours.

There is a solitary chunár in the bed of the Jhelum, just below the junction of the Sind, which, tradition says, never grows; it is enclosed in a mass of solid masonry, which rests upon a broad and stony foundation, near the right bank of the river. It is a Hindú place of worship and dedicated to Mahadeo, and its top is reached by seven stone steps, which are placed at the lower end of the mass.
In 1865 the trunk of the chunár was about eleven feet in circumference, and surrounded by an earthen platform, which was pierced by several small branches of the tree. Upon the west side of this platform there was a large lingam.

Shādīpur is referred to by Abul Fazl as the city of Shāhābādīpūr, the ancient Phalapūr. There is a good camping ground reserved for the maharāja. (Vigne—Hügel—Ince—Aylmer.)

SHĀHĀBĀD—
The name of a pargana in the Anant Nāg silla of the Mirāj division. It comprises a long and narrow valley lying at the south-eastern extremity of Kashmir, which is drained by the Sāndran river. Rice is extensively cultivated throughout the valley.

The mountains by which it is enclosed are generally bare of trees, especially on the north side, and near the village of Hiwar they present a very curious appearance, the vertical strata of mountain limestone being strangely contorted.

A little iron is mined in the neighbourhood of Chean, towards the south-east extremity of the valley; but the miners are all said to live on the south side of the river, for the sake of fuel.

The tahsil station is at Shāhābād, or, as it is now more generally called, Duru or Dūr.

SHĀHĀBĀD or DŪR—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 75° 17'. Elev.
The imperial town, once the abode of the king, was the largest place at the south-east end of the valley of Kashmir; it is now merely a village containing a few good houses and some fine trees, and the palace of the Moguls is scarcely worth a remark. Its environs are overgrown with nettles and wild hemp. It lies snugly under the south side of a range of bluish-grey mountain limestone, which has apparently been deposited in regular strata, each of 2 or 3 feet in thickness, and being in some places bare of the long grass which usually covers them; they are to be seen lying contorted and twisted in every direction by the force that originally upraised them.

The orchards of Shāhābād still produce the best apples at the southern end of the valley, and the wheat that is grown there is considered to be the finest in Kashmir. Vigne states that he was credibly informed that veins of iron and copper existed in the neighbourhood of Shāhābād, which were worked in the time of the Pathāns.

Shāhābād was originally the residence of the most powerful of Akbar’s mālikīs, whose authority extended over the whole of the surrounding country, he being particularly charged with the military protection of the road to Hindūstān by the Banihāl pass. The family, in common with the old rājas of Kishtrwār, claimed a descent from Nurshīvan of Persia. According to Vigne, the original name of this place was Wer. Nūr Jahān Begam, after the palace was built, called it Shāhābād; it is now almost universally known as Duru or Dūr.
Shāhābad lies on the right bank of the Sāndran, about 12 miles south-east of Islamābad; two or three rapid streams have to be forded on the road, which, after heavy rain, are sometimes impassable for a few hours.

The road to Vennāg, which is about 3 miles to the south-east, crosses the Sāndran by two bridges; the river may also be forded.

Supplies are plentiful, and among the inhabitants is a sadbān or blacksmith. (Moorcroft—Vigne—Hervey—Allgood.)

SHĀHIDŪLA KHOJA—Lat. 36° 24' 57". Long. 78° 0' Elev. 11,780'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, at the junction of the streams flowing down from the Kirghiz and Sāgūt passes. It lies on the frontiers of Ladāk and Yārkand territory, and is passed on the summer route from Lēh by the Karakoram pass, and is also a halting-place on the Changchenmo route.

Distance from Lēh by summer Karakoram route, 241 miles, or sixteen marches.

" " " Changchenmo route (western) 312½ miles, or twenty-four marches.

There are three routes from here to Yārkand, viz., by the Kilik, Kiliar, and Sānju passes. The latter is the most frequented route, Yārkand being by it 202½ miles, or twelve marches. The Kilik route is closed to traders, though it is said to be the shortest and easiest of the three.

A road also branches off here to the west up the ravine and over the Kirghiz pass to Kirghiz jungle, where the Kugiar (or winter) route is joined. This route is very easy, and can be traversed by laden camels. It is, however, not much used, being infested by robbers. The Karakash at Shāhidūla takes a bend to the north-east and flows towards Khotan, winding through the Kuenlun range. The Sānju route follows its course for about 20 miles, and occasionally crosses it. The passage in summer is very difficult.

There is a sacred shrine here on the summit of a bluff. It is a mere pile of stones, surmounted by horns of wild sheep, &c. On the boulder beach under this bluff, is a small stone fort. It was erected by the Kashmīr government as a precautionary measure during the disturbances in Eastern Turkistān (which resulted in the accession of the late Amīr of Kashgār), and was occupied by a small Dogrā detachment for two years. This detachment has since been withdrawn, and the place is now generally recognised as belonging to the Kashgār ruler. The fort has now no garrison.

The Kirghiz on this frontier are reckoned at three hundred tents spread in different camps. They own a few camels and horses, but their principal wealth consists in their yaks (called kotās by them), which they employ in transporting caravans over the Sānju, Kiliar, and Yangi-dawan passes.

Fuel and grass plentiful about Shāhidūla. (Bellew—Trotter—Johnson—Ramsay.)

SHĀHGUND—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.

A village situated on the low lands at the southern edge of the Wular lake.
**SHAHKUL**

The name of the canal which irrigates the eastern portion of the Khourpara pargana.

**SHAHNAHAR**

The name of the canal which was constructed from opposite Aknur on the Chenab to near Jamu, but which is a total failure. *(Hughes' Report—Wingate.)*

**SHAKARUDIN**

A hill on the western side of the Wular lake in Kashmir. The ziarat or shrine of Bábá Shakerudin stands on the summit, some 300 feet above the water. *(Wakefield.)*

**SHALIN**

One of a cluster of villages situated above the right bank of the Lidak Khol stream, on the slopes of a spur running from the Lohar Nág mountain. It contains about six houses inhabited by Hindus.

**SHALKOT**

A village in Kishtwár, containing four houses, inhabitant by Hindus, situated a few miles of west Doda, above the left bank of the Lidak Khol stream.

**SHALUN**

A low marsh fed by mountain streams, a few miles above Srinagar, on the left bank of the Jhelum. This connects with the river by a channel which is kept closed by a door that opens riverways; the object of the door is to prevent the river flood from spreading to the marsh and covering the low ground at its edge; it has happened that on the receding of the water
a second flood was caused in it by the water of the marsh (which rose later) flowing out by the door that opened into the river. (Drew.)

SHALÚN—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A village in a district of the same name, situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Pampúr and Srinagar.
There is a large government stable in this village, which likewise contains the steam plough imported by the late maharája, but which, for some reason or other, is not used.

SHALÚRAH—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.
A village and fort situated on the left bank of the Kamil river, about 26 miles north-west of Sopúr, on the road leading towards the Karnao valley and Mozafaráhád by the Nattishanvar Galt.
It is the tahsil station of the Uttar pargana, within which it lies, and the tahsil business of the neighbouring small parganas of Rámhál and Nalihara is likewise transacted in this village.
The inhabitants comprise the thánadar and kardar, and nine families of zamindars, a fakír, a harkára, a cow-keeper, and three pandits who are general shopkeepers.
The Kamil flows on the south side of the village in two branches, which are crossed by kadal bridges; there is also a ford under the village of Champúra, about half a mile to the west.
The fort is situated on a flat plain, about 350 yards from the bank of the river; it is surrounded by open fields, and there is a grove of trees on the north-east side. It is a well built structure, of the usual square form, with a bastion tower at each corner. The lower portion of the walls, which are about 25 feet high, is constructed of undressed stone, the upper portion being of sun-dried bricks. Both walls and bastions are loopholed, and roofed with birch-bark covered with a layer of earth. The entrance is at the south-east corner; close to the gateway there is a masjid.
The fort has no ditch, and the garrison is said to be dependent on a stream from the Kamil, which is carried under the walls, for its water-supply; there is likewise a small spring near the entrance. The fort is said to contain a magazine, and to be garrisoned by five hundred men.
This fort was built about twelve years ago on the site of the old fortress, which was sacked and burnt by Rája Sher Ahmad, of Karnao, in his attack on Shalúrah, and is said to be inferior in strength to the building it replaced, for it is asserted that, viewed from the inside, the defences appear much less formidable than an inspection of the outside would warrant one in supposing.

SHALÚRAH—
The plain in which the village of Shalúrah is situated. It is about 5,300 feet above the sea, and is crossed by the Kamil river. This plain is well
cultivated in its lower levels, the principal crop being rice, which is planted out in June and harvested in the end of September. The whole plain is studded with innumerable small villages and substantially built log-huts with pent roofs, which give, at a distance, quite an English appearance to the country; these are surrounded with walnut trees of large growth, from the fruit of which oil is extracted, and with orchards of apples and pear trees. The white-heart cherries, here called glās, are nowhere so fine as in the Utter pargana of Kashmir. The other common trees are the poplar, plane, and elm. Many thousands of acres were formerly under cultivation in this district even on the upper terraces of the alluvial deposit, but the old irrigation canals have long since broken away, and the people being at present too poor to repair them, these lands are fast becoming as dense a jungle as those which have never been turned by a plough.

The Shalūrah plain is much higher than the rest of the valley, and the lake which once covered it must have been separated from the lake which filled the great valley, by the ridge running away from the peak of Manganwar and Margabeunger. The lacustrine deposits are of great thickness. (Godwin-Austen.)

A subdivision of the Nubrá district, being the Shyok valley below the junction of the Nubrá as far as the boundary of Baltīstán. (Drew.)

SHAMSHABARI—Survey Station—
Lat. 34° 21'. Long. 73° 59'. Elev. 14,351'.
The name of the lofty range of rocky mountains forming the boundary of the Karnao valley on its east side, between the Nattishannar and Tūtmari Galis.

The Shamshabari stream drains the northern portion of the valley, and unites with the Kāsi Nág below the village of Chamkōt.

SHANG—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 77° 43'. Elev.
A valley and village in the Kardari of Hemis (Ladāk). The stream flowing through this valley joins the Indus at Marsalang. A road leads up this stream to Gya, and is the one generally employed in summer in going to Kulu, when the bridges on the Gya stream are carried away.
This road is extremely steep, going over a pass called the Getsechuk. (Aylmer.)

SHANG on GETSECHUK PASS—
Lat. 33° 50'. Long. 77° 47'. Elev. 16,000', approx.
A pass on the Leh-Simla road. It is used during floods, when the Gya river below Miru is impassable. By this road Marsalang to Gya is about 23 miles. The ascent on the Marsalang side is terribly steep for over 1,500 feet near the summit. Laden ponies ascend with great difficulty. The descent on the Gya side is fairly easy.
Transport is always engaged from Marslang to Gya and the journey done in one day. (Aylmer.)

SHÀNGAS—Lat. 33° 43'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev.
A large village in the Kuthár pargana, shaded by some fine walnut and chunár trees, situated about 4 miles east of Achibál.

There are about one hundred and twenty-five houses in the village, which contains six masjids and the zárats of Muhammad Sháh, Firoz Sháh, and Kasim Sháh; there is likewise a flature, and a government store-house for the supply of travellers and sportsmen in the Maru Wardwán valley and the neighbouring mountains.

Shángas is said to have been formerly celebrated for the number and beauty of its dancing girls, and there are now thirty families of jugglers among the inhabitants. A fine stream of pure cold water flows through the village, which likewise contains a spring called the Date Nág.

There are three roads leading from Shángas into the Nowbug Nai, via the Kachwan, Harikan, and Halkan Galís.
A thánadar and kárdar reside in the village, and both coolies and supplies may be obtained. (Ince.)

SHÀNKARGHAR or MÀRMÀI—
Lat. 35° 1'. Long. 74° 53'. Elev. 9,600'.
A miserable hamlet in the Kamri or Kála Páni valley of Astor, standing in a fine open plain which forms a first rate encamping ground. Forage and water abundant. A stage on the Srinagar-Astor road. It is difficult to obtain coolies here. (Barrow—Aylmer.)

SHÀNPÚRA—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 75° 26'. Elev.
A small village lying near the mouth of the Bud Nai valley, which opens into the Kuthár pargana at its north-eastern extremity. It lies above the right bank of the Timmeran stream, and is inhabited by three families of Kashmiris and one of Gújars. A small spring rises in the village.

SHÀR—Lat. 34° 1'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.
A village in the Bihu pargana, situated about 6 miles east of Pánpur; the most direct road lies through the rice-fields by the village of Koinabál, but that by Wian and Krew is very little longer, and a much better path.

The miners live in the western portion of the village, and number ten families; the eastern division is inhabited by twelve families of Muhammadan zamíndars, a mulla, a dín, a pandit, and a Sikh sepoy. Rice and dry crops, including flax, are cultivated around this portion of the village, which contains a masjid, and is known as Sháh Shali.

The iron-works at Shár are neither so profitable nor extensive as those at Sof, in the Bring pargana, nor is the quality of the iron so highly esteemed. The mine lies about 3 km from the village, on the side of the Gunsagund mountain; the road leading to it is described as being very rough. The geological formation of this mountain is exactly similar in appearance to
that at Sof, in which the mines are situated. The entrance to the pit is described as shelving downwards, and from it numerous adits radiate to a maximum distance of 300 yards. Gallery frames are not used, and the rock being more homogenous, the mine is considered much safer than those at Sof; props and supports for the roof are seldom required, and accidents from fire-damp, or asphyxia, seem to be unknown. The miners use a torch of pine strips called a śūkhi to light them at their work; this is not from choice, as they suffer much inconvenience from the smoke, but because their poverty does not permit them to use the 'śāwa,' or oil-light, as is the custom in the Sof mines, where the miners, in addition to the profits from the iron-works, add to their means by agriculture. The ore is carried by the miners to the village in bags or sacks made of goat-skins.

Smelting is carried on at intervals throughout the year, whenever a sufficient quantity of ore has been collected. The form of furnace is similar to that used at Sof, but the process employed is somewhat different. The bellows are furnished with a nozzle of mud and straw; these are rapidly consumed by the heat of the furnace, and have to be renewed no less than thirty-two times in the twenty-four hours during which the furnace is kept heated and smelting is in process. In this period, from two to four kharwārs (288 to 576 lb) of ore are operated on, and the outturn is from four to six trāks (48 to 72 lb).

Previous to being smelted the ore is pounded fine as at Sof, but no flux is used, probably for the reason that the ochre is not found in this neighbourhood, which may perhaps, in some degree, account for the inferior quality of the iron. The charcoal used in the furnaces is prepared in the immediate vicinity of the village, on the north-west slopes of the Wastaranwan mountain.

The outturn of the Shār mine in 1871 is said to have been thirty-three kharwārs (4,752 lb). There is no contractor, as at Sof, but a pandit superintends the industry in the interests of the government, which appropriates the whole of the produce, paying the miner thirteen chilki rupees for each kharwār. The miner does not, however, receive this sum in cash, but in kind at the rate of a kharwār of rice for two chilkās, which, if he requires money, he sells for one and a half chilkās, the price it commands in the open market.

All the iron is sent to Srinagar by way of Pampūr, the government very rarely permitting its sale on the spot; if so disposed of, the price charged is said to be a rupee (chilki) for three and three quarter seers.

SHARGOL—Fide "Shergol."

SHARIBAL—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.

The name of a mountain situated towards the north end of the range lying between the Uttar pargana and the Lolab valley. There is a grazing ground on the top of the ridge between Sharibal and the Kabūta peak to
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the south-east, for five hundred or six hundred sheep, for six months; but more than that number go there annually for a shorter period. That part of the Lolab valley which lies to the north of the Sharibal mountain is thickly covered with jungle, and has little cultivation. (Montgomerie.)

SHARID—Lat. 34° 48'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev.

A village of some importance, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, at the northern extremity of Upper Drawár.

Sharidi lies on the direct road from Kashmir to Chilas; the path crosses the Kishan Ganga by a zampa bridge, and follows the course of the Samgan stream; it is said to be four stages to the village of Neat, in Chilas. The suspension bridge crosses the Kishan Ganga to the north-east of the village and fort, at a spot where, during the melting of the snows, the stream is nearly 100 yards wide. When the waters subside a temporary kosaal bridge is usually thrown across the river at a narrow part some hundred yards above the suspension bridge; but it is only practicable for foot-passengers, and cattle have at all times to be crossed by swimming, which is said to be a very hazardous operation, on account of the strength of the current and the number of rocks in the bed of the river.

In the direction of Mozafarabád the main path follows the right bank of the Kishau Ganga; it is fairly good for foot-passengers, but is difficult for cattle.

Being very little used, it is not regularly repaired; but Colonel Gundu, late zilladar of Mozafarabád, is said to have greatly improved the track some five years ago.

There is also a pathway by the left bank of the river, leading to the suspension bridge above Dúdníál, but it is described as being very rough. To the eastward of Sharidi, in the direction of Gúrais, there is no path beyond Keldára, the river flowing through a narrow chasm in the mountains; the passage, however, has, on rare occasions, been successfully accomplished, but is both tedious and dangerous, and only passable when the river is at its lowest. Sharidi consists of about a dozen flat-roofed huts, scattered amid the corn-fields. The village lands are bisected by the Madmatti or Katsil-ka-katta stream, but the most part lie on the left bank.

The best encamping ground is situated near the zíarat of Saiad Jumál, above the right bank of the stream, at some little distance from the bed of the river and the suspension bridge. It is shaded by some walnuts, which are almost the only trees in the village.

The fort is a square mud-built enclosure, with a bastion tower at each corner; it overhangs the left bank of the Madmatti stream, at a distance of about 200 yards from the course of the Kishau Ganga. The garrison is said to consist of two jemadars and sixty sepoys, with two zambúraks, or small field-pieces.
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The fort is commanded from the east, at the distance of about 400 yards, by the ruins of an ancient Hindū temple. This temple, which consists of the usual cells surrounded by a walled enclosure, stands at the foot of a spur which rises above the right bank of the Madmatti stream, and slopes up gradually for some distance until it culminates in the precipitous pine-clad mountain which is traversed by the direct path leading towards Kashmir. The temple is approached by a staircase about 9 feet wide, of steep stone steps, some sixty-three in number, having on either side a massive balustrade, which is now falling to ruin. The entrance was through a double porchway at the south-west corner of the enclosure. A portion of the north side is still standing, and shows that the archway on the inside was of the trefoil, or Arian order, with a plain, square doorway in the middle.

SHARKOT—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 73° 56'. Elev.
A village in Lower Drawār, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. It lies in a gorge which is traversed by a torrent known as the Mia Sahib-ka-katta.

Opposite the village on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga is a remarkable perpendicular cliff, which is called āsr, from its supposed resemblance to a woman’s mirror-ring.

Sharkot contains a masjid, and about twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, including three lombardars, a mofiz, a mulla, a carpenter, and a blacksmith. A little corn is grown, but most of the valley is devoted to rice cultivation, the upper portion being irrigated by means of a wooden aqueduct, which taps the stream at a higher level.

SHARTALLA—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A village in the Bātal district, lying on the right bank of the Chandra Bhāga; it is situated on the path between Hfasī and the Banihal pass. The limestone strata at this place attract attention by their being raised up perpendicularly; and there is also a safe bridge over a very narrow but fearful chasm, or fissure, 100 feet in depth perpendicularly, in which a torrent is heard, but scarcely seen, on its way to join the Chandra Bhāga. (Figne.)

SHAT GARI—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev. 8,506'.
A village of eight or ten houses in the Sind valley in Kashmir. Its name is said to signify "the seven hills." (Beller.)

SHAY—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, passed on the Chang Chenmo route at 7 miles above Leh. Road heavy for first few miles out of Leh, owing to sandy nature of soil. There is a monastery here, also an old palace of the local Gyalpos, and in one of the private chapels is a copper-gilt image of Buddha, 30 feet high. The village contains about one hundred and forty houses (H. Strachey—Aylmer.)

SHAYOK—Fide "SHYOK."
SHENKARGARH or PANZAL MÜLLA—
Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 74° 15'.  Elev.
The name of a small fort on the right bank of the Jhelum, opposite Naoshera. It lies about 10 miles south-west of Baramula, on the road towards Mozafarabad. (Hügel.)

SHEOSAR—Lat. 34° 59'.  Long. 75° 17'.  Elev.
A lake in the hills which form the southern boundary of the Deosai plains; it is a nearly circular sheet of water, of a diameter of more than a mile, and seems to be a rock basin. (Drew.)

SHERA or SHARA—Lat. 34° 20'.  Long. 76° 15'.  Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, 37 miles above Leh, passed on the route to Nima Mud, east the Indus valley. Grass and fuel plentiful. A few supplies procurable. It belongs to the Chimré Kardari. (Reynolds—Aylmer.)

SHERGOL or SHARGOL—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 76° 22'.  Elev. 10,290'.
A village of ten houses on the left bank of the Wakha river, at the junction of the Phugul stream. The valley opens out here, and there is considerable cultivation. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar to Leh, between Kargil and Kharbu. There is a small monastery here, also a rest-house. (Drew—Henderson—Aylmer.)

SHERRIT—Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 78° 52'.  Elev.
A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about midway between Hatian and Chakoti. Supplies are not procurable. (Allgood.)

SHEWA—Lat. 38° 6'.  Long. 75° 38'.  Elev.
A large village in Badawar, containing about twenty-five houses, inhabited by a mixed population of Hindús and Muhammadans, situated above the right bank of the Nerú stream, on the flat top of the spur which slopes down towards the Chandra Bhága.
The broad face of the spur on which the village stands is almost entirely cultivated.

SHIGAR—
Formerly was a small chiefship in the wazirat of Skardú (Baltistán), confined to the valley of the Shigar river. Its length from south-east to north-west is 72 miles, and its breadth 36 miles. Its area is 2,592 square miles. It used to possess a gyalpo of its own, but he was generally subject to the chiefs of Baltistán. The following genealogy was obtained from Sulímán Khan, the last chief of Shigar. It is curious for two reasons: first, because the title of thum, or king, borne by the earlier princes, proves that the family must be connected with the Dard of Húnza-Nagar, whose chiefs bear the same title at present; second, because the approximate date
obtained for the first chief's accession, agrees very nearly with that of Sultán Yagn, of Khapalú. It is probable, therefore, that the Khapalú and Shigar families both owe their rise to some common cause, perhaps connected with the extension of the Muhammadan religion:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Probable date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amácháh</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cháh-thum</td>
<td>1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chamas-thum</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yaksir-Gao-thum</td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Khomulgo-thum</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Goldlgo-thum</td>
<td>1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Khán</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Makhán</td>
<td>1545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Háim</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rahmán</td>
<td>1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Daolat Sháb</td>
<td>1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Haripal Marshak</td>
<td>1605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ambarrot</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ghári Mír</td>
<td>1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ali Mír</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Anna Chan Dé</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Ghir-Zé</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Hazlar Khán</td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hasan Khán</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Imám Kuli Khán</td>
<td>1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Kuli Khán</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Azím Khán</td>
<td>1755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ali Khán</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Husán Khán</td>
<td>1785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Muhammad Khán</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Kuli Khán</td>
<td>1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sulimán Khán</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present raja's name is Ali Murdan Khán, son of Abas Khán, and grandson of Suliman Khán, mentioned in the above table. The raja's brother's name is Azam Khán. He is always extremely civil to Europeans.

Ali Murdan Khán's age is said to be 37.

Communications.—Roads lead up both banks of the Shigar, that on the left bank being very good as far as Alchuri, and that on the right bank being very bad in summer. Shigar communicates direct with Braidu in summer by the Skoro La and with the Thallé valley in Khapalú by the Thallé La open for about the same time.

The crops are jao, kanak, matta, tromba, and chena. Fruit grows in abundance, especially apricots and mulberries.

About 45 tons of surplus grain are yearly exported from Shigar.

A piece of ground that is sown with 100 lb of gram pays a tax of £4.
The only military post is the fort at Shigar (q.v.).
For a description of the valley, see "Shigar" (river).

**Particulars of the Harka of Shigar.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of village or group of villages</th>
<th>Bank of river</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Punes</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Horse and Cattle</th>
<th>Donkey</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kotang Poian</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Mudhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rala</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brakchang</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gongpi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marupi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutkorkordi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutkorkalan</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markunja</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chota Markunja</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churka</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>207</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashupi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alchuri</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 potters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmal</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasound</td>
<td>Bal</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td>363</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulabpuri</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 mudhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasirpuri</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>255</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondo</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nihali</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3,481</td>
<td>1,405</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Authority—The Raj of Shigar.) (Cunningham—Ayllmer.)

**SHIGAR—Lat. 35° 25' Long. 75° 48'. Elev. 7,500', approx.**
A collection of hamlets and fort in Baltistan on the left bank of the Shigar river. The village is a long tract of cultivated land situated where the ground slopes up gently to the base of the mountains. Here grow rich crops of wheat, barley, millet, and other grains, while all around each corn-field, their roots watered by the same channels that are provided for the irrigation, is a most luxuriant crop of apricot trees, which bear fruit of greater perfection than is met with in any other part of Baltistan. The old fort is close to the mountains, where a large stream makes its exit from them.
It is now a complete wreck, little or nothing remaining of it.
The new fort is situated a few hundred yards below the bridge on the right bank of the stream, which runs through the village. It is in a very bad state of repair, but will be repaired shortly (1888). It consists of a high two-storied square bastioned building with an outer loopholed wall, devoid of flank defence; eighty tons of grain are said to be stored here for export. The garrison consists of twenty-six men.

There is a very fine polo ground, 300 yards by 50 yards. Any other camping ground is scarce.

A quarter of a mile north of the polo ground is the Bomahratal stream, unfordable in summer, but crossed by a good bridge.

The raja of Shigar lives here, and it is also the head-quarters of the three ilarkas of Braldo, Basho, and Shigar.

The village consists of the two hamlets of Tutkorkalan and Markmija. Supplies procurable. Water excellent. (Vigne—Aymer—Drew—Thomson.)

**SHIGAR RIVER—**

A river in Baltistan formed by the confluence of the Basho and Braldo rivers; and flowing into the Indus from the north, opposite Skardú. It has a length of about 24 miles from the confluence. It is not fordable in summer. The river flows through a wide, gravelly channel in many branches, and low, grassy, swampy tracts skirt the stream. Fifty feet above these are platforms of alluvium, which extend along the left bank of the river uninterrupted for 5 or 6 miles, and vary in width from a quarter of a mile to a mile or more. They are almost entirely covered with arable land, formed into terraces, which rise gradually one above another, and a succession of small villages are scattered among the fields. Numerous little streams descend from the mountain, and irrigation canals ramify in every direction. In summer the discharge of the Shigar river, which descends from the snowy masses of the Mustagh range, must be immense, as prodigious glaciers descend very low among the valleys of its different branches.

The valley is some 3 miles in width. Along both sides are steep rocky mountains; the immediate peaks are 7,000 feet or so above the valley; more lofty ones stand behind. The valley itself, at a general level of 8,000 feet above the sea, is occupied partly by the sandy and stony bed in which the river-channels are made, and partly by side alluvial deposits sloping down to that flat. On both sides cultivation occurs opposite each ravine mouth, for then the waters of the side stream can be brought to irrigate the land.

At varying intervals, for 20 or 25 miles up, are villages, of which the largest is Shigar. Towards the upper part of this length, on the right bank, which is the least sunny, apricot and mulberry trees become fewer, and in their stead walnut trees flourish. In the central flat are sandy tracts covered with a prickly shrub. Vigne observes that in Tibet, Persia, and Afghanistán, as there is rarely a village without a stream, so there is not often a stream without a village on some part of it. Wells in such
places are comparatively little known, because the surface is often of hard rock. The spring finds its way into a ravine; a narrow strip of cultivation commences in its deepest recesses, increasing gradually in width as it descends, the waters are soon multiplied for the purposes of irrigation, and the verdure follows them down into the valley, in one broad delta, or fan-shaped mass of cultivation. All the villages of Shigar would be included in this description, and between lie miles of desert and, covered with fragments of gneiss rock.

At the top of the Shigar valley the river is 100 yards in width, and has to be crossed on rafts. These rafts are about seven feet square, of a light wooden framework, under which are fastened inflated sheep-skins. The rafts are then propelled and steered by a man at each corner, and using as an oar a stick having no blade to it, all attempts at feathering being ineffectual and dangerous. The baggage and passengers are closely crowded in the centre, and the raft, when loose, is whirled along with great rapidity by the stream. The raft has to be carried on men's shoulders some three or four hundred yards up the stream, in order to reach the same starting-place again. It is a passage of some difficulty, and in summer time it is impossible to get horses over, so that for months there is no way of communication for them between the right and left banks. The river flows with great velocity and raises waves some feet in height.

(Figue—Thomson—Drew.)

SHIGAR—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 75° 43'. Elev.
A collection of villages amounting to eleven houses on the Shigar river in Khurmanag (Baltistán).
The inhabitants are Brokpas.
The Shigar is the principal tributary of the Kukaar river, and drains all the Desai plains. At Shigar it is joined by the Kharbosh stream from the north, up which lies a village also called Kharbosh, containing seven houses. (Aylmer.)

SHIGARI—Lat. 35° 17'. Long. 75° 36'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán in the Skardú plain. It is situated on an immense, unstratified, accumulation of earth and angular débris, which juts out into the plain, the work of olden glaciers. (Godwin-Austen.)

SHIGARTHANG—Lat. 35° 19'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev. 10,300'.
A small pargana and village in Baltistán on the road from Skardú to Astor by the Alumpi La. The village is a wild, dreary-looking place, at the junction of three streams—the Dora Lumba from the direction of the Burji La, the Múnda Lumba from the south, and the Alumpi Lumba. Close to the village are two substantial guard-towers, built at the time when the various rajas of Baltistán were at war with each other.

Being at the junction of four valleys, it gets every wind that blows, and in winter is a dreadfully cold place. The sheep of the district are
remarkably fine. The pargana contains ninety-four houses and the village forty-five. (Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)

SHIKARA—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 73° 46'. Elev.
The name of a pass over the watershed between Kaghán and the valley of the Kishan Ganga. It lies near the source of the Jagran stream.
This pass is said only to be practicable for four months in the year, and is but little frequented.

A small village on the left bank of the Jhelum, opposite a little island, about 1½ miles below Shâdipur, with some fine chumâr trees, and good camping ground. A path leads to Shâdipur on the one side and to Sambal on the other. There is a government stable here and a grass sakâ in the vicinity. It used to be a large village. (Wingate.)

SHÎN—
A caste, or branch, of the Dârd race; next to the Ronos they are the class held in the highest consideration among the Dârs. They form the majority of the population in Gor, Chilás, Tângîr, the Indus valley below Sázîn, and the Gilgit or Ghizar valley above Punîl. Drew gives the following account of the Shins:

"We now come to the Shins. In some isolated places they make the majority, or even constitute the whole, of the community.

"There is a peculiarity of manners most strange and curious attaching to some of the Dârs. It belongs specially, perhaps even solely, to this Shîn caste. Attention to the point is desirable, as it may, by comparison with customs that may be found in other races, enable us some day to trace out the origin of the tribe. The thing is this: they hold the cow in abhorrence; they look on it in much the same way that the ordinary Muhammadan regards a pig. They will not drink cow's milk, nor do they eat or make butter from it. Nor even will they burn cow-dung— the fuel that is so commonly used in the East. Some cattle they are obliged to keep for ploughing, but they have as little as possible to do with them; when the cow calves they will put the calf to the udder by pushing it with a forked stick and will not touch it with their hands.

"A greater, more astonishing contrast between their way of looking at a cow, and the consideration which the Hindûs give to the animal, it would be impossible to conceive.

"In some places I have found other customs accompanying this; for instance, at Dushkin, 13 miles below Astor, where the people are Shins, they will not eat fowls, nor touch them; in this they approach the Hindûs. Here, too, I was told that they have an objection to cultivating tobacco and red pepper: whether these last peculiarities attach to the Shins generally, I cannot say.

"I think that these restricting customs are already dying out, and that they exist mostly where there is a geographically isolated community of Shin without the other castes.”

Biddulph says—

"Shins give their daughters to Ronos and Saiûs, but cannot marry their daughters in return. In the same way they marry Yashkhûn women, but do not give their daughters to Yashkhûns. In the lower part of the Indus valley they give their daughters to Ninchas. The consequence of all this intermarriage is that they are far from a being a pure
race. In spite of this, they look upon themselves as a superior race, and a Shīn considers it a disgrace to carry a load. The Shīns of Baltistán, however, do not arrogate to themselves any superiority. These Shīns are called Brokpas (g.v.) by the Baltis.

The Indus valley, below Gor, is called Shīnkāri, or Shināka, from the Shīns. (Drew—Biddulph.)

SHINGLUNG or DUNGLUNG—

Lat. 35°14'. Long 78°50'. Elev. 17,030'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, passed on the western variation of the Changeheno route, 14⅓ miles above Kizil Jilga and 18 below Dehra Kompās. Road from latter good, but stony. Burtsāf abundant. (Trotler.)

SHINGO RIVER—

A tributary of the Kuksar river in Khurmanik (Baltistán). It contains the following small villages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>9 houses</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kunīal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusīal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frandzahat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jankunlap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shwaran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koltri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difficult roads connect this valley with Drās and the Deosai plains. The inhabitants are Brokpas. (Agler.)

SHINGOS PIR—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.

A pass on the road from Rondō to Gilgit, between the Burongdo valley and the camp of Shingos. Owing to the precipitous nature of the cliffs, the road on the right bank is forced to cross a high spur, from Haramosh mountain. The ascent, though tedious, is not very difficult. Water is very scarce at the top of the spur. (Agler.)


A halting-place, 83 miles from Lēh. A few ruined huts here.

SHISHA NĀG—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev. 12,500', approx.

A small lake, situated at the north-eastern extremity of Dachinpara, in a long valley or marg far above the region of forest, enclosed by lofty snow-clad mountains. It lies chiefly in a punch-bowl formed by the nearly perpendicular precipices of a limestone ridge, whose strata up to the summits are as much twisted and distorted as those of the hills about Shāhabād, rising from the plain of Kashmir, and with which they were most probably once upon a level, having been formed, to all appearance, during the same periods of time.

The Shisha Nāg is about a mile long and half a mile broad; it is connected with a small lake called the Zamti Nāg, which is fed by an enormous glacier situated under three remarkable peaks, and from this latter lake the peculiar colouring matter of the Līdar river seems to be derived.
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A glacier stream, called Gratnupura, flows into the north-east corner of the Shishu Nág, and up this stream the road to Amrnath lies. This lake is held in great reverence, and is annually visited by the pilgrims on their way to the Amrnath cave, who perform their ablutions in its sacred waters. It is covered with ice till June.

There are no habitations near, nor is wood procurable, except juniper, but the grassy valley affords ample space for encamping. (Figne—Montgomerie—Wingate.)

SHITANG RIVER—Vide "Kanj River."

SHOKARDÍN ZIÁRAT—Vide "Shakrudin."

SHOPARI—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.
A village in the Nagám pargana, situated about 3 miles north-west of Chár. It consists of a cluster of about seven houses, and is connected with the hamlet of Naopúra, lying about half a mile to the south, by a grove of pollard willows.

SHOR JILGA—Lat. 35° 41 2'. Long. 78° 35'. Elev. 16,490'.
A camping ground on the western Changhehmo route, about 8 miles east of the Karatágh pass, on the right bank of the stream, which flowing from the pass joins the Karakash at Changtash camp. The road from the latter is bad for 2 or 3 miles, owing to the number of times the frozen stream has to be crossed and recrossed. It then passes over a tolerably level plain up to a gorge, at the mouth of which is Shorjilga. No water here in October, and no grass or fuel. Fuel is, however, plentiful 4 miles below the camp. (Trotter—Cayley.)

SHOWRA—
The name of one of the eight parganas in the Shupion zilla of the Miráj division of Kashmir. It comprises the low lands lying between the Naos nagar and Zainápur wudas, on the west side of the Jhelum. The tahsil station is at the village of Littar.

SHRÁKOWÁR—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.
A village in the Kruhin pargana, situated on the left bank of the Ningi stream, on the west side of a narrow ridge, about 6 miles south of Sopúr on the road towards Kountra and the Gulmarg. It contains a masjíd and two ziáratas, of which that of Sadiq Muhammad Rúmi is the larger; also some water-mills. The inhabitants number eight families of Muhammadan zamindars, eight grass-cutters in the employment of the government, and a Sikh sepoj.

The village is surrounded by rice cultivation. The most convenient place for encamping is in the orchard on the west side.

The Ningil stream is fordable, being very shallow; it is also usually bridged just south of the village.
SHRALGUND—Lat. 34° 29'.
Long. 74° 28'.
Elev.
A village in the Lolab valley, near Lâlpir. It almost meets Badranag, the two villages occupying a long narrow strip of land, with fields on both sides. (Montgomerie.)

SHUA—Lat. 33° 10'.
Long. 75° 32'.
Elev.
A small village in Kishkwâr, situated on the hill-side, about 6 miles north-west of Doda, on the road towards the Brari Bal. It contains only three houses, inhabited by two families of Hindûs and one of Muhammadans; but there is extensive cultivation, and many shady trees about the place.

The neighbouring hamlet of Shungera, situated on the spur midway between Shua and Badjaran, is inhabited by three Hindû families.

SHUKRU—
The name of one of the eight parganas in the Shupion zilla of the Miraj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying a few miles to the north of Shupion.

SHULIPURA—Lat. 33° 59'.
Long. 74° 44'.
Elev.
A village in the Dansu pargana. It lies on the direct road from Srinagar towards Drang and the Tosha Maidan pass.

SHUMMAL LUNGPA or BHAO—
Lat. 34° 25'.
Long. 78° 55'.
Elev. 17,020'.
A camping ground 12 miles above Gogra, in the Changlang valley. Water and fuel plentiful, grass very scarce. (Buddulph.)

SHUNGALPUR—Lat. 33° 58'.
Long. 74° 35'.
Elev.
A large village situated at the foot of the forest-clad hills on the west side of the Bangil pargana. It contains a masjid and about thirty houses.

SHUOT—Lat. 35° 36'.
Long. 75° 12'.
Elev.
A small pargana of the ilarka of Rondû (Baltisân.) It lies 3 miles to the west of Rondû village on the left bank of the Indus. It includes the villages of Shuot and Hamora, and has forty houses. Opposite here the Indus is crossed by a very good twig suspension bridge. (Ajlaer.)

SHUPION—Lat. 33° 44'.
Long. 74° 53'.
Elev.
A town of some magnitude on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir. It is situated on the right bank of the Rembiâra, a wide but shallow stream, and lies about 29 miles south of Srinagar, on the high-road which crosses the Pir Paujâl pass.

It is likewise the point of departure for the roads lying over the Bûdill and Golâbgarch passes: Dowal, on the south side of the latter, is distant three marches, about 31 miles south-east of Shupion; Islamabad lies about 20 miles due east, and is usually reached in two marches.
Shupion gives its name to one of the three zillas in the Miraj division of Kashmir, and is the tahsil station of the Batu pargana, within which it is situated; it was called Shâhrâb, or the king's highway, in the time of the Moguls. Dr. Elmslie estimates the population at 6,000, which would seem to be rather under than over the mark, as there are said to be between 2,000 and 3,000 houses, including about 100 shops in the bazâr. The inhabitants are almost without exception Muhammadans, the small Hindu community occupying the suburb of Batpûra, on the north side of the town.

Shupion is a kusada, or market-place, and contains a small garrison; it still forms the chief depot for those products of Kashmir which are destined for the Panjab, and was once a place of very great importance and the residence of a mîlik, or sub-governor. It is now, comparatively speaking, a miserable place, bearing the impress of having once been a thriving town. Its dwellings, now chiefly in ruins, are but the remains of what were once houses of two or three or four stories in height, with gable-ends and sloping roofs of wood. Large sheets of birch-bark, which is nearly impervious to moisture, are laid over the rafters, and over these is spread a mixture of earth, which is often planted with flowers. The walls are built of brick, burnt or sun-dried, and secured in a frame-work of wood, as a prevention against the effects of an earthquake.

The houses are usually separate, with small gardens between them; orchards of standard fruit-trees are frequently attached to them, and in their proper seasons, mulberries, apples, pears, peaches, apricots, and roses are to be had in abundance.

The hill of Shupion, or Lahan Tony, rises from the plain about 1½ mile from the town. It is composed of trap, and is about 350 feet above the level of the plain, and is conspicuous from almost every part of the valley, and the more so on account of the clump of fir trees on its summit. A fine view of the valley, hardly broken throughout its whole length of 90 miles, may be obtained from the top.

There is much rice cultivation in the vicinity of Shupion, and the country is everywhere intersected by irrigation channels. A short distance to the south-west of the town, on the road to Hirpûra, stands a very picturesque mosque, which, as the pattern is common throughout the valley, may here be described. It partakes of the aspect and architecture of the pagoda of China; but the slope of the roof is straight, instead of being concave. Its basement, 10 to 20 yards square, is of stone or wood, raised a few feet from the ground, and on which are ranged 8 or 10 pillars deeply grooved, and having their bases and capitals enveloped in fantastically shaped leaves.

The Saracenic arches and cornices are elaborately carved, and bearing pendulous ornaments in the Chinese fashion. The interior building is also four-sided, and is generally a beautiful specimen of wood-work. The windows and doors are Saracenic, with rich lattice-worked panels instead of
glass. The roof, or roofs—for there are two or three—may be pronounced Tuscan, rising one above the other, each being less than the one below it; and the top is surmounted by a much smaller cluster of little pillars, over which is another little Tuscan roof, a conical spire, and a brazen ornament, like an inverted basin on the shaft of a weathercock.

Ample space may be found for encamping. Supplies of all kinds are usually abundant. (Vigne—Allgood—Montgomery—Asimer.)

SHUSHAL or CHUSHUL—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 78° 43'. Elev. 14,200'.
A large village of about sixty houses with a government store-house, situated on the left bank of the Shushal stream, and about 10 miles south of the Pangong lake. Between it and the lake is a hot spring, which is said to possess medicinal properties. The temperature is 96° F., and the water has neither taste nor smell.

There are two routes from here to Nima Mud on the Indus—
(1) The eastern one, via eastern Shushal valley and Teaka La.
(2) The western route, via the Shushal and Thato (or Nurpa) passes.

The eastern is the better route of the two.
A route also leads from here along the Pangong lake and via Tankse to Leh, striking the Changchenmo route at Lukung.
There is another route to Tankse and Leh, via the Kongta La and Lung Chun valley.

Close to Shushal is the narrowest part of the Pangong lake, which is easily crossed here on manak rafts; this is the shortest road to the Changchenmo valley. A road also leads from here across Changthang to Polu and Khoten; this was the route traversed by Pandit A. K.

The frontier near Shushal is very carefully watched by men from Rudok, who are jealous of Europeans entering their territory. (Manifold.)

SHUSHAL PASS—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 16,954'.
Is crossed on the western route from Shushal to Nima Mud, 1 mile north of the Mirpa Tso (lake). Ascent on north side steep. (Reynolds.)

SHUSHAL RIVER—
Rises near the Teaka La, and flowing north enters the lake near Takang camp, with a course of about 30 miles. Before entering the lake it flows through a plain some 10 square miles in extent, dotted over in the vicinity of the stream with a few low bushes, and over the rest grows a scanty coarse grass in tufts. On the 22nd July, Major Godwin-Austen found a good deal of water in the river. In spring it is an insignificant stream. Fuel plentiful. (Godwin-Austen—H. Strachey.)

SHUSHOT—
A kardari or collectorate of the Province of Ladakh. It consists of the lower, middle, and upper Shushot, and a small village called Rampur.
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The whole may be looked upon as one village, extending over several miles along the left bank of the Indus, which serves to irrigate this kardari by means of well-made canals.

The crops are poor owing to bad soil. A single crop only is obtained. There are no fruit-trees, and poplar and willow are scarce. There are about four hundred houses. The majority of the people are Shía Muhammadans, imported from Purik and Baltištan, about the time the local gyalpo built the Léh palace. Cash revenue about Rs.3,000, besides taxes in kind.

SHUSHOT or CHUSHOT—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev. 10,500'.
A large scattered village of over two hundred houses, situated on the left bank of the Indus, opposite to, and 10 miles from, Léh. The river is crossed by a good wooden bridge, a double one. The smaller has a span of 30 feet and the larger of 80 feet. Both are strongly made of poplar spars laid touching each other. On each side of the roadway, which is 8 feet wide, are stout railings. Height of bridge above stream on the 2nd October, 15 feet.

Extensive cultivation here, and some poplars and small willows. Fruit trees do not flourish. There is a colony of Baltis in the village, and also some argumans or half-breeds.

The population of this village is partly Buddhist, but mostly Muhammadan. After leaving this village scarcely a Muhammadan is to be found towards the east; this is strongly marked by the fact that fowls are never seen after leaving Shushot when moving eastward. During the trading season Shushot is the main grazing ground for the ponies and mules of Panjáb and Yárkandí traders. Gúlab Bagh is the halting-place. There is a rest-house. (Cunningham—Drew—Manifold—Agarga.)

SHUTRÚ—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 75° 25'. Elev.
A small hamlet, containing two houses, situated on the west side of the Nowbóg Nai, at the mouth of the little valley leading to the Harikan Gali, which is traversed by the path to Shángas, in the Kuthar pargana.

There is also a path through the hills from this village to Sof, in the Bring valley.

SHUTZ—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 32'. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated in a clump of trees on the south side of the path between Patan and Khipur, about a mile to the east of the Chandarsir hill. It contains two masjids and the ziarat of Pir Shuk Sahib, also about twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, including two blacksmiths, two pírzásàs, two dúms, and a múlla. The patwári is a pandit.

There is said to be a small spring in the village.

SHUWA—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.
A village situated in a little valley at the foot of the mountains, on the north side of the Zainagír pargana, of which it is the tahasil station. With
the exception of Tajar, it is the only place in the pargana where rice is
grown.

SHYOK or SHAYOK—Lat. 78° 12'. Long. 34° 13'. Elev. about 12,300'.
A village on the left bank of the Shyok river, the sixth march from Leh by
the winter Karakoram route. Travellers either halt here or at Lama Kyent,
on the opposite bank. It is the last village passed on this route, and is
situated a little below the great bend which the river takes to the north-
west. It is 30 miles above Agham. (Drew—H. Strachey.)

SHYOK or SHAYOK RIVER, or KHUMDAN RIVER—
The principal mountain tributary of the Indus. It rises in the Karakoram
mountains, south-east of the Karakoram pass. From its source to near
Gapshan camp it makes a bold sweep of 60 miles to the west and south.
Thence for 50 miles to Mandarlik it takes a south-easterly course. From
Mandarlik it flows due south for 50 miles more to Shyok village. Total
length to this point, 170 miles. Fall 6,000 feet, or 35.3 feet per mile. It
is joined by the Changchenmo river from the east a little above the great
bend to the north-west and below the bend, by the Lung-Chu river from the
south-east. From Shyok to Hundar the course is west-north-west and the
distance about 80 miles. Near Hundar it receives the Nubra river from the
north-west, and from here continues west-north-west to its confluence with
the Indus at Kiris (in Baltistán), a distance of 150 miles.

The distance from Shyok to junction with the Indus is 230 miles. Fall
4,500 feet, or 19.6 feet per mile. Total length of river 400 miles. Total
fall of river 10,500 feet, or 26.4 feet per mile.

Its general character is exactly the reverse of the Indus. Its upper
course is turbulent, down a narrow glen, but its middle course is either
broad and rapid, or divided into numerous channels in an open valley. In
such places where the waters are much scattered it is fordable, but not
without difficulty in summer. In winter the passage is easy, and even in
the lower part of its course the stream is frequently frozen over and crossed
on the ice. The winter route from Leh to Yarkand follows the course of the
river as far as Daolat-Beguldí, crossing and recrossing it repeatedly. Near
Kumdan and Gapshan camps the large glaciers of Kumdan and Remu
are met with. The summer route crosses the river opposite Satti, travel-
lers and merchandise passing over by boats, and baggage animals being
made to swim. In winter the river is fordable at this point. The sum-
mer route again crosses it at Brangsa Saser, the ford being at this season
rather a difficult one.

One of the routes from Leh to Skardú follows the course of the Shyok
from the confluence of the Nubra to its junction with the Indus, but the
route usually taken is via Indus valley and Chorbat La, striking the Shyok
river at Pain in Chorbat.

A proposition for the construction of a good road along the Shyok valley
between Leh and Yarkand has been rejected on account of the expense.
(Ramsay—Cunningham—Trotter—Thomson.)

SIKSA—Lat. 34° 55'.  Long. 76° 30'.  Elev. 8,950', approx.
The principal village of Chorbat (Baltistan) on the left bank of the Shyok.
It is the winter retreat of the inhabitants of the villages of Kalan, Sogmos,
Chuar, and Siari. It contains about sixty houses. The Chorbat officials live
here. When the Shyok is low, a bridge is made opposite here. Camping
ground limited. There is a small polo-ground.  (Aylmer.)

SILIKSE—Lat. 34° 34'.  Long. 76° 11'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Suru river, just below the junction
of the Wakha stream, in Kargil (Baltistan). Together with some hamlets to the north, it contains thirty-five houses, the inhabitants of
which are Muhammadans.  (Aylmer.)

SILMU or SIMUL—Lat. 34° 38'.  Long. 76° 24'.  Elev.
A village said to contain forty houses in Kargil (Baltistan). It lies a short way up a small valley on the left bank of the Indus. Its inhabitants are
Muhammadans.  (Aylmer.)

SIND—
The name of a long and narrow valley opening into the north side of
Kashmir, a few miles north-west of the city of Srinagar. It lies between
long. 74° 50' and 75° 30', and extends from the village of Gandarbal, in
the Lar pargans, which comprises the whole of the lower portion of the valley, to the Zoji-La on the east, a distance of about 58 miles; its breadth
varies from a few hundred yards to about a mile and a half. It owes its
name to the river Sind, which rises in the mountains at the eastern extremity,
and near the cave of Amarnath. To those who by inclination or necessity are chained to the high-roads, the upper part of the Sind valley, above
the village of Gagangir, gives the best idea obtainable of the grandeur of the
mountain scenery of Kashmir. On either side are lofty mountains, whose tops are usually covered with snow, whose sides, more or less precipitous,
are clothed with large forests of pine, and whose feet are lined with walnut, chestnut, sycamore, and many other kinds of trees. (Dr. Henderson
measured some elms near Kangan, and found the three largest 29 feet in
girth, at 4 feet from the ground.) On the north bank the sides of the mountains are but grassy slopes, and higher up are rocks, precipitous
cliffs, and ravines; the southern outlook not being favourable for vegetation.
Several smaller valleys open into it, which are traversed by streams running
down to mingle with the waters of the Sind. Numerous small villages are scattered near the banks of the river, and are surrounded by patches of
cultivated land: in other parts the ground is carpeted with rich grass, or shaded by wild fruit-trees, as peaches, apricots, apples, pears, grapes, and
plums.
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For the first three marches above the village of Gandárbal, situated where the valley widens to debouch into the open vale, there is a good deal of cultivation—chiefly rice; but above Gónd the crops are poor and late, and for the next two, to Sonamarg and Baltal, cultivation almost ceases, with the exception of an occasional field of buckwheat and amaranth. These last two constitute an important item of the winter diet of the peasants here. The amaranth seed is consumed in the form of porridge boiled with milk, and is considered a warm and nourishing food. The other is roasted and ground to flour, and then baked in thick cakes with walnut and apricot oil, which in this country are in common use for domestic and culinary purposes. The crops grown are in part báráni,—that is, depending on rain,—and in part irrigated; the irrigation-cuts are drawn chiefly from the side-streams. Towards the head of the valley it is not excess of cold at any time, but absence of sun, from the prevalence of rain-clouds as harvest time comes near, that limits the growth of the various kinds of crops.

Above Kangan the valley bottom, a mile or two wide, is occupied by plateaus, slopes, and low level flats, which alternate one with the other. These spaces are in part river alluvium, and in part belong to the alluvial fans of the side-streams, often where one or more have coalesced. Of the plateaus and the fan-slopes, the whole surface is covered with verdure, and it is chiefly upon them that occurs the cultivated ground.

The mountains rise steep behind the terraces and the fans. On the left bank, for 15 miles without a break, there is a great slope, extending up for thousands of feet, covered with dark forests of silver fir, spruce, and *Pírus excelsa*, with some deodar. For 5,000 or 6,000 feet up, this forest continues along the whole length of 15 miles; in some parts it reaches to the very summit of the ridge, in others the mountain rises above the tree limit, and there is then a belt of green pasture above the forest, and above that rocky peaks and beds of melting snow. Beyond Gagangir, a great rocky ridge towering some 10,000 feet above the river on the north side approaches its opposite neighbour on the south, and the valley of the river becomes a narrow gorge; this continues for a few miles, and then the valley opens again at the plain called Sonamarg. This is the worst part of the road between Srinagar and Léh. From this place to Baltal, the valley is immediately bounded by low hills a few thousand feet high; on the north side they are covered only with grass; on the south they are varied with tracts of forest. In some places the fir wood spreads down to the part traversed by the road; when Baltal is reached the plain is again bare, but some of the lower hill-slopes are covered with birch-wood and firs. The road to Baltal is fairly level.

In the lower part of the valley the peasantry appear to be well off, and their farmsteads well stocked with kine, ponies, sheep, and goats. In most of the villages the bee is hived. Thousands of sheep, cattle, and ponies are taken up the valley annually for grazing.
The climate of this valley is considered the healthiest in Kashmir, and
it is a favourite resort for the upper classes of native society during the
malarious months of July and August; its fruits also, especially the
grapes, are very highly esteemed.

At the eastern end of the valley, above the village of Günd-i-sur Singh,
supplies and coolies can be obtained to a limited extent, and with much
difficulty, as the villages are small and poor. It is best to take baggage
ponies and keep them.

The Sind valley is traversed by the Ladák road, which is practicable for
horses, and forms the great highway between Kashmir and Central Asia;
it lies along the foot or sides of the mountains, usually close to the river.
The telegraph wire to Léh is laid along this valley, and an intermediate
station is usually maintained at Sonamarg. The post also travels this
way.

During the winter the climate of the Sind valley is rigorous, and snow
falls to a great depth. (Bates—Bellev—Drew—Wingate.)

SIND—

This river is formed by two streams, which unite at Baltal towards the
eastern extremity of the valley of the same name.

The northern and smaller of these streams rises on the slope of the Zoji
La, and flows through a deep gorge in a south-westerly direction towards
Baltal, where it is joined by the drainage of the lofty mountains and glaciers
forming the northern boundary of the Dachinpara district. The united
waters form an impetuous torrent, which flows over a rocky bed in a westerly
direction through the Sind valley, and down which large quantities of
timber from the adjacent forests are floated to Gándarbal. It receives in
its course numerous tributaries from the adjoining mountains, the principal
being the Kanknai, which joins the Sind near the village of Kajipura, in the
Lar pargana. On reaching the Kashmir valley the river bends towards the
south-west, and empties itself into the Jhelum at Shádípúr, lat. 34° 11',
long. 74° 43', a few miles above the Manas Bal. The Sind river is about
100 yards wide at its mouth, and varies in depth from 3 to 18 feet; it is
navigable from Shádípúr to Gándarbal, the journey occupying about
ten hours; during the summer months there is a shorter way via the
Anchar lake.

Below Sonamarg it flows through a rocky narrow gorge for a few
miles and then the valley opens out; at Gágangir it flows at the very foot
of the wooded mountain-slope of the left bank, and on the right there is
but a narrow strip between the stream and the opposing hills. Between
Kúlan and Gágangir the river flows through low land, frequently dividing
so as to form islands of alluvium on which grow groups of fir-trees.

The road crosses the river at several points. The bridges are all alike,
and consist merely of two or three long fir trunks stretched across
between buttress piers of loose boulders built upon either edge of the
torrent, and laid above with cross pieces of rough split logs. They are only safe to cross on foot, owing to the unsteady motion of the poles being apt to make a horse restive. Laden cattle, too, should only cross one at a time.

During the winter, which is very severe in this locality, the river is said to be entirely frozen above the village of Gagangir, to the west of which place it then becomes fordable.

Below Gandárbal the river abounds with fish, but owing to the very low temperature of the water, they do not take readily, except during the height of summer. (Figne — Ince — Belloc — Henderson — Drew.)

SINGAL—Lat. 36° 7’. Long. 76° 57’. Elev. 6,200’.
A village and fort in Puniål, on the right bank of the Gilgit river, at its junction with the Singhál stream, up which is the route to the Dodaargali pass leading into Darel. There is a considerable amount of cultivation at Singhál, and fruit trees are numerous. The fort is of no strength. (Barrow.)

SINGA LA or SINGHE-LA—
Lat. 35° 58’. Long. 76° 53’. Elev. 16,600’.
A pass over the western water-shed of the Zanskar river. It is crossed between the villages of Yelchung and Futtoksr, on the route from Kishwár to Léh. The ascent commences at once from Yelchung over dry, rounded hills, and to the left of a deep ravine. After about 1,000 feet the ascent is more gradual, and continues over similar ground to 15,000 feet. The road is now for some distance nearly level, winding round a deep bay or hollow in the mountains, with high hills on the left, and the deep ravine still on the right. Several small streams are crossed. After completing the circuit of the bay, the ascent re-commences, but is not at all rapid till within a few hundred yards of the top, when a short, steep pull occurs. Vegetation very scanty during latter part of the ascent, and none at all on the top of the pass. On the 3rd July several large patches of snow occurred on the south side. On the north side a snow bed commenced at the very crest, down which the descent was very steep for a few hundred yards. The road now follows the course of a wide arid valley, descending very gently. This valley gradually narrows, and on the right, high precipitous rocks overhang the stream. The road crossing to the left bank of the stream after a time turns abruptly to the left, and crosses a low ridge. From this ridge it descends 1,000 feet to the village of Futtoksr. (Thomson.)

SINGE-CHU, SINGE-KHA-BUB—Fide “INDUS RIVER.”

SINGPÚR—Lat. 34° 9’. Long. 74° 40’. Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated near the left bank of the Suknág river, about 4 miles east of Patan, by the road towards Srinagar.

The inhabitants comprise 15 families of Muhammadan zamindars, a dám, múlla, mochí, a cowherd, and a carpenter, and one pandit, who is the patwárf. Rice is extensively cultivated about the village.
SINGPÚR—Lat. 33° 28'.  Long. 75° 37'.  Elev.
A small village consisting of seven or eight scattered houses, situated above the left bank of the Kashmir Khöl stream, on the Kishtwar side of the Marbal pass. It lies about 32 miles north-west of the town of Kishtwár, and 42 miles south-east of Islamabad.

Travellers cannot depend upon obtaining supplies at this hamlet. (Harvey—Allgood.)

SINKARMU—Lat. 34° 50'.  Long. 76° 15'.  Elev.
A small village containing 10 houses on the right bank of the Indus, in Khurman (Baltistán). (Aylmer.)

SINO—Lat. 35° 41'.  Long. 75° 50'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Braldu river (Baltistán). It contains 14 houses. (Aylmer.)

SINZI—Lat. 33° 32'.  Long. 75° 25'.  Elev.
A small village situated on the right bank of the Tansan stream, near the southern extremity of the Bring valley. It lies about 25 miles south-east of Islamabad, on the road towards Kishtwár, by the Marbal pass.

Owing to its proximity to the neighbouring hamlet of Lower, the two villages are frequently called Lower Sinzi. A few supplies and coolies obtainable. (Allgood—Mackay.)

SIOWA—
The name of the river formed of the drainage of the whole of the northern portion of the Basolli district, which flows into the Ravi, lat. 32° 37', long. 75°58'. It is a deep and impetuous stream of cold clear water, and is not usually fordable in the lower part of its course. The road between Basolli and Badrawáh follows the northernmost branch, crossing the stream by a rough bridge below the village of Sertal, where there are likewise said to be fords. There is a good bridge at Bani, and a fort just below it. A thermometer immersed in the stream below Sertal (19th May) registered 55° to 85° in the air.

SIR—Lat. 33° 47'.  Long. 75° 17'.  Elev.
A large village in the Kaurpara pargana, of which it is the tahsil station. It is surrounded by fine trees, and lies a little distance from the left bank of the Lidar, about 7 miles north-east of Islamabad, on the road towards Eishmakan. (Ince.)

SIR—Lat. 33° 55'.  Long. 76° 7'.  Elev.
A village in the Wúllar pargana, situated at the foot of the spur on the north-side of the Wastarwan mountain. It contains a masjid, and six houses inhabited by zamindars.

SIR—Lat. 34° 16'.  Long. 74° 29'.  Elev.
A large village in the Kruhin pargana, situated on high ground near the left bank of the Jhelam, a few miles south-west of Sopúr. It is divided into
three divisions, and contains a population of 47 families of Muhammadan zamindars, 3 pandits, 2 mullas, 3 dum, 2 mochis, a cowherd, a blacksmith, and a carpenter. Both corn and rice are cultivated in the neighbourhood.

SIRAI—Lat. 34° 4'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev.  
A village in the Bangil pargana, containing about ten houses; it is situated in the bed of the stream about 3 miles north-east of Firozpûr.

SIRAZ—
The name of the district lying on the west side of the province of Khishtwâr. It is drained by the Lidar Khol stream, and is traversed by the path leading from Doda towards the Brari Bal.

SIRDÁRI—Lat. 34° 46'.  Long. 74° 41'.  Elev.  
A village situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, towards the western extremity of Gûrais.

The houses having once been carried away by the river when in flood, are now built on a bluff above the right bank of a small stream, which is crossed by a bridge just below the village. The inhabitants number seven families of Muhammadan zamindars, a mulla, a dum, and a shepherd.

When the crops are in the ground, the space available for encamping is very limited. The road, which has followed the course of the Kishan Ganga, ends at Sirdâri, that part of the valley lying between Sirdâri and Sharidi in Upper Drawâr being impassable, and almost entirely uninhabited.

SIRI—Lat. 33° 19'.  Long. 76° 5'.  Elev. 8,700'.
A small village on the borders between Khishtwâr and Padar, on the left bank of the Chenâb. It was formerly a summer grazing place, and is the halting-place at the end of the 3rd march on the Khishtwâr-Padar route.  
(Drew.)

SIRIGBAN BÁGH—Lat. 34° 12'.  Long. 74° 43'.  Elev.  
A garden situated about three quarters of a mile from the right bank of the Jhelam, just north of the junction of the Sind.

Baron Hügel describes it as a large pleasure-ground laid out in the Indian style, ornamented with large beds of flowers, and numerous pavilions adorned with all that caprice could desire, or money purchase.

Though never completed, the garden is now falling to ruin; it was made by Surîj Bâhri, who was summoned to Kashmîr by Moti Râm, the first viceroy under Ranjit Singh, to superintend the new partition of the valley into parganas. It probably marks the site of the once famous city of Parihassapur, of the marvels of which the native legends speak so highly.

This was built by the great conqueror Lalitaditya, who reigned from A.D. 714 to 750; it was adorned with many fine temples and monuments; among others, with a pillar cut out of one stone, 24 yards high, at the top of which stood the image of Gâruda, half man, half eagle. Sikandar Budh
Shikan probably destroyed it, but several fragments were seen in 1727 by Muhammad Azim. Immense images of gold, silver, and other metals also adorned the interior, but all traces of this splendour have disappeared. (Hügel.)

SIROLE BÁGH—Lat. 33°. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.
A government garden and village, situated on the right bank of the Nerú river, about 2 miles north-west of Badrawár.

The inhabitants are chiefly Hindús, and number 16 families. The Wazírs Buddunjá and Nowrung, who were in the service of the Maharája of Kashmir, and are now his pensioners, reside in this village.

The Nerú is bridged below Sirole Bágh.

SIRPATI—Lat. 32° 42'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.
A village in the district of Basoli, situated on the slopes of the mountains about 2 miles south-east of Bani. It contains five or six houses inhabited by Hindús, and is surrounded with cultivation.

SIRSIR LA PASS or SARSAR PASS—
Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 76° 52'. Elev. 16,872'.
Is crossed between Futtokšir and Hofata on the route from Kishtwár to Leh, via Zanskar. After leaving the cultivation at Futtokšir the road leads up a barren stony valley, following the course of a small stream, almost to its source. The ascent from this point to the top is steep. Dama (Tibétan furze) plentiful. The descent is rapid down a deep stony valley, generally at some height above the stream, to the village of Hofata. (Thomson—Drew.)

SITALWAN or PUTIKAN PASS—
Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev. 9,500', approx.
A pass connecting Alans in the Uttar pargana with Dudniyal in Upper Drawár.

On the Kashmir side, the last 1,500 feet of the ascent is very steep indeed, and must be nearly impassable in wet weather for ponies. The descent on the Drawár side is steep for a short way, and then becomes easy, but much blocked with fallen trees, and frequently crossing the stream.

This road may be at present considered impassable for laden animals.

From the top of the pass, roads run along the top of the ridge, which is very sharp, in both directions. Putikan seems to be the Gujar’s name for the pass. (Aylmer.)

SIÚL—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.
A village in the Zainagir pargana, situated near the left bank of the Pohru river, about 5 miles north-west of Sopár, by the side of the road leading towards the Loláb valley and Shalúrah. The river is usually fordable at this point, but when in flood, a ferry boat plies.

Just to the north of the village there is a deep nala, which is bridged.

Siúl contains a masjid, and about 25 houses inhabited by zamindars.
Some fine trees shade the village and the žiārat of Bábá Sahib, which lies by the side of the path.

SKARDU—

One of the ilarkas of the wazirat of Skardú. It occupies the whole of the Skardú plain (q.v.) and the slopes and valleys of the neighbouring mountains. The inhabitants are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-5 per cent.</td>
<td>1-5 per cent.</td>
<td>A few families.</td>
<td>The remainder.</td>
<td>One or two villages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Biddulph.)

There are roads on both banks of the Indus, and they are, generally speaking, good and passable by baggage animals (except on the left bank between Basho and Katsura). The two roads from Katsura to Astor, via the Banokla and the Alumpila, are said not to be passable for laden animals. Two roads lead direct from Skardú to the Deosai plains, viz., via the Satpür defile and the Burjila.

The Indus is crossed by boats just above and below Skardú. I only saw one boat at each ferry, they are strongly made and can carry about 30 men at a trip.

The climate is said to resemble that of the Kashmir valley.

**Particulars of the Ilarka of Skardú.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gol</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Left bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulding</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerh</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Right bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigarri Niki</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Left bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gehul Tobukpa</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chánda</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigarbhang</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapchung</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgu</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátpára</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Right bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komará</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korda</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>Left bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsurri Bregardo</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigarri Bái</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomskardu</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokpmago Tándál</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tingjus</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basho</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katsurah</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hota</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ränga</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kátpáné</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teomlas</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 2,175 | 7,573 | 91 | 2,532 | 757

(Authority—Wazir of Skardú.)

(Aylmer.)
SKARDÚ—Lat. 35° 18'. Long. 75° 42'. Elev. 7,440'.

The principal place in Baltistán. The name is written Skar-mDo or Skar-mamDo, and is so pronounced by the people. Iskardo is a cockneyism of the Kashmiris, for no Musalmán can pronounce the double consonants in s.

The name Skardú means either the "enclosed place" or, more probably, the "starry place."

Vigne states that the Bhotis of Ladák call it Sagar-khoad (properly Skar-h God) which is only a variety of the Lama; for Skar-kod means simply the "starry building." (Cunningham.)

The Dográ soldiers always call the place Kardú, but the true name, as written by the Tibetans, is Skardú.

Skardú is situated on the left bank of the river Indus; it occupies a nearly level plain of fine alluvial clay elevated 150 feet above the river, and extending from one of two isolated rocks, which overhangs the Indus towards the mountains on the south side of the valley. This rock rises to a height of 1,000 feet above the river. The neighbourhood of the rock of Skardú was doubtless selected as the site of the principal town of the kingdom of Baltistán from the advantages it afforded as a place of defence.

The place marked on the map as 'Skardú' is practically coincident with Wulding (q.v.), one of the parganas forming the ilarka of Skardú (q.v.).

The name 'Skardú' seems only to be applied to the ilarka by the inhabitants, the "Kila" being generally used to distinguish the houses and offices near the fort.

Many of the houses are well built, of unburnt bricks in a framework of wood, being often of two stories. Latticed windows, covered with paper or small plates of mica, are also common. The roofs are all flat and covered with mud, beaten hard.

Formerly, the palace of the rajas of Skardú stood at the edge of the plateau where the rock rises from it; now the ruins only remain, little more than the foundations and some vaulted chambers. The palace was dismantled on the taking of Skardú by the Maharája Guláb Singh's troops. It is approached by a steep zig-zag path, traversed by gateways and wooden defences, several of which are also disposed in such parts of the sides of the rock as require to be strengthened. Skardú is the residence of the Wazir of Baltistán.

The population in the immediate neighbourhood of the rock is not so extensive as that of some of the more remote villages in the valley. Exclusive of the garrison and officials, it probably does not exceed 900. It is said to include 2 shawl merchants, 10 sháh-báfs, 7 Pandits, 13 shop-keepers, 2 smiths, 2 carpenters, 10 boatmen, &c., &c. There is a small bazár at Skardú; the shop-keepers being all or nearly all
Kashmiris who have settled; others of the same nation are occupied in weaving pashmina, for which the pashm is brought from Ladhak.

To the right and left of the rocky hill, on which Skardú stands, two small streams have excavated for themselves out of the soft clay, deep and wide ravines, which are covered with coarse gravel, and are faced by more or less steep banks of clay or sand. The surface of the platform on which all the cultivated ground lies is watered by means of artificial canals, brought from a distance of nearly 2 miles, from the point where the streams issue from the hills. An aqueduct or canal extends in a direct line from the palace towards the mountains, a distance of at least a mile. It is a massive work, consisting of two walls, raised perhaps 15 feet above the level of the plain, and built of very large blocks of hewn stone. The intervening space is filled with earth. At present a small conduit, a foot or so wide, brings all the water that is required for the use of the inhabitants of Skardú, but a very large quantity might be conveyed along the aqueduct, and the work is so strong and substantial that very little repairs would be required to restore it to its original condition. The lacustrine clay formation occurs in great quantity throughout the valley of Skardú, and is nowhere seen in greater perfection than in the immediate neighbourhood of the town, where the cliffs facing the Indus, and those along the little lateral streams which descend from the south, exhibit an abundance of the sections of these beds. The height of the cliffs is very variable: but it is seldom less than 30 feet, and to the east of the town is as much as 100 feet. In many places, near the rock of Skardú, the beds are very irregular, undulating a good deal, and at times exhibiting very remarkable flexures.

"Telegraph."—The telegraph is now opened to Drás, whence messages for Srinagar have to be sent over the Zogi La as far as Sonamarg by coolies. It is said to work well.

There is a line much out of repair as far as Tak, and between Tak and Bunji the old posts of the disused line only remain.

"Postal arrangements."—The dák comes from Srinagar via Zogi La and Drás. In summer it is very regular, but in winter, for three months, it is very uncertain, sometimes taking nearly a month. The Civil and Military Gazette of the 14th June reached me on the 25th June 1888. There is no regular post to Astor and Rondú.

"Fortifications, &c."—The forts are three in number—

I.—The new fort is situated about half-way up the south-east spur of the detached hill "Nausho," which is inaccessible except in a few places. It is approached by a zig-zag path from the south. The main body of the fort is at one level, but the keep is 30 or 40 feet higher. It was begun a few years ago, and is not yet (1888) finished. The main walls are 4 feet thick, and vary in height from 15 to 25 feet. They consist of stone rubble
in bad mortar, strengthened by layers of squared timbers. The trace is as shown in Fig. I. There are covered casemates behind the walls with a parapet on top (Figs. 2 and 3). These casemates have loopholes through the front walls. The loopholes are high vertical slits, large inside and narrow outside. The flanks at the west end consist of separate loopholed rooms, rising one above the other and provided with doors.

There is an exit door from the keep. The main entrance is to the south, and consists of a strong pair of wooden doors. A tank is being excavated to contain water.

There is no doubt that "Nausho" is accessible, especially from the north-east. The "accessible" nullah (Fig. I) is well commanded. The fort is commanded from the point marked * (Fig. 5), and from the detached hill of Broksho, which could be made accessible. Broksho is under 2 miles away, while point * is only ½ mile. Riflemen could also climb the crags directly above the fort. A couple of small works well placed would render Nausho inaccessible.

The wall of the fort would not stand long against mountain guns; but if properly provisioned, the fort could hold out a long time against infantry only.

At present (1888), there are no guns or garrison, and work has been stopped. The retention of the old wooden building inside is decidedly foolish.

II.—There are two other forts (Fig. 5)—

The square one is comparatively new, 80 by 60, with bastions at the corners, along the inside of the walls are sheds for the troops and government stores, while there is a low square building in the centre. The armament consists of three small field pieces, about 2-inch bore, and a few sher-bachas.

The other fort is very ancient and is situated on a mound about 40 feet high. It is falling into ruins. The neighbouring mound is somewhat higher than the mound on which it stands. Neither of these forts could show any resistance if attacked.

The usual garrison of Skardu is said to consist of two regiments and 20 or 30 artillery men. Probably 1,000 men all told. There is said to be a lot of gram always stored in Skardu. Probable amount is under 10,000 maunds (katcha).

There are a good many places round where a force might be encamped. Water and supplies are plentiful. Fuel is rather scarce.

Strategic importance.—Skardu should form the "reserve" point for the whole Gilgit frontier for the following reasons:—

(a) If properly fortified it could be rendered impregnable.
(b) The approaches are such that an advancing force could easily be resisted, while its commanding position on the flank of any force
advancing on Srinagar from the Leh or Gilgit side, render it a source of great danger to the enemy.

(c) It is situated in the most fertile portion of Baltistán, the only locality north of the great Himalayan range which can produce a crop in excess of the requirements of the civil population.

(d) Communications with Gilgit and Leh are always open, and the Zogi La which connects it with Srinagar is easier in winter than any of the other main Himalayan passes.

(e) The climate is good, neither heat nor cold being excessive.

(f) It commands the group of difficult passes leading from the north into the Shigar valley, which, although of little importance now may at any time become easier.

It may be urged against reason (b) that the road down the Indus is supremely bad. This is true, but I think the difficulties of making a new road passable for baggage animals are not great, and would mainly consist in blasting at some 25 rocky projecting capes. The road would follow the right bank all the way. An efficient ferry service or a flying bridge would have to be provided at Skardu. The same remarks apply generally to the road towards Leh. (Figne—Drew—Thomson—Aglmer.)

SKARDU PLAIN—

A plain formed at the meeting of the rivers Shigar and Indus. At this meeting of the waters, the valley (which in the course of the Indus both above and below is extremely narrow), is widened. There is left between the mountains a curving, crescent-shaped plain, in length 20 miles, in width varying from 1 mile to 5. In the widest part are two isolated hills about 1,000 feet in height; between these flow the Indus. By far the most part of the Skardu plain is uncultivated; it is a waste of sand and stones; there is a space in flood-time covered by the waters; then over some square miles sand is blown, making it hopeless for cultivation; last are the stony tracts belonging to the alluvial fans of streams that flow down from the southern range of mountains. Cultivation, however, is limited more by the supply of water than by the barrenness of the soil, for where irrigation can be applied, very hopeless-looking ground will yield crops. The water of the large rivers is seldom available, but the side streams, coming from a high level, can be led over the alluvial plateaus; these, then, make real oases, though of small area, surrounded by the yellow sands; plentiful crops come up, and innumerable fruit trees flourish in them. The abundance of fruit in this country makes up in a great measure for the scarceness of the pasture, and the consequent small amount of live-stock that can be reared. One here seldom sees a large flock of goats and sheep. By the sale of dried fruit in place of the produce of flocks and herds, the luxuries from outside are purchased, or the cash necessary for taxes acquired.
Bounding the valley on the south and south-west, is a grand line, or broken wall of mountains, rising into high-peaked rock masses. This crescent of hills extends from one narrow gorge, whence issues the river into the plain, to the other lower gorge, where the valley is again closed to view. On the north side the mountains are more broken. One line comes from the north-west, and ends in a great rocky mass just opposite Skardû. Then comes the valley of the Shigar river, and, at its further side, some low, broken hills, backed by spurs from very lofty mountains. The mountains are of bare rock; here and there only, on the upper slopes, is a little grass—a patch of thin pasture. In all parts they are steep; in great part they are precipitous. These mountains rise to a height of 10,000 feet above the plain. Skardû itself is out on the plain. Ever subject to the great cataclysms of the Indus and its tributaries, more especially from the side of Nubrá and Shigar, with their glacial sources, the plain of Skardû has undergone great changes even within the memory of man. The waters from many sources wash in here, and spread themselves over the plain, and any obstruction in the narrow gorge towards Rondû retains them. This happened in 1841, when a great flood from the Nubrá river did irreparable damage. (Drew.)

SKÆW or SKIU—Lat. 34°. Long. 77° 20'. Elev. 11,180'.
A village on the right bank of the Zanskär river, at the junction of the Markha stream and at the south-west base of the Kanda La. It is passed on one of the routes from Padam to Leh, between Markha and Ramślak. It belongs to the kardari of Hemi (Ladák). (Moorcroft—Aylmer.)

SKIBUCHAN—
A kardari or collectorate of the province of Ladák. It contains the following villages:—

Khalsi, Skinding, Dumkhar, Skirbuchan, Takmachik, Hanugoma, Hanu Yogma, and Dah.

The cash revenue is about Rs. 3,000, besides taxes in kind. This is the warmest part of Ladák; fruit trees abound, especially walnuts, apricots, and some mulberry trees. (Aylmer.)

SKIRBUCHAN—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 76° 43'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, 16 miles below Khalsi. It is a halting-place on the route from Leh to Skardû via Chorbat. A wide expanse of cultivation here on the river banks. It is said to contain 100 houses. (Drew—Aylmer.)

SKOROLA—Lat. 35° 34'. Long. 75° 53'. Elev.
A pass connecting the Shigar valley with Askorlé in the Braldû valley. The ascent from the Shigar side is said to be very stiff. This pass opens in the beginning of July for foot passengers. (Aylmer.)
SNIMO or NIMO—
A kardari or collectorate of the province of Ladák. It contains three villages, namely, Snimo or Nimo (120 houses), Basgo (150 houses), and Nay (80 houses). The cash revenue is about ₹2,000 a year, besides taxes in kind. Average height about 10,000 feet. Crops, fruit trees, and vegetables are better than near Léh. (Aylmer—Rotha Kishen.)

SNIMO or NIMO—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, 18 miles below Léh, and opposite the junction of the Zanskár river. It is passed on the route from Srinagar to Léh, 14 miles above Sasupal. There is an open cultivated plain here, several hundred feet above the level of the river. Snimo is very hot in summer, whilst in winter the cold is so severe that the river may be crossed on the ice. There is a rest-house. (Bellow—Henderson—Aylmer.)

SNURLA or NURLA—Lat. 34° 16'. Long. 77° 1'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Indus, about 45 miles below Léh, and 5 above the bridge at Khalei. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar to Léh. There are two roads to the latter—
(1) The upper road via Hemis Shukpa. (The route is never used and the road is not kept in repair.)
(2) The lower road up right bank of the Indus and past Sasupal. They unite at Sasupal.

The cultivation here is extensive on a gravelly soil, and owing to its sheltered position, fruit trees grow well; also poplars, willows, and the *sering* or *elagnus*. The Indus here flows through a narrow rocky channel, but the road along its right bank is good. In January it was frozen over, and Mr. Drew was able to ride up for a mile or two towards Léh on the ice. There is a rest-house; the village consists of 20 houses. (Drew—Bellow—Aylmer.)

SOD or SOTH—Fide "Pashkyum."

SOF—Lat. 33° 37'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev.
A village situated on the north side of the Bring pargana, at the mouth of a little valley, which is traversed by paths leading into the Nowbúg Nai and to the Kuthár pargana. It contains some shady trees; among them a very fine chunár, measuring more than 26 feet in girth at 6 feet above the ground.

The village of Sof is famous for its iron-works. Vigne was informed that veins of lead, copper, silver, and even gold were known to exist in the long grass-covered hills in the neighbourhood; but the iron alone is worked.

The lead is found in very small quantities in an oxide. Copper, he was told, was found in five or six places, and silver with it, but the veins have not been worked since the time of Abdullah Khán, governor of Kashmír, who made himself independent of his master, Timúr Sháh, of Kábul.
The Emperor Jahangir granted these mines to a private individual, but in the time of the Pathans they had devolved upon the Amir.

The rock in which the ore is found appears to be of limestone. The mines, which are not sunk vertically, but run horizontally into the side of the hill, are situated on the bare slope of a grassy mountain, from which the rock crops up in places. They lie to the west of the village, the nearest at a distance of about a mile and a half, and extend in a line up the hillside at intervals of not more than three or four yards apart; there is nothing to mark their position but a small heap of rubbish at the mouth.

To enter the mine first reached, it was necessary to let oneself down perpendicularly about 8 feet, and bending under a rock, a further descent of 10 or 15 feet was made by muddy steps beneath a ceiling of smooth rock; the mine then shelved down gradually into the hillside; here and there were perpendicular drops of a few feet, where steps were made with branches of trees. The total length of the gallery may be supposed to have been about 50 yards; the width of the passage was never more than 3 feet, the height being about as much, but in places the roof was so low as to necessitate dragging oneself along on hands and knees; at the extreme end the movements of the miner were facilitated by a hole dug for his legs. Gallery frames are not used, but at intervals the sides of the roof were supported by rough branches of trees.

Accidents in the mines are exceedingly rare, but now and then occur, either from the roofs falling in or from asphyxia. Explosions from fire-damp are unknown, which is probably owing to the very limited extent of the mines, which are never carried far from the surface, but radiate in several directions from one entrance.

The miners use an ordinary diva, that is, a wick placed in a saucer of oil to light them at their work. The tools employed are few and simple, consisting of two hammers, one with a blunt and heavy head, the other pointed and lighter; there is also an axe required for clearing away the surface jungle and cutting wood for charcoal, and a small double-headed flat hammer, which is used for pounding the ore.

Three men are employed in each mine or gallery; the first mines, the second collects the ore in baskets, which the third conveys to the mouth of the pit. An old man, called the ustad or master, selects the spot where new mines are to be commenced on the old ones becoming exhausted. The present holder of the office is said to be nearly 100 years old.

The mokuddum distributes to each man his claim or allotment; some claims have been worked 30 years by the same family.

The day’s yield is carried home by the miners on their backs in stout wicker baskets, and is stored in a shed attached to the house.

The charcoal used in the furnace is either prepared and carried by the miners themselves, or they employ coolies to bring it from the forest. The mining season commences in June, and continues until the falls of snow in
November put a stop to the operations. The four winter months are devoted to smelting the ore which has been collected during the summer and autumn; in the spring, mining pursuits are suspended, and the inhabitants of the village devote themselves to agriculture, preparing for the rice crop, upon which equally with their other gains, their subsistence depends.

The operation of smelting the ore is thus performed. In the rough timber shed in which the iron has been stored, together with supplies of charcoal, is a furnace in the shape of a small chimney, about 3 feet high and 18 inches in diameter at the top, widening towards the base; in addition to the opening in front of the bottom of the furnace to permit of the escape of the fused metal, there is an air-passage at each side, in which a pair of bellows is worked.

The ore having been reduced to the consistency of fine gravel, is mixed with a flux formed of an equal part of a gamboge-coloured ochre, which is found in profusion in the surrounding hills at no great distance from Sof. Should iron of superior quality be required, the proportion of the flux mixed with the ore is increased from equal parts to one and a half to one. The ore and furnace being prepared, the process is continued as follows: three baskets full of charcoal are first emptied into the furnace, and then two seers of the ore and flux; over this again are placed charcoal and ore in alternate layers of 6 seers each, until the furnace is full. The fire is then lighted and maintained for 24 hours, the furnace being replenished with a trák (6 seers) of charcoal and of the prepared ore alternately. When fused, the clean iron, on escaping from the furnace, sinks to the bottom, and the refuse remaining on the top is raked off. The outturn is about 12 tráks or 72 seers of clean iron.

The mokuddum has a contract with the government, whereby he engages to supply 800 kharwárs of iron (11,520 lb) annually; three-quarters of this amount he calculates on obtaining from the Sof mines, and the remainder from Kothair and Pushur, in the Kuthár pargana. Should there be any surplus, the amount, if considerable, is put by to meet next year's engagement; if otherwise, he tries to dispose of it on the spot.

The nominal price paid by the government is Rs 25 (chilki) per kharwár; but the contractor states that out of this sum only Rs 14 reach his hands, the rest being swallowed up in fees and dues. From the balance which remains to him, the miners are paid by two annual disbursements. In the beginning of spring, ponies are sent to transport the iron which has been prepared during the winter, to the boats which convey it to Srinagar, where it is either used for State purposes, or sold at the rate of 4 seers for a chilki rupee.

The iron-works at Sof are the most extensive in Kashmir, and the quality of the ore raised at this place and in the neighbouring mines in the Kuthár pargana is said to be superior to that found in any other part of the valley.
SOGAM—Lat. 34° 30'.  Long. 74° 25'.  Elev.
A considerable village beautifully situated on the southern slopes of the Loláb valley, about 3 miles west of Lalpúr.

Moorcroft states that the houses are mostly constructed of small trees, coarsely dove-tailed together, and coated with rough plaster inside. A flat planking is laid over the top, resting on the walls, and above that a sloping roof, open at the ends, the space being either filled with dry grass or serving to give shelter to the poultry. The interior is divided by partitions of plastered wicker-work into three or four small, dark, and dirty apartments; he further adds that the inhabitants were almost in a savage state; the men were in general tall and robust, the women haggard and ill-looking.

This village was at one time the capital of the pargana; even now the houses are very far apart, covering more ground than Lalpúr. (Moorcroft—Montgomerie.)

SOL—Lat. 33° 13'.  Long 76° 16'.  Elev.
A village of some size, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhágá river, between Golábgarh and Ashdari, on the road from Kishtwár to Lahoul. Beneath the village there is some cultivation.

Supplies and coolies are procurable. (Allgood—Mackay.)

SOMBAL—Lat. 34° 14'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.
A small dirty village in the Sind valley, containing a masjid and five houses, surrounded with rice fields; it is situated on the left bank of the river.

SOMBRUN—Lat. 33° 42'.  Long. 75° 18'.  Elev.
A small village in the Kuthár pargana, situated about 2 miles east of Achibál; it contains a masjid, and about six houses inhabited by zamíndars.

There is a spring which rises near the shrine of Saiid Nizáám-ú-dín Baghdádi, a saint who is supposed to have died here more than 400 years ago.

The village is shaded by some fine poplar trees.

SONA GALI—Lat. 33° 42'.  Long. 74° 7'.  Elev.
The name of a pass in the range of hills lying to the south of Púneh, which is crossed by the direct path between Púneh and Kotli. This road is described as being rough and steep, and very little used.

SONAMARG—Lat. 34° 18'.  Long. 75° 21'.  Elev. 8,600'.
A small village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, at a distance of 58 miles north-east of Srinagar. There are thirteen houses in the village, and seven at Shitghar. A small church was erected here, but it was burnt down in 1880. In winter this region is deeply covered with snow, and then the few houses are deserted by their tenants excepting such as are retained here by the governor for the purpose of
keeping open communication with the country beyond, as this is the last inhabited spot in the Sind valley. It is with difficulty kept inhabited, for the cloudiness and showery character of the climate, combined with the altitude, make the growth of all crops precarious; nothing but buckwheat (tromba) and barley (krim) will grow. In consideration of the difficulty of deriving a livelihood from the soil, the maharāja has released the inhabitants from the payment of ordinary taxes and dues, merely continuing the obligation to carry the post to the first village on the Drās side, for which service the villagers get a money payment. Indeed, the village has only been occupied the last 15 years, after a period of desertion extending over half a century. From all forced labor, and from the necessity of providing supplies, which would mean starvation for themselves, they are free, though they are ready to sell for good prices.

The Sonamarg, a beautiful undulating grassy plain, lies to the west, stretching for about 3 miles along the left bank of the river. The marg, which is triangular in shape, with the apex towards the east, is carpeted with a great variety of wild flowers and encompassed by lofty mountains, which are usually robed in snow, a magnificent grey peak of limestone at the north-east end rising far above the other mountains in its vicinity.

With a good road Sonamarg would become a popular resort. The scenery is magnificent, and it is one of the healthiest spots in Kashmir, enjoying a pure, bracing mountain air. There is a post office, and usually a telegraph clerk.

The wooded spur of the Dourn Nāg separates the marg on the south side from the pretty little valley of Tajwas, which is drained by an icy torrent, and has some fine glaciers above its southern side.

Several small springs bubble up in different places in the meadow.

The pleasantest spots for encamping are at the foot of the spur on the south side, or in the fringe of forest which bounds its western extremity. Supplies and coolies are obtained with very great difficulty, owing to the sparseness of the population. Coolies and ponies can be obtained from Gūnd or Gagangir.

The air is always fresh and cool.

13th July, Ther. 6 0 a.m. 55°; 6 0 p.m. 65°.
14th ,, 5-30 a.m. 56°; 7-30 p.m. 65°.

The Drās road traverses the plain crossing to the right bank of the river by a bridge at its eastern extremity, above the village of Sonamarg.

The Tilail valley may be reached by a footpath from the west end of the marg; the distance is five marches; there is also said to be a path from the Ibrāhīm Khān Ghari, near the village of Sonamarg, which crosses the range by the Niligrar and Nilinai valleys, joining the road between Tilail and Drās. The Zojila (11,300) can easily be visited in one day from.
SONAMUL—Lat. 34° 28'.
Long. 74° 12'.
Elev. A small village containing four houses inhabited by zamindars, situated at the edge of the forest, about 3 miles south-east of Shalurah to the west of the road leading towards Sopur.

SONASAR NAG—Lat. 34° 4'.
Long. 75° 31'.
Elev. A small lake situated amid the mountains at the north-eastern extremity of Dachinara, about 2 miles south-west of the Shisha Nág. It lies midway between Palgám and the village of Suknis, in the Maru Wardwán valley, the path traversing its western bank. (Montgomery.)

SONBAI—Lat. 32° 53'.
Long. 75° 49'.
Elev. 12,418'. The name of a lofty mountain in the range forming the boundary between the province of Badrawár and the hill state of Chamba; it lies between the Chatardhar and Pádri passes, and its summit is usually covered with snow.

The natives have a legend that in bygone ages a stream flowed from this mountain, in which gold was found, but that another mountain fell on the top of it, and though the source may still be traced, it yields no gold.

SONGU—Lat 33° 31'.
Long. 75° 19'.
Elev. A small village in the Shahabát valley, situated on the stream which flows from the Vetarttár springs, about 3 miles north-west of Vernág.

SOPUR—Lat. 34° 17'.
Long. 74° 31'.
Elev. A large town built upon both banks of the Jhelam, a few miles below the spot where it leaves the Wular lake.

It is the ancient Surpúra founded in the reign of Avanti Varma by his minister Sura, on the site of the still more ancient Kámbuva.

It is connected with Srinagar by the Narú canal, which was constructed in very early times to avoid the necessity of crossing the dangerous Wular lake through which the main stream of the Jhelam flows, and when the river is high enough, boats go to Shádipúr by this canal.

The journey by boat from Sopur to Srinagar occupies about 14 hours, and to Baramula about 3½ hours, the return passage taking nearly twice as long.

The Karnao valley may be reached from Sopur by a path through the Júrka Gali, or by way of Shalurah and the Nattishannar Gali, which is the route usually adopted. The distance by land from Sopur to Bándipúr is about 16 miles, and the road is mostly smooth and level, following the northern shores of the Wular lake.

There is likewise an excellent road to the Gulmarg, which lies on the slopes of the mountains about 17 miles to the south-west; it is considered two stages.
Sopúr contains about 1,500 houses in all, and a large bazár; among the population are a few shál-básf and numerous artizans and traders. With the exception of 30 families of pandits and other government servants, the inhabitants are all Muhammadans. The houses are much dilapidated, and the streets narrow and crooked.

Sopúr is the head-quarters of the Kamraj or Wular lake zillah, and likewise contains a thána; the residence of the thánadar is in the fort. That portion of the town lying on the left bank of the river is built on the narrow strip of high ground by the water’s edge, and is surrounded by a morass. There is a telegraph office.

The two portions of the town are united by a bridge, 108 yards long, with three intermediate piers and 17 feet wide. Dr. Ince states that the average depth of water beneath is 28 feet. The entrance of the bridge on the south side is through a large brick building, the upper stories of which are occupied as government offices; the remains of the fort is at the other end.

Below the bridge, on the right bank, there is a Hindú temple, with a large tiṣṣam outside it, and nearly opposite on the other side of the river there is a pretty mosque with gilded spires.

Sopúr contains a custom-house; and there are numerous and extensive government granaries, especially on the right bank of the river.

The baradári is situated about half a mile north-east of the town, in the suburb of Chinkipúr, on the right bank of the river; and to the south-west of the same side of the town, there is a government garden called Hari Singh Bágh, which contains a well; but the water is said to be bad.

In 1885 the fort was destroyed by an earthquake. Sopur is a famous fishing place. (Bates—Jones—Wingate.)

SORA—Lat. 36° 1’ 9”. Long. 74° 52’. Elev. 14,000’. A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash, in the broad valley at the foot of the eastern Kuen-lun range, and below the great bend the Karakash makes to the north-west. It is a halting-place on the eastern Changchenmo route. Camping ground good. Fuel and grass abundant. Ground covered with natural salt pans.

A road leads from here north-east crossing the Kuen-lun by the Yangi or Elchi Diwan pass to Khotán, distant 160 miles, or eleven marches. (Trotter.)

SORTUNG—Lat. 34° 3’. Long. 74° 52’. Elev. A village situated on the left bank of the Jhatum, a few miles south-east of Srinagar. There are some fine chúnár trees by the edge of the stream, shading the shrine of Zair Máj-i-Húnd.

SOWAND—Lat. 33° 8’ Long. 75° 37’. Elev. A small village in Badrawár, containing about six houses, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhága, just above the junction of the Nerú; it lies near the foot of the spur in the angle formed between the two streams. The Nerú is bridged below the village.
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GARETHEER OF KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

SOWAR or CHIRI—Lat. 34°. Long. 78° 35'. Elev.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, 13 miles from Tanks and 15 from Chagra, and about 5 miles west of the Pangong lake. Road from Tankse good. Slight ascent up a ravine the whole way. Muglib passed at 7 miles. Camp on banks of a small fresh-water lake. Grass and fuel plentiful. No houses here. The mountains on either side abound with wild goats (snapo). (Johnson.)


SPANMIK—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 78° 32'. Elev. about 14,000.
A small village of one or two houses, on the western shore of the Pangong lake. It lies half way between Lukung and Mang. Grass and fuel plentiful. (Drew—Reynolds.)

SPANPUK—Lat. 34°37'. Long. 77° 30'. Elev.
A village of 15 houses on the left bank of the Shyok, in Nubra (Ladák). It is passed on the Léh-Skardú (via the Shyok) route. It is said to possess a couple of houses, a dozen horned cattle, and a hundred sheep and goats (Aglmer.)

Formerly a district of Ladák, but now attached to British India; lies south of Rupshu, and the Tsmorari lake. A route leads from it into Ladák via the Parang-La, striking Ladák territory at Narbu Sumdo camp.

SRINAGAR—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev. 5,250.
The capital of Kashmir, is situated on the river Jhelam, about midway from either end of the valley, to the west of a spur which juts down from the chain of mountains forming its northern boundary.

Srinagar is the ancient and present name of the city. On account of being a Hindú name, it was disused during the time the Muhammadans were rulers, and for some hundreds of years the city was called by the same name as the country, that is, "Kashmir." Accordingly, we find that Bernier in Aurangzeb’s time, and Forster, who travelled in this country in 1783, use the name of Kashmir, and not Srinagar. But when the Sikhs conquered Kashmir they restored the old Hindú name, and Srinagar, the town has since been generally called, though in the mouths of some Muhammadans it is still Kashmir; its present appellation is generally supposed to signify "the town of Surya, or the sun," or it may be derived from Sri, or Shri, a title of Lakshmi, the wife of Vishnu, and goddess of prosperity, and means the ‘fortunate city.'
The town is built on a strip of dry ground, which stretches north and south, and is intersected by the Jhelum; on the other sides it is environed by shallow lakes and swamps.

The banks of the river are low, and the ground on which the city stands is level. The Jhelum makes a long bend through the town, and it is likewise intersected by numerous canals and water-courses.

The Hari Parbat hill, which is crowned with a fort, dominates the city from its north-east corner, and it is likewise commanded from the south-east at a distance of about 2 miles by a rocky eminence called the Takht-i-Sultman.

The town extends for about 3 miles along both sides of the Jhelum, being little more than a mile across at its broadest point; the greater portion is situated on the right bank of the river.

The following table shows the number of marches and the estimated distance in miles from Srinagar to some of the principal places:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Number of marches</th>
<th>Estimated distance in miles</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Baramula</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about 14 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bimbar</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>By the Pir Panjal pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Islamabād</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about 28 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Jamī</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>By the Banahāl pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Jhelam</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>By Panīch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Kishwar</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>By the Marshal pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Leh</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>By the Drās road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Mozafarabād</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>By the right bank of the Jhelum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Marī</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>By old road; by new road, 13 marches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Shapīn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>By the Pir Panjal pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Sialkot</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>By Kul, Chamba, and Badrawār.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Skardū</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>By the Drās road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Skardū</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about 10 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Sopār</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The town of Srinagar has been likened to an eastern Venice, the place being intersected with canals in every direction, and the houses built out of the water.

They are chiefly constructed of unburnt brick-work, built up in frames of wood; the walls seldom exceed a single brick in thickness, so that, but for the wooden frame-work, these habitations would not be very safe; they are generally two or three stories high, and are mostly in a neglected and ruinous condition with broken doors or no doors at all, with shattered lattices, windows stopped up with boards, paper, or rags, walls out of the perpendicular, and pitched roofs threatening to fall.
The roofs are formed of layers of birch-bark covered with a coating of earth, in which seeds dropped by birds, wafted by the wind, have vegetated, and they are constantly overrun with grass and flowers.

The houses of the better class are commonly detached and surrounded by a wall and gardens, which latter often communicate with a canal.

The condition of the gardens is no better than that of the buildings, and the whole presents a striking picture of wretchedness and decay.

The general character of the city of Srinagar is that of a confused mass of ill-favored buildings, forming a complicated labyrinth of narrow and dirty lanes badly paved, and having a small gutter in the centre full of filth, banked up on each side by a border of mire.

There are several market places and bazārs in the city: that called the Maharaj Gunj has lately been constructed; it is a large quadrangle situated near the right bank of the river, above the Haili Kadal, or fifth bridge, and contains the shops of the jewellers, silversmiths, and other tradesmen with whom European visitors usually deal.

The poplar avenues form a remarkable feature in the environs of Srinagar; that known par excellence as the poplar avenue is on the right bank of the Jhelum, between the south-east corner of the city near the Amfrī Kadal and the canal at the foot of the Takht-i-Sulīmān hill. It was planted by the Sikhs, and is rather more than a mile long. Dr. Ince gives its average width as 56 feet, and states that it contains in all 1,714 trees, of which 1,699 are poplars and 15 chunārs.

There is another celebrated avenue on the left bank of the Jhelam, from near the west end of the Amfrī Kadal to the village of Wahtor on the road to Shupion; it is about 7 miles long and 12 yards wide, lined with trees on both sides all the way; these are chiefly poplars, and most of them were planted by the Wazīr Pand in the year 1864.

An avenue of poplar trees likewise connects the open space to the south of the Sher Garhi with the bridge which crosses the Dudd Ganga below the suburb of Batmālu. There are numerous gardens on the outskirts of the city, more especially on the banks of the Jhelum. Dilawar Khán Bāgh, which was laid out originally by a Pathān of that name, is on the Mar canal, near the Brarinambal, in the northern portion of the town; it contains two small summer houses, which used to be appropriated to European visitors; here Baron Hügel, Dr. Henderson, and Mr. Vigne lived during their stay in Srinagar in the winter of 1835.

Opposite the Sher Garhi, on the right bank of the river, is a small square enclosure, containing three or four fine chunār trees, called the Basant Bāgh; it is approached from the river by a broad flight of limestone steps, the materials of which are said to have been brought from Hasanābād, one of the three mosques of hewn and polished stone which were erected at Srinagar in the time of the emperors. An inscription on the takhtposh at the top of the flight of the steps records that the ghāt
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and garden were made by order of Colonel Mián Singh, the humane Governor of Kashmir, A. D. 1855.

In the time of the Patháns, the city of Srinagar was divided into sixteen zillas or parishes, each being under the care and management of a kotwáli and other officials; these have now been reduced to twelve, each zilla being again sub-divided into a number of mahallas or districta.

To each zilla there is a zilladar and a kotwáli or police officer, and in like manner the affairs of each mahalla are administered through a mahalladar.

The zilladar has but little real authority, his chief duty being to keep a strict watch over all bad characters, and to report any unusual occurrence to the kotwáli and the city judge.

The following is a list of the zillas:—

1. Drogunj includes 23 mahallas, and comprises that part of the city west of the Takht-i-Sulmán and south of the Tsont-i-Kol canal.

2. Ahlehmur includes 3 mahallas, on the right bank of the Jhelum north of the Tsont-i-Kol canal.


4. Rainawar includes 15 mahallas, west of the Dal and south-east of the Hari Parbat.

5. Nawetar includes 21 mahallas between the Mar canal and the Hari Parbat.


7. Zaina Kadali includes fourteen mahallas in the middle of the town, on both sides of the Jhelum.

8. Buldurmur includes 27 mahallas on the right bank of the Jhelum, at the north-west end of the town.

9. Chutubul includes 10 mahallas on the left bank of the Jhelum, at the south-west end of the town.

10. Tashwun includes 9 mahallas on the left bank of the Jhelum.

11. Narsingud includes 5 mahallas by the Kut-i-Kol canal, north of the Sher Garhi.

12. Sher Gud includes four mahallas in the vicinity of the palace.

Moorcroft, who visited Srinagar in 1823, estimated the population at 240,000; the judicious and cautious Elphinstone, in the early part of the present century, at "from 150,000 to 200,000." By Baron Hügel the population of Srinagar was subsequently computed not to exceed 40,000. Vigne, as well as Cunningham, estimated it at 80,000—a diminution which the former attributed to the oppressive character of the Sikh rule, to which the valley had then been subject for sixteen years, aggravated by the successive calamities of earthquake, pestilence, and famine.

According to the Administration Report for 1873, compiled by order of the maharája, the population is 132,681, of whom 89,737 are Hindús,
92,760 are Muhammadans, and 178 are put down as belonging to other castes.

This gives evidence of an increasing population, when compared with the results of the previous census taken in 1866, which were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Number of Villas or Divisions of the City</th>
<th>Ditto Mahallas or Sub-divisions</th>
<th>Ditto Houses</th>
<th>Ditto Shops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muhammadans</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>20,304</td>
<td>1,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindús</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>44,356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>43,414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>87,770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The population now (1880) does not probably exceed 100,000. (Wingate.)

Srinagar is the rendezvous of travelling merchants from all sides, who are attracted thither by the shawis and other articles made from "pashm." Besides these, Kábulis take away rosaries, tooth-sticks (miswák), and snuff boxes, and pen trays of the so-called papier-maché ware, which is more commonly painted wood. If their purchases are large, they pay by drafts, if not, in tomaní, which they carry with them. The Türkistániás bring tea, Chinese earthenware, musk, shawl-wool, felt, silver, ingots, horses, and the produce of trans-Himalayan looms; the Hindús, piece-goods, chintzes, brocades; the inhabitants of Balístán, dried fruits, woolen mantles, and gold, in exchange for which their chief demand is rice, iron, and cotton stuffs. A few articles of Russian manufacture, such as guns, cooking vessels, and tea-urns, are imported through Badakhshán. (Girdlestone.)

The people are ingenious, industrious, and persevering, and display much taste as silversmiths, and in the production of papier-maché articles; but the more important manufactures of paper, leather, fire-arms, and otto of roses, for which the place was formerly much celebrated, have in great measure died out.

The river Jhelum makes one long bend through the city, and in its passage has been narrowed to a width of little more than 80 yards; an immovable barrier is thereby opposed to expansion, and its stream is consequently more rapid and deeper than in any other part of the valley; its depth is ever varying, but the average during the season of floods is about 18 feet, and it rushes under the bridges with considerable force. The embankment formerly extended from the first to the last bridge, and some portions of it are still perfect, but in places it has been entirely washed away or otherwise removed; it was chiefly composed of long regular blocks of limestone, many of which were of very large dimensions, and among
them may be seen many blocks of carved stone, evidently portions of ancient Hindú temples, ruins of which are scattered all over the valley. Along the banks of the river there are also numerous remains of stone gháts or landing-stairs. After continued heavy rains, aided by the melting of the snows on the surrounding mountains—floods are not uncommon—the waters rise very rapidly, and occasionally cause much damage.

The river is not fordable, but boats of all sizes, up to 800 and 1,000 maunds burthen, ply up and down it; the smaller description are propelled with paddles and the larger by poles.

The clusters of bathing-boxes moored along the margin of the stream, and which are met with in almost all the villages and towns throughout the valley, are a noteworthy feature in the scene.

The bridges which cross the Jhelum in its passage through the city of Srinagar are all of the same material and picturesque form of construction; they are traditionally ascribed to the period of independent Muhammadan rule, i.e., from A.D. 1326 to 1587.

Their construction may be thus described. Piles are first driven to make a foundation, undressed deodar logs of about 25 feet in length and 2½ or 3 feet in girth are laid about 2 feet apart, in a horizontal position, layer on layer, each alternate being at right angles with that above and beneath it, and this way the piers are raised to the height of 25 or 30 feet. They are about 90 feet apart, and are spanned by long undressed timbers of the same wood, placed side by side; above, a little earth is laid on to make a roadway, or a double row of small timbers closely packed is laid transversely across the bridge, sloping from the middle towards either edge.

The piers are usually protected on their upper sides from the violence of floods by abutments formed of stones and piles, which present sharp angles to the current.

The deodar piles in many of the bridges have remained uninjured by the water for several centuries.

The following list of the bridges at Srinagar, with their dimensions, is extracted from Dr. Ince’s Guide Book:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Breadth</th>
<th>Number of Piers</th>
<th>Average Depth of Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amri Kadal</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hubba Kadal</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fateh Kadal</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Zeina Kadal</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hauk Kadal</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Naya Kadal</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Suffa Kadal</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Amúri Kadál was constructed by Amír Khán, the governor of Kashmir, in the time of Timúr Sháh, of Kábul, and was rebuilt by Mián Singh, after having been carried away by a flood.

The Hubba Kadál, as well as the fourth, or Zeína Kadál bridge, until very lately supported a line of shops on both sides.

The Zeína Kadál commemorates the tolerant reign of the good king Zeín-ul-ábdín, in whose lifetime it was first constructed.

From a stone slab in the zárát of Sháh Náimutúlá, immediately below the Suffa Kadál, it would appear that this bridge was built by Saíf Khán in A. D. 1664.

There are also numerous small bridges over the canals in various parts of the city; the positions of many of them will be found recorded in the following descriptions of the canals.

While the Jhelum forms the main artery of communication through the city of Srínagar, it is supplemented by a net-work of canals, viz., the Kuth-i-kol on the left bank, and the Tsont-i-kol, the Mar, and the Rainawari, with their branches, on the right bank.

The Kuth-i-kol leaves the left bank of the Jhelum just north of and below the walls of the Sher Garhi (where there is a pucca bridge of three spans), and flowing beneath the Tainki bridge, a kadál of two spans, passes the Gólá Bág to the west, the bank on this side being retained by a wall.

At the north end of this garden some masses of masonry in the channel indicate the remains of the Ded Kadál.

A branch or loop to the west embraces the Díván Kirpá Rám garden, and just above the zárát of Saiád Mansúr the canal bifurcates. The western branch, known as the Sonáh-kol, is the smaller and shallower; it skirts the town in a north-westerly direction, flowing under a bridge close to the Saiád Mansúr zárát, and, passing on the left bank the Colonel Beja Singh Bág, at the north end of which a road is carried across the canal by a ricketty kánál bridge, it then passes under the Deresh Kadál, and eventually empties itself into the Dúdh Gánga river just above the Chutsa Kadál bridge, which crosses that stream about 50 yards from its junction with the Jhelum. Returning to the main branch of the Kuthái-kol canal, it passes under the Kunyáh Kadál in the vicinity of the Díván Kirpá Rám Bág, and flowing beneath the Haj-rát-rín Súm bridge passes the garden-house of Mirzá Mátiwdíhín on the right bank, just below which a shallow branch makes a loop to the north, passing under the Sálí Gúlwan, an old masonry arch.

The main branch, which has hitherto taken a northerly direction, now turns to the west, passing under the Bozager Kadál; the banks of the canal are now high and supported by a stone embankment, which is in a dilapidated condition; it then passes the Málík Sáhib zárát on the right
bank; on the left the ground is open and laid out in vegetable gardens; the canal then flows under the Watal Kadal, about 70 yards beyond which it empties itself into the Jhelum, just above the Suffa Kadal, the last bridge. The Kuth-i-kol canal is only navigable for about four months (April to July), when the Jhelum is in flood; for the rest of the year it consists for the most part of a succession of dirty puddles of stagnant water. When full, this canal is traversed by boats of the largest description.

That portion of the town lying on the right bank of the Jhelum is intersected by a labyrinth of water channels, whose only communications with the river is by the way of the Dal lake and the Tsont-i-kol canal, apropos to which Baron Hügel remarks that when living in the Dilawár Khán Bág on the Mar canal, it took an hour and a half by water to reach the Sháh Hamadán mosque on the bank of the Jhelum, the distance by land being only a few hundred yards.

The Tsont-i-kol, or apple-tree canal, leaves the right bank of the Jhelum opposite the Sher Ghari, just below the Basant Bág; at its lower end it is about 30 yards wide, and varies in depth from 3 to 15 feet, according to the height of the river.

At the upper end its waters communicate with the Dal lake through flood-gates, which remain open when the current sets from the lake towards the river. During inundations of the Jhelum the flood-gates are closed on the first rush of water towards the lake, which is thus prevented from overflowing the lower part of the city. The Gao Kadal crosses the canal near the Sher Ghari end, and it is embanked on both sides and lined with magnificent trees; the water is very clear, and numerous fish play amongst the long reeds that wave upon its edges; its surface is often covered with numbers of tame ducks and geese, which are the property of the maharája. One of the Pathán governors had it in contemplation to unite the trees on either bank by a kind of suspended trellis-work, and then to have planted vines whose fruit and branches would have been thus supported over the midst of the stream; but his recall prevented him from carrying his intentions into effect. The length of the canal from the Jhelum to the Drogon or water-gate at the entrance of the Dal lake is about 1½ mile, and the time occupied in traversing it in a small boat is a little more than half an hour.

A branch of the Tsont-i-kol canal leads from the water-gate in a southerly direction between the foot of the Takht-i-Sulíman and the end of the poplar avenue, and communicates with the Jhelum; its mouth is closed by an embankment, over which, however, the river rises in seasons of high floods; this branch is known as the Sonawar canal; it frequently dries, and is crossed by a kadal bridge at the end of the poplar avenue.

The Rainawar canal, or rather the net-work of water channels which fringes the western side of the Dal lake, is sometimes known by other names,
such as the Kraliyar, Dal Kotwál, &c., from the localities through which it passes. The general direction of the canal from the water-gate at the south-west corner of the Dal is due north, passing through the Rainawar and suburbs lying at the foot of the Hari Parbat. Vigne describes this canal as sometimes shaded by a stately chunár, sometimes bounded by a wall, sometimes by a meadow sloping imperceptibly to the water’s edge, its surface covered with closely-growing lotus-leaves, through which the boats make their way with difficulty.

Moorcroft says that the Rainawar canal receives at its commencement—where it is called also the water of Khaja-yar-bal—a small supply from the northward. The contents of the canal by which it is brought are furnished by the Sind near the village of Kanja; passing over a platform it skirts the base of the hills past Gandárbal, and sends off a main branch into the city to fulfil one of the chief objects of its construction, the provision of a supply of water to the Jama Masjid, to which it was led in as direct a line as the surface permitted. It is called the Lakhí canal, having cost a lakh of rupees, and was the work of Zein-ul-abídín; it was last repaired by Aurangzeb.

Another branch of the canal goes off to the Tel-bal, on the east of the lake, and the rest of its water passes towards the foot of the old wall of Nager, at the base of the Hari Parbat, where it forms a broad ditch, and then continuing its course on the north-east unites with the Rainawar.

In its course this canal is crossed by sundry bridges, of which the Naid Yar, a masonry bridge of three elegant arches, is the most noteworthy, as from the east end of this bridge commences the Chungur Sūt, the artificial causeway which has been carried across the Dal.

The Már or snake canal may be held to flow from Naopúra Kadal on the south-west margin of the Dal; it passes successively the Mirza Muhammad Ali Bâgh on the right bank, the Mirza Raza Bâgh on the left bank, and the Ded-bâbhâ-ka-masjid on the right bank, just beyond which the main channel turns to the north-west, the Shebilting branch flowing on in a westerly direction through the Brarinambal.

The Dilawâr Khán Bâgh, which in early times was appropriated as the residence of the European visitors to Srinagar, lies just off the main branch to the west, skirting which the canal enters the town and flows under the Nyid Kadal; the canal, which is now narrow, with high banks supported by masonry walls, then flows under the Bhûrí Kadal, just above which, on the left bank, is a ghât and market for the sale of fruit and vegetables, the produce of the numerous gardens on the Dal.

The canal then passes under the Sraf Kadal, which supports a row of shops, the office of the daroga of the dagshâli being on the left bank, just below it; it then flows beneath the Kadi Kadal, on the left of which bridge is the Mir Nâzak Sâhib zârat. Between these two bridges the retaining
walls of the canal have been largely supplied with stones from ruined Hindú temples; these relics abound particularly on the right bank, on which bank is the Kamangharpāra, a Shīa quarter of the city inhabited by the wealthiest of that sect.

The canal then flows beneath the Raza Ver Kadal, passing through the Balsmahal; the residence of Mirza Abdul Karim on the left bank being connected with his garden on the right bank by a rustic wooden bridge clothed with vines; it then passes the nūdār of Sayid Sorkhābi on the left bank; a branch of the canal flows from the right bank at a lower level, beneath a narrow bridge called the Kãn Kadal.

The main channel passes under the Khwador bridge, which takes its name from a colony of crows inhabiting some chūnārs on the bank of the stream, and passes through the Bulbul Lanka, a quarter of the city which is almost entirely inhabited by pandits; the banks of the canal are now low, and the town becomes more open, there being a broad pathway by the right bank; the canal then passes under a wooden bridge, the Gao Kadal, which is crossed by a row of dwellings; it then flows beneath the Dúma Kadal, a wooden bridge, which apparently has replaced a more ancient masonry arch, it being supported by stone piers.

From the right bank, a narrow branch at a lower level flows beneath the Phucha Kadal, a small wooden bridge, soon after which the main branch divides, flowing beneath two small arches known as the Sekkidāfar bridges, and the canal soon after ceases to be navigable, except when the waters are at their height.

The northern and narrower branch flows by the Ídgah through the Atsan morass to the Anchâr lake, and again issuing from it proceeds in a curved direction towards the Jhelum, which it joins near the debouch of the Sind.

The larger branch continues in a westerly direction to the Nūr Bâgh, soon after passing which it is lost in a swamp.

With the exception of the Gao and Dúma Kadals, all the bridges which cross the Mâr canal are single pointed masonry arches, and apparently very ancient.

During the four winter months, viz., from November to February, the water falls, but for eight months of the year the Nali Mâr is navigable, and is the most serviceable of all the canals, for, although not kept in very good order, it has water sufficient to admit of boats of considerable burthen, and grain is brought by this means into the heart of the city; in its course it traverses that part of the town in which are situated the best houses in Srinagar occupied by merchants and bankers. Vigne describes the Mâr canal as perhaps the most curious place in the city:

"Its narrowness—for it does not exceed 30 feet in width—its walls of massive stone, its heavy single-arch bridges and landing places of the same materials, the gloomy passages leading down upon it, betoken the greatest antiquity, whilst the lofty and many-storied houses that rise directly from the waters, supported only by thin trunks of
deodar, seem ready to fall down upon the boats with every gust of wind. It cannot but remind the traveller of one of the old canals in Venice, and although far inferior in architectural beauty, it is, perhaps, not without pretensions to equal singularity."

The public buildings in the city of Srinagar are but few, and none of them are entitled to notice for either their architectural or antiquarian merits. The Jama Masjid, or great mosque, is situated on the north side of the town, a short distance from the right bank of the Jhelum, between the bend of the river and the Hari Parbat hill. It is a very large square and saracenic building, with an open square or pateo in the centre, and a wooden steeple at each angle. The foundations are of stone, but the roof of the surrounding cloister, or interior, is supported by two rows of pillars, three hundred and ninety-two in all, on plain stone bases, each pillar being formed of a single deodar tree, about 30 feet in height, and the bases, it is said, were once part of a flight of steps leading to the top of the Takht-i-Suliman, though this may be doubted on account of their shape. A large gothic arch opens from the pateo to the principal altar, over which the roof is much higher than elsewhere. The length of a side of the square in the interior is 126 yards, the width 21 yards. The gloomy silence and general aspect of the place are cathedral-like and imposing; over the gate is an inscription in Persian, from which we learn that the mosque was built by the Emperor Sháh Jahán. The floor is paved throughout with bricks, which are placed edgeways; nearly opposite to the entrance to this mosque there is a raised stone platform covered with graves, and close to it a small ruined enclosure, the remains of a stone temple.

A little further on there is a very large, deep, and square tank or reservoir, having a long and broad flight of steps leading down to the water.

Outside the western wall of this mosque there are several Chak tombs, amongst which there is a small miniature temple with four sides, each of which is about 12 inches wide and 18 inches high, and is supported upon a fluted stone column, 2½ feet high and 3 feet 8 inches in circumference.

The Sháh Hamadán masjid is situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, just below the Fathi Kadal, or third bridge. The shrine is constructed chiefly of the wood of the deodar pine, and is equipped with a pyramidal steeple of timber capped with brass, the prototype of every mosque in Kashmir.

The Alf Masjid is situated at the north end of the Idgah, an open, flat green or common on the bank of the Már canal, close to the right bank of the Jhelum. The mosque is a fine old building, half concealed by some of the largest chunás in Kashmir. The interior is about 64 yards long and 22 wide; the roof is flat, and supported by four rows of polygonal wooden pillars, each pillar resting upon a plain, triangular stone pedestal, about 18 inches high. Upon the floor, near the western wall, there is a stone slab, 3 feet long and 15 inches high, bearing an Arabic
inscription, which states that this Aif Masjid was built in the time of Sultán Hasan Badsháh, by Kazi Husti, Sonár, about A. D. 1471.

On the southern side of the Kohi Maran, or Hari Parbat hill, is a fine old ruin of a beautiful mosque built by Akhún Múlla Sháh, the tutor or spiritual guide of the Emperor Jahángír, who founded several other edifices in Kashmir. Baron Hügel says that it deserves notice on account of the finely-wrought black marble and stone lavished upon it. The gates are made of one single stone, and polished like a mirror; but the wanton love of destruction has torn some out of their places, and others lie perishing on the earth. To the west of this ruin is the shrine of Sháh Hamzah or Makadam Sahib, a large wooden-roofed building of great sanctity among the Muhammadans.

The No Masjid, or Pathar Masjid, is one of the three mosques that were erected at Srinagar in the time of the emperors. It is situated on the left bank of the river, nearly opposite the Sháh Hamadán, and is perhaps the most massive and substantial building in the city. It was founded in the reign of Jahángír by his famous queen, Núr-Jahán (the light of the world), the Nur Mahál (the light of the palace) of Lalla Rookh. It consists of three aisles, about 180 feet long, divided by piers of the simplest possible design. Beyond a little shallow paneling on the walls, and the foliations of the Saracenic arches, there is a total absence of decoration. In consequence of a prejudice against the sex of the founder, it has always been appropriated to secular purposes, and is now used as a barn. Adjoining the fine old ghát leading to this mosque, there is a burial ground, where three or four massive fluted limestone columns are lying about, and near them is an old zírárat, called the Haji Amedi Khári.

The Thagí Bábá-kí-Zírárat is situated on the left bank of the river, immediately above the junction of the Kut-i-Kol canal; it is said to be worthy of a visit, being composed of white marble, beautifully inlaid with black. The very elegant fretwork in the window is made of composition that might be taken for stone.

The Bulbul Lankar is a small and decayed wooden building on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 200 yards below the Haili Kadal, the fifth bridge; it is said to be the first mosque erected in Kashmir, and to contain the ashes of a fakír named Bulbul Sháh, by whom, according to tradition, Muhammadanism was first introduced into the country. Trees are growing through the roof of the building, which is now in a very ruinous and neglected state.

Immediately below the Haili Kadal, on the right bank of the river, is the Rainmat Sháh-ki-Masjid, an old stone building; on the western wall is a stone bearing a peculiar inscription in the Nagri character, supposed to be Buddhist. The Wysi Sahib-ki-Zírárat is just below this building.

The Mongri Masjid, in the northern portion of the town, on the canal south-east of the Dilawár Khán Bágh, is worthy of notice, being in better preservation than any other building of the kind.
The European quarter has a good deal altered of late years, and various permanent residences have been built. In the centre stands the new Residency with two imposing gateways. Behind it, near the Sonawar canal, is the house of the Residency Surgeon. Below the Residency are the clerks' offices, the post office, and other buildings; and along the river bank a few of the bachelors' quarters are still available. Above the Residency stands the Settlement bungalow, and beyond that and including all the Munshi Bagh, are the diminutive buildings known as married quarters, which are now supplied with glass windows and doors, are partially furnished, and for which a rent is now charged to cover expenses. In the Munshi Bagh are the houses of the Engineer-in-Chief of the C. M. S. Mission, and of Mon. Bijex, the carpet-manufacturer. There are also a small dispensary attached to the Residency, and a public library and reading room, a useful but unsightly building. Behind the Residency is the polo-ground, and towards the city end the lawn tennis courts. There are many beautiful building sites on the shore of the Dal lake and towards Pandrathan, but hitherto the European community have been as strictly relegated to one quarter as the Jews of the German "Judengasse." As residents and visitors increase, this confinement, unless very stringent sanitary measures are adopted, is soon likely to rob Srinagar of its reputation as a health resort. (Wingate.)

The most convenient encamping grounds are those of the Chunár Bâgh on the left bank of the Tsont-i-Kol canal; under the trees around the Hari Singh Bâgh, near the poplar avenue at the back of the lower range of bungalows; and in the Munshi Bâgh, behind the upper range. The island in the Jhelum near the Agent's residence, about midway between the upper and lower range of bungalows, is thickly shaded with trees, and affords a certain amount of accommodation. The Râm Munshi Bâgh, a large orchard on the right bank of the Jhelum, is a very quiet spot for encamping, but possesses the disadvantage of lying a mile and a half above the upper range of bungalows.

On the opposite side of the stream, and a little lower down, is a large building erected by the late Maharâja Ranbir Singh, a few years ago, for the purpose of dinners, balls, &c.

There is also a summer house available for visitors in the Chaoni, a garden on the left bank of the Jhelum, about a mile below the city.

The British cemetery is a strip of ground at the south corner of the Shaikh Bâgh, a large garden on the right bank of the Jhelum, below the lower range of bungalows, and a few hundred yards above the Amirî Kadal, the first bridge; it was consecrated by the Bishop of Calcutta in May 1866, and then contained 14 graves, which have since been increased to 21 (1872), and to 44 (1888).

In the middle of the Shaikh Bâgh is the residence of the Chaplain, who performs Divine Service in the upper story twice every Sunday.
There is a British Resident at the Court of His Highness the Maharājā of Jamū and Kashmir, also a Residency Surgeon, who is also Civil Surgeon; a chaplain is sent up every summer.

The British Resident usually resides in Srinagar for the greater part of the season, removing to Gulmarg (with the chaplain and medical officer) during the hot months of July and August, which are usually malarious and unhealthy in the lower parts of the valley; indeed, it may be doubted whether Srinagar can lay claim to possess a salubrious climate, as fevers and affections of the digestive organs are rife throughout the summer.

There is a native agent deputed by the maharājā to attend to the varied wants of European visitors.

A glacier in a ravine in the mountains behind the Shalimār gardens furnishes a supply of ice during the earlier part of the summer.

Srinagar is most open to attack from the south by the line of the Dūdh Ganga and high road from Shupian; it is not defended by wall or ditch, and the only strong places are the forts of the Sher Garhi and Hari Parbat.

The Sher Garhi, which is situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, at the south end of the town, contains the maharājā’s palace, and is the city residence of the maharājā of Kashmir. As a fortress, it does not possess any great strength, the outer walls being old and dilapidated; and from the amount of pine timber and other inflammable substances, of which the interior buildings are constructed, it could not long withstand artillery fire. One or two batteries of field artillery are accommodated in the gun-sheds within the fort, but apparently there are no guns mounted on the walls. The fort is a rectangular enclosure, about 400 yards long and 200 yards wide, lying due north and south on the river bank, just below the Amīrī Kadal, the first bridge. The southern face is separated from the bazar and suburb at the end of the bridge by a raised causeway and narrow glacis, about 150 yards long. At the north end flows the Kuth-ī-Kol canal, and the houses on its left bank approach close to the walls; on the west side the ground is for the most part open, a raised road and avenue of poplar trees leading to the bridge crossing the Dūdh Ganga and to the parade ground; on the east side the Jhelum flows beneath.

On the three land sides, north, south and west, the walls, which are throughout of stone and loop-holed, are double, forming a covered way; on the river front they are surmounted by numerous buildings and dwellings, the residences and offices of government officials, which project over the water: both inner and outer walls are connected by bastion towers at close intervals; the outer wall on the land sides is probably about 10 feet high, and is in a somewhat ruinous condition. On the west side it is protected by a wet ditch about 30 feet in width and of proportionate depth; this ditch overlaps and protects the north-west and south-west corners, and part of the north and south fronts. At present the ditch is nearly filled up with rubbish. On the river face the wall is about 22 feet high.
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Round the inner side of the outer wall is a row of new barracks, and a covered way about 30 feet wide separates the outer and the inner wall. The main entrance is from the causeway at the south-east corner; the road turning to the west enters the inner enclosure in the middle of the south face, and leads through a long bazar; the houses are of brick, and the road, which is roughly paved, is about 30 feet wide; on either side of this bazar are scattered dwellings, and the garrison store-houses, &c. From the bazar the path lies through a quadrangle called the Am Khās, which contains the government offices; to the east of the Am Khās, with which it communicates on the river front, is another and smaller enclosure, the Rang-i-Mahāl, containing the hall of audience, reception chambers, and the office of the governor; it is approached by a ghāt and stair-case from the river. South of the Rang-i-Mahāl, and leading from it, is a small enclosure, the toshakhāna or store-rooms for shawls and other valuable government property. The whole of the north end of the fort is occupied by the royal residence and private dwellings, having on the river front the royal temple called the Maharāj-ka-Mandar, a very ugly structure, the roof of which is covered with thin plates of metal said to be gold. Passing through the Am Khās the road emerges from the inner fort, and passes by the covered way along the west front, turning round the north front, in the middle of which is situated the main exit through the outer wall.

The Sher Garhi was, it is said, built by Amīr Khān Jahān; it was called Narsing-ghar by the Sikhs. It was greatly damaged by the earthquake of 1885: a new battery is being built at the north-east corner, and a bridge is being constructed at the Kath-i-kol canal, just where it leaves the Jhelum.

The hill and fortress of the Hari Parbat occupies a most dominant position on the northern outskirts of the city. It seems obvious that it derives its name from the Hindū god Hari or Vishnu, of whom there is a rock-cut sculpture on one side of the slope. The hill, which is called also Kohi-Maran, lies between the Dal and Anchar lakes, and rises about 250 feet above the level of the plain; it is of trap formation, and though now almost bare of vegetation, is mentioned by Forster as being covered with gardens and orchards. The hill is surrounded by a stone wall, a portion of which has fallen into ruins; it was built by Akbar and enclosed the royal city of Nagar Nagar; its length is about 3 miles; it is 28 feet high and 13 thick, and is strengthened at intervals of about 50 yards by bastions which are about 34 feet high, and loop-holed like the upper part of the wall. At present there are but three gateways, the Kāti Darwāza on the south-east, the Bachı on the west, and the Sanghin on the north-west.

The fort, which occupies the summit of the hill, may be reached by two roads, one beginning at the north side of the hill, and which is broad, of an easy gradient, and fit for horses, the other commencing at the foot of
the south face, which is steep and rugged. The fort, which is built of stone, consists of two wings placed at an obtuse angle to each other, following the outline of the crest, and also of a separate square building with a bastion at each end, situated just below the western wing. The walls are of stone, about 30 feet in height and 3 feet in thickness. The south face only is pierced for musketry.

Barracks for a small garrison are built inside against the main walls; on their roof is a thick coating of earth, which is intended to afford shelter to the soldiers firing through the loop-holes, but at present the roof is very rotten. The armament (1888) consists of—

Six 4" S.B., M.L., brass guns (heavy).
Six 3" " " (light).
Forty Sher-bachas.

Inside there are three masonry tanks. They measure about 30' x 30' x 8'. The space within is very limited, and the garrison would suffer very severely from shelling. The fort has no ditch. There is one gateway on the east side. The north side is weak, but is protected by the proximity of the lake. On the east side marshy ground extends to within 400 yards of the base of the hill on which the fort is built. On the west side there are thinly scattered suburbs and small walled enclosures; there is also marshy land, but at a greater distance than on the east side. It appears to be the weakest side; and the fort was attacked in this place when the country was wrested from Shaikh Imám-ú-Dín. The southern or city side of the fort is most easily approached, and on that account it is made stronger. The town extends nearly to the base of the hill.

There is a powder magazine in an old masjid called Okál Mand just at the foot of the hill.

The Hari Parbat is naturally a strong position, as it is protected more or less on every side by marshy lands and lakes; but the fortifications on it could make no great resistance to an attacking force furnished with artillery.

The inhabitants of Srinagar obtain their supplies of drinking water almost exclusively from the river and canals, or from the lakes; that from the Gogribal, at the south-east corner of the Dal, being considered the best. There are a few wells in the city in gardens, and attached to the masjids and asamshāns; but well water is only used for purposes of irrigation and ablution.

The water of the Jhelum must necessarily be very foul, being charged with the impurities, not only of the capital, but also of the towns and villages situated on its banks; it is, however, highly esteemed by those who use it.

There are but few springs in the neighbourhood of Srinagar, and, with the exception of the Chashma Sháhi, they yield only a scanty and uncertain
supply of water. The Chashma Sháhi is situated at the south end of a small garden and pleasure-house on the slopes of the mountain about a mile from the south-east margin of the Dal; its waters are very pure and most abundant. There is also a small spring in the village of Thãd, below the Kutch or Pari Mahal, a short distance to the west of Chashma Sháhi.

A spring known as the Drogoon Poker is situated under some chunár trees near the garden of a gosain, at the south-west foot of the Takht-i-Sulimán, east of the Sonawar branch of the Tsout-i-Khol canal; in seasons of drought this spring sometimes dries. Close to the Alif Masjid, on the Idgah, is a small tank which is fed by a spring; and in the suburb of Naoshera, north of the city, are two springs, the Vetsar Nág and Wante-bowun, both of which are appropriated by the Hinduš.

The rocky eminence called the Takht-i-Sulimán (Throne of Solomon) is situated rather more than a mile south-east of the town, between the right bank of the Jhelum and the Dal lake, of which the traveller Forster calls it one of the portals; in this fancy he is followed by Moore. It forms the end of a spur from the Zebanwan mountain, but is separated from the main range by a very deep gully. The hill rises to the height of 6,240 feet, 1,000 feet above the level of the surrounding plain, and overlooks the town of Srinagar, which spreads away to the foot of the opposite but lower eminence of the Hari Parbat, in contradistinction to which it is sometimes called by the Hinduš Sir-i-Shur, or Shiva’s head. It is also known by the name Sankara Chár, or Shankaraṭásari, or it may have been so named from Sankara and Chacra, two kings who reigned in Kashmir, A.D. 954-6.

The Takht-i-Sulimán is commanded by the adjacent hills at a distance of about 2 miles, but the hills do not command much, and none but the smallest guns could be taken up them.

The Takht-i-Sulimán may be ascended by two roads; the easier is that upon the west side, which commences behind the village of Drogoon, a few hundred yards from the sluice gate. This path was made by Guláb Singh a short time before his death, and is composed of wide stone steps extending nearly all the way up; the ascent occupies rather more than half an hour, and is practicable for ponies. The other road is on the east side of the hill, and is very rough, although not very steep; it is only fit for walking. The view from the top is exceedingly fine, embracing nearly the whole length and breadth of the valley.

The present city of Srinagar was built by King Pravarashena II in the beginning of the sixth century of the Christian era, but at the time of the visit of the famous Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thang, A.D. 631, and indeed nearly three centuries later, the ancient capital of the same name was also standing on the spot now known as Pándrathan. From the year A.D. 960 the site of the capital was fixed permanently at the present town of Srinagar.

The city of Srinagar may be said to be surrounded with lakes.
and morasses, but only those to the north approach the actual limits of the city.

On the south, close to the left bank of the Jhelum, with which it communicates by a canal, the Vetnar stretches for some miles parallel with the belt of dry land which is traversed by the high road to Shupian ; near to it is the Nágat Nambal, and to the west of the road on the left bank of the Dúdh Ganga lies the head of the Bimman, one of the series of morasses lying between the slopes on the south-west side of the valley and the Jhelum, which extend the entire distance to the Wular lake.

East and north-east of the town, on the right bank of the Jhelum, is the Dal or city lake. Dal signifies in the Kashmiri language "a lake," and it is also a Tibetan word meaning "still." It is said to have been at one time an extensive plain called Vitalasmarg, and to have been converted into a lake by a Hindú raja. This lake is a source of large revenue to the government, who let it to the highest bidder. It was let in 1869 for 30,000 chilks a year. The farmers of it are said to make out of it 40,000 chilki rupees annually.

It extends from 5 to 6 miles from north to south, and is 2 to 3 miles from east to west at its broadest point. The mountains rise abruptly along its eastern edge.

The average depth of this lake is not more than 7 to 10 feet, though in one place it reaches 26 feet; the water being very clear, the bottom, covered with weeds, is almost constantly visible. On its surface the lotus (Nelumbium speciosum), with its noble pink and white flower, is very common, and in fact the leaves are so numerous that in some places they form a verdant carpet, over which the waterfowl, and others of the same genus, securely run without risk of being immersed.

That extraordinary plant, the "Anneteysa horrida"—there called the juwur—is also common in some parts of the lake. Its broad round leaf lies on the water like that of the lotus, its upper surface being in no way remarkable, whilst below it is covered with numerous hard, sharp, and hooked spicula, the use of which, no doubt, will some day be ascertained. The other plants on the lake are a white lily, another called til, and the siugára (from sīgra, horn), or horned water-nut, and a numerous variety of reeds and rushes: of one kind is constructed the frame-sieve used by the paper-makers; with another the roofs of the boats are matted; and the flower of another, which resembles cotton in texture, is mixed up with the mortar that is plastered on the side of a bath, in order to prevent its being too much softened by the steam.

The Dal lake is included in what is known as the Mir Behri Tahsil. This comprises 13 villages, viz.—

| Bakhárá | Navapura |
| Góókár | Darabghé |
| Zither | Chasma Sahá |
Some villages are entirely water, and even the houses are built on artificial islands; others are partly on land; and a few have no connection with the lake. There are three kinds of land:

(a) Rādh, or floating strips, made by a raft of reeds upon which earth and weeds are placed till it is strong enough to bear a man's weight. The strip is reckoned at one or two Pūrīs, a pūrī being usually about 200 feet long by 6 feet broad. The strips are anchored by four stout poles driven into the bed of the lake at the four corners. They can be towed by boats to a new situation, and are bought and sold for a few annas. Upon these strips little heaps are annually made of manure, lake-mud, and water weeds, and in these heaps are planted vegetables, melons, &c. These little heaps are prepared in the beginning of vaisākh at intervals of one pace, and the produce lasts for five months. In winter nothing is grown.

(b) Dem.—This is land artificially made either along the edges of the lake or in the lake by planting willow or poplar saplings in small squares, and then gradually filling up the space so enclosed with earth and lake-weed till the level rises 5 or 6 feet above the water. Sometimes stakes are driven in all round instead of planting trees. This is an expensive beginning, but once made, the soil is extraordinarily rich and mostly requires no irrigation. The debris of the Rādh cultivation is annually thrown on the Dem land, which thereby gets all the manure heaps, &c. The Rādh strips are liable to be destroyed by floods, while Dem land, once raised high enough, is safe. On Dem plots, tobacco, vegetables, makki, potatoes, tomatoes, and indeed any garden produce grows luxuriantly. Fruit-trees are often planted on the edges. The ground bears crops all the year round, except for about two months in winter.

(c) Dāji.—This is natural land, and if on the edge of the lake, is sādīlab and valuable, and nearly as good as Dem, and grows all crops. If on the hill-side, it is poor land, unless irrigated, when it will produce rice, vines or fruit-trees.

The water of the lake is carefully divided among the villages, a portion being reserved for water-ways and for the state. Within each village the water is divided among the nāmans or villagers, and each knows his own share. Besides being available for covering with Rādh cultivation, the water produces the pitchi reeds, which are the floating base of the Rādh, besides for thatching, &c. It produces in parts singhāra or water-nuts, nādru or roots of lotus, eaten as a vegetable, utophar and kamal-doda. Also grass, nāri, and floating leaves, karā, with excellent fodder for horses and cows. (Wingate.)

During the autumn and winter the lake is covered with innumerable wild fowl, but the grebes, moor hens, and bald-coots are constantly to be
found there; numerous herons may be distinguished at their favourite fishing stations, and the common king-fisher is seen at every corner of the lake, breasting the sun for an instant and then dropping into the water like a falling emerald. Many of the ducks are destroyed by eagles, who take up their residence in the neighbouring mountains for the purpose of preying upon them.

The Arrah stream, which is the largest feeder of the lake, flows into it at its northern extremity in a deep dark channel, which is known as the Tel-bal, or river of oil. It also contains numerous springs. At the southern extremity of the lake is the Drojgun sluice-gate, through which it communicates with the Jhelum by the Tsont-i-Kol canal. This gate, as well as the embankment, which is continued from it towards the city, was, it is said, originally built by Pravarasena, A. D. 59.

The ruins of the old flood-gate are still to be seen. The present one was constructed by the Pathans, and obviously in a better situation, as one side of it is formed of solid trap rock.

A short distance from the Drojgun is a pillar in the canal, by which the height of the water is ascertained. When the surface of the lake, as is usually the case, is higher than that of the river, the flood-gates remain open, and when the river becomes full, they close themselves, so as to prevent the lake from being overflowed, and its waters from spreading themselves over the adjoining country.

There is a bridge over the flood-gates, and a pathway along the causeway leading from it.

The Dal is divided into several distinct parts: Gagribal, the first and least division to the south-east, is separated from the Bud Dal by a narrow tongue of land. The Bud Dal, or large lake, on the east side, contains the little island of the Sonu Lank. Towards the north end of the lake is Astawhol, the largest sheet of water, in the middle of which is the Rupa Lank, or Island of Chunars, and north of it the Tel Bal morass. South of Astawhol is the Dal Kotwal division, and to the west of the Dal Kotwali the Soderkon or Suderbal, while the habitations and gardens surrounded by sedge and weeds in the middle and at the lower end of the lake are known by the Hindū appellation of the Dudder Pok Kar.

The lake is crossed by a narrow path running along a raised causeway called the Suttu or Sut-i-Chodri, said to have been constructed by a wealthy Hindū pandit. This causeway starts from near the end of the Naid Yar bridge in Kraliyar, and crossing the lake in a north-easterly direction terminates on the south side of the village of Ishiburi, close to the north end of the Nishat Bagh. It is about 3½ miles long, and its average width is 12 feet; there are nine bridges along its course, of which two are of stone and seven of wood. It is said to be in bad repair, and only fit for pedes-

trians.

Entering Gagribal at the south-east end, and making a circuit of the lake from east to west, the Suk Suffa Bagh, a garden containing two brick
bungalows belonging to a pandit, is seen near the village of Zit Hair, and at the slope of the spur to the east of the village, at a distance of about a mile from the margin of the lake, is the Kutlun or Pari Mahal, which may be reached by a footpath from Zit Hair, which passes the Gosain Bagh, containing a small spring called the Dewi Chashma; the ascent occupies about twenty-five minutes. From Thid, a village lying at the north end of the spur, there is a better path fit for ponies, by which the ascent may be made in rather less time. The Kutlun is a collection of ruined terraces that were originally constructed by order of Akhun Mulaha Sháh, the tutor of the Emperor Jahangír, for the purposes of a collegiate institution. A series of arched recesses are let into the façades of the terraces, and vaulted passages traverse the walls. It must have been a very large building, but is now ruined and forsaken, except by a few pigeons, or when used as a sheep-pen. From its elevation on the mountain bank it commands a fine view of the lake and surrounding country. A small stream flows at the foot of the spur on the side of the Pari Mahal, and in the gorge is the famous spring of the Chashma Sháhi, which is contained in a small pleasure-garden situated about a mile from the south-eastern margin of the lake. Shaikh Ghulâm Mañlidín, the chief munshi of Nao Nihálsing, is credited with having first built a summer-house at the Chashma Sháhi; the present building was erected by the maharája. The grounds are arranged on the same plan as the Shalímar and Nisháti Bagh; there are three terraces, a central canal, tanks, waterfalls, and fountains, which are all supplied from the spring, which is situated at the southern end of the garden, and is justly esteemed for its coolness and great purity. A wooden pavilion or barádári occupies the lower end of the middle storey; it is a double-storied building with a verandah, which is enclosed by beautiful lattice-work. The canal passes under the basement story, and falls to the lower terrace in a fine cascade. The village of Thid, which lies to the north of the Kutlun spur, at some little distance from the margin of the lake, is shaded by fine trees, and contains a small spring, which rises in a basin. North-west of the village of Thid, at the end of the promontory which juts out into the lake, dividing Gagriabul from the Bód Dal, is a small village called Haisthel, hid in a clump of poplar trees; it is the place where dues are levied on all the produce of the lake.

The Sona Lank or Golden Island, is situated in the middle of the Bód Dal. It is an artificial mass of masonry, originally built by one of the Mogul emperors, in imitation, it is said, of the island which was formed in the Wular lake by Zein-ul-Abidín. It is about 40 yards square, and its sides are green, and slope gently down to the edge of the water. The centre is occupied by the foundations and part of the walls of an old square building, which, until lately, was used as the jail; it was a very secure place for this purpose, escape by swimming being impossible, owing to the reeds and other plants growing in the bed of the lake. The ruins
are half concealed by mulberry trees and blackberry bushes, and the ground is completely undermined by a colony of rats.

Bryn is the name of the pretty village situated on the margin of the lake, at the north-east end of the Bûd Dal; it belongs to the family of Khajas Muhammad Shâh Nakhshbândî, to whose hospitalities the earlier European visitors to the valley of Kashmir were so much indebted. Vigne records that in the year 1835 there were two chunârs at the village of Bryn, 170 years old; one was 5 yards 1 foot 10 inches, and the other 6 yards 2 feet 10 inches, in circumference. From this village there is a footpath over the mountains to the town of Pampûr; the journey occupies a day.

The Nishât Bâgh, or garden of bliss, is a fine old pleasure-garden, situated on the south-east side of Astawhol: it is generally supposed to have been made by the Emperor Jahângîr after his first visit to Kashmir. The fine poplars growing all round it, and the red and white pavilion at the edge of its lower terrace, render it very conspicuous at a great distance. It is about 600 yards long and 350 yards wide, and is surrounded by a stone and brick wall, which on the front side is 18 feet high. The garden is arranged in ten terraces, the upper three of which are much higher than the others, being from 18 to 18 feet one above the other. There is a line of tanks along the centre of the whole garden, which are connected by a shallow channel. The tanks and canal are lined with polished stone, and contain numerous fountains, and on each side of the canal there is a grassy path about 12 feet wide, and the avenue is so contrived as to appear much larger than it really is. The water is derived from the Arrah stream; it enters the upper end of the garden, and flows down the successive terraces in cascades, formed by inclined walls of masonry, which are covered with stone slabs, and beautifully scalloped to vary the appearance of the water. Some of these cascades are very fine, being from 12 to 18 feet high.

There are two principal pavilions, one at the lower and the other at the upper end of the garden. The chunârs are very numerous and very fine, and the garden produces a great quantity of the finest quinces. Ishiburi or Ishabar is the name of the village situated to the north of the Nishât Bâgh, near the end of the causeway which crosses the lake. Near it is a spring called Gufta Ganga, where a Hindu festival is held in the month of April.

The Rûpa Lank or Silver Island, called also the Char Chunâr, is situated in the middle of the Astawhol division of the lake. It was likewise constructed by the Mogul emperors, and is a mass of masonry about 50 yards square, rising about 3 feet above the water; there was originally a chunâr tree at each corner, hence its name, "the Four Chunâr" but only three of these now remain. In the centre of the island is a stone platform covered with ruined blocks of masonry. Vigne records that when he visited the island there was a small square temple with marble pillars, whose roof was originally covered with silver, but which had then been
long replaced by one of wood and plaster. Around it was a little garden filled with roses, stocks, marigolds, and vines. The black marble tablet which he raised in the Isle of Chunar by permission of Ranjit Singh has also disappeared. It bore the following inscription:

Three Travellers,
BENSON CARL VON HEGEL, from Jamd,
JOHN HENDERSON, from Ladak,
GODFREY THOMAS VIGNE, from Iskand,
Who met in Srinagar on the 18th November 1835,
Have caused the names of those European travellers who had previously visited the vale of Kashmir, to be hereunder engraved:

BERNIE, 1663,
FORSTER, 1786,
MOORECOTT, TREHICK, and GUTHRIE, 1823,
JAQUEMONT, 1831,
WOLFF, 1832;

Of these, three only lived to return to their native country.

The fine old pleasure-garden called Shalimar, made by the Emperor Jahangir, is situated at some little distance from the north-east side of the Astawhol division of the lake. Dr. Elmaci conjectures that the name is derived from Már-i-Sháh Alam, which has been first shortened into Máš Shála, and this inverted according to the genius of the Kashmiri language reads Shála Már, 'the habitation of the king of the world.' It is connected with the lake by an artificial canal 12 yards wide and about a mile long; on each side of this canal there are broad and green paths overshadowed by large trees; and where it joins the lake, there are blocks of masonry on both sides, which indicate the site of the old gateway; there are also the remains of a stone embankment which formerly lined the canal throughout.

The Shalimar garden is about 600 yards long and 200 yards wide at the lower end, increasing to a width of above 270 yards at the upper end; it is surrounded by a brick and stone wall about 10 feet high, and is arranged in four terraces of nearly equal dimensions, lying one above another. There is a line of tanks or reservoirs along the middle of the whole length of the garden, and they are connected by a shallow canal from 9 to 14 yards wide. The tanks and the canal are lined with polished limestone resembling black marble, and they are filled with large fountains. The water is derived from a branch of the Arrah stream, which flows down from the mountains behind the garden; it enters at its upper end, and flows from each successive terrace in beautiful cascades, which are received into the reservoirs below, which likewise contain numerous fountains; after leaving the garden, it falls into the outer canal, by which it is conducted to the lake. The uppermost or fourth terrace was the private portion of the garden, where the ladies of the zenana resided, and where they disport ed themselves in its palmy days. It is much higher than the others, and is enclosed all round by a wall, in the lower portion of which are two
gateways, reached by a lofty flight of steps on each side of the central canal. It contains in its centre a pavilion, which is raised upon a platform a little more than 3 feet high and 65 feet square; the roof is flat; it may originally have been pointed, like the Tuscan roof, but as it is now covered with thatch, its original shape cannot be determined; it is about 20 feet high, and is supported on each side by a row of six elaborately carved black marble pillars, which are of polygonal shape and fluted. Judging from the comparative meanness of the building, it may be inferred that they were the spoils of some Hindu temple. It is indeed distinctly so stated by the traveller Bernier writing in the reign of Aurangzeb. Either they were brought from the neighbouring city of Srinagar, or, it may be, were floated down the Jhelum from Avantipûr. The capitals and bases appear to have been the work of a Muhammadan architect; the latter in particular are most beautifully scalloped and polished. Many of these pillars have been greatly disfigured within the last few years by the inscription of certain visitors who have adopted this easy but barbarous mode of immortalising their names. On two sides of the pavilion there is an open corridor; and in the centre a passage, on the right and left of which is a closed apartment. The pavilion is surrounded by a fine reservoir, lined with stone, which contains numerous fountains. Upon each side of the terrace, built against the wall, there is a lodge; these formed the private dwellings of the royal family. On the edge of each of the three lower terraces, there is also a small pavilion which overlooks the fountains in the tank below; each of them consists of two apartments, one on either side of the canal, over which is a covered archway uniting the two, and that of the lowest is supported by 16 black pillars, which are fluted and of polygonal shape. Numerous chunâr and fruit trees are planted around, and with their shade, combined with the freshness produced by the fountains, the air is as cool as could be wished even in the hottest day. Behind the garden there is a heronry, the property of the government.

The Arrah river, which forms the principal feeder of the lake, flows in at its northern extremity through a dark and deep channel called the Tel Bal or river of oil. A small village of the same name is situated on the banks of the stream.

The village of Hubbak or Roganâtpûr is situated at the north-west corner of the lake; near it are the ruins of a once splendid pleasure-ground, called Saif Khan Bâgh. Vigne suggests that the walled terraces rising one above the other might easily be converted into a botanical garden, for which its extent and aspect seems admirably calculated. It is now used as a jail; the huts or barracks are built upon the lower terrace, which is open all round, but protected by a guard of sepoys. A few hundred yards to the south of Hubbak, on the west side of Astawhol, lies the noble grove of chunârs, planted by the Emperor Akbar, and called Nasim Bâgh, or 'the garden of gentle zephyrs.' There were originally 1,200 trees, but
that number is considerably reduced. Those that remain, however, are in fine condition, though somewhat past their prime, and throw a most grateful shade over a fine space of greensward, extending for 800 yards by 400, on the banks of the water. The remains of surrounding walls, and a platform which appears to have been made on purpose for the reception of the trees, are everywhere to be seen. The natives say that the Nasīm Bāgh should be visited in the morning and the Nishāt in the evening. To the south again of the Nasīm Bāgh, on the west side of the lake, is the village of Hazrat Bal, or 'the prophet's hair,' so called because a single hair of Muhammad's beard is preserved there and exhibited on every festalday to the people. Numerous boats of various sizes are at that time ranged along the stone quay on the border of the open space intervening between the lake and the sacred edifice in which the relic is preserved. Sikhs, Hindūs, and Kashmiris of both sexes, and of all ranks and ages, are there for the purposes of seeing and being seen; the Muhammadans crowd around the door from which the sacred relic is exhibited, and breathe forth their aspirations, whilst they touch the glass and press their lips and forehead against it with locks of the most extreme awe and veneration. There is also a tree near the Hazrat Bal, which is said to have been brought as a cutting from Mecca.

Five or six fairs are held at the Hazrat Bal in the course of the year; the principal one is on the Mairaj, or the day on which Muhammad rode to heaven upon the mule Al Borak (the Thunderer). Another great fair, held about the 1st of August, is called the Watul Myla, or fair of the Watuls, because that tribe intermarry on that day. Every one that has time comes to the lake, the poorer classes on foot, and a succession of feasting, singing, and nāching is kept up for forty-eight hours, and the entertainments are enlivened by the performances of itinerant bards.

The place where the canal enters Astawhol, the principal division of the lake, is known by the name of the Bat-mazār, which is said to signify the place, literally the shrine where rice is eaten. The boatmen going to, and coming from, the lake often stop there and cook their dinners.

It is remarkable in the distance from its single chūnār tree, and commands a good general view of the lake and the mountains around it.

The Ashi Bāgh Kadal is a substantial bridge of two piers, crossing the Miphul channel, which enters the south-west corner of the Astawhol division of the lake, below the village of Hazrat Bal.

Hasanābād is a fine old ruined mosque situated near the bank of the canal, at the edge of the lake to the east of the Hari Parbat. It is said to have been built by the Shiās during the reign of Akbar, and is one of the three mosques of hewn and polished stone which were erected at Srinagar in the time of the emperors. It was demolished by the Sikh Governor Mīrān Singh, and the blocks of limestone carried away to form the ghat at the Basānt Bagh, opposite the Sher Garhi. An interesting cemetery is
attached to it, and near it, on the south, is a pretty little wooden mosque recently built by the Sunis.

Further on to the south the channel is crossed by the elegant stone bridge of Naid Yar, of three Saracen arches, built by one of the Moguls; there is a small marble slab on each side of the middle arch, bearing an inscription in Persian.

Kraliyar is the name of the large village about half a mile further on; there are several ruins, and some very fine old ghats near it, and fish are said to be plentiful above the wooden bridge, which here crosses the channel. At the Diwan Kirpa Ram-ka-Bagh, near the small village of Badmarg, on the west side of the lake, about a quarter of an hour's journey from the Drogjun, shawl-washing is carried on. The shawls are beaten upon large blocks of limestone, of which there are about twenty, and which are the ruins of an old building which formerly existed near the spot.

The Anchar lake is situated to the north-west of the suburb of Nao sherna, and stretches as far south as the Idgah, where it is called the Kashal Sar; the portion midway near the village of Atsan is known as the Atsan Nambal; the Mar canal passes through it.

The Anchar can scarcely be called a lake; it is caused by the waters of the Sind overflowing the low ground to the north of the city. (Forster—Moorecroft—Vigne—Hagel—Cunningham—Montgomery—Allgood—Jate—Grouse—Elmale—Drew—Girdleston—Cowley—Lambert—Wingate—Aylmer.)

STAKNA—Lat. 34° 1'.
Long. 77° 44'.
Elev. A village on the left bank of the Indus, passed about half-way between Marsalang and Shushot, on the route from Kulu to Leh. The fields here are watered by a canal cut from the river. It belongs to the kardari of Hemis (Ladak). (Moorecroft—Aylmer.)

STAKPIL—Lat. 35° 53'.
Long. 75° 12'.
Elev. 12,900'.
A pass between the Burzil valley in Kashmir and the Deosai plains in Baltistan. It is a defile; the bottom almost level for the length of a mile, is here turf covered, there strewn with boulders; mountains of grey granite rise to something less than 2,000 feet, close on each side; in a mile or two the defile opens into the wider valley at the head of the Shingo river, which is crossed between Burzil and Sikhbach. (Drew.)

STI-STI—Lat. 35° 40'.
Long. 75° 55'.
Elev. A village on the left bank of the Braldu river (Baltistan). It is the highest village in the valley and contains 17 houses. (Aylmer.)

STOK—Vide "Tok."

STOK or TAK—
A valley in Baltistan, watered by a stream of the same name, which joins the right bank of the Indus, 12 miles below Rondú. It is considered fertile.
The following crops are grown:—Kanak, jao, chena, tromba (a little in hot years), matta and bagla: walnuts and apricots abound. Rs400 in taxes are paid yearly.

The inhabitants are all Baltis.

There is a fort at Mopa, generally garrisoned by one company.

Fair roads up both banks. There is a bridge for baggage animals between Stongsing and Karchung and foot-bridges at Shanu and near the junction with the Indus.

The glacier at the head of the valley is advancing. (Aylmer.)

**Resources.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned. cattle</th>
<th>Sharp and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galmushtan</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karchung</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahu</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tekla</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tseza</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trongsa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mopa</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balejou</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stongsing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirzang</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** | **110** | **20** | **215** | **1,700** |

**STOK LA or TAK LA.—** Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.

A pass between the Stak and Turmic valleys in Baltistán. It is open in July for foot passengers, but then only for three months. (Aylmer.)

**SUCHI—** Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 73° 37'. Elev.

A small village in the Mozafarabad district, containing four houses shaded by trees, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles west of Palla.

**SUDAN—**

An important and high caste of Chibhálís; it prevails in the part between Punč and the Jhelum; it has a position among these Muhammadans nearly like that of the Miáns among the Dogras. (Drew.)

**SUDDI THULLI—** Lat. 34° 33'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Tilail valley, which was so called after the founder; it is now usually known by the name of its present proprietor, 'Kuthrodi.'
SUDERAKUT—Lat. 34° 21'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
The name of a migratory village, situated on the eastern shore of the Wular lake; it is only inhabited during the season of the singára, an aquatic plant, which grows in immense quantities in the Wular lake and forms a staple article of consumption, contributing largely to the maharája’s revenue.

The natives call this village Cho’ta Suderakút. (Montgomery.)

SUEDRAMMAN—Lat. 33° 51'.  Long. 75° 33'.  Elev.
A village in the Marú Wardwan Valley, containing seven houses, situated above the right bank of the river, which is bridged between it and the village Afith, on the opposite bank.

Kashmir may be reached from Süedramman by sundry footpaths lying over the intervening range of mountains, but they are described as being very rough, and only practicable at certain seasons of the year. A considerable torrent, which is crossed by a small kadal bridge, flows a few hundred yards to the north of the village, and there is also a spring.

SUGET DAWAN PASS or "Willow Pass"—
Lat. 36° 9' 58".  Long. 77° 58'.  Elev. 17,610'.
Leads over a spur of the Kun lun range, which here forms the watershed between the tributaries of the Yárkand river and those of the Karakash. It is crossed on the summer route from Léh to Yárkand, between Chibra and Suket camps, and is a tolerably easy pass. Snow lies on it from September to April. Ascent on the north side at first steep, into a ravine winding between banks of black shale. From this the path leads over high moraine banks of granite boulders, and crossing the slope of a hill reaches the Suket camp. (Trotter.)

SUKALA—Vide "Tsaka La."

SUKET or SUKIT—Lat. 36° 18' 45".  Long. 77° 58'.  Elev. 12,970'.
A camping ground on the summer route by the Karakoram Pass situated on the right bank of the Suket stream, and about 6 miles north of the Suget Dawan pass. Hills on left bank steep down to the river, and on right bank rolling away in wide slopes to high mountains. This valley is a grazing ground much used by traders from Léh to Yárkand, as it is the first at which grass and wood are obtainable after leaving the Nubrá district, and travelling over the barren ground about the Karakoram for eight days. (Trotter—Johnson.)

SÜKIAL—
The name of a torrent which rises in the mountains on the north side of the Gúrais valley, and flows into the Búrzil stream, lat. 34° 39', long. 74° 56', opposite the village of Tseniál. It is fordable, and is crossed by the high road to Skardú.
SUKNÁG—

The name of a considerable stream which flows from the numerous small lakes lying on the east side of the Panjául range, between the Toshá Maidáni and Núr purí passes. After debouching into the plain it flows in a northerly and north-easterly direction through the Birwa and Machiháma parganas, leaving which it bends to the north-west, and is joined by the Magham stream at the village of Bailheran, and by the Khor at Trekolabál in the Pumbarsar, soon after which it loses itself in the extensive morass communicating with the Wular lake. The Suknág is said to be navigable as high up as Batpúra for large boats, both bahats and dúngas, for a space of three months, during the height of the floods; small boats, called shikáris, can ascend the stream at almost any season. During the upper part of its course through the plain, it flows through a wide stony channel, which is usually fordable, and is crossed by numerous rough bridges; latterly it contracts between high banks, and the stream is not usually fordable where in flood. The road between Srinagar and Baramúla crosses it by a substantial kádal bridge at the village of Haritrat.

The current is generally moderate. Vigne remarks that like all the other rivers of the valley that are considered pre-eminently good on account of their freshness and power of creating an appetite, the honor of having filled the drinking-cups of the old kings of Kashmir is claimed for this stream.

SUKNIS—Lat. 35° 59'.

A village situated towards the northern extremity of the Marú Wardwan valley, on the right bank of the river; it lies about 7 miles north of Bāsan, and is entirely surrounded by mountains, some of which are bare, others wooded with fir and birch. The village consists of a few log-huts and a masjid; all the houses are very dirty. About half a mile north of the village there is a bridge across the river; here a rapid and violent torrent, and on the other bank are a few fields in which scanty crops of the coarser grains are produced; but supplies are not obtainable.

Palgám, in the Lidar valley, may be reached from Suknis in two marches; the path lies across the mountains, and the half-way place is Sonásar Nág. (Hervey.)

SULLAS—Lat. 33° 13'.

A village in Kisintwár, containing fourteen houses, inhabited by Hindus, situated on the mountain top above the left bank of the Lidar Khóli stream. It may be reached by a path following the course of the stream which crosses the road between Doda and the Brari-Bal, just north of the village of Karoti.

SULTÁN CHUSKUN or “King’s Camp”—

Lat. 35° 77° 40'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Shyok, passed on the winter
route from Leh to Yarkand, eleven marches from the former between Kutaklik and Dhan-i-Murghai. It lies 10 miles below Brangsa Sazer. (H. Strachey.)

SUMBAL—Lat. 34° 14'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
This village, which used to be the tahsil station of the Saremozapain pargana, lies on both banks of the Jhelum abreast of the Aha Tung mountain; it is connected by a fine wooden bridge, 340 feet long and 16 feet broad, with five openings; the average depth of the water beneath being about 14 feet; on the left bank of the river there are two fine groves of chunars, one above and the other below the bridge. The mouth of the canal leading to the Mansa Bal lake is on the right bank of the river, about a quarter of a mile below the village. Sumbal is identified with the ancient Jayapura, founded by Lalitaditya’s grandson Jayapida, though all traces of the city have disappeared. It is recorded in the Raja Tarangini that immediately after the transfer of the capital the god Krishna appeared in a dream to the king and admonished him to raise in the lake, near the town, a fort which should bear the name of Sridvaravati, in remembrance of the place where Krishna himself had once reigned on earth. The fort was built and the name given; but in this case the vox populi was stronger than the vox dei. The chronicler notes that in his time every one called it the inner fort, ‘Abhyantara kotta,’ and strangely enough, to this very day, after the lapse of 1,100 years, the village on the south-west side of Sumbal, which marks the site of this citadel, bears the name of Antar-kot. The town had not been in existence a single century when it was destroyed by Sankara Varma (A. D. 888—901), who employed the materials in the construction of his new capital Sankarapura, better known as Patan, or the Pass. (Moorcroft—Hugel—Vigne—Cunningham—Growse—Ince.)

SUMDO—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 77° 46'. Elev.
A camping ground near the top of the Lachalang pass (on the west face) and 18 miles from Sarchu (or Lingti). (Cayley.)

SUMDO—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 17,000'.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, and not far below its source. It is passed on the western Changchenmo route. Gogra is distant 66 miles. Shinglung lies 11 miles below camp. (Drew.)

N. B.—The usual route is via Sumzumbling and Dehra Kompa Pass and camp to Shinglung. (Trotter.)

SUMGAL on SUMKIIL—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 77° 50'. Elev.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Sumgal river, and north-east of the Lachalang pass. It is passed on the route from Kulu to Leh.
between Sumdo camp and Rukchen. There are two roads from this to Debring, at the foot of the Tagalang pass—

1. By Kiang plain and Rukchen.
2. By the Zara valley—which lies to the west.

The latter is only taken in summer, when there is a scarcity of water in the Kiang plain. The camping ground is at the junction of three streams. (Moorecroft.)

SUMGAL—Lat. 36° 15'. Long. 78° 30'. Elev.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, one march above Potash camp, and about 40 miles above Shahddla. It is passed on the eastern route from the Changchenmo valley. A road leads north-east from here across the Hindutak-dawan pass into Khotan. It was the route taken by Robert Schlagentweit and also by Mr. Carey in 1885. Fuel and grass abundant. (Trotter.)

SUMGAL RIVER OR SUMKIEL—
A tributary of the Zanskár river; is formed by three streams, two of which rise in the mountains west of the Toemorari lake, and the third flows down from the Lachalang pass to the junction of the three streams at Sumgal camp. "As each of these streams is forded separately within the short distance of a mile, the united stream has received the descriptive name of sumgal or the river of the 'Three Fords.' Its course is north-north-west, and its length from its source to its junction with the Zanskár river 110 miles. Fall about 5,000 feet, or 45'4 feet per mile."

Moorecroft calls it the Sumkiel, or "Three Spring River." (Cunningham—Moorecroft.)

SUMNA—Lat. 35° 10' 39". Long. 79° 10'. Elev. 17,150'.
A camping ground passed on one of the routes leading from the Changchenmo to the Karakash. It lies east of Kizil Jilga at the north base of the Kizil Pass. Water, grass, and fuel are obtainable 3 miles below camp in the Kizil Jilga ravine. (Trotter.)

SUMNAL—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev. 15,540'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, 13 miles north-east of Changtash. It is passed on one of the variations of the Changchenmo route which leaves the western route at Changtash. At 6 miles from the latter are some hot springs on the right bank. Road in parts stony and bad. Good camping ground at bend of river to east, where a large nala from west joins. Fuel and grass abundant. (Trotter.)

SUMSAR—Lat. 33° 41'. Long. 74° 36'. Elev. 12,700'.
A lake in Kasmir near the Darhál Pass in the Panjal range, it is ½ mile long by ¼ mile broad; and is almost pear-shaped, tapering off to where the water flows out of it. On June 12th it was still frozen. The mountains that encircle it have a precipitous cliff of grey rock about 1,500 feet above the lake, which was evidently formed by glacial action. (Drew.)
SUMURU—Lat. 34° 37'. Long. 77° 41'. Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Nubra river just above its junction with the Shyok, in Nubra (Ladakh). It is said to contain 20 houses, and is passed on the summer route from Leh to Yarkand. (Aginer.)

SUMZUNGLING or SUMZAM LUNGPA—
Lat. 34° 41' 10''. Long. 78° 50''. Elev. 17,330'.
A camping ground on the western Changchenmo route, 9½ miles north of Changlung Pass. Road from pass very bad, crossing the stream in numerous places before reaching the camping ground at the junction of three râlas. A little grass obtainable on a neighbouring hill, but no fuel. Captain Trotter calls this "one of the worst marches on the whole road, as the number of recently dead animals that strewed it too surely testified." (Trotter.)

SUNAWAIN—Lat. 34° 21'. Long. 74° 26'. Elev.
A village in the Zainagir pargana, situated on the left bank of the Pohru, about 8 miles north-west of Sopur. It lies to the west of the road, leading towards Shalûrah. The river is usually navigable by ordinary sized boats as high as this village at all seasons of the year.

Sunawain contains the zîrat of Saiad Sahib and seven houses, and boasts a clump of magnificent chunar trees.

SUNDBRAR—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.
An ebbing and flowing spring, situated about 2 miles up the right side of a narrow defile which opens into the Bring valley towards its southern extremity; the whole country around is covered with forest. The spring is in a small basin, 8 feet deep and about 3 or 4 yards in width; and on one side of it are some stone steps to enable devotees to descend to the water. After the Nauroz, or the new day, as the vernal equinox is termed, a little more water than usual is observable in the basin, but this again subsides. About two months after, the water ebbs and flows rapidly for a quarter of an hour three times a day—morning, noon, and evening. The great day of the Hindus is the 15th of Har (13th of June), when several thousand people of both sexes are assembled, nearly naked, around this Bethesda of the valley, and wait for the rising of the water, praying it to appear; and those who are nearest to it shaking peacock's feathers over it, as an act of enticement and veneration. When the basin perceptibly begins to fill, the immense multitude exclaim "Sendi"! "Sendi"! ("It appears"! "It appears"!) and they then fill their brazen water-vessels, drink, and perform their ablutions, and return towards their houses. Bernier, who visited this spring, gives what he supposes to be a reason for the phenomenon, and remarks upon the rounded and isolated shape of the hill. There seems little doubt that he is generally right, and that the ebbing and flowing are caused by the different degrees of heat under which the snow on the Panjâl is melted at different times of the day. The Brahmins call the spring Trisandiyâ. (Bernier—Vigne.)
SUNKUJA—Lat. 33° 6’.
Long. 73° 46’.
Elev.
A village in Naoshera, about 8 miles south of Mirpur, by the road to the Gatiala ferry; it is situated on the slopes above the left bank of the Jhelum. This village is held in jagir by Moza Khan, and contains about one hundred houses, divided into nine mahallas or districts.

SUPERSUMUN—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Miraj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying at the foot of the hills on the left bank of the Rembiara river.
The tahsil business is transacted at Shupion, which, however, lies without its limits.
The Supersumun pargana was one of the four which were added, during the Sikh occupancy of Kashmir, to those originally constituted.

SÜRAN—
The name of the principal source of the Pûch Toi, or Palasta river; it takes its rise as the Chitta-pâni stream, on the western slopes of the Panjâl range between the Chitta-pani and Pir Panjâl passes, and flows in a westerly and northerly direction to the Pûch valley, at the head of which it is joined by the Mandi stream, and near the town of Pûch by the Bitarh river, besides which it receives numerous other tributaries during its course.

SÜRAN—Lat. 33° 40’n.
Long. 74° 17’.
Elev.
A small village lying on the road between Bhimbar and Pûch, situated on the left bank of the river of the same name, about 13 miles southwest of Pûch, and 14 miles north-west of Thâna Mandi. It contains a thana in which a small military force is usually quartered.
There is a bungalow for travellers, containing one room, situated a few hundred yards north of the village. From Sûran there is a path to Gulmarg by way of Mandi; the journey is usually accomplished in four marches. Supplies are procurable. (Ins.)

SURGOND—Lat. 34° 49’n.
Long. 74° 15’.
Elev.
The principal village in the Samgan valley, Upper Drawar. It lies some 7 miles from Sharidi, on the left side of the valley, covering a large amount of ground, as the houses are much scattered. It contains twenty houses.
There is little or no camping ground. (Agler.)

SURMU—Lat. 35° 10’n.
Long. 76° 29’.
Elev. 8,500, approx.
A collection of hamlets in Baltistan, on the left bank of the Shyok. It forms, next to Khapalu, the principal village in the Khapalu district. Surmu has a very long and narrow tract of cultivation, skirting the gravelly river-bed. It occupies the slopes and a projecting platform of alluvium of no great height. In this village many fields, on a level
with the river, have evidently been destroyed by the flood of 1842. It contains 250 houses. Most of the cultivation is someway above the village at a place called Surmú Brok. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

Surna Nāla—
The name of a stream in the Machipūra pargana, which joins the Dangerwari, lat. 74° 27', long. 74° 18'.
The table-land between these two streams is covered with ponds, some of considerable size, and is altogether very swampy, and at the same time clothed with a dense jungle of deodar, chir, a few yews, and hawthorns. (Montgomerie.)

Surongo—Lat. 35° 41'. Long. 75° 51'. Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Braldu river (Baltistán). It contains ten houses. (Aylmer.)

Sūrph rar—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 75° 5'. Elev.
A village in the Sind valley, situated at some little distance from the left bank of the river, just below the junction of the Kishengar, an unfordable stream which is crossed by a bridge. It is possible to reach the Tar Sar and Mar Sar lakes by following the course of this stream, but it is a matter of difficulty, as there is no regular path.

Sūrph rar contains the zārāt of Saiad Jafir Sahib, and fifteen houses inhabited by zamindars, a dūm, a mūlla, and a cowherd. Near the masjid is a spring called Bābā Abdulla's spring. The staple cultivation is rice; a little corn is also grown.

The Sind is usually bridged at some little distance to the west of the village.

Surs o n T sor us—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 75° 5'. Elev.
A large village in the Walar pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum; including the hamlet Taki Bal, which lies at the foot of the Awantipūr Wudar, about a mile to the south-east, the total population amounts to nearly one hundred families.

There are some orchards and fine shady trees in the village, and much rice cultivation about it. Trāl lies about 6 miles to the north-east, and is reached by an excellent path.

Surtokh Lā—Lat. 34°. Long. 78° 28'. Elev. about 15,000'.
A low ridge in the Muglib valley, 24 miles from the north-west end of the Pangong lake. It forms the water-shed across the natural exit of the lake, and is entirely formed by the loose shingle brought down by a somewhat large lateral ravine from the snowy peaks to the south.

Marks of the former level of the lake are seen extending within a very short distance of this ridge or low pass. A rise of 150 feet in the waters of the present lake would find them again an exit down the valley to Tankse. (Godwin Austen.)
Sūrū—Lat. 33° 21'.  Long. 73° 48'.  Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Pūnch Toi river, about 8 miles north of Chaomuk. It contains sixteen houses, half of the inhabitants being Pahāri Ḥāts, and half Turrūnd Muhammadans; there are no Hindūs. During the winter months, the river may be forded between this village and Pota on the left bank, but the water is deep.

Sūrū or Sooroo, or Kartse—
An ilarka of the Wazirat of Skardū, lying in the upper valley of the Sūrū river.
Together with Kartzé (which now goes with Drās) it had a petty chief of its own who lived at Lung Kartzé, the principal place in the valley.
The number of houses is about three hundred and fifty, giving a population of two thousand.

"Communications.—These are as follows:—
(1) From Kishtwar by the Bhot Kol pass down the Sūrū river to Kargil: not fit for laden animals. Open for six months.
(2) From Drās via the Umba La. It is said horses can be taken.
   Open for six months.
(3) To Kanji by the Kanji or Vigne La; very difficult.
(4) To Zanksar by the Pensai La.
(5) From Kishtwar by the Chilung pass. (Aylmer.)

Sūrū or Sooroo—Lat. 34° 8'.  Long. 76° 2'.  Elev. 10,624'.
A village and fort on the left bank of the Sūrū river, just below the sudden bend it takes to the north-north-east. It is a halting place on the route from Kishtwār to Lēh via the Sūrū valley, and lies 18 miles above Sankho and north-east of Bhotkol pass. (Drew.)
The fort was built by Zorāwar Sing in 1834.

Surudāb—Lat. 34° 33'.  Long. 75° 7'.  Elev.
A village in the Tilaiil valley, consisting of a cluster of seven or eight houses situated on the bare side of the hill above the right bank of the Kishān Gangā, on the road leading towards Drās. The inhabitants are zendıars, including a potter.

Sūrū River or Kartse River—
A tributary of the Drās river, rises in the Himalayas, east of the Nun Kun peaks. Its course is north-east to Ringdum monastery, then due west to a little above Sūrū, after which it flows north-north-east and joins the Drās river just below Kargil. Total length about 60 miles. Its principal tributaries are the Nakpo-chu and Palumba-chu, which join it from the west and east respectively. (Cunningham—Moorcroft.)

Syāl Sū'ī—Lat. 33° 13'.  Long. 74° 24'.  Elev.
A village in Kashmir, on the road between Aknūr and Rājāsorī. The Hindūs who inhabit the village are in great part Thakurs. (Drew.)
SYBUG—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev.
A large village in the Machiháma pargana, of which it used to be the tahsil station; it is divided into three mahallas, viz., Bunpur, Malikpúr, and Astanpúr, which stand on high dry ground in the middle of the Hokarsar morass, about 6 miles west of Srinagar, on the road towards Makaháma. The village is shaded by splendid trees, and possesses some of the finest chunárs in the valley; the best specimens are at the west end of the village, near the ziarat of Saíd Muhammad Bukhari.

The bulk of the inhabitants are shail-báfs; these now number about one hundred and fifty families; formerly, it is said, there were many more. The rest of the population consist of seventy families of zamíndars, two múllas, three dúms, three cowherds, two potters, twelve pírzádas, five horse-keepers, a kázi, a blacksmith, a carpenter, and three banías, of whom two are pãrdits.

Rice is extensively cultivated on the edges of the morass around the village.
TAG—TAI

GAZETEER OF KASHMIR AND LADÁK.
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TAGALANG—Lat. 33° 28'.  Long. 77° 48'.  Elev. 18,042'.
At the north-western extremity of the Rupshú district; it is crossed on the route from Kúlú to Léh, between Debrung and Gya. There is a good and easy road on both sides. The pass is free from snow from July to December.

TAGHAR—Lat. 34° 40'.  Long. 77° 35'.  Elev. 10,500'.
A village in the Nubrá district, situated on the left bank of the Nubrá river. It is a halting-place on the summer route from Léh by the Karakoram, and lies 18 miles below Panamikh and about 7 above the junction of the Nubrán with the Shyok. Cultivation here (barley and lucerne), and a good many trees, apricot, willow and poplar, also elm and elmsagnus. The river runs in divided streams over a wide bed of shingle and sand, on which are island patches of buckthorn and myricaria brushwood. It is frozen over in winter. It is the head-quarters of the Nubrá Kardari and contains twenty houses. (Bellew—Trotter—Aylmer.)

TAGNAK—Lat. 34° 4'.  Long. 77° 50'.  Elev.
A village in the Chimré valley, 10 miles north of Chimré. A road branches off to it north-west from Sakti, and crossing the Waris-La, north of the village, leads down to the Shyok river: the ferry across which, opposite Satti, is 40 miles distant (three marches.) (Drew.)

TAI—Lat. 33° 38'.  Long. 74°.  Elev.
A village in Púncb, on the slopes of the hill above the right bank of the Púncb Tóí. It contains about one hundred houses.

TAINTRE—Lat. 33° 51'.  Long. 74° 22'.  Elev.
A considerable village in Púncb, lying on the north side of the valley above the path, and the right bank of the Dali Nar stream, about 20 miles north-east of Púncb. It contains forty families, Muhammadan zamindars of the Kutwáí caste. Dry crops only are grown.

TAINTRIPUR—Lat. 34° 7'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev.
A small village in the Bangil pargana, situated above the left bank of the torrent which flows between it and the village of Khipur. It contains a masjid, the záírát of Saiad Arab Sahib, and three houses inhabited by zamindars. There are some shady trees in the village, and a little rice cultivation about it.

TAINYAR—Vide "Tayar."

TAITRI—Lat. 33° 45'.  Long. 74° 3'.  Elev.
This hamlet is situated on the slopes of the hills above the road from Púncb towards Paral, at some little distance from the right bank of the Púncb Tóí river, about 4 miles west of Púncb.
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There are about twenty houses in the village, all the inhabitants being Muhammadans.

TAKANG—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 78° 45'. Elev. about 14,000'.
A camping ground on the left bank of the Shishal stream, just above where it enters the Pangong lake, and situated in a plain 2 or 3 square miles in extent. Shishal lies about 8 miles south. Wood and grass plentiful at this camp. (Drew—Trotter.)

TAKCHA—Lat. 34° 50'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev. about 11,000'.
A village of six houses in the Nubrâ district, on the left bank of the Nubrâ river. It is passed on the summer route from Leh to Yâr-kand by the Karakoram pass, about half-way between Panamikh and Changliang, 7½ miles below the latter. At 4 miles, proceeding up the valley, the Tulumbuti, a tributary of the Nubrâ, is crossed by a good wooden bridge.
This is the largest village in the Nubrâ valley, where travellers can procure supplies on their way to Yâr-kand. (Thomson.)

TAKCHA or TAKTZE—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 76° 35'. Elev.
A village passed on the route from Srinagar to Leh, between Shergol and Kharbu, close to the latter and on the right bank of the Kanji river. The monastery is perched on an isolated rock, the only ascent being by a very steep path-way. The inhabitants are Muhammadans and consist of 25 families. (Bellem—Henderson—Aylmer.)

TAKIA—Lat. 33° 24'. Long. 78° 51'. Elev.
This village lies on the road between Mirpûr and Kotli. It is situated in a well-cultivated valley, some distance from the left bank of the Pûnch Tôi river.
There are about sixty houses in the village, which contains two bâolis and some shady trees. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamîndârs.

TAKIA MIA SHÁH—Lat. 34°. Long. 74° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the side of the spur above the left bank of Suknâg, opposite Kanyagûnd.
It is inhabited by two pirzâdas, two zamîndârs, and a potter, and is considered to form part of the village of Lâlpûr, which lies on the table-land above it.

TAKIBAL—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.
A village containing nine houses, situated at the foot of the Kurala Puthur wudar, about a mile to the east of Bij Behâra. There is said to be a small spring in the village, which is shaded by fine trees and surrounded by rice-fields.

TAKMACHIK—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev.
A considerable village in the kardari of Skirbichan (Ladûk), on the left bank of the Indus. It is said to contain about one hundred houses. (Alymer.)
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TAK—TAM

**TAK MARPO**—Lat. Long. Elev. 15,000'.
Camping ground, Karakash valley, 24 miles below Changtaab. Grass and fuel obtainable.

**TAKRACHAK**—Lat. 33° 5'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, about 9 miles south of Mirpûr, on the eastern side of the road to the Gatiala ferry. It contains fifty families, four being fakirs and the rest zamindars; all the inhabitants are Muhammadans.
There is a masjid in the village, and the zîarât of Peri Sháh.

**TAKTI LA**—*Fide "NAURUNGLA."*

**TALAWARI**—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 74° 7'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Sháh Kakuta stream, about 5½ miles north of Hidrabád, on the road towards Uri. (*Icôc.*)

**TALU**—Lat. 35° 4'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.
A small valley to the south of the Indus in Rondo (Baltistán). It contains the following villages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talu</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Baltis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talubrok, Mulial, Zungut</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Brokpas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A road goes up this valley to the Talubrok or Trongo pass. (*Aylmer.*)

**TALU BROK ON TRONGO PASS**—Lat. 35° 27'. Long. 75° 4'.
Elev. 15,637'.
A pass leading from the Parashing valley (Astor) to the Talu valley (Rondú). It is shown in the map as leading into the Harpo valley, which is not the case. For foot passengers the pass is open in the beginning of April. In June it is said to be passable for horses. It is the first direct pass open between Rondú and Astor. (*Aylmer.*)

**TAMBA**—Lat. 35° 43'. Long. 75° 5'. Elev.
A camping ground on the western Changchenmo route, passed about half-way between Karatágh camp and Máliksháh. It lies east of a low double-topped hill, and is only occasionally used as a camping ground. *Burtsi* procurable, but no water in summer. (*Trotter.*)

**TAMBIS-KUNOR**—Lat 34° 25'. Long. 76° 7'. Elev.
A pair of villages, said to contain forty houses, in the Kartiz division of the
Dras ilarka (Baltistán). They lie on the right bank of the Súrú river, nearly opposite Saliskot. (ṣiylmer.)

TAMIAL—Lat. 33° 15'. Long. 78° 40’. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, situated on the arid plain about 6 miles north of Mirpúr, on the road towards Chachmaq. It contains thirty-two houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars of the Ját caste.
Water is very scarce in the neighbourhood of this village.

TAMMAN—Lat. 33° 30’. Long. 75° 21’. Elev.
A small village in the Sháhabád valley, situated above the left bank of the Sándran river, which is bridged between it and the village of Küt on the opposite bank.
It lies about 4 miles south-east of Vernág, and contains five houses inhabited by zamindars.

TANDA PANI—Lat. 33° 4’. Long. 74° 32’. Elev.
A village in Naoshera, situated midway on the path between Aknúr and Rájáuro.
Vigne remarks that he found no ‘cold water,’ but a green and open valley with low grassy hillocks rising in different parts of it.

TANDA PANI—Lat. 32° 54’. Long. 74° 56’. Elev.
The name of a village situated about 12 miles north of Jamú, on the road towards Riási. The road between Jamú and Tanda Pani consists of sturdy water-courses and great defiles. From Tanda Pani to Riási is a distance of 18 miles. The path is, on the whole, rugged, hilly, and in some places very steep. (Hervey.)

TANDO—Lat. 34° 21’. Long. 73° 33’. Elev.
A village situated a few miles south-east of Mozafarabád. Baron Hügel observed near this place granite in large blocks, hurled, as it were, over the trap rock.

TANGMAR or KANGMAR—Lat. 33° 25’. Long. 78° 15’. Elev.
A small village on the left bank of the Indus, situated about half-way between Kinna and Khure, at the mouth of a ravine. A path leads up this ravine and across the mountains to the Tsokar lake, but it is difficult. (Cayley.)

TANGWARA—Lat. 34° 8’. Long. 74° 27’. Elev.
A village situated about a mile north of Kountra, above the road leading towards Sopúr. It is divided into two mahallas, the upper of which is inhabited by four families of Patháus and the lower by four pandits.

TANIN—Vide "Chandranwar."
TANKSE—
A kardar or collectorate of the province of Ladák. It consists, besides other smaller ones, of the villages of Tankse, Phobrang, Shūshal and Durgu. Both Tankse and Durgu contain about 50 houses. The crops are very poor owing to the great altitude. Cash revenue amounts to about 1,700 besides taxes in kind. (Aylder.)

TANKSE—Lat. 34° 2'. Long. 78° 14'. Elev. 12,900'.
A large village of fifty or sixty houses, situated on the right bank of the Lung-Chu river, about half-way between the Chang-la and the north-west end of the Pangong lake. It is a halting-place on the Changchenmo-route, and is the last place on this road where supplies are procurable. Sanjū, the first large village in Yārkarānd territory, is 350 miles distant. The headman of the Tankse district resides here. There is a rest-house and supply depot in the village.

A road leads up the Lung Chu valley to Shūshal, 55 miles distant. There is a very fair area of ground under cultivation: lucerne grows luxuriantly. Many of the houses are built close under a large mass of conglomerate, the stones firmly cemented in it. The remains of an old fortified fort still cover the upper portion of this conglomerate bed.

Tankse contains a government store-house, and is the head quarters of a kardar, or manager, under the governor of Ladák. (Trotter—Godwin-Austen—Drew.)

TANSAN—
The name of the river which rises at the southern extremity of the Brīng pargana; it joins the Nowbūg stream, lat. 33° 35', long. 75° 24', near the village of Wyl, the united waters forming the Brīng river.

The road between Kashmīr and Kishtrāv by the Marbal pass crosses it by a bridge, just above the junction, which is thrown over a narrow channel in the rock, hollowed out apparently by the rushing waters. The stone piers on which the old bridge was built are still remaining. The masjid of Hājī Daud Sāhib is prettily and conspicuously situated on the hill above, and is a place of considerable strength, which is said to have been the scene of many a battle in the mountain feuds between the inhabitants of Kishtrav and the Kashmīris in the olden time, as being the key to the possession of the Brīng pargana.

TARA—Lat. 33° 6'. Long. 78° 56'. Elev.
A camping ground on the right bank of the Hanlē river, situated a little above its junction with the Indus. Nowī camp, on the opposite bank of the Indus, is 11 miles north. It is a halting-place on the eastern of the two routes leading from Hanlē to the Indus and Pangong lake. (Mongomeric.)
TARKATTA TARKOFA OR TARKUTI—Lat. 34° 48'.
Long. 76° 15'.
Elev. 7,800'.
A small village in Khurmang (Baltistán), on the left bank of the Indus, on the road from Srinagar to Skardú. It contains thirty-five houses.
*(Aylmer.)*

TARLDAT—Fido "Thaldat."

TARNA NALA—
A hill torrent flowing southward between Jasrota and Jasmirgarh. Quite dry in the cold weather. Nilgai, deer, and pig abound. *(Wingate.)*

TARSAR—Lat. 34° 8'.
Long. 75° 12'.
Elev.
A lake situated amid the lofty mountains lying between the Sind valley and Kashmir. It may be reached by a path from the northern end of the Trāl valley, and there is also said to be a road from the Lidarwat, at the northern extremity of the Dachinpara pargana.

TARSHING—Lat. 35° 14'.
Long. 74° 47'.
Elev.
A village in the Astor district, Kashmir, about 8 miles east of Nanga Parbat. It lies up a side valley leading to the Mazeno pass, at the foot of a great glacier which comes down from the north to about the level of 9,400 feet. This glacier has been the cause of an extensive flood in the Astor valley, of which an interesting account is given by Drew. It contains fifteen houses. *(Aylmer.)*

TARUTZE—Lat. 34° 17'.
Long. 77° 15'.
Elev.
A small village, situated a little distance from the right bank of the Indus, 23 miles below Lēh, and 27 above Khalsi, on the upper road from the latter to Lēh. It is included in the collectorate of Saspul. *(Drew—Aylmer.)*

TASHGAM—Lat. 34° 15'.
Long. 77° 12'.
Elev. 9,300'.
A village of ten houses in the Drās valley, on the left bank of the Drās river, 15 miles below Drās. It is a halting-place on the routes from Srinagar to Lēh and Skardú via the Drās valley. There is a traveller's house, and supplies are procurable in small quantities.

The Lēh route proceeds from this to Chanagund on the right bank, distant 15 miles. The Skardú route to Kirkitchu on the left bank of the Drās river, opposite Chanagund. Above Tashgam the valley narrows, and vegetation is scanty, but near the village are several acres of tamarisk and myricaria jungle. Prangos and lucerne (called here buksuk) are cultivated.

There are cattle in the village, chiefly the sho. *(Bolton—Thomson—Aylmer.)*

TATAKUTÍ—Lat. 30° 45'.
Long. 74° 35'.
Elev. 15,524'.
A peak in the Panjāl range, overlooking the valley of Kashmir.

TATAMOULA—Lat. 34° 9'.
Long. 74° 12'.
Elev.
A village situated above the right bank of the Jhelum, about 16 miles south-west of Baramula.
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The rocky cliffs here rise almost perpendicularly from the river to a height of 300 and 400 feet. General Cunningham remarks that, as the height of the Jhelum near Tatamoula is about 5,000 feet above the sea, the whole of Kashmir must have been submerged by the waters of the river before the wearing down of these cliffs. As Tatamoula (Sanskrit, Taptamula), the "hot spring," may indicate volcanic action, the immediate cause of the bursting of the lake may have been the sudden rending of the rock by an earthquake.

TATAPANI—Lat. 33° 24'. Long. 74° 24'. Elev.
A village in the province of Naoshera, situated amid the hills a few miles north-east of the town of Rájáoiri. Vigne states that at Tatapáni, about one day's march to the eastward of Rájáoiri, there is a hot spring, the temperature of whose waters, in the absence of a thermometer, he estimated at 140°. It gushed from beneath a marly rock, and had a sulphurous taste, and deposited sulphur as it ran. There was another hot spring about 45 yards from it, and a cold spring between them. The natives were aware of the cleansing and purifying properties of the water, and came from far and near to bathe in it. They said that the hot water was colder in the hot weather. In a hollow, amongst the jungle-clad hills and low precipices, within a short distance of the spring, he discovered a coal bed jutting out in three different places from the bank on the path-side. The specimens of the surface coal which he brought to England were not considered very promising.

TATI—Lat. 33° 22'. Long. 75° 14'. Elev.
A small hamlet in the Banihál district, containing one or two huts and a baoli, situated on the hill side, high above the right bank of the stream, on the road between Banihál and Ramesú.

TATSA-KARIT—Lat. 34° 30'. Long. 76° 23'. Elev.
A pair of villages containing thirty houses in Kargil (Baltistan). They lie in a small valley which joins the Wakha valley on the right side. The inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Aylmer.)

TAWÍ RIVERS—
There are two rivers of this name, one in the province of Jamú and the other in Naoshera; both are tributaries of the Chenáb.
The river in the Jamú Province rises in the Rámnagar district in about lat. 32° 53', long. 75° 34°. Its course is first north-west towards Chinení for about 26 miles; in this part the river foams along among large boulders, confined by rocks which are capped with a deposit of alluvium of rounded blocks of gneiss embedded in the earth. These banks are in part clothed with shrubs and trees that have found a footing upon them. Deodar, silver fir, and spruce fir are also seen along the valley. From Chinení it bends to the south-west for a distance of about 15 miles, the
valley being still bounded by high hills. It then emerges upon a more open country, through which it flows in a southerly direction for some 10 miles, when it meets a range of hills through which it pierces, and then takes a westerly course, winding very considerably; it then pierces another range of hills and reaches the town of Jamú, which is on its right bank, 18 miles from which it joins the Chenáb. Its total length is 70 miles. At Jamú the Tawi finally quits the hills which overhang it, terminating in a line of cliffs facing the river. It then flows through an open plain. (Thomson—Drew.)

The Naoshera river rises in the Rattan Panjál mountains on the road from Tanná to Barangala, about 12 kos north of Rájáorí. It flows by Naoshera, and then turning off to the south-south-east passes within half a kos of the fortified town of Mináwar, and 2 or 3 kos beyond falls into the Chenáb near Kúri, a village on the banks of the river. Some of the natives call this stream the 'Malkani Tawi,' to distinguish it from the Jamú river.

Vigne says that the word 'tawi' means "a torrent," which will account for so many streams being so named. (Vigne—Hervey.)

TAYAR or TAINYAR—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 77° 55'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Digar stream, situated north of the Waris La. A road leads from here across the pass to Sakti, in the Chimré valley. (Drew.)

TELGAM—
The name of a very small pargana in the Kamráj division of Kashmir. The tahsil business is transacted at Sopúr.

TENÁLA—Lat. 32° 56'. Long. 75° 49'. Elev.
The name of a village in Badrawár, situated on the northern slope of the Pádri pass, near where there are said to be extensive iron mines. It is inhabited by twelve families of Muhammadan blacksmiths.

TERTSE—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 77° 30'. Elev.
A village in the Nubrá district, on the left bank of the Shyok river, about 20 miles below the junction of the Nubrá. It contains nine houses, and is said to possess twenty-three horned cattle and seventy-five sheep and goats. There is a good camping ground. On the 23rd October Dr. Thomson forded the Shyok here. The stream ran in seven branches, of which three were from 100 to 150 feet wide, average depth 2 feet, maximum 3 feet. The other branches were much smaller. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

THAJAN—Lat. 34° 44'. Long. 74° 11'. Elev.
A village in Upper Drawár, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, just above the junction of a considerable stream, which has formed a delta and an island in the bed of the river. There are three houses in the village, one of which has a pent roof.
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A sampa bridge spans the Kishan Ganga between this village and Dūdānīl, which lies some distance below it, on the opposite bank.

THĀJWAZ—Lat. 34° 19'.  
Long. 75° 20'.  
Elev.  
An undulating tract of ground in the vicinity of Sonamarg, in the Sind valley. It is a succession of dells surrounded by hillocks or mounds, which are sometimes connected more or less into a line, and sometimes isolated. The dells are covered with long grass and numerous wild flowers, while the slopes of the hillocks have a growth of silver-fir, with sycamore, birch, and other green trees. Over the mounds are scattered masses of rock. This space, which seems to be known to the natives by the name of Thājwaz, or else one spot on it bears that name, is bounded on one side by a dark, fir-covered hill, and on the other, the south-west side, by the stream of the tributary valley, beyond which there rises a great mass of mountains of bare rock, divided into lofty peaks by three or four hollows, in each of which lies a glacier. The space of Thājwaz occupies nearly a square mile; the highest mounds may be 150 feet above the old alluvium of the Sonamarg plain, and 400 to 500 feet above the stream near. Evidently an old moraine of a former great glacier. (Drew.)

THAKSE—Vide "Takcha."

THAKUR—  
A caste of Dogrās. They are the chief cultivating caste in the hills. In occupation they correspond to the Jāts in the Panjāb (of whom there are a few in the hills also), but the two are not related; the Thakurs are counted higher in rank. Their name Thakur is undoubtedly the same word that in lower India is used for the Rājpūts, though it has the first "a" short instead of long. But at present the only connection between them is the one-sided custom by which the Thakurs' daughters are given in marriage to the Rājpūts without any of that caste entering into the community of the Thakurs. They are a well-looking and well-made race of men, a good deal like the Rājpūts, but of larger frames; they are more powerful in body, but less quick in motion, and they have not an equal reputation for courage. (Drew.)

THALDAT, TARLDAT, or MAPOTHANG—Lat. 35° 15'.  
Long. 79° 30'.  
Elev. 16,300'.  
A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, immediately south of a salt lake, which is situated at the foot of the Lohkzung range, at the southern end of the Kuenlun plains. No fuel or grass here. Two routes lead from this camp to the Karakash—  
  1. Western, vide Patasalung camp.  
  2. Eastern, vide Yangpa camp and the Katai Dawan pass. They unite on the Soda plains north of the salt lakes.  
On the 27th October the salt lake near this camp was partially frozen over. (Drew—Johnson.)
THALLAR—Lat. 33° 48'.  Long. 75° 25'.  Elev.
A hamlet situated on the right bank of the Arpat, towards the northern extremity of the Kuthâr pargana. It contains seven houses inhabited by Gújars, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

The river, which is fordable, is also crossed by a kânal bridge between this village and Tugenpûra, which lies opposite to it at the mouth of the Bud Nai valley, and is inhabited by seven families of Gújars.

THALLÉ—
A small river in Baltistán, which rises at the Thallé pass and flows into the Shyok at Bragar. At its upper end it branches off into three directions. At the extremities of two of these are passes into Shigar, each of which have small glaciers. The third branch presents a much more imposing mass of ice, which comes tumbling down a steep descent, and at its termination is split into three by projecting masses of rock. In its lower ground the Thallé valley is well cultivated for wheat; but it looks bare, as there are no trees, except a few willows. It contains, exclusive of the villages of Bragar and Dowani, quite two hundred and fifty houses. It has a certain reputation for wealth in the rest of Khapalu. (Godwin-Austen—Aglmer.)

THALLÉ LA—Lat. 33° 22'.  Long. 76° 6'.  Elev. 16,785'.
A pass in Baltistán. The road passes over a glacier and leads from Kiris into the Thallé valley. (Godwin-Austen.)

THALLE LA—Lat 34° 25'.  Long. 76°.  Elev.
A pass in Baltistán, connecting Shigar with the Thallé valley of Khapalu. It is not used till July. It is said to be easy and passable for baggage animals. (Aglmer.)

THAMUS—Lat 34° 55'.  Long. 76° 44'.  Elev. 9,000', approx.
A village of about twenty houses, situated on the right bank of the Shyok, in Chorbât (Baltistán). (Aglmer.)

THÁNA—Lat. 33° 33'.  Long. 74° 25'.  Elev.
Thána Mandi or bazár is situated about 14 miles north of Rájáorî, on the bank of the Tawi, at the mouth of the valley in which that river rises and up which the path leads to the Rattan Pir pass; it is a square compact town, containing a large red brick sarâî, and forms a dépôt for salt and other commodities which are brought from the Panjáb.

The village of Thána is situated on the side of another small valley about a mile to the east. Its houses are singularly crowded together in tiers on every available spot on the precipice which overhangs the river, and are prettily shaded by numerous walnut and mulberry trees. Vigne estimated the population at 300 or 400; they were mostly Kashmiriñs who gained a subsistence by weaving and spinning. He observed a chunár
tree, which is probably nowhere found nearer to the plains. At 7 o'clock on the morning, on the 13th July, the mercury stood at 74° in the shade.

Argillaceous slate and mica slate are very common in the intervening ranges between the primary ridges of the Himalaya that connects them and the said stoné with the plains. The abrupt precipices of the latter are here succeeded by schistose formation, and they sink into insignificance when compared with the lofty ranges at the foot of which Thána is situated. The dwarfish jungle disappears in favor of the lofty pine forest, and the mountains, which form the third and last ridge that intervenes between the plains and the Pír Panjáil, rise directly from behind the village with an almost alpine height, and a verdure resembling that of the Pyrenees.

Thána contains a single-storied bungalow for travellers, situated on the hill-side above the right bank of the stream, overlooking the mandi, and there is ample space for encamping in and about the place. Supplies are plentiful at ordinary times, and forage is abundant, except during the summer months, when grass is scarce.

The road leading into Kashmir by way of Púnch branches off about a mile to the north of Thána, and bears away towards the north-west. It is generally open all the year round, and must be adopted at the beginning and end of the season, when the Pír Panjáil pass is closed with snow. Water plentiful. Wood and supplies procurable. (Vigne—Allwood—Ince—Aylmer.)

THANG—Lat. 34° 57'. Long. 76° 15'. Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Indus, in Khurmang (Balístán). It lies north of the Khurmang fort, some height above the river. It contains twenty-three houses. (Aylmer.)

THANGLASGO PASS—
LASIRMOU PASS or PAYANG LA—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 77° 33'. Elev. 16,901'.
A pass over the Kailas or Léh range, connecting the Payang and Hundar valleys. The top of the pass is 25 miles from Hundar village and about 16 miles from Payang Kóti, on the Léh-Srinagar road.

"Ascending from Drok (q.v.) the road follows up a gently sloping open valley, rather boggy in places, for 13 miles. After this (18th July 1888) the snow begins. For half a mile the ascent is steep, and then the path leads over a gently sloping snow bed till the top of the pass is reached at about 15 miles from Drok. The pass is a narrow ridge. On the Indus side, for 200 or 300 feet the path is steep, zig-zaging several times, in somewhat loose soil. It then becomes easy and good: very little snow on the Léh side."

The pass is an easy one for yaks, but on account of several rocky places is difficult for ponies. (Aylmer.)
THANOT—Lat. 33° 13'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.
A village in Kishtwár, situated on the slopes of the mountains above the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream and the road between Bagu and Gayt. It contains six houses inhabited by Hindús.

THAORBUT—Lat. 34° 44'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A village in Gúrais, situated near the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, just below the junction of the Gagai stream, about 10 miles north of Kanzalwan. It contains a masjid, and is inhabited by seven families of Muhammadan zamíndars, a múlla, a shepherd and three others. The most convenient spot for encamping is to the north of the village, on the banks of the rivulet which supplies it with water.

THARRA—Lat. 33° 38'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev.
A small village in Púncch, containing about twelve houses, situated on the hill-side west of Tói, at some distance from the right bank of the Púncch Tói.

THARU—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 77° 25'. Elev.
A small village of eight or ten houses, situated a little distance from the right bank of the Indus, 11½ miles below Lèb, and passed on the road from the latter to Snimo. There is a little cultivation, and a small stream flows through it down to the Indus. (Drew.)

THATOLA or NURPA PASS—
Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 17481'.
Leads over the portion of the Kailas range lying between the Pangong lake and the Indus. It is crossed on the western route from Shúshal to Nima Mud, between Mirpa Tao and Yahle camps, at 4 miles from the former. Road over is fair. (Reynolds.)

THILRU—Lat. 32° 53'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev. 6,600'.
A village in the Ránnagar district, near the source of the Tawi. It is situated on a plateau about 200 feet above the level of the river, surrounded close by the hills and shaded by walnut trees. (Drew.)

THOGJI CHANMO on "Salt-covered Plain"—Elev. 14,900'.
The widest opening in the whole of the Rupshu district; lies about 30 miles north-west of the Teomorari lake. Its length in a direction north-west and south-south-east is 13 miles, and its average breadth 5 miles. It contains the Teokar Salt lake, and the small fresh-water lake of Panbuk. There can be no doubt that at one time the whole plain was occupied by a large lake, which had an outlet to the north-west. It is surrounded by low, barren, rounded hills. A portion of the plain is covered with a saline efflorescence, generally carbonate of soda. (Cunningham—Drew.)
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THONDE—Lat. 38° 30'.  Long. 77°.  Elev.
A small village in the Zanskar district, situated on the right bank of the Zanskar river, 9 miles below Padam. It is passed on the route from Kishwar to Leh, via Zanskar. (Thomson.)

THUGJI on THUGRILLI—Lat. 33° 25'.  Long. 77° 55'.  Elev. 14,000'.
A camping ground in the Thugji Chanmo plain, on the north banks of the Tsokar lake, 14 miles south-east of Debring. In summer there are generally some Bhoti camps here, from which a few supplies and sheep are procurable. Water from small stream. Fuel and grass plentiful. It is a halting-place on the routes from Kulu and Spiti (via Tsomorari lake) to Leh. (Reynolds.)

THURAM or THURAB—Lat. 32° 47'.  Long. 77° 22'.  Elev.
A peak and boundary mark, on the left bank of the Yunam river, near the Bara-Lacha pass and on the borders of Ladakh and Lahoul. (Cayley.)

THURGO—Lat. 33° 42'.  Long. 75° 29'.  Elev.
A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistan). With a neighbouring village, it contains twenty-three houses. (Aylmer.)

TIBET—
The elevated country of Central Asia, situated to the north of the lofty snowy mountains which encircle India from Kashmir to Assam, is familiarly known to Europeans by the name of Tibet. This name is also commonly employed by the Muhammadan nations to the north and west to designate the same country, but is not known in the language of the Tibetans themselves, among whom different portions of the country are usually known by different names. In Eastern Tibet the words "To Po" (or Ten Pen) are used, from which the form Tibet probably originated. (Thomson—Ney Elies.)

Vigne observes—"The word Tibet, or Tibet, as it is pronounced in Baltistan and Kashmir, is called simply Bod in the language of Ladakh. A Tibetán is called Bod-pa at Ladakh. Tibet is called Se Tsang by the Chinese. I believe the word Tibet to be a compound of Tiba and Bod (Tepe in Turkir), signifying in the mountain dialects a peak, so that Tibet is simply the mountains of the people professing the Buddhist religion."

The whole of Tibet appears to be characterised by great uniformity of climate and productions, on which account it appears convenient to retain the name for the whole country, although it is naturally separable into two grand divisions. One of these, the waters of which collect to join the Brahmaputra, is still scarcely known, and the other, drained principally by the Indus and its tributaries, is the one which will come under consideration in this work. The line of separation of these two portions lies a little to the east of the great lakes Manasarawar and Rawan Rud, from the
neighbourhood of which the country must gradually slope in both directions towards the sea. Western Tibet is a highly mountainous country, lying on both sides of the Indus, with its longer axis directed like that river from south-east to north-west. (Thomson.)

It is divided into three portions—Little Tibet or Baltistán, Middle Tibet or Ladák, and Upper Tibet, which is that portion outside the territories of the Maharaja of Kashmir.

Every part of Tibet is thought to be traversed by ranges of mountains which have their origin either in the Kuenlon on the north, or in the trans-Sutlej Himalaya on the south. These mountain ranges are extremely rocky and rugged, but, as a general rule, it may be said that they are less so in the upper part of the course of the different rivers, than in their lower parts. The height of the mountain ranges which traverse Western Tibet is in all parts pretty much the same, and, as a consequence, the depth of the valleys in the lower portion of the course of the Indus, and of all its tributaries, is very much greater than near the sources of these rivers. In the higher valleys, therefore, the mountains are apparently much less lofty; they are also frequently rounded and sloping, or at all events more rocky and precipitous than lower down, though to this there are many exceptions. The elevation of the passes in a mountainous region represents in general the height of the lowest part of the chain. In the mountain ranges of Tibet the average height of the ridges does not exceed from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the passes, many of which, indeed, are scarcely at all lower than the highest crest of the ridge in which they are situated. In estimating the principal ranges at 20,000 feet and the minor ranges at from 17,000 to 18,000 feet, we approximate very closely to the truth. This estimate applies to all parts of the country, the height of the ranges being remarkably uniform, but peaks occur at intervals in every one of the principal ranges, which considerably exceed the elevation just stated, rising very generally to 23,000 and 24,000 feet, and one even to 28,000.

Though the climate of the whole of Western Tibet may, in general, be characterised as extremely dry, it is by no means cloudless. The winter months in particular are often very cloudy, and a good deal of snow falls. During the summer the sky is either bright and clear, or overcast with very light clouds. Thomson says the only occasions on which he observed any fall of rain at all deserving of the name, have been mostly in early spring or in the latter part of the autumn. But later observations show that the monsoon rains reach Western Tibet (Ladák, &c.) nearly every year in July, and that July and August are the months when rain usually falls. Rain in spring or autumn is very rare indeed.

When the sky is clear, the sun, in all parts of Tibet, is extremely powerful. The shade temperature depends, of course, a good deal on the elevation, but also on the situation, exposure, and many other accidental
circumstances. In the lower part of the Indus valley it is frequently very high, the clear day atmosphere allowing the full influence of the sun to be exerted on the bare, often black, rocks even as high up as 11,000 feet; in narrow valleys, the heat is often great in the middle of the day.

The greater part of Tibet consists of plutonic and metamorphic rocks; granite occurs, injected in immense veins into the metamorphic rocks.

The great extent and development of a very modern alluvium-like formation, composed of great masses of clay with boulders, and occasionally of very fine laminated clay, constitutes one of the most remarkable and striking features of Western Tibet. Sandstone and conglomerate also are met with, but more rarely. (Thomson.)

TIBI—

The largest of the Chorbat tributaries of the Shyok. It joins the left bank between Chalunka and Biagdong. There is a path up it, leading to the Indus valley, which is said to be passable in July. (Aylmer.)

TIGAR—Fide "Tagar."

TIKPURA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.

A large village containing about one hundred houses, situated on a stream at the foot of the spur at the south end of the Lolab valley.

From this village there is a path, which crosses the range of hills to the south, descending upon the village of Zohlar at the north end of the Zainagir pargana; it is a very picturesque walk, occupying the whole day; a warm chalybeate spring is passed about half a mile from Tikpura.

There is also a path over the same range of mountains, leading directly to Imbersilwar, which after the least rain becomes impassable for laden ponies, though the villagers say they can and do go by it.

At Tikpura the thermometer (December 5th) stood at 26° at sunrise. (Vigne—Montgomerie.)

TIKSAY OR TIKSE—

A kardari or collectorate in Ladak, on the right bank of the Indus. It includes the following villages:—

Tiksay, Shay, Rambirpur and Sharmas, of which the largest are the two first, each containing somewhat under one hundred and fifty houses.

Cash revenue about Rs. 3,800, besides taxes in kind. (Aylmer.)

TIKZAY OR TIKSE—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev. 11,000'.

A large village situated in a plain on the right bank of the Indus, 13 miles above Leh. It is the first march from the latter on the Changchenmo route. Road good. There is a monastery here on a spur north of the village, in which there are fifty lamas and some nuns. Encampment in a poplar garden. Fields irrigated by canals from the Indus, subject to inundation when the river rises above its usual height. About six hundred inhabitants in this village. (Trotter—Johnson—Aylmer.)
TILAIL—Lat. 34° 30' and 34° 35'. Long. 75° and 75° 20'. Elev.
The name of a long and narrow valley lying to the north-east of Kashmir, which is traversed by the incipient Kishan Ganga.

It is nowhere more than a mile in width, and is encompassed by lofty mountains which exhibit a like peculiarity to those in Kashmir, inasmuch as the slopes having a southern aspect, are uniformly bare of forest, and are here clothed with grass or masses of prangos, while on the south side there is no want of timber, except towards the west end of the valley between the villages of Purana Tilail and Zergay, where the mountains are too precipitous to give footing to any vegetation, excepting here and there a few pine trees which cling to the bare face of the rock.

The general appearance of the valley presents a great contrast to Kashmir, as the sylvan beauty of the 'earthly paradise' is entirely wanting, and the mountains that enclose it are not bold enough in outline to compensate by the wild grandeur of their scenery.

In the upper portion of the valley the fall is considerable, and the Kishan Ganga flows a turbid and impetuous torrent, which finds an exit at the western extremity through a narrow gorge which only gives passage to the river; and the main path traversing the valley, which has hitherto followed the right bank of the stream, crosses the range of mountains to the north-west into Gúrais.

This path forms the high road between Gúrais and Drás, and is that by which the Tilail valley is usually entered. It may, however, be reached more directly from Kashmir by a path which ascends from Wangat to Gangarbal; there are also two roads from Sonamarg in the Sind valley; the one known as the Nikka Nai road lies by the Krishun Sar and Vishun Sar lakes, the other, called Baram Nai, follows the course of the Raman stream. From the Tilail valley, the Shingo river and Deosai plains, and Skardú, may, it is said, be reached at certain seasons of the year by a path which ascends the Grati Nar.

The inhabitants of this valley differ somewhat in appearance from those of Kashmir, their features approaching the Mongolian type. Their dress is much the same, except that the women wear an exaggerated copy of the common red head-dress. The Dárd language is universally spoken.

The valley is but sparsely populated; the houses are all huddled together in the villages or ranged in a square enclosing a court-yard, in which the cattle are herded; this disposition is adopted for the sake of warmth and communication during the long and rigorous winter. The dwellings, which are frequently double-storied, are constructed of unhewn timbers dovetailed at the corners, and having the interstices plastered with mud. They have no chimneys, and are all very dirty. The villages, with scarcely an exception, are entirely bare of trees, and have but little vegetation of any description about them; barley, peas, trumba, and pinga are the only products of the valley; rice is of course unknown at this elevation.
The harvests are not abundant, and are scarcely in excess of the absolute requirements of the inhabitants.

It is the custom to bury the grain in caches; this appears to be a remnant of the precautions which were taken during the old marauding days, but the habit is still adhered to, owing to the want of proper vessels to contain the grain, and of space in the houses in which to store it. The holes are usually constructed in some dry spot near the village; they are called dal in the Dard language and sîs in Kashmiri. The grain is carefully wrapped in birch bark before being consigned to these receptacles; the hole is then filled in with stones, above which a layer of earth is spread. When well dried and securely packed, the grain is said to keep good for six months, but it is not usually preserved so long.

The inhabitants of Tilail seem to be extremely fond of fruit, of which the only indigenous varieties are the strawberry and a few wild pears, but a great deal is imported from Skardú, principally dried mulberries of a very inferior description, and a small apricot called but saîr by the Kashmiris; for these luxuries the people barter the woolen stuffs they have manufactured during the winter. The wild flowers and grasses common to the British Isles are found throughout the valley, and roses in Tilail are scarcely less abundant than those of Kashmir, exhibiting, if anything, more beautiful tints.

Though extremely poor, the Tilailis pay 60 rupees (chilki) at their marriages; this sum is paid by the bridegroom to the bride's family either before or on the day of marriage. Flocks of sheep constitute their most valuable possession; the Kashmiri butchers buy much of their meat in this valley, paying for the animals at the rate of 14 or 15 rupees (chilki) a kharwá taken at an estimation.

The government tax is calculated at half the produce of the lands, and is paid either in money or in kind. Vigne states that when Tilail was subject to Ahmad Sháh, the gyalpo or raja of Skardú, he, instead of taking a tribute of money, contented himself with receiving annually a present of a sheep and a coil of rope from each house.

The government likewise levies a duty of an anna in the rupee on all articles exported from Tilail to Kashmir.

The administration of justice is provided for in the following manner: Small cases are decided by the village mokaddams; more important matters are referred to the thànadar, who resides in Badgam, from whom appeal lies to the governor of Kashmir.

It is said that on all suits having a pecuniary value the government levies a duty equal to one-fourth of the value in dispute.

TILUT SO or TILAT SUMDO—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 77° 18'. Elev.
A camping ground on one of the routes from Padam to Láh, on the left bank of the Kharnak river; between this and Kharnak Sumdo the river
has to be forded nine times in 2½ miles. The Charchar pass lies west of the camp, and is crossed between Chipchuck and Zangla. (H. Strachey.)

TIMBRA—Lat. 33° 46'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev.
A village on the path from Pûnc to Mandi, about 8 miles east of Pûnc. The houses are disposed in clusters, and there are many shady trees about the place, which is watered by a small stream. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans.

TIMISGAM—
A kârdâri or collectorate of the province of Ladák. It contains the villages of Timisgam, Hemis—Shukpa, Tia, and Gira-mangao. The cash revenue is nearly Rs. 3,000, besides taxes in kind. Timisgam is the largest village, and with Tia has nearly one hundred and fifty houses. The people of this group are better off than any other part of Ladák, as the crops give good yield; there are more fruit trees than elsewhere, and the people carry on a brisk trade between Changthan and Leh, and Srinagar and Baltistán. Timisgam is far warmer than the upper parts of Ladák. (Aylmer.)

TIMISGAM—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 77°. Elev.
A small village situated some distance from the right bank of the Indus, 45 miles below Leh and 10 above Khalsi. It is passed on the upper road from the latter to Leh. With the neighbouring village of Tia, it contains about one hundred and fifty houses. (Drew—Aylmer.)

Timmerman—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev.
A small village situated in the Bud Nai valley, which opens into the north-eastern extremity of the Kuthár pargana. It is distant about 16 miles north-east of Achibál, and lies at the foot of ascent of the Rial Pawan pass, which is crossed by a shepherd’s path leading into the Muru Wardwán valley.

This village, which is held in jagîr by Rasál Sháh, the harkara of the pargana, contains a masjid and four large houses, and is irrigated by a branch of the Zamkatch stream. The elevation being considerable, there is but one harvest annually, which is confined to scanty crops of Indian corn, tromba, and gumárdr.

Tindali or Tinali—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 78° 35'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, 28 miles from Kohála.

TINGJOS—Lat. 35° 18'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.
A pargana in the ľarka of Skardú (Baltistán). It lies just above the Skardú plain. It is said to contain eighty houses. (Aylmer.)

TINGMOL—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village containing four houses, situated at the mouth of the Saogam valley, on the east side of the Kuthár pargana, just above Midepûra, a
large village containing fifteen houses. The inhabitants are zamindars, and rear silkworms.

This latter village is surrounded by green turf and shaded by some splendid trees. It contains a spring, and the poppy is cultivated in the neighbourhood.

**TIRBAL**—Lat. 33° 15’. Long. 75° 14’. Elev.
A small hamlet in the district of Rámbán, surrounded by a patch of cultivation, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhág, about 3 miles west of the village of Rámbán, on the high road towards Kashmir.

**TIRI**—Lat. 33° 35’. Long. 78° 5’. Elev.
A small village in the Kardari of Hemís (Ladák) situated in a lateral ravine on the left bank of the Indus, opposite the village of Kyúngyam (on the right bank). The river is here crossed by a rude wooden bridge, not practicable for laden animals. A path leads up the Tiri ravine into Rupshu. There is also a path to Gya by the Kiameri pass. (Reynolds—Aylmer.)

**TIRIKO**—Lat. 35° 37’. Long. 75 20’. Elev.
A small pargana in the ilarka of Rondú (Baltistán). It lies on the right bank of the Indus. It is picturesquely situated, occupying small fertile platforms with precipitous cliffs between them. It includes the villages of Tiriko, Listing, and Gomo, and possesses forty houses. (Aylmer.)

**TIRIT**—Lat. 34° 35’. Long. 77° 45’. Elev. 9,800’.
A village in the Nubrá district, situated on the right bank of the Shyok, 7 miles below Satti and a little above the junction of the Nubrá river. It is passed half-way between Satti and Taghar on the summer or Karakoram route. It is said to contain seven houses. (Bellev—Aylmer.)

**TIRITSHU**—Lat. 34° 45’. Long. 77° 37’. Elev. 10,100’.
A small village in the Nubrá district, on the left bank of the Nubrá river, below Panamikh. Between it and the latter is a small fresh-water lake, a few furlongs in circumference, completely insulated in a crater of low serpentine hills. (H. Strachey.)

**TISAR**—Lat. 35° 39’. Long. 75° 30’. Elev.
A group of villages in Basha (Baltistán), on the right bank of the Basha stream. It is said to contain one hundred and twenty-five houses. (Aylmer.)

**TITWÁL**—Lat. 34° 23’. Long. 73° 49’. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, just above the junction of the Kazi Nág stream, up which lies the road leading into the Karnao valley.

It is situated about midway between Mozafarabád and Shalúrah; to the former place the journey is rough and difficult, and impassable for laden cattle; to the latter there is an excellent path crossing the Nattishannar Gali.
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Titwál contains a thana and a custom-house, and is inhabited by about ten families.

The rocky channel in which the Kishan Ganga flows is now spanned by a substantial kadál bridge just above the village, which is a great improvement on the zampa, which it replaced; a small toll is levied on each passenger. Below the village the river bends to the west, flowing through a narrow chasm in the precipitous mountains.

The Kazi Nág stream, on the west side of the village, is not fordable, but is crossed by two bridges, one a little higher up than the other.

There are a few shady trees about the village; the most convenient spot for encamping is on the narrow grassy terraces by the bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 200 yards below the bridge.

A thermometer registered at 2 p.m. (22nd August) 88° in the shade, at 5 p.m. 78°, and immersed in the Kishan Ganga 56°.

**TOK or STOK**—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev. 11,238'.

A village situated some distance from the left bank of the Indus, opposite Léh. It was bestowed as a jagir upon the deposed gyalpo by Zorawár Singh in 1835, and is still held by his descendants. (Cunningham.)

**TOLTI**—

An ilarka of the Wazirat of Skardú. It occupies the Indus valley just below Khurmang.

It contains only about two hundred houses. (Aylmer.)

**TOLTI**—Lat. 35° 2'. Long. 76° 9'. Elev.

A village in Baltistán, on the left bank of the Indus, and on the road from Drás to Skardú. Precipitous mountains form a circle all round it, almost shutting out the light of day. There is a fort in the ravine behind the village, perched on the top of a rock (in a most untenable position, though probably well suited for defence against a sudden attack). The belt of cultivation here is very narrow, just skirting the banks of the river on very narrow platforms of alluvium, which are irrigated by artificial canals carried with considerable labour between the fields and the mountains. (Thomson.)

**TOM TOKH or TANGMOCHE?**—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 77° 12'. Elev.

A camping ground on one of the routes from Padam to Léh, north-east of the Charchar-la.

**TONGWÁL**—Lat. 35° 42'. Long. 75° 50'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Braldn river (Baltistán). It contains thirteen houses. (Aylmer.)

**TOR GÁLI**—Lat. 34° 47'. Long. 73° 50'. Elev.

The name of a pass over the range of mountains forming the water-shed between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Káoghán. It is crossed by the path between the village of Darral, in Lower Drawár, and Batgún, in Káoghán, and is said to be practicable during the four summer months.
TOSHA MAIDÁN—Lat. 33° 56'.  Long. 74° 32'.  Elev. 10,500'.
A grassy valley lying on the east side of the Pir Panjál range; it gives its name to a pass situated lat. 33° 53', long. 74° 27', which is crossed by the most direct path between Srinagar and Púnch. As its name implies, the Toshá Maidán is almost a plain, for the hills on all sides slope gently down to it, and the numerous streams which water it are divided by undulating ridges covered with luxuriant grass and wild flowers; at the lower end of the maidán, on its eastern edge, are two small masonry towers of sexagonal shape, about 25 feet high, and having four tiers of loopholes. That called after Sardár Uttar Muhammad Khán, a younger brother of Dóst Muhammad, crowns a knoll just above the spot where the main path from Drang emerges on to the plain; the other, known as the Kacheri Damdamma, is situated on a hillock near the other side of the valley, about a mile to the south-east; it commands the footpath which descends on the village of Tsal. The passage of the Toshá Maidán pass commences on the Kashmir side by a somewhat steep ascent of about three miles from the village of Drang; on reaching the plain the path is a gradual slope. The lower part of the valley is called Wattadar, and contains a few shepherds' huts, and an abundant supply of fuel within easy distance. The Tseñimárg, near the upper end of the maidán, lies mostly above the limit of forest; the summit of the pass is called Neza; the descent on the west side is steep, lying through a narrow valley or gorge between rocky spurs. With the exception of one or two solitary huts at some distance from the top, no habitations are met with until reaching the Sultán Puthri Dök, a Gujár settlement above the village of Arigam.

The manifest advantages offered by the Toshá Maidán pass to an army invading Kashmir were appreciated by Maharája Ranjit Singh, who in 1814 attempted to carry the pass, but was defeated by Muhammad Azím Khán, the then governor of Kashmir, in person; the other column, consisting of 10,000 Sikhs, which had proceeded by the way of Nandán Sar, was likewise routed by the Patháns.

The Toshá Maidán is well worth a visit, and is easily reached from Srinagar via Wattrahel and Zanigam in two marches, or by an easier ascent up the Sukuág river via Wattrahel and Ringazabál. The marg cannot be less than 10,000 feet, but supplies must be brought from below. (Wingate.)

The Toshá Maidán pass, lying at a great elevation, is closed by the first falls of snow, and is said not again to be practicable until the month of June; it is, however, much frequented during the summer, and the plain affords unlimited pasturage to herds of cattle and large flocks of sheep.

OSHO PASS—Lat. 35° 11'.  Long. 74° 30'.  Elev. 18,000'.
A pass leading over a southern spur of Nanga Parbat from Tashina in the Rupal Nullah, Astor to Búnár, Chillas. It is closed from the middle of
October to June. For the remaining four months, though still more or less covered with snow, it affords a passage for men and goats. It is apparently more used than the Mazeno pass, which lies 2 miles to the east. (Ahmad Ali Khan.)

TRAGBAL—Lat. 34° 30′. Long. 74° 41′. Elev. 9,820′.
A tank and choki lying on the south side of the Râjdiangan ridge, 9 miles north of Bandapûr, on the high road towards Gûrais and Skardû. There is said to be a footpath from this place leading directly to the village of Wampûr, in Gûrais, by the Vijji Maidân.

There is a good encamping ground a quarter mile south of the tank. Forage and firewood abundant. Drinking water limited in amount. (Bates—Barrow.)

TRAGBAL or RÂJDIANGAN PASS—Lat. 34° 33′. Long. 74° 42′. Elev. 11,700′.
A pass leading out of the Kashmir Valley, on the road from Srinagar to Gilgit. It is the name by which the Râjdiangan is usually known. The actual pass is for 3 or 4 miles quite easy, except when under snow, but the ascent and descent on either side are very difficult and steep. The kotal or crest is about 11,700 feet above the sea, and the pass is for 2 or 3 miles on either side of it quite destitute of trees of any kind. Snow seldom lies later than May, but in exceptional years it is covered even in July. (Barrow.)

TRAGUMÉ BUR TSO—Lat. 34° 0′. Long. 78° 25′. Elev.
Two small lakes in the Muglib valley, between Muglib and the north-west end of the Pangong lake. (Godwin-Austen.)

TRÁL—Lat. 33° 56′. Long. 75° 10′. Elev.
A small town prettily situated on the sloping plateau at the foot of the mountains near the east side of the Wûllar pargana, of which it is the tahsil station. It lies about 6 miles north-east of the village of Taurus, on the Jhelum, by an excellent road; and about the same distance east of Awântipûr; the first part of this road, in the neighbourhood of Awântipûr, is good, but the latter part, where it crosses the valley, lies amid the rice-fields, and is usually wet and swampy.

The Bhûgmur road, communicating with the Dachinpara pargana, lies over the range of mountains to the east of the town; it is said to be a fair path, the distance to the village of Suipûra being 6 kos. Trál is built at the edge of the plateau, and is divided into an upper and lower mahalla; the houses, which are ranged at different levels on the slope, are constructed of sun-dried bricks, with thatched roofs.

It is shaded by fine trees, and possesses no less than twelve springs. The plateau land on the east side of the town is dry and bare, but the slopes to
the west and the valley beneath is a mass of rice cultivation. The Muham-
dadan population is said to comprise 194 families of zamindars, including—

| 6 Shâh-lâffs. | 12 Weavers. |
| 10 Banâs. | 4 Oil-sellers. |
| 1 Baker. | 4 Gardeners. |
| 3 Butchers. | 4 Goldsmiths. |
| 1 Blacksmith. | 2 Washermen. |
| 4 Carpenters. | 5 Potters. |
| 1 Mâlla. | 2 Dyers. |
| 5 Saîads. | 5 Fakîrs. |
| 12 Attendants at the ziârâts. | 3 Dûmas. |
| 6 Cowherds. | 5 Surgeons and physicians. |
| 4 Sweepers. |

The Hindûs are said to number fifteen families, including three Brahmans, and the zilladars, patwaris, and other servants of the government.

Among the twelve springs, that of the Diva Nâg is the most famous; it lies on the east side of the town, near the thâna, and is shaded by a magnificent chunâr and other trees. The water, which is very cool and clear, rises into a pool or tank about 50 feet square and 4 or 5 feet deep, containing a few fishes. The waters of this spring are esteemed sacred by the Hindûs, who have adorned the spot with four ancient carved stones.

The usual encamping ground is on the grassy plain by this spring.

The Kensabal spring, situated near the Mir Muhammad Hamadân ziârat, is even more highly venerated, and it is a disputed point between Hindûs and Muhammadans whether this fountain was called into existence by Mahadev, or rose in obedience to a blow of Mir Muhammad’s staff.

The Davabal spring, near Asham Shâh’s Takin, is worthy of notice. In Lower Trâl are two springs called Mertser Pukkur, also Kara Nâg, Brim Sar, and Konchibal. The remaining three springs are situated near the Shâh Hamadân ziârat, in the middle of the town.

The supply of water from these numerous fountains not only supplies all the wants of the inhabitants, but irrigates a wide extent of country in the neighbourhood of the town.

At 5 A.M. on the 5th July the mercury stood at 67°.

Vigne states that when he visited Trâl, it was the principal residence of the Kashmirian Sikhs, that is, Sikhs whose ancestors first came to Kash-
mîr in the service of Râja Suk Jâwân, a Hindû of Shikarpûr, and who was sent to the valley as governor by Timûr Shâh, of Kâbul, about A.D. 1775. In about a year he endeavoured to make himself independent, and en-
gaged some Sikhs, who were co-religionists, to assist him; but Timûr Shâh defeated him, took him prisoner, and blinded him.

TRAPAI—Lat. 34° 1’. Long. 74° 34’. Elev.
A village containing about ten houses, situated at the foot of the Poshkar hill, about 1¼ mile north-west of Kâg, by the road towards Firozpur. 828
TRARAN—Lat. 34° 4'.  Long. 74° 29'.  Elev.
A village in the Bangil pargana, situated in the bed of the stream, rather more than a mile north-east of Firozpúr. It contains twelve houses, which are double-storied buildings, constructed of rough barked timbers, dovetailed at the corners, and having pent thatched roofs.

TREKOLABAL—Lat. 34° 10'.  Long. 74° 38'.  Elev.
A village situated in the midst of the Pambarsar morass, on the left bank of the Suknág river, to the north-east of Patan. It contains three houses inhabited by boatmen; in Gúnd Ibráhím, on the opposite bank, there are five houses.

TRIBONIAN—Lat. 34° 23'.  Long. 78° 52'.  Elev.
A village in the Karnao valley, situated on the left bank of the Shamsbári stream, which is crossed by a kánal bridge below the village. It contains six houses inhabited by Sikh zamindars, and is shaded by fine trees.

TRIKHTAR or TRIKOTA DEVI—Lat. 33° 2'.  Long. 75'.  Elev.
A noble mountain which rises in stately grandeur, a few miles to the east of the town of Rási, in Jamú; it is visible from a great distance from the south, divided, as its name would imply, into three peaks, which rise directly from the edge of the plain with an elevation far exceeding what is usual amongst the lower hills on the border. Baron Hügel states that a place of pilgrimage lies about half-way up its northern side, with a temple much celebrated for its beauty and sanctity. It has also a spring from which the water rises in jerks and falls into a basin; for nine months of the year this water is cold, but during December, January, and part of February it is too hot to bear touching without pain. This phenomenon may, perhaps, be explained by the fact that, so long as the snow lies on the Trikota, no water can penetrate the protected spring, which, therefore, keeps its own naturally high temperature. Trikota Devi lies 18 kés, or 27 miles, north of Jamú. Much resorted to by Hindus from the Panjáb. (Vigne—Hügel—Draw.)

TROACH—Lat. 33° 26'.  Long. 73° 55'.  Elev.
A small village and fort in the province of Naoshera, situated about 10 miles south of Koltí, at the point of separation of the roads from that place leading towards Mirpúr and Naoshera. The fort is a large oblong structure, apparently in good preservation, having a flanking tower at each corner, and bastions at intervals along the sides. Viewed from below, it seems to be most favourably situated, commanding both the roads within rifle shot. It occupies the crest of a spur which does not seem to be entirely commanded from any point, and which rises from the valley in three tiers or shelves, having naturally scarped sides.
The only water-supply comes from tanks constructed within the walls. The village consists of a few houses situated on the lowermost shelf of the spur. The garrison consists of twenty-five men, and there are two guns. (Bates—Hervey.)

TSAKA LA or SAKA LA—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 78° 55'. Elev. 15,625'.
Leeds over the Kailas range between the Pangong lake and the Indus. It is crossed on the eastern route from Shushal to Nima Mud (on the Indus) and is remarkably easy. Both ascent and descent very gradual. The monastery of Ruhna (or Ralmaug) is passed about 4 miles south of the pass.

Elevation according to Trigonometrical Survey map 17,000.
" " " Drew's map . . . 15,178.
Trebeck says it cannot be less than . . . 15,000. (Reynolds—Drew.)

TSAKSHANG or CHAKSANG, or SHUKSHANG—Lat. 33° 10'.
Long. 78° 25'. Elev.
An encamping ground on the south-west end of the Tso Kiagr lake, and at the foot of the Nakpogoding pass. A stream flows by here from the west, and turning south enters the Tsarmonari lake after a course of 25 to 30 miles (vide Gyang). (H. Strachey.)

TSALTUK.—Vide "Tsultak."

TSANABAL.—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Suknág, about 9 miles north-west of Srinagar. It is surrounded with rice cultivation, and contains eight houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars of the Shia sect.

TSARAP RIVER.—Vide "Serap."

TSARI—Lat. 35° 28'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán, on the right bank of the river Indus, between Skardú and Rondú.

TSARI-BRAGARDO—Lat. 35° 27'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilarka of Skardú (Baltistán). It lies on the right bank of the Indus, where that river valley begins to narrow. It is said to contain one hundred and thirteen houses. (Aylmer.)

TSATTI.—Vide "Satti."

TSAZA.—Vide "Karsar."

TSEDAR—Lat. 35° 43'. Long. 75° 40'. Elev.
A small village on the right bank of the Braldu river (Baltistán). It contains ten houses. (Aylmer.)
TSENIÁL—Lat. 34° 39'. Long. 74° 56'. Elev.
A village in Gúnis, situated at the mouth of the Pultun Nar valley, which is traversed by the high road between Gúrais and Tilái; it lies on either bank of the Lorpoway stream. Some few of the houses are built on the right bank of the stream, but the greater portion of the village is situated at some little distance from the left bank. The fields descend from the village to the Búrzil, which flows beneath, and ascend the opposite bank. The river is usually bridged; but during the floods caused by the melting of the snows, the bridge is frequently carried away, in which case a detour must be made to the Kútóbat bridge, which is thrown across the rocky channel about a mile and a half above the village. Throughout the winter the river is said to be fordable.

The Kashmírí name for this village is Tsurrowon; it contains altogether thirteen houses. There is ample space for encamping on the river bank below the village. On the 22nd July, at 5-30 A.M., the thermometer registered 52° in the air, and 44° immersed in the Búrzil.

TSERPUÑA—Lat. 35° 44'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village situated on the east side of the Kuthár pargana, about 8 miles north-east of Achibál. It contains a masjid and the mánarat of Saiad Sahib, a bánis's shop, and seven houses inhabited by zamindars.
There is a small spring in the village, and extensive rice cultivation around it. Both coolies and supplies are procurable.

This village is one of the chief centres of the silk industry, and contains a large filature and a factory, in which water power has lately been introduced to turn the reels, with every prospect of success.

TSIN or CHAIN—Lat. 35° 6'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A small village of three houses on the right bank of the Kamri stream (Astor). A mile above the village a bridge crosses the Kamri. (Agímer.)

TSIRÁR—Vide "CHRÁR."

TSO-AR or TSO-WAR, i.e., "Between the Lakes"—Lat. 33° 18'. Long. 78° 4'. Elev. 14,900'.
A camping ground situated between the Tsokar lake and the small fresh-water lake of Panbuk. It is used in summer by the shepherds of Rupshu. (H. Strachey.)

TSO-KAR LAKE or TSOKAR CHUMO LAKE—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 78° 0'. Elev. 14,900'.
Or "White lake," called by the Hindús Khari Talao, or salt lake. Is situated in the Thogji Chanmo plain, 80 miles north-west of the Tseomorari lake. It is extremely irregular in shape; its greatest length from east to west is about 5 miles, and its extreme width about 2¼ miles. It is supplied at its south-east corner by a small stream, which flows from the Panbuk (or Tsokar Chansi) fresh-water lake. In the middle of the
south side, where a rocky promontory juts out into the lake, the water is very deep. On the north and east sides it is shallow. Drew says that in parts he did not find more than 6 feet of water, while over a great space towards the western end it was but 1 foot deep. The water is exceedingly bitter and brackish, and the whole surface of the ground on the southeast shore glitters with a saline matter, which forms a thick crust of some extent. The road from Kulu to Leh passes over part of this vast cake of salt, which cracks and crunches beneath the feet. It is composed chiefly of natron or subcarbonate of soda. On the northern shore are several lagoons in which common salt is deposited and collected by the champas, or shepherds of Rapahu. It is not very pure salt, and is apt to produce itchiness of the skin; still it is used all over Ladak and even carried as far as Kashmir.

Waterfowl, especially wild geese and duck, are found in great numbers on the lake, and the fresh-water lake near it is a favourite haunt of the kyang, or wild ass.

On all sides the mountains still retain the ancient beach-marks at various heights up to 150 feet above the present level of the lake; and in the numerous deposits of fine alluvial clay, myriads of fresh-water shells are found. From this it has been supposed that the lake once formed a vast sheet of fresh-water, with a narrow passage to the west, which connected it with a second and larger lake that must have covered the whole of the present Kyang plain, from the foot of the Tagalang pass to the forks of the Sumgal river, a length of 35 miles. (Cunningham—Drew.)

TSO KIAGR—Lat. 33° 8'. Long. 78° 21'. Elev. A small lake, about 2 miles long and 1 mile wide, situated north of the Tsomorari lake, and close to the Nakpogoding pass, which lies west of it. It is surrounded by low ridges of gneiss rock from 250 to 300 feet high. The water is brackish, being fit for animals to drink, but not for men. The maximum depth was 67 feet; this was 300 yards from the south end. In the centre the depth was 48 feet. A spring of water rises on the west side. (Drew.)

TSO LU—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 78° 50'. Elev. 14,760'. A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, on the left bank of the river. It is situated at the junction of the stream which flows down from the Marsamik-La. Pamzal camp is close by on the opposite bank of this stream. Fuel and pasture obtainable. (Drew.)

TSOMONANGLARI—Fide "Pangong."

TSOMORARI LAKE or "Mountain Lake"—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 78° 22'. Elev. 14,000'. A fine mountain-bounded expanse of water, lying between the Parang-La
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and Nakpogodiug pass, in the Rupshu district. Its length, north and south, is about 16 miles, and its width varies from 3 to nearly 5 miles. The water is clear and blue, but slightly brackish, enough so to be unwholesome for man to drink, though not for horses and yaks. It is frozen over from the end of October to the end of May, and can be crossed on the ice. In winter there can be no fluctuation, as the ice is protected by a mass of snow about knee-deep. The lake attains its highest level at the end of July, but that is not more than 1 foot above the winter level. It has several affluents; but no effluence, hence the saltiness of its waters. The longest permanent affluent is that of Gyang and Tsakechang from the north-west with a length of about 30 miles. The Karzok affluent from the west is much smaller, and there are two or three others, insignificant summer rivulets.

The Pirse, which joins the south end of the lake from the westward, is an intermittent affluent, which sometimes flows into the lake and sometimes into the Para river, at Narbu Sumdo (vide Pirse). Karzok monastery is the only inhabited place on the shores of this lake, and the bare rocky mountains and stony plains afford but little pasture for the flock of the Rupshu shepherds. The climate is thoroughly Tibetán. Snow falls in winter, but to no great depth. In summer the air is usually clear and cloudless.

The following are soundings taken by Mr. Drew:

*From Kyangdum (south-west corner of lake) course 25° north of east, towards the first promontory on the eastern shore.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from shore</th>
<th>Depth (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 yards</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2 miles</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 miles</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the bay</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Around the little island, which is about half mile from west shore.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from west shore</th>
<th>Depth (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70 yards north of island</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 mile</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 mile</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2 miles</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4 miles (middle of lake)</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The island above mentioned is a favourite resort of the gull and wild goose. Wild fowl do not come to this lake in large numbers to breed.

(Drew—Strachey—Cunningham.)
TSO—TUL  GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

TSONDUS—Lat. 35° 18'.  Long. 75° 40'.  Elev.
A small pargana in the ilarka of Skardú (Baltistán). It lies on the Skardú plain 2 miles from the Skardú fort. It is said to contain thirty houses.  (Aylmer.)

TSO RUL—Vide “Pangoor Tso.”

TSO THANG—Lat. 35°.  Long. 70° 25'.  Elev. 17,100'.
A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, situated on the northern shore of a salt lake, which lies on the Li zgithang plains, at the foot of the Lokhzung range. It is passed between Bureathang and Thal dat. Between it and the latter the road passes through the Lokhzung range. A little fuel here (burtsai), but no grass.  (Drew—Johnson.)

TSOWAR—Vide “Tsoar.”

TSÚ—Lat. 34°5'.  Long. 74° 42'.  Elev.
A small village in the Machiháma pargana, lying about 3 miles west of Sybúg, on the south of the road from Srinagar to Makaháma. It contains about six houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

TSULTAK—Lat. 34° 3'.  Long. 77° 55'.  Elev. 15,950'.
A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, 41 miles from Leh, half way up the north-east side of the Chang-La.  (Trotter.)

TSURKA—
A sub-division of the Nubrá district, it being the portion of the Nubrá valley below Panamikh, on the right bank, that on the left being called Farka.  (Drew.)

TUGGU NUGGU—Lat. 33° 45'.  Long. 78° 45'.  Elev.
Two conspicuous isolated low rocky knobs, situated on the west shore of the Pangong lake, at the confluence of the Shúshal stream. “The eastern rock had formerly been a fortified post. The level space at the top was enclosed by a low stone wall, while a detached outwork had been built on the low spur that ran on the east side.”  (Godwin-Austen.)

TUJJAR—Lat. 34° 23'.  Long. 74° 27'.  Elev.
A large village containing about one hundred houses, situated at the foot of the hills on the north side of the Zainagir pargana.
Three springs rise in the neighbourhood of this village, which is almost the only place throughout the pargana where rice cultivation is possible.

TULUMBUTI or TUTIYULAK RIVER—
A tributary of the Nubrá river. Rises in the glaciers of the Saser pass and flowing south-west joins the Nubrá, between Takcha and Changlung; at 4 miles from the former it is crossed by a good wooden bridge, on the summer Karakoram route. This route again crosses the stream between
the Kurmoulawan and Tutiyulak, this time by a ricketty spar bridge, the last met with in Ladák territory. (Thomson—Bellew.)

TULUMULA or TULAMUL—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74° 46'. Elev.
A village and a small lake situated near the right bank of the Sind river, about 10 miles north-west of Srinagar.
There is also a small island called Rágīnyn, where a Hindú festival is held in the month of May. (Elmslie.)

TUMEL—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 76° 17'. Elev.
A village said to contain forty houses in Kargil (Baltistán). It lies in a small valley which joins the right side of the Wakba valley, 3 miles below Pashkyam. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Aylmer.)

TUNGDAK—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 78° 55 '. Elev.
A village in the Karnao valley, situated about 8 miles east of Titwal, on the road towards Kashmir. It lies on the north side of the valley, about a quarter of a mile to the north of the fort.
The village is well shaded by trees, and contains two masjids and sixteen houses inhabited by zamindars of the Tsak clan, two blacksmiths, and a carpenter. The zíārat of Sháí Hamadán is situated on the south side of the village, close to a large clump of young chunár trees, by the banks of a branch from the Shamahabari stream, which is crossed by a bridge.
Between the village and the fort there is a line of barracks occupied by troops forming part of the garrison, who are employed in the collection of revenue.

TUNGRING—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 76° 53'. Elev.
A village in the Zanskár district, on the left bank of a tributary of the Zanskár river, which joins it from the west below Padam. A rope bridge connects it with Sani on the opposite bank.

TURGU—Lat. 35° 18'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.
A pargana in Skardó (Baltistán), about 7 miles to the east of Skardó, on the left bank of the Indus. It is said to contain eighty houses. (Thomson—Aylmer.)

TURMIK—
A river in Baltistán, rising in lat. 35° 45', long. 75° 15', and flowing into the Indus on its northern bank between Skardó and Rondó. Godwin-Austen says it is a considerable body of water, flowing through a cultivated, fairly wooded and cheerful valley, with grassy spurs running down into it from the mountain above. This river has its sources in several small glaciers by the Stok-La.
## Resources of Turmi Valley

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Cows</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dáaso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200 manísedás.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 moochías.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hlāshin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 carpenters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pongo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorgo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hárimál</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelbákėr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushmál</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangjun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uchāng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Road leads to the Stok and Basha valleys by the Stok La and the Ganto La. (Godwin-Austen—Aylmer.)

### Turtuk

- **Lat.: 34° 50′.**
- **Long.: 76° 52′.**
- **Elev.: 9,400′, approx.**

A village in Chorbat (Baltistán), on the left bank of the Shyok, at the mouth of a considerable stream of the same name. It contains about twenty-five houses. Considerable cultivation. When the Shyok is low, a bridge is generally made here and the road then goes via the left bank. (Aylmer.)

### Tuus

- **Lat.: 33° 36′.**
- **Long.: 75°.**
- **Elev.:**

A village in the Kolmarwa valley, situated about 3 miles south-east of Hanjipur; it contains eight houses and the zíárat of Bábá Núris Sáhib.

### Tutiyaluk or Pangdongsta

- **Lat.: 35° 0′ 17″.**
- **Long.: 77° 43′.**
- **Elev.: 13,000′.**

A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route. It lies at the foot of the Saser pass, between it and the Karáwal-Diwan. The Bhots call this place Pangdongsta, i.e., the "pleasure-ground of the Yak." Pasture very scanty; fuel none. Brangea Saser camp, at the other end of the Saser pass, is 15 miles distant. Sartang camping ground is passed half-way. (Trotter—Bellew.)

### Tutkor

- **Lat.: 35° 25′.**
- **Long.: 75° 40′.**
- **Elev.:**

A pargana of the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistán). It is divided into two parts, viz., Tutkorkorad and Tutkorkalan, together containing one hundred and fifty-eight houses. It forms part of what is generally known as the village of Shigar. (Aylmer.)

### TútMari Gali

- **Lat.: 34° 19′.**
- **Long.: 74° 1′.**
- **Elev.:**

The name of the pass over the range of mountains forming the boundary of
the Karnao valley to the south-east. It is crossed by the most direct road between Sopur and Karnao, but which is much less used than the northern route by Shalūrah and the Nattishannar Gali; it is, however, described as being a level path, but obstructed in places by fallen trees. It is closed for four months in the year. The slopes on the Kashmir side of the Tūtmari Gali afford excellent pasturage, and are a favourite resort of the Gūjars inhabiting the Karnao valley. (Montgomerie.)

TWAR—Lat. 35° 37’. Long. 75° 12’. Elev. 7,000’.
A collection of hamlets on the right bank of the Indus. It occupies a regular valley amphitheatre hemmed in by lofty mountains, just opposite the fort of Rendū.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Horned cattle</th>
<th>Sheep and goats</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gäftwar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gontwar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulakor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanbirpur or Dambidas</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Baltia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Aylmer.)

TWINA—Lat. 34° 21’. Long. 76° 2’. Elev.
A village said to contain twenty houses in the Kartze division of the Dras ilarka (Baltistán). It lies on the right bank of the Suru river, about 6 miles below the junction of the Palumba chu. (Aylmer.)
UDAMPUR—
A district in the Jamú territories. It includes Zanskár (which geographically belongs to Ladák), Wardwán, and Kishtwár.

The population of this district in 1873 was 98,190, of whom 53,739 were Hindús, 30,054 Muhammadans, and 14,397 of other castes. (Drew.)

UDAMPUR—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 75° 111'. Elev. 2,500'.
The principal town of the Udampur district on the Jamú-Kishtwár route. It is a modern town, situated in the innermost duń before one comes to the middle mountains of the Himalayan Range, and on its upper plain. As a town, it was founded by Mián Udam Singh, the eldest son of Maharája Guláb Singh. (Drew.)

UDRANA—Lat. 33°. Long. 75° 45'. Elev. A large village situated about 14 mile north-west of Badrawár, on the road towards Deda. It lies on the left bank of the Komérie stream, which is crossed by a good bridge.

The village contains altogether about forty houses, of which eight are inhabited by shál-bâfs. Two-thirds of the population are Hindús.

UGHAM—Fide "Agham."

UJH—
A river in the Jasrota district, rising in lat. 32° 42' long. 75° 35', at an elevation of about 13,000 feet in the Outer Himalayan Range. It has a course, among the hills, of some 50 miles before it reaches the plain. The Ujh is a river of perpetual flow and considerable, though much varying, volume; it is very liable to floods; these occur in the time of the periodical rains of summer, and in the season of the more irregular winter rains; the floods come down with great force, and for a time render the river impassable either by fording or by ferry: it can only be crossed on inflated skins, and so the traffic of the road is stopped for some hours at a time. The torrent brings down boulders of large size; even at a distance of 3 or 4 miles from the hills they are to be found from 2 to 3 feet in diameter. Small irrigation canals are led from the river. The town of Jasrota is situated on the right bank. (Drew.)

UKTI—Fide "Okli."

ULARI—Lat. 34° 45'. Long. 73° 58'. Elev. The name of a pasturage in Upper Drawár, which is watered by a stream which flows into the Kishán Ganga, at the village of Tali Lohát. It is traversed by the path between Lohát and the village of Burrowai, in Kághán.

ULDING THUNG—Fide "Oltingthang."
UMÁSI LA or BARDHAR PASS—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 76° 35'. Elev. 17,370'. Between Kishtwar and Zanskar is a high, snowy, and difficult pass called Umási La by the Zanskar people, and Bardhar by the Pádar people and by the Dogras. Dr. Thomson crossed it in June from Kishtwar; the first part of the ascent lay up the moraine, and was extremely steep for nearly 1,000 feet up to the top of the very abrupt ravine in which I had been encamped. Beyond this the valley widened considerably; and as its slope was now very gentle, the glacier was quite smooth, and the path lay over its surface, which was covered by a considerable layer (5 or 6 inches) of last winter's snow, as well as by a sprinkling of that which had fallen during the night. The ice was a good deal fissured, but in general the fissures were not more than a few inches in width. The road continued for 2 or 3 miles over the glacier, which gradually widened out as I advanced.

Three branches which united to form this grand sea of ice were very steep, and consequently much fissured and fractured. The road lay up the right branch, ascending by the moraine to the left of the glacier, the surface of the ice being quite impracticable. This ascent of about 1,000 feet was exceedingly steep and laborious.

At the summit the glacier surface was much smoother, and was covered with a layer of snow, several feet deep. I was now in a wide valley or basin, the rocky hills on both sides rising precipitously to a height of from 200 to 1,000 feet above the level of the snow. After perhaps 2 miles of gradual ascent, these rocky walls, gradually closing in, united in a semi-circle in front, and the road passed through a gorge or fissure in the ridge, to the crest of which the snow bed had gradually sloped up. This fissure, which was not more than 2 feet wide, was the pass. When I reached it the snow was falling thickly. The commencement of the descent was very rapid down a narrow gorge, into which the fissure at the top widened by degrees. After 400 or 500 yards, the slope became more gradual and the ravine considerably wider. The road was now evidently over the surface of a glacier. Further on the slope again increasing, the road left the surface of the glacier, and ascended the moraine by its side. At last I reached a point at which the snow melted as it fell, and not long after the glacier stopped abruptly, a considerable stream issuing from beneath the perpendicular wall by which it terminated. Lower down I crossed the rivulet to its right bank over a natural bridge, consisting of one large stone, about 12 feet long, which had fallen across the rocky channel. A few paces beyond this bridge is the end of the ravine. Many hundred feet below was a wide valley, filled by an enormous glacier.” (Thomson.)

UMDUNG—Lat. 32° 35'. Long. 78° 22'. Elev.
A camping ground on the banks of Para river, 20 miles above Narbu Sumdo, between the latter and the foot of the Paraug-La pass. (Montgomery.)
UMLA—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 77° 25'. Elev.
A village situated some distance from the right bank of the Indus, in a ravine north of Srinagar. (Drew.)

UMLAR—Lat. 33° 53'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A large village in the Wällar pargana, situated on the north side of the Awântipûr Wudar, about 4 miles south-west of Tral. It contains a masjid and thirty houses inhabited by zamindars, and is surrounded by rice cultivation.

The żârât of Saiad Fakrûn Sabib, situated on the edge of the tableland above the east side of the village, forms a conspicuous object in the landscape.

UNMARU—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Shyok, in the Nubrâ district.

It is famous for its fruit; melons and water-melons ripen here, besides apples, apricots, and walnuts: all cultivation ceases below the village, and the valley narrows considerably. The valley of the Shyok is here about 1½ mile wide. In marching up the Shyok it is best to cross the river just above this village, on a skin raft. The passage is easy, the river generally being in summer less than 200 yards across. The raft is carried down each time about one-third of a mile. Notice should be given in order to obtain the raft. Unmaru is the regular stage on the Shyok route. There is a nice little camping ground. Supplies procurable in moderate quantities. The place contains twenty-five houses, and is said to possess five horses, fifty-two horned cattle, and over three hundred sheep. (Thomson—Drew—Agstner.)

UPSHI—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev.
A village of five or six houses on the left bank of the Indus, about 35 miles above Leh. It is a halting-place on the route from Kulu to Leh, and lies between Gya and Marsalang. The road from the former is stony, and frequently crosses the stream. It has been improved of late years, but is seldom passable in summer. The road to Marsalang is good, and follows the left bank of the Indus. There is a good deal of cultivation here, on a plain at the mouth of the Gya ravine. Houses and enclosures are scattered about it, and some poplar, willow, and fruit trees. It is watered by the Gya stream. At the end of September the Indus here was not more than 40 feet wide, flowing swiftly among large boulders, and quite unfordable.

The narrow portion of its valley begins just above Upshi. There is a rest-house for travellers. (Drew—Thomson—Agstner.)

UR—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 74°. Elev.
A hamlet in Upper Drawâr, containing two houses inhabited by Saiâds; it is situated on the hill-side, above the right bank of the stream opposite the village of Lohât.

There is a path between the two villages, which crosses the stream by a bridge.
URDI—Lat. 35° 5'. Long. 76° 3'. Elev.
A village in Baltistán, on the left bank of the river Indus, on the road from Drás to Skardú. Thomson says it seemed very populous, and extended for a great distance along the river. It is remarkable for an aqueduct supported on pillars of stone, which crosses a ravine immediately above the village. (Thomson.)

URI—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.
A considerable village, situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 23 miles south-west of Barnamula, on the road towards Marf. It overlooks a beautiful amphitheatre, about 1¼ mile in diameter, bounded on every side by magnificent mountains. The river Jhelum flows along its northern side, rushing tumultuously through a deep and rocky gorge, and with a roaring and hissing sound that may be heard from a long distance; east and west of the village mountain torrents empty themselves into the Jhelum. There is a small fort on the high bank of the river, but it is in a ruinous condition. The garrison numbers 50 men, and there are two small guns—(Mr. Henvey's Report). Belieu says it is capable of holding 200 men, and that it looks up and down the river from the edge of a high cliff. Below it is a rope suspension-bridge, communicating with the road to Mezafarabad by the right bank of the river. A telegraph wire connects it with Domel and Srinagar.

This bridge is composed of four twig ropes as a footway, and two sets of three ropes on either side, to hold on by, connected with the foot ropes by forked sticks about 3½ feet long; it forms a strong suspension-bridge, and swings but little with the wind. It is renewed every year, everything belonging to the old bridge being cut adrift. On the right bank of the river there is a small outwork.

Above Uri the remains of an old stone bridge across the river are visible. The road from Pinceh by the Haji Pir pass debouches into the valley of the Jhelum at Uri. About half-way between the village and the fort, there is a single-storied traveller’s bungalow.

Supplies are procurable, and there is ample space for encamping, but shade is wanting.

The district of Uri was formerly governed by a rajá, and before the Sikh conquest of Kashmir there were three claimants to the title, Ghulam Ali Khan and Surfraz Khan, who were brothers, and Sirbalan Khan, a cousin.

On the approach of the Sikh army the two brothers absconded, and Mozefer Khan, the son of Sirbalan Khan, who was then an old man, led a force under the command of Hari Singh Nalwai along a by-path to his uncle’s lurking place, and succeeded in securing Ghulam Ali Khan, who was sent a prisoner to Lahore; the other brother, however, effected his escape, and was never again heard of. As a reward for his treachery, Mozafar Khan received the rajáship from the Sikhs, on consideration of an annual payment of Rs.4,000, which left the rajá about Rs.3,000 for himself.

He had three sons, Ata Muhammad Khan, Nawab Khan, and Jowahir.
Khán; the two last by the same mother, who at one time exerted her influence over the old man for the benefit of her own offspring, at the expense of Ata Muhammad Khán, who, in order to counteract her machinations, intrigued with Shaikh Imám-ud-dín for the removal of his father, and his own immediate elevation to the râj. This plot being discovered led to a rupture in the family, and was one of the chief reasons which induced Mozaffar Khán to join the Shaikh’s party. (Figne—Cunningham—Hervey—Lumaden—Montgomerie—Ince—Bellew—Hervey—Barrow—Wingate—Aylmer.)

URTSE—Lat. 35° 13’. Long. 76° 29’. Elev. 8,500’, approx.
A collection of hamlets at and above the junction of the Saltoro river with the Shyok, in Khapalu (Baltistán). It contains about one hundred and twenty-five houses. It is reached from the south side of the Shyok by skin rafts. (Aylmer.)

USHKARA—Lat. 34° 12’. Long. 74° 24’. Elev.
This tiny hamlet, which is situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, immediately opposite Baramúla, marks the site of one of the earliest capitals of Kashmir, which was founded by Huvishka, one of the two great Indo-Seythian princes and brothers. The remains of a Buddhists tupa, erected at a much later period by king Lalitaditya, may still be seen here. (Growse.)

UTAR BENI—Lat. 32° 39’. Long. 75° 8’. Elev.
A village about 23 miles to the east of Jamú. It is of some religious importance. Here are two gilt-domed temples surrounded by cells for Brahmins to live in. (Drew.)

UTTAR—
The name of a pargana in the Kamrâj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying at the foot of the mountains at the north-western extremity of the valley. The tahsil station is at Shalūrah.

The Uttar pargana is much intersected with wudars, and the surrounding hills are not wooded with such large trees as in the Lulâb valley. When surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860 it contained thirty-one villages with two hundred and sixty-six houses, and an estimated population of 2,660 souls. The upper part of the valley is well cultivated, the chief products being rice and barley; cucumbers are to be met with in almost every village. (Montgomerie.)
VEDASTA—
The name given by the Hindú priests to the Veth, Vyét, or Jhelum, the ancient Hydaspes, in its course through Kashmir.

According to the Hindús of the valley, the Vedasta has four sources, or streams that go to form it, viz., the Vesñá, the Rimiyára or Rembiára, the Lidar, and the Arapoth, which flows from the Achibál spring. (See "Jhelum." ) (Rumli.)

VERNÁG—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 18'. Elev.
The village and celebrated spring of Vernág are situated in the Sháhabád pargana, at the western extremity of a jungle-covered spur which juts down into the south side of the valley, from the direction of the Banihál pass. It is distant about 3 miles from the summit of the pass, and 16 miles south-east of Islamábád. The summit may be reached in a climb of two hours. The first part of the road to Islamábád is across stony beds of torrents; then a low kharewa is crossed, and the rest of the route is through fertile country.

The valley has here a gentle slope, and rises sufficiently for this spot to command an extensive prospect of the whole plain of Kashmir, watered by the Jhelum, and bounded by the blue mountains beyond the Wular lake. The village covers a considerable extent of ground, and is shaded by numerous walnut trees, chunárs, and poplars. The houses are of the usual form, the basements being principally constructed of rough masonry, and the upper stories almost entirely of timber; they have pent and thatched roofs.

The following nine mahállas are considered to form part of Vernág: Kokgúnd, Malikpúr, Bagwanpúr, Rishpúra, Gútalgúnd, Kralwari, Banugúnd, Tsantípúra, and Gúrnar, on the right bank of the Sándran. The population is said to number about one hundred families, of whom sixteen are Hindús; among the inhabitants are two bakers, a milkman, a mason, two carpenters, and a blacksmith.

There are no less than seven masjíds in the village, and two ziárat, both of which are dedicated to Fákr Kalandar Gáfúr Sháh. With the exception of grapes, which are scarce, all the fruits which are produced in Kashmir may be obtained in Vernág in abundance. The cereals grown in the neighbourhood include rice, Indian-corn, trúmba, gunáder, kauní, cáena, and lobis (a kind of bean).

Sung-i-dálum, or fuller’s earth, is found in the neighbourhood.

The Hakkar Nádi, the stream which descends from the Banihál pass, flows through the village, where it is joined by the stream from the famous springs. These streams are crossed by two ancient stone bridges, of which
the upper consists of a number of small pointed arches, and the lower of three rough stone piers connected by large slabs, and approached from either end by stepping-stones. The Sândran, which flows at some little distance to the north-east of Vernág, is usually spanned by a temporary bridge at the Banngúnd mahalla, but when the river is in flood, it is not unfrequently carried away. The Vernág spring rises in an octagonal stone reservoir, situated at the foot of the spur, which is covered with herbage and low brushwood. It is one of the reputed sources of the Jhelum, and is thus referred to by the Emperor Jahángír in his journal: “The source of the river Bhat (Jhelum) lies in a fountain in Kashmir named Tirmagh, which, in the language of Hindústán, signifies a snake—probably some large snake had been seen there. During the life-time of my father (Akbar) I went twice to this fountain, which is about 20 kos from the city of Kashmir. Its form is octagonal, and the sides of it are about 20 yards in length.” This basin, which is about 50 feet deep in the centre and 10 feet at the sides, was constructed, by order of the Emperor, between the years A.D. 1619 and 1632. Of this we are informed by Persian inscriptions on the surrounding walls, though no two travellers have agreed as to their literal translation. Vigne states that over the entrance is written—

“This fountain has come from the springs of paradise,”

and on the interior wall—

“This place of unequalled beauty was raised to the skies by Jahángír Sháh Akbar Sháh; consider well.”

Its date is found in the sentence “Palace of the fountain of Vernág.” The concluding sentence, or ‘abjat’ as it is denominated by the Persians, gives the date 1029 A.H.

Around the basin is a causeway or walk, 6 feet broad, having a circumference of about 130 yards, on the outer edge of which are 24 small arched alcoves; about 12 feet wide and 6 deep, and sufficiently high for a tall man to stand upright in them. Above them appears a mass of substantial brick-work, now overgrown with grass, so that they no doubt formed the basement story of some edifice. The whole was formerly faced with stone, but the slabs have been removed. As a summer residence, the site was well chosen. The surrounding mountains are low, verdant, and well wooded, and are neither tame nor rugged. The baradárf, a large barn-like building, having numerous chambers, overlooks the north end of the pool, and on the west side there is an open pavilion or summer-house. The water is very cold, of a deep bluish-green tint, and swarms with sacred fish; it leaves the basin by a stone-lined channel, which passes through an archway under the baradárf.

This water-course, now much dilapidated, is about 11 feet wide and 3 feet deep; near its edges are the foundation and bases of arches on which
it is said were the apartments of the celebrated Nur Jahán. Shortly after leaving the basin, the water divides into two streams, one of which, after passing under the ground, and then gushing out in two places in the form of fountains or mounds of water, re-unites with the other, forming a stream about 10 yards wide, which ultimately flows into the Sândran.

The water of Vernág is not very good for drinking: On the 27th of July its temperature on the surface was 49\textdegree\,Fahr. at noon.

The thermometer registered in the shade 75\degree at 5 P.M. on the 3rd June, and 55\degree at 5 A.M. on the 4th and 6th June, and 64\degree at 9 A.M. on the 12th August.

The meaning of the name Vernág is probably the fountain of the pargana of Wer, which is the old name of Sháhabád, the latter being a name given after its palace was built by Nur Jahán Begam. There is a telegraph station here. (Moorcroft—Figue—Wingate.)

VESHAÜ—

This river, which is one of the sources of the Jhelum, rises in the Konsa Nág, at the foot of the Panjál range on the south-west side of Kashmir. Its full strong torrent is suddenly seen gushing out from the foot of the last and lofty eminence that forms the dam on the western end of the lake whose waters thus find an exit, not over, but through the rocky barrier with which it is surrounded.

The river at first flows in a northerly direction, and is joined by the Chitti Nadi by its right bank, about a mile north of the shepherd’s settlement of Kangwattan; and a few miles further on the Versini flows in from the direction of the Búdíl pass. Near this place is situated the cataract of Arabal, where the Veshaú has worn for itself a deep and picturesque channel in the bare rock, and its stream dashes into the plains of Kashmir in a style and with a grandeur befitting the head-waters of the “fabulous Hydaspes,” or its still more ancient, sacred, and modern, appellation of Veshaú, the river of Vishnu.

Upon leaving Arabal, the waters pursue a south-easterly direction, washing for a mile or two on the north with a generally straight course, sometimes forming a deep hollow beneath a cliff of alluvium, and in other places rattling over its shingly bed with a wide-spreading and fordable stream, which, however, in its passage through the rich loam of the plains of Kashmir, is transformed into a dull and dirty, but unfordable, river, about 60 yards wide. The Veshaú joins the Rembiára at the village of Nawan, and the united waters find their way into the Jhelum through the Sadarinaji Nála, lat. 33\degree 50\prime, long. 75\degree 7\prime.

The southern portion of the high table-land in the neighbourhood of Shupion is watered by two streams brought from the Veshaú, called Tungur and Burú; the former passes by Wargama and Abulwana. The small nadi
which leaves the river near Tursan branches into the Naindi and Ninnar canals, which irrigate the southern portion of the Saremozebala pargana. The Veshau is only navigable for a few miles from its mouth. It is crossed by a bridge called Khazánabal, having a span of about 55 feet, situated about half a mile beyond the junction of the Chitti stream, and the main channel is crossed by a bridge of similar dimension about a mile from the village of Sedau.

Immediately below Nowana, at the junction of the Rembiára, there are the pillars for a bridge on each side of the river. (Figue—Montgomerie.)

**VETARITTAR**—Lat. 33° 33’. Long. 75° 17’. Elev.
The name of a collection of springs in the Sháhabad valley, which are considered by the natives the true source of the Jhelum. They are situated just below the road, about 200 yards beyond the village of Gútalgund, which is about a mile north-west of Vernág.

The springs rise in some large pools, which are shaded by willow trees and lie close to each other; the water issuing from these pools forms a considerable stream, which flows into the Veshau, lat. 33° 41’, long. 75° 9’.

(Ince.)

**VETHNA**—Lat. 34° 3’. Long. 74° 52’. Elev.
The name of a shallow lake of considerable extent, lying on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 3 miles south-east of the city of Srinagar. It communicates with the Jhelum through a narrow nála, which flows in nearly opposite the village of Shopúr.

This lake is frequently called the Nágat Nambal, from a sheet of water lying on its north-west side.

**VILAMIK**—Lat. 35° 33’. Long. 75° 10’. Elev.
A collection of hamlets, containing sixty houses. It is situated in the Harpo valley in Rondu (Baltistán.) (Aylmer.)

**VINGE LA**—Fide "Kanjí-la" or "Kungi-la."

**VISHAN SAR**—Lat 34° 24’. Long. 75° 9’. Elev.
The name of a lake situated amid the mountains between Tilail and the Sind valley. It is a pear-shaped sheet of water lying east and west, the smaller end being towards the west. Its length is about three-quarters of a mile, its maximum breadth about half a mile, and it has apparently considerable depth. It is fed by a glacier on the rocky mountains which descend precipitously to the water’s edge on the south side of the lake. Its northern shore is formed of low grassy hills, which are strewed with grey rocks.

The overflow from the Kishan Sar, which lies about half a mile to the north-west, at a higher elevation, enters the lake at its western extremity, and the stream which issues from it forms one of the principal head waters of the Ráman, a tributary of the Kishan Ganga. The footpath leading from Sonamarg, in the Sind valley, into Tilail, passes along the northern shore of the lake.
WADPŪRA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village in the Machipūra pargana, situated on both banks of the Pohru river, just below the junction of the Dangerwari stream. It has lately been deserted by many of its inhabitants, and now contains only two houses situated on the right bank of the river, and about three on the left.

The road between Sopūr and Shalūrah crosses the Pohru at this point. There is no bridge, but the river is fordable, except during floods, which are usually confined to the months of May and June, at which season a ferry boat is always available. At other times, though a broad stream, the depth does not exceed 2 feet. The current is very gentle, flowing over a gravelly bottom. On the right bank of the river there are patches of tree jungle, amid which are some chunās. This locality seems the most eligible for an encampment. On the left bank the land is open, and partly cultivated.

To the north-east of the village the Pohru emerges from the Uttar valley through a narrow gap in the range of low hills, which are covered with houses, and slope gradually down to give it passage.

WĀGIL—Lat. 34° 9'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev.
A small village in the Krubin pargana, situated at the foot of the tableland on the left bank of the Ningil stream, about 3 miles north-east of Kountra, on the road towards Shalūrah. It contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars, and is surrounded with a little cultivation.

On the north side of the village, by the bank of the stream, there is a strip of smooth turf with shady trees.

WĀGOR—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.
A village in the Krubin pargana, situated on the right bank of the Ningi stream, about 4 miles north-east of Kountra, on the road towards Sopūr.

The village, which contains a masjid and the ziārat of Saiad Ahmad Sahib Kirmani, and about twenty-five houses, is situated on the slope of the wūdar, just above the path. On the south side of the village there are some shady trees and smooth turf.

Among the inhabitants are a blacksmith, a carpenter, a dūm, a mūlla, and a pandit, who is the patwārf.

WAHAB JILGA—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 78° 5'. Elev. 16,490'.
A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route, situated north of the Karakoram pass, on the right bank of a tributary of the Yārkand river, which here flows through a cutting in slate rocks. It lies half-way between Brangsa, Karakoram, and Mālikahāb (or Aktāgh). No fuel or forage procurable. *(Trotter.)*
WAHGURH—Lat. 34°. Long. 75° 7' . Elev.
A village in the Wullar pargana, situated on high ground, on the east side of the valley, about 5 miles north of Tral, just above the path leading towards Arphal. It contains a masjid, and is inhabited by eight families of Muhammadan zamindars, a pizzada, and a barber.
The stream which flows down through the valley is bridged between this village and Pastuni.

WAHTOR—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A large village situated about 7 miles south of Srinagar, on the high road towards Shupion. It is connected with the capital by a hard and level road, which is lined with trees on both sides all the way; these are chiefly poplars, and most of them were planted a few years ago by Wazir Panu, the governor of Kashmir. There are several small streams near the village, and also some very fine chunnars. Coloured woollen socks and gloves of a very superior kind are manufactured at Wahtor. (Ikee.)

WAPOHRA—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 24'. Elev.
A village situated on the right bank of the Pohru river, about 9 miles north-west of Sepur. It contains a masjid, and about eight houses inhabited by zamindars; among the inhabitants are two cowherds and a carpenter.

WAKHA—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 76° 25'. Elev. 11,000', approx.
A village on the right bank of the Wakha river, situated west of the Namayik L高原. Barley is cultivated here. There are about forty houses. (Moorcroft—Aylmer.)

WAKHA-CHU on PARIK RIVER—
A tributary of the Dras river rising near the Vinge L高原. It is fordable above Shergol, below which it is crossed by bridges. The whole length of the river from its source to its junction with the Suru river at Kargil is about 100 miles, the general direction being north-north-west. (Cunningham.)

WALE DOKPO—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 77° 8'. Elev.
A convenient place to halt at between Saspol and Snurla. It is a wretched hamlet of three or four houses. A fine stream joins the Indus here, Camp in apricot garden. Supplies not procurable. (Aylmer.)

WANGAM—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 75° 23'. Elev.
A village in the Bring pargana, situated on high ground, in the middle of the valley, at some distance from the left bank of the river. It is distant 8 miles east of Shahabâd, by the path crossing the range of hills lying between the Bring and Shahabâd parganas; and 5 miles south-east of Sof. Supplies are procurable. (Allogood.)

WANGAT—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A small hamlet in the Lar pargana, situated at the upper end of a narrow
glen, which opens into the Sind valley on its north-west side, and is about 5 or 6 miles long, and not more than 500 yards wide; it is enclosed by very high mountains, and is bounded at its upper extremity by a conical snowy mountain, on each side of which is a narrow defile, traversed by a stream; by the union of these the Kanknai is formed, which passes down the valley to join the Sind. Space for encamping is available near the village, and a few supplies may be obtained.

About 3 miles north of Wangat, at the head of the glen, far from human habitations, are some ruined temples. They are situated high up on the precipitous mountain side, in the midst of dense jungle and towering pine-trees, which lend a more than religious gloom to their crumbling walls.

In antiquity these ruins are supposed to rank next after those on the Takht-i-Sulimán, at Bhumjú, and at Pá Yech. They are in two groups, situated at a distance of a few hundred yards from each other, and consisting respectively of six and eleven distinct buildings. The luxuriant forest growth has overthrown and buried almost completely several of the smaller temples; on the summit of the largest a tall pine has taken root, and rises straight from the centre, in rivalry of the original finial.

The architecture is of a slightly more advanced type than at Pá Yech, the most striking feature being the bold projection and lofty trefoiled arches of the lateral porches.

In close proximity is a sacred spring called Nág-bal, and by it the footpath leads up the heights of Haramuk to the mountain lake of Ganga-Bal, a celebrated place of pilgrimage, where a great festival is held annually about the 20th August, which is attended by thousands of Hindús from all parts of Kashmir. By this footpath the Tilail valley may also be reached.

It is probable that the Wangat temples were erected at different times by returning pilgrims as votive offerings after successful accomplishment of the hazardous ascent.

Venomous serpents are said to be numerous in this neighbourhood.

(Growse—Ince—Elmhurst.)

WANLA—Lat. 34° 18'. Long. 76° 53'. Elev. 10,900'.
A village on the left bank of the Wanla stream, lying 6 miles south-east of Lamayuru. It is passed between the latter and Hofata, on the route from Kishtrwár to Leh (vid Zanskar). Cultivation here in July rich and luxuriant. Heat oppressive. Rose bushes abundant, some at least 15 feet high. It belongs to the Lamayuru kardari of Ladak. (Thomas—Drew—Aylmer.)

WANLA—
A small tributary of the Indus. Rises near the Sirsir pass, and flowing
north, past the villages of Hofata and Wanla, enters the Indus opposite Khalei. About Hofata and Wanla there is extensive cultivation. Two or three miles below the former the stream flows through a very narrow rocky channel, so that the road is often obliged to leave it, and to ascend to a considerable height in order to effect a passage. Above Wanla the valley widens, but again contracts into a rocky ravine immediately below the village. This ravine is not quite impracticable, but the stream has to be forded frequently. In July it was 4 feet deep. The better route is north-west to Lamayaru. (Thomson.)

WANPŪRA—Lat. 34° 38'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.
A large village in the Gūrais valley, situated about 2 miles west of the fort, near the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, which is crossed by a substantial kadal bridge below the village. It is surrounded by cultivation, and is irrigated by a channel from the Gugan stream, which flows a little distance to the east of it. There is also a small spring which rises near the masjid. The population numbers about forty families of Muhammedan zamindars.

The plain called Bur Das, which stretches on the right bank of the river to the north-west of the village, is cultivated by the inhabitants of Wanpūra, and on the same bank to the north-east there is a spring called Sharim, and a few shepherds' huts, where the flocks are pastured early in spring.

The Kashmiri name for this dirty village is Wani; in the Dard dialect it is called Dinnani. There is said to be a footpath from the village leading directly to Tragbal-choki, on the high road between Bandipūra and Gūrais, by following which, the detour by Kanzalwan may be avoided.

WARDAN—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev.
A large village in the Machihama pargana, situated about 7 miles west of Srinagar, on the road towards Makahama. It lies near the edge of the Hokar Sar morass, and is surrounded with rice cultivation; a little cotton is also grown on the high lands. There are some fine trees in the village, which contains the ziārat of Nūr Shāh Sahib, and twenty-five houses inhabited by zamindars, five shād-bāfs, four pandits, a múlla, a pírzáda, a fākīr, a močī, and a banīa.

WARDWĀN—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 75° 37'. Elev.
A village in Maru Wardwān, situated on the east side of the valley, above the left bank of the river, about three-quarters of a mile south of Inashin. The loftiest ridges partially covered with a fir-forest rise around it, and immediately opposite it begins the ascent of the Magan pass, leading into the Nowbūg Nai and Kashmir. The narrow defile, which is traversed by the river to the south of the village, is extended for two days' march to the
village of Maru; its sides are very steep, and covered with a jungle, chiefly of fir-trees. The geological formation is of gneiss and mica slate and a silicious grit. This defile is known by the names of Maru Wardwán by the Kashmfris, and Wurun-Mundi by the Ladákís. The village of Wardwán contains a masjid and five log-houses. In the neighbourhood it is usually called Mollah Wardwán, mollah in the Kashmirí language signifying the root, and this village being supposed to be the first settlement formed in the valley. (Figur.)

See also "Marú Wardwán."

WARGAT—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev.
A village situated in a narrow valley about 3 miles west of Magham, on the north side of the road between Shalúrah and Sopúr. It contains a masjid, and about six houses.

WARIGAM—Lat. 34° 3'. Long. 74° 32'. Elev.
A large scattered village containing about forty houses, situated just north of the Peshkár hill, on the road between Kág and Firozpúr.

WARIS—Lat. 34° 50'. Long. 77° 18'. Elev. 12,400', approx.
A small village containing about seven houses, situated about 6 or 7 miles up the Buthar, a stream joining the right bank of the Shyok. It is on the road from Leh to Skardú. In summer the road from Khoro camp to Boghdan, along the Shyok, being difficult, some prefer to go via Waris, which is far longer and nearly as difficult. In winter the river road is quite easy. On the 26th October Dr. Thomson found the village deserted by the inhabitants, who had gone down to the Shyok valley to winter. Four inches of snow fell on the 27th October. The road up the Buthar nullah is steep, and between Waris and Boghdan a ridge about 14,700 feet high is crossed. (Thomson—Ayimer.)

WARIS LA—Lat. 34° 10'. Long. 77° 55'. Elev. 17,200'.
An easy pass leading over the Kailas range south-east of the Digar-La. It is crossed on the route which, leaving the Chimré valley and Changchenmo route at Sakti, proceeds north across this pass to the Shyok valley. It is practicable for laden ponies, and might easily be made so for camels. It is closed by snow for three months. (Drew.)

WARPÚR—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev.
A village situated on the sloping table-land about 2 miles south-west of Patan, by the side of the path leading towards Khipur. Including Sir it contains seven houses, and has much rice cultivation about it. On the road side just north of the village there is a clump of very fine chinár trees.

WARPÚRA—Lat. 34° 29'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.
A village situated near the right bank of the Pohru river, towards the
south-east end of the Uttar pargana. It originally consisted of 12 houses, of which only three are standing, and these uninhabited; the people having removed to the neighbouring village of Hatmalú. (Montgomery.)

WARPÚRA—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 14'. Elev.
A small village in the Machipúra pargana, containing five houses surrounded by rice cultivation, situated in a long narrow valley just below the road between Shaldráh and Sopur. It lies about 5 miles south-east of Shaldráh and 2 miles west of Magham.

WASTARWÁN—Lat. 33° 58'. Long. 75° 5'. Elev. 9,721'.
The name of the highest mountain in the range which juts into the plain on the north side of the Jehlum, between the Trál valley and the Bihu pargana. It is almost entirely bare of forest, and on the south side, where it approaches the Jehlum, it is rocky and very steep.

The northern spur is crossed by a path between the village of Pastúni and Pampúr; that which trends to the south-east is called Multrag.

WATA or LUKUNG STREAM—
An affluent of the Pangong lake; enters its north-west end after a course of 20 miles from the north, in two branches, the western of which is fed by glaciers, and sometimes in summer is much swollen. (H. Strochey.)

WATLAB—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 34'. Elev.
A small village, situated on the bridle-path which circles the northern portion of the Wular lake. It lies on the south side of the Shakeruddín hill, which may be ascended by a path from the village. Watlab is distant about 5 miles north-east of Sopúr, but the journey by boat occupies about four hours. (Ince.)

WATNAR—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 19'. Elev.
A village situated in a grassy valley in the range of hills between the Sháhabád and Bríng parganas, which is traversed by the path between Vernáág and Sof. The Dumatubal spring rises by an old Hindú temple near the village; its waters join the rivulet which drains the valley.

WATREHEL—Lat. 33° 59'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev.
A good-sized village, situated at the foot of some low hills, which run down to it, about 12 miles south-west of Srinagar, on the direct road towards Drang and the Toshá Maidán pass.

The direct road is through Márkara, Wonpura, and Badgám. As far as Badgám the path is level and good; after that it enters the broken ground of the Khárewas.

Supplies are procurable from the adjacent villages, and water and fuel from the low hills. (Allgood—Wingate.)
WATRUS—Lat. 33° 43'.
Long. 75° 21'
Elev.
A large village in the Kuthár pargana, situated about 6 miles north-east of Achibál, at the point of departure of the path leading into the Nowbúg valley by the Halkan Gali.

Watrus extends over a considerable area, and is disposed in three clusters, that the apex of the triangle towards the east is called Kana Mahial, or Hari Watrus, the upper village; the southern division, Raipúra or Manzer Watrus, the middle village; and the western division, Tsandarwaran or Bun Watrus, the lower village; and the three divisions collectively, simply Watrus.

A branch of the Arpat flows between Raipúra and Tsandarwaran. There are altogether thirty-two houses in the village, which are thus disposed—in Kana Maial there is a masjid, and seven houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, three krimkush; in Raipúra, twelve pandits and two Muhammadan families; in Tsandarwaran a masjid and seven families of Muhammadan zamindars. Rice cultivation abounds in the neighbourhood of this village.

WAZIRPUR—Lat. 35° 32'.
Long. 75° 37'.
Elev.
A pargana in the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistán), on the right bank of the river. It contains eighty-six houses. (Aylmer.)

WAZRI THAL—Lat. 34° 33'.
Long. 75° 6'.
Elev.
A village situated at the edge of the forest, on the south side of the Tilai valley, about a mile above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, which is spanned by a kadal bridge between this village and Badagám.

It is the point of departure of the paths leading from the Tilai valley into Kashmir by Wangat and by Sonamarg, in the Sind valley.

A rill, said to flow from the Laihnu Nág, on the mountains to the south-west, furnishes a supply of water. Wazri Thal, or, as it is frequently pronounced, Wazir Thal, now contains a masjid and about eight houses, one of which is inhabited by a blacksmith. It was formerly a place of more importance, and is said to have been founded one hundred years ago by Wazir Murad, a Tibetán.

The houses are all built of small trunks of trees, and have shingle roofs, which are either quite flat or have a very slight slope; above the shingle is a layer of mud.

WIAN—Lat. 34° 1'.
Long. 75° 1'.
Elev.
A village in the Vihew pargana, situated at the foot of the south and west sides of a rocky spur about 3 miles east of Pampúr.

The village is divided into two parts, and the total population amounts to forty-five families of zamindars, fifteen shál-báfs, a krimkush, a pandit, mochi, potter, blacksmith, dúm, two bakers, two cowherds, a shepherd, a dyer, and a banía.
A small stream flows through the village, which also contains some wells and three mineral springs, and one of fresh water.

The mineral springs are called Phûkh Nâg; and the strong sulphureous odour serves as a guide to their situation, which is behind the village. The water issues from the base of the southern side of the spur in three places, which are within a few feet of each other; it flows into a small canal which is lined with stone, and contains small fish. The canal conveys it into the enclosure of the ziârat of Saiad Mâhmûd, an old wooden building, which is about 30 yards distant. The fresh spring is called the Kâlish Nâg, and it issues from the western side of the same spur, about 60 yards beyond the uppermost of the three mineral springs. The water is received into a stone reservoir, which also contains fish.

The stream from this reservoir flows southwards, receiving that of the mineral springs as it issues from beneath the western wall of the old ziârat.

The mineral springs are highly impregnated with iron and sulphur, which are derived from the iron pyrites which abounds in the adjoining mountains. Their medicinal virtues are doubtless very great, and they may be strongly recommended, both for drinking and bathing, especially in cases of chronic rheumatism, obstinate skin diseases, and general debility from fevers, bowel complaints, and affections of the liver. An orchard in the vicinity of the springs offers a convenient situation for encamping. (Ince.)

WISHNI WUJ—Lat. 34° 4′. Long. 75° 40′. Elev.
The name given to part of the valley traversed by the Bad Khol stream to the north-east of Maru Wardwân, on the path towards Sûrû. It lies opposite the confluence of the Drobagá stream, a little to the west of the ruins of an old fort called Humphet.

The name of Wishni Wûj, which means the ‘warm fields,’ is said to have been given to this place on account of its having once been cultivated.

WOTTU—Lat. 33° 39′. Long. 74° 52′. Elev.
A village situated about 5 miles south-east of Sedau; it is to be remarked only as having given its name to a way over the Panjâl, which commences from it and joins the Sedau path. (Figue.)

WUJH—
The name of a river in the province of Jamû, which rises in the mountains north of the Belaor district, and flowing in a southerly direction through the district of Jasrota, empties itself into the Râvi. Its waters supply numerous irrigation canals. (Figue—Wingate.)

WULAR—Lat. 24° 16′ and 34° 26′. Long. 74° 33′ and 74° 42′. Elev. 5,180′.
This lake being the largest in Kashmir proper, has received the name of râja, or prince, by way of pre-eminence. It is situated towards the north
end of the valley of Kashmir, at a distance of about 21 miles north-west of the city of Srinagar, the journey by boat occupying about ten hours. It is of an elliptical form. Its extreme breadth north and south is 11 miles; this does not include the marshes on the south side, and which continue past the parallel of the city. The extreme breadth, a little north of the island of Lanka, is 10 miles, and the circumference nearly 30 miles. Its average depth is 12 feet, the deepest part being on its western side, opposite the hill of Shakarudin, where it is about 16 feet.

The Kashmiris have very exaggerated ideas of the extent of the lake, some of them supposing it to be as large as the sea. The bed is composed of soft mud, and where it is shallow, the surface is covered with water-plants.

The shores are verdant, but comparatively bare of trees. They slope gently down to the water's edge from the lofty range of mountains which surround it on the north-east, but they are flat and marshy towards the plain.

The outline of the lake is very regular, and its general appearance is picturesque and pleasing.

The space between the foot of the mountains and the edge of the lake varies from a few hundred yards to a mile or more according to the height of the water, but it is always greater on the northern than on the eastern side. There is a good bridle-road all round its northern half, from Manas Bal and Arjus on the east to Watlab and Sopur on the west. Its shores are studded with numerous villages, of which Bandapur, which lies about a mile and a half from the water's edge, at the mouth of a fine valley, is the largest. Lanka, or 'the island,' the only one in the lake, was raised and shaped by Zein-úl-Abdín; it is situated near the east side of the lake; the view of this island at a little distance on the lake, with the amphitheatre and mountains in the background, is exceedingly picturesque.

The promontory on which the shrine of Bábá Shakarudín is situated projects boldly into the lake on its west side, and is the most conspicuous of the inferior eminences by which this noble sheet of water is surrounded.

The Jhelum flows into the Wular on its east side, near the middle of the lake, leaving it at its south-west corner in a fine open stream about 200 yards wide. The Wular is a lake, simply because its bottom is lower than the bed of the Jhelum; it will disappear by degrees as the bed of the pass at Baramula becomes more worn away by the river; its extent is perceptibly becoming more circumscribed by the deposition of soil and detritus on its margin in the vicinity of Bandipura, where two considerable streams, the Bad Khola and the Ern Nāla, flow in, and where the water is shallow. Land springs, however, are occasionally seen bubbling up to the surface. The water is clear, and in the centre of the lake, for some distance, of a deep green colour.
The surface of the Wular, like every other lake surrounded by mountains, is liable to the action of sudden and furious hurricans that sweep over it with such extraordinary violence that no boatman can be induced to face it. This fact led to the construction, in very early times, of the Norú canal, whereby, when the waters are high, the passage of the lake may be avoided.

Fishing is carried on to a great extent by the inhabitants of the surrounding villages, who preserve a great deal of the produce of their nets for sale, by simply cutting the fish open and drying it in the sun, using very little or no salt.

When fishing, two moderately heavy boats and two light skiffs usually act together; in each of the former are two men, one rowing, the other managing the net; the latter is paddled by one man seated at the head.

The net is of the shape of a cone, but of a considerable size; the mouth is stretched on a wooden frame, in the form of a parabola of nearly a fathom area, a pole extending from the base to the summit, intended both to give support to a rod which reaches to the end of the bag, keeping it stretched, and to be of use in raising the net, which is too heavy to be wholly managed by a single person. When all is ready, the stems of the two larger boats are brought so near together that the space between them may be wholly occupied by the nets lowered on their sides; the skiffs then go ahead, and wheeling round, make between the two larger boats, striking the water smartly; the net is drawn as they approach, and each man in the skiff assists the one in the large boat to raise it. A single jerk empties the net of its contents, and it is again lowered; the skiffs then proceed, and turning round their companions, again row ahead, and the operation is repeated. The rapidity and regularity with which these manoeuvres are repeated, renders the fishing on the Wular lake an amusing and interesting spectacle. The varieties of fish met with in this lake are said to be the sattar gad and churri gad, which are taken both by net and hook; the pikút gad, with net only; and the chash gad and hury, with hook. The fishermen frequently use spears for striking the larger fish.

The fish are said to retire to the Wular lake in the depth of winter, when the rivers are at their lowest.

The lotus and other water-plants are found on the lake in great abundance, and in the autumn the water-fowl appear to be innumerable; swans, geese, and a species of sea-gull are very common; the latter breeds there, depositing its egg on the thickly-matted leaves of the aquatic plants, with nothing that can be called a nest around it. In shooting water-fowl the Kashmiri sportsman uses a matchlock of extraordinary length. When rowed near to the game, he and the single boatman who accompanies him lie down in the boat, so as to be seen as little as possible by the birds, and then with small paddles and their hands over the sides, gently push the
boat onwards, until within range; two or three birds generally fall at each discharge. Upon the breaking up of the frost, the wild fowl take their departure to the northward, topping in their flight the most elevated ridges of the Himalaya, and descend on the plains of Yârkand and Mogulistán, whence they came on the approach of winter.

The natives aver that being somewhat out of condition for a long voyage, the wild fowl rest for the first evening on the summits of the mountains around the lake, and that being instinctively aware of the difficulty they would have in finding a supply of food in the sedgeless streams of Tibet, they carry with them in their bills from the lake a supply of sînghâras, and their resting places for the night are denoted by the ground being covered with the shells. They also assert that the wild fowl, in their first rising, skim the summits of the mountains so closely, that in one gali in particular people frequently conceal themselves, and knock them down by throwing sticks at them as they pass.

The sînghâra or water-nut is produced in such abundance on the lake as to contribute very considerably to the revenue. For five months in the year it forms the main support of thousands of the poorer classes living in the neighbourhood of the lake. In the month of December dozens of boats, containing several men in each, may be seen collecting the plants. The roots are loosened by means of ropes fastened between two boats, and iron prongs are used in collecting them. When first dragged up from the bottom, they are much entangled by their long fibrous stems, but they are unravelled by suspension for some time in the water. Moorcroft states that when he visited Kashmir the Government was said to receive annually 96,000 kharwârs or ass-loads of the nut. (Forster—Moorcroft—Figne—Hervey—Montgomery—Ince—Elmslie.)

WULDING—Lat. 35° 18’. Long. 75° 42’. Elev. 7,440’, approx. A pargana of the jilarka of Skardú, in Baltistán. It is coincident with what Europeans call the town of Skardú (q.v.).

It is said to contain one hundred and twenty houses, two hundred and fifty sheep, fifteen horses, and one hundred and two horned cattle.

It is well planted with poplars and pollards. Water is plentiful.

A very strong wind blows from the direction of the Deossi plains nearly every afternoon. (Aylmer.)

WULLAR—
The name of one of the nine parganas in the Shahir-i-khas zilla of the Miráj division. It comprises a long and narrow valley, which stretches from the north side of the Jhelum, between Awantipur and Bij-Behâr. The tahsil is at the small town of Trâl, and the district is very frequently called the Trâl pargana.

It is said to contain ninety-five villages, paying a revenue of two lakhs
of rupees (chilki), one in money, the other in kind. A considerable amount of silk is produced in the district.

The valley is traversed by some considerable streams, which seem, however, to possess no distinctive names.

WŪMŪ—Lat. 33° 32'. Long. 75° 16'. Elev.
A village in the Shāhabād pargana, containing a custom-house, situated about 1 mile south-west of Vernāg, at the foot of the ascent leading to the Banbihāl pass. The houses in this village, which are somewhat scattered, are doubled-storied wooden buildings, with pent roofs, and many of them are shaded by fine walnut trees. The small stream which flows down from the pass, furnishes an abundant supply of water.

WŪPERSZWOIN—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev.
A village situated on the east side of a fir-clad slope, about 4 miles south of Shalūrah, on the road towards Sopūr.

Both rice and corn are cultivated in the neighbourhood of this village, which contains a masjid, and the zārat of Mir Sirāj Din Bukhārawala. The inhabitants number about eight families of zamīndars, a múlla, and a dūm.

WYGŪND—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.
A hamlet in the Bangil pargana, inhabited by two families; it is situated in a clump of trees on the right bank of the bed of the stream, lying between it and Khipur.

WYL—Lat. 33° 34'. Long. 75° 24'. Elev.
A village in the Bring valley, situated on the left bank of the stream, close to the Tansan bridge and the junction of the Nowbūg river.
Y

YAHLE—Lat. 33° 25'. Long. 78° 35'. Elev. 15,000'.
A camping ground on the western route from Shushal to Nima Mud, on the Indus. It lies south of the Thato-la, the road over which is very stony. Mahiye, on the Indus, is 9 miles south. No supplies here, but fuel and pasture plentiful. (Reynolds.)

YALCHUNG—Vide "Yelchung."

YANGI DİWAN PASS or "New Pass"—
Lat. 37° 26'. Long. 77° 15'. Elev. 15,800'.
Is crossed on the winter (or Kugiar route) from Ladak to Yarkand, and leads over the Western Kuenlun from Kulansuli camp, on the Yarkand river. Ascent from north side easy, up a winding and narrow gulley. Descent also easy for 2 miles, to where a gully joins from the left. Beyond this down an extremely difficult, narrow, tortuous, and deep gorge, which is blocked till June by a glacier that melts away in the next month. (Trotter—Bellew.)

YANGI DİWAN PASS or ELCHI-DİWAN—
Lat. 36° 2'. Long. 79° 30'. Elev. 19,072'.
Leads over the Kuenlun range from the Karakash valley, at the bend in the river above Sora, to Khotan (distance 160 miles). Mr. Johnson crossed it in September 1865.
Ascent from Karakash up a steep ravine. Snow in it and at the top of the pass. It is only open during the months of June, July, and August. It would be practicable for ponies if cleared of snow and stones in the ravine above the Karakash. (Johnson.)

YANGPA—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 79° 33'. Elev. 16,200'.
A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, on the left bank of a small stream, the water of which is slightly brackish, though it flows down from the Kuenlun range. It lies 25 miles north of Thalat, the road from which lies over an extensive plain covered with several salt lakes, and in portions quite white with a deposit of soda. The Katai-Dawan pass is crossed 8 miles north of this camp. Fuel (burtsai) and grass procurable in small quantities. Elevation, according to Johnson, 15,379'. (Johnson.)

YANGTHANG or "New Plain"—
Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 77° 20'. Elev.
A village situated in a ravine some distance from the right bank of the Indus. The monastery contains seventy lamas. Both it and the village were founded some twenty-five years ago by a lama. The land is free of
Government dues, and is worked by labourers who receive their food and clothing from the monastery. This place is passed between Hemis Shukpa and Basgo. (Drew.)

YĀRKAND—Lat. 38° 21’.  
Long. 77° 38’.  
Elev.  
A province in the dominions of the Amir of Kashgār, lying north of Ladák, and separated from it by the Karakoram and Western Kuenlun ranges.

YĀRKAND RIVER—  
Rises north of the Karakoram pass. Its course is for the first 30 miles north-east to Mālikshāh. Thence north-west for 56 miles to Kirghiz jungle. From Kirghiz jungle it flows 15 miles west to Kulānuldi camp. Up to this point its course is followed by the Kugiar (or winter) route from Ladák to Yārkand. Beyond Kulānuldi it continues west for some distance, and then takes a sudden bend to the north into Yārkand territory. Several small streams flow into it near its source, and at Khafeulung camp it is joined by a tributary from the south. Fuel is plentiful between Mālikshāh and Kulānuldi, there being large patches of tamarisk and myricaria jungle in the river bed. Snow beds are met with in the valley in winter. In summer it is not fordable below Khafeulung. (Troter—Ney Elias.)

YAR LA—Lat. 38° 25’.  
Long. 77° 40’.  
Elev. 16,180’.  
Is crossed on the range separating the valleys of the Zara and Kharnak rivers, at the sources of the latter.

YARMA—  
A sub-division of the Nubrā district, being the portion of the Nubrā valley above Fanimikh. (Drew.)

YASHKŪN—  
A caste, or branch, of the Dārd race. Drew says—

"The Yashkūn is the most numerous of all the castes. In Gilgit and Astor they are the body of the people, whose chief occupation is, of course, agriculture. Dr. Leitner speaks of the Yashkūn as "a caste formed by the intermixture between the Shīn and a low (F. aboriginal) race." This view does not recommend itself to me; it is more likely that the Krāmīn had some such origin, but that the Yashkūn, who follow all the same occupations as the Shīn, and in physique and physiognomy are their equals, should have so originated, is far less probable. I am inclined to think that they and the Shīn together made up the race (which we may call Dārd) that invaded this country and took it from the earlier inhabitants. What may have been the origin of that (probably previous) division into Shīn and Yashkūn, is a point both curious and important—a question which at present I see no way of solving. Dr. Leitner’s information, that a Shīn may marry a Yashkūn woman, while no Yashkūn may marry a Shīn woman, is highly interesting."

Biddulph tells us that they form the entire population of Hūnza, Nagar, and Puníl, and nearly all the population of Yásín, besides being numerically superior in Gilgit, Sai, Dārēl, and Astor. In Hūnza and
Nagar, however, they call themselves Būrish, and in Yāsín Wārshik.  
(Drew—Biddulph.)

YECH—
The name of one of the nine parganas in the Shahār-i-khas zilla of the 
Mirāj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying in the centre of 
the valley to the south of the city of Srinagar. The tahsil station is at 
Kralpūra.

YECHABUR—Lat. 33° 29'.  Long. 75° 23'.  Elev. 
A village inhabited by four families, situated on the north side of the 
Shāhābad valley, about 8 miles south-east of Vernâg, above the right bank 
of the Sândran river, which is spanned by a good bridge.

The houses, which are of timber embellished with rude carvings, have 
pent shingle roofs, and are built on the rising ground at the foot of the 
mountains.

YECHÂRA—
The name of a considerable stream which rises on the northern slopes of the 
lofty Tattá-kuti peak, in the Panjál range; it flows in a north-easterly 
direction, and empties itself into the Dūdh Ganga, lat. 33° 58', long. 74° 51', 
near the large village of Wahtor.

YELCHUNG or YALCHUNG—
Lat. 33° 52'.  Long. 76° 55'.  Elev. 12,730'.
A village on the left bank of the Zanskár river, and at the foot of the 
Singa Lā, which is crossed between it and Fatoksr. The ascent begins 
at once on leaving the village. It is a halting-place on the route from 
Kishtwār to Lēh (vid Zanskār), and lies about 70 miles north of Padam. 
The Zanskār river is crossed by a common wooden bridge (without rails) 
between this and Nāerung on the opposite bank. Barley and buckwheat 
cultivated here. Near the village is an iron mine. Dr. Thomson visited 
it. "The ore was yellow ochre, occurring in a breccia-looking conglo-
merate situated on the flanks of a steep, narrow ravine. There were two 
smelting furnaces, built of stone, of a conical shape, 3 feet in height, and 
about 6 inches in diameter at the top. The fuel employed was charcoal, 
and no flux was mixed with the ore."

Dr. Thomson estimates the elevation of Yelchung to be 13,700. 
It belongs to the Lamayuru kardāri of Ladāk.  (Thomson—Aylmer.)

YOGMA HANŪ or LOWER HANŪ—
A village on the left bank of the same stream, at its junction with the 
Indus, a few miles below the Goma Hanū.

A strip of cultivation here, and some willows and fruit trees, and a few 
poplars. It belongs to the kardāri of Skirbichan (Ladāk).  (Drew— 
Aylmer.)
YOR—YUN

GAZETTEER OF KASHMIR AND LADAK.

YOR—Lat. 38° 36'. Elev.
A village in the Shāhabād pargana, situated at the north end of a narrow defile, which is about 2 miles long, and is traversed by the path leading into the Khund valley. (Ince.)

YUBALTAK—Lat. 34° 34'. Elev.
A village said to contain eighty houses in Kargil (Baltistan). It lies in a small valley which joins the right side of the Wakha valley, 3 miles below Pashkyam. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Aylmer.)

YUCHANG—Lat. 33° 10'. Elev. 8,500', approx.
A village in Khaplu (Baltistan), on the left bank of the Shyok, just west of Surmū. It contains about fifty houses. (Aylmer.)

YUL—
A term in use in Baltistan, and applied to land returning a revenue in contradistinction to "Ghund" q. v. (Vigne.)

YUMA RIVER—*Vide "INDUS."

YUMAN

A tributary of the Zanskār river; rises north of the Himalayas, near the Bara Lacha pass. The road from Kulu to Leh crosses it by a bridge at Kanunor Kilang camp, north of the pass. A little below its source the stream flows through a small fresh-water lake (the Yunam Tso), and continuing in a north-east direction is joined by the Lingti stream from the west, a little above Sarchu camp. The junction of the two streams is on the borders of Ladak and Lahoul. (Cunningham—Cayley.)

YUNAM TSO—Lat. 32° 48'. Elev.
A small fresh-water lake in the bed of the Yunam stream, which flows through it. In former times it must have been of some extent, and of considerable depth. In September 1846, when General Cunningham visited it, it was only 1,000 yards long and 500 yards broad. The gradual decrease in size has been brought about by the constant wearing away of the rocky barrier which once dammed the river about a mile below the present end of the lake. Between these points the river has worn a channel through a mass of fine cream-coloured clay, which once formed the bed of the lake. The water is of a pale yellowish colour. (Cunningham.)
ZABÁN—Lat. 33° 40'.
Long. 75° 50'.  Elev.
A small village, situated on the right bank of the Farriabádi river, about 7 miles east of Maru, lying midway on the stage between that place and Metwan. There are some hot springs near the village. Supplies are not obtainable. (Robinson.)

ZAINAGİR—
The name of a pargana in the Kamráj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying to the north and north-west of Sopúr, between the Pohru river and the Wular lake. The want of water renders the appearance of this pargana different to any other part of the valley; no stream irrigates it, and the only way that water is procurable is by digging holes in the made water-channels when rain falls. Various attempts have been made to bring water into the district by means of irrigation canals, but they have been permitted to fall into disrepair, probably on account of the expense attending their maintenance.

Barley is now the staple product of the pargana. Rice is only cultivated to a limited extent at the foot of the hills near Shóa, which is the tahsil station, and around the neighbouring village of Tájjár. When surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860, the Zainagír pargana contained thirty-one villages. (Montgomerie.)

ZAINAKÚT—Lat. 34° 6'.
Long. 74° 40'.  Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the Kushpúráwudar, on its north side, about 4 miles west of Srinagar, near the road towards Patan. It contains a masjid and seventeen houses. The inhabitants of this village are said to be engaged in the manufacture of saltpetre for the Government powder factories.

ZAINIGAM—Lat. 33° 58'.
Long. 74° 37'.  Elev.
A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on an expanse of green turf under some shady trees near the right bank of the Suknâg. It contains the ziyarat of Saiad Ismáil Khán, which has lately been rebuilt, the original structure having, it is said, been consumed by spontaneous combustion during the prevalence of an epidemic which occurred in the village a few years ago.

In this secluded spot is located one of the principal Government rifle factories in the maharâjâ's dominions.

At 11 a.m. on August 22nd, the mercury stood at 72° in the shade.

ZAINPÚR—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Miráj division of Kashmir.
It is one of the four parganas which were added during the Sikh occupancy of the valley to the thirty-four originally constituted by the Moguls.
The Zainpúr pargana comprehends the table-land lying to the northeast of Shupian. The tahsil station is at the village of Safanagar.

ZAIPURA—Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 74° 49'. Elev.
A small village of six houses in the Rupal valley (Astor). (Aylmer.)

ZAMTI NÁG—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 75° 33'. Elev.
The name of a small lake situated in the lofty mountains at the northeastern extremity of the Dachinpara district. It is connected with the Shisha Nág and is fed by a glacier situated under three remarkable peaks.
The Lidar river is supposed to derive its peculiar white colour from the waters of this lake. (Montgomerie.)

ZANGAM—Lat. 34° 5'. Long. 74° 37'. Elev.
A village situated at the foot of the table-land, about 2 miles to the south of Patan, by the side of the road leading towards Sringar. It is inhabited by seven families of zamindars and six of sháh-báfs.

ZANGLA or CHANDLA—Lat. 33° 40'. Long. 77° 3'. Elev.
A village on the right bank of the Zanskár river, 12 miles below Thonde. It is a halting-place on the route from Kishtwár to Léh (nád Zanskár), and lies at the base of a mountain on the upper part of a steep, stony slope, which extends down to the river. There are two roads from this to Léh—

1. The western and better of the two, nád Panch, Naerung, and Lamayaru.
2. The eastern, nád the Charchar and Riberang passes, very difficult, and only open in May and October.
The river below Zangla narrows considerably, and the mountains on either side are extremely rocky and rugged. At the end of June they were still tipped with snow. (Thomson.)

ZANGLA STREAM—
Flows into the Zanskár river just above the village of Zangla. The eastern road from latter to Léh leads up its course for some distance, crossing it thirteen times by fords in 4 miles. In May it was about 7 yards wide and 2½ feet deep, and at sunset was a foot deeper. In June it becomes unfordable. General Strachey mentions some Tibetans being drowned in attempting to cross it in the first week in June. (H. Strachey.)

ZANGLEWAR—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 34'. Elev.
A village in Badrawár, situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bhága, a few miles west of Doda. On the west side of the village is a deep ravine forming the bed of a torrent. The population numbers eight families of Hindús and two of Muhammadans. There is a good deal of cultivation about this village.
ZANSKÁR or ZASKÁR—

Geographically a part of Ladák, but now attached to the Kasmír district of Udampur. (Drew.)

It includes all the country lying along the two main branches of the Zanskar river, in a general direction from south-east to north-west. It is bounded by Ladák on the north, by Rupshu on the east, by Lahoul on the south, and by the districts of Kargil and Súrú on the west. The southern boundary is formed by the great Himalaya itself, the western by the transversed range of Singa-La, and the northern boundary by the trans-Himalayan chain. Its greatest length is 72 miles, mean length 56 miles, and mean breadth 55 miles. Area 3,000 square miles, and mean elevation, as deduced from seven different observations along the valley, 13,154 feet. The name Zungs-kār means "white-copper" or brass. (Cumingham.)

Though not belonging to the Ladák governorship, Zanskar is closely united to the rest of Ladák, both by physical character and by the close relationship in race, speech, religion, and character that exists between the people of the two countries. Forty or fifty years ago it was also politically connected with Central Ladák, being governed by a raja who was dependent on the gyalpo at Leh, and lived at Padam, the capital of the district.

The climate is severe. The spring, summer, and autumn together last little more than five months, after which snow falls, and at once winter closes in, confining the people and the cattle within doors for half the year. A much greater depth of snow falls here than in central Ladák. In the spring it causes avalanches to such an extent that in the Nunak valley the people cannot, till a month has passed, get about from village to village for fear of them. Trees are extremely rare; the continuance of snow and the force of the wind are much against their growth. A few poplars are grown in parts of the district for timber. The population is very scanty. Drew estimates it at 2,500. There are about forty-three villages in the district containing five hundred houses. The tax paid to the maharaja's government used to be R3,000, but in 1869 was reduced to R2,000. The trade is very insignificant, and is carried on by three or four routes. The Rupshu people bring salt and take barley in exchange. Some of this salt is taken to Pádar and Pangi by a difficult route and there exchanged for rice, butter, skins, &c. Part of the salt from Rupshu is also taken on by the Zanskaris to Súrú, and exchanged for woollen cloths, barley, and a little cash. A fourth line of traffic is with Lahoul, whence traders come with cash and buy ponies, sheep, and goats. It is only by this branch of trade that cash enough is introduced into the country to pay the government tax.

Mr. Verchère gives the following geological description of this region:—
"In Zanskar we find a great mass of gneiss and schist which appears to be the eastern extension of similar rocks which begin in Súrú, and after entering largely in the forma-
tion of the mountains of the highland of Zanskär are prolonged eastward to Rupahu. The gneiss, schist, slate, and limestone are all stratified and conformable together, and they all dip towards the south-south-west. The limestone appears to be the continuation of the bed of limestone seen in Sôrî, reposing on the gneiss and schist of the foot of the Ser and Mer peaks." (Cunningham—Thomson—Vercêrs.)

**ZANSKÄR RIVER ON CHILING CHU—**

One of the principal mountain tributaries of the Indus is formed of two main branches, the Zanskär proper and the Sumgal. Its head waters are the Yunam, Serchu, and Tsarap (or Serap), all of which rise to the north of the Himalaya range, near the Bara Lacha pass. The united stream below the junction of the Tsarap is not fordable until the end of September. From its source to Padam the distance in 130 miles, fall 4,000 feet, or 34.6 feet per mile.

At Padam it receives a small stream from the west, and then takes a due northerly course for upwards of 80 miles, to its junction with the Indus, opposite Snimo. In this part of its course the fall is only 1,500 feet, or 18.7 feet per mile.

Total length of river . . 210 miles.
" fall " . . 6,000 feet, or 28.5 feet per mile.

Cunningham estimates its discharge as follows:

1,000 cubic feet in winter.

5,000 " " May.

9,000 " " August.

**ZARA—Lat. 33° 12'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.**

One of a cluster of small villages in the Siráz district of Kashtwár, situated high up on the mountain side, above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream. It contains four houses inhabited by Hindús.

**ZARA—Lat. 33° 25'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev.**

A camping ground at the head of the Zara valley, close to and south of Debring. It is situated on the left bank of the Zara river.

**ZARA RIVER—**

Rises near the Tagalang pass, and flows south-east to Zara camp. Thence its course is south-east to its junction with the Sumgal, a tributary of the Zanskär river. In summer, when there is often a great scarcity of water in the Kiang plain, travellers sometimes turn off to the west after crossing the Lachalang pass, and proceeding up the Zara valley (see Sangthá and Zara camps) strike into the main route at the foot of the Tagalang pass.

**ZARHAMA—MAHAMA—Lat. 34° 34'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev. 6,000', approx.**

Two villages in a small valley on the Uttar pargana, on the road from Kasbmir valley to the Kishan Ganga see the Sitalwan pass. They are greatly hidden by the trees. Together they contain some forty-two houses, as follows:

Ten sepúys, two pirzásás, one barber, one carpenter, twenty zamindars, seven gujars, and one düm.
The resources are said to be 7 horses, 110 head of cattle, 400 sheep. A few supplies procurable. (Agimor.)

**ZEBANWAN**—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 74° 58'. Elev. A hill 4 miles to the south-east of Srinagar. It has a general direction from east to west. Its eastern portion is nearly due east to west, and is 2½ miles in length. It then turns to the south-west, at the same time throwing out spurs to the north-west to embrace the eastern shores of the Dal. The Zebanwan keeps its north-east to south-west direction for 3½ miles, when it bifurcates into two branches, a southern one small but short, and a west-north-west one 2½ miles long. It is at the end of this west-north-west branch that the Takht-i-Sultmán rises, a very conspicuous little hill; 2½ miles from the Takht, the hillock of Hari Parbat rises out of the lacustrine alluvial. It is evident that the Takht-i-Sultmán and Hari Parbat are only the continuation of the west-north-west spur of the Zebanwan, and appear as detached hillocks on account of the thickness of the lacustrine deposit. (Verché.)

**ZEHILPÚRA**—Lat. 33° 47'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev. A village lying amid the rice fields; about 1 mile south of Bij-Behára, on the road towards Shupion. It contains about twenty houses, and is shaded by fine trees.

**ZERGAY**—Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 75° 2'. Elev. A small dirty village in the Tilail valley, containing four houses situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 1 mile north-west of Purana Tilail.

**ZEWAR**—Lat. 33° 19'. Long 75° 49'. Elev. A village lying on the north-east side of the town of Kishtwár; it was once a large place, but now contains only a few houses. (Montgomery.)

**ZIÁRAT**—A shrine, or burial-place of a rishi. (Kashmir.)

**ZIL**—Lat. 35° 48'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev. A village on the left bank of the Bashá river (Baltistán). It contains twenty-four houses. (Agimor.)

**ZINGAY**—Lat. 34° 42'. Long. 75° 59'. Elev. A village in the north-eastern portion of the Gúrāis valley, situated on the right bank of the Búrzil stream. It is said to contain ten houses.

**ZINGRAL**—Lat. 33° 55'. Long. 77° 48'. Elev. 15,780'. A camping ground near the top of the Chang La. It is the fourth march (33 miles) from Leh, on the Changchenmo route; the ascent for 3½ miles is steep. At Zingral the road forks to the Chang-La and Kay-La. Ascent up the former, up northern ravine, easy, but stony for 2 miles to the top. The Kay-La saves 6 miles, but is more difficult. No supplies procurable.
ZOHAMA—Lat. 33° 56'.  Long. 74° 48'.  Elev.
A village in the Nagám pargana, containing sixteen houses, situated on a small stream, about 5 miles north-west of Chrár, on the road towards Kág.

ZOHAR—Lat. 34° 24'.  Long. 74° 25'.  Elev.
A village situated in the valley at the foot of the mountains at the north end of the Zainagír pargana.
There are said to be some springs in the village, which contains the zíárat of Lohur Rishi, and twenty two houses, fifteen of which are inhabited by Muhammadan zamíndars and seven by pandits. Among the inhabitants are a mochí and a blacksmith. There is a good road reported to be fit for cattle leading over the mountains to the village of Tikpúra, in the Loláb valley.

ZOHR—Lat. 33° 44'.  Long. 74° 51'.  Elev.
A small hamlet in the Supersumun pargana, situated on a small stream flowing from the Rembiára, about 2 miles north-west of Shupion, on the road towards Chrár.

ZOJIPAL—Lat. 34° 5'.  Long. 75° 31'.  Elev.
The name given to the mountain valley which is traversed by the southern branch of the Lúdar river after escaping from the Shísha Nág. (Montgo-
merie.)

ZOJI LA OR SEOJI-LA, OR BALTAL KOTAL OR DRÁS PASS—
Lat. 34° 17'.  Long. 75° 31'.  Elev. 11,300'.
Called Zoji-La by the Ladhákis and Zoji-Bal by the Kashmiris. The proper name is a corruption of Shivaji or Sheoji, one of the three great Hindú deities. It leads over the Western Himalayas from the head of the Drá valley to the Sind valley in Kashmir, and is crossed on the route from Srinaga to Lédh, between Baltal and Matayan.
It is closed by snow during nearly half the year, and is entirely impassable, except to post couriers, during two months. Two routes lead up to it from the Kashmir side—

1—follows up the bed of the Sind river, and passes over the blocks of ice and snowdrift which block the narrow gorge through which it flows. This is the winter road, and is only practicable for footmen.

2—winds up the steep slope of the hill rising above the gorge of the Sind river to the north. It is a fair road, but is only used from July to December.

The top of the pass is 2,118 feet above Baltal. The descent on the Ladhák side is easy, leading down to the Drá river and along its banks to Matayan, crossing several tributary streams.
The pass itself is the only section of the road that closes to dák service for more than a day or two at a time, in worst of seasons. The dák-run-
ers are sometimes unable to cross for two or three weeks; the length of the impracticable section at such times is about 7 miles or so from Baltal to
Gremen. At the former is a rest-house or sheds, about a mile and a half from the foot of the pass on the Kashmir side, and at the latter are almost similar erections about 3 miles beyond its summit. Beyond the Gremen shed, towards Dras, a very difficult section of the road occurs, nearly as far as the village of matayan, some 8 miles, at times when the ground is deeply covered with snow, and the weather boisterous; but this section can be divided unequally into two by a group of four small huts known as Machohai (distant about 2 miles from Gremen), which afford sufficient shelter to dak-men and travellers when hard pressed by snow-storms, fatigue, or frost-bite, and renders this section of the road practicable at nearly all times, though occasionally difficult and dangerous. There remains then the 7-mile section between Baltal and Gremen, on which no shelter of any kind exists, and which comprises the Zoji La itself. From May to December inclusive, when little or no snow is on the ground, the pass consists of a road over a steep hill or cliff overhanging the gorge formed by the headwaters of the Sind river; while in winter, when this road is quite impracticable, and the river in the gorge is quite filled by masses of snow, a temporary pathway is made over the snow, and in the gorge itself, until the watershed is reached, when it (the pathway) joins again with the summer route, The road is dangerous from December to June, as travellers may be caught by a snow-storm or avalanche, when out of reach of Baltal on the one hand and Gremen on the other. The consequence is that lives are often lost; but as a rule, when the weather appears threatening, people wait for a fine day.

The pass has many names; in the old maps it is called Kantal, signifying the lofty hill, and under this name the Jesuit missionary Desideri refers to it. Vigne calls it Palen-i-Kotal or Bal-Tal ('above—below') otherwise Surji-La, the bill of Siva; the terminals "la" and "bal" in the language of the Tibetans and Kashmiris, respectively, signify "hill pass."

This pass is of historical interest, as being the spot at which the Yarkan troops of Sultan Saiiad defeated its defenders—in A.D. 1531. See also route. (Belows.)

The following extracts from letters of men thoroughly conversant with this route show what is their opinion on the state of this pass, and what improvements it requires to be in thoroughly good order. Mr. Morris wrote:

"I have now seen the pass under its most unfavorable circumstances, and am fully convinced of the practicability and utility of the covered way. I also fully adhere to my former opinion that the most dangerous part of the pass is on the Kashmir side, and that the length I proposed to cover is all that is necessary. Mr. Johnson and I disagree therefore on this point, and........ I would suggest that before taking any steps to carry out my proposals the opinion of a third party should be taken. I do not think, however, that any one would be likely to raise objection to at least a part of the project, that is, the making of the new road from the point A to the crossing of the mahe at C........The covered way might be left out altogether, and simply the road and
remaining wall built. A good wide road, even without a covered way, would be eminently useful for many months in the year. The cost of the road, without the covered way, from the point A to the point C, would be about Rs 15,000. I would, I think, make an alteration in the alignment by crossing over to the left bank near Baltal. This would necessitate two bridges of from 40 to 50 feet span, built on the cantilever principle with dry stone abutments.

It was also suggested by Mr. Morris that along the open part of the pass substantial shelter-huts should be erected, a mile apart, so that persons overtaken by snow-storm might easily find shelter. The first hut would be required 2 miles from Baltal, and the last 2 miles from Matayan. Altogether twelve huts would be required.

* From Panjab Government, Public Works Department, No. 191-C of 22nd June 1876.

† Letter No. 24 of 24th August 1876.

"From a repeated experience of the Zoji-La at all seasons of the year, I have no hesitation in agreeing with Mr. Morris that the descent on the Kashmir side, whether by the zig-zag road or by the saddle, is the most dangerous part of the pass in winter. A covered way, placed where Mr. Morris suggests, would not have heavy avalanches to resist, as they do not, I believe, fall from that side of the gorge, which retreats by an easier slope from above the level of the line fixed upon by Mr. Morris. As snow will lie at a very steep angle, it will be very difficult to provide for its slipping off by its own weight, and therefore it will probably be necessary to make the roof of the covered way sufficiently strong to bear the weight of the accumulated snowfall. A good wide road, even without a covered way, would be of great advantage, though I think it would not ensure uninterrupted communications during the winter. The approaches to the Zoji-La up the Sind valley urgently call for improvement. Between Gagangir and Sonamarg is the roughest part of the whole route between India and Turkistan. For 4 or 5 miles it passes over a bed of huge blocks of rock. It is more fit for the passage of wild goats than of laden horses. Caravans get more cattle lamed in passing these few miles than in all the rest of the journey from Yarkand."

Mr. Shaw considered that there was danger from avalanches on the Dris side of the road above the pass, but that as the pass there was fairly wide there was less danger than in the lower parts of the pass. He approved of the proposal to erect shelter-huts and direction posts. He stated, however, that as there were want of funds, the Zoji-La improvement project was not that which should be taken up first. Mr. Shaw considered that the Shyok road project was of greater importance, its advantages were greater, and were to be obtained at a far cheaper proportionate cost. Instead of one pass rendered safer and easier,
two glacier passes will be avoided altogether, one of which—the Saser—is still more dangerous than the Zoji-La. Instead of 2 or 3 miles of road or covered way, nearly 80 miles of new road would be constructed, and by means of this connecting link a new line, about 177 miles in length would be thrown open to continuous traffic. What amounts to a toll of ₹2 (and often more) per horse-load on each glacier pass would be avoided by this new line. This would effect a direct saving of ₹6,320 annually, equal to over 9 per cent. on the proposed expenditure (₹74,115)."

Mr. Johnson, the late Wazir of Ladak, recorded his opinion on the revised Zoji-La proposals, and forwarded the same to Mr. Shaw, who passed on the papers to the Panjab Government.* Mr. Johnson was in favour of erecting huts and direction-posts as proposed by Mr. Morris, but he remained of opinion that the upper and not the lower part was the most dangerous portion of the pass. He agreed that the road between Sonamarg and Gagangir required attention. He also thought that shelter-huts should be provided on the Baltal side of the pass. The part between Gagangir and Sonamarg has been somewhat improved. (Ramsay—Wingate.)

ZOJIMARG—Lat. 33° 33'. Long. 74° 55'. Elev.
A pasturage situated in a mountain valley on the north side of the Panjal range, at the point where the roads from Shupion and Hanjipur leading towards the Golabgarh pass meet. It forms the usual halting-place on the Kashmir side of the pass, and is distant two stages, about 17 miles south of Shupion.

Vigne describes this place as a very beautiful meadow, once, to all appearance, the bed of a mountain-lake lying only a few hundred feet below the limit of forest. A ridge of rock is extended along its western edge, overhanging the stream that runs through the whole length, which appeared to be about a mile and a half. (Vigne—Montgomerie.)

ZOSTAN—Lat. 34° 4'. Long. 75° 7'. Elev.
A village situated at the northern extremity of the Tral valley, from which there is a path ascending the mountains in the direction of the Mar Sar lake.
The road by Narastan is said, however, to be preferable, as being easier and shorter, and not so slippery after rain.

ZUNABESHI—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 4'. Elev.
A scattered hamlet in the Uttar pargana, containing seven houses, situated on the slopes of mountain on the left bank of the Kamil, about 8 miles south-west of the Shaldrub.
The Kamil is bridged at a point between this village and Riri, a little further down the stream.
ROUTES.
## ROUTE No. 1.
### Abbottarād to Būnjī (via Oghi and Chilas)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mansehra (p. o.)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Khauki</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Oghi (p. o.)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Tahrot

16 Marches to Bōnjī, or Miles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Route No. 11. Marches 3 to 30.

## ROUTE No. 2.
### Abbottarād to Chilas (via Mozafarabad, Sharidi, and Kankatori or Sangan River)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbottarād to 12. Sharidi</td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Sangan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Route No. 2—concluded.

15. KAMARDORI
     GALLI

16. NIAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mediate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MANHARIA</td>
<td>15½</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GARKH</td>
<td>18½</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. MOZAFFARBAD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. MANDAL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A village (frequently called Mandal-darz, from the village on the opposite bank of the Pakote stream); encamping ground rocky and shaded, situated below the village on the left bank of the Pakote; supplies procurable. Road over a grassy plain to the river, which is crossed by a rope suspension bridge; thence it proceeds to the village of Bandi, and descends to the Kishan Ganga; it again ascends through sloping patches of cultivation and rounds the spur in an easterly direction. It now becomes rough and stony, ascends gradually to a small stream; crosses this and passes through a wooded ravine; the path then makes a gradual descent along the side of the mountain and crosses another stream; ascent from ravine pretty steep; it then goes along the hill-side by a fairly level road, crossing one or two rills, to another stream, which is forded; rough stony ascent to the town of Kuri, the greater portion of which lies above the path.

From Kuri there are four routes to Balakot, in the Kaghân valley, viz.:

(1) By the Galati Gali to Balakot, two marches; halting midway at Juhrer Kulesh, a large village of about thirty houses in Kaghân.
(2) By the Nur Gali to Balakot, two marches; half-way halting-place, Kashi.
(3) By the Nuk Gali or the Nuk-ki-dana, two marches; half-way halting-place, Kashi.
(4) By the Sandri-ki-Gali to Gunni, two marches; half-way halting-place, Kajkot, a large village.

ROUTE No. 3.

ABBOTTABAD TO GURAISS (Vid the KISHAN GANGA VALLEY).

Authorities.—BATES; MONTGOMERIE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mediate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MANHARIA</td>
<td>15½</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GARKH</td>
<td>18½</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. MOZAFFARBAD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. MANDAL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A town,"
Of these routes No. (1) is the best, and No. (3) the worst; but none of them are much used, most of the traffic being by the Garhi road; they are practicable for unladen cattle, and ponies may be ridden in places—[From native information.]

Leaving Kûri, the path makes a short steep descent to a considerable stream, which is crossed by a kadal bridge; it then ascends, and, rounding a rocky spur, passes along and above the Kishan Gangas on to some huts and fields; it then crosses a small stream, just under a waterfall, about 40 feet high, and lies along the bank of the river, passing up to some fields which lie below the village of Parsacha; it then descends to the edge of the Kishan Gangas, and passes over drifts and débris from the hillside; though pretty level, the path is rough and stony. Then on to the village of Kundi, and by a level and smooth path through rice-fields round the spur, when it descends to a stream which is forded; on along the bank of the Kishan Gangas through a patch of jungle; then a short stony ascent and through the rice terraces, passing above the extensive rice-fields of Kalpanna by a level path to the village of Drar. The path then descends to the Pakote stream, which is crossed by a small bridge, thrown across at a point where the stream is narrow and rocky banks rise perpendicularly for some feet, and then ascends to the village of Mandal.

From Mandal there is a route to Bûnda, a village in Kâghâ, six:

(1) Mandal to Pakote, a village following the course of the Pakote stream.
(2) Pakote to Bûnda, crossing the Bhebrid Gali.

A fair road, practicable for cattle; it is closed for about four months in winter. No customs duties are levied on this road, which is but little used.—[From native information.]

(Time occupied in walking, 4 hours, 55 minutes.)

5. BALAGRAZ 67 11

A village situated on a small stream, with some shady trees; encamping ground confined; water from the stream, and also from a spring; supplies procurable. The road on leaving Mandal passes through fields, and, rounding the spur above the Kishan Gangas, passes below the village of Söchi.

There is a route from Palla via the Sirangpa pass to Darral, a village in Lower Drawâr, on the right bank of the Kishan Gangas (see the 8th March), six:

(Time occupied in walking, 4 hours, 31 minutes.)

After crossing a stream below Palla, it turns down a narrow valley to some cottages called Min-gum-ka-takib; it then crosses another small stream and passes close to a cluster of houses in the centre of Mingram. Thence by a good road through fields, undulating along the bare side of the grassy hill, rounding the spur above the village of Dumrail; it then descends to the Kishan Gangas. On the margin of the river is a mill and a few rice-fields. Cross the Ushki stream by a kadal bridge, just above its junction with the Kishan Gangas, and ascend to a spur and on to a few fields called Hejan (belonging to Jing, the village on the top of the ridge above the road). The Ushki is a considerable stream, but might be forded, except during flood. No water is met with again until near the village of Bankroor. From Hejan the path ascends gradually and lies along the grassy hill-side above the river until it comes to a small sill near the small village of Bankroor; thence by a pretty level road, but in places stony, to Balagraz. (Time occupied in walking, 4 hours, 31 minutes.)

6. CHOWGALI 8 75

A camping ground, on an open space, shaded by one or two trees on the left bank of a stream near a waterfall; the fields and dwellings of the Chowgali-dok lie above it; supplies not procurable.

The path leads down the valley in which Balagraz is situated, rounds two spurs above the Kishan Gangas, and descends gradually to Manjota; cross a small stream in a narrow valley and round the spur to the upper portion of the village of Kalegran; thence, passing here and there a few huts and fields, the path is pretty level as far as the north of the valley, where it passes along the grassy mountain side and follows for some distance the right bank of the stream until the
valley narrows. The path then goes up a rocky gorge, lying first on one side, and then on the other side of it; finally zig-zags up between precipitous rocky walls to the top of the pass, an ascent of nearly 3,000 feet. To the south of the pass, or pass, the Chên peak rises to a great height and forms a conspicuous landmark from the valley of the Kishan Ganga. The descent on the east side is gradual and easy by a good broad path, and passes through fields and dwellings to Chowgali. (Time occupied in walking, 2 h. 53 m.)

7. Baran . . . . . 6 81 A village of about forty houses, stretching up and along the hill-side for a considerable distance. The best encamping ground is under some trees by the path near the north end of the village, close to a small rill which flows down the hill on that side of the village. Some supplies are procurable. From Chowgali there are two paths: the lower follows the course of the Kishan Ganga, the upper crosses the spur by the Chowgali. Taking the upper road, the path lies up the Chowgali stream and along the side of the spur, which it crosses at a clump of fir trees shading a cemetery (3,400 feet above Baran). The descent is at first rather easy as far as the fields and dwellings of the Battangi-dok, where it becomes steeper and more difficult, and zig-zags down the spur to the east; it crosses the Bim stream towards the head of the gorge, and descending gradually by the side of the hill above the uppermost houses of Katta, tops the spur and passes just above Jirgi; the path is then less steep, down to the fields of Sadpara, across a small stream and down the spur in a north-western direction, cross a rill, and then through Indian corn-fields to Baran. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 7 m.)

This road through the Chowgali is said to be closed in winter during heavy falls of snow.

8. Darral . . . . . 10 91 Village. The most convenient and shady spot for encamping is on the river bank, about half a mile south of the village; very scanty supplies procurable. Road from Baran rough and stony along the side of the hill above the right bank of the river, crossing a small unbridged stream to the village of Bandi. Thence to the village of Jura the path (which is rough and stony, but for the most part shady) passes on the side of the mountain through fields. On leaving Jura crosses a small stream and ascends for some distance; the path then lies along the side of the grassy mountain; ascends to, and crosses over, the Bodari spur and descends for about 900 feet down the side of the hill to the village of Sandok, which is situated on the slope of the mountain above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga; it then descends, crosses a small stream, and proceeds round the spur to the encamping ground of Darral. The path is rough and stony and in places narrow. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 10 m.)

From Darral paths to the Kaghân valley lie up the Jagran glen, viz., to Battakand, 6 marches (27 km) by the Turgali Pass, to Mandri by the Bish La, 6 marches (29 km), and to Munur, 5 marches, by the Shikara pass. These routes are only open for four months (June to September). All are practicable for cattle, but only the first for laden animals.

9. Lalla . . . . . 8 99 A village situated on a flat-topped spur. Though it contains only five houses and a mazjid, the village covers a considerable extent of ground. There are a few trees, and one or two eligible spots for encamping. It is supplied with water by a stream from the hills. Supplies procurable. Lalla is connected with Boogan (on the left bank of the river) by a bamboo bridge.

On leaving Darral the path leads through fields to the Jagran stream (not fordable), which is crossed by a *kot-i* bridge. It then ascends the hill-side, and rounding the spur descends by the side of the hill to the village of Bata; thence a stony ascent and round the spur above the site of the old bridge and along the river bank at foot of the bare rocky hill, through the rice-fields below Sharkot. The valley here narrows to a mere passage for the river. The path lying along the right bank and rising up the side of the spur crosses it and descends to the village of Chak on the bank of the Kishan Ganga (the opposite bank of the river is formed of a perpendicular cliff called Asi, the path on that bank lying over the *dhera* at the foot, by the water's edge). From Chak the road ascends gradually to the village of Makam, and thence it is broad and good to Lalla. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 32 m.)

10. Tal Lobat . . 9 108 Camping ground on the right bank of a large unfordable stream just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga; below the fields of Tal Lobat there is plenty of sand, and some caves in the rocks by the edge of the Kishan Ganga are capable of affording shelter to a considerable number of men. Scanty

Note.—This is described as being a good road.—[From native information.]
supplies of grain procurable. Road along the flat spur on which Lalla is situated; it then descends to a level strip of partly cultivated land on the right bank of the river, then enters a forest and rises and falls along the bank of the river to the fields of Dinera; it then descends, crosses a stream and follows along the river bank, passing a small tower at the end of the br dge which crosses the Kisharn Ganga. Here it enters on a level strip of land strewn with large rocks and boulders and some fields belonging to the village of Karen, on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga.

(From Karen there is a route to Srinagar by the Pathara Gali and Shallukhr.)

Karen.—One of the largest villages in Drawar. A rope bridge at present. A masonry tower at each end, garrisoned by twenty men. About twenty-five houses. Slight cultivation. A rough path leads to Bogun, south-west of Karen, also to Dar opposite Tali Lohat.

To Pathara Gali.—A village in Drawar; road leads along the Kashmir-ka-katta, passing Manayan and Kundi.

To Shallukhr.—Cross the Pathara Gali; from the top of the pass there are two paths leading down into the valley of Kashmir and thence to Srinagar. This is described as being a good path, practicable for laden cattle; it is closed for short intervals by heavy falls of snow. [From native information.] The path is here pretty level; it then goes through the fields of the village of Kaser and rises over the spur and slopes down to the Babun-ka-katta stream. This is a strong stream, about 30 feet wide, and unfordable; it is crossed by a sedan bridge.

There is a route from Nagdar, a considerable village situated on the left bank of the Babun-ka-katta stream, at some little distance from the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, to Manur or Baddan Gram.

(1) Nagdar to the Babun-dok, following the course of the Babun-ka-katta stream.
(2) Babun-dok to Reuri-dok, cross the Jagran stream by a bridge midway, and cross the Chirik Gali.
(3) Reuri-dok to Manur or Baddan Gram, crossing the Shilka Gali.

This is a long stage, but can be shortened by stopping at the Chappar-dok above the village.

This road is closed during the four winter months; it is traversed by laden coolies, but is not practicable for cattle. Fuel and water may be obtained at all the halting-places.—[From native information.]

The road then rounds the spur and passes through the fields of the village of Kinar, rises and falls along the grassy side of the hill, and then descends, for about 400 feet, the steep side of the mountain to the camping ground on right bank of stream near bridge. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 46 m.)

There is a route from Tali Lohat to Burwai by the Jetari pass—(1) Tali Lohat to Ulari; (2) Nerian; (3) Kularwar; (4) Burwai.

There are no habitations at the intermediate encamping grounds, but fuel and water are obtainable. This road is closed for the four winter months; when quite clear of snow it is practicable for cattle with very light loads.—[From native information.]

11. Dödnfil.  13  120 A hamlet in Upper Drawar, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river; it is distant about 12 miles south-west of Sharid, by the main path lying along the right bank of the river; there is also a pathway along the left bank, but it is described as being very rough and difficult.

The Kishan Ganga is crossed by a narrow suspension bridge to the south-east of the village; and a path, by which the valley of Kashmir may be reached, lies up the bed of the stream, which is called the Kashmir-ka-katta.

Thus, (1) Dödnfil to Jamagan, a camping ground (2) to Zarhama, a village near Ladrarn crossing the Pathan Khan hill; (3) and (4) to Sepir, two long marches; sometimes the journey may be accomplished by boat from Mugalpaur, at the junction of the Kamal and Lahwal. This is the post road between Srinagar and Upper Drawar, but there are no dok houses en route, as the messengers go from village to village; they usually travel in pairs in summer, and in small parties of four or five in winter. The post is not despatched at any regular interval, but as occasion may require. In winter the road is frequently closed for a few days at a time by snow; it is practicable for unladen ponies, except when the streams are in flood.—[From native information.]

The village contains a madjid and five houses inhabited by zamindars; there is also a madjif for the accommodation of native travellers; the houses are much scattered and surrounded by extensive patches of cultivation; some fields lie also on the left bank of the river. A little grain may be obtained in this village, and some coolies collected if due notice is given. Space
for encamping is very confined; the path ascends through the Talch Lohat fields, and then through open forest and patches of grass, with frequent short ascents and descents along the side of the mountain above the right bank of the river to a large and unfordable stream. The road is rough and stony in many places; cross the stream by bridge and round a spur of the hill; then through more cultivation, and descend to the fields of Dvorian, crossing by a kadal bridge a stream en route.

There is a route from Lworian to Burawai in Kâshân, which is three marches, or 19 kos, and is described as being fit for cattle. Ascend the hillside and pass along the rocky side of mountain; cross the Kandaran stream in a rocky gorge; ascend again above the right bank of river, and then descend to Changan fields. From Changan to Diddnâl the valley of the Kishan Ganga is merely a narrow gorge with precipitous sides, giving passage to the river. Ascending the foot of the spur through the fields of Changan the path passes along the bare side of the hill, and then makes a steep ascent by steps and galleries along the face of the rocky mountain for some distance, and passes over the Surmai hill (about 1,800 feet above the river). It then descends to Diddnâl, crossing a narrow ravine and small stream, and passes through fields. This is a somewhat long and fatiguing march, owing to the numerous ups and downs and the stony nature of much of the road. The path is in many places very narrow, and carried along the face of the hill by galleries of timber and steps. (Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 1 m.)

12. Sharidi | 12 | 132 A village of some importance, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, as the northern extremity of Upper Drawâr. The fort is the residence of the thanedar, whose authority extends as far down the valley as the village of Dinyer. Sharidi lies on the direct road from Kashmir to Chillas; the path crosses the Kishan Ganga by a sampâ bridge, and follows the course of the Sargan, or Kankatori stream; it is said to be four stages to the village of Nisaj, in Chillas (vide Route No. 46). The suspension bridge crosses the Kishan Ganga to the north-east of the village and fort, at a spot where, during the melting of the snows, the stream is nearly 100 yards wide. When the waters subside a temporary kadal bridge is usually thrown across the river at a narrow part some hundred yards above the suspension bridge, but it is only practicable for foot passengers, and cattle have at all times to be crossed by swimming, which is said to be a very hazardous operation, on account of the strength of the current and the number of rocks in the bed of the river.

In the direction of Murshafâbâd the main path follows the right bank of the Kishan Ganga; it is fairly good for foot passengers, but may be held to be impassable for cattle. Being very little used, it is not regularly repaired. There is also a pathway by the left bank of the river, leading to the suspension bridge above Diddnâl, but it is described as being very rough. To the eastward of Sharidi, in the direction of Gúraîs, there is no path, the river flowing through a narrow chasm in the mountains; the passage, however, has, on rare occasions, been successfully accomplished, but is both tedious and dangerous, and only possible when the river is at its lowest. Sharidi consists of about a dozen flat-roofed huts, scattered amid the corn-fields. The village lands are bisected by the Madmati or Katâl-ka-katta stream, but for the most part lie on the left bank. The best encamping ground is situated near the zâdâl of Salâd Jumâl, above the right bank of the stream, at some little distance from the bed of the river and the suspension bridge. It is shaded by some walnuts, which are almost the only trees in the village. The fort is a square mud-built enclosure, with a bastion tower at each corner; it overhangs the left bank of the Madmati stream, at a distance of about 200 yards from the course of the Kishan Ganga. The garrison is said to consist of two jamadars and sixty sepoys, with zambâras, or small field-pieces. The fort is commanded from the east, at the distance of about 400 yards, by the ruins of an ancient Hindu temple. This temple stands at the foot of a spur which rises above the right bank of the Madmati stream, and slopes up gradually for some distance until it culminates in the precipitous pine-clad mountain which is traversed by the direct path leading towards Kashmir. The temple is approached by a staircase about 2 feet wide. Leaving Diddnâl the path continues along the right bank of the river opposite Thajân and above the sampâ bridge south-east of that village. The Kishan Ganga here narrows again, the sides of the hills on both sides being green and wooded. Through the fields of Mandikâr, crossing stream, and along the rocks by the edge of the river, the path then ascends and passes through the fields of Dassî, beneath which village the Kishan Ganga is spanned by a sampâ bridge. A short descent from Dassî, and then along the river bank again for some distance, road almost level; valley widening, a short descent and ascent through the fields of Khohasîrî; then cross a stream by a kadal bridge. Pass through the fields and few scattered houses of Mallikarsi. After this the Kishan Ganga again throws to a rocky gorge with precipitous sides. Stoop ascent from the river bank and pass through cultivation
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Oppertaining to Kurigam; cross a considerable stream, which is bridged in two places, and ascend to the village of Kurigam. There is a route from Kurigam to Burawal by the Hoti Gull.*

Pass through more fields, descend and cross a rivulet, and follow the course of the Kishan Ganga by an almost level road to the zampa bridge, which crosses the Kishan Ganga. The path now leads along the left bank of the Kishan Ganga to the camping ground on the right bank of the stream north-east of fort. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 5 m.)

13. MOKTA MALIK-KA-KOTI. 11 143 An encamping ground. The path leads along the spur at the back of Sharidi, and then ascends along the side of the precipitous rocky mountain in a westerly direction; it then passes above some Gujar's huts along the top of the pass, passing on the way several shepherds' huts, crosses the narrow saddle, and descends to the Mokta Malik-ka-koti. At first the descent is very steep; it then goes through thick jungle on the left bank of a mountain torrent, which it follows into the valley, which here contracts to a narrow gorge with precipitous sides; the path continues down the left bank of the stream to camp. (Time occupied in walking, 6 h.)

It is said that unladen ponies can traverse this path between the Lolab valley and Sharidi, except when the snow is on the ground, or when the streams are in flood; the path is but little used.)

14. CAMP. 10 153 Encampment ground in an open forest at an elevation of about 1,300 feet above Thien. The path lies up a narrow wooded valley, following the course of the stream mostly by the right bank; the track, which is undulating, is much overgrown with trees and jungle. The right bank of the stream opposite the encamping ground of Mokta Malik-ka-koti is formed of precipitous grey rock. The ascent to the top is about 2,800 feet, and then there is a steady descent of about 3,000 feet; but though steep, it is good. (Time occupied in walking, 6 h. 32 m.)

15. THIEN. 6 159 A village embedded in fruit and other trees on the Domail, or angle formed by the junction of the Zamindar Khan stream from east and the Kretsinur from the north. Thien lies on both banks of the latter stream, on the path between the Lolab valley and Sharidi. Coconuts and supplies are procurable from the neighbouring village of Kroras, situated about a mile further down the valley. Path down the stony bed of a stream, crossing and re-crossing it two or three times; it then ascends and follows along the spur some way; short steep descent and cross a stream by a boulder bridge; follow a narrow valley round the spur, and emerge into an open forest bush jungle over a spur; then cross a couple of streams and pass some shepherds' huts called Takkol, and down a narrow valley by the grassy, shady bank of the stream to Thien. (Time occupied in walking, 2 h. 32 m.)

16. MATSI. 13 172 A village lying in the mountainous district between the north end of the Kashmir valley and the Kishan Ganga; it is situated in a narrow valley at the confluence of the Dudi stream, which flows from the east, with the Pashawar from the south-east. The united waters form the Matsi, a considerable stream which empties itself into the Kishan Ganga, lat. 34° 48' long. 74° 27'. As it approaches the Kishan Ganga the banks of this stream are said to become very precipitous, and cannot be traversed. Most of the houses are built on a line on the right bank of the Dudi stream, which is shallow and

* A small village in Upper Drain, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga.

Ker.

1. CHAIINZA. 6 A Gujar dam. Path very rough.
2. KALLAWAR. 6 A Gujar dam. Path very rough; cross Ratti Gall.
3. BURAWAI. 6 A village in Kaghin. Road good.

Total 18

(This road is only practicable for a short time in summer.—[Press native information.])
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fording, and is also crossed by a kadal bridge. To the south of the village the mountains are clothed with forest; those to the north are covered with grass, with here and there a few pine trees. In the valley to the south of the village there is a somewhat spacious marj, or plain, watered by the Poshwarri stream.

The village lies in the midst of an extensive grazing country, which during summer is visited by large number of Gájars and shepherds. The lofty ranges of mountains are intersected by numerous well-watered valleys, affording pasture to herds of cattle, while upon the hill tops the shepherds find ample grazing grounds for their flocks of sheep. The summer population of this district comes mostly from the Lólab valley, to which there is an excellent path by the village of Kór, which lies on the Schari stream, about 15 miles south-west of Mátalí. There is said to be a more direct path to a village called Kórshama, but it is described as being very rough.

From Mátalí there is said to be a path leading to Lálpára, in the Lólab valley, by way of Kórshama; it is divided into two stages, of about 6 for each, etc., (1) Mátalí to Churpathí; (2) Churpathí to Lálpára. This path is not practicable for laden cattle, and is closed during the winter months by the snow which collects in the narrow gorges through which it lies.

In by-gone times the Mátalí district suffered from frequent incursions of the Chilásis, for which reason its rich pasturages were but little visited; it now forms part of Gúrías. Neither coolies nor supplies can be depended upon. The most part of such little cultivation as does exist lies to the east of the village, above the right bank of the Dudi stream. When the crops are in the ground it is difficult to find a vacant space for encamping; a narrow strip of ground by the bank of the Dudi stream is the most eligible situation.

Through rice-fields, along the right bank of stream, path nearly level; cross the Woragadi stream close to its junction with the Zamñdar Kháán; gradual ascent through patches of cultivation to a spot called Nonawino, much frequented by Gájars and their flocks; a convenient situation for encamping. Thence up the grassy spurs on the north side of the valley, crossing several torrents to a Gájar đak; from this the ascent is steep through an open forest to the top of Zamlídar Kháán. Total ascent, about 4,000 feet. The descent to Mátalí is about 3,700 feet, path mostly good, crosses numerous rills down each side of the mountain in a north-erly direction, through open forest; descend spur and cross Mátalí stream by ford; then down the middle of the marj and ford the Poshwarri stream close to its junction with the Mátalí; thence along the grassy side of mountain, and descend gradually through upland forest above the right bank of stream and down the gorge to Mátalí. (Time occupied in walking, 8 h. 20 m.)

17. DUDI

9

151

Encamping ground on the Dudi stream; space limited as the valley is very narrow; abundance of firewood. On leaving Mátalí round the spur and through the fields east of village, then up along the grassy side of mountain and by a pretty level path, cross the Katwarn torrent, fording by a kadal bridge, and through forest above the right bank of stream; passing one or two scattered huts, cross the Turnán Khol, a considerable torrent, but which can be forded; then pass more huts, reach a Gájar đak on the right bank of the stream just above the confluence of the Zandas stream from the north; cross the left bank and follow along the bank of the Dudi stream to the encamping ground. (Time occupied in walking 3 h. 32 m.)

18. GEZHART

7

188

Encamping ground on a sloping grassy plain just above the limit of birch forest, much frequented by shepherds. Fuel and water procurable below the encamping ground. No supplies. Path up the Dudi stream, which towards its upper end is bridged with snow at almost all seasons. When the snow has all disappeared, instead of following the bed of the stream, a path must be taken up along the spur above the right bank as far as the Gájar đak, situated at the confluence of the Zandas stream. On leaving the bed of the stream there is no regular path; and the ascent to the top of the Názbarra mountain is exceedingly steep. The top of the mountain (about 2,200 feet above the Hanti stream) is a narrow grassy ridge, strewn with rocks. The descent is at first pretty easy; then it becomes somewhat steeper down a grassy spur, which is clothed with birch forest for about two-thirds of the way; cross the Hanti stream, which is not deep, about 30 feet wide, with moderate current, and can be forded. The path now ascends (about 2,600 feet) a ridge in a north-erly direction, and is at first very steep, and there is no indication of any regular path; it crosses the ridge at its lowest point and follows along the side of it in a northerly direction, descending gradually; it then becomes more regularly defined, and is almost level. The descent then continues in a north-erly direction to Gezhart. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 30 m.)

19. BAKTHAON 4

192

A village of thirteen houses; a little cultivation; water plentiful. The path continues in a north-erly direction by a rather steep descent along the grassy slopes of the Gezhart mountains; it crosses a stream and enters a forest, and the descent becomes very steep. There is little indication of a path
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Route No. 3—concluded.

owing to numerous sheep-walks; cross the Leuser River and make a short ascent, then in an easterly direction by the side of the grassy hill to Bakhthaor. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h.)

The three stages between Bakhthaor and Matsil are not equally divided, but the Gahart camp is at the farthest point at which wood and water are procurable, and the camp on the banks of the Dudi stream is the nearest spot available for pitching a tent. Laden ponies traverse this route, but ascents and descents are very severe; and as there is no regularly marked track, except in some few places and in the neighbourhood of the villages at the other end of the journey, a trustworthy guide is indispensable.

20. GÜRÄS

Soon after leaving Bakhthaor cross the Shahapâ stream by a kadal bridge; thence through patches of forest, and rise gradually on to the Yiz-marg, a grassy plain surrounded with forest above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga; the path then lies through fields in a south-easterly direction to the bank of the Kishan Ganga, below Kansalwan. It is usual to camp either on the bank of the Kishan Ganga, or near the bridge, which crosses the Bera Dâk stream. Crosses the Kishan Ganga by a substantial wooden bridge of about 110 feet span and 44 feet wide. The bridge is thrown across from a rock on the right bank to a bench of boulders on the left bank, and when the river is in flood a second and smaller bridge is required on the left to cross the channel which flows on that side of the main stream. From Kansalwan road along the bare side of hill slight descent, then through trees on the bank of the river and ascend to the small village of Naino. Cross spur, ascent on west side gradual, but descend on east side a steep zig-zag. Cross a stream known as Durnat. Here the valley narrows considerably. From the bridge to Durnat there is a foot-path along the course of the river; it is somewhat stony, and in one place is carried for 100 or 150 yards across the face of a perpendicular rock above the river, and across another stream, the Kane Durnat, by a kadal bridge; then over a grassy plain; cross again to left bank by wooden bridge opposite Wampdrà up through fields to the village of Kandial; cross the Gagan stream by foot hokey. Through the zirat of Bâbâ Darwexh on to Daws, and through fields to Güräs, passing the village of Mástin. When snow is on the ground parts of the road are extremely difficult and dangerous, only passable by lightly laden men. (Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 19 m.)

The Güräs fort lies towards the east end of the southern portion of the valley, occupying the crest of a small mound, which rises about 80 feet from the level of the plain on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. The mound which commands the passage of the bridge lies east and west, and is divided by a depression; the eastern portion, which is unoccupied, is less elevated than the western, on which the fort stands. The fort, which is a square evacuate with a bastion at each corner, is built of stone and cement, banded together with layers of timber at intervals; it is loop-holed, and the bastions and parapet are roofed with shingles; the elevation of the connecting walls is about 15 feet. There is no ditch round the fort; the entrance, which is surrounded by a wooden pavilion, being on the east side. The bastion at the north-east corner, overlooking the bridge, is the largest and strongest. The bridge is about 125 feet in span between the piers; the river is also fordable for horsemen, except during the melting of the snows. The fort, which is at present garrisoned by 80 sepoyas, is the residence of Malik Waffulsâ, the descendant of the ancient nawabs of the valley, and now thanadar of Güräs under the Maharaja's government; it also contains a government store-house in charge of a pandit, from which travellers may procure supplies. A small stream, which flows down from the mountains on the south side of the valley, supplies the garrison with water, or it may be obtained from the Kishan Ganga, which flows beneath. The village of Markât lies about 300 yards to the east of the fort. An extensive camping ground lies across the river. The above route is seldom used even by natives. From Monsharabad troops would use the Mari-Kashmir road and thence by route No. 69.
### ROUTE No. 4.
**Abbottabad to Srinagar (via Mozaafarabad and Baramula).**

**Authority.**—SAWAIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Mansehra</strong> (b. p. o.)</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>A considerable village on both sides of the road, and on the left bank of a large stream, which is crossed by a substantial bridge. Supplies procurable; a dak bungalow. Road lies through the plains, and is broad, level, and fit for carriages all the way. The road to Ochhi branches off from here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Garhi</strong> (b.)</td>
<td>184 34</td>
<td>A large village situated on left bank of Nainakot, which is crossed by a suspension bridge of wood and iron. A dak bungalow and small and shady encamping ground. First half of road as on last stage; latter half lies through the hills; road smooth and undulating, and practicable for artillery. There is a footpath old Sian-ka-katha, Mangli, and Khasirabad to Garhi. A good messenger can go from Abbottabad to Mozaafarabad in a day. This path becomes impracticable when the streams are in flood. (From native information.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Mozaafarabad</strong> (b.)</td>
<td>10 44</td>
<td>A town situated above the left bank of Kishan Gang. Supplies abundant; a travellers’ bungalow on the river bank below the town; country hilly, without cultivation; road fair, but stony in parts; ascending the Dabhall pass, then descending gradually to the banks of the Kishan Gang, along the bed of a mountain torrent. The road from the top of the pass is very steep and only suitable for luggage animals. The river is crossed by a rope bridge a little distance above the fort; there is also a timber bridge and a ferry. The river is about 60 yards wide; the banks are steep and rocky, and strewn with large boulders. The current is very swift, but the natives are accustomed to cross on masses at the bend of the river to the south of the town. The houses are nearly all single-storied buildings, and have flat roofs; most of the streets are paved with smooth round stones. Population 1,300 families. To the north of the town the ground rises, hiding the fort, which is situated at the north-west end of the grassy plain embraced in the bend of the river. The fort is commanded from this rise at a distance of something less than half a mile. The ridge is covered with trees and scrub jungle, and is partly occupied by gardens and partly by old graveyards; from the ridge the plain sinks down towards the fort, a glacia reversed, having its superior slope away from the walls. The fort is situated at the edge of the river, the walls overhanging the banks; it is an oblong masonry structure, lying north-east, of considerable dimensions, measuring between 300 and 400 yards in length by about 150 in breadth, and having bastions at intervals along the walls; the main entrance is at the south-east corner. The whole building is kept in excellent repair, and is said to be well supplied with artillery, stores, and provisions. The garrison of the keep consists of about one hundred men; it furnishes a guard of twenty-five men at the residence of the governor on the south side of the town. Behind the fort, under the south wall, is the cantonment, a large square-walled enclosure shaded by some trees; it is usually occupied by two regiments. Besides the slope to the south, which has been mentioned as being of superior elevation, the fort is commanded by the plateau at a distance of about half a mile to the east, and the right bank of the Kishan Gang being the higher, it is likewise commanded from the north and west at short ranges of about 500 yards. On the north-east side of the fort, on the right bank of the river, there is a large clump of trees which shades the shrine of Pir Haibut.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **4. Hatian** (b.) | 17 61 | A small village at the foot of the mountains. Supplies procurable; water abundant; a travellers’ bungalow on the bank of the Jehlum. The river is crossed by a rope suspension bridge opposite the village. On the first half of the march there are three or four rather steep and rough places, but the remainder is tolerably level, although occasionally rough. The Kishan Gang flows into the Jehlum rather more than a mile to the south of Mozaafarabad, and thence the road continues...
along the right bank of the latter river throughout the remainder of the route, and is entirely commanded by the mountains on the left.

5. KANDA .... 11 72 A very small village. Supplies procurable; a travellers’ bungalow above the river; water plentiful. Road is very undulating, but the ups and downs, though mostly rough, are not usually steep. About 3 or 4 miles from Hatian there is a very steep and rough descent to a stream, and there are two or three others within about 4 miles of Kanda. In the latter half of the march the road from Marti may be seen passing along the opposite bank of the river, and the two continue parallel to each other nearly all the way to Baramula.

6. KATHAI .... 12 84 A small village on an open plateau high above river; a mud fort just beyond. Supplies procurable; water plentiful. A rough march, with two or three rather steep places, one about 4 miles, another about 8 miles from Kanda; they lead down to mountain streams, which are bridged.

7. SHADRA (b.) .... 13 96 A small village similarly situated to Kathai. Supplies and water procurable; a double-storied bungalow. Road as in last stage; near 4th mile waterfall; between 6th and 9th there are three or four deep ravines, where the road is rather steep and rough.

8. GINOL (b.) .... 14 110 A small village, situated in a little plain above the river, where the valley is very narrow. Supplies and water procurable; a double-storied bungalow near the river bank.

On the first half of the march there are three or four dips, but they are neither rough nor steep, and the other half of the road is mostly smooth and level. There is a ruined marāq about half-way, and, just before reaching it, Uri is visible on the opposite bank, and the rope suspension bridge which crosses the river just beyond the fort. Chandnian in the Karnao valley may be reached by two paths from this village.

9. BARAMULA .... 19 129 A small town, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, which here becomes navigable, about 150 yards wide. Supplies procurable. A good road; for the first 13 miles it is smooth and tolerably level along the bank of the river; it then ascends and leads through a short and narrow pass; descending to the plains the road leads again to the right bank of the Jhelum and conducts to the town of Baramula. Population 8,000.

10. PATAN .... 14 148 Country level, open, and marshy; road good. Patan a large village; supplies good; camping ground.

11. SRINAGAR (5,000 ft.) (p. o.) .... 17 160 Country level, open, and cultivated. Road good; cross valles at 24 and 44 miles, and Jhelum at end of march.

The above road from Muzafarnâbâd to Baramula has fallen out of repair, and the Marti road along the left bank is now always used in its stead. *(Fide Kashmir Route-book.)*
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### ROUTE No. 5.

- **Abbottabad to Srinagar (by Mozafarabad, the Natishanar Gali, and Sopur, and also by Mozafarabad, the Tutmari Gali, and Sopur).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abbottabad to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mankera (5. 3. 6.)</td>
<td>15 1/4</td>
<td>15 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gahni (b.)</td>
<td>18 1/4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mozafarabad</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Routes Nos. 1 and 4.

There is another path thence to Titwál, 7th march in this route, viz.:—

1. Damanchul, or Ranjati, two small villages
2. Khidari dook.
3. Panjokot, a village.
4. Titwál.

This path lies over the mountains and it frequently adopted in summer, as being cooler than that which follows the course of the Kishan Ganga. It is closed in the winter. The ascents and descents are stated to be steep. A pony can be led by this path, and in some places ridden.—

[From native information.]

4. Nūrasarāt 8 52 Leaving the town, the path, which is pretty level but somewhat stony, lies along the foot of the hills in a north-easterly direction, above the bed of the Kishan Ganga; it crosses a small stream just before reaching the village of Makri, leaving which it passes along the side of the hill above the river, and turning down to its bank lies along the water's edge over the débris at the foot of a steep cliff, until it reaches the village of Brar, passing through which and crossing the stream which flows down through the north end of the village, it makes a steep ascent by a stony path to the top of the spur, on which stands the village of Dhamni. The path then turns up through the fields in an easterly direction, and is pretty level; it then passes along the precipitous side of the mountain, and is rocky and narrow, crossing the Makanna stream in a narrow gorge close to a waterfall which flows into it; the path, which still lies along the side of the hill, now improves somewhat, and crosses a small stream just below the village of Chammerian, threading some of its rice-fields the path descends towards the river, passing the fields of Mulwot, after which it makes a short rise to the rice-fields of Chulpani (a null and shady trees by the roadside). Path then crosses a small stream and makes a rough descent through the rice-fields of Batiyan, just above the Kishan Ganga, crossing a torrent; it then turns up a narrow gorge, descending and crossing the stream at the bottom, and ascending in a north-easterly direction to the village of Nūrasarāt, which lies some hundreds of feet above the Kishan Ganga, and at some little distance from the river. The most convenient place for encamping is on the ridge near the masjid; in the middle of the village the space is confined, but shady. Good water from a spring. Supplies and cooals procurable.

This is a hot, fatiguing march, the path being rough and stony, with numerous ups and downs; in some places it would be impassable for cattle.

(Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 55 m.)
ROUTE IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

Route No. 5—continued.

5. Panchgram.

The path, which is rough and stony, descends about half-way down the side of the spur upon which Nura-sardi is situated when it becomes level and smooth, turning along the side of the hill at some distance above the rice-fields as far as the village of Mandal, from which it passes on above the Kishan Ganga and bends inland to the village of Patsa, and rounding the spur turns in a southerly direction, descending towards the bank of the Kishan Ganga, and passing some fields and a hut below the village of Chum, it crosses a small stream at the bend of the river, and turning to the north-east ascends the side of the hill, the Kishan Ganga flowing below in a narrow rocky channel. The first part of the ascent is stony, but is nowhere steep. The path crosses a small stream near the top, and having ascended about 800 feet it rounds the spur, the descent being for some distance rough and stony. The path then lies along the grassy side of the hill; here and there are a few pine trees; it leads above Achar, a house surrounded by a few rice-fields, and above Rastra with its small patch of Indian-corn cultivation; it soon after passes through some rice-fields and above the fields of Seri, after which it crosses a small stream, the Arian-katta, soon after which it descends by a somewhat steep and rocky path to the Panchgram stream, which is crossed usually by a bridge close to its junction with the Kishan Ganga, from which the path ascends gradually to the fields of Panchgram. During the rice season the ground available for encamping is very confined, there being barely space to pitch a tent under one or two trees in the middle of the village. On the latter portion of this stage water is scarce.

(Time occupied in walking, 3h. 25m.)


The path lies along the side of the hill at some distance from the Kishan Ganga; it is at first rather steep to the small village of Purish; it then descends, and is stony, crossing a small stream by a kadal bridge, and ascends to the fields of Deollal; the path then lies along the side of a grassy mountain above the river (here and there are a few fir trees), and descends gradually to its side having crossed two or three small rills. It then makes a rather rocky ascent to the village of Dhalan, from which it descends again and crosses a stream at the village of Alounds. The path, which is then rough, broken, and stony, descends to, and passes along, the bank of the Kishan Ganga, ascending and passing through the village of Nusudda, and descending and crossing the stream, which divides it from Noseri, situated just a bend on the opposite bank. There is a kadal bridge across the stream, but it might be forded. The two villages are quite distinct, but their names are usually coupled.

(Time occupied in walking, 3h. 45m.)

7. Titwal.

The path at first lies through rice-fields and is rough and stony, leaving which it is level and good through some scrub jungle; it then makes a rocky descent to the Baka stream, which flows down from the Ksar Khun valley. It is crossed by a richkey kadal bridge, but might probably be forded with some difficulty, except when in flood. The path then ascends by zig-zags, and rounding the top of the spur passes along the steep side of the mountain; though mostly covered with grass, the hill is very rocky, and here and there small patches of forest. At first the path descends gradually below the village of Battangi, and is pretty smooth; it then undulates with a gradual rise, crossing sundry small rills, and here and there steep rocky places; having risen to a height of 650 feet above the river, it descends, crossing a stream by a small bridge to the village of Judda. This descent is very steep and rocky, and the path, which is narrow in places, with a sheer fall into the river below, is carried over the face of a patch of rock by a rough gallery, and is quite impracticable for cattle. (The path for ponies turns up the hill just beyond Battangi, and passes through the fields of Alkor, descending and rejoining the lower path at Judda; it is described as being a rough road, and is considerably longer, involving a stiffer ascent and descent.)

From Judda the path descends to a level strip of grass land with trees on the bank of the Kishan Ganga, and passes along it, turning up the left bank of the Ksar Ng stream for a short distance to the kadal bridge, by which it is crossed. The channel is about 50 feet wide, and the current strong; the stream is not fordable.

The village of Titwal, of about 10 families, lies on the right bank, and the most eligible camping ground is on the bank of the Kishan Ganga, below the wooden bridge. The bank rises from the water's edge in ledges, which are covered with grass and shaded by some trees. The valley of the Kishan Ganga throughout this march is very narrow and precipitous. No habitations or cultivation are met with between Noseri and Judda. The small villages of Battangi and Alkor lie on the mountain side, at a considerable height above the path. Supplies precarious.

(Time occupied in walking, 2h. 45m.)
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For route from Titwali to Sopur by the Tutmari Galli, see below.

Keeping to the left, the path ascends the side of the Kol Takri spur, and rounding it passes through the village of Chittarkot, passing which the junction of the Kazil Nag and Shamsabari streams is seen in a deep ravine below the path, and soon after the village of Chankot is reached, whence the path lies along the side of the hill and passes above a patch of cultivation and a hut known as Kitta, soon after leaving which the path turns up in a northerly direction to the village of Haipura, where the Karana valley opens out. The path then lies through Dildar on to Kandi, a village of some importance, and from that, following the north side of the valley, on to Lutab, and so on to Tangdar, which village lies about 4 miles north of the Karana fort.

Leaving Tangdar, the path crosses the stream by a small bridge, and becomes somewhat stony, passing successively on the south side of the valley the villages of Gumbal and Bagh, and passing on by the right bank of the Shamsabari stream up to the village of Hajji Nair, which lies on the north side of the road, the village of Dumba being situated about 100 yards to the south. An open grassy meadow, shaded by trees, through which a branch of the stream flows, offers a convenient place for encamping. Cottages are procurable, and some supplies.

This is an easy stage, and though involving a rise of over 300 feet, it is so gradual (and the path so good) as to be almost imperceptible. The scenery is very pretty. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 45 m.)

The path follows up the course of the Shamsabari stream, and passes through the cornfields of the village of Natian; these fields extend for a considerable distance up the valley, and are intermixed with fine walnut trees. Leaving the fields, the path bifurcates; the branch to the left leads over the Kukga Gali, and is used in winter; following path to the right it enters an open forest, and continues, as before, to rise steadily, but very gradually; it then leaves the forest and turns up the midst of the small grassy valley of Jurra, the ascent now becomes rather steep, but the path is still smooth and good to the top of the Natianhar (in Kashmiri Natianhar — cut-nose). The summit of the pass is a narrow grassy saddle, between the lofty rocky mountains of Shamsahari to the south, and the Natianhar mountains, of much inferior elevation, to the north. After crossing the pass the path descends along the bare side of the mountain, the slopes to the south-east, on the opposite side of the valley, being clothed with pines. The path is for the most part good, and the descent is not very steep; two small streams are crossed; it then passes over the end of the spur above the junction of the Bangas stream with the Pulul, a smaller torrent which flows from the Natianhar Galli. The path now enters a fine open forest, and is somewhat steep to a small stream of water, which it crosses; it then lies by the left bank of the Bangas stream through open shady forest, and is almost level, with a very gradual descent. It crosses two small streams, and then to the right bank of the Bangas by a kadal bridge, and, ascending for a short distance, passes along a small grassy plain surrounded with forest, which lies on the right bank of the river, just below the Gyarokul or settlement of Drangiar, which is not a permanent village, but is usually occupied by some shepherds' families during the summer months. The best camping ground is under the trees at the north-east end of the plain, at the west side of the pine-clad spur, about seven minutes' walk from the bridge. No supplies; water from the stream below.

This route, ric the Natianhar Galli, is closed for three months in winter, November, December, and January, at which season the path by the Kukga Gali is adopted. This path, as has been stated, branches off to the north, just beyond the village of Natian; the ascent is short, but rather steep; the descent long and easy. This route is open throughout the year, the altitude of the pass, which lies at the north-west end of the Natianhar mountain, being very inconvenient. By the Kukga Gali route the stages are—(1) Hajji Nair to Bangwur dol 8 kor;
Route No. 5—continued.

10. Shaldran.

The path rises over the end of the spur opposite the confluence of the Bidizambar and Hitranambar streams. The ascent is about 300 ft., and the path then descends gradually through the crossing of the Mara Surri stream; then becomes almost level, with very slight ascent. The village of Zunareshi is passed on the slopes of the hill on the left bank of the river, and on the right bank is a hut, which used to be occupied by a few sepoys to prevent unauthorized emigration from Kashmir. The forest then becomes more open, and the path soon afterwards crosses the left bank of the Kamli by a kadal bridge; it might also usually be ford. The path then descends through the fields of Riri; these fields extend for a considerable distance along the left bank of the river. Reaching a mass of rock with some stunted deciduous on it, the path divides, the road to Shaldran turning down to the right, and the main path leading straight on to the village of Panuchram. Turning to the right, the path passes down through the rice-fields above the left bank of the Kamli, leaving the considerable village of Panuchram about 3 miles to the left, and Panuchram on the right bank of the Kamli; the path then leaves the bank of the stream, and passes down through the rice-fields to the village of Abier, passing through which it continues down the fields and along by the river bank below the village of Sanwar; beneath which village there is a ford; the path then turns rather inland to the fort and village of Shaldran. The most convenient place for encamping is between the fort and the village, where there is grass and some shady trees; or in the grove just north-east of the fort. Supplies obtainable. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 11 m.)

The fort is situated on a flat plain, about 300 yards from the bank of the river; it is surrounded by open fields, and there is a grove of trees on the north-east side. It is a well-built structure of the usual square form, with a bastion tower at each corner. The lower portion of the walls, which are about 25 feet high, is constructed of undressed stone, the upper portion being of sun-dried bricks. Both walls and bastions are loopholed, and roofed with hich brick, covered with a layer of earth. The entrance is at the south-east corner, close to the gateway there is a masjid.

The fort has no ditch, and the garrison is said to be dependent on a stream from the Kamli, which is carried under the walls for its water-supply; there is likewise a small spring near the entrance. The fort is said to contain a magazine, and to be garrisoned by 500 men. Ram Singh is the present killa Dar.

11. Chogal.

The path crosses the two branches of the Kamli by kadal bridges, and turns through the fields to the left of the village of Long Kureshi, on to Illigan, and passing through the village it crosses a small stream by a kadal bridge, and rises slightly over a level slope from the mountains to the village of Dalipuria, where it crosses a shallow stream in a deep bed, and leaving the villages of Sunamulla and Kali pura on the right-hand side, the path passes along the edge and over the end of a wooded eminence to the village of Wurzapir; it then passes through rice-fields to open pine forest, and descends gradually a spur between the villages of Warpura and Warget into a long narrow valley, and crosses a small stream to the village of Palapura, and on by the north side of the valley to the village of Gilipura, and on to the large village of Magham, about which there are some fine shady trees and two minars. The village extends for some distance along the path, from which it passes on, leaving Dewaspara on the right bank to Nilpara (a fine swing), and to Jatpara at the end of the spur, and through the rice-fields by Hanapir to Wadipura, which lies on both banks of the Pohru. There is no bridge, but the river is fordable, except from April to July, or during floods, when there is a ferry. After crossing the Pohru, the path is broad, dry, and level, passing the village of Khallagas just on the right-hand side, and on to Chogal, where there is good ground for encamping. Water from the Kamli, and supplies are procurable. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 26 m.)

12. Sopur.

The path crosses the bed of a small lake and a low spur, and then lies through bush jungle, crossing the bed of the Tall Kel, an old canal passing between the village of Pohrupet, on the opposite bank of the river, and Dardipura and Zohldr about a mile to the left; the path then passes on to an orchard called Pandit Tantahar Bāgh, where the road divides. The path to Ramay continues straight on, that leading towards Sopur turns rather to the right, leaving the village of
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Route No. 5—concluded.

Natipura on the left hand, and the village of Sunawain, with its fine grove of chunars, on the bank of the Pehru, at a little distance to the right of the path. (Boats usually ply as high as this village at all seasons of the year.) The path, which is broad and level, crosses the Zinda-ka-Kali (almost dry) by a bridge, and a little further on crosses another saddle by a bridge just before passing the village of Sidi; the road continues as before, and passing through a clump of fine chunar and other trees, reaches the outskirts of the town of Sopdr, of about 1,500 houses. There is a baradari for travellers, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, just above the town. Supplies are abundant. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 20 m.)

Good road. The journey from Sopdr to Srinagar is generally accomplished by boat, and occupies about 14 hours.

13. Patan 15 146
14. Srinagar 17
Total 163

Between Titwâl and Sopdr, the path is excellent, and quite practicable for laden ponies; the Nathansar pass presents no difficulties, and that by the Kukwa Gali, which is used in winter, is said to be equally good.

Titwâl to Sopdr by the Tûmârai Gali.

1. Sudipûra 8 8
2. Chamunian 8 16
3. Hôdea 14 30
4. Larch 10 40
5. Langyat 9 49
6. Sopdr 16
Total 65

A village on the right bank of the Karno river.

A dôk, or to Gurpathra, another dôk about half a mile further on. Cross the Tûmârai Gali.

A village on left bank of Marwar river.

From Makan, a village in the Karnao valley, situated about two km south of Sudipûra, the first stage on the above route, there is a path leading to the village of Belasa, situated in a district of the same name on the right bank of the Jhelum—(1) Makan to Rayshâ, a village on the south side of the pass, 10 km. Path lies by the village of Untrian, crossing the Dowkaad or Rayshâ Gali. (2) Belasa, 10 km, passing the village of Bandi. This is described as being a rough road, both ascent and descent very steep.

From Chamnian, the second stage on the above route, there are paths to Gîngî, a village on the right bank of the Jhelum—(1) Chamnian to Karamura, a dôk in the valley at the source of the Kattei stream. (2) Gorithâ, a dôk just above the village of Patribal. (3) Gîngî. This is merely a footpath, and is described as being very rough. There is another footpath by way of the Kazî Nâg—(1) Chamnian to Kazî Nâg dôk; (2) Mulla-angan dôk; (3) Latchipûra, a village about 2 km above Gîngî. From Mulla-angan there is also a footpath to Limhâr, a village about 4 km above Nangam, on the right bank of the Jhelum; it is two stages, stopping at the Banni dôk midway. (From native information.)

There is also an excellent road from Sopdr to Gulmarg which lies on the slopes of the mountains about 17 miles to the south-west. It is considered two stages. See Route No. 67.

[Montgomery—Bates.]
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### ROUTE No. 5 (a).

**Ali Malik Marhi (Deosai) to Khirim Village (Astor).**

*Authority.—Ahmed Ali Khan (1889).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JUNCTION ROUTE Nos. 5 (a) &amp; 9 (a).</strong></td>
<td>11 2</td>
<td>Route from Ali Malik Marhi to junction of route No. 9 (a), with this route a distance of 11 miles and 2 furlongs, is described in Route No. 9 (b), and from this junction this Route begins. At the junction there is ample open ground for encamping on, but in winter it is covered with 6 or 6 feet of snow. No wood or grass to be had. From here the road takes an easterly direction over very flat open country, passing a small lake on the north at 2 miles 6 furlongs. At 3 miles 4 furlongs ascends a very low and easy knoll which overlooks another, but larger, lake called Charchori Sat, area miles and very deep. To the left, and running close to the north edge, it passes over easy ground till it gets to another low watershed, called Charchori, at 4 miles 24 furlongs. From here there is an easy descent for several miles along the right bank of the stream, until it meets with a small saddle at 11 miles 2 furlongs, descending which it joins the road from Kashmir via Astor to Gilgit, at 12 miles 2 furlongs. The stream along the right bank of which this road runs joins the Bursill river about 3 furlongs south-east of junction of roads; and the halting-place and dāk shākhā, called Chilān Kothi, along the main road, is 1 mile 3 furlongs to the south. The road now gradually descends, with no obstacles of any kind, and arrives at Dās village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dās</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>27 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ROUTE No. 6.

**Astor to Bunah (Chilas).**

*Authority—Biddulph (from native information).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Kino Maaloo Majaloo</td>
<td>12 21</td>
<td>Camping ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Zamalaba</td>
<td>12 39</td>
<td>Camping ground. Cross Mazamoo pass, impassable for horses; closed altogether for nearly half the year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bunah</td>
<td>10 40</td>
<td>Village of 70 houses; small fort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

Route No. 6—concluded.

The names given between Churit and Bunar cannot be traced on the map, but it is evident that this route is that commonly known as the Manzenu pass. This pass is 17,000 feet above the sea, and consequently is only open for a few months. From Rupal, 6 miles beyond Churit, the road lies for about 14 miles over, or alongside, a glacier at the southern foot of Nanga Parbat. It then crosses the Manzenu pass.

[Barrow.]

ROUTE No. 7.
ASTOR TO RONDÔ.*

Authority—Biddulph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Rumker</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Camp, foot of</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpo pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Popothung</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Mendi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This route is shown on Indian Atlas Sheet 27A, (S.E.)

[Barrow.]

ROUTE No. 8.
ASTOR TO SKARDÔ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two routes, that by Alumpi La (or pass) and that by the Banok La. The first goes up the right bank of the right branch of the Astor river as far as Gahai and then crosses the watershed into the Shigatang valley, down which the road goes to the Indus. The distance is 89 miles, side Route No. 61.

The Banok route goes up the Parishing ravine and then crosses the watershed into the Shigatang valley. The distance is about 73 miles, side Route No. 60. Both routes are very difficult.
Bandipur is a small village at the northern end of the Wular lake. It is reached by boat from Srinagar in about 12 hours and is the usual starting point for Gilgit or Skardu. It stands amidst much rice cultivation. Water supplies and firewood abundant. Elevation 5,200 feet.

1. Tragbal (9,620 ft.) | 9 | On leaving Bandipur the road runs along the foot of some stony hill's on the right for half a mile, passing Naupur, a hamlet of ten houses. At 1 mile cross the Madmati, a swift stream, about 20 feet wide and 1½ foot deep, by a frail wooden bridge, practicable for laden mules. The road then goes through irrigated fields for about a mile, passing on route the hamlets of Khakhpurn and Sonewahan (right or west houses each). At 1½ mile cross the Bokhal Nallah, 3 feet deep, but a rapid torrent and quite unfordable. The bridge is a wooden one, about 7 feet wide and 15 feet in length. At 2½ miles Mhatargan, a hamlet of 12 houses. Just short of this the road begins to ascend. Pass hamlets of Dar Muhammad and Kulpur. At 4½ miles hamlet of Naucham, where there is sufficient space for a small camp. Water, forage, and firewood plentiful. The road now becomes very steep indeed, the gradient being about 1 in 7. At 7½ miles pass a dakk chaki on the left of the road, which now enters a fine forest. The road still ascends, but not so steeply as before. At 8½ miles the top of the ascent may be said to have been reached. Just beyond this the forest opens out into glades suitable for encamping. In the further glade (at 9 miles) there is a large pond at which animals can be watered. Forage and firewood abundant; no supplies.

2. Geeral or Gerie (8,750 ft.) | 11 | 20 | From Tragbal there is a very steep ascent through forest for several hundred feet, then fairly level open ground for a quarter of a mile, and then a very steep rocky ascent to the level of the pass (24 miles). Here there is a dakk chaki. For the next 2 miles the road is fairly level, winding among the open rounded tops of the watershed. Pass the trigonometrical stations, which lies a few hundred yards to the left of the road, and 200 feet above it (elevation 11,950 feet). The road crossing after the watershed commences to descend gently by a long, narrow, bare spur for another 2 miles. It then becomes steeper and, finally re-entering the forest, descends by a series of abrupt and very difficult zig-zags to the level of the Bursil, or Zokhau, stream at Zokhau, which is merely an open fan of ground with a dakk chaki. Here cross a tributary of the Bursil by a narrow wooden bridge; the stream is, however, fordable. The road now lies along the left bank of the river for a couple of miles, descending a thousand feet in this distance. The camping ground at Gerais is fairly good. Forage and firewood plentiful. Water from the river. The best ground lies across the Guinain torrent, which here joins the Bursil from the west, a wooden bridge crossing it.

This march, though only 11 miles, is a very severe one. The ascent and descent are very bad, and, when the pass is covered, four difficult miles of snow are added to the other difficulties of the march, besides which the Bursil valley is very subject to avalanches and snow drifts. Colonel Lockhart's mission, crossing the Tragbal on July 5th, was 8 hours on route. The snow, however, was abnormally heavy and late.

3. Kanjalwan (7,500 ft.) | 6 | 26 | Road lies along the left bank of the Zokhua stream and is fairly easy, except here and there, where some small mountain torrent has to be crossed, or an avalanche obstructs the way. At 5½ miles the road quits the river bank for a short distance in order to cross a projecting spur; a short zig-zag on the other side brings it again to the level of the river. At 5½ miles cross the Zokhua stream, where an island divides its stream in two parts, by a couple of narrow wooden bridges, each about 4 feet broad and 12 feet to 20 feet long. At 6 miles Kanjalwan, a camping ground, in the angle between the Kishan Gang and Zokhua. Ample space for a regiment. Firewood and forage abundant. This is an unnecessary stage (side footnote on next page).
Route No. 9—continued.

4. Górais (8,160 ft.) | 9⅓ | 35½

Cross the Kishan Ganga immediately on leaving camp by a single span bridge, about 6 feet wide; animals must be led over singly, as it sways a good deal. The river bed is here about 70 yards broad.

At 2 miles pass hamlet of Nelgao (four houses). At 3⅓ miles cross to the left bank of the Kishan Ganga by a single span bridge, 40 yards long and 10 feet broad. Here again animals must be led over singly. At 5½ miles the road ascends by a steep path to the top of a spur, whence it descends to the Górais valley, which is about 4 miles long and 1 mile broad. The valley is well cultivated and affords splendid pasturage. It contains, besides the Górais fort, four or five small villages of log huts. At 7½ miles Walpúr (twenty-five houses). At 8 miles Khandial (thirty houses) about 2½ miles to the right of the road is passed. At 8½ miles close to a sidarát, a rapid torrent, 2½ feet deep, is crossed; though fordable, a bridge is a very desirable. At 8½ miles village Danwar (twenty-eight houses). At 9½ miles the road passes between the half ruined fort of Górais and the river, which is here crossed by a single span bridge, 40 yards long, the camping ground being on the right bank. This ground is bare, stony, and hot, and the meadow land west of Walpúr is far better suited for camping. Forage and firewood plentiful. Supplies procurable. Millet, buckwheat, and peas alone are grown. The valley is bounded on the south by wooded mountains, on the north by great steep cliffs of limestone. (For an account of Górais, vide Route No. 89.)

5. Bangla (8,660 ft.) | 9 | 44½

On leaving camp the road follows the right bank of the Kishan Ganga for a mile and a half. At Achur, a Bhut village of eight houses, it turns up the Búrzil valley, which is a narrow defile, bounded by mountains rising 4,000 feet or 5,000 feet above it. At 2½ miles pass village of Chewal (forty houses). At 4½ miles cross Búrzil stream by a wooden bridge, 12 yards long and 5 feet broad (animals must be taken over singly). At 5½ miles re-cross to right bank by a similar bridge. At 6½ miles pass hamlet of Dódgay, where there is a dák chowl and three or four houses. At 6 miles pass hamlet of Zéán or Zingú (five houses). At 9 miles reach camping ground at Bangla, or, more properly speaking, Hural, the true Bangla being a mile further on. The camping ground is on a grassy sloping shoulder or ledge, several hundred feet above the Búrzil river. Water from a mountain torrent. Forage and firewood plentiful. The road, though a mere path, is fairly good through and presents no difficulties.

6. Jarju (11,174 ft.) | 8½ | 48

The road follows the river bank for a mile, being usually a hundred feet or so above it. At 1 mile a camping ground (also called Bangla) is reached. The space here is somewhat restricted, and the ground a mile back is preferable. The road now turns sharp to the left (northwards) and ascends the hill. At 1½ miles pass Gurikót, a hamlet of eight houses, about half a mile to the left. At 3½ miles reach Jarju, an undulating grassy plateau, with an excellent and plentiful water-supply. This would necessarily be the stage for any large force, as Mehtar Deobún, 3 miles further on, is not suited for a large encampment.

7. Kala Pani (10,600 ft.) | 13 | 61

The road still continues to ascend for about a mile. It then winds in and out, up and down, across the spurs from the Gatami or Gofamara mountain for several miles. At 3 miles pass the camping ground of Mehtar Deobún, situated in a sloping bay of the mountains. At 5½ miles reach the crest of the Kamri pass (13,100 feet). The road so far is by no means difficult when clear of snow, but under snow is very difficult indeed.

8. Shankarghar (9,660 ft.) | 11 | 72

Road along the right bank of the Kala Pani (or Kamri Dara), at first easy and level. At 2½ miles cross a projecting spur by a very steep and difficult zig-zag.

9. Hatré (8,600 ft.) | 12 | 84

Road along right side of the valley; fairly easy. At 1 mile pass Lapi (eight houses) on plateau opposite. At 1½ mile Gomul (ten houses).

From the total the descent is very easy for about 4 of a mile. The path then enters an

For troops, all things considered, it would perhaps be better to adopt the following stages, viz.,

1. Tragbal 
2. Górais 
3. Górais, viz. meadows west of Walpúr 
4. Bangla 

This would reduce the number of stages by one without unduly distressing troops or animals. The stages between Górais and Kamatán are needlessly short.
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excessively steep ravine, down which it zigzags for about 400 feet (vertical). At 64 miles strike the left bank of the Kamri Dara, which is here forded. For the next 4 miles the road follows the left bank of the river and is fairly easy. It then re-crosses to the right bank. At 13 miles, cross the Kala Pani, an affluent from the east, by a wooden bridge, 20 feet long, 3 feet broad. Here there is an excellent grassy camping ground suitable for a large force. Forage abundant. Water from river.

The Kamri Dara throughout is a narrow valley, averaging 1 to 1 mile in width, between bare, rocky hills, rising about 3,000 feet above it.

At 9 miles scattered hamlet of Dirka (fourteen houses). The road now becomes rather bad; at 7 miles cross to left bank by the usual single span timber bridge; at 84 miles pass village of Tain on opposite bank. At 9 miles Gurial (five houses), at 104 miles enter the open ground in the angle between the main valley and the Mir Malik Dara. Here there is ample space for encamping a large force. Forage plentiful.

At five miles cross a fine torrent draining from the south-east. At 5 miles cross the Loishaloo river, and at 5 miles pass the camping ground at that spot. The river is about 3 feet deep, the bridge 4 feet wide and 30 feet long. The camping ground is not a good one. At 10 miles pass the fine open plateau of (?) Layla Kandar, on the opposite side of the valley. Here there are few houses and a little cultivation. From here a route up the fine valley to the south-west, which leads to Kansalwan by what is known as the Gusgal route. At 11 miles reach Shankargarh, a miserable hamlet in the centre of a fine open plateau on the right side of the valley. Excellent camping ground, water and forage abundant. The valley throughout this march is about half a mile broad, and there are no difficulties except the zig-zag mentioned above.

10. Gurukot (7,500 ft.) 124 964 Cross the Mir Malik Dara (unfordable) by a bridge 45 feet long and 4 feet broad. Pass village of Rattti (fifteen houses). At 14 miles Maiychon (twenty-five houses), at 3 miles Chugum (twenty-two houses). This is the usual stage instead of Rattti, but it makes the march from Shankargarh very long, and is besides a very small and bad encamping ground. Quarter mile further on pass a bridge across the main river, but do not cross by it. At 64 miles cross the Edpal river by a bridge, 45 feet long and 4 feet broad, river unfordable. Grand view of Nanga Parbat up the valley. A mile further on a steep spur is crossed by a stony and difficult zig-zag. At 74 miles pass the junction of the Bolshar River, which comes down from the south-east. At 84 miles cross the river by a bridge, 5 feet wide and 60 feet long (single span); at 10 miles re-cross to left bank by a bridge 30 feet long. At 114 miles first hamlet of Gurigkot, which, with its fields and houses, is scattered over about a mile of ground. Camp on the polo ground at the further end of Gurigkot, just beyond the old ruined native fort, or ak. Supplies scarce. From here onwards the river is known as the Aster.

When the river is low, instead of going along the left bank, after crossing the Edpal river cross to the river bank of the Aster by a bridge, re-crossing to left bank at 12 miles. This is a much better road, with no bad gradients to speak of.

11. Astor (Indgar) (7,900 ft.) 64 102 A short and fairly easy march, at 1 mile pass Kintnas (twelve houses) on the opposite bank, and at 24 miles Phinc (ten houses), also on opposite bank. At 34 miles reach the Balan plateau, which extends for over a mile, the road skirting its fields, and houses, of which the total number is about thirty. For the next mile or so the road is carried along the slopes skirting the Aster river. At 54 miles reach Idgah, where there is a large orchard and the Aster polo ground, which together form an excellent camping ground. Astor itself is a mile further on.

12. Dashkin (7,900 ft.) 124 114 Starting from Idgah, at 1 mile reach a deep and narrow ravine with steep banks, on the opposite side of which is the fort and town of Astor or Hasora. The fort is quite untenable against modern fire-arms, the garrison live in the town, just beyond which there is another deep ravine to be crossed, Astor being situated on a spur between these two ravines. The road now winds along the steep, arid rocky slopes which hem in the Aster river. Between the 2nd and 3rd miles pass the two hamlets of Loso (eight or ten houses each) on the opposite bank. At 44 miles cross the Aster river by a bridge 4 feet wide and 80 feet long. At 56 miles re-cross to left bank by a similar but shorter bridge. At 94 miles Hascho (twenty-five houses). At 10 miles Lisunjh (ten houses), close to both these villages there are bridges about 20 feet long across side torrents, which, though but 2 feet or 3 feet deep, would be very difficult for animals to ford. At Dashkin there are twenty-five houses, a breast and four water-mills. Camping ground in the terraced fields which surround it. This march is a very trying one for man and beast, and in some places it is extremely bad, considering it is supposed to be a made road.
Route No. 9—continued.

13. Doián
(8,500 ft.) 8 123½ Nearly 2 miles of steady ascent by a tolerable road, then turning to your enter a pine forest in a bay of the hills. Wind through this for about 3 miles, forcing several shallow streams. Pass the upper hamlet of Turbling (six houses), standing on open ground at 54 miles. Descend into a deep ravine with a steep and difficult ascent on the far side. At 6½ miles reach the top of a long spur, whence there is a grand view of the Indus and the snowy range north-east of Gilgit. From this point there is a steady descent to Doián, a village consisting of six houses and two ways. A garrison of 50 men is maintained here as a protection against Chilas raids. Camp in the terraced fields close by. Better ground might be found a little higher up the stream. Water good. Forage and firewood abundant on the hill-sides a little above Doián.

14. Dachkat
(4,200 ft.) 8½ 131 From Doián the road leads up the hill-side for 24 miles by a narrow, and in some places difficult, path to a point just below the summit of the Hatu Pir (10,250 ft.). Then descends the bare rocky slopes of that mountain by a very steep and stony path (gradient, generally speaking, 1 in 4) for about 6 miles, when the Astor river is reached. This is quite the worst part of the road between Kashmir and Gilgit, and is especially trying in summer, as there is no water en route. Laden animals take about 3 hours to descend, while the ascent is terrible. The Astor river runs in a deep trough with terrific force. It is crossed by a single wooden bridge, about 8 feet broad and 120 feet long. There are also two rude bridges. On the cliffs above on either side are towers to protect the passage, which together have a garrison of 25 sepoys under a native officer. The place is known as Ram Ghät or Shaitan Nars. There is no room to encamp here. The road now mounts the cliff, which is 200 feet high, and then winds along its face till the descent to the Dachkat sa/a (called Muskkin in the map) is reached. Camp may be pitched either here or in the angle between the Astor and Indus rivers. In either case the camping ground is hot, dusty, and stony; nothing but water procurable. This, though a short march, is a very trying one.

There is an alternative route six Doián Falo, which strikes into the upper road, about 2 miles above Ram Ghät. It is very rocky, with considerable ups and downs, but unladen horses can be taken by it.

15. Darot or Sai
(4,250 ft.) 9 140 On leaving the Dachkat sa/a the road ascends a hundred feet or so to the plateau above, and for the next 5½ miles is fairly level and good, traversing what on the Peshawar frontier would be known as marva, a desolate stony plain at the foot of the hills. It then crosses the Bdnj sa/a, a clear, shallow, rapid stream in a deep ravine about 100 yards broad. Ascending the opposite bank, cultivated fields and plantations are entered. At 6 miles Bdnj fort. Water and shade abundant, forage and firewood obtainable. A mile or so beyond, and 700 feet below, is the ferry across the Indus. There two boats are maintained, each capable of carrying four horses or twenty mules at a trip. On the opposite bank, at the junction of the Sai stream, is the Sai fort, which commands the ferry, but is a place of no strength. 13½ miles up the left bank of the Sai sa/a is Darot, a hamlet, with an abundant supply of good running water, and round which there is ample space to encamp. If preferred, camp might be formed either at Bdnj or at the mouth of the Sai sa/a close to the fort.

16. Parf (4,350 ft.) 10 150 Through abandoned fields for about a mile, crossing two fine watercourses, then across the Sai sa/a by a bridge 3 feet broad and 36 feet long, water 3 feet deep. The road now turns up the left bank of the Damot sa/a. At 1½ miles Damot (fourteen houses), with orchards and cultivation about it. It then bends north-west, returning to the Sai sa/a, the right bank of which it follows till Chakarkot (twenty houses) is reached in 5 miles (elevation 5,050). Here cross to the left bank by a bridge 30 feet long and 3½ feet wide. The river is only 2 feet or 3 feet deep, but is rapid and for the most part difficult to ford. At Chakarkot there is a very nice little encamping-ground. After crossing the river the road turns south-east and ascends the watershed between the Gilgit and Sai valleys. Ascent easy for several hundred feet, then a mile of fairly level ground, then another slight ascent to the crest of the watershed (5,700 feet). From this point there is a sharp and very rocky difficult descent of a thousand feet to the stony plain below. Two miles from the foot reach Parf, a rocky arid spot close to the river, from which very muddy drinking water is obtained. There is a da/k ehk at Parf, but no other houses. Road generally good, except the descent mentioned.
17. Minawar (5,080 ft.) 14 164 Road good over sand for 4½ miles. The hills then impinge on the river and the road becomes very bad, indeed, being carried along the steep slopes of the hills a hundred feet or so above the river. Frequent ascents and descents. At 7 miles pass Chamecath (ten houses) on opposite bank. At 10½ miles there is a bad descent to the river bed, which is followed for 1½ miles; then commences a rocky ascent, which ultimately becomes frightfully steep, narrow, and tortuous, only just practicable for laden animals. At 12 miles reach the summit. The Gilgit valley now lies spread before one, and the road descends gradually into it, crossing several ravines. At 15½ miles cross the Minawar saha, a stream of excellent water flowing in a deep ravine, and at 14 miles camp in a plantation. Good water from irrigation channels. Ample space around for a large camp. The village of Minawar lies nearly a mile to the south-east (twenty-five houses).

15. Gilgit (4,800 ft.) 8 172 Road across the plain, 8 feet wide and good throughout. At 2½ miles pass village of Sakwar. The next 3 or 4 miles are over a bare stony waste. At 6 miles enter cultivation, passing the village of Jutial, which lies half hidden by fruit-trees. At 8 miles pass the fort of Gilgit, which is garrisoned by about 1,000 of the maharajah’s troops. There is a good camping-ground in a grove a few hundred yards further on. Abundant water and shade. Supplies procurable.

Note on road from Srinagar to Gilgit.

The road over the Kamri pass is in summer an easy one, but when covered with snow it is more or less impassable for troops. The road between the Kamri pass and Astor has been constructed without the slightest attention to gradient. It is often nothing better than what in India would be called a poa-dada. Water throughout is plentiful. Forage and firewood are obtainable in large quantities, but other supplies are scarce, as the villages in the valley are few, small, and poor.

Beyond Astor to Gilgit the road may be characterised generally as a footpath indifferently made, but 8 or for pack-mules and ponies, if led separately and not chained together. There is, however, one portion of the road, that down the Hatu Pir, which presents difficulties of the worst description. So bad indeed is it that I cannot conceive any portion of it being forced by an enemy from the north, if resolutely defended by a small force.

The Astor river is, if the bridge at Ham Ghat be destroyed, in itself a very formidable obstacle. It is a raging torrent, about 40 yards broad and 6 or 7 feet deep, which can only be crossed by a bridge, while there are no large trees or other material suitable for bridging to be obtained in the neighbourhood. A boat or raft could not live in such a torrent.

The Indus also presents a very formidable obstacle to an enemy. There are only two small boats obtainable along this portion of the river, and raft could only be constructed with great difficulty and delay. The strength of the current would also render them very unmanageable. The carrying capacity of the boats employed is twenty maunds or four horses.

If it were not for the political aspects of the question, and the loss of prestige involved, one could hardly, in my opinion, find a better place to dispute the advance of an enemy than the country between the Indus ferry at Bhejji and the top of the Hatu Pir. This tract presents three distinct lines of defence of enormous natural strength, viz.,——

The line of the Indus.
The line of the Astor river.
The Hatu Pir (10,260 feet).

Beyond the Indus the road is fairly good except between Pari and Minawar, where there is an extremely bad bit, which would require the service of sappers if it were intended to pass a large body of troops and animals over it.

* At the end of 1886 a new and larger boat was being built.
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ROUTE No. 9 (a).

Bùrēil Kothī to Skardu.

Authority.—Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of stages.</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Detail.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Singalmati (Deosai Plain).</td>
<td></td>
<td>This encampment lies on the left bank of the Deosai river. Water plentiful, but neither wood, grass, or supplies to be had, latter being brought from Guras. The encampment is otherwise fit for a large body of men, height above sea level, 7,500 feet. For 8 miles ahead the road is open and easy, but 6½ miles from the encampment crosses the Kinnaur stream, 20 yards broad and 3 feet deep, the current being very rapid and the ford difficult; 200 yards from here the road is bad and steep. 3 miles from Singalmati the gradient is small. 10 miles from the river the road crosses a tough barrowei, or Baral river, 250 feet broad, 4 feet deep, current strong, rocky bed, banks 2 feet. On both banks of the stream short grass is obtainable, but no fire-wood. The road next crosses the Lānumlung river, 120 feet broad and 3 feet deep; low banks, current rapid. 13½ miles from Singalmati the road crosses the Phiseling river, 120 feet broad, 4 feet deep, banks 2 feet, current rapid; 15 miles 6 furlongs Alumalik Marhi is reached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bindu Mārhi.</td>
<td>15 6 30 0</td>
<td>No wood here; grassing ground poor; supplies have to be brought from Guras; water plentiful. 1 mile and 2 furlongs from the encampment the road passes over rough undulations and then becomes easy along the banks of the Burjī river. 6 miles from the encampment Usaut Marhi, a well-known place, is reached. 7 miles from the halting place the road ascends 400 feet; the ascent is steep and difficult. 9 miles and 2 furlongs from the encampment the Burjī La is crossed; ascent steep and difficult for laden animals. From 15 to 20 feet of snow lay on this pass, the height being 14,600 feet above sea level. 6 furlongs of the ascent is over a glacier, which is steep and dangerous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 4 40 4</td>
<td>Water plentiful; little fire-wood; no grass or supplies. The space for camping is not good, the ground being strown with rocks. The encampment is about 4,000 feet below the pass above described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. PINROI</td>
<td></td>
<td>The road to this place is steep and difficult for laden animals. Wood and water plentiful; grass scarce; no cultivation or supplies. A spring of water here. The road runs alongside the stream, but is difficult and tedious, owing to the many crossings of the stream, which is here called Karpat. Its</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.

Route No. 9(a)—concluded.

current is rapid and fording difficult. 4 miles and 6 furlongs from Pinroi the road enters the Kharpat plain and cultivation commences. This plain is covered with fruit trees; the road from here is a made one and runs through the avenues of fruit trees. 7½ miles from Pinroi the road meets the Satpura river, 440 yards broad, 3 feet deep, current rapid, low banks of 2 feet, ford difficult, 8 miles from Pinroi the road reaches Skardu.

6. Skardu. 8 4 5 2 This is a well-known place belonging to the Kashmir reja. It contains a fort which is garrisoned by two regiments. The fort contains two guns. Skardu district contains 7,000 houses and a population of about 30,000. Supplies of all descriptions can be had, and the place is famous for its fruit and tobacco. Height determined by boiling point thermometer and clinometer, 6,228 feet above sea level.

ROUTE No. 10.
Dalhousie to Lah (by Chamha, Kilar, Gulargarh, Ating, Padam, Zangla, Lamayuru).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-places</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Batiri (4,400 ft.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chamba (3,003 ft.)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p. a.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Cross Batiri by wooden bridge at end of march and ascend to Chamha.
| 3. Daud                 | 15½              | 34½             |
|                         |                  |                 |
| A few houses; supplies must be collected; water procurable; a steep descent on leaving Dalhousie.
|                         |                  |                 |
| A large place; supplies and water plentiful; road very steep for 5 miles on ascent to, and descent from, the spur running out from Kala Top, but fit for horses and laden mules.
| 4. Kulm                  | 44               | 39              |
|                         |                  |                 |
| Short steep ascent, and down again to dry bed of stream, along which the road lies for half a mile and then ascends the hill (300 ft.) at head of valley, and passes a small village of three or four houses at 3½ miles. Thence the road follows the windings of the hill at a fairly uniform elevation, with one exception, 1½ mile from Musrcond, where it makes a good dip and rises. Thence a slight fall to Musrcond. Then very bad road down steep descent for about 1½ mile to a stream fordable at most times, but bridged; whence a steep ascent for 1,200 yards; then undulating. Road all the way good and practicable for laden animals. Water plentiful at intervals in small streams and springs.
| 5. Tika                  | 12               | 51              |
|                         |                  |                 |
| A few scattered houses and three water mills. Camping ground very limited. River here barely fordable, but bridged.
| Road ascends and rounds a spur, and continues undulating along the river at a general elevation above it of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, when turning sharp up valley to the right, follows it for a mile, and then rapidly descends to stream, where is the camping ground and village of Kulm. Road fair all the way, and practicable for mules.
|                         |                  |                 |
| Road rejoins the main valley, along which it runs for 5 miles at a general elevation of 4,150 to 4,350 ft. It is built up along the perpendicular face of a hill and is broken in places; at 5 miles it follows a valley, to the right leading to the Drali and Chara passes, and along a very rough, almost perpendicular, path crosses at 7½ miles the stream by a wooden bridge below the Tikri; thence it ascends by a
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Route No. 10.—continued.

less difficult path and joins the main valley, up which it runs by easy undulations to near Chill, where it makes one deep dip. At 9½ miles the road turns to the right up a large valley, and passing through tree jungle descends to stream at bottom, which here runs through a deep narrow gorge, over which there is a wooden bridge. After a rough, steep ascent, Tisa is reached, a village of some size (thirty houses and a large dethi, and a bungalow belonging to the Forest Department). There is abundance of cultivation, and supplies are plentiful. Road from Kusil in its present state impassable for laden mules.

Tisa

From Tisa there is a direct route to Kilari sid Alwas and the Sachi pass (side margin) over Sachi pass (15,5′0). Short of Kilari 2 miles cross Chomh by rope bridge, over which cattle may be taken. From Alwas to Kilari only good for coolies, but ponies can cross the pass; there is shelter at Salranude, at Dunnoo, and Pargunoo on either side and at top of pass. Supplies and coolies procurable.

or 67 miles from Dalhousie.

Superintendent of Chamba.

(See Appendix, page 33.)

6. HAIIE

Road good up main valley to ½ mile, when it leaves road to Alwas (above described), and turns up valley to right. Passes Ilwas (eight houses) and Guguar (6,000 feet) at 2½ miles, turns to right, descending gradually through true jungle, and passes three small villages at 6½ miles, and at 7½ miles crosses a bridge (5,000 feet) the stream at foot of valley. Sleep ascent and narrow path. At 9½ miles pass road to Salone, then a bad ascent for ½ mile to crest of hill (7,250 feet) and pass Debi Kothi at 10 miles (fifteen houses, fifty men, a temple, four other villages near it). The valley divides ½ mile further on, half right and left, and reaches the left valley, passes Tapa at 13 miles, and reaches Hailo at 13½ miles (six houses, cultivation fair, supplies scarce), hills steep on all sides, the last village this side of Chaini pass.

7. RANLA

A small, level spot. Road bad and impracticable for laden animals; water and trees plentiful along road. No houses or supplies. It lies on west side of a long narrow valley leading very straight up to

Chaini pass, with hills 13,000 to 14,000 feet on either side.

8. SAUCH

A steady ascent for 4½ miles (last mile very stiff) to top of pass (14,700 feet); steep descent for 200 yards, then along snow to 7½ miles, and moderately level to 12 miles, where it joins valley of Chandra valley to Sauch (fifteen houses, twenty men, cultivation, supplies procurable, water abundant plenty of space for encamping).

From Sauch paths lead as follows:

Sauch, 14½ miles.—Road ascends, by a fair hill path, valley in east-south-east direction to 1½ miles, then descends slightly, passes Kurlu at 8 miles (9,000 feet; eight houses, sixteen men). At 9½ miles a rapid descent to nearly level of a stream, which is reached at 10½ miles (8,200 feet), and tolerably level; pass Huli, 8 miles (two houses) and Mohan (one house) at 10 miles. At 10½ miles Sauch (four houses and fifteen men), opposite which on either side of valley is Bajua (one house, five men). At 14½ miles divide, one branch from the south, the Chasag, with Hadoon (two houses and ten men) at its entrance, the other the Sauch, from the east, upon which path continues. At 14½ miles Sauch is reached (five houses, eight men, and a kethi, 9,000 feet).

Sauch to Tuan, 5 miles.—Cross stream by bridge to right bank, and gradual ascent to Chilaseeri (two houses and twelve men) at 4½ mile. At 2½ miles cross a stream and steep ascent for 4 miles (10,500), pass a village at 2½ miles, (one house and four men), and gradually descend to Hala at 3½ miles, reach level of stream at 4 miles and enter pine forest, cross a bridge at 4½ miles and slight ascent to Tuan, 5 miles. (two houses, six men, elevation 10,250 feet). Water at intervals along route; supplies scarce.

From Sauch to Chasag, 3 miles.—The route is as follows;—Ascend a hill by a steep path and join Chasag valley at ½ mile, hence by a slightly ascending well-wooded path to Chasag, 3 miles (three houses and twelve men, elevation 10,750 feet); it is surrounded by plenty of land fit for cultivation, but which is not cultivated for want of water.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No. 10—continued.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. KILAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. DANGMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ASHDAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. SOKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. GULABAUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. KUNDHEL ON MHOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross wooden bridge over Bhutna river. Pass Mati at 4 mile. Road good and slightly ascending along right bank of Bhutna in north-east direction. Pass Jyundi (eight houses, forty inhabitants), and at 54 miles opposite fair-sized village of Dundik, which has abundant cultivation. At 4 miles Dryun (three houses, five men). At 44 miles opposite three hamlets on opposite bank. At 5 miles wooden bridge to Ghur. At 54 miles Male (eight houses, fifty inhabitants). At 7 miles Dryun on opposite bank. At 9 miles both sides of valley precipitous. At 13 miles bridge to Kundhel (one house and one man) and arrive at camping ground, a small cultivated plateau, 60 by 20 yards, 4 of mile short of Mhow (sixteen houses and thirty men).

15. Machall (0,700 ft.)

Cross river by bridge and ascend left bank of valley, crossing to right bank by bridge at 24 miles. At 24 miles pass Chishoti (eight houses and thirty men) and old Amur at 74, with much cultivation, and new Amur at 74 miles. At 94 miles road level and country open, also junction of a stream with Bhutna (which stream is crossed at 104 miles by a bridge), and arrive at large triangular plateau, well cultivated, thickly wooded, on which Machhall (seven houses, fifteen men) stands; road from Gulabaun, easy and quite practicable for hill animals laden. Water plentiful and good; supplies also. Sonjina, half a march beyond Machhall, is the highest inhabited spot (11,000 feet); grain sown; beyond it bare mountains of glaciers and snow.

16. BANGAR (11,570 ft.)

Road in an easterly direction by a fairly level path. At 11 mile pass Jossni (six houses) on opposite bank. At 244 miles plateau ceases, and road follows along hillside up right bank of stream. At 3 miles junction of Danglong and Bhutna streams and Dangsa (two houses). Road winds to left along Bhutna stream. At 34 miles pass small bridge to right bank of Danglong stream, being the road by the Surkunk and Shinkil passes into Pangdi. Road fair, undulating, and gradually ascending along grassy, treeless slopes. At 44 miles Jasheri (one house). At 54 miles Sonjam (one house, six inhabitants). Path then stony to 64 miles, when it crosses a perfectly level maiden of grass, sand, and stones, half mile wide, across which river flows with a much widened bed, then across a low rocky spur, and reaches another maiden at 74 miles. Road practicable for all animals. Wood and water plentiful along whole route, and camping ground for a small army. Supplies none.

17. BAJGAR (10,643 ft.)

Road level for 1,000 yards in an east-south-east direction, then slight rise over stony ground; at 14 mile valley closes in, and real ascent commences up grassy slope on left of road, which is here blocked by a glacier, 100 feet high. Road winds gradually to north-east towards pass. At 24 miles enter valley leading to pass north-east. From 24 to 24 miles, where the last trees are, a rocky ascent. Road good and gradually ascending from 14,100 to 14,600 feet, between 24 and 24 miles. At 24
miles pass at the foot of a large glacier across valley, with a level snowy maiden, 500 feet below it. At 6 miles cross snowy maiden, Jâla, at the entrance to which is the usual resting-place, Bagânâ. Road good the whole way; not a single descent; quite practicable for laden mules; water plentiful; wood and supplies none.

18. GOWRA 10\frac{1}{2} 175 At 14 mile the valley ends, and road is up a steep snowy ascent to top of Umasi La (17,370), (called Bardhar by the Dogras), which is reached at 4\frac{1}{4} miles. Road lies in a north-north-east direction along left bank of saâla, a short steep descent at first, then alternately a level plateau and moderate slopes, over snow, down valley. At 7 miles snow ceases, and Retnut, the last resting-place on Zanskrâ side, is reached. At 8 miles descend by stony slope for 200 feet to bed of valley; at 8\frac{1}{4} miles at Navil a resting-place under a stone. Path then fair and level across a stony maiden. At 9 miles cross stream. Road then very bad over boulders and indistinct. At 9\frac{3}{4} miles road meets stream, and is very level, and at 10\frac{1}{4} miles reaches Gowra, a level, swampy, camping ground, near which several spacious recesses under rocks used by shepherds; water plentiful; wood scarce; supplies none. Not more than two dozen tents could be pitched on dry ground. Road very fair the whole way except descent at 9 miles, which is impracticable for any laden animal, and for anything except goats and sheep. Pass generally open from the middle of May to the middle of August.

19. ATING (12,020 ft.) 8 183 Path winds along right edge of stream. From 1\frac{1}{4} to 2 miles cross rocky spur, then a level bit of grass, and then again stony. At 5 miles reach a spot called Zumkul Pahâr, a small encamping ground under rocks, with water near. On opposite side is a small isolated basti (inhabited by lamas) called Zunkâl. At 6 miles enters on a large triangular barí (current pool) in the main valley of river Doda, and slightly descending the road inclining across it to the east; reaches Ating at 8 miles.

Ating (six houses and thirty inhabitants) stands in the middle of the valley of the Doda (which is here 1\frac{1}{4} mile broad). A mile from the stream. The hills on both sides of the valley are of moderate slope and thinly clothed with grass, the summits only being capped with snow. Water along the whole route, which is passable for laden hill animals, except where mentioned. Supplies at Ating; also plenty of grain, wood, and water.

From Ating the road to Kashmir or Sûrd lies up the river on left bank, but it is necessary to descend to Tungrin and cross the jhâla there, whence it is six marches to Sûrd.

**Note on Zanskrâ.**

The general appearance of Zanskrâ is owing to the absence of trees and the paucity of grass or cultivation on its hills, decidedly bleak and dreary. Cultivation only appears in patches near villages. The houses are built of earth, bricks, and stones, and are of two low stories. The people are Hindus. The soil is sandy and very stony, with patches of grass. The river is unforkable, except in places in September and October, and there are only two bridges, at Tungrin and Chams, throughout Zanskrâ, the bed varying from 40 to 50 yards wide. The climate is very dry, and the sun strikes with unmitigated heat. Rain rarely falls, and then only very slightly. Drew says the climate is severe, winter lasts seven months, much snow falls, villages poor, trees rare, population small, say 42 villages, of five hundred houses and 2,500 souls.

20. PADAM (11,370 ft.) 14 107 Road lies south-east down valley and is generally level. At 1\frac{1}{4} mile, pass Dukung (four houses and fifteen inhabitants), and at 2 miles, on opposite bank, Hamdakshâl. At 4 miles, Shaker (three houses and ten inhabitants), river bed here is 1\frac{1}{4} mile broad and stony. At 4\frac{3}{4} miles Shilatse (one house), a lama basti. At 4\frac{3}{4} miles Murrâk (three houses). At 5 miles river bed 40 yards broad. At 5\frac{3}{4} miles Tungrin (ten houses and forty inhabitants), where jhâla bridge, and Tâkun (seven houses) \frac{1}{2} mile off. At 7 miles Su (six houses). At 8 miles Senf (fifteen houses and one hundred inhabitants), with a temple, surrounded by stone walls, 50 yards square. From Senf valley stony; at 8\frac{1}{4} miles crosses Hafân saâla by wooden and stone bridge, and thence over low stony spur, and, descending gradually, enters a grassy maiden at 9\frac{3}{4} miles, across which to south-east is path to Padam (which is reached after a tedious level of 4 miles), and to east to Okti, after 13 miles, a fort (a square stone building of 20 yards, side and corner towers 30 feet high—surrounded by a 6-feet high wall and dry moat, the whole in bad repair); it stands on low ground \frac{1}{4} of a mile from the Sindu, and 1\frac{1}{4} from the Doda. There are eight houses scattered about it. From it to the north across the Doda is Kurshâh (one hundred and forty houses and two hundred inhabitants), with a lama basti, with one hundred lamas, on hill just above it. To the north-west also across the river are five villages, the only road to these is via Tungrin. On the near side to north and north-west are four villages. Padam stands at the elbow
of the bend of the valley at the mouth of the Nunuk valley from south-south-east leading by Poshi La to Kiar, and by Munu La to Darwasa into Pangl, both open from beginning of June to end of July, and the Sikhun pass to Lahoul, open from the middle of April to end of October. Padam has forty houses and one hundred inhabitants. A Jordan crosses to east bank of Sirda, and thence road to Ladakh down the Sindu. From Padam see Route No. 92 to Shinkul Pass, Spiti, Spiti.

21. Thondhe 8 205 At 2 ½ miles pass opposite Okti. At 34 miles opposite Kurshah (north-north-west). At 42 junction of Doda and Sindu streams ½ a mile distant. At 7 miles enter on level patch of cultivation, about 1 mile long and ½ a mile broad, running down the river, scattered around which are the detached houses forming village, at 72 miles, of Thondho (two houses and fifty inhabitants, andlama house, twenty lamas); on hill-side to east ½ a mile distant is the entrance to Tara sala, up which is bad road of five days to Kunnak. Plantation of poplars for encamping in, and water.

22. NZGA 110 210 Pass Chahar at 64 miles (two hamlets, slight cultivation). At 91 miles village and sala of Peho on opposite bank. At 9½ miles meets the bed of the stream from Zangla Sumdo. At 10 miles the entrance to the Zangla Sumdo sala. At 11 miles reach Zangla. Water and supplies good and plentiful; wood scanty. Camping ground large, with cultivation. Another route to Leh branches off to the east up the Zangla Sumdo stream and across the Charchar La, Riberang La, and Kundu La; it is very difficult, and only open in May and October. Kharkam is reached in 4½ days.

23. TRENHII 64 224 At 4 miles pass some shepherds' summer huts, the last human habitation for many miles down river. Close to this is the entrance to the Shé sala (north), up which in summer the road to Lamayur (85 for 15,000 ft.) lies, but very trying in places, the slopes consisting of loose, small shales, the river road being practicable only during four mid-winter months on account of water; and on opposite bank of river the valley and village of Pidmu. Towards the Shé sala the path lies up steep, stony slope to right of sala mouth, and passes along right bank to 4½ miles. At 42 miles passes through perpendicular rocks (4,000 to 5,000 feet). At 51 miles ascent more gradual. At 5½ miles valley more open. At 64 shrubs cease, and at 61 reach camping ground of Tendii. A level part of bed of sala 20 yards wide, with steep slopes on both sides; water from sala; wood a mile off; no supplies.

24. TAK PA CHUN 10 233 At 1 mile road leaves sala and proceeds over Shillung Labu Pass (14,850), but is not worthy of the name, as the hill is passable anywhere higher up the sala; thence through large wide valley, small quantity of water in stream, and some shrubs about. At 43 miles cross a stream (the boundary of Ladakh), 3 feet deep, by wading (13,455 feet). At 4½ miles enter narrow steep valley, Paneste, winding from the north-east, the stream of which joins the other stream. At 4½ miles path enters a narrow passage, the floor of which is snow ice (13,950 feet), thence through gorge, emerging at 10 miles, north-east rugged and narrow. It widens into a sala at 10½ miles, and a clear view of the path over the Nirh, or Naerang, La, is obtained. Reach camping ground of Tak Pa Chun at 10½ miles after a trying march, especially the latter part. Water and wood plentiful, supplies none. Camping ground (300 by 60 yards) covered with shrubs, and a stream flowing through it.

25. NIRH or NAERUNG (11,550 ft.) 8 241 Path lies up stony bed of sala east-north-east, slopes bare, and ascends by ravine on right, that on the left being shorter but much steeper. At 1½ mile reaches top of ridge, whence level for 200 yards, and thence up smooth slope by good path to 1½ mile to top of second ridge and edge of deep basin, about 1 mile in diameter. Path descends for about 100 feet, and lies rather to right of centre of basin. At 2 miles the other road joins, and at 2½ top of a third ridge is reached, whence path ascends slightly to top of pass at 3½ miles (16,000 feet). The Nirh Pass is ½ a mile wide at base, and nearly level. Descent very gradual down broad valley. At 4½ miles road opens into a large circular basin (6 miles in diameter), much cut up by ravines, and winding in and out, descending in a northerly direction reaches Nirh or Naerung at 8 miles. It has nine houses and thirty inhabitants, is 1 mile from right bank of Doda (here called the Nirh), is a desolate looking place, standing on the top of a flat spur, with slight cultivation in the vicinity. Water and wood procurable and supplies in small quantities, with plenty of encamping room.
26. Yelchung
(12,730 ft.)

Path descends to river Zanka, north-north-west, which is reached at 1½ mile, where it is only 15 yards broad; it is crossed by a wooden bridge with no hand rails. In July it is 50 feet above the water. Its banks are very high and steep, and quite impracticable up or down the valley. Path ascends steeply up right bank of opposite sala. At 2½ miles an immense rock divides the sala, the road following the right branch up a zig-zag path; the left branch is an immensely deep gorge. At 3½ miles the summit of the Chuchu Borela Pass is reached, whence steep descent into a large basin, the road following the bend, where the slopes are easy and of grass. At 4½ miles crosses shallow sala, and winding in and out reaches Yelchung at 5½ miles. It stands at foot of valley leading to Singe La Pass, closed in on all sides; water and wood scarce; few supplies, barley and buckwheat cultivated; an iron mine in vicinity.

27. Patoxir
(13,000 ft.)

Road lies up very moderate slope by good smooth path to west. At 1½ mile ascends slope to north, whence a very gradual ascent by good path. At 2½ miles reach top of ridge, then road level. At 2½ miles road slightly descends, and at 2½ miles crosses two salas from the west (each 60 yards wide). At 3½ miles crosses a stream. At 3½ miles crosses a slight dip; snow commences here, the gorge ceases, the sala is broad and shallow, and the pass commences (1 of a mile wide). At 4½ miles deep snow, and a steady ascent to pass at 4½ miles at 16,600 feet, which is ½ mile wide on top between the hills. Descend steep for 2½ miles over deep snow, then gradual slope to a tongue between two water-courses to 5½ miles, where snow commences to cease, and passes to left of united streams, and enters a well-cultivated valley, in which at 7½ miles is camping ground of Méoing, on the banks of a stream near small shrubs. At 7½ miles path leaves stream and follows slope on left bank, and at 8½ miles crosses a stream, the bed of which is level and 200 yards broad. Road level to 9½ miles, where it dips and crosses a sala. From 9½ miles to 10½ miles, road rough and undulating. At 11½ miles road crosses a spur, and then descends along base of rock to level plateau (400 by 200 yards). At 12½ miles a steep dip across broad bed of sala, thence along easy slope. At 12½ miles crosses another sala, where there is one house. At 12½ miles, another dip and then level, the latter part over cultivated ground, descending across the stream by wood and stone bridge, and on other side ascends, reaching village of Patoxir at 13½ miles. Water whole way, wood and supplies procurable, plenty of camping room. 17 houses, much cultivation.

28. Homuptatta & Hopata
(12,400 ft.)

Road lies north-west up cultivated bed of sala, and at 1 mile ascends spur from north-east by easy slope, the top of which is reached at 1½ mile. Thence up to the pass the valley is of fairly uniform width, between peaks (1 mile apart) with moderate slopes, the head of the pass itself is blocked up by a rugged perpendicular ridge stretching from side to side. Road from 1½ to 1½ level, then crosses a stream, and gradually ascends. At 2½ miles cross broad bed of sala and at 2½ miles and 2½ miles are shallow water-courses. At 3½ miles the only real steep ascent commences; the top of pass (Sirser) (16,572 feet) is reached at 3½ miles. It is level with steep, rocky hills on either side, is grassy, with small quantity of snow. Descent very slight. At 4½ miles join valley, and at 5½ miles cross stream and go on along its left bank. At 6½ miles cross stream, and at 7½ miles, 6 miles, and 8½ miles, the salas, and at 8½ miles pass Emat (one house), shrubs here commence, and path descends gradually to stream, which it reaches at 9½ miles, thence level. At 9 miles large sala, and reach Homuptatta at 10½ miles (five houses, twelve inhabitants). Water the whole way; village stands in a narrow valley 500 yards wide, under rocky hills. Plenty of camping ground, supplies very scarce. Poplars, willows, and some large juniper trees cultivation.

29. Wanka
(1,000 ft.)

Road descends to stream at ½ mile, and follows its left bank. At 1½ valley contracts to a gorge. From 2 to 2½ miles wide stream four times (2 to 3 feet of water and 20 yards wide). At 3½ miles along a level plateau (40 by 20 yards) and cross a stream to right bank by a log bridge. From 3½ miles to 5½ miles road undulating along slope on right by a path, principally built up, 40 to 60 feet above stream, when it descends to stream, and follows its banks for 150 yards, when it crosses by bridge and ascends left bank by sharp ascent. Hence it opens out gradually to both sides, and assumes form of a sala, at 5½ miles crosses to right bank, where banks nearly meet by a bridge (2 yards long), 80 feet above stream. At 5¼ miles level with stream, which opens out and becomes fordable. Scenery most uninteresting, the hills being bare and the view limited in all directions. Reaches Panjila at 7½ miles, where Rindu sala joins.
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**Route No. 10—continued.**

About ten scattered houses and twenty inhabitants. Willows and other trees. Water plentiful and good. Camping ground sufficient. Supplies scarce; and thence to Wanla at 12 miles; a village supplies procurable, water from a good stream, cultivation.

From Panjila it is 2½ marches to Saspil bridge on the Indus, and 4½ to Léh, or one march shorter than the Lamayurú Houte, but it is more difficult, having a pass at head of Hirú nala (the Kunsí Pass).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30. Lamayurú</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(11,520 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>34. Léh</th>
<th>65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4 marches)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**

|       | 353 |

*From Wanla up a barren ravine, cross a pass 12,500 feet, road north-west and cross a valley; road easy.*

See Route Srinagar to Léh.

Note.—Drew says this road is not fit for laden animals, and it would be difficult to lead a horse along it, but this has been done.

(Lieut. Roberts, Drew.)

---

**The Road from Padam to Léh is thus described in New Route Book:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Padam to</th>
<th>Léh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tsaka</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Between Padam and Tsaka.

2. Nimchi   | 12  | 22  |
3. Panch    | 7   | 29  |
4. Naerung  | 8   | 37  |
5. Yelchung | 6   | 43  |
6. Fatosin  | 10  | 53  |
7. Hofata   | 10  | 63  |
8. Wanla    | 11  | 74  |
9. Lamayurú | 5   | 79  |
10. Kolutzi | 9   | 88  |
11. Hemis   | 15  | 103 |
12. Basgo   | 16  | 119 |
13. Léh     | 20  | 129 |

---

A village near the Luna Sampa; supplies; road good, traversing the wide fertile valley of the Luna Sampa; the river, which is deep and rapid, is crossed near Padam; yaks and ponies swim over; three villages.

A halting place; no supplies; water from stream; the road after leaving the valley of the Luna Sampa crosses the Sheling Logoo Pass. Zangla is passed at 3 miles.

A halting place; no supplies; water from a stream; road good, through low hills.

A village; supplies; road ascends for two miles to top of Naerung La through a ravine with low hills on each side; the descent from summit is tolerably easy.

A village; supplies; road very fair; descend for one mile and cross the Luna Sampa; then an easy ascent for 2½ miles to the summit of the Chuchu Bonea Pass, descent insignificant.

A good sized village; supplies; road fair, ascending for 4 miles to top of Yelchung Pass; than a short and easy descent to a well-cultivated valley called Mullung, through which road runs for six miles.

A small village; supplies scarce; road tolerably easy, crossing the Shi Shinghi Pass about three miles.

A village; supplies; water from stream; road rather difficult in places; crossing a stream twice by a wooden bridge; pass Sandu at 3, and Phunjía at 7 miles.

A village; supplies plentiful; road easy.
## ROUTE No. 10(a).

**Dagroni to Skardu (via Shigar).**

**Authority—Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dagroni</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>From here the road takes a westerly direction through cultivation, and at 3 furlongs reaches Chogograrm, fifteen houses; and 3 furlongs further Khurang, five houses, and a furlong passes a flour mill N.W., from where it runs along the left bank of the Thala at 1 mile 4 furlongs from Dagroni. Cultivation is left behind, there being three small villages in a line on opposite bank of stream and at right angles route Kharka, Gharib Pa, and Kharkat. At 1 mile 6 furlongs is a wooden bridge, 30 feet long by 4 feet broad, which leads to the above-mentioned villages. Water is 24 feet deep, and flows very rapidly; at 2 miles 3 furlongs the road enters cultivation opposite the village of Hasa, keeping to the left bank arrives at Gomabardas, distance 3 miles, 1 furlong. This terminates the Dagroni country on the north. From here to Gomabardas, 7 furlongs, the road has to cross two deep ravines, at right angles to the road from these places, and leaves the cultivation 3 furlongs from Gomabardas, keeping to the very edge of the stream. At 7 miles it gets to Hirangus, twelve houses, forty inhabitants, forty-five cattle, and 2 furlongs higher up crosses the stream over a wooden bridge 45 feet long and 3 broad; depth of water 3 feet and very rapid. Laden cattle can be taken over. Near it is the village of Gagarit, nine houses, thirty inhabitants, forty-five cattle; and 3 furlongs further the village of Yar Khoo, eighteen houses, sixty inhabitants, sixty cattle, and a furlong further north re-crosses the stream by a bridge 45 feet long and 4 feet broad. Road keeps close to left bank, and at 4 furlongs from bridge enters cultivation and keeping to the north edge of it gets to Sukudar (seven houses, twenty men, twenty-five cattle), 8 miles 6} furlongs from Dagroni. From Sukudar it keeps to the north edge of the cultivation belonging to the villages of Belitor, Dhashangud, and Goma, which are a little to the south, and enters Ludus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ludus</strong></td>
<td>11 0</td>
<td>A very small village, consisting of two houses, six inhabitants and ten cattle. On the opposite side of the stream are the villages of Gomachittar, Gomachittar, and Begathang, about half a furlong from it and 2 furlongs from each other. Gomachittar consists of twenty-five houses, one hundred inhabitants and seventy cattle. No provisions of any kind to be had. Leaving Ludus the road continues on the left bank of the stream, enters cultivation at 1 mile, 1 furlong, and reaches the village of Kasarnik, 3 furlongs further on (nine houses, thirty inhabitants, and sixty-five cattle). From here it goes through cultivation for a couple of furlongs, travels along a steep ledge and the stream, and at the end of which is the small village of Saladak, 7 furlongs from Kasarnik; 6 furlongs further on is the village of Chopaokar, and about 7 furlongs still further, or 3 miles 7 furlongs from Ludus, is the bridge of Baghuna, 30 feet long, 4 feet broad, depth of water 24 feet, very rapid current. Laden cattle can cross over this bridge. Baghuna village, consisting of a number of houses scattered about, is deserted for a portion of the year. Barley and turnips are grown here. During December and January heavy snow covers everything. From the bridge the road crosses to the right bank, and, emerging from cultivation, 1 mile 3 furlongs further on, travels over small undulations. Leaving the junction of the Shikhang with Thala, a furlong to the north, and 3 miles 2 furlongs from the bridge, Mirkhun is reached at 8 miles, 14 furlongs from Ludus, at the junction of the Shandun and Thala, and between them. From here the road divides, one branch going to Shigar via Shandun Pass, and the other keeping to the left bank of the Thala, which it crosses at 10 miles, and arrives at the halting-place of Lebran. Total distance 10 miles 3 furlongs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lebran</strong></td>
<td>10 3</td>
<td>Nothing save wood and water to be had here, sufficient space for a large encampment, juniper forest on the east slope of the hill. In winter there is a fall of about fifteen feet of snow. From here at 1 mile 1 furlong there is a sudden rise on the road, which is more or less troublesome, but on the whole the gradient is light, and the summit of the Thala pass is reached without difficulty at 2 miles 7 furlongs. This pass is not used from December to March, owing to the great depth of snow,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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which averages from 20 to 25 feet during this period. The road now descends easily along the right bank of the Yaloo stream, meeting with unimportant ups and downs, and arrives at the encircling place Bānshra, 6 miles 5 furlongs from Lekran, and situated on the right bank of the stream. Here there is a clear rock, 200 yards by 100 yards for camping purposes, and on the north, up the slope of the Rishthang hill, there is a juniper forest, and some kind of short grass. At 10 miles from Lekran the Thasarfo stream meets the Yaloo; road crosses former here by a wooden bridge, 20 feet long and 5 feet wide, and from here a very rough road goes e.e. Thasarfo stream to the Shandun pass. There is a mill of Zakramara somewhere in the Thasarfo, a kind of greenish rock used in the making of crockery, and also medicinally. From the bridge at the junction of the Thasarfo and Yaloo the latter bends S. W. (having run in a N. E. direction hitherto), with Mālathang hill on its left and Kamkar on its right; and the road keeps to the right bank of the Yaloo for 1 mile 5 furlongs from the bridge, where there is an obstruction in the way of a natural arch, which has been formed by a large rock slipping from the hill side and being supported on its sides by others, hence equestrians have to dismount, and carefully laden animals can just manage to get through. A mile further there is a wooden bridge 30 feet long and 5 feet wide (3 feet of water and very rapid) over which the road crosses to the left bank and enters a gorge of 100 yards, where great difficulties are to be met with (a large stone in particular, jutting out, makes it very awkward for laden animals); 1 mile 7 furlongs from here the stream is again crossed by a wooden bridge, not sufficiently strong to enable laden animals to cross, but in other respects the same as the last, and the road, keeping to the right bank, enters the cultivation of Shihong at 17 miles 6 furlongs from Lekran. The village itself is 3 furlongs further and consists of five houses, road leaves cultivation, 1 furlong beyond, crosses the stream, at 18 miles 2 furlongs from Lekran, by a very substantial bridge, 25 feet long and 5 feet wide, 3 feet of water here and very rapid. Cattle with loads pass over this bridge and from here begins the district of Shigar, and 3 furlongs further is the village of Risapi halting place (ten houses), 18 miles 6 furlongs from Lekran.

Risapi 18 5 40 1

The road now passes through the cultivated and fruitful plain of Shigar, on the left bank of the Shigar river, leaving a number of small villages on either side (the junction of the Yaloo and Shigar river being in a westerly direction, 1 mile 1 furlong from the bridge, N. E., Risapi) and at 3 miles 5 furlongs from Risapi enters waste land, and no more cultivation is met with. At Shigar (which consists of a number of villages) provisions, wood, and grass are procurable in small quantities. Leaving Shigar the road begins ascending an easy route for a mile, goes along a flat for as much more, and then divides, one branch crossing a saddle 4 furlongs to the S. E., going to Nar, and the other running directly south for about 1 mile, 2 furlongs, turns to the S. W., and at 3 miles 2 furlongs from Risapi meets the road from Skard to Nar (vide Route No. 61 (b), former of which is 5 miles and 6 furlongs distant.

Appendix to Route No. 10.

Dalhousie to Leh.

Lieutenant Young Husband.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in Miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Khajiar</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Theroad descends at a constant and easy gradient through a forest of fir, oak, and rhododendron. After 10 miles the road suddenly slopes towards a lawn, in the midst of which there is a lake; in the back ground is the dák bungalow; supplies obtainable in small quantities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chamba</td>
<td>7 0</td>
<td>From Khajiar the road proceeds at the same gentle decline, till it runs out to the edge of a spur and shows a full view of Chamba in a zigzag line to the river. Cross the Ravi at the end of the march by a bridge, and ascend to Chamba, which is built on a high platform at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the foot of a low range of hills. It is wedged in between the Ravî and another mountain river which flows from the north. There is a very fine bridge over the Ravî, with stone pillars, iron graters, and a toll-house. In the middle of the town there is a square maidan, bordered by low walls overhung with rich green foliage. Behind them rise the towers of the temples. This is the residence of the raja of Chamba. It contains 1,000 houses and 6,000 inhabitants.

3. Daud 15 0 32 0 Small bungalow. Leaving Chamba in a northerly direction, descend by a steep zigzag to Sao stream, cross it by a wooden bridge, practicable for animals. Thence down valley of Ravî to Saroli, 3 miles, up a short steep ascent, and down again to dry bed of stream, along which the road lies for half a mile and then ascends the hill (300 feet) at head of valley, and passes a small village of three or four houses at 3 ½ miles. Thence the road follows the windings of the hills at a fairly uniform elevation, with one exception 1 ½ miles from Musroond, where it makes a good dip and rise. Thence a slight fall to Musroond. Then very bad road down steep descent for about 1 ¼ mile to a stream fordsable at most times, but bridged, whence a steep ascent for 1,200 yards; then undulating. Road all the way good and practicable for laden animals. Water plentiful at intervals in small streams and springs.

4. Kuël 4 4 36 4 A few scattered houses and three water mills. Camping ground very limited. River here barely fordable, but bridged. Road ascends, and rounds a spur and continues undulating along the river at a general elevation above it of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, when, turning sharp up valley to the right, follows it for a mile, and then rapidly descends to stream where is the camping ground and village of Kuël. Road fair all the way, and practicable for mules.

5. Tisa 12 0 48 4 Road rejoins the main valley, along which it runs for 5 miles at a general elevation of 4,160 to 4,350 feet. It is built up along the perpendicular face of a hill and is broken in places; at 5 miles it follows a valley to the right leading to the Drali and Charn Passes, and along a very rough, almost perpendicular, path crosses at 7 ½ miles the stream by a wooden bridge below the Tikri; thence it ascends by a less difficult path and joins the main valley, up which it runs by easy undulations to near Chul, where it makes one deep dip. At 10 ½ the road turns to the right up a large valley, and passing through tree jungle descends to tree bottom, which here runs through a deep narrow gorge, over which there is a wooden bridge. After a rough steep ascent Tisa is reached, a village of some size. The road at first is dangerous for ponies unless they are sure-footed; afterwards it is easier.

Five miles from Kuël three nalaos meet. The one to the right leads to Tikri and Bajai and branches out into two passes—Malrni and Daratti. Both these passes are difficult and dangerous.

Tisa occupies a central position in the Chamba Valley. There is a kotâi here belonging to the raja, a square building, double-storied, with towers built round a small court. It is a dharmasala for native travellers of the higher classes. The humbaras live in this castle; the taxes and tithe, consisting of cereals, are paid here, and there are godowns to store away bags of maize and wheat. There is also a small hospital and a bungalow belonging to the Forest Department. The whole nala is well cultivated.

From Tisa the path leads round the brow of a hill, then along its western slope till the road merges into a forest of pine trees, which it traverses in a zigzag line descending to a mountain river. From the river the path goes steep up hill, then down to a second river, then up again to Alwas. There are some difficult bits where it is safer to lead one's horse, but on the whole the way is tolerable. At Alwas there is a travellers' kotâi, good enough for servants and coolies, and a small encamping ground. Supplies must be taken on from here for three days. Maize and barley grow as high up as Alwas. European fruit and vegetables thrive here.

From Alwas the road leads up through woods for four miles, pretty steep, to the bed of a torrent. Shortly after crossing this torrent the trees cease altogether and the alpine meadow now begins. This is within a mile of Sabuendi. Sure-footed ponies can walk up to this point.
and ladies have crossed the pass in jampiss. Sabundi is a small hut built under the over-shadowing shelf of a huge rock. From this to the summit of the pass is four miles. On the top there are snow-fields to cross, about a mile in breadth. As the summit is approached jagged ridges of black rock meet in one line. There is one break only where the pass goes through.

---

**ROUTE No. 11.**

**DARBAND TO BÔNJÎ (VID THE INDUS).**

_Authority.—The Mulla._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Garsay</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>At 8 or 9 miles enter independent ground called Pakhtana, whence the road, though fit for mules, grows worse. The first village in Pakhtana is on left bank, Kandâr (forty houses, inhabited by Hassanzâde, cultivation). On opposite bank are Mada Khel and Mahaba, of thirty-five houses each, inhabited by Mada Khel. These and surrounding hamlets can muster 500 armed fighting men. One mile from Kandâr, Tobsar on left bank (twenty houses) is passed, and after another mile cross to right bank on rafts. The current here is gentle, stream 110 yards broad, with rocky banks, but a little lower down the stream is only 30 yards broad and the current is very great. Animals have to swim across guided by men on rafts. Road continues along right bank 5 miles to Garsay (300 houses), an Isâdi village. Grass and trees at intervals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Kamâch</strong></td>
<td>7½</td>
<td>Pass Nawa Kala (twenty houses, Isâdi) at ½ of a mile, and after another ½ of a mile Kala Mughidin, built by the Hindustâni fanatics. There is cultivate about it. At 2½ miles further pass Hunkal (twenty houses, Hassanzâde), and 2 miles more Pillau, the last of the Hassanzâde villages. Thence 2 miles to Didal (twenty houses, Chakkarâ), and on a ridge on left bank, opposite Didal, is the Darband fort, with a stiffish ascent of about 1½ mile up to it; it is an outpost of the Pakhtana people, and is occupied by Akâzdi, a minor tribe of Chakkarâ. There is cultivation about it. From Didal ½ a mile leads to Kansch (forty houses).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Pas Kâhâlgâm</strong></td>
<td>7½</td>
<td>At 2 miles above Kansch a small stream joins the Indus on left bank. At ½ mile further, Dab on right bank (Chakkarâ), opposite Jadhali on left bank, is reached. Valley continues confined, the river between these villages has a rapid current, and is crossed by rafts of inflated skins. At 2 miles more a stream known as the Ital Dara; it is 20 yards broad and 3 feet deep. Then the famous tomb of Akbûn Salar Shah is passed, and 1 mile further Kua Kâhâlgâm (300 houses), and a mile further Pas or Ber Kâhâlgâm (300 houses) are reached. They are inhabited by Akbûn Khelës.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **4. Sâmek**           | 10                | Coolies have now to be used, as the road is not fit for mules. Continue along right bank. At 1 mile pass Shayal (twenty houses, Akbûn Khelës). At 1½ mile further, Jâkûl (fifteen houses, Akbûn Khelës), then cross the Puran stream (20 feet wide, 2 feet deep), and ½ mile from crossing is Daur (thirty houses) on opposite bank (Akbûn Khelës) on a line of cultivation. Road then passes Mansur and Gunagar (sixteen houses), which gives its name to the stream (35 feet wide, 2 feet deep, with rocky bed) which joins the Indus from the north-west. (A road goes up the Gunagar stream to Chakkarâ, Puran, Ghurband, and on to Sâmek, and another road from Chakkarâ to Kana; though not good,
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ponies can be taken along these roads.) After ½ mile Maira on opposite bank is passed. Road from Pakli to Swat lies through it. After another 2½ miles cross a small stream on which are some flour-mills, and after 2¼ miles more reach Sarkul (260 houses, Akhón Khojó); it is in Pukhtana, but, as well as Gunagar, is under the influence of Chakmas; much cultivation and many cattle.

5. Shang 15 54 At ⅓ of a mile cross a small stream, and 1½ mile further on opposite bank is Takot, near which a stream from the east, which is difficult to ford, joins the Indus. Up this stream 2 miles is Kanshi; this and Takot are in Pakli; much cultivation and fruit; good grazing. (At Takot route from Ogbi and Abbottabad joins). Up the road 3 miles cross stream, and village of forty houses belonging to Chakmas (it is a fort and 800 houses, and gives its name to the surrounding country); much cultivation, flocks, and pasture. A road lies along the river, but the route taken goes over a wooded spur, and is 2 miles shorter than the river route. After 3½ miles Pass or Bala Badkhor on the crest of the spur is reached (twenty houses), distant from the river about 2½ miles. Cultivation and forest. Descending 2 miles Kus Badkhor is distant about 1 mile to the north, and after 1½ mile more the road by the river is reached. After 1½ miles cross a stream, and 2 miles more another stream, whence Shang (200 houses) is reached after 1½ mile; much cultivation. Shang is a Chakmas village.

6. Baran 18 73 Pass Buttial, 3½ miles (fifteen houses), in Kana valley; inhabitants are Pathanis. At 1½ mile more cross the Kana nadi, usually fordable, but on this occasion a raft had to be procured from Buttial. Munji or Kana (fifteen houses), distant 1½ mile from the nadi, is next met with; there is an ascent to it of about 800 yards; cross a stream after 1 mile, up which lies Lahora, 2 miles off, and 2½ further Baters, on opposite bank, is passed and Kohistan territory is entered. Pass Chakai (fifteen houses) and after 1½ mile more a stream, 15 yards wide and 2 feet deep, from the south-west is crossed, and 1 mile beyond another stream from the west, up which at 2 miles is Bankai. After 2½ miles the river Indus is reached, and is crossed by mules near Mirbat. Road since entering Kohistan difficult. Dubar nadi coming from north-west enters the Indus about 2½ miles above Mirbat. This stream, on which there is a village of that name, about 4 miles above the junction, is of good size, and runs through a well-wooded valley. Garge (10 houses), the first village in Kohistan, is reached at 3½ miles above the junction of the Dubar and the Indus; on the opposite bank is Jijal (150 houses).

7. Falls 84 804 Along left bank at ⅓ of a mile cross stream and pass Banda (five houses), and at 2½ miles further Kolai stream (60 feet broad, 3 feet deep; current rapid), and Kolai (1,000 houses) after ⅓ of a mile. Around Kolai cultivation and good grazing. After 5 miles reach Fals (1,000 houses), a considerable village, and Patain (1,200 houses) on opposite bank. Falls and Jalkot, a village higher up, are intimately connected, and can muster together 3,000 to 4,000 fighting men. Fights about grazing ground are of frequent occurrence, chiefly with the Kolai people, who receive assistance from Alai.

8. Jalkot 171 98 Continuing up left bank pass a stream at 1½ mile another at 1½ mile more, and a third on right bank at 2½ miles more; up this last lies, 4 or 5 miles off, Kaili (fifteen houses). Further on cross the Chacudar stream at 3 miles, and the Kunshur nadi (which flows from the south-east) after another 2 miles, and the Gau nadi (44 feet broad and fordable in places) after 2½ miles. The road now becomes more difficult. Pass a spring at 1½ miles, and then the nadi; and village of Jalkot on bank of Indus is reached after another 3½ miles (709 houses). The nadi is crossed by a wooden bridge, and 3 miles up it is another village called also Jalkot. There is no cultivation between Fals and Jalkot. All the lateral valleys up to Chilas are well stocked with pines, which is floated down the streams.

9. Sao 7 105 Cross to right bank of Indus by raft of skins; the river is here 600 yards broad, and after 7 miles reach Sao (500 houses).

10. Camp opposite Kandia Nadi 13 118 After 3½ miles across to left bank. Cross a stream, the Tchar, at 1½ mile, which is difficult to ford, and the Brashan nadi at 3½ miles more. Thence at 3 miles pass the Mollar nadi on opposite bank, which drains
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the Duga valley, and at 1¼ mile the Kahinga nadi; thence after 3 miles reach a point opposite the Kandia nadi on other bank.

11. BANDA-I-SAZIN   11½   129½ At 7½ miles cross the Lahtar nadi, which is the boundary between Kohistan and Shinauka, and is a fine large stream, well-wooded with pine. Beach Gaharchar nadi at 3¼ miles, and ½ mile further on Banda-I-Sazin (fifteen houses), opposite which, on the right bank, is the valley of Útar.

12. SAZIN   18½   148 At 3¼ miles cross stream (32 feet broad and 2 feet deep), which drains Shuni valley, and after 3½ miles more, the Sumar stream, opposite to which on right bank is the Shequgnah stream. Pine trees are very fine in this part. At 2½ miles from Sumar there is a very awkward bit of road called Chambai Kara along a steep scarp over the Indus. Thence 6 miles to Sazin, a well-favored village of about 200 houses (two-storied). Cultivatio, fruit, including the grape, and vegetables abundant; also a little silk is produced.

13. DUDISHAL   16   164 Route continued by right bank of Indus from opposite Sazin. After 3½ miles Shatial on opposite bank is passed, and at 5½ miles more the Darel stream joins the right bank of the Indus. Crossing the Darel by a good wooden bridge, fit for cattle, at 5½ miles pass Harban (100 houses) on left bank, which is well-to-do, and 4½ miles farther arrive at Dudishal (twenty houses), a village appertaining to Darel.

14. HODAR   23½   187½ By right bank; cross Khanhari nadi (60 feet wide, 3 feet deep) at 4½ miles; no bridge; current rapid; crossing difficult. At 5½ miles further the Thur nadi, on opposite bank, flowing from south-west, is passed. Thur village, of fifty houses, lies 2 miles up the nadi along the right bank 9½ miles by a rugged road to Hodar stream. Cross it and put up at a village 1½ mile further up.

15. CHILAS   13½   201继续 along the right bank of the Indus the road for 7 miles bad, then good for 6, and bad for a mile; thence across open ground for 3½ miles to a point opposite Chilas on left bank. Chilas has a fort and 1,200 houses; is situated on a well-cultivated plain, which is 300 feet above river, 1½ mile broad at Chilas, and about 1 mile long. The Indus, the current of which is gentle, can be crossed anywhere for a mile above or below the fort on a raft of skins. Roads lead to Chilas from all directions, but the great highway is from Kâghân through the Thak valley, and the worst road is from Bûnjî along the left bank of the Indus, which in many places is very dangerous and almost impracticable.

16. GIES   13½   214½ By right bank; cross at 2½ miles Talpan stream by wooden bridge, and pass Talpan village (fifteen houses) with many fruit trees. There is a ferry near Talpan, which the Chilas people generally cross by.

when going to Bûnjî; there is no other village in Talpan valley, and no road of any importance. At 1½ mile the Thak stream on left bank is passed, and a mile further on the road, which has thus far been good, is bad for a mile; then easy for 4½ miles and difficult for 2½ miles, when the Gies nadi, 44 feet broad and 2 feet deep, easily fordable, is reached. Gies village, of eight houses, is a mile further on.

17. DURANG   17¼   232 By right bank at 2½ miles cross Para nadi; thence 14½ miles to Darang, the road is alternately easy and difficult for spaces of 2 miles, but the last four into Darang are very difficult.

At the road along the bank of Indus is out of repair, it is best to proceed up a stream by a steep and difficult road to Gor (6½ miles, 600 houses, three forts, much cultivation, and fruit trees, pastureage and water).
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*Route No. 11—concluded.*

10. Talech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Gor proceed for 8½ miles through cultivation, then 3 miles along hill-side (covered with fine pasture), which slopes towards the Indus; then 4½ miles of descent to the Indus, the first half of which is steep and rocky, and 1 mile beyond is the junction of the Astor river on left bank and Talech (fifteen houses, much cultivation, and fruit trees), the last of the independent villages; the next village being in Kashmir territory.

20. Bunji

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By right bank; road for 4 miles easy and rideable; but difficult for more than a mile opposite Bunji, for 16 yards of which steps have to be picked on slight projections of rock with the Indus immediately below. This place is called the Jama Kara. Two miles beyond Bunji the Sai nadi joins the Indus.

---

**ROUTE No. 12.**

**Dharmsala to Srinagar (by Chamba and Badhrawk).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. FROM DHARMASALA TO SHAHPUR.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A village; supplies and water procurable; country hilly at first, afterwards level, with partial cultivation; scenery very pretty; road good, descending gradually on leaving Dharmsala, and crossing some mountain torrents, which are only difficult after heavy rain.

2. SIHANTA

| 12 | 25 |

A good sized village in the Chamba territory with a Baradari; supplies and water procurable; country tolerably level and partially cultivated; scenery very pretty; road good.

3. CHAOUCHARI

| 13 | 33 |

A good sized village, with a Baradari; supplies and water procurable; road tolerably good, occasional stony ascents and descents; pass near Tandi at 3, Iduaira at 6, and Rapir at 7½ miles.

The Nurpur road joins in here, Nurpur distant 19 miles.

There is another road from Dharmsala to Chaouchari, viz.:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shahpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaouchari</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 60½           |

4. CHAMBA (3,033 ft.)

| 14 | 82 |

A good sized place, the residences of the Raja of the district; supplies and water pentiful; encamp in a garden, where there is a good Baradari; road very difficult, passing through very pretty scenery; descend to the Ravi, then ascend to Chamba.
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Route No. 18—continued.
FROM DALHOUSSIE TO CHAMBA.

1. Khajjar (6,000 ft.) 10 A very good dak bungalow. Supplies in small quantities; water abundant, road good and always practicable for mules.

2. Chamba 7 A dak bungalow; elevation 3,633 feet. A good sized place, the residence of the rajah of the district. Supplies and water plentiful (1,000 houses, 6,000 inhabitants).

The road crosses Betri Gali and passes through the Kalatop forest, very steep descent to Chambal. This is the upper road; the lower road lies through Chil; the distance is 22 miles.

Route to Dalhousie or Kilar in Panji, see No. 10, and to Jarua in Lahoul, see No. 59.

5. Manjeri 12 64 A small village with a baradari. Supplies and water procurable; country mountainous, and for the most part uncultivated. Road good at first, afterwards stony and difficult; a steep descent of a dry hill torrent to the banks of the Shdan, a tributary of the Ravi. The stream is very rapid, but of no great width at the ferry; then ascend to Manjeri, which is situated about 3% of a mile from the top of a hill.

6. Sünd 13 76 A good sized village; supplies and water abundant; country and road as in last stage; after finishing the ascent, the path descends to the Shdan, which is crossed at Digi at 9 miles, and then continues along the riverbank to Sünd.

7. Langara (5,978 ft.) 10 86 A small Hindo village of six or seven houses, on the roofs of which tents must be pitched, there being no level ground near. No supplies; water procurable. Road tolerably good, following the windings of the Shdan; occasional stony ascents and descents.

The road lay along the right side of the valley, and usually along the hill sides at some height above the stream, to which it descended only once or twice. The valley was generally deep and more or less rocky and on the south side well wooded. Langara is about 7,600 feet high. (Thomson.)

8. Thanala 13 99 A small village at the foot of the Padri Pass. Supplies scarce; water procurable; country mountainous, with but little cultivation; road difficult; a steep ascent to the top of the pass, following the stony bed of a stream (about 9,000 feet); then a long descent to Thanala.

This village is entirely inhabited by Kashmiris, who were employed in making cannon balls. The iron is found in the neighboring hills, and smelted in small furnaces worked by hand-bellows; the shot is all sent to Jammu, to which there is a direct road via Badawar.

At first the road lay along grassy slopes, sometimes steep, sometimes rocky; at other times, where there was any extent of tolerably level ground, covered knee-deep with a rank herbage of dock, thistles, &c. It was in general at a considerable height above the bottom of the valley, which was deep and gloomy. There was plenty of fine forest, but, as usual, it was for the most part confined to the south side of the valley. After some distance the road ascended very rapidly and crossed the valley, and ascended the other side to the top of the pass, which is about 10,000 feet. The top was nearly level for some distance. The continuation of the range to the north was undulating and grassy, and the hills of very moderate elevation above the level of the pass. This pass is called the Padri Pass. The descent


## ROUTE NO. 12—concluded.

was steep down the northern side of a valley; the hill sides were bare, but on the southern side of the valley there was a fine forest. As the road approached the bottom of the valley the descent became more gentle. —(Thomson.)

9. Badrawār (5,400 ft.) 7 ... A small town and fort. Supplies and water abundant; country, a pretty valley, with rice cultivation; road good, crossing several small hill streams. Population 2,000.

Badrawār to Kishīwār, 46 miles.

AND THENCE TO SINGAHR BY ROUTE NO. 24.

### TOTAL

106

(Bates—Drew—Montgomery—and Route Book.)

## ROUTE NO. 13.

**Gilgit to Dareb (via Chonchar Pass).**

**Authorities.**—Hayward—Tanner—Barrow.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Jût (8,900 ft.)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Pass villages of Nauār and Basīn, and enter the Kergah valley. Jût is a summer pasture ground, where there are a few huts belonging to Gujarīs. The Kergah valley below Jût is destitute of vegetation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Gilgit to Jût it is very rough going, especially for the last 12 miles. At 4 miles cross the Naupār null; at 8 the Singaigah, both fordable, except in spring and early summer. At 10 miles there is a little open space, where a very small camp might be pitched. At 11 miles cross the Kergah by a bridge, practicable for unladen animals. At 15½ miles a very steep but short ascent.

2. Mazār or Māja Mazār 7 23 Road good. No habitation, but the tomb of a Salād. Country here formerly cultivated.

3. Thākānbas 7 30 Camping ground at head of Kergah valley, which above Jût is described as a beautiful Kashmir-like tract, with green sward and forests of pine. Dense willow groves line the stream. Above this tract comes a fine grass country, and then at the head of the valley, where vegetation ceases, the rugged hill-sides and the path itself are strown with piles of splintered rock.

4. Kalichūnji 7 37 At 8 miles cross the Chonchar Pass (14,000 feet) to Kalichūnji in the Khânbari valley, which is unfrequented except by hardy men. The Khânbari stream flows into the Indus near Dudristal.

5. Yahchāt or Yahchōt 11 48 At 6 miles cross the Kuli Pass into the Barigah gpen, which joins the Darel valley at Yahchōt, an enclosed village on the left bank of the Darel stream. The Kuli Pass is also called the Barigah.


The Chonchar Pass is the only one between Gilgit and Shinakā which is practicable for pack animals. It was at the head of the Kergah valley that in September 1866 a column of the
Routes in Kashmir and Ladák.

Route No. 13—concluded.

Kashmir army, returning from an expedition against Darel, was overwhelmed by a sudden and unseasonable snow-storm, in which a number of sepoys and coolies perished. Though called a pack road it is a very difficult one, and animals have frequently to be unladen.

ROUTE No. 14.
Gilgit to Gakúch.
Authority.—Barrow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Hanñil (5,150 ft.) | 7 1/2 | On leaving Gilgit, pass by a good lane for a couple of miles through orchards and cultivation. At 3 miles pass Naupdr, a small village on a spur above the road. At 2 1/2 miles cross the Kergah saala by a frail wooden bridge. Pass Basin Bala and Pain, two small villages on either side of the Kergah saala. The rest of the way the road lies close to the river, the hills closing in and forming a defile. Though stony the road is on the whole fairly good. At Hanñil the camping ground is hot and treeless, but the water from streams is excellent. The village is a small one of eight or ten houses.

2. Sharot (6,030 ft.) | 24 | 17 | Immediately on leaving camp there is a steep narrow ascent which is very trying to laden animals. In fact for the first 5 miles it is bad throughout, being a succession of steep and rocky ascents and descents. At 5 1/2 miles the road enters the bed of the river of which several channels have to be forded, the water nearly 3 feet deep, with a swift current.

On quitting this, the most difficult portion of the road commences, namely the “pari” or cliff opposite Bongd. The road now becomes as bad as it can be. At 7 miles it bifurcates; the lower path is fit only for footmen and even for them is bad, as several cornices have to be passed and ledges of rock clambered over as best one can. The upper road involves a terrible climb, but is passable by baggage animals. The last mile into Sharot is easy through cultivation; shade and water ample and good; the latter from the Sharot saala. Sharot is a prosperous village of forty houses.

3. Dalmati (5,800 ft.) | 5 1/2 | 24 | Cross the Sharot saala and at 3/4 a mile pass the village fort of Shikaiit, and at 3 1/2 mile ford the Shikaiit saala. Then over a sloping plain for a mile or so. At 2 1/2 miles the village of Gulphir. The road again crosses a level steep of cultivated ground, and at 4 miles commences to wind along the cliffs opposite Cher Kala, the chief place in Punial. Except in one or two places this “pari” is an easy one. At 5 1/2 miles pass the large fort and village of Cher Kala, which is reached by a rope bridge. Here there is a Kashmir garrison of 100 sepoys. The last half mile to camp is easy. Dalmati is a large open plain on the banks of the Dalnat stream. Water excellent. Forage and firewood plentiful.

4. Singoul (6,300 ft.) | 8 1/2 | 32 | Pass the two or three houses which form the hamlet of Dalmati, and at 3/4 mile cross the rapid Dalnat stream by a bridge 30 feet long by 4 feet broad. Opposite the mouth of this stream is the small village of Hamchil. The road now crosses a stony plain for a mile or so; it then ascends a spur and winds along the hill-sides. At 4 miles pass Tapoke on the opposite bank, a hamlet of a dozen houses; at 5 miles the road again descends to low ground and passes through the fields surrounding Gich (ten houses). On leaving Gich there are two paths, the one by the river a very difficult foot-path, the other practicable for laden animals, but very rocky and involving an ascent of a thousand feet.
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Route No. 14—concluded.

At 6½ miles descend into the valley. The remainder of the march is quite easy. Singul, a village with fort surrounded by gardens. Water and shade excellent. Forage procurable.

5. GAKΣCH (7,200 ft.) 8 40 Cross the Singul torrent by a bridge 3 feet wide. Road quite easy over level ground as far as Gulnati, a hamlet of twenty houses, 3 miles from Singal, opposite which is Bhugar (twenty-five houses). After passing through Gulkot the road continues fairly easy for a couple of miles, the ground on the opposite bank being cultivated almost continuously. At 5 miles pass Gürjar (twenty houses); shortly after this the road ascends several hundred feet to the plateau on which Gakdch is situated. The last 2 miles are level and easy partly through cultivation. Gakdch, a large village with fort, containing about 800 inhabitants. Water-plentiful; supplies procurable. The surrounding hills are quite bare, but the immediate neighbourhood of Gakdch is cultivated.

Note on road from Gilgit to Koshan.

The valley through which the road passes is a narrow defile bounded by arid and rocky mountains. In places fans of alluvial soil are formed at the mouth of streams. These are occupied by villages, and are as a rule well cultivated and covered with a profusion of fruit trees, chiefly apricot, apple, and walnut. The rest of the country is entirely devoid of vegetation. Supplies, forage, and even firewood are consequently only obtainable in moderate quantities.

The road throughout is a stony narrow path, in places very bad, particularly where spurs project towards the river, forming cliffs locally known as paras. At such places two paths usually exist; a lower one cut along the face of the cliff, which is fit only for men on foot and is in many places dangerous even for them, very especially where projecting knobs of rock have to be passed; and an upper one, which avoids the cliff by climbing up a thousand feet or so and crowning the shoulder of the spur. This upper path is supposed to be practicable for laden mules. It is however, most difficult, and really only fit for coolie traffic. With laden mules or ponies accidents must occur.

We did the distance (40 miles) from Gilgit to Gakdch in five marches, and though these stages appear short, I do not see how they could be altered, as the road is very difficult. Three miles from Gilgit the valley narrows and becomes more or less of a defile the rest of the way. Imagine the Khaibar Pass between Lala Beg and Alf Masjid, with a foaming river 80 yards wide rushing down it, and you have some idea of the Punjal. There are half a dozen places where a few hundred men might stop an army. (Barrow).

ROUTE No. 15.

GILGIT TO HUNZA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pilchā (5,000 ft.)</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>Cross the Gilgit river opposite the fort by a rope-bridge. Horses can ford the river in winter. Along the left bank of the river for 2½ miles, then up the right bank of the Hunza river. On the opposite bank at the junction is Dainyār, a fort village with fifty houses. Here there is a rope-bridge across the Hunza river. The road to Pilchā is good throughout. Pilchā is a sandy waste near the river. Water and firewood only obtainable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nomal (5,200 ft.)</td>
<td>8 14½</td>
<td>In winter road fairly good throughout, as it lies in the bed of the river, but in summer a path winding along the cliffs, which is not so good, has to be taken. At 6 miles pass Jutal (twelve houses) on opposite bank. Nomal is a scattered village of about ninety houses, with a wretched mud fort garrisoned by a detachment of Kashmir troops. From Nomal a footpath leads to Bargar. Supplies procurable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. Saffid Pani (5,500 ft.) 8 224 At a mile from camp cross the river by a rope-bridge; horses ford. From 1 to 2 miles pass through the deserted fields of Matum Dass (7), of which the fort is still standing. Cross a deep ravine. The rest of the road is easy. Saffid Pani is a barren open space opposite Gwich, which commands it. There is, however, a splendid supply of the best spring-water and plenty of firewood. The road so far is quite practicable for laden animals, except at the fords. The summer road from Nosal is along the right bank to Gwich, and is very difficult.

4. Chalt (6,120 ft.) 6 234 At ½ mile cross to right bank by a rope-bridge; horses ford. At 1½ mile a bad but short pari, very difficult for horses; men on foot can go along the base of the cliffs. At 2½ miles there is another short pari, which is extremely difficult and quite impracticable for horses, which must be swum round. In summer this bit of the road is quite impassable, and men on foot have to take a path going high up the hill-side; horses cannot go at all. The rest of the road is easy, except that in one place an avalanche of snow, which falls every year, has to be crossed. Chalt is a double fort, standing on the two banks of the Chaprot ravine, and is garrisoned by a detachment of Kashmiri troops, though otherwise Nagár territory. Supplies and firewood procurable. Water plentiful. The place contains about 50 houses.

5. Mayún (6,650 ft.) 7½ 36 Cross the Chaprot ravine on leaving camp, and at 1½ miles ford the Budlas stream down its left bank for a mile, then ford the Hunza river. At 3 miles cross again to right bank by fording. Just beyond this there is a bad pari; horses must be led over carefully. Road now in river bed for 1 mile, then over gently sloping, but rock-strewn ground, then another pari, and then the fields of Mayún. Cross a deep ravine and camp close to the fort (80 houses), which stands on a promontory 300 feet above the river. Opposite, on the Nagár side, is the fort of Silt. Supplies procurable. In summer the first mile after the Budlas ravine is almost impracticable, as the river is unfordable, and the only path is most dangerous, even for experienced mountaineers.

6. Hins (7,000 ft.) 6½ 48 The first four or five miles are a succession of difficult paris, the road often not a foot wide and quite impracticable for laden animals, though horses may be brought by it with care. The next 2 miles are over a stony undulating plateau and then the fields of Hins, a large village (150 houses) with two forts. Water plentiful, but muddy. Supplies obtainable. At ½ mile pass Tel, at 2½ Gulmat, at 6 Pisan, all villages on the Nagár side.

7. Alahabad (7,150 ft.) 7½ 50 After the first ½ mile, which lies through fields, the road runs along the face of a cliff for about 4 miles, being several hundred feet above the river, with many ups and downs, in places very narrow and difficult for ponies; the next mile is over a stony slope, but otherwise easy. At 5 miles Matamábád, a poor looking place with a couple of forts; no trees to speak of. At 5½ miles the Hunza valley comes in view. Cross the deep, broad Hunza ravine (in summer unfordable) by a bridge or by fording, and at 6½ miles reach the plateau of Hunmabad, the first of the Hunza villages. There is only one path to it, up the cliffs which bound Hunm, and this is guarded by a fortified post. Through fields the rest of the way. Alahabad is a large fort with about 100 houses. Excellent encamping ground, the best in the valley. The Hunza fort is about 3½ miles further on, the road lying the whole way through terraced fields; supplies procurable.
## ROUTE No. 16.
### Gilgit to Imit (by Cherkala).

**Authority.—Biddulph.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Gilgit to Cherkala.</strong></td>
<td>23 ½</td>
<td>Vide Route No. 1d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Bubah.</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37 ¼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Junction of Ishkumán and Yasan rivers (6,600 ft.).</strong></td>
<td>7 ¼</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Chatorkand.</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Imit (8,400 ft.).</strong></td>
<td>14 ½</td>
<td>72 ¼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.—Elsewhere Biddulph makes it 15 miles to Bubah, and 9 miles instead of 7½ to the next stage. The route through Imit by the Karumbar or Ishkumán Pass has now been closed by physical obstacles for many years.*

## ROUTE No. 17.
### Gilgit to Kashmir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bakhipura to Kash- mir.</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>______</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## ROUTE No. 18.
### Gilgit to Nagār.

**Authorities.**—Hayward—Biddulph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Jītul</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>At 5 miles from Gilgit cross by rope-bridge to the village of Dainyur, at junction of Hunza river. Continue up left bank of Hunza river to village of Jitul or Jahitul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Nīlt</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cross the Shaltar Pass over a spur running down from the lofty Rakī Fūshi peak. Road difficult. The first Nagār fort is at Nīlt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Piran</td>
<td>8†</td>
<td>At 1 mile pass village of Thol, beyond which, at 2 miles, is enclosed village of Gulmat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Askūrdas</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>At 5 miles pass enclosed village of Askūrdas; village and fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Nagār</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>At 2 miles pass enclosed village of Swayar. Nagār is a large village and fort, occupied by the Mir. The Nagār territory contains some 8,000 houses, and musters about 1,600 fighting men.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biddulph describes this route thus: From Gilgit to Chellat, same as in route No. 21 (Routes in Eastern Hindū Kush). Cross there by twig-bridge to left bank. For 20 miles below Nagār the villages are almost continuous, more ground is available for cultivation than on the Hunza side. Population about 10,000—less warlike than the Kaujitis, and better behaved. The fort and Mir's house is on the south side of a stream from the south-west, which joins the main river nearly opposite the centre of Hunza. The part of the district facing Hunza is divided into four divisions with forts, e.g., Swayar, Askūrdas, Chittorkun, Swayar. The river separating the two States flows between perpendicular banks 300 feet high and 600 feet wide at top, which can only be ascended in a few carefully guarded places. A twig bridge opposite fort Haidarahibd is also carefully guarded. A constant feud exists between Hunza and Nagār. Every village has one or two well-kept forts (mud brick walls, 15 feet high, with square towers at every 20 yards), capable of holding all the neighbouring inhabitants.

---

### Route No. 18(a).
### Gilgit to Nagār.

**Authority.**—Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Starting from the Agency bungalow, 5 furlongs away the road crosses the Gilgit river by a rope bridge 600 feet long, and for 1 mile and 2 furlongs further the road runs through a plain. 3 miles and 6 furlongs from Gilgit, and 1 mile from the road, the Hunza river joins the Gilgit river. On the left bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of the Hunza stands the fort of Denier (Dainýr). The road under description runs along the right bank of the Hunza river; 7½ miles from Gilgit it approaches the bed of the river, the ground being strewn with large rocks. The width of the stream is about 400 feet, 5 feet deep, banks of 2 feet, rapid current; so this distance the road is easy and the valley open, for 5½ mile further the road runs along the edge of the river and is rough and difficult for progress. 9½ miles from Gilgit the road runs along the old course of the river, and 1½ mile further again follows the edge of the river, ½ mile further the banks are 30 feet in height and well wooded. 11½ miles from Gilgit the road leaves the stream and enters a plain, and 4 mile beyond ascends 100 feet and is then rough and rugged. 14 miles from Gilgit another plain is entered, and half a mile beyond the road again is rough and difficult. 16 miles and 6 furlongs from Gilgit a spring of clear and good water is met with, called Chichie; the stream is here 300 feet broad, 6 feet deep, 30 feet banks on the right, and 2 feet banks on the left; rapid current. 16 miles from Gilgit another rope bridge crosses the Hunza river, length 200 feet; a road leads from the bridge to Jotdal village; ½ mile further the road ascends 600 feet, the ascent being rough and difficult; the road is bad for ½ mile further, but then enters a cultivated plain. 18 miles and 2 furlongs from Gilgit the village of Nomal is situated, 100 houses, detached from one another. The village contains a number of mulberry, apricot, and willow trees, affording shelter for about 4,000 men; supplies scarce. 18 miles 6 furlongs from Gilgit the old fort of Nomal is situated; it is of masonry and 500 feet square; the walls are in good preservation, but it is deserted.

**Nomal (New Fort),** 5,700 feet. 19 4 10 4 From here the road enters Nagar territory. This fort is 600 feet square, and garrisoned by 300 men; it contains 3 guns. One mile beyond the fort the road crosses the Nomal stream by a rope bridge 30 feet long, and for 2½ miles there is a steep and rugged ascent of 1,000 feet; the road then descends the same height. 4 miles and 2 furlongs the road again strikes the stream (Hunza) and for one furlong runs alongside and then ascends. The ascent is steep and difficult. 5 miles and 6 furlongs the road again touches the stream, the banks of which are 100 feet high. For 6 furlongs the road is easy, but again ascends the hill and is very bad to Guach.

**Guach** 9 4 29 0 This is a deserted village situated on the right bank of the Hunza river, the encampment ground being 200 feet below the village, in a plain 300 yards long and 200 yards broad; wood, grass and other supplies are not procurable. 2 furlongs from here the road crosses by a ford the Guach stream, the banks of which are 20 feet high. At 1 mile and 2 furlongs ascends the bank of the Hunza river and is easy for 4 mile, but then ascends 100 feet: this ascent is very difficult. 3 miles from Guach the valley narrows to a defile 300 feet broad. The bed of the stream is very rocky, the water 5 feet deep, and the current very rapid. 4½ miles from Guach the road becomes very bad, being cut out of the face of a cliff; this part is quite impassable for horses or any animal, men having to steady themselves by posts let into the rock. It is called Salchar Part. The road then descends and follows the bank of the stream for a distance of 2 miles, when it ascends a bank of 60 feet, and then enters a cultivated plain which leads to the village of Chalt or Chaltar.

**Chalt or Chaltar,** 6,160 feet. 30 4 37 0 This village is situated on the Chaprol stream, a fort being on either bank. Wood, grass, and provisions not procurable. The forts are garrisoned by 30 sepoyos belonging to the Nagar raja. The road, leaving the fort ascends a low hill, and at 2 miles crosses the Hunza river by a rope bridge 400 feet long. 3½ miles from Chalt the road ascends a steep spur, 800 feet high; the ascent is steep and difficult; on the crest of the spur the road passes through a defile. The road then descends 800 feet, the descent steep and bad; the height of the crest above sea level is 7,000 feet. 6 miles and 1 furlong from Chalt the road enters a level plain, and 1 mile 2 furlongs further strikes the stream, the banks of which are 80 feet in height. 7 miles and 6 furlongs from Chalt the road becomes steep and rugged, and then crosses a stream whose banks are 200 feet in height. 9 miles from Chalt the road enters cultivation, and 11 miles from the same point Nilt fort is situated, and also a village of the same name, containing 80 houses. 11 miles and 3 furlongs the road crosses a stream, 40 feet wide, by a wooden bridge. The road passes close under the walls of Nilt fort and from the fort to the bridge descends 800 feet, the fort being placed on a high bank. From the bridge the road ascends 400 feet, the crest of the rise being protected by a single wall. 13 miles from Chalt is the fort of Thol, containing 70 houses; ornamental fruit trees are here. One furlong from this the road crosses the stream by a wooden bridge 60 feet long. The banks of this stream are 400 feet in height. The road from the bridge enters a well-cultivated plain, covered with fruit trees, which leads to the village of Gulmut.
GULMAT. 15 0 82 0 There is a fort here containing eighty houses, and sixty houses are built outside the walls. This village contains a well-known Asrat around which are a number of fine plane trees. No provisions or supplies to be had. Height above sea level, 6,600 feet.

One mile from here the road crosses a stream by a wooden bridge, height of banks 30 feet; and 2 furlongs beyond the village of Yal is situated. From here, for the distance of a mile, the road runs along the banks of the stream, and 3 miles 2 furlongs from Gulmat crosses it by a wooden bridge. On this stream there are two flour mills. 3 miles and 3 furlongs beyond Gulmat, to the left of the road, and on the banks of the Hunshe river stands the fort of Pishar, on a bank 400 feet from the water. The fort contains 100 houses. At this fort is a good polo ground. One mile from here the road crosses a stream by a wooden bridge, 60 feet long and 6 feet broad. 5 miles from Gulmat, on the left of the road, is the village of Misian, of 100 houses; 3½ furlongs farther the road leaves the plain and crosses a small dry stream with banks of 200 feet, the passage of the stream being protected by a wall and gate. From this the road runs along the foot of the hills and is good for the distance of 1½ mile. 7½ miles from Gulmat, on the right of the road and on a high bank of 200 feet, stands the village of Missaehar, consisting of 200 houses. 8 miles from Gulmat the road crosses the Daulad stream, on which is situated the village of the same name, 300 feet above the level of the stream and containing 120 houses. 9½ miles from Gulmat the road passes by the village of Tusot, ten houses. From the stream to this village the road ascends 200 feet, and runs along a small stream for the distance of 2 miles, the ascent in this distance being 1,400 feet to the village of Phikar.

PHIKAR. 10 4 62 4 There is a fort here; the place contains 200 houses, 150 being within the walls. Supplies in small quantities to be had. ½ a mile from here the road descends, and 1½ miles from Phikar, on the left of the road, the village is the village of Hukarchar, of forty houses. From here the road runs along the slope of the hill, on the right the hill is high and steep and on the left the stream flows 1,000 feet below the road. The road here is bad owing to the frequent landslips. 3 miles and 1 furlong from Phikar is the village of Sidhrayr, of sixty houses; the road through this village has a wall on either side. 4½ miles from Phikar is the village and fort of Askordas, containing 140 houses and a good polo ground. 6 miles from Phikar, on the left of the road, and ½ mile distant, is the fort and village of Kasheen. 6 miles and 6 furlongs from Phikar the road crosses a stream by a wooden bridge; on the stream is the village of Sundir, 140 houses and 4 flour mills, also sixty houses without the walls. 2½ miles from this village, to the north, the Nagar river joins the Hunshe river 7 miles and 1 furlong from Phikar; the hill side is covered with poplars, the Nagar river flowing 500 feet below. 7 miles and 7 furlongs from Phikar the road crosses a dry stream with banks of 50 feet; a canal runs along the road. 8 miles from Phikar the road is good, but beyond becomes rugged and bad. 10½ miles from Phikar, on the road side a reservoir for water has been constructed. 11 miles and 2 furlongs the road enters the cultivation and orchards of Nagar.

NAGAR. 13 6 75 2 This is a walled town of 1,000 houses and about 4,000 inhabitants. It is situated on a hill 600 feet above the water level of the Nagar river, on whose left bank it stands. Below the south wall of the town is a large tank, 300 feet long, 150 feet broad; and 6 feet deep; this tank is supplied with water by a canal. There is also a spring of good water 1 furlong south-east of the town; here 1,000 men could encamp. The fort contains 1 large gun and 2 cannon pieces. Wood and fuel are very scarce, but provisions and other supplies can be had.

ROUTE No. 19.

GILGIT TO SKARDO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description, &amp;c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16½  Veda Route No. 62. Skarod to Gilgit.
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ROUTE No. 20.

GUJRAT TO SRINAGAR BY BARANGALI, THE CHOTA GALLI PASS, AND KACHGUL RIVER, AND ALSO BY BARANGALI, THE CHOTA GILL PASS AND SANG SAFID RIVER.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>See Route No. 21.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) — *Vid* KACHGUL RIVER.

From Barangali the path ascends the long spur which trends down from the Panjād range from the neighbourhood of the Tatakāti mountain; it keeps near or along the summit of the ridge, whence it descends slightly to the encamping ground at Hilloh.

10. HILLOH — 10 0 118 0 No supplies, but good grazing for cattle. A sort of furze-bush procurable for fuel; encamping ground good; near stream; at an elevation of about 12,000 feet, and not commandable by any hills that could be occupied.

11. CAMP ON KACHGUL RIVER — 12 0 130 0 The ascent from Hilloh to the summit of the Choti Galli Pass (elevation 14,090 feet) is gradual, and very easy for laden animals. On the eastern side of the pass masses of congelated snow lie throughout the year, but it is generally easy to cross. From here there are two roads; both are easy, but that by the Kachgul river seems to be the best; it joins the path from the Chitta Pani Pass, which lies just to the south-east of the Choti Galli Pass. The other road follows the Sang Safid river. The route by the Kachgul river leads to the right along the edge of the snow by a small lake, crossing an almost imperceptible ridge (the watershed between the Kachgul and Sang Safid rivers), connecting the main range on the right with a high rugged parallel ridge on the left, into the head of the Kachgul river. The path is very easy, and clear of all obstacles, running down the grassy bank of the river for some distance to the camping ground by the river side. (There is a road by the Pali Bels, which is equally good; if taken, the ground above Sangarwini is the most suitable for encamping. Fuel, grass, and water are abundant, and the ground is smooth and good. The road then runs down a tributary of the Kachgul, which it crosses near some shepherds’ houses, about 2 miles above its confluence with that river, and along a very low sloping hill, leaving Pali Bels a short distance on the right, and crossing the Kachgul under Pakapura. Road level and easy for laden animals, running almost the entire distance through pine forest; distance about 12 miles.)

Wood and water abundant, and grazing excellent. Encamping ground clear and open. Large flocks of sheep are pastured about here in summer, and guides may be found.

12. PAKAPURA — 11 0 141 0 Road continues down to the left bank of the Kachgul for about 3 miles; after leaving camp it enters forest, which continues almost the entire march; road practicable for ponies; here and there fine trees which have been blown down by the wind lie across the path, but as the hills are round, low and sloping, they are generally passed without much difficulty. Pakapura is a good village on high open ground.

Grass and food procurable; water from irrigation canal. Ground for encamping obtainable.
# Routes in Kashmir and Ladak

## Route No. 20—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13. Khanpur Sahai</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Road lies over open undulating country to Chrar, a good-sized place, with bazaar; thence to Khanpur Sahai (where it meets the Pir Panjji Route, see No. 21); it lies over a barren karewa full of ravines. There is also a road to Ramd from Pakapura.


It is believed that this is one of the most accessible entrances into Kashmir; the road is not commanded in any single place by hills which could be occupied; the first stage is from native information, the remainder from personal observation; it is asserted that this route is practicable throughout for laden animals.—*Allgood.*

---

### (2) — *Fid Sang Safid River.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. To Hilloh (as above)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>From the east side of the Choti Gali Pass the path runs straight on down the level grassy bank of the Sang Safid river to the encamping ground, on an undulating grassy spot, just above where the forest commences. There are a few shepherds' huts in the neighbourhood. In summer it might be necessary to ford the river higher up. On the eastern side of this part of the Panjali range the whole of the upper slopes are round and undulating, covered with rich pastureage; the lower slopes are similar in shape, but are clothed with dense pine forests, amid which here and there are small open grassy glades. In the recesses of these forests Gdjaras construct temporary habitations, in which they reside in summer, while pasturing their cattle on the rich grass. The higher open slopes are frequented by shepherds, in every direction, until the frosts of autumn destroy the grass and gradually drive them down. No supplies, except grass and fuel; water from Sang Safid river. Camping ground open and grassy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Ludur Marg</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 12. Gojipatri | 9 | 138 |

Road enters the pine forest soon after the last encamping ground, and runs down the right bank of the river (which is known by the name of Sang Safid high up, and here as the Ddhh Ganga), until it turns off opposite Gojipatri, and crosses the ridge looking down on it. There is another road which continues down the Ddhh Ganga.

Gojipatri has a famous ziarat; the houses are scattered here and there; the hills above the place are covered with fruit trees, hazels, and jungle. Soon after the commencement of this march, the road is joined by the path from PANCH, which crosses the Panjali range by the Sang Safid Pass; it is not a good path, but is said to be practicable for laden animals. No supplies; grass plentiful, and green Indian-corn in summer. Water and water abundant.

| 13. Nagam | 9 | 147 |

A low spur of wooded hill is crossed before descending to HOPRH; the path then leads down a small stream to its confluence with the Ddhh Ganga, where it turns to the right, along the edge of the karewa to Nagam, a village which gives its name to the district. Road easy.

Supplies of grain might probably be obtained here; grass may be found by the streams.

Good encamping ground on the high land above the village.

| 14. Srinagar | 11 | 158 |

At Watchor the road meets the Pir Panjali Route—*(See Route No. 21.)*

| TOTAL | | |

| Bates—Montgomery—Allgood. |
# ROUTE No. 21.  
**Gujrat to Srinagar (by Bhimbar and the Pin Panjal).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Daolatnagar</td>
<td>12 0</td>
<td>Country level, open, and fairly cultivated; road unmetalled, but fair; pass Harbaspur at 4, and cross the nala at 6½ miles; after heavy rain this nala is impassable. Daolatnagar a village. Supplies and water procurable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The road from Sialkot vih Julalpur debouches here.—(See Route No. 53.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Kotla</td>
<td>8 20</td>
<td>Country and road as in last stage; pass Busdrug war at 2½, and Kakrali at 7 miles. Kotla a small town. Supplies and water abundant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bhimbar</td>
<td>43 28 4</td>
<td>Country undulating; road very fair; the nales are difficult after heavy rain; leave the Gujrat district about half-way; the road here crosses the north-east end of the Pubhi hills. Bhimbar is a small town situated at the foot of the low hills. Supplies and water abundant; two bungalows for travellers a little to south-east of the town. Population 6,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43 28 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Saidabad</td>
<td>15 43 4</td>
<td>Leaving town, road crosses stream, which is about 30 yards wide, and usually fordable, but subject to freshets; passes through fields, crossing and re-crossing stream; it then lies up narrow valley, which is traversed by a small stream to the foot of the Addidak. The ascent is about 2½ miles. No baradiri or accommodation of any kind, and very little shade. At 2 p.m. on 28th April the thermometer stood at 95° in the shade. Supplies may be procured in small quantities with great difficulty, but fine fish from the Jan may be had in abundance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Saidabad there is also a route to Mirpur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Naosherra</td>
<td>12 56 0</td>
<td>Koh-i-Roti to Kotli might easily be made in one march. The road is easy, with the exception of one or two places, and they are not difficult. There is a good brick house on the high bank of the Katir river. There is also a wretched baradiri, usually occupied by European travellers. Supplies are plentiful. Road leads along banks of stream which has to be forded several times, then winds through fields which are intersected here and there by low grassy ridges, and then conducts to foot of Kaman Goshi range, which is about 5 miles from Saidabad. The ascent is about a mile, mostly over smooth, bare, and slate-coloured rocks; there are a few huts on the summit; the descent is much longer; road generally smooth, but now and then rough and rather steep; pine and other trees are numerous. Path is then pretty level for about 4 miles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

494
to Naoshera, a stone-built town situated in open plain above right bank of Tawi river. A bungalow for travellers in the Baoli Bagh; a large orchard about a mile short of the town. Supplies and water abundant.

A road from Jamū and Akur debouches here.

6. Changas Sarai 13 4

Road lies the whole way along the valley of the Tawi, which is usually not more than a mile wide, bounded on both sides by low wooded hills. There are two paths; the lower and shorter follows the bed of the river; it is very rough, and only fit for walking; upper or pony road passes mostly along the right bank of the river, crossing about ten low spurs of rough slaty rocks.

Changas is a small and scattered village upon a table-land above the right bank of the Tawi. An old sarai and a bungalow about 4 mile from village, overlooking river. Supplies scarce; water procurable. Space for encamping limited.

7. Rajacari or Ramgarh 14 0

The road is easy, continuing up the valley of the Tawi; there are two paths, a lower or footpath, and an upper or pony road. The latter passes along the right bank of the river and crosses the Moradpdr. The usual road crosses the Tawi by a ford about 3 of a mile below Rajacari, but if the river is very high, it is necessary to continue on the right bank up to the town, which is called Ramgarh. It is a partly walled town situated at the foot of a low range of hills overlooking the Tawi, whose bed is here exceedingly rough, and during the rains often impassable for several hours. There is a bungalow on the left bank of the river immediately opposite the town. Supplies and water abundant. A bridge might be thrown across the Tawi, below Rajacari, without much difficulty.

From Rajacari there is another route to Aliabbad Sarai by the Darhal Pass and Nandan Sar Lake.

1. To Darhal

Miles
12 A large village; encamping ground apparently good.
Darhal is called 7 ksa, and is probably 12 miles from Rajacari. The road lies up the valley of the Darhal stream, and is represented as being good and easy for laden animals throughout.

2. Beloch

7 No supplies; fuel must be cut a mile back; excellent grazing; water in abundance; and any amount of good encamping ground.
The road is at first level; it then commences to ascend in a north-easterly direction, and afterwards bends to the south-east; the ascent is about two miles, the latter part being the steepest. Beloch consists of three or four shepherds' huts. The mountains here are long, smooth and sloping, and covered with magnificent pasturage in summer. There is an easy road from Beloch into the Hupri valley by the Bhag Sar; it is a short march.

3. Aliabbad Sarai

12 An easy, sloping ascent up a smooth, grassy hill to the Nil Sar, where there is an opening in the spur; from thence the ascent to the water-shed of the Panjal is almost imperceptible, and the road is carried through a natural opening in the range near the head of the Nandan Sar. The lake is a fine, clear blue sheet of water. The spur to the east of the lake is steep and precipitous, but on the west, where the road runs, it is sloping. Down the Luddi river to Aliabbad Sarai is all easy. The elevation of the northern Darhal Pass is 13,080 feet. There is a practicable pony road from the neighbourhood of the Nandan Sar to the summit of the Pir Panjal Pass, joining the Mastan road about half-way. It goes under the name of the Ram Nar road. There is also a practicable pony road from the Nandan Sar to Hupri. Supplies scarce.

This is the old Mogul road, before that by the Pir Panjal was made. In the above route, the first stage to the top of the ascent above Darhal is from native information; the rest of the road was traversed by Captain Allgood, who states that he considers it the easiest.
of all the passes leading into Kashmir with which he is acquainted. It should not be attempted until about the first week in June.—(Allgood.)

A pony can be ridden by this route.—(Drew.)

From Rájaorí there is a route via Swána, which joins the Naoshera-Kotli road at Koíreta. A road from Jamú and Aknur debouches here.

8. Thána Mándi | 14 0 | 97½ | If the encamping ground is on the right bank of the Tawi near the town, the river must be forded about a mile north of Rájaorí; if on the left bank, opposite the town, the road continues up the valley of the Tawi; both river and valley become gradually narrower, but the hills on each side are more lofty; a wide stream with a rough bed has to be forded about a mile from Rájaorí; the village and old saráí of Fatehpúr are about a mile further on, and near Líra Basoli, about four miles beyond the path leaves the river, approaching it again near the old saráí within a few hundred yards of Thána Mándi, a small town or bazaár situated on the left bank of the Tawi at the mouth of the valley in which the river rises. Supplies procurable, water abundant; encamping ground small; there is a bungalow situated on the hill side above the right bank of the stream, overlooking the Mándi.

9. Baramgáli | 10½ | 108 0 | The first half of this march is a continuous but tolerably easy ascent, mostly through open forest; the other a similar but more gradual descent through thick forest. About a mile from Thána Mándi the Póorch road branches off to the west, and from this point to the small village of Ajanábád, high up to the east, the incipient Tawi has to be forded several times. There are several nouts on the summit of the Rattan Pír, which is distant about five miles from Thána Mándi, and has an elevation of 8,200 feet. Just before reaching Baramgáli, the Purnoi stream, an impetuous torrent, has to be crossed by a wooden bridge. Baramgáli is a small village in the territory of the Póorch rája; it is surrounded by lofty mountains, and is situated on a small elevated ridge between the Purnoi and Sdrán streams. On the opposite bank of the latter river there is an old stone fort, with loopholed walls, which commands the ridge, which would be difficult to turn. Supplies scarce; water abundant; accommodation may be obtained in a small square mud saráí. In winter the snow lies very deep at Baramgáli.

From near Baramgáli the roads leading into Kashmir by the Mastán Pass (12,790 feet) and the Chótí Gali Pass (14,090 feet) diverge; the former pass crosses the Panjúr range to the south of the Pír Panjúr; the latter to the north. Both these roads are practicable for laden cattle, and though more elevated than the Pír Panjúr, have the advantage of running along the summit of the ridges, and are nowhere commanded in approaching the passes. From Baramgáli there is a road to Póorch, which follows the course of the Sdrán; it is said to be quite practicable for ponies.—(See Route No. 22.)

10. Poshíana | 8 0 | 116 0 | Road lies up a narrow, deep defile, which is traversed by the Chitta Páni or Sdrán river; after a gentle ascent it descends to the bed of the stream, which, during the rains, is a rapid torrent; it then continues for about five miles, mostly along its rocky bed, but crossing and re-crossing it by rough wooden bridges about thirty times; about a mile from Poshíana it makes a steep ascent above the right bank of the stream, and passes up to the little village, inhabited by Kashmiris, which is situated about half-way up the steep grassy side of the lofty mountains. Supplies scarce; water procurable. There is no bungalow, and the only place available for pitching tents is on the flat tops of the houses.

The road leading into Kashmir by the Chitta Páni Pass (14,540 feet) diverges to the north from Poshíana. It is not open until early in June, and is impracticable for laden animals. It lies up the valley of the Chitta Páni and joins the Chótí Gali path beyond the pass. By this road the most convenient encamping ground is near the bed of the stream at Chitta Páni (a small waterfall so named on account of the white appearance of the water) at the commencement of the ascent; fuel is procurable. From Chitta Páni there is a shepherds' path to Aliabád Saráí, but the ascent is steep and difficult; from the summit the descent to Aliabád Saráí is remarkably easy, perfectly open, and in no way commanded.
For the first mile and a half the road is easy, lying along the side of the mountain; it then descends to the Ranthakki, a small open space on the bank of the river, available as an encamping ground; it then crosses the Chitta Pani for the last time, and leads to the Nilana valley, at the upper end of which the ascent of the Pir begins. Chedikand is a stone hut on the north side of the road, just after entering the Nilana; and Raniakand is another, about an hour's walk further on. When clear of snow the ascent, though steep, is easy enough, as the road is good and carried up by zig-zags. On the summit of the pass there are a few huts and an octagonal tower of no strength, built of stone and loop-holed. The top of the pass is about six miles distant from Peshiâna; its elevation is 11,400 feet, and it may be reached in about three hours: it is a fine grassy plateau, about half a mile wide, with a gradual slope down to the Aliaábâd Saráî, which is about five miles distant over a very easy road. The saráî is one of the usual Mogul buildings, standing above on the mountain side, and is buried in snow for more than half the year. Supplies scarce; water and wood procurable.

The Pir Panjáî Pass is generally closed by the falls of snow which occur in November and opens again in April or May, according to the season. The ascent of the pass from the west in the face of a determined enemy would be a matter of great difficulty, as it might be defended from base to summit. In the time of Ranjit Singh, elephants more than once carried guns over the Pir Panjáî Pass. The path from Bèjaôrî, which crosses the Panjáî range by the Darhal Pass, rejoins the main road at Aliaábâd Saráî.

The roads from Bèjaôrî via the Nandán Sar and the Darhal Pass debouch here.

Road continues down the valley, which gradually widens—at first it is undulating, sometimes steep and rather rough—on the left bank of the roaring torrent, which flows several hundred feet below. The walled portion of the road, about 2 miles from the saráî, is called Lal Ghulâm; it is built out from the almost perpendicular side of the mountain overlooking a deep precipice. Zujnâr is a watch tower about a mile further on; Shahkot is an old fort situated at the edge of the plateau, on the right bank of the river, and commanding the entrance to the valley of the Rupri stream; just after passing it, the path descends to the Sukhsari, an old building on the left bank of the Rembiâra. Dilâjî is an encamping ground on the left bank of the river, about 3 miles from Hirpûra; neither coolies nor supplies are procurable, but there is good grazing for cattle, and an abundance of water. From Dilâjî there is a direct path to Brinagar, which lies over the range, and through the pine forest to Pakapûra; it is practicable for laden animals. There is also a path to Shupian through the forest along the ridge above the left bank of the Rembiâra, which is also practicable for cattle, but the main road crosses to the right bank of the river (which is not fordable) by a wooden bridge, and lies through the thick pine forest by the bank of the stream to Hirpûra, which is a small and scattered village situated in the middle of the valley, here about half a mile wide. Some accommodation may be obtained in the old Mogul saráî, situated at the southern end of the village. Supplies and water procurable, and ample space for encamping.

Road level and smooth along the right bank of the Rembiâra; valley gradually widens and debouches into the plain of Kasbhir before reaching Shupian, which is the longest town on this side of the valley, and the commercial depot for the Panjáî. Supplies and water abundant. Two bungalows, and an ample space for encamping.

The routes via Bűdil and Guldîpar Passes debouch here (see Routes Nos. 50 and 55.) Islaâmahâd, which lies due east, may be reached in two marches. From Shupian a route goes to Barâmûtâ via Chwar and Gulsary.

Road lies over low irrigated lands to the Rembiâra, which flows in several streams, some of which are bridged. The bed is about 1/4 of a mile wide, covered with boulders; about 2 miles further on the road crosses the Manpânâ, a similar but smaller stream; it then runs along the foot of low hills which slope down to it to Shahjhelbing, an old sarâî about 7 miles from Shupian. About 2 miles further on it descends to the Ramchél river, which has a
The road is tolerably smooth and level throughout; at 2½ miles it ascends the table-land; at Khungur, 6 miles, there is an old sarai. Wahtor is a considerable village with fine chinar trees about 5 miles further on; thence to Srinagar the road is a made one, about 12 feet wide, through a poplar avenue on the right bank of the Dudda Ganga, passing the Ram Bagh sarai and the temple containing the ashes of the late Maharaja Gulab Singh. The road enters Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, at the south-east corner of the city close to the Sher Garhi.—(Allgood—Inc.—See Route No. 44, Mori to Srinagar.)

The road is passable for laden ponies, though in some places difficult for them. Open or 7 months.—(Drew.)

(Bates—Montgomery—Drew, &c.—Route Book.)

ROUTE No. 22.

GUJRAT TO SRINAGAR (BY RÁJAORÍ, PÚNCH AND HÁJÍ PĪR PASS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mediate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUJRAT TO THÁNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 MARCHES</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>97 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 SÉRAN</td>
<td>16 0</td>
<td>113 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About a mile beyond Thána Mandi the Panjáb road turns off to the west from that leading into Kashmir by the Pír Panjáí Pass, and winding up the side of the hills on the left, it leaves the Thána valley by a gap on the top of the ridge. After a slight descent, it ascends and leads through the forest to the Rattan Pír Pass, which is about 6 miles from Thána; the descent on the north side of the pass is easy; the road leads down a deep and very narrow gully, the sides of which are covered with dense forest, and the lower two-thirds are traversed by a small stream which has to be forded about half a dozen times. The gully opens into the valley of the Sérán river, which is here about 150 yards wide, and bounded on each side by rather lofty and usually sloping hills, covered with thick forest on the north, and with grass on the southern sides. Just after entering the valley the river has to be forded, and about 4 mile further on is the village of Bihaij, situated on the side of the hill above the right bank of the river about 3 miles from the Rattan Pír Pass. From Bihaij the road continues along the Sérán valley all the way, and is generally level and tolerably smooth; the first 4 miles are along the right bank of the river, and the path ascends the bank here and there when the river is high. About 3 miles from Sérán it crosses the stream by a ford, and thence continues along its left bank. Sérán is a
small village and contains a thana, in which a small garrison is usually quartered. Supplies scarce, water procurable. There is a travellers' bungalow a few hundred yards beyond it. Baramghal on the Fir Tarjil route is distant 15 miles south-east of Sûran, by the direct road.

From Sûran there is a route via Firozpur Pass to Gulkarg, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To Mandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gaski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Barhatah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gulkarg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**: 52

10. Pûnch (3,300 ft.) | 127½  |

Road continues along the Sûran valley; it crosses the river by a ford just opposite the village, and thence passes the whole way along its right bank. The first 5 or 6 miles lie over level turf covered with low jungle; the remaining 8 through corn and rice-fields. Several springs may be seen on the road side; about half-way the Mandi stream, which flows from the north-ea., has to be forded. The path leading into Kashmir by the Firozpur, Zemir, Tosha Maidan, Chur Gali, Mirpur, and Sang Safid Passes lie up the valley of this stream. Pûnch is a small town situated in the valley on the right bank of the Pûnch Tawi, just above the junction of the Bîtarh. Supplies abundant. There is a travellers' bungalow situated under a table-land near the left bank of the Bîtarh, about a mile beyond the town.

From Pûnch, Srinagar may be reached via Firozpur Pass by the route described above. (See Sûran.)

This is a very direct and much frequented route; islen cookies can go easily in six days from Srinagar to Pûnch. The pass is generally open from May to December, and it is sometimes crossed as late as February in favorable weather. (Montgomerie.)

See also Route No. 20.

11. Kaulata | 136½ |

Road turns to the north and passes up the valley of the Bîtarh, which is bounded by lofty well-wooded hills, and averages less than 3 mile in width, narrowing gradually towards its upper end. The path at first ascends, and after leading for 1½ mile through fields, again descends to the river and crosses a branch of it by a ford. After passing along its sandy bed for 1½ mile, it again crosses the stream by a ford, and re-ascends the left bank by a short but rather rough path, and leads to the village of Daigwar, which is about 2 miles further on, and about 4 miles from Pûnch. A little beyond it, opposite Chota Daigwar, the path again descends to the river, and continues nearly on a level with it for about 4 miles, crossing and re-crossing it by fords about four or five times. About 1½ mile from Kaulata it leaves the river, and ascends its right bank for about 300 feet, and thence continues with one intervening dip to the village. Kaulata is a small village situated at the foot of the range of hills about 250 feet above the right bank of the Bîtarh. There is a travellers' bungalow below the village. Supplies and water procurable.
12. Aligarh. 8 144 1/2
Road lies chiefly up along and narrow valley, which leads to the foot of the Haji Pir. It passes by an easy ascent up to the summit of the spur which projects from the hills a few hundred yards beyond the village, and then turns to the left and winds along the mountain side, where it is sometimes narrowed by the rocks on either side, and shortly descends to the rocky bed of a stream, which has to be forded. This stream is about 3 miles from Kahota and it flows into the Bitarh. The remainder of the road, which is occasionally very rough and sometimes steep, continues along its left bank all the way. On approaching Aligarh the valley becomes much narrower, and the stream diminishes, but the hills increase in height, their slopes being covered with forest, especially on the west side. The Haji Pir range closes the upper end of the valley, and the path leading over it may be seen from a considerable distance winding up its naked side. Aligarh is a small village built upon the side of the hill; supplies and coolies are scarce; there is a small bungalow for travellers, and adjoining it are the ruins of an old sarafi.

13. Haidarabad. 7 161 1/2
In this march the road makes an ascent of about 3 or 4 miles on one side of the mountain, and a similar descent on the other. The ascent commences about 1/2 mile from Aligarh, and is tolerably smooth, but rather steep in places. There is a stone hut on the top. The summit of the Haji Pir ridge has an elevation of 8,500 feet; it is covered with grass, and is tolerably level for about 2 miles; path then descends, becoming rougher and steeper as it proceeds; in some parts it is merely a passage between the hard rocks. About a mile from the top and 20 yards from the east side of the road, there is a spring. The path continues through dense forests all the way down to the bottom, where a mountain torrent, which flows along a deep gorge on the left, has to be forded a few hundred yards from Haidarabad. This is a very small village in Kashmir territory. Supplies of food and coolies are very uncertain. There are two bungalows close to the village.

14. Usf. 10 161 1/2
Road continues along the side of the valley on the left bank of the Shah Kahota stream the whole way. On leaving Haidarabad there is a gradual ascent for about a mile, then a gentle descent of about 300 feet to ford a mountain stream; then an ascent on the other side to a piece which is tolerably level for about 1/2 mile; a long and steep descent then commences, which is often very rough and sometimes narrow, leading to the level of the river, about 3 miles from Haidarabad (near the bottom is a waterfall); after a few hundred yards the path again ascends to the left, and after several ups and downs, which though short are steep and rough, it leads to the village of Talawari, about 3 miles from Haidarabad; thence the road is tolerably smooth and level for about 3 miles; it then ascends by a very steep, rough, and narrow path for about another 3 miles, and then descends again by a similar road; after a tolerably easy 1/2 mile a mountain stream is reached which has to be forded; thence the road passes chiefly through fields, and finally joins the road from Marr, near Usf. A suspension bridge across the Jhelum, a village with small fort; supplies and water procurable.

16. Naushera. 14 175 1/2
16. Barakula. 9 184 1/2
17. Patan. 14 198 1/2
18. Srinagar. 17
Total

See Route No. 44.

The route from Rajouri to Srinagar by way of Poonch involves a considerable detour, but is used at such times as the Pir Panjal road is closed by snow; it is traversed by laden cattle throughout, and that part of the road between Rajouri and Poonch is practicable for camels.

(Montgomery—Inc.)
Is freer from snow than the route via Pir Panjil, and therefore open for traffic earlier

(Drew—page 160)

(Bates—Montgomery—Drew—Inc.)
## ROUTE No. 23.

**Gurais to Astor (via Búrzil Pass).**

*Authority:*—Manifold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Barola</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mapanar</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Búrzil Dákh House (12,000 ft.)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dákh House on north side of Pass</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Dáskaram (10,500 feet)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Nāgām</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Astor (7,840 ft.)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ROUTE No. 24.

**Gurdaspur to Srinagar (by Pathankot, Basolli, Badawár, Kishtwár, and the Marsal Pass).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dinanagar</td>
<td>7 4</td>
<td>7 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Route No. 24—continued.

<p>| | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>Jaiko Lahri</em></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A village; supplies procurable after notice; water plentiful; encamping ground swampy; country and road as in last stage; cross the canal at 2, pass Parmanund at 4½, and Khanwan at 6½ miles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <em>Pathankot</em></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A large town with an old fort situated at the foot of the hills; a sarai for Europeans; supplies and water plentiful; encamping ground good; country and road as above; cross canal at 4½ miles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>From <em>Pathankot</em> there is a route to <em>Chamba</em>, viz., —</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. To Shahpūr</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A small town; supplies must be collected; water plentiful; road hilly and stony.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Phungota</td>
<td>11½</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supplies and coolies procurable; road practicable for laden mules the whole way, but during the rains the streams between Phungota and Sindhara are impassable; the road between these places is bad and stony. <em>Chamba</em> territory entered at 6 miles from Phungota.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sindhara</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Batri</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>½</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A few houses; supplies must be collected; water procurable; road practicable for laden mules.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chamba</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td>And from <em>Pathankot</em> there is a route to <em>Jamū</em>, viz., —</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To Kuthia</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Jaarcota</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Aleg</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Samba</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ismā'ilpur</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Jamū</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 (<em>Hügel</em>).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Miles.

| 4. *Madhopūr* | 6 | 6 | 31 | 0 | A large place on left bank of the Ravi; supplies and water plentiful; country level, open, and well-cultivated; road unmetalled, but good. |
| 5. *Thain Fort* | 15 | 0 | 46 | 0 | A large village; supplies procurable after due notice; water plentiful; road very fair; cross Ravi by ferry. |
| 6. *Basaoli* | 12 | 0 | 58 | 0 | An important town in the province of Jamū, situated on the right bank of the Ravi, one-long march or two ordinary marches, south west of Dalhousie, and 9 marches, or about 95 miles, north-east of Amritsar, by way of Gurdaspūr, *Pathankot*, and *Madhopūr*, crossing the river |
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by ferry below Thain fort. The ferry at Basauli is frequently impracticable when the river is in flood.

Supplies and water abundant; encamp at a tank near the fort; road fair and fit for camels.

There are three strong places in Basauli, which are all situated towards the north-east end of the town, viz., an old fort now used as a treasury, the palace, and the fort of Devi Kala, built on the site of an old Hindu temple.

The old fort, which is situated close to the town, is perched on the top of a limestone cone which rises to a height of about 75 feet from the surrounding plain; it is a small masonry building, about 60 feet square, with a bastion at each corner and a dry well in the middle of the enclosure. The walls are cracked and rotten, and it has no armourment, being used only as a treasury.

The palace, which stands a little to the north, on the other side of a large tank, is an old square building contained by very high walls which seem fast decaying. It is at present occupied as a residence by the widowed rani of Kalian Pal, rajah of Belaur.

The Devi Kala is a masonry building, seemingly in good repair. It occupies the crest of the ridge, which runs almost parallel to the town on the north-east, at the distance of about half a mile, rising to a height of about 300 feet above the level of the town. The sides of the ridge are steep and abrupt, and covered with scrub jungle; the fort occupies the highest point of the crest just before it drops down into the Ravi.

There is a path which leads up to the fort from the direction of the palace, which must be very steep; it could, however, be easily approached from the north-west along the ridge.

The form of the work appears to be an irregular square, with demi-bastions at intervals, and a large bastion at the south-east corner, facing the town and river; the walls, which are loop-holed, seem to be about 40 feet high. The fort is said to be armed with three guns, with a garrison of about fifty men, and to have a spring just outside the walls in addition to the usual tank inside. This fort is also sometimes used as a prison.

From Basauli it is two easy marches to Dalhousie.

7. Pöö — 13 0    71 0

Leaving Basauli, the path crosses the low bare ridges to the north-west, and passes through the scattered village of Rain, whence the path ascends the Burmah ridge by a steep paved road and descends to the Jiniri stream (a torrent which dries in summer); path crosses the bed of the main stream and follows up a branch for some little way; it then ascends gradually by paved road to the scattered hamlet of Samin; the path, which is here unmade but level, lies through the fields to the northernmost portion of the village, which is called Jasrota, whence it slopes down the side of the hill to the Chil, a torrent of clear cold water about 2 feet deep and 20 broad, which is crossed by stepping stones; the track is here not well defined, and the path is rough and stony; it follows the course of the stream for some way, then ascends the hill by a somewhat steep, paved path to small village of Lar, and continues ascent of hill by paved path, which is steep in places, then descends a short way to small scattered village of Jinri (a bauli of cool, clear water with shady trees by wayside); it then passes through the fields, and is tolerably smooth and level, crosses dry bed of torrent and ascends some little distance to the small village of Pöö, situated at the foot of the higher range of hills. Supplies are with difficulty obtainable, and in the dry season water must be brought from some distance. Level space for encamping limited.

(Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 15 m.)

The descent to the Chil stream and path up its bank is very rough and difficult for cattle; ponies should be sent round from Jasrota through the village of Dodla to the east, rejoining the regular path at Inrali; this detour adds about two miles to the march; this path is also rough, but not so difficult as at places on the regular track. From Pöö there is said to be a path leading directly to Dalhousie which crosses the Ravi near the village of Salo (by a rope-bridge when in flood?); the distance may be 15 miles.
Leaving Pák, the path, which is at first rather steep and ill-defined, ascends the spur immediately in front, and is then tolerably level along the side of the hill to a rill of water near some huts called Kot. (On the other side of the valley, which is drained by the Chil stream, are some scattered habitations with patches of cultivation, comprising the villages of Bekker, Silo, and Kuchín.)

Leaving the Kot stream, the road, which is now paved, is steep, passing one or two bad places to a fine clear stream; another is passed a short distance further on, and also a dholi, before reaching the top of the Banjil Gali. The hill is quite bare, except near the top, where the path is shaded by forest of oak and rhododendron. The summit is smooth and level; on it is a small wooden temple called the Issur Nag, embellished with some rough carvings; it is well shaded, and forms a convenient resting place; water is procurable at some little distance from the road. On each side of the pass rise high hills; that to the right (east) is called Chirrion, that on the left (west) Rámratchan.

Leaving Banjil Gali, the path, which is unmade and very steep, descends the side of the hill through forest to the Sat Sur; the first of these streams is reached in about 25 minutes from the summit. After passing the streams the path emerges from the forest and creeps along the bare side of the precipitous mountain, descending gradually to a hut, where water is procurable. This part of the road is rough and stony, and in places very narrow and dangerous for cattle; ponies must be sent round from the summit of the Banjil Gali by the Dibbro path, rejoining the main path at this dharmasala. Leaking the dharmasala, the path makes a steep descent by a paved road to a small stream, soon after passing which the direct footpath leaves the paved road and drops down to the bed of the Siowa, and after keeping for a short distance along the right bank, it crosses the river by a temporary wooden bridge below the village of Sertal. The bridge, which is of the famgari description, consists of two spans of about 30 feet and 12 feet respectively. During the melting of the snows, the Siowa is a deep and impetuous torrent, and is not fordable at this spot, but fords are said to exist above and below the bridge. (This portion of the road is impassable for cattle, which must be sent round by the upper road through the village of Beakan, crossing the Kadi stream by a bridge and keeping along the right bank of the Siowa, rejoining the main path by the bridge at Bani). Leaving the river, the path ascends the valley through the fields of Sertal, which extend a considerable distance; it then drops down towards the stream, and keeping along the side of the hill above, it descends to its banks at Bani, which is a small village situated in the narrow valley. Some supplies are procurable, and there is ample space and shade for encamping below the bridge on the bank of the Siowa.

(Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 10 m.)

Leaving Bani, path rises through the fields to the small village of Sind; it then continues along the side of the hill making a steep descent to the Bolak stream, which is crossed by a substantial timber bridge, having a span of about 45 feet; it then ascends the hill side, and passes hamlet of Buddin and on to Asu; path then drops down to the Siowa and is stony and rough, crossing the Baire stream (fordable) by a temporary bridge, and passes through the fields to the hamlet of Drabbi, leaving which it follows the left bank of the Siowa, crossing the river at the village of Ekail by a bridge of three timbers without balustrades, having a span of about 70 feet. Leaving Ekail, path makes short and steep ascent to the village of Chandal, and again descends to the right bank of the Siowa, and is rough and stony in places; it crosses the Saon stream, and a little further on another and smaller stream, and makes a short and deep ascent to the sloping fields below Louang. (Ponies cannot traverse the direct path between Bani and Louang, but must cross to the right bank of the Siowa by the Bani bridge and proceed over the hill by way of Bansegur and Dár.)

Leaving Louang, the path is smooth and level to Kurwa Sarkari Bagh, where there are a few houses and some cultivation; it then descends and crosses a branch of the Siowa by a planked timber bridge, about 5 feet wide and 75 feet span; path then turns up the hill to the east, making a short, steep ascent to the village of Chuhli (six houses), and continues along above right bank of the stream until it meets a spur jutting out towards the east, which narrows the valley to a rocky gorge, through which the Siowa rushes; the path climbs the
face of this spur, and is steep but not very rough; the top is reached in half an hour, and about ten minutes further on a stream; path then slopes down side of hill to bank of Siowā, where it becomes rough and stony, with one or two difficult places; it then debouches from the defile on to the Sertal Marg, an open grassy down enclosed by pine-clad mountains; the marg stretches north-west and south-east, and is about 2 miles long, with an average breadth of about half a mile, widening towards the northern extremity; a few Gūjarās huts are scattered about. The Siowā stream flows through the plain, receiving numerous rills from the mountains. The usual encamping ground is by a Gūjarās hut near some trees towards the north end of the valley. During the summer months there is generally a bāndā’s shop here, where a precarious supply of grain in very small quantities may be obtained. This is a somewhat long march, but is not very difficult, and the scenery of the latter half at least is wild and grand. Ponies can follow the main path from Loang without much difficulty. This march can be conveniently divided by stopping at Loang, where supplies may be obtained.

(Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 50 m.)

10. Bādwarār . 13 0 | 107 0 Leaving the camping ground, the path rises gradually through the grassy marg and pine forest; it is nowhere steep, and a pony may be ridden; numerous patches of snow are crossed (22nd May), and the top is reached about 4 miles from camp. The summit of the pass is a narrow ridge between lofty mountains, the Ṣānbāi to the east and the Kuplās to the west; to the north there is a fine view of the snowy range. The descent on the north side is steeper than the ascent; the path follows the snowy bed of a stream, and crosses the Shaṁa nādi (fordable) by the trunk of a tree; here there is a long hut for the convenience of travellers; the path then descends gradually through a marshy glen to the Ḍalūnī stream, which is crossed by a substantial timber bridge, about 4 feet wide and 50 feet span; it then passes through a patch of cultivation, and on above the right bank of the stream to the small village of Ḍālūnī, leaving which it continues to descend above the right bank of the Ḍalūnī, passing the Nalī bridge, which crosses the stream below the village, after which it leaves the bank of the river and turns down through the fields to the village of Sartangal. Here the Ḍalūnī stream has to be crossed below the village; there is now no bridge, but foot passengers can cross by a series of planks; ponies must continue down the right bank of the stream to the village of Menda, where there is a bridge. Having crossed the stream below Sartangal, the path follows the west side of a wide cultivated valley barn of trees, and passes the village of Sangīlī and continues through the fields to Bādwarār.

A small town and fort. Supplies and water plentiful.

(Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 25 m.)

The town is commanded from the west by a fort standing on a hill about 300 feet high; it is a large square building, with bastions at each corner, chiefly built of large blocks of slate clay, that hardens by long exposure to the sun and air; it is found in the vicinity; the walls are loopholed for musketry, and the fort is said to mount four guns, and to have a garrison of fifty men. The position is commanded by superior heights within easy range from the south and west.

At Bādwarār the route to Srinagar via Brāi Bal Pass branches off. A route from Chamba also debouches at Bādwarār.

11. Jaonga . 17 0 | 124 0 A small village; supplies scarce; water procurable; country mountainous, with beautiful scenery; road very fair; cross over a small hill on leaving Bādwarār to the village of Chintur; then along ascent of a hill along the ridge of which the road runs for a considerable distance.

A similar descent on other side. Road by Siwardhar in summer; another by Jagud.

12. Jomīrī . 14 0 | 128 0 A small village; supplies scarce; water procurable; country at first well wooded, afterwards bare hills, with the Chenāb flowing below; road difficult in places; nullah bridged.

13. Kīhtwār . 15 0 | 153 0 A small town and fort situated on an elevated plateau near the confluence of the Chenāb and Maru Wardaṇ rivers. Supplies of all sorts plentiful. The plain in which the town is
Routes in Kashmir and Ladān.

Route No. 2d—continued.

situatèd (5,300 feet) is about 4 miles from north to south and 2 miles across; it is undulating. Everywhere cultivated and dotted with villages; it is bounded on the north and east by mountains, and on the west by a deep ravine, the eastern bank of which is formed by lofty rocky mountains. A ravine bounds the plateau on the south. The town is dirty and dilapidated, has a bazaar and shops, and about 200 houses. The old fort is manned by about 30 sepoyas. The inhabitants are more than half Kashmiris, the rest Hindus. Climate warmer than Bedawar, less rain and snow-fall. The road from Joshni difficult and in places narrow, following windings of Chenab.

At Kishwâr there is a route up the Maru Wardwân valley to Petgâm and Inshin (Route No. 52), and a road from Simla via the Rotang Pass, Tandi, Kilar, and Guldâgarh debouches here.

| 14. Moğhal Maidân | 16 0 | 169 0 | A small village; cooies and supplies obtainable; road difficult in places; on leaving Kishwâr there is a stiff descent down a paved way for about half a mile to the Chenab, which runs here in a deep, narrow channel between high perpendicular rocks; it is crossed by a swinging rope-bridge. The remains of an old wooden bridge are visible. One mile further on the Maru Wardwân is crossed by a similar bridge; the road thence proceeds along its right bank for about a mile, and then ascends another stream for about 4 miles, making at length a steep descent to camp. Laden coolies can cross the bridges, but not ponies or mules.
| 15. Singhpûr | 16 0 | 185 0 | There are about eight houses here, but no supplies can be depended upon; water plentiful; country well wooded; road very fair for foot passengers, but difficult for laden animals.
| 16. Wûnkingî | 16 0 | 201 0 | A few huts under the pass; supplies scarce; water procurable; country mountainous; famous pasture land but no cultivation; a steep pull up to the top of the Marbal Pass (11,570 feet) (5 miles from Singhpûr), with a similar descent on the other side. Snow lies on the pass till very late in the season.
| 17. Wangam | 0 9 | 210 0 | A village; supplies scarce; water plentiful; country tolerably level; road very fair. Pass Lower at 4 miles and Gohoou at 7 miles, then cross two streams.
| 18. Islamabad | 17 0 | 227 0 | A good-sized town; supplies and water abundant; country level, open, and well-cultivated; road good; cross the first nala at Bidur at 3, Sagem at 5; the second nala at 3½; the third at 7; the fourth at 9; the fifth at 10; the sixth at 12. Here the Shâhâbât road joins in; the Jhelum is crossed at Islamabad; some of the streams are difficult after heavy rain. Islamabad is situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, which is here about 50 yards wide, and runs with a gentle current; it is navigable as far as Baramula, the north-west end of the valley (see Route No. 37). Hence to Petgâm (Route No. 59), to Aurnâth (Route No. 36), to Joshin (Route No. 26), to Sârâ (Route No. 73), to Surphur (Route No. 74).

| 19. Jântipûr | 17 0 | 244 0 | See Route No. 52.
| 20. Sinâgân | 18 0 | | This part of the journey is generally performed by boat.

The route by the Marbal Pass is more generally called Singhpûr; the descent on the Kashmir side is very good from the top of the ridge, and laden ponies could with ease be taken down it; but on the Kishwâr side the ascent is very difficult for cattle. But very few ponies are taken by this route, as the only way of getting them across the Maru Wardwân and Chandra Bhâga rivers is by swimming, and both are at all seasons very difficult rivers to cross in this manner, specially the Maru Wardwân; when in flood it would be an impossibl-
lity. The Marbal Pass is generally closed about the end of October, and remains so until about the end of January. Fuel is obtainable at the top of the pass, but no water.—(Bates—Montgomery—Allgood.)

ROUTE NO. 25.

GURDASPUR TO SRINAGAR (BY PATHANKOT, BASAOLI, BADRAWAR, AND THE BRAHIAL PASS.)

Also by the Peristan Valley and Nandmarg Pass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GURDASPUR TO BADRAWAR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11. KALLAN | 11 0 | 118 0 | Leaving Badrawar the path lies down the open valley, which is everywhere terraced into fields, strown with huge boulders; the cultivation extends up the slopes on the west side of the valley, but to the east the mountains are for the most part rocky and precipitous. The path crosses the Hayl stream (fordable) at the village of Kotli. (Below Kotli there is a bridge across the Nerdi river, which is traversed by the road leading to Khistwar); a little further on the Komeri stream is crossed by a wooden bridge at the village of Udrama; the banks are steep; the road then lies through the village of Gata (Nerdi bridge below the village), and then crosses a small stream below the village of Saran, and passing a temple on the banks of the Nerdi, crosses the Karoti Kud (fordable) by a bridge, just beyond which on the roadside there is a bati shaded by a chinar tree; the path then dips down once or twice to the banks of the Nerdi, and crosses a small stream by bridge or ford just below the village of Dranga (bridge over the Nerdi); it then continues along the left bank of the river, passing under the village of Chouda and on to Nicta, and then to the hamlet of Sare (the most direct road between Badrawar and Doda is said to cross the river at this point; a large tree serves the purpose of a bridge); the path then rises to Kollan, which is situated on the top of the spur above the left bank of the Nerdi near the junction of the Bin Kad. Supplies procurable; water scarce; that for drinking must be brought from the Bin Kad stream, which flows at some distance below the village.

A small baradari and space for encamping. (Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 50 m.)

| 12. DODA | 12 0 | 150 0 | Leaving Kollan, path descends through fields to the Bin Kad, which is crossed by a wooden bridge about 4 feet wide and 45 feet span, and continues to descend through fields to the small village of Ilaha, soon after leaving which the path strikes the side of the hill above the Nerdi and follows along the left bank, passing Berdari, to the small village of Malna, from which it descends to the bank of the river (Berard bridge); it shortly passes the village of Porad, and rises up along the steep bank of the river to Nall Basgri; here and there the ascent is rough; soon after leaving this village the road bifurcates, the left branch leading to the village of Kollan, and along the left bank of the Chandra Bhaga, the path to the right descends the hill to the rope suspension bridge which crosses the Chandra Bhaga. (The passage of the bridge occupies some little time.) The ascent from the river to the fort, which
is situated at the edge of the plateau, is rather steep; there is a becoli and a chunar tree near the top. The small town of Doda lies about 500 yards beyond the fort.

The usual encamping ground is in the Sarkari Bagh, a well-shaded garden just to the west of the fort. Supplies and water abundant. It is advisable to have coolies for the baggage in waiting on the right bank of the river; the stage is understood to be from Kallan to the left bank of the river, and much time is saved by making this arrangement. Ponies cannot be conveyed across the Chandra Bhaga, and must be sent round by the Ramband bridge and into Kashmir by the Banihal Pass.

(Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 35 m.)

From Doda there are two routes to Ramband, See Route No. 52.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kos.</th>
<th>1. To Kasht Ghar</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross the Lider Khol by (kadal) bridge at Ganiki.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Chachata</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A village of fifteen houses (Hindu).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Rajgarh</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A village of ten houses (Hindus).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Jat Gali</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A village of four houses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Ramband</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A village on the right bank of the Chandra Bhaga, lying on the high road between Jammu and Kashmir, by the Banihal Pass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Marches : Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the upper and longer road, but is kept in repair and is said to be easier than the lower road.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kos.</th>
<th>1. To Mandol</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross the Lider Khol by (kadal) bridge at Ganiki.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Kunddi</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A village of ten houses (Hindus).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Ramband</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge over the Chandra Bhaga.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Marches : Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the lower road following the bank of the Chandra Bhaga; though shorter, it is said to be much rougher and more difficult than the upper road.—[From native information.]

13. Bagu | 8 | Leaving the camping ground in the Sarkari Bagh, the road passes up through the bazar and turns to the west, rising along the steep side of a bare hill and crossing a rill called the Nali. Mari, continues to rise along the side of the hill, passes below the village of Phorwan, on to the Krule Pani, a small stream fringed with trees; it then passes through the hamlet of Nashila, soon after which the path crosses the Koteri Gad, a small stream, and lies up a rough stony ascent to the village of Shibi. After passing Shibi, the path is either level or a gentle descent; it crosses a landlip to the village of Manthan, and passes between the villages of Kanal to the east and Ladian to the west, on to Matmal and through Zagan, just beyond which is a spring of water; the path then descends to the village of Bagu. Supplies and water procurable; space for encamping limited.

(Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 35 m.)
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14. Gay 9 147 | Leaving Bagu, the path, which lies up the valley of the Lidar Khol, descends through the field and passes above the village of Karoti (beneath which the Lidar Khol is bridged); from this point two paths may be taken; the lower one, following the bank of the stream, is easier but longer (it rejoins just beyond the village of Punnir); following the upper and most direct path, it passes through a patch of holly jungle down to a stream which is crossed by a rough bridge and over one or two difficult places to the village of Punnir; the valley now narrows considerably, the road passes on to Kâi (four houses, Hindus), and then crosses two small streams; the path then rises, crossing a stream in a ravine fringed with trees; path continues to climb the bare side of the hill, and crossing a small stream enters the village of Beydn (three houses, Hindus), leaving which it continues to ascend the side of the hill, passing down to a ravine and crossing a stream (difficult when in flood) passes above Bimmum; path continues to rise crossing two small streams, and passes through the fields to Manzami, leaving which it follows the side of a grassy hill, and is almost level, or with slight fall; it then descends through cedar and pine forest to the eastern branch of the Lidar Khol, and follows the left bank, which is almost level, to the village of Gay, where there is a wooden bridge.

There is grass and shade for encamping on the left bank of the river, just above the bridge. Some supplies are obtainable.

(Time occupied in walking, 4h. 25 m.)

16. From Gay to Choa (2 marches) 20 167 From Gay the direct road into Kashmir lies over the Brari Bal Pass; the distance to the village of Choa, in the Shahabad valley, is about 20 miles, divided into two stages. The following particulars are from native information:

From Gay, steep ascent to the village of Lagmar, on the top of the ridge, 1 kos; Lagmar along the ridge to village of Borkan, 1 kos.

Borkan to Saponi (some shepherds’ huts and trees), 3 kos.

Saponi to Murchial (trees on both sides of path), 4 kos.

Murchial ascends to Poshamuttu, ½ kos (a spring to the right of path).

Poshamuttu to Langbuz, 1 kos.

Langbuz to Kali Panchal, 2 ½ kos, rough ascent.

Kali Panchal to Brari Bal (a pool), 1 kos of rough road. (From Brari Bal to Harpat Talao in the Brinj pargana is 6 kos.)

Brari Bal to Takributton, zig-zag ascent, 1 kos.

Takributton ascent to Gurnaji, 1 kos.

Gurnaji to Guggan (shepherds’ huts and pool), 3½ kos ascent.

Guggan to Pantar (a stream), 1 kos, ascent.

Pantar to Choa village, 3 kos.

17. Vehnag 9 176 See below.

21. Shingar (four marches) 62 See Route No. 44.

Total 228

Early in the season, before the Brari Bal pass becomes practicable, it is necessary to take the following route by the Peristan valley and Nandmarg pass, involving a considerable detour:

15. From Gay to Kounda Camp 8 147 Leaving the camping ground on the left bank of the stream, the road lies over the bridge through the village of Gay, climbing the face of the hill by a steep zig-zag path; on gaining the top, the village of Lagmar is passed to the west, and the path turns north along the top
of the ridge, and leaving the path leading towards Borkan and the Brari Dal pass, drops down the side of the hill towards the north-west, passing by the fields of Judddie (one house) and through cedar forest; on reaching the stream (the middle of the three principal head waters of the Lidar Khool) it is crossed by a fallen tree below the fields of Sarsu (one house), and the path turns south-west, and after a short ascent keeps along the side of a grassy hill, and is mostly level, crossing a stream before reaching the village of Gameri (four houses); it then passes on to Zurtund (three houses), leaving which it crosses a small stream; the path then makes a short ascent over a spur, and having crossed two inferior ridges, passes through the fields to Malan, just beyond which, on the road side, is a baati and shady cedar forest. Between Lagmar and Malan there is said to be a more direct path than that here described, but rougher and steeper. The path then crosses the spur, taking the right hand road (the left is said to lead to Potan, one house), and descends to the village of Kounda (five shepherds' huts and some cultivation), and crosses the three streams called Kound (one of the head waters of the Lidar Khool), just at their junction, and following the western branch passes through the forest to some cattle-sheds, just beyond which will be found the most convenient spot for encamping. Fuel and water abundant; no supplies.

(Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 10 m.).

16. Sembutti. 8 163 Leaving Kounda camp the path follows the bed of the torrent by its left bank in a westerly direction for a short distance; it then crosses and ascends the side of the hill through forest towards south, and shortly drops down again to the bed of the stream, now (3ist May) covered with snow; the ascent up this drift is very steep and slippery. On nearing the top the path again turns towards the south, until the summit of the Hindjan Dhar Pass is reached. This pass is open from about the beginning of April until the end of November. The top is narrow, rocky, and bare of trees. It affords an extended view, especially in an easterly direction, embracing the lofty peaks of the Brama mountains on the borders of Zankar. (From the top of the Hindjan Dhar Pass there is said to be a path to Bamband, which may be reached in two ordinary marches, halting midway at the small village of Ganhot.) After crossing the pass, the path follows the ridge in a westerly direction, and then drops down over numerous patches of snow to north-west, passing some shepherds' huts and entering the forest, through which it descends rapidly, but is not very steep until it reaches the stream below, which is crossed to the right bank, and when in flood it is rather a difficult operation crossing by means of drift trees; continues for a short distance down the bed of the torrent, and then crosses to the left bank by a small (tangeri) bridge; it is then almost level through the forest, rounding the spur; the village of Chamthan is passed above the opposite bank; the path then descends and debouches from the forest at the village of Chuli, and passes down through the fields to the Peristan stream, which is crossed by a (kudal) bridge; a little higher up the stream there is a ford by which some distance may be saved; at the spot where the bridge crosses the stream the banks are high, especially that on the right hand.

The ascent to the village of Sembutti is rather steep. There is no encamping ground near the village, but a place may be found in the bed of the ravine below the west side of the village; it is, however, confined, and wants shade. Some few supplies may be obtained; water from torrent.

(Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 10 m.).

17. Basu 7 170 Leaving the camp in bed of torrent, path makes steep ascent due west through the hamlet of Hidlan to small village of Peristan, which is on the crest of the spur, whence it turns north, following the ridge for some distance, making a very gradual ascent, and turning the crest of the bare rocky hill by its west side; the path becomes almost level, making a short ascent to cross the spur below the Gujar village of Tagali, which is just above the north-east; it then makes a short, steep descent through a cedar forest, crossing a rill in which there is sometimes water, and continuing in a westerly direction along the bare side of the hill, the path being almost level; it then crosses the hill top and descends through the forest in a north-westly direction, and is mostly steep and slippery until it crosses a small stream at
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its junction with the Sanderi or Pogal nadi; it then crosses the latter stream by ford to the right bank below the village of Malligam; path then ascends above right bank of stream and is in places steep and rocky; the valley here becomes very narrow, both sides being more or less clothed with forest; it then reaches a Gujar’s hut and clearing called Basu or Borson, situated on the bank of the Machun Sar, a stream which is said to flow from a tarn on the mountain to the north-west; the stream is crossed by a bridge, and just above its left bank is a limited space available for pitching a tent. Water and fuel abundant; no supplies.

(Time occupied in walking, 3 h. 10 m.)

18. Choan . 12 0 | Leaving Basu, the path lies above the right bank of the stream along the side of the bare hill; the ascent is at first gradual, but afterwards gets steeper as it climbs a spur covered with stunted trees; the last part of the ascent is up the bare and rocky face of the hill. The top of the Nandmarsh Pass is level for the distance of 300 or 400 yards, and has higher elevations on either side. Leaving the summit, the path descends, the face of the hill, and along the top of a bare ridge, and is not at first steep; it then enters the forest and continues descending the spur, which becomes very steep until reaching the junction of the two streams which drain its either side; crossing these streams, the path follows above the right bank, and again enters the forest from which it had emerged on reaching the streams. The descent is now gradual, but in places rough and stony; the path then follows sometimes the right bank and sometimes the left bank of the stream, passing one or two shepherds’ huts. It then rounds the spur and proceeds in a north-westerly direction above the left bank of the Sandran (this part of the road is smooth and level), to the small Gujar village of Hingpur, which spreads itself for a considerable distance on both sides of the river, which is spanned in places by temporary bridges. Path crosses one of these below Hingpur, and continues along the right bank of the river; after leaving Hingpur the valley becomes very narrow, opening out again on reaching Choan, where the road by the Bureal Bal Pass is rejoined.

The village extends for a considerable distance; the usual camping ground is at the north-west extremity on the bank of the stream. Supplies scarce. This is a fatiguing stage, and, until late in the season, much snow has to be crossed.

(Time occupied in walking, 5 h. 30 m.)

19. Vernag . 9 0 | Leaving Choan, path is smooth and almost level, with slight descent, lying through the rice-fields on the banks of the Sandran. Passing below Akrab or Yechbar it reaches the village of Gosa, where it is usually advisable to cross to the left bank, the path on that side being the drier; by the left bank the path lies through the village of Kammar, and a little further on crosses back to the right bank of the river below the village of Hiwar (path leading into Bring valley); it then leaves the village of Kut on the right hand and re-crosses to left bank at the village of Tanman, and passes on to Sogund, crossing the Hulan stream by a rough bridge, and passes through Naogam, from whence the path is undulating along the foot of the spurs to Vernag.

A large village and celebrated spring; a baradar, and ample space for encamping; supplies plentiful.

(Time occupied in walking, 3 h.)

23. Srinagar . 52 0 | (See Route No. 44)

The routes entering Kashmir by the Bureal Bal and Nandmarsh Passes are only practicable for foot passengers in May and June.—(Bates.)

Total . 343 0
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## ROUTE NO. 25 (a).

**Hispar to Nagar (via the Nagar River).**

*Authority:* Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junction of Roads</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>This junction, already described in Route 44 (b), is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 miles and 6 furlongs from Hispar Route 44 (b), and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2½ miles from Huspunch Harai, Route 44 (b), and all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distances here given are measured from this point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One mile and 2 furlongs from this the road descends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the face of the hill and runs along the bank of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nagar river, which is here 100 feet broad and 4 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>deep, the current very rapid. The banks on the left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>are 20 feet, and those on the right 60 feet high. On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>both sides of the river there is a small patch of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>road jungle. 2 furlongs further the road is often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blocked by large landslips. 4½ miles from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>junction the road crosses a stream with banks of 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>feet, the fording being difficult, and from here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>runs along the banks of the river and is very rough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and rugged. 3½ miles from the junction again crosses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a large stream. This portion of the road is very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>difficult for men with loads. 6½ miles there are the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>remnants of a wooden bridge, over which the road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>used to run to the right bank of the stream. ½ a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mile beyond, the road is cut out of the rocky face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of the hill, and the passage of this portion is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>extremely difficult and dangerous. At 8½ miles the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>road leaves the stream and ascends the face of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hill, and 2 furlongs further is the halting place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of Hura Harai, the ascent being 650 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Hura Harai</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Taga Pari</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>12 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ROUTE NO. 25 (b).

**Hunza to Chalt.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hunza</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1½ mile from here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the road crosses a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stream whose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>banks are 200 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>high; the road is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>good, and the ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>easy, the water being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>shallow. 2½ miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>from Hunza, on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>right of the road,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and 1 furlong off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>it, on a hill of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200 feet, stands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the fort of Haiddrabad,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>containing 500 houses within its walls, and ½ mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>further on, on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>left of the road,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>on a mound stands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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50 houses. one furlong further the road crosses a stream whose banks are 100 feet in height; the ford and road are good. 51 miles from hunza, on the left of the road, dorkan village is situated, containing 150 houses. 4 miles and 3 furlongs from hunza, on the left of the road and below it, is the fort of alfabad, containing 300 houses and a polo ground. from hunza for 5½ miles the road is good, and passes through cultivation and fruit trees, but from this point descends; 6 miles and 2 furlongs from hunza, on the left of the road, is the village of hasanabad. one furlong from here the road passes through a gateway and tower 30 feet high, and 100 feet ahead another gateway. up to this the road is good and the descent easy, but from these gates, on the right of the road is a precipice of 400 feet, and from hunza the road has a stone wall on either side, and at the second gate mentioned a wall is built across the road on the left up to the bank of the stream, and on the right up to the precipice already mentioned. 6 miles and 5 furlongs from hunza the road crosses the mutshinah stream by a wooden bridge, 160 feet long and 6 feet broad. the banks of the stream are 400 feet high; beyond the bridge the road ascends a steep of 100 feet, and from here the road is level. 7 miles 3 furlongs from hunza the road ascends a steep of 500 feet in 2 furlongs; 8 miles from hunza, on the left of the road, and 6 furlongs distance is the village of murzanabad, within the walls are eighty houses; from here the road enters cultivation. 9 miles and 1 furlong; from hunza, on the left of the road, and 1 furlong distant is the fort of miridas, containing eighty houses. from here the road leaves the cultivation and becomes rough and rugged, the river hunza lying 500 feet below. 10 miles and 6 furlongs from hunza the road is passable for laden horses, but not beyond this point. 12 miles from hunza the road narrows to a foot, and is very steep and rugged, the ascent being equally so. 1½ miles from hunza the road enters a plain and is level for 3 furlongs, but again ascends the hill-side; the road here very bad and only fit for load 14½ miles from hunza the road again becomes level and runs through cultivation. 16½ miles from hunza cross a dry stream, the banks of which are 70 feet high. one furlong further there is a ford on either side, 200 yards distant from the road; the forts are called himi.

Hindi

15 6

The northern fort contains 100 houses and the southern one 140 houses. The southern fort is 600 feet square, the walls 20 feet high. Between the two forts is a good encamping ground, fit for 600 men; provisions and supplies scarce. Height above sea level 7,100 feet. 6 furlongs from here the road has a gradual ascent, and 4 mile further crosses a dry stream, with banks of 30 feet, and 6 furlongs further another stream, with banks 200 feet, the crossing being difficult. From here for 9 miles the road is level and then becomes rough and difficult, being only a foot in width. The river hunza lies 500 feet below the road on the left; 3 miles and 6 furlongs from hunza the road is cut out of the precipitous face of the hill, and for a distance of one mile runs along this precipice and is extremely dangerous, being only a foot in width. For another 3 miles the road is of a similar nature, and great care is necessary. the soil here contains a large quantity of sulphur. 8 miles from himi the road is again cut out of solid rock for a distance of 3 furlongs, and then becomes level, running through cultivation. 9 miles from himi on the left of the road is the fort of Mayun.

Mayun fort

9 0

Mayun, containing eighty houses; height above sea level 6,700 feet. It is built at the junction of the Mayun stream and the hunza river. A high wall connects the fort with the steep hill-side on the north; a gate leads out from its walls. The stream flows 150 feet below the fort walls. The road crosses this stream by a wooden bridge, 30 feet long. One mile beyond the fort the road leaves the cultivation and then runs along the foot of the hills. At one mile and 2 furlongs it descends 100 feet. 2 miles and 1 furlong from Mayun there is a plain, and then the road ascends 500 feet in a distance of 8 furlongs.

From here a road, fit for foot passengers only, branches off following the banks of the hunza river. The main road here ascends 500 feet in one mile. 4 miles and 2 furlongs from Mayun the road crosses a dry stream with banks of 100 feet, and then runs along the bed of a small stream, the banks on either side being 300 feet high; 4 miles and 6 furlongs the road ascends a pass whose height is 8,200 feet, the ascent being 450 feet. The road on the pass is almost level for one mile and then descends 900 feet into the stream, in which there is a spring of water. The road now crosses a number of streams, and at 9 miles 2 furlongs from Mayun ascends another pass, called budelas, height 7,700 feet. 1½ mile further the road descends 1,400; foot this descent is steep and bad. At 11½ miles the road passes the village of budelas, situated on the left bank of the bar stream. This village contains twenty houses; height above sea level 6,400 feet. The road now crosses the bar stream by a rope bridge, 150 feet long, and proceeds along the right bank. From the bridge for 1½ mile the road follows the stream, and at 13 miles 5 furlongs from Mayun enters Chalt.

Chalt

14 0

Cultivation and reaches the fort of Chalt.
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### ROUTE No. 26.

**ISLAMABAD TO AMRANATH, AND THRICE TO BALTAI IN THE SIND VALLEY.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-places</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. ISLAMABAD TO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESHMAKAN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>A village; cooies and supplies procurable; pass village and spring of Bawan about a mile below temple of Martund; road broad and level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. PALGAM</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>A long village; scanty supplies; good road through forest; almost level; pass Ganeshal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Palgam there is a route to Pampdr as follows:—

1. Aru.—10. Road lies up the valley of the Lidar; well wooded; camping ground on a small turfy shoulder, on the left bank of the ravine in which the Lidar flows.

2. Lidarwat.—The path leads up the hill side and crosses the Lidar by an insecure bridge some 6 or 6 miles above Aru. At the head of the valley is the Gujar encampment of Lidarwat.

3. Camp.—After a long ascent the forest is left behind and valleys are reached in which vegetation is scanty. Crossing a low, grassy slope and rounding a corner, Tar Sar comes in sight; its water is clear and sweet. A steep stony slope leads to the top of the pass. The descent is over a slope covered with rocks. After reaching the foot the path crosses a stream, and goes along the opposite slope, and across a chaos of boulders till a little knoll is reached, at a corner where the valley makes a sharp turn to the westward. After this the road becomes bad, descending to the Nagbaran stream, which is crossed, and the camping ground is reached in a small meadow by the riverside. It is not possible to ride the whole of this march.

4. Sūṛdr.—Path ascends gradually to the top of the ridge. The descent is steep down the Trul valley to Sūṛdr.

5. Pampdr.—Cross the ridge which bounds the Trul valley on the west; ascent rugged and tedious. (Foundhouse.)

3. CHANDANWARA.... 8

4. SISHA NAG.... 7

At about a mile from camp, steep ascent commences; on reaching top, path leaves region of forest, and lies along the grassy mountain side above right bank of the torrent to the Shisha Nāg, 6 miles, and passes on to camping ground about a mile beyond.

5. PANJARNI... 8

Camping ground as at last stage. About half mile from camp commence gradual ascent, 1½ mile; the descent on the other side is not so long, but steeper, about 6 miles more, or 8 in all to encamping ground. A short and easy march; the five streams which have to be crossed are none of them more than knee-deep.

6. AMRANATH... 3

Steep and fatiguing ascent to the Byronšt pillar on the top of the spur, 1½ hour; descent to the cave even steeper.

**TOTAL...** 50

On their return from the Amranth cave, the pilgrims descend the narrow valley, following the course of the torrent which flows beneath the cave to its junction with the Panjarni streams, from whence they proceed to Palgam by Astan Marg and Tanin, crossing the pass to the north-west of the Sachkash mountain. Both these paths are practicable for ponies.

Baltal, in the Sind valley, may be reached through the narrow defile traversed by the Panjarni streams; early in the season, when the snow which bridges the stream is firm, this can be done without difficulty, but after the snows have melted, it is a matter of great difficulty and some little risk, as there is no path, and the sides of the mountain are bare and precipitous. The distance from the confluence of the Amranth stream to Baltal camping ground is about 6 miles. [August 1870.]

(Bates—Montgomery.)
ROUTE No. 27.
FROM ISLAMABÁD TO HARAMÚLA BY BOAT.

ITINERARY OF THE NAVIGABLE PORTION OF THE JHELUM RIVER IN ITS COURSE THROUGH THE VALLEY OF KASHMIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Left Bank</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>Right Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mind Kadal Ghát, on the Bawan stream, is about a mile from Islamabad; boats can only ascend to this point when the river is in flood. The stream flows in a narrow channel with high banks, which are fringed with poplar trees.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zeeripár village, which extends for some distance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes</td>
<td>Confluence with Arpat; banks get somewhat lower; current swift. Pushwör village.</td>
<td>Bridge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 minutes</td>
<td>Confluence of Bring; stream about 100 feet wide; current moderate.</td>
<td>12 minutes. Kandabal, large village on both banks of the river, connected by wooden bridge of two openings with masonry buttresses. Boats do not usually ascend beyond this point. Lázarmot Ghát, village and junction of branch of Lídár. Banks, which are bare, become lower.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 minutes</td>
<td>Village of Wúran-hal. Ziárat of Saltād Sahib.</td>
<td>8 minutes. Gúr village, just below which junction of the Gúr nát, a branch of the Lídár. (The three branches of the Lídár are small streams with but little current). The river now widens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 minutes</td>
<td>Virgírón village.</td>
<td>16 minutes. Confluence of nát.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>Village of Paschípír at some little distance from the river-bank. On the bank a small zírát beneath four fine trees.</td>
<td>5 minutes. Village of Garsír.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

945
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 minutes. BIZ-BEHÁRA. Total from Islamabd 3 hours 35 minutes. Fishing village.</td>
<td>BRIDGE.</td>
<td>Badshahi Bágh and part of the town.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 minutes. The remains of a bridge visible on both banks of the river, just south of the Küt Wular. 5 minutes. Village of Semitan. 12 minutes. Small village of Dam Sahib.</td>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td>11 minutes. Hamlet of Kithri Teng. 14 minutes. Pass village of Wagah in at foot of the table-land at some distance from the river-bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASHMIR</td>
<td>6 minutes. Sangam ghát and ferry; some fine trees. Khodawain, confluence of the Sadarmaji nala (combined waters of the Veshad and Hemadiara rivers). The Jhelum here becomes much broader, with an average depth of about 8 feet in floods. Karawina village and confluence of a nala. 19 minutes. Dogripdr. 8 minutes. Butipdra.</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 minutes. Murhama, a large village with fine trees. 4 minutes. Kehpura, just beyond the bend of the river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 minutes. Risahpdr.</td>
<td>SALLAKOUN</td>
<td>9 minutes. Halamol village and trees. 6 minutes. Settar. Satghar. 7 minutes. Chujkót village and silk filature. 16 minutes. Watulpura.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bágh and fishermen’s huts. 17 minutes. Confluence of small nala and village of Tokan.</td>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td>22 minutes. Confluence of stream from the Tirl valley. Large village of Tadrás and ferry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 minutes. Larikpdr village and ghát.</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 minutes. Confluence of stream from the Tirl valley.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

946
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminus</th>
<th>Left Bank</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>Right Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 minutes.</td>
<td>Lun spdhir.</td>
<td>Island.</td>
<td>5 minutes. Kainsal, fishing village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paigampur.</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 minutes. Awantipur and confluence of a small naal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 minutes.</td>
<td>Gaurpur.</td>
<td>Island.</td>
<td>7 minutes. Jaubypur, a small village and ruins of a temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes.</td>
<td>Bandaspur at confluence of stream. Hadjibal.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Baras; just below the village an old chunar tree, beneath which there is said to be a spring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
<td>Lilahar.</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 minutes. Hutwour. Between Latapur and Hutwour the standstone rock rises in some places to a height of about 50 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes.</td>
<td>Karkarpur village and confluence of the Bamauchu river.</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 minutes. Achi Bagh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
<td>Confluence of Damahal nadi.</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 minutes. Sumbra Bagh village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 minutes.</td>
<td>Kadhrandghat.</td>
<td></td>
<td>19 minutes. Buch Bagh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 minutes.</td>
<td>Kaindizal village and ruined maejid.</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 minutes. Pathil Bagh, from which the river makes a sharp turn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallasar Bagh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 minutes. Lihbarbal garden and the foundations of a maejid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 minutes. Pampur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 hours and 45 minutes from Hij-Behar; total 11 hours and 20 minutes from Islamabad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 minutes. Pistaari Bag; the saffron ghast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 minutes. Khan-ka-Bagh.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

**Route No. 27—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Left Bank</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>Right Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISLAND.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35 minutes. Saimpúr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pira Bág,</td>
<td>9 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 minutes. Panduchak at the end of the spur which dips into the river. There are the remains of the stone abutments of a bridge on either bank of the river, and also, it is said, of two stone piers in the bed of the stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 minutes.</td>
<td>Shalan, government stables.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hubba Klahon, village and zisrat. The spurs from the range approach the water’s edge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes.</td>
<td>Lejyen village.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KASHMIR.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 minutes.</td>
<td>Kakár Bág.</td>
<td>8 minutes. Pandrathan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batta Hafiz-ka-Bág.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 minutes. Batwór.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes.</td>
<td>Padshahi Bág.</td>
<td>6 minutes. Ram Munshi Bág.</td>
<td>9 minutes. Batwór.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 minutes.</td>
<td>Vethnar nala, communicating with the Nagút Nambal.</td>
<td>16 minutes. Tang Bág.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes.</td>
<td>Small village of Koras.</td>
<td>5 minutes. Shurai Yar (old lingam stone).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>European quarter.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHINAGAR.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sher Garhi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SHINAGAR.</strong> 20 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kut-i-Khol canal.</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4 hours and 29 minutes from Pampur; total—7 hours and 49 minutes from Islamabad.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tainkiper Mahalla.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teont-i-Kol canal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bussunt Bág.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dhampur Mahalla.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colonel Beja Singh’s temple; the cone is covered with metal plates surmounted by a gilt pinnacle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahlamar Mahalla.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sirdár Attar Singh’s house.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory</td>
<td>Left Bank</td>
<td>River</td>
<td>Right Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ganpattiar temple, built by the Wazir Panni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karyar Mahalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diwan Launiráns's house, a new building with some fine wood carving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motahau Khan-ka Mahalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gazariab temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2nd City Bridge.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pandit Sahas Trussel's temple. Metal roof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3rd City Bridge.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dwán Kirpa Rán's temple; metal plated roof with gilt ornaments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mia Lal Dhin's house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghat and wood bazár.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Entrance of the Nao Maajid, now used as a granary. Sammand Shah's shop.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4th City Bridge.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Badsháh's tomb surrounded by a cemetery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>College for Hindús.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mákhardáj Ganj bazár.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5th City Bridge.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wesi Sahib (Saíad Muhammad Andn Mantakí) ki zírat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bolbul Sahib (Saíad Abdul Rahmán) in zírat and maajid, now used as a granary. Moktah Sháh's house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6th City Bridge.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dáj Kák's temple (unfinished), garden and house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Left Bank</td>
<td>River</td>
<td>Right Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shāh Nisāmatilla-ki ziārat.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7th City Bridge.)</td>
<td>(Walli Jān’s house and garden. Malik Sahib-ki ziārat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confluence of the Dādhi Ganga.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aowrin or Hindū burning place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saiād Sahib-ki ziārat.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs post under a chunar tree on the outskirt of the city.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chowrnī, a square garden enclosed with banks fringed with poplar trees. 1 hour and 25 minutes from the Amir-ka cad.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 minutes. Mahārāj nāla.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 minutes. Shalating.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 minutes. Mullor, a fine chunar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dīwan Gokal Chand’s chak.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 minutes. Mujiugond.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 minutes. Painsand or Mirapdr. A little below the village a ferry.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 minutes. Shadipdr and the mouth of the Naur canal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 minutes. Shilawat. Chunar trees and ghāt.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 minutes. Krishibāl.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes. Baksapdr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 minutes. Tengapdr village near Azād Shāh’s grove of chunars.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes. Confluence of the Sind river just below which the Narain Bāgh.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes. Batpdr, a village on a mound.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAND.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 minutes. Gorazahūm. The ground on this bank is broken into mounds and depressions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHAUKATU,</strong> a large inhabited island.</td>
<td><strong>SHAUKATU,</strong> a large inhabited island.</td>
<td><strong>SHAUKATU,</strong> a large inhabited island.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Wangpūr.</strong></td>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Wangpūr.</strong></td>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Wangpūr.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some few of the houses and shops are situated on this bank, where there is also a grove of fine chunar trees.</td>
<td>Some few of the houses and shops are situated on this bank, where there is also a grove of fine chunar trees.</td>
<td>Some few of the houses and shops are situated on this bank, where there is also a grove of fine chunar trees.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Bat Mahāl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Bat Mahāl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Bat Mahāl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 minutes. Komank sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>12 minutes. Komank sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>12 minutes. Komank sala.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 minutes. Murkundl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>2 minutes. Murkundl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>2 minutes. Murkundl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8 minutes. Fakirpūr.</strong></td>
<td><strong>8 minutes. Fakirpūr.</strong></td>
<td><strong>8 minutes. Fakirpūr.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Wataakundel, A ferry.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Wataakundel, A ferry.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Wataakundel, A ferry.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23 minutes. Hamchakundl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>23 minutes. Hamchakundl.</strong></td>
<td><strong>23 minutes. Hamchakundl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HĀJ-NUK-ZU ISLAND.</strong></td>
<td><strong>HĀJ-NUK-ZU ISLAND.</strong></td>
<td><strong>HĀJ-NUK-ZU ISLAND.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25 minutes. Hájan, A ferry. Government stables. Zidrat of Shaikh Nûrâhân and chunar trees. Alam Nôr, a channel skirting the Wular lake, by which Sopâr may be reached when the Jhelum is in flood. (This route closes earlier than that by the Nord canal.)</strong></td>
<td><strong>25 minutes. Hájan, A ferry. Government stables. Zidrat of Shaikh Nûrâhân and chunar trees. Alam Nôr, a channel skirting the Wular lake, by which Sopâr may be reached when the Jhelum is in flood. (This route closes earlier than that by the Nord canal.)</strong></td>
<td><strong>25 minutes. Hájan, A ferry. Government stables. Zidrat of Shaikh Nûrâhân and chunar trees. Alam Nôr, a channel skirting the Wular lake, by which Sopâr may be reached when the Jhelum is in flood. (This route closes earlier than that by the Nord canal.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>36 minutes. Batgund.</strong></td>
<td><strong>36 minutes. Batgund.</strong></td>
<td><strong>36 minutes. Batgund.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Mafwan, in a clump of trees at a little distance from the bank.</strong></td>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Mafwan, in a clump of trees at a little distance from the bank.</strong></td>
<td><strong>20 minutes. Mafwan, in a clump of trees at a little distance from the bank.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Katabagh.</strong></td>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Katabagh.</strong></td>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Katabagh.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waskdr, a village on high ground at some distance from the river. 10 minutes. A small rill from the morasses below Waskdr flows in a west of the Añâ Tang mountain.</td>
<td>Waskdr, a village on high ground at some distance from the river. 10 minutes. A small rill from the morasses below Waskdr flows in a west of the Añâ Tang mountain.</td>
<td>Waskdr, a village on high ground at some distance from the river. 10 minutes. A small rill from the morasses below Waskdr flows in a west of the Añâ Tang mountain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 minutes. Nāyn Nôr, a small village and clump of trees at the mouth of the canal communicating with the Manas Bal lake. 23 minutes. Asham. Zidrat and chunars on river-bank, near which are some traces of ruins.</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 minutes. Nāyn Nôr, a small village and clump of trees at the mouth of the canal communicating with the Manas Bal lake. 23 minutes. Asham. Zidrat and chunars on river-bank, near which are some traces of ruins.</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 minutes. Nāyn Nôr, a small village and clump of trees at the mouth of the canal communicating with the Manas Bal lake. 23 minutes. Asham. Zidrat and chunars on river-bank, near which are some traces of ruins.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hakabor.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hakabor.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hakabor.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Sodnor village and sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Sodnor village and sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>7 minutes. Sodnor village and sala.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Ghelam min yir sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Ghelam min yir sala.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 minutes. Ghelam min yir sala.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAK.

**Route No. 27**—concluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territory</th>
<th>Left Bank</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>Right Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KASHMIR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 minutes. Gesparim nala. The neighbouring village is only inhabited during the singhara season. In autumn and winter numbers of grass-cutters establish themselves on the banks of the river in this neighbourhood.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ROUTE No. 28.

**ISLAMABAD TO INSHIN BY THE RAIL PAVAS PASS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. ACHIRAL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. TESPURA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. TIMMERAN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. To NEI HUI</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From Saogam, which is about 2 miles east of Metmô, there is a route to Inshin by the Chur Nair Pass.
† From Dasipura, a village about 2 miles north of Thullar, in the northern extremity of the Kohlar pargana, there is a route by the Hairbai-kh-Gali to Sudderamna, a village in the Mara Wardwan, 6 miles north of Inshin.
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*Route No. 28—continued.*

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Phipkan</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>A camping ground at the east side of the Margan Pass; cross the Chur Nag Pass; ascent and descent easy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Imshin</td>
<td>8½</td>
<td>A village in the Maru Wardwan valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>21½</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Miles.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To Wagaral</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>A camping ground; very steep ascent, crossing a torrent four or five times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gogion</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>Camping ground near a red stone in the Zazimarg, passing the Gunas Nag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suhedramman</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Easy descent into Maru Wardwan valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28½</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This footpath is but little used and the track ill-defined.—[From native information.]  

### From Timmeran there are two routes to Suhedramman.

#### I.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Balamundu</td>
<td>8½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mominan</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>By the left bank of a stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suhedramman</td>
<td>8½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>23½</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### II.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Balamundu</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thesular</td>
<td>8½</td>
<td>Pass Niltopa mountain on right hand; a camping ground by right bank of stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suhedramman</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first of these routes is used early in the season, when the snow is on the ground; the second, after the snows have melted. Both paths are rough and steep, and only practicable for foot passengers.—[From native information.]
4. Pihilkam | 8 | 30 | An encamping ground where the path meets the torrent from the Margan Pass; juniper bushes only available for fuel, but some wood may be found about a mile further.

Cross the Zamkatch sala (flowing from Niltopa mountain) by a khalal bridge; along the bare side of a spur for some way; pass Gijar's hut and proceed through a beautiful forest along right bank of stream, ascending easily to Witcher Dak stream; on leaving the forest at Rial Paws path leads up a bare spur, and towards the end is very steep. The pass is a narrow neck; on the north is the Patwal Marg, on the south the Kaja mountain, thence a gentle descent for about a mile through a gali lying parallel to the Margan Pass to Nag Kat, whence the descent is gradual to Pihilkam.

(When clear of snow, it is stated that ponies may be led over this pass, but it is impracticable for laden animals. Cattle with very light loads find a path from Timmeran by ascending the forest-clad hill to the south of the village, and continuing along the spur to a junction with the path by the Chor Nag pass, and so descending into Marū Wardwān.)

5. Inshin | 5 | Path leads down the side of a bare rocky mountain and is fairly level; then down valley north-east by a steep descent to Baid, and descends the face of the mountain in a northerly direction and crosses the river by a kadal bridge to Inshin.

(Tate—Montgomery.)

ROUTE No. 29.

ISLAMABĀD TO PETGAM IN MARŪ WARDWĀN VALLEY (BY NOWBUG AND THE HOKSAR PASS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Kaspūr</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Rājpran</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Petgam</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>—</strong></td>
<td><strong>51</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Montgomery.)
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**Route No. 29—concluded.**

**Bates gives from native information two routes from Nowbdg to Petgam.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>The principal village in the Nowbdg valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Droshmarg</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nandpur</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Petgam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Total 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Droshmarg</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hoksar</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Kon Nao</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Srimarg</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Besiputhur</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chenair</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Petgam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Total 53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Maru there is a path lying up the valley of the Faribaddi stream; it is very little used, and though it passes a few villages neither coolies nor supplies can be depended upon.

From Maru the first stage is to Metwan, about 14 miles; this is a small village containing about six houses; the road passes the village of Zabban, where is a hot spring. The first half of the way the road is good; the latter half depends upon the state of the stream; if in flood it is necessary to ascend the hill side, in which case the first stage will be to Zabban. Second stage, from Metwan to the Maharran encamping ground, about 10 miles; path passes the Farhabaddi encamping ground at the junction of the Kriash Nai stream from the east and the Zajib Nai stream from the west, and crosses a small spur to the encamping ground, which is situated on the grassy slope of the mountain looking up the Ditchani, a small valley to the east. Third stage, Maharran encamping ground to the Kailagán rocks, 12 miles; path follows the right bank of stream; fuel and water procurable; no habitations near. *(Robinson)*

*Bates.*
### ROUTE No. 30.

**Jhelum to Srinagar (by Chaomuk, Punch, and Uri).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jhelum to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dúliyal</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>A village on right bank of the Jhelum; supplies procurable; country level, open, cultivated; road good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tanghot</td>
<td>14 0 28 0</td>
<td>A village on right bank Jhelum; supplies scarce; road tolerably good by river-bank all the way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chaomuk</td>
<td>10 0 38 0</td>
<td>A village on left bank Jhelum in Kashmir territory; supplies scarce; water procurable; road indifferent, through hilly country. On leaving Tanghot cross the Jhelum by ferry, and a river shortly before reaching Chaomuk. There is a direct path from Chaomuk to Kotli, difficult and not fit for laden ponies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sanasar</strong></td>
<td>21 0 59 0</td>
<td>A small hill village; supplies procurable; water plentiful; road indifferent, passing through a very hilly country. A long march might halt at Biari, 7 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kotli</strong></td>
<td>15 0 74 0</td>
<td>A village; supplies scarce; water procurable; road difficult, but practicable for laden animals. There is a path from Kotli to Punch by the Nandheri Gali and Súni Gali.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Miles.                 |                   |                  |
| 1. Mankót              | 13                | A large village and fort on right bank of Mandal stream, cross Nandheri Gali. |
| 2. Punch               | 15                | Cross Súni Gali. |

This path is described as being rough, steep, and very little used. *(Bates—from native information.)*
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 Route No. 30—continued.

 There is also a path from Kotli to Naoshera on the Bhimbar route via the Ban nala, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Koirettá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naókha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naoshera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37½ miles, said to be a road fit for ponies. (Bates—from native information.)

 From Koirettá there is a route to Rájácori via Siwán; and also from Koirettá a route via Dharmásál to Saidahad. (See Route No. 21.)

6. Sairá | 14 0 | 88 0 | A village on left bank of river; road indifferent, through mountainous country. The road is also through the banks of the river and somewhat difficult in parts. At the village of Sambri, about half-way, there is a good spring of water, and it would answer as a halting-place if required; the Póinch raja’s territories are entered after crossing a stream called Arami Bari. The tank water is very bad, but better is procurable at a short distance. Supplies not to be calculated on.

7. Póinch | 16 0 | 104 0 | A small town; a dák bungalow; supplies and water plentiful; country mountainous; road indifferent; crossing the river on reaching Póinch.

 Not so difficult as the preceding march. Hindú ruins on opposite side of river (Nabur Kabur) which is very rapid. The torrent Mandál is passed; assistance is necessary for the baggage, women, and children; there is no danger or difficulty on horseback.

 From Póinch there are two routes to Gulmarg, viz.:

 I.—By Mandí and Banbal Nág—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mandí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gáori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bambal Nág on to Kantár Nág</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gulmarg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 TOTAL | 40 |

 This route is closed from 1st November to 1st May; a pony may be ridden to top of pass and led down; there is a footpath from the Bambal Nag to the village of Firopdr, which follows the course of the Drang stream; it is one long stage.
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### Route No. 30—continued.

#### II.—By the Nilkanta Pass—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Gulmarg</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the shortest route from Pûncb to Gulmarg; coolies and supplies are obtainable at all the stages; road closed during winter; it is practicable for unladen cattle.

*(Bates—from native information,)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. Kâhûta</th>
<th>9 0</th>
<th>113 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Alfarad</td>
<td>8 0</td>
<td>121 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Haidarahad</td>
<td>7 0</td>
<td>128 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Uri</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>138 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Naoshera</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>152 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Banamula</td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>161 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Patan</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>175 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Shinagar</td>
<td>17 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>192 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Roberts—Montgomery—Bates—Drew.)*

This route is not much used, as it traverses rough ground; but in some respects it has advantages over other routes, and it seems likely when the railway is open to Jhelum, this route may get more into favour, and merit a better construction and maintenance.—(Drew.)

It is said that the easiest known route, with the best gradients and the least natural physical difficulties, is that which follows the river Jhelum, from Jhelum right into the Kashmir valley; and that this route could be made practicable for artillery and wheeled carriages at comparatively small cost.—*(Indian Public Opinion, 1876.)*

### THERE IS ALSO A ROUTE FROM PUNCB TO URU AND PARD AND BAQH.

1. Azîva   | 13 0 | No regular encamping ground. Cross Bitarh by ford oppositebarsudâri; hot march; no shade; road pretty level.
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Route No. 30—continued.

2. Parabal                12 0 | 25 0 | Camping ground extensive near a small fort. Good road, but principally up hill, crossing a range, and then dropping down, the last two miles, into an open grassy basin, nearly surrounded by low hills.

3. Raotl or Basla         9 0 | 34 0 | No camping ground. Small marsh pretty plentiful in a stream at this village. A very easy march, partly across the valley, the rest down the stony bed of a nala.

4. Bāgh                  6 0 | 40 0 | Camp in a small tope on a grassy plateau, about 100 or 150 feet above the stony bed of the stream, which is very wide. A fort on the opposite hill-side up which the path lies, and then along the bed of a small river, the Nial, which lower down affords good fishing. The journey from Parabal to Bāgh can easily be accomplished in one march.

5. Gonkra                11 0 | 51 0 | Ample space for encamping near the village half-way up the pass. Path first lies on the side of the hill, then crosses stony nala, and continues ascent for four or five miles without shade; the last bit is very steep but not difficult.

6. Kalana                7 0 | 58 0 | A considerable village; camping ground very limited; ascend the remainder of the pass, which is rather steep. (No snow on road, 6th May 1869; elevation of pass probably 1,000 feet less than Háji Pir.) Cross ridge and descend other side; pretty march; the last descent down a steep cork-screw path. Bāgh to Kalana may be done in one march.

7. Úrf                   10 0

Total                    74 0

From Pūchch the Route to Srinagar by the Tosa Maidān is as follows—

8. Mandi                12 0 | 104 0 | The path lies past the fort and rājá’s palace through the town, below Kazimīna, Gūnde, and Kankot, across the Dungli stream; passes the Hazrī Baoli on to Dingla and through a valley in an easterly direction to Chandak, opposite the confluence of the Sdran. (The road leading to Bājaorī lies up the valley of the Sdran river). Path then passes Chak and hamlet of Kuthrow, and becoming somewhat stony, passes two streams near Timbra and Sathra, and thence on to Bandi and Chakrara and Sekala, and along the right bank of the stream to Mandi, which is a large village with a wooden bridge over the stream; supplies plentiful; but as the place is somewhat confined, and shade deficient, travellers often camp at Rajpdr.

9. Aripam               2 0 | 125 0 | The path passes the confluence of the Gagrin and Dali Nar streams and through the village of Rampdr, which is situated on both banks of the river Dali Nar; there are some clumps of trees at the temple Amrāth. The road crosses the Addai, and soon Palava is reached.
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Thence past Barachar and Beja on the opposite bank. The way for foot-passengers continues along the river, but that for ponies crosses the spur, and has a steep, stony descent; the paths then rejoin and the valley opens out, thence road descends; passes through Guggean and Danna, and a narrow valley on the left bank at the mouth of which is Barmu. (The paths leading into Kashmir by Nurpur and Saring Safid Passes lie up this valley). Thence the road, which is mostly rough and stony, lies through a narrow valley, bare of trees; to Arigam.

10. Wattadar | 17 | 142
Path crosses to left bank of Dalí Nar by a bridge, and goes through Sultán Pathri dok, where there are about 30 scattered huts which are inhabited in summer by Gurjas.

Thence following the course of the stream, it ascends by the side of the hill above the Linji-burji dok, and crosses the Garpalla spur, and passes along the sides of the mountains to the right. About three miles from the top, there is a solitary shepherd's hut, known as the Phalwaran dok, and a small tarn called the Mākkar Sar is passed on the left hand at a little distance from the summit. The path is stony and much steeper than the descent on the west side. The summit is called Neza; thence by an easy descent, mostly over a grassy plain, the Bajarn Sar at the foot of the rocky chain of the Panjāl range is reached. Path then keeps along the spur by the Te'enmarg, descends and crosses the stream which flows from the Gallitar Nāg, and ascends again shortly after descending to Wattadar. Fuel and water, but no supplies procurable.

There is said to be another path from Arigam to the Phalwaran dok, which proceeds by Sundar dok and the small village called Sawaji.

The Tosha Maidān Pass (10,500 feet) is closed by the first fall of snow, and is said not again to be practicable till the month of June. The plain affords unlimited pasturage.

11. Drang | 7 | 149
A small village; some supplies procurable; water plentiful.

Path leads down to the Qul Khol, crosses it and lies through the grassy plain (Tosha Maidān), the slopes on the south-east side of which are clothed with pine, cedar, and birch. Passes a small tower and a customs chōki. Thence descends down the side of the mountain to Drang, somewhat steeply, passing a forest en route. This is said to be the best of the paths leading from the Tosha Maidān to Kashmir.

12. Makaháma | 10 | 169
A large village; supplies abundant. Pass Harbar and Kanna Teetepāra and Kannapūr on the east, and thence to Rowatpūr, shortly beyond which it crosses to the right bank of the Suknāg and reaches Sel. Then by right bank as far as Kangun, when it again crosses the Suknāg and ascends to Talipāra, runs along the side of the hill above Biru, and in a northerly direction along the top of the wādar; thence descends spur to Aripanthan and onwards to Badran, where it crosses the Suknāg by a tāsol bridge, and thence by right bank to Makahámā. There is a more direct road between Drang and Srinagar through Sholapāra, but it is said to be low and swampy, and difficult for laden cattle.

13. Srinagar | 14 | ...
Path passes Ban Makahámā, Mathipāra, and the south of Razzin, and Raun, thence on to Wardwán, and through rice-fields by a row of rhum trees to Sybog. Crosses the Hekasār by a sandad pathway, and the open table-land; passing Hanifik and Khasipāra, proceeds in a northerly direction to the Maharāj Khol channel, which it crosses by a small bridge. Thence by Bāthān, Parimipāra and Aramipāra to the high road from Patan and onwards by Chatahab and the grand parade to the Amiri kadāl. The road is mostly low and swampy.

(Bates.)
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## Route No. 31

### Route No. 31.

**Kâghân to Gilgit.**

**Authority:** Barrow, from native information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Nurang</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>The last village in the valley of the Nainsâkh, a depot for food for the Gijars, who frequent with their herds the pastures in the upper tributaries of that river; water plentiful. The road crosses the Nainsâkh at Kâghân, then proceeds up the right bank, re-crossing it at Nurang, where a tributary from the Safar Mîla lake joins the river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Batakundi Katha</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>From Nurang to Gîltîddâ. Mr. G. B. Scott, of the Survey, recommends the stages here given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Waitâk</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>There are no villages after Nurang, the places marked in the map being merely summer resorts. The road is practicable for pack animals throughout, and as far as the Babdisur Pass is a made road, but is not kept in repair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Kotawni</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Gîltîddâ is at the southern foot of the Babdisur Pass. Wood is scarce here, but forage plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Gîltîddâ</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Cross the pass, which is an easy one, then down a ravine through Babdisur (fifteen houses) to Thak, which is a large village, said to be larger even than Gilgit. There is a fort at Thak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Thak</strong></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Down the valley through Bacha (ten houses). Road so far very good. Shortly afterwards the road leaves the valley of the Thak stream and crosses a stony plateau to Chilâs, which is a very large, compact village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Chilâs</strong></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>There is no regular ferry, and the Indus, which is probably two hundred yards broad with a strong current, must be crossed on a small raft. Thalpîn consists of half-a-dozen houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Thalpîn</strong></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Up the Thalpîn valley. Road fit for mules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Dandaloosh</strong></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Road up the valley. Camp at its head on the southern side of the pass. There is generally a Gijar encampment at this place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Camp in Jungle</strong></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Cross the Kanjût Pass and take either the road to Paioft by the Sai nalâ or the Shingaigâh route; the former is the easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11. Paioft</strong></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Cross the water-shed; the ascent is about 4 miles. Camp at a spring at the head of the Khomar nalâ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Camp at Spring in Khomar nalâ</strong></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>The road down the Khomar nalâ is very bad and not practicable for mules. The last 3 miles into Gilgit are easy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Gilgit</strong></td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.—** The road by the Hidar valley is considered a better one than the Thalpîn route.
## ROUTE No. 32.

**Kisztwär to Inshin (by Petgam)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phalma</td>
<td>6 0</td>
<td>Cross Chandra Bhága river by rope-bridge; encamp near stream, as water near last houses is bad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exali</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>Two houses here; road bad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangar</td>
<td>16 0</td>
<td>In Dachin; road very bad, not practicable for ponies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanja</td>
<td>15 0</td>
<td>Road, along the bank, when river is low, bad; but shorter upper road much worse; cross Maru Wardwán river to left bank near Zand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petgam</td>
<td>13 0</td>
<td>Road better; a few bad places, not practicable for ponies; cross river to left bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>11 0</td>
<td>Encamp on level spot on left bank of river; road good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inshin</td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>A small village; no supplies; bridge here. This is a very bad road as far as lat. 33° 30' 1; in many places the face of the rock is passed on fir timbers placed from ledge to ledge, cut into steps; in winter it is closed for eight or ten days at a time from snow. (Draw—Buter—Montgomerie.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 84 0 |

## ROUTE No. 33.

**Kisztwär to Nowbog (by the Chingam Pass)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mogal Maidán</td>
<td>16 0</td>
<td>A small village prettily situated; supplies very scarce; water plentiful; country prettily wooded. Road difficult in places. On leaving Kisztwär, there is a long descent down some stone steps to the Chenáb, the bridge over which is very primitive; 1 mile further on the Maru Wardwán is crossed by a similar bridge; the road then ascends for about 5 miles, after which there is a steep descent to camp. Laden coolies can cross these bridges, but not ponies or mules.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADĀR.

Route No. 33—continued.

2. CHINGAM  9 0  25 0 A small village, prettily situated. A very fair road; makes considerable ascent.

3. SIN THAN  7 4  32 4 Some cattle sheds on the south side of the pass; no supplies. The path for the first 3 miles is up a steep ascent, thickly wooded; towards the summit rich grass and fine forest trees afford pasture and shelter to herds of cattle; after this the road, first gradually, and then more abruptly, descends to the bed of a broad, deep, hill torrent; the path, which is scarcely a foot wide, is carried along the bare side of the hill; beneath are nearly perpendicular precipices, many hundreds of feet deep; for the rest of the way to the camping ground the track lies along the left bank of the stream, and is had, narrow, and dangerous, constantly crossing over stones and rocks and beds of snow and ice.

4. NOWBŪG  12 0  44 4 A considerable village in the middle of the Nowbūg Nai, situated on the road leading towards the Maru Wardshā valley by the Margan Pass. There are three good paths leading into the Ku-thūr pargana. Supplies and water procurable. The path for the first mile lies over a gentle wooded declivity, the ground covered with grass, clover, and wild flowers; the torrent must be crossed by snow bridge or trunk of a tree, as it is not safe to ford when in flood; the rest of the way to the crest of the Chingam or Sin-Than Pass lies over wastes of snow and ice, the last quarter mile being very steep. Judging from the forest line, which is not 500 feet below the summit of the mountain, the height of the pass cannot exceed 11,500 feet. The descent for the first 2 miles is all snow, a mountain torrent flowing far beneath, above the right bank of which the rugged path runs; 9 miles pass the small village of Dīsūr, at the foot of the higher range, surrounded by dense forest; thence the road lies through a very pretty valley, green and cultivated, and shaded with many trees; pass the large village of Larum to the left, about a mile before reaching Nowbūg.—(Hervey, June 1851.)

(Bates.)

ROUTE No. 34.

LÉH TO GAR—(LHĀSA TERRITORY).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal date</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. CHISHOT
(10,500 ft.)

12
12
Large village, left bank Indus; extensive cultivation; poplar and willow trees. Cross Indus at 7 miles by wooden bridge. Road heavy between Léh and bridge. Camp in Gélab Bāgh.

2. MARSHANG
(12,500 ft.)

13
25
Village left bank Indus; road good, up left bank Indus; rest-house and supply depot; camping ground Attabāgh near Atta; considerable plantations of poplar and willow; extensive cultivation. Indus crossed by wooden bridge leading to Chimur on right bank, where the Chang Chenmo route joins.

3. UPISHI

10
35
Village left bank Indus; road good, up left bank; considerable cultivation; poplar and fruit trees.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No. 34—continued.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Gya (13,500 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village (forty houses) and monastery left bank of stream of that name; barley cultivation; rest-house and supply depot. Road follows up Gya stream, crossing and re-crossing it. In parts stony, but not difficult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Derbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping ground south-east base of Tagalam Pass (18,042 feet), which is crossed between it and Gya. Road from latter continues up Gya stream. Then up very stony, steep ascent to top of the Tagalam. Descent also stony and steep. The road has been repaired of late years. No supplies at camp. Fuel plentiful. Grass and water scarce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Thugi (14,900 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping ground on north bank of Tsokar Lake; fuel and grass plentiful; water from small streams. A few inhabited camps generally here from which a few supplies and sheep are procurable. Road good, though sandy in places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From this place a route leads south across the Nakhgodining Pass to the Tsomoriri Lake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Puga (15,200 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping ground right bank Puga stream; sulphur mines, borax fields, and hot springs near here; fuel plentiful; grass in patches. Cross Polakonka Pass (16,300 feet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of pass is nearly level and grassy for about a mile. The descent is easier than the ascent; for the first three miles the road leads down a rugged valley, with masses of boulders. A stream, the Rulang Chu, has cut for itself a narrow channel 100 feet deep. After three miles the valley becomes gently sloping and gravelly. This continues for five or six miles, when it becomes level and swampy for another mile. The last two miles are level, with hot springs occurring at intervals. Ascent and descent very gradual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Mahiy (13,500 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping ground right bank Indus, opposite junction of Puga stream. No wood or grass. Cattle must swim river to pasture on left bank. At ford water waist-deep. A route leads hence north to Shashal over theThatola Pass (33 miles). (See No. 57.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Nima-Mud (14,000 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two small villages right bank Indus. A little barley cultivated. Fuel and grass plentiful. Indus fordable. Water chest-deep in autumn. Routes lead from this to Lek by both banks of Indus, but are difficult. Also two routes to Shashal—(1) by Mahiy and Thatola Pass; (2) by Tsoke La (Pass). Also a route to Hanl via Nugi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Mahiy road by left bank; stony, sandy, a little grass here and there; after several miles Nidar, of three houses, on left bank, also Nima, of twelve houses, and Mud, of ten houses, are reached: thence the valley widens to 4 miles with pasture. At the next bend to the north the valley narrows to 2 miles and 20 miles further on to still less. At Dora no snow falls, and there is a thin pasture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Dora (13,800 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping ground right bank Indus, close by a small shallow lake. Fresh water. A winter station of the Rupshu shepherds. The boundary of Chinese Tibet is a day or two beyond camp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADÁK.

**Route No. 34—concluded.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Tashigong**          |                   | Note.—Montgomerie gives the names of halting places between Tashigong and Gar as follows:—
|                        | 55                | Tashigong to (1) Langmar (winter encampment); (2) Gar (Guns); (3) Camp; (4) Camp; (5) Gar (Yarsa).  |
| **Gar**                | 30                | This is lower Gar, the winter station.  |
| **Total**              | 85                | (Drew—Reynolds.) |

#### ROUTE No. 35.

**Láh to Noh (by Tankse).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Chagna (15,000 ft.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>See Route No. 39.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arkang</strong></td>
<td>6 0</td>
<td>A ruined rest-house at the foot of the Lankar or Marsemik La; road good, up stream all the way; grass and burtai at camp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pangun Gongma (17,670 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>The road crosses the range which separates the lake Lukong drainage from that of the Chang Chenmo river by the Marsemik Pass, 18,420 feet, and instead of following the Yarkand route to the Chang Chenmo valley, the road passes over elevated ground to the east of the pass into the head of another valley which drains into the Pangong lake; then crosses by the Kiula, a high spur from the main range, and descends to camp. In July there was snow lying on the surrounding hills, but none on the pass itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ningor or Rongmak (16,250 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>5 0</td>
<td>Road follows down a large stream which flows to Pangong lake, and in summer is difficult to cross; grass and burtai at camp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nyagto or Rowang Yomka (15,300 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>8 0</td>
<td>Road passes for 8 miles down stream to Mandal, and then turns up a branch valley (Tsekiick) containing abundance of grass and jungle wood. The camp is at the junction of three streams, and is on the frontier between Ladák and Tibet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kaisarpo (16,000 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>12 0</td>
<td>Good road along Tsekiick stream. Three tents of Noh shepherds at camp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gonu</strong></td>
<td>6 0</td>
<td>Road continues up valley, near the head of which two passes (17,360 feet and 17,700 feet high respectively) have to be crossed; a frontier guard stationed here.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROUTE No. 36—continued.

15. Chutan (15,840 ft.) 11 0 | 141 0 | Road down valley, which opens into a grassy plain; several springs near camp from which a plentiful supply of good drinking water is obtained.

16. Pal 15 0 | 156 0 | Road down valley. Several springs near Camp. Pal is on the northern bank of the Pangong lake, the water of which is brackish.

17. Dobo Nakpo (14,020 ft.) 8 0 | 164 0 | Road skirts the northern edge of two small lakes, the Cho Rum and the Cho Nyak, the water from which flows westward into the Pangong lake, through a deep channel not more than 20 paces wide. The water in these lakes is quite fresh and is used for drinking.

18. Noh 9 0 | A small village in the Budok district, containing about twenty huts built of stone cemented with mud. Population largely increased in winter months by shepherds. A stream from the northeast, 40 paces wide and 3 feet deep, joins the Pangong lake near this place. Up this stream is a road to Khotan via Pola and Kiria.

The village of Gaugra is 6 miles beyond Noh. On the opposite side of the lake a stream flows into it from Budok. Abundance of grass. Yak’s dung is used as fuel. Budok is about a day’s journey from Noh (by a circuitous road to the south).

The distance to Khotan by the road mentioned above is 450 miles. For a distance of 40 miles from Noh it gradually rises up to a height of 15,500 feet, and then for about 160 miles, as the crow flies, crosses in a north-southerly direction a series of elevated plains and ridges before it descends somewhat suddenly to the plains of Eastern Turkestan. The average height above sea level of the halting-places on the elevated plain to the north of Noh is 16,500 feet.—(Trotter.)

——

ROUTE No. 36.
LÉH TO PIUN.

BY DIGAR AND THE SHYOK RIVER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léh to Digar (two marches)</td>
<td>24 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Satti</td>
<td>17 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See route No. 36.)

For route up Shyok river from Digar, see No. 39.

A village on right bank of Shyok. Road descends rapidly for 2 miles, then runs for more than a mile along a platform of alluvium, after which it descends into valley and runs for 6 or 7 miles parallel to the Shyok, then crosses to right bank. The stream here, in October, is 100 yards broad, and has considerable velocity; it is 3 feet deep in the middle. Its bed consists of boulders and gravel. Its banks, hardly higher than the water. In summer it is crossed by boats, and animals swim over. In winter it is fordable. The Shyok valley at Satti is a gravelly plain, 1 to 2 miles broad, stony, barren, and desolate.

For route Satti to Léh, see No. 37.
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#### Route No. 36—continued.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Lyaxjung</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Huggar</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Tertse</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Umwaru</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Khoro Oor Kuru</strong> (10,300 ft.)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Wares</strong> (12,400 ft.)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Hochdah</strong> (11,700 ft.)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11. Chulunka</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Tuttuk</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Prahnu</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Piun</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** |   | **144**

From Satti the road follows the Shyok to its junction with the Nubra river, passing Tirit at 7 miles. At the junction the valley of the two streams is at its widest breadth 6 miles. The valley of Nubra extends for 20 miles, and is 1 to 2 miles broad, and in its general character is very similar to that of the Shyok: its lower part is very fertile, and on the east side from Tirit to Panamik (see route No. 37), cultivation extends in a belt varying in breadth from a few hundred feet to nearly a mile; the villages are large and populous.

Large village left bank Shyok, with fine orchards. A pathway leads hence due south over the Thangtango Pass (10,900 feet) to the Indus, a little below Leh.

Village left bank Shyok.

Village right bank Shyok. Ford river at Tertse. As far as this the Shyok is everywhere fordable in October; average depth 2 to 3 feet. Beyond Umwaru there is no cultivation, and the valley is extremely narrow.

Village right bank, the termination of the Nubra district; the river here enters a deep gorge, walled in on both sides by lofty and almost perpendicular cliffs of slate.

There is no road along the banks of the river, as the rocks are too precipitous and the river is too deep, but when frozen over it can be used; at other times it is necessary to ascend by a very narrow and rugged ravine, until the steep ridge can be crossed, for 8 miles to Wares, where are a few fields and huts, but the latter are abandoned, when harvest is over, for a more temperate spot.

Village right bank Shyok in well wooded ravine. From Wares ascend ridge on left (14,700 feet). Descent very abrupt (3,000 feet in 1 mile).

Village right bank, three or four houses.

Village left bank; a bridge of poplars, 25 paces long, here.

Village right bank; much cultivation.

Village left bank. Pass Sikka close to Piun. The route from Lek via Indus and Hand joins here (see No. 41). All these villages have orchards, poplars, and some willows; they lie alternately on opposite sides of the river, which is in this part very rapid and not fordable, and has to be crossed by bridges of poplar trunks. (Thomson—Macleay.)
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**ROUTE No. 37.**

**Léh to Shahidula en route to Yárrakand (by the Sárir and Karakoram Passes—the Tabistani or Summer Route).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage or halting-place</strong></td>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Léh to Poldú Digar</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dígar (13,080 ft.)</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>24 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Satti (10,500 ft.)</td>
<td>17 0</td>
<td>41 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Camp at foot of Khardong Pass (15,000 ft.)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Khardong Village (12,900 ft.)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Satti (10,500 ft.)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 39 |
Route No. 57—continued.

3. SATTI  
—contd.  
Drew thus describes these marches: The way from Leh leads for some miles up the valley, rising at an angle of 5°, then it continues in a branch valley of steeper gradient; till it reaches the water-shed, which is in this place a narrow rocky ridge at 17,500 feet; the pass in places is difficult for ponies, which are replaced generally by yaks. On the north of the pass the road crosses a bed of ice, and leads down a steep descent of some 1,600 feet; thence an easy and long descent leads for many miles down a valley; several small lakes are passed, and in the bottom grazing grounds and scattered houses, until Khardong, a large village, is reached; thence by a wide valley along the Khardong stream, to the Shyok river, which is crossed at 10½ miles by boat, and at certain seasons by a ford. Drew makes the distances to Tughar—Camp 12 miles, Khardong 15, Khartar 12, Tughar 13; total 53 miles.

4. TUGHAR  
(10,500 ft.)  
15  
60  
Village left bank Nubrá: barley and lucerne cultivation and a good many trees. Proceed down right bank Shyok in the rich valley of that river, to Tirir, 7 miles; then up left bank Nubrá, passing Lakhijun, a flourishing village at the confluence of the Shyok and Nubrá; the valley of the Shyok is here some 4 miles wide, and of the Nubrá 2 to 3 miles; it is in parts sandy and skingly, and in parts covered with jungle. Cultivation, fruit trees, and hamlets in places.

5. PANGNIK  
(10,840 ft.)  
13  
69  
Large village left bank Nubrá; extensive cultivation; barley and lucerne, supplies for onward journey should be obtained here. Midway across a rocky ridge abutting on the stream, with the populous village of Chirâs on the opposite bank. Pass Popchi, a large village, at 7 miles; hot springs at 12 miles.

6. CHANGLUNG  
(10,760 ft.)  
11  
80  
Small village left bank Nubrá; the last inhabited place in Ladak territory by this route. Hot springs here, and a little cultivation; road across patches of turf and brushwood jungle. At 3½ miles pass Takcha, and cross the Tutyalak, a rapid stream, by a timber bridge.

7. TUTYALAK  
(12,300 ft.)  
11  
91  
As far as Changlung the road lies in Nubrá valley, the richest and most thickly populated in Ladak, along left bank of river. Camp on gravelly flat close under a glacier, left bank Tutyalak; fuel scarce, pasture plentiful. This place is called Pangcondonga by the Tibetans; steep zig-zag ascent of 4,000 feet to the Kuaral Dawn ridge, 3 miles. Then down a steep hill slope and cross Tutyalak river by rickety spar bridge, and proceed up left bank 3 miles to camp.

8. BRANGSA SASSER OR  
SASSER POLÜ (15,294 ft.)  
15  
106  
No supplies, fuel, or grass.
Camping ground and a few huts at north-east base of Saser Pass and on right bank of Shyok river; proceed north through a narrow defile; path very rough. At half-way pass Sartang camp (also called Sar-i-kam-i-khoja-Patch) at foot of Saser Pass. (Glaciers all round. Path now winds under a huge glacier, which it eventually crosses; leading over it for 3 miles; passage dangerous; this is the summit of the Saser Pass (17,500 feet); it is covered with perpetual snow, and is the most difficult of all the passes on either the summer or winter route. The ascent and descent are nearly always impracticable for laden horses, and yaks must be employed to carry loads over it. Path leads down from the glacier to Brangsa Saser.

From Brangsa Sasser there is another route to Daoulut Boguldi; it is only practicable in winter.
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### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

**Route No. 37—continued.**

1. To Kumdan, 8 miles.—Up a wide river channel, through a very narrow and winding strait between a great glacier and opposite cliffs and along the river course. The passage of the strait is done on the ice, or through the stream where it is broken, a difficult road under any conditions.

2. To Gopsan, 9 miles.—Across a bank of loose pebbles, through a narrow strait where the river bed is very nearly blocked by a vast glacier which has slid down across it, and up the bed of a stream, in and out of the water repeatedly.

3. To Daolat Begundi, 15 miles.—Across an undulating ravine-cut plateau.

| Bulaq-i-Murgai or Murgiail (15,190 ft.) | 10 | 116 | Camping ground right bank of a tributary of Shyok. Ford Shyok opposite Brangsa Saser. Proceed down left bank for a mile, and then due east up a deep gully to Chungtash camp, 8 miles, at a great erratic boulder on a terraced flat; thence proceed down dry stony gully to Murghlai. The winter route from Leh joins here. (See No. 38.)

| Kizil Langar (16,700 ft.) | 16 | 133 | Camping ground on left bank of a tributary of the Shyok, flowing down south from the Dipsang plain. No fuel or forage procurable. Road very narrow and difficult, and risky from stone avalanches. Follow up course of stream and cross it repeatedly by narrow fords; it flows as a raging torrent, rolling over great boulders in a tight winding gorge, then quit the river, and pass over projecting bluffs, joining it again at 11 miles and follow it up to Kizil Langar. At 13 miles pass Bartai or Borsa camping ground on a gravelly talus shelving to the stream.

| Daolat Begundi (16,880 ft.) | 20 | 152 | Camping ground at north-west corner of Dipsang plain. Continue up stream, path still difficult, and at 8 miles ascend up steep and stony gorge to the Dipsang plain (17,800 feet), about 18 miles broad. Cross this bleak, barren, undulating plateau, from which the world around subsides, the highest hill tops only appearing above the horizon. Soil soft, and spongy, gravel and clay mixed, and where water-logged, boggy. Breathing distressing. From plateau descend into a wide deep gully. Cross shallow stream with muddy bottom, in which cattle stick, and from it ascend to the Daolat Begundi plateau.

| Balti Brangsa or Brangsa Karakoram (17,180 ft.) | 22 | 174 | Camping ground at north base of Karakoram Pass, and left of a sandy ravine. Large rock here used as a shelter by travellers. No grass or fuel. Gradual rise to foot of Karakoram (18,550 feet), which is crossed at 11 miles. Breathing difficult, surface bare gravel and clay, ascent sudden and steep. Descent also short and steep, and then gradual down a sharply gully to Balti Brangsa. Pass Chajosh Jilga camp at 12 miles. Near the summit of the pass three streams rise, one runs down to the west and south, the second to the south, and the third to the north-east; the two first join at Yapcham and fall into the Shyok, the third is the source of the Yarkand river; snow in winter only on the pass; road nearly always open. Many beasts of burden (ponies and horses) succumb to fatigue and difficulty in breathing. The pass is throughout passable for laden horses.

| Malikshah or Aktaigh (15,600 ft.) | 28 | 202 | Camping ground right bank Yarkand river. No wood or grass and no water from end of October to end of April. Road follows down course of a wide sharply gully. Pass Kiziltagh, Chadarsab, and Wahab Jilga camps. Latter at 14 miles, where the Aktaigh stream flows through a cutting in slate rocks. Vegetation most scanty in herbal tufts; a few antelopes met with. From this down stream is the winter route via the Yang Dwan and Kugur to Yarkand (see Section II). The Chang Chenmo route (Western Variation, No. 29) joins in at Malikshah. On this march this road is good, and there is little snow in winter.
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**Route No. 37—concluded.**

| 14. Chisra  | 10  | 212 |
| (16,480 ft.) |     |     |

A few stone enclosures in which travellers rest for the night at foot of Sugeet Pass; cold usually intense; no grass or fuel; water scarce. Proceed north over an elevated, arid, stony plateau, a desert, gradually ascending. Breathing oppressed on this march. The whole region a bleak, desolate and inhospitable waste.

From Sar-i-haus-i-khoja to Chisra both inclusive, there is a difficulty as to wood and grass, which are altogether wanting from halting-place No. 10 to Chisra inclusive.

| 15. Sugeet  | 21  | 233 |
| (12,970 ft.) |     |     |

Camp ground, right bank Sugeet stream, close to its junction with the Karakash, in an open wide valley. Grass and wood abundant; the grazing ground is much used by traders, ascent gradual for 6 miles to top of Sugeet Diwan Pass (17,610 feet). Snow lies on it from September to April; and the breathing of men and animals is much affected. Descent at first steep into a ravine. Then over high moraine banks of granite boulders and across slope of a hill to Sugeet Pass Kutua Jilga at about 6 miles.

| 16. Shahidula Khoja  | 8  | 241 |
| (11,780 ft.) |     |     |

Camping ground, left bank Karakash. Small fort with garrison now unoccupied. Fuel and grass here, and Kirghiz camps around. The road from Sugeet follows the course of the Sugeet stream, crossing it several times; at 4 miles it joins the Karakash, crosses and then keeps the right bank of the latter to opposite Shahidula. The Kirghiz route can be joined from here by following up the stream that flows down east from the Kirghiz Pass. It is 2 marches to Kirghiz jungle.

This route is open for 4 to 5 months.

(See Routes Nos. 38, 39, 49.)

| Thence to 23. Yarkand (via Sanju Pass)  | 202 4  | ... |
|                                          |       |     |

There are two practicable routes from Shahidula to Yarkand, viz.:—

By the Kilian and the Sanju Passes, the latter is now closed by the Chinese authorities.

**ROUTE No. 38.**

LEH TO SHAHIDULA en route to YARKHAND (BY THE VALLEY OF THE SHYOK AND THE KARAKORAM).

(The Zamistani or Winter Route.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting-places</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEH TO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diyar</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Route No. 37.

**Total** 443 4

(Bellow—Montgomery—Drew—Mainey—Route Book.)
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**Route No. 38—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Aghan</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Village left bank Shyok: at junction of Dgiar stream. From this place to Murghói the road runs up the valley of the Shyok, winding along the stream, which is crossed and re-crossed some 24 times; the river is frozen over for 4 months in winter beyond Lamakvent, when people travel over the ice: its bed is sandy or gravelly; grass and fuel in plenty all the way. No habitation on the road from this to Khulustan, excepting Lamakvent, and the tents of the pastoral tribes between Doba and Khulustan. Caravans take provisions for their onward journey from this place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Pakra</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Camping ground right bank Shyok. Cross river by ford or on the ice: water from a spring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Chimchak</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Camping ground right bank Shyok: water from a spring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Lamakvent</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Village right bank Shyok; travellers either halt here or at Shyok on opposite bank. Valley uninhabited and barren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Chang Jungle</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Camping ground right bank Shyok. A fine pasture ground, where people of the surrounding country graze their flocks of sheep, goats, yaks, and horses. At a point on the road called Changthang Jilga (meaning the Changthang stream), 3 miles further on from Chang Jungle, the Chang Chenmo stream from the north joins the Shyok, and a road strikes north-east towards Rudok and Chanthan by Chumurtii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Dong Aylak</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Halting-place left bank Shyok: a halting-place called Kabutar Khána is passed en route.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Mandarlik</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Camping ground right bank Shyok. Pass an old fort called Yarghuluk; little or no snow falls on the portion of the road from Uhgam to Mandarlik; further on, as far as Brangsa, it continually snows during winter, but the road is never closed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Kutulik</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Camping ground on Shyok river at junction of tributary flowing into it from Dipsang plain; a spring of water called Bulak; Yartuvi, another halting-place about 3 miles from Mandarlik; a stream called Kura Jilga joins the Shyok near Yartuvi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Sultan Chushkum</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Camping ground left bank Shyok, 10 miles below Brangsa Saser. Bulak-i-Murghai, camp, on summer route, lies 14 miles to the north.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Bulak-i-Murghai</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Or to Dahn-i-Murghai, 18 miles, and thence to Daoplat Beguldi sid Gaphan. (See Route No. 37.) See Routes Nos. 37, 39, and 40.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Route No. 38—continued.

13. KIEL LANGAR 16 174 4 Or to Dahn-i-Murghai, 18 miles, and thence to Daolat Beguldi Sirdar Gapahan. (See Route No. 37.)

14. DAOLAT BEGULDI 20 194 4 Ditto ditto.

15. BALTI BRANORA 22 216 4 Ditto ditto.

16. MALIKSHAH 28 244 4 Ditto ditto.

And thence to YAS- KAND AND THE YANG- GIDAWAN AND KU- GIAN ROUTE.

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Total 244 4

Trotter—Route Book—Drew—Maisey.

ROUTE No. 39.

LÉH TO SHAHIDULA (BY THE CHANG CHESMO ROUTE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. TIKZAY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Along Indus valley, road good. The village of Tikzay contains about 600 inhabitants and a monastery; cultivation, poplar plantation, and tank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The village is situated on the right bank of the Indus, in a plain. The monastery is on the end of a spur immediately to the north of the village. Encampment in a poplar garden, to the north-east of which is a small sacred tank. The whole of the land about the village is irrigated by canals from the Indus, and is subject to inundation when the river rises above its usual height. (Jodhan.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. CHIMRÉ (11,890 ft.)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Along Indus valley for 10 miles, road indifferent in places. Indus fordable in September after first 6 miles, turning up north by the Sakti valley for 5 miles of pathway through cultivation to Chirmi, village of about 500 inhabitants with monastery. Bad camping ground.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also a route from Chimiré to Talgar on Karakoram road.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tagur</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taingar</td>
<td>20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakti</td>
<td>15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talgar</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross Waris La; easy pass, 17,300 feet; fit for ponies, closed for 3 months.

Large village and monastery. The village is situated on the right side of the Sakti ravine, on ground ascending in steps. The monastery is erected on the knob of a spur to the west of the village. Encampment in a small garden of poplars to the east of the village.

(Johnson.)

3. Zingral
   (15,780 ft.)
   8
   33
   | Up valley for about 3 miles, when it forks. Up well cultivated valley to eastward for 1½ miles to village of Sakti; beyond this the ascent gets steeper to Zingral, at elevation 15,800 feet. No village; good camping ground at small tank. Grass and fuel plentiful. At Zingral the valley forks to Chang La and Kay La Passes, the latter saves about 6 miles, but is more difficult for loaded animals.

   Encampment at a small tank, which is in a grazing ground belonging to the villages of Chimiré and Sakti. The road runs up a ravine for 6 miles, till it reaches the large village of Sakti, which is situated at the junction of two streams, up the western one of which a road leads into Nubra vid the village of Taingar, while the road to Zingral lies up that which runs down south-west from the Chang La (Pass). The whole of the ground in the ravine from its junction with the Indus to the village of Sakti is well cultivated in a succession of steps. Ascent from Sakti to Zingral very steep, being the best part of the ascent to the Chang La, which renders the after-ascent from Zingral to the Chang La very easy. No houses at this place.—(Johnson.)

4. Tsultak
   (15,950 ft.)
   8
   41
   | Up most northerly of the two valleys, an easy, but stony, ascent of 2 miles to the top of the Chang La (17,600 feet). A very gradual descent of 4 miles, then turning abruptly to the east to Tsultak, a small lake; no village; good camping ground. Though the pass is not formidable either in height or steepness, it must always prove difficult to loaded animals on account of the badness of the road, which is a mere track winding through rocks and boulders.

   The road is on the whole good, crossing the Chang La at a distance of 4 miles, and then down a ravine which joins the Shushal river immediately below Dorgu.—(Johnson.)

The first Yarkand Mission suffered considerably when crossing this pass from the rarity of the air. Several coolies lay down on the road and complained of headache. Several travellers say that they and their followers have suffered more when crossing this pass than on much higher ones.

Road continues down the ravine, which it crosses, and passes for a mile over a spur to Dorgu, a small village situated at a point on the left bank of the Shushal river, from which three roads strike off, viz., to Taingar, to Shyok, and to Tankés, and where stands a small house belonging to the maharajá. The river Shushal contains fish which are very good. The ground about the village is bare of trees, but is well-cultivated. From this place to Tankés there are two roads, one along the right bank of the Shushal river, and the other along the left; the latter crosses the river by a small bridge made of willow branches, covered with smooth slate slabs, which being loosely put down render the bridge dangerous. The road on the right bank is good, and crosses the river by a ford about 1½ miles below Tankés.

5. Tankés
   (15,900 ft.)
   14
   55
   | Down valley for 6½ miles, easy road, cross shoulder of hill into valley with stream running from south-east; pass Dorgu, small village on left bank of Shushal, whence three roads strike off, viz., Taingar, Shyok, and Tankés; there is a large store-house. No trees, but culti
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*Route No. 39—continued.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tankse</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Valley above Tankse narrows to a gorge for 6 miles, then turns to the south and opens out; 2 miles further is Mugil, a very small village. For 3 miles the valley is a grassy swamp, then narrows for 2 miles of gentle ascent among rocky boulders. At Chakar Talao is a small shallow pond, sometimes dry in summer. Coarse grass on further side of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukong</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Five miles up valley to north-west of Pangong lake. Water salt. Two miles due north from end of the lake to Lukong, small patch cultivation with stream running into lake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagra</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>One and a half miles above Lukong, valley forks; up one to north-east; summer pasture ground of Tartara, one or two stone huts; grass plentiful; and fish in stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rimdi</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>A short steep ascent out of the valley half a mile due east into broad valley running east and west. Continue for 1 mile very slight ascent to Lankar, stone hut, uninhabited; wood, grass and water procurable; then steeper ascent, but not difficult, to top of Lankar La or Marsemik Pass (18,400 feet). Gradual descent down valley, turning due north. At 34 miles join valley from west. Rimdi camping ground at junction; fuel scarce; water and grass plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punnel</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Down valley to east; stony and narrow tract for 2 miles along face of a steep hill; valley then bends to north, and road improves slightly. At 9 miles bed of stream narrows to a stony gorge for a few passes, then opens out to a quarter of a mile in breadth. Very stony; brushwood plentiful. Strike Chang Chenmo stream running east and west. Camping ground to west of junction. Fuel abundant, grass plentiful, half a mile further down valley. From Punnel at 11 miles up Chang Chenmo valley is the hot spring of Kiam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gogra</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Up Chang Chenmo valley into Kugrung valley north-north-west; road good; fuel plentiful; grass scarce; another route from this, see below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamal Lungpa</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Cross valley and up Changlung valley to north-east, stream runs in a narrow gorge. At 1 1/2 miles narrow, steep descent, and ascent across gorge coming from north. At 6 miles hot springs in river bed; valley bends round to north, road winds in narrow track on hill side, several steep ascents and descents. Three miles above hot springs is a large ravine leading east, up which is the road over Changlung Yolma Pass on the Lingshithang plain; 1 mile beyond is Shamal Lungpa ravine, running east; first half mile narrow and stony, then opens out; camping ground 1 1/2 mile from entrance; water and fuel plentiful; grass very scarce.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Route No. 39—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Camp near Nish Chu</td>
<td>14 2</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18,630 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Up valley, which at 3½ miles forks; up ravine to eastward at the head of which appears practicable pass. At half a mile take up ravine north by west up steep ascent, cross Changlung Burma Pass, 19,300 feet high (called also Cayley's Pass—Henderson and Hume, page 74). Descend low hill into broad shallow valley due east; down valley which bends to north and camp near black jagged hills. No grass or fuel; march throughout good for laden animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Camp Lingzithang</td>
<td>16 4</td>
<td>165 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17,680 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Down main valley, which makes a great sweep round to north-east, and at 6½ miles opens out into Shumshal plain by Kala Pahar. Due north across plain for 6 miles, cross low ridge with 200 feet rise and 700 feet descent on north side into Lingzithang plain; due north for 5 miles and camp in watercourse. Fuel and water; latter to be got by digging; no grass. From low ridge above-mentioned, rocky peak at head of Kisil Jilga ravine, bears 340°; should be used as a land-mark; travelling good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Jungle Camp</td>
<td>17 0</td>
<td>182 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Across plain for 9 miles, straight for rocky peak, across low ridges for 8 miles; and camp by small pond. No grass or fuel, but latter can be collected on north side of plain, where it is plentiful. Travelling good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Camp Sumkal</td>
<td>21 4</td>
<td>204 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17,150 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Among low hills for 3 miles into broad valley running north, in which is plenty of water; keep up valley northwards for 2 miles towards smooth, round hill, and turn up broad valley running in from west for 11 miles to red rock, cross Kisil Diwan (17,290 feet), at foot of it into Kisil Jilga ravine; water, grass, and fuel obtainable 3 miles down, and more plentiful still further on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Kisil Jilga</td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>213 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16,380 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Down valley to Karakaash river flowing between two huge red rocks; camping ground under southern one; grass and fuel plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Khush Maidan</td>
<td>17 0</td>
<td>230 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Down Karakaash valley, at 5 miles water disappears in the ground. None to be found for 11 miles; then are numerous springs; camp on south side of valley; fuel abundant; grass scarce; road excellent all the way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Chung Tash</td>
<td>7 0</td>
<td>237 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(15,740 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Down valley, which narrows. Huge rocks on right bank. No fuel or grass; road good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Camp Sumkal</td>
<td>15 0</td>
<td>250 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(15,540 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Down valley, which at 3½ miles bends round to north, and valley leading to Aktagh comes in west. The Karakaash then flows in a narrow gorge, and at 6 miles from Chungtash are hot springs on right bank. A little fuel, but no grass, 1 mile above hot springs. Valley opens for a mile, then closes again. Road in parts stony and bad. River has to be crossed frequently; small patches of fuel in side valleys. Good camping ground at head of river to east, where salute from west joins. Fuel and grass abundant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Camp Take Marko</td>
<td>11 0</td>
<td>261 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(15,000 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Valley opens out for 8 miles, forming at some parts of the year a lake from overflow of ice melting. Zintchin on right bank; fuel and grass. Valley then narrows; road encumbered by huge boulders and masses of rubbish; very difficult for laden animals; camp under yellow rock on left bank. Good camping ground; grass abundant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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22. Camp Polong Karpo
   (14,600 ft.)

21 0

282 0

Valley opens out, and travelling good. At 8 miles is a broad valley on left with abundant fuel, after which fuel is to be found all along in main valley; grass very scarce. At 16 miles valley narrows and turns to north, fuel becomes more plentiful. At Polong Karpo is a huge rock in bed of valley on left; good camping ground. Fuel and grass abundant.

23. Camp Sora
   (14,000 ft.)

15 0

297 0

At 5 miles river takes sharp bend to north-west into broad valley at foot of Kuenlun. A road branches off at this point north-east across the Yangi (or Elishi Diwan) Pass to Khotan, distant 160 miles, or from eleven to sixteen days' march. For 2 miles on either side of the bend is no fuel or grass. Ground at Sora covered with natural salt-pan. Good camping ground. Fuel and grass abundant.

24. Jungle Camp

17 0

314 0

Camp at mouth of small ravine, opposite mouth of Kara Jilga ravine. Fuel and grass abundant.

25. Sumgal

25 4

339 4

Camping ground right bank of Shyok. Fuel and grass abundant. A road leads north-east from here to Khotan; about ten days' march. Road bad. The Kuenlun range crossed on this route by the Hindutak Pass (17,379 ft.): a glacier pass only used by foot-passengers.

26. Gulbashem

17 0

356 4

Camping ground right bank Karakash; a favourite resort of Kirghiz. Fuel and grass plentiful. At 5 miles river much increased by springs. At 7 miles Potash camp left bank. A route from here up Potash ravine, and across a rather difficult pass to Tumba camp, thus avoiding the Suget Pass. It is not often used.

27. Bularchi

10 0

366 4

Grass and fuel. Camping ground right bank Karakash. Pass jade quarries at base of Kuenlun range.

28. Shahidula
   (11,780 ft.)

13 0

379 4

Small deserted fort on left bank of the Karakash; grass and fuel abundant. At 6 miles strike road from Suget Pass. Road good; though parts of the road are practicable for guns and wheeled carriage, it is, on the whole, only available for camels or horses.

And thence to Yarkand, 12 marches side Sanju Pass

202 4

(Captain Bidulph—September and October 1873.)

(40 marches) Total

582 0

Variation on above route from Goga by Captain Trotter—September and October 1873.

11. Goga

... 122 6

Grass up stream the whole way good, but somewhat difficult for laden ponies, as there are several ascents and descents in crossing tributary streams, which in the autumn contain only a few inches of water. Pass ravine on right leading to Nischhu, as per Captain Bidulph's route. At the camp grass, water, and fuel procurable.
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**Route No. 39—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Pangtong (17,250 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>7 4</td>
<td>138 2</td>
<td>Steady and gentle ascent through a broad stony ravine for 4 miles, then somewhat steeper. Camping ground covered with snow, but grass and an inferior fuel said to be plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Sumzulming (17,310 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>15 0</td>
<td>163 2</td>
<td>Steady and not very steep ascent to the Changtang Pass (18,910 feet). The road then passes over a high table-land for about a mile, after which it enters a ravine along which it goes ¾ miles of execrable road, crossing the stream in numerous places before reaching camp at the junction of three salas. Water and little grass on a neighbouring hill, but no fuel; one of the worst marches on the whole road, as the number of recently dead animals that strewed the road too surely testified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15. Deha Compass (17,890 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>19 0</td>
<td>172 2</td>
<td>Road runs nearly due north up a gentle ascent for about 5 miles; so far road fair, then for several miles good across the west end of the Lingzithang plain; crossing several easy open ravines draining eastwards, descends into and crosses a branch of the Karakash river, and camp at foot of a low pass: very little water to be obtained by digging; and no grass or wood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16. Shinglang or Danglang (17,030 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>18 0</td>
<td>190 2</td>
<td>Across pass and down a ravine for 5½ miles into Karakash river, where plenty of bur踩草 and water, but no grass. Road follows river, which after 3 miles turns up sharp in a northerly direction, after which it is followed for 9 miles to Shinglang. Road good but stony; bur踩草 abundant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17. Kirei Jilga (16,980 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>14 4</td>
<td>204 6</td>
<td>Bad stony road down bed of Karakash river for the first mile, then between about two or three miles of ice beds have to be traversed, the bed extending right across the ravine, here about ½ a mile in breadth. Road very slippery and difficult for laden animals. At camp, passage of Karakash difficult in October owing to an admixture of ice and water. Fuel (bur踩草), grass, and water within reach of camp down Karakash river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18. Chung Tash (18,740 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>23 4</td>
<td>228 2</td>
<td>Road down Karakash river generally good but stony, and bad in the latter portion. Camp badly situated, as there is neither wood nor grass, both of which might have been had at Khdah Maidan, 5½ miles further back. Camp under a big rock near where the bed of the Karakash is very much narrowed by precipitous hills coming down to near the river-bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19. Show Jilga</strong></td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>242 2</td>
<td>Road for 2 miles down Karakash, which takes another sudden curve to the north-east; the road goes up a tributary stream containing nearly as much water as the Karakash itself. Road bad for 2 or 3 miles owing to the number of times the frozen stream has to be crossed and re-crossed; it then passes over a tolerably level plain until it reaches the gorge, at the mouth of which is Shur Jilga. In October there was no water, and camp had to be pitched half a mile up the gorge, at a place where the river water disappears into the ground. Not a stick of wood or blade of grass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20. Karatag (16,890 ft.)</strong></td>
<td>9 0</td>
<td>251 2</td>
<td>Up ravine for several miles; snow and ice nearly the whole way (October), and road bad; short but sharp descent from Karatag Pass (17,710 feet) into large, flat, open plain covered with several inches of snow. Lake (height 16,890 feet) frozen over, but water obtained by making a hole in ice; plenty of bur踩草, but no grass visible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Route No. 39—concluded.

21. Aktágh or Malikshah. (15,580 ft.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>273 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. Chirba... 10 0 283 6  | See Route No. 37. |

23. Saght... 21 0 304 6 |

24. Shabidula... 8 0 312 6 |

And to Yār-Kand.

12 Marches.

36 Marches Total... 515 2  (Captain Trotter, September and October 1873.)

Note.—Montgomerie makes the marches and distances as follows:—(1) Tiksai 13 miles; (2) Chiume 16 miles; (3) Zingral 11 miles; (4) Taitak 13 miles; (5) Dorgu 16 miles; (6) Tankāś 7 miles; (7) Moglib 8 miles; (8) Lukung 14 miles; (9) Chagra 8 miles; (10) Rimdi 13 miles; (11) Pamzal 16 miles; (12) Gogra 16 miles; (13) Camp south of Chang Chenmo range 21 miles; (14) Camp north of Chang Chenmo range 20 miles; (15) Sumdo 25 miles; (16) Shingla 11 miles; (17) Kızıl Jilga 14 miles; (18) Khāsh Maidan 18 miles; (19) Shor Jilga 14 miles; (20) Karatala Lake 17 miles; (21) Malikshah or Aktágh 25 miles; total 316 miles.

Drew says “this is thought to be the easiest of the routes to Yār-Kand; it can be travelled by canoes of the two-humped species; fuel and grass are wanting at two or three stages only. It would be closed in the winter. The Chang Chenmo valley is 70 miles from east to west; elevation 12,000 feet at junction with the Shyok; and at the middle of its length it is 15,000 feet high. The valley is only accessible from the Shyok in the winter, and in the summer the approach from Central Lādāk is by Tankāś and Lukung.”

ROUTE No. 40.

Lēh to Shabidula via Chang Chenmo Valley (Eastern Variation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Kiam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Camping ground Chang Chenmo valley left bank of stream from Kepang Pass (east), 2 miles above its junction with Chang Chenmo river. Hot springs here; grass and fuel plentiful. Antelope, kyang, and wild yak in the neighbourhood. Road over level sandy ground covered with boulders up left bank. At 9 miles ford river (the morning is the best time, about 9 A.M.). Road bad. From here Gogra is 33 miles north.
12. LUMKANG (17,501 ft.) 18 0 140 2 18 0 140 2 Camp in Chang Chenmo valley in an open ravin four miles south of the Lumkang Pass, direction north-east; a little grass and fuel. Antelope numerous; cross stream immediately north of hot springs. At 8 miles cross low spur, then up Lumkang ravine.

13. NISCHU (18,630 ft.) 20 0 160 2 20 0 160 2 Camping ground at junction of two streams at south edge of Lingszithang plain. A little fuel; no grass. Direction north. At 4 miles Lumkang Pass (19,533 feet), gradual ascent to top 8 miles, and gentle descent down Nischu ravine. No snow on pass at end of July. Road good. Roads also lead down to Nischu from the Changlung Barma and Changlung Yokma Passes, both good for laden animals. Captain Biddulph's Route No. 39 branches off north-west from this camp.

14. BURCHATHANG (17,425 ft.) 18 0 178 2 18 0 178 2 Camp in Lingszithang plain. The plain is, 16 miles from north to south and 50 to 60 miles from east to west; a bare, earthy waste; pasture very scant and hardly any fuel, and no grass as far as Lukhuzang; climate one of daily extremes, hot by day and frost by night. Amount of snow in winter unknown, but it remains till summer is well advanced; a very cold wind blows nearly every day over the plain and crosses towards night. Travellers have frequently been killed by it. Rarity of atmosphere severe. At this camp water from small stream; direction north; road good up left bank of stream. At 8 miles leave stream, and cross several low broad spurs, going over dry bed of a small lake, pass low spur and descend sandy ravine to camp.

15. TROUTHANG (17,100 ft.) 20 0 198 2 20 0 198 2 Camping ground at north edge of Lingszithang plain at foot of Lukhuzang range and on the west shore of a salt lake. Little fuel, no grass; direction north, road good over plain, which is covered with saltpetre. No hills seen to east.

16. HUZAKHAN (16,654 ft.) 15 0 213 2 15 0 213 2 Camping ground in the Lukhuzang range on east shore of small lake; water brackish. Spring of fresh water flows from high bank into lake. Direction north. The Lukhuzang range is 60 miles long by 15 to 20 broad. Road on leaving last camp ascends gently for 1 mile, and then descends gradually for 6 miles.

17. THALDAY OR MAPOTHANG (16,300 ft.) 16 0 220 2 16 0 220 2 Camping ground at south edge of Kuenhuen plain, and immediately south of a salt lake (partially frozen at end of October). Direction north; road for 12 miles down broad sandy ravine; then turn to left over spur to camp. No wood or grass; water in lake brackish. An alternative route may be taken here sid Patsalang, six.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Patsalang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Karakash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or 10 miles longer than that by Yangpa.—(Cusley.)
Route No. 40—concluded.

18. Yangpa ........................................... 25 254 2
   (10,300 ft.) ...........................................

19. Karakash ........................................... 18 272 2

Camping ground left bank of stream from Kuenluen range; water brackish; a little fuel and grass. Direction north, over extensive plain, covered with several lakes (water brackish and offensive), and also patches of soda.

Camp on left bank of river; a few stone huts on opposite bank; river from here flows west from Shahidula. Fuel plentiful and a little grass. Direction north up sandy ravine. At 8 miles cross Kataidiwán Pass (17,501 feet), then over dry bed of lake, and from it by abrupt descent to the Karakash. A route leads hence north-east across the Yangidiwán Pass to Khotán, 160 miles.

5 Marches to
24. Shahidula ........................................... 100 372 2
12 Marches to
36. Yarkand ........................................... 203 4 ...

TOTAL ........................................... 574 6

Vide Routes Nos. 37, 39.

By summer route.

This is the road taken by Schlagnitweit, also by Johnson, over the great plateau (16,000 to 17,000 feet), which are surrounded and crossed by rocky ridges, whence water finds no outlet but dries upon the plains themselves. Area about 7,000 square miles (100 from north to south, and 70 from west to east). There is difficulty in providing carriage for necessaries, and in procuring food for the beasts of burden. At some stages fuel is wanting; at others grass; at others even water. Ponies more suitable than yaks.

(Schlagnitweit—Johnson—Hayward—Henderson—Hume—Cayley—Drew—Maisey—Montgomerie.)

Note on Routes Leh to Shahidula and thence to Yarkand.

There are 5, viz.:
1. Summer route by Karakoram and Sanju Passes
2. Winter route by Karakoram and Kupar
3. Chang Chenmo route (Western Variation: Trotter)
4. Ditto (Captain Buddolph)
5. Ditto (Eastern Variation: Johnson)

The shortest route is by the Karakoram Pass, and Captain Trotter thinks that in spite of its many difficulties, such as the Khardong and Saser Passes, the Yarkandi merchants will still continue to use it in preference to the Chang Chenmo valley routes. He observes that “in addition to the intense cold, the principal objection to all three routes skirting or passing over the Lingirithang plains is the extreme elevation at which the traveller has to remain for so many marches, by which the cattle are exhausted, and too frequently suffer in addition from hunger and thirst. These difficulties nearly brought the first Mission to Yarkand to a disastrous end, and the same causes have proved, and will continue to prove, sufficient to deter the experienced merchant from following this road. The older, shorter, and better known route by the Karakoram is likely always to be preferred by the merchant, even in summer, whereas in winter an attempt to cross the Lingirithang plains must always end in disaster.”

Dr. Cayley, on the other hand, is in favour of the Chang Chenmo route: while on special duty in Ladak he had sarãs and supply depôts built at certain places on the route, such as Tanké and Goga, and in every way encouraged the traders to travel by it. Many of them did so, and several caravans of camels came by it from Yarkand to Leh. Mr. Shaw is also in favour of it, especially the Western Variation, and thinks that when properly laid out traders will gradually take to it.

(Cayley’s—Shaw’s—Montgomerie’s—Trotter’s reports—Maisey’s Gazetteer.)
**ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH**

**ROUTE No. 41.**

**Lühl to Skardú (by Chorbat and Kapulu—the Summer Route).**

*Authorities—Montgomery—Drew—Maisey.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lühl to Khezri</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 marches).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Skirbichan</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11,633 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. (Goma Hand, Upper Hand)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Piun</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chorbat)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Dau</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8,400 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Kammu</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>151½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Skardú</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>207½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Routes in Kashmir and Ladakh

#### Route No. 42

**From Lāh to Skardu**

**Authorities—Montgomery—Drew—Mahey.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lāh to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Shikhruchan (4 Marches)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Yogyā Hanū or Lower Hanū</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Right bank of Indus river. A little cultivation and a few trees. Summer route via Chorbūt. Pass branches off here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Oordas</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Village right bank Indus. At village of Dāh between Hanū and Oordas, the boundary of Ladāk and Baltistan is passed. Pass small village, Garkon, where fruit trees and cereals grow. At Samacha, near Oordas, the Indus valley is a narrow rock-bound gorge: the walls of this gorge are nearly vertical, of granitic rock. The width of river varies from 45 to 65 feet, and its depth is great; the path is difficult, a laden horse cannot go, and with difficulty an unladen pony can be let. This prevents the traffic to Skardu: taking this route in summer and the route via Chorbūt is accordingly preferred. This is the lowest and hottest part of Ladāk; the level of the river is 9,000 feet, but the valley in summer is hot.—Drew (page 262).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Kandahmo | 20 | 140 | Left bank, cross Indus by rope-bridge. Left bank Indus, |
9. Tolti | 12 | 153 |
10. Parkata | 14 | 163 |
11. Gol | 13 | 170 |
12. Kephang | 17 | 196 |
13. Skardu (7,700 ft.) | 6 | 200 |

**Total** | | 200 |
## ROUTE No. 43.

**Mari to Pûnch (by Alternative Routes).**

*Authority—Bates (from Native Information).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dewal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kohâla</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ser. Route No. 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Badshah</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bâgh</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Karishramman</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Pûnch</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>...</strong></td>
<td><strong>72</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2nd Route.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dewal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kohâla</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>See Route No. 44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tikût</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Manghâji</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Parâl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hajîra</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Pûnch</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>...</strong></td>
<td><strong>84</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3rd Route.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Kopâdan Ferry</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kangli</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pîrle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. K. La Pâni</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sh. Kakota</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Pûnch</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>...</strong></td>
<td><strong>53</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is said to be the easiest and best road.

---

984
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dewal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kohala</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chakalas</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Baru</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Timali on Tandali</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Garni</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Hattif</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Chakoti</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Ûrf | 14 | 2 | 100 | 4 | A long march; road continues along the valley of the Jhelum, and in the first 10 miles there are about eight fatiguing up and downs, five of which are deep raiines, like those in the previous march. At about 14 miles, it passes over a bridge, which crosses a wide stream near its junction with the Jhelum; on the other side of this bridge there is a long steep ascent to the elevated plain upon which Ûrf is built.

Ûrf is a large village, supplies procurable. An old stone fort stands near the bank of the Jhelum, and just above it the river is crossed by a rope suspension-bridge. The road by Ïnych and the Háji Pîr Pass joins the Mâri road at Ûrf. Ïynch is 34 miles distant. (See Routes Nos. 29 and 30.)

10. Naoshera | 14 | 0 | 114 | 4 | Road continues up the valley of the Jhelum, whose average width is not more than a few hundred yards. About a mile from Ûrf, a long rough descent leads down to the Siakh Kânâta, which flows in two branches, both of which are bridged. Urmûth is about 10 miles from Ûrf. There is a bungalow, and it may be made the halting-place between Ûrf and Baramûla. A ruined temple is passed on the right hand. Bhânyâr is within three miles of Naoshera; near it is another fine ruin. From Bhânyâr there is a path lying up the valley to the south, which leads directly to Srinagar over the mountains. See route below, Bhânyâr to Srinagar, by Solar-Kâdar Pass.

Naoshera is a small village; just below it there are two old Sikh forts, one on each bank of the Jhelum; supplies procurable. There are two travellers' bungalows, both on the edge of the river. To the south of the village there is a wide gorge, up which lies a path to Gulmarg; it is a long march and steep ascent.

11. Baramûla | 9 | 0 | 123 | 4 | An easy march; near the village of Kezam, 5 miles; the valley opens out into a broad, oval, cultivated plain, surrounded by low well-wooded hills; the path continues straight on towards the low bridge in front, over which lies the Baramûla Pass, about 500 feet above the plain, and about 8 miles from Naoshera. The ascent is about a third of a mile long. The road is tolerably smooth and easy, although in some parts narrowed by masses of rocks, which rise steeply on each side; the top is covered with grass and jungle.

The town of Baramûla is situated on the right bank of the Jhelum (about 150 yards wide), which is crossed by the wooden bridge. Supplies are plentiful, and there is a travellers' bungalow in a square enclosure opposite the town, about 50 yards from the bank of the river. Boats are always procurable at Baramûla, and the journey to Srinagar may be accomplished by water; the passage up the Jhelum occupies about 20 hours.

Sopur is 5 hours' journey by boat above Baramûla.

A very tolerable road connects Baramûla with Abbottabad, distant 129 miles (nine regular marches).

There are two roads between Baramûla and Gulmarg, which is distant about 15 miles; from Gulmarg, Suran on the Bhimber and Ïynch road may be reached in four marches. (See Route No. 29.)

The town of Baramûla contains about 850 houses, and the inhabitants are said to number 8,000.

The fort, which contains a small garrison, has lately been completed. It is situated on the left bank of the river, at the south end of the bridge, and overlooking on to it. It is a square work, with a bastion tower at each corner, surrounded by a shallow dry ditch on all except the river face.

The walls, which are about 30 feet high, are built of rubble, strengthened by horizontal bands of timber, at intervals of about four feet, and are pierced for musketry; the bastions at the west end are embossed, and it is said that guns will be mounted on them; but they must necessarily be of very small calibre. The entrance is on the north side facing the bridge, and is covered by a loop-holed wall. The fort is commanded by superior heights on the north-west at a distance of about 1,000 yards, and at about half that distance on the south-west.

In addition to the water of the Jhelum, there are numerous wells in the town, which, judging from the length of the leverpole, must be of unusual depth; there is, however, a great want of trees and shade.
### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

**Route No. 44—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Patan</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>Country level, open, and marshy; good road. Patan, a large village at foot of table-land; supplies procurable; water from spring; ample space for encamping.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 13. Shrinagar | 17 0    | Leaving Patan, the path, which is smooth, broad, and level, passes the noted ruined temples on the east side of the road, and shortly afterwards the village of Gohipdr at the foot of the wadar to west; it then lies across the morass and through the rice fields to the village of Hansawar, situated on both banks of a considerable stream, which is crossed by a kadal bridge, 3 miles; road then lies along a raised bank; just before reaching the village of Singprur it turns in a northerly direction and crosses the Suknig by a kadal bridge of two spans at the level of Haritvul, 4 miles (road to Shadipur branches off to north-east), and lies along the right bank of the stream, passing the village of Malpura to south, and Deoru at foot of wadar to north; it then passes the villages of Haibaran, Tanabal, and Mersgund on the left bank of the river; the road then lies through the morass between the villages of Lowrahpur to the north, and Gundalaasahat south, 9 miles, and on by the village of Zainkut at the foot of the Kashpur wadar; road then crosses the Maharaj sala by a kadal bridge, and approaches the Jhelum, 13 miles, passes between the Chowrni, a garden enclosed by bank and poplar trees, on the north, and the village of Perimpur to south; another sala is then crossed by a bridge near the custom-house; the road then passes the village of Arampura to the south-west, and further on to east, the new village of Bagh Rampa and the garden of Nan Singh; then passes over the parade ground, and crosses the bridge over the Duldh Ganga, near the suburb of Batamal, and passes up the poplar avenue to the Amri Kadal, which is at the south-east end of the city of Srinagar.

The Hari Parbat hill, which is crowned with a fort, dominates the city from its north-east corner, and it is likewise commanded from the south-east at a distance of about 2 miles by a rocky eminence called the Takht-i-Sullman.

The town extends for about 3 miles along both sides of the Jhelum, being little more than a mile across at its broadest point; the greatest portion is situated on the right bank of the river. Population about 150,000. River not fordable. Boats of all sizes ply on it. It is crossed by seven bridges: average depth of water 18 feet. There are many canals.

The following table shows the number of marches and the estimated distance in miles from Srinagar to some of the principal places:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Number of marches</th>
<th>Estimated distance in miles</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Baramula</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about fourteen hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bhimbar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>By the Pir Panjal Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Islamabad</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about twenty-eight hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Jamd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>By the Banilhol Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Jhelum</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>By the Pind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Loha</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>By the Dras road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Mezafaraab</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>By the right bank of the Jhelum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Malt</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>By old road; by new road, thirteen marches, 163 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Shipson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>By the Pir Panjal Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Siakot</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>By Kul, Chamba, and Badrawär.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Simla</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>By Kargra and Chamba.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Skardh</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>By the Dras road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Skardh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>By road; journey by boat occupies about ten hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Soper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

| 987 |
FORTESS.—Sriwar is most open to attack from the south by the line of the Dūdh Ganga and high road from Shupian; it is strongly protected by wall or ditch, and the only strong places are the forts of the Shēr Gachh and Hari Parbat.

The Shēr Gachh, which is situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, at the south end of the town, contains the royal palace, and is the city residence of the maharaja and of the governor of Kashmir.

As a fortress, it does not possess any great strength, the outer walls being old and dilapidated; and from the amount of pine timber and other inflammable substances of which the interior buildings are constructed, it could not long withstand artillery fire. One or two batteries of field artillery are accommodated in the gun-sheds within the fort, but apparently there are no guns mounted on the walls. The fort is a rectangular enclosure, about 800 yards long and 200 yards wide, lying due north and south on the river bank, just below the Amir Kadal, the first bridge. The southern face is separated from the bank and suburb at the end of the bridge by a raised causeway and narrow glades, about 150 yards long. At the north end flows the Kath-i-Kol canal, and the houses on its left bank approach close to the walls; on the west side the ground is for the most part open, a raised road and avenue of poplar trees leading to the bridge crossing the Dūdh Ganga, and to the parade ground; on the east side the Jhelum flows beneath.

On the three land sides, north, south, and west, the walls, which are throughout of stone and loop-holed, are double; on the river front they are surmounted by numerous buildings and dwellings, the residences and offices of government officials, which project over the water; both inner and outer walls are connected by bastion towers at close intervals; the outer wall on the land sides is probably about 15 feet high, and is in a somewhat ruinous condition. On the west side it is protected by a wet ditch about 30 feet in width and of proportionate depth; this ditch overlaps and protects the north-west and south-west corners, and part of the north and south fronts. On the river face the wall is about 22 feet high.

Round the inner side of the outer wall is a row of barracks, and a covered way about 30 feet wide separates the outer and the inner wall. The inner walls are in much better repair, and much more substantial than the outer, being about 30 feet high; they are likewise protected by low bastion towers at the corners and intervals. The main entrance is from the causeway at the southwest corner; the road turning to the west enters the inner enclosure in the middle of the south face, and leads through a long bazaar; the houses are of brick, and the road, which is roughly paved, is about 30 feet wide; on either side of this bazaar are scattered dwellings and the garrison store-houses, &c. From the bazaar the path lies through a quadrangle called the Ahm Khas, which contains the government offices; to the east of the Ahm Khas, which with it communicates on the river front, is another and smaller enclosure, the Rang-i-Mahāl, containing the hall of audience, reception chambers, and the offices of the governor; it is approached by a broad staircase from the river. South of the Rang-i-Mahāl, and leading from it, is a small enclosure, the toshakhana or store-rooms for shawls and other valuable government property. The whole of the north end of the fort is occupied by the royal residence and private dwellings, having on the river front the royal temple called the Mahāzāj-ka-Mundar, a very ugly structure, the roof of which is covered with thin plates of metal said to be gold. Passing through the Ahm Khas the road emerges from the inner fort, and passes by the covered way along the west front, turning round the north front, in the middle of which is situated the main exit through the outer wall.

The hill and fortress of the Hari Parbat occupies a most dominant position on the northern outskirts of the city. The hill, which is called also Kōh-i-Mara, lies between the Dal and Anchar lakes, and rises about 250 feet above the level of the plain; it is of trap formation, and though now almost bare of vegetation, is mentioned by Forsyth as being covered with gardens and orchards. The hill is surrounded by a stone wall, portion of which has fallen into ruins; its length is about 3 miles; it is 29 feet high and 13 feet thick, and is strengthened at intervals of about 50 yards by bastions which are about 34 feet high, and loop-holed like the upper part of the wall. At present there are but three gateways, the Kali Darwaza on the south-east, the Chichi on the west, and the Baghmon on the north-west.

The fort, which occupies the summit of the hill, may be reached by two roads, one beginning at the north side of the hill, and which is broad, of an easy gradient, and fit for horses, the other commencing at the foot of the south face, which is steep and rugged. The fort, which is built of stone, consists of two wings placed at an oblique angle to each other, following the outline of the crest, and also of a separate square building with a bastion at each end, situated just below the western wing. The walls are of stone, about 30 feet in height and 3 feet in thickness. The south face only is pierced for musketry.

For a small garrison are built against the main walls; on their roof is a thick coating of earth, which would afford shelter to the soldiers firing through the loop-holes. The fort only mounts a few house-cum-bastions, and, from the appearance, it looks as if theRussians had the concession occasioned by the firing of heavy ordnance; the facing fire is slight. Inside there are three masonry tanks, which are replenished daily, and hold sufficient water for the wants of the garrison during a protracted siege. The space within is very limited, and the garrison would suffer very severely from shelling. The fort has no ditch. There is one gateway on the
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east side. The north side is weak, but is protected by the proximity of the lake. On the east side marshy ground extends to within 400 yards of the base of the hill on which the fort is built. On the west side there are thinly scattered suburbs and small walled enclosures; there is also marshy land, but at a greater distance than on the east side. It appears to be the weakest side. The southern or city side of the fort is most easily approached, and on that account it is made stronger. The town extends nearly to the base of the hill.

The Hari Parbat is naturally a strong position, as it is protected more or less on every side by marshy lands and lakes; but the fortifications on it could make no great resistance to an attacking force furnished with artillery.

This route is about the best of all. Horses can traverse it easily. —(Drew, page 140.)

This is the easiest of all the roads leading into Kashmir, and as it traverses the valley of the Jehlum throughout, it is practicable at all seasons of the year. (Roberts—Montgomery—Tenn.)

| BHANITYAR | 120 | On the left bank of the Jhelum, about 12 miles south-west of Barandula.
| BHANITYAR | 130 | Leaving Bhaniyar, the path lies in a south-easterly direction up the valley of the Harpetkali stream; at 1 mile passes residence of Nawab Abdullah Khan, and at 3 miles that of Gil Shier Khan (both petty nawabs).

| 11. CHOTA ALI | 10 | Holding small jagirs from the maharaja; for 2 miles beyond the path is tolerable; it then winds up a very steep wooded hill for 3 miles, from the summit of which the hamlet of Chota Ali is seen below, at a distance of nearly 2 miles, and descends down an open steep, grassy hill; both ascent and descent difficult for laden animals. In Chota Ali there are eight shepherds' houses; no supplies. In winter the place is deserted.

12. BHUTI PATRA | 11 | Path lies up the stream, which flows past the camp for 2 miles (from this point there is a road which strikes over the hills to Pinch; it is said to be practicable for horses; Naha Miills is the intermediate halting-place). Leaving the stream the path makes a steep ascent for 3 miles along a high mountain ridge to the left; it then takes a northerly turn, running for about 3 miles in that direction along an open grassy hill-side above the forest, at an elevation of about 11,000 feet, to a lower part of the range, which it crosses. The descent is very easy. At 2 miles on the Kashmiri side of the pass, the path runs through an open grassy plain, watered by a small stream, and bounded on every side by pine forest; it affords good grazing for numerous flocks, and would make a good encamping ground. The path beyond this lies through a pine forest, free from underwood.

Bhuti Patra is a pasture land: there are one or two shepherds' houses by an open glade in the forest. Wood and water are obtainable, but no supplies.

13. KHIPDR | 12 | The path for the first 6 or 7 miles of this march lies more or less through pine forest, varied here and there with occasional grassy glades. Nagul, with a few shepherds' huts, is passed at 11 miles, Orumgar at 14 miles (from this place there is another path to Srinagar by the village of Firepud). At 6 miles the path descends into the valley of Kashmir, passing the shrines of Bagamrishi, and at 9 miles Wensia.

Khipdr is a small village. Supplies procurable.

14. CAMP ON BANK OF HARA TREK NARA. | 11 | Country open; pass Magulpur at 14, Mohmpur at 14, Wahli at 2, and Sahel at 4 miles. Beyond, several small villages are passed. At 10 miles path crosses a small safa by a wooden bridge, and running 1 mile through low damp rice land, crosses this safa by wooden bridge. Right bank hard and dry and suitable for an encampment.

15. SRINAGAR | 9 | After crossing safa road turns suddenly to the right, and at 1 mile passes near a small village on opposite bank of a safa, which falls into Hara Trek; it continues along its right bank for 2 miles, and then along the right of a reedy marsh, which further on extends to both sides of the raised pathway, continuing till within 2 miles of the city. The latter portion of the path is along the bank of the Jhelum, Srinagar can be reached in 2 long marches from Bhuti Patra, viz., Sahel 16 and Srinagar, 16 miles.

This road is but little frequented and is not used till the end of May. There is an easier road from Bhaniyar (also avoiding Barandula) called Mun Bhor, which crosses the range further north and meets this road at Bhuti Patra; it is both shorter, better, and lower than that above described.

From Bhuti Patra there is a road through the hills leading directly to Barandula; the distance is said to be 8 or 10 miles. —(Alleywood, 1533.)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEWAL (4,967 ft.)</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>See Route No. 4d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOHLÁLA</td>
<td>9 4</td>
<td>The new road, which is nearly finished, lies at a lower level; at 8 miles cross a ravine from the left by a stone bridge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The camping ground is in the dák bungalow compound and is very confined.

DULAI (2,150 ft.) 12 0 Cross the Jhelum, which is here a rushing river about 80 yards wide, by a fine suspension bridge which is fit for cart traffic. From here there is a cross country coolie path by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mairi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chikar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hattí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL 29

14 miles from bridge, at the small village of Barsala, pass a good dák bungalow (not at present open to travellers). The road is level, along the left bank of the Jhelum to the 8th mile, when it descends by a zig-zag to the bed of the Agat (or Ai), which is crossed by an unsafe wooden bridge. Just before reaching the zig-zag pass the ruined bungalow of Chatikala, where there is a large and good encamping ground. At Dulai there is an excellent furnished bungalow. Encamping ground limited, but there is more room on the plateaux above the village. The road is a fine broad carriage road, metalled and open for longues, which now run between Kohála and Garhi.

DOMÉL (2,590 ft.) 9 2 Village at junction of Jhelum with Kishan Ganga. Good dák bungalow. A steam workshop here connected with the new cart road. Domél commands road from Abbottabad, also that from Málí. An iron cantilever bridge, with masonry piers, connects Monzafarabad with the Mari-Srinagar road. There is a telegraph station at Domél for Srinagar and intermediate stations.

GARHI (2,720 ft.) 14 2 At 7 miles pass the old stage of Tírali. At 13 miles a new bungalow is being built; immediately opposite the latter is the village of Hattian, where a few supplies are obtainable, and with which communication is kept up by means of a rope bridge. The present bungalow is old and bad, but furnished; camping ground good and extensive. Forage excellent, firewood plentiful; other supplies obtainable with previous notice.

HATTÍ (3,100 ft.) 9 0 See Route No. 4d. An easy march, mostly along new cart road.

CHAKOTI (3,77 ft.) 14 0 After two easy miles along new cart road a deep ravine is descended and re-ascended by a sharp zig-zag. (See Route No. 4d.)
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<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Órf   | 18 o  | 94 o  | See Route No. 44.
| (4,425 ft.) |       |       |       |

Bampér

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4,926 ft.)</td>
<td>12 o</td>
<td>106 o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|       |       |       | Cross plateau and descend to the bed of the Shāh Kahān, a considerable affluent, which is bridged. Road then ascends and follows left bank of Jhelum. After 8 miles meet new road, which is level and good for remainder of the way.
|       |       |       |       |

Pass ruined bungalow at 10 miles. At Bampér is a large and fairly decent bungalow (recently repaired). Fine encamping ground shaded by deodars. Supplies scarce. Water plentiful.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bambula</td>
<td>15 o</td>
<td>121 o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6,320 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New road being made, not yet finished. (See Route No. 44.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patan

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5,300 ft.)</td>
<td>14 o</td>
<td>135 o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New road not finished. (See Route No. 44.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>17 o</td>
<td>152 o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6,276 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(See Route No. 44.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—The road is fit for wheeled traffic and artillery as far as Gurchi. After that miles, camel, and ponies only should be used. The new road, however, ought shortly (1889) to be in use from Mair to Srinagar. The distance by the new road will be longer than by the old.

As some of the camping grounds are very confined, troops using this road should pass along it in small bodies, not exceeding a battalion, squadron, or battery, as the case may be.

ROUTE NO. 44(b).

NAGAR TO HISPAR.

Authority.—AHMAD ALI KHAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages or halting place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td></td>
<td>For 14 mile from Nagar the road is made and the ascent gradual; 2 furlongs further, on the left of the road, is the village of Thōl, beyond which, for 6 furlongs, the road gradually descends; 3 miles from Nagar, the road touches the Buñtar stream and proceeds along its banks, and at 4 miles and 3 furlongs crosses this stream by an easy ford and then ascends 200 feet; 5¾ miles from Nagar on the right of the road is the village of Retal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratal</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>This is one of a number of villages of a group called Bopun. Height above sea-level, 9,000 feet; 7 furlongs from Ratal the road passes through the village of Hāshab; 1 furlong beyond the road has a steep descent of 200 feet; the road is here fortified. One mile and 3 furlongs from Ratal the road crosses a glacier called Buñtar. At this point the Bāryu glacier joins the Buñtar. The ice is very old, and the passage across the glacier very difficult. 3 miles and 6 furlongs from Ratal the road runs along the foot of a high range and the banks of a stream flowing from the glacier. This portion of the road is level; the ground being damp and covered with coarse reedy grass; this flat is called Bāryu Tūgha plain. 4 miles and 2 furlongs from Ratal a road branches and goes to Hispar. 5 miles from Ratal the road leaves the flat, and 2 mile beyond a shepherd’s hamlet is situated, called Hāra Bāryu. It then ascends the range to Bāsh pass, the ascent being 1,000 feet. 9 miles and 2 furlongs from Ratal is Gutens Haral.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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 2. GUTENS HARAI . . 9 2 | 14 6 | From the Rash pass to Gutens Harai the road ascends 1,400 feet and is rough and rugged. This place is a shepherd’s hamlet and contains 500 goats. Water is procurable from a spring; wood and grass scarce; little or no supplies. This portion of the range is used as a grazing-ground for horses. Height 13,200 feet. From this point the road has a gradual ascent to the large lake of Bashphari, distant from Gutens Harai 3 miles; the diameter of this lake is 400 yards; it is very deep. After November the water freezes, the height of the lake being 15,800 feet. 4 miles and 2 furlongs from Gutens Harai the road is passable for horses, but beyond becomes very steep, rough, and rugged, the descent being very great. 5 miles and 3 furlongs it crosses a stream, the descent being 1,100 feet. From here the road is very bad, and for half a mile the ascent is very great and rough.

 Eight miles and 2 furlongs from Gutens Harai the road crosses another stream, the descent being 2,300 feet. It then crosses a number of minor streams, and is very rough; the hill-side here is covered with brushwood and the road not properly defined. 10½ miles from Gutens Harai the road improves; the river Nagar flows on the left 2 miles distant and 2,500 feet below.

 3. BUAPUCH HARAI . . 11 2 | 26 0 | Half a mile to the south of this place is a spring of good water; provisions none; wood and grass very scarce. Height above sea-level 12,500 feet. For 2½ miles from Buapuch Harai the road descends a steep spur, 2,600 feet. The spur is not rocky, but the soil being loose the descent is difficult. From this point a road branches off and goes to Nagar along the Nagar stream. Half a mile from this the road descends a steep and rocky face of the hill, crosses a dry stream, and runs along the Nagar, whose river banks are only 10 feet in height. The river is 200 feet broad and 4 feet deep; the current very rapid. 4 miles and 2 furlongs from Buapuch Harai road crosses another stream by a ford, banks 20 feet high. 3 furlongs further are the remains of a wooden bridge; a large rock on either side marks the site. These rocks are 80 feet apart. Had this bridge been kept in repair the road would have led along the right bank of the river, this bank being less rough than the left one. From these rocks, towards the hills on either side, walls have been built. From this point for 2 furlongs the road is rough and rugged, then ascends a steep of 300 feet and runs through a cultivated slope. 6½ miles from Buapuch it crosses a stream, with banks 150 feet, called Garumar. A road runs along this stream to Skardu; this is the Hispar pass, the first halting-place being 10 miles distant. The ascent on this side on the face of a glacier, the descent on the Skardu side being equally steep and difficult. The road crosses the Garumar stream by a wooden bridge 40 feet long and 2 feet broad. On both sides of the stream there are ten flour-mills. The cultivation on either side of this stream is watered by canals. The road crosses the bridge and enters the village of Hispar, which lies half a mile distant.

 4. HISPAR . . . 7 2 | 33 2 | Hispar contains seventy houses. Wood and grass are very scarce; a small quantity of provisions can be procured.

 ROUTE No. 44(c).

 NAGAR TO HUNZA.

 Authority.—AHMED ALI KHAN (1889.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles,</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six furlongs from Nagar the road crosses the Nagar river by a rope bridge, 300 feet long, and then ascends a hill 2,000 feet, the Daung pass being 2 miles and 3 furlongs from Nagar, and the ascent taking three hours. Height of pass 9,200 feet. 4 miles and 1 furlong from Nagar the descent is gradual and the road good, but a little further on becomes slippery and difficult for laden men. 5½ miles from Nagar the road descends the bank of the Hunza river, banks are 100 feet in height, and runs along the edge of the stream. The width of the stream is here 300 feet, depth 6 feet, current very strong. Six miles from Nagar and within one furlong, the road ascends 200 feet; 5 furlongs ahead the road is easy and then descends 200 feet and enters on the sand of the river-bed. 7 miles from Nagar it crosses the Hunza river by a rope bridge 300
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feet long and 30 feet above the water, and for a short distance after crossing it is very bad, owing to large rocks, then descends the bank, which is 250 feet high. 6 miles from Nágár and on the left of the road, and 100 yards away, is the fort of Ganim, containing 500 houses within its walls. 10 miles from Nágár the road enters the walled town of Huna.

HUNNA .......................... 10 0 10 0 Between Ganim and Huna the road ascends 800 feet, passing through cultivation on route, and having on either side a stone wall 5 feet high. To the south of the fort is a pool around 700 feet long and 100 feet broad. Provisions and supplies are very scarce. The town is situated on the right bank of the stream called Buchar; height above the stream 300 feet. This town is also called Baltit. It contains 700 houses, three large guns, eleven wall-pieces, and a large magazine within its walls. Height of Huna above sea-level about 8,000 feet.

ROUTE No. 45.

NÁGAR TO SKARDO (BY THE HISPAR PASS).

Authorities.—HAYWARD—MONTGOMERY—DREW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Húpar</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hispar</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Camp</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bok</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Arandu (10,000 ft.)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Chitren</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kashmal</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Shigar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Skardo</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Hispar Pass is certainly a difficult route, and is only used in cases of necessity. It is not a practicable military route. The route is shown in Indian Atlas Sheet, No. 37 A. N.-E. and S.-E.

ROUTE No. 46.

RONDÓ TO ASTOR.

Authority.—BIDDULPH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Marches</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Vide Route No. 7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### ROUTE No. 47.

**Rondò to Skardu.**

*Authority.—Biddulph.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Irik Chambru</strong></td>
<td>9½</td>
<td>Road for 7½ miles along left bank of Indus, then up bed of Irik torrent, a steep ascent of 2,500 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Risho</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Small village. Very steep ascent of 3,000 feet to top of Domul ridge, and steep descent to bank of Indus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Kutehura</strong></td>
<td>9½</td>
<td>Large village. Road along river-bank. Three rock staircases have to be passed. Frequent small ascents and descents. From Kutehura there is a route into Aser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Skardu</strong></td>
<td>15½</td>
<td>Fort and garrison of 800 Kasmir troops. Large population. Road very good along the left bank of the Indus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first three marches are barely practicable for unladen ponies. There is also a road along the right bank of the Indus (side route No. 62, Skardu to Gligit).

### ROUTE No. 48.

**Sharidi to Chilas (by the Kamakdori Pass).**

*Authorities.—Bates—Montgomery.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Ramsan</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A camping ground; wood and water procurable. Cross Kishan Ganga by zampa, and Surjan or Sasantri by kadal bridge, and follow the left bank of the stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Domatla</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A camping ground north of Gamot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Niät</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Down the right bank of the Khanogah stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Chilas</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ponies, it is said, can be taken by this route (they must swim the Kishan Ganga), but it is said to be a very rough road.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Route No. 48—concluded.**

Bidulph also gives this route, but his stages and distances differ; they are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Camping ground</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>At foot of Kamakdori Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Thak</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Large fortified village of Chilas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chilas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ROUTE No. 49.

**Shupion to Barāmūla (by Chërār and Gulmarg).**

**Authority.**—Bates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter-</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Chërār</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Leaving the town, the path descends and crosses the stream to the village of Batpūra or Batgund, 4 miles, passing through which it crosses the wide stony bed of the Rembāra; the river flows in several narrow shallow channels, which are fordable; thence it passes through the rice-fields to the hamlet of Zohra, 1(\frac{1}{4}) mile, crossing the Raman Nādi, and passing the hamlet of Manul and the zīrāt of Jungal Shah Sahib at 3 miles; the path then lies along the east side of the ridge to Nārpūr and the zīrāt of the three Salads, whence it turns in a westerly direction up a narrow valley, passing Mishwar at 3(\frac{3}{4}) miles, and through the hamlet of Ishrū; path then crosses the valley and lies amid the fields to Mushpūra, 5(\frac{1}{2}) miles; thence it rises over the open downs, descending into the thickly wooded valley of the Hirill stream, 7(\frac{1}{2}) miles; the path crosses the stream, which is about 12 feet broad and as many inches deep; three times by jāzāl bridges, and makes a short ascent to the small village of Barannūn, 8 miles; then an easy descent to Echigan, 8(\frac{1}{2}) miles, crossing by fords the Ramūch and a stream which flows into it at 9(\frac{1}{4}) miles, and making a steep ascent to the considerable village of Pakpūra, 94 miles. Leaving Pakpūra, the path descends to the stream and crosses several ridges, which are mostly wooded, with here and there patches of cultivation and jungle. At 10(\frac{1}{2}) miles pass the small village of Dārdkōt, whence the road continues to be smooth and level, with gradual descent to Chërār. A large village or small town; supplies abundant; water supply at some distance; space for encamping on the east side of the village, but little or no shade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Khān Bārā Sāhin’s Zīrāt</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Leaving Chërār, the road passes through the town and down the spur on which it is built, crossing some others, which are in places somewhat steep, but the path is wide and smooth. Passing the village of Hoprū, the hamlet of Narpari is reached at 2 miles, from which the path lies through a grove of pollard willows to Shopari, 2(\frac{1}{4}) miles; thence it continues level and generally shady to Chadergund, 3(\frac{1}{2}) miles; soon after which the path turns to the left, passing the hamlet of Barnagund at 3(\frac{1}{2}) miles; it then rises slightly and descends to the small village of Bortu, 44 miles, where there is a stream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and a spring under a chinar tree. Having almost descended to the level of the valley, the path lies through the rice-fields, passing a little further on the Dúdh Ganga by a substantial bridge, about 25 feet long and 3 feet broad; the stream, which is about a foot deep, is also fordable. The path then rises to the village of Kralwari, 4½ miles, and passes Zohama at 5 miles, and on through cultivation to Patargam, 6 miles, whence it ascends the ridge, passing beneath the Hubsheikh-Kimaraj, which crowns it, 5½ miles, and descending crosses a stream (fordable) by a bridge and passes on to Drigam, 5½ miles. The path then lies through rice-fields to Bugra, 6½ miles, and on, between the Bába Nasíh Sahib's zidrat on the right hand and the village of Nárípura on the left, to Lüttar Somolo, 8 miles. At 6½ miles pass the small village of Dür; thence the path continues smooth and level to the zidrat of Khán Bába Sahib, 9½ miles. Supplies and water procurable from the neighbouring village.

3. Kág. 9 3 32 4 Leaving the zidrat, the path turns towards the right, rising slightly over the spur; at ½ mile it passes through the hamlet of Kherpura, and is rather rough to Pajjípura, 1 mile, and on through the rice cultivation to Halawanyen, 1½ mile; the path then improves, passing Kralwari at 2½ miles, and at 3 miles it crosses a branch of the Súknag by a bridge (fordable); then passes through Mershun, 4½ miles, and on through the rice-fields to Zanigam, 5½ miles, crossing the Lar stream by a bridge (fordable); the path is then rather stony for about ½ mile to the cultivation of the village, where the rice-factory is situated; path continues level, but stony, to Sel 6½ miles, where it crosses the Súknag, which flows in various channels through a wide stony bed. The streams are shallow, and are usually crossed by stepping stones. The path then ascends the spur, and is smooth and level to Malpíra, 7¾ miles, leaving which it is at first rather hilly, and then lies through rice cultivation to Kág. Extensive encamping ground; supplies procurable; water abundant.

4. Gúlmarg 12 4 45 From Kág the path passes through rice cultivation to Tréjaí, ½ mile, and on to Pashkar, situated close under the east side of the hill of the same name. The path rounds the base of the hill through open jungle, whence it emerges into a little cultivated valley, and crossing the rice-fields and a stream ascends to the small village of Gámmi Bábá Sahib, 4 miles, whence it descends, and ascends a few hundred yards to Warrigam; the path then lies through the rice-fields, and crosses a stream (fordable) to the village of Collama, 5 miles; it then crosses the wide, stony bed of a stream, which flows in numerous channels, all fordable, and passes up to Síraí, 6½ miles, and on through the rice-fields to Tréjaí, 7¾ miles, and then by good level path up to Frípar, 9½ miles, a village situated at the foot of the ascent leading to the pass of that name. [There is said to be a more direct path between Kág and Frípar than that here described, lying through the gali between the Poshkar hill and the Jal Khád-kigargar; but it is noted as being rough and steep, and not used by laden coolies.] From Frípar the path crosses the stream, and ascends the ridge, and passes along it in a westerly direction; it then turns along the ridge to the north, and emerges on to the Gúlmarg at its south-east end. After gaining the top of the ridge near Frípar the path lies through the forest: the first part of the ascent is easy, but slippery after rain; the last ½ mile is somewhat steep and rocky. The total distance from Frípar is about 3 miles.

5. Baramulla 13 0 From Frípar the path crosses the stream, and ascends the ridge, and passes along it in the same direction; it then turns along the ridge to the north, and emerges on to the Gúlmarg at its south-east end. After gaining the top of the ridge near Frípar the path lies through the forest: the first part of the ascent is easy, but slippery after rain; the last ½ mile is somewhat steep and rocky. The total distance from Frípar is about 3 miles.

| Total | 68 0 |

The footpath lies up the marg through the neck at the edge, after passing which it turns to the right and makes a steep, and, after rain, very slippery descent to the shrine of Hapmurrel, 2½ miles; thence the path descends through the narrow valley by the hamlets of Chand Pathar, Al Pathar, and Naubhámar, and crossing the spur descends to the village of Koundra, 6 miles, passing through which it continues to descend, crossing the Ningal stream (fordable). The path then lies over undulating open ground, with here and there a few Gújarí's bota and patches of cultivation; a few cedar trees likewise grow on the slopes. The road, which is broad and smooth, passes the hamlet of Gohún at 10 miles; thence descends, and is in one or two places rather steep, until within about ½ a mile of Baramulla, when it becomes quite level. Baramulla is a small town on the Jhelun; supplies abundant; ample accommodation for encamping. [August 1871.]
**ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAK.**

**ROUTE No. 50.**

**Sialkot to Srinagar (by Aknub, the Budil Pass, and Shepion).**

*Authorities.—Bates—Montgomery—Drew—Allgood.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sialkot to Aknub</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 Marches)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <em>Tandhai-ki-Baoli</em></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <em>Pony</em></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <em>Chele</em></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <em>Nah</em></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. <em>Bhagoli</em></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. <em>Budil</em></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

Route No. 50—continued.

Konas Nág to Kangwattan.

From the Nág the path lies down the valley of Veshad river to the Míhi Nág, 3½ miles, and having gained the left bank of the river, descends mostly through forest, crossing several streams. At 6½ miles large stream and ascend for a short distance; path then lies along bare side of hill. At 7½ miles it drops down to the level of the Veshad (track not defined); and at 9 miles the end of the marr is reached, and the path crosses the stream by a single pine tree, forming a bridge about 36 feet long (or it may be forded), to the encamping ground of Kangwattan, which is an open grassy meadow, shaded by fine trees. There are a few Gujar huts in the vicinity; supplies are not procurable.

Leaving camping ground the path crosses the Veshad and lies through the forest by the left bank of the river; here and there are ups and downs, and the path is rough in places. At one mile the confluence of the Chitta Pani is passed, and the path continues as before to the Khasanbal bridge, 1½ mile: the first half of this bridge is formed of stepping-stones and trunks of trees, the rest is composed of a bridge of two pine trees planked between and supported by piers; the span of this part of the bridge is about 50 feet, with a width of about 2½ feet. Having crossed the bridge, the path rises for about 150 feet up the ridge, and continues along the right bank of the Veshad for about 3½ miles through forest, with here and there a clearing to the Arakal fall, a few hundred yards beyond which the path emerges from the forest, and passes over the clearing and cultivation called Khasanbal, whence the path descends and crosses the wide bed of the Veshad; the main stream is crossed by a bridge of about 55 feet span, and the other channels by stepping-stones and fording; from the river the path rises to the village of Sedan, a distance of about 3 mile. Supplies and water procurable, and space for encamping.

From Sedan, path continues down an open valley between two ridges, with little or no cultivation; at 1 mile it ascends flat top of ridge to north, and a little further on passes the hamlet of Sutipura on the left of the path; road then descends into and crosses a narrow valley, and is level and good, passing through open uncultivated country in the direction of the Laham Tar hill to the south-east of Shupion; it then passes through the small dirty village of Kaspura, which is watered by a stream from the Kambar, and makes a short descent to the village of Gagrin, whence it lies through the rice-fields to Shupion a small town; supplies abundant. (February 1871.) (Note.)

A beautiful little tarn called Míhi Nág. There are usually some Gujar huts in the neighbourhood. Supplies not procurable. A short ascent from the water's edge of the Konas Nág (there are no trees or habitations in the neighbourhood) leads to top of the mountain barrier which bounds the north-west end of the lakes; the descent is somewhat stiff for ½ of a mile; then cross a flat grassy plain called Sat Pakrin (seven springs), which

TOTAL 22

1 To Míhi Nág 3½
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ROUTE NO. 50—continued.

2. KADAL-LE-BAL 84

3. HANJIPUR 74

TOTAL 194

10. Anid 4 87

No houses or supplies; wood and water procurable.

On leaving Raddil pass numerous houses which are built on hill-sides, wherever the ground admits of cultivation, and after 2 miles reach Barot (a few houses), and continue to ascend ravines by stony and bad road, and camp in a sheltered spot at foot of pass.

11. Delhi 7 94

No supplies; wood and water procurable; path ascends steep hill side for 1 ½ mile; then runs along bare hill-side for about 3 miles, and descends 1,000 feet (about).

12. NASIM-UD-DINH 14 108

No habitations; one or two rocks under which travellers find shelter; wood and water, but no supplies; path makes a steep, awkward ascent of 1,500 feet; for the next 4 miles the path is generally stony, and descends somewhat; then for 2 miles ascends by a steep zig-zag to summit of Raddil Pass (14,120 feet), and descends easily for 1 mile to foot of pass on north side; continues descending very slightly for 3 miles, where it passes old round house in ruins, and then lies along left bank of a stream by a very gradual and stony descent for another 3 miles to camp.

13. SHUPION (5,715 ft.) 11 119

The path, which is stony in places, continues along left bank of stream. Passes a round house which is occupied by a few sepoys (as long as the path is practicable) to prevent emigration from Kashmir; descends gradually for 2 miles along southern slope of hill, continues for 3 miles through pine forest, and after 2½ miles more reaches village of Sodlu (which is 6 miles from Shupion), and then lies over low undulating slopes, free from wood, and joins the Pir Panjal Route near Shupion.
ROUTE No. 51.

SIALKOT to SHINAGAR (by AKHUR and RÁJAÓRI).

Authorities.—BATES—MONTGOMERIE—ROBERTS—DREW.

From Akhur there is a road to Jamú 18 miles; might be divided at 104 miles at Nagband. Road easy, being altogether in the plain. Last few miles through forest; road well frequented, traversed both by carts and camels. Plain fairly cultivated. A canal which is being constructed from the Chenáb to Jamú is passed near Akhur. The fort at Akhur is a building of lofty walls crowned with battlements, enclosing a square of over 200 yards, with a gate on the river side, and a other on the land side. The walls are 3 feet thick, and too high for scaling ladders. No canna; can be mounted on them, as there is no terreplein. No well in fort.

There is a new and more direct road between Akhur and Tanda Pání by way of Letri; the distance is 24 miles, viz., Akhur to Bural 10, Bural to Tanda Pání 14 miles. First 4 miles over a rising plain, then enters outermost hills by a valley over a boulder-covered stream bed. Valley
 ROUTE No. 51—continued.

narrowed, and hills are covered with brushwood; after a bit rise to the broken plateau lying between
the outermost ridge and the ridge of Kalâhâr, then up Kalâhâr, partly over bare rock; then down a
steep escarpment, from the foot of which after a few miles of comparatively level road, Thanda
Paul is reached at the beginning of next set of hills. There is a road from Thanda Paul to
Nashera.

7. Dharmsal • 10 77 A sârî; supplies and water procurable; country as
above; road very fair, crossing a low range of hills
covered with brushwood; little village, only a few
scattered houses.

8. Sialkui • 10 87 A village, with a sârî; supplies scarce; water
procurable; country and road as above; cross one steep
range.

9. Râjauri (3,094
ft.) 14 101 A small town on the right bank of the Tawi; sup-
plies plentiful; water from the stream; country as
above; road good; some of the streams are large and
difficult after rain.

AND THINGS TO SHI-
NAGAR BY ROUTES
-NO. 20, 21 AND 22

The river of large stone buildings, some of them in ruins. Râjauri is called Râmpûr. This road is fit
for laden ponies.—(Draw.)

ROUTE No. 52.

Sialkot to Srinagar (BY THE BANIHAL PASS).

Authorities.—Bates—Montgomery—Drew—Grant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Diff. in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Tawi</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A village in Kashmir territory; supplies procurable; water plentiful; country level, open, and well cultures; road good. Leave British territory about halfway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Jamâ (1,200 ft.)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A partly walled town, the chief residence of the mahârâja of Kashmir. Supplies and water abundant; country level, open, and well cultivated, until nearing the Tawi, where it is undulating and hilly. Road tolerably good, stony towards the end. After heavy rain the river is not fordable for some few days, and when floods occur, the ferry boat is sometimes unable to cross; the passage must then be made on massage. The town of Jamâ (area one square mile) is situated on a commanding position about 150 feet above the level of the stream. The Bao Fort lies opposite to it on the left bank of the river, at a similar elevation. Garrison about 2,000 and population 8,000. From Jamâ there is a road to Râjauri via Aknâr, see Route No. 51, also to Badrâwar, see Route No. 54, and Pathânâktâ, see Route No. 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Nâgrûta (1,200 ft.)</td>
<td>6 4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A small village; supplies procurable; water from well, tank, and stream; two latter sources of supply can only be depended upon in the rains. Situation of village low and swampy; low ridge to north offers suitable place for encamping. Leaving the bungalow the road goes through the town, past the palace and out at the northern gate and down a very steep path to the Tawi level. A wide valley is entered; on the right is the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route No. 52—continued.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. DANSAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;(1,840 ft.)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A considerable village, situated about 1 mile south-east of Jejar or Chapar Kad stream. Supplies procurable; water from wells and tank; regular camp- ing ground, small, but plenty of space available. Cultivation plentiful. Road level and smooth, passes into and crosses bed of stream; to the west is seen a fort on a low hill. This is Panegri: 1 mile two <strong>baolias</strong>; 1 mile ascend spur by rather steep path in sandstone rock. Extensive view from top of neighbourhood of Jamd, and the palace of widowed rani of Jowahir Singh to west. The road lies along the ridge, with many ups and downs, and in places is awkward for laden animals, owing either to the steepness of the path or the narrowness of the passage worn in the friable rock. After passing a tank, ascend somewhat steep ridge, on top of which is a dák post; 3½ miles steep descent to small stream, which is crossed; 1 mile <strong>baoli</strong> and bána's shop; steep ascent to another dák station; ½ mile thence an easy descent by paved road, and along the level, 2½ miles to Dansal, where there is a temple, a few houses, a shop, a good sari; well timbered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Krimchi</strong>&lt;br&gt;(3,500 ft.)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good sized village, commanded by a ruined fort, situated on top of an isolated hill about 200 feet high. No ground for encamping at village, but plenty a short way back. Near village Garhi, after crossing Karamthar hills, is a magnificent plain, capable of encamping any number of troops. Supplies procurable; coolies scarce; water from <strong>baolias</strong> and stream. Road descends to bed of Jejar by paved path; stream about 70 yards broad and knee-deep in rains; then ascends steep hill by paved road 2 miles; dák house at top, but no water; descend by paved path neither as long nor steep; 1 mile <strong>baoli</strong>, ornamented with some carved stones; road then almost level, crossing beds of small streams; makes a short descent to the Duddar stream, 2 miles, which is about 70 yards wide and almost waist-deep; ascent short, but stony; thence level road, 1½ miles to two loop-holed towers, one of brick, the other of masonry, at the entrance to the villages of Garhi and Hatti, path then smooth and level. Just north of villages, the road to Udampur (about four miles to east) branches off, crossing low ridge. Path then descends, and crosses stream about 20 yards wide; one mile pass through village of Paran; another mile Mir Bigh, an extensive garden, and Hindu temple and <strong>baoli</strong>; 2 miles tolerably smooth and level to Krimchi. Between Dansal and Krimchi a road to the left bank of Chenab eider Chinooni (see Route No. 54).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Mir</strong>&lt;br&gt;(4,800 ft.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widely scattered hamlet; good water; supplies and coolies not to be depended upon. Plenty of encamping ground. Road passes down to a small stream about 10 yards across, and waist-deep in rains; then through rice-fields to Biru stream, 2 miles; it is about 60 yards wide and waist-deep. Road lies along left bank of stream; dák hut 1 mile; road then lies up bare side of hill, and along it to village of Teri; one mile; continues through rice-fields; then descends along bare side of hill, crossing Teri stream 1 mile, and ascends hill through rice cultivation to village of Naroor, 3 miles; passes along and up side of hill and crosses stream, one mile; zig-zag up to top of hill, neither very steep nor rough; two stone huts at the top; then descends, mostly stony and in some places steep; winds round the head of the valley and crosses little stream to Mir.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Landra</strong>&lt;br&gt;(4,700 ft.)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattered village and small fort; supplies procurable; water abundant. Road makes gentle ascent for 1 mile to two houses surrounded by cultivation; after an easy descent an open grassy ridge, upon which is reached and crossed; then steep and stony descent through the village of Chulan; 1 mile cross two torrents, through cultivation; road still descending, rather steep and stony to village of Bekal, 2 miles; <strong>baoli</strong> of clear cold water; descend 4 miles to stream about 20 feet across, but so deep and swift in the rains, that the passage is frequently interrupted for some hours; ascend opposite hill; road steep and stony to commencement of village of Landra; continue about a mile through fields, and cross stream to fort. Plenty of encamping ground.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Bilhaur or Billur</strong>&lt;br&gt;LATA.&lt;br&gt;(5,160 ft.)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Scattered hamlet; water scarce. Space for encamping cramped. Road passes through fields and scattered houses, ascending gradually, in some places stony. Cross small stream by bridge, 1½ mile. Road
continues as before, crosses narrow stream with high banks, bridged, 1 mile; ascent then becomes rather steep, 1½ mile; but with boulds of good water near it; ascent of mountain continues through open cedar forest, until the top of the Laro Ludi is reached, 1½ mile (8,200 feet), on top is an open grassy space, and just below the north side of the summit, dark huts and water. [From the top of the ridge there is said to be a by-path to the east, by which laden coolies can reach Krunchi in two stages."

The descent is neither as steep nor stony as the ascent, and at a cross bridge stream; descent continues easy; road good, enters fields near Bilasar; 2 miles, clearing and knoll, upon which are some houses; descent becomes steep and stony, 1½ mile; two ponds and clearing near the mahara's enclosure; limited space for encamping.

9. BÁMBAND (3,535 ft.)

70 90 4 A small village; supplies and water plentiful; a goodдоради on the west side of the village, with space and shade near it for encamping.

Road descends by zig-zag; is somewhat steep, but not very stony, to village and boulds of Banchhpur, 2 miles; descends a little more in a northerly direction, and then turns to the east and follows along the course of the Chandra Bhāg; some distance above the left bank, 1½ mile, passes a mill on the Kasa Pani stream; which is bridged; road continues with some ups and downs to Chenāb bridge, 1 mile; bridge, which is of usual design, is now in bad repair; the span of the bridge is about 180 feet between the abutments, which are 45 feet long, width 12 feet, with side-rials and a plain road pathway. After crossing bridge, road turns west along right bank of Chenāb, and is marked by level and smooth, 4 mile. Cross small stream by bridge at village of Kurnola; 1½ mile, stream from mountains forming water-fall, bridged; 1 mile, reach village of Bamband. Here river is 3,400 feet above sea. The village is on a terraced plateau about 200 feet above it. Above Bamband the mountains rise boldly on either side of the river, the stream flows in a narrow channel between, often with a great depth of water. — (Draw, page 114.)

10. BÁMÉ (4,070 ft.)

12 0 103 6 Very small village; supplies from two bāndis' shops; water plentiful. Crosses stream, and lies in an easterly direction along right bank of Chenāb, and is at about 3½ miles the road, instead of keeping along the stream as formerly, now rises abruptly and goes over the spur. This change has been caused by a landslip. A little above this, road crosses to right bank of river by wooden bridge about 110 feet span and 6 feet broad; road follows right bank of river; hamlet of Kullad, 1 mile; hollow projecting rock, 1 mile; then commences ascent, and just before descending to Bambal turns to west, and crosses river by timber bridge, about 45 feet between the abutments and 5 feet broad, 1½ mile; after a few hundred yards on left bank of river cross the Nir stream by similar bridge, about 45 feet span and 4 feet wide; road then ascends to Bambal.

* Bamband to Bambal.

1. CRAMARK 8 A hamlet inhabited by Gojars.
2. SAMBAL 8 A village of about ten houses.
3. BAMBAL 8 A small village south of Nir Pass.

TOTAL 24 miles.

* Bambal to Kurnola.

1. JAT GAL 9 Village of four houses (Hindū). 8 BAMBAL 14 Village of ten houses, mixed population.
2. BAMBAL 16 Village of Hindūs, Cross Dhar Pass.
3. JAMKHOT 9 A village situated on the left bank of the Kider Khal stream, on the road from Doda towards the Hirat Dhal Pass. [From native information.]

TOTAL 60 miles.

11. BÁNHĀL 11 0 113 4 Pretty village; supplies and coolies procurable; bāndari, large red brick building. Road winds along by left bank of river through woods; here and there patches of cultivation, 1 mile, hamlet of Gaunag; a few hundred yards beyond, cross to right bank of Bichlari by wooden bridge, about 35 feet span; 1 mile, leave river bank and ascend hill, rather rough; nor very steep; dark hut at top, 1½ mile; descend and cross stream by timber bridge, about 25 feet long, thrown over from a remarkable rock. Enters a fine broad valley with many houses and good rice-fields in terraces; it is about 3 miles long and 600 yards broad. Enter small village of Nachibha, ½ mile; road then turns to east, and ascends by zig-zag about 1 mile, somewhat steep; road then passes along

N.B. — There is also a route from Bamband to Doda — See Route No. 20, Gardun to Srinagar.
ROUTE No. 52—continued.

south side of bare hill, high above Banihal stream, and is generally pretty level, but there are a few ups and downs; 1½ mile, Tashri; no or two huts on path and a spring; road then commences gradual and easy descent; 1 mile, Bhut and spring; 1 mile, descent continues; shade and small stream near the bottom, 1 mile; crosses Banihal stream by wooden bridge, about 35 feet between the piers and 4 feet broad; road smooth and level and aliged left bank of stream; valley gradually widens; 3 miles ford; path lies through rice-fields, ½ mile to Banihal. A cool, easy march through beautiful scenery.

12. VERNAG (6,000 ft.)

Large village; supplies and cottles abundant; celebrated spring, one of the sources of the Jhelum; large banyan, and ample space for encamping.

Road at first follows left bank of stream, smooth and level, then bends to east; 1½ mile, Badi and two chinar trees (the first met with) ½ mile, passes through Seril, after leaving which bends more to east and commences to ascend slightly; 2 miles, dirty hamlet of Takia and small stream; here the ascent of the Banihal Pass commences; having ascended spur, road is almost level for about 4 miles, and then zig-zags up gorge, being neither very steep nor rough; ascent about 24 miles; sides of hill bare of trees, covered with grass and grey rocks; the top at 9,200 feet. The ridge is a narrow neck between two high peaks not many yards broad. There is a small stone hut built for shelter of men looking after the telegraph line which here crosses the range; road descends by zig-zags, and is somewhat rough and stony; 2 miles, Dakh bat and Badi; 1 mile, Naru and stream; about 300 yards further on village of Wanu and customs-house; road now level to Vernag, 1 mile, which is approached through a line of barrack or granaries with a customs-house at the eastern end.

From Vernag there is a route to Nowbug via Soj and the Bring valley.

1. To Soj

There are two routes from Vernag to Soj, viz., that by Basgund, Watan, and Naru, and that by Zamligam and Naru; both these routes are said to be good for either walking or riding, and equally direct, the difference being that by Zamligam there is a kadal bridge over the Sardarn, at the suburb of Hanagund, and there is somewhat less ascent and descent. The road by Basgund passes the small temple and spring of Dumatulab, which is situated on the northern slopes of the Watan valley.

The path by Zamligam lies through Hanagund, crossing the Sardarn by a kadal bridge; it passes through Zamligam and up the valley, at the mouth of which the village is situated. The ascent is gradual until near the top, where there is a steep rise; the path then descends into the valley of Watan, and is not very steep, soon becoming almost level down the grassy valley, which is interspersed with trees and bushes, and drained by a small stream. It passes through the village of Naru on to Hangujand and Nagam, which latter village is situated on the left bank of a branch of the Bring river; it then crosses the stony bed of the river, and below the village of Soj crosses the main branch of the Bring by a kadal bridge, or it may be forded.

Sof is a large village, celebrated for its iron mines, the most extensive in Kashmir. Supplies procurable.

(Time occupied in walking, 2 h. 30 m.)

2. NOWBUG

From Soj the path lies in a south-easterly direction through rice cultivation, and along the right bank of the Bring, passing the village of Urigam, just above which there is a kadal bridge, the pier of which is constructed of a large wicker-work cylinder filled with boulders; the path crosses this bridge and then turns back for a short distance along the left bank of the river, crossing a smaller stream by a bridge at the village. Leaving Urigam, the path lies along the table-land in the middle of the valley, through rice cultivation, to the village of Wangan, and on to the village of Wyl, beneath which the Bring is forded, and the Nowbug stream, which has the more considerable volume of water, is crossed by a kadal bridge, after which the mountain above the right bank of the stream; it then makes a short rise, turning towards the north, and the Nowbug Nai opens out considerably; at this end the valley is stony, and has but few trees. The path passes the village of Gurewred, whence it descends, crossing the stream by a kadal bridge below the village; it then lies up the middle of the valley, through the village of Kriti to Larum, a considerable village in three clusters, whence it runs mostly through rice
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**Route No. 52—concluded.**

cultivation, crossing from the left to the right bank of the stream and passing up through the fields to Nowdug. The usual encamping ground is on the slopes above the western end of the village, but shade is wanting. Supplies are obtainable, but not plentiful.

(Time occupied in walking, 4 h.) (June 1872.)

---

From Vernag there is a route to Hanjipur on the Vaskad river via Bringus—Lanner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. To Roslu</th>
<th>8½</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The path, which is good and level, lies up the Shahabéd valley; at 1 mile passes village of Udalgund; about 200 yards beyond, the Vetaritar springs; 1½ mile, Kargund; 2 miles, Sadora; 2½ miles, Chongo; 3½ miles, Montigund; 4 miles, considerable village of Hillar; 5¼ miles, Tunja, leaving which path crosses stream and turns in a southerly direction, following the course of the stream up the wooded glade; the first half mile is quite smooth; then a short easy ascent in a westerly direction. The descent is at first somewhat steep, and then easy to the village of Kanchan, 7½ miles, the central and largest village in the Khund valley; path continues almost level, rising slightly to the village of Rosld, situated on the west side of the valley. Space and shade for encamping to north of village; some supplies procurable.</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leaving Rosld, p-th makes short easy ascent of hill to west; three-quarters of the descent very easy, and thickly wooded to Brijghin, 1 mile; the path then rises slightly through the rice-fields skirting the Panjul range to Lanner, 1½ mile, from which it rises slightly and winds round the wooded side of the hill, whence an extensive prospect of the southern portion of Kashmir is obtainable; path then descends to Akbl, 3½ miles, and is somewhat stony in places; whence it turns north, and is smooth, continuing to descend; it then turns west to the hamlet of Lampa Panche, 4½ miles, and is almost level through the fields to the large village of Banmila, which it leaves on the left hand, and continues towards the west, crossing a small stream at 7½ miles; thence the path ascends for about 40 minutes, at first gradually, but the latter part of the ascent is steep. Good water is obtainable from a spring by the road-side about midway on the ascent. The descent from the top of the ridge is at first easy and then steep and stony to the village of Hingi, 9 miles; path is then quite smooth for 3½ miles to the large village of Kol, and on through the rice-fields by Wosatl Kol, crossing a stream, 11½ miles, and rounding the end of the spur to the village of Husipd, and on to Tus and down the Kol Narawa valley, crossing the Kooli stream at 13½ miles, whence path makes slight ascent to the hamlet of Kasuar, Bal, whence it is level through the fields to Hanjipur, on Vaskad river.

A considerable village; supplies procurable. (August 1971.)

| 13. Shahabéd | 4 | 128 |
| 14. Islamabéd | 13 | 141 |

A very large village; supplies and water plentiful; country well-cultivated and intersected by numerous small streams; road good, pass Puli about half-way.

A good-sized town (1,500 houses); supplies and water abundant; large barrenar; country level, open, and well-cultivated; road good; pass Kri on 2 miles; cross the Bring, a branch of the Jhelum, at 6 miles. The Arpit is crossed at Islamabéed by a long wooden bridge; some of the streams are difficult after heavy rain.

| 15. Awatipdúr | 17 | 168 |
| 16. Srinagar | 18 | 176 |

A village; supplies procurable; water plentiful; country level, open, and well-cultivated; road good, running down the right bank of the Jhelum, which is crossed at 14, and again at Bij Behara, at 54 miles; pass Murhama at 91, and cross the two naras at 12 and 14 miles.

A large city, the capital of Kashmir; supplies and water abundant; country level, open, and tolerably well-cultivated; road good, following the course of the Jhelum; pass Pampur at 9½ miles. (See Route No. 74.)
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Route No. 52—continued.

The journey between Islamahâd and Srinagar is generally accomplished by water, the passage occupying from 12 to 15 hours. The route by the Banihal Pass is the high road between Jammu and Kashmir, and may be considered practicable for laden ponies all the year round; but is occasionally closed for a few days during heavy falls of snow, accompanied by a high wind. (Montgomery—Roberts—August 1871.)

From Jammu by the Banihal Pass is the chief commercial route; path not good; country unfavorable for communication; five ridges to be crossed, besides many ascents and descents over spurs; difficult for horses; men and pack-bullocks chiefly used for transport.

ROUTE No. 52(a).

SIALKOT TO SRINAGAR (BY THE BANIHAL PASS).

Authority.—YOUNGHUSBAND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-places</th>
<th>Distances in Miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. TAWI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DANSAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. UDAMPUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For remarks see Route No. 52.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leaving Dansal the road crosses a hill stream rather dangerous in rainy weather. It is the Jajar khud. After this comes a long climb over a very sharp difficult ridge, then down a long glen and over a second stream to a plateau called Gheri. After this, two small salars are crossed and some grass meadows, one of which contains a bawil near a village called Susma. After this the Baira khud is crossed, and Udampur is reached beyond. This is a considerable town, with a fine new palace.

6. DRAMTAL |        |        |
|            |        | Leaving Udampur the road turns round the end of a hill and proceeds up the glen of the Tawi. On the opposite side is a ford called Kotli. This section of the road is on the whole easy. In the latter part a view is obtained of Chineni. Dramtal is on the sloping side of a high hill. A new sarāi has been built here, looking something like a fort.

7. BATOT |        |        |
|          |        | After leaving Dramtal, Chimplari-ki-bawil is reached, a large fine structure. After this Chineni is reached, on the opposite side of the Tawi. The raja’s house of three or four stories is very conspicuous, but the rest of the houses are mere huts. A small hill stream from the left here joins the Tawi, and the road turns sharp off to the left.

[The old road used to go straight on to Doda.]

This glen is a fine, open and easy route. On the opposite side the hills are covered with châr; maize and rice-fields are numerous.

At the head there is some heavy climbing, and a ridge is crossed which separates the Tawi from the Chenab valley. This ridge crossed, a long khud called Kala Nand is traversed through deciduous woods. Batot is a little grassy point.

8. RAMBHAND |    | From Batot the road suddenly begins to descend the khunds leading to the Chenab. The slopes of these are very steep, and great care is required in traversing this part. Later the road passes along the face of
precipices, cut out in some places for it; but no other beams support the narrow path. The road rapidly descends to the banks of the Chenáb, where a suspension bridge of a somewhat rough description crosses the river Chenáb. On the north bank are a few huts and a toll bar.*

After crossing bridge, road turns west along right bank of river, and is mostly level and smooth, 4 mile. Cross small stream by bridge at village of Kurrola; 13 mile, stream from mountains forming a waterfall, bridged; 1 mile, reach village of Ramband. Here river is 3,400 feet above sea. The village is on a terraced plateau about 300 feet above it. Above Ramband the mountains rise boldly on either side of the river; the stream flows in a narrow channel between, often with a great depth of water. — (Drew—page 114.)

Ramband is situated on a little plain among the hills, with fields, garden, and orchards in it and on the slopes.

* & Kashmir pice for a man, 2 annas for a horse, 10 annas for a dolly.

---

ROUTE No. 53.

SIALKOT TO SRINAGAR (BY JALALPUR, BHMBAR AND RAJAORI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. KULOWA</td>
<td>10 3</td>
<td>10 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A village; supplies and water procurable; encamping ground on left bank of river; country level, open and well cultivated; road very fair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. MUHATA</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>14 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A village; supplies procurable; water plentiful; road difficult, over heavy sand on both banks of river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. JALALPUR</td>
<td>8 0</td>
<td>22 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A town of importance; supplies and water plentiful; country level, open, and well cultivated; road very fair. Jalalpur is famous for its shawl manufactories. Population 13,500.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DAGOAT NAGAR TO</td>
<td>11 0</td>
<td>33 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Country and road as in last march, 4 salas, which are large and difficult after heavy rain, are crossed at 3, 5, 6, and 9 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. RAJAORI (6 MARCHES)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>71 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(See Route No. 21.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>104 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRUNK TO SRINAGAR
BY ROUTES Nos. 20, 21 AND 22.
### ROUTE NO. 54.

**Sialkot to Srinagar (by Jamu, Chimnely and Kishtwär, and by Jamó, Ramnagar, Badrawáh, and Kishtwär).**

**Authority.—Bates—Montgomery—Roberts—Drew.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sialkot to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Danbal</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Udampur</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Balli</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chimnely</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Baloti</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ashar</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Kallan</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Beloh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Zanglawar</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Johani</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Kishtwär</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AND THENCE TO SRINAGAR BY ROUTE NO. 24.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sialkot to</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Danbal</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Udampur</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Balli</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chimnely</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Baloti</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ashar</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Kallan</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Beloh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Zanglawar</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Johani</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Kishtwär</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Route No. 62.

A village; supplies and water procurable; road at first difficult, afterwards very fair.

A village; supplies scarce; water plentiful; country as in last stage; road tolerable; a steep ascent to Garala.

A village; supplies and water procurable; country and road as above. This road leads over the hills; for foot passengers there is another following the banks of the Tawi.

A small village; supplies and water procurable; country and road as above, crossing over a high ridge.

A small village opposite a rope-bridge of the Chandra Bhāga; supplies and water procurable; country and road as above.

A small village with a bāraudārī; supplies and water procurable; country hilly; cultivation in the valleys; road difficult in places. From Kallan there is a road to Badrawāh on another route.

A village; supplies and water procurable; country and road as in the last march; cross the Neel river near its junction with the Chandra Bhāga; bridge bad; in cold weather a raft on the river.

A village; supplies and water procurable; country hilly and well wooded; road fair.

A small village; supplies scarce; water procurable; country and road as in last stage.

A small town and fort; supplies and water plentiful; country mountainous, with little cultivation; road difficult and in places narrow, following the windings of the Chenāb. Kishtwär is prettily situated on an elevated plateau not far from the junction of the Maru Wardwār river with the Chenāb.

Several streams and torrents have to be crossed on each stage between Danbal and Kishtwär; part of the road bad for horses; road open all the year round.
### Routes in Kashmir and Ladak

**Route No. 54—continued.**

**Shalooz to**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Distance (mi)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Jamu (1,200 ft.)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>See Route No. 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pargalta</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>After crossing Tawi river, by ferry, immediately below the town, road lies up the left bank of that river for 8 miles over open sandy plain only partially cultivated. It then turns to the right, and enters the low hills which skirt the plain on that side; it generally follows the course of the ravines, which have been excavated out of the soft sandstone by the numerous tributaries which descend to the Tawi. These streams are of small size, with gravelly or sandy beds, and are separated by low ridges of some breadth; faced generally by perpendicular cliffs. An undulating country of this nature occupies the whole of the space between the outer range of hills and that next to it (crossed in next march).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Surin Sab (1,825 ft.)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>The road ascends ridge by a very rocky, steep path, after which it enters a considerable tract of nearly level ground partly occupied by a lake with gravelly banks. Encampment in grove of mango trees near lake, which is rather less than half a mile in length. Road proceeds along the sides of the ridge in an easterly direction, passing several small flat-bottomed depressions. The road is rocky and rugged, and gradually rises several hundred feet to crest of the ridge. Pine trees generally plentiful. The reaching top, a fine wide, undulating valley is seen below, bounded on the north at a distance of about 10 miles by a third range of hills and traversed by several streams, which have excavated for themselves deep perpendicular-sided ravines in the sandstone strata. All these streams have a westerly course to join the Tawi, which, issuing from a deep valley behind the third range, crosses the open plain in a south-westerly direction. Leaving the ridge the road descends gradually to the plain, and after crossing a deep ravine, with precipitous walls, continues through a fine level country to Choan. The plain is well cultivated and chiefly laid out in rice-fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Choan</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Road crosses the Sunibhar ridge, the ascent of which is at first very steep and rocky, over a made road, paved with large stones. This range is also sandstone. These hills are precipitous to the north, and slope gently to the north. The descent from this range is very gradual, the road running obliquely to the east among scattered pine trees and over bare sandstone rocks, till it reaches the bank of a small stream separated from the Tawi by a low range of hills. After ascending along the banks of this stream for a short distance, the road crosses it, and after a short, steep ascent from the right bank, the remainder of the road is nearly level along the sides of hills, or over a high table-land to Ramnagar, a small town and fort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ramnagar (2,700 ft.)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Road continues to ascend the valley of the Tawi for about three miles, running along the sides of the hills, among rich cultivation, at a considerable height above the stream. It then descends abruptly to the river and soon crosses to the right bank, from whence a steep ascent commences at once, and continues with one or two interruptions of level cultivated ground to the end of the march. The ascent is generally bare of trees, dry and grassy. Kohna is a cluster of farm-houses; height about 5,800 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kohna</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Ascent continues equally steep and bare, cultivation wherever the surface is level enough. On attaining a height of 8,000 feet, the steep spur which the road ascends joins the main ridge, and the road, turning to the east, enters a thick forest of small oak trees, through which it continues, alternately ascending and descending a little as it enters the recesses or advances along the projecting ridges. After about three miles of forest, the hills again become bare, and continue so till the end of the march, which ends by an abrupt descent of 600 or 700 feet to a ravine, and an equally steep ascent to the village of Duder, elevation about 7,500 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Duder</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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#### Route No. 54—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No. 54</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Duda or Doda</td>
<td>Road crosses a range and descends into a valley watered by a tributary to the river Chenab. There is another road from Dudar to Badrawar. No further information provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Camp</td>
<td>Road lies up the valley towards a snow covered range to the eastward; after a steep and somewhat rocky ascent and descent over a bare spur, path follows the course of the stream as nearly as the precipitous nature of its banks will permit; it then crosses a large tributary descending from the right, and ascends a steep bare spur between it and the main stream for perhaps 600 feet; it then enters a forest and ascends rapidly for 1½ miles, then crosses the stream by a wooden bridge, and a steep ascent is commenced, and soon emerges on dry grassy slopes. The precipitous nature of the banks renders it necessary to ascend nearly 1,000 feet, after which the road is again level along the dry mountain slope facing the south. The bed of the stream rises very rapidly, so that the road soon re-approached it; and when nearly on a level with it again enters a forest. A mile further encampment reached at about 1,000 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Badrawar</td>
<td>Road still follows the course of the stream, ascending now very gently. The valley is open, and the road lies over undulating grassy ground, the forest having receded to some distance on both sides. Near the summit the road turns sharply to the left into a pine-clad ravine; the crest is then soon reached. There were patches of snow in June.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Additional Information

- Cross Syegar Pass (10,148 feet), short steep descent, then very easy road, practicable for ponies. Badrawar, for a place in the hills, is comparatively large, 600 to 700 houses, and about 8,000 inhabitants; has an open market place, a fort, two or three bazaars, &c. A stream runs through the town, which is built principally of wood. Half the inhabitants are Kashmiri. The fort is on a spur 300 feet above the town; it is a square building of wood and stone, with masonry bastions. Round the town the valley is two or three miles wide, and completely covered with fields rising in terraces one above the other. Some rice is cultivated, but millet and Indian-corn are principal produce. From Badrawar there is a road to Doda on the Chenab. (See Route No. 25.)

#### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. Badrawar (5,600 ft)</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>130</th>
<th>Cross Syegar Pass (10,148 feet), short steep descent, then very easy road, practicable for ponies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Jura</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>Road by Swardhar in summer; another by Jagud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Tosni</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>(See Route No. 26. Road bad in places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Kishwar (5,450 ft)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>This road is difficult for ponies; closed by snow for three months.—(Drew.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>...</strong></td>
<td><strong>178</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AND THENCE TO SHISHAGAR BY ROUTE NO. 26.
### ROUTE No. 55.

**Sialkot to Srinagar (by Jamū, the Gulabgarh or Kūri Pass).**

*Authorities—Hervey—Montgomery—(native information.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage or halting-place</strong></td>
<td><strong>Distance in miles</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description, &amp;c.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Tawi</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Jamū</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Dunga</td>
<td>7 4</td>
<td>34 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Khanda</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Rhasf</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Amnas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Turhi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Dirmāli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Sujjhu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Jamān</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Angala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Dowal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Zainkarg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Kurf</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Shupion</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Ramū</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Srinagar</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wigne says that the road by the Gulâbgârêh or Keri Pass was made by Gulâb Singh, and is the only way by which cannon on wheels could have a chance of passing into Kashmir without making a road on purpose for them.—(Bates.)
### ROUTE No. 56.

**SIMLA TO LAHUL.**

_(Through Kulu and Lahaul._)

*Authoity.—LeMesserrier—August and September 1892._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Simla</td>
<td></td>
<td>As per Route No. 57, Simla to Jangli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Komaresen (5,300')</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steep descent for 4 miles by a fair road to Lahul bridge (2,597') over Sultan river, the boundary between Komaresen and Kulu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KULU**

- Distance from Sultanpur 69 miles. A steep ascent for 6½ miles from the river to Dularah road bungalow in Kulu. Supplies procurable with notice. Water plentiful. Post office.
- Ascent for 1½ miles and then descent for 3 miles; the rest fairly level to Chawai. Rest bungalow. Few supplies at Daman village. Water plentiful.
- Descent for 2 miles to Aini river (5,005') and then an ascent for 4 miles. The rest fairly level into Kot rest bungalow. Supplies procurable. Water plentiful.
- Steeply ascent for 4 miles to the top of Jalori pass (10,720'), and then descent for 5 miles to the Chata river (6,570'). The descent continues to Jibi river bank. Few supplies; water plentiful.
- The road follows the right bank of the Chata river. Passes Banpur teahall and post office in 33rd mile, and crosses the Tirthan river (6,510') by a wooden bridge, 105 feet span, where it meets the road from Banpur Bishahr. The road then follows the right bank of Tirthan river below Flash, and crosses it at 39th milestone by a bridge, 111 feet span. There is a short rise, and fall to the road bungalow at Manglar.
- The Bah river is crossed by a bridge of 96 feet span, and the road descends by the left bank of the Tirthan river to 54th milestone, where it crosses to the right bank by a bridge of 90 feet span. The road continues to fall to the junction of the Tirthan and Rakhi or Sakri and Illas rivers at Larji. Few supplies; water plentiful. Rest bungalow.
### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

#### Route No. 56—contd.

| 12. BAJAORA (3,891') | 12 | 70
|----------------------|----|----|
| 13. SULTANPUR (4,086') | 9 | 79
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. KATRAI (4,826')</td>
<td>11|</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. MAHALI (6,809')</td>
<td>11|</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. BALA (5,853')</td>
<td>8|</td>
<td>1104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. KOSSIN (10,381')</td>
<td>9|</td>
<td>1204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The road crosses the Rakti or Saluj river by wooden bridge, 117 feet span, and then ascends towards the gorge, through which all the water of Kulu is discharged into Mandi State under the name of the Bias river. R. L. at gorge 3,000'. The ascent continues for 2 miles, and then the road descends along left bank for 3½ miles to a wooden bridge 150 feet span (3,246') at Badook. The road follows left bank of Bias to Bajaora dakh bungalow. Supplies and water plentiful. Winter route to Kangra Valley leads off. General Remnick's farm here.

At 6 milestone is the Duff Dunbar suspension bridge over the Bias river (R. L. 3,580) 300 feet long, 8 wide, erected by Department Public Works at a cost of Rs. 80,000. The road continues on the right bank of the Bias to Sultanpur dakh bungalow, hospital, teahut and post office.

The capital of Kulu. Supplies and water plentiful. The road crosses the Sivberry river by a wooden bridge, and then passes round and below the hill on which Sultanpur stands. Captain Lee's estate is in 7th mile, and Mr. Minnek's at Rasain in 8th mile. Mr. Donald's estate is in 10th mile. The gorge of river is crossed by a wooden bridge in 11th mile. At Katrai there is a road bungalow. Few supplies.

The direct road is on the right bank, 11½ miles to Manali, but the road was broken in two or three places. An alternative route of 14 miles can be taken via Suggur (5,780), where there is an Assistant Commissioner's cutcherry and residence, also a forest bungalow and post office. The route continues along the left bank, rising and falling often to Jagatsak (5,983), where there is a road bungalow and a post office. The Phari river is crossed, and shortly afterwards the road wid Hamta pass branches off into Lahoul. The river is re-crossed by a bridge 105 feet near the road bungalow at Manali. There is a forest bungalow. Mr. Mac- key's estate and Captain Banoo's estate is here. Few supplies; water plentiful.

The road crosses to the left bank of the Bias and passes under the village of Bashist, where some hot springs exist. The road rises, passes the junction of the Sarabi and the Bias in 28th mile, and crosses to the right bank of the Bias near Kotti at 28th milestone. There is then a steep zigzag ascent. The road crosses again to the left bank at 30th mile, and again to the right bank in 31st mile. The ascent continues to Bala road bungalow. Few supplies; water plentiful.

This march is made by a rough stony and steep road for 5 miles to the head of the Rotang pass (19,049), the boundary between Kulu and Lahoul at 37 milestone.

### LAHOUL.

The descent is 4 miles, and crosses the Chandra river (R. L. 10,955') by a wooden bridge, 96 feet span, to the rest bungalow at Kokair. Few supplies; fuel scarce. Road leads up the Chandra valley for Spiti. The pass is open for six mouths.

<p>| 1014 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No. 56—contd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>18. Siyu (10,163')</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19. Gandla (10,282')</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20. Kailing or Kyslang (10,552')</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>21. Gimmer (10,509')</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>22. Sumdeo (10,634')</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23. Zinzinbar (13,060')</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **24. Kaylung (15,120')** | 12 | 190 |

(Notes.—Zinzinbar is shown on Atlas Sheet No. 49 on the right bank, but it is on the left bank, and its position is near the letter n in Tashkhand.)

The ascent of Baralacha begins. Track follows left bank, and then crosses to the right bank on 1012a miles. At 104th mile is Suraj Dal, a pretty lake, 15,350' above mean sea level in snow clad hills. The open crest of the Baralacha is 16,060' at 105 miles. One track leads south down the Chandra valley to Spiti, and the track to Leh goes north-east, passing Yutan Tso, an open lake at 106 miles, 15,417' above mean sea level. The pass is closed to Indian monies for eight months, and lower down the track passes over the debris of mountains which have been split up into fragments by great changes of temperature. The encamping ground at Kaylung is on left bank of Yutan river. No supplies.
### Routes in Kashmir and Ladak

**Route No. 56—contd.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25. <em>Lingot Sarchu</em> (13,950’).</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. <em>Chargot Jukta</em> (13,600’).</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. <em>Sumdo</em> (15,522’).</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. <em>Kiangchu</em> (15,271’).</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. <em>Kuechen</em> (15,374’).</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The track crosses the Yuman river in front of the encamping to the right bank, and there is a gentle descent across a plain to the Phalaglanda or Boundary Rock at 118 miles. The track continues across the plain to the Surchu river, and the encamping ground is across this tributary stream and on its right bank.

The ordinary route is along the foot of the hills up the Taoor nulla to the south, then crossing by a bridge to the right bank, and so to the boundary pillar (125 miles) between Lahoul and Ladak in all 7 miles at 13,845’ above mean sea level. But, if the direct route by the ford is practicable, the distance is only 8 miles. The route up the Taoor nulla southwards for Taho Morari is rough and difficult. No supplies.

### Ladak

The track for Leh follows the right bank of the Taurup river northwards for 6½ miles to the encamping ground at Chargot Jukta under a high cliff.

The track turns directly to the east, and mounts 1,500’ to a saddle overlooking a valley on which a trial line was once cut. The track then turns north for 5 miles, and descends into a valley for the encamping ground at Sumdo at the foot of the Lachulung. Water; but no supplies or fuel.

The ascent of the Lachulung is easy, rising 1,100 feet in 1 mile from Sumdo; the crest is open. Snow was falling on 13th September 1892. The pass, it was said, might have become impassable within a month, and usually all traffic is stopped for eight months in the year. The descent is easy for 7 miles to the Kanghalash gorga. Here are some sugar loaf shaped hills of great height, and masses have fallen blocking the ravine down which the track is carried by steep zigzags; the water finds its way below the splintered debris. The country opens somewhat, and follows the left bank of the stream to the junction of three rivers. The Tsorjy stream is crossed, and then the Frize, when a steep ascent brings the traveller to Sunkheyl (at 95 miles from Leh) on the edge of the Kiangguru plain. A level course for 4 miles over grass leads to the Kiangguru &c. No supplies; water scarce.

The track continues over grass and somewhat heavy sand. At Macchala (5 miles) the lake was dry and deep in sand. The route is still over grass for 6 miles, when the track turns westwards up a ravine to the encamping ground. Water, but no supplies or fuel. Opposite flintclay and to the east at a distance of about 4 miles over the range of hills is Tsoor Chunu or Salt Lake at an elevation of 14,006 feet above mean sea level. The lake is covered with wild fowl, chiefly Brahomy ducks. The water is very bitter and among the brine crystals are numerous red and blacklike miniature shrimps. The soil has evidently been much worked for sand. The road to Puga horax and sulphur mines passes by the south of the Salt Lake.

*(Note.—The Rupshu valleys are 14,000 to 15,000 feet. Climate severe. Air dry and much ruffled. Soothing serenity, and the hill side are covered with a thick bush in patches. Population about 500 souls within an area of 4,000 square miles. People live in tents, and act as carriers, using their flocks of sheep and goats and herds of yaks as beasts of burden.)*
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#### Route No. 56—concluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>36. Duhurring (15,770')</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>2704</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31. Gya (13,150')</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Upshi Serai (11,300')</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Maratang (11,500')</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Gulam Bagh (10,745')</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Lhe (11,532')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The route is easy and level for 14 miles to Duhurring encamping ground. A few thorn bushes as fuel. Water scarce.

The ascent to Tagalang crest is easy, rising 1,500 feet in 2 miles. The descent is also easy, and falls for about 4,000 feet in 13 miles to Gya. Cultivation is again seen. There are a few houses and a monastery, also a serai for native travellers. The encamping ground is to the east of the Lama's house. This is the first village met with since Sumdo in Labhoul over a distance of 113 miles. Any difficulty could be quite overcome by arranging with Kashmir to send out supplies of flour, ghee, salt, firewood, and fodder from Gya southwards for five stages, and by carrying the same quantity forward from Sumde.

The road follows the left bank of the Gya river, passing Miro half-way, and reaches Upshi Serai on the left bank of the Indus river after a fall of 1,700 feet. Considerable cultivation, poplars, willows, and fruit trees. 30 miles from Lhe.

The Indus river at Upshi in September is about 50 feet wide, flowing swiftly among large boulders and quite unfordable. It is frozen over in November. The road to Maratang follows the left bank. At 5 miles from Upshi is the Ego bridge across the Indus with two unequal spans of 20 and 63 feet, leading up the Chitnur valley into Tanak and Choglamsar. At Maratang, there is much cultivation. Fields are properly marked off for the separate households. Instead of halting at Maratang, it is better to go a mile or two further, and camp at the Illim monastery in a ravine to the west. At Illim, there are from 400 to 500 red Lamas and nuns.

The road follows the left bank of the Indus. Changa is passed, and then the monastery at Tanak comes into view. Cultivation is more extended as one enters the Slushot Karvani. The halting place is in the Gulam Bagh, where there is a serai with a rest house for native travellers. People very friendly. Population partly Buddhist. The locality is occupied during the season as a grazing ground for Yarkand traders. There is a colony of Baltics in the village, who turned out as mess with the women to show off their game of polo.

The route runs north-west and still follows the left bank, winding through gardens and demarcated field which are irrigated by many small channels. The breadth of the valley of the Indus here is about 20 miles, rising from a general level of 10,500' at the river to about 20,000' at the crest of the mountain ranges. At Choglamair, there is a bridge, 75 feet span, across the Indus, and the route turns northward. From the river it is about 4 miles into Lhe. The road passing over a stony and sandy plain. Lhe is the capital of Ladakh. It has a fine bazaar, plenty of serais, a fort, a palace, a dark bungalow and a residency. The Moravian mission also have a settlement here.
## Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.

### Route No. 57.

**Simla to Jangi by the Hindustan and Tibet Road and the Surke Valley Line.**

*Authority.—LeMessurier—August 1892.*

(Nota.—The Hind-Tibet road was commenced in 1860 from Simla to Narkanda (40 miles). It follows the watershed of Jumna and Sutlej. It was alleged as a cart road by Major Kennedy. The section from Mashobra through Mahasu to Bakhkht was handed over during 1877-78 to the Civil authorities to be kept up by the Native State, when the old mule track up and along Mahasu range was taken over by Department Public Works.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simla Church Steep (7,230')</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass Sanjauli at 2nd mile; the tunnel at 2½ and the toll bar on a watershed at 4th mile. Kennedy's road to left to Mashobra, Charabra bazaar at 6 miles; Khupri bazaar (6,400') at 6¼. Dak bungalow at Fagu in Kinnenthal. Road to Purisai Kokil joining Mussoorie-Bhimpur road at Kalengar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Fagu (8,170')</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bakhkti junction 13½ miles, where Kennedy's road from Mashobra through Mahasu joins in. In 1876, Mr. Cockrell killed with his horse at Bargotan cliff in 15th mile. Dak bungalow at Theog, also small bazaar where supplies are procurable; watershed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Theog (7,453')</strong></td>
<td>5½</td>
<td><strong>17½</strong> Water for mules at 19 miles; cross watershed at 24½ and 24 miles. In 1865, at 24th mile, Mrs. Brand, her house, and ayes killed. Dak bungalow at Mutti at Konthal. Supplies procurable; water plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Muttiana (7,397')</strong></td>
<td>14½</td>
<td>39 Road enters Komara at Salu bridge, 22nd mile. Dak bungalow at Narkanda; small bazaar. Drinking water 13 miles below towards Komara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Narkanda (9,182')</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40 (Nota.—From Narkanda there is a track (unfinished) via Sinaper to Komara (5,200') falling nearly 4,000' in 8 miles, and thence a track for 4 miles, descending 7,000' to Sutlej bridge (5,807') across Sutlej river at Designer. See route to Kale, No. 50.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Nota.—The Hindustan-Tibet road was continued by Captain Briggs from Narkanda along the watershed to Sungri (68 miles), when it was turned northwards to the valley of the Sutlej to avoid the snow limit of the Himalaya. This upper road of 68 miles in length from Sidhpur to the was abandoned as a through route in 1862. It is now maintained as a forest road only. It is passable for laden mules with care. The track in places is only 4 feet wide, and all bridges have to be crossed with caution. The stages are as under for this upper link or Briggs' forest road, 68.)

### Briggs' Forest Road

- **5a. Bagi (6,887')** 10 50
- **6a. Kandrala (9,604')** 3 58
- **7a. Sungri (8,458')** 10 68

At Sidhpur (44 miles), the Sutlej valley line which was made passable for mules in 1862 takes off. Road fairly level with exception of a portion in 46th mile. In 1839 Colonel LeMessurier's horse fell over the cliff at 47th mile and was killed. The road is outrigged in 19 places. Dak bungalow at Bagi. Supplies procurable.

Road fairly level, except at 57th mile, outrigged in twelve places. Water for mules at 56th mile. Forest bungalow at Kandrala.

Road on a uniform grade. Outrigged in ten places. Traveller's rest house at Sungri. Road from Mussoorie up Sutlej valley join in. A few supplies.
### Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.

**Route No. 67—contd.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a. Bahli (7,909')</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a. Talsis (6,249')</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a. Darun (9,480')</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a. Deo (7,200')</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sutlej Valley Line.**

(Note.—In 1883 the old path road through Katpaur and Rampur to Serahan was made passable for laden mules, and called the Sutlej valley line. The stages are as under.)

5. Koyqarh or Thanasrak (7,215').

- At Sidhpur, 44th mile, the old Hindustan and Tibet road, which was abandoned in 1862 as a through route, takes off. The Sutlej valley road falls 1,810 feet in 5 miles from Sidhpur to Katpaur. The dakh bungalow is off the road. A mission house here, and a Department Public Works inspection bungalow at Thanasrak.

6. Nirth (2,938').

- The road descends for 8 miles to Koygurh (2,700') and then ascends to Department Public Works inspection bungalow at Nirth on left bank of Sutlej river. Few supplies.

7. Rampur (3,218').

- Road follows left bank of Sutlej river, crosses Negri river at 67th mile, Rampur, the capital of Bihalk. At 71¾ miles is 138 feet above Sutlej river bed. Jinda bridge for crossing into Kul. Department Public Works inspection bungalow at 72½.

(Note.—The Sutlej river is crossed at Rampur by rope bridge 163 feet span to Jagathana in Kul, whence a track runs via Bhisro pass to Mangalur.)

8. Gachra (6,832').

- Steep ascent for 6½ miles out of 7 to Department Public Works inspection bungalow at Gachra. Supplies procurable from Dhar, 15 miles north-east; water plentiful.

9. Serahan (6,914').

- Road ascends for 25 miles to Shikrdhar, and then descends for 3 miles to Mangalur bridge (4,844'). The rise is then 2,356 feet in 3 miles to Deo at 87th mile (at which point Briggs' or Upper Link Forrest road (see section). For 3 miles there is a slight fall to Serahan. Department Public Works inspection bungalow.
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**Route No. 57—contd.**

(Note.—Eastward of Scharan the male road was completed by end of 1884 to Bogi; by end of 1887 to Pangi; by end of 1879 to Jangi. The old native track having been followed for more than half the distance. The road ends at Lipo (166 miles), and 45 marches have still to be made good to reach Shikpiti, the terminus originally proposed.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. Taranda (7,180')</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The road is fairly level to the Mata cliff, where Sir A. Lawrence lost his life in 1864. It then follows the native track up and down for 3 miles, and descends to the Kundiu nulla at 99 miles. At 100 miles a legend says that the Rani of Bihdrz was thrown over the cliff by her subjects. At 101 miles Mr. Lashers and his horse were killed in 1870. The road descends to Chanda nulla (6,500') at 102 miles, and ascends to Taranda Department Public Works inspection bungalow at 104 miles. Few supplies. Eastward of Taranda the coolies are chiefly women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Nachar (7,148')</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A steep descent to Soledangh nulla (5,810') at 107 miles. Then ascent to the forest bungalow at Nachar (113 miles). There is a Department Public Works inspection bungalow at Pasnda (108 miles). The Sungrah Doadar Forest begins at 110 miles. Few supplies; water plentiful. Course grass near Nachar bungalow which kills horses, mules, &c., quickly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12. Uzni (7,835')</th>
<th>12 ½</th>
<th>125 ½</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A steep descent for 3 miles to the bridge at Wangtu (5,123'). The bridge is 105 feet span. Department Public Works inspection bungalow at 115 miles. Miss. Reboeh lost her life near here when riding with Mr. Paul.

(Note.—At Wangtu the road from Musoorie and Srinagar passes join in, and crosses the Sutlej river by this bridge and continues via Bhakee pass into Spiti.)

From Wangtu the Hindustan and Tibet road follows the right bank of the Sutlej river. A long timber gallery outrigged from the rock carries the road through the gorge, and the track continues to Chagam, whence the ascent is by zigzags to Department Public Works inspection bungalow at Ural. Few supplies; water plentiful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13. Bogi (9,508')</th>
<th>10 ½</th>
<th>136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Yala nulla is crossed at 127 miles. The track for the most part ascends to the Mesang cliffs (9,700') at 134 miles, passing Kashti cliffs at 131. Romang forest at 132. The road descends along cliffs for 2 miles into Bogi Department Public Works inspection bungalow. Few supplies; water plentiful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14. Panoir (9,159')</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>145</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The road is carried along the Kithrug, Bogi and Chinu cliffs to Chini at 139 miles. At Chini is the house (now in ruins), which was erected for Lord Dalhousie in 1861. Here also is the grave of Brevet-Captain Apperley, R.H.A., who died here on 1st July 1845. There is a descent to the Malgun nulla (8,711') at 144 miles, whence road rises to Department Public Works inspection bungalow at 146 miles. Supplies obtainable; water plentiful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15. Raneng (9,222')</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>154</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Note.—The Gazetteer shows a route from Chini via Gaiansa to Sangoon, which I do not think is correct.)

The road rises for 1 mile for the Kashan cliffs, and then descends for 3 miles to the Kashan nulla (8,133'). It rises again to the Glumchau cliffs (9,500') at 151 miles, and reaches Raneng at 154. Few supplies and water plentiful. No bungalow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16. Jangi (9,242')</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>161</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The road is level to the Department Public Works godown at Jangi in 101st mile. The road ends at 165 miles, and then the trace descends to the Lipo nulla at 168 miles. There is a gradual rise thence to Kanam at 175 miles. There remain 43 marches to be made into Shikpiti on the left bank.
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## ROUTE No. 58.

**Simla to Leh (by Sarhan, the Pren Valley, Spiti, Lahoul, Shinkel Pass, and Zanksär).**

**Authorities.—Route Book—Montgomery.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Simla to

| 11. Nachan | 117 2 |
| 12. Yangpa | 132 2 |

- A village at the head of the Babel valley; supplies scarce; sufficient for eight days should be brought from Sarhan; coolies procurable; cross the Satlej at Wangto at 8 miles; the river here is about 90 feet broad, right bank very steep; the road then zig-zags up a very steep hill, and passes Besee (three houses), and Kutgson, a small village. Tartars bring ponies this road; but between the Satlej and Yangpa it is rocky, and in many places too narrow for laden ponies. Early in the season (April and May) scorpions abound at Yangpa.

| 13. Mulling | 138 2 |
| 14. Ptiasa | 143 2 |

- No village; grass, fuel, and water abundant; road tolerably good, and fit for laden ponies, winding through magnificent forests of fir; very good bird-shooting in the neighbourhood.

| 15. Lursha | 155 2 |

- A halting-place at the foot of the Babel Pass; fuel must be collected about half-way, as none is procurable; water plentiful; road as in last stage. Care should be taken to clear the ground of the long grass, which burns easily at the end of the season.

- Care should be taken to clear the ground of the long grass, which burns easily at the end of the season.

| 16. Muth | 166 2 |

- A small village; coolies and a few supplies procurable; road tolerably good, ascending the wide shingly valley of the Pren river.

| 17. Sunam | 174 2 |

- A large village; supplies and coolies procurable; road as in last stage; pass Tilung, where the coolies are changed; at 3 miles the road either crosses the Pren at Tilung, or continues up the left bank.

| 18. Lidang | 190 2 |

- A village; coolies and a few supplies procurable; road fair, running down the Pren; cross the Parshu soon after leaving Sunam (up the valley of the Parshu to the north-west there is very good ibex shooting). The Spiti is crossed two or three miles above its junction with the Pren; the road

---

*See Routes Nos. 69 and 67.*
### ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

**Route No. 58—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19. <strong>Rangnik</strong></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>A village; supplies and coolies procurable; road fair, but stony in places, running up the Spiti valley, which is extremely well-cultivated; pass Kazi, where coolies are changed, at 64 miles, and cross the Spiti near Rangrik; ponies and yaks are obliged to ford the river; at the bridge, the road to Leh via the Parang Pass and Rupshu is left. (See Route No. 57.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. <strong>Hal</strong></td>
<td>210</td>
<td>A village situated just above junction of the Gymni and Spiti rivers; supplies and coolies procurable; road on table-land, running up the right bank of the river, good for laden ponies all along this valley; cross the Gymni near Hal; coolies are changed about half-way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. <strong>Kioto</strong></td>
<td>319</td>
<td>A small village; coolies and a few supplies procurable; road as in last stage, crossing the Spiti near its junction with the Lagadarsi river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. <strong>Lushar</strong></td>
<td>259</td>
<td>A good-sized village; supplies and coolies must be taken on for four marches; road good, on high table-land, from 2 to 3 miles wide, running up the left bank of the Spiti, until the river is crossed, under Lusar; coolies are changed at Masi, passed about 3 miles. Capital chikor and wild duck shooting in the Spiti valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Künzam Pass</strong></td>
<td>259</td>
<td>An easy ascent to the summit, fit for laden ponies; near the top the road turns up to Leh via the Barsa Lacha Pass, viz., Shigri to Chandra Dal 14 miles; to Topo Kuma 14; to Topo 9; to Zingzingbar 11 miles, and thence by Route No. 56. Good ibex ground all about the Künzam Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. <strong>Shigri</strong></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>No village; a halting-place in the valley of the Chandra; descend by a tolerably easy road to the bank of the river, down which the road runs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. <strong>Chatalu</strong></td>
<td>262</td>
<td>A halting-place on the left bank of the Chandra, nearly opposite to old Kokair; road difficult, passing through a wild country, precipitous mountain spurs running down to the water's edge. From Chatalu there is a road to Dharmasila, viz, the Kulu valley as follows:—(See Route No. 59).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cheka</strong></td>
<td>275</td>
<td>A halting-place; no coolies or supplies; road difficult and stony, ascending from the river for 5 miles, then a long descent to Cheka. A small village on the left bank of the Beas; road very difficult and stony, descending gradually. From Jagatske, Dharmasila is distant 106½ miles, viz, the Kulu valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jagatske</strong></td>
<td>275</td>
<td>A village situated on the right bank of the Chandra, on a small plateau at the foot of a very lofty mountain; supplies and fuel scarce; water and coolies procurable; the road as in last stage, following up the left bank of the Chandra, which is crossed under Kokair.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Route No. 68—concluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route No. 68</th>
<th>Distance (in miles)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28. Sisu</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Gandala</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Kaling</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Kuling</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Läng Kyun</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Palamao</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Shinkal Pass (South side)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>A halting-place, situated in the fork at the junction of the Läng Kyun with the Bhāga; road tolerably good, running up the left bank of the Bhāga; supplies and coolies must be taken from Darcha, on the opposite side of the river, for three days. (See Route No. 56.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Lahkar Pass</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>A halting-place; no supplies, coolies, or fuel; road tolerable, running up the valley of the Läng Kyun stream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Kargia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Maling</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Sarleen</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Lang Tang</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>A halting-place by the banks of the Lún Sampū; no supplies; fuel very scarce; road difficult in places; running down the river's edge; the Lún Sampū is crossed by a swing bridge about 3 miles from Sarleen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Berau</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Padam</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AND TRAVEL TO LÉH BY ROUTE NO. 10.

A village built on a mound 60 feet high with a fort situated in a fertile valley 3 or 4 miles wide; supplies plentiful; road tolerably good; pass Munj at 14, and Bāhnug at 3 miles. The Tibetan kings of Zankār used to reside at Padam; the fort is garrisoned by a few Kashmir sepoyas. A road turns off to Súrd (9 marches), and to Rupahu by the Shah Būhāng Pass.
### ROUTE No. 59.

**SIMLA to SRINAGAR by KOTGARH**

**KAMPUR**

**DALARSH**

(Rotang Pass, Tandi, and Kishtwar.)

**Authorities.—Bates—Montgomerie—Drew—Lirutt, Roberts—Routr-Book.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Intermed.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mahade</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Fagdú 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>through the tunnel at 2½, and take road to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thaco</td>
<td>7 4</td>
<td>17 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7,400 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mathana</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>23 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7,700 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Narbnda</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>29 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Kotgarh on Thamdar</td>
<td>11 0</td>
<td>50 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The route from Kotgarh to Mangloor via Dalarsh is as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Komarsen</td>
<td>4 A small village; supplies and coollies must be collected; water plentiful; encamping ground limited; road bad, but practicable for laden mules throughout, descending for 1½ mile to the sala (bridged), after crossing which there is a steep ascent. There is a road via Stuper direct from Narbnda to Komarsen, only 6 miles zig-zagging down an unbroken descent of nearly 4,000 feet, but the longer route is to be preferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalarseh</td>
<td>2½ A pretty little village; supplies and water procurable; good camping ground, a small rest-house: a long and steep descent of 2,500 feet for 4 miles to valley of Sultej, mostly through fields. Near the river the ground is much more level, and there are large patches of rice land. The river is crossed by a wooden bridge, 150 feet span, at Namge; a long and steep ascent to Dalarsh of nearly 4,000 feet in 4 miles; a trying march; road fit for riding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Route No. 69—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHOI</td>
<td>Several small villages; a few supplies and coolies procurable; water plentiful; encamping ground tolerably level, for 1½ mile ascends easily, then descends 9 miles to the stream, which is crossed by a good bridge, afterwards a slight ascent to Choi, an easy march.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOT</td>
<td>A small village; supplies easily procurable in the neighbourhood; water plentiful; encamping ground limited; road tolerably good all the way, descending for 2½ miles to the stream (bridged), after crossing which there is a steady ascent for 3 miles, then level till within a mile of Kot, when it crosses a deep glen. Road fit for riding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIBHI OR ROHALA</td>
<td>A temple; few supplies procurable from the adjacent villages; water plentiful; road tolerably good; a steep ascent for 4 miles to the top of the Jakol Pass (elevation 11,500 feet), then a steady descent to Jibhi, crossing the sala by a bridge at 9 miles. Jibhi a pretty village; a rest-house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANGLAH</td>
<td>Follow course of stream; an easy march; small village; supplies, coolies, and water procurable; road good for riding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** | 49½ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. NIHAT</td>
<td>(3,400 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. RAMPDR</td>
<td>A small village on the banks of the Sutlej; few supplies; water procurable; road broad and in good order; a steep descent for 5 miles to the valley of the Sutlej, up which the road then runs; sala bridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. RAMPDR</td>
<td>The capital of Bushahr, and residence of the rajah of that territory; supplies and water procurable; a large market for travellers; road good, cross the Machara at 1½ mile and the Nogri at 7 miles. The town of Rampur is situated 138 feet above the left bank of the Sutlej, at the western base of a lofty and nearly perpendicular mountain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ARSA</td>
<td>A village in Kulu; supplies and water procurable; good encamping ground; cross the Sutlej at Rampur by a rope bridge, about 180 feet in length; the road then ascends a very steep hill for about 3 miles; short zig-zags through a forest, after which it descends gently to Arsa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. SIRAN</td>
<td>A village in Kulu, halfway up the Dhal Pass; supplies and water procurable, road good, descending gradually for 5 miles to the Karpan; several villages are passed en route. On leaving the river there is a steep ascent for 1 mile; the road then enters a gorge, leading into a beautiful valley; easy for about a mile, after which the shoulder of a mountain is ascended by very steep short zig-zags; one side of the hill is a deep, well-wooded ravine; on the other a tremendous torrent, running down at a fearful incline from the plateau of Sinna, which is a magnificent plain about 1 mile in length, and from 180 to 400 yards in breadth, with a pretty stream winding through it; this plain is surrounded on three sides by lofty and steep hills; during the rains it is swampy, but at other seasons it is covered with the most luxuriant grass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. THAR OR RATHAN</td>
<td>A few huts at the foot of the Dhal Pass; supplies scarce; water procurable; for a mile after leaving Siran, the road lies over a level plain, and then ascends the Dhal Pass by very steep zig-zags, reaching the crest at 3 miles; immediately on the other side there is a beautiful undulating strip of land clear of trees, and covered with luxuriant grass; a splendid place for an encampment, with wood and water in immediate proximity; there is then a steep descent through a well-wooded forest for 6 miles to Thar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Route No. 59—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Altitude (ft.)</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Manglaor</td>
<td>5,718</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>A small village below Flach; water procurable; road descends gradually through a forest, cultivation here and there; the road from Kotgarh and Dalair, described above, joins in at the Chata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Larji</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>A village and rest-house, situated on the left bank of the Syunj at its junction with the Chata, and about 200 yards above its confluence with the Beas; few supplies procurable; water abundant; road broad and in good order, with several steep ascents and descents; several bridges; follows Tiser Tirs or Chata along a deep gorge to Larji, where the Chata joins the Saingri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Hajaona (5,484 ft.)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>A small bazaar and old fort in ruins; few supplies procurable; water abundant; encampment ground extremely limited; a bungalow; road very fair, running along the valley of the Beas for some distance, about 1,000 feet above the river; cross the Syunj on leaving Larji, then ascend for 1½ mile, pass Dilansal at 6, and cross the Beas (200 feet wide, current swift) at 9 miles. There is a tea plantation at Bajoura.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sultanpur (4,943 ft.)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>The capital of Kulu is situated about 200 feet above the right bank of the Beas, just beyond the confluence of that river with a large mountain torrent; supplies and water plentiful; a good bazaar, and ground adjoining for a camp; country richly cultivated; road level and good, running up the right bank of the Beas, the valley of which is here from 1½ to 3 miles broad; pass Samui at 4, and Jille at 5½ miles. Population 4,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Nadan (5,760 ft.)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>A small civil station; supplies and water abundant; road good, passing over a slightly hilly country, on leaving Sultanpur, descended by an easy flight of steps to the Beas, which is then crossed; pass Seobang at 5½ miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Jagatnak (5,938 ft.)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>A small village on the left bank of the Beas; few supplies; water procurable; country very beautiful; road good, running up the left bank of the river; pass Sreen at 5; Kirja at 5½, and Gofra at 7½ miles. There is a magnificent cascade here. From Jagatnak there is a road to Chatala, in Lahaul, and Chaka. (See Route No. 38.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Harwa</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>A village; supplies and water procurable; road good; at 4 miles cross the Beas by a bridge of 150 feet span, after which the road winds through a magnificent forest over slightly undulating ground. The valley is here about ½ mile broad, with beautiful scenery and splendid climate. It is necessary to take supplies and coolies from Harwa, before crossing the Rotang Pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Rahla</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>A small encampment ground at the foot of the Rotang Pass; no supplies; water plentiful; road good, ascending gently, and following the right bank of the Beas through most beautiful scenery. Rahla is the head of the Kulu valley.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Sultanpur there is another road to Rahla, running up the right bank of the Beas, as follows:

- **Dwarah**: 23 miles
- **Munai**: 13 miles
- **Rahla**: 10 miles

Both roads meet near Barwa; in the vicinity of their junction there is a good-sized plateau well adapted for a sanatorium.
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19. Kokesir (10,351 ft.) 14 0 191 7 A village in Lahoul, situated on the right bank of the Chandra, on a small plateau at the foot of a very lofty mountain; supplies and fuel scarce; water procurable. On leaving Baltia the ascent of the Botang Pass is commenced, passable for laden animals, either by a flight of steps 4 miles in length, or by a very bad zig-zag; in August the pass is clear of snow; elevation of the crest 15,200 feet; the descent on the other side is in places steep, crossing numerous hill torrents; at the foot the Chandra is crossed by a primitive bridge about 200 feet span; the bridge is made of birch twigs and is practicable for laden sheep. Lahoul is chiefly inhabited by Tibetans. From Kokesir there is a road to Dinkar. (See Route No. 58.)

20. Shu (9,926 ft.) 9 0 200 7 A small village on the right bank of the Chandra; supplies and fuel scarce; water procurable; road very bad in places, running up the bank of the river; steep ascents and descents occasionally; the two hill torrents are crossed by small rickety bridges; scenery wild and dreary; pass Tailing at 54, and Surtong at 6 miles.

21. Gamula (10,300 ft.) 8 0 208 7 A village situated on a well-cultivated plateau, on the right bank of the Chandra; coarse atta, barley, and sheep procurable; water plentiful; road still following the bank of the river, which becomes somewhat wider; is tolerably good, one or two bad ravines have to be crossed; pass Hopeung at 24 and Rauling at 5 miles; two of the torrents are bridged.

From Gamula there is a difficult road to Dharmasala, making the latter place in four marches, or about 55 miles.

22. Tandi 7 0 215 7 A village situated at the confluence of the Chandra and Bhaga; supplies and water procurable; the road following the right bank of the former river, leads over a small plain for about a mile, then ascends and passes along the face of rocks, very difficult and narrow in places; at 6 miles the Bhaga is crossed by a good bridge just above its junction with the Chandra; after joining these two rivers are known by the name of Chandra Bhaga or Chenab; just before reaching Tandi, the road branches off to Leh by the Shinkal Pass and by the Bara Locha Pass. (See Routes Nos. 58 and 56.)

23. Jarma 14 0 229 7 A village on the right bank of the Chenab; supplies and water; road very fair, running down the right bank of the river; pass Temang at 3, Mailing at 5, and Sana at 8 miles. From Jarma there is a route to Chamba and Dalhousie.

4. Triloknath (9,666 ft.) 12 3 242 2 A large village, with several other villages in the neighbourhood, on the left bank of the Chenab, supplies and water plentiful; road easy and good; pass Ramni at 4, leave Labeni at 6, and cross the Chenab at 9 miles. There is a very holy Hindoo temple at Triloknath, a great place of pilgrimage.

There is an alternative route from Triloknath to Sarch, which is generally followed, as the other route is dangerous in places. It is as follows:

UDAPUR 6 A village situated near the confluence of the Chenab and Chenab; few supplies procurable; water plentiful; road tolerable; cross the Chenab at 14 miles and the Bendf at the end of the march. There is a curious Hindoo temple at Udapur.

MITAR (10,215 ft.) 10 Eight or ten houses on the right bank of the Bendf; grain supplies not to be depended on, but sheep, cattle, and water plentiful; road very difficult at first, afterwards tolerably good; cross the Bendf about half-way.

CHIEPAT 3 A few huts on the right bank of the Bendf; fuel and water procurable, but no supplies; country tolerably well cultivated; road very fair; cross the Bendf about half-way.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lhasa</td>
<td>No houses, supplies or fuel, but water procurable; road difficult, a long steep ascent to the top of the Garhbar Pass (elevation between 17 and 18,000 feet); then a very difficult descent, almost impracticable for laden coolies, footsteps have to be cut in the snow, which is perpetual on this pass; the last 2 or 3 miles the descent is somewhat easier, but very stony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bayoon</td>
<td>A few shepherds’ huts; fuel and water, but no supplies procurable; road tolerably good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lechu</td>
<td>A small village; supplies scarce; water procurable; road tolerably good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sauch</td>
<td>A village on the right bank of the Chenab; supplies and water procurable; road tolerably good, following the course of a mountain torrent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Marghoon</td>
<td>Coolies and supplies procurable; road tolerable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>351 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Tindi</td>
<td>A village; coolies and supplies. Pass Salgraon about half-way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>364 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Shoh</td>
<td>Cross Chenab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>276 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kohai</td>
<td>A village on right bank of Chenab. Coolies and supplies. From Sauch there is a route to Chamba via Mails and Tisa, also paths to Tanus and Chagany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>264 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kilar</td>
<td>A village near the right bank of the Chenab; supplies and water procurable; road difficult, quite impracticable for horses; pass Phirma at 3 and Mochi at 4 miles; some of the torrents are bridged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>301 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Darwan</td>
<td>From Kilar there is a route to Chamba via Alwia and Tisa. (See Route No. 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>307 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shdari</td>
<td>A large village near the right bank of the Chenab; supplies and water plentiful; a store-house capable of sheltering 80 to 800 men; road tolerably good at first, then a steep descent down the rugged face of a hill to a rapid stream, which is crossed by a bridge just below the village. Between this and Trilckath fine deodar trees grow. Pass Hugal (six houses) and Purigwal (seven houses) at 2 miles, Kuryas at 2½ miles, and Gusti at 3½ miles. Road passable for hill animals with light loads, except near Darwan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>317 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Solu</td>
<td>From Darwan there is a path to Kaur via Dobazo and Poat La.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>328 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ashdari</td>
<td>A village on the right bank of the Chenab; some supplies; road tolerable; pass Luaj at 2, and leave the Chamba territory at 4 miles. The hills on both sides become lower as the river is descended. Road passable for hill animals with light loads with difficulty; water plentiful at intervals of a mile or so the whole way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>317 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Solu</td>
<td>A moderate sized village; supplies and water plentiful; a swing bridge over the Chenab here; road fair the whole way and practicable for animals with light roads. Solu has sixteen houses and 120 men, and stands above a well-cultivated and perfectly level plateau, 1 mile long by 400 yards broad, on right bank of river. Plateau would make an excellent camping ground for a brigade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>329 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ROUTE No. 59—concluded.

**34. GULÁBGARH**
- Distance: 6 0
- Note: A small square fort with round corner towers; it is built of alternate courses of stone and timber plastered over, is garrisoned by 12 Kashmiris, and is situated at the junction of the Chenáb and Padar rivers; on the left bank is Atol, connected by a rope-bridge; the wooden bridge which existed for some years was carried away by a flood in 1865. Road along right bank tolerable; hills rocky and precipitous opposite Gulábgarh. There is a route hence to Ladh úd valley of Padar river and Padam. (See No. 10.)

**35. JHAR**
- Distance: 4 0
- Note: A village about 400 feet above the Chenáb; supplies procurable in the neighbourhood; water plentiful; road tolerable, passing through a good deal of cultivation.

Snowy mountains close on both sides of river. The path to Kishtwár is impassable for many months in the winter; there is another path along the river side which people sometimes travel by at that season, but it is a difficult and dangerous one.

**36. SHERI ON SHERI (8,700 ft.)**
- Distance: 10 0
- Note: A few deserted houses; no supplies; road fair, ascending gradually to Sireri, which is about 2,000 feet above the Chenáb.

No supplies; a bed encamping ground by the side of an avalanche; road extremely bad, along a rocky hill-side, keeping 1,500 or 2,000 feet about the river. Very fatiguing for coolies.

Six or eight houses; neither supplies nor coolies obtainable; camping ground in a ravine below village; hills steep and rocky; path very bad.

**38. PYSAR (6,310 ft.)**
- Distance: 7 0
- Note: A few houses; fuel and water abundant; supplies scarce; road bad along the wooded sides of hills overhanging the Chenáb.

Road easy, except in one or two places, which would be difficult for laden animals.

**39. BAGRA (6,150 ft.)**
- Distance: 9 0
- Note: Road easy, except in one or two places, which would be difficult for laden animals.

**40. KISHTWÁR (5,980 ft.)**
- Distance: 12 0
- Note: A few houses; fuel and water abundant; supplies scarce; road bad along the wooded sides of hills overhanging the Chenáb.

**TOTAL**
- Distance: 363 2

### FROM KISHTWÁR TO SRINAGAR.
**Route No. 23.**

---

## ROUTE No. 60.

**Skrándó to Astor (by the Ránok La).**

**Authority.**—Vigne.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles, Intermediate</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. KUTÜRA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. STÁKCHAM</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SHIGANTANG</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[Vide Route No. 61.\]

---

### Note.
-Drew says Kishwár to Gulábgarh is forty-eight miles, or four marches. First day to Bagra, path principally through forests, but occasionally along the rocky face of a hill, with many ups and downs, and much curving in and out of the ravine, mostly among woods. For the next two marches or more the road is similar, but the heights to climb are greater. The river is edged by cliffs, and to avoid them, the path rises to great heights. In one March there is an ascent of 2,500 feet. The road in many parts is difficult, sometimes ascending many hundred feet across smooth slopes of rock; where not rocky forest prevails, but little cultivation. The climate of Padar is severe.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERMEDIATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. KUTSAIRA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Good road over sand and shingle amidst bare rocks. Indus valley about 2 miles broad. Kutaura is a nice little village on a rocky mound close to a small lake and mountain torrent. Fine fruit and walnut trees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. STAKCHAM</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>The road now leaves the Indus valley to proceed up the Shigartang valley, a large tributary which it receives from the south. Two miles above the village we entered a level valley, about ½ mile broad, between steep mountains, the river flowing through it in a succession of deep pools and winding reaches. At the end of this valley is the small village of Tak, beyond which the valley narrowed to 200 or 300 yards, and was dotted with large clumps of willow trees, the stream flowing in four or five channels. —Godein-Austen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4. RINGMO CHAMI 13 50 From Shigartang towards the Alumpi La the valley is open and grassy and nearly level; the banks of the stream are fringed with willows, and junipers stand scattered about over the lower slopes of the mountains. About 3½ miles further on is the junction with a stream from the river. Barch La is distant some 6 miles; one of the roads to Astor over a small but crevassed glacier.

5. BUSIND 12 62 Ascend the Alumpi La. Half-way up the ascent, in a small hollow, was a deep and beautifully clear tank of water. Another steep bit of rather more than 1,000 feet above the tank brought us to the pass. Fifty men had perished here, coolies proceeding from Khaplu to Gilgit with supplies. The pass is 15,200 feet. (Godwin-Austen.) Quite impassable for laden animals; the last 500 feet has simply to be clambered up. The western side is steep enough to admit of tobogganning. Busind is a small place of three huts, the first habitation on the Astor side.

6. GODHAI 10 72 Road down valley to the eastern banks of the Astor river.

7. ASTOR 17 89 Vide Routes Nos. 69 & 9.

ROUTE No. 61(a).

SKARDÔ TO ASTOR.

Authority.—Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles,</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediates</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skardô</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two miles from Skardô the road crosses the Satpura stream, which is here about 400 yards broad, 3 feet deep, and current rapid; fording difficult. Two miles further on Urding village is met with, and 1 mile beyond Sandum village. Nine miles from Skardô the village of Hoto is met with; the road ceases to be cared for and dwindles into a foot-path. The road from Skardô to Hoto, a made one, and is 10 feet wide, with an avenue of trees along this length. Two miles from Hoto the road for 200 feet is bad and the ascent steep, but becomes easier until the village of Kuchura is reached.

Kuchura 17 0 17 0 The road before entering the village crosses the Kuchura stream by a wooden bridge, 3 feet broad. This village contains about fifty houses and 300 inhabitants. Supplies, wood, and grain are scarce. The village is about ½ mile from the Indus river. From here the road leaves the plain and enters the hills, which are steep and rugged. 1½ mile from Kuchura, and on the right bank of the stream a small hamlet, called Chak, is situated, and from here one enters cultivation; the road here being a made one and looked after; ½ mile beyond this hamlet another hamlet is situated of the same name; 2½ miles from Kuchura the road leaves the cultivation and enters broken and rugged ground, progress being slow and difficult. 3½ miles from Kuchura the road divides into two branches, 1 following the stream and being only fit for foot-passengers. The other branch ascends a slope of 500 feet, and is very difficult of ascent, the hills closing in on either side to within 150 feet. This gorge is called Reumurta Brak. This branch of the road is only used when the stream is swollen by rain or melting snow. Neither of these two branches are fit for laden animals, and 4½ miles from Kuchura these two branches join again, this point being 250 feet above the stream, which is here 200 feet broad, the water flowing in many channels and the current being very rapid; 5 miles 5 furlongs from Kuchura the road crosses the stream to the right bank by a bridge called Chuli.
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Chan, which is 5 feet broad and 25 feet long. Laden animals can cross over this bridge. One furlong long beyond the road ascends 50 feet; two huts and a large mulberry tree are here situated, also a spring; 1,000 men can encamp here, there being a large quantity of wood and grass. The path from Neumar to this spot is only a foot broad, sometimes along a precipice 200 feet in depth; led horses are with difficulty taken along this portion of the road, 71 miles from Kuchura, a shepherd's hamlet, called Phenchor, is met; a large walnut tree, a spring, and a little cultivation mark this place. 2,000 men can encamp here, wood, water, and grass being plentiful. From Chunakhan to this spot the road is extremely difficult. From Phenchor to Phenchar snow falls in November and lasts till April. 3 miles and 2 furlongs from Kuchura the ground is largely strewed with huge rocks, the road passing through one of these rocks called Urduqogh. One furlong beyond this rock another is met called Urduqogh, the road passing through a natural tunnel 4 feet broad and 6 feet high, the tunnel being 20 feet in length; 3 miles 7 furlongs from Kuchura the road again crosses the stream to the left bank by a bridge called Bano-Zambo, 4 feet broad and 100 feet long; fit for laden animals. From Phenchar to this bridge the ascent is about 1,000 feet, and the road, owing to rocks, is rough and difficult, the rocks being so large as to afford cover for 50 men to hide each. On the right bank of the stream, near the bridge, is a plain called Rousyal in 1,000 men could encamp here; wood, water, and grass being plentiful—10 miles from Kuchura a plain called Khumbu is reached; ground for encamping 2,000 men 1/2 mile from here. The road now enters cultivation, which continues to Sitakchan village.

Sitakchan Village: 11 4 28 4

This place contains 16 houses and 50 inhabitants. The valley is called Shagarthan and the village lies in a cultivated strip about 300 yards broad and 1/2 mile long. Wood and water plentiful; grass and supplies scarce. For 4 furlongs the road runs through cultivation; beyond the road becomes bad, owing to large rocks. Two miles from Sitakchan, on the opposite side of the stream, a village called Chuncho Bulcho is situated. The stream here is 400 feet broad, 4 feet deep, 3 feet banks, current rapid. Two miles and 3 furlongs from Sitakchan, a village called Chuncho Bulcho is situated, containing nine houses and about thirty inhabitants. Wood, water, and grass plentiful; supplies scarce. Three miles from Sitakchan the road leaves the stream, and 4 miles from the same place the road crosses by a wooden bridge the Lazing stream. The bridge is 60 feet long and 3 feet broad, and is only passable for unladen animals. The bed of the stream is rocky and the current very swift; the banks of this stream are called Shagarthan, from the village of that name, which lies 2 furlongs from the bridge, on the right bank of the stream. The village consists of fifty houses and about 150 inhabitants. Few supplies can be had here. Its height above sea-level is about 14,000 feet. Six and half miles from Sitakchan lies a plain on which 2,000 men can encamp, wood and water being plentiful. Seven miles from Sitakchan the road crosses to the left bank of the stream by a wooden bridge, 70 feet long and 2 feet broad, only passable to foot passengers. From the previous bridge to this one the road is good.

Toghar: 7 4 36 0

This is a shepherd's halting place, 12,000 feet above sea-level; the plain is extensive and 6,000 men could encamp here; wood and water plentiful; grass and supplies scarce. Two streams join here, one from the right and the other from the left; a road branches here and follows the left stream to the Alumti Lai, which is 20 miles distant. This road and pass are only practicable to foot-passengers; the stream is called Alumpi Lougha. Below the pass along this road Godhai village is situated, beyond which is Astor village. The stream from the right is called Irbakhs Lougha. One mile and 2 furlongs from Toghar the road is good, but becomes rocky and rugged beyond. Four miles from Toghar the ascent is easy, but after the road becomes very steep.

Ordoki: 5 4 11 4

This is an encampment fit for 2,000 men, and to this place led horses can be brought with difficulty, but not beyond, the road only being fit for foot-passengers. Neither wood nor grass can be had here; its height above sea-level being about 13,000 feet. One mile from Ordoki the road follows the right bank of the stream, and is rough and rocky. Beyond this perpetual snow is met; and the path becomes steep and dangerous. Four miles from Ordoki the road crosses the Irbakhs (or Hanok) Lai, which is 15,500 feet high. The distance from Ordoki to the pass of 5 miles takes 3 hours to do. Five miles 2 furlongs below the pass is situated the encampment named Chunick.

Chunick: 9 2 50 6

The descent from the pass is steep and difficult, the difference in height being 4,500 feet. The pass is closed by snow from November until March. The encampment is fit for 5,000 men, wood, water, and grass being very plentiful. The crest of the pass marks the boundary between Sunurst and Astur.
districts. This pass is only passable to foot-passengers. Three miles and 5 furlongs from Chunick the road is good and now becomes passable for horses and lightly laden animals, although rough and rugged in parts. Four miles from Chunick the road ascends 306 feet, and 5 miles and 6 furlongs the road crosses a dry stream running from right to left, the bed being here bare. Six miles and 6 furlongs from Chunick the road crosses a stream called Harpo by a wooden bridge; from here a branch goes to Kof and the Harpo Khun pass. The word Kof here means a pass, as Lof does in other parts of the country. Kof is two marches from the bridge, and the road is only fit for foot-passengers. Kof is situated on the left bank of the Indus river and is well known. Seven and a half miles from Chunick a plain is reached covered with pine trees; fit for encamping 1,000 men, wood, water, and grass being plentiful. For 2 miles further, on both sides of the stream, the road passes over a meadow. From here the road has steep descent, and follows the right bank of the stream. Here a stream flowing from the right joins, and is crossed by the road, the banks are 200 feet high and the bed of the stream rough and rocky, current rapid and the ford is difficult. Eleven miles from Chunick the village of Gurumsar is situated; a small stream divides this village in two. The village contains seven houses and about twenty men. Thirteen miles from Chunick another stream from the right joins and is crossed by a wooden bridge only fit for foot-passengers, animals having to ford the stream; to this bridge the road is good. Thirteen and half miles from Chunick, on the right of the road and 200 feet above the path, is situated the village of Thingeb, containing twenty houses and about sixty inhabitants. Here, on the large stream, is a wooden bridge 100 feet long and 5 feet broad, fit for laden animals. On the left bank of the stream is a plain, a fit encampment for 4,000 men, wood, water and grass being plentiful; supplies scarce. The height of the bridge above sea-level is about 8,000 feet.

**THINGEB**

| 13 4 | 64 2 |

One and half mile from this village a stream called Kliche joins, and at its junction with the main stream is the village of Ramla, consisting of 6 houses. To this village the road descends; at the above-mentioned junction there is a wooden bridge. Three and half miles from Thingeb on the main stream is another bridge and a road leading over it to a village called Phopul, containing twenty houses, and lying in a large cultivated plain. Four miles, 1 furlong from Thingeb the road is on the right, and 200 feet above the road, the village of Shap, fifteen houses. To this point the road runs along the face of the hill, the stream lying on the left, 300 feet below. Four and half miles from Thingeb on the right of the road is the village of Khandrun, ten houses; the road here enters a cutting, steep descent, wood, water, and grass plentiful; provisions scarce. At Khandrun a large stream flowing from the right joins the main watercourse, and is crossed by a wooden bridge. Six miles from Thingeb, on the right of the road, lies the village of Bhuch, fourteen houses; from Khandrun to this village the road runs through cultivation. Half a mile beyond Dach the main stream is bridged, a road leading to the left bank. Seven miles beyond Thingeb the road leaves the cultivation, and 1 mile further descends 500 feet, the descent being steep and difficult. Eight miles and 6 furlongs the road crosses the main stream by a bridge to the left bank, the bridge is 100 feet long and 4 feet broad, and is fit for laden animals. Two furlongs beyond the bridge is the village of Los, containing twenty houses. From here the road enters cultivation. Nine miles and 6 furlongs from Thingeb another village named Lo is situated, consisting of ten houses and containing many fine apricot and walnut trees. Ten miles and 2 furlongs from Thingeb the road leaves the cultivation, and 6 furlongs further the road has a steep descent of 500 feet. Twelve miles from Thingeb the road crosses the Aster river by a large wooden bridge 200 feet long and 5 feet broad, fit for laden animals. Beyond the bridge the road ascends 500 feet. Three furlongs further th. road crosses the Chongra stream by a bridge 25 feet long and 8 feet broad, and the road again crosses the Chongra stream by a similar bridge, and on a rocky height of 400 feet above this bridge stands the fort of Astor. The fort is of masonry and is a square building with sides of 600 feet. It contains four guns, six wall-pieces, and a magazine. The troops are stationed without the walls of the fort. Thirteen miles and 3 furlongs from Thingeb to the right of the road is the village of Idgah, twenty houses.

**IDGAH**

| 14 0 | 78 2 |

The encamping ground is in the raj's garden; supplies of all kinds are plentiful and cheap. The height above sea level of the fort is 1,332 feet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Starting from the raja's garden for 1 mile and 2 furlongs the road is level and kept in repair; for 2 furlongs further it gradually descends to the banks of the Indus river, where there is a ferry of one boat. The river here is 750 feet broad and 16 deep, medium current, and banks of 20 feet. At 4 miles and 3 furlongs, on the left of the road, is a spring of water. From here the road runs along the bank of the river and is level for a distance of 2 miles. It now enters a sandy plain 34 miles in extent. Six and half miles from Skardu a road branches from the main one and goes to Shigar. The road here runs between low hills and is fairly level. At 10½ miles from Skardu another road branches off to the northward to Shigar, and 1 mile and 2 furlongs ahead enters cultivation, and to the right are two huts. The road is here 5 feet broad and level to the village of Nar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nar</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This village is situated 2 furlongs from the right bank of the Indus river; it contains eighty houses, 200 inhabitants, and 324 cattle; provisions and supplies are scarce. One mile from Nar the road crosses a stream by a wooden bridge 25 feet long, 3 feet broad; laden animals can cross over this bridge. The road runs along the banks of the Indus and is fairly level; 2½ miles from Nar it enters the cultivation and village of Ghoro, crossing a stream by a bridge 15 feet long and 4 feet broad. This village contains 85 houses, 100 inhabitants, and 375 cattle. Three and half miles from Nar the road ascends a steep of 200 feet, the Indus river flowing 300 feet below. The road is here bad, and for a distance of 5 miles further is very rough and rugged. Five miles from Ghoro, on the left bank of the Indus, is the village of Yarkhor. The road is now level and easy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirth</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eleven miles from Nar the river Shyok joins the Indus. The road now leaves the latter river and proceeds along the right bank of the Shyok. Thirteen miles 2 furlongs from Nar the road enters the cultivation and village of Kirth. This village contains eighty houses, 240 inhabitants, and 600 cattle. The road continues along the right bank of the Shyok river to the village of Kurs, 9 miles and 2 furlongs from Kirth, and is fairly level and good the whole way. This village is a collection of six hamlets and contains 150 houses, 300 inhabitants, and 280 cattle. Half a mile beyond this village the road leaves the cultivation and passes over some low hills. Thirteen miles 2 furlongs from Kirth a road branches from the main one and goes to Harigun village. Fifteen miles 2 furlongs from Kirth the road enters Konis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This village contains sixty houses, 150 inhabitants, and 240 cattle; supplies and provisions none. Three miles and 6 furlongs from Konis the road ascends and descends 600 feet. The road is here steep and rough. Six miles from Konis the road again enters a cultivated plain; 4 furlongs further it crosses the Thala river. Along this river a road goes to Shigar. The river is 15 feet broad and 3 deep; low banks and rapid current. The remnants of a wooden bridge are visible. Seven miles and 5 furlongs from Konis another road branches off and goes to Shigar, via the Thala pass. The road now runs for a distance of 4 miles through level, cultivated country, belonging to Daghroui village, which contains 400 houses, 600 cattle, and about 1,000 inhabitants, amongst whom are two carpenters. Provisions scarce; supplies none. The road now leaves the cultivation and proceeds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
along the bank of the Shyok river, and at 17 miles and 6 furlongs from Khenis passes through an orchard 150 yards square. Nineteen miles and 1 furlong from Khenis the road passes through the village of Cheogram, four houses, eight inhabitants, and two flour-mills.

KHAPALU...23 0 66 6 Twenty miles and 1 furlong from Khenis the road crosses the river Shyok by a ferry of one raft. The river here is 1 mile in width, 15 feet deep, and the current very strong. One mile west of the village of Khapalu, the river divides into three channels. Largest channel is bridged during the winter months; the two minor ones are fordable. The road now runs along the banks of the river and for a short distance is level, but at 10 miles becomes difficult for laden animals. 12 miles from Khapalu the road again rises level and 3/4 mile further enters the cultivation of Ghurna village, which contains 150 houses, 360 inhabitants, and 150 head of cattle.

GHRUM...13 0 79 6 Neither supplies nor provisions can be had here. Water supplied by a cistern brought from the Shokhing stream. Owing to some peculiarity in soil or water, the crops are sometimes blighted and, in consequence, only the poorest of the poor try and carry out an existence here. Houses in this village are dotted about over a distance of 34 miles. From the Ghurna encumbering ground, marked by a few trees, the road takes a northerly direction.

Along the cultivation for about 1 mile, and leaving this, crosses the Danda La, the direction being north-east. This is a rough pass and laden horses or mules ascend with difficulty. At the summit of the range, the road has to pass through an narrow a gorge that laden animals cannot be taken. The road is very rough, 2 miles on either side of the pass, and only becomes fairly smooth on reaching the left bank of the Salsoor nala, a distance of about 24 miles, and along which it runs until it enters the village of Phatowa, at the junction of the Salsoor and Karfooch streams. There is a deal of sand up both slopes of the Danda range, which is advantageous for road-making.

PHATOWA...8 0 87 6 Consists of fifty houses, about 150 inhabitants, including two blacksmiths. No provisions of any kind procurable; lots of good water; small patch of cultivation around the village. At 5 furlongs from the village the road crosses the Karfooch nala; no bridge, rocky bed. The water is about 24 feet across and 1 foot deep. Leaving the cultivation the road keeps to the left bank of the Salsoor and cuts all the little watercourses that run into it, and, in consequence, is somewhat rough. 24 miles from Phatowa the Kundur nala meets the Salsoor on the right, and 2/3 of a mile further there is a bridge over the Salsoor, opposite the village of Dunsam. The road does not cross over, but continues on the left bank. The bridge is peculiarly constructed. A large rock forms the centre pier, over which, and two others constructed of wood, planks have been placed, 4 feet wide and 30 feet long. Water here is about 5 feet deep and very rapid. The village of Dunsam consists of three groups of fifty houses each, population 150, and cattle 150. From Daghon to Dunsam there is no change in the produce of the country, but from latter eastwards, owing to extreme cold, only the hardiest of grains are produced, fruits of any kind being unknown. Leaving the Dunsam bridge at 1/2 mile a slab of rock is a stumbling block, but this has been overcome by a sort of viaduct, wood and rocks having been heaped up some 6 feet in height, practicable to mules without loads. After passing this the road is fairly good, barring the watercourses it is constantly crossing at right angles, and some of which are very steep. At 10 miles and 5 furlongs from Phatowa the road enters some cultivation, continuing on the left bank, and reaches Khenis, a small village, a mile further (five houses, fifteen inhabitants, twenty cattle). From here Manlik is 1/2 mile distant (twenty-five houses, eighty inhabitants, fifty cattle) and Pilli, the halting place, is 1 mile farther.
Route No. 61(b)—concluded.

PILID . . 13 0 100 6

Fifteen houses, fifty inhabitants, forty cattle. Nothing in the way of rations procurable. On the same side of the road as Pilid is Helid, a small village (twenty houses, sixty inhabitants, seventy cattle). At a short distance from Pilid (1 furlong) the road crosses the Saltoro south by a wooden bridge 100 feet long and 3 broad. Khānī, a small village on right bank of the Saltoro south. 1 furlong north-east of Pilid (fifteen houses, forty-five inhabitants, sixty cattle) lying to the left. 6½ furlongs from the bridge the road enters cultivation and keeping to the right bank reaches Said (1½ mile from Pilid), forty houses, 120 inhabitants, 140 cattle. Leaving Said and its cultivation behind (6 furlongs) the road continues on through a small waste patch of as much more, enters undisturbed cultivation and arrives at Chulu, 3 miles 4 furlongs (seven houses, twenty inhabitants, forty cattle). Across the stream in a south-east direction are the villages of Ghargo and Sikits, of no great importance (6 and 6½ furlongs from Chulu). At 4 miles 3½ furlongs the village Mulla is reached (five houses, twenty inhabitants, thirty cattle) and 3 furlongs further the village of Toto (halting-place).

TOTO . . 4 6 106 4

Eight houses, thirty inhabitants, thirty cattle. No provisions of any kind, nor grass. A few juniper trees about. In this part snow begins falling in November and continues till February. The road keeps on the right bank of the stream (which changes its name from here to Ghair). At 1 mile and 6 furlongs it ascends a steep, low spur of the Manūr hill, overhanging the stream, and it is also here that the Chulu stream joins the Ghair. The lefty spur between the Ghair and Chulu is called Khashidasht and the road keeps on the right bank of the former. It is unearthen for and only kept in repair as far as Toto, but, nevertheless, no serious difficulties are to be met with. At 7 miles 1 furlong the road enters a patch of juniper jungle called Ghārā, and here too there is a marsh on the left bank of the stream. At the end of the jungle at 9 miles 3½ furlongs is Ghārā halting-place.

Road smooth through jungle.

GHIRO . . 9 1 114 6

This is simply a halting-place at the lower end of the glacier, and 3 furlongs from it lots of wood and a sufficiency of grass for 100 horses for only a day or two are procurable. Cattle of no sort can venture higher. As there is no recognized track for a distance of 2½ miles over the ice, and it is almost impossible for human beings, as deep hollows have to be got over.

CHAKONI . . 2 4 117 1

At 2 miles 4 furlongs there is a sort of a halting-place called Chakoni, another at 5 miles 4 furlongs called Irfur, and a third at 9 miles 6 furlongs called Ali Brahma and from Ali Brahma the summit of the Bilafoon pass is 2 miles 4 furlongs distant and approximately 16,000 or 17,000 feet high. It is comparatively an easy pass, but throughout the year covered with snow. 3 miles from the summit on the road to Yarkand there is a small spot of ground suitable for encamping, but no wood or grass is procurable.

ROUTE No. 62.

SKARDÙ TO GILGIT.

Authorities.—HAYWARD—DREW—BROOKE—THOMSON.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Skardu (6,800 feet) | ... | ... |

A village left bank of Indus, the capital of Baltistan: a scattered collection of villages and houses; old palace, fort, bazar, Kashmiri shopkeepers; cattle few; crops, small; plain which is 19 by 7 miles; mostly uncultivated, a waste of sand and stones; supplies and water plentiful; country mean-
tainsous and barren. The rock on which is the fort is on left bank of Indus; here a deep and rapid torrent, 150 yards wide.

At Skardu there is a Kashmir garrison; also a telegraph station communicating with Gilgit. There is a barge kept at Skardu for the purpose of ferrying cattle across the river.

1. Kamara 10½

Cross Indus by ferry boat.

From Skardu the road lies along the north bank of the river through cultivation. The village Kwardo is passed at about 5 miles. Above it rise high masses of conglomerate forming very irregular, often precipitous, banks, resting on the ancient rocks behind. West of Kwardo, a ridge of massive laterite advances close to the river, which here runs on the northern side of the valley. The road up the valley skirts the base of this projecting spur, and then passes over level platforms for about 4 miles. Four miles from Kwardo is the very large village of Kamara, the fields rising in terraces one behind the other on a steeply sloping platform, which skirts the plain for nearly 2 miles.—(Thomson.)

2. Tsamri 9 19½

About a mile beyond Kamara the valley of the Indus contracts very suddenly, the mountains closing in upon the river. Where the river passes from the open plain into the narrow ravine the rapidity of its motion becomes much greater.

For a mile or two beyond the end of the Skardu plain, the mountains are sufficiently far apart to allow of the interposition of a narrow platform of conglomerate, over which the road runs; soon, however, even this disappears, and thenceforward as far as I went, the Indus runs through a narrow ravine of very uniform character. The mountains on both sides of the river are extremely steep, and so far as I could judge at so early a season, almost uniformly rocky and precipitous. At distant intervals a small platform of alluvium is interposed between the cliffs of the river, but much more frequently precipices directly overhang the stream, or steep bare rocks, only not absolutely precipitous, rise from its margin.

It is but seldom that the stony bed of the river or the alluvial platforms overhanging it afford a level road for a few hundred yards at a time. In general the path continually ascends and descends over each successive ridge, the elevation to which it is required to ascend to find a practicable passage varying from a few hundred to several thousand feet above the bottom of the valley. In at least eight or ten places between Skardu and Bondú the path ascends and descends by means of ladders placed against the face of a perpendicular wall of rock, or across fissures in the cliffs by planks laid horizontally over them. This road therefore is quite impracticable for beasts of burden or horses, and is never used except in winter, when no other route is open to the traveller.—(Thomson.)

3. Tongas 13 31½

Road for 6 miles good; then very difficult and difficult close to river. In summer this lower road is impracticable and the route is then over spur of mountain.

4. Darú or Tormik 9 40½

Ascent of 3 miles, then descend to Baha, 5 miles from Tongas; then steep ascent of 1½ miles across spur of hill, and easy descent to Darú in Tormik valley.

5. Bondú 12½ 53

The fort of Bondú is on the left bank of the Indus, on a platform perhaps two hundred feet above its level, nearly opposite the end of the Thawar valley, and not far from the termination of a valley which descends from the southern mountains, along which there is a road to Astor (see Routes Nos. 7 and 46). From Skardu to Thawar, opposite Bondú, is 40 miles traversed in five marches; and yet, though the average length of march was only 8 miles, from the difficult nature of the road, all the marches appeared to be long, and were felt to be very fatiguing. The villages of Bondú are not numerous and are of very small extent; still every available spot seems to be occupied by a small patch of cultivation. The platforms are generally high above the river. In the lower part of the district, where the lateral ravines are of greater length, they open out above the very steep slope by which they debouch into the Indus, into gently sloping open valleys. The villages of Thawar and Murdú, being situated in these open valleys, are much more extensive than any of those close to the Indus. The villages of Bondú have an abundance of fruit-trees. The apricot is the commonest; but there are also many walnuts and plenty of vines. Willows are very
**Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.**

**Route No. 62—continued.**

common, and two kinds of poplar. All over the hills of Rondū the juniper is common. The mountains of Rondū contain much granite. —(Thomson.)

Rondū village has an elevation of 6,700 feet, and is a strangely situated place; it occupies little shelves as it were on the rock.

A ravine that comes down from the southern mountains is narrowed to a deep gully, 30 feet in width, with vertical, rocky sides. On a separate narrow, nearly isolated plateau is the rāja’s palace, which is called the fort. It is a curious building made of courses of stone and wood. The river flows past some hundreds of feet below the level of the village, between perpendicular rocks of massive gneiss; in a narrow part it is spanned by a rope-bridge, made of birch twigs, which is 370 feet long in the curve, with a fall in it of some 80 feet, the lowest part being 50 feet above the stream. The approach to the bridge is over slippery rocks; the path to it is so narrow and difficult in places that ladders have to be used. Aqueducts of hollow trees are carried in every direction along the face of the cliffs, and across the gorge, conveying water to the houses as well as the gardens. —(Drew.)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Stirke</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Stak</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Malapa on Malpur</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Adalcha</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Shingar</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Brandū</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Harmonsh</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Shuta</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Leharat</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Dainyor</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Gilgit (5,025 ft.)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.**—From Skardu to Gilgit this road is quite impracticable for animals, and even difficult for men carrying loads.
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Route No. 62—concluded.

Note on route Skardu to Bondo by left bank of Indus.

Kutuda, a large village on left bank of Indus, at mouth of a ravine; cultivation; water plentiful; fruit-trees abundant. Between Kutuda and Basha, the road is some hundreds of feet above river; sometimes on face of a cliff, often over frail wooden stages, rough and difficult. Basha, a village (6,900 feet) cultivation, fruit-trees; pine forest at 9,000 feet, on mountains behind Basha; road bad, cross Katishur Pass (11,000 feet); on summit a grassy and bushy slope, with birch wood; thence by a difficult zig-zag to river side; near Bondo (8,700 feet), which is built on shelves of a rock, there is a fort; the river flows some hundreds of feet below village between perpendicular rocks; it is spanned by a rope-c-ridge of birch twigs, 370 feet long by the curve, with a fall of 80 feet and height above the stream of 50 feet; the path to it is over slippery rocks and very narrow; the river thence for a long distance flows between vertical rocks 600 feet high.

ROUTE No. 63.

Skardu to Nagar by the Hispar Pass.

Authorities.—Saward.—Godwin-Austen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediates</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Shigar</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kashmal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chitrun</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A village on the left bank of the Shigar river.

The river Shigar is crossed on skin rafts to Kaliyu, almost opposite Kashmal. The road then follows the left bank and near the village of Isogo, about 4 miles above Kaliyu, it crosses a very difficult piece of ground. Ladders and planks had to be used here by Godwin-Austen. Chitrun contains some hot springs (temperature 110° F.), and also a neat little bungalow for the use of travellers. From Chitrun there is a path to Mendi Khoo (on Bondo), on the Indus. "The first day I reached the small summer huts of the shepherds, called Matamoro Klas. The next march was by a zigzag course up a steep slope to the pass, from the top of which there is a fine view of the mountains towards Bradnath. A good but steep descent took us down to Pahora Khas (Khas is a summer hut). Our way thence was through a narrow gorge of limestone (the bedding on either side being quite perpendicular), and following the left bank of the stream we reached the first village, Harimal, on the Tumlik river, a considerable body of water coming from the westward, flowing through a cultivated, fairly wooded and cheerful valley, with grassy spurs running down into it from the mountains above. From Harimal there is a road up the left bank of the Tumlik to the Tikla. I followed the left bank of the Tumlik, crossing several small tributary streams joining it from the north. The villagers all along were busy cutting grass or wheat, or threshing it out with halelocks. We encamped at the small but prettily wooded village of Kaslapa. Next day I proceeded towards the junction of the Tumlik with the Indus. On gaining the highest point of the spur, which had to be crossed, a fine view was obtained. To the southward, and up the Indus towards Skaradd, fine grazing ground lay beneath us, and some hundreds of sheep were coming up from the Klas below. It was a long and tiring descent to the Indus. We reached the rope-bridge at Mendi by 3 p.m., the longest and best specimen of these bridges which I had seen, being swung quite 180 yards above the river, from the face of a sheer cliff on the right bank. Its length was 110 feet; the path down to it was well made of 

4. Arandh (10,000 ft.)

Road very good.

The valley from Chitrun upwards towards Arandh, in respect of its picturesque beauty, may be said to surpass everything on this side of Skardu. The vil-
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Bages are well-wooded, standing on the lower slopes amidst groups of fine walnut trees. The apricot does not thrive; and though apples and pears ripen, they are of inferior kinds.

Aranđó is a little village situated at the termination of the great glacier of the Bósha, its fields touching the ice. (Godwin-Austen.)

CAMp | The road lies up the right bank of the glacier for about half a mile, in order to cross the Kero Lumcha, which here joins the Bósha from the north. This crossed, the track lies up the right flank of the Kero Lumcha, and for 4 miles, as far as the glacier of Nírao, is wretchedly bad.

The encamping ground is by a lake formed by a glacier which shots against the left bank of the Kero Lumcha river.

Katche Brausa | Path leads to the foot of the Kero Lumcha glacier, generally over plateau of high grass birch growing in plenty on the mountain sides; about 1½ mile further up, a lateral glacier descends from the mountains to the west. The Kero Gofnas here divides into two, that to the west-north-west leading up to the pass; that to the east-north-east, of equal length, descends from the mountains, which also bound the Bó Lumba of the Bólldí valley, but which are quite impassable. Two miles above this is the encamping ground of Katche Brausa, on the edge of a little green tarn of water.

Saitte Brausa | "We crossed the glacier for 4 miles diagonally to the left bank and left it at a place called Ding Brausa. Ascending some 300 feet above it we crossed over the spur, and then took to the ice again, where a lateral glacier from the north descends into the main valley. The ice here is much scored and is at times very dangerous. It continued had to Súllako Brausa (brausa means "place"), where, on a small spot of bare ground, two small conical huts or rather kennels (for they are only 3 feet high) have been built for travellers who may be caught in snow storms going over the pass. The narrow strip of moraines here disappears. From this we ascended in order to avoid the deep fissures below, and cut steps for a distance of 200 yards along the steep slope of the snow-bed which runs down into the glacier. Beyond this, on turning due north, the Násk Le came in sight, up gradually sloping ice-bed with scarcely a single crevasse, steep cliffs marking it on either side. Several of the men felt the height and had to remain behind from sickness and headache. To the east the view lay along the glacier, which was visible for 18 miles. On the north was one great elevated ice plain, and the peaks bounding the Nébändí Subándí glacier. The breadth of the main glacier was more than 3 miles, covered with broad moraines of black, white, red, and grey rocks. To the westward the view was shut out by the spurs from the mountains, but the natives told me that the glacier terminated two days' journey distant at Hispar, in Nágár." (Godwin-Austen.)

CAMp | A village in Nágár.

Hispar | A village in the Nágár valley.

Hópar | Nágár is a large village and fort; occupied by Jafír All Khán, the Nágár chief. The Nágár territory contains some 3,000 houses and musters about 1,500 fighting men. Total distance 134 miles.

Nágár |

Note by Godwin-Austen.

I have been struck by the indications of considerable amounts of change of temperature. Among the proofs are the following. Many passes which were used in the time of Ahmad Sífí of Skándó are now closed. The road to Yáránd over the Balíró glacier, which before his time was known as the Mústanth, has, by the increase of ice near the pass, become quite impracticable. The men of the Bólldí valley were accordingly ordered to search for a new route which they found in the present pass, at the head of the Punmah glacier by Chiring. Again, the Jamarsorí Le can now only be crossed on foot, whereas in former times ponies could be taken over it. The pass at the head of the Ho Lumba is now never used, though there is a tradition that it was once a pass. Certain glaciers have advanced, such as that at Arándó, of which the old men assured me that in their younger days the terminal cliff was 15 miles distant from their village. Mr. Vignes says it was a considerable distance; it is now (1865) only about 400 yards. (Godwin-Austen.)
### ROUTE No. 64.

**SKARDO TO RONDÓ (BY LEFT BANK OF INDUS).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. KUTSHA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Read over sandy plain. Three miles east the mountains close in. The Indus forms a sort of shallow lake, and where the hills meet at the end of the lake, the river falls rapidly through a narrow channel and continues very narrow and rapid till past Rondó. Kutsha is a large village situated at the mouth of a ravine, and at the western end of the Skardú basin. There is some very curious ground near Kutsha; the features which attract attention are low, undulating rounded hills, composed entirely of angular rocks, but no surface earth whatever or sand. In the midst of these and close to the village is a pretty green lake, about 600 yards long by 250 yards broad, of beautiful clear water, called the Forok Too. The country round Kutsha is well-wooded and clothed with verdure. Fine fruit and walnut trees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. BÁSHO</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Very bad track, possible only for coolies.—(Brooks.) The road is some hundreds of feet above river sometimes on the face of a cliff, often on wooded stages, rough and difficult. Bashe is a village (6,500 feet). Cultivation: pine forests at 9,000 feet on mountains behind Bashe.—(Drew.) Read along river-bank. Three rock staircases have to be crossed; frequent small ascents and descents. Barely practicable for laden ponies.—(Bidddalp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. IRIK CHUMPHU</strong> (encamping ground)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cross over hills by a short cut. The Takhiti-i-Sulmán peak, 18,400 feet; pass below it about 12,500; stiff climb and no track; snow on pass (July 15th). When the Kashmir troops captured Rondó they are said to have sent two regiments over here and taken it in rear.—(Brooks.) Very steep ascent and descent of 2,000 feet over Doernal ridge.—(Bidddalp.) Below Bashe the road is as bad as it was above; at last the valley-way becomes so bad that on is forced to rise the mountain-side for some 4,000 feet, and crossing a spur to descend to the valley again; on the slope as we rise the pencil cedar was plentifully scattered, and on the summit of spur-pass (the Kach Bore Lai) was a grassy and bushy slope and much brushwood. The mountains seen from here were of the grandest form. Facing the river were enormous cliffs or steep slopes of bare rock. The steepness of the mountains is so great that there are several valleys into which no one can penetrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. RONDÓ</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>An abrupt descent of 2,500 feet down the bed of the Irik torrent; then for 7½ miles along the left bank of the Indus. Both these last two marches are barely practicable for laden ponies.—(Bidddalp.) Godwin-Austen describes the last two marches in the reverse direction, i.e. from Rondó to Bashe, as follows: The road lay along the left bank of the Indus, part being along the slippery faces of cliffs and very dangerous. We encamped under some overhanging rocks opposite the village of Byicha. After a mile and a half further on, after leaving the camp next morning, we reached another bad part of the road. It was of the same kind as that we had passed the day before, and consisted of a series of ladders placed against the nearly perpendicular face of the cliffs; but the ladders were more dangerously placed, and were more rickety. The ladders often rested only against pieces of wood driven into cracks in the rock, and on looking through the rungs as you go up, the view presented was that of a great river rushing along like a foaming torrent, at the base of vertical cliffs, which descend 300 feet sheer beneath one's feet. After reaching the top of the last ladder the path enters a deep cleft in the rock, which for several yards is quite dark. Climbing up two or three more ladders in this we at last emerged into the light, again to descend upon the river. Our path now continued good for 8 miles, running close to the river; we then reached the foot of a steep face of rock, the river flowing sluggishly at its base.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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*Route No. 64—concluded.*

Here we had to strip and wade. The water reached up to my arm-pits. We then scrambled up the cliffs to regain the pathway; thenceforward the road was good all the way to Krubang and Basko, the road to which branches off at the former place, ascending over the very high spur called the Katch Boro La, the camping spot being on the summit. Between this pass and Rondak the mountains of the south bank begin to be more wooded. *Picea abies*, the tall silver fir, and birch are seen in dense patches wherever the slope admits of their growth. *(Godwin-Austen.)*

---

**ROUTE No. 65.**

*(Skardū towards Yāhukand, vid the Mustāgh Pass).*

**Authorities.—DeSchlagintweit—Chapman—DrVigne—Thomson—Drew—Strachey.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. SHIGAR</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>A large village and fort on left bank of Shigar river; crops and fruit-trees abundant; cross Indus by boat; good road up the Shigar valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. YISKIL</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. CHÔTRUN</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. DASOVID</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. GUIT</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. ASKORTE</strong></td>
<td>(9,710 ft.)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- At Halupa cross the Shigar river on inflated skins to Gwali; continue along right bank of Shigar river, pass Bando, Wazirpur, Chunik. Pass Gahostot, Gonostot, Gaijo, Chunik, Hariskot; road up Chûtrun very bad.
- Cross the Shigar river on inflated skins. Thrug on left bank of Shigar. Ascend the Braidä valley.
- Pass Tigstun, Gamba Dasso, Konguna Dasso.
- On right bank of Braidä river; pass Himboro; cross the Gomul river. Pass Chungi, Tongal, Sarungo.
- Captain Brooke gives the following stages as far as Askorte:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The road, he says, is very good up to the Braidä valley. It then becomes a bad footpath. Askorte is the highest inhabited village. The distances given appear far too great.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. **GORI BRANCHES**

On the Mustâgh river. Pass the foot of the Biafo glacier.
8. **Shushing** (12,542 ft.)

   Pass Chialgna and Tsoq. Ascend the Mustagh glacier. Domo, on right side of the Mustagh glacier. Dumurtau, 12,512 feet, near the confluence of the Tebl and Mustagh glaciers.

9. **Shingchaki Biangla** (18,558 ft.)

   On the left side of Mustagh cross the glacier Tsokar, a small glacier lake on the right side of the Mustagh glacier.

10. **Chiring**

   From here as far as Tsokar on the northern Mustagh glacier, fuel is extremely scarce.

11. **Shantok**

   On right side of northern Mustagh glacier. Cross the Mustagh Pass, 19,019 feet.

12. **Tsokar**

   On the Mustagh glacier.

13. **Panong**

   At foot of northern Mustagh glacier.

14. **Changal**

   Here there is plenty of fuel.

15. **Encamp at foot of further side of Shalma Pass.**

   Cross pass; no snow or glacier.

16. **Shiags Gambo Chu.**

   Cross Agir Pass; no snow or glacier.

17. **Camp**

18. **Subukrot**

   Two long marches from Shiags Gambo Chu.

19. **Doba**

   Cross the Dornah Pass; easy, no snow or glacier.

**And thence to Yarkand via Kralas, Ak Masjid, Kugian.**

Captain Chapman, from native information, describe this route thus:

| 1. Shiogar | 12 |
| 2. Kutia | 14 |
| 3. Askorth | 14 |
| 4. Tsokar | 12 |
| 5. Chugather | 18 |
| 6. Chiring | 17 |
| 7. Shantok | 24 |
| 8. Panong | 21 |
| 9. Tunglak | 17 |
| 10. Baganda | 18 |
| 21. Chiranghazi | 12 |
| 12. Dakh-I-Tarkeet-Gam. | 20 |

**Total** | **199**

Cross the Mustagh Pass.
Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.

Route No. 65—concluded.

Notes on the route via Mustagh Pass.

Fugue says:—“Sar-i-khol” is said to be about five days distant from Chiragh—sald,i at which place the Braldū route, at the head of the Shigar valley, meets that of Karakoram, after first forming a junction with the path by Sar-i-khol, at the foot of a pass which it first crosses, called Unīr, and distant 6 marches from the foot of the Mustagh. No habitations and no means of procuring subsistence are to be found on these dreary wilds.

Yarkand city, I was told, is not above 20 days’ march from the foot of the Mustagh. Thence to Skardú about 12 days; and from Skardú to Srinagar about 11 days more. The journey with baggage from Kashmir via Dāra to Leh is 18 days, thence to Yarkand about 35 more; so that the Mustagh way via Skardú is ten days shorter than the other, but it is now disused by merchants, and it is only open from the middle of May to the middle of September.

Thomson says:—The road over the Mustagh Pass was formerly frequented by merchants, but has been disused for many years on account of robbers. The snow is reached ten days from Skardú and continues during three marches. It is said to be quite impracticable for horses.

Strochey says:—The route between Baltī and Yarkand lies thus:

5 days or 60 miles from Skardú to Braldu of Shigar, through inhabited valleys, with an easy road.
3 days or 40 miles from Braldu to south foot of Mustagh: uninhabited valley.
1 day or 10 miles across the Mustagh: very difficult pass over a glacier.
9 days or 120 miles from the north foot of Mustagh to Chiragh-sald,i.
12 days or 155 miles to Yarkand.

Total 30 355 miles.

The Mustagh being quite impassable for laden cattle, merchandise was brought from Yarkand on horses to the north foot of pass, and thence carried by Balti porters to Skardú, but from Balti to Yarkand it is usually carried by Balti porters the whole way. The route is only practicable for one or two months in the autumn.

Drew says:—The pass is open for but a short time in summer; as soon as snow falls the crevasses are hidden and the journey becomes dangerous. In crossing, men are tied together. Yak calves are carried. Yarkand ponies used sometimes to be led over the crevasses with ropes held by eight men in front and eight behind. Even when safe over the pass on the hitherward journey, the horses and cattle could not at once be brought down, but had to await winter, when the streams getting low, the passage along the valleys became practicable.

APPENDIX TO ROUTE No. 65.

From Skardú via the Mustagh Pass towards Yarkkand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Shigar</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>Cross the Indus in a barge, the valley some 25 miles long by 2 or 3 miles broad; highly cultivated. Shigar a big town and fort; plenty of cattle and supplies of all kinds; gold is obtained in the river, and jade stone quarried in the hills.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Shigar there is a road through a rocky defile to Khapālu on the Indus. The torrent which runs through this defile has been sufficiently strong to clear away the alluvium with which it was once evidently filled, and of which vast walls and masses are still remaining. On the right hand there is a considerable extent of pasturage on the flattened sum-
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mitis of the mountains. Six miles from Shigar is a defile on the left, in which slate is procured in great abundance, and by which Ahmad Shah once sent round a force which made a successful attack upon Khapalu. The first camp is at a small village containing only some goatherds' huts.

The second march is over the Thallé La; a ridge covered with snow, and glacier rises on the right hand. The height of the pass, which is covered with loose slates, is about 13,500 feet (Vigne), and the mountains on either side are of granite, and red with the iron they contain.

Kasurmik is the second stage from this place to Kermig; the descent occupies half a day; the alluvium again appears in immense quantities by the side of the descending stream, adhering to the mountain sides at a height of many hundred feet. In its lower ground the Thallé valley is well cultivated for wheat; but it looks bare and there are no trees except a few willows. The Thallé is a tributary to the Shyok. Khapalu is reached on the fourth day from Shigar.

2. Sildi . . . 15 0

Godwin-Austen says:—I started up this ravine taking provisions for four days. The walking "as far as Sang Brok was fair; after that it got very bad. The first day we reached a grazing ground called Kutush, 12,563 feet in elevation. Next day we commenced the ascent of the spur from the Skoro La which, though grassy, was very steep. The pass is 16,644 feet. Beyond was a wild desolate scene of huge jagged rocks rising out of the snow, from which a glacier extended away to the north. The length of this glacier from the pass to its termination is 6 miles. Opposite Askérla the Braldu is crossed by a rope-bridge, 270 feet in length. This river is here a boilimg torrent. The bridge is composed of nine ropes as a footway, with nine sets on either side to hold by; the ropes are made of birch twigs. The country on this side was even more bare and rugged than about Skardú.—(Godwin-Austen).

3. Désd . . .

The villages on the right bank of the Shigar are well-irrigated from small glaciers. They are also well wooded.—(Godwin-Austen).

4. Bimsepi Gundo . . . 9 0

From the point only a small track, only possible for coolies; read very difficult; cross the river again by a temporary bridge, and then over a bridge 11,000 feet.

5. Foljo . . . 5 0

Track very bad. Near Foljo several villages, but no supplies obtainable; hills barren, rocks, no trees, and but little grass.

6. Biano . . . 5 0

Cross the river on a very shaky rope-bridge. Inhabitants very silky.

From Biano there is a path up the Ho Lumba; track very bad; glacier extends north as far as can be seen.

7. Paskora

Track very difficult, pass through narrow gorge in mountain along the bed of the river; here a torrent. The mountain seems to have been split down by volcanic agency. Several hot sulphur springs along the road; cross to left bank over good rope-bridge.—(Brooke).

The path was terribly bad and even dangerous in places, from the steepness of the mountain sides, and from the yielding materials over which it passes, which give way in great masses. There are several tough ascents from, and descents to, the bed of the Bra Id river, close to which, at one place, and all within a mile of each other, were three hot springs; their temperature 137°, 122°, 117° F., all sulphurous. The water issues in small quantities, yet enough to make a good bath if required.—(Godwin-Austen).

Askorté . . . 12 0

Valley opens out. In one place a large volcanic mound sounds hollow; a sulphur spring here; also some old disused sulphur mines. Cross back to right bank over good rope-bridge. This is the last inhabited place. An old fort existed here, but has been destroyed. Said to have been done by Yarkandi raiders some twenty or thirty years ago.—(Brooke).
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Opposite Askorte the Brahli is crossed by a rope-bridge, 370 feet in length. Askorte contains about 30 houses. Thatched huts are the only trees to be seen.

From Askorte there is a route to Shigar by the Skoro La.—(Godwin-Austen.)

The grazing grounds of the villages of the right bank of the Brahli lie up the Thla Brok and neighbouring ravines: those of Askorte are immediately above the village, whilst the villagers farther down have to take their herds and yaks up the spur above the camping spots of Tseok and Punmah. The goats of this valley are very handsome, with fine curling horns like those of markhor. The villagers of these regions have but few personal wants, and all are obtainable in the valley. They dress entirely in puti, or woollen cloth, which they make themselves; cotton is never used. About Askorte were fine crops of wheat, beardless crombe, and turnips. Peas are sown at the same time with the wheat. At the time of my visit (July) they were green. Hay is made towards the end of August, and is put up in large cocks on all the large blocks about, whilst all the house-tops are covered in like manner. The fodder is excellent, containing a good deal of lucerne.—(Godwin-Austen.)

Korophon...120 Crossing a vast glacier—the Biako, extending north-west as far as could be seen with glasses. Korophon is only a huge rock under which travellers to Yäkränd used to camp. Road is now no longer used and is said to be dangerous.—(Brooke.)

Leaving the village we passed between two guard-towers substantially built of stone and timber, about two miles on, where the path leads along the face of a cliff washed away by the river below; there is another town, with steep and difficult approach. On the exposed side twenty men might hold large forces in check. The Nágár men once surprised and carried off the guard by ascending the mountain above and taking the tower in rear. Further on we reached the glacier of Biako which terminates at an elevation of 10,445 feet. Its broad belt of ice and moraine, stretching right across the plain for more than a mile and a half, completely hides the river which flows beneath it, the terminal portion of the glacier shutting against the cliffs on the opposite side of the valley. Two rivers issue, one on the extreme right, the other on the left. I took that on the right, which comes rushing out of an enormous cavern, at a short distance from which we mounted the glacier up steep masses of large debris and slopes of ice. That night’s camp was on a sandy plain, which was covered with wild current and dwarf juniper bushes, and only a little rill trickling from the glacier separated us from it.—(Godwin-Austen.)

Tseok... Cross the hills up and down 2,000 feet; bottom of the valley impassable torrent.—(Brooke.)

Godwin-Austen instead of crossing the hills went round the spur. He says, “the way was difficult for about 2 miles, there being hardly room in some places for the feet. After rounding the point the river turns to the north, and the track descending to it, is fairish walking over sand and boulders, but here and there small branches of the river have to be forded. Onwards from this the river narrows, and we frequently had to take to the water as we came abreast of each lateral ravine, the streams down which were now in full force, having sources in small glaciers.”

Punmah... No track; get along bed of the torrent, all loose boulders.—(Brooke.)

Godwin-Austen ascended a ridge above Tseok, from which he saw the Punmah. From Korophon the old road to Yäkränd is as follows:

It crosses the Punmah branch of the Brahli river by a secure rope-bridge at Dumordo. It then goes up the right bank of the Biako river to Burdumal, at the commencement of some ugly slopes of clay and stones, having deep gullies cut through them from the ravines above. At times these are the lines of water-courses; now they are all dry (August). The sides of these gullies were very steep, so that we had to cut out steps in order to cross them. The men also held long staffs, with a short cross-piece of ibex-horn at the end, which the shikarís of these valleys always carry to aid their steps along the steep mountain-sides. After passing these slopes the river-bed widens out to about 1½ mile, the Biako flowing in numerous channels, large and thick deposits of clay and angular rocks being upon the mountain-sides, with a high face of cliff cut clear through where a ravine above occurred. At the foot of these cliffs were narrow belts of thorny scrub, with coarse grass full of hera. Later we came in view of the Biako glacier, with a breadth of ½ mile at its terminal cliff, and which from its height and vast slope
of débris, showed that its thickness was far greater than the Punmah glacier. Camp was pitched about 600 yards distant from the glacier. The Hiaho comes roaring from an immense cavern in the ice cliff immediately opposite, and the noise of the rolling boulders as they came in contact was heard incessantly from under the water; next day we again left terra firma for the region of ice. We got over the terminal slope of the ravine after about an hour's ascent with great difficulty, and reached the summit of the slope. We now found ourselves in an open and nearly level expanse of shingle, with a few large blocks here and there. The slope was not greater than 4°. The ground we stood on looked exactly like an old shingle beach; but the level plain proved to be a succession of deep hollows and long valleys, separated by ridges of shingle, which being all of the same colour produced the appearance of a uniform level surface. The labour of descending and climbing out of these hollows was very great; no direct line of march could be kept. When the slopes became great, and when stones lay on the ice, these came down in masses; a constant look-out ahead had to be kept and long roundabout taken, so that at the end of the day the work I found we had only gained 44 miles in a direct line. The rocks on either side of the glacier rose in sheer cliffs of 1,000 feet and upwards, and the ice was so broken up near the sides that it was difficult to get over it. Close to our camping spot the dry hollows amongst which we had all day been wandering became densely placed by hollows filled with water, forming lakes of all shades of yellow and green; these lakes measure 500 yards or so in length by from 200 to 300 yards wide, and were to be met with for more than 2 miles along the centre of the glacier, which here was very level.

The night was bitterly cold, nor could we afford much fuel, for all our wood had to be carried forward with us.

Next day the ground was similar to that of the day before up to 10 a.m. ; when the moraines became more defined, and their ridges flatter; there was more ice, and the débris was larger and more dispersed. Streams began to appear traversing the surface, then losing themselves in cavities; and there were good straight bits of a quarter of a mile, with no need of detours. About 2 miles up from the end of the glacier the medial moraines became quite distinct from one another. Enormous blocks were to be seen on every side—some perched up on knobs of ice. The northern side of the ice was still a confused mass of débris and was quite impracticable as a line of march. By means of ropes, poles and hatchets most places could be passed, but I always found the shortest plan was to make a detour where it could be done. The night on the glacier was intensely cold.

Next day's camp was pitched in the deep hollow of an old lake, its high banks of débris giving extra shelter and keeping away the cold from the ice beyond. To those who may wish to visit this region, I would remark that it can only be accomplished by some man of influence accompanying the party to induce the coolies to proceed.

Godwin-Austen also describes road up the Bisfo glacier as follows:—

I followed the right bank of the Bisfo to a low knoll about 5 miles up; the glacier was then to be seen stretching away up a broad valley between the mountains, at a slope of about 4° and less beyond. Having followed the glacier on this side till stopped by precipitous cliffs, we turned on to the ice, which was much broken and fissured. The amount of moraines was very small, and at a short distance up the ice became quite clear, except where along the left bank there was a long continuous line of moraine of great length, about 600 yards broad.

This glacier is upwards of 40 miles long. There is a way over the chain by this glacier of Bisfo into Nágár, which is 12 marches distant, the glacier being of very nearly equal length on either side. (It was by this way that the Nágár men used to come in to Haridó, and loot the villages. About 1872 a body of from 700 to 900 men crossed over, and carried off about 100 men and women, together with all the cows, sheep, and goats they could collect.) This terminates in an enormous chaotic expanse of débris. Except for a few black slopes of ice, and the terminal cliff with its caverns and black rents one could hardly believe a glacier to be there, so completely is its lower portion concealed beneath the materials it has brought down. I descended in the direction of a much more broken glacier which comes from the north-west. Past the terminal portion of this lateral glacier a level plain extends for 24 miles in the feet of the great Punmah glacier, the elevation of which is 10,318 feet. Here our camp was pitched just beyond the reach of the blocks and stones, which, detached by the melting of the ice, kept constantly coming down the ice-cliff, now one or two at a time, now in great masses. We were now in an ice-bound region, which for bleakness and grandeur is perhaps, not to be surpassed. —(Godwin-Austen.)

CHONOSITIES

Track as before; camp at foot of a huge glacier extending as far as can be seen from the hills around. The ice very difficult going, one mass of boulders and crennæae, surface of glacier very level. —(Brooks.)

Starting upwards from Punmah, the track skirts the right bank of the glacier for a distance of 2 miles, following the hollow way between the mountain on one side, and the loose stone slopes of the hill on the other.
of detritus shed off from the glacier on the other. This glacier is on the advance together with all its detritus. On the hill-sides were a few small shrubs of birch and juniper. During the summer months the yak are driven up to be grazed here and in the ravines about. After passing the junction of the first considerable glacier from the left, called Dumulter, and which has its source 8 miles up, our course lay over the uneven surface of ice and moraine, and after crossing this tributary was again on terra firma, as far as the camping spot of Chongolitier. The track lies so close to the steep slope of the transported blocks of the side moraine, that in spots there is considerable danger from the falling rocks. These are detached without any warning and come tumbling down the incline. This camping spot is small; there was hardly room for our four tents. — (Godwin-Austen.)

Cross glacier; very bad going. — (Brooks.)

On the 6th of August I struck diagonally across the glacier towards the left bank through as extraordinary a scene as the imagination could picture; it was the desolation of desolation. There was not a speck of green to relieve the great precipitous crags of grey and ochre. The surface of the glacier around us was either a succession of ridges more or less stony, or like a sea of frozen waves. Small pools of water, with cliffs of ice filled many of the hollows, while in some parts flowed streams of running water which generally ended abruptly by discharging down some crevasses. From the base of the mountain on one side to the other was a distance of over 24 miles. We followed the left bank for three miles along a more open track, and reached a camping spot called Shingchakpi. We here met four men who had come from Yarkand. They had suffered a good deal while traversing the mountain portion of their route, having to travel by night and hide away by day on account of the robber tribes. — (Godwin-Austen.)

From here a stream in the valley below runs due north, said by guide to be the Yarkand river. The shikaris supposed the valley to be inhabited. I should think it most improbable that any one lived about here, as it is a howling wilderness of rock and rice, scarcely even much grass, and no trees. Water obtainable by melting snow. — (Brooks.)

On the 8th of August we started for Skimmang, where the glacier branches into two. The first part of the way very rough over loose moraines; beyond these became more separated with clean bonds of ice between. Opposite Skimmang a large tributary comes down from the mountains to the south. Here the ice was again much broken and we had to zig-zag about the crevasses before we could find a place where we could leave the glacier for terra firma. Skimmang is a capital spot for a camp in this wild country. Luxuriant grass grew along the banks of a small stream, from an old moraine, and which lower down flows in under the main Punmah glacier.

On the 9th I proceeded up the main glacier which comes down from the mountains to the north, and which is known as the Nobandi Schanbi. The way was dreadfully rough as far as a spur known as the Dremmang, and lay sometimes along the moraine, sometimes along the mountain-side. — (Godwin-Austen.)

On August 11th we started in the direction of the Mustagh Pass. Our path lay along the ridge of an ancient moraine, now grown over with grass. We quitted this at the small encampment of Taskar, where are some small tarns of crystal water. Thence we proceeded over the ice, which here becomes nearly free from moraine ridges, though the surface was difficult from being broken into hollows. The last camping place on the Mustagh glacier is at a place called Chiring. The moraine here dwindles to a few scattered blocks on the surface of the ice. It took some time to collect enough of these to form a flooring. This serves to keep off the cold, and to tie the ropes to. There was not the smallest patch of rock on which to put a bvat. The mountains rise from the glacier in sheer cliffs. At sundown the cold became very severe; and as our fuel had to be carried with us, no fire could be afforded except for cooking. — (Godwin-Austen.)

Taking with me eight men with ropes and other appliances, we started up the glacier, which is here about 1½ miles broad, with a slope of about 3°. For the first three miles the crevasses were broad and deep in places only, and we could avoid them by making detours. They soon became more numerous and were ugly things to cross, going down into darkness between walls garnished with magnificent green icicles from 6 to 20 feet long. The snow lay along the edge of the crevasses, and travelling became so
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Insecure that we had to take to the ropes, and we wound our way along. In this way we moved much faster, each man taking his run and clearing even broad crevasses if they crossed the direction of our march. The snow was about 1½ foot deep, and hard when we started; but a day advanced it became soft, and walking more laborious; besides this it would very often break and let us down to the hard ice below. The larger crevasses revealed themselves, but the surface snow hid all the smaller ones, and hence a feeling of insecurity. I kept some coals ahead feeling the way by probing the snow with long poles; small glaciers bring down their tributaries to it out of every ravine. Within a mile of the pass clouds collected and I had to return. With a small guard the army might be carried into the Yarkand country, as from all the accounts I heard of the tribes their numbers cannot be very great, nor their matchlocks much to be dreaded. —(Godwin-Austen.)

The Mustāgh Pass is estimated at 19,019.

The descent on the northern side is easy, leading down a snow-field to the camping ground called Toorkar. (See Route No. 65.)

Note on the Mustāgh Pass.

The principal exit from the Brahū valley is that over the Mustāgh Pass. According to report given me, the glacier on the northern side is as long as that on the southern, but in my opinion the journey would be longer, as I do not think the way lies down its main stream, but that the main body of the ice would run towards the Great Peak K. 2, with another from the peaks of Nāshandī Sāndī; about four marches from the Mustāgh Pass, a track branches off to the westward, up a lateral stream, and over, the ridge to the Hunza river, by which the Brahū people have often gone, as being safer than by Nāşār, with the people of which district there are old feuds. It is by this way, at the back of the main Himalayan ranges, that the Hunza people and other robbing tribes on that side proceed, when they rob the Khāñs, or bodies of merchants, and other travellers, so that this route is now discontinued as a line of commerce, and is only taken by a few ñaltnis who have settled in Yarkand, and who cross over now and then to see their old friends. Many years ago the main traffic lay up the Baltoro glacier and turned off up a lateral ravine to the left, and so over the Mustāgh Pass, some 12 miles to the east of the pass now in use. This former pass became impracticable owing to the great increase of snow and ice, and Ahmed Shah ordered a search to be made for some other way over, when the present passage was fixed upon. Leaving out of consideration the tracks near the villages and towards the end of the Panmah glacier, the way along its side and across it might with a little labour be made practicable for ponies. Even were there more foot-traffic during the summer months than at present, it might be worth while to see to the more difficult places, but at present this line is wholly blocked for a month at a time. The few travellers who go by this way do not know where the deep fissures lie, and hence there is a great loss of time in wandering about in search of a proper direction. The ascent over this pass is very gradual throughout the whole way; ponies and yaks have frequently been brought over from Yarkand. The line from Skardo to Yarkand joins that from Leh to the same place near Muzur.—(Godwin-Austen.)

The new pass has now become impracticable on account of the accumulation of ice on a glacier opposite the camping ground of Skimnang; but it is quite possible that in a few years this may again become practicable, as in these parts the glaciers alter very rapidly.

An account of the old pass will be found in the R. G. S. Proceedings for 1888. (Yousafzai band.)

The pass may be even now dangerous on account of the robbers from Hunza, who, crossing the watershed by an easier route, used to attack the caravans where the two roads met on the far side. The physical difficulties of the road are not small. The pass is open for but a short time in summer; as soon as the snow falls on it, the crevasses are hidden and the journey becomes dangerous. In crossing: men are tied together: yak caravans are carried; ponies of Yarkand, a useful breed, also used to be ventured; they were sometimes led over the crevasses with ropes, held by eight men in front and eight behind. Even when safe over the pass (on the bitterly cold journey) the horses and cattle could not at once be brought down to the inhabited parts; they had to be kept in one of the intermediate pasturages until, as winter neared, the streams got low and the passage along the valley became practicable for the four-footed ones. These combined difficulties have caused the road to be at present deserted. From 1863 to 1870 there was no communication between Baltistan and Yarkand.
**ROUTE No. 66.**

**Sophur to Bandipur (by Lalpurah and the Lolab Valley).**

*Authority.—Bates.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chogal</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Leaving Sophur the road is a broad, dry, grassy track, passing a fine clump of trees before reaching the village of Sidil, four miles; it then crosses two dry nala by bridges, and, continuing as before, crosses a third dry nala by a bridge at the village of Natipura, 7 miles, and lying along the left bank of the Pohdr river, crosses a dry canal at 10 miles, approaching the mountains on the north side of the path; at 12 miles it crosses a low ridge, and continues smooth and level to the village of Chogal. Supplies procurable; water abundant; space for encamping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kafwara</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>From Chogal the path lies through the fields to the north, and ascends the ridge; the ascent, which is not more than half a mile, is easy through thick, semi-jungle; the descent, which is about as long, though rather steeper, lies through forest and jungle. The path is then smooth and level along the north side of the ridge to the village of Nattana, 3 miles, where the path described rejoins the main road, which follows the course of the Pohdr river, and is said to be about 3 miles longer. From Nattana the path lies through orchards, and here and there rice cultivation, 4 miles to a canal by the side of the hill, to the north of the path, and the large village of Awadhia on the south, about 1/4 mile beyond which it crosses a nala (Underham-ki-kul) by a bridge, and lies through the rice-fields, crossing a stream just before reaching the village of Droglani, 7 miles, at about 1/4 mile beyond which place the path, which is dry, broad, and level, approaches the hill side to the north. The valley narrowing, the path then lies through the jungle, descending to the bed of the stream, and, passing along it for about 1 1/4 mile, it then crosses the stony bed of the Lahwal by a wooden bridge of about 45 feet span, and about 1 1/4 mile beyond reaches the village of Kafwara. Supplies procurable; water abundant; ample space and shade for encamping. (There is a more direct path between Sophur and Kafwara than that here described, which crosses the ridge to the east of Chogal.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lalpurah</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Path leaves the village in a northerly direction, but soon turns towards the east through open tree jungle lying up the narrow valley, which attains a width of about 1 1/4 mile in places. At two miles it passes a hamlet surrounded by some rice-fields and the sidrat of Gaoul Shah; just before reaching this place the valley gets very narrow, opening out again after having passed it. Path then lies through the rice-fields; at 3 miles crosses a stream by a bridge, and shortly afterwards another by ford, passing on to the village of Kambril, whence it lies through the rice-fields to Champr, 4 1/4 miles, and on to Kasul Khán-ki-Chak, and continues smooth and almost level through open forest and rice cultivation to a stream which is crossed by a bridge, 7 miles, shortly after which the road emerges from the forest on to the open plain, and having crossed the valley, reaches the village of Kursun, 8 miles, whence the path continues to be level along the foot of the hills to the north, to the large villages of Darpura and Pramjan, and crossing numerous rilles, passes the old sidrat of Salur Durnai Nuran at 101/4 miles, and a little beyond that of Nên Mahammad Saul in its walled enclosure, near which there is ample space and shade for encamping. Lalpurah is a large village; supplies and water plentiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atala</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Path, which is good, dry, and level, lies along the foot of the hills; at 1 mile it passes a spring on the left side of the path, and at 1 1/4 mile the village of Kasol Makun, about 1 mile beyond which the ascent commences through the pine forest. The ascent in all is about 2 miles, over a good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Route No. 66—continued.

road fit for laden ponies; the first ¼ mile is rather steep; the rest is not so bad, and there are frequent level bits; the last ½ mile lies along the open grassy spur, affording an extensive prospect of the Lohib valley. The descent is at first steep, rough, and stony, but improves as it proceeds. At 8 miles, pass Bundalipura, a wretched Gajjar village; the path then lies through rice cultivation; and at 9 miles after having descended about 2,000 feet, reaches the scattered village of Afd. A few supplies procurable; water plentiful; and space and shade for encamping.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 0</td>
<td>The path is level, but in places swampy. At 3 ½ miles pass on left hand small village of Quail, 3 ½ miles Mongewripa, 4 miles Patakal, 6 miles恰也; it is also fordable, as are all the streams on this march; 7 miles, Bandipura, a large village; supplies abundant; water procurable. The Nua-ka-ghat, where boats are always procurable, is distant about 1½ mile from the village; when the Wular lake is at its height, they can approach within a mile of Bandipura. The journey from Lajipura to Bandipura can be accomplished in one stage without difficulty. [August 1871.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROUTE No. 67.

SOPÜR TO GULMARG AND THENCE TO SRINAGAR.

Authority.—Bates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staging or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description, &amp;c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interme-</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1. Sopür         | 13 0              | Sopür is about 10 or 12 hours’ journey by boat from Srinagar. From the bridge at Sopür the road passes through that part of the town lying on the left bank of the river, and along a narrow causeway and through the fields to the small village of Amravat. Leaving Lalad, with its clump of fine chinar trees a little distance to the west, the path lies through the fields in a southerly direction, towards the village of Maham, passing by which it continues through the rice-fields, crossing the high road between Baramula and Srinagar just before reaching the village of Nundip, leaving which the path rises for some distance along the side of the table-land to the east, and turning through a gap it passes down the other side, just above the village of Shreshwar, soon after which the Ningil stream is crossed either by a ford or bridge, and the path lies along its right bank and through rice-fields to the village of Wagur, leaving which it passes on, crossing a branch of the Ningil, just opposite the small village of Wagur, and then the Ningil just opposite the village of Shreshwar, and then the Ningil just opposite the village of Tangwara, and on to the lower village of Kountra (Sun or Chota Kountra), through which the path lies to Upper or Barn Kountra. Supplied abundantly; water from a channel brought from the Ningil stream. There are numerous shady spots suitable for encamping; the most convenient is about midway between the two villages just below the path. A good road throughout, but it is usually a hot march, as there is little or no shade. Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 19 m.
| 2. Gulmarg      | 18 0              | Leaving Kountra the path ascends about three hundred feet, and crosses the spur into a narrow valley, which is traversed by a small stream; the path lies up the valley, passing the village of Nambalma, and the scattered hamlets of Alipather (where the ascent becomes somewhat steep and stony), Taunipather, and Ramaha, on to the shrine of Rupmuni Sahib (Bahi Pirayam–dina–dili). From Rupmuni Sahib there are two paths leading up through the gali almost due west; the ascents an
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to the margin is rather steep, from thence the path turns in a southerly direction through the grassy plain, and is quite level.

The footpath ascends through the forest in a south-westerly direction, opening out on to the margin near the middle of the east end. A pony may be ridden for part of the distance.

[August 1872.]

Time occupied in walking, 2 h.

The grassy, flowery valley of Gulmarg at eight thousand feet, is 2 to 3 miles in one direction, by less than 1 mile in the other, enclosed with low hills, crowned with thick forests.—( Bates.)

**AND GULMARG TO SRINAGAR.**

| 1. Patan   | 14 0 | 14 0 | The footpath leaves the margin by the gap towards the north-east and descending along the side of the hill through open forest; the descent is not very steep, but slippery after rain; the path crosses a small stream just before reaching the shrine of Papunriahi; passing beneath the shrine the path turns down in a north-easterly direction through pine and cedar forest, becoming wider and less steep; it crosses the Tilapal stream by a kadal bridge, and then rises gently for about 1 mile, descending again through some scattered patches of cultivation to the cluster of houses forming the small village of Haji Jhal, leaving which, the path, which has a very gradual slope, lies down through a little valley with sloping sides, passing below the village of Warnyal; it then crosses the rill at the bottom of the valley, and lies along the side, and then down the flat top of the spur to the east of the small village of Watalpura; then lies through the rice-fields on to the village of Khipur, from which it runs along the south side of the cedar, passing successively the small villages of Mogalpura and Gundaspur to the south; the path then turns down through the rice-fields, soon after which the road to Pulhalan diverges to the north-east, that towards Patan continuing down to the considerable village of Chandlarsir; it then crosses the stony bed of a stream and passes up through jungle with stunted trees along its right bank, whence it turns across the level, dry plain; leaving the village of Shota to the south, on to Gudwain (a spring of cold water and shady trees by road-side); the path then crosses a rill and a ravine, and passes below the west side of the village of Bungarpura, and over the spur to the south of Gya; the path is then smooth and level, passing beneath some splendid chinar trees just to the west of the village of Wargur, on to the large village of Nehalpura, from whence it turns in a northerly direction, passing the small village of Kala Seri, and descending from the table-land to Patan, which lies at its foot at the edge of the Pambaran Namah or morains. A large village; supplies plentiful. The most convenient encampment ground is on the south-west side of the village, under some fine chinar trees, close to a little spring.|

| 2. Srinagar | 17 0 | | (See Route No. 44.) |

| TOTAL      | 31 0 | |

The most direct road between Srinagar and Gulmarg is by Khandahama; the first stage, from Srinagar to Khandahama, about 14 miles, is easy, but the second, from Khandahama to Gulmarg via Ferosepura, is very rough, but practicable for ponies; the Suknág and several other streams have to be forded.—(Ines—Bates.)
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Route Nos. 68 & 69.

ROUTE NO. 68.

SHINAGAR TO ASTOR (BY KANZALWAN AND THE GAGAI STREAM.)

Authority.—Bates, from native information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinagar to—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Kanzalwan</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7,400 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>See Route No 69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Gagai</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Bürzil</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Raat</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Marmai</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Charjak</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Gurihot (or Astor)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Astor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or the journey may be divided into eight stages, viz. :—(1) Kanzalwan to Thobat; (2) to the south side of the Pir; (3) Bürzil; (4) Raat; (5) Layinbadar; (6) Raat, a village of eight or ten houses, passing Marmal, Diri and Pukarkot; (7) Gurihot; (8) Astor.

This road, which was designed by Lala Sankar Dass of Shinagar, is described as possessing many advantages over that by the Dorikun Pass, besides proving 16 km shorter on measurement. It has, however, been abandoned, in consequence, it is said, of interested representations made by the thandar of Gilgit. Should this route be adopted, it would be necessary to replace or repair the bridges which crossed the stream in five or six places, but the great flow of water in the Gagai stream makes this route very difficult. (Barrow—Manifold.)

ROUTE NO. 69.

SHINAGAR TO ASTOR (BY THE DORIKUN PASS).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sambal</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Usually performed by boat in one day and night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6,300 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandipura</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6,300 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>There is a path from Bandipura to Gdrais, practicable for foot-passengers, and shorter than the high road, viz., Bandipura to Atwāl, a village in the Khunama pargana, situated on the Budhkol stream. To Wemto, an encamping ground on the top of the pass; water procurable and juniper for fuel. To Vijji, Maidān, and lastly to Gdrais, descending from the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
village of Wampur or Dinnan; this stage is practicable for laden ponies, which can proceed from Viji Maldan to Tragbal on the high road between Grahais and Bandipora.

3. TRAGBAL (9,160 ft.) 10 45 Ascent from village of Kralpur (6 miles); very steep through pine forest, but passable for ponies. Water not plentiful; a large body of men would have to pass up in small detachments. Tragbal is 4,000 feet above the level of the Kashmir valley.

4. ZOTKUSSU 9 54 somewhat similar, but, on the whole, more wooded ground. The road is good; commencement of a fine valley; plenty of grass, water and fuel. The pass is closed to horses for six months. Zotkussu is only a rest-house.

5. KANZALWAN (7,400 ft.) 10 64 A small pretty village on the Kishan Ganga river, which is here bridged; encamping ground small, but all the way from Zotkussu to Kanzalwan there is plenty of room fuel, and grass; water abundant; road fair.

6. GURHAIS (6,850 ft.) 11 75 Road good, up right bank of Kishan Ganga river. A steep ascent and descent in the middle of the march. At about 6 miles the Grahais valley is entered, which contains several villages, and is well cultivated at upper part. The valley is noted for its ponies. A fort here. Grahais is a chief village, of which the hamlets are little clusters of log huts. This place is about 5 miles in length the valley is rather wider than at other parts; road from half a mile to a mile 4 across; it is bounded on the south by wooded mountains, and on the north by a great steep limestone mass. The climate is inclement. Millet, buckwheat, and peas alone are grown; rice will not ripen. The river is crossed twice by wooden bridges.

7. BANGLA (8,725 ft.) 11 86 No village; a choki. Just about Grahais, where the Bhezill and Kishan Ganga meet, is the end of the wider part of the valley. The latter flows from the Tilal district. The road leads up the course of the northern (Bhezill) stream. The valley of it is narrow; bounded by mountains rising some 4,000 or 5,000 feet; stream flows for the most part in a rocky bed. For the first 10 miles there are many little plateaux above the level, and over these the path leads past several small villages; on the mountain slopes is a good deal of pine forest. Supplies should be taken from Grahais. From Bangla there is another route to Astor and Gilgit to Kandri Pass.

8. BHEZILL (10,740 ft.) 16 102 Pass Kauri village, where grass, fuel, and water are procurable; road good. At 9 miles Magaran choki. Pass an open amphitheatre called Misul marg; capable of holding any number of men. Grass fuel, and water plentiful; road good. At Bhezill the route to Skardu and Deosai plains branches to the right.

9. CAMP 12 114

fuel, and water plentiful; road good. At Bhezill the route to Skardu and Deosai plains branches to the right.

10. DAS (10,500 ft.) 9 123 Rise about 2,000 feet, not very steep for 5 or 6 miles, and cross Dorikund Pass (12,500 ft.), which is a neck between two parts of a rocky ridge; the pass is closed in winter; descent gradual; road good.

11. GODHAI (9,100 ft.) 14 127 Pass Samad Khan's kothi and Chilum. Das is situated in a fine open valley 400 yards wide, has once been well cultivated; there are still a few scattered villages; plenty of grass, fuel, and water.

12. ASTOR (7,853 ft.) 17 154 Pass Karim at 4 miles. Godhrai is a village from which branches a route to Skardu.

Pass Nangam and Phine. Astor is a large place, garrisoned by some 1,200 Kashmiri troops. A steep ascent and descent to river. There are hundreds of huts. Town and fort 800 feet above right bank of
ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

Route No. 69—continued.

The valley in which Astor lies is narrow at bottom; its fields are waste, its hamlets deserted, owing to raids in former days from Chilisa. Crops will grow, and there is room for numbers of settlers (vide article Astor). At Astor the two routes Nos. 60 and 69 from Gärnae meet. There are paths to Sharidli and also to Rondri and Kotkara.

This route remains open a few weeks later and re-opens in the spring a little earlier than that by Kamir Pass. It is closed for about five months for horses. During the winter, with a favorable opportunity, it is possible for men without loads to force the pass.

There is no doubt the Kamir is an easier and shorter route, but it can only be used in summer, on account of the avalanches to which it is subject.

ROUTE No. 70.

SRINAGAR TO GILGIT (BY DRÁS, SKARDÚ, AND THE INDUS.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinagar to</td>
<td>10. Karkitchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>left bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Gangání</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Ointingthang</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Tarkutí</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Kantoekha</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Toltí</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Parkota</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Goel</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Kendung</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Skardú</td>
<td>4 (6,300 ft.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Route No. 71. To Chanagund (right bank). Then path and across Doussai plain and also to Balaqem. See Route No. 71, under Sonamarg.

Left bank Dras river, a small village.

Left bank Dras river; a small village.

Left bank Indus river; a small village.

Left bank Indus river, Cross Indus by rope-bridge; a village.

A village left bank Indus; re-cross by rope-bridge.

A village left bank Indus.

A village left bank Indus.

A village left bank Indus.

A village left bank Indus, the capital of Baltistan.

A scattered collection of villages and houses; old palace, fort, bazar, Kashmiri shopkeepers; cattle few; crops small; plain, which is 10 by 7 miles, mostly uncultivated, a waste of sand and stone; supplies and water plentiful; country mountainous and barren. The rock on which is the fort is on left bank of Indus, here a deep and rapid torrent 150 yards wide.

From Skardú Route No. 63 to Nágar, and Route No. 65 to Yarkand.
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**Route No. 70—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20. Kamana</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Tarbi</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Tongas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Dasu or Tirmik</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Rondu or Twar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. stiriko</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Stak</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Malapa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Chotrun</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Asalcha</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Shingas</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Brando</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Haramosh</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Shuta</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Legnat</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Dainyor</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Gilgit (5,025 ft.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 401 4

A village containing 146 houses.

Cross Indus by ferry boat to right bank; pass Kwardo at 44 miles; also villages of Hasan Shah and Birgama.

Pass Bragardo at 3 miles. Road in one place difficult. From Kustedra, nearly opposite Twarri, on other side of river, there is a route to Astor.

Road for 6 miles good; then very difficult close to river. In summer this lower road is impracticable, and the route is then over spur of mountain.

Ascent of 4 a mile, then descend to Batcha, 5 miles from Tongas; then steep ascent of 14 miles across spur of hill, and easy descent to Dasu in Tirmik valley.

Road along mountain side above Indus, difficult in places. Camp at Twar on right bank of Indus, opposite Rondu on left bank. There is a rope-bridge here.

From Rondu there is a path to Astor.

A small village; road good.

Road along Indus for 8 miles, then ascends up Stak valley to that village (eighty houses), and a fort. Supplies as far as Gilgit should be taken from here. There is no habitation between Stak and Haramosh.

Road along Stak valley for 4 miles, then along right bank of Indus.

A few huts here. Road very difficult.

Camp in ravine close by Indus; no wood for fuel near camp; road good.

Road very difficult, along precipitous rocks above the Indus.

Steep ascent of 4,500 feet to the Shingas Pass, across a spur running down from Haramosh peak. The pass is 10,845 feet. Steep descent of 3 miles to Brando on right bank of Indus, where are some hot springs. It is optional to camp in ravine near the summit of the pass, and cross the next day.

Road very difficult, in many places along precipitous rocks above the Indus. Haramosh is a small village inhabited solely by Brokpas.

Road good. Pass ruined village of Hantail.

Road along Indus for 7 miles, then up the Gilgit valley. Camp close by the Gilgit river on left bank.

Road good and level up the left bank of the Gilgit river. Dainyor is a village situated at the junction of the Hunza-Nagar river.

Cross the Gilgit river by rope-bridge. The road continues up the right bank to Gilgit, a place of 300 houses. A large fort garrisoned by 1,500 troops of the Kashmir Maharajah. (See Route No. 62.)

N.B.—From Skardu to Gilgit this road is quite impracticable for animals, and even difficult for men carrying loads.

(Howland.)
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Kotaired, a large village on left bank of Indus, at mouth of a ravine; cultivation; water plentiful; fruit-trees abundant. Between Kutisahu and Msho, the road is some hundreds of feet above river; sometimes on face of a cliff, often over fruit wooden stages, rough and difficult. Msho, a village (6,000 feet), cultivation, fruit-trees, pine forest at 9,000 feet on mountains behind Msho. Beyond Msho road bad; cross Kutisahur Pass (11,500 feet), on summit a grassy and bushy slope with birchwood; thence by a difficult zig-zag to river side; near Kondu (6,700 feet), which is built on shelves of a rock, there is a fort; the river flows some hundreds of feet below village, between perpendicular rocks; it is spanned by a rope-bridge of birch twigs, 370 feet long by the curve, with a fall of 80 feet and height above the stream of 80 feet; the path to it is over slippery rocks and very narrow; the river thence for a long distance flows between vertical rocks 600 feet high.—(Drew.)

Pass the village of Hardas, 2 miles on the Dras side of which the Sard river (sometimes called Kargil or Pskurn) joins the Dras river; narrow slips of level ground occur along the valley; road good.—(Thomson—Brooke.)

12. Olthinghang | 12 | 0 | A small village, situated at the point of junction of the Dras river, with a considerable tributary coming from the westward, on the gentle slope of the hill side. The encircling ground is on the lowest part of it, which is a small level plain, surrounded by a number of giant boulders, resting on the upper edge of a very steep slope. The road goes through a succession of ascents and descents along the ravine through which the river Dras flows. This ravine is narrow, precipitous, and without villages. Near Olthinghang the road ascends abruptly from the tributary to the village.—(Thomson.)

13. Tarkattu | 14 | 0 | Small village; road bad.

163 | 0 | Thomson describes the road from Tarkattu to Olthinghang as follows:

The road leaves the valley of the Indus at the junction of the Dras river and follows the course of that river. The lower part of the valley of the Dras river is a deep and narrow rocky ravine, bordered by precipices of granite, which are so steep that the bottom of the valley is quite impassable. In passing from the Indus into the valley of Dras, the road crosses the granite spur which separates the two rivers at an elevation of about 2,000 feet above the Indus, ascending to this height very rapidly along a steep spur, which recedes almost in a perpendicular direction from that river. From the shoulder of this ridge, elevated probably about 10,000 feet, the course of the Indus was visible for some distance above the junction of the Dras river. The river itself was partially frozen (9th December), and it formed many pools and ran at the bottom of a deep gorge. On the right, immediately opposite, a sheer precipice rose. Between the ridge on which I stood, and the next in succession up the Dras valley, an open and shallow valley, everywhere strewed with enormous blocks of granite, sloped gently till it approached the brink of the almost perpendicular cliffs which overhang the Dras river. The elevation of Tarkattu is 7,300 feet above the sea.—(Thomson.)

14. Kartaksha | 17 | 0 | Right bank Indus river; cross Indus by rope bridge; a village.

180 | 0 | There is a fort here which seems to be kept in excellent order and to have some good buildings, and the village looked extensive and prosperous. The mountains all along the narrow bed of the Indus are extremely elevated. The barrenness and desolation equal the most rugged parts of Tibet. They consisted of large masses of rock, split, and fractured in every direction, often very precipitous, without a vestige of soil, and with scarcely the traces of vegetation. Immense tracts both along the river and on the slopes of the ravines descending from the mountains were covered with boulders or with angular fragments of rock, strewed irregularly on the surface, or piled in masses on one another.

From Kartaksha there is a road to Khapalu on the Shyok.—(Thomson.)

15. Tolli | 12 | 0 | A village left bank Indus; crosses by a rope-bridge.

192 | 0 | From Kartaksha to Tolli the easiest road is on the right bank of the Indus, but to avoid the labour of crossing the Indus and re-crossing it again many travellers proceed along the left bank. Thomson describes the road from Tolli to Kartaksha as follows:

On the left side the lower part of the Indus is so steep as to be impracticable; and I found it necessary to ascend at once from Tolli on a stony ridge almost directly away from the river.
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The ascent was long and fatiguing, the ridge being capped with masses of alluvium. The ridge was more than 1,500 feet above the river. After crossing this ridge the road descended very abruptly to the river, which generally ran among precipitous rocks, but with a few villages scattered at intervals on the northern bank.

After crossing the bank of the river, the road was for five or six miles nearly level.—(Thomson.)

Road bad, but still practicable for ponies. The river passes through narrow gorges with high cliffs.—(Brooke.)

There is a fort in the ravine behind the village, perched on a rock, in a most untenable position, though probably well suited for defence against sudden attack.

A swing bridge of birch bark across the Indus.

6. PARKUTA 14 0 206 0 Parkuta is a very large village, three or four hundred feet above the river, occupying both slopes of a deep ravine cut in the thick mass of alluvium by a large stream from the south. The village is large, with extensive cultivation and many fine trees; road good with the exception of two rock staircases.

Thomson describes the road from Parkuta to Tolti as follows:—

The valley continued narrow, and the mountain rose precipitously on both sides. On the early part of the march there were many villages, and much cultivation on the left bank. The village of Urut, 3 or 4 miles from Parkuta, seemed very populous and extended for a great distance along the river. At this spot the cultivation terminated abruptly; and the alluvial platform was far more than a mile, during which space it gradually narrowed by the encroachments of the cliffs, covered with an accumulation of very large granite boulders. As I approached Tolti, the valley of the Indus became much more rugged and narrow. A long gentle ascent to a ridge more than a thousand feet above the bottom of the valley, but which dipped abruptly to the river, occupied the latter part of the march. At Tolti the belt of cultivation is very narrow, just skirting the river, on very narrow platforms of alluvium.—(Thomson.)

From Parkuta there is a good road, practicable for horses, to the plains of Dossam.—(Fitzc.)

17. GOL 13 0 319 0 Thomson describes the road from Gol to Parkuta as follows:—The road descends soon after leaving the village, nearly to the level of the river, and continues over low ground, skirting the mountain of the southern bank, till it reaches the junction of the two rivers, when it turns abruptly to the south, ascending the left bank of the Indus, which runs nearly due north in a narrow, rocky ravine. A bluff projecting ridge of granite, 60 or 80 feet high, polished on the surface by aqueous action, and of a brilliantly brown-black colour, here advances close to the river, and is crossed by a steep sinuous path, edged out by flights of steps, with wooden supports where it would otherwise be impassable. The Indus is here very narrow and deep, and runs with an extremely rapid current. The path, after crossing the ridge, again descends to the level of the river. The mountains rise on both sides of the Indus, very abruptly, being almost always precipitous. For more than 2 miles the ravine continues very narrow, and several steep spurs are crossed. It then becomes gradually a little wider, narrow platforms of conglomorate skirt the stream, and changes its direction from nearly due south to south-east. The right bank is stony and impervious the whole way, but on the left there is one small village, three miles from the junction of the Siyak, and thence for 3 miles of desert, a succession of small villages continuing with little intermission on the surface of alluvial platforms as far as Parkuta.—(Thomson.)

Road good, but several rock staircases have to be crossed.—(Biddulph.)

Read very good.—(Brooke.)

18. KEPCHANG 17 0 326 0 Thomson thus describes road in reverse direction from Kepchang to Gol. The road round the great bend of the Indus was entirely barren. On the western side of the curve several rocky spurs are crossed, but after the road turns to the south, it runs generally on the surface of very elevated platforms of coarse alluvial débris, covered in many places with enormous boulders, partly derived in all probability from the fall of masses of rock from the cliffs above. Behind the alluvial platforms, which are generally one or two hundred feet above the level of the river, the mountains rise precipitously in cliffs of granite, which has now replaced the slate rocks of Skardu. At the point where the river changes its direction from north to south-west, the mountains on the southern bank advance quite to the river, and on the north side also they approach very near.
Route No. 70—concluded.

19. Skardu . . . . . . 4 0 | Road very good and level. The Indus becomes sluggish, and valley broadens out. The Shigar river flows into the Indus north of Skardu. Valley about 30 miles long by 4 broad. Highly cultivated with wheat, barley, vegetables, and fruit-trees, including apricot, mulberry, and walnuts.—(Brooke.)

Thomson thus describes this march in the reverse direction, i.e., from Skardu to Kepchang. The ground was covered with snow all the way (December 2nd). The road lay along the south bank of the river, at first over the level platform of lacustrine clay among large boulders which were scattered over its surface, but soon descending by a narrow and steep footpath, on the face of the clayey cliff, to the level of the river, to cross a deep bay, from which the clay formation has been entirely removed, to a large village 3 miles from Skardu, through the cultivation of which the road ascended gradually, and proceeded on the barren, stony, slopes behind. About five miles from Skardu, a spur from the mountain range on the south, which abuts in a scarped cliff upon the river, has been taken advantage of by the inhabitants to build a small gateway through which the road is made to run. The extreme steepness of the mountain mass which lies to the south and east makes it scarcely possible to approach Skardu along the south bank of the river without passing through this gateway. A small party of Sikh soldiers used to be kept here.—(Thomson.)

At Skardu is a fort with some 2,000 Kashmir troops, also a telegraph station communicating with Gilgit—Dras line. A big wooden barge is kept here for ferrying cattle and goods across the Indus.—(Brooke.)

For continuation, vide Route 62.

ROUTE No. 71.

SKINAGAR TO LÉH (BY DRÁS, KARGIL, LAMAYÚRÚ.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Gurdaspur (5,530 ft.)</strong></td>
<td><strong>14 0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 0  

A pretty village; supplies procurable; water plentiful; country generally swampy, with rice cultivation; road good, but narrow in places; it leads over an elevated platform. There are several villages
and plane, willow, and fruit-trees are scattered here and there, though far from abundantly. The platform is in general covered with a carpet of green. The mountains on the right, which at first are very low, gradually rise in elevation and are thoroughly rugged and bare; ghats for boats on Sind river is 2 miles short of village. The first stage may be reached by boat.

2. Kangan 11 0 The road leads up the right bank of the Sind river; at first it winds amongst cultivated fields and orchards to the homestead of Nusar, and further on leads across a high shelf of land which drops precipitously to the bed of the Sind river, 64 miles. The stream has here to be crossed on a rickety bridge of long sap poles, which are stretched across between two piers built up of loose boulders at the edges of the current, and floored with cross bars of rough split logs. By another similar bridge the road crosses the Kuhawai sala beyond the homesteads of Palang, and then follows the course of the main stream to Kangan. Both these bridges are fit for ponies. Kangan is a small village; supplies procurable; water plentiful; country a very pretty valley with cultivation; good camping ground. No supplies obtainable between this and Dras. Thomson thus describes this march in the reverse direction: Leaving Kangan (or Gangan) the valley gradually widens, and turned more to the south. There were several platforms or steps, of nearly level arable ground, on above the other, and below them the river flowed through a wide stony plain. The mountains on the right, high and snow-topped, receded to a considerable distance; those on the left gradually diminished in elevation, became less covered with forest, and at last terminated in low ranges of hills covered only with brushwood. The road at first lay along the right bank of the river through fine underwood, and among beautiful meadows which skirted the bank of the river: it then crossed to the left bank, and ascending the lower hills entered a fine wood, in which apricot, pear, and cherry trees were common. Later we emerged upon a somewhat elevated platform sloping to the south, covered with bushes and many fruit-trees, with here and there a village, and a great deal of cultivation. Where the Sind valley joined the plain of Kashmir it was several miles in width. The lower part of the Sind valley is very populous. The villages are numerous and large, and the houses good; they are usually built, entirely or partially, of wood, with high sloping roofs, which are either thatched or covered with wood. The cultivated lands all rest upon platforms or banks of alluvium; vegetation is luxuriant everywhere and quite conceals from view the little farmsteads scattered along the hill skirts. Apricot, plum, and apple trees conceal from view the little plots of rice and millets and vetillas, or the narrow strips of amaranth and buckwheat which constitute an important part in the winter diet of the peasants here.

Routes hence to Tilail valley by Gangarbal.

1. To Wangat 3 A hamlet.
2. Gangarbal 12 Camping ground; water plentiful; juniper for fuel.
3. Gadsar 10 Camping ground; wood and water.
4. Wazir Thal 11 To Laham Thal or Dukkaha Tul is about 5 miles.
TOTAL 36 Ponies can traverse this road, which opens in June.

(Based on native information.)

3. Gund-i-Sar-singh 14 0 A village; supplies and water procurable; the road follows the winding course of the Sind river, the hills on either side closing in upon the river in long slopes of pine and cedar forest, which terminate only at its edges. The villages at Nargund and Terwán are passed with Hayan on the opposite side of the river, and at 84 miles Hare with Ganjawan on the opposite bank. Here the river is crossed by a bridge similar to that described in the last march (q. c.): passing through a wood the road crosses some cultivated fields to Sombat 114 miles, and beyond this village re-crosses the river by a similar bridge. Beyond this the road passes through a strip of terraced cultivation to Prax, and 2 or 3 miles further on Gund is reached. The route traversed is a prosperous.
though not very populous, tract. The peasantry seemed to be comfortably off and their farm-steads well stocked with kine, ponies, sheep, and goats.

There is a shorter path to Batal from Gahd, viz. 2—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Miles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghut Gahri</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batal</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>24</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Forsyth, 1973)*

See Route No. 26 for path from Tral, which joins here.

4. **Gagangir**

[(7,400 ft.)]

A small village; water and fuel abundant; supplies not procurable. For the first three miles up to Revi, the road is difficult and leads across a steep hill slope, in part of which it is built up against the side of a vertical wall of rock. Beyond Revi, which is a small cluster of farmsteads, it passes over a considerable stretch of cultivation which slopes down to the river in a succession of terraces and conducts to the village of Kahan. Here it crosses the river and traverses the flat reach on which stand the homesteads of Gwipara and Berin; beyond this, it re-crosses to Gagangir. The width of the valley is considerable all along, with much arable land and a good many villages in ruins on both sides. The mountains on the left are uniformly bare of trees, and often rocky; on the right they are well wooded. The fruit-trees are principally walnuts, apples, and apricots. Groves of poplar occur occasionally along the river. Gagangir is about 7,900 feet about the level of the sea.

5. **Sonamarg**

[(3,500 ft.)]

A few shepherds' houses; supplies very scarce. The road becomes difficult and lies for four miles; with numerous ascents and descents as routes, along the foot of precipitous cliffs which wear a wild aspect.

In many parts the path is obstructed by débris of slate and sandstone, which falls from the slopes above. Near Sonamarg the Sind river enters a rocky gorge, down which its stream advances with great rapidity, over a steeply inclined bed, very rocky and much interrupted by rapids. Up till April the river is covered over with snow, and the path leads over it. The rise from Gagangir is considerable, about 1,000 feet.

Sonamarg is one of the Kashmir sanitaria. There is a wooden church here and two other wooden houses belonging to Europeans. Sonamarg means "golden meadow;" it is a tract of beautiful undulating down, with numerous dells, surrounded by hillocks and grassy mounds.

It is surrounded on all sides by mountains, the sides of which are covered with dense pine forests or thick jungle.

The elevation of Sonamarg is 8,506 feet.

6. **Batal**

A few huts; no supplies; water procurable; country mountainous; road fair. The road passes over the Sonamarg, and then crosses the river above the village, following its course up to Batal. A mile or two after leaving Sonamarg the stream approaches close to the mountains on the north side of the valley, barely leaving a passage for the road, which for some distance skirts the base of steep cliff. Sirius is passed at 3½ miles. The road then lies through a deep but rather open valley only partially wooded. The forest consists of pines, birch, poplar and willow. The trees grow in well defined masses of forest, separated by much open ground, in the level plain which skirts the river on the south side of the valley; on this side also they rise high on the mountains, but the slopes on the north side are bare. There are three huts at Batal, which is at the foot of the Zojil La (Pass). The Sind river is here joined by a considerable tributary, which flows through a gorge that winds down from the south-east, while the main stream comes down from the north-east. Vegetation here is very profuse.

At Batal a road leads up the main stream (Sind river) to Armatsh, it is also approached from the south from Pulgâm, as this Sind valley route is apt to become impassable in summer from the rising of the river. *(Owen)*. *(See Route No. 26, Islamabad to Armatsh)*

7. **Matyan**

Comp. 3 miles above and opposite Matyan village; no supplies; water procurable. Country on east side of pass devoid of trees; road very fair.

The road lies to the north, and for the first mile fol-
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The road to Murree.

Owing one of the two streams which join to form the Sind river. Leaving this the road mounts a very steep ascent for about 4 miles, through a wood; in many places the road consists merely of a platform of brushwood attached to the face of the precipice. This road, owing to its steepness, is quite impassable for baggage animals after a fall of snow, and it is then necessary to follow the stream up a very narrow, rocky gorge, with precipices 500 to 1,000 feet high on either side. This gorge, however, is only practicable when filled up by snow to about fifty feet in depth, as it usually is early in the season (Captain Brooke followed this route in April 1864); it is then the usual route, and at that season it is necessary to start at night and get over the pass before sunrise; avalanches do not fall until late in the day, after the sun begins to melt the snow. For a short distance after the top of the first ascent, 1,500 feet above Baltal, the road is almost level along the brink of the gorge mentioned above. Then comes a difficult descent to the stream, that is left at the foot of the pass which is here crossed on a bridge of stone. After crossing this ravine there is a very gradual winding ascent to the top of the pass. On the right a small lake is passed. Just beyond this is the watershed. The pass for many miles is an open winding valley, and so level that it is difficult at first to find where the watershed is; the elevation is 1,200 feet. Beyond it the route passes down the "col" along the gradually growing stream of the Dras river, and over a moorland, covered with turf and peat beds, down to a tributary of a glacier close on the right. At Minnarpur there is a tank but. The width of the valley is from half a mile to a mile, and steep mountains rise on both sides to a considerable height. Patches of willow and juniper occur on the hill-sides.

The road crosses some tributaries and leads to Mutayian. There are no trees here, but a good deal of cultivation, mostly barley, on the long strips of alluvium which here form the valley.

8. DRAS

9,825 ft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A small village; no supplies, water procurable; Pan Dras at 6 miles; good encamping ground, road fair.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the open valley numerous hamlets. Barley chiefly cultivated.

Dras is a collection of half-a-dozen hamlets dispersed over the inequalities of a spacious basin in these close-set hills. In the centre of the basin is a small fort with a garrison of fifty men, and adjoining it is the bazaar of the governor of the district. There is a telegraph line from here to Amarnath and one to Gilgit, single wire carried on poles without insulators. The Gilgit wire follows the Dras, Suru and Indus rivers. Instrument working. Elevation of Dras 10,150 feet. Supplies plenty plentiful.

The road lies down the narrow winding valley of the Dras river, to whose banks the hills slope directly in succession of bare unliming rocks. The river bed, which is crossed by a bridge half a mile below Pan Dras, forms a narrow, furrowed, and scooped channel over an outsprouting stratum of green serpentine. It extends for more than a mile until the river enters the Dras basin. Here it is crossed again by one of those log bridges common in this country.

The valley of Dras is 3 miles broad by nearly 2, and consists of alluvial plateaux of different levels, bounded on the north by bare barren hills; on the south there are great precipices of limestone rock. The Dras river enters the valley by a gorge, and leaves by a similar narrow rocky passage. The barrenness of the hills is caused by the absence of moisture in the air, and of any but the very slightest fall of rain. Not only is the contrast great between the look of the green clothed, forest-clad hill-sides of Kashmir, and the arid, bare and stony mountains of this Tibetan country, but the feel of the air too is different; for here is a cold light-blue sky and bright sun, with a keen air, and compared with it the air even of the higher parts of the Kashmir is soft and mild. From June onwards the road is not difficult, even for horses, until December, when the snow is thick, and though the communication at intervals is kept open during the winter, the road is not thoroughly open again (ponies cannot attempt it) till the end of May.—(Drew).

From Dras there is a path to Kartas vid Omba.

The route from Dras to Gufras along the Titlai valley is as under—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Muskri</th>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korpasat</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koral</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abduluk</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodak</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hamlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross incept. Kishan Gangas by bridge or ford below Gufras, a thana.

(Bates, from native information.)
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Cowley Lambert, travelling in the reverse direction, describes the road from Abdullah to Dras as follows:

From Abdullah we marched to Battal, which is in a circular valley almost surrounded by mountains. We encamped here at the foot of the pass, and next day we left the valley by a track up the side of the mountain. A gentle ascent brought us to the top of the pass; a frozen lake on one side of us, and a glacier among most fantastic shaped rocks on the other. We had now apparently entered a new country. There was not a tree to be seen and only a bush here and there; all the green slopes with masses of snow hanging over the river on each side. We had to ford the river to get to our encamping ground; the water was about waist high, and bitterly cold. We found a spot for our tents on some rough grass surrounded by dwarf bushes, at the foot of the Korejde walla. The river here ran in a number of deep channels through a wide stony bed, and in some of the little backwaters our men caught small fish. Next day we went on about 12 miles, and encamped in a most charming spot with plenty of bushes and rocks to shelter us from the very cold wind that was blowing. The river was about two hundred yards wide at this place and running at a tremendous pace. About two miles further on we found the pass dividing this country from Dras. When travellers come this way with horses, they have to follow the river, a march about four days longer, over a very rough country, bare of vegetation nearly all the way. This pass, which we crossed, is just a mass of smooth, steep slippery rocks, and we had to hold on with both feet and hands to save us from slipping down to the bottom; after we passed this peculiar pass, we had a long march into the Dras valley, passing one small village built of mud. The valley gradually widened till at length from the summit of a slight ascent we looked down upon Dras.

Cowley Lambert remarks—In the Tilai valley the water was so perfect that we never required anything to mix with it. We noticed that there was a line of springs of the purest water rising out of the northern side of the valley, and found that the upper part of the northern slope was all glacier bed and the lower part was slate. This water was perfectly cold and much the best I ever tasted in my life; detour must be made up the left bank to the Kotobat bridge, which crosses the river between the villages of Tenzial and Dhugai.

On leaving Dras three stone pillars are passed. The route follows the river course down a narrow winding valley, with many hamlets and considerable cultivation on the small flats which occupy the turns of the stream from side to side. The cultivation consists of buckwheat, peas, and barley. Many stacks of juniper are stacked in the roadside fields as fodder for the cattle in winter. The people about here are wretchedly poor. Beyond Dras the hills are still covered with grass, but this soon ceases as we proceed down the valley, and for several miles above Tashgam, where the valley becomes very narrow, vegetation is scarce. Along the river there are a few stunted bushes of the pencil cedar, and at Tashgam there are several acres of tamarisk and myrica b jungle.

10. **Changang (right bank)**

| 9,785 ft. | 127 0 |
|——|——|

From Tashgam there are two routes to Karigil. Changang is the first stage by the right bank. For the first two hours the route lies down the river, which is crossed by a very dilapidated wooden bridge 1 mile from Tashgam. The river is here very narrow and rock-bound. The path after crossing some rough ground rises to a small flat on which stands the auxiliary police station of Kharbu. Beyond some ruined huts are met, and the path then descends and ascends a succession of spurs abutting on the river, which on the opposite bank receives the Singshi, gradually rising up to the high bank of granite boulders on which Changang (or Pilakimboo) stands.

The other route branches off opposite the village of Kirkitchu, crossing the river at that point by a wooden bridge fit for ponies.

11. **Karigil**

| 9,787 ft. | 135 0 |
|——|——|

A collection of villages with a fort; supplies procurable; wheat and barley grown; also fruit-trees, willows, and poplars; water plentiful; road very fair, following river for 8 miles; here the Surd and Wakha rivers join; cross the latter by a wooden bridge.

From Changang the road follows the right bank of the Dras river for 2 or 3 miles, till it is joined by the Thansgam river, when it mounts over a rough promontory of gneiss, and follows up the course of Thansgam river, and after three miles of rough road comes to Karigil. Between Changang and Karigil there is neither cultivation nor habitation. The road is very rough and broken.

At Karigil there is a fine open valley, with a good deal of barley cultivation, and numerous clumps of large willows and poplars. The Karigil river flows through this valley from south to north and is about the same size as the Dras river; it is crossed by a wooden bridge near the point.
where it is joined by the Wakha river. Kargil is situated at the junction of this latter river with the Sürdi river, and the united streams form the Kargil or Thangskam river. It is a considerable village, spread over the well-wooded slopes which overlook the river below and the flourishing cultivation of Puns on the opposite shore; like Dras it is the head-quarters of a district, and a number of the maharajah’s officials reside here. As at Dras there is a small square loop-holed fort, with round turrets at the corners. The fort is garrisoned by twenty men.

Lamayûr may be reached as under—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kargil to Shergol</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharsu (a Bhot village)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamayûr</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**54.** (Forsyth.)

For road to Sûrdi from Kargil see Route No. 75.

12. Lochan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Supplies and water procurable; country an elevated plain, of some square miles, with partial cultivation; road good.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Kargil the road crosses the river in front of the fort by two or three log bridges which are connected by a line of embankment, and rises out of the hollow for 4 or 5 miles across a high undulating tract of gravel which occupies the angle between the two rivers and then descends into the Pashkym valley, which is still more beautiful than that of Kargil and with much more cultivation and trees. The successor reaches on either shores, as the river winds down the valley, are occupied by flourishing little hamlets: these are surrounded by their corn-fields and plantations of willow and poplar and present a pleasing picture of prosperity amidst the bare rocks around. Beyond them the valley contracts suddenly at a gorge (on the cliffs to the right of which are the remains of stone parasets surmounted by the ruins of a fort) through which the road passes over some very heavy ground. The path is very narrow and overlooks the river as it seeps its way through a small passage in the serpentine rocks up to Loutsam, a village of thirty or forty houses.

13. Mulbekh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The road follows the course of the river, crossing it six or seven times by bridges, through a contracted, tortuous, and wild defile of bare rocks which close in upon the water channel in a confused succession and no order. The path is very narrow and difficult, and a detour has to be made over some very steep spurs. About 8 miles from Loutsam the defile widens out into a more open valley, and there is a good deal of cultivation. In this valley stands the village of Shergol. Here there is a monastery perched on a cliff high up above the river. It is merely a broad wall of loose set stones; its measurements are 92 paces long, 8 paces broad, and 4 feet high. Leaving Shergol the road proceeds up a well-cultivated valley in which the fields slope down to the river in wide terraced slopes. At the entrance of this valley, 4 miles from Shergol, is Mulbekh, where there is a very picturesque monastery perched on the top of a rock about 200 feet high. Supplies and water procurable. Poplar and willow trees of good growth are seen on this march.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Lamayûr (11,020 ft.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Just after leaving Mulbekh is a colossal image of Buddha about 20 feet high. Beyond this, continuing up the valley through a succession of corn-fields and hamlets, the road turns away from the Wakha river, and a about a mile from the image of Buddha proceeds up a dry gully, winding amongst bare schistose slopes, topped by banks of conglomerate and ridges of stratified limestones; the ascent is very gradual the whole way in the top of the pass, which is called the Namika. About half way up there is a spring of fresh water. The elevation of the pass is 11,900 ft. (Hellow). The road descends by a long slope to the valley of the Shitang river, which flows north towards Skardu; the road then turns to the right and, following up the course of the river in a south-easterly direction, passes along a fertile tract similar to that on the other side of the pass, and reaches Kharsu. Elevation 11,350. This village is at the base of a precipitous cliff, on the very summit of which are the ruins of a former village which was inhabited about fifteen years ago. Supplies and water procurable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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o the right of the road, and where it debouches on the Kharbu valley is joined by a thready rivulet, which drains the long slopes of the Photo La range. The road follows up the main channel of his latter stream and by an easy, gradual ascent rises to the nullah of the Photo La, where is a conspicuous chorten. The elevation is 13,670 feet. The view from the top is singularly monotonous in the repetition of its drab aspect. In whichever direction the eye is turned it is met by the same unvaried prospect of long slopes of crumbling schist topped by the serrated peaks of the vertical strata of slate. No forest appears to gladden the prospect, nor is a vestige of pasture traceable, to mitigate the rough sterility of the scene. Descending the gully for 2,000 feet the strike the Lamsar bridge is reached. It is built among sand and gravel rocks, the tops of which are everywhere surmounted by little gods’ houses. The inhabitants’ houses are built below these. There is a large monastery here, perched on the summit of a cliff.

16. Kullach — 12 0
   or Khelai — 201 0
   (10,000 ft.)
   Supplies and water plentiful.

The path leads down between lacustrine banks of fine clay into a deep and dark winding defile, overlooked by some isolated pillars of gravel. It then crosses from side to side, following a thready little stream through a succession of defiles in the rock; and traversing steep slopes of loose, disintegrated slate by a soft unstable track which looks down upon tremendous precipices below and up at stupendous height, above, finally reaches the bottom of the gully, where it joins a defile through which flows a clear blue stream coming down from the Lamankar hills to the right. The road leads down this tortuous defile by a carefully constructed path along the river’s banks across the slopes of rock and debris which form them, and, crossing the stream by spur bridges two or three times, emerges into the more spacious valley below the Sarababas, on whose opposite side the high road from Ladak to Skardo. The Indus here flows between shelving banks of conglomerate and gravel. Its stream presents a turbid and hoar-frost current rolling noisily over the rocks obstructing its way. The whole country heretofore is almost devoid of vegetation, and the hills are mostly composed of granite, gneiss, and schist of a chocolate colour. Here and there one finds a tuft of grass. The scenery is of the most rugged and grand description, but soon becomes wearisome on its monotony. At a mile from where the road strikes the Indus a bridge is reached, which spans the Indus at a spot where the stream is only 40 feet wide, with precipitous rocks on either side. There is a small fort here and custom-house at the northern end of the bridge. The road now joins the high road to Skardo, a broad track over the hard, gravelly ground, strewn with rolled blocks of granite, which forms the strip of land between the river and the bounding slopes of slate and schist debris. Two miles further up the river Khalsi is reached, a pretty little village where there is some cultivation at a spot where for 3 miles the valley widens considerably. Elevation 10,400 feet. The cultivated lands lie on the top of a thick platform of alluvium, through which the river has excavated a deep broad channel. The lands of the village slope gradually from the base of the mountains to the edge of the cliff overhanging the river, and the fields are made into level terraces by walls of stones from 3 to 6 feet high. Numerous streams of water are conducted through the fields for irrigation. The crops consist of wheat, barley, buckwheat, peas and oil-seed. Fruit-trees are abundant, chiefly apricots. There are the remains of a fort a mile or so further up the river beyond a deep ravine which intervenes between it and the village, perched on an isolated rock which commands the passage at a narrow bend of the stream. It was demolished some forty years ago, and the present little fort commanding the Khalsi bridge was built in its stead.

From Khalsi to near Leh, the Indus valley has but one character. The river flows either between rocks or alluvial cliffs; the hills are not lofty, and are bare except where mountain streams water the alluvial plateaux; and here villages are formed and corn-fields and orchards flourish. (Draw.)

17. Narla — 8 0
   209 0
   The road now leads over some rough ground, obstructed by a confused jumble of rocks of varied colour and composition which tumble down the slopes into the valley below; then the path returns to a gravelly bank, covered with granite boulders, similar to that left at Khalsi; on this strip of drift stands the village of Narla or Surala, with its walnut trees and apricot orchards, and gravelly fields of corn.

18. Sarpol — 18 0
   227 0
   The road lies up the valley of the Indus along the right bank, and crosses several bluffs projecting upon it. The valley is here narrower than before, as well as more rocky. In the latter part of this march vegetation begins to revive. The tamarisk fringes the water-courses. Small hamlets too appear on either side of the river perched upon high boulder banks, separated by deep ravines.
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The road during this march frequently ascends to some height in places where the banks of the river are too rough to permit a passage.

Saspol is a small village. The river here is about 100 yards wide, and is seldom fordable.

**19. NIMU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>13</th>
<th>240 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After an hour’s march over some rough ground, and crossing a little torrent from the hills on the left, the road turns away from the river-bank and ascends the banks of the torrent. At first the banks are green and turfy, but after about a mile the road enters a dry stony ravine, along the bed of which the road gradually ascends. At the summit, about 1,000 feet above the Indus, the path emerges suddenly upon a wide and open gravelly plain. To the right a number of low hills conceal the course of the Indus; to the left the mountain range recedes to some distance. The road lies for several miles over this barren plain, which is entirely alluvial, descending afterwards very abruptly into a deep, flat-bottomed hollow, excavated by a considerable stream. In this hollow, quite concealed till close at hand, is the village of Basgo. The plain just passed over is called the Basgo Tang. It is an arid waste with hardly a blade of vegetation to vary the bare nakedness of the soil. The road follows up the course of the valley till near the Indus, and then ascends its left bank and emerges upon another extensive alluvial platform, high above the river but parallel with it. This valley is a fertile and populous tract in this region of sterility and solitude. Nimu is at the east end of the plateau to which the road ascends from the Basgo valley.

From Narla there is a route to Nimu by Hemis. From Narla this road turns up a gorge in the low hills, passes Timtagam, and ascends to Hemis Shukpa, where there is a remarkable grove of very ancient pencil cedars. It is a large village situated on an elevated plateau; supplies and water procurable.

From Hemis Shukpa the road passes through Yangthang and Taruta, and at 8 miles Lakir and thence to Basgo. For the first half of the way the road is stony. Basgo is a large village; supplies and water procurable.

**20. LEH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14</th>
<th>154 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(11,500 ft.)

About a mile from Nimu the Indus is joined by the Lanskar river. The valley here is very rocky and precipitous. The road to Leh does not follow the Indus, but leads along the skirt of some granite hills over an undulating gravelly tract, which gradually widens into the Ladak valley. At about half-way the road descends the river channel. It here presents a wide bed through which the Indus winds its way amidst patches of cultivation and pasture. The valley is here from 6 to 8 miles across, and continues so for 40 or 50 miles. On the left of the road under the granite rocks is a succession of lacustrine banks of fine clay which slope down to the basin in four or five steps. They end on a narrow pass in the rocks below Pishk Gampa. This is a monastery which looks over the valley from the summit of a high rock on the river-bank, and to the right of the path: after this the road ascends a long gravelly slope, at the top of which stands Leh, piled up on the hill sides in the fashion of the country.

ROUTE No. 72.

SKINAGAR TO SIRDASHI AND THENCE TO SHARIDI (BY KANTZALWAN AND KISHAN GANZA VALLEY.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANTZALWAN (7,400 ft.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAOBAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Dürsi Dok stream is bridged below Kanualwan; it may also be forded; the path then lies through the fields in a north-westerly direction, and rises on to the Yis-marg, a gravelly plain, surrounded with forest, above
the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. The path descends gradually over this plain, and through patches of forest, nearing the river, and descending to its banks at the village of Bakthaar, just before reaching which the Shakespat stream is crossed by a (kadal) bridge. [On the banks of this stream is a zirrat, shaded by a clump of saffed trees; the neighbourhood of which forms a convenient place for encamping.] Other smaller streams are crossed without entering the villages, which are situated at a bend of the Kishan Ganga; the path then lies through the fields, which extend for a considerable distance along the left bank of the river; it crosses the Zebbin Ner and Makker Kart streams. Leaving the fields there are two paths, an upper one for ponies, and a lower one for foot-passengers; the latter descends to the bank of the river, and lies over boulders to the Malik Lashkari bridge, which crosses the Kishan Ganga. The bridge measures about 125 feet between the abutments. After crossing the bridge, the path at first leads over some ups and downs along the right bank of the river, passing the Bohai caves, soon after which it becomes level, lying through the fringe of grass and forest at the foot of the rocky sides of the mountains at the edge of the river. Before reaching the junction of the Gagai stream, the path turns to the east, and crosses the end of the spur to the kadal bridge which spans the stream; it then follows along the right bank to its junction with the Kishan Ganga, just below which the village of Thobat is situated. Supplies scanty.

[A path to Astor lies up the valley of the Gagai stream.]

7. Sirdari 60 80 0 Leaving Thobat, path lies at first through the fields and then by a very narrow track, above the bank of the river to a flat bit of cultivation and a few hutias, constituting the village of Sunti, where there used to be a bridge over the Kishan Ganga; it then passes on through the fields and over the boulders along the bank of the river to the fields of Sikerep (there is an upper path for ponies); leaving this small village on the right, path descends through open forest and above the bank of the river, debouching on the fields of Halmathan, and passing through the village, it crosses a stream by a small (kadal) bridge, and then lies through the fields west of the village, and thence descending through patch of forests rises along the bare side of the hill above the river, descending somewhat to the fields appertaining to Sirdari; path then rises and falls, crossing the ends of the spurs, and just before reaching the village makes a short steep descent and ascent, crossing the Shindas stream by a small (kadal) bridge; it then makes another short steep descent, and passes through the fields to the village of Sirdari, situated on a sloping ground above the right bank of a stream, which is bridged on the path just above its confluence with the Kishan Ganga.

When the crops are in the ground, space available for encamping is limited, but a place may be found below the village to the east, on the banks of the Kishan Ganga. Supplies cannot be depended upon. [July 1872.]

At Sirdari the path by the banks of the Kishan Ganga ends; it may be traced for a short distance beyond the village through the fields round the grassy spur and through the forest on the bank of the river, but the track is soon lost, and further progress becomes impossible for laden coolies; but the passage to Sharidi has been accomplished by this route; it entails, however, great labour and risk, and is only practicable when the river is low. It is said that the lightning has broken up the rocks on the banks of the river, whereby the difficulties and dangers of the passage are increased.

The Kashmir government despatched a kosnai to Chilkot by this route about twenty years ago; and three years ago it was surveyed, but the difficulties proved so great, that the mahalsarab abandoned the intention of making a road. The party consisted of a jemadar and eight sepoys, and the passage occupied eight days; but it is said that it may be accomplished in less.

The following are the stages:-(1) Sirdari to Pulwade (where it is proposed to establish a village), passing Shakerpea, a very difficult and precipitous rock; (2) Gratab; (3) Surufrah or Junahol; (4) Kailab. On the right bank of this stream, at some little distance above its junction with the Kishan Ganga, there is a village called Kazian, containing about fifteen houses. From this village Sharidi may be reached by two paths; the lower one by the Puri rocks is the shorter, but more difficult; the upper path lies over the mountains by the small village of Nusdan. This path of the journey occupies two or three days. Bridges must be thrown across the Pulwade, Gratab, Surufrah, and Kail streams, as they are not fordable.

The following information regarding the path between Sharidi and the Kail stream was obtained at the former place:

Leaving Sharidi it crosses the rope suspension bridge to the right bank of the Kishan Ganga and passes the Sargin by a kadal bridge, and on by the bank of the river to Seri (21 doe), a small village surrounded by a little cultivation; it was founded about five years ago, and now contains...
**ROUTE No. 72—concluded.**

From your houses; thence to the Puri rocks (3 hours), on to Nur Sheikh-ki-Basti, one house (2 hours), and on to the Kail village (3 hours).

The journey can be divided by halting on the Seri side of the Puri rocks; the path is described as being difficult, but is traversed by laden coolies with light loads, and is open throughout the summer. Cattle can only be conveyed to the Kail stream when the river is low, by following first one bank and then the other, being swum from one side of the Kishan Ganga to the other, as may be necessary. [From native information.]

(Baizes, from native information.)

---

**ROUTE No. 73.**

**SKINAGAR TO SKANDÔ (BY GURAI AND THE DEOSAI PLAINS.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermi-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nate dates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. LAEPAN (12,500 ft.)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The plains of Deosai consist of about 560 square miles of gently undulating ground, averaging at least 14,000 feet, surrounded on all sides by rugged mountains 16,000 to 17,000 feet. The drainage escaping through a gorge falls into the Dras river above Kirkitch. Not a bush, nor the slightest sign of vegetation is to be seen; whilst the sienna tints of the weather-worn granite surfaces, which pervade everything, add to the extreme desolation of the scene. The plains are swampy and swarming with mosquitoes and marmots, no other living creatures. The road across these plains is very easy, but is only free from deep snow from about the middle of July till the end of September. There are no inhabitants; but grass, fuel, and water are obtainable at the halting-places.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. USKEHAN (13,970 ft.)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The road crosses wide plateaux, which are dry and stony; and narrow valleys which have some little pasture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. KARPIHU (7,836 ft.)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross the Burji La, 15,878. The descent at first is steep, over a rough, stony slope; it then follows a ravine. Beyond Chogochn-kuk (the great water eye or spring) the road is good, and the descent steady, with precipitous spurts of slate rock on either side; birches and junipers occur. Karpihu is situated at the end of this ravine. Vigne mentions a place called Durwaka of Burji. He says the defile is here narrowed to a breadth of only 25 feet. Precipitous rocks of gneiss and slate rise from each side of it, and between them is a strong wall of wood and stone which is loopholed for musketry, and a hole about three feet high, sufficient for the passage of the stream. At this, and every other possible point of attack, the Baltis with very little trouble can roll down stones of great size, and in any quantity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. SKANDÔ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ROUTE NO. 74.

SRINAGAR TO SURHPARAN IN THE SIND VALLEY (BY PAMPÚR, AWÁNTÍFDR, OR SÚRSÚ, TÁL, AND THE MAH SAR.)

Authorities.—Bates (from native information).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place.</th>
<th>Distance in miles.</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mediate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. PAMPÚR</td>
<td>8 4</td>
<td>8 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a road from—

PAMPÚR TO LUDÌČ.

The path leaves the south-east end of the town, and passes by the Jashak, a marshy lake, which is filled with water from the Jhelum, with which it communicates by a channel which runs between the north end of the town and the Nand Sahib Nigal; it then crosses over the Pampür or Kundakund (golden basket) tunnel until the saffron beds. This tunnel is dry and bare, save here and there a solitary tree at long intervals. The path then turns almost due east, passing in a ravine, on the right hand the villages of Dís (1 hour 10 minutes) and on the left hand the ziarat of Said-I-Aftür, which is surrounded with trees and enclosed by a mud wall. About 14 miles further on the considerable village of Ludh is reached (total 1 hour 35 minutes), about 5 miles. The path is broad, dry, and level throughout.

The ruins are situated on the foot of the spur a few hundred yards to the south of the village. From Ludh there is an excellent road over the table-land by the foot of the mountains to Lutsapür, a village on the right bank of the Jhelum; the distance is about 3 miles. [June 1872.]

PAMPÚR TO SHAR.

Leaving the town of Pampür the path lies through the Nand Nigal, and across the plain and rice-fields to the small village of Uffór, 1 mile, whence the path rises to Halaband, a large village on the edge of the water, 1 mile, through which it descends, and after passing small village of Indur in right hand, rises over low spur to the village of Wáin, which lies at the foot of the mountains, 2 miles. Between Wán and Kew, 1 mile, the path is rather stony; it then passes on in a south-easterly direction to Shar, 1 mile, total about 6 miles.

This is a good, broad, dry path throughout, except where it lies through the rice-fields between Pampür and Uffór. There is a more direct route through Kolchahal, but the road is said not to be so good, lying almost entirely through rice-fields. [June 1872.]

2. AWÁNTÍFDR   9 4     9 4     By good road, or by boat.—(See Route No. 27.)

3. TÁL        6 0     24 0     Leaving Awántífdr path follows base of the Wastar- 

wan mountain in a south-easterly direction for about a mile to the small village of Bó, shortly after leaving which it ascends to the high level plain, which it crosses in an easterly direction by a broad dry track passing through Chak, a small village lately founded by the governor of Kashmir, shortly after which it descends into the valley; it then lies through rice cultivation, and is generally rough and wet, crossing the streams (by a small bridge, or they may be forded without difficulty) just before reaching the village of Nendal, leaving which the ziarat and spring of Sat sahid with its large poplar trees is left at some distance to the right, and the path continues as before through the rice-fields to the village of Balli. Tál lies rather more than a mile due east of this village; the path lies through the rice-fields, and crossing the stream ascends to the plateau on which Tál stands. The total distance is between 5 and 6 miles. [June 1872.]

On proceeding up the river to Tádrus or Súrsú, 4 miles, there is another road to Tiál.

Leaving Tádrus or Súrsú, which is a considerable village situated on the south bank of the Jhelum between Bít Belánum and Awántífdr, the path lies in a south-easterly direction through the rice-fields to Tekkí Bal, whence it turns up the valley in a north-easterly direction by the foot of the Awántífdr hill to the village of Larmár; the path, which is smooth, broad and level, passes on to the village of Woppehán, then to Amí, and then to Larmár, which latter village is situated at the north-east end of the water. The path then crosses a patch of rice cultivation, and, striking another table-land, passes along it between the village of Mír and ziarat of Siaíd Pákruddin, 1069
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Route No. 74—continued.

which is built on the edge of the ridge, from whence it passes on to the large village of Kalli (a spring of water shaded by some fine chunar trees by the side of the road); the path then ascends and crosses the table-land to the large village of Tral. Supplies abundant; excellent water; and ample space for encamping. Good road throughout, 6 miles from Sarsed.

There is a road from—

TRAL TO SUITPUBA BY THE BHAGUM ROAD.

Leaving Tral, the principal village in the Wallar pargana, the road ascends by the villages of Sarsa, Harand, and Satur, passing by the Sutar village of Lehndar, on the descent into the Dachingpara valley.
The distance is 9 kia. Ponies can traverse this path. [From native information.]

4. ARPHAL—70 31 0 Leaving Tral, the path proceeds in a northerly direction through the fields to the village of Dowa; it then passes on just above Dhowan (a spring and three houses shaded by some trees), and through rice-fields; crossing several branches of the Arphal stream to the village of Kuchnalla, and leaving Nader to the left, it proceeds through rice-fields, rising slightly to the village of Lurrum, whence it continues, as before, to the village of Lurrum, situated on one of the main branches of the Arphal stream, about 25 feet wide and two feet deep, flowing with a moderate current; it is bridged by two large slabs of stone; the path then passes on between the villages of Handura to the east and Pastuni to the west (from this village there is a road to Pumphur, crossing the ridge) to the village of Warphur, whence it turns down through the rice cultivation in the middle of the valley, crossing the Lom stream (foradak) by a bridge, and leaving the village of Bardund on the left bank; it passes on up to Arphal. A small village; some supplies; excellent water; and grass and shade for encamping. A good road, having a very slight rise.

The distance from Tura or Awantisur to Arphal can easily be accomplished in one march.

5. KANCHURBAL—4 0 35 0 Leaving Arphal, the path, which is smooth and almost level, continues in a northerly direction up the valley, passing close to the village of Kanaugund, whence it lies by the left bank of the stream, with slight rise, to the considerable village of Satura, at the south end of which is a large sirdat surrounded by a stone wall. (From this village the roads separate, one side Zostan continuing in a northerly direction, the path by Narastan turning up the valley to the east). Leaving Satura, the path crosses a small stream by (kanaal) bridge, and keeping up the south side of the valley rises gently to the small hamlet of Gatru, whence it rises through cultivation and beautiful forest, crossing numerous rills and branches of the Braianuran stream, and the main stream by a (kanaal) bridge, just before reaching the hamlet of Narastan, which lies on the north side of the valley. From Narastan the path turns up the valley of a small stream flowing from the Sarahnul mountain; the ascent is more marked, but is not steep; at about a mile from the village, path crosses the stream by a (kanaal) bridge, and reaches the small camping ground called Kanchurbal, situated in a wooded glade on the right bank of the stream under the rocks. Fuel and water plentiful; no supplies.

6. GROKIAN—6 0 41 0 Leaving camp, the path turns up the spur to the west, and follows it in a northerly direction. The ascent, which occupies about 35 minutes, is steep, but the path is good; it then lies along the top of the spur by the edge of the forest, then in a north-easterly direction, the ascent being less steep, to a shepherd's hut situated on the grassy side of the hill. This place is known as Dudaia; it lies a few hundred yards south of the Hobal Pathar encamping ground. From this point there are two paths, one continuing north and joining the Zostan and Nagbran route; the other turns up the Khorbat mountain in a north-easterly direction. Following the latter, the path makes a long steep ascent to the Pensi Marg, a grassy plain lying between the rocky Sarahnul mountain to the south-east, and the Bariwast mountain on the south-west. The path descends through the grassy marg, crossing the small stream which drains it, and lies along the east side of the valley, joining the path by Zostan and Nagbran Marg, and continuing up the valley for about 3 miles to the camping ground of Grokian, which is situated in a sheltered spot in the narrow grassy valley on the right bank of the Arphal stream, here called the Mar Sar mula. Juniper bushes furnish the only supply of fuel. Thermometer, 4 a.m., 7th July, 50° in shade. Large flocks of sheep are pastured in the valley.

From the Grokian encamping ground there is said to be a good path leading to Palagnet, see Route No. 20 in Dachingpara. From Grokian it crosses the Ramaditash mountain, and passing the Tar Sar, follows the course of the stream which flows from the lake to Lidwassat, at its confluence with the northern branch of the Lihat, where there are usually some shepherds' huts, 6 kia. From Lidwassat to Palagnet the path follows the course of the Lihat, passing about half way the deserted village of Aru, 7 kia. The Ramaditash mountain is steep; the rest of this path is said to be down an easy slope.
### Routes in Kashmir and Ladak - Route No. 74—concluded.

| 7. Jajimarg | 60 | The path keeps on the right bank of the stream, and rises gradually up the grassy valley, which bends towards the north-west. The mountains on both sides are steep and rocky, those to the west being perpendicular heavy cliffs. (A little beyond the track leading over the Ramadatch mountain to the north-east to the Tar Sar, there is another leading in the same direction over the Wainbing Ramadatch; this latter track appears to be very steep). Approaching the Mar Sar, which is about three miles distant from the Gokian camping ground, the valley is narrowed by a mass of rock, called Thamtal; passing these rocks to the south-west, the path rises gradually to the lake, crossing the Arrah stream just after it issues from it. The stream is here small and can be forded, but it soon increases in volume in its passage down the valley. After crossing the stream, the path lies along the north-east side of the lake, over masses of boulders and snow (8th July), ascending the range to the north; this ascent is steep, but not otherwise difficult; the track is scarcely distinguishable, but the summit of the pass is marked by two upright stones (probable elevation about 14,000 feet). The descent on the north side to the Chanda Sar is not so steep as the ascent; the track lies along the west side of the lake, and a little further on debouches into the Jajimarg, towards its western extremity. This camping ground is at a great elevation, and the supply of juniper for fuel is exceedingly scanty. The total distance from the Gokian camp to the Jajimarg is about 6 miles, and, when the snow lies deep, takes laden coolies about 6 hours; later in the season it would be advisable to push on to the Sonamas Marg. |
| 8. Sūrphrāh | 90 | The track lies in a westerly direction to the end of the marg, passing a small tarn to the south-west. (The name of this piece of water seems to be Sonas Sar, that above it, invisible from the level of the marg, Yam Sar, and that to the west, likewise invisible, Kem Sar). The track then leaves the Jajimarg by the gorge to the north-west, dropping down an abrupt, rocky descent to the Sonamas Marg, down which it passes towards its northern extremity, where it crosses to the right bank of the stream, ascending for a short distance the mountain towards the north, and dropping down through the forest along the side of the mountain, and over the spur in a north-westerly direction to the village of Sūrphrāh in the Sind valley. The distance from the Jajimarg camp to Sūrphrāh is probably about 9 miles, and it takes coolies as many hours to traverse it. |

**Total:** 560
**ROUTE No. 75.**  
**SRINAGAR to SÚRÚ and thence to LÉH (by NOWBÚG, the MARGAN PASS, INSHIN, BÁSMAN, and the BHOST KHOL.)**  
(ALSO BY THE KWAJ KÚR ROUTE AND SÚRÚ.)

**Authorities.—Drew—Bates—Montgomery.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage or halting-place</th>
<th>Distance in Miles</th>
<th>Description, &amp;c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. ISLAMÁRÁD</td>
<td>35 0</td>
<td>By good road, but generally by boat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. KARPÚR</td>
<td>13 0</td>
<td>Huts; cross a low range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. GÚRÁN</td>
<td>14 0</td>
<td>Pass NOWBÚG, leaving which the path, which is smooth and level, proceeds in a north-easterly direction up the valley; at about a mile it passes through the hamlet of Tungwim, and on to GEDRAMAN, and leaving the small village of BANNUTTO to the west, it passes through Hairmuttu, which lies at the foot of the mountains forming the west side of the valley; thence it continues up the valley, and enters the forest to the west of GÚRÁN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. INSHIN</td>
<td>18 0</td>
<td>The path ascends gradually along the right bank of the stream, passing through several grassy glades, and making a short ascent to the Hajjalal stream, which is crossed by a KÁSÁL bridge. After entering the forest, the valley contracts considerably, the mountain sides to the south being steep, clothed with dense pine forest; on the north the hills are less abrupt and more open, covered with grass and rocks. After crossing the Hajjalal stream the route becomes more decided, but the path is nowhere steep or difficult. The path ascends the spur, which is covered with scrub jungle, to above the limit of the forest, and then lies along its grassy side; it then becomes rocky, crossing much snow (15th June). A few upright stones mark the top of the Margan Pass (elevation 11,600 feet), the ascent to which is easy and gradual throughout, and practicable for ponies. Having gained the top, the path, which is quite level for about 1½ mile, lies through a narrow valley, between the steep sides of the mountain; just before commencing the descent, the remarkable peaks called Nûn and Kán are seen over the crests of the mountains forming the east side of the Marí Wardwan valley. The descent is at first very gradual along the left bank of the stream formed by the melting of the snows on the pass; the path then keeps above the stream along the bare, rocky side of the mountain, crossing numerous rills. The first indications of forest on the descent, consisting of a few birch trees, have received the name of Miran-kí-BURWÍ, a legend relating that they were produced by a blow from the staff of a holy man of that name. A little further on, the path ascends through a patch of pine forest called Pak NAK, and is rather steep; but for the rest of the way it lies almost continuously along the side of the bare precipitous mountain high above the torrent which rolls down the bottom of the valley; in some places it is rocky, narrow, and steep, but for the most part the descent is gradual; the path strikes the Marí Wardwan valley above the villages of BÁDÍ on the right bank of the river and Wardwan on the left bank; it thence descends abruptly the face of the hill, crossing the Marí Wardwan river just below the village of INSHIN. The KÁSÁL bridge, which is now in rather rickety condition, measures about 50 feet between the piers. The camping ground at INSHIN is at the south-west corner of the village, shaded by a few stunted trees. Supplies cannot be depended upon. [June 1872.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. BÁSMÁN</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>A village of about twenty houses built of wood; a small dilapidated mud fort commands the village; no supplies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1072
Leaving Basman, the road is level for some distance along the right bank of the river; it then crosses to the left bank, passing beneath the village of Gumbar (ten houses) and on through Rikinwas (five houses), crossing back to the right bank before reaching Suknis (eight houses); no supplies obtainable; road level all the way.

8. HARMADULU 10 0 110 0  Road level, following the right bank of the river; at Harmadulu the river is crossed to the left bank by a double (dual) bridge; it is not fordable when snows are melting. There are no habitations at this place, but birch and pine wood is obtainable. Camping ground is on the right bank of the river.

9. PAJAHOI 10 0 120 0  Cross to left bank of river by bridge; gradual ascent with occasional descents; road good. At Pajahoi there is a large rock capable of sheltering forty men. A kos to the west of the encamping ground the remains of an old fort are passed; it is called Hampet, and stands opposite the confluence of the Drobags Nai stream, which flows into the Bhunt Khol at the Wunim Waj.

10. Kainting 14 0 134 0  The path is pretty level following the river-bank. The camping ground of Kainting is a small plain on the Rang Marg, situated on the left bank of the river below the Saga mountains (Saga in Kashmiri signifies "perpetual snow"). About half-way between Pajahoi and Kainting the Kunig is passed, from near which the path to Sordi by the Kwasj Kur Pannal (described below) branches off. At Kainting the birch tree is found, and fuel is obtainable.

11. JALAHOI MAIDAN 22 0 166 0  This is a very long march, crossing the Bhunt Khol Pass (elevation 14,370 feet), 9 kos of ascent and 5 of descent. There is a small spot on the top of the pass usually clear of snow, where, in fine weather, travellers sometimes encamp; but as no wood or fuel of any description is obtainable, cooked provisions must be carried on this stage.

Jalahoi Maidán is merely a halting-place; there are no habitations, and wood is not procurable; water from a stream.

12. Sordi 17 0 173 0  The path descends gradually, crossing the Dunmar river about 3 kos from Jalaloo Maidán. The river is fordable, running in several channels. A fort here built by the Dogras in 1834.

Drew gives the marches from Inshin thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suknis</th>
<th>15 miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dumar</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moskulu</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sordi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kwaj Kur Route.

10. MORSE KHOL 127 0  This route leaves that above described near the Kunig between Pajahoi and Kainting.

Morse Khol; it is steep. The Morse Khol camping ground is a small plain; some bushes furnish a scanty supply of fuel.

11. GANDAN MAR 17 0 144 0  The path ascends to Schikhol (in Kashmiri, "the sandy place") or to Kailhol (the haunt of flocks); stream 2 kos, and then lies up the bed of the stream 4 kos to the summit of the Kwaj Kur Pannal; it is then level, or with a gradual descent for 2 kos; it then passes between the Wazral Dekha peaks on
**Routes in Kashmir and Ladak.**

*Route No. 76—concluded.*

either side of the path, and makes a steep descent to Gandan Mar, 2 hrs. There are no habitations or wood; a little brushwood may be obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Dunnor</td>
<td>8 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Suru</td>
<td>13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>166 0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The descent to the Dunnor river, where this path rejoins the Rang Marg route, is steep and rough.

These routes are usually open from June until November; from about the end of July or the beginning of August, that by the Rang Marg, more generally known as the Saga route, is abandoned in favour of the Kwaj Kur Panjil road, for the reason that, as the summer advances, the snow which bridges the Bhut Khol stream gets rotten and breaks into holes. The Kwaj Kur route is the steepest.

A considerable number of ponies are taken annually from Maru Wardwan for sale in Suru, usually by the Kwaj Kur pass; they must be led, as neither of the roads are practicable for laden animals.

The traffic on these roads is inconsiderable, but for such commodities as are intended for markets south of the Bandhoo Pass, they are more direct than the high road by Dras, and even in the case of goods intended for Srinagar, there is the advantage of water carriage from Islamabád.

It is probable that the customs duties levied on these roads are much lighter than on that by Dras, and this doubtless attracts some little traffic. ([From native information.])—(Notes.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Village left bank Suru at junction of Nakpochu from west; supplies and sheep procurable. A path leads by the banks of Nakpochu past Omba village, and across the Ombo La to Dras. Ascent difficult; descent easy. Kartis, the capital of the district, lies opposite Sanku at junction of the Palumba Chh.</td>
<td>18 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>337 0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kargil to Dras, and Route No. 70, Kargil to Kartisaba.
### INDEX TO ROUTES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Route</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Abbottabad</td>
<td>Hunsf.</td>
<td>Oghi and Chilas</td>
<td></td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abbottabad</td>
<td>Chilas</td>
<td>Mozafarabad, Sharidi, and Kankatori River</td>
<td></td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Abbottabad</td>
<td>Gésrais</td>
<td>Kishen Ganga Valley</td>
<td>Bates-Montgomery</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Abbottabad</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Mozafarabad and Baramula</td>
<td>Saward</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abbottabad</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Mozafarabad and Sopir</td>
<td></td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(a)</td>
<td>Ali Malik Marhi (Deosai)</td>
<td>Khirim Village (Astor)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmed Ali Khan</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Bánar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biddulph</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Hindus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biddulph</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bandipura</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Kumri Pass</td>
<td>Harrow</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9(a)</td>
<td>Burzil Kothi</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dalhousie</td>
<td>Léh</td>
<td>Chamsha, Gulabgarh, and</td>
<td></td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lamayuri</td>
<td></td>
<td>906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10(a)</td>
<td>Daghoni</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td>Shigar</td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Darband</td>
<td>Hunsf.</td>
<td>The Indus</td>
<td>The Mulla</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dharmasala</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Chamba and Badraur</td>
<td></td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Dárén</td>
<td>Chunchar Pass</td>
<td>Hayward, Tanner,</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Harrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Gakúch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harrow</td>
<td>915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Hónza</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harrow</td>
<td>916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Imít</td>
<td>Cherkala</td>
<td>Biddulph</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Kshomir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hayward-Biddulph</td>
<td>919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18(a)</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

### LIST OF ROUTES—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Route</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Gujrat</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Barungali, Chota Gali Pass, and Kachgal River.</td>
<td></td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Gujrat</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Bhimbar and Pir Panjāl</td>
<td></td>
<td>924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Gujrat</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Râjauri, Pûnch and Háji Pir Pass.</td>
<td></td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Gûrais</td>
<td>Anser</td>
<td>Bûrzil Pass</td>
<td>Manifold</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Gurdaspûr</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Pathânkôt, Khishtwâr, and Marbul Pass.</td>
<td></td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Gujaspûr</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Pathânkôt, Badrawâr, Brari Bal Pass.</td>
<td></td>
<td>937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25(a)</td>
<td>Hissar</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>Fido Nagar River</td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khán</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25(b)</td>
<td>Hunza</td>
<td>Chalt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khán</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Islamabâd</td>
<td>Amrinâk &amp; Baltal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Islamabâd</td>
<td>Barumûsa</td>
<td>By boat</td>
<td></td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Islamabâd</td>
<td>Inshin</td>
<td>Rial Pawan Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Islamabâd</td>
<td>Petgám</td>
<td>Nowbog and Hoksar Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Jhelum</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Pûnch and Ürî</td>
<td></td>
<td>956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Kâğhân</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Barrow, from native information.</td>
<td>961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Khishtwâr</td>
<td>Inshin</td>
<td>Petgám</td>
<td></td>
<td>962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Khishtwâr</td>
<td>Nowbog</td>
<td>Chingam Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Gar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Noh</td>
<td>Tankâî</td>
<td></td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Pî̄mûn</td>
<td>Dî̄gar and Shyok River</td>
<td></td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Shâbdûla</td>
<td>Saserund Karakoram Passes</td>
<td></td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Shâbdûla</td>
<td>The Shyok and Karakoram.</td>
<td></td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Shâbdûla</td>
<td>Chang Chenmo</td>
<td></td>
<td>973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Shâbdûla</td>
<td>Do. (Eastern Variation).</td>
<td></td>
<td>979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Skardû</td>
<td>Chorbat and Khapâlu</td>
<td></td>
<td>982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Lî̄h</td>
<td>Skardû</td>
<td>By the Indus (winter route)</td>
<td></td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Route</td>
<td>From</td>
<td>To</td>
<td>By</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Mari</td>
<td>Panch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Mari</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Kohala, Baramulla; also Salar-Ka-Dhar Pass.</td>
<td>Pates, Montgomerie, Drew.</td>
<td>984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44(a)</td>
<td>Mari</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Kohala, Baramulla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44(b)</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>Hispar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Graunt</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44(c)</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>Hunza</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td>Hispar Pass</td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Rouda</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biddulph</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Rouda</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biddulph</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Shariq</td>
<td>Chilas</td>
<td>Kamakoti-ri Pass</td>
<td>Bates, Montgomerie</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Shapian</td>
<td>Baramulla</td>
<td>Chur and Gulmar</td>
<td>Bates</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Aknur, Baddil Pass</td>
<td>Bates, Montgomerie, Drew, Allgood.</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Aknur, Raizard</td>
<td>Bates, Montgomerie, Robert, Drew.</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Banhal Pass</td>
<td>Bates, Montgomerie, Robert, Drew.</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52(a)</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Banhal Pass</td>
<td>Younghusband</td>
<td>1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Jalalpur, Bhimber and Raizard</td>
<td></td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Jamu, Chimeni, Kishtwar</td>
<td></td>
<td>1008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Sialkot</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Jamud, Gulahgahr</td>
<td></td>
<td>1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Simla</td>
<td>Leh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Simla</td>
<td>Jangi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Simla</td>
<td>Leh</td>
<td>Sarhun, Spiti, Lahaul, Zanskar.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Simla</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Ketoar, Rotang Pass, and Kishtwar.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Bank Pass</td>
<td>Vigne</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Alumpi Pass</td>
<td>Draw, Godwin-Austen.</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61(a)</td>
<td>Skardu</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmad Ali Khan</td>
<td>1031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ROUTES IN KASHMIR AND LADAKH.

**LIST OF ROUTES—concluded.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Route</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61(b)</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Bilafun Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>Hispar Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>1039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Hoondu</td>
<td>Left bank of Indus</td>
<td></td>
<td>1041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Towards Yákand</td>
<td>Mustágh Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>1042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Sepúr</td>
<td>Bandipur</td>
<td>Lalkdra and Lolbó Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Sepúr</td>
<td>Gulmarg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Kanzalwán and Gogai Stream</td>
<td></td>
<td>1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Astor</td>
<td>Dorikún Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Gilgit</td>
<td>Dráś, Skardú and the Indus</td>
<td></td>
<td>1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Léh</td>
<td>Dráś, Kargil, Lamaydr</td>
<td></td>
<td>1059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Sindhuri and thence to Sharidí</td>
<td>Kanzalwán and Kishan Ganga Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td>1066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Skardú</td>
<td>Góraí and Desmá plains</td>
<td></td>
<td>1068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Surphzar</td>
<td>Pampúr, Awántipúr</td>
<td></td>
<td>1069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Srinagar</td>
<td>Súrú and Léh</td>
<td>Nowbúrg Margan Pass, and the Bhot Khol</td>
<td></td>
<td>1072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX

Abadan, 161
Abbotabad, 875, 876, 884, 886
Abbott, Captain, 6
Abdali, Ahmed Shah, 126
Abdulond, 161
Abid, 161
Acacia, 42
Achamal, 161
Achar, 161
Achibal, 125, 161
Achinathang, 162
Achur, 162
Achurbal, 163
Adamabad, 163
Addai, 163
Addidak, 163
Administration, 118
Adur, 163
Affrayada, 163
Afghanistan, 126
Afsh, 163
Agar, 164
Agham, 164
Aha Tung, 164
Ahmad Shah, 126
Aik river, 164
Aitchison, Dr., 82
Ajanabad, 164
Ajimgarh, 164
Ajius, 165
Akhal, 165
Aknur, 165
Aksai Chin, 10, 166
Aktagh, 166
Alchi, 166
Alchuri, 166
Aliabad, 166
Aliabad Sarai, 166
Alder, 42
Ali Malik Marhi, 891
Alimalik Marri, 898
Alibransa pass, 167
Alikor, 167
Alser, 167
Als, 167
Alsoa See Alsu
Alumpi La, 167
Amarnath, 11, 168, 944
Amrawati, 168
Amgarhi, 168
Anaikot, 169
Anar, 169
Anat Nag, 170
Anchar, 11, 170
Andra, 170
Animals, 94
Ans, 170
Anthokar See Khurmang
Aora, 171
Apple, 48
Apricot, 47
Ara, 170
Arabul, 171
Aramura, 172
Arampura See Kulangam
Arandu, 172
Arat, 172
Arats, 172
Ardivin, 172
Arghan, 172
Arigam, 172
Arihel, 173
Barasing, 96
Bard-Ar, 210
Bardhar pass See Bard-Ar
Barerel, 210
 Bargam, 210
Bargu, 210
Bari, 210
Bariben pass, 210
Barigah pass, 210
Barisil, 211
Barmas, 211
Barral, 211
Barsala, 211
Barshala, 211
Bartso, 211
Barwhe, 211
Bas, 212
Basant Pachmi, 212
Basantha river, 212
Basaoli, 212
Basgo, 214
Basha, 214, 215
Basho, 216
Basin, 216
Basman, 216
Basti, 216
Bata, 217
Batal, 217
Batalkot, 217
Batapura, 217
Batgund, 218
Batiyan, 218
Batmalu, 218
Batoli, 218
Batpura, 218, 219
Battergan, 219
Batu, 219
Bawan, 219
Bawanji See Bunji
Bayl, 230
Beakan, 220
Bears, 95
Beas, 88
Behat, 220
Bei Nala, 220
Beja, 220
Bela, 220
Bellew, Mr, 15
Belliaa, 662
Beloh, 220
Bem, 220
Beraru, 221
Berberry, 44
Bernier, 125
Bhachcha, 221
Bhadarkashi, 221
Bhadarwah See Badrawar
Bhala, 221
Bhaniyar, 221
Bhao See Shummal Lungpa
Bhara, 221
Bhatkot, 222
Bhaumajo See Bhumju
Bhedri Ka Gali, 222
Bhimbar, 222
Bhimbar Gali, 222
Bhot Kol, 222
Bhot Kol Pass, 223
Bhots, 10
Bhugmur, 223
Bhumju, 223
Bhup Singh Pari, 223
Bhurtpura, 223
Bhutna, 223, 224
Biafo, 225
Biaho, 225
Biano, 225
Biarun, 225
Bichlari, 226
Biddulph, Major, 21
Bien, 226
Biflaj, 226
Bihu, 226
Bij-Behara, 226
Bilafun Pass, 1034
Bilaur, 228
Bilergu, 228
Billata, 229
Bimman, 12
Bin Kad, 229
Birch, 42
Birds, 101
Biregati, 229
Birok La, 229
Biru, 229
Birwa, 229
Bish La, 229
Bisil, 230
Bitarh, 230
Black Range See Kali Thar
Black Water See Nakpo-Chu
Bo, 230
Boats, 12
Bobal, 230
Bobernanag, 230
Boghdan, 230
Bolor, 231
Booglan, 231
Boorphar, 231
Bo, 231
Borkan, 231
Borrogam, 232
Boru, 232
Bose, 232
Boundaries, 3
Bradarwani, 26
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brahmaputra, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bragar, 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachang, 233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braldu, 233, 234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brama, 234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brangza See Balti-Brangsa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brangesa Saser, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branyen, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brar, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brariangan, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brari Bal, 235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brarinambal, 236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges, 13, 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brimbar, 236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bring, 12, 236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringhin, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringhin-Lannor, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinnar, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brint, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briound, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britz See Barisil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brok See Drok</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokpas, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokpa-Magjo-Tandal, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bror, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubar, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhists, 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budil, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budkul, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budurmunu, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugra, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buillunder, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulachi, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulakchi, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bujwas, 901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulak-J-Murghai, 243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulda, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buli, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullan, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumzu See Bhumju</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunar, 891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundar Pass, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bungla Bul, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunji, 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buran, 245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buranambal, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burehathang, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burji La, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnai, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burni, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burphar, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burtsi, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buru, 247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burzil, 247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunji, 875, 909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burawai, 881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burzil Kothi, 898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butwor, 248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byicha, 248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp, 881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle, 85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayley's Pass, 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtis, 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chachata, 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chack, 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadartash, 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagra, 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chahal, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain See Tsin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaising, 881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chajosh Jilga, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chak, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chak, Kaji, 123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chak, Shams-V-Din, 123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalk, 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakarkot, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakoti, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakr, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chak Talao Camp, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaksang See Tsakshang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaliskot See Saliskot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalna, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalt, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamba, 4, 11, 907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamba border, 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamkot, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chammerian, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamogah, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champas, 25, 251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champura, 252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamshai, 252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanagund, 252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanda, 252, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandak, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandal, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandanwas, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandargund, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandar Sar, 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandigar, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandnian, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra Bhaga, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changang, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changas, 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Burma, 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changchenmo Valley, 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang La, 256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changchenmo Valley, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changlung, 257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changlung Burma Pass, 257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changlung Pangtung Pass, 257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changlung Yokma See Cayley Pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changtash See Kumdan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaaqthan Plains, 258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changihang See Reng
Chanla See Zangla
Chanote, 258
Chanpura, 259
Chanthan, 259
Chao Muk, 259
Chaprot, 259
Charak, 260
Charasa, 260
Charat, 260
Charchar Pass, 260
Chargali, 260
Charkang, 261
Charlung See Changlung
Chashma Shahi, 261
Chatar, 261
Chatardhar, 261
Chatargarh, 261
Chatero, 261
Chati See Satti
Chataskal, 262
Chauki Chora, 262
Chechian, 262
Cheiyeer, 262
Chejwa, 262
Chelang Labho Pass, 262
Chenab, 14, 262
Chenglung See Changlung
Cher Kala, 266
Cherry, 47
Chestnut, 42
Chhorten, 267
Chibali, 26
Chibbal, 267
Chibhali dialects, 27
Chibhalis, 25, 267
Chibra Camp, 268
Chibra Mangkang See Monkang
Chika, 268
Chikar, 268
Chikta, 269
Chil, 269
Chila, 269
Chillas, 269
Chiling, 269
Chiling Chu See Zanskar River
Chilung Pass, 269
Chimchak, 270
Chimre, 270
Chimray, 270
China, 120
Chineni, 270
Chingas See Changas
Chingram, 270
Chinjiart, 270
Chipchuck, 270
Chiri See Sowar
Chishot, 271
Chitta Pani, 271
Chittar, 271
Chitti Nadi, 271
Chittingul, 271
Chiuli, 271
Choaan, 272
Chob-I-Pant, 45
Chodra See Sadura
Chogal, 272, 889
Choi, 273
Chokial, 273
Chonchar Pass, 273
Chonglung See Changlung
Chontash See Kumdan
Chongo, 273
Chonga, 274
Chongtash See Changtash
Chorbat, 274
Chorbat Pass, 275
Chota Ali, 276
Choutra, 276
Chowgali, 877
Char, 276
Chrat, 277
Chuar, 277
Chuchli, 277
Chugam, 278
Chujkot, 278
Chulanka, 278
Chulung See Chulanka
Chumathang, 278
Chumur, 278
Chumurti, 278
Chun, 278
Chunar, 41
Chunga, 278
Chung Jungle, 278
Chunglung Pass See Changlung
Pangtung Pass
Chungtash See Changtash
Churit, 279
Churka, 279
Chur Nags, 275
Churten See Chhorten
Chushot See Shushot
Chushul See Shushal
Chutrun, 279
City lake See Dal lake
Clay, 30
Climate, 14
Coal, 31
Communications, Roads, 15, 17, 19;
Water, 16; Postal, 17; Railways,19; Telegraph, 20
Compaas La See Dera Kompas
Copper, 28
Crystal, 32
Cultivation, 32
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Cunningham, Captain A, 4, 14
Currant, 52
Currency, 159
Cypress, 40

Dabigarh, 280
Dachin, 280
Dachinpara, 280
Dachkat, 280, 896
Dachung, 280
Dagar, 281
Daghoni, 906
Dagli, 281
Dogs, 90
Dah, 281
Dah, dialect of, 27
Dahn-I-Murghai, 281
Daigwar, 281
Dainam Sar, 281
Dainkmarg, 281
Dainyur, 281
Datiramun, 282
Dakar, 282
Dakinkot, 282
Dal lake, 11, 282
Dalhousie, 899, 907
Dali Nar, 282
Dalwiche, 282
Damot, 282
Damshahib, 283
Dana, 283
Danda, 283
Dandi, 283
Danga, 283
Dangerpur, 283
Dangerwari, 283
Danna, 284
Danni, 284
Dansal, 284
Dansu, 284
Daolat—Beguldi, 284
Dar, 285
Dara, 285
Dards, 25
Darpura, 285
Darel, 914
Darh, 285
Darhal, 285
Darband, 909
Darat, 896
Darpura, 285
Darral, 285
Darral, 878
Das, 286
Dashkin, 286, 895
Dasonid, 286
Dasut, 286

Date-palm, 45
Daud, 908
Dawaren, 287
Debring, 287
Deloga, 287
Demo-Chu, 287
Demul, 287
Deobani, 287
Deodar, 37
Deogol, 287
Deoru, 287
Deosai, 10, 288
Deosai plateau, 78
Deo Mir See Nanga Parbat
Deosar, 289
Dera Kompas Camp, 289
Dera Kompas Pass, 289
Derpet, 298
Deskit, 289
Dewa, 290
Dewar, 290
Dewaspura, 290
Dhanni, 290
Dharmsal, 290
Dharmsala, 290, 291, 912
Dharot, 291
Dhian Singh, 132
Dhiangarh, 291
Dhiyar, 291
Dhup, 56
Dialagam, 291
Dibla Shergol, 291
Dubsa Sertkol See Dibla Shergol
Diduf Nag, 292
Digar, 292
Digar La, 292
Digdhol, 292
Dillard, 292
Dillon-Ka-Ghat, 292
Dinagar, 931
Dingla, 293
Dinyer, 293
Diosur, 293
Dipsang, 10
Dipsang Plain, 293
Dirla, 293
Dit Chal, 294
Diyamir, 294
Do, 294
Dobwan, 294
Doda, 294
Dodar Gali, 296
Dolba, 296
Dodwagan, 296
Dogoro, 296
Dogras, 25, 296
Dogri, 26, 27, 297
Doian, 896
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Dok, 298
Doko Dhibire, 298
Domaila, 875
Domel, 298
Don Zho, 298
Dongan, 298
Dong-Aylak, 298
Dong-Lung See Dachung
Dopatta, 298
Dora, 299
Dorgu, 299
Dorikun, 299
Dou-U, 299
Dowal, 300
Dowani, 300
Drabble, 300
Drabgama, 300
Dragari Thar, 300
Drang, 300
Dranga, 301
Drangriari, 301
Drangirari, 888
Drar, 301
Dras, 27, 301
Dras river, 13, 303
Dras Village, 303
Drawar, 304
Drawey, 306
Drayna, 306
Dredja, 306
Drew, Mr, 5, 9, 26
Drigam, 306
Dringla, 306
Drinja, 306
Drogbarg, 306
Drogjun, 307
Drogmal, 307
Drok, 307
Drudu, 307
Drungli, 307
Dubgao, 307
Dubji, 307
Dudar Kad, 308
Dudgay, 308
Dudh Ganga, 12, 308
Dudi, 882
Dudnial, 308, 879
Dudschurnag, 309
Dugra, 309
Duian, 309
Duiyan See Duian
Dulai, 309
Dulial, 6
Dulipura, 309
Dumal, 310
Dumba, 310
Dumkbar, 310
Dums, 310

Dundal, 311
Dunga, 311
Dunglung See Shinglung
Dunghul, 311
Dur, 311
Durgu, 311
Durgukh Village See Durgu
Duru, 311
Dus, 311
Dusu, 312
Dworian, 312

Eagle's Nest See Lokhzung
East India Company, 3
Egu, 313
Eidgah, 313
Eishmakan, 313
Ekekka, 313
Elaagnus Conferta, 43
Echli Diwan See Yangi Diwan
Elhas, Mr Ney, 5, 19
Elm, 40
Erin, 313
Ethnography, 23
Euphorbia, 43

Farka, 314
Farriabadi, 314
Fatehpur, 314
Fatipur, 314
Fatoksir, 904
Finance, 20
Firok Sher, 125
Firozpura, 314
Firs, 39
Fish 99
Fishhaltang, 314
Foljo, 315
Forests, 33
Forts, 155
Fotash, 315
Fothergilla involvcrate, 45
Fotu La, 315
Fowls, 88
Fruits, 45
Fultoki, 315
Fungi, 56
Futtoksir, 315

Gabis See Gavis
Gabra, 317
Gaddi, 317
Gadenwar, 317
Gaditar, 317
Gadramman, 318
Gunapura, 342
Gunder, 342
Gund, 342
Gundarpur, 342
Gundbal, 343
Gundi, 343
Gundial See Dras
Gundhashibat, 343
Gund-I-Sar Singh, 343
Gundpura, 343
Gunle, 343
Gunsar Nag, 344
Gupakar, 344
Gur, 344
Gurai, 893
Gurais, 27, 344, 876, 883, 894, 931
Gurais Fort, 346
Gurdaspur, 931, 937
Gurikot, 347, 895
Gurju, 347
Gurjur See Gurju
Gurnar, 347
Gurpur, 348
Gurukot, 348
Gusanaji Teng, 348
Gutalgund, 348
Gultibagh, 348
Gutru, 348
Gwali, 348
Gya, 348
Gya peak, 5
Gya Station, 348
Gya Stream, 349
Gyag, 349
Gyaphang See Gapshan
Gyen, 349
Gyik, 349
Gypsum, 30
Halu, 351
Haluni, 352
Halwagan, 352
Hamadani, Saiad Ali, 122
Hamal, 353
Hamuri, 353
Hanadku See Hesku Heniskot
Handumongur, 353
Handwara, 353
Hangray, 353
Hangualgund, 354
Hanjik, 354
Hanjipur, 354
Hanle, 10, 13, 354
Hanle plain, 10
Hanle River, 354
Hansdahutur, 355
Hansu Pass See Chorbat Pass
Hansweir, 355
Hanti 355
Hunu Goma, 355
Hunu Pass See Chorbat Pass
Hunu Stream 356
Haramosh, 356
Haramuk, 11, 357
Harcho, 357
Hardar Bal, 898
Hardas, 357
Hargamu, 357
Hargosal, 358
Haribal, 358
Haritrat, 358
Harkartand, 358
Harnag, 358
Harog, 358
Harong River See Lung Chu River
Harong La, 359
Harpatnar, 359
Harpetkai, 359
Harpo, 359
Harpo Pass, 360
Harran, 360
Harridana, 360
Harrakan Gali, 360
Harwin, 360
Hashupi, 360
Hasora, 360
Hasora See Astor
Hatian, 360, 884
Hatmalu, 361
Hatti, 361
Hattian, 361
Hatui Pir, 361
Haul-Bridge See Chika
Hayl, 362
Hazara, 3
Hazel, 42
Hemasilli, 362
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hembaps (See Dras)</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemis, 362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemis Shukpa, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemiya, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemp, 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hengo, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henvey, Mr. 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heskau Heniskot, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidrabad, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilbu, 363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillar, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himalaya, 8, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu Raj, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindutak Diwan Pass, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hingpura, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinjo La, 364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinzal, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiranagar, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirpur, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispar Pass, 365, 1039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiwar, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofatra, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hokarsar, 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hokra, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoksr, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly, 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holna, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holnar, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honupatta, 904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honzal, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopru, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hops, 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses and ponies, 91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoto, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundar, 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunza, 367, 916, 942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huuza Valley, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hupar, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hupar Pari, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hushe, 371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huzel, 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iskandarpur, 382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamabad, 382, 944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismail DeDori, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismailpur, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ispi, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabju, 894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade, 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagerpur, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagram, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahama, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahangir, 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jajimarg, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakbo Lahri, 932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalar, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamalpur, 385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamu, 12, 385-403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamu &amp; Kashmir territories by Drew 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamu Province, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamu, Rajas of, 117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jangalwar, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janota, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaora, 935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jara, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarva Tso, 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmirgarh, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasrota, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jat, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jat Gali, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jatti, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaubyor, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenker, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetti, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jezan, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jebelum, 6, 11, 12, 13, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhula, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhun, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jing, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinghano, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinrati, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiur, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julahs, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper, 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jura, 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurnial, 413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jutial, 413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jutipur, 413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabhi, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabul, 27, 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabutar Khana, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachgul, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachi Pir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachil, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachnambal, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kad, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kadal, 415
Kafi Dara, 415
Kag, 415
Kagani, 415
Kagazi, 46
Kaghan, 961
Kahar, 415
Kahnpur, 415
Kahuta, 415, 416
Kaila, 416
Kailas, 10, 416
Kailas range, 11
Kailgan Rocks, 416
Kaindizal, 416
Kainspur, 416
Kainu, 417
Kajipura, 417
Kajnag, 417
Kakani, 418
Kakjung, 418
Kak, Raja, 70
Kakkas, 418
Kaksal See Kuksar
Kalai, 418
Kala Pani, 418, 894
Kalorgan, 418
Kalhar, 418
Kalipura, 419
Kali Thar, 419
Kallain, 419
Kallan, 419
Kallavar, 881
Kali Kund, 420
Kaltura, 420
Kamakdori Gali, 876
Kamakdori Pass, 420
Kamara, 420
Kambai, 420
Kambo, 420
Kamil, 420
Kammar, 421
Kamraj, 421
Kamri, 422
Kamri Dara, 422
Kanabal, 423
Kanagund, 424
Kanal, 424
Kanari Range, 424
Kanda, 885
Kandabal, 424
Kanda La, 424
Kandbari, 424
Kand Hamza, 425
Kandi, 425
Kandni, 425
Kandpur, 415
Kandrik La See Purik La
Kanelwan, 425
Kanetta, 425
Kangam Nag, 425
Kangan, 426
Kangri, 426
Kangwattan, 426
Kani Pass, 426
Kanji, 426, 427
Kanji Pass, 427
Kankani See Gangani
Kankatori, 427
Kanknai, 427
Kankot, 427
Kanna Tsettepura, 427
Kanora, 427
Kanpur, 428
Kansar Bal, 428
Kansira, 428
Kantar Nag, 428
Canunor Kilang, 418
Kanzalwan, 893
Kanyagund, 428
Kanzalwan, 428
Kaormang, 429
Kapashna, 429
Kaplas, 429
Kapran, 429
Karai Thar, 429
Karakaram See Balti-Brangsa
Karakash, 430
Karakoram, 10, 434
Karakoram Brangsa See Balti-Brangsa
Karakoram pass, 5, 436
Karakoram, Stream, 436
Karasu, 436
Karatagh, 436
Karatagh Pass, 437
Karatagh Plains, 437
Karatagh Range See Karatagh Pass
Karawal Diwan, 437
Karbu See Kharbu
Karen, 437
Karewa, 438
Kargah, 438
Kargia, 439
Kargil, 439, 440
Karim, 440
Karimpura, 441
Karkarpur, 12, 441
Karkhe See Karkpet
Karkitchu See Kirkitchu
Karkpet, 441
Karao, 441, 442
Karney Gad, 443
Karoli, 443
Karoti, 443
Karpur, 443
Karsar, 443
Kartaksha See Khur mang
Kartze River See Suru River
Kartze, 444
Karzok See Korzo Gompa
Kashal Sar, 11
Kashmal, 444
Kashmir Valley, 445-480
Kashmir Gilga, 480
Kashmir Province, 480
Kashmiri, 26, 27
Kashmiris, 25
Kasht Ghar, 480
Kasirus, 481
Katai Dawan Pass, 481
Kathai, 481, 885
Kathira, 482
Kathua, 482
Katpana, 482
Katsura, 482
Katta, 483
Kaurpara, 483
Kawawine, 483
Kay La, 483
Kay Lomba River, 483
Kazi Nag, 484
Keehama, 484
Kehpura, 484
Keigham, 484
Kel Dara, 484
Keluncheh, 484
Kemis See Hemis
Kenipater, 485
Kepchung, 485
Kepsang, 485
Kepsang, 485
Kepsang Pass, 485
Kepsang Peak, 485
Kepstung Kiptung La, 485
Kesar, 486
Khafelung, 486
Khaibaris, 486
Khalsi, 486
Khamba, 486
Khan, Ali Mardan, 41, 125
Khan, Kasim, 124
Khan, Muhammad Azim, 127
Khan, Zabardast, 132
Khaului, 875
Khanapur, 486, 487
Khanbari Pass See Kandbari
Khandial, 487
Khanpur Sarai, 487
Khapalu, 487-489
Khar, 489
Kharbu, 489, 490
Khardong, 490
Khargya See Kargia
Kharidrman, 490
Kharnak, 491
Kharnak River, 491
Kharnak Sumdo, 491
Khartsar, 491
Khari, 491
Khatri, 491
Khazanabal, 491
Khere, 492
Khipur, 492
Khirim Village, 891
Khojasari, 492
Khomar, 492
Khora, 492
Khorkun, 492
Kho, 492
Khorpur, 493
Khotan, 493
Khourpara, 493
Khuhi, 493
Kuhuma, 493
Kuhlajun, 493
Kumdan River See Shyok
Kund, 493
Kurung, 494, 495, 496
Kurro See Kharu
Kusk Maidan, 496
Kiam, 496
Kiang Chu, 497
Kiang, 10
Kiang Maidan, 497
Kiang Plain, 497
Kidmung, 497
Klepsang See Kepsang Peak
Kilah Shay, 497
Killan, 10, 497
Kilung See Kaunor Kilang
Kimsaran, 498
Kinari, 498
Kindar, 498
Kindora, 498
Kinejut Pass, 498
Kirghiz Camp, 491
Kirghiz Jungle, 498
Kirghiz Pass, 498
Kiris, 499, 500
Kirk, 500
Kirkitchu, 500
Kirko, 500
Kirpa Ram, Diwan, 23
Kishan Ganga, 12, 500
Kishtwar, 11, 503-507, 962
Kithri Teng, 507
Kiung Gangla, 507
Kizil Angus, 507
Kizil Gilga, 508
Kizil Pass, 508
Kizil Tagh, 508
Knarlung, 508
Kofwara, 508
Kohala, 508
Kohaling, 509
Kohil, 509
Kohiyama See Khuihama
Kohlumba, 509
Koinabal, 509
Koirita, 510
Kokgund, 510
Kol, 510
Kolahoi, 510
Kolang Molang, 510
Kolhamna, 510
Kollur, 510
Kol Narawa, 510
Komara See Kamara
Komerie, 511
Kongra Chu, 511
Kongta La, 511
Kon Nag, 511
Konsa Nag, 511
Kons Nag, 511-512
Korwini, 513
Korzo Gompa, 513
Kospura, 513
Kot, 513
Kota Jilga, 513
Kotang, 513
Kothair, 513-14
Kotil, 514
Kotli, 514-15
Koundi, 515
Koun Nag, 515
Kountra, 516
Kowra, 516
Kowsa, 516
Kralnew, 516
Kralpura, 516
Kralwari, 516
Krar, 517
Krew, 517
Krimchi, 517
Krii, 518
Krishpura, 518
Kriti, 518
Kroas, 518
Krowa, 518
Krud, 519
Kruhin, 519
Kuando, 519
Kuchmallow, 520
Kuenlung mountains, 5
Kuenlung Mountains, 520
Kuenlung plains, 8,12
Kuenlung plains, 521
Kuenlung range, 11
Kugrang, 521
Kukar Nag, 521
Kukat Aghzi, 521
Kuksar, 521
Kuksar River, 521
Kukurius, 522
Kulan, 522
Kulangam, 522
Kulani, 522
Kulanuldi, 522
Kulgam, 522,523
Kulli, 523
Kulu, 4,11
Kulu route, 19
Kumbrial, 523
Kundan, 523
Kundi, 524
Kunis, 524
Kunus, 524
Kurgee See Kargia
Kuri, 524-25
Kurigan, 525
Kurpe, 526
Kurpito, 526
Kurrole, 526
Kuru, 526
Kurus, 526
Kushpura, 526
Kusting, 526
Kut, 53,526
Kutaklik, 526
Kuthar, 527
Kutus, 527
Kuwas, 527
Kuzuz, 527
Kwaj Kur Pansal, 527
Kyamgo Traggar, 527
Kyoongyum, 528
Kyun, 528
Kyung, 528
Kyung-Dum, 528

Labour, 84
Lachalang Pass, 530
Lachrat, 530
Ladak, 3, 5, 9, 12, 530-550
Ladakis, 25
Lado Laidi, 550
Ladrian, 551
Ladru, 551
La Ganshie, 551
Lagmar, 551
Lahan-I-Thal, 551
Lahan Tour, 552
Lahoul, 6, 11, 552
Lahoul districts, 4
Lah Shahrpur, 552
Lahwal, 552
Lakes, 11
Lakhipur, 552
Lakpat Rai, Wazir, 134
Lak-Zang See Lokzhung
Lalad, 552
Lal Ghulam, 553
Lal Khan Ki Garhi, 553
Lal Khol, 553
Lalla, 553, 878
Lalor, 554
Lalpur, 554
Lalu, 554
Lam, 554
Lama Guru, 554
Lama Kyent, 555
Lamayuru, 555
Lamsa, 555
Lanak Pass, 555
Landra, 556
Lang Karchu See Kartze
Langkareshu, 557
Lang Kurtze See Kartze
Languages, 26
Lanka, 557
Lanka Peak, 5
Lanka Pambay, 558
Lanka Rock, 558
Lannor, 558
Laoche La See Khardong Pass
Lapchuk, 120, 558
Lar, 560
Larch, 560
Lardo, 560
Laria, 560
Larikpur, 560
Larun, 560
Lashiputhar, 560
Latapur, 560
Latchipura, 561
Lathu Pass, 561
Lead, 28
Leather work, 84
Labraus, 906
Leh, 19, 899, 907, 963, 561
Leh Pass See Khardong Pass
Lehindajar, 566
Lelam, 566
Leopards, 95
Leptra, 567
Lhasa, 5
Leri, 567
Lidar, 567
Lider Khol, 568
Lidar Valley, 10.411
Lidarmont, 568
Lidarwat, 568
Lignite, 31
Likar, 568
Likche, 569
Lilahar, 569
Lilam, 569
Limbar, 569
Limestone, 30
Limsora, 569
Lingti, 10, 569
Lingti Plains, 569
Lingti Stream, 569
Lingzithang Plain, 570
Linzithang, 10
Linzithang plains, 8
Lirrow, 570
Lisi, 570
Lissu, 571
Littar, 571
Loang, 571
Lochan, 571
Lohat, 571
Lokzhung, 572
Lokzhung Range, 572
Lolab, 10, 572
Lolpur, 573
Londing, 573
Long Kongma, 574
Los, 574
Lotsam, 571
Lotsum See Lochan
Lotus, 68
Lower, 574
Ludar Marg, 574
Ludas, 906
Ludura, 574
Lulipura, 574
Lujyen, 574
Lukking, 575
Lukung, 575
Lumkang Pass, 575
Lundpur, 575
Lung Burma, 575
Lung Chu River, 575
Lungni, 576
Lungtung, 576
Lunkha, 576
Lur, 576
Lurao, 576
Lurgam, 576
Lutab, 577
Luverne, 56
Lyakjung, 577
Lyonhudar, 577

Machai Peak, 578
Machail, 901
Machala, 578
Machel, 578
Machhama, 578
Machhipuria, 578
Madhopur, 6
Magabsangar, 578
Magazines, 22
Magham, 578
Mahiyat, 579
Mahmud of Ghazni, 121
Mainagam, 579
Mainjigon, 579
Mainsti, 579
Mainra, 579
Maitwan, 580
Makahama, 580
Makam, 580
Makri, 581
Malan, 581
Maligam, 581
Malik, 581
Malikseri, 581
Malikhath, 582
Malingam, 582
Malor, 582
Maloti, 582
Malpura, 582-83
Malshabagh, 583
Malwas, 583
Manam, 583
Manas Bal, 11, 125, 583
Manasarowar lake, 10
Manbar Pass See Kongta La
Manchattar, 584
Mand, 584
Mandal, 584, 876
Mandarlik, 585
Mandi, 585
Mandipura, 585
Mandurkar, 586
Manechun Sumdo, 586
Mang, 586
Mangal Dev, 586
Manganpura, 586
Manganwar, 586
Mangar, 586
Mangil, 586
Mangla, 587
Mangnar, 587
Mango, 50
Mani, 587
Manjotah, 587
Mankam, 587
Mankot, 587
Mansar, 588
Mansera, 875, 884
Manzami, 588
Mapanunabad, 588
Marapi, 588
Marbal, 588
Marble, white, 31
Mar Canal, 11
Marcha, 589
Marg, 589
Margwan, 589
Margund, 590
Mari Nag, 590
Mari Road, 15
Markha, 590
Markha River, 590
Markim, 590
Markhor, 96
Markunja, 590
Marol, 590
Marpo La, 590
Marsalang, 590
Mar Sar, 591
Marsemi La, 591
Martuni, 591
Maru, 592
Maru Wardan, 10
Maru Wardwan, 592
Maru Wardwan river, 12
Marwar, 593
Marserbrum, 594
Masho, 594
Maspura, 594
Massabowan, 594
Matayan, 594
Mateli, 594
Matsil, 594
Matsil, 881
Mattan, 595
Mausar, 12
Mazadi, 595
Mazakoi, 595
Mazen Pass, 595
Mecho-Hol, 596
Medicinal plants, 56
Megh, 596
Meira, 596
Mendi, 596
Mendola, 596
Mera, 597
Merabagh, 597
Meragund, 597
Merara, 597
Metmu, 597
Metsij, 597
Mian, 597
Military administration, 138
Military statistics, 20
Militia and territorial forces, 22
Minawar, 598, 897
Mineral productions, 28
Mingram, 599
Min Sar, 120
Mir, 599
Sumbal, 799
Sumdo, 799
Sumgal, 799
Sumgal River, 800
Sumna, 800
Sumnal, 800
Sumsar, 800,
Sumuru, 801,
Sunzun-gling, 801
Sunawain, 801
Sundbrar, 801
Sunis 122, 124
Sunkuja, 802
Supersumun, 802
Suran, 802
Surkond, 802
Surmu, 802
Surna Nala, 803
Surinsar, 803
Surongo, 803
Surphrar, 803
Sursu, 803
Surtokh La, 803
Suru, 804
Surudab, 804,
Suru River, 804,
Sutlej, 10, 11
Syal Sai, 804
Sybug, 805

Tagalang, 806
Taghar, 806
Tagnak, 806
Tahkot, 875
Tai, 806
Taintre, 806
Taintripur, 806
Taitri, 806
Takang, 807
Takcha, 807
Takia, 807
Takia Mia Shah, 807
Takibal, 807
Takmachik, 807
Tak Marpo, 808
Tak Pa Chun, 903
Takrachak, 808
Takti La See Naurungla
Taktze See Takcha
Talawari, 808
Tal Lohat, 878
Talu, 808
Talubrok, 808
Tamba, 808
Tambis—Kunor, 808
Tamial, 809
Tamman, 809
Tanda Pani, 809
Tando, 809
Tangmar, 809
Tangmoche, See Tom Tokh
Tangwara, 809
Tankse, 810
Tansan, 810
Tara, 810
Tarkatta Tarkofa, 811
Tarna Nala, 811
Tarsar, 811
Tarshing, 811
Tarutze, 811
Tashgam, 811
Tatakuti, 811
Tatamoula, 811
Tatapani, 812
Tati, 812
Tatsha Karit, 812
Tawi Rivers, 812
Tayar, 813
Telegraph, 20
Telgam, 813
Tenala, 813
"Tent Stone", 249
Tertse 813
Thakur, 814
Thaldat, 814
Thallar, 815
Thalle, 815
Thalle La, 815
Thamus, 815
Thana, 815
Thang, 816
Thanglassgo Pass, 816
Thanot, 817
Thaobut, 817
Tharra, 817
Tharu, 817
Thatola, 817
Thien, 881
Thilru, 817
Thogji Chanmo, 817
Thonde, 818
Thondhe, 903
Thugji, 818
Thugrili See Thugji
Thurab See Thuram
Thurum, 818
Thurgo, 818
Tibet, 5, 10, 120, 125, 818
Tibi, 820
Tibetan, 25, 27
Tibetan Plateau, 11
Tikpura, 820
Tiksay, 820
Tikse See Tiksay
Tikzay, 820
Tilail, 10,821
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Tilut So, 822
Timber, 33
Timbra, 823
Timisgam, 823
Timmeran, 823
Tindali, 823
Tingjos, 823
Tingmol, 823
Tirbal, 824
Tiri, 824
Tiriko, 824
Tirit, 824
Tiritshu, 824
Tisar, 824
Titwal, 824, 887
Toati See Sati
Tobacco, 52
Tok, 824
Toliti, 825
Tom Tokh, 825
Tongwall, 825
Tor Gali, 825
Tosha Maidan, 10, 826
Tosho Pass, 826
Tragbal, 827
Tragume Bur Tso, 827
Traw, 827
Trapai, 828
Traran, 828
Treaty of 1846, 3
Treaty of Amritsar, 3, 133
Treaty of Lahore (First), 133
Treaty of Lahore, 3
Trees, 37
Trekolabal, 829
Tribonian, 829
Trikhtar, 829
Trikota Devi See Trikhtar
Troach, 829
Trongo Pass See Talu Book
Tsaka La, 830
Tsakshang, 830
Tsanabal, 830
Tsarap River See Serap
Ts-arap Valley, 5
Tsari, 830
Tsari-Bragardo, 830
Tsatti See Satti
Tsaza See Karsar
Tsedar, 830
Tsendi, 903
Tsenial, 831
Tserpura, 831
Tsin, 831
Tairar See Chrar
Tso-Ar, 831
Tso-kar, 12
Tsokar-Chumo Lake See Tso-kar Lake
Tso-Kar Lake, 831
Tso Kiar, 832
Tso Lu, 832
Tsomonanglari See Pangong
Tsomoriri lake, 5, 12, 832
Tsondus, 834
Tsont-i-Kul, 11
Tso Rul See Pangoor Tso
Tsorus See Sursu
Tso Thang, 834
Tso-War See Tso-Ar
Tsu, 834
Tsultak, 834
Tsurka, 834
Tuggu Nuggu, 834
Tujjar, 834
Tulamul See Tulamula
Tulambutli, 834
Tulamula, 835
Tumel, 835
Tungdar, 835
Tungring, 835
Turanian, 25
Turgi, 835
Turnak, 835
Turtuk, 836
Tuss, 836
Tutiyalu, 836
Tutkor, 836
Tutmari Gali, 836
Twar, 837
Twina, 837
Udampur, 838
Udrana, 838
Ujh, 838
Ular, 838
Ulding Thung See Oltingthang
Umasila, 839
Umdung, 839
Umla, 840
Umlar, 840
Unmaru, 840
Upshi, 840
Ur, 840
Ur, 841
Urtse, 842
Ushkara, 842
Utar Beni, 842
Uttar, 842
Valleys, 9
Vedasta, 843
Vegetables, 67
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